A new small computer
that won't limit you tomorrow

New Cromemco System One shown with our
high-capability terminal and printer.

Expandability

Here's a low-priced computer that won't run out
of memory capacity or expandability halfway
through your project.
Typically, computer usage tends to grow, requiring more capability, more memory, more storage.
Without a lot of capability and expandability, your
computer can be obsolete from the start.
The new System One is a real building-block
machine. It has capability and expandability by the
carload.
Look at these features:

• Z80-A processor
• 64K of RAM

• 780K of disk storage

• CRT and printer interfaces
• Eight S-100 card slots, allowing expansion
with
color graphics
additional memory
additional interfaces for telecommunications, data acquisition, etc.
• Small size

GENEROUS DISK STORAGE
The 780K of disk storage in the System One
Model CS-1 is much greater than what is typically
available in small computers. But here, too, you
have a choice since a second version, Model
CS-1 H, has a 5" Winchester drive that gives you
5 megabytes of disk storage.

COLOR GRAPH ICS/WORD PROCESSI NG
This small computer even gives you the option of
outstanding high-resolution color graphics with our
Model SOl interface and two-port RAM cards.
Then there's our tremendously wide range of
Cromemco software including packages for word
processing, business, and much more, all usable
with the new System One.

ANTI-OBSOLESCE NCE/LOW-PRICE D
As you can see, the new One offers you a lot of
performance. It's obviously designed with antiobsolescence in mind .
What' s more, it's priced at only $3,995. That's
considerably less than many machines with much
less capability. And it's not that much more than
many machines that have little or nothing in the
way of expandability.
Physically, the One is small - 7" high. And it's allmetal in construction . It's only 141/8" wide, ideal for
desk top use. A rack mount·option is also available.

CONTACT YOUR REP NOW

MULTI-USER, MULTI-TASKING
CAPABILITY
Believe it or not, this new computer even offers
multi-user capability when used with our advanced
CROMIX' operating system option. Not only does this
outstanding O/S support multiple users on this computer but does so with powerful features like multi-

C3

pie directories, file protection and record level lock.
CROMIX lets you run multiple jobs as well.
In addition to our highly-acclaimed CROMIX, there
is our CDOS' . This is an enhanced CP/M t type system
designed for single-user applications. CP/M and a
wealth of cP/M-compatible software are also
available for the new System One through thirdparty vendors.

Get all the details on this important building-block
computer. Get in touch with your Cromemco rep
now. He'll show you how the new System One can
grow with your task.
·CROMIX and COOS are trademarks of Cromemco Inc.

tCPiM is a trademark of Digital Research

CrOJlleJlleOTM
incorporated
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400

Tomorrow's computers today
Circle 137 on inquiry card.

CROMIX FILE SYSTEM

A- ........"

CROMIX*- Cromemco's outstanding
UNIXt-like operating system

(1,

CROMIX is just the kind of major
development you've come to expect
from Cromemco. After all, we're
already well-known for the most
respected software in the microcomputer field.
And now we've come up with the industry's first UNlx-lookalike for
microcomputers. It's a tried and proven
operating system. It's available on both
5" and 8" diskettes for Cromemco
systems with 128K or more of memory.
Here are just some of the features you
get in this powerful Cromemco system:
•
•
•
•

Multi-user and multi-tasking
capability
Hierarchical directories
Completely compatible file,
device, and interprocess I/O
Extensive subsystem support

FILE SYSTEM
One of the important features of our
CROMIX is its file system comprised of
hierarchical directories. It's a tree structure of three types of files: data files,
·CROMIX is a trademark of Cromemco, Inc.
tUNIX is a trademark of Bell Telephone laboratories

directories, and device files . File,
device, and interprocess I/O are compatible among these file types (input and
output may be redirected interchangeably from and to any source or
desti nation).
The tree structure allows different
directories to be maintained for different
users or functions with no chance of
conflict.

Speed of access to disk files has also
been optimized. Average access speeds
far surpass any yet implemented on
microcomputers.

Ie' COMPILER AVAILABLE, TOO
Cromemco offers a wide range of
languages that operate under CROMIX.
These include a high-level command
process language and extensive subsystem support such as COBOl, FORTRAN
IV, RATFOR, LISP, and 32K and 16K BASICs.
There is even our highly-acclaimed
'C' compiler which allows a programmer fingertip access to CROMIX system
calls.

PROTECTED FILES
Because of the hierarchical structure
of the file system, CROMIX maintains
separate ownership of every file and
directory. All files can thus be protected
from access by other users of the
system. In fact, each file is protected by
four separate access privileges in each
of the three user categories.

THE STANDARD O-S
FOR THE FUTURE
The power and breadth of its features
make CROMIX the standard for the next
generation of microcomputer operating
systems.
And yet it is available for a surprisingly
low $595.
The thing to do is to get all this
capability working for you now. Get in
touch with your Cromemco rep today.

TREMENDOUS ADDRESS SPACE,
FAST ACCESS
The flexible file system and generalized disk structure of CROMIX give a disk
address space in excess of one gigabyte
per volume - file size is limited only by
available disk capacity.
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combine two or more
high resolution color graphics.
MicroAngelo is the OEM's choice because
it is a powerful self- contained graphics display
computer that is easy to add to your host. A graphics
display computer that is proven reliable in over 1000
field installations. A graphics display computer that is so
affordable you don't have to design your own.
IU\"~-~n'... n"''''"r'''to create

Save development time and overhead with
SCREENWARpM, SCION's high level display firmware
language. SCREENWARE provides point, vector, region,
circle, flood, crosshair, light pen interface, tracking
cross, screen load and dump, split screen, macro, and
full terminal emulation commands. Use MicroAngelo
both as your main console and as your application
software's display screen.
MicroAngelo's on-board processor frees your host processor and bus to perform other tasks, while on-board
memory and firmware reduce the size of your application programs. With our direct, easy interface to any
high level language, you are no more than a simple sub-

Think SCION for your graphics display needs.
Think MicroAngelo. call us at (703) 476-6100.
'OEM quantity 25 pnce for Mullibus o r 8-100 boa rd.

SCION
Hthe~ubnp~t

12310 Pinecrest Rd./Reston, VA 22091
(703) 476-6100 TWX: 710-833-0684
Circle 402 on Inquiry card.

Circle 157 on Inquiry card .

Editorial

THINK CP1M -86"
MILEBTONE-86" -$395. Manual alone - $30.
"Critical path" network analysis program for scheduling
manpower. dollars and time to maximize productivity.
Interactive project management program that runs under
CP/M·86. MILESTONE can be used to track paper flow.
build a computer . check a department's performance. or
build a bridge. MILESTONE can be used by execulives.
engineers. managers. and small businessmen.
Produce PERT chart in minutes.
Find critical tasks that can't be delayed.
o Investigate tradeof1s between manpower. dollars and
time.
o Give plans to others using a printed project schedule.
o Change details and immediately see results on Ihe
screen.
o Balance time. manpower and costs.
Formats: 8. lOW. IPC.
o

West Coast Cotnputer
Faire Report
by Chris Morgan, Editor in Chief

o

SUPERCALC-86" - $295.
Allows a layman to manipulate data in a variety of forecasting and accounting applications. Combines the interactive nature of an electronic spreadsheet with the power
and convenience of a simple simulation language. Video
display can be scrolled over the entire worksheet using
cursor controls. Symbolic vector references eliminate
repetitive low-level data manipulation commands. Easy
to use menu driven "help" command.
Allo IVlllibie for IBM·DDS.
Formats: 8. lOW. IPC.

DA TEBOOK -86" -$295. Manual alone-$30.
Schedule appOintments for up to 27 different doctors.
lawyers. rooms etc. Three appointment schedules are
displayed on the screen at a time. File structure allows
for appointments for up to one year in advance. Searches
for openings that fit time of day. day of week and lor day
of year constraints. Appointments made. modified or
cancelled easily. Copies of day's appointments can be
printed easily.
Formats: 8. lOW. IPC
MORE SOFTWARE

CBASIC/86
PASCALlM-86
Pascal :SORT-86
FIELD CDMPANION·86
PERSONAL DATEBOOK
TEXTWR/TER-86'
• AI.o . v_lIabie fOf IBM·OOS

PRODUCT/ MANUAL ALONE

$325.
$495.
$195.
$295.
$150.
$125.

$25.
$25.
$20.
$30.
$30.
$30.

FORMAT CODES: 8 (8'" single density IBM sott-sectored) lOW (IBM Display Writer

with CP/M-86) IPC (18M Personal Computer with CP/M-86)

SOFTVlARE
SOFTVlARE
DIGITALMARKETI G
DIGITAL MARKETING'M

DIGITM MARKETING CORPORATION
2610 CHERRY LANE -WAlNUT CREEK. CALIFORNIA_ 94596
( 415) 9J8-28&O. Tefex 17·1 852 ( DIGMIClG: WNCK)

Dealer fnqulrles Invlfed

TRAD£MARKS: CP I M-86.CBASIC 186· Dif;1ital Rtstarch. Milestone. Datebook. Personal

Dalebook . Texlwriler - Organic Software. PascailM • Sorcim. Pascal:SORT. Field
Companion - Technical Software.
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You are in a large, cavernous building. To the north, south, east, and west
are booths - all filled with microcomputer hardware and software . You are
equipped with (1) a BYTE plastic bag, (2) a press badge, (3) a camera, and (4)
sensible shoes . Your goal : see everything in the building-in three days.
A stream flows into the building from the north - a stream of 40,000 people
that is, who poured into the Seventh West Coast Computer Faire held in San
Francisco this past March. It was the ultimate adventure game for personal
computer lovers .
By some accounts it was a relatively tame show . Indeed, many of the expected blockbuster announcements were held in reserve for the National Computer Conference (underway in Houston as this issue appears) . Nonetheless,
for patient show-goers there were enough rewards to make the show a real
success. I1l touch on a few highlights here.

A Beautiful Concept
Ironically, the most interesting product I saw during
my trip to the West Coast
was not on public display .
It's the Corvus Concept
computer, manufactured by
Corvus Systems (2029
OToole Ave., San Jose, CA
95131) . I made a special trip
to San Jose immediately
after the Faire to see this
new state-of-the-art personal computer.
In looks alone, the Concept is a hands-down
winner. But more important, it offers an amazing
number of features for its
$4995 suggested retail price
tag . It has a 68000 16-bit
processor; 256K bytes of
RAM standard (512K bytes
optional); a 120-column by
66-line (!) bit-mapped
black-and-white display

Photo 1: The Corvus Concept computer, which features a 68000 processor and a 120-column by 66-line
display. Suggested retail price is $4995.

Yov GET /tIORE OVT OF
PERCOItf DISK SYSTEMS.

EXPECT ITl
At Percom, our business is making
disk storage systems for microcomputers
- something we've been doing right,
since 1977.
From the design of rock-solid drive
controller circuitry to quality controls that
include 100% life testing of every drive shipped, you can expect to get more out of
Percom Disk Systems.
And Percom provides you with comprehensive after-sales service from our
wholly owned, fully independent customer
service center.
WINCHESTER
10-MEGABYTE
DISK STORAGE
SYSTEMS
Enormous
storage capacity
plus high speed.
Percom 5% inch hard
disk systems are 40
times faster than
single-density floppy
mini-disks, 20 times
faster than doubledensity units.
Systems include a smart, four-drive controller
featuring state-of-the-art data encoding and
separation, adaptable industry-standard disk
interfacing. Versions for the Apple II, Atari ,

(lEf)
~
11 (]() ~~
WI

H/Z-89, IBM PC and TRS-80* Model
II I. Prices start at under $3000.
Options: 5- or 14- Mbyte drives,
floppy disk controller.

FLOPPY MINI-DISK
STORAGE SYSTEMS

40 or 80-track drives, single
or dual-head, flippy or nonflippy - all double-density
rated. Available in 1, 2 and 3drive add-on units, 1 and 2-drive
internal units, with full documentation and software support.
Add-on drives from $399, complete
systems from $459.95.
To learn more about quality
Percom disk storage systems, mail
the coupon today. Or, call toll-free
1-800-527-1222.

r - --- ---------

II

I

I
I
I
I

YES ... I'd like to know more about Percom disk
systems. Please rush me information.
Send to: PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC. Dept BDl
11220 Pagemill Road, Dallas TX 75243
name
street
city

state

zip

~ph~o~ne~n~u~
m~
ber---------------------

I'm interested in 1!Qppy disk storage for my ...
TRS-80 0 Mdl I U Mdl II 0 CC 0 IBM PC
O H/Z-89 O H-8 n AIM/KIM/SYM O System-50
I'm interested in hard disk storage for my .. .
O IBM PC D TRS-80 Mdlill [l Apple II OAtari O H/Z-89

]
[
'- ~~:S:~2:.;::'d= _ __ _
THE
DRf·IE
P'~O'''·E
• ~
W' ~
~
r L
t
11220 Pagemill Road· Dallas TX • 75243 • (214) 340-7081

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

·TRS-BO is a trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no
relationship Ito Percom Data Compa ny, Inc.
© 1981 Percom Data Company, Inc.

JOHN STARKWEATHER'S

~

~

~~&JQ)&

ILOT

$149 95

For all CP/M systems. Works
with Apple (SoftCard T " sys•
tem needed), TRS-BO, North
DISKETIE AND MANUAL
Star, Superbrain, Micropolis,
Vector and many other microcomputers. Needs 32K RAM,
one disk drive and CRT or video display and keyboard.
• PILOT for Programmed, Inquiry, Learning Dr Teaching.
• An excellent interactive language for education and office automation.
• Perfect companion for BASIC, COBOL and PASCAL to solve training and
documentation problems .
.
• John Starkweather, Ph.D., creator of PILOT, wrote this version to meet
all PILOT-73 standards and added many new features.
• New featu res include full screen text editor, commands to drive
optional equipment such as VTR's & voice response units.
• Currently used in many college and progressive high schools .
• Use for interactive applications-data entry, programmed instruction
and testing.

$119 95
•
DlSKETIE AND MANUAL

For all CP/M-based systems. Requires 32K RAM, one disk drive
and CRT or video display and
keyboard.

• A character oriented full screen video display text editor designed
specifically for program preparation.
• Write program in COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC or similar languages.
• Features include single key commands for cursor control , scrolling, block moves, search and replace, tab setting and multiple file
insertions.

U\Q~W&[Q)&

COBOL
$199.95
DISKETIE AND MANUAL

For all CP/M or MP/M operating systems. Requires 32K
RAM and one disk drive.
• Edition II of Nevada COBOL is based on ANSI-74 Standards.
• With 48K RAM, you can compile and execute up to 4000 statements.
• COpy statement for library handling.
• CALL...USING ... CANCEL
• PERFORM .. .THRU ... TlMES ... UNTIL.. .paragraph or section names.
.,F...NEXT SENTENCE ... ELSE.. .NEXT SENTENCE AND/OR < = >
NOT.
• GO TO ... DEPENDING ON ...
• Interactive ACCEPT/DISPLAY.. .
• RELATIVE (random) access files
• Sequential files both fixed and variable length.
.'NSPECT...TALLYING .. . REPLACING.

Ct

ELLIS COMPUTING
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
600 41st Avenue, Dept. B
San Francisco, CA 94121

COD's WELCOME

~~

(415) 751·1522

U.S.A.

CP/ M. MPIM, TRS-80 and SoftCard system are registered TM's of Digital Research,
Tandy Corporation and Microsoft respectively.
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Circle 181 on Inquiry card.

Edltorlal-----------(560 by 720 pixels, versus 808 by 1024 for the Xerox
Star-you can get the equivalent of eight Apple II images
on the Corvus screen, albeit without color); mixed text
and graphics on the same page; on-screen window
management; ISO Pascal as the main language; Selectricstyle keyboard with 10 programmable-function keys (key
labels appear along the bottom of the display, a la
Hewlett-Packard); built-in Omninet local network hardware; and various software packages, including a CP 1M
emulator in software that runs regular CP 1M programs
(although somewhat more slowly than most standard
CP / M machines); Logicalc (a Visicalc look-alike spreadsheet program). and Edword, a sophisticated word processor. The Concept's operating system (designed by Corvus) is menu-based, which makes the machine a natural
for Unix. In fact, it would be an excellent candidate for a
Small talk system. Its designers say they are working on
an experimental "mouse" (a small, mechanical interface
that lets the user position the cursor on the screen by rolling the interface box on a flat surface and select screen
menu options by pressing buttons) . Such a unit is currently available on the Xerox Star system .
Good Design
The Concept is one of the best-designed computers I've
seen in the microcomputer field, and it will set the
price / performance standard in its price class for some
time to come. The only machine that may give it real
competition is the still-under-wraps Apple Lisa machine.
Details about Lisa and its date of introduction are still
sketchy. It's rumored to have graphics comparable to the
Concept, but it may end up costing more.
The Concept resembles the Xerox Star in many ways.
The user-definable screen windows bear an uncanny,
though perhaps not entirely accidental. resemblance to
those on the Star . And while it lacks some of the flexibility and sophistication of the Star's estimable software
package, it comes surprisingly close in its hardware features - screen resolution, for instance . It's a pleasure
finally to be able to see an 8% by 11 page of text displayed on a personal computer screen as it will appear on
paper when printed . And all this for about one-third the
price of the Star!

Flipping Your Display
Another novel feature of the Concept is the switchable
display screen (made by Ball Brothers). It's but the work
of a few seconds to remove the screen from its quickrelease flange mount (the screen can be tilted and swiveled by the operator for optimum viewing angle) and
flipped 90 degrees to get a horizontal aspect ratio . A
quick press of a key converts the characters on the video
screen to either horizontal or vertical display. Having the
two options is a real convenience: the horizontal mode is
perfect for spread-sheet programs and the vertical mode
lends itself well to word processing.
Circle 243 on Inquiry card.
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The AIl3 Interface puts
your AppJe®Computer
towork
in the
Laboratory
For Only

$550*
You can plug
this powerful interface
easily into your Apple Computer
and create a fast, flexible
analog data acquisition system
with all these features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

16 independent input channels
Ranges from 1OOmV to ± 5V, selectable by software
12· bit precision, 0 .024 % accuracy
Fast 20·microsecond conversion time
Sample ·and ·hold circu itry captures changing signa ls
External trigger mode responds to commands from
remote eq uipment
• Software diskette included , to get you starte d right
away
A I 13 comes with a I·year warranty and is backed by full
technica l support. It is part of a full line of \S analog and
digital systems, all inexpensive and modularly designed
so that you can select and pay for only the interfaces and
functions you need.

The Edword word processor (designed by Corvus) has
one feature that's worth the price of admission: an Undo
key that lets you "undo" what you've done to your text
file all the way back to the beginning of the editing
session. Some other word processors have limited "undo"
capability, but this is the first I've seen in which the program gives you so much power. An optional Corvus hard
disk attached to the Concept contains the Mirror backup
system that works in conjunction with any standard VHS
video-tape recorder with remote control . The system can
be programmed to come on at any time (nighttime is
probably most convenient) and back up and verify the
contents of the hard disk. The procedure takes about 15
minutes. And you can program the computer to automatically save the contents of your current working file
to disk as often as every 10 seconds.
A drawer in the back of the Concept opens to reveal a
motherboard that, the company says, will accept some
(not all) of the available Apple peripheral boards on the
market. That's another unexpected feature that makes
this computer so intriguing.
The Corvus designers have paid a lot of attention to
minor and major details that other companies have
passed over. The result is a major advance in the current
state of the art in personal computer design.
In today's age of giant computer makers, it's ironicand reassuring - that some of the best designs can still
come from the most unexpected sources.
New Products at the Faire
I saw several plug-in boards designed to let you run
software written for one computer on another computer.
One such board is the Baby Blue from Xedex Corporation
(645 Madison Ave. , New York, NY 10022). This $600
board lets IBM Personal Computer users run standard
CP 1M programs. With the board in place, a p rogram
with a Baby Blue header loads under PC DOS into native
memory and is executed. The header instructs the IBM's

Interactive Structures has been designing and produ cing
interfaces for Apple Computers since 1977. Thousands
of \S units are in use internationally. One is being used in
th e instrumentation for making analog readings aboard
the NASA Space Shuttle.
Write or call now for more information on the A I 13the best investment you'll make in a research assistant.
• Reco mmended U S. list p rice each
A p ple
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a reg iste red trade namp at Apple® Co mputer Inc

Circle 233 on inquiry card .

Interactive Structures , Inc.
112 Bala Avenue
P.O. Box 404
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
(215) 667·1713

Photo 2: Coprocessors ' 8088 conversion card for the Apple II.
Circle 421 on Inquiry card. --+

SOFTWJ

SOFTWA
CP/M®
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SH7i N·

MX-80 FTwith
GRAFTRAX . ..

MX-80 FT . . . ... . . . . . ... 549 . 00

VISICAL C<!! IBM 256K ... 190.00

. 75.00
List: 99 .00

List: 745 .00

MX-80 with GRAFTRAX . . 479 .00

List: 250 .00

. . 190. 00

VISIDEX
List: 250.00

VISIPLOT .

. . . 619.00

List: 795 .00

List: 200. 00

SeG£. L
QUICKSCREEN . ...... . . 129 .00

I

.. 190.00

VISICALC'" IBM 64K .... 158.00

THE MICROHOUSE
" ddQ " PACKAGE: ....... 699 .00

. . . . . 729 .00

List: 995 . 0 0

List: 250.00

List: 700.00

IIIIIIIII'~

MX-100 . .

VISICALC® APPLE
DOS3 .3 ...

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
SYS TEM AVAtLABLE
tN MANY FORMA TS.

ASHTON· TA TE's dBASE It
FO X & GELLER's
dUTlL and QUtCKSCREEN
List: 924 . 00

V .. vOR

dBASE II VERSION 2 . 3A . 529.00

List: 295.00

HARDWARE
PRINTERS

C'

APPLE®

CP/M®

SORAM
SUPERCALC .... " " .. . . . 209 . 00

~

. _. . . _.. ... 158.0 0

List: 200.00

List 645 . 00

8141 SERIALINTERFACE. 64 .00
8150 SERIAL
.. . 140.00
INTERFACE .
WITH 2K BUFFER

8151 SERIAL
INTERFACE .. . .. . . .. ... 155. 00

MICRO..

BASIC80 . .. ..... .. .... 285 .00 List:
100.00
VISITERM
.. . . _ . .. .. . .... 79 .00
BASIC COMPILER . ..... 315 . 00
VISITREND ..
. . . 249 .00
WtTH 2K BUFFER AND
COBOL
List: 300. 00
Xonl Xoff PROTOCOL
80 . . ... . . .. . ... 568 .00 VISIFILE .
.. ... .. .... 190.0 0
Hi)
FORTRAN 80 . . . . . . . . . . 34500
8230APPLc" CABLE .. .. 24 . 00
.
Lis t: 250.00
PARALLEL

muSIMPl muMATH ....... 215.00
MACRO 80 ..... . . . .... 140.00

SPELLBINDER . ... ... . . 299 .00
..225. 00

List: 295.00

149.00

8131 APPL E®
INTERFACE . ............ 63 .00
PARALLEL

List: 250.00

List: 495 .00

SPELLCHECK .

. . 190.00

DESKTOP PLAN 11/ .

(,

E

DESKTOP PLAN II .
List: 300 .00

VISIPACK : . . . . ..

GRAPPLER INTERFACE
AND CABLE: ........ . .. 125.00

. 599.00

INCLUDES VISICALC.
VISIFIL E. & VlSITRENDI
VISIPLOT.
List: 700 .00

FOR APPLE" . MX·80
(MUS T have Graftrax) . MX-80 FT.
MX · l 00 . lOS PAPER TIGERS
AND C. ITOH PROWRtTER

Microhouse'· continues to feature
the best savings on the best software.
MICROP 0
WORDSTAR . . ..... .... . 293 . 00
List: 495 . 00

WORDSTAR FOR IBM . . . 289.00

II)S

F.N

HA

. . 124.00

PIE Writer . ..... .

PRISMPRINTER132 .. . 1699 .00
List: 199 5 .00

APPLE" WORD PROCESSOR
List: 149. 95

PRISM PRINTER 80 . ... . 799 .00
LiSt: 8 95.00

List: 495 .00
APPLESOFT COMPILER . 145.00
SUPERSORT . ......... . 168.00
PAPER TIGER 560G . . . 1149. 00
T
MAILMERGE . .. . . .... . . 103.00
TIME MANAGER .
DATASTAR ...... ,," _.... 235.00
... 125 .00
List: 150. 00
OKIIJA1;SPELLSTAR . . .. . . . " .... 155.00
TASC
MICROLlNEB4 . . . . .. . . 1199 .00
CALCSTAR .... " . . ... .. 199. 00
APPLESOFT COMPILER . 150.00 MICROLINE 83A . ...... . 749 . 00
FORTRAN 80 ..... .. . . . 165.00 MICROLINE B2A . . .. _. .. 499.00
COBOL BO...
. .. 550 .00
MICROLINE BO ......... 365. 00
A.L.D.S ........ .. ... .. . 105.00

"Ie

ACCESS RI S
APPLE®

S

MICROPR(

C ITOH

WORDSTAR . . . . . . " . . . .. 234.00

VIDEX

CALCSTAR . .... .

.. 149.00

MODEMS
NO

MOUNTAIN

TlON

APPL E® -CAT ..... . .. . . 325.00
List: 389 . 00

MICROSOFT

AUTO-CAT . .. . ......... 213 .00
D-CAT. .... . ........... 156.00

PREMIUM SYSTEM: ... .. 619 .00
tNCLUDES: l -80 SOFTCARD ,
16K RAMCARD. VIOEX
VIOEOTERM. and CPI M USER
GUIDE.
List: 775 .00

Z-BO SOFTCARD .... .. . 299.00
16KRAMCARD .. . ...... 150.00

List: 845 . 00

PRO WRITER SERIAL .... 650.00

VIDEO TERM .. .. ....... 290 .00
KEYBOARD ENHANCER _ 105.00

MULTI/I O . . ...... .. . .. . 17B. 00

PRO WRITER PARALLEL . 499.00

List: 375 .00

H YE:: S
...
CHRONOGRAPH ...... . 199.00
List: 249 .00

List: 885 .00

F-10PARALLEL. .. . . . . 1560.00
F-10 SERIAL. .
. .. CALL
COMET I . ... ..... . .. . 295.00
List: 495 .00

STARWRITER I
PARALLEL. ........... 1450. 00
List: 1895 .00

STARWRITER I SERIAL . 1500.00
List: 1960.00

STARWRITER II
PARALLEL. . . .. . . . " . .. 1700.00
List: 2325 .00

SMARTMODEM ... . . . .. 227. 00
MICRO MODEM II . ... ... 299.00

STARWRITER II
SERIAL ......... _... 1BOO. 00

APPLE"

List: 2025 .00

Circle 311 on Inquiry card.

TO ORDER:
THE MICROHOUSE ORDER CENTER IS OPEN
9:00 AM · 8 :00 PM EASTERN TIME MONDA Y
THROUGH FRIDA Y.
CALL TOLL·FREE FOR ORDERS,
QUOTES, AND AVAILABILITY:

r

PRICE

Microhouse"
has it. MicroPro'S"
1·215·868·8219
WordSta, for
IBM: $ 289
TOjiIJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw~~~~~~~~
1·800·523·9511

IN PENNSYL VANIA, AND FOR TECHNICAL
SUPPORT:

MICROLINE :-

MICROHOUSE OFFERS 24 HOUR COMPUTER
SHOPPING WITH MICROLINE. MICROLINE IS
A COMPUTERIZED ORDER· ENTRY SYSTEM,
SIMILAR TO ACCESSING TlME·SHARING
SYSTEMS. MICROLINE ENABLES YOU TO
ACCESS SPECIFIC INFORMATION ON OVER
1000 MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE AND
NUMEROUS SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES.

..

MICROLINE GIVES YOU THE OPTION OF
ORDERING
AS PRODUCTS,
MUCH AS YOU
WANT, AS
SOFTWARE
IN ADDITION
OFTEN AS YOU WANT. MICROHOUSE WILL
PROCESS YOUR ORDER WITHIN 24 NOURS.

1·215·868·1230
MICROUNE OPERA TES AT 300 BAUD, 8 BITS,
NO PARITY, 1 STOP BIT.

Microhouse

SHIPPING:
ADD 2 % TO ALL ORDERS. DIFFERENCE WILL
BE CREDITED. OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL UNITED
STA TES ADD AN ADDITIONAL $5 . 00 .
ALL ITEMS SHIPPED UPS GROUND. OTHER
SHIPPING METHODS AVAILABLE UPON
REQUEST.

PAYMENT:
ACCEPTED PAYMENT BY PERSONAL CHECK,
MONEY ORDER, C. O.D. , MASTERCARD, OR
VISA. PURCHASE ORDERS NEED PRIOR
APPROVAL.
MICROUNE PA YMENTS BY PERSONAL CHECK,
MONEY ORDER, C.O.D., MASTERCARD, OR
VISA ONLY.
PENNSYLVANIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 % SALES
TAX .

P.O. BOX 498
BETHLEHEM,PA 18016
PRICES AND SPECIFICATION SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

HAYDEN

PIE WRITER
Yes , that's right. Another word processing system for the Apple II. So, what makes the Hayden
PfEWriler so different? Well, for one · the price. Secondly· you need not purchase any additional
hardware for your computer to make it operational.

PIEWriter has the ability to do incremental spacing so that fractions of a space can be added between
words when justifying text. This makes the distribution o( the space required to fill out a justified

SUPERCALC isa IrademarkofSORCIM.
VISICALC, VISIDEX , VISIPLOT, VISITERM,
VlSITREND , DESKTOP PLAN, and VISIFILE

~==============

Versatility and compatibility are two important features of PIE Writer. While some word processors
for the Apple /I computer will only work with specific accessories, such as aO -column display
boards, lowercase adaptors and printers, PIE Writer is versatile enough to work with almost any
combination of these. If you have anyone of these hardware accessories in your system, Hayden
has a PIEWriter for your particular configuration.

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.

QUICKSCREEN

NEWFORAPPLE®

line more uniform and less noticeable. In addition, with its optional proportional spacing formatter
program, PIEWriter becomes the ONL Y word processor that can print true proportionally spaced
documents.

MICROHOUSE

1444 LINDEN STREET

-======

~===============

...::

NE~FJRaM~DS

a~;:~~:m:::~r:~~~~~k~R:' nR~.SM' nR~'NTJER'"
~..

r~'~'

J

FOX & GELLER ASSOC.
SOFTCARD, RAMCARD, TIME MANAGER,
The Prism Printer Is the first truly modular, field-upgradable dot matrix printer. Now your printer can
and PREMIUM SYSTEM are Irademarks of
be as flexible as the rest of your system.
MICROSOFT.
WORDS TA R, SUPERSORT, MAILMERGE,
DATASTAR, SPELLS TA R, and CALCSTAR

are lradamarl<s of MICROPRO INTERNA TlONAL.
dBASE /I

is a Irademark of ASHTON· TATE.

SPELLBINDER Mel SPELLCHECK are I _ S
01 LEXISOFT.
MICROMDDEM /I is a lrademark of HA YES
MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
PRISM

is a Irademark of INTEGRAL DA TA

No othertext
printer
offers
you asthen
much
or as
little - as you
need. Start
with the basic
which
features
quality
printing;
add- the
performance
modules
you need-when
youprinter
need them.
Getting into word processing? Add the automatic cut sheet feeder. Handling lots of data? Install
Ihe high speed Sprinl Mode. Wanllo gellhe big piclure? Add Ihe Dol Pial graphic option. And for
communicating information and ideas faster, nothing is more effective than Prism Color for high

multi-c%r
output. Additional Prism option modules will soon be available to help your
quality,
And
that's
just the beginning.
evolving system meet its true potential.

SYSTEMS, INC.

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

to_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

your
total
solution.
chemistry ismicrocomputer
right between you
yourPrinter
printer.is the key
APPLE is a registered trademark of APPLE
If you
aresystem
an Apple,
IBM, At
or last,
otherthe
professional
user,and
Prism
COMPUTERS.
CP/ M is a registered trademark of DIGITAL
Microhouse offers both the Prism ao and Prism 132 Printers at great savings. Please call for
RESEARCH.
availability.

Circle 311 on Inquiry card ,
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Photo 3: Full-View 80, an 80-column conversion board for th e
Atari 800 , from Bit 3 Computer Corporation .

Photo 4: Th e Xebec 5-megabyte hard disk and controller kit for
$1295.

8088 processor to run the program on the Baby Blue's
built-in Z80B processor .
From Coprocessors Inc. (50 West Brokaw Rd ., Suite
64, San Jose, CA 95110) comes the 88-Card, a plug-in
card that effectively converts the Apple II to 16-bit operation, complete with PC DOS (see photo 2). The board
also adds 64K bytes of memory to the Apple, all for $899.
Another such board is the Apple '88 Up-Grade Board
from Systems Research (4355 West Tropicana, Las
Vegas, NV 89103). It has CP IM-86 and an 8088 processor

but no memory; it retails for $550. The Apple probably
now holds the all-time championship for being able to
emulate the highest number of different computer systems via plug-in boards.
At last someone has come up with a badly needed
board : a plug-in card that converts the Atari 800 to
80-column operation (see photo 3). It's called Full-View
80, and it's available for $379 from Bit 3 Computer Corporation (8120 Penn Ave. S, Suite 548, Minneapolis, MN
55431) .

"THE BETTER BOARD"
Z-80-A
64K RAM
Fully Assembled and 1es l ed

Slle: 16" x 13"
Same as 2 8" fl op py
drives. Requires

15V 1 5 Am p
-5V 1 0 Amp
· 12V 15Amp

18" WX 19" Lx8" H

t-4~~~;::;i ~~v~~se~~~e.~ ~~~t.e.d. ~.i~~ ~: ~~ .... . ... ... .. . $1425.00

2 PARALLEL liD', 2 SERIAL 110',
COUNTER TIMERS
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

CONSTRUCTION
• Sockets for all integrated circuits.
• 50 pin connector allows access to
system for future expansion.

CPU - DISK DRIVE CABINET
ACCOMMODATES:
• BRI 2000
• SB·80
• DIGITAL RESEARCH 'The Big Board "
• OTHER SINGLE BOARDS
Metal cabinet with proportionately balanced air flowconvection cooling , AC power cord connector: lighted
power switch: Fuse assembly: OL65 Dual drive power
supply (Will also power single board CPU). All hardware
included to mount 2. 8" disk drives. Includes space area
to mount any single board computer. Fully assembled
and tested .
SB - .... .. . ........ . .......... Cabinet Kit $645.00
SB- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Bare Cabinet $1 45.00
SS/DD DISK DRIVE SYSTEM

DO/DO DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
SB Assembled tested with 2. 8"
drives ... . ................... . . . ........ $1850.00

OPTIONS:
• Character video board 80 x 24 for
use with black and white monitor
8· FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
using a stand alone
Single Sided / Double Density Double Sided /
keyboard - . . . . . . . . .. . .. $215.00
Double Density
• Winchester Host Adapter board
Shugart !!DO/S01R .. . ........... . 5395.00, 2/$780.00
for
Shugart
SA-l000
Hard 1-_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Shug
. . ._
. . ._
..•...
5590.00,2/$1170.00
Disk.
Includes
cable sor Corvus
.. . . $315.00
_art_850/851R
_ _ _. ._
__
_ _ _ __

PROCESSOR
• Z80A with 4 MHZ system clock
with no wait states.
MEMORY
• 64K of 200ns dynamic RAM is
standard . 4t t6lC's
• Parity protection is standard .

• Stand alone keyboard and cable
plugs intocomputerboardfor80x 24
video option ........ .. .. $190.00

ROM
• 256 bytes bootstrap ROM

CP/M· 2.2 & BIOS
CP/M· 2.2 &BIOS modified by 5 &M syslems to run on single board is
available for . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $200.00

II

HOW TO ORDER Phone orders using American Express. Visa . MasterCharge. Bank wire transfer. Cashier's or Certified check. Money Order, or Personal check (allow 10
days to clear) . Please add 5%for shipping, handling and insurance minimum $500.00. Conn. residents add 7.5%sales tax. All equipment is subjectto price changes and
availability without notice. All equipment is new and comes complete with manufacturers warranty. Showroom prices may differ from mail-order advertisement.
- CP/M IS a tra demark 01 Drgrlal Research Corp
.. 110 4 p,ece domeslrc US p"ce

(203) 288-2524 • Telex: 956014
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Circ le 95 on inquiry card.

Circle 284 on inquiry card .......

Circle 225 on Inqu Iry card.

S-100 MEMORIES

64K STATIC RAM
150 ns 2Kx8 Rams
Extended Addressing
Bank Select
Low Power Consumption
Cromix, MPM Compatible

M12

$625.00

256 DYNAMIC RAM
150 ns Access-270 ns Cycle
8-or 16-Bit Data
Parity Error Detection
Extended Addressing
ROM Driven Bank Select

$945.00

M23

Industrial Uuality
FULL 12 Month Warranty

indigo tech
(408) 727-4710
Master Charge and Visa
670 Nuttman Ave. No. 110 Santa Clara, CA 95050

1982 VERSION IFR SIMULATOR
Apple II Plus DOS 3.3

Features a lifelike panel that simulates the
airplane instruments that are used for flying and
navigating in clouds . FLY IFR LANDINGS,
PATTERNS, and CROSS COUNTRY in several
areas of The United States. $50.00 at your
computer store or direct from :
PROGRAMMERS SOFTWARE
2110 N.2nd St.
Cabot Arkansas 72023
(501) 843-2988
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Circle 376 on inquiry card.

Photo 5: Non-Linear Systems' Kaycomp II computer.

A Best Buy
Looking for a great buy? The Xebec 5-megabyte hard
disk and controller is hard to beat at $1295 (see photo 4).
But there's a catch: it's a kit. The manufacturer (Xebec, 432
Lakeside Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086) claims that assembly takes only 10 minutes or so because the various subassemblies, including the controller board, corne preassembled. If the kit, which comes with either Apple DOS
or CP / M software, is as easy to assemble as Xebec says
(we haven't had time to evaluate it yet), it could be the
bargain of the year.

Osborne Look-Alike
Non-Linear Systems Inc. (533 Steven Ave., Solana
Beach, CA 92075) introduced the Kaycomp II (see photo
5), a portable Osborne 1 look-alike that sells for the same
price as the Osborne ($1795) and sports features such as a
Z80 processor, two built-in 5Y4-inch floppy-disk drives,
CP / M , MBASIC, Multiplan (similar to Visicalc), and a
word processor (the negotiations for which were still
underway at the time of this writing). The Kaycomp II's
screen is bigger tHan the Osborne's, measuring 9 inches
diagonally, and it displays a full 80 columns per line. In
addition, some people feel the Kaycomp II's keyboard has
a better layout and key response. It's an interesting entry
from a company that has been in the electronics field
since the early fifties. NLS was the originator of the
digital voltmeter back in the days of Nixie tubes.
Whether NLS can beat Osborne's significant heads tart in
marketing remains to be seen.

The 68000 Pulls Ahead
The 68000 seems to be the leading 16-bit processor at
the moment in terms of the number of new computers
that use it. New 68000-based machines were on display
from Sage and Fortune, as well as the previously mentioned Corvus Concept Computer. Add the TRS-80
Model 16 to that list and you can see that the 68000 has
made fast inroads into the market. Look for more
68000-based machines in the near future, including en-

The Best Made Better
When we unveiled our CompuStar n l
multi-user terminal system just over a
year ago, we thought we had created the
most powerful, lowest-priced multi-user
computer we would ever manufacture.
We were wrong. Today, we've made
our best even better!
Our newly redesigned CompuStar ™
boasts the same performance statistics
that made its predecessor such an overnight success, plus a host of exciting new
features. CompuStar users now get the
added benefits of dual character set capability, an expanded library of visual
attributes including reverse video, underlining and below-the-line descenders,
an enhanced
disk operating system and
t
Microsoft BASIC - all at no extra cost!
And single-user systems now start at as
little as $2995.
There are four types of CompuStar ™
workstations (called Video Processing
Units or VPU's) that can be connected
into a variety of central disk systems
with 10 to 96 megabytes of multi-user
storage.
tMicrosoft is

01

trademark of M icrosoft Corporation.

Up to 255 VPU's can be tied together
to form a massive multi-user network.
Or, you can start with only a single VPU
and easily expand your system as your
processing needs become more sophisticated. But whether you start with one
or one-hundred VPU's, you'll probably
never outgrow your CompuStar. Unlike other systems, you configure the
CompuStar the way you want
it ... connecting any combination of
VPU's in a "daisy chain" fashion into the
central disk system. And since each
VPU has its own twin 280 processors,
its own CPIM* operating system and a
full 64K of internal memory, (not to
mention disk capacities of up to 1%
million bytes), overall system response
time remains unbelievably fast! And that's
a claim most of the other multi-user
vendors just can't make.
Inside our new CompuStar you'll find
a level of design sophistication that's
destined to establish a new standard
for the industry. A series of easy-toservice modular components has been

"Registered trademark of Digital Research.

engineered to yield the most impressive
reliability figures we've ever seen. But
CompuStar users are not only thrilled
with our system's performance (and the
miserly few dollars they spent to get it),
they also have the peace of mind of
knowing that Intertec's comprehensive
customer protection and field service
programs will insure their total after-thesale satisfaction.
For more information on what just
may be the last multi-user microcomputer you'll ever (have to) buy, ask
your dealer today about our all new
CompuStar ™ system. Or, contact us at
the number and address below. We'll
gladly explain how we've made our
best . . . even better!

~~~f~TEC

~l5SYSTEMS®

2300 Broad River Rd. Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 798-9100 TWX: 810-666-21.15

Circle ~!J&ts,.,3~alhlrmHw. card.
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WEHAVETHE
UNBELIEVABLE!!

"This board is all it takes
to build an S-1 00
Computer" for only
$875.00.
It's called Super Quad ™
It contains 64K of
memory, Z-80A-CPU,
Floppy Disk Controller,
2 Serial and Parallel liD
Ports.

Edltorlal-----------tries from Epson and Apple (in the case of the latter,
probably later this year).
More Developments
The FORTH Interest Group and the Japan Microcomputer Club were two of the more interesting nonprofit
groups displaying wares at the show. FORTH in particular seems to be thriving among computer devotees
looking for an original (to say the least!) approach to language design .
Scott Kim entranced visitors at his booth by creating
"inversions" of their names. Inversions are words that
read the same right-side-up and upside-down or that exhibit other interesting symmetry features . (I highly
recommend Scott's book, Inversions , published by BYTE
Books . It is an example of brilliant visual pyrotechnics.)
Volkswriter promises to be one of the best IBM-based
word processors yet , and the $195 price is right too (see
photo 6). It is a stand-alone program written in Microsoft
Pascal (which compiles to 8088 machine language), so it
is fast. Volkswriter is also highly integrated into the IBM
Personal Computer; for example, it makes use of more
than 64K bytes of memory and uses the IBM function
keys . Volkswriter is available from Lifetree Software Inc.
(177 Webster St. , Suite 342, Monterey, CA 93940) .
Seven West Coast Faires Already?
It's hard to believe this was the seventh WCCF. It
seems like only yesterday I attended the first one. Over
the years the show has gone from a gathering of
aficionados and slightly eccentric computer hackers to a
major show attracting a wide range of people. I saw a lo t
more three-piece suits this year than in years past, but I
still saw a comforting number of (now slightly aging) leftwing computer activists haunting the show. The microcomputer field manages to remain both egalitarian and
vital at the same time . Quite a trick .

UNBELIEVABLE AS IT MA YSEEM,
IT'S ALL ON A5"x 10"S-1 00 BOARD AND MEETS IEEE 696.

Super Quad '" for 5%" Disk ......... . .... .. ........... ..... .. ... .. $875.00
Super Quad '" for 8" Disk .... ..... ........ .... .. ............... ... 875.00
Shugart Floppy Disk SA801 R .. ... ....... ......... ........ .......... 450.00
Qume DataTrack-8 ............ .... ... ........ .... .. ..... .......... .... ... 550.00
10 Slot Enclosure with Power Supply .... ... ........ .. ........ .. 700.00
TV 912C Terminal
... ...... ..... ..... ... ....... .... ...... ..... 750.00
CPM 2.2 ... ........... ... ....... ...... .. .... ..... .. .. ......... ...... ... ....... 150.00
,.. - Trademark of Advanced Micro Digit al Corporation

For more information contact:

• MICRO SPOT ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 772
Westminster, CA 92683
(714) 891-0382
• ALL ORDERS ARE PRE-PAID. ADD $5.00 FOR SHIPP ING
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Photo 6: Volkswriter, an inexpensive w o rd processo r for th e
IBM Personal Computer .

ENHANCE YOUR APPLE
WITH
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Expansion Chassis $750
• Adds eight peripheral 110 slots .
• Independent power supply.
• Bank selectable.

~@lill[ill~@firru

the Leader in Quality
Available at your local
computer store.
All prices are suggested retail prices.
Apple and Apple II are trademarks 01 Apple Computer. Inc
Modal tlOOA. ExpanSion Chassis , CPS MultiFunction, Ramplus + , The Clock ,
MusicSystem, AID .. 01 A. Romplus + , RomWrlter. and Supertalker 80200
are trademarks of Mountain Computer. Inc.
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Photo 7: DEC's new Professional 350 personal computer.

New Computers from DEC
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) has introduced
three new personal computers. They are being displayed
at this month's National Computer Conference. The lowend model, called the Rainbow 100, is designed to compete with the IBM Personal Computer. Similar to the
IBM in many ways, it features a dual processor board
with Z80 and 8088 processors; CP / M8086 (part of the

new Softsense package that automatically picks the right
processor to run either CP / M or CP / M-86 programs);
MS-DOS operating system compatibility; two dual
SIf4-inch floppy-disk drives with a total of 1.6 megabytes ;
a 12-inch display with 80 columns by 24 lines or 132 columns by 24 lines of characters; up to 256K bytes of RAM;
a graphics / color option; and an optional color monitor.
Prices for the Rainbow 100 start at approximately $3000.
The second model, the DECmate II, is word-processing
and business oriented. It features a 6120 processor (which
uses the PDP-8 instruction set) . Prices start at $4000 . The
third model comes in two configurations: the Professional 325 and the Professional 350. Both feature DEC's
F-ll processor and VAX-compatible files. The 350 also
allows the user to add an optional5-inch hard-disk drive .
The Professional series starts at $5000. A sophisticated
combination telephone-management / voice-actuation
system will be announced later this year. At a recent prev iew showing, we were impressed by the modular construction of the computers (modules snap out for easy
replacement by users), the excellent color graphics, and
, the well-designed keyboards .

News from Cromemco
Cromemco is introducing a new personal computer at
the NCe. We've learned that it is a 64K-byte, Z80-based

See Us At
20
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Circle 469 on Inquiry card .

Circle 458 on Inquiry card . --+

• KEYBOARD AND
DISPLAY ENHANCER

column card:
• 80 characters x 24 lines
• True decenders
• 7 x 9 character resolution
• Low power consumption
• Compatible with most word
processors
• Softcard and CP 1M compatible
• Modem compatible
• Most popular character set of
any 80 column card
• Alternate character fonts available
Suggested retail price $345.00

The Soft
Video
Switch is
an automatic version of t he
popular
Switchplate . It
knows
whether it shou ld display 40 or 80
columns or Apple graphics. It does
the tedious work of switching videoout signa ls so you don't have to . The
Soft Video Switch can be controlled
by software. Any Videoterm with
Firmware 2.0 or greater may be
used with the Soft Video Switch.
The single wire shi ft mod is also supported. Package price is $35.00.

The original Keyboard and Display
Enhancer is sti ll available for Revision 0-6 Apples (on which the new
Enhancer ][ will not fit) . These
Apples have memory select sockets
at chip locations D 1, E 1 & F 1. The
Keyboard and Display Enhancer
allows entry and display of upper &
lower case letters with fully functional shift keys . It does NOT have
user definable keys nor a type ahead
buffer. The price is $129.00.

Videoterm Utilities Disc
(includes)
• Font Editor
• Pasca l Mid-Res Graphics
• Applesoft Read Screen Utility
• Top & Bottom Scrolling
• Pascal Vidpatch
• Graphics Template
Character Set EPROMs $29.00 ea
• Half Intensity
• Inverse
• German
• Katakana (Japanese)
• Line Drawing Graphics
(Expanded)
• Spanish
• French
• Math & Greek Symbols
• Super & Subscript
Dvorak EPROM
(Enhancer)
Lower Case Chip

Circle 6 on inquiry card .

E d l t o r l a l - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ __

~!~$199*
SINGLE DENSITY
W/HUB RING
100% CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

SOFT,
10 OR 16
SECTORS

[ill

$199

*

SINGLE SIDE
SINGLE DENS ITY

100% CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

SOFT
OR 32
SECTORS

~$219* ~"J249*
DOUBLE DENSITY
W/ HU B RING

SOFT,
10 or 16
SECTORS

100% CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

DOUBLE DENSITY
100% CERTIF IEO
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

SOFT
OR 32
SECTORS

~!!$299* ~,"~3D9*
DOUBLE DENSITY
W/HUB RIN G

DOUBLE DENSITY

100'10 CERTIF IED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

*

100% CERTIF IED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

SOFT
OR 32
SECTORS

• Minimum order 100 • For smillar quanlilies add 10%
• Plckad 10 boxes 01 10 dlskeltas with simes and labals

8010(IOdll"!!II'

OPUS ..

SOFT,
10 OR 16
SECTORS

..1YL.

.. ... ss/,d $20

BASF . ........ ss/dd

$23

ss/,d $21
ss/,d $24

MAXWELL) TOO lOW TO QUOTE Cill
OYSAN
SPECIFV SECTORING WHEN OROE RING
5'/.' QUAD DENSITY IN STOCK

Prevent head
crashes and
ensure error-free
operation
5%" or 8" .

HAROHOlE DISK PROTECTORS

II

Reinforcing rings
01 tough mylar
protect disk hole
edge from damage.
Applicators .
Hardhole Rings (50) .

IAtltunlln lltludlbnudlab,Il.)

Gel 8 casseUes, C- 10
Sonic, and Casselle/S
library-Album.
asilluSlrated,
lor only .

LIBRARY CASES
8" Kas·sel1,/l0 ..

. $2.99
$2.49

51/4" Mini Kas-sette/tO ..

..... ... 10/$5

• Written purchm ordarslCCapled Irom gomnmlnlagancles and wallralad IIrms
al a 10% surcharge (w.bllh madla onlyllor nal 30 billing . • Inllrn.tlon.lorders
accepled with a 15.00 surchlrge lor h.ndllng. plus shipping charges. • C.O.D.
requires I 10% deposit. • We accepl Visa. Maslercharge. Money Orders. and
Certlflc.te checks . • Checks require bank clear.nces . • AlIshlpmenls F.O.B. San
Diego . • Minimum shipping Ind handling 2.00. minimum order I 0.00 . • C.lllorni.
residents all 6% sales lax . • Prices and lerms sublecl 10 change wlthoul notlc •. •
All sale. sublect to availability. acce plance .•nd "rlllc.llon. • All sal" are llnal . •
S.II.I.cllon guaranleed or lull refund.

We also offer printer ribbons, printwheels, type elements,
equipment covers , power consoles , paper supplies, storage and
filing equipment, furniture and many other accessories for word
and data processing systems . Write for our free catalog .
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Photo 8: Cromemco 's dual-processor unit combines a 68000
processor with a Z80A for easy expandability of existing
microcomputer systems.

machine with a number of custom LSI (large-scale integration) chips. The custom circuits implement the built-in
network interface and display. The computer has a
detachable keyboard (individual keys may be redefinable) and a 2S-line by 80-column green-phosphor display .
It's priced under $2000 .
The network interface allows the computer to be used
as a work station on Cromemco's recently announced
C-NET, an Ethernet-like system employing an industrialquality, shielded, twisted wire pair. It is broadband in
nature, capable of carrying voice and video too. Cables
are driven through isolation transformers by a differential transmitter / receiver, thus providing excellent noise
immunity and immunity to single station failures. The
C-NET protocol has full collision detection and CRC error detection , and data is transmitted at 880K bits per second. Stations may be as far apart as 2000 meters.
Cromemco is also showing its new 68000 / Z80 DPU
(dual-processor unit) at the NCC (see photo 8). The
68000 was chosen primarily because of its 32-bit architecture and its large (16-megabyte) addressing range. The
two processors may be used in tandem, and the Z80 provides compatibility with existing software.
*

*

*

''Dum Volvo, Video Disco"
Our theme this month is videodiscs. And few words
sum up better the benefits of a videodisc coupled with a
microcomputer than the Latin phrase dum volvo, video
disco. It means "while I turn I see and learn ." You1l see
what I mean when you read our special theme-oriented
articles this month . (I'm indebted to Bernie Greenberg, a
polymath friend who lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
for introducing me to that phrase.) Thanks go to Mark
Dahmke, Dick Moberg, and Rod Daynes for their help in
preparing this issue .•

You've hea rd how the perso nal computer is going to
revolutionize the way you work.
So far, the real ity hasn't measured up to the promi ses.
But now there's a rem arkable new software package
that transforms the IBM Personal Computer into an
incredibly powerfu l management tool (App le and Xerox
ow ners: read on).

The first totally integrated management
software.
Th ere are a lot of usefu l programs ava il abl e for
persona l computers.
Unfortunately, th ey all seem to use different
co mmands and different ways of stor ing data. This crea tes
two major prob lems:
1. Every t im e you want to add a new function, you
have to lea rn a w hole new co mmand language.
2. You may not be abl e to exc hange data between
d ifferent programs.
But now there's a better way. It's ca ll ed th e MBA, and
it was created by a blue-chip management consultant, an
MIT-trained systems des igner, and some of the co untry's
most experienced busin ess programmers.
For the first t ime, MBA combines all th e essenti al
management fun ctions in one easy-to-use pa ckage:
Electronic Spreadsheet. The ultimate f inanc ial
model ing tool that lets you create a giant spreadsheet of
f igures and text. Change one number, and every affected
item is instantl y re-calcul ated.
Word Processing. Compose, edit, and print any kin d
of document. Make revisions yourse lf-faster than you
ca n exp lain th em to your secretary. Because MBA is an
integrated system, it's easy to in corporate data from its
other mod ul es into a report you' re writ ing.
Data Management. A sophi st icated electroni c f iling
system that lets you sto re information -A NY inform at ion
- then retri eve it, anal yze it, and generate reports to your
spec if icat ions.

Graphic Output. For those occasions when a picture
tell s your story better than words, you ca n eas il y generate
clear, readab le grap hs.
Communications. Tie into your company data center,
a f inancial information servi ce, or virtuall y any other
computer system. MBA automat ica lly retrieves the
informat ion you want, and lets you ed it or rearrange it w ith
a few keystrokes.

Easy to learn. Easy to use.
MBA's designers devoted great care to giving it a
simpl e, consistent set of commands. So when you've
lea rn ed one module, you' ll immediately be comfortable
w ith the ot hers.

What, where, and how.
MBA is offered through selected comp uter retailers
who have qualified peop le to demon strate and answer
questions.
It run s on the IBM
Personal Computer, w ith
Xerox and App le
vers ions avai lab le soon.
But wh ichever ma chine
you use, MBA w ill make
a dramatic improvement
in your personal
productivity.
And th at's a
prom ise.

Context Management Systems, Inc.
Management software for personal compute rs.
23864 Hawthorne Blvd. , Suite 101
Torrance , Californi a 90505
(213) 378-8277
© Copyright 198 2 Context Manageme nt Syst ems, Inc.

Circle 132 on Inquiry card.

I

DUCI
ICROIUFFER.

NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR PRINTER
WITHOUT WASTING COMPUTER TIME.
Your computer is capable of
sending data at thousands of
characters per second . But the
average printer goes no faster
than 80 characters per second .
This means your computer is
forced to wait for the printer to
finish one line before it can
send the next.
A waste of valuable time.

THE NEW MICROBUFFERTM
INCREASES YOUR EFFICIENCY.
Microbuffer allows you to print
and process simultaneously.
No waitingl

MICROBUFFER
ACCEPTS PRINTING DATA
AS FAST AS YOUR
COMPUTER CAN SEND IT.
Microbuffer first stores the data
in its own memory buffer and
then takes control of your printer.
This frees the computer for more
productive functions.
Additional output may be
dumped to the buffer at any time
and it will be printed in turn .
Microbuffer - a must for any
program that requires printed
output.

PARALLEL, SERIAL OR APPLE II.

MICROBUFFER WM(pictured on the
left-hand page) is a Centronicscompatible parallel interface for
the Apple II computer with up to
32K of on-board RAM for data
buffering as well as on-board
firmware for text formatting and
advanced graphics dump
routines.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL.
MICROBUFFER MODEL MBp·16K'M
is a Centronics-compatible
parallel interface for your Epson
printer with 16,384 bytes of onboard RAM for data buffering.

Microbuffer MBP-16K and
MBS-8K mount easily in the
existing auxiliary slot directly
inside the Epson printer.
Microbuffer II , being slotindependent, will fit into any slot
directly inside the Apple
except zero .

MICROBUFFER FROM
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS.
When you think of how much
time Microbuffer will save, can
you afford not to have one?

MODEL MBS-8KTM is a full -featured
RS-232C serial interface for your
Epson printer with both hardware and software (x-on/x-off)
handshaking, baud rates from
300 to 19,200 and a 8,192-byte
RAM buffer.

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
(213) 991-8200
Circle 368 on Inquiry card .

Outsailing the
Software Pirates
In the old days, sailing ships had problems with pirates. Two great nations used
opposite solutions to reduce the piracy.
Spain increased the cannon and armor on
its ships. This increased the cost and the
weight of the vessels, which slowed them
down and made them less desirable as
shipping vehicles . England did the opposite. It lightly armed its small, inexpensive ships, thus making them lighter and
faster than the Spanish ships. They were
better at their intended purpose-to trade
and deliver cargo quickly. History has
shown us that England won, not because
it avoided pirates better than Spain , but
because it did not let pirates get in the way
of good business-in this case efficient
shipping.
This bit of historical fact has great import in the software piracy problem of today. Many software companies are spending too much time and money trying to
defend themselves against pirates. They
reduce, if not ruin, the usefulness of their
products with locked disks, un listable
programs, secret source code, hidden
locks, codes in ROM chips, full-page
advertisements devoted to discouraging
pirates (e.g., Atari), and so forth. These
devices have made many programs inefficient and costly to produce and support.
Buyers are greatly taxed because they cannot make modifications or backup copies
of the programs they have purchased.
Often they are inconvenienced by added
expenses for backups or future modifications. This hurts sales and angers good
customers.
There is a better way, as exemplified by
our company , Andent Inc . We produce
Apple II software for health professionals
(medical and dental systems, appointments, hypnosis, and so on). We have
been in business since 1978, which makes
us one of the oldest software houses for
microcomputers. We are making a profit
and always have . We pay our bills and
our programmers on time . All our software is unlocked and can be copied for
backup purposes. We support all sales by
offering free replacement of damaged
disks. All our software is listable and can
be modified by the user.
We do business in this way because it
pays . It pays us, and it pays our
26
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customers for buying our software.
Because our software is unlocked,
customers have little or no trouble with
backups (you make your own); updates
(we mail out a letter with changes) ; expensive phone calls (documentation and
listings tell you how to make program
modifications); disk recalls; changes in
DOS; printer-slot and special-character
problems; or equipment incompatability
due to unusual interfaces, old computer
models, and so forth.
Our customers like this. They are buying a program, not a software lease. They
have immediate support because changes
and problems can be handled over the
phone or by letter. Customers can back
up programs immediately and as many
times as needed. They like our low prices.
Unlocked software is good for
business-our business, your business,
and the customer's business .
But what about pirates? Large-scale
pirates, those enterprising souls who copy
our programs and sell them worldwide,
are discovered and given an option to
become our dealers and pay us a royalty
on distributed software or meet us in
court. As in the old sailing days, reformed
pirates (privateers) make the best dealers
and we don't mind sharing the wealth. For
those who don't want to cooperate, we
look to history for the remedy. The
English and Spanish both learned that a
few executions were good for the morale
of the troops. Small-time pirates, the sort
who give program copies to their friends,
can be controlled by low program cost,
registration , and continuing updates and
documentation. It just doesn't pay to get
our programs secondhand.
Andent Inc. believes that a sale of software is just that-the sale of programs,
listings, source code, and backup capability-a complete sa le. Our customers do
not buy a disguised lease-they buy and
own our products. We do this because
locking programs is very expensive and
time consuming and hurts sales.
It is time for the industry to realize that,
as with the sailing ships of old, our prime
business is producing and distributing a
product, no t fighting pirates .
E. J. Neiburger, President
Andent Inc.
1000 North Ave.
Waukegan, IL 60085

In conjunction with the release of The
Graphics Magician and the upda ted Complete Graphics System II, Penguin Software is announcing a new policy w ith our
applications software for the Apple. The
Complete Graphics System II, Special Effects, and The Graphics Magician will all
be available now on nonprotected disks .
We've been torn between two points of
view . As computer users, we appreciate
the ability to have several working copies
of our applications software and the ability to go in and modify the code, if desired.
We'd use programs such as Visicalc or DB
Master for dozens of other applications if
we could have them running off several
separate disks and didn't have to guard
our master copies with such extreme care .
Being programmers also, occasionally
we'd like to adapt a program slightly to fit
our systems' needs or our personal needs.
On locked disks, much of a software product's potential goes untapped.
On the other hand, as publishers we've
been drawn into the prevailing point of
view that lack of copy protection means
greatly decreased sales due to casual
piracy . This is not just a crazed overreaction ; we've all been to user-group
meetings, homes of acquaintances, and
even some computer stores where we've
been aghast at the almost encouraging attitude toward reproducing copyrighted
software, most of which took authors
months, maybe years, to perfect. The real
scare here is that many of us hav e decided
to take a risk on a very new indu stry and
trust our livelihoods to it. Suddenly, individuals out there become statistics,
some of which say that for every nonprotected program sold, there are least a
dozen pirated copies . Those numbers indicate a cut in sales that could really play
havoc with the software producer's ability
to pay the bills. Scary? Yes .
From these conflicting points of view ,
our desire to make a good product better
won (but not by much) over our fear of
tampering with something that is already
going well. Our policies, from pricing to
support, have always been very consumer-oriented. Ultimately, it is from that
v iewpoint that we decided to go ahead
with removing the program protection.
We feel that you, the consumer, are entitled to software as useful as possible for
the money you spend. Our hope is that
the added convenience will result in more

Your Apple computer can
grow from ordinruy to awesome
in a matter oIminutes.
The Elite disk drive Series by Rana
Systems gives you that kind of magic.
Quickly, easily and cost-effectively.
This superb family of sophisticated
floppy drives was designed and perfected by a team of industry-respected
engineers expressly for Apple®computer owners who have long been demanding more disk drive for their money.
Now they have a drive that makes
an Apple perform the way it should.
For example;
Elite One, the most economical
Rana drive, delivers 15% more storage
capacity than Apple's drive. The topof-the-line Elite Three will provide an
astonishing four-times more storage,

approaching hard disk performance. It's
done through exclusive high-density
single and double-sided disks and heads.

Here's a tantalizing taste
ofjust how formida61e your
Apple can become.
Next to enormously increased disk
space, Apple buyers are most excited
about Rana's fingertip Write/Protect
feature. A pushbutton on the LED-lit
panel gives you a new measure of
failsafe control.
While Elite drives are all plugcompatible with Apple's controller,
Rana's vastly superior controller card
is a must for those with growing data
processing demands. With it, you control up to four floppy drives using only
one slot. .. while still utilizing your

Apple computer to achieve dramatic
new heights of system flexibility and
processing power.
A specially programmed Rana
utility disk assures you of far-reaching
compatibility, and extra dimensions of
business, leisure and learning applications with your Rana-enhanced Apple
computer.
There are many, many more
operating refinements: Uncanny headpositioning accuracy, 300% faster
track- to-track speed, better operating
economy, and gentler clamping action
through an ail-new diskette centering
cone, to name just a few.
A disk drive package like this
doesn't grow on trees, so write or caIl
today for more information about the
Elite Series.

RanaSystems

20620 South uapwood Avenue. Carson, CA 90746213-538-2353. For dealer information call/ollfree: 1-800-421-220Z In California only call: 1-800-262-1221. Source Number TCT-654.
Apple I. a rtgislered Irademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Circle 387 on Inquiry card.

Letters

The Only Complete Document Proofreading System

From Aspen Software
For CP/M~ mS-80®and IBM-PC Word Processors

~~fffll1[~rD>[lir
+

Featuring Official Version of Random House®
Dictionary
·Complete Accuracy-l ooks up every word;
does not use less accurate root word
analysis
·Full i nteractive Correctio n-standard
(optional of TRS-80 Model 1/ 111 )
·Instant Access to Dictionary
·Compact-Random House Dictionary
supplied in sizes to fit your system
(50,000 words standard)

(JRAMMATtlZ'·,
Beyond Spelling Checking
·Detects typos, punctuation and
capitalization errors, misused words
and phrases
·Anal yzes Poor Writing Styles
· Suggest Alternative Usages

=NO ERRORS
''The programs logelher (Proofreader and
Grammatik) offer a dynamic /001 for
comprehensive ediling beyond spelling
corrections. "
--Dona Z. Mei lach in Interface Age, 5/ 82
"Grammalik is Ihe perfeci complement 10 a
spelling check program."
--Dr. Alan R. Miller in Interface Age, 5/ 82
"If you use a word processor and a spelling
checker, t/zen y ou should in vestigate {h e unique
capabililies of Ihis program. Grammalik is a
surprisingly fasl and easy loolfor analyzing
writing style and punctuation."
--Bob Louden in InforWord, 12 / 81
.. For Ihe L1ser who is as lighl wilh his dollar as !,
Proofreader is (he program of choice."
--Stephen Kimmel in Creative Com puting, 3/82
Aspen Software also has its own full
featured word processor called Writer's
Companion fo r all these systems. One of the
best impl ementations of Ratfor (Rational
Fortran) is available, too, along with an
automatic Ratfor pretty printer. Please call
or write for more details about these
products.
Grammatik and Proofreader are compatible wi th all CP/ M,
MS-OOS (incl. 18 M PC) . and TRS-80 word processors .
Current CP IM formats : standard 8" , Northstar, Omikron .
Osborne, Apple. Please call/or write for details of minimum
system sizes and availability of additional disk and
operating system formats . Shipping costs included.
Please specify your system configuration when ordering.
Deal er i nquiries in vited .
Proofreader
Grammatik
5129.00
5150.00
TRS-80 M od el II
599.00
599.00
TRS-80 M od . II III
559.00
S59.00
ModeJ Il/ fJ mtera c tlve correc tion option - S30.00
CP / M. MS-DOS

Random House is a registered trademark of Random House,
Inc. Other registered trademarks : CP/ M: Digital Research;
TAS-SO: Tandy Corp., MS-DOS: Microsoft; IBM ; IBM:
Proofreader, Grammatik: Aspen Software Co.

Aspen Software COl.
P.O. Box 339-B Tijeras, NM 87059
(505) 281-1634
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sales, not less, and that the software
market has matured to the point where
people realize that th e result of illegal
copying is less convenience for everyone .
We hope that people will think twice
before accepting copies from friends, and
we hope to be able to continue this policy
and start a new trend toward improved
usability of all applications software.
Please don't abuse our trust in you .
Mark Pelczarski, President
Penguin Software
830 4th Ave.
Geneva, IL 60134
Someone once made the point that
mal1Y of the positive COl1l1otatiol1S of
"software piracy" disappear whel1 you
call it, simply, "stea lil1g. " COpyil1g software that you have 110t paid for is stealil1g, 110t adventurous pirating (yo-Iw -h o),
and I think that few of us will actually
make that illegal copy if this th ought is il1
our minds. (Please note that I am saying
nothing against making backup copies of
disks that we have paid for.) The decision
made by Mr. Neiburger's and Mr.
Pelczarski's companies is indeed a brave
one, one that has been called for by no
less a person than Mike Markkula, president of Apple Computer 111 C. We at BYTE
applaud this decision, encourage more
vendors to do the same , and stress the
necessity of all consumers to refuse to
copy or accept software they have not
paid for . . .. G. W.

Of Paperbacks and
Program Protection
I continue to read with interest the controversy over program protection . I
haven't seen much awareness that this is
not a new problem nor a problem unique
to the computer industry. Like the similar
problems that occurred in the book industry with the advent of the copier and
in the record industry with th e advent of
relatively low-cost, high-quality home
music taping, I am sure this one will work
its way to resolution.
Certainly I believe that the cost of most
computer programs is too high for the
personal computer user. I am one, and my
case is typical: I had my computer for
almost a year before I could justify purchasing a commercial program. While I'm
very pleased with the product, I'm simply
not about to pay over $100 apiece for
many programs.
The problem right n ow is volume . I can

appreciate how much work goes into a
really high-quality program, and I believe
the author should be fairly compensated.
But software producers should consider
that 10,000 copies sold at $20 per copy
will return him almost the same amount as
1000 copies at $200 per copy. A high
volume of sales explains why the book industry now loves rather than hates lowcost paperback books . With the growing
number of computers out there, the demand for programs will grow. The competition will also grow as all those computer owners take a fling at writing a commercial program so they can write off
their computers at tax time .
With a little patience on the part of software vendors, the problem will resolve
itself. In a few years, programs will be as
available as paperback books and priced
as reasonably. People will buy them
rather than copy them because copying
won't be worth the trouble .

L. P. Leach
2250 Woodruff
Idaho Falls, ID 83401

Let the Buyer Beware
Congratulations on Gregg Williams's
very informative article, "A Closer Look
at the IBM Personal Computer" (January
1982 BYTE, page 36). It certainly makes
this machine appear very attractive,
despite the minor product-availability
problems mentioned in th e article (many
of which have since been answered by
advertisements in BYTE).
I would like to make a few comments
about IBM's product-identification and
pricing policies-questions I feel Mr.
Williams could have addressed more completely in his article . The first concerns th e
IBM matrix printer. In photo 1 this item
appears very similar to the Epson MX-80,
a suspicion which has since been confirmed by a local IBM Personal Computer
dealer. The article might have men tioned
that the Epson printer is available from
various retail and mail-order dealers for
savings of $100 to almost $300, and th at
the only difference between th e Epson and
IBM variations is the case color. IBM tacitly admits to the interchangeabi lity of th e
units by marketing its printer cable
separately.
I have a similar, though presently
unconfirmed, suspicion concerning the
IBM floppy-disk drive. Inspection of this

Be Picky. Cet Economy, Oualitv. Flexibility
and Compatibility from Board Level Products to
Complete Multi-user Computer Systems.

~

Bank Selectable
S-100 128K Memory.
Systems Group's new
128K dynamic memory
board has eight ind ependent 16K software selectable
memory banks, each addressable
on any 16K boundry. It's jumper
selectable so you're not PROM
locked in to anyone configuration.
And with more advanced features,
it's the most flexible in the
industry.

1]

Fully Compatible S-100 Boards. Use any
of Systems Group's
bank select memory
boards for Alpha
Micro, Cromemco/CROMIX,
Dynabyte, North Star, MP/M,
OASIS and most other S-100
systems. Other high quality S-100
microcomputer boards include the
newest high performance singl e
and multi-user Z80 CPU board
with up to 4 serial I/O's, floppy and
hard disk controllers with Super
CP/M and much more. All fully
burned in and tested.

$

~

Eight-Inch Add-On
Floppy Disk, Hard
Disk, and Tape Drive
Subsystems. This
series was created to
provide a full range of mass
storage products to complement
the System 2800 computers. The
subsystems also offer universal
systems expansion to the users of
other S-100 systems.
~

For dealers only , circle 435.
All other inquiries, circle 436.

Series 2800 Business
Computers. System;;
Group offers a choice
of expandable systems
with dual floppies (up
to 2.4M Bytes) or hard disk (up to
40M Bytes) wi floppy (1.2M Bytes)
or tape (20M Bytes) for back-up.

$

~

~

Expandability. Addon memory, I/ O and
drive subsystems
means never bei ng
trapped into systems
without flexibility. With Systems
Group's reliable designs you can
add more floppy and hard disk
drives or tape back-up for increasing mass storage requirements.
Add more memory and I/O for up
to 12 independent users per
system. Choose from Super CP/M,
MP/M II, or OASIS operating
systems.
Come to Systems Group for
any of your microcomputer needs.
Everything from our new 128K
Memory Board to complete systems. We're helping make computers what they should have been
in the first place.
All Systems Group's products are lVa,·ran teed for one yea r. As k about our 30 day deal e r/
OEM evalu ation policy.
CP/ M and MP/ M are Reg is tered Trademark s
of Digital Research. OASIS is a Trad ema,·k of
Phase 0 nc Systems. In c.

_Group

I

A Division of MEASUREMENT systems &. controls incorpora ted

1601 Orangewood Avenue
Orange. California 92668, (714) 633-4460
TWX/ TELEX 910 593 1350 SYSTEMGRP ORGI':

See us at the Houston Astrovillage &
Astr·odomain du,·ing NCC '82 or at
COMDEX/Spr-ing '82 in Atlantic City .

Letters
item (see, for example, the IBM advertisement in the February 1982 BYTE, pages 24
and 25) ~uggests that this driv e is
component-for-component identical to
the Tandon 100-1 5 V4 -inch drive currently
available from various suppliers for approximately half the IBM drive's price.
The IBM Personal Computer Technical
Reference manual should clear up this
question (I'm presently awaiting the arrival of my copy), but a recent advertisement from VR Data Corporation
(February 1982 BYTE, page 181) suggests
that these drives are indeed equivalent. Of
course, one is still left wondering whether
installing such drives would void the w arranty.
In both these examples the IBM "unbundling" practice referred to in Mr.
Williams's article may serve the
knowledgeable buyer almost as well as it
does IBM-buyers aren't restricted to purchasing the peripherals from IBM because
the interface cards (and the printer cable)
are available separately . Though I suppose it's a case of caveat emptor, I think
readers of the article would have been better served if at least the printer question
had been addressed.
As Mr. Williams said in the article, the
IBM pricing strategy may easily become a
source of hard feelings among users down
the road. The present IBM policy of offering 40 percent discounts to its employees
(see "BYTELINES," February 1982 BYTE,
page 328) makes the company's high
prices particularly questionable because
one doubts if IBM is so altruistic that it
will take a loss on these sales.
I've been an avid reader of your
magazine since 1978, and I don ' t feel that
these complaints imply a lower quality or
objectivity in Mr. Williams's article as
compared to that of any of the similar, excellent product reviews BYTE has previously published . I am disappointed,
however, in IBM's apparent attempt to
gouge its customers, because the typical
buyer often approaches buying a system
in terms of "how much can I ge t for
$30007" and will spend any money left
over on more hardware or software from
the same source. At least that's the case
with me, and I'm still interested in the
IBM Personal Computer (especially if I
can buy and install Tandon drives in my
system and still get service from IBM) .
Louis C. Kovacs
RR 2, Box 30
White Plains, MD 20695
Circle 388 on inquiry card.
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sim
The considerable
benefits of a persona computer like
the Osborne 1® are
often intangible,
often exciting, and
always expanding.
The value of the
Osborne 1 is clear
and simple:
$1795. Complete.

cl:

$1795 includes this
hardware:
Z80A™ CPU with 64K RAM D
Dual floppy disk drives with 100K
bytes storage each D 5" CRT D
Business keyboard with numeric
keypad and cursor keys D
RS-232C Interface D
IEEE 488 Interface D
Weather-resistant, portable
housing D Operates on European
and American voltages D
Trademarks: 180: Zilog
Corpo ration SUPERCALC :
Sorcim Corporation

WORDSTAR : MicroPro
Int ernot lonal Corpora tion of
Son Rafael, California, U.S.A.

$1795 includes this
software:
D CP/M ® Operating System
D WORDSTAWMword
processing with MAILMERGE®
D SUPERCALCTM electronic
spreadsheet
D CBASIC®
D MBASIC ®

Reglslered Trademark.:
OSBORNE I: Osborne
Compu ter Corpora tion CP/ M:
Digital Research MBASle:
Microsoft CBASIC : Complier

i

iSBORNE

Systems, Inc. MAI LM ERGE :
MicroPro International
Co rporation of San Rafae l,
Ca lif orn ia, U.S. A.

SEE US AT NCC BOOTH #5710 AND COMDEX
BOOTH # 1860.

LeHen-------------------------------------------------------------The Price Is Right
Was I the only new CP 1M user with a
l80 processor who was surprised (not to
say annoyed) to learn that I could not
assemble 280 code with the CP 1M assembler? I immediately searched for a 280
assembler, but I was astonished at the
prices for such a basic utility (e.g., $162
for Macro 80 from Microsoft) .
I have now discovered a small company
with just the 280 assembler I wanted at
the price I wanted to pay, and I think
other BYTE readers might like to know
about it. The company is Software Toolworks (14478 Glorietta Drive, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91423), and someone there patiently answered my questions on the
phone and then shipped my order very
promptly.The product is the utility UVMAC. a macro assembler for the 280, and
it costs $29.95. It's fast and has macro
definitions and all the options most of us
will ever need. Also included is an even
faster stripped-down assembler (AS) with
no macros . Altogether, it's a really fine
package.

The Software T oolworks offers other
software (languages, utilities, games, and
editors) all in the $24 to $39 range . This
could be the beginning of the end of
outlandish software prices! I recommend
the company highly .
Dr. David L. DuPuy, Associate Professor
Department of Astronomy
Saint Mary's University
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3H 3C3 Canada

In Praise of Elegance
After debugging my typing, I feel Edward Heyman's FIT program ("FIT-A
Federal Income Tax Program in UCSD
Pascal," February 1982 BYTE, page 148) is
one of the best ever to appear in a
magazine and is a masterpiece tutorial on
the elegance of Pascal. Christopher
Morgan, the editor of BYTE, deserves
commendation for recognizing the merit
of the program and for devoting pages in

his very popular magazine to the publication of the source code.
The program as published for calendaryear 1980 really works. In only a few
minutes, I entered all the figures from my
1980 tax return and got a result which
agreed with my hand calculations to the
penny (no mean feat) . That in itself
justified the two rainy days I spent typing
in the 1328 lines of source code for the
main program . The auxiliary programs involved a fair amount of typing, but they
were much easier than the main program .
Even more important than its being a
working program is its excellence in illustrating the versatility and beauty of
Pascal. It covers formatting, linked lists,
extended precision using strings, files,
data types, elegant algorithms, etc. I shall
be studying it for months as a sophisticated use of the language and as a tu torial. It
will, of course, have to be modified for
1981, but the beauty of the program and
its lucidity is such that anyone with even a
conversant knowledge of the language
will be able to modify it.
I recently purchased a text which purported to be a guide to Pascal for engineers . It totally ignored the subtleties of
the language and made no bones about it.
All it aimed to do was translate old
BASIC or FORTRAN programs to Pascal ,
totally ignoring the major inten t and purpose of Pascal. Instead of "think Pascal,"
the attitude was "think FORTRAN and
translate to Pascal. "
Anyway, Mr. Heyman's kindness in
contributing an article with professional
merit if not, perhaps, marketability, is
much appreciated by those whose main
interest is computer languages.
Albert Weinshelbaum, M. D.
9 Merrimac Court
Danville, CA 94526

You also receive a """u'"" .1111
warranty and a 1D-day money back
guarantee.
Order Today. The
A"pple-compatlble disk drive Is
now available direct from A.M.
Electronics for only $395 (40 track)
or $495 (80 track). Upgrade your
Apple with our disk drive today and
Increa$e the fruit of your labor.
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Circle 2 on Inquiry card .

Simplifying Apple PIAs
have been homebrewing with
6800-series devices for several years now,
and I have some comments on Kenneth J.
Ciszewski's fine hardware article "Add a
Peripheral Interface Adapter to Your
Apple II" (January 1982 BYTE, page 324).
While the circuits in figures 1 and 3 of the
article will work for interfacing a 6520
PIA (peripheral interface adapter) to the
Apple, the 74LS04 chip could be eliminated from both circuits. In both fi gures,

And The
Winner Is ••• IBC -~Four llsersl

When you are racing toward that finish line,
beating the competition is everything. IBC is
the choice of OEM's, system integrators and
dealers throughout the world, because in
benchmark after benchmark our small
business computer systems finish first .
We finish first because we are faster, offer
higher quality peripherals and can expand
our system significantly beyond our nearest
competitors. In fact, looking at the chart
below, you can quickly see why knowledgeable resellers are choosing IBC.

Oasis Operating System
(Max. Users)

me

onYX .iLL<»

Circle 220 on Inquiry card.
Join us in the winners circle with high
performance equipment and the best dealer
plan in the industry. Call or write:

9

5

4

6

4

4

Disk Speed I/O (MB/Sec.)

.81

.65

.54

OUTSIDE THE USA

WITHIN THE USA

Seek (Milli Sec.)

35

50

65

IIJ(Ifntegrated BUSiness Computers

IBC;I DISTRIBUTION

Yes

No

No

21592 Marilla Street
Chatsworth , CA 91311
(213) 882-9007 TELEX NO. 215349

4185 Harrison Blvd., Suite 301
Ogden, UTAH 84403
(801) 621-2294

CPU Speed (MHz)

Cache Disk Memory

Letters-------------------------------------------------------------the CSO and CS1 inputs of the PIA can be
tied directly to + 5 volts. In figure 1, the
active-low CS2 input can be ungrounded
and connected directly to the active-low
Device Select line. In figure 3, the
CSZs will stay connected to the 74LS42
decoder as indicated. Pin 12 (D) of the
74LS42 can be ungrounded and connected
to the Device Select line, eliminating the
74LS04 again .
The only other thing I note is that the
CAl , CA2, CBI, and CB2 lines from the
PIA are shown tied to + 5 volts through
1000-ohm resistors. These lines can be
very handy to use as handshaking signals,
especially with a Centronics-compatible
printer interface. The CA2 (or CB2) is
used to send a Data Ready signal to the
printer, while the CAl (or CB1) is used to
receive a Data Accepted signal from the
printer. The states of these lines are set
and read through the control registers in
the PIA under software control.
Randy L. Kron
Route 2
Kalona, IA 52247

Cruel but Fair
In Robert Moskowitz's review, "Missile
Defense vs . ABM" (December 1981 BYTE,
page 80), the author regrets that Muse
Software's ABM did not restore cities and
that in On-Line Systems' Missile Defense
the enemy continued to destroy cities after
the defender ran out of ammunition.
I agree that these features are unsportsmanlike and may make the game less fun ,
but they are, if nothing else, very realistic .
R. S. Peterson, Commander, USN
1116 Davidson Rd., Apt. 133
Nashville, TN 37205

Algorithmic Roots
I enjoyed David R. Borger's letter (see
"Faster Algorithms," February 1982
BYTE, page 18) describing a fast method
for shuffling cards, and I can provide a
source for this algorithm. It can be found

in Combinatorial Algorithms, Second
Edition, Albert Nijenhuis and Herbert S.
Wilf (Academic Press, 1978). This book
contains program listings and extended
discussions of many related algorithms of
potential interest to BYTE readers.
Dave Bayer
33 Cherry St.
Somerville, MA 02144

Seeking Fellow Explorers
I am interested in joining a users group
catering to Netronics Explorer 85 owners .
Can you or any of your readers put me in
touch with one?If there is none , I would
like to hear from anyone out there interested in forming one .
Clarence Heier
3430 93rd St.
Sturtevant, WI 53177

Now available from your computer storethe whole line of AJ couplers and modems.

Starting now you can buy AJ acoustic data couplers and
modems directly from your local computer store.
Not just selected models. Any models. Ranging from the
0-450 bps A 242A, the world's most widely used acoustic data
coupler, to the revolutionary AJ 1259 triple modem that
handles 300 bps Bell 103, 1200 bps Bell 212A, and 1200
bps·VA 3400 protocols .
Whether you need full or half duplex or both in one;
originate or answer, auto answer; acoustic coupling, or
direct-connect-there's a model for you in the AJ line.
Starting now you don 't have to settle for second best.
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For the location of your local
computer store handling the AJ line, call toll-

800/538-9721
California residents call 408 / 263-8520 , Ext. 307.
See us at COMDEX/Spring in Atlantic City.

a

ANDERSON

~JACoBsoN
Circle 25 on inquiry card .

PHICS
FOR
CP/M"CO PUlERS

I ~~!i~~:ware

for
CP/M systems, GRAFTALK reduces data to pictures, giving you the
ability to look at information that would
otherwise be a boring text file .
GRAFTALK is friendly and easy to
use . Great for first-time users. But
that doesn 't mean GRAFTALK lacks
capability.
Bar charts. Pie charts. Line plots.
Symbol plots. Composite plots. Text.
Color. Advanced graphics, over 100
powerful commands, and sophisticated
"tuning" features.
You name it, you can pict ure it.
Available from :

Lifeboat Associates
(212) 860 0300
Tr ademarks: CP/M: Digital Res earch
GRAFTALK: Redding G roup , Inc.

Circle 145 on inquiry card .

2 e~!~~p~~~

graphics and alphanumerics, from
DATATYPE.
The AUTOGRAPH term inal is based
on the popular TeleVideo series. So
you get all the terminal you need for
your CP/M system 's alphanumeric
requirements.
We've added the logic necessary to
make the terminal fully compatible
with GRAFTALK. (With ISSCO's
Tell-A-Graf and Tektronix graphics
software, too.) And you can combine
a graphic display with alphanumeric
information. (We can even supply
retrofits for your TeleVideo terminals.)
The AUTOGRAPH dot matrix
printer is quiet, reliable, and fast. (You
get up to 200 characters per second at
only 54dbA.)
The 7 x 9 dot print head will also
produce draft-quality and correspon-

dence-quality letter characters. In the
graphiCS mode you get a true hard
copy of the graphics you create on
your AUTOGRAPH terminal using
GRAFTALK.

,

~~c~!-!~~t

graphiCS to
work to communicate your business information. Quickly, easily, and affordably. Your local AUTOGRAPH distributor can provide a demonstration
of GRAFTALK and the AUTOGRAPH
series.
Call or write DATA TYPE for more
information and the name of your local
AUTOGRAPH distributor.

~

DATA TYPE
2615 Miller Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94040
(41 5) 949- 1053
Telex 172042

Letters----------------Brewing Up an Interface

us
EVOLVE HERE!!
In an era when the integration process has brought
the mainframe computer down to the size of the
microcomputer of years past, a new dedicated level of
processing technique is in high demand. And with
this demand a new evolution in computer technology
has begun. This evolution will yield highly dedicated
levels of processing and the blending of several generations of computer technology.
Within the software industry the development of
tree structured programming has given way to a new
tree structured processing architecture in-which three
generations of computers can share the workload that
will be demanded of the future generations of computers.
This development is one of many new releases of
REMOTE EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTERS, IN·
CORPORATED. Its purpose is to coordinate all our
new products into processing architectures that can
meet and in many instances exceed the processing demand of the new computing society.
The new architecture is BR~NCHARC and its new
software support is called SEE. These new concepts in
data processing may prove to be new standards in the
Microcomputer Industry. For more detailed info and
reports on these new products contact:

REMOTE EVOLUTIONARY
COMPUTERS, INC.
ADVANCED ORDER OFFICE
RT.#6; P.O. BOX 105, Lebanon, TN 37087
or phone (615) 449-6663
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Circle 392 on inqu iry card.

I was fascinated to read "A Homebrew
Graphics Digitizer" by Neal Atkins and
Enrique Castro-Cid (February 1982 BYTE,
page 72) . I would like to construct such a
device, but my technical skills being what
they are, I am not able to design the proper way to interface it with my Atari. If
any of your readers could be of assistance
I would greatly appreciate the help.
Scott Berfield
5816 North Sheridan Rd., 2F
Chicago, IL 60660

Keep It Technical
I object strenuously to your decision to
include in your Letters column of the
February 1982 BYTE a letter on page 30
from Steven Pacenka .
I buy technical journals for technical information . I believe that an antinuclear
faction's ideas no more belong in the
pages of BYTE than do any other views on
moral or social issues.
Perhaps you feel that this type of
rhetoric has a place in your journal. If
your answer is yes, than I can certainly
exist without BYTE .
Martin J. Weitzman
POB 1153
Loomis, CA 95650

Powerful ELF
In his review 'The Flexibility of
VisiPlot" (February 1982 BYTE, page 32)
Robert E. Ramsdell claims that its companion program, VisiTrend , "is the most
powerful forecasting and analysis software presently available." This is not
true.
Our statistical package ELF (Econometrics and Linear Forecastin g) does
everything VisiT rend can do and much
more. For example, ELF does regressions
with 25 independent variables, while
VisiT rend can handle only 5 . ELF also
does factor analysis , discriminan t
analysis, and ANOVA (analysis of
variance) , which VisiTrend does not. ELF
has been available for over a year (and
advertised in BYTE).
Recently we released TWG I ARIMA,
the first time-series-analysis package for a

I ~ proof that ~ don't have to

sacnflce on servICe to save money:

We're proud of our
service but continually
search for ways to
improve it.
That's why we
include this Report Card
in every order we ship.
(We even offer a $5.00
discount to customers
who fill out the card
and return it.)
We want to know
what you think: what
you like, what you
don't. How can we
serve you better?
So far, we have
received over 5,000
Report Cards. You 've
told us you think our
salespeople are
knowledgeable and
friendly. You appreciate
that we carry a full line
of products at the
lowest possible prices.
And , you enjoy the
economy and convenience of mail-ordering.
Overall, we got an Aminus. Thank you.
We'll continue to ask
for your opinion - our
goal is an A-plus.
16K RAM KITS . . .. 13 .95
Set 01 8 NEC 411 6 200 ns. Guaranleed one lull
year.

DISKETTES
ALPHA DiSKS ...... . .. . 21.95
Single sided. certilied Double Density 40 Tracks.
with Hub-ring . Box 01 10. Guaranteed one lull
year.

VERBATIM DATALIFE
MD 525-01 , 10, 16.
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ATARI COMPUTERS
ATARI 800 ..
ATARI 400(16K) .
ATA RI 810 DISK DRIVE .
ATARI 850 IN TERFACE. .
ATARI410 PROG RAM RECORDER .
EPSO N CABLE..
MEMORY MODULE (16K) ..
..
JOYSTIC K CON TR OLLERS .
PADDLE CON TROLLERS..
STAR RAIDERS ..
MI SS ILE CO MMAND ..
AST EROIDS .

. .699 .00
. 339 . DO
. ... 449 .00
. ... 449 .00
79 .00
. 35 .00
..... 89 .95
· .... 10.00
. 19.95
. 35 .00
· .... 35 .00
. 35 .00

INTEG PERIPHERALS
RAM MODULES
48K FOR ATARI 400 ..
32K FOR ATARI 800 ..

· ... 279 .00
135 .00

AGTIVISION ATARI
CARTRIDGES
LAZAR BLAST ..
SKIING .. . . ....... .. .. _..
ORAGSTER .
BO XING . .
CHECKERS .
BRIDGE.
KABOOM.

· .... 21 .95
.. .. 21. 95
. ... 21.95
21. 95
21. 95
21 .95
· .... 21.95

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP COMPUTERS

... 26.50

· . 459 .00
· . 539 .00
· .359 .00
.. . 279.00
1/ 0 .269 .00
..... 199.00
.... 259 .00

HP-85A PERSONAL COMPUTER ..... 21 95.00

PRINTERS~""'''''''~
ANA OEX OP 9500 .
. ... 1295 .00
ANAOEX OP 9501.
. 1295 .00
C- ITOH F- l 0 40 CPS PARALLEL.
1595.00
C- ITOH 45 CPS PARALLEL ..
. . 1770.00
C-ITOH 40 CPS SERI AL ............ 1870.00
C-ITOH PROWRI TER PARALLEL. . ... 549 .00
C- ITOH PR OWRITER SERI AL. .
. .... 695 .00
C-ITOH CO MET I .
. .. 289.00
EPSON MX-80 .
. .... SCALL
EPSON MX -80 FIT. .
. ... SCALL
EPSON MX- l 00 GRAPHI C. .
. .... SCALL
EPSON GRAFTRAX ..
.. 90.00
IDS-445G PAPER TIGER .
.. 779.00
IDS- 460G PAPER TIGER . .
. 945. 00
IDS-560G PAPER TIGER . . . ........ . 1195.00
IDS PRISM 80 WID COLOR ..
. 1099.00
IDS PRISM 13 2 W/COLOR..
. 1799.00
NEC SPINWRITER 3510 S. RD ........ 1995.00
NEC SPI NWRITER 3530 P. RD ........ 1995.00
NEC SPIN WRITER 771 0 S. RD ........ 2545.00
NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P. RD . .
. . . 2545.00
NEC SPINWRITER 7700 0 SELLUM ... 2795.00
NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM ..... 2295.00
OKIDATA MICROLINE 80. .
. 389.00
OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A. .
. . . 549 .00
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A.. .
. 799 .00
OKIDATA MICROLINE 84.
. . .. 1199.00
QUME 9/ 45 . .
. 2149 .00

NEC 12 " GREEN MONITOR.
. ..... 179.00
NEC 13" COLOR MONITOR ..
. .... 399.00
SAN YO 12" MONITOR (B & W) .. . ... 249 .00
SANYO 12" MONITOR (GREEN ) ..... . 269 .00
SAN YO 13" COLOR MONITOR ....... . 469 .00
ZENITH 13" HI RES GREEN MON. .
. 139 .00
AMDEK COLOR I.
.............. 389.00
AMDEK RGB COLOR ...
. .. _859.00
AMOEK RGBIN TERFACE. .
. . 169.00

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD ..
. .. 199 .00
SUPERTALKER S0200 ..
. .... ... 259 .00
ROM PLUS WI KEYBOARD FILTER .. ... 179.00
ROMPLU S WID KEYBOARD FILTER .... 130.00
KE YBOARD FILTER ROM ..
. .49 .00
COPYROM
...... 49.00
MUSIC SYSTEM..
.369.00
ROMWRITER ..
. ... 149 .00
APPLE CLOC K. .
. . .. 252 .00
AID + DI A. .
. 299 .00
EXPANSION CHASSIS . .
. 625. 00

Circle 16 on Inquiry card.

TAN DON THINLINE 8 INCH

NEC PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
S9900
559 .00
125.00
.899 .00

PC' BOOIA CPU
PC·BOI2A 110
PC'B033A DISK 11 0
PC·B03IA DUAL DISK

APPLE HARDWARE
VERSA WRITER DIG ITIZER
259 .00
ABT APPLE KEYPAD
. 119.00
MICROSOFT Z·80 SO FTCARD
. 299 .00
MICROSOFT RAMCARD
. 159.00
VIDEX 80 x 24 VIDEO CARD
299 .00
VIDEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER II
129.00
VIDEX ENHANCER RE V 0·6
99 .00
VIDEX SOFT SWITCH
. 29 .00
M & R SUPERTERM 80 x 24 VIDEO BD 31500
SSM AIO BOARD (INTERFACE) A & T 165.00
SS M AIO 80ARD (INTERFAC E) KIT
135.00
APPLE FAN
. 44 .95
TIG JOYSTICK
54.95
TIG PADDLE
34 .95
VERSA E·Z PORT
21.95
MICRO SCI A2 WIO CONTROLLER .
. 419 .00
MICRO SC I A40 WI CONTROLLER
479 .00
MICRO SCI A40 WI D CONTROLLER
409 .00
MICRO SCI A70 WI CONTROLLER
629 .00
MICRO SCI A70 WI D CONTROLLER
549.00
THE MIL L' PASCAL SPEED UP
329 .00
PROMETHEUS VERSACARD .
. 229 .00
SU PERCLOCK II
. 129.00
LAZAR LOWER CASE +
59 .00
MICROBU FFER II 16K W/ GRAPH ICS .
259.00
MICROBUFFER II 32K WI GRAPH ICS
299 .00
WIZARD SO COL VIDEO
. 279 .00

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC MODEM ... 145.00
NOVATION D·CAT DIRECT CONN ECT ... 165.00
NOVATION AUTO·CAT AUTO ANS .
. 219 .00
NOVATION APPLE·CAT .
. .349 .00
UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT .
. ... 175 .00
UDS 103 JLP AUTO ANS .
. 209 .00
HAYES MI CRO MODEM II (APPLE).
. . 299 .00
HAYES 100 MODEM (S·IOO) .
. ... . 325 .00
HAYES SMART MODEM (RS·232) .
. .249.00
HAYES CHRONOGRAPH .
. .225 .00
LEXICON LX·l l MODEM
.. 109.00
RACAL VADIC 1200 BAUD /212A
795 .00

TERMINALS
TELEVIDEO 910 ..
TELEVIDEO 912C .
TELEVIOEO 920C .
TELE VIDEO 950C .
ZENITH Z·19 .

459 .00
549 .00

848·1 SINGLE SIDE
848·2 DUAL SIDE

. .639 .00
. . . . 745 .00
.830 .00
. .995.00
. ... 799.00

TRS·80 MOD I
HARDWARE
PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR .
. . 27 .00
PERCOM DOUBLER II ............... 159.00
TANOON SO TRACK DISK DRiVE . .. .. .. 429.00
TAN DON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE ...... 289 .00
LNW DOUBLER WI DOSPLUS 3.40 .... 159.00
MOD III DRIVE KIT .
. ....... . 649 .00

MORROW DESIGNS
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
COnlroller . P.S.. Microsoll Basic . CP/ M'"
A & T.
DISCUS 20 (Single Drive - 500K) . . .. 869 .00
DISCUS 20 (Dual Drive - 1 MEG) .
. 1499.00
DISCUS 2 + 2 (Single Drive -1 MEG) . 1099.00
DISCUS 2 + 2 (Dual Drive - 2 MEG ) .. 1999.00

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
ConI roller. P.S.. Microsoll Basic , CP/ M'"
A & T.
DISCUS Ml0 (10 Megabyles ). . .. .. 3099 .00
DISCUS M26 (26 Megabytes) .
. .3749 .00

ISOLATORS
ISO·I 3·S0CKET .
ISO·2 6·SOCKET ..

.53 .95
. .53 .95

BARE DRIVES
TANDON 5'/. INCH
100·1 SINGLE HEAD 40 TRK...
100·2 DUAL HEAD 40 TRK ..
100·3 SINGLE HEAD SO TRK ..
100·4 DUAL HEAD 80 TRK .

.. 219 .00
. . 299 .00
. 299 .00
. 429 .00

MICRO PRO

DIGITAL RESEARCH
. 89 .00
· . 69 .00
· .. 97 .00
· .. 439 .00

MAC ..
SID
ZSID
PL I 1·80 .

SUPERSOFT

APPLE CP/M ®
249 .00
· .. 145.00
90 .00
. 215 .00
· . 169.00
· 169.00

WORDSTAR"t
SUPERSORT" t .
MAIL MERGE"t
DATASTAR"t .
SPELLSTAR"t
CALCSTAR" t ..

CP/M®
.310 .00
· 195.00
· .. 110.00
245 .00
195.00
· 239 .00

WORDSTAR .
SUPERSDRT
MAILM ERGE .
DATASTAR
SPELLSTAR .
CALC STAR

MICROSOFT
APPLE
FOR TRAN "
BASIC COMPILER"
COBOL " .
Z·80 SOFTCARD.
RAMCARD .
TYPING TUTOR .
OLYMPIC DECATHLON
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER

165.00
.315 .00
595 .00
. 299 .00
.. 159 .00
17 .95
24 .95
159.00

CP/M ®
BASIC 80 ..
BASIC COMPILER
FORTRAN 80
C080L 80
MACRO 80
mu MATH / mu SIMP ..
mu LISP/ mu STAR .

299 .00
· 319 .00
369 .00
. 595 .00
189.00
. 219 .00
. ... 175.00

APPLE SOFTWARE
MAGIC WINDOW ..
. . .79 .00
MAGIC SPELL .
59 .00
BASIC MAILER .
. .. 59 .00
APPLE PIE .
.. 99 .00
DB MASTER .
. 179.00
PFS : (N EW) PERSONAL FILI NG SYSTEM .85 .00
PFS : REPORT
.. 79 .00
Z·TERM"
.. 89 .95
Z·TERM PRO" .
.. 129.95
ASCII EXPRESS
63 .95
HAYDEN APPLESOFT COMPILER
. 149.00
EASY WRITER·PRO .
. 199.00
EASY MAILER·PRO .
. ... 79 .00
EXPEDITER II APPLESOFT COMPiLER .... 73 .95
A·STAT COMP oSTATISTICS PKG ..
129.00
SUPER TEXT II
... 129 .00
FINANCIAL PARTNER
.. 199 .00
LISA 2.5. .
59 .95
SUPERSCRIBE II .
. .99 .95

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
GIL .
AIR .
AlP .
PAYROLL .
PROPERTY MGMT.
THE HOME ACCOUN TANT

· . 199.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
. ... 399 .00
59 .95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
DESKTOP PLAN II .
VISIPLOT
VISITRENDIVISIPLOT .
VISIDEX
VISITERM .
VISICALC .
VISIFILES .

199.00
· 179 .00
. 239 .00
· . 199 .00
79 .00
199 .00
. 209 .00

CP/M® SOFTWARE
THE WORD· SPELL CHECK .
d BASEIi .
SUPER CALC .
SPELLGUARD
P & T CP/M'" MOO II TRS·80 .
COMMX TERMINAL PROG . .
C BASIC 2.
PASCAL Z
PASCAL MT + .
PASCALI M
SYSTEMS PLUS GI L. AI R. Al P. PI R
CONDOR I.
CONDOR II .

· ... 75 .00
. .... 599 .00
229 .00
· 239 .00
175.00
· 82 .50
. 115.00
.349 .00
· .. 439 .00
. 205 .00
1799.00
579 .00
.849 .00

· .. 69 .00
.89 .00
· . 179.00
......... .... 59 .00
. . .. . .. ..... 59 .00
· . S9.00
239 .00

DIAGNOSTIC I ..
DIAGNOSTIC II
'C' COMPILER .
UTILI TIES I .
UTILITIES II .
RATFOR .
FORTRAN

TRS·80 GAMES
TEMPLE OF APSHAI
.34 .95
HELLFIRE WARRIOR .
.34 .95
STAR WARRIOR
................ 34.95
RESCUE AT RIGEL .
.. . 24 .95
CRUSH, CRUMBLE ANO CHOM P.
. 24 .95
INVADERS FROM SPACE
........ 17.95
PINBALL
. 17 .95
STAR TREK 3.5
. 17.95
MISSILE ATTACK .
. 18.95
STAR FIGHTER .
. 24.95

TRS·80 SOFTWARE
NEWOOS/80 2.0 MOD I. II
. 139.00
LAZY WRITER MOD I, II .
165 .00
PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD I, III
.99 .00
SPECIAL DELIVERY MOO I, III .
. . .. 119 .00
X·TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOO I, III . 199.00
TRACKCESS MOD I.
. 24.95
OMNITERM SMART TERM . MOD I. II I . .89 .95
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPoFOR MOD I . 165.00
LDOS 5.1 MOO I, II .
. 159 .00

APPLE GAMES
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
CHECKER KING ..
.. .. 21 .95
GAM MON GAM BLER .
.. ... . ..... 21. 95
MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY .
. ... 29 .95
ZORK I.
.. ... 32.95
ZORK II .
.32.95
MONTY PLAYS SCRABBLE ............ 34 .95

BRODERBUND
GALAXY WARS .
. . 20 .95
ALIEN RAIN (AKA GALAXIAN) .
. .. 20 .95
ALIEN TYPHOON .
. ........ 20 .95
APPLE PANIC .
. . 24 .95
MIDNIGHT MAGIC .
. .... 29 .95
SPACE QUARKS .
. . ... 24 .95

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS

THRESHOLD .
JAW BREAKER .
CROSSFIRE .
TIME ZONE.
HI R FOOTBALL. .
HI R CRIBBAGE ..
PEGASUS II ..

.. .. 31 .95
. . 24 .95
. 16.45
.72.95
.32 .95
. .. 20 .95
. 25.95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
SPACE EGGS . .
. . 24 .95
. .. . .. . ..... 32 .95
GORGON .
. 24 .95
SNEAKERS .
EPOCK .
. 29 .95
BEER RUN ..
. . .. 24 .95
. 29 .95
HADRON .
PULSAR II .
. . ............. .... 24 .95
EPOC K..
.. . ... ........ . ...... 29.95

EDU·WARE
PERCEPTION PKG ................. 19.95
COMPU·READ . .
. .... 24 .95
COMPU· MATH : ARITHMETIC . .... .. .. 39 .95
COMPU·MATH : FRACTIONS .
. ... 34 .95
COMPU·MATH : OECIMALS ....... .. )4 .95
COMPU·SPELL IREO. DATA OISK) . . ) 24 .95
COMPU SPELL DATA DISKS 1'4 , ea . .. J. 17.95

MORE GREAT APPLE
GAMES
COMPUTER OUARTERBACK .
. .32 .95
TORPEDO FIRE ..
. ..... " ... 49 .95
THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE .
'1" . 49 .95
POOL 1.5..
.. 29 .95
ULTIMA .
. ..... 33 .95
RASTER BLASTER .
.. 24.95
FLIGHT SIMULATOR .
. . 27 .95
INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX .
.. 25 .95
SARGON II .
. ....... 28 .95
SHUFFLE BOARD ..
. 29.95
FIREBIRD . .
. ... 24 .95
SNACK ATTACK .
. .. 24 .95
THIEF . .
24 .95
ROACH HOTEL .
.. 29 .95
JABBERTALKY . . . . . . . .. .. • .
. . 24 .95
THE WARP FACTOR
.32 .95
COSMO MISSION .
. .. 24 .95

SUPPLIES
AVERY TABULABLES:
1,0003 '12 x 15 / 16 . ........ . / ..... S.49
3,0003'12 x 15/16 .
. ..... 14.95
5,0003'12 x 15/ 16 .
19 .95

FAN FOLD PAPER
(Prices F.O.B. S.P,)
9'12 x 11 lSlb WHITE 3,000 c1.
14 7/Sx 111SlbWHITE3 .000cl ..

. 29.00
.39.00

INVAS ION ORION .
. 20 .95
STAR WARRIOR .
. ...... ...... 32 .95
TUES . MORNING QUARTERBACK . . ... 25.95
CRUSH, CRUMBLE AND CHOMP .. . ..... 24 .95
THE DRAGON 'S EYE ..
. 20 .95

MUSE SOFTWARE
ROBOT WARS
THREE MILE ISLAND ..
A.B.M.
GLOBAL WAR .
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN ..

· .. . 32.95
. ..... 32 .g5
· . 20.95
. 20 .95
24 .95

ON·L1NE SYSTEMS
WIZARO ANO PRINCES . ..
MISSILE DEFENSE ..
SABOTAGE ..
SOFT PORN AOVENTURE .

. .. 29 .95
· .. 25 .95
. .... 20 .95
· .. . 24 .95

To order or for information call

(213) 706-0333

Modem order line: (213)883-8976

We guarantee everything for 30 days. If anything is wrong , return the item
and we 'll make it right. And, of course , we'll pay the shipping charges .
We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders ; COD up to $300.00 .
Add $2 .00 for standard UPS shipping and handling on orders under 50 Ibs,
delivered in continental U.S. Call for shipping charges over 50 Ibs . Foreig n,
FPO and APO orders, add t 5% for shipping . Californians add 6% sales tax.
Prices quoted are for stock on hand and subject to change without notice .
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CAUFORNIA 91362
Circle 16 on Inquiry card.

CPIM is a reg . Irademark 01 Oigilal Research .

Circle 16 on inquiry card.

"Requires Z·BO Sollcard .

tReg otrademark 01 Micro Pro Inlernatlonal Corp .

(
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What if gou're having

to clean floppy
driveheads
too often?

Letters - - - - - - - microcomputer (also advertised in BYTE) ,
which implements the Box-Jenkins technique . This method is usually able to
forecast commodity prices within 1.5 percent of the actual price .
Perhaps the only thing more powerful
about VisiTrend is the company that sells
it.

Eric Weiss, PhD
The Winchendon Group
3907 Lakota Rd .
POB 10114
Alexandria, V A 22310

ARCNET Speed Correction
The January 1982 BYTE (see "BYTELINES, " page 296) carried a short piece
about Tandy Corporation's ARCNET
local-network system and its basis in
Datapoint Corporation's Attached Resource Computer (ARC).
I enjoyed the article and appreciate the
coverage. However, an error was made in
reference to ARCNET's speed . The article
stated that ARCNET operates at 21.5
megabytes per second. This is incorrect;
ARCNET operates at 2.5 megabits per
second .

Ask for SYNCO M diskettes,
with burnished Ectype® coating and
dust-absorbing jacKet liners.
As your floppy drive writes or
reads, a Syncom diskette is
working four ways to keep loose
particles and dust from causing
soft errors, dropouts.
Cleaning agents on the burnished
surface of the Ectype®coating
actual ly remove build-up from
the head, while lubricating it at
the same time.

,t" carbon additive drains away
static electricity before it can
attract dust or lint.
Strong binders hold the signalcarrying oxides tightly within the
coating.
And the non-woven jacket liner,

more than just wiping the surface, provides thousands of tiny
pockets to keep what it collects.
Liner collects and
"pockets" loose
particles
Tightly bonded
milled ferrou s
oxides
Head-c leaning and
anti-static agents

To see which Syncom diskette
will replace the ones you're
using now, send for our free
"Flexi-Finder" selection guide
and the name of the supplier
nearest you.
Syncom, Box 130,
Mitchell, SD 57301.
800-843-9862; 605-996-8200.

SYNCeM.

Manufacturer of a full line of flexible media
See us at the NCC, Booth #5510 .
Circle 432 on inquiry card .

Gerard L. Cullen, Vice President
Corporate Communications
Datapoint Corporation
9725 Datapoint Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78284

More Memory
for the ZX80
would like to correct one detail in
Hilton K. Ernde's article "Memory Expansion for the ZX80" (January 1982 BYTE,
page 216). Mr. Ernde notes that the ZX80,
when powering up, will not recognize
more than 16K bytes of RAM (randomaccess read / write memory) . This is true
but not as restrictive as one might think .
The ZX80 (and ZX81) can be forced to
recognize up to 48K bytes of RAM. On
the 8K-byte ROM (available as an option
for the ZX80; standard on the ZX81), this
is simply accomplished by using POKE
statements to place the address of the last
byte of memory plus 1 (i .e., the address of
the first nonexistent memory byte) into
the system variable RAMTOP (addresses
16388 and 16389) . The system-initialization code can then be called directly from
BASIC with the statement RAND USR

What Are You Paying . ..
For Room And Board?
TRUL Y ONE OF A KIND!
THE FIRST AND STILL THE BEST SINGLE-BOARD Z80 COMPUTER . ONLY
$895 .00 BUYS YOU THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:
•

Z80A CPU

•

4 TIMERS (ZCTC)

•
•

64K RAM
2 SERIAL PORTS (ZSIO)

•

2 PARALLEL PORTS (ZPIO)

•

NEC FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

PLUS MORE . . .

Fresno, California

I14R.1JW4RE

SIERRA DATA SCIENCES
Watch for our new RS-232 Multiplexer card (Software Controlled Switching). See us at Comdex Booth #1664.

Marketing Division
21162 Lorain Avenue
Fairview Park, Ohio 44126
(216) 331-8500
TELEX 980131 WDMR

NETWORKING NECESSITY!
LIGHTNING BUSS TRANSFERS ARE THE HEART OF THIS S-100 SLAVE
COMPUTER . COMBINED WITH THESE OTHER GREAT FEATURES YOU HAVE
MAINFRAME POWER IN YOUR GRASP.
•

Z80A CPU

•

4 TIMERS

•
•

64K RAM
2 SERIAL PORTS (ZSIO)

•

4 PARALLEL PORTS (ZPIO)

•

ON-BOARD EPROM BURNER

PLUS MORE ...

NEED HIGH SPEED SERIAL I/O PORTS? MPM?
THIS 4 PORT SERIAL I/O CARD PROVIDES EXPANSION FOR YOUR SYSTEM
NEEDS . ALSO AVAILABLE WITH SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS
CAPABILITIES.
•

4 SERIAL PORTS (ZSIO)

•

4 TIMERS (ZCTC)

•

0-880K BITS / SECOND

•

BAUD RATES PROGRAMMA8LE 75 TO 19.2K

OUR BOARDS CAN BE CONFIGURED TO OPERATE WITH THE
FOLLOWING SOFTWARE PRODUCTS:
+MP / M
*CP / M
'*TURBODOS SINGLE

* CP / NET

USER OR NETWORKING
SPECIAL NETWORKING SOFTWARE
KONAN HARD DISK SUB SYSTEMS
'REGISTERED TRADE MARK DF DIGITAL RESEARCH CORPORATION .
"REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF SOFTWARE 2000.

Circle 409 on inquiry card .
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V-we la DifferellCt.

Micros may all seem alike with their Z-SO logic, S- 100 bus, and CP / M®
operating system .
Until you take a hard look.
Only Delta is the "Private Computer." You won't find it in some
departme nt store . We market exclusively through systems integra tors
who add value to our product.
De lta fields a complete product line , from single-user systems to
64-user distributed processi ng networks.
Delta offers an expanding software library; e ngineering and
software development assista nce; extensive factory service
and support.
Delta's flexible fi nancial progra m keeps you in
business, keeps your profits up.
Some of our compe titors m ay claim there's nQt much
differe nce between us and them .
But Vive La Diffe re nce. '

~~

ELTA

PRODUCTS
INC.

15392 Asse m bly Lane

Huntingto n Beach, Ca liforni a 92649
(7 14) 898 -1492

Telex : 68 1-367 DELTMAR HTBH

'See it. believe it. Send for De lta's
half-inch video tape pt1Omo today
(specify Beta or VHS) . .
~Regist ered

trademark of pigital Re arch

Circle 164 on Inqu/lrv cara.

Letters---------------------------------------------------------------997. The machine will then reinitialize,
placing the stack at the end of memory.
On a ZX80 with the 4K-byte ROM , the
same result can be achieved with slightly
less ease. The 4K-byte ROM has no RAMTOP system variable. It is thus necessary
to write a short machine-code routine to
perform the parallel function. The following code will initialize the ZX80 {4K-by te
ROM} with up to 48K bytes of RAM :
LD
LD
JP

A,$3 F
HL,$8FFF ; For 32K
INIT
@$26 8

Heuristics of Massachusetts is a company devoted to supporting the Sinclair
line of computers. We are attempting to
fill what we see as the one hole in the
Sinclair domain-information and documentation . It is nice to know that we
__ aren't the only people who feel that this
hole exists .
qavid B. Ornstein, President
Heuristics
25 Shute Path
Newton, MA 02159

--
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A Fix for GEOSAT
I wo uld like to take this opportunity to
thank the many people who have written
or called me with commen ts an d questions
on my ar ticle "The GEOSA T Program"
(January 1982 BYTE, page 420). In particular, I wo uld like to thank Mike Flaherty of Miami, Florida. W hile running the
program, he created a condition fo r which
I had failed to check. Th at condition occurs w hen a zero latitude is entered by the
receiver position (i .e., the receiver is on
the equator) . In that case a div ision-byzero error occu rs.
To fix that one case, the following code
should be entered at line 299:
299 If L 1

= 0 then

L1

= 1.0E-4

wo uld also like to thank Cedrig
Onsruth of Merrimack, New Hampshire.
Because of discussions w ith Cedrig, I w ill
be adding some enhancemen ts to the computational section of this program .
If anyone is interested in obta ining the
derivations of the formulas used in this

program, I will be glad to send them a
copy if they would supply me with a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
Steve Emmett
12816 Tewksbury Drive
Herndon, VA 22071

In Search of Faster Modems
This letter concerns itself with the questions of modem transfer speed, cost of
high-speed modems, and transmission
protocols . It is quite clear that the standard 300 bits per second (bps) Bell-103compatible modem has become extremely
popular in the microcomputer community . However, as is probably very obvious
to those who use these modems frequently, 300 bps is quite slow . Although
1200-bps modems do exist, they can cost
as much as eight to ten times that of a
300-bps modem . Furthermore, there are
two different protocols for 1200-bps communication : Bell 212A and Racal-Vadic
protocols . Thus what we really need are

We don't make a Winchester for just
anybody.
We're Corona Data Systems and we've made Starfire, a
Winchester disk just for Apple 11*.

What's in it for you?
5 million characters of storage. And that's not all. You'll get
Corona's Disk Partitioning which allows for up to 16 separate operating systems such as Apple DOS, CP/ M*and
Pascal, all sharing the same disk. Of course, you'll still
be able to use DB Master*and protected software like
VisiCalc*.

Double Size Volumes.
And with our Double Size Volumes, your Apple DOS is transformed into something special that offers larger data files .
And you'll never have to type commands like "catalog"

21541 Nordhoff Street. Unit B

and "run" or type program
names again. You can even
forget what volumes the programs are in.

Reliability.
But you'll never forget Starfire's reliability. That's because we built DataGuard~
the feature that will correct errors, not just report them. And
we also provide a one-year warranty that you can count
on. That's reliability.
So why take chances? With Starfire, you're not just adding
a hard diskto an Apple II, but transforming an Apple II into
a full hard disk business computer.

Chatsworth . California , 91311

(213) 998-0505

Circle 133 on Inquiry card .

Starfire - the Winchester disk made just for Apple II.
' Slartire and DalaGuard are Irademarks 01 Carano Dolo Syslems
• App le " is a regislered Ira demark 01 Apple Campulers, Inc .
• CP/ M is a regislered Irademark 01 Digital Research, lnc .
• DB Mosler is a Irademark 01 Sioneware

. VisiCalc is a Irademark 01 Personal Software Inc .

Letters-----------------------------------------the so-called "triple" modems which support data rates of 300 bps and 1200 bps
under both of the above protocols. With
1200-bps communication, phone costs are
reduced accordingly and interactive programming is much more feasible. (With
appropriate data compression, e.g., Huffman coding, an additional transmissionspeed factor of 2 can be obtained on many
types of redundant data such as English
text and ASCII files.) My point is that
some innovative company should break
the $800 price barrier and provide us with
higher-speed modems. I believe that the
demand would justify the undertaking.
Anthony Skjellum
1695 Shenandoah Rd .
San Marino, CA 91108

simply

559900
*

*
*
.*

*

13" RGB Color.

16 Colors on your
Apple III ® or IBM.
Up to 80 Characters per line.

360 Dots per color.
(horizontal resolution)
Available for immediate
shipment.

Other models available:

12" Green Phosphor
(1200 lines resolution) $179.00
12" Black & White
(15Mhz)

$139.00

Contact your local dealer
or ca ll us direct.
Toll Free 1-800-258-6370
..

MONITORS B Y

I.A MEeD
® Apple Iff is a registered
trademark of Apple Computer.

18 Bridge Street, Salem, NH 03079
Tel. (603) 893-2047
TWX: 710-366-0502
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Because they work in both the digital
and analog domains, modems must deal
with subtle problems that occur only at
the intersection of these domains. The
binary phase-coherent FSK (frequencyshift keyed) transmission method of the
low-speed Bell 103 modem is limited in its
transmission speed by the bandwidth of
the two-wire telephone line . To pack
more bits into the same bandwidth, a
faster modem must modulate its data in
some other way.
The Bell-212A and the Racal- Vadic protocols are the tw o most commonly
employed for full-duplex medium-speed
1200 bps transmissions ; both are variants
of a technique called quadrature
amplitude modulation, or QAM, which is
a four-level PSK (phase-shift keyed) protocol. (A somewhat older protocol, used
by Bell-202-type modems, works only for
half-duplex transmissions, where "halfduplex" means that transmission of data
occurs alternately in two directions over
the same two-wire link . Bell 202 modems
have often been used over four-wire links,
so that transmission in both directions can
proceed simultaneously.
In 1973, before the Bell 212A had been
introduced, Racal-Vadic developed a protocol for its VA3400-series medium-speed
m o d e m s that all o wed full-duple x
1200-bps transmission over two-wire connections. Three years later, the Bell
System brought out the 212A modem,
which incorporated a different design
methodology and was not compatible
with the VA3400 protocol.
An originate-mode 212A transmits on a
carrier frequency of 1200 Hz, on which
the data bits are phase-shift modulated,
and the answer-mode 212A transmits on a

carrier at 2400 Hz . Many telecommunication engineers have objected to Bell's
choice of frequencies , because the answermode transmission frequency is exactly
the second harmonic of the originate
transmission frequency. Second-harmonic
distortion is quite common in analog circuitry in general and is pandemic in
telephone handsets. Therefore , making an
acoustic-coupled version of the Bell 212A
is extremely difficult , because the
telephone handset may fool the modem
into thinking that the answer carrier is
present when it is not.
In contrast, Racal- Vadic set up its
originate-mode dataset to transmit its carrier tone at a frequency of 2250 Hz , while
its answer-mode counterpart transmits on
a carrier at 1150 Hz. The originate modem
is never in danger of being fooled by the
second harmonic of its own carrier,
because the harmonic falls at 4500 Hz,
well outside the communication passband. Racal-Vadic claims other advantages of its equipment, but the frequency
difference is the most fundamental .
Racal- Vadic thinks its own protocol is
better, but not wishing to neglect the Bellcompatible segment of the telecommunication market, it developed the
VA3451 triple modem, which sells for
$900. This device can operate using the
low-speed Bell-103 protocol and both the
medium-speed Bell-212A and VA3400
protocols. Another firm that makes triple
modems is Anderson-Jacobson, which
recently announced the Model AJ1233
acoustic-coupled triple modem ($995 for
one unit). Perhaps more companies will
enter the field and increase the level of
competition, but medium-speed modems
are necessarily more complex than the
low-speed ones.
For further information , contact RacalVadic Inc ., 222 Caspian Dr., Sunnyvale,
CA 94086, (408) 744-0810, and AndersonJacobson Inc ., 521 Charcot Ave. , San
Jose , CA 95131 , (408) 263-8520.
For information on Huffman codes and
other means of compression , see "Text
Compression " by James L. Peterson
(December 1979 BYTE, page 106), "A n Introduction to Data Compress ion" by
Harold Corbin (April 1981 BYTE, page
218) and "An Effective Text-Compression
Algorithm " by David Cortesi (January
1982 BYTE, page 397). The problem with
text-compression codes is that as yet no
particular code has become used widely
enough for many people to bother setting
up their equipment to transmit and
receive compressed data . ... R. S. S.

The Unlffrom Panasonic.
The portable computer that lets you take the advantages
of an office computer anywhere you go.

The Link.
to work for him
It's the next
from any telemajor business
phone booth . He
tool because it's a
can check credit
full-logic computer
ratings and inExchange information with other computers
ventory, trace
that 's fully portable.
with the telephone modem.
By itself, it can perform a wide shipments, enter orders, make
variety of sophisticated com putbids and estimates, and much
er functions because it can store
more. So The Link can make him
and his office computer much
4K bytes of information. Equally
more productive.
important, it can link you to the
information and brainpower of
By adding the microprinter,
the salesman gets hard copies of
your main office computerwherever you go. You can program information right on the spot-an
in Microsoft Basic.®Yet it's easy to instant record of his transactions.
operate, even if you 've never
By adding the TV adapter,
worked with a computer before .
he can display information and
Imagine. Using just The Link, 8-color charts on any color TV
anyone in the field, the plant or on
the sales floor-like salesmen,
managers, engineers or retailerscan now answer questions that
used to mean a trip back to the
office. A sales engineer, for
example, types data into The Link
and gets detailed product information and specs on the spot.
And The Link is part of an
entire computer system: By
adding different optional comDisplay information and char ts with the TV adapter.
ponents, you can create whatscreen. So he can use data from
ever kind of computer you need.
his office computer to develop
Wherever you need it.
a sales presentation in a motel
By adding the telephone
room. And show it on a client's
modem, for example, a salesman video monitor the next day.
can put his company's main
If the salesman needs to
office computer or a data bank
work with a bigger program and

more memory, other optional
components increase The Link's
capacity to 52K RAM plus 64K
ROM. That's more than many
desktop computers.
The Link measures only
9" x 4", weighs only 21 ounces,

Take The Link and all its components anywhere
in its slim attache case.

and runs on AC or rechargeable
batteries .
And it costs only $600.00.*
That's amazingly small when you
realize the big change it could
make in the way you do business.
• Manufactu rer's suggested price .

r---------l
Panason ic Company. Portable Computers
l o ne Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094

0 Pl ease send me information on The Lin k.
o Please have a salesman call me.

I
I ~ME
I
I
I
I
I
I Panasonic®

I
I
I
I
I
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TITLE

COMPANY

TYPE OF BUSleJESS _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE _ _ ZIP - -

PHONE NUMBER

I
I
I
I

The Link. It will change the way the world uses computers. L jus~ghtlY ahead of our time. ~ J
Circle 359 on Inquiry card.
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Nowyou don't have to·decide
betweena '
personal romputerand
aVT100 terminal.
,,'<' ' ,El

.

.'

Digital's introduced a per, sonal computing option which
can turn a VflOO terminal into a
personal computer that uses the
CPIM® operating system.
It's called Digital's Personal Computing
Option. You can purchase just the option, or you
can buy the complete terminal/computing package called the Vf180. ,
Either represents significant advantages over
the choices ,available to you now. For now, you
can provide access to a large computer and personal computing at the same terminal.
More than that, you save the
additional cost of putting personal
computers and terminals side by
sisle on fhe top of-a desk.
With the CP1M operating system Digital's personal computing
terminal will run the literally hundreds of programs available for it.
Including word processing, mailing
lists, financial modeling, statistics,
even data base communications-in
addition to the many more being
specially epited for this terminal.

,""'"

El

,~

And by virtue of the fact that Digital's personal computing terminal is Vf100-based, you get '
all the features that people buy Vf100s for in the
first place. Features like smooth scrolling with
up to 132 columns display, split-screen viewing,
double-height and width characters, and
reverse video.
Plus a reputation that's second to none in the
industry. Plus Digital's service, on-site, anywhere
in the world.
'
All of thi~ should make great sense when
you're confronted with the cooice of terminals or
personal computers.
'
Because now you can pick one and get both.
See your Digital dealer for more information or write: Digital Equipment
Corporation, Terminals Product Group,
2 Mt. Royal Avenue, UPI-5, Marlboro,
MA 01752. Telephone toll-free 800225-9378 (outside the continental U.S.
or in Massachusetts call617-480~4077)
between 8:30am and 5:00pm Eastern
time. In Europe: 12 Av. des M6rgines,
CH-1213 Petit-Laney IGeneva.
In Canada: Digital Equipment of
Canada, Ltd.

Circle 156 on inquiry card.
CP1M" is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc,

The Videodisc Interfacing Primer
Learn what it takes to develop interactive videodisc programs.
Rod Daynes
Videodisc Design/ Production Group
POB 83111
Lincoln, NE 68501

Imagine yourself as a student pilot in a light plane coming in for a landing. As you make your approach, you see
the landing strip through the propeller's arc. The computer informs you of the distance to the field. You glance
at the instruments, and then back at the field. The sound
of the engine changes as you glide in for the touchdown .
You then request a view of the landing as seen from the
field. The computer responds to your request, and asks if
you want to repeat the landing. Are you flying a super
complicated flight simulator? No, you're interacting with
a videodisc player interfaced to a personal computer.
This experimental flight-training program developed
by the Nebraska Videodisc Design / Production Group
uses a realistic visual database from the videodisc player
controlled by a TRS-80 Model III, which also provides
the text "overlay." The overlay is used to plot running
distances between the airstrip and the aircraft; provide
additional instrumentation data; and point out tutorial

information for the pilot trainee, all "keyed" over the
videodisc-player pIcture (see photo 1).
[Editor's Note: Like all new developments in
microcomputers, videodisc interfacing comes complete
with its own set of technical terms and jargon. Th e
author has thoughtfully provided a glossary, located at
the end of this article, to help decipher these
terms . ... 5. J. W.J
Another example of computer-controlled interactive
videodiscs is Think It Through, a problem-solving

About the Author
Rod Daynes is the director of the Videodisc Design / Production
Group. Starting in 1978, the Office of Science and Technology at the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting funded station KUON-TV at the
Univ ersity of Nebraska to investigate the potential of videodisc technology, with special emphasis on interactive and educational applications. Initial funding was used to investigate interactive videodisc
applications for the hearing impaired. This resulted in the first two
videodiscs ever made with closed captions, providing teletext-like applications for hearing-impaired children. The Nebraska Videodisc
Design/ Production Group has since developed more than 30 interactive
videodiscs covering a variety of subjects .
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Photo 1: An "ins trument tutorial" section of a low-cost flighttraining system using the "overlay " interface , a TRS-80 Model
III, and an optical videodisc player. The text, generated by the
computer, is keyed directly over NTSC video (the flight instruments).

exercise / sleuth-game series developed for hearingimpaired children in conjunction with the University of
Nebraska 's Barkley Memorial Center (see photos 2, 3,
and 4) . Designed to incorporate elements of a mystery
story and an adventure game, Think It Through uses
visuals from the disc and prompts generated by the computer to pose problems for the children to solve . Two
discs are in the series, each with a different subject matter. But both use the same basic problem-solv ing approach: defining the problem, selecting a possible solution , and then testing the solution to see if it works . The
game Something's Missing contains 76 different motion
sequences . The terrific idea about these games is that
when the computer is added, these sequences can be
redesigned , frozen , accelerated, slowed down, and
treated in an almost infinite variety of ways, which is the
heart of the idea behind interactive video .

2

System Classification
Our general approach to all of this has been from a
potential user's point of view. Our main interest is in
what it takes to put together a usable system with emphasis on producing the discs themselv~s . (We have
focused almost exclusively on optical reflective discs ,
otherwise called "constant angular velocity (CAV),"
since optical transmissive discs are seldom used and most
capacitance discs are not frame addressable.)
Because so many different types of videodisc players
are on the market , we developed classifications based on
the functional capabilities of the players in relation to
their intended uses :
Lev el One : This includes "consumer" videodisc players,
such as the Pioneer VP-I000 and Magnavox BOOO. They
are characterized as having individual frame addressability, worst-case frame access (1-54,000) less than 20 seconds, limited memory, and no processing power.
Level Two: These "industrial" videodisc players, such as
the Sony LOP-lOOO and the Oiscovision Associates
(OVA) PR-7B20, have the capabilities of level one, improved worst-case access times (the OVA PR-7B20-3 is
fastest at less than 4 seconds), two-way player / computer communication capabilities, and a built-in microprocessor.
Level Three: This level includes either a level-one or leveltwo videodisc player interfaced to a personal computer.

Actually, this classification also has a level zero, which
includes players having no inherent capability for
still / freeze framing and addressability, such as the CEO
(capacitance electronic disc) systems and optical discs
designated as "extended play," or ClV (constant linear
velocity). Also, a level-four group includes even more advanced systems .
Level One
The principal videodisc player in this category is the
Pioneer VP-I000 (see photos 5 and 6) . The VP-I000 is

4

Photos 2, 3, and 4: These photos are taken from an experimental
v ideodisc/ co m puter sleuth-game series for hearing-impaired
ch ildre n. In this game, called Something 's Missing, Mr. Jones ,
the grocer, sets up the problem (some items are missing from his
shelves) . Open captions are video generated (p hotos 2 and 3),
and th e co m puter prompts the student via the "ov erlay" (photo
4) .
Jun. 1982 © BYfE Publications Inc
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Stil\ lrame
Step frame
Slow motion
Fast play
Direct f rame access
Scan/sea rch
Remote control
Dual audio
Pause (CLV)
Auto repeat
Chapter stop
Picture stop
Program mable
Digital disc dumps
Worst-case access (sees)
Power
We ight

Magnavox
Model 8000

Pioneer
VP-1000

Sony
LDP-1QOO

OVA PR-7820
1, 2,3

X
X
va riable
forward x3

X
X
va riable
x3
X
X
op ti on
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
1/5
x3
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

20+
65W
28 Ib

18-20
95W
39 Ib

X
X
X
5
95 W
44 Ib

X
variable
X
X
X
X

X
X
2-5
130W
54 Ib

* With additional circuit board

Table 1: Comparison of videodisc-system capabilities. Th e table covers level one and two systems that are not interfaced to a
microcomputer.

Photo 5: The Pioneer VP-IOOO ' consumer (level-one) optical
reflective videodisc player.

capable of "searching" directly to any addressable frame
on the disc, which is essential for interactivi ty and external control. Also, it has a remote-control unit, which
means that all typical functions of an optical videodisc
player (see table 1) come together in one place, the
remote-control jack . The Magnavox BOOO is capable of
displaying individual frames , but can only grossly access
individual frames, much in the same manner as you
thumb through a book to find a single page.
The Pioneer VP-IOOO can read "picture stop" and
"chapter" codes if they are encoded on the disc. A picture
stop halts forward play of the disc on the frame where it
has been encoded . Currently, with the VP-IOOO, the
frame number has to be displayed . If this is not done, the
player will ignore it (this may change in future versions) .
The Magnavox player requires a special circuit card to
read picture stop codes.
The chapter code enables the VP-IOOO to directly
search to the first frame of a chapter. This is handy if you
want to find a particular set of still frames or a motion sequence . The Magnavox player, since it cannot directly
access single frames, finds chapters during a "scan" by
sampling every 400 frames (also called the "landing
pad" ).
Keep these features in mind . When you finally decide
to connect your level-one system to your computer, picture stops and chapter codes can make your programming more economical.

Level Two

Photo 6: The Pioneer VP-IOOO 's control panel. The VP-IOOO is
distinguished from other level-one players by its ability to
directly access a videodisc frame and its remote-control unit.
50
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Only two level-two videodisc-player systems are currently on the market . The first is the OVA PR-7820 series
Models 1, 2, and 3 (see photo 7). Models 2 and 3 differ
because of two updates of the 7B20's EPROMs (erasable
programmable read-only memories) . The second system is
the Sony LOP-IOOO (see photo B). Sony also has a Model

2 with updated EPROMs . (A third videodisc player, the
Thompson-CSF, has yet to get off the ground.) Before the
release of the LOP-I000 in 1981, we had been using the
reliable OVA players with no real complaints. We are
now using both and are quite enthusiastic about the
LOP-lOOO because it offers some different features.
Level-two videodisc players are distinguished from
level-one systems mainly by their programmability. You
can program these players, on a limited basis, to execute
a set of frame searches and autostops, to wait for input
from the user, and to branch back into the programmed
instructions accordingly . Programs can be recorded onto
the second audio track of the videodisc and loaded into
the videodisc player's RAM (random-access read / write
memory). Multiple loads are possible, allowing maximum use of available memory .
The OVA PR-7820 Models 1, 2, and 3 contain F-8
microprocessors with 1023 bytes of RAM (initial memory
locations per load). Commands and registers are stored in
these locations . Each command takes up one byte. For example, if you want the player to find frame 1000, then
play to frame 3000, the OVA commands would be:
Bytes
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

Command
1
0
0
0
Search
3
0
0
0
Autostop

Comment

Find frame 1000

Play to frame 3000

A more sophisticated program would use registers to accomplish the same task:
Program
Bytes Step
Command Comment
1

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

1
2
3
4

5

Recall
1000
Store
3000
Store
1
Recall
Search
Autostop
Halt

Photo 7: The Oiscovision Associates (OVA) PR-7820 "industrial" (level-two) optical reflective videodisc player. The
OVA PR-7820 's EPROMs have been updated twice (Models 2
and 3), resulting in faster search times and increased userdefinable functions . Two-way communication between computer and disc is possible.

Activates register 1
Stores 1000 in 1, activates 2

Photo 8: The Sony LOP-lOOO (level-two) optical reflective
videodisc player, which has a built-in RS-232C interface.

program up to 63 "segments" on two pages, totaling 512
lines (0-255 and 256-511). The other difference is that
each command does not consume one memory location.
Following the previous example, this is how the
LOP-l 000 would store a simple program:

Stores 3000 in 2

Bytes
(Lines)

Activates register 1
Frame 1000, activate 2
Play to 3000

1
2
3
4

This is useful if you want to save RAM, especially if your
program searches and autostops frequently .
The Sony player also provides approximately 1023
bytes of initial memory, but there are a couple of differences . First, the idea of searching and autostopping is implied. The programming structure permits the user to

Command
Stop
SOO1
Play
S002

Comment
Stop on ..
Segment 1
Play to the end of .
Segment 2

You would then define the length of each segment like
this:
Bytes
1
2

Command
Segment 1
Segment 2

=
=

1-1000
1000-3000

Jun. 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Listings la and Ib: Comparison between programs for the OVA PR-7820 and the Sony LOP-lOOO. Both programs perform the same
function, but the Sony program is shorter because of its more efficient management of memory.
la

Ib

A DVA PROGRAM:

A SONY PROGRAM DESIGNED TO DO THE SAME THING:

00
01
02
03
04

SEGMENTS:
01 13016-13016
02 13017-13017
03 06931-07740
04 13032-13431

05

06
07
08
09
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31

..,...,
~,~

33

34
35

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

52

0
1
RECALL
2
STORE
1
2
8
5
6
SEARCH
5
INPUT

SET 2 IN REG 1

QUESTION 1

(I

1
1

BRANCH
2
9
BRANCH

o.

DEFAULTS 0

1. TO CORRECT ANSWER

3

6
BRANCH

2. TO REMEDIATION

~

~,

6
BRANCH

3. TO REMEDIATION

3

6
BRANCH
STP FWD
1
0
WAIT
5
0
BRANCH
6
8
0
1
SEARCH
7

4. TO REMEDIATION
CORRECT ANSWER
WAIT 1 SECOND

REMEDIATION START

3

REMED I ATI ON END
SUBTRACTS 1 FROM REG 1
TO QUESTI ON 1

1

2
8
7
0
SEARCH
1
3
2
7
0
AUTOSTOP
HALT

20

025

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

PLAY
5003
GOTO
002
PLAY
S004
END

SET REGISTER
QUESTION 1
WAIT INDEFINITELY
1. (A) TO CORRECT ANSWER
2. (B) TO REMEDIATION
3. (C) TO REMEDIATION
4. (D) TO REMEDIATION
JUMP IN REGISTER 0
JUMP TO REMEDIATION
(PLAY WHEN REG O=O)
TO MUSIC
CORRECT ANSWER
WAIT 1 SECOND
TO MUSIC
REMEDIATION
TO QUESTI ON 1
MUSIC SEGMENT (NEXT QUESTION)

TO MUSIC

1

0
AUTOSTOP
1
DEC REG
5
BRANCH

PROGRAM:
00 REG 0=
01 002
02 STOP
03 SOOl
04 000
05 INPUT
06 1-016
07 2-010
08 3-010
09 4-010
10 J=O
11 021
12 PLAY
13 S003
14 GO TO
15 025
16 STOP
17 S002
18 001
19 GOTO

MUSIC START

MUSIC END (NEXT QUES)
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Entering actual segment locations into memory does not
affect the number of lines available for entering commands.
Listings la and Ib are more complex programs that exercise most of the programming capabilities of the OVA
and Sony players. Assume that you have just seen a
video sequence on the screen. The videodisc player is
now waiting for you to input an answer to a multiplechoice question (four choices). You have two chances to
make the correct choice. If you get the right answer, the
program will step the disc player forward to a feedback
frame, wait one second, play some music, and stop at the
next question. If you get it wrong, the program will
"search" and return you to the previous video sequence
(remediation) to jog your memory, and then branch back
to the same question. If you are wrong again, the disc will
branch directly to the music and stop on the next question. From the listing, you can see that the Sony player is
more economical with memory space than the OVA
player.
Some problems exist, however, with using a barebones level-two system. First, you cannot just enter these

Photo 9: The Discmaster 5000 by New Media Graph ics, a com plete level-three system using the Pioneer VP-IOOO and an Atari
400 computer.

programs into the players' memories and run them with
any old videodisc. Significant frame locations, such as
menus , questions, feedback frames , etc., must first be
written and recorded onto video tape in an entirely separate environment (called postproduction or premastering). Once the significant frame locations, the program,
and the video have been mastered onto a disc, it becomes
a "video ROM (read-only memory)," which can cause
another, more frustrating problem. If there is a bug in the
program (e.g ., the video player looks for the wrong
frame number), the mistakes must be corrected by remastering the entire disc . OVA will provide a "proof" disc
upon request so that programming can be verified prior
to replication. You can also have your program
simulated with a computer-controlled video-cassette or
video-tape recorder (VTR ) prior to mastering and replication, which seems to be a better solution (more on this
later) . Either way, producing an interactive videodisc is a
"top-down" situation that can end up costing a lot of time
and money if you are not careful.
The level-two videodisc players are faster than levelone systems, they are more rugged, and they provide better control capabilities for the user (because of the microprocessors). As stand-alone systems, however, they have
some limitations .
Level Three
Level-three systems consist of either level-one or leveltwo videodisc players interfaced to a personal computer .
Because there aren't any standards for videodisc players
and due to the conflicting needs of videodisc producers
and users, the interface can take many forms : those made
exclusively for the Pioneer VP-1000; those designed to accommodate several disc players; interfaces made exclusively for Apple II, TRS-BO, Atari, and custom-built
computer systems; and generic interfaces made for any
computer. Some interfaces are also designed to either
switch (or "flip") back and forth from the computer's
vi deo output to the videodisc image or "key" the text!
graphics from the computer directly onto NTSC video.
Here are just a few examples of what's available.

Photo 10: Th e VMI by Allen Communication, an interface
designed fo r th e A pple II and almost every optical reflective
videodisc player.

Oiscmaster 5000 by New Media Graphics (see photo 9)
is designed for the Pioneer VP-1000 . This complete system includes an Atari 400 with 16K bytes of memory,
Atari BASIC, flopp y-disk drive, the New Media Graphics interface with a built-in ZBO processor (RS-232C
serial), all necessary cables, connectors, user documentation , and the Pioneer VP-1000. Martin Ouhms, its president , says, "New Media Graphics has now done the necessary system integration to deliver a ready-to-use system
at a price comparable to what industrial videodisc
players sell for by themselves. Also, the Oiscmaster 5000
allows complete reprogramming in BASIC of the videodisc playback, which the other players don't." New
Media Graphics also offers the Oiscmaster 1000, which is
similar to the Oiscmaster 5000 minus the Atari 400 and
the Pioneer VP-1000 . New Media Graphics, 139 Main
St. , Cambridge, MA 02142, (617) 547-4344.
Another system for the Pioneer VP-1000 is the Omniscan by Aurora Sys tems Inc ., which uses an Apple II as
the exclusive controller. The Apple duplicates the operation of the Pioneer VP-1000's keypad and automatically
"flips" the video between the computer's output and standard video . The Omniscan includes the interface, documentation , and a tutorial on the software (the Apple II
and Pioneer VP-1000 are extra). Aurora Systems Inc. ,
2040 East Washington Ave., Madison, WI 53704, (60B)
249-5B79 .

The VMI by Allen Communication (see photo 10) is
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Photo 11: The first-generation "wire-wrapped" model of the "overlay " interface for the TRS-80 Model I, by the Videodisc
Design / Production Group . The second-generation unit (not shown) is designed as a "plug-in " inside the TRS-80 Model III and uses
the Model Ill 's RS-232C port.

also designed exclusively for an Apple II, but it can drive
every existing optical videodisc player with the exception
of the Magnavox 8000. The VMI includes an extremely
well-documented user's manual, the interface, switching
box, cables, software, information packet, and a sample
videodisc. Allen Communication, 3004 Arapahoe Ave.,
Boulder, CO 80303, (303) 449-2971.
Some systems are based on a company's own personal
computer, such as the Positron system by Ron Lane. This
is a hardware and software system that arranges interactive strategies hierarchically. Still frames, motion, and
text can be selected from five types of displays: (1) outline, in any level of detail; (2) dictionary; (3) questions;
(4) titles that relate to a particular frame; and (5) titles
previously selected. The nice thing about the Positron
system is that its application to program development requires no computer programming or storyboarding of the
video, which are two of the main bottlenecks in interactive videodisc production. Information need only be
listed; Positron controls everything else, including the interaction. The Positron system comes with its own
specially built microcomputer (64K bytes of memory),
disk drive, special keyboard, interface, software, and
operating system (the Pioneer VP-1000 is extra). Ron
54
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Lane, Positron, 30 Lincoln Plaza, Suite 3S, New York,
NY 10023, (212) 586-1666.
Another such system is the Random Access Video Controller (RA VC), supported by a 68000-based microcomputer, developed by Wicat Systems. The RAVC uses the
TI 9900 microprocessor for on-board intelligence with
16K bytes of video RAM . It works with any available
commercial optical videodisc player, including the
Magnavox 8000 if some modifications are made to the
player. The controller has both serial and parallel ports
for interfacing to the videodisc player. In addition to
player control, the RAVC also has a TI 9981 video-processor chip (the same chip as in the TI 99 / 4 home computer) that provides it with its own video-display capabilities. It can generate screens with 16 different background colors and 16 character colors. Like the 99 / 4, the
controller board can create different video planes for
animation. Wicat Systems, 1875 South State St., POB
539, Orem, UT 84057, (801) 224-6400.
Another type of interface falls into the category of
"video reprocessing." This, very simply, is the process of
converting the video from the computer to mix with the
525-line NTSC standard television .
Sanders Associates has developed a video-reprocessing

system made for an Apple II, called the Interactive Video
Training System (ITVS). Besides being able to mix Applegenerated text and graphics with NTSC video, the ITVS
can also carry digital data "nested" unseen in the NTSC
video signal. This data can be used to define the location
of an object, download instructions to the computer on
the rules and procedures needed for a given sequence,
overlay Apple/NTSC text and graphics symbols on the
video picture, and control the functions of the VTR or
videodisc player. Sanders Associates Inc. , 95 Canal St. ,
Nashua, NH 03060, (603) 885-373l.
Another video-reprocessing system designed for the
Apple II is available from Video Associates Labs Inc. The
VB-3 Micro-Keyer allows the Apple II to be used for both
video production and training. It comes with software
that allows a person with no technical knowledge of
video or computers to take full advantage of the broadcast features built into the VB-3 Micro-Keyer system.
Video Associates Labs Inc., 2304 Hancock Dr. , Suite l-F,
Austin, TX 78756, (512) 459-5684.
This type of system is marketed primarily to television
stations. For example, they use it to key weather maps ,
forecasts, etc., directly onto the screen during news programs. While they are considered real bargains compared
to the cost of the other broadcast equipment, unfortunately, most video-reprocessing systems cost more
than the personal computer that controls them.
The Videodisc Design/Production Group
In April 1980, the Nebraska Videodisc Design / Production Group demonstrated the first version of the overlay
interface (see photo 11). Like other video-reprocessing
systems, this configuration is also a true keyer. But being
able to key is merely the end result. "Interlace" is accomplished prior to keying. The overlay interface is designed
exclusively for the TRS-80 Models I and III . Focusing on
the TRS-80 enabled us to build the keyer minus expensive
signal processing, making the system affordable to the
personal computer user at home, at school, or on the job.
While the overlay contains a decoder for turning the
video on and off, it also permits interaction between text!
graphics generated by the computer and television images, which is preferable in our book to merely switching
back and forth from computer to videodisc .
The utility software package designed to control our
level-three discs is called the VDC-l (videodisc
controller). The package, written in Z80 assembly language, is designed to be called from disk BASIC,
although it is possible to call it directly from assembly
language, or even from FORTRAN or some other highlevel language. A common subset of disc player functions
is provided, and it is possible to extend the capabilities of
the package by adding custom functions. It is also possible to download or perform data dumps to players that
have internal intelligence (e.g. , OVA PR-7820 and the
Sony LDP-lOOO). Macros are also allowed , making it
possible for the programmer to send a string of commands that are frequently used or requested, thus saving
time and memory.

Some of the internal (housekeeping) functions include
initialization, a manual mode, player-definition mode,
and frame lock-out. Initialization consists of telling the
VDC-l which player is connected to the TRS-80 . The
VDC-l asks the user which videodisc player is being
used and then performs all functions transparently. For
example, if your BASIC program was written using the
OVA PR-7820 as a development system, the program
could run in the field with a Pioneer VP-lOOO. The
VDC-l is designed for that kind of compatibility .
In addition to the standard keyboard functions that
can be accessed manually, the VDC-l supports the
decoding functions of the overlay with video on / video
off commands so that the computer can continue to display information while the player searches to a location.
This is particularly applicable for the Pioneer player
(worst-case access: 18-20 seconds). Other commands include lock-out functions for both frame locations and the
player panel, timing and pause commands for CL V discs,
and "bookmark" commands that switch from computer
control to manual control and resume again where the
user had previously left off.
Videodisc Production
Designing and producing an interactive videodisc is
similar to writing, producing, and directing a film . Hidden in both the film and disc development are layers of
various media (including computer software) and hours
of evaluation in many forms. What really sets interactive
videodisc development apart from the development of
motion pictures or television productions, however, is interactivity , the dynamic interplay between the user and
the medium-which neither film nor television can provide. Yet , as we have learned something about developing interactive discs, as producers, we have also learned
that we are using yesterday's tools to develop tomorrow's
media . [Editor's Note: To give you a better understanding of the v arious steps involved in the production of an
interactive videodisc , we have included a design and production chart on pages 56 and 57... . 5. J. W.J
Our pet project (and pipe dream) for the last two years
has been the development of an interactive editing system
(IES)' which could individualize the postproduction process in the same way that filmmaking is individualized
during the editing process . The requirements for an IES as
we see them include read-write capability, rapid-frame
access, broadcast quality, the ability to reedit , simulation
capabilities, and portability. The IES would be a computer-controlled offline system. Under ideal circumstances, the computer would be involved from the design
process, flowcharting , creating visuals, etc., right up to
the final coding of the finished product .
The first signs of an IES are beginning to appear. We
are blessed with a first-rate teleproduction facility , and as
we move further into the digital world , we are able to
piece things together.
The current IES configuration is based on a Bosch
BCN-50, a I-inch helical VTR, controlled by an 8080
microprocessor with an RS-232C serial interface, deTex t co ntinued on page 58
55
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Interactive ' Videodisc
The design and production chart shows the steps required to design, develop , and produce an interactive videodisc.
The individual steps vary in length and complexity . Although some activities may overlap in practice, each step in the
sequence depends on the successful completion ot the steps leading up to it. A critical stage occurs at the beginning,
when the client and subject-matter experts define the goals and objectives for the videodisc program . The participation
of the client is also essential at every "review/ approve" step (marked by a "revision" path back to the previous step).
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Design and Production
The schedule shown here-20 weeks from concept to master tape-suggests the time typically recommended for a
well-managed project of medium complexity, using primarily studio production (with one or two scenes shot on location), about 400 still frames, and a modest computer program. Simpler projects require less time, while those employing sophisticated computer-simulation techniques take longer, both to produce and to plan. For videodiscs controlled
by an external computer system, program coding and testing can continue during the mastering of the videodiscs.
PRE - PRODUCTION
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Photo 12: A videodisc simulator/ editor developed by the
Videodisc DesIgn/Production Group . Th~ Bosch BCN-50 I-inch
helical VTR (left) serves as a surrogate disc player but with the
added capability of offline insert edit capability with "broadcast
quality. "
Text continued from page 55

signed and built by our group (see photo 12). Using this
standard interface, the BCN-SO can be driven by almost
any external source. The 8080 system already had programming in EPROMs to control the tape transport and
still store functions. The main task was to locate and con-

trol the subroutines stored in the EPROMs and write a
"driver" program to access and execute them in a manner
that would duplicate the capabilities of a videodisc
player. Once the driver was completed, software was
developed that recognized inputs from any given disc
player. From there, the user-oriented software could be
written.
Since the Bosch machine is a broadcast-quality
recorder with full editing capabilities, it operates by the
same SMPTE time code used to assemble materials online. Also, since it is a recorder with frame-accurate
editing capability, part of the tape can be edited offline to
revise a text frame or menu, for example .
Once the premastering stage has been completed and a
finished tape is available , the master can be made. The
coded tape is sent to a mastering facility, where a master
is made on a glass disc. This master is then used to produce the finished videodisc.

Into the Future
The videodisc has almost unlimited potential. Programs will appear that are made for interactive use, including games, educational programs, simulations, and
more. The future of interactive videodisc technology
could be as bright as the microcomputer industry itself,
and the videodisc may become the medium of the
eighties . •

Glossary
(This information can also be found in 3M 's Producing Interactive Videodiscs manual.)

authoring: a structured approach
to developing all elements of an interactive videodisc program with
emphasis on preproduction .
branch: an instruction to diverge
from one sequence in a program to
another.
capacitance disc: a videodisc system that uses capacitance ' signals
embedded on the disc and a stylus
that touches the surface of the disc
to read encoded information.
CEO: capacitance electronic disc
developed by RCA.
chapter: a consecutive sequence of
frames.
chapter stop: a code embedded in
the vertical interval of the videodisc that enables certain videodisc
players (mostly level one) to locate
the beginning of chapters.
compressed audio: sometimes
called still frame audio , compressed audio describes a method
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of digitally encoding and decoding
several seconds of voice-quality
audio per individual disc frame,
resulting in a potential for several
hours of audio per disc .
constant angular velocity (CAV): a
CA V disc revolves continuously at
1800 rpm , one revolution per
frame , making each frame of a
CA V disc addressable, a basic requirement for interactive videodiscs.
constant linear velocity (ClV): a
CL V or extended-play disc maintains a consistent length for each
frame, thus enabling longer playing time per side, but sacrificing individual frame addressability . Reference to locations on CL V discs is
limited to time in minutes and
seconds. CL V discs are basically
useless for interactive videodisc
applications.
cue: a pulse entered onto one of the

lines in the vertical-blanking interval (VBl) that results in frame
numbers, picture codes, chapter
codes, closed captions, white flags,
etc ., on the disc.
direct-read-after-write (DRAW): a
record-once optical-disc technology primarily used for mass
storage of digital data .
field: a scan of 262 lines on the
screen at 1160 second constituting
one-half of a complete video
frame. See frame.
flicker: sometimes known as "interfield jitter" or "jitter," flicker is a
phenomenon that occurs in a
videodisc freeze frame or still
frame when both fields are not
identically matched, thus creating
two different pictures alternating
every 1160 second.
frame: two complete scans of the
video screen at 1/ 30 second . A
frame is composed of two fields (at

262 lines) and a retrace; a single
frame is a standard CA V videodisc
reference point. There can be as
many as 54, 000 addressable frames
on one side of a CA V videodisc.
freeze frame: a single frame from a
motion sequence that is stopped.
full frame time code: otherwise
known as nondrop frame time
code, full frame time code is a standardized SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers) method of addresscoding a video tape . It gives an accurate frame count rather than an
accurate clock time .
interaction: a reciprocal dialogue
between the user and the system,
interactivity .
interchangeability: a videodisc
design strategy that includes infor.mation readable on consumer, industrial, and computer-controlled
videodisc systems .
interlace: in NTSC video , half the
horizontal scanning lines are laid
down. After retrace , the other half
are laid down so that they fall in
between the previous lines .
intermediate materials: all media
selected for assembly onto the
videodisc premaster (i.e. , 16mm
film , video tape , 35mm slides,
etc.).
jaggies: a tearing phenomenon
around the edges of NTSC images .
Research at MIT has effectively
solved this problem. By so doing,
it has created a new way of thinking about displays, computer
graphics, and NTSC video . See
soft fonts.
keyer: it cuts a hole in the
background video and fills in the
hole from a different video source,
i.e., computer-generated text and
graphics keyed over NTSC video.
See video reprocessing; overlay .
landing pad: a range of frames
within which a player can locate a
frame or frame sequence. Landing
pad (LPD) is also a command that
modifies the number of times a
player attempts to locate a frame
following an unsuccessful search.
level of interactivity: the potential
for interaction prescribed by the

capabilities of videodisc hardware .
level one: usually a consumermodel videodisc player with
still/ freeze frame , picture stop,
chapter stop, frame addressability,
and dual-channel audio, but with
limited memory and less processing power.
level two: an industrial-model
videodisc player with the capabilities of level one, plus on-board
programmable memory and improved access times .
level three: level-one or level-two
players interfaced to an external
computer.
level four: a theoretical configuration with more advanced equipm ent wherein all things are possible.
mastering: a real-time process in
which the premaster video tape is
used to modulate a laser beam
onto a photosensitive glass master
disc .
NTSC: the American television
standard set at 525 lines by the National Television Standards Comm ittee.
optical disc: a videodisc that uses a
light beam to read information
from the surface of the disc.
optical memory: digital data encoded on an optical disc used for
mass data storage. It is estimated
that one side of an optical disc
could store up to 10 billion bits.
overlay: a term used to describe
the keying of computer-generated
text/graphics onto NTSC video .
picture stop: an instruction encoded in the vertical interval on the
videodisc to stop the videodisc
player on a predetermined frame.
postproduction premastering:
sometimes called video processing,
this is the process of editing,
assembly, evaluation, revision ,
and coding of intermediate
materials. A premaster is a fully
coded video tape .
preproduction: all design tasks,
e.g., flowcharting, storyboarding,
scriptwriting, software design ,
etc. , prior to videodisc production .
reflective (optical) disc: method by
which the laser beam reads data

encoded on an optical videodisc .
In the case of a reflective disc , the
laser beam is reflected off the shiny
surface on the disc.
scan: to traverse the surface of the
disc with the video displayed.
search: to rapidly access a single
frame or a sequence of frames on a
disc with video off.
sequence: two or more frames
forming one unit, e.g., motion sequence, still-frame sequence.
slow motion: in videodisc
technology , the controlled movement of the laser from frame to
frame at a variable rate of less than
30 frames per second.
soft fonts: a gray-level scheme
developed by MIT for high-quality
fonts in NTSC video . This adds
legibility, removes scintillation,
and enhances encodability, which
results in a display with more than
80 characters per line on a colortelevision receiver.
step: to advance one frame forward or reverse.
still frame: still material, including
photographs, line drawings, pages,
etc. , designed and presented as a
single videodisc frame .
three-two (3-2) pulldown: a means
of transferring film shot at 24
frames per second (fps) into video
(30 fps). The first film frame is actually exposed on three video
fields , and the next film frame is
exposed on two fields .
transmissive disc: method by
which the laser beam reads data
encoded on an optical videodisc.
In the case of the transmissive disc,
the laser beam passes through the
transparent surface of the disc.
vertical-blanking interval (VBI): 21
blanked lines during field 1 and 21
blanked lines during field 2, wherein frame numbers, picture stops,
chapter stops, white flags, closed
captions, etc., are encoded.
VHD: video high density (see
capacitance disc) .
video reprocessing: the process of
keying video from the computer
over NTSC video .
white flag: a code that identifies a
new film frame .
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Ciarcia'. Circuit Cellar

Build an Interactive-Videodisc
Controller
You can use your personal computer to control
a Pioneer VP-IOOO laser-optical videodisc player
through its remote-control circuitry.
Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury, CT 06033

The theme of this issue is computers and videodiscs, so I don't need
to explain why I chose this month's
Circuit Cellar project. Several articles
this month make specific reference to
the capabilities of a video presentation directly controlled by a computer.
With that in mind, my objective is
to discuss the more familiar consumer
videodisc players and outline how
you can build an interface for your
computer that allows it to control a
Pioneer VP-IOOO Laserdisc player.
The required hardware is as involved
as you care to make it. The software
experts among you might in fact be
able to do the trick without any
special hardware.
Perhaps by experimenting with a
videodisc you will more easily recog-

Copyright © 1982 by Steven A. Ciarcia.
All rights reserved.
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nize the potential benefits of this revolutionary data-storage medium.
First, we'll look at the way information is stored on the disc, and then
we'll examine how to build an interface to a personal computer.

It's really rather
simple to design
and use a
full-function
computer/videodiscplayer interface.
Videodisc Information Storage
About the size of a 33%-rpm longplaying phonograph record, a videodisc contains not only audio (sound)
information but video (picture) information as well. Because the basic
function of videodisc equipment has

been to play back programming such
as motion pictures and special-purpose television shows (although, as I
alluded, the videodisc can serve other
purposes), the disc w as designed to
store this kind of normal, TV-type
programming.
For such programming, the amount
of data needed to store the video portion is vastly greater than that needed
for the audio portion : the video bandwidth is much greater, so it is impossible to use the recording method
used for conventional audio discs, a
continuous surface groove cut so that
the amplitude of the transverse linear
excursions of a stylus tracing the
groove corresponds to the amplitude
of the signal.
Diligent engineers have thus far
developed two widely used, competing methods of storing video data on
a disc: the capacitive method and the
optical method . Several manufacturers have developed variations of each

AUD IQ

-.11_
Photo 1: The Pioneer VP-I000 Laserdisc optical videodisc player. Th e unit in th is
project has both wire an d wireless remote-control inputs; some other players may
not have both of these. The principles in the project can be adapted to other
videodisc players with similar characteristics.

technique, but a discussion of the
systems as used in only two products
will suffice for illustration.

Capacitance-Encoded Discs
Videodisc players from RCA use a

JPL Puts the Planets on a Disc
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) is preparing a
videodisc for distribution to various
geology schools, planetary-geology
laboratories , and some libraries. The
disc contains some 100,000 planetary
images collected by space probes, including the Mariner, Viking, and Voyager missions.
Viewing this disc, you can see what
the space probes saw as they crashed
into Mars , plunged past Venus and
Mercury , and swooped past Jupiter
and its moons.
Each frame on the videodisc contains one black·and-white still image ,
with the images stored, for the most
part, in the order they were taken . A
test videodisc prepared earlier contained some full-color images, but the

capacitance encoding system named
Capacitance Electronic Disc (CEO). A
CEO disc contains a spiral surface
groove, as does an audio disc, in
which a metal-coated diamond stylus
rides in physical contact with the

final research version is all monochrome. (A very clever video technician could reconstruct a few full-color
images by electronically combining
some of the three-frame sets of the
same field of view shot through three
subtractive-primary color filters.)
Working under contract to JPL , the
Sony Corporation developed for this
project a special method for encoding
the laser-optical videodisc so that the
same disc can be played with full stillframe capability by Pioneer, Sony,
MCA , Philips , and DVA (Discovision
Associates) videodisc players . (Ironical/y, it now seems that several of these
companies will discontinue production
of videodisc players.)
Last February at the San Francisco
Video Expo trade show, Mike Martin ,
Planetary Data Management Team
Leader for JPL's Planetary Image Facili-

Photo 2: The hand-held remotecon tro l unit for the VP-I 000. A ll of
the functions work on ly in the
standard-play mode, but not in the
extended-p lay mode.

rotating disc. There are approximately 10,000 groove layers per radial
inch, producing a 1-hour playing time
per side. The groove is about 1138 the
width of the groove in an audio disc.
The video and audio signals are en-

ty, demonstrated a planet-image searchand-retrieval system . He used a Sony
videodisc player, controlled by an
Apple II equipped with a joystick and a
CCfntrol program written in BASIC, to
show attendees how to take an imaginary tour of a planet's surface, using the
joystick as a "throttle" to speed up or
slow down the displaying of images
from the videodisc . He reports that the
people who used the system quickly
became enthusiastic about the capabilities of the system and the technology
that makes it so easy to widely distribute pictures of the planets.
But at present NASA has no plans to
make discs available to the public,
though there are plans to produce a second research disc containing the remainder of NASA 's space-picture archive, including Voyager's pictures of
Saturn ... . R.S.S.
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TRACKING
MIRROR

SECOND FIXED'
MIRROR
GRATING

Figure 1: Diagram of the path of the laser light beam inside the Pioneer VP-IOOO Laserdisc videodisc player. Th e red heliu m -neon
laser projects its light though a complex optical path to the information-bearing layer of the videodisc. The light is reflected into th e
photodiode in a pattern that reproduces the carrier signal for the program material.

coded by frequency modulation on a
carrier signal that is represented on
the disc by the presence or absence of
pits in the groove. The metal coating
on the stylus functions as one plate of
a variable capacitor. The disc itself,
which is made of conductive vinyl,
forms the other plate. As the stylus
moves along the groove, the presence
and absence of pits generates a variable capacitance which is converted
to a voltage that reproduces the carrier signal.
Each "track" (a single rotation of
the disc) in the CEO system contains
four video frames. Such high density
allows lengthy recordings of one hour
per side but prohibits slow motion
and still-frame viewing. Therefore,
RCA and other CEO-system players
are not well suited to certain computer-controlled applications. Also ,
because CEO-system videodiscs use a
contact interaction with the playback
mechanism, they are sensitive to
scra tches and debris that can collect
62
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on the disc surface; you have to take
care to keep them unmarred and
clean .

Optical-Encoded Discs
The Pioneer VP-IOOO Laserdisc system uses the optical-reflective videodisc encoding method jointly developed by MCA and Philips. The
VP-IOOO uses a disc in which the carrier signal is stored as an alternating
spiral series of reflective areas and
opaque pits in a layer lying underneath a surface that is smooth,
grooveless, and transparent.
Figure 1 is a diagram of the optical
scanning system inside the Pioneer
Laserdisc player. The visible-red light
beam from a low-power helium-neon
laser is directed through a series of
lenses and mirrors to the disc. The
light shines through the surface layer
and is reflected off the informationbearing layer back through the surface and optical path onto a photodiode. When the incident light hits an

opaque pit, it is not reflected back .
The photodiode detects the presence
or absence of reflected light and converts it into a current that reproduces
the recorded carrier signal, on which
the video and audio signals are
modulated.
The Pioneer player can play back a
videodisc at two different rates: standard play and extended play . The
two modes are distinguished by differences in the density of the recorded
data and the speed of the drive mechanism . In the standard-play mode,
the information is stored on the disc
so that the system reads data at a constant angular velocity (CAV) ,
whereas in the extended-play mode ,
the data is read at a constant linear
velocity (CL V -constant along the
path traversed by the laser beam).
In addition to these differences
from the CEO system, the optical
videodiscs used by the Pioneer machine have the advantage of near immunity to wear and tear. Because the

video information is sandwiched between protective transparent plastic
layers, the disc is undamaged by dust
and scratches . The laser just looks
through the surface junk to the
information-bearing layer beneath .
Also, because the disc player has no
stylus and uses a noncontact readout
method , there is absolutely no wear
on either the disc or the photodiode
when in use, even in the still-frame
mode, although some motion occurs
in the optical-tracking mechanism.

Two Operating Modes
In the VP-1000's CAY mode, the
disc always rotates at 1800 rpm (revolutions per minute), so that one
rotation takes 1130 of a second . A
single video frame (one still picture) is
recorded on each rotation (track) of
the disc; each side of the disc contains
54,000 tracks and therefore 54,000
frames . At the center of the disc, the
packing density (amount of data
squeezed into a given segment of a
track) is four times greater than on
the outside edge .
Because each rotation plays only
one frame, it is possible to view a
single frame as a still picture by causing the laser beam to repeatedly scan
the same track . Because of the singleframe-per-track arrangement of data
and the constant disc speed, the scanning repetition occurs 30 times per
second, which is the standard television frame-refresh rate (in North
America), and there is no flicker or
distortion of the picture . This stillframe capability is unique to the optical videodisc players; it facilitates
fixed- and variable-speed slow motion , fast motion, and rapid scan in
both forward and reverse . Features
such as these are very important in
educational and industrial applications where viewers might want to
stop and discuss pertinent details of
various still pictures . .
While the CA V mode is particularly suited for video interaction and
computer-related activities , the
ex tended-play CL V mode was designed simply to store · more video
frames, to be competitive with CEDformat video players in the length of
the program that the disc can hold. It
would be impractical and cost-

Photo 3: Prototype of the hardwa re-in tensive interface circuit of figu re 3 . These
components simulate the remote-contro l unit, generating pulse-code-modulated
control codes under software contro l.

prohibitive to require three discs for
an average-length movie .
In the CL V mode, the track closest
to the center of the disc contains one
frame , while a track on the outside
edge contains four frames. The packing density of the information is the
same for all frames . By varying the
speed of rotation from 1800 rpm
(when the light beam is reading from
the center of the disc) to 600 rpm
(when reading at the edge), up to one
hour of program material can be
recorded on each side. Unfortunately,
because more than one frame is
stored per track, various special functions such as still-frame, slow motion, and fast motion are inhibited.
Since the projected applications of
my videodisc interface need these
features, I shall discuss the use of only
the standard-play discs and the CAV
mode .

Embedded Signals
So far we have seen that the
VP-1000 is indeed an advanced videodisc player for use in entertainment.
More significant to us, however, is
that the VP-1000 is directly suited for
remote control through a computer.

Various control codes and data are
placed in the video signal, in the vertical-blanking interval that occurs between the fields of picture information . (The vertical-blanking interval
can be seen as the black horizontal
bar across the screen when you cause
the picture on your TV screen to roll
vertically .) The VP-1000 stores 24-bit
biphase-coded signals that define picture numbers , picture stops ,
"chapter" numbers , and various control codes (CA V -mode, CLV -mode,
lead-in, and lead-out).
Every still picture on a CA V videodisc has a unique frame number (from
1 to 54,000) . Using this number, the
player-control system can identify
and search for anyone of the 54,000
frames and display it. This ability to
so easily recall 54,000 separate still
pictures may revolutionize certain
types of visual research, when coupled with a computer-control system .
(See the text box "JPL Puts the Planets
on a Disc" on page 61 .)
To search for and view one of these
54,000 frames , you merely enter the
frame number on the VP-1000's control keyboard . The microprocessor
control system in the player then
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Signal Transmission Code Valu e

Function

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
Sea rch
Chapter
Frame
Aud io Ll1
Audio R/2
Still/Step
Forwa rd
Reverse
Scan
Forwa rd
Reverse
Fast
Forwa rd
Reve rse
Slow
Forwa rd
Reverse
Mode
Pause
Play

KO

K1

K2

DO

01

02

03

04

05

06

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

1
1

0
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0

0
0

1

O·
1

0
0

0
1

0
1

0
1
1

0

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0

1

0

0

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

1

1
1

0

0
0

1
1

0

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
1

1

0

1
1

0

1
1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0
0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0
0
1

1

Table 1: Th e 25 contra l codes accep ted by the Pionee r VP-IOOO Laserdisc play er.
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searches for that particular frame and
displays it on the video screen. The
slowest access time is about 20 seconds; for 2 frames within 1000 counts
of each other, it takes about 5 seconds .

VP-IOOO Remote Control
In reading magazine articles about
videodiscs, I've seen many descriptions of videodisc formats and
reviews of various commercial interfaces to the VP-1000, but I've seen
very few articles that actually discuss
the construction of an interface to the
VP-1000 and disclose the control
codes needed. (I did read one in
which the author cut the Gordian
knot: he unsoldered the encoder chip
from the Pioneer hand-held remotecontrol keyboard and reattached the
chip to a parallel port on a Commodore PET computer.)
It's really rather simple to design
and use a full-function computer /
videodisc-player interface without
resorting to destructive measures. In
the version of the Pioneer VP-1000
Laserdisc machine that I have, the optional remote-control keyboard communicates with the main unit by
coded signals sent through a cable or
via a wireless infrared-light link .
These coded signals can easily be
created by an external co:nputer connected through the VP-lOOO's remotecontrol input jack . (Or use an infrared link similar to the one I
described in "Use Infrared Communication for Remote Control,"
April 1982 BYTE, page 40.)

L2.1msJ

Control Encoding

(2b)
KO

KI

0

0

KO

KI

K2

DO

01

02

0

0

0

03

04

05

06

0

0

0

03

04

05

06

0

0

0

0

04

05

06

0

0

0

"SLOW REVERSE"

K2

00

02

01

II

0

0

KO

KI

0

0

0

K2

DO

01

02

03

PLAyli

"SEARCH"
0

Figure 2: En co ding of the VP-IOOO 's contra l signals. Burs ts of a 38-k Hz ca rrier signal are
sent in a pulse-code-modulatio n pattern to convey 25 d ifferent co m man ds. Th e pulse
burs ts are sh own in figure 2a; examples of real con trol codes are shown in figu re 2b .
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The VP-1000 can recognize and act
on 25 different commands (listed in
table 1) that are transmitted via a
10-bit PCM (pulse-code modulation )
scheme . In the code combinations,
five of the bit values are fixed , and
five vary to specify the command .
The first three bits (KO, K1 , and K2 )
always have the values 0, 0, and 1,
respectively. Similarly, the last two
bits (05 and 06) are always O. Bits
DO through 04 form the commandselection segment of the transmission .
For example, to command the player
to pause, ' the remote~control unit
sends the 10-bit code 0010101000, in

which bits DO through 05 are 01010 .
The format of the transmission is
detailed in figure 2 .
The la-bit commands are transmitted as a series of bursts of a carrier
frequency, with the bursts separated
by a specified duration of time that
determines whether a lora a is being
transmitted. Each pulse burst consists
of 10 cycles at 38 kHz (kilohertz) and
is exactly 0.263 ms (milliseconds)
long, as indicated in figure 2a.
A la-bit transmission starts with a
burst and ends with a burst; it contain~ 11 bursts. The elapsed time betweeri the beginning of one burst and
the beginning of the next , defined as
the bit period, can be either of two
durations: 1 .05 ms to indicate a logic
a or 2.10 ms to indicate a logic 1 . The
actual length of a lO-bit transmission
will vary depending upon the quantities of Is and as. Three examples are
shown in figure 2b .
You can synthesize these codes in
many ways. Depending upon your
abilities, you may choose either a
hardware- or software-intensive
design . Generally speaking, if I have
a choice, I always choose hardware.
This time, however, synthesizing the
control codes entirely in hardware
would have unduly complicated the
interface and only proven that I can
make a mountain out of a molehill.
Given the peM coding used by the
VP-1000, it's best to do much of the
timing in software .
But old habits die hard, so I had to
find someplace to wire a few chips. I
have included two relatively simple
hardware designs that are manipulated by software to varying degrees.
Depending upon your programming
talents, you might choose to reduce
the hardware further.

Videodisc Controller:
More Hardware
Figure 3 on page 68 is the schematic
diagram of a relatively hardwareintensive controller design . Bit timing
and pulse-burst generation are done
with counters and one-shot multivibrators . The advantage of such a
circuit is that it takes relatively little
computer power and relies upon software only to provide the next code bit
for transmission. I call this my full-

(4b)
Photo 4: In educational use, a computer program could ask a student to name
the country associated w ith the fla g shown in a still-framed video image, identified as frame 5241 in photo 4a . Then, to reinforce the answer, the program can
call up fra me 5242 (p hoto 4b) to show the country and its location on a ma p.
Display of frame num bers is optional.
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CompuView

CP/at-S6
The CompuView implementation
of CP/M-86 for the IBM Personal
Computer has the features needed to
run the full range of CP/M-86
application programs. Included are
serial and parallel printer support, a
'smart' screen driver which can
emulate many popular CRT terminals,
and 193K/drive disk capacity.
Innovative features include built-in
horizontal scrolling for up to 254
columns and screen line editing,
which lets the user extensively edit or
re-enter any command line on the
screen for CP/ M-86 and application
programs. In addition to IBM hardware, the TECMAR, Inc. Winchester
hard disk, other hard disks and 80 tpi
double sided drives are also supported.
Screen line editing is a
deSirable, time saving feature common
on large mainframe computers, but
not previously available on any CP/ M
system. Besides editing the line being
typed in, the cursor may be moved to
any line on the screen, and the line
edited by overtypmg or inserting and
deleting characters. Typing the
'Return' key will then enter the line,

Now Mainframe Features For Your
IBM Personal Computer

as it appears on the screen, to
CP/M-86. Also, a string of 10 long
commands can be repeated by mOving
the cursor to the first command and
just typing the 'Return' key 10 times.
This greatly reduces the amount of
re-typing necessary due to mis-typed
or repeated commands. Another
common mainframe feature implemented is page control, which allows
the screen to automatically stop after
each new screen full of text.
The CompuView CP/ M-86 is
licensed from Digital Research and
comes complete with all CP/M-86
utility programs. Software interchange
is simplified by the ability to read and
write IBM-MSDOS disks, IBM CP/ M-86
disks and transfer files with other
CP/M and CP/ M-86 computers via the
serial port. The screen driver includes
a useful status line, horizontal
scrolling for up to 254 columns, and
faithful CRT terminal emulation,
including editing functiOns, cursor
movement and display attributes.
Application programs can use the
status line for their own purposes or
to emulate a Z19 terminal.

We encourage you to compare our CP/ M-86 with the version
available from IBM. We have been
careful to insure software compatibility
and can read/write their disks. The
table lists the major points of
comparison between the two versions.

Compare CompuView
CompuWith IBM
IBM View
Horizontal Scrolling
No
Screen Line Editing
No
Page Control·
No
Emulate popular terminals No
'Smart' CRT functions
No
Read/Write IBM MSDOS disks No
Serial file transfer
No
Support non-IBM hardware No
Programmable Function Keys Yes
Status Line
Yes
Support Light Pen
Yes
File Capacity
154K

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Soon
193K

CP/M-86 for IBM P.C. . ... . .. .. .. $325
VEDIT-86 with above purchase (This
version of VEDIT has horizontal scrolling
for up to 254 columns) . .... . .. .. $100

V-COM Disassembler

strings. Each information file may contain nested 'INCLUDE' to
other files. Each package includes a 30 page manual, sample
program
files and variations of V-COM compatible with TDL,
Finally a Z-80 disassembler for CP/M which produces easy
MAC
and
two
types ofZILOG assemblers .. . . . ....... .$80
to read code, a cross reference table and handles INTEL and
ZILOG mnemonics. V-COM is exceptionally fast and produces an
.ASM file directly from a .COM file. The disassembly of a 12K
program producing a 76K .ASM file containing 7500 lines of
source code and a 33K cross reference file will typically take less VEDIT full screen editor for CP/M-86, MSDOS, IBM Personal
Computer and IBM Displaywriter . .... .. .. .. . ... . $195
than two minutes.
V-COM can accept two user created information files to
CP/ M-86 BIOS for popular S-100 disk controllers and SCP
make the resulting code more readable. One contains assign8086 computer. Source Code .. . ....... .. . . . . . . . $%
ments of labels to 8 and 16 bit values; the second specifies the
location of tables and ASCII strings. The resulting .ASM file will Bootable CP/ M-86 disks for popular S-1 00 computers . . .. Call
then contain labels and proper storage allocation for tables and

8086 Software

Software

An Industry Standard for CP1M & 8086

Sophisticated
Full Screen Editing

Uniquely
User Oriented
VEDlT is user oriented to make
your editing for program development
and word processing as fast and easy
as possible. The customization
(installation) process makes VEDIT
the only editing package that allows
you to determine your own keyboard
layout and use any available cursor
and function keys. Just think of the
difference it makes in your ease of
learning and usage to type cursor and
function keys instead of memorizing
obscure control characters. 1'h!s
customization is menu driven, extends
to much more and takes only a few
minutes.

Unequaled
HardWare Support
The CRT version directly
supports over 35 terminals (including
ANSI standard) in its installation
menu and utilizes 'smart' terminal
features such as line insert/ delete,
reverse scroll, status line and reverse
video. Function keys on terminals like
the Televideo 920/950, Heath H19,
and IBM 3101 are all supported. The
memory mapped version is extremely
fleXible, supports bank select such as
on the SSM VB3 and screen sizes up
to 70 X 200.

VEDIT gives you true 'what you
see is what you get' full screen editing
with an extensive set of features for
creating and editing standard text files
of up to one diskette in length. Very
large files are effortlessly handled by
VEDIT's ability to edit up to 47K of a
file entirely in memory without
performing any slow and annoying
disk accessing. And you can handle
multiple files, insert a specified line
range of another file anywhere in the
text and even change diskettes.

User Oriented
Features
You get the features you expect,
like searching, a scratchpad buffer for
moving and rearranging sections of
text, complete file handling on
multiple drives and flexible macros.
For ease of use VEDIT has features
you won't find elsewhere, like
automatic indenting for use with
structured languages such as Pascal
and PIjI. You are less likely to make
a mistake with VEDIT, but if you do,
one key will 'Undo' the changes you
just made to a screen line. And if
you run out of disk space with VEDlT,
you can easily recover by deleting old
files or even inserting another diskette.
It is therefore no surprise that VEDIT
is the industry standard for program
development editing.

CP/ M and MP/ Mare reg.isten:d ltademarks of Digital Research, Inc. "Wle II is :1 registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. Softcud is a traderruri: of Microsoft. TIlY8J is a trademark of Tardy Corpor.ulon. IBM Personal
Computer is 3 tndemark of Intema.tlon:U Busioess Machines, Ill(.

Word Processing
VEDIT is suitable for simple
stand-alone word processing, or it
may be used in conjunction with a
text processor. Its features include
word wrap, adjustable left margin,
reformatting of paragraphs, word
oriented cursor movement and
deleting, and imbedding of printer
control characters. VEDIT can print
any portion of your file and display
the cursor's line and column
positions.

Now for
IBM
Personal Computer
XEROX 820

Ordering
Please specify your microcomputer, video board or the CRT
terminal version, the 8080, Z80 or
8086 code version and disk format.
VEDIT - Disk and manual
For 8080 or Z80 . .. .. . . . $145
For CP/ M-86 or IBM MDOS . $195
Manual only. . . . . . . . . . . . $15
VISA and MASTER CARD Welcome.
Apple II Softcard • TRS-80 II and I
SuperBrain • Heath H8/ H89 • Altos
NorthStar • Vector • MP/ M • IBM

1955 Pauline Blvd. , Suite 200
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
(313) 996-1299

Com~!!,!(!~!"
Circle 127 on inquiry card .
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of a moderately hardware-intensive circuit to control the VP-Iooo Laserdisc player from an external
computer. Some software control steps are needed, notably the monitoring of 110 port hexadecimal 80 to determine when the inter-

face can accept the next bit
68
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control code.

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.

5835 Peachtree Corners East, ~orcross, Georgia 30092 404/ 449-8791

Ha yes Stack is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products . Inc.

© H ayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.
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Circle 208 on Inquiry card.

hardware approach , which is used according to the flowchart and typical
program sequence shown in figure 4
on page 70 .
The interface is designed to communicate with a microcomputer via
an I/O (input / output) port at hexadecimal address 80. To transmit the

OUTPUT MEMORY
AT POINTER
LOCATION AND
INCREMENT
POINTER

Figure 4: Flowchart of th e algorithm to
control the Laserdisc player using the
hardw are of figure 3. Typical m icroprocessor code (2 80) is shown in listing 1.

Listing 1: A ssembler code fo r the 280
microprocessor to perform the algorithm
of f igure 4, co ntrolling the interface of
f igu re 3.
LD HL, PO INTER
LD C, PORT
OUT!
CALL TE ST
LDA, L
CP END
lNZ AGAIN
IN A , PORT
TEST
BIT 7,A
l P 0, TE ST
RETURN
POINTER EQU 8000
PORT
EQU 80
END
EQU 8008
AGAIN

70
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lO-bit control code (which has been
selected and formatted by some other
high-level program), the computer
first outputs the first control-code bit
(KO) to port 80 as a logic 0 in the LSB
(least significant bit) of the data bus
(KO=O) or as a 1 in the LSB (KO=l).
This value is loaded into the bistable
latch IC3.
Depending upon this logic level,
one of the two one-shots ICS or IC6
will fire when IC3 is loaded. If the
control-code bit is 0, then IC6 fires; if
the control-code bit is 1, then ICs
fires .
The computer monitors the outputs
of the two one-shots by testing the
LSB of input port 80. If bit 0 is high
when examined, then the interface is
still busy transmitting the controlcode bit. When the port's LSB indicates a logic 0 again, the interface
has finished transmitting, and the
computer program should output the
next control-code bit to port 80.
The variable timing that sends a 1
or 0 is handled in hardware, with the
computer cued to send the next bit by
a Busy / Not-Busy signal from port 80.
All the program has to do is simply
monitor the Busy line and output the
10-bit VP-lOOO control code one bit at
a time. As shown in listing 1 accompanying figure 4, the program is barely 20 bytes long (written for a Z80
microprocessor) .
The rest of the hardware in figure 3
produces the pulse burst. The flipflop IC7 and the decade counter IC8
form a 10-cycie counter clocked by a
38-kHz oscillator (the timer IClO).
When one of the one-shots fires , timing a bit period, the leading edge of
this signal presets flip-flop IC7 and
raises the Clear line on IC8 (allowing
it to count). IC8 counts until it
reaches 9 and then generates a carry
pulse when it rolls over. This carry
pulse clears the flip-flop and stops the
counting process until a one-shot is
triggered again . During the counting
period, the 10 clock cycles (the
38-kHz pulse burst) are transmitted to
the VP-lOOO. The timing between
pulse bursts is controlled by the computer monitoring the busy line.
One extra item in figure 3 is a relay .
The relay is enabled by bit 3 of the input port 80 and can be used to switch

a single video monitor between two
video sources. One source could be
the output of the computer's regular
display, while the other could be the
videodisc player's output. Using the
relay, the computer could display
some appropriate material from the
videodisc and then switch the screen
back to the computer's own output to
pose a question about the contents of
the videodisc program .

Videodisc Controller:
Less Hardware
Figure 5 on page 72 shows a more
software-intensive approach, which
uses just the pulse-burst generator
from figure 3. A flowchart of the
algorithm to use this circuit is shown
in figure 6 on page 74 . As all timing
except for the carrier is done in software and this circuit is triggered by a
pulse rather than a discrete logic
level, a data latch is unnecessary. Bit
timing is still important, but a few
microseconds here or there won't
make much difference.
As configured, the control program
should allow either 1.05 or 2.10 ms to
elapse (depending upon the controlcode bit value) and then activate the
pulse-burst generator. In my opinion,
this method is preferable to the hardware-intensive design of figure 3.
As I have described, handling the
entire communication between the
computer and the videodisc player is
simply a matter of timing and logic
switching. If you have just a parallel
output port on your computer and
excellent skill with software, y ou
could conceivably synthesize the entire command sequence, including the
10-cycie 38-kHz pulse burst, entirely
in software. At only 26 .3 microseconds per cycle, however, you will
have to code a tight program without
many branches and subroutines .
Because such a program has to be
machine-specific and coded with the
clock speed of the processor in mind ,
I decided to forego the exercise for
this article.

Future of Computer Videodiscs
Every computer manufacturer is
striving to maximize the processing
Circle 240 on Inquiry card . --+

·

(phone no.)

o Please tell me about your half-day seminar
o Please tell me about your three-day workshop
o I'm enclosing $105 in payment for the MDBS manual ($135 overseas; Indiana residents please add $3.80 sales tax)
o Please charge to my VISA
or MasterCardu-_ _ _ __
Card Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone No . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature
Expiration Date _ _ __
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addres~
s

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

City,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ _ _ Zip, _ _ __
Phon e'~--~----------------~~___
(area code)

MAIL TO: Your localiSE affiliate.
Please look for us at the NCC. Booth No. 3745.
and Booth No. 226, Computerama, Toronto.

(exl.)
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""'-----1 DIS
1.8K
...._ _ _ _--=2'-/ TRG

IC4

NE555
OUT~3~_3~8~k~H~Z_-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~

IC2

.....- - - - - I T H R

74160
2 CLOCK

'T' O. 0022/L F
rh oMYLAR OR

CARRY 15
CLEAR

' POLYCARBONATE

DECODED ADDRESS
STROBE (I/LS MAX)

4
PR
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2 D
IC3

7474
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CLOCK
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Type

+5V

IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4

7400
74160
7474
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14

NE555

8

GND
7

8
7
1
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Figure 5: A simpler circuit for controlling the VP-1000 Laserdisc player that relies somewhat more on software to perfo rm timing of
the pulse bursts.

Photo 5: Great works of art are reproduced on videodiscs; the applicptions for a
computer~assisted art-history project are plentiful. Here we discover that Vincent
van Gogh was an early user of Motorola microprocessors.
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power of its machines while minimizing the cost per bit of online storage.
Increasingly, 10-megabyte or larger
Winchester-technology hard-disk
drives are spoken of as required
peripheral devices as more and more
computer applications are developed
that require storage and use of large
amounts of data.
We should take care not to overlook the technical possibilities of the
Pioneer Laserdisc and its kin while
viewing Star Trek and The Jerk. The
laser-optical videodisc player is a
mind-boggling 20-gigabit randomaccess read-only memory that costs
only $600. Try pricing that storage on
any kind of magnetic disk!
Even~ually, optical storage discs
will be produced which contain vast
databases, not simply as video still
frames, but as computer-readable
program code and data files. Instead
of pictures of 10,000 pages of text, the
disc will simply contain the text
stored as ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information Interchange)
files. Then several billion characters
could be stored.
Circle 229 on Inquiry card.

--+

The real breakthrough in videodisc
technology will come with the ability
to record as well as playa disc. While
some descendant of today's videodiscs might become a fully flexible
read / write medium, it appears that
the first such machine to appear
might be a gigantic write-once readonly memory, or WOROM.

In Conclusion

Photo 6: Computer game fans will use their computer-interfaced videodisc
players for fun , perhaps playing a space-war game spiced up with images from
Battlestar Galactica. The video images reproduced in this article were
photographed from a Pioneer LS-501 large-screen projection television receiver.

SOFTWARE
ALTERNATIVE METHOD
FOR GENERATING
PULSE BURST

The technology is still in its infancy
today, but I expect that eventually
optical videodisc players will become
not only practical but necessary computer peripherals . For the present,
however, our computer interfaces
will have to w ait for material suitable
for video/computer interaction.
Considerable effort is being expended in the production of educational and scientific discs, but I am
sure you can expect one of the major
software suppliers to have a videodisc
specially produced for adventure
games. For my own use of the Laserdisc player, my controller will be
there when computer-applicable
material arrives at my door. But right
now, I think I'll sit down and watch a
cooking-class disc. I heartily recommend the clams cassino .

Next Month:
When we 've finished working with
video, we can turn our attention to
audio. In July we'll see how to create
sound effects using a new integrated
circuit from Texas Instruments . •

Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles as reference material for
each month 's current article. Most of these past
articles are available in reprint books from
BYTE Books, 70 Main St., Peterborough, NH
03458. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I
covers articles that appeared in BYTE from
September 1977 through November 1978. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume II contains articles
from December 1978 through June 1980. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume III contains the articles that were published from July 1980
through December 1981.

Figure 6: The algorithm to control the Laserdisc player using the circuit of figure 5.

Clever, tight coding could produce a program that can handle all of the timing and
make the needed hardw are even more simple.
74
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Pick aPak of Peach\Vare:
Peachtree Software ™has long been
a leader in the microcomputer software field. Its quality and reliability
have made it the standard in business
software, and its documentation and
ease of operation have made it the
choice of users everywhere.
Now there's a new look to Peachtree
Software. The look is Peachware,'M
and it's destined to change the way
you think about software.
The Peachware concept is simple :
give the user a complete solution to
his business software needs. How?
The Peachpak.™
In our Peachpaks, we've put together integrated systems of related
packages-in accounting or word
processing, for example - to give the
user the most benefit from his micro
in his business functions.
The Peachpak 8 Accounting Series
-which includes General Ledger,
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Sales Invoicing, Inventory
Control and PeachPay 'M payrollgives you the quick response, accurate
results and timely reports you need
to maintain complete control of your
finances, the lifeblood of your business.
The Peachpak 9 Office Productivity
Series is centered on the PeachText'M
word processor (formerly Magic
Wand ®; we 've improved it and like
the results so much we decided to put
our name on it) and includes the
PeachCalc™ Electronic Spreadsheet,
Spelling Proofreader, Mailing List
Manager and Telecommunications.
Peachpak 9 extends the Peachware solu tion to all areas of the electronic office.
That's not all. We've got Peachpaks
for different levels of accounting

needs, for vertical applications, even
one designed specifically for the
Apple II '" computer.
And we have Peachcare:Mour
own approach to the critical problem
of after-sale support and service. It
runs the gamut from PeachTax,TM
a subscription service to keep your
PeachPay package updated on changes
in tax requirements, to the Peachtree
Software Product Center, which
offers direct sales and software support
to the user.
We're bringing these services to
more people every day, both in the
United States and abroad, through
our network of almost 1,000 dealers
and Peachtree Software International,
headquartered just outside London.
We have more than 40,000 packages
installed worldwide, and the number
is growing rapidly.
Peachtree Software is picking up
its pace to meet the burgeoning needs
of micro users . It's part of our effort
to make sure that, when it comes
time for you to pick your software,
you pick the leader. Pick a peach.

Peachpak 4 Accountinf:, Series
TM

General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable

Inventory
Payroll

Peachpak ™ 40 Accounting Series,
Apple II Edition
General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable

Inventory
Payroll

Peachpak ™6 Client
Accounting Series
Client Posting and Accounting System
Passive Payroll

Peachpak™61 Property
Management Series
Property Management System
General Ledger

Peachpak™ 71 Sales Tracker
(COBOL)
Accounts Receivable and Sales Analysis
Inventory
Order Entry

Peachpak™ 8 Accounting Series
General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Sales Invoicing
Inventory Control
PeachPayTM Payroll System

Peachpak TM 9 Office
Productivity Series
Peachllext ™VVordProcessor
Spelling Proofreader
PeachCalc'M Electronic Spreadsheet
Mailing List Manager
llelecommunications
Circle 360 on inquiry card .

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
Peachtree Software, Peachware, Peachpak, PeachPay,
PeachText, Magic Wand , Peach Calc, Peachcare
and PeachTax are trademarks of Peachtree
Software Incorporated, an MSA Company.
Copyright © 1982 Peachtree Software Incorporated ,
an MSA Company.

Please send me information on Peachware™ by Peachtree Software.
Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Company: ________________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
City:_____________________________________ State: _ _ _ Zip: ______________________

I am a: 0 prospective dealer

D user of software
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Peachtree
Software
N

Peachtree Software Incorporated

an MSA company
3445 Peachtree Road , N.E. / 8th Floor / Atlanta, Georgia 30326/ (404) 266-0673

Videodiscs in Education
Integrating the Computer and Communication
Technologies
Interactive videodiscs are entering the classroom.
Dr. Isaac I. Bejar
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, NJ 08541

Both the communications and computer industries have achieved tremendous growth but, for the most
part, have developed unmindful of
each other. Their disagreement over
legislation to deregulate the communications industry suggests both are
beginning to step on each other's turf .
Now that the antitrust cases against
AT &T and IBM have been dropped,
some predict the two industries will
eventually coalesce into a new information industry. The recent coming
of age of the videodisc, a product that
integrates both technologies, suggests
that the prediction may be valid.
Both the communications and computer technologies have a long, and
perhaps sad, tradition in education.
Critics often refer to educational television as a "failure ." That charac-

About the Author
Isaa c l. Bejar is a Research Scientist at th e
Edu cational T es ting Service .

This article is based upon work supported by
the National Science Foundation an d the N ational Institute of Education under Grant No .
S EO-8024465. (Isaac ' I. Bejar and Spence r
Swinton, principal investigators.) Any op inions, findings, conclusions, o r recom m endations expressed in this publication are th ose of
th e auth or and do not necessarily reflect th e
views of the National Science Founda tion or
th e Natio'1al Institute of Education.
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terization is probably not fair to
much of today's educational television, but the early attempts were certainly affected by a lack of understanding of the medium . Some of the
early experiments on the effectiveness
of television as an instructional
medium were little more than comparisons of a live lecturer and a "talking head ." No wonder many of these
experiments showed "televised" instruction to be no better than live instruction.
Today, while less than inspiring educational programs continue to be
produced, a fair amount of good educational television does exist. Moreover, the medium's potential effectiveness for educational purposes is
gradually being established as suggested by the evaluation of Sesame
Street (see reference 1) and other programs.
The computer has also had a mixed
history in education . While the technology's potential was realized by
some of the early innovators, the
realities of the marketplace prevented
the predicted boom of computers in
education (see reference 2). Because
software developers were not sure of
the market, they did not strive to produce the best possible product. This
led, in turn, to poor acceptance of the
software, which fulfilled the developers' own prophecy.

However, the effectiveness of CAl
(computer-assisted instruction) now
seems established judging by the
results of several projects including a
large-scale field test being conducted
in Los Angeles public schools by the
Educational Testing Service for the
National Institute of Education . On
the market side, the cottage industry
that has provided educational programs is now beginning to be supplemented by established publishers.
Together, these trends suggest that
at last technology is gaining a foothold in education, and because of
this, the videodisc may be more
readily accepted into the classroom
than television or computers.
Nevertheless, caution is necessary .
From a historical perspective, the current educational application of videodisc technology stands at a point
equivalent to the early years of educational television and CAl . The collective results of current projects are
bound to have a significant impact on
the future of videodisc technology in
education . Therefore, the technology
must be given a fair chance to demonstrate its effectiveness, which will be a
function of tangible factors, such as
the quality of the hardware and software, as well as intangible factors ,
such as the attitudes of teachers
toward technology . This article concentrates on the tangible factors by

®

COMMODORE
"THE WONDER COMPUTER
OF THE19808. UNDER $300:'
-WILLIAM SHATNER

"The best computer value in the
world today. The only computer
you 'n need for years to come."

VIC·20®VS. OTHER HOME COMPUTERS
Product Features

Price*
Maximum RAM Me mory
Keyboa rd Sty le

Com modore
VIC-20

Ata ri'lll

TJO>

400 '"

99/4A

TRS-80"
Color
Computer

$299.95

$399.00

$454.00

$399. 00

32 K

16K

48 K

32K

Full·S izc
Typew riter

Flat
Plastic
Membrane

Full-Size
lYpewriler
Style

Calc ul ator

Slyle
Number of Keys
Prog rammable
Fun ction Keys
G raphic Symbo ls
On Keyboard

Slyle

66

57

48

53

4

0

0

0

62

0

0

0

5 12

256

192

256

Microprocessor

6502

6502

TMS 9900

6809

Accessible
Mac hi ne La ngua ge

YES

YES

YES

YES

Upper/ Lower
Case Cha rac ters

YES

YES

YES

NO

Operates with all Peri phera ls
( Disk. Printe r and Mode m)

YES

NO

YES

YES

Fu ll Scree n Editor

YES

YES

YES

NO

Standard

N/ A

N /A

$ 99.00

$109 .95

$399.95

$4 50.00

$ 154 .95

Displayab le Charac te rs

Microsoft Basic
Telephone Mode m

Read the chart and see why COMPUTEI Magazine l calls the VIC-20 computer
"an astounding machine for the pric~ ." Why BYTEz raves: ". .. the VIC-20
computer unit is unexcelled as a low-cost consumer computer... Why Popular
Mechanics 3 says " . ..for the price ~f around $300, it's the only game in town that is
more than just a game." And why ON t::OMPUTlNG INC," exclaims: "What is
inside is an electronic marvel . , , if it sounds as if I'm in love with my new
possession, I am."
The wonder computer of the 1980s. The VIC·20 from Commodore, world 's
leading manufacturer of a full range of desktop computers. See the VIC-20 at your
local Commodore dealer and selectee! stores.
I April '81 iss ue

1 May '81 issue

3 November '81 11lue

4Fall '81 Issue

r- - - -BY-6 I
Commodore Comp uter Systems

J 68 1 Moo re Rd .. Kingof Prussia. PA 19406

~ Canadi an Reside nts: Commodore Computer Systems
3370 Pharmacy Ave . . Agincourt . ant. . Canada. MIW 2K4
Please send me mo re inform ati on on the VIC-20.

:

1

COMPUTER

j

~

Add ress

C it y

I
I

Name

( : commodore

j

I

State

Zip _ __

Phone
L __________
...- _____ _
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Choice of computers: An important principle in choosing a computer
system for an educational environment is to distinguish between development and delivery systems . You
need a development system to facilitate authoring, i.e. , the creation of
both textual and graphic materials
and the selection of audiovisual
materials . A delivery system need
only be capable of delivering and
managing the ins.tructional materials.
In principle, you need a substantially
less expensive machine for delivery
purposes. Choose the development
system with an eye toward transporting the results to a delivery system.
Because research takes time, often by
the time the project ends a new generation of hardware has emerged . With
luck, the emergence of the new generation will bring down the price of
what was the development system to
such an extent that you can justify it
as a delivery system, thus obviating
the need to transport everything to
the new machines.

This reasoning suggests that it
would be inappropriate to base research and development effort entirelyon the current crop of computers
because they are now near the end of
their life cycle . For example, the
TRS-80 has definite limitations, such
as the difficulty of going beyond 48K
bytes of memory and implementing
standard operating systems, such as
CP 1M. The Apple also has a serious
limitation in the use of a nonstandard
Hardware-Software
video signal , which makes it difficult
Considerations
to integrate the video output from the
Our research is oriented toward the
computer and videodisc. (As it turns
de velopment of individualized learnout there is a board from Video Assoing stations . That is, we envision an
environment where individual stuciates Lab that makes this possible,
but the board itself costs more than
dents will have access to a computer
which, in turn, will control several
the Apple. Also Adwar sells a black
peripherals, including a videodisc
box, the ARS-170, that brings the
player . The video output from the
Apple video signal up to National
computer, both text and graphics,
Television Standard Code [NTSC]
and the video from the videodisc will
standards. )
appear on a single screen . Input to the
A second determining factor in the
computer will be through a keychoice of a computer is the availabiliboard, light pen, and eventually
ty of software to facilitate the authornatural speech .
ing process as well as the delivery of
instruction. Currently the most powerful authoring system that supports
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . both video tape and videodisc is the
University of Utah 's Video Courseware Implementation System (VCIS).
The system runs under UCSD Pascal
on a Terak 8510 / a computer. We
chose the Terak-VCIS combination as
our development system because,
theoretically, with it you can use any
machine running under UCSD Pascal
ARBA Register
as a delivery system .
The Terak is a 16-bit, medium-res"on li ne
olution
(256 by 320), black-and-white
with virtual ly
graphics computer based on the
any computer."
LSI-ll processor. Our system has
56K bytes of memory , two doubledensity disk drives , one serial port, a
keyboard, and a display. The educational price was close to $8000. The
documentation is not extensive, but
over-the-phone technical support has
been excellent. Two operating systems are available for the Terak,
UCSD Pascal and RT-ll . You can
upgrade the Terak 8510 / a for high- Do rea l time point of sale in ventory control.
resolution color, but this costs several
- AS 232C int erface at 300 baud
- St andard asy nchronou s AS CII co de .
thousands of dollars.
FINE BUSIN ESS CO MPUTI NG
- Time tes led LSI circ uitry .
Choosing a videodisc player: Three
890 E. ROOSEVELT
- $129 5 suggested retail - dea ler pri ci ng ava ilable .
competing
videodisc systems are on
LOMBARD, IL 60148
Coming soon! Point of sale software.
the market today . These include the
312·620-8566
RCA Selectavision, which is based on

exploring hardware-software considerations and courseware (instructional or educational software) issues
and leaves the intangible factors for
another occasion and forum. An ongoing project concerned with applying videodisc technology to the teaching of elementary mathematics has
provided a framework for the discussion that follows .

ARBAGATOR

---J

Puts it on the line

I
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New front HIPL0T™
multi-pen plotting for as little as $1480* .

FCC dass B tes ted .
UL listed.

The new HIPL<Z>T DMP Series
6-pen option makes high performance multi-pen plotting affordable . It's available on the DMP 2,
3, and 4 models in the HIPL<Z>T
family so you can enjoy the
advantages of multi-colored plots
on 8%" X 11" (DIN A4) surfaces.
Of course, you also get the standard
HIPL<Z>T range of capabilities such as
intelligence, controls, interfaces and
resolutions. There's a model for virtually every plotting application.

Big Performance in a Small Plotter
Since it's introduction, the
HIPL<Z>T DMP Series has been recognized as the innovative plotter
TM Trademark of Houston Instru ment.
• U.S. Suggested retail prices.
Centro nics registered trademark of
Centroni cs Da ta Comput er Co rp.

line which made low-cost, high
performance digital plotting a
reality.

Now , with our new 6-pen
option, there's an exciting new
dimension in the DMP Series' versatility. Imagine two standard
models with RS-232-C and parallel
interfaces, four intelligent models
with RS-232-C or Centronics®compatible interfaces, a choice of controls , resolutions , and pen speeds .
Add to this the ability to plot with
6-pens on paper, vellum or mylar
(ideal for overhead projectors) and
you have the ultimate plo tter
price / performance combination - the perfect choice for the
user or OEM.

8-Pen Models Also Available

If you need a little more
capability, take a look at our new
8-pen option. It's available on the
DMP 5, 6, and 7 so you can have
8-pen multi-colored plots on
11" X 17" (DlN-A3) surfaces.
Why wait? Let us send you
complete information on this
breakthrough in affordable, multipen plotting. Contact Houston Instrument, P.O. Box 15720,Austin,
Texas 78761. (512) 835-0900. For
rush literature requests, outside
Texas, call toll free 1-800-531-5205.
For technical information ask for
operator #5. In Europe contact
Houston Instrument, Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel, Belgium.
Phone 059/ 27-74-45.

INSTRUMENTS &SYSTEMS DIVISION
. ~...we'li create 1ornorro\N.
BAUSCH & LOMB

(j)

Circle 55 for literature.
Circle 56 to have representative call.
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IBM
personal computer

UCSD

p-System™IV-1
A superior implementation of the UCSD
p-SYSTEM is available NOW for your
IBM Personal Computer . .
Network Consulting has added many
features which the professional programmer will find useful. These features are
not available from any other sources.
-Hard disk support for Corvus, Tall Grass
Technology and others
-25% more floppy storage, without adding or modifying hardware, retaining
compatibility with standard IBM diskettes
-Double sided / double tracking / fast
stepping floppy disk drive support
-RAM disk support (uses up to 512k RAM)
-Adaptable system support for adding
custom I/ O drivers
-Remote Terminal support
- XON / XOFF flow control for serial prin ters
-Disk write verification
-and more!
Standard p-System features include:
-Program chaining
-Standard I/ O redirection (including
command files)
-Dynamic program overlays
-Support for asynchronous processes
and concurrency primitives in Pascal
-Fast Pascal , Fortran and Basic compilers, all producing universal p- code
programs
-A powerful screen oriented editor that
runS in both programming and text
editing modes
-A Native mach ine Code Generator that
processes your Pascal, ' Fortran and
Basic programs to convert parts of
them to Native machine code
-Dynamic runtime binding of separatel y
compile programs and units .
-Turtlegraphics for easy graphics displays
-Print spooler for background printing
-Symbolic debugger
.
-E xtended memory support
-A library of program modules and other
utilities
48 HOUR DELIVERY - CALL NOW!

UCSD p-SYSTEM from
Network Consulting
The only serious choice for business

DealeI' Inquiries Welcome
TM Th e Regents of th e University of California
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the capacitance electronic disc (CEO)
system. In this system, the audiovisual information is engraved on a
plastic disc and is picked up by a
stylus making physical contact with
the grooves of the disc. A second system, produced by Matsushita-JVe, is
the video high-density (VHO) system,
which is also based on capacitive
pickup but, unlike the RCA system,
uses a grooveless disc that does not
have to make physical contact with
the pickup . Finally, there is the
optical-laser system which uses a
laser beam to pick up the audiovisual
information without making physical
contact with the disc. Actually, two
types of laser systems are available:
one, manufactured by ThompsonCSF, is called transmissive, and the
other, manufactured by Sony ,
Pioneer, Magnavox, and Oiscovision
Associates (OVA), is reflective. (Most
of OVA, formerly a joint venture be~
tween IBM and MCA, has been sold
to Pioneer. For convenience,
however, I will refer to OVA products in this article even though they
may now be marketed by Pioneer.)
The transmissive disc is soft, while
the reflective disc is rigid and requires
no special handling at all , thus making the optical-Iaser-reflective-disc
technology the most congenial for educational applications. I will focus on
the laser-reflective-disc technology.
The laser-reflective videodisc
players come in "consumer" and "industrial" models . The primary consumer models are sold by Pioneer and
Magnavox and can be bought at discount for less than $600. Both Sony
and Oiscovisibn Associates manufacture and retall industrial players for
close to $3000 depending on what options you choose . Naturally, the industrial models are sturdier and have
more features . For one thing, they
have their own onboard microprocessor, a Z80 in the case of the Sony, and
an F8 Fairchild in the case 6f the OVA
unit. They also have lK bytes of
RAM (random-access read / write
memory) for storing programs. Although the players are not programmable in BASIC, the instructional
language is fairly straightforward.
The consumer videodisc players,
however, are not directly program-

mable, but the Pioneer can be interfaced to a host computer.
We chose the industrial OVA
model. While it is currently outrageously expensive, chances are that
many of its features will find their
way to the consumer model. Thus, by
choosing a state-of-the-art machine ,
we protect ourselves against some of
the problems mentioned earlier.
An important characteristic of the
industrial videodisc player is its ability to support two-way communication with the host computer . For the
Pioneer player, communication is
strictly one-directional. That is, the
computer can instruct the videodisc
player to perform a task, but no information regarding the status of the
player Can be transmitted to the external computer.
The Sony and OVA videodisc
players make information on their
status available. With the OVA
player three kinds of information can
be transmitted to the host computer:
• current frame number
• the contents of RAM
• the player status (for example,
whether it's playing forward, searching for a frame , etc. )
Of these, the capability of transmitting the current frame number is most
important for instructional purposes
(more on this later) . For the Sony
player, the standard port for communicating this information is a built-in
RS-232C, whereas for the OVA
player, it is a nonstandard parallel
port. However, OVA sells an RS232C inferface that allows any computer with a serial port to communicate with the player.
Integrating the computer and
videodisc output: While you can use
any computer' with an RS-232C port
to communicate with either the OVA
or Sony player, unless additional interfacing is provided, you will need
two displays, one for the video output from the videodisc player and one
for the computer display . Two displays are more expensive and, in an
instructional setting, may have a distracting effect. Fortunately , a number
of firms have developed interfaces
that allow the computer and the

software. $149.00
• Apparat Oame Diskette -

are

$24.9~

available
Immediately:
• 2 Dual Headed 40 '!tack Drives - (appears as
four) 640K of storage. software patch, easy
Internal mount. $6JO.oo
• Combo Card - Parallel printer; ASYNC
communication (RS-232), and clock calendar
functions, uses only one slot. $279.00
• 2 Singie Headed 40 '!tack Drives - :520K of
disk storage, easy internai mount. $450.00
• 48K additional RAM - 27 chips plug Into
master PC board $75.00
• Add-on Memory Card - (uses 64K dynamic
RAM chips), 64K - $425.00, 128K $525.00, 192K - $625.00, 256K - $725.00
• Prom Blaster - Programs most 1K to 4K
EPROMS of 25XX and 27XX single or
muitlvoltage, personality modules, read/write

• Ciock Calendar - Features
seconds. minutes, hours. day of
week. date. month and year;
backup battery, leap year and
crystal time base. $129.00
• Prototype Card - :5.5 by 8 Inch wlrewrap
holds 150-14 pin dips. $29.95
• ROB Color Monitors - Includes cable. 16
color modifications. NEC - $L095.oo.
AMDEK - $899.00. TECO - $699.00.
• :5rd and 4th Add-on Drives - Expansion
cabinet and IBM compatible drives. cabinet
and 1 drive - $499.00. two drives - $749.00
• 64K Hardware PrInt-Spooler - Parallel printer
adapter; buffers 1:5 minutes of output at 80
characters/second. $:599.00.
• EPSON MX Printers - MX-80 (wlth dot

440 I So. Tamarac Parkway. Denver. CO 802:57

$77~. 00

• Verbatim Datallfe
Diskettes - (5-1/4 " 40 track.
box of 10) $24.95
• 16K Memory Kits (9 chips) $25.00
• 5-1/4" Flip-Sort - $2L95
• 5-1/4" \'Iastic Library Case - $1.95
Apparat wlll continue to develop add-on
products for your IBM Personal Computer. Call
today for more information. Dealer inquiries
welcome.

(303) 741-1778
IBM Personal Computer Is a trademark of 18M.

(:50:5) 741 - 1778

''ON GOING SUPPORT FOR MICROCOMPUTERS"
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COLOR MON ITOR

TERAK MONITOR

B/W CAMERA

~
VIDEODISC PLAYER

I

GEN-LOCK

I

I
I

SEG

Figure 1: System used to produce photo 1. This arrangement can be used to overlay text
and graphics that appear on the Terak monitor over the video output from the videodisc
player. The black-and-white camera and the v ideodisc are synchmnized through the
special-effects generator (SEC). The composite video fmm the videodisc is sent to the genlock input of the SEC, which in turn locks the sync of the black-and-white camera.

Photo 1: An example of text keyed over another video source. A black-and-white Sony
video camera (A VC-3250) was pointed at the Terak screen. The camera was synchronized to the videodisc with the Sony special-effects generator (SEC I-A). The output was displayed on a Sony monitor (VM-2150) .

videodisc player to share the same
display. Some of these firms are listed
at the end of this article . These interfaces not only control the videodisc
but also switch, under computer control, between the two video sources.
A still higher level of integration requires not only that the computer and
videodisc share the same display but
that both video signals be shown
84
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simultaneously. In an instructional
setting, this opens up a new dimension for courseware development. For
example, the same video segment
could be used for different purposes
by "overlaying" different text and
graphics. One approach to accomplishing this integration combines the
two video signals, while the other
approach dumps the computer

screen, much as one would dump the
computer screen to a plotter, into an
interface that regenerates the screen
and superimposes it on the videodisc
output.
The crudest implementation (see
figure 1) requires a black-and-white
camera capable of accepting external
sync and a special-effects "keyer."
The special-effects keyer locks itself
to the sync pulses from the player.
The black-and-white camera, in turn,
accepts sync from the special-effects
keyer. As a result the black-andwhite camera video output (which is
a replica of what is being displayed
by the computer, be it character or
graphics) and the videodisc video
output are in perfect sync. The internal circuitry of the special-effects
keyer takes care of integrating the
two video signals . Because the keyer
is constantly integrating the two
signals, to display one or the other, it
is necessary to blank the corresponding screen.
The results of the approach are illustrated in photo 1, a picture of the
color-monitor screen . The still is from
Infinity Factory, an educational series
very popular in schools and recently
put on disc by the U .S. Office of Education . (I'm grateful to Dr. Frank
Withrow for providing the set of
discs.) The fractional numbers were
overlaid with the setup illustrated in
figure l. The readability of the numbers is not great because the regular
character set was used . You can use a
"wide" character set yielding 40 instead of 80 characters per line to improve readability.
You would need a monitor, the
black-and-white camera, and the special-effects keyer to implement this approach-a cumbersome arrangement.
On the other hand, this setup can be
used with any computer and is fairly
inexpensive.
An improvement upon the configuration shown in figure 1 is to bypass
the black-and-white camera by feeding the computer video directly into
the special-effects keyer. Because computers are not designed to accept external sync, this is far easier said than
done . As you might suspect, the key
to the problem is synchronizing the
computer and videodisc video output.

"THAT WORKS GREATI"
Planning an on-time, on-budget project has always been hard work. But
our new VisiSchedule ™ program can
help you and your personal computer
make short work of it.
The VisiSchedule program is a
fast and easy way to control projects,
level resources, meet deadlines, and
beat cost targets.
The VisiSchedule program
instantly shows you the critical path
among your project's tasks. It allocates all costs and personnel, and
specifies earliestllatest start dates,
slack times, holidays, prerequisites
and deadlines for each task. And it
produces summaries, time charts,
and milestone reports for
management.
You can actually develop your
project as you enter data, investigate
tradeoffs between manpower, costs
and time. Ask "what if?" ... add,
move, slip or change any task, skill
level or cost, and the VisiSchedule
C> 1982 VisiCorp

program automatically displays the
impact of your changes. This makes it
a snap to keep schedules and costs
current, too.
While the VisiSchedule program
does a lot by itself, it can do even
more for you when used with other
Visi ™programs. That's because
they're all inter-related, just like your
needs and tasks, to give you a fully
integrated solution. For example,
automatically transfer the cost data
to our VisiTrend/Plot ™program
and analyze cause-and-effect
relationships. Then instantly
plot the results in charts and
graphs for better
communication.
In addition, our
series includes the
VisiCalc,®
VisiFile:"
VisiDex: M
VisiPlot™

VisiTer~T"

and Desktop/PLAN '" programs.
Ask your retail computer store
salesperson for a demonstration of the
VisiSchedule program. Discover how
easy it is to make short work of planning and budgeting all your work.

VISISCHEDULE~FR.OM
VISICoRP~
PERSONAL 50FTWAR.E~

Single-User with
Background Consoles
Real-Time Control
Password Protection
Time and Date Stamps
Record and File Locking
Local Area
Network Support
Shipped with Editor,
Assembler and Debugger
1 Megabyte
Memory Management
Winchester Disk Support

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
• •

•
•
•
•
•

Bell Laboratories,
tra,dernar'kof Intel Corporation,
by Digital Research
Circle 158 on Inquiry card.
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• •
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To appreciate the problem, remember that television images, like movie
images, are created by rapidly displaying frames. For movies, 24 frames per
second is the standard; for television
the standard rate is 30 frames per second. Whereas for film the frame is a
piece of celluloid, for television a
frame consists of an · electronically
created image displayed for 1130 of a
second. That image is "painted" on the
screen by an electron gun, the input to
which is a video signal that could have
originated at a video-tape player,
videodisc player, or camera . This electron gun paints one line at a time on
the screen. A frame corisists of 525
lines; however, for technical reasons
(see "A Simplified Theory of Video
Gr:aphics, Part 1" by Allen Watson III,
November 1980 BYTE, page 180), the
painting is done in two fields. The first
field consists of the odd-numbered
lines, while the second consists of
even-numbered lines. This is called interlacing.
By now you are wondering how the
electron gun knows to jump to the
next line as well as to the beginning of
the screen when a field is completed.
Horizontal and vertical sync pulses
provide this information. The horizontal sync pulse tells the gun to jump
to the left uppermost corner of the
screen: Because there are two fields per
frame, two such pulses occur in the
video signal comprising a frame.
Similarly, the vertical sync pulse tells
the gun to go to the beginning of the
next line . Two video signals are synchronized when their vertical and
horizontal sync pulses occur at the
same instant.
To my knowledge; no available
computers or video boards accept external sync. Moreover, manufacturers
of personal computers have done
away with interlacing to cut costs .
Thus, the sync pattern of a standard
(Le., interlaced) video signal is inherently incompatible with the sync
pattern of most computers . Much to
our chagrin, we found this to be true
of the Terak also. However, we are experimenting with a modification to the
T erak video circuit to get around this
difficulty, as well as to have the Terak
accept external sync.
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The second approach to integrating
computer and videodisc output is to
digitize the contents of the computer
video and send it over to an interface
(which in reality is another computer).
The interface has its own video circuitry that accepts the sync signals
from the videodisc and regenerates the
computer video . Syntec is one manufacturer that uses this approach. The
results are very good but expensive.

Software Issues
Software is important in integrating
videodisc and computer technologies ~
One issue, discussed by Dr. Thomas
DeFanti in the November 1980 BYTE
(see "LaJ,1guage Control Structures for
Easy Electronic Visualization," page
90), is the need for control structures
in a computer language to support
"electronic visualization." A second
issue is software portability.
DeFanti argued that existing computer languages do not contain control
structures capable of creating and
manipulating electronic images In real
time. Likewise, the software support
for videodiscs in education often lacks
this capability used for overlaying
video (as I just discussed) and for permitting responses on the part of the
student other than choosing from a set
of alternatives.
For example, in the teaching of fractions students are expected to learn the
symbolic and pictorial representation
for fractions. A common procedure is
simply to show circles and bars
colored to different degrees corresponding to various fractions. Using a
videodisc player, a possible improvement would be to allow the student to
construct an appropriate circle or bar.
This could be accomplished by showing a sequence of 100 frames in which
each frame has an additional 1 percent
colored. The student would be instructed to single-step back and forth
within these 100 frames to the frame
that has, say, one half of the object
colored . At -that point, the student
could indicate his choice by pressing
Return. The program, in turn, would
determine what frame the videodisc
player was on. If it were on the fiftieth
frame, the answer would be scored as
correct.

This same procedure could be implemented using computer graphics,
but the prqgram would tend to be
hardware specific. By contrast, the
software to communicate with the
videodisc player can be more
transportable. Moreover, video stills
can be made more realistic . For example, the above sequence could be done
with a child pouring a liquid into a
container. The student's task then becomes to locate the frame that corresponds to, say, a half-filled container.
To use a videodisc in this fashion, as
opposed to using it as a repository of
viSual segments, requires underlying
software to exploit the capabilities of
the videodisc. I have developed a
series of Pascal procedures that SUP"
port most of the commands the OVA
player is capable of responding to , including single'-stepping back and forth
as required by the examples given
above. The procedures appear in
listing 1 . It assumes that the computer
and the videodisc player (OVA model
PR-782Q-2) are linked through OVA's
universal interface (UEI).
· The program supports communications to and from the host computer
and the UEI, including the following :
• Commands to the videodisc player,
such as STOP, . DISPLAY FRAME
NUMBER, TURN AUDIO on TRACK
2 OFF, etc. Some commands have
arguments associated with them, and
they are sent as well.
• Requests for information from the
videodisc player: current player
status, current frame number, and
contents of memory.
• Commands to the UEL The commands used most often are '01', which
establishes communication between
the UEI and the computer, and '02',
which requests the interface to echo
back commands that are sent to it.
The program also employs an exception status to indicate communication
problems .
The program can be easily turned
into a library unit and thus be made
available to other programs. If, for example, you had a Pascal-based Pilot
interpreter, you could then add videodisc commands to Pilot. (It is my

SYSTEMASTER

®

The Next Logical Step
Teletek FDC-I, The First Step

SYSTEMASTER@ Features:

A CPU , floppy disc controller
and I/ O all on one board .
Until SYSTEMASTER® the
most powerful IEEE-S-100 board
on the market.

• Floppy controller: controls mini and / or
maxi drives; variable independentlyadjustable pre-write compensation.

Teletek SBC-I, The Second Step
A board designed for use in high performan ce, multi processing systems. SBC-I
combines its own CPU,serial and parallel
ports, 128K of segmented memory and FIFO .

SYSTEMASTER@, The Next Logical Step
Teletek's newest product - a breakthrough in S-100
board design. SYSTEMASTER® is a complete system.
No other boards are required. It doesn't even require
a bus!
But, when used with an S-100 bus, SYSTEMASTER®
has even more capabilities. You can readily expand
to multi-user or multi-processor systems using
SYSTEMASTER® as the master board.

•
•
•
•

• CPU: 4MHz Z80A
• Two RS-232C ports.
• Two full parallel ports.
• 64K bank-selectable memory
variable from 32K to 60K.
, Remaining memory is fixed at top of
64K address space.
• DMA: allows transparent data transfer to
floppy disks and other devices without
CPU wait states.
Relocatab le EPROM/ ROM / PROM : 2K, 4K or 8K
with deselect capability.
Real-time clock .
Operating systems available: Digital Research
or Turbodos.
Parall el ports may be connected to Teletek's PSC
board for RS-422 capability.

TELETEK
9767F Bu siness Park Drive

Sacramento, CA 95827

Circle 445 on Inquiry card.
@ Teletek 1982

(916) 361-1777

Circl e 183 on inquiry card .

ERG/68000
MINI-SYSTEMS

o Full IEEE 696/S100

understanding that the next release of
Apple Pilot w ill support communication wi th a videodisc. Also, the International Institute of Applied Technology has announced a CP 1M-based
Pi l ot that supports videodisc
commands.)

Because, inevi tab ly, different
schools will have different computers
and because software development
costs are constantly growing, you
sh ould develop software that can be
run on a numb er of different computers. The UCSD operating system
Text continued on page 96

compatibility

HARDWARE OPTIONS

o 8M Hz or 10 MHz 68000 CPU
o 4-8 RS232 Serial Ports
o 64K STATIC RAM (70 nsec)
o 256K Dynamic RAM, with full

Listing 1: Pascal procedures for controlling the OVA PR-7820-2 videodisc player through
OVA 's universal inteljace. Th e program is written in UCSO Pascal for the Terak computer and allows the computer to communicate in both directions with a OVA player.
Specifications for writing the program were derived from two manuals from OVA (see
vendor Jist).

(***************************************************************************)
CONST
CR~13;
LF~lO;

(
(

CS~12;(

CARRIAGE RETURN}
LINE FEED
}
CLEAR SCREEN
}

LFR~4;

parity

o 8" DID , DIS floppy disk drives
o 5MB-32MB hard disk drives
o Full DMA host adaptor
o 20MB tape streamer

o 10 to 20 slot backplane

o 30 amp power supply

SOFTWARE OPTIONS

TYPE
STR4~
STR 1 ~

VAR
ERROR:
FRAME :
COM:
FRAMENO:
FRLEN :
RWS:
TWS:

PACKED ARRAY[O •• LFR ] OF CHAR;
PACKED ARRAY[O •• l ] OF CHAR;
STR1;(ERROR CONTAINS THE ERROR I SSUED BY UEI.}
STR4; (CONTAINS THE ARGUHENT NEE DED BY SOME COHMA NDS.}
CHAR;( HOLDS THE VIDEOD I SK COMMAND}
INTEGER ; (FRAMENO IS THE VALUE RETURNED I N RESPONSE TO}
(THE DUMP FRAME COMMAND.)
INTEGER ; {FRLEN IS THE NUMBER OF DIGITS IN FRAME.}
STR4;{WORK STRING TO RECE I VE BYTES FROM UEI. }
STR1; {WORK STRING TO TRANSMIT TWO BYTES TO UEI . }

{***********************************************************************}

FUNCTION READCHR : CHAR;

{ Reads one character from the keyboa r d. }

o 68KFORTH1 systems language
with MACRO assembler

o Fast Floating Point package
o Motorola's MACSBUG

o IDRIS2 operating system with
C , PASCAL, FORTRAN 77,
68K-BASIC1 compilers
T rademark 'ERG , Inc.
2Whitesmlths

30 day delivery
with valid Purchase Order
OEM prices available
For CPU , Integrated Card Sets
or Systems.

VAR
X: CHAR;
BEGIN
READ(X ) ;
READCHR: =X;
END;

{************************************************************************}
PROCED URE READFR(VAR FR:STR4;VAR LEN : I NTEGE R) ;
{Reads a frame number from the key boa r d.}

VAR
I: I NTEGER;
X: CHAR;
BEGIN
FOR I:~ 0 TO LFR DO
BEGIN FR [ I]:~ ' ';END;
I:~O;

REPEAT
X: =READCHR;
IF (ORD(X » =48) AND (ORD(X)<~ 57 ) THEN
BEGIN FR[I ] :~X;I:=I+l; END;
UNTIL (EOLN) OR (I=LFR+l );
LEN:= I ;
END;

{**********************************************************************}

FUNCTION HEXDEC(X:CHAR):INTEGER;

{ Converts hexadecimal character to hexadecima l di git . }

BEGIN
CASE X OF
'0','1 ' ,'2','3','4' ,'5','6',' 7' ,'8',' 9':HEXDEC :=ORD ( X)-48;
'A','B','C','D' ,'E' ,'F'
:HEXDEC :=ORD( X)- 55 ;
END;
END;

Empirical Research Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 1176
Milton, WA 98354
206-631-4855
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{*************************************************************************}

PROCEDURE FRAMECON (VAR NUMBER: INTEGE R) ;

{ Converts frame number from hexadecima l to de ci ma l .}

VAR
I,C: I NTEGER;
TEMP: PACKED ARRAY [O•• 3] OF CHAR;

Listing 1 con tinued on page 92

MultiMode Printer
Offers Flexibility

The" Beautiful"Font

.. . At a Sensible Price-$1,995 (Qty. 1)
" Flexibility" means instantaneous call up of any of this trend setting machine 's many features whether for word processing,
data processing, graphics or forms generation. Using either of the
two built in interfaces, an external keyboard or downloading
from your computer, you can program the Qantex Model 7030 to
do more.
Compare the "Beauty " of our printed letters for the word processing fonts which include Cubic , Trend, Spokesman, Courier, Italics ,
Script, OCR-A, APL , Scientific plus downloaded fonts from your
computer . Draft copy modes include 8 resident fonts U.S.,
U.K. , German , French , Spanish, Swedish, Finnish , Norwegian and
Danish .
Other features include high resolution graphics 144 x 144,
single pass and double pass word processing , and 180 cps data
processing modes and user defined formats .
Operator initiated , the MultiMode printer provides a complete
printed status report of operating parameters and diagnostics.
For more information, or a demo, call us about the new Qantex
Model 7030 MultiMode Printer.

See us at NCC Booth #4516.

Qdntex *Oivision of North Atlantic

Circle 378 on Inquiry card.

60 Plant Avenue , Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 582-6060 (800) 645-5292
* Registered Trademark of North Atlantic Industries

Listing 1 continued:
BEGIN
TEMP[3] :=RWS[2 ] ;
TEMP [2] :=RWS [3 ] ;
TEMP [l] :=RWS [O] ;
TEMP [ O]:~RWS[ l];

NUMBER :-0;
FOR

I : ~ 0 TO 3 DO
BEG I N
C:~ O ;

Features
• Full p-System compatibility.
• No changes required to current
application programs.
• Up to 4 users and 3 printers
simultaneously.
• Full upward support of future UCSD
p-System.
• Field proven with over 100
installations.
• Auto-start of application programs for
each user.
• Remote Diagnostic capability.
• High spaed re-entrant interpreter.
• High speed buffered disk and terminal
li D.
• Full memory available per user.
• RAM disk makes use of any extra
memory.
• Hard disk mapping with privacy
protection for users.
• Inter-user communication and
resource sharing.
• Xon / Xoff printer protocols.

CASE I OF
0 : C:-1;
1: C:=16;
2: C : ~256;
3: C: '=4096;
END;
NUMBER:=NUMBER + C*HEXDEC(TEMP [ I ]) ;
END ;
END;

(***********************************************************************)
PROCEDURE COHMAND(X:CHAR);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE ERRORCHK;
{ This pr ocedure may be useful for debuggi ng communication probl ems wi t h UEI. }
BEGIN
UN I TCLEAR( S);
UNITCLEAR(7) ;
RWS :· '
TWS : ·'EA';
UNITWRITE(S.TWS.2);
UNITWAIT ( S);
WRITELN('FINICED WRITING' ) ;
UNITREAD(7 . RWS.2);
UNITWAIT( 7) ;
WRITELN('F I NISHED READING' . RWS);
IF RWS [O] =',' THEN
BEGIN

Future Enhancements
• Networking.
• Data communication intrinsics.
• Extended memory support for large
Code pools.
• Extended File System.

Present Implementation
• ALTOS 5". 8" and 14" Winchester
systems.
• For future implementations.
consult Dynamic Control Systems.

Pricing
TURNKEY FULL SYSTEM

$495.00
$925.00

DEALER ENOUIRIES INVITED

For information contact:

I

dynamic
control
systems
Ste. 204. 13662 - 104A Ave .
Surrey. B.C. Ceneda. V3T lV8

(604) 585-0655
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END;

{***********************************************************************}
PROCEDURE SENDFRAM(FR:STR4;LEN:INTEGER) ;
{Converts frame number to code expected by UE I. }
VAR L : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR L:=O TO LEN-l DO
BEGIN
CASE FR [ L] OF
'O' :TWS::'3F';
'l':TWS:='OF';
'2':TWS:='SF';
'Y:TWS:·'4F';
'4':TWS:·'2F';
'5':TWS : ~'AF';

=r=
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ERROR [l] :~RWS [ l ] ;

ERROR [2 ] :=RWS [2 ] ;
WRITELN(' UEI HAS DETECTED ERROR ' .ERROR.'SEE PAGE 2-16 . ');
END;

Publications Inc

'6':TWS:·'6F';
' r : TWS:-' l F';
'S':TWS:·'9F';
'9':TWS:~' 5 F';

END;
UNITWRITE(8.TWS.2);
UNITWAIT(S);
END;
{ERRORCHK; }
END;
{*****k*********************************************** ********************}
PROCEIJURE LINK;
{ Initializes communication wi t h UEI.}
BEGIN
WRITE LN('ENTERINBG LINK');
UNITCLEAR(S) ;
TWS:='DO';
UNITWRITE(S.TWS.2);
UNITWAIT(S);
TWS :='FD';
UNITWRITE(8.TWS.2);
UNITWAIT( S);

Listing 1 continued on page 94
Circ le 304 on Inquiry card .......

YOU PICK

THE COMPUTER,
MICROPRorM
MAKES IT PERFORM.
There are a lot of fine names in microcomputers. But there's
only one name in software to remember. MicroPro. Because
MicroPro has taken the best ideas in business software and
put them together to make the MicroPro Software System"'a family of software products that work together on your
computer, whether it's an Apple"' Il,TRS-80'" Model II, Heath/
Zenith H/Z-89, Xerox'" 820, or more than 100 other brands and soon the IBM" Personal Computer.

Software makes the difference.
The key to getting the most out of your computer is the
software you use. And the Software System is designed to get
the most out, faster. The Software System is our new name
for the MicroPro family of software products, each remarkably
powerful and versatile - and even more so when you combine them.
The products: WordStar"' (word processing), MailMerge'"
(WordS tar option - personalized form letters and other
file-merging uses); SpellStar'" (WordStar option - spelling
checker); DataStar'" (data entry and retrieval); CalcStar'"
(electronic spread sheet and financial modeling); SuperSort'"
(sorting, selecting, and merging); and WordMaster" (video
text editing).

business more productive than you'd get from just using each
product by itself.

The System doesnt stop.
Count on MicroPro to keep expanding the Software
System with new products that make it even more useful and
powerful in your business. Coming this year: a series of
in-depth accounting packages; InfoStar~ a powerful report
generator and partner to DataStar; and StarBurst~ a new kind
of software that will link our products together into an even
friendlier and easier to use package.
If you're shopping for a computer, we recommend you
shop for software even more carefully. After all, there are a lot
of good hardware systems to choose from . But there's only
one Software System. From MicroPro.
To get our brochure on the MicroPro Software System,
visit any of our 1200 dealers around the world.

Or phone toll·free 800~227·2400, ext. 933.
(In California 800·772.2666, ext. 933.)

More solutions, less work.
The Software System enables you to use your microcomputer to its fullest with less time and effort. That's
because, for one thing, most MicroPro products have
similar methods of operation, so it's easier to move
from one product to another. And they readily adapt
to your way of doing business, instead of forcing you
to make changes to fit a rigid software package, like
you have to do with many other software products.
Most important, you can combine MicroPro products' informati.on and abilities.The result: a lot more ways to make your

SOFTWARE
THAT MEANS BUSINESS~

cmlctOp@
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

Micro Pro Apple software requires a CPI M-Z-80 adapta tion dev ice. Apple is a trademark of Apple Compu ter Inc. TRS -80 is a trademark of Thndy Corp. Xerox is a trademark of Xerox C orp. Heath! Zenith
is a trademark of Zeni th Data Systems. IBM is a trademark of Interna tional Business Machines Corp. <c> 1982 MicroP ro International Corp. All rights reserved.
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SooperSpooler features, include:

*

*

"-'*

{********************************************~*****************************}

PROCEDURE PRINTMEN;
{ Prints a menu of commands.}
BEGIN
{WRITELN(CHR(CS»; CLEAR SCREEN}
WRITELN(' a RECALL
k
DUMP RAM
1 DUMP FRM fI
WRITELN(' b CLEAR
WRITELN(' c RUN/BRANCH
m DUMP PLYR STATUS
WRITELN(' d WRITE PROG
n END PROG
WRITELN(' e FRM DSPLY OFF 0 DEC REG
WRITELN(' f FRM DSPLY ON P FRM DSPLY TOG.
WRITELN(' g AUDIO 2 OFF
q SLOW FWD
WRITELN(' h AUDIO 2 ON
r AUTO STOP
AUDIO 1 TOG
WRITELN(' i AUDIO 1 OFF
8
WRITELN(' j AUDIO 1 ON
t STORE
WRITELN( ,
9 TO END SESSION

STEP FWD
w SEARCH
x INPUT
Y REJECT
z SLOW REV
1 STOP
2 AUDIO 2 TOG
3 PLAY
4 STEP REV
5 LOAD

u

');
') ;
');
') ;
') ;
');
') ;
') ;
') ;
') ;
' );

END;

Imagine being able to u~e your
computer seconds after beginning an
extensive printout.
Visualize your printout with page
breaks, page numbering and titles,
margins of your choice, indented
carryover lines, on any siie paper!
Appreciate .the time and money you
will save by not waiting for your
printer.
SooperSpooler, a buffered printer
interface, maintains contrel over your
printer while you go on using your
computer for more productive
activities. Eliminate waiting while your
printer pecks through a long
document. SooperSpooler accepts
. information from YOllf computer at up
to 3000 characters per second and
, feeds it to your printer as fast as it can
handle it- without using any of you.r
computer's memory or time!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listing 1 continued:
WRITELN('LEAVING LINK');
{ERRORCHK; }
END;

16K Memory (62K optional)
Buffer Status Readout
Space Compression
Pagination
Single Sheets
Headers and Page Numbering
lndentaliqn on C,arryover Lines
Self Test Routine
,.,,,,
Features also Software Controllable
Plugs into Most Computer Systems .
16K Parallel I/ O Unit- $349.00!
Serial I/ O Option-$95 ..00
46~ MerribryOption - $159.00 ""'~.
TM

SooperSpooler by CompulinkThe missi~~ link that gives you;
microcomputer mainframe printing.

CORPORATION

{************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE SENDCOMM(X:CHAR);
{ Preprocesses commands to player.}
BEGIN
CASE X OF
'a','b','c','d','t','x','l': WRITELN(' COMMAND NOT IMPLEMENTED.');
'e','f' ,'g' ,'h' ,'1' ,'j' ,'k'

,'l~ ,'m~ ,~n~,~o'

,'p' ,'s' , 'u','y' ,'2' ,'3','4','5',

'9': COHMAND(X);
'q','r' ,'w','z':BEGIN
WRITELN('ENTER FRAME NUHBER FOLLOWED BY RETURN.');
READFR(FRAMF.,FRLEN);
WRITELN('FRAME AND FRLEN ARE',FRAME,FRLEN);
SENDFRAM(FRAME,FRLEN);
COMMAND(X);
END;
END;
END;

{************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE COMMAND;
{ Translates commad to expected code and tranmits it to .}
BEGIN
.WRITELN(' ENTERING COHMAND PROC.');
UNITCLEAR(7);UNITCLEAR(B);
TWS:~'
';
RWS :-'
';
CASE X OF
'e':TWS:~'E3';

'f':TWS:~-E4';
'g':TWS:~'E5';

'h':TWS:='E6';
'i':TWS:-'E7';
' j ' : TWS :='EB';
'1': BEGIN
TWS:~'EA';

UNITWRITE(8,TWS,2);
UNITWAIT(B);
UNITREAD(7,RWS,4);
UNITWAIT(7) ;
WRITELN('THE FRAMENO IS',RWS);
FRAMECON(FRAMENO);
WRITELN(' THE DECIMAL FRAME NO IS
END;
'm':BEGIN

',FRAME~);

TWS:~'EB';

1840 Industrial Circle
Longmont, CO 80501 (303) 65· 1·201~

Send for brochure"
Dealer inquiries welcome
Call for information: 800-525-6705',
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UNITWRITE(B,TWS,2);
UNITWAIT(B);
UNITREAD(7,RWS,4);
UNITWAIT(7) ;
WRITELN("fHE PLAYER STSTUS IS', RWS);
END;

Listing 1 continued on page 96

Switch selection of
interface parameters
and forms handling
allows simple OEM
system integration.
Automatic proportional spacing. without decreasing system throughput. sets
the new standard for
print quality.

STANDARD OPERATOR
CONTROL PANEL

To cut service costs
and reduce adjustments . the exclusive Kevlar~ belt is
stronger and lighter
than steel. with virtually no stretch.
For the' highest accuraoy in the history
of daisywheel printing. our Microdrive N
carriage drive mechanism has no cables
or pulleys.

Testdrive
ourhotnew
daisywheelers.
If you've always wanted letter-quality
printing from your DP system but the cost
has put you off, then a SPRINT 9 is for you.
Now you can have the same high quality printusually only available on word processing systems-at
prices that will let you forget all about dot-matrix terminals.
With speeds of 45 and 55 cps (average English text, not burst
rate), the reliable high performance of SPRINT 9 terminals leaves
the crowd behind. Prove it to yourself with a test drive.
Call or write Qume at (408) 942-4000.2350 Qume Drive,
SanJose, California 95131.
Circle 383 on Inquiry card.

II

A Subsidiary of ITT

See us at NCC Booth ##7119

Circle 189 on inquiry card.

Listing 1 continued:

'p':TWS:z'Fl' ;
'q':BEGIN
TWS:~'D3';

UNITWRITE(8,TWS,2);
UNITWAIT( 8);
TWS:~ ' F2';

UNITWRITE(8,TWS,2);
UNITWAIT( 8);
TWS:~'D4';

UNITWRITE(8,TWS , 2);
UNITWAIT(8);
END;
'r':BEGIN
TWS:~'F3';

UNITWRITE(8,TWS,2);
UNITWAIT(8);
END;
's':TWS:~'F4';

ALTOS
$2675
8000-15 - $3850
ANADEX
9500 - $1200
9521 - $1200
.
ATARI
40(j~16K 7 ,$399 ;, 8Oo,.,.1 6K -c.$659
410 - $79
'
810'- $429
850 - $167
. 825 - $569
C-IOTH
F-l0P - $1380
F-l0S - $1525
DATASOUTH
DS120 - $595
DS180 - $1259

8000-2 -

DIABLO
630RO - $1945
630KSR - $2475
DISKETTES/BOXES
--=::''' ~'''-='''-- $20 Scotch - $25 Dysan - $35
EPSON WITH GRAPH ICS
MX70 - $289
MX80 - $429
MX80FT - $519
MX100 - $689
GRAPHIC ROM - $69
RS232 - $69
1500 Apple
HAYS HAYS Penril -

ESPRIT LOBO
Drlve/Ca,rd -'$350/$50
MODEMS
......._ - MICROMODEM - $290
SMARTMODEM - $229
300/ 1200 (212A) - $795

HR64QD -

912 - $669

950 -

$915

820 -

$1795

TI
810 - $1240

$3025

'U':TWS:2'F6';
'w':
BEGIN
TWS:z'F7';
UNITWRITE(8,TWS,2);
REPEAT
COMMAND('m') ;
WRITELN(RWS);
UNTIL(RWS[lj2'7');
END;
'x':TWS:·'F8';
'y':TWS:·'F9';
'z':BEGIN
TWS:·'FA';
UNITWRITE(8,TWS,2);
UNITWAIT(8);
COMMAND ( 'm');
END;
'2':TWS:·'FC';
'3' :TWS :·'FD';
'4':TWS:.'FE';
'S':TWS:·'CC';
'9':TWS:·'F9';
END;
IF NOT(X IN['l','m','w','q','r','z')
IF X·'9' THEN
TWS:·'Dl';
UNITWRITE(8,TWS,2);
UNITWAIT(8);
{ERRORCHK; }

THEN UNITWRITE(8,TWS,2);

END;
{***************************************************************************}
BEGIN
LINK;
PRINTMEN;
REPEAT
WRITELN('ENTER COMMAND FROM MENU.');
COM:2READCHR;
SENDCOMM(COM);
UNTIL COM2'9';
WRITELN(' END OF SESSION.');
END.
Text continued from page 90 :

makes this goal reachable. To demonstrate this, we transferred the program
in listing 1 to an Apple II computer
with Apple Pascal (which in reality is
UCSD Pascal) and a serial communication card. To do this, 1 had the
program "printed" from the Terak.
The Apple on the other end received
the file, placed it in a buffer, and upon
completion of the transfer , saved it on
disk. (I am grateful to Barbara Benton
for writing this program.) It almost
worked! While 1 was able to compile

the program on the Apple, it did not
execute correctly . The problem was
with the "unitwait" procedure, which
makes the program wait until the port
has completed sending the information. The unitwait procedure is not
available in the Apple. Therefore, to
make the program work, we had to insert an empty loop in lieu of the unitwaits.
What makes this little experiment
interesting is that the program uses inputs and outputs rather than just interCircle 394 on Inquiry card ........

$649

2,395

Single Board
Computer Only

Full Computer
with Dual 8" Drives

The Data-Neve Model 8064 is a complete general purpose
single board Z80A based computer running under the CP/M
2.2 Operating System. Features include 64K 200nS RAM w ith
parity check, 2 serial and 2 parallel ports, bootstrap ROM,
high speed floppy disk controller, and expansion bus for
attaching our hard disk interface option . Nearly one
thousand 8064's have been delivered over the past year.
This one works and is generally available from stock!
See it, try it and buy it at our sales and service locations
below.

The Model 8864 is the system packaged version of the 8064
single board computer including full size dual 8/1 drives with
total capacity of 1.2 MB, and powered by a very efficient
switching power supply. The total power dissipation is so
low, no fan is required. Double-sided drives providing total
storage capacity of 2.4 MB are available in Model 8964 at
$2,995. CP/M 2.2 on 8/1 diskette, $150.
Data-Neve is part of a 500 people, $30 million worldwide group.

CP/M·Trademar1< of Digital Research

Prices are subject to change.
Sales taxes are added in Connecticut,
Califomia, Tennessee
and Ontario (Canada).

N

Data-Neve
A Division of Rupert Neve Incorporated

•

For Mall Delivery
Call (203) 744-6230

Headquarters: Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Connecticut 06B01 Tel: (203) 744·6230 Telex: 969638
West Coast: 7533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Califomia 90046 Tel: (213) 874-B124 Telex: 194942
Nashville: P.O. Box 120907, Nashville, Tennessee 37212 Tel: (61 5) 385-2090
Canada: Rupert Neve of Canada, Ltd. 2721 Rena Road, Malton, Ontario L4T 3K1, Canada Tel: (416) 677-6611 Telex: 983502
Europe: Neve Electronics International, Ltd. Cambridge House, Melboum, Royston, Hertfordshire, 5G8 6AU England Tel: (0763) 60776

For one reason.
Now you can put your hands on the
future of memory technology -16K
PPROMs -for a whole lot less than you
thought.
Less than $20 today. And less than $10
by 1983.
Actually, that's because PPROMs are
already being designed in-faster than we
predicted. Putting the Flotox technology
of the 2815 (50-msec program time) and
2816 (1O-msec program time) on a super fast
learning curve. ..
But maybe we should have expected that.
After ali, Intel's PPROM has all the
non-volatility of RG) M, the flexibility of RAM.
And a promise that CMOS with battery
backup can't provide:
Lower system life cycle costs.
Starting with design. Since you don't have
to contend with the kluge of battery support
circuitry. The PPROMs 250-nanosecond
access time andJEDEC-approved,byte-wide
pinout fit VLSI microprocessors like the
8086 and 8088 hand in glove.

And lowen aintenance crosts. Since
there are no t:apes to tangle with. And no
batteries to replace or maintain.
No wonder Intels electrically erasable
PPROMs are already taking over a lot
of applications that need in-circuit system
changes. Storing set lIP parametu s for _----oofnumerical controls. Adding self-correcting
feedback to process control and robotics.
Even storing access codes for PABX
equipment.
And, at the same time, spawning some
never-befcre-possible approaGhes to
system maintenance. Like field changes
by telephone instead of by engineer.
Which is just one more reason why
you might want to take the future of
memory technology into your own hands.
Before someone else gets the best of it.
For more information, call your local
distributor.
Or contact Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers
delive S
Ave., Santa Clara, -ntel®
California 95051
soluti&,s
(408) 987-8080.

I
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nal computations. I/O (input/output)
has traditionally been an area of incompatibility among computers. The
fact that a program written on an entirely different computer is capable of
running practically unmodified on another computer suggests that the software industry is moving in the right
direction toward portable software.
Unfortunately, full software transportability requires that not only I/O
operation be transportable but graphics as well. Graphics transportability is
likely to continue to be a problem for
the foreseeable future, but progress is
being made (see reference 3).

North Stars
Advantage
over
IBM and Apple
is easy to see.
The North Star ADVANTAGE desktop computer has
higher precision graphics, better software, and greater
disk capacity than the I BM Personal Computer or the
Apple III. Plus, nationwide on-site service and free
business graphics software. See it for yourself. Then
check the price. You 'll see how easy it is to own the
North Star ADVANTAGE . For the name of the North Star
dealer nearest you, call today.

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-447-4700
(ILLINOIS 1'800'322'4400)

¥
~~~~NorthStar
FOllOW THE STAR

™

14440 Catalina Street, San Leandro, California 94577
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Courseware Considerations
While hardware is at the heart of integrating the communication and information technologies, the quality of
courseware will be the determining
factor in whether videodisc technology has a lasting impact on education.
Just as you need to integrate the two
technologies at the hardware and software level, there must also be a similar
integration at the courseware level if
you are to avoid the mistakes of early
educational television and computerbased education. You must determine
what the unique educational
capabilities of the videodisc are and
how you can develop materials to exploit those capabilities. In particular,
what can you do better with interactive videodiscs than with computers
alone?
Perhaps the most elementary application of the videodisc would consist
of a series of discrete audiovisual segments. The word audiovisual gives
you a hint that the videodisc is serving
two modalities, vision and hearing,
simultaneously. Furthermore, through
branching you can choose the most
relevant audiovisual segments fo r a
given student and thus tailor instruction to the student. Because the videodisc has two audio tracks, sound can
be stored in the second track to be
used separately from the visuals. T o
use this sound without distracting the
student with irrelevant visuals, you
can overlay a white computer frame
on the video . Clearly, this is possible
only with systems that have overlay
capabilities.

Alspa Computers
PLUS
Multi-User Hard Disk
SMALL SIZE AND LOW COST
ALSPA full performance, CP/ M computers are the smallest
8" drive micro's around. An ALSPA computer with a 4 MHz
Z80A CPU , 64K of RAM, one or two 8" floppy drives, three
RS-232 serial ports, one parallel port, and one hard disk port
is no larger than most single add-on drives, and weighs only
about 181bs. An ACI-1 can be yours for as little as $1995.00
plus CP/ M.
CORVUS** INTERFACE
Standard on all ALSPA computers in a hardware interface
which connects directly to either a Corvus hard disk drive or
a Corvus Constellation**, multi-user hard disk system. Our
Corvus operation system is easy to install and use.
• ' (o/\U\ .Ind COIVU) ConS WIlJtl on

dIe

tlJdcrn,l , ks of COI(VUS S'VS l EMS, INC .

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
One demonstration will prove that our compact and durable
ALSPA computers are designed to provide dependable,
powerful computing service. Look at capability and speed
and you'll agree we're the best value for the dollar.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

[& Alspa Computer, Inc.]
MORE THAN OUR NAME IS UNIQUE
300 Harvey West Blvd., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 (408) 429-6000
' CP/,'" I)

J

Ilddcrn.uk o f DI GIi Al IUSlAIH. H. INC.
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While this use of a videodisc qualifies as interactive, more intense interaction with students is also possible.
The exam ple I gave earlier, in which
the student steps through a set of
frames, is prototypic of these more intense interactions. This same procedure can be used to enact word problems . Who doesn't remember the mileage problems of grade school? Problems like that can be made more
realistic and fun by enacting them with
video. For example, a problem could
call for getting from city A to city B by

the creativity of many individuals. To
implement that creativity efficiently a
mechanism, an authoring system, is
needed. An authoring system
facilitates the development of courseware. Pilot is an example of an authoring language. But there is only so
much that you can do with Pilot. An
authoring system gives you more
capabilities. In fact, a growing number
of such systems are on the market. We
have chosen to work with the University of Utah's VCIS as indicated
earlier.
The basic distinction between an
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , authoring language and an authoring
system is that in an authoring language, the logic and data are part of
the program. In an authoring system,
however, the instructional logic and
the instructional content are kept separate. From a design point of view, this
is most desirable because it parallels
the dictum: program = algorithm +
data structures. In the present context
that equation becomes:
plane . The student might be given a
certain amount of money and a plane
with certain flying characteristics. The
student's task would be to get from
city A to city B. While en route, of
course, the wind could change, and
the student would have to make adjustments. With imagination the idea
can be embellished to the point where
solving word problems becomes more
like playing an Adventure-type game.
Fully exploiting the wide range of
possibilities made possible by linking a
computer and a videodisc will require

Lesson = instructional logic
+ instructional content
An increasing number of authoring
systems are being offered, but little
guidance as to how to choose one
exists. A framework for comparing
and evaluating authoring systems is
beyond the scope of this article . However, I refer you to Ralph E. Grubb's
"A Design Language for Computer
Assisted Instruction" (see reference 4).
Although the pamphlet was written 10
years ago, its content is very relevant
today because it deals with general
issues of design rather than specific
implementations.
One important variable of any
authoring system is the nature of interactions it supports . The University of
Utah VCIS supports the interactions
we contemplated using and, in principle, allows limited simulations with
video tape, which is important
because videodiscs are expensive to
master and changes cannot be made
except by remastering.
The University of Utah's authoring
system consists of a series of Pascal
programs and some utilities as well. It
is, to say the least, a bit overwhelming
at first. The authoring process en102
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Vendors Supplying Interactive
Videodisc Equipment
Adwar Video Corporation
100 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10011
(212) 691-0976
Manufactures video-related hardware
for the Apple II Computer.

Allen Communication
3Q04 Arapahoe Ave .
Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 449-2971
Manufactures an interface for the
A.pple II and various videodisc units.
Bell & Howell
Audiovisual Products Division
1 World Trade Center, Suite 9869
New York, NY 10048
(212) 524-9113
Cavri Systems
26 Trumbull St,
.
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 562-4979
Specializes in interfaces between computer and video equipment.

Coloney Productions
1248 Blountstown Highway
Tallahassee, FL 32304
(904) 575-0691
Specializes in Apple II-videodisc interfacing.

Discovision Associates
3300 Hyland Ave.
POB6600
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 957-3000
DVA system manual for optical
videodisc players (TP-101) and OVA
installation/ maintenance manual fOil
the VEl (TP-102)

Independent Video Consultants
125 West Durham St.
Philadelphia, PA 19119
(215) 248-0700
Specializes in authoring languages.
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The International Institute of Applied
Technology Inc.
20010 Century Boulevard, Suite 100
Germantown, MD 20874
(301) 428-9010
, Sells a CP/M-based Pilot which supports videodiscs.

Sony Video Communications
9 West 57th St.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 371-5800
Sells the LDP-lOOO laser-reflective
videodisc player.

Syntec
15933 West Eight Mile
Detroit, MI 48235
(313) 272-2950
Video hardware including overlay
capabilities.

Texas Instruments
Customer Product Service
POB 10508
Lubbock, TX 79408
(214) 995-2011
In addition to the TI-99/ 4A, Texas
Instruments now has a videQdisc controller for the Pioneer disc player as
well as authoring softwa.re.

Video Associates Labs
2304 Hancock Dr., Suite 1-F
Austin, TX 78756
(512) 459-5684
Specializes in video hardware for the
Apple II, including a board which
allows the Apple video OQtput to be
overlayed on an NTSC video signal.
Wicat Systems
POB 539
1875 South State St.
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 224-6400
Wicat is a pioneer in the application of vide~discs to education.

couraged by the system is to create the
content material with the help of the
text, graphics, and animation editors .
You then use the program Builder to
establish the ordering presentation of
these materials as well as parameters
related to student responses .
While the standard features of the
system allow the design of a large
variety of instructional designs , the
VCIS developers were not so pretentious as to think they had included all
the possibilities in the system . You can
incorporate features into the system
through what they call "specials, " a
Pascal segment written by users to add
a feature peculiar to their applications .
The most common application of
specials is to design dynamic graphics .
For example, if the lesson calls for
plotting the graph of an equation to be
provided by the student, you need a
special to parse the student's equation
and then plot the results .

Conclusions
The emphasis on technical issues in
this article should not be taken to
mean that nontechnical issues are
unimportant. Education will continue
to be for the foreseeable future an activity in which machines can have
only a very limited role, and
nontechnical issues are the order of the
day . Nevertheless, I would like to
think that technology , if intelligently
used, can make the ideal of equal
educational opportunity a little bit
more reachable by making richer
educational experiences accessible to a
larger number of students . Videodisc
technology has the potential of contributing to that goal..
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2200 SERIES
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES

THE PERFORMANCE/
PRICE STANDARD

Introducing a direct line
to a 60 MHz Tektronix scope
built for your bench!
From the world's most
respected name in oscilloscopes: a new scope,
plus a new direct order
number, that finally
makes it practical to put
Tektronix quality on your
bench ... at work or home.
Among professional engineers and technicians
there is no substitute for the
performance and reliability
of Tektronix oscilloscopes.
Now, for the first time ,
Tektronix is offering an advanced scope at an unprecedented low priceand has a direct order line
that lets you get your order
processed todayl

The scope: the 2213.
Its radical new design
brings you Tektronix
quality for well below
what you would pay for

lesser-name scopes.

2 mV/div to 10 mV/div).

The 2213's practical design includes 65% fewer
mechanical parts, fewer
circuit boards, electrical
connectors and cabling .
Result: a lower price for you
plus far greater reliability

Sweep speeds: Sweeps

Yet performance is pure
Tektroni x: there's 60 MHz
bandwidth for digital and
high-speed analog circuits.
The sensitivity for low signal
measurements. The sweep
speeds for fast logic families.
A complete trigger system
for digital, analog or video
waveforms. And new highperformance Tektronix
probes are included I

2213 PERFORMANCE
DATA
Bandwidth: Two channels ,
dc-60 MHz from 10 V/div
to 20 mV/div. (50 MHz from

'Price F.O.B . Bea ve rton. OR

from 0.5 s to 50 ns (to 5
ns/div with X10 mag).
Sensitivity: Scale factors
from 100 V/div (10X probe)
to 2 mV/div (1X probe). Accurate to ::': 3%. Ac or dc
coup ling .

Delayed sweep measurements: Standard
sweep, inten sified after
de lay, and delayed.

(Need dual time-base
performance and timing
accuracy to::': 1.5%? Ask
about our 2215 priced at
$1400.)

Complete trigger system:
Modes inc lud e TV field,
normal, vertical mode, and
automatic; internal , external, and line sou rces; variable holdoff.
Probes: High perform-

ance, positive attachment,
10-14 pF and 60 MHz at the
probe tip .

The price: Just $1100
complete", Order direct
from Tektronix National
Marketing Center. Phones
are staffed by technical
people to answer your
questions about the 2213.
Your direct order includes a
15-day return policy and full
Tektronix warranty

Now it's easier than
ever to get your hands on
aTekscope!
ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-547-1845
Ask for Dept. A0320
(In Oregon, Alaska and
Hawai) : 1-503-627-5402
collect.) Lines are open
from 8 am EST to 5 pm PST

Tektronix®
COMMITTED TO EXCelLENCE
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Red Baron. Home of the Nation's
NEC 8023
Outstanding Graphics, Print
Quality & Performance

IDS Paper Tiger
Prism 80/132

NEC Spinwriter
7700 & 3500

Affordable Color, Speed

Daisy Wheel Quality Leader

~$\~
",
~

144 x 160 dots/inch • Pro;:rtional Spacing
• Lower case descenders . N x 9 dot matrix
• 8 character sizes. 5 unique alphabets
• Greek character set· Graphic symbols
• 100 CPS print speed • Bi-directional logicseeking. Adjustable tractors. Single-sheet
friction feed • Vertical & horizontal tabbing

Dot Resolution Graphics. 9-wire staggered
printhead • Lowercase decenders • Over
150 CPS. Bi-directional , logic-seeking
• 8 character sizes· 80-132 columns
• Hi-res dot graphics . Proportional spacing
• Text justifications· Optional Color

NEC 8023
Dot Matrix ... ....... List $795

Prism 80 .......... . . . . List $999
Prism 132 (Color) ...... List $2095

$Call

Prices Begin At

$700
$1895

::;;;--~

~

High speed, letter quality· 55/ 35 CPS
• Typewriter quality. Bi-directional printing
& proportional spacing • Quiet· OCR quality
print· Hi-res plotti ng/graphi ng· Quick change
ribbon· Optional cut-sheet feeder, horizontal
or bidirectional tractors. Prints up to 8 copies.
NEC Spinwriter RO
Serial Parallel 77xx . ... List $3055 $2575
35xx .... List $2290 $1975

The Epson Series. High.Quality Printers at a Low Price.

nt
Epson MX80FT
9 x 9 dot matrix . Lower case descenders
• 80 CPS· Bi-directional • Logic seeking
• 40, 66, 132 columns per line . 64 Special
graphic characters: TRS 80 Compatible
• Forms handling. Multipage. printing
• Adjustable Tractors / Fri ct ion Feed

$Call

Epson MX80FT . . . . .. List $745

Anadex 9501

High Speed, Commerical Duty
Plus Graphics

Epson MX80

$Call

Televideo CRT's

Price, Performance & Reliability

".~':'.~".""-""."''' "'~.

Dot graphics. Wide carriage. 11 x 9 dot
matrix • Lower case descender • Dot
resolution graphics. Bi-direcitonal, logic
seeking. Up to 200 CPS· RS 232 Serial &
Parallel· Forms control • X-On/X-Off • Up to
6 part copy
Anadex 9501 . . . .. .. List $1650

$1300

Epson MX100

9 x 9 dot matrix • Lower case decenders
• 80 CPS· Bi-directional • Logic seeking
• 40, 66, 132 columns per line· 64 special
graphic characters : TRS 80 Compatible
• Forms handling. Multipage printing
• Adjustable tractors
Epson MX80 .. . . . .. . List $645
with Free Graftrax

:;.-. . . .....
-=-': -::
910 ....... List $699
925 ..... , . List $995
950 ....... List $1195

Same basic features as the MX80 • Plus
friction feed for single sheets. Plus 15" wide
carriage· Dot Resolution Graphics
MX100 ...... .. . . . . . List $995

$C
all

Full Line of Epson Accessories

Largest Computer Printer Inventory.
The Grappler

The Okidata Series

C.ltoh F-10

Apple Graphics Interface

Hi-Res & TRS 80 Block Graphics

Low Priced Letter Quality

It

1

J

1
I
The most intelligent Apple Interface available .
EPROM chip makes high-resclution graphics
easy. Versions to accommodate the Anadex,
Epson Series ' , IDS Paper Tigers, Centronics
739, NEC 8023. C. Itoh Prowriter, Ok idata
Series ' and mo re.
• Requires Graphics Upgrade.

$175

h

120 CPS· 9 x 9 Matrix. Bidirectional logic
seeking printing. Lower case descenders
• four print styles. Opti o nal Hi- Res Graphics
Okidata 82A. . . . . . . . . List $649
$480
Okldata 83A .... . . .. . List $995
$745
Tractor Option . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $65

40 cps. Uses Diabl e Standard Printwheels
• Built-in word processing functions •
Universal power supply. Optional bidirectional tractors. Prints original plus 2 copies
• Quick-change cartridge Ribbon .
C. itoh F-10 .... . . .. List $1995

$Call

Our People, Our Product: Both Are Specialized.
Because our salespeople are printer specialists, they know the capabilities of
each printer-and how to match one to your exact need. Red Baron's volume
stocking assures a low, low price on a wide array of major brands. We're sure
you'll like the product and services you get from Red Baron, and we know you'll
love our Customer Benefit Package; an exclusive at Red Baron.

Customer Benefit Package
1. Free Expert Consultation. Before you buy, after you buy. 2. Toll-Free Ordering. There's never a toll charge when
you place your order at Red Baron. 3. Free Catalog. Get your informative catalog with printer comparison chart and
print samples today! 4. Warranty. The manufacturer's warranty applies where applicable. 5. Same-Day Shipping.
Your order is sent the same day when you call before 11 :00 a.m. 6. FreeIMasterCard & Visa. Call us toll-free and
charge your printer to your credit card. 7. We Stock What We Sell. No bait and switch, no hassle. We make every
effort to keep a large stock of our advertised products.

Here's How To Order:
Phone orders are welcome; same-day
shipment on orders placed before 11 :00
a.m. Free use of MasterCard and Visa.
COD's accepted. Personal checks require 2 weeks clearance. Manufacturer's
warranty included on all equipment.
Prices subject to revision.

Call Toll Free For Catalog:

1·800·854·8275
CA, AK, HI (714) 630-3322
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Interactive Training
in Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Computer and videodisc technologies combine
to provide instruction in lifesaving techniques.
David Hon, Director
Advanced Technology Development
American Heart Association
National Center
7320 Greenvine Ave.
Dallas, TX 75231

Cardiopulmonary resusci ta tion
(CPR), when properly performed, is a
technique that can save thousands of
lives. Existing programs have successfully trained many individuals in the
practice, but such programs have
been limited by the number of qualified instructors available . If an effective, low-cost alternative to live instruction could be found to expand
the programs, many more lives could
be saved. The advanced state of
videodisc technology suggested that a
training system might be developed
by interfacing a videodisc machine
with a personal computer.
Despite recent progress in making
computer systems and software easier
to use, many people remain computer-shy . Any computer that is less
than "ultrafriendly" -totally accommodating and transparent (in the
sense of allowing someone to benefit
from the system without having to
learn how to operate it}-will
frighten such people away. A systems
designer can't expect them to voluntarily approach a computer's keyboard to find out how easy the computer is to use. Even an occasional
pressing of the Return key is too
much to ask.
The design of a transparent com108
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puter system is difficult, however,
and the more complex the functions
that the system must perform, the
harder it is to keep the interface with
the user simple and accommodating.
Before attempting to create an ultrafriendly system it is wise to ask
whether the project is really important enough to merit the effort involved.
In the case of the American Heart
Association's program to teach CPR
techniques, many thousands of lives
are at stake . Some 500,000 victims
each year die before emergency care
arrives : children jolted nearly to
death by contact with high-voltage
wires, businessmen collapsed on the
street, football players whose hearts
have stopped after vicious tackles,
fathers stricken while shoveling
snow, and many other ordinary people felled in ordinary surroundings.
The mechanism of death from a
heart attack is well known. Heart
failure cuts off the flow of oxygenated
blood to the brain. Brain cells begin
to die from lack of oxygen. The
medical world agrees that a high proportion of heart-attack victims might
be saved if life could somehow be sustained for even a few minutes until
emergency care arrives.

A Plateau in Lifesaving
But it seemed as if we had reached a
plateau in the number of people to
whom we could teach the lifesaving
techniques of CPR. It seemed as if the
number of instructors at anyone time
remained almost constant. Each year
the number of newly trained instructors would continually be offset by
the number of previous instructors
who let their skills slip away. The
plateau was at the level of about 12
million trained rescuers. That made
the odds facing a stricken American
about 18 to 1 against having a competent CPR rescuer present to sustain
life during those grim minutes before
the arrival of emergency care. Improving the survival odds even one or
two percentage points could save tens
of thousands of lives.
Human and organizational limits
established the plateau in the number
of trained rescuers. Expanding the
training program through volunteers
or paid instructors would always
multiply logistics and personnel problems, strain finances, and increase the
difficulty of standardizing live instruction.
On the other hand, conventional
training media had failed to do much
more than present information.

For PDP-11 RSX, RSTS/E, RT-11, and TSX-Plus users

We can save you time because our Pascal-2
compiler matches or beats the run-time performance of any high-level language on the
PDP-11. The same is true for the size of code
generated .
We can save you time because Pascal-2 has
excellent error reporting and recovery, because our interactive, source-level debugger
helps detect deep-rooted logical errors, and
because our package includes a number of
other programmer-oriented utilities.
We can save you time because the structured
methods of Pascal encourage problem solving the first time round. Team members can
understand one another's code, thus improving communication and protecting you against
the disruptive effects of staff changes.

We can save you time, and money, because
you can take your standard Pascal programs
with you to a new computer. You may even
find our Pascal-2 compiler running on that
new machine. We're working on a VERSAdos
compiler and a stand-alone system for the
MC68000. We're field-testing a crosscompiler from RSX to VERSAdos and a
Pascal-2 for UNIX on the PDP-11. We're also
developing a Pascal-2 for VAX/VMS (where
our RSX product already runs in compatibility
mode).
Call or write. We'll send benchmark details, a
product description, and a distributor list.
Pascal-2 manuals are also available .
Pascal-2. It's about time.
Digital Equipment Corporation trademarks: PDp, VAX. RS X. RSTS/ E. RT·11 ;
Motorola Inc. trademarks: MC68000. VERSAdos; Bell Labs. trademark: UNIX;
S&H Computer Systems, Inc. trademark : TSX-Plus.

Oregon
SofNVare

2340 S.w. Canyon Road
Portland . Oregon 97201
(503) 226 ·7760
TW X: 910-464 · 4779
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AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION AND EMERGENCY CARDIAC CARE
PERFORMANCE TEST FOR ONE AND TWO RESCUER CPR
DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NAME: _____________________________
ACTIVITY
AND TIME
(seconds)

ELAPSED TIME
(seconds)
Max.
Min.

CRITICAL
PERFORMANCE

4

10

Establish unresponsiveness and call
out for help. Allow 4-10 sec. if face
down and turning is required.

Tap, gently shake shoulder and
shout-"Are you OK?" Call out
"Helpl" Turn if necessary.
Adequate time .

7

15

Open Airway. Establish breathlessness. (Look, Listen, and Feel)
(3-5 sec.)

Kneels properly. Head tilt with one
hand on forehead and neck lift or'
chin lift with other hand .
Ear over mouth, observe chest.

10

20

Fou'r ventilations. (3-5 sec.)

Ventilate properly 4 times and
observe chest rise.

15

30

Establish pulselessness and simulate
activation of the EMS System.
(5-10 seconds)

Fingers palpate for carotid pulse on
near side (other hand on forehead
maintains head tilt) Know local EMS
number.
Adequate time .

69

96

Four cycles of 15 compressions and
2 ventilations (54-66 sec.)

Proper body position.
Landmark check each time.
Position of hands.
Vertical compression/no bouncing.
Says mnemonic.
Proper rate and ratio.
Ventilates properly .

72

101

Check for return of pulse and
spontaneous breathing (3-5 sec.)

Check pulse and breathing.

PASS

FAIL

Figure 1: A reproduction of part of the American Heart Association 's performance test for cardiopulmonary resuscitation by a single
rescuer. The CPR training system had to meet the performance standards shown.

t

When the subject being taught is a
hands-on skill requiring the exercise
of judgment, merely presenting information isn't good enough. As a
result, slides, tapes, films, and
printed matter could do no more than
assist a live instructor.

Finding a Technological Solution
Could a computer-based, instructorless system succeed where human
teachers and conventional aids had
failed? The human instructor begins
by giving basic instructions to the student, who then experiments with a
training manikin. The process is oneon-one coaching through repeated
drills. The live instructor gives the
student constant attention, commentary, and evaluation as the student
110
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works on the manikin . Often the student needs to receive instructions
while keeping his or her eyes fixed on
the manikin.
To replace the human instructor,
then, a computer-based system had to
meet a long list of general requirements. First, it should provide total,
stand-alone interactivity with
students. It should train people to
meet the certification standards in the
American Heart Association's Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and
Emergency Cardiac Care Performance Test (see figure 1). It must
meet or exceed the results of live instruction at every comparison and
should provide high standardization
and limited need for personnel and
logistics. The system should teach
basic concepts as well as hands-on

"\

skills and be able to instruct the student at times without requiring the
student to take his or her eyes off the
manikin (in other words, coach the
student aloud). The entire setup
should cost the agencies that would
be the end users something under
$15,000. And finally, it should be accommodating, responsive, and as
easy for the average person to operate
as an arcade game .
These last two requirements were
essential to achieving the kind of
broad outreach in CPR training that
the American Heart Association
wanted to encourage. The rough
figure of under $15,000 as the retail
price of all hardware and software
would make the system affordable for
those institutions that wanted to expand CPR programs but could not

Low-cost, high performance
products from MPC
Powerful, well-built, precision machines . . . they came in numbers, like
invaders from another dimension. Positioning themselves on the leading edge
of a technological revolution. Initiating
an era that heralds the unique combination of high quality and low price.
Thousands of Apple and Atari users are
amazed.
What magic formula propelled our successful entry into the national peripheral market? Intense research. Thorough
product development. Established dedication to exacting standards of quality. Uncompromising quality.
We fine-tune all our products to a level
t hat enables us to offer every buyer a
TWO YEAR WARRANTY - an expression of product confidence unprecedented in the industry .
Circle 328 on Inquiry card.

AlARI400/800

APPLE )[
AP -16
AP·32
AP·80
AP·SIO
AP-96
PROM·IT
AP-VID

16K Memory Boa rd
32K Memory Boa rd
Parallel Print er Card
Serial 1/0 Interf ace
Upp erllow er Case ROM
EPROM Burn er
80 Column Card

As for the challenge of the future, we
are alert to changing market conditions. Our research will continue to
venture across the boundaries of traditional disciplines. Our total commitment to Apple and Atari users has prepared us for unchartered horizons.
For a young company like MPC Peripherals, it is indeed the dawn of an exciting era of growth and satisfaction.
We thank you for your faith in our products. Join us in meeting the challenge
of tomorrow.

AT-16
AT-32
AT·BSR
AT·DISK

16K Memory Boa rd
32 K Memory Board
Home Co nt ro ll er
Singl e/D oubl e
Densit y Disk
PROM-IT EPROM Burn er
ATC-1 , 2, 3 Cabl es

MPC PERIPHERALS CORP .
9424 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123
714-278-0630

Photo 1: The complete CPR training system . The Sony LDP-lOOO videodisc, normally out of sight, appears in the fore ground . Author David Hon is trying to
rev ive the electronic manikin . The video
screen at left shows the doctor, who is
coaching Hon from the videodisc . The
computer video screen at right, which the
doctor refers to as "Compy, " is showing a
graphic analysis of chest compressions as
Hon performs them . The Apple II computer, which manages the system, is concealed behind the drapes below the video
screen at right. (Photo by Jim Sheldon.)

justify the personnel or logistical
costs of hiring more instructors.
We felt that the requirements of
transparency and simplicity were as
important as any of the others. We
didn't believe that an instructional
system that required students to develop skill in using a computer could
succeed. We had learned something
from games like Space Invaders : if
you design a computer-based system
in such a way that people know the
difference between winning and losing, virtually anyone will jump in and
try to win. Saving a life is a big victory and a big incentive. We were
sure that if we could build a system
that was easy to use and engaging,
trainees would use it and learn from it
willingly.
We also knew that the project
wouldn't be easy. But the prospect of
training thousands of people and saving thousands of lives justified the
112
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forts and supply appropriate coaching again and again, and provide a
final evaluation of each student's performance . To achieve the necessary
speed, we would have to do extensive
machine-language programming.
We also had to face the fact that
making software for a video display
automatically makes you a television
producer, with all the associated
privileges and responsibilities. As a
former television script w riter, I saw
that one of the greatest challenges of
this project was creating a script that
embodied a system design and had a
format that three unrelated groups
could work with: medical experts,
video producers, and computer programmers. (I'll say more on this
later.)
We also needed a large set of audio
segments. Some of these would talk
along with videodisc freeze frames ,
explaining the material shown in the
still illustrations . Consequently, the
speed of audio access had to match
the speed of retrieval from the videodisc. The videodisc can record sound
and play it back, but you can only get
voice off the disc when the disc is running (i. e., not during a still frame) .
Therefore, whenever the voice accompanies a still picture (appearing
Working Toward a Design
Reflection on our general require- unchanged in successive video
ments soon led us to a list of more frames), you are wasting frames . You
specific requirements with clear im- waste about 400 video frames for
plications for hardware and software every 15 seconds of still picture.
Since we didn't want the user or
design.
Meeting the performance standards anyone else to have to change videofor certification of millions of or- discs, we had to squeeze a great deal
dinary people who . learn in different onto a single disc. Rather than waste
ways would take a large, comprehen- videodisc space on sound to accomsive set of visual segments, both still . pany freeze frames, we decided to use
and moving . We rejected the use of another audio device of some kind for
video tape because of its slow re- that purpose . Investigation of voice
sponse time and its lack of first-rate synthesizers showed that they would
freeze-frame capabilities. Videodisc prove too expensive for the end user
. technology seemed the only possibili- and too artificial in tone to achieve
ty for storage and rapid retrieval of the kind of friendliness that we
the number of segments required .
wanted. The remaining choice was an
We had to be able to retrieve in- audio recorder. But ordinary sestantly from storage the right video quential-access audio recorders were
segments for each action of each stu- out of the question . We needed a
dent during training. This required,
random-access audio recorder to
besides storage on videodis~, evalua- match the speed of the random-access
tion and management by computer.
videodisc. Unfortunately, there was
The compu ter would have to assess no such thing as a random-access
students' efforts, draw appropriate audio recorder . We would have to
coaching from storage, reassess ef- create one.
effort required. In that context, we
didn't have the luxury of that technical snobbery that says, "There's no
sense wasting time on people who
can't learn to use our computers."
In short, we needed a combination
of hardware, software, and online
data that would answer questions on
request, instantaneously gather information about each student's hands-on
performance, respond to each action
with appropriate spoken instructions
or video demonstrations, gather data
on the student's next attempt, respond with appropriate instructions
or demonstrations, and so on, until
the student performed up to standards-without needing to know
anything about how to use a computer. We needed. a more-thanfriendly "total coaching loop" for
under $15,000 .
We seem to have achieved our
goals . Photo 1 shows the finished
system in use . But there's much more
to the story than any photograph can
show. I hope that the following
description of the development of the
CPR training system will encourage
others to undertake similar projects
with videodisc technology.
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16K STATIC RAM $169

64K STATIC RAM $ 795
32K PARTIALLY POPULATED $479 48K PARTIALLY POPULATED $659

NO RISK TRIAL
Rnally, you can buy state-of-the-art
S-100 static memory for your
computer at unprecedented savings.
Memory Merchant's memory
boards provide the advanced
features, quality and reliability you
need for the kind of operational
performance demanded by new
high-speed processors.

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED

We are so convinced that you will
be absolutely delighted with our
boards that we extend a no risk trial
offer. After purchasing one of our
boards, you may return it (intact) for
any reason within 15 days after
shipment and we will refund the
purchase price.

NEW 18 MONTH LIMITED
WARRAN1Y!

These memory boards are not kits,
nor skeletons-but top quality, high
performance memories that are
shipped to you completely assembled,
burned-in, socketed, tested and
insured with one of the industry's
best warranties.

The reliability of our boards, through
quality controlled production and
proven performance, has enabled
us to extend our warranty to a full
18 months. This includes a 6 month
exchange program for defective units.

SUPERIOR DESIGN & QUALllY

Please send check, money order,
VISA or MASTERCHARGE (add ICA#)
with your order. Sorry, no C.O.o:s.
Specify model number, and quantity
desired. Shipping and handling
charge is $5.00 per board. California
residents add 6% Sales Tax. Credit
card purchases may be telephoned
to (415) 483-1008.
OEM and DEALER Inquiries Invited.

Memory Merchant's boards are
created by a designer, well-known
for his proven ability in advanced,
cost-efficient memory design.
Innovative circuitry provides you
with highly desired features and
incredible versatility.
Only first quality components are
used throughout, and each board is
rigorously tested to assure perfect
and dependable performance.

SHIPPED DIRECT FROM
STOCK
All Memory Merchant's boards are
shipped direct from stock, normally
within 48 hours of receipt of
your order.

HOW TO ORDER

/:IJTMmamor"

IIdiIJ marchant
14666 Doolittle Drive
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 483·1008

64K RAM, Model MM65K16S
Cool running operation to 10 MHz
Ultra low-power consumption
Fully loaded 64K board draws:
Typ. 350 Ma. (Max. current 550 Ma.)
Bank Select Capability
Extended Addressing Capability
One 16K submodule equipped with a
2,K window which may be located
in 'any of the 2K segments
2716 (5V) EPROM Compatibility:
Programmed 2716 EPROM's may
replace any or all of the RAM
Four independently addressable 16K
submodules on one board organized
as two pair of independent 32K
banks or as one 64K Extended
Address Page. Each 32K bank
responds independently to phantom.
Bank Select logic is compatible
with either Cromemco Cromix* or
standard Bank Select software.
* Cromix is a trademark of Cromemco.
New 16K (2K X 8) 150ns Static RAM
Runs on any S-100, 8-bit system
MPM Conversion Option: Write for details.

16K RAM, Model MM16K14
Bank Select Capability
Extended Addressing Capability
One 4K segment equipped with lK
windows
Four independent 4K X 8 byte
segments
Uses field proven 2114 (lK X 4)
Low-power consumption (Typ.l.3 Amps)
Runs on any S-100 8080, 4 MHz
Z-80 or 5 MHz 8085 system.

Prices, terms, specifications subject to change without notice.
Circle 289 on inquiry card.

CP/M~

..SOFTWARE
.,-,-,-------------------dBASE
II
.
00

$125

60 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

MERCHANDISE CREDIT
TOWARDS ANY FUTURE PURCHASE

--------------------------------

PLUS -

FREE DIGITAL WATCH (S69 00 value)
YOURS TO KEEP EVEN IF YOU RETURN YOUR dBASE /I
If your application calls lor managing data, dBASE " may be the answer.

You can create a database and start entering data into it in less than a minute.
Type CREATE, then respond to the dBASE" prompts to name the file and define the fields
in your records.
Once the record is defined, you can start entering data immediately, or add information
later by typing APPEND. In both cases, dBASE presents you with an entire record structure
for which you simply fill in some or all of the blanks .
Now for a limited time only, you can purchase the most powerful DBMS system for your
micro for the incredibly low price of $595 delivered . We'll send you a copy of dBASE II that you
can · run on your system for 60 days. If you're not completely safisfied, then just send ·
everything back and we'll return your money no questions asked! Even if you go for another
system , you'll be an informed buyer!! dBASE" is a fine product by Ashton-Tate .
HEWLETT PACKARD FORMAT AVAILABLE

---------------------------ACCOUNTING PLUS"
General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Payroll
Inventory
Sales Order Entry
Purchase Order Entry
Point of Sale
1 MODULE
2 MODULES
3 MODULES
4 MODULES
5 MODULES
6 MODULES
7 MODULES
8 MODULES
DIGITAL RESEARCH"
MAC
SID
ZSID
TEX
DESPOOL
PL/ 1-80
BT-80
PASCAL MT+
CB-80
CBASIC 2
FOX & GELLER"
Ouickscreen
Ouickcode
LEXISOFT"
Spellbinder
LIFEBOAT"
T/ Maker II
MICRO - AP<'J
S-Basic
Selector IV
Selector V

$ 495
940
1385
1830
2275
2675
3050
3400
85
65
90
90
45
449
175
425
419
110
139
call
299
229
269
259
399

MICROCRAFT"
$ 495
Legal Billing
495
Time Billing
MICROPRO®
Wordstar
299
Mailmerge
95
Spellstar
169
249
Datastar
Calcstar
219
Supersort
199
Customization Notes
349
Word master
119
MICROSOFT"
Basic 80
284
Basic Compiler
325
Fortran 80
345
Cobol 80
569
Macro 80
144
Edit 80
84
MU Math I MU Simp
219
MU Lisp/MU Star
165
M-Sort
129
PICKLES & TROUT"
CP/M
179
CP/M (Hard Disk)
259
SORCIM"
Supercalc
239
DATA BASE"
FMS-80
649
CONDOR 20-1
249
CONDOR 20-11
529
CONDOR 20-111
839
CONDOR 20-R
249
CONDOR 20-0
149
XEROX 820 ACCESSORIES"
DUAL DENSITY BOARD
395
SERIAL PRINTER DRIVER
99
SMARTERM
129
PARALLEL PRINTER SOFTWARE
99

AND MUCH MOREl

standard software
CORPORATION OF AMERICA
10 MAZZEO DRIVE, RANDOLPH, MA. 02368

ORDER

LINE

617-963-7220
800-343-8420

MasterCharge, VISA, C.O.D.
3% Discount on prepayment made by check (software only)
All items subject to availability and price change
CP/M Is A Trademark Of Di
. Research
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Circle 423 on inquiry card.

To measure students' performance
in the harids-on skills of CPR, we
would have to install a number of different sensors in the training ~anikin.
The sensors would be peripheral input devices to the microcomputer .
The manikin would "feel" certain
combinations of actions and feed
resultant data into the microcomputer for instant evaluation, and the
microcomputer would then call up
one of the hundreds of branches
available to coach the learner.
Because no sensory peripherals
existed that were appropriate for
measuring student actions and sending data to the computer, the hardware would have to be designed in
parallel with and after the software.
Since the peripherals were yet to be
designed, we needed a computer that
permitted the flexibility of adding
cards later to interface with the peripherals. We chose the Apple II
because of its open structure .
The data supplied by the sensors
would enable the system to talk along
while the student was working on the
manikin. With chest compression, for
example, the system would say things
like, "Find the notch on the sternum,
or, "Do one compression . . . . I'll
give a low tone when you 're close and
a high tone for exactly right." To
coach the student to apply the right
pressure, the on-screen instructor
would say "a little more gently this
time," or "too deep," or "keep trying
till you get a high tone."
As for transparency and simplicity,
although we didn't want trainees to
see the computer or its keyboard,
felt that interaction with a video
screen would be all right. The television has b.e come such a fixture of contemporary life that the screen seems
anything but menacing to most people. People are accustomed to having
control over television, and as the
name 'boob tube" makes plain, the
t~levision seldom displays Cj.nything
resembling enough intelligence to
pose a. threat.
We decided to let trainees interact
with the computer by using a light
pen on the computer video screen.
The light pen alone would enable
trainees to learn the basic vocabulary

we

If you've ever lost da ta due to a
faulty disk, you know how important reliability can be.
That's why Accutrack disks are
critically certified at 2-3 times the
error threshold of your system.
Why they're precision fabricated for
higher signal quality, longer life and
less head wear. And why we take
such extra steps as testing singledensi ty mini disks at double-densi ty
levels. So you don't have to worry
about the reliability of your media.

Accutrack disks. OEMs have
specified them for years. You can
trust them for your data. Call tollfree (800 225-8715) for your nearest
dealer.

1~1~I~S£Vv~S~
82 Calvary Street , Waltham, Mass. 02254
Tel. (617) 899-0012; Telex 94·0179
Outside Mass. call toll free (BOO) 225-8715
Offices & representatives worldwide
Circle 155 on inquiry card.

Dealers: Give your customers a
choice-Accutrack's OEM performance as well as your heavily advertised brand. We have the industry's
only complete line of disks, cassettes and mag cards, including
virtually all special formats.
If you want a quality line, small
minimums, the ability to mix
and match, private labeling,
fast delivery and great price, call
today. Find out how responsive a
media supplier can be.

medical expertise in each simple
response to every move by the student, and then arrange for the microcomputer to read the sensors in the
manikin and the light pen on the
video screen, control the audio
The Prototype
Now all we had to do was find the recorder and the videodisc player,
right videodisc, produce thousands of and integrate all this in a single highvideo images, develop a random- speed system. As we sat down to
access audio recorder, record numer- design the prototype, we knew that it
ous audio segments, write software to wouldn't be easy.
permit hundreds of different instrucTo make the building of the initial
tional branches of both sound and prototype more manageable, we
images in such a way as to reflect decided to limit its instructional range
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _---.
and concepts of CPR. We would have
to provide a way for the video screen
to perform some of the functions normally handled by a keyboard .

to a single hands-on skill. CPR involves opening the victim's airway,
ventilating the victim (giving mouthto-mouth resuscitation), and performing external chest compression .
Because the prototype had to convince people of the system's value , we
wanted to teach the most difficult of
these skills. This is external chest
compression, which requires controlling three different parameters : placement of the hands, depth of action,
and rhythm. We felt that if we could
demonstrate that the system could
successfully coach external chest
compression, we could do everything
. else . We would consider the prototype a success if it coached 95 percent of its students to a high level of
performance.
Rather than give separate and
sometimes overlapping accounts of
the development of the prototype and
the later development of a full ,
multifunctional system, I will just say
here that the prototype was successful
enough to make people see the real
possibilities of the videodisc-based
system. The first demonstration of
the prototype was in November 1980
to 6S physicians in a back room of the
Miami Convention Hall where the
American Heart Association was
holding its Annual Assembly. Those
in attendance showed enthusiasm for
the project, provided we could
manage to teach all the CPR skills .
The American Heart Association's
Emergency Cardiac Care Subcommittee saw the potential in the system;
however, it said that to be really effective as a training tool, the manikin
would have to respond not only to
compressions and ventilations but
also to a whole range of techniques
that are simple for a teacher to
evaluate but had never before been
simulated or evaluated by a computer.
Meeting this challenge would demand real sophistication . The flow of
CPR requires first shaking the victim
to see if he or she can be awakened,
calling out for help, rolling the victim
on his or her back if necessary, then
getting the victim's airway open, and
then looking, listening, and feeling
for spontaneous breathing. The
manikin would have to be able to tell
I

I

More than a
Spelling Checker

THE COMPLETE TOOL
The WORD PLUS has many features
that SpeliStar™ and other competi tors leave out. The WORD PLUS finds
errors, shows them to you in contex t,
and with your consent, automatica lly
corrects them throughout the text .
SpeliStar does not correct errors.

Versatile Th e WORD PLUS work s
with almost any CP/M@ based word
processor. SpellStar only works with
WordStar™ .
Accurate The WORD PLUS off ers a
45,000 word vocabulary without th e
compromise of suff ix stripping . SpellStar has only 20,000 words .
Convenient The WORD PLUS helps
you find the correct spelling by con su l ting its dictionary. SpeliStar gives
no su c h help.
' SpellS l 3r and WordSI3r are trademarks 0 1 M lcfo Pr o In ll
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Fast The WORD PLUS proof reads
10,000 word s of tex t in less than two
minutes .
Many Extra Features Th e WORD
PLUS offers automatic hyphenation ,
te xt analysis , and fast word counting .
Also solves crossword pu zz les , loca te s an agrams and finds rhyming
words .
Inexpensive $150 .. . a low cost for
freed om from the anx iety o f misspelling .
The WORD PLUS - Clearl y the Best
Choi ce . For more information call
Way ne Ho lder at

OASIS
SYSTEMS
C P/M 1$

a

714-291 -9489
2765 Reynard Way
San Diego, CA 92103

regis tered Ifademark 01 DIgital Research, Inc

Sold only through :

IISIIII

computer
products, inc.
1198 E. Willow Street Signal Hill, CA 90806
(800) 421-7701 (213) 595-8571 Telex : (814) 656-491
Circle 151 on inquiry card.

SENSORS IN THE MANIKINS
ADULT MANIKIN

PROXIMITY SENSOR
LIGHT-SENSITIVE DIODE
FOR MONITORING DURATION OF PROXIMITY
CAN ESTABLISH FEELING FOR BREATH.

~

r--::::1~) VOICE FREOUENCY SENSOR

<j'::>1::-:
I

(

I

LSx::--l /

SIMPLE BINARY TWO-LEVEL SENSOR
(OFF-ON) MORE BASIC THAN
TELEPHONE RECEIVER WILL MONITOR
FACT OF SHOUTING, CALLING FOR
HELP AT PROPER TIME.

\

=-----'

IU

--r~'

~

~
AIRWAY OPEN
SENSOR- BREAKS
CONTACT WHEN
AIRWAY OPEN.

'

\ /

CAROTID PULSE PALPA TlON SENSOR

~HYDRAULiC

CAROTID PULSE
(ACTIVATED BY COMPUTER)

~

~BINARY

(ON-OFF) PRESSURE SENSOR
REGISTERS AIR PRESSURE OF ATTEMPTED
VENTILATION IN OBSTRUCTED AIRWAY

.

0

.

LANDMARK PRESSURE~
SENSOR-AT NOTCH
IN LOWER STERNUM.
~

«

0

________

AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION DEVICE
BALLOON, BUTTERFLY VALVE, OR
FLOAT-TYPE.

--------- MERCURY
.-

SWITCH
REGISTERS SIDE TILT AND BACK BLOWS.

~ MERCURY SWITCH

.
INFANT MANIKIN

SUPINE REGISTERS SHAKING AND
ABDOMINAL THRUSTS .

~

~PROXIMITY SENSOR

. . 1-"

_I ,

,... r -:::-r,

AS ABOVE .

L~~'
- jJ
BINARY (ON-OFF) PRESSURE SENSOR
~~ AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION DEVICE

g

~.
AIRWAY OPEN

SENSOR-WITH
SECOND SWITCH FOR
HYPERTENSION.

~

~BRACHIAL

X ~MERCURY
~\

0

\I

/

PULSE PALPATION SENSOR

SWITCH (SINGLE)
FOR SHAKING BACK BLOWS AND
'
,
ABDOM INAL THRUSTS.

Figure 2: The placement and types of sensors in the adult and infant training manikins .

whether the student was doing all
these things. This offered more
challenges in the use of sensors and in
writing complex software than I had
planned. But the members of the
Emergency Cardiac Care Committee,
especially Drs. William Montgomery
and William F. Kaye, set the goals.
As a result of their demands and their
efforts in reviewing my drafts of
scripts for the videodisc, the full
system is much better and more comprehensive than it would otherwise
have been.
Now let's take a look at what was
required to develop the full system.

Help with Equipment
Finding the right video equipment
for the project was difficult. No
video-tape recorder could achieve the
nearly instantaneous response to a
student's actions, as measured by sensors in the manikin, that was essential
to the success of the coaching loop.
Video-tape recorders also lack the
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ability to provide freeze frames of
high quality. Even a home optical
videodisc player would have required
several seconds to react to the student's actions.
We approached a number of companies about videodiscs with greater
capabilities. Few would talk to us.
Only Sony was willing to cooperate
in the project. Sony offered both
technical and financial support. Ted
Sato, Sony's chief videodisc engineer
in the United States, and Dan Harris,
manager of new-product development for Sony Video Products, were
invaluable in supplying videodisc
players, videodisc pressing, video
monitors, and assistance in putting
the first two sensors in the manikin.
Even more important, Sato and Harris provided the kind of psychological
support that difficult, innovative projects need even more than money and
equipment .
The Sony videodisc player, an industrial model LDP-lOOO, has its

own built-in microprocessor for very
fast access to video frames. The
LDP-1000 and a videodisc are visible
in photo 1. The LDP-1000 is a laser
optical videodisc whose advanced
features can give the student almost
instant feedback. The machine also
has a connector and a switch on the
back to shift control to an external
processor.
Laerdal Medical Corporation also
generously helped the project by supplying some of its Resusci-Annie
teaching manikins .
Because work on the entire system
had to proceed in parallel, the people
responsible for giving computer life
to the manikins-Jerry Poplin and
Bob Soltysik-developed a box to
simulate the manikin to the computer
and a box to simulate the computer to
the manikin.
Figure 2 shows how complex the
manikins, both adult and infant,
became after the Emergency Cardiac
Care Committee broadened our
goals. Photo 2 provides a peek inside
the infant manikin . Poplin and
Soltysik spent late nights performing
difficult surgery to equip the
manikins as needed. Some of the sensors came from burglar-alarm catalogs, and others, like the airway that
blocks on computer command, were
sheer invention.

The Script
As noted earlier, I thought that the
single greatest challenge in this project was creating a script that could
serve the needs of medical experts,
video producers, and computer programmers. This unusual script wasn't
really a flow chart, although we did
sometimes have to make flow charts
and then convert them to scripting.
The script wasn't a storyboard, but it
did have to do the work of one. The
script wasn't a simple rendering of
content either.
It took five drafts, each in excess of
100 pages, to achieve a workable
script. Drs. Montgomery and Kaye
contributed greatly by reviewing each
of these drafts.
Part of the challenge of writing the
script was in developing a sense of
what various interactions would look
and feel like while the videodisc was

MULTIPLE ·CHOICE
FOR MULTIPLE USERS.
,

.

CompuPro, the company that pioneered 8/16 bit dual processing for microcomputers, has now created the 8/16 bit multi-user operating system for the 80s.

-;1
MP/M® 8-16, CompuPro's proprietary edition of Digital Research's MP/M 86 V2.0, unleashes the power of
dual processing for unprecedented multi-user performance. Let different users run different software packages
at different stations-even mix 8 bit (CP/M 2.2) and 16 bit (MP/M 86) software in the same system, with 62K of
available RAM per station. As a bonus, all 8 bit programs run under a true 16 bit operating system for maximum
speed and efficiency.
Suddenly, other operating systems seem outdated: MP/M 8-16 offers the best of the 8 and 16 bit woi-lds in
high performance multi-user environments.
MP/M 8·1611st8 for $1000. System requirements Include CompuPro dual processor (CPU 8085188) based system with appropriate interfacing, memory, and disk capabilities, as well
as the System Support 1 and MPX 1 boards.

CPU86/87

•

CPU 86/87 delivers ultra·eff icient, high speed 16 bit computing , Based on Intel 's 808616 bit processor, CPU 86/87 also includes the
80130 interval t imerlinterrupt controller and a socket for the 8087 math co·processor (provides number-crunching capabilit ies rivalling
many minicomputers). Compatible with both 8 and 16 bit peripherals, $695 (8 MHz operation), $850 CSC (10 MHz operation). Optional 8087
availabl e fo r $600, $700 CSC. Note: Clock speeds limit ed to 5 MHz wit h 8087.

Photo 2: A peek inside the infant training manikin . Trainees never see the complex of
. sensors exposed here. (Photo by Jerry Poplin.)

being produced, three to six months
before much of the programming
would begin. It is much to the credit
of Jane Sallis and Associates in
Dallas, the producer of the videodisc,
and Gay Hampton, the production

assistant, that the final shooting
script resulted in a full and effective
use of the random-access videodisc
and audio-tape systems. The text box
below shows a small excerpt from the
script.

Software
We were fortunate to have two excellent programmers working on the
CPR project : Bob Sander-Cederlof
and Mike Laumer . Bob is the president of SIC Software and author
of SIC Assembler II and S IC Macro,
bestselling assemblers for the Apple.
Mike has ~ritten Flashl, what I
understand is one of the best compilers for the Apple. Together they
produced some 900 pages of assembly-language programming and a
couple of Applesoft BASIC routines .
It was the software that brought
the 700 video branches to life. (On
this, Mike had some assistance from
Bobby Deen, an Apple club member
who was still a high school student.)
To say the least, the programming
task was demanding. The easy part
was the 150 pages of text for quizzes
and answers. The programmers had
to make the videodisc operate in
response to light-pen choices with
"any time" interrupts. There were
also interrupts for 'the 20 analog and
digital systems in the manikin.
Text continu ed on page 130

The Script for the Interactive Training System
TV Monitor

Computer Monitor

M~"Tc...\+

:pRI\W1NG- .

-ro
SLIDE:'

Script

CaMPY (SO) v i a: All right . . .. In the positron your friend is
lying in , the muscles of the jaw relax and the base of the tongue
falls back blocking the airway, which makes it difficult, if not
impossible, for air to get through to his lungs . . . Let me show
you what I mean . ...
(Video screen goes to next illustration , computer screen is blank)

TL.LUSTRPr'T /ol\}

CaMPY (SO) v i a : See how the flow of the air to the lungs is
being blocked?

BENT
PrI 'RU)fr'l

(Video screen goes to next illustration , computer screen is blank)

(MATCH U)ITl-lPRE\) IDU>

0r0

I LL-USIRIfT 1
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Second
From

Wallstreet
Now, a terminal in western
Kansas is no more than a microsecond from the data of Wall Street
or the Commodities Exchange.
Now, an advanced data communications system allows your
®
CP/M based computer system to access almost 9ny dial-up computer,
capture and store the received
data, and transferfiles between any
two CP/M®systems - even when disl~
formats ore incompatible .
What would you call a system lil~e
this?

What Crosstall~ can do for you
depends mostly on what you need
done . It acts as a "smart terminal,"
automatically dialing any dial-up
system. It allows you total modem
control, changing modem speed ,
data word format and duplex instantly. It captures on-line data for
analysis off-line, saving time and
money. It transfers any type of file
with complete error checl~ing.
When you equip more than one
office with Crosstall~ , you can exchange information instantly by
phone, even if you don't subscribe
to an information utilities seNice.
So no matter where your office is
located , Crosstall~ can give you access to the world , instantly. Call or
write for details.
,Inc.
1900 Leland Dr.,Suite 12
Marietta,GA 30067
(404)952-0267
DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME
CROSSTALK is a trademark af Mlcrostuf.lnc.
CP/M Is a registered trademark of Dlgltol Research Inc .

. Circle 314 on inquiry card .

Computer Monitor

TV Monitor

Script

:D-l.--Us,TRf1TIOrv'

'&EtVI
frJR WAy

BLANK

C\t"IcL

S.TRA-iGffr
AI R\J.JPt~

COMPY (SO) V I O: So what you 'll need to do is open that airway by tilting his head back . ... This pulls the base of the
tongue away from the back of the throat and opens th e
airway . .. We 'll show you two ways to do that, and then we 'll
want you to try them on the manikin . . ..
(Video screen goes to next illustration , computer screen goes to
'Touch this spot . . . . " display)

ILl-U S.T~ ATJO

tJ

Sfu 'Dr:: r-JT

TOlLGl+

TH\S

AND

SPOT uH+E"tJ

Ffol\JT of

'IOU ARE
REIt~'1 TO
BE6-'IN Wi\

NI ftrN J t:: I N JrJ
SGREEI'I5

COMPY (SO) VI O : You can perform CPR on either side of a
victim , but for teaching purposes , we 'll always have the rescu er
on the left side of the manikin . Now kneel down like this beside
the manikin and make sure you can see the screen . We 'll wait,
and when you 're ready to begin , touch the computer screen with
the light pen .' . ..
(When the computer screen is touched, video screen goes to illustration and computer screen is blank . If no response is
monitored within 20 seconds, program reroutes to HAVE YOU
TRIED THAT YET? BRANCH - Genericl Compy with video
screen holding image of student in front of screens)

ILl-USTRffTiuN

ijEA ~- TILT/
Ct+J l\I- LI fT
(MA-TCH- uJ{rlf
NE:YT '$UDf')

Bl-AtJ K

COMPY (SO) VI O : Good . ... Okay, now, the first method
for opening the airway is the head-tilt/chin-lift. Notice that one
hand is tilting the head back by pressing on the victim 's forehead, while the other hand, using three fingers, lifts up on the
nearest side of the chin . The lower lip may also need to be held
open with the thumb .
(Video screen goes to matched slide, computer screen is blank)

SLIIJE

HEA.D- TILT

I

cHltJ - LI~'
OF sFtM€
RESGUET<
\)lc.TI

lMATC.t+

tv\

I L.L.USTJ1I\TIaIJ

BLA-NK

CO!y1PY (SO) VI O : Here 's how that would look in real
life . ... Now we 'd like you to try opening the airway on th e
manikin using this head-tilt/chin-lift method. When you perform on the manikin, you won 't need to touch the computer
screen to let us know when you 've begun , because we 'll be able
to sense this from the manikin . So go ahead and try it now . .. .
(Computer program monitors airway sensor in manikin . If airway is not open within 20 seconds, program routes to HAVE
YOU TRIED THAT YET? BRANCH - Customizedl Compy . If
the airway is open within 20 seconds , the program proceeds to
the SUCCESSFUL BRANCH)

HAVE YOU
Campy

T~IED

THAT YET? BRANCH -

Customizedl

(Video screen holds image and computer screen goes to yesl no
display)
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Of course Percom diskette drives for the IBM Personal
Computer fit right in. They fit right outside your Personal
Computer, too . And they 're fully compatible , providing the
same full double-density storage capacity.
But just as important, Percom diskette drives also fit the
same high standards set by IBM .
At Percom we 've been making disk storage systems
since 1977. We build quality, high-performance disk drive
systems . From proven design through quality inspections
that incl ude 100% two-day operational tests . And Percom
dealer support ensures competent after-sale servi ce.
So expect more from Percom . You won 't be
disappointed .
Percom disk drives for the IBM Personal Computer are
available in 40-track single- and dual-head models, and 80track single-head models. Call or visit your independent IBM
Personal Computer dealer - and fit right in with Percom.
For the names of dealers carrying Percom products for your
Personal Computer call toll-free 1-800-527-1222.
PR ICES AND SPECIFICATI ONS SlJ r3JECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

[~E~(J[)M ]
PERCOM OATA COMPANY, INC .
11 220 PAGEMILL RD . • DALL AS . TX 75243 . (2 14 ) 340·708 1

IBM and IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER are Irademarks of International Bu siness
Machines . Inc.
PERC OM is a Iradem ark of Pe rcom Data Company. Inc.

Minimum syste m re quire m e nts are an IBM Syste m
Unit wi th 16 K b ytes o f RAM a nd 5 '/4" Di skett e Dri ve
Adap te r. Dri ve mode ls s uppo rted dep end o n DOS
used . An option a l cabl e ava il a ble from Pe rcom is
require d for e xte rn a l (add- o n) d rives.

I ~------Yes
I'd like to know more about
Percom diskett e drives
\
------,
for my IBM Personal Computer. Ru sh me free literatu re.
I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
\

Send 10 PERCO M DATA COMPANY, Inc .. Depl. 2·801
11 220 Pagem,1I Roa d. Dallas. Texas 75243

I
I
I

name
street
city

state

zip
phone number
I intend to add a hard-disk system to my computer I I yes I I no.,
MAI L TODAY!

...._-------------'

I
I
I

TV Monitor

Computer Monitor

Script
COMPY (SO) V I O : Did you try it? If you did , answer yes on
my screen . If you didn 't, answer no .

O'les

o

NO

(Depending upon response , program advances to NO BRANCH
or YES BRANCH)
.
(NO

BRANCH)

(Video screen holds image of head-tiltl chin-lift, computer
screen goes blank)

COMPY (SO) VlO : Well, don't be bashful. Please go ahead and
try opening the airway. This unconscious victim needs air to
breath .
(Program continues to return to this response if no action is indicated)

(yES BRANCH)
(Video screen holds image of head-tiltlchin-lift, computer
screen goes blank)

Lor\ -h nu ed

COMPY (SO) VI O : Well maybe you need to tilt the head back
more, and lift up on the chin a little more forcefully. Please
don 't be hesitant-we want the airway wide open so that this
person can breathe . .. . Once you've got it right, we'll proceed-Now , go ahead and try it again.
Program monitors performance and proceeds to appropriate
branch . If two "Yes " answers entered in a row, program reroutes to LACK OF SUCCESS BRANCH-GenericI Compy .
When airway opens , program proceeds to SUCCESSFUL

-:r:: LLUSTR-m-loN'
-rn

bo\d.,I-.~hlj

e.lAboR~TB'

-<;CR·\

pt--

BRANCH)
(SUCCESSFUL BRANCH)
(Video screen holds image , but adds TV key, computer screen
goes blank)

\'E)(celleot .1\\

(SIIIr-'\E' h';. eARlI~R.

hE'd.!. -+i H-/
Ghl(\-

lit+)

we usE" THI~
-rEcHtJIQUt. IF
THE" "'leTtN\ is
WEARI no. ~ct.Jruii;E~
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COMPY (SO) VI O: Excellent . . . And if the victim has dentures, this is the method to use to hold them into place. If rescue
breathing is needed, the airtight seal is easier to perform when
dentures are in place. But, if dentures cannot be managed in
place, remove them.
(Video screen goes to illustration , computer' screen is blank)

Listing 1 shows the programming that brought much of this excerpt to the video screens .

HEATH/ZENITH &YOU, INC.
ONE STRONG PARTNERSHIP
A computer purchase is the beginning of a long-term partnership between you and the people you buy from. Your ongoing
need for software , peripherals and accessories requires a
partner who will stand by you with a growing line of products
to meet your needs. Heath/Zenith will be that strong partner
for you . Look what we have to offer.
THE ALL-IN-ONE COMPUTER - The heart of the Heath /
Zenith line is the stand-alone 89 Computer It's a complete
system with built-in 5.25-inch floppy disk drive, professional
keyboard and keypad , smart video terminal , two Z-80 microprocessors and three RS-232C Serial I/O Ports. It comes
with 48K bytes of RAM, expandable to 64K.
PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES - These include the
popular Heath /Zenith 19 Smart Video
Terminal , loaded with professional features.
We also offer color and black and white
mon itors , modems, computer language courses , and high-speed
typewriter-quality / .. .printers.
.'
SOFTWARE - New software , in- .....
cludes the SuperCalc Spreadsheet and Condor Data Base
Management System. Word processing , including
three different programs . Small Business Programs, feature
Peachtree 's Series 5, Softstuff's General Ledger and Inventory Control. HUG, Heath Users ' Group , offers members a
library of over 500 low-cost programs for home, work or play.
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES For your own custom programs ,
Microsoft languages are available in
BASIC (compiler and interpreter) ,
FORTRAN and COBOL.
APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE - Expand the performance
range of your computer with a broad selection of software,
including the best of Digital Research and Micropro - as
well as the complete line of Softstuf(TMproducts.

OPERATING SYSTEMS - Three versatile systems give you
the capability to perform your specific tasks. CP /M by Digital
Researc h makes your system compatible with thousands of
popular CP/M programs. UCSD P-System with Pascal is a
complete program development and execution environment.
HDOS, Heath Disk Operating System gives you a sophisticated flexible environment for program construction , storage ,
and editing .
DISK SYSTEMS - The new Heath /
Zenith 67 Winchester Disk System ,
for commercial use , adds nearly
11 megabytes of storage to your 89
computer. It includes an 8-inch
floppy disk drive for data portability. The
new 5.25-inch 37 disk system , available
with 1 or 2 drives, adds up to 1.28 megabytes of storage . Both plug-in systems
have write protection .
SERVICE AND SUPPORT - Prompt and professional service and assistance is available nationally through Heathkit
Electronics Centers , Zenith Data Systems for commercial
users or through Heath factory servicing and phone-in technical assistance.
Complete , integrated computer hardware and software, designed to serve and grow with you - that's what to look for in
a strong partner. And with Heath/Zenith you get it all.
Heath/Zenith computer products are
sold nationwide through Heathkit
Electronic Centers ' (check your white
pages for locations). For a FREE
catalog and mail order service, write:
Heath Co., Dept. 334-904,
Benton Harbor, MI 49022.

HEATH/ZENITH
Your strong partner

Produ ct spec ificati ons are subject to change without notice.

* Heathkit Electronic Centers are o perated by Veritechno logy El ectronics
Corporation , a wholly·owned subsidi ary of Ze nith Radio Corporation.
Circle 210 on Inquiry card .

Save

The Interpretive Language Used to
Program the CPR System

~oo
Are you faced with having to
spend $3000 and up for a
letter-quality printer?

Mediamix offers an alternative.

For only $500 the

Mediamix ETl2 lets you
connect the IBM Electronic
Typewriter Models 50 ,60,
or 75 to any computer. Why
invest in two separate
machines? Your office
typewriter can do both jobs,
yielding better type quality,
a consistent corporate
image and renowned
IBM service.

~(L_

_

Mike Laumer
Laumer Research
1832 School Rd.
Carrollton, TX 75006

The interpretiv e language developed for the CPR course contains over 80 different operations that make possible 'the programming of the various hardw are
elements of the system (light pen, Apple video display, videodisc, audio tape, and
manikins) . The language is similar to assembly language, with the familiar opcode-argument structure known to assembly-language programmers. About half
of the instructions provide the computational and logic abilities of a 16-bit processor, while the other half is' dedicated to the special hardware elements of the
system.
A powerfulsublanguage exists for displaying text and low- and high-resolution
graphics on the Apple video screen and for building tables for the light pen commands to work from. The tables for the pen command contain the number of entries in the table and each entry contains the x , y , start and stop coordinates fo r
an active region and an invert region . When the pen command executes any
detection of the light pen in an active region of a menu, selection will cause the
text in the invert region to be highlighted (black text on a white background) to
indicate the current selection, and when the pen moves on to another field the
previous field is changed back to normal and the new field is highlighted.
Touching the ring on the pen to make a menu selection will return a number indicating the table index that was highlighted last, and a tone sounds on the Apple
speaker as audio feedback .
Listing 1 shows a sample course segment coded in the interpretive language,
with comments on the operation to the side. The related segment of the script is
included in th e text box on page 120.

Listing 1: A program segment written in the interpreter especially developed for the
CPR project. The interpreter resembles assembly language in its use of op-codes
and arguments .
SHOW

23 157

CHAN

#3

PLAYA

5740,5930

MENU

A

TIMEOUT

30,ERR

~~~~cal:ed

microcomputer
with
2000
characters
memory, over 39
special commands and the
option of doing typesetting
on the IBM Model 50.

CHK

Write or Call
WAITAIRWAY

MEDIAMIX
P.O . Box 67B57
Los Angeles, California 90067
(213)475-9949
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ERR

JUMP

GOOD

LIST
PLAYA

B,PENTABLE
5940 ,6090

;show a still fra me on the
video d isk.
;select c hanne l numbe r 3 on
audi o tape unit.
;play a segment of audio
from cassette pla ye r bu t do
not wait for completion in
case student catc hes on to
the instructions and tries
the a irway ope n ing before
the voice on the tape
inte rrupts from the tape .
Will shut it off at the proper
tape address position .
;show a menu to stud e nt on
.the Apple video screen.
;JUMP to ERR if 30 second
limit expires and airway still
not opened .
;wait for student to open the
manikin airway .
;b ranc h to g ood performance if a irway ope ned .
;show a menu for student.
;"have you tried tha t yet?"

Move Up to Tarbell

The Serious Business Machine
Do you have a small computer system that
operates with mini·floppiesand has limited storage
capacity? Then it's time to move up to the Tarbell
Empire Series System. Tarbell starts where small
systems leave off, providing storage from 1 to 20
megabytes. This means Tarbell is capable of
growing right along with your business. (It also
makes sense to start with Tarbell if you're a firsttime computer buyer.)
Tarbell is the serious general purpose business
machine, backed by years of experience with disk
systems. It gives you word processing, inventory
control with bill of materials, mailing lists - all in
addition to accounting applications: general ledger,
payables, receivables, payroll with cost accounting
and order entry. Whatever your need may be,
Tarbell can provide the working software that gets
the job done.

The software includes: CP/ MTM 2.2 disk operating
system, Tarbell Disk BASIC, Tarbell Database
System, and all manuals and documentation.
Tarbell also offers the MP/ M™ Multi-User
Operating System and 4 additional RS-232 serial
ports.
The Tarbell Empire Series is delivered assembled,
tested, and with a FULL six-month warranty on
parts and labor.
And when you need even more mass storage,
Tarbell also has a hard disk that's systemcompatible and provides easy back-up.
If your business is growing or you need more than
a few hundred K bytes - it's time to move up to
Tarbell. Call your local Tarbell d~al~r for
competitive prices.

With the Tarbell System you get a 280 4 Mhz CPU
with memory management, timer and full interrupt
capability, 2 RS-232 serial ports with handshaking,
64 K bytes of random-access memory, double
density floppy disk interface, 2 double density
floppy disk drives: cabinet, power supply, and
cables.

The One-Stop Shopping Service
950 Dovlen Place, Suite B
Carson, CA 90746 '
(213) 538-4251

CP/ M and MP/ M are trademarks of Digital Research
Circle 439 on Inquiry card.

· c~ tch
...
THE ULTIMATE
SPREADSHEET

NEVER SEE "OUT OF MEMORY" AGAIN.
ScratchPad

Stats-graph

The problem with other spreadsheets is that you
are only allowed relatively few entries. ScratchPad
with virtual memory (an advanced memory
management technique) allows essentially
unlimited number of entries by letting your disk
drive act as secondary memory when you run out
of RAM .
. - - A - - - - - --8-- -- - -c- --- --D-- - - - -E--1 ""Hardware Inventory lor 1982""
2
.
Cost!
Total
3 It em
Qua ntity
Unit
Cost
4 --- - ------- -------- -- ---- -----------

5 Nai ls
6 H ammers
7 Wrenches
8 G lue
9
10
11

1000
25
100
2876

$0.05
$50.00
$10.50 $262 .50
$8.75 $875.00
$1.12 $322 1.12

To tat:

ScratchPad and Stats-graph
available for virtually all CPI M,
C?lrcle 430 on Inquiry card.

I

ScratchPad

:

~~-~ y:-] ~ ~ --- ~ ~~t~~s~~r~~~ ~

Designed for data inte~ch-ange .-. ~ Data ente-red under- - ,
ScratchPad can be used to create graphs under Stats-graph .
Stats-graph also stands alone.

No graphics hardware is required.
Stats-graph creates graphs using the ASCII
character set (or graphics characters if available) .
It creates bar graphs, pie graphs, and scatter
graphs. Stats-graph also performs various
statistical analyses, including regression analysis,
standard deviation, etc.

Example pie graph:

$4408.62

ScratchPad includes all the most useful features
found in other popularly available spreadsheets,
but has added these state-of-the-art innovations:
• Virtually unlimited number of entries.
• Unlimited screen sphttlng.
• Unlimited title locking.
• The "IF/THEN " function .
Scratch Pad does more than all the others, better
than all the others.
$295 .00
Scratch Pad 2.0:
$ 15.00
Manual Only:

compatible systems.

Now ... Interactive Graphing and Statistics

.**********.

• = Ada ms
= 12.5%
. = Jones

= 20.5%

o

= Smith

= 42. 0%

. = other
= 25.0%

0*******··*** * *****0000 * ******* * ** * **** * ***
0000000*************** * * *···
0000000000*************** ••• • •••
000000000000 ************ •••• •••••

*.

00000000000000*** * **** * • • • • • • • • • • • •
0000000000000000· *
* ••••••• • •••••••
00000000000000000·· * •••••••••••••••••
0000000000000000000 ++++++++++++++ ++++

*

0000000000000000000 +++++++++++ ++ +++ + +
000000000000000000++ +++ + + + + ++++++++
00000000000000000++ +++ +++ +++ ++++ +
00000000000000000++ +++ + + ++ +++++ + +
000000000000000++ ++++++ + +++++
0000000000000 + + ++ + ++++++ +
00000000000 ++++++++++
0000000 ++++ + ·

Data for Stats-graph may be entered interactively
or converted from a spreadsheet (such as
ScratchPad). The output from Stats-graph can be
integrated into any document. This makes Statsgraph great for preparing reports.
$200.00
Stats-graph:
Manual Only:
$ 15.00
Available from fine dealers everywhere, or directly
from SuperSoft.
Japanese Distribution : ASR Corporation
International, 3-23-8, Nishi-Shimbashi, Minato-Ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan, Tel. (03)-437-5371.
Telex. 0242-2723.
CP/M is a registe~ecUrJdel.matr~' Qf

Circle 242 on Inquiry card.

Listing continued f ro m page 126

YES

NO

PEN
GO TO
PLAYA

PENT ABLE ,SELECTCODE
SELECTCODE,YES,NO
5940,6090

JUMP

CHK

PLAYA

61 00 ,6180

JUMP

CHK

GOOD

SELECTCODE

a Screen Oriented
Relational Database ,
designed to put You in
control of a powerful
information management
system: quickly, easily ,
and at a price you can
live with.

User Oriented
oAconsistent system of help
messages , menus, and
prompts assits the user in all
phases of operation.
oAn English-like query format
that is easy to use yet
comprehensive.

Clear Documentation
oOur manual is concise, easy
to understand , and indexed

$~@@P~~LBI
VISA, MC and COD welcome

l{g@EcH.
INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES · INC
3990 VARSI TY DRIVE
ANN ARBOR , MICHIGAN 48104

(313) 996-1890
REOUIRES: CPIM 2.0+ SYSTE M WITH
ATLEAST 42K , 64-80 COLUMN SCREEN,
ADDRESSABLE CURSOR AND,B" DISK
DR IVES
'CP/ M is a Irademark of Dig ital Research . Inc.
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; "well , will you p le ase try
it . .. "
;go monitor performance
again .
; "Well , don 't b e
bashful . . . "
;monitor performance again .
;continue with course .

;reserve 1 byte for pen
code.

MENU DATA SELECTION
MENU FOR STUDENT INSTRUCTION
A

Powerful
oUser defined CRT entry
screens speed data input
and editing.
oMakes full use of 'CP/M 2.0 fac ilities for rapid access
and retrieval.
oUser controlled security
access codes.
oUp to 32k records per relation
with up to .8k per record.

.BS 1

;wait for student selection .

BEGINMENU
HOME
VTAB 10
HTAB 1
TEXT "PLEASE OPEN THE AIRWAY ON THE
VTAB 12
HTAB 1
TEXT "WE'LL CONTINUE WHEN YOU O PEN
ENDMENU

;start menu A .
;clear the screen .
;goto line 10.
;goto column 1.
MANIKIN"
;goto line 12.
;goto column 1.
IT ."
;end of menu A .

MENU FOR HAVE YOU TRIED THAT YET?
B

BEGINMENU
HOME
VTAB 10
HTAB 5
TEXT "HAVE YOU TRIED THAT YET?"
VTAB1 2
HTAB1 5
BEGINFIELD
TEXT "YES"
END FIELD
VTAB14
HTAB 15
BEGIN FIELD
TEXT "NO"
ENDFIELD
ENDMENU

Text continued fro m page 120:

By far the most difficult parts of the
software were the algorithms that
governed the evaluation of hands-on
performance by the student. The
problem was to read the input array
reflecting the student's performance
and (1) judge whether the performance took too little or too much
time and (2) determine whether each
part of the performance occurred in
the proper sequence. One or the other
of these two parameters alone would
have been easier to manage. Together

;start menu B.
; clear the screen .
;goto line 10.
;goto column 5.
;goto line 12.
;g oto line 15.
;start a light pen selection
field .
;text for pen selection .
;end a light pen field .
;goto line 14.
;goto column 15.
;start second light pen field .
text for p e n selection .
;end of second light pen
selection .
;en d of menu .

they posed difficulties. Based on performance, the software has to display
high-resolution graphics and complement these with video demonstrations and explanations of how to improve performance. Figure 3 is a flow
chart of the part of the program that
teaches external chest compression.
In the text box on page 126, Mike
Laumer gives some insights into how
the programming was done. Listing 1
is a sample of some code that Mike
wrote in the interpretive language
developed for the CPR project.
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High
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AQ
02
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03
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04
CB
CF
AQ

Disk Utility
for Apple DOS 3.3

g; LOST PROGRAM
~~
RECOVERY
C5
CC
C5

If you haven't
written over that
~~ program accidentalC6 Iy deleted, this
C9 software can reCC
C5 cover it for you.

g;

03
AQ
AQ

~~
g~CC
Cl
09

!~

04
C3
C8
AQ
05
04

~~
Cl
CE
05
C6

OQ

Cl
04
C3
C8 ·

Menu driven and
easy for the novice
~~ while still effici~~t
CE for the professional.
~~ Compatible with
C4 M & R Superterm.
C9
03
CB

For more information or

~~ to place your order call:

~2

g

YES

~~

~~
02
AQ
C3
CF

gJ

:~

SHOW
POSSIBLE
ERRORS

Cl

~~
CF
C6
04
07
Cl
02
C5

check, money order or credit card
number and expiration date.
Certified checks avoid clearance
d I
eay .
M

~~ ANSWER Corporation ~~
05 502A North Second Ave. CF
03 SandpointJ Idaho 83864
CC
AQ
AQ
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VIDEO SHOWS
POSSIBLE ERRORS

03

Cost: 550
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NO

C5
C4
M
C2
09
AQ

~~

TO ORDER: Send us your

COMPUTER GIVES
FEEDBACK:
"TOO WEAK" OR
"TOO HARD"

g~

M
AQ
AQ

C4
C9
03
CB
M
03
04

COMPUTER
REQUESTS ONE
COMPRESSION

04

(208) 263-1213

We pay first class postage and
:~ insurance. You may use VISA or
M Master Card.

YES

C9
04
09

C5
C3
04

M

SHOW VIDEO
BRANCH

Cl

CE
C5
AQ
Cl

g

NO

~~

Also, it can
:~ reorganize your disk
C5 . and inform you of
08
Cl the remaining
~~ space available.
And, it allows
you to patch any
~! sector: display in
AF Hex and ASCII on
standard Apple
AQ screen.

FROM PREVIOUS
INSTRUCTION

Figure 3: An early flow chart of the part of the CPR program that teaches external chest
compression.

The Light Pen
There is a big difference between
using a light pen to simplify a few
types of input and using a light pen as
the only input under user control. In
our system, the light pen had to do

almost everything that a keyboard
can but without the keyboard's complexity.
We organized the use of the light
pen around a menu of nine choices .
The student would choose one of the

big ch1,1Dk of data iii~ppeared from uw.· ,"UIJUputer system. My boss wapts to know '
.
responsible... and fast! If . '
Holmes began to investigate.
"You would be wise to exonerate all of those
in your employ," he concluded just moments
later. "No one here is a fiendish database killer.
Last night's lightning storm was the villain. It
caused a momentary loss of power that destroyed
immense portions of your database."
"How can we prevent this in the future?"
asked the company president.
"By investing in a Zej.ts2™multi-processor
system from OSM," said Holmes. "Zej.ts2 has an
integral power supply that will protect your data
from momentary power glitches."
"Will it also protect our data from total power
failures?" asked the office manager.
"Quite so," answered Holmes. "The uninterruptible power supply allows you to continue
operating for up to twenty minutes when power
dies, so your workers have ample time to save
their critical documents."

"1"':'\l1·1:~ Ui.11 suited to virtually all multiuser, multi-processing applications,!' declared
Holmes."It easily accommodates 32 users~ locally
or remotely. In addition, its proprietary CPIM™
compatible MUSE™operating system simplifies
prograrnrning and allows you to utilize thousand~
of existing programs."
"With all those features, Zej.ts2 probably costs
too much," snapped the vice president of finance.
"Quite untrue," replied Holmes. "In fact,
Zej.ts2 offers the best price-performance ratios in
the industry-with a price-tag so low some deem
it criminal."
"But how, dear man," I interjected, "did you
deduce that a power glitch was to blame for last
night's loss of data?"
" Elementary, my dear Watson," he said,
puffing contentedly on his pipe. "Elementary."

For more information on the Zej.ts2
solution, call or write us today.

DSm
OSM COMPUTER CORPORATION

The solution: The zeps2
mUlti-processor system.
Visit us at NCC booth /14722.

2364 Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408)496 -6910 (800)538-5120 TWX: 910-338 -2099
© OSM 1982 Zt~ and MUSE are Irademarks of OSM Corp.

CPIMis3 uademarkofDigJlalResearclllnc.
' 16 usm standard: 3Z users on sptCial order.

Circle 351 on inquiry card .

Photo 3: The main menu of the CPR system. Students select an item by using a light
pen . (Photo by Bob Lukeman.)

Photo 4: The CPR system's word template in use. The student is using a light pen to
choose a letter. The letter will now appear on the line above the listing of the alphabet.
(Photo by Bob Lukeman.)

Photo 5: A video frame explaining CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) . The student
can get a more thorough explanation on request.
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nine items by pointing the light pen at
it and, when the block around the
item lights up, touching the place between the light pen's two metal rings.
The nine choices, as shown in photo
3, include searching a subject index, a
vocabulary check, reviewing the last
15 seconds of instruction, stepping
through frame by frame, practicing
on the manikin, taking a break, resuming the program after a break, requesting a quiz on material that the
student thinks he or she knows, and ,
calling a live person for assistance.
Since it was vital to give students
the sense of being in control, we
wanted the menu to be available
always. We decided that two monitors were necessary and would add to
the system's capability. One would
always be available to take input
from the student and to display output from the computer. The other
would constantly display information
from the videodisc. At times, we discovered, the two monitors could
work together as a highly sophisticated instructional tool. Furthermore,
the cost of the second monitor was a
small part of the cost of the whole
CPR system.
If at any point in the instruction the
student gets bored rehashing, say, the
anatomy of the heart, the student can
switch to "I know this-Quiz me," or
to "I want to try the manikin." Such
freedom keeps students interested.
To provide for alphabetic input
from the students, we provided a
"word template" system that provides
a listing of the alphabet and allows
the student to spell out a word by
touching characters in the list. Photo
4 shows the template in use. The software here can handle most misspellings of the words intended. Rather
than insisting on exact spellings, the
software checks to see if key letters
are present in the correct order. If the
student is trying to spell "pulse, " the
software will understand so long as
the student enters the letters "PLS" in
that order, regardless of the letters
that come before, after, or in between.
The light pen provides access to
several different levels of explanation
of the key vocabulary words. Each
level may involve printed and spoken

Plot

•

your next meeting
yourself.
Read how 2 pens can become
your best presentation tools.
Introducing the New Personal
Computer Plotter from
Hewlett -Packard.

Count on it.
The 7470A is built th e HewlettPackard way. To last. Designed and
engineered with only a few parts, none
of which require adjustment. And with
customized integrated circuits
that ensure reliability.

Now yo u can use your personal
computer to generate your own presentation charts , graph s, and pie charts.
How? Simply add on the new high
quality, low cost HP 7470A
Personal Computer
P lotte r.
The 7470A helps yo u
save ti me and save money, and
~
lets you communicate quickly, acc urately and effectively.

The HP 7470A has
two single-pen stables.
Simple pen changes give yo u
multi-color plots in yo ur choice of ten
coordinated colors . Pens are automatically capped an d stored.

Quicker understanding.

An option you'll want, too.

Data, when visualized graphically, becomes information
fast. Chalis and bar graphs can make any presentation
clearer and more readily understood . But asking your staff
to produce the graphics manually for your next presentation doesn't ensure accuracy
or art istic talent. And going
to outside graphics s uppliers
can be costly. Combined with
your personal computer, the
new HP 7470A plotter d oes
the communicating for yo u.
Quickly..Logically. And with
off-the-s helf softwa re availab le from most HP dealers.

.,.-=====-:-

Fast and pretty.
The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent
line quality ... faster than any competitive small plotter.
On top of a ll that , it comes in an att ractive design
package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it
for only $1,550. (U.S.A. domestic suggested retai l price.)

Pen pals.
~

For only $95, yo u can also get a 17057 Overhead
Transparency Kit tha t turns your plots into transparencies for overhead projectors. For "I need it tomorrow
at 9 :00 A.M .! " meetings, it's a necessity.

Start plotting your next presentation today.
Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Mail the coupon below and we'll send you-absolutely
free - a samp le plot, a more detailed brochure, and a
sa mple overhead tran sparency.
Th en . .. stop in at your nearest Hewlett-Packard
Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it
demonstrated you'll find a hundred ways to make your
ow n applause- winning presentations.

When performance must, be measured by results
r/;~

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD
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6a

Photo 6: A student using a light pen to
show judgm ent. In pho tos 6a and 6b the
computer screen ' displays a list of techniques out of order and the student indicates the next one in the order, which, if
correct, will appear abov e the dotted line.
The computer then accesses the videodisc
to present the appropriate next segment
on the video screen while the list of techniques remains visible on the computer
screen (6c). In photo 6d the student makes
another selection .

explanations and labeled illustrations. The first definition provided is
short and simple, letting the student
quickly check the correctness of his or
her understanding of the term . The
student can always use the light pen
to enter 'M " for 'More" to get a
deeper level of explanation. Photo 5
shows a frame with a basic explanation of CPR .
Students also use the light pen during quizzes, as shown in photo 6. Providing different levels of explanation
on demand helps to implement the
"mosaic" concept of learning, as opposed to the traditional step-by-step,
same-for-everyone, linear concept.
The system meets the needs of each
student. People who want more

The Availability of the CPR
Training System
People interested in obtaining the
CPR videodisc training system described by David Hon should contact
Interact Inc., 603 NE 17 St., Oklahoma
City, OK 73105, telephone (405)
521-9073 . Interact's chairman is Dr.
Daniel Cassidy, an emergency care
physician with a strong interest in interactive video. Jack Roseman, former
head of Online Systems, is Interact's
president.
Interact has other videodisc-based
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6d

thorough definitions can alw ays get
them. People who just want to learn
enough to perform CPR need not go
to such lengths .
One benefit of the mosaic approach
is that a single nucleus program can
satisfy several different levels of
learning needs . This helps a great deal
in amortizing development costs .

Random-Access Audio
In order to keep up with the videodisc, a random-access audio system
would have to be fast indeed. I
reasoned that 1 / 30 of a second would
be fast enough on stereo audio tape,
and that three usable channels could
give us three times the speed of access. To build the random-access

medical training systems under development. Another American Heart Association course, the Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) program will
train physicians, paramedics, and
nurses in what to do after CPR, including medical management of cardiac arrest cases in all eventualities.
In addition , Interact will release at
the same time as the CPR system another videodisc that creates simulations of cardiac arrest cases. The disc
will randomly generate particular

sound machine, I commissioned Bob
Howard and Dave Weiszbrod of BCD
Electronics in Oklahoma City, 'O klahoma. They were the logical choices
because they had already developed a
successful frame-accurate video-tape
interface card for the Apple II .
There was a certain irony in developing random-access audio at all .
Audio technology had preceded
video, but it was video technology
that first achieved random access.
Now we were going back to give the
older audio technology one of the
fruits of the newer video technology .

How It Worked Out
Pending final validation results, the
system will be used to train from one

types of cardiac arrest, based on the
real probabilities for the exact nature
of the case and the condition of the patient. The system will then ask the
trainee to decide on the correct
therapy. The system provides feedback
at every step, telling the student how
to correct any mistakes, and continues
the simulation until the case is managed successfully.
Interact will soon be opening new
headquarters in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Circle 191 on Inqu iry card . ......
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No Drive '
Has Taken You Before ...
Give your APPLE II® a Fourth
Dimension - the totally compatible
5114" drive that takes your system
farther, faster. With read Iwrite electronics so advanced that reading
errors are virtually eliminated. With
a track zero microswitch that keeps
boot and track access smooth and
quiet. With the ability to read halftrack software and up to 143,360
bytes on DOS 3.3®. With simil.ar
performance on DOS 3.2.1 ®, Pascal®
or CP/M® operating systems. And,
the disk enclosure mates perfectly
with APPLE cabinetry.

EXTENDED WARRANTY - We offer
a 12 month parts and labor warranty
extension at no cost to you .
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY - Immediately
available in quantity. We offer sameday shipment if your order is received
by noon (PST).

S30 FACTORY REBATE - Receive

a $30 factory rebate if the warranty
card is received by us on or before
August 31 , 1982. See participating
dealer, or call direct. Suggested
Retail Price: $419.00.

TAKE YOUR APPLE TO THE LIMIT
WITH AFOURTH DIMENSION DRIVE.
Ask for additional information. Dealer
inqu'iries invited. Contact:
Fourth Dimension Systems
3100 W. Warner Avenue, #7/Dept. B
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(714) 850-1228

;'~.I'~
1''',~I#~ti'·J~:SYSTEMS
Mastercard and Visa accepted.

APPLE. APPLE 1\ , DOS 3.2.1 and DOS 3.3 are registered tra demarks of APPLE Co mp ~ter , Inc.: Pascal is a trademark of UCSD: CPI M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

Photo 7: The system in use. Photo 7a
shows the author, in the role of a student,
performing chest compressions on the
manikin . In 7b the doc tor, seen on the
video screen, comments on the student's
performance and explains the graphed
evaluation shown on the computer screen.
The student then goes on to perform a
ventilation (7c) and "interacts" with an
on-screen rescuer in simulated two-person
CPR (7d).

to four people at a time in the techniques of CPR, with no assistance
from a human instructor. If more
than one person takes part at a time,
the system evaluates each individually. The system also serves as an effective and rapid recertification tool for
persons who have previously completed a course in CPR. If the system
is used two hours a day, as many as
1700 persons who completed their
previous courses six months ago may
be recertified in one year.
The flexibility of mosaic courses
makes it difficult to say how long the
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7d

course should take to train anyone
novice, but the range seems to be
from one to five hours, depending on
prior medical knowledge , with three
hours about average for completing
the entire course. When the system is
training four people at a time, the expected duration is about four hours;
for a recertification after six months,
about half an hour; for a recertification after one year, about an hour.
Our early tests show that we accomplished what we set out to do .
The CPR student never sees an instructor or a keyboard but is taught

CPR skills and is certified more
quickly and with higher standards
than a·live instructor can achieve. By
the time this article appears, our final
validation of these results should be
complete.
One of the reasons for the system's
success becomes apparent only to
someone who watches the system in
use . Reacting to data supplied by the
sensors in the manikin, the system
gives far more precise and immediate
coaching about the student's position
and the depth and rhythm of compression than any human instructor
could provide (see photo 7). An individual human instructor can't get
inside the manikin the way technology has. An individual human instructor can't always be ready with
exactly the right word of guidance or
the most apt graphic illustration . But
the system is always ready .
The videodisc's large storage capacity and high-speed, random-access
capability made the system possible,
but the technology only presented an
opportunity. Human ingenuity had
to seize that opportunity. Our success
was in bringing together the talents of
cooperating physicians, programmers, engineers, and video experts to
exploit videodisc technology. It is as
if videodisc technology and the computer distilled the expertise of all
these people into one small, selfsufficient, and convenient package
for optimal presentation to a wide
~ange of individuals. ·From our results
it should be apparent that videodisc
technology presents a real opportunity for concentrating expertise and imparting skills in many other fields as
well .•
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table top computers.
Owning an SX from IMS
International is ajoy no matter which
model you choose.
Both give yo u Winchester performance and a lot more.
Our 5000 SX table top computer
features either a 5.5 or II MByte
Winchester subsystem, plus one or
two 51,4" floppy drives_
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Win $25,000 in cash,
plus prizes and an ATARI STAR
by entering your software in
the ATARI®ASAP competition.

ATARI is looking for som e of
th e greatest softwa re from th e
brightest stars in the software ~l e ld.
And naturally, we' re wi lling to reward you for it.
Every three mo nths, ATARI
will be presenting ATARI STARS to
th e writers of software progra ms
judged first, second and third p lace
in th e fo llowing categori es: consumer (includin g entertainm ent,
p e rso na l inte res t and d eve lopment); educatio n; ho me business
( personal fin ance and record keeping); and system software. The decision of the ATARI judges is ti na!.
Quarterly prizes will be from
$7 50 to $3,000 worth * of selected

ATARI products and an ATARI STAR. a result of ~ ales o f yo ur software
program s in th e ATARI Prog ram
The annual Grand Prize will b e th e
Exchange.
cove te d Sup e r Star tro ph y and
If you 're a star, ATARI wants
$25,000 in cas h ~'*
To b e eligible, your software
to reward you. Send in th e coupo n
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We've Brought
The Computer Age Home:"

Videodiscs and
Optical Data Storage
We may soon be measuring mass storage in gigabytes.
Dick Moberg
404 South Quince St.
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Ira M. Laefsky
8808 Patton Rd.
Philadelphia, PA 19118

Optical videodisc technology may
be the next generation in mass storage
of digital data. Though much of the
effort to date involves large, expensive recording machines, some of the
research is geared to the mass production of large databases that will be accessible by small-computer systems.
In just a few years, your personal
computer may be able to randomly
access an entire encyclopedia, including text and photographs.
This article will review some
methods of storing digital data optically on videodiscs. We will then
look at some commercial products for
office automation and mass data storage that are being developed using
optical-storage techniques. Finally,
we will assess the benefits this technology promises the small-computer
user in terms of large databases of
text and pictures.

Trends in Data Storage
Let's look at the trends in data storage over the last two decades. In the
1960s, computers, for the most part,
were still being used for storing numbers; businesses, banks, and the government relied on high-capacity magnetic hard-disk packs for data storage . The 1970s saw an increased need
for storage of text: letters, manuscripts, and memos became increasingly important as our world became
more knowledge-dependent. Word
processors and office-automation systems popped up everywhere during
142
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Photo 1: The Toshiba DF-2000 Document Filing System .

the 1970s, and the floppy disk, with
its limited capacity but low cost,
came into vogue.
Magnetic-storage technology has,
until recently, kept pace with user requirements. Magnetic-tape density
has increased from 800 bpi (bits per
inch) to 1600 bpi and now to 6250
bpi. Low-cost hard disks presently offer many megabytes of storage for
small-computer systems; but datastorage requirements are again chang-

ing. Entire documents must be stored,
including graphics and pictures, increasing the memory required by two
orders of magnitude. This challenge
to the magnetic-media industry may
give optical-storage technology the
chance it needs to become a commercial reality.
The need for document storage is
everywhere. In large institutions, file
cabinets are grabbing more and more
floor space. At the Jet Propulsion
Circle 305 on Inquiry card .......
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Computers
$ 3,075.00
3,074.00
12,047.00
17,634.00
2,320.00
2,629.00
6,295.00
3,585.00
7,586.00
2,182.00
4,372.00
1,208.00
2,874 .00
3,695.00
5,42200
4,414.00
CALL
3,200.00
2,946.00
3,400.00
3,3U.00
12,636 .00
26%OFF
3,796.00
4,2 11.00
CALL
750.00
490.00
750.00
2950.00
North Star Advantage
NorthStarAdvantageHD55, 150.00
NorthStar HozII64KDD 2,995.00
North Star Hoz II 64K QD 3,040.00
7,350.00
Onyx 5001 MU-6
CALL
Osborne

Adds Multivision
Adds Multivision I
Alpha Micro 1030
Alpha Micro 1051
AlspaACI-2/SS
Altos 8000-02
Altos 8000-10
Altos 8000 -15
Altos8600-1O
Altos Seris 15D
AltosSeris5-5D
Apple2 + 48K
Apple III 128K
AmperexGP 300
BMC20B
CCS Series 300 -I A
Columbia Data
Cromenco System 0
Cromemco System I
Cromemco System 2
DECVT-180xx
Dual
Dynabyte
Eagle II
IBCCadet
Micromation
NEC800lA
NEC8012A
NEC8031A

Sany02000
Seattle System 2
Televideo TS-802
TelevideoTS-802H
Televideo TS 806
Toshiba T -200 w IPrinter
Toshiba T -250w/Printer
ToshibaEW -10001 4
ToshibaEW-1000/2w/Ptr
Vector 2600
Vector 3005
Vector 5005

2,708.00
3,251.00
2,600.00
4,550.00
5,100.00
4,099.00
5,099.00
6,799.00
5,999.00
4,221.00
6,458.00
7,308.00

Printers
C. ItohF-1O
C. Itoh 40CPS Serial
C. Itoh Comet II
Diablo 630
IDS 560lG
IDS Prism 132 Column
NEC3510
NEC77lOR/O
NEC7720KSR
Olivetti23 1

Qume9/45
Selleml
Tally

1,400.00
1,500.00
800.00
2,098.00
995.00
1,495.00
1,830.00
2,325.00
2,700.00
2,104.00
2,045.00
2,725 .00
CALL

Others
641.25
Andersonlacobsen
3,825.00
Corvus 10MEG
1,430.00
DECVT-100
Houston Instrument DMP-2I ,147.00
HoustonlnstrumentDMP-41,460.00
HoustonlnstrumentDMP-72,077.00
3,650.00
Morrow 20MEG

For latest wholesale prices and to order Call Toll Free 800 -227-2288.
In California call 4 15 -376-9020. Assembly, integration and testing
also available from our service department.

Ask about our Leasing Program. We are
buying agents for overseas computer dealers_
EXPORT SERVICES available. International
Telex 470851.
Mastercard, VISA at 3% handling fee . Prices subject to change without notice.
Minimum fee $100. 15% cancellation fee.

tHE PURCHASING AGENT
1635 School St. , Suite 101, Moraga, CA 94556
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Circle 377 on Inquiry card.

Laboratory, photographs sent from
space fill reel after reel of magnetic
tape. Most hospitals have X-rays
stacked to the ceiling for the duration
of their legal storage term_ The U.S _
Government alone used 2 million
reels of magnetic tape in 1975. Microfilm has had some impact here, but
the time needed to access the stored
information limits microfilm's usefulness .
Progress in the fields essential to
the success of optical storage has been
excellent. The development of the
single-mode laser diode to replace the
large, expensive gas laser has made
the consumer videodisc a reality. Recent advances in microprocessor technology, error-detecting and errorcorrecting codes, and database techniques are also key elements to the
success of this effort. The stage is now
set for the creation of an optical datastorage industry.

How Is Information Stored?
Storing digital data on optical
videodiscs can be accomplished in
two ways. In one method, the digital
data is encoded in the video signal,
then standard videodisc replication
and reading techniques are used . The
other method writes the digital information directly onto special discs.
This method has applications in archival storage, whereas the first
method is good for databases that
must be easily replicated.
We will first review how video information can be stored on conventional optical videodiscs and show
how this technique can be used to
produce databases for small-computer systems.
For the purposes of this discussion,
the scanning pattern of the electron
beam inside the television's picture
tube can be thought of as comprising
525 horizontal lines from top to bottom (the process is called raster scan).
This scan produces one image (frame)
on the face of the tube. The scan is repeated every 1 / 30 second, producing
a new picture each time. (Actlially,
two interlaced frames of 262 .5 scan
lines are produced, 1160 second
each .) The picture data of each horizontal scan line consists of a varying

Circle 476 on Inquiry card .

UNIX, Ada™, FORTRAN

iCS
VIDEO PICTURE

525
LINES

-------W-' "

,. UNI X trademark of Bell Laboratories .

,. Multibu s trademark of Inte l Corporation .
'" Ada trademark Dep artment of Defense.

(319) 344-0550
XAVAX CORPORATION
300 Northwest Tower
Bettendorf, IA 52722
TWX:
910-525-1177
146
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XAVAX One/32KB
$1,500
.68000 8MHz single board computer
• Muitibus™IIEEE 796 compatible
• 2 RS232C , 2 parallel ports
• Sockets for 64KB ROM
• Motorola KDM module compatible
128KB RAM on board , add .... ($500)
Manual of boards , chips ....... ($15)
XAV AX Two
$8,500
.68000 8MHz Multibus™computer
• 256KB RAM ex pandible to 1MB
• 10MB Winchester, 960KB floppy
• One parallel , 2 RS232C ports
• Graphics display monitor
• Multitasking operating system
• Editor, filer, linker, utilities
• Language: (Pascal, C, COBOL ,
FORTRAN , BASIC , or Assembler)
• UNIX/ 7 and APL are options .
Manual with OS summary ..... ($15)
Operat ing system manual . ... . . ($25)
System manuals set [7] . ... ... . ($85)
$10,850
XAVAX Two/3
• Muitibus™IIEEE 796 bus , 3 users
. /6 includes 512KB RAM, 6 users
• / 6 adds 3 RS232C ports [5 total]
$12 ,850
XAVAX Two/ 6
XAV AX Three
$12,850
• XAVAX Two features , plus:
• Second 68000 processor
• Memory management on board
Ada™and Pascal with OS ... ($5000)
Initial XAVAX Two/ 3, add ... ($2350)
Initial XAVAX Two/ 6, add ... ($4350)
XAVAX 10 Cartridge Backup $5,000
• 10MB high speed mini-Winchester
• 7MB integrated backup [3 min .]
• Multibus™controller [32KB RAM]
• 960KB floppy [in main cabinet]
Interface to XAVAX Two, Three.
HARDWARE [Multibus™]
$1,500
880 Kilobaud 1/ 0 controller
.8 channel RS232C
• Bisync and ASCII asynchronous
• CRC generate , detect, check
• ports individually programmable
8 channel RS232C I/ O board
$300
8 channel intelligent RS232C
$580
4 channel parallel board
$400
$500
ANSI Winchester controller
512KB RAM [parity, 270ns]
$1,700
256KB RAM [half populated] $1,500
SOFTWARE
BizBooksTM [80 modules]
$4 ,500
• Accounting , inventory control
BizGraf™ [8 colors]
$2,500
• Business color graphs, plots.
MasterCard and VISA accepted.
Ask your distributor for XAVAX.
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HORIZONTAL VIDEO INFORMATION

o
FREQUENCY-MODULATED
VIDEO SIGNAL

o
PULSE -WIDTH
ENCODED SIGNAL

MICROSCOPIC PITS ETCHED
ONTO DISC SURFACE

'\
DUPLICATE
DISCS

Figure 1: Information storage on a videodisc. The first step in storing video information
on a videodisc is the production of an FM (frequency-modulated) signal from the
horizontal scan information of the TV signal. Next, a pulse-width encoded signal is
made by "clipping" the top and bottom of the FM signal. This signal is used to modulate

a high-powered laser that etches pits onto the surface of a rotating, photosensitized glass
disc . The pit length is proportional to the pulse width of the original signal. A nickelplated copy is made to stamp one-sided plastic discs . After a reflective coating is added
to the plastic disc , two are joined together to form both sides of the finished disc .

amplitude signal. The signal controls
the intensity of each pixel (picture element) on the line (see figure 1). Sync
pulses, both horizontal and vertical,
make sure that the scan dot is at the
same spot on the screen every 1130
second. This is a standard video
signal.
A videodisc master is made by first
converting the AM (amplitude-modulated) video signal into an FM
(frequency-modulated) signal. The
tops and bottoms of this FM signal
are "clipped" to make a pulse-width
encoded signal, which is then used to
modulate a laser focused on the
photosensitized surface of a rotating
glass disc. The laser etches tiny pits
into the surface of the disc whose
lengths correspond to the widths
(time) of the pulses. One circular
track on the disc holds all 525 horizontal lines needed to produce one
TV frame .

From the glass master, a nickel
stamping disc is made by a plating
process. Plastic discs are then
stamped and a reflective coating is
added. Two of these discs are joined
together to form a two-sided disc.
When reading the picture information back from the disc, a laser is
aimed at the track and the reflection
of the laser beam is detected. The
reflected beam is broken by the pits in
the disc, thus modulating the beam to
give the pulse-width encoded signal
from which the original video signal
is reconstructed (see figure 2) .
What about digital-information
storage? From the above discussion,
it can be seen that the pulse-width encoded signal is essentially an on-off
digital-like signal. As you might expect, with the proper encoding
scheme, digital information can be
stored on a videodisc with little
modification to the recording and

tStvlle styles

fOr the IBM PC and Apple II
With this program your dot matrix printer
ca output 5 large ty~faces.
Type Faces generates distinctive presentations, fancy lettering,
Invitations, easy to read output, and over 100 symbols.
Reduced printout on a copier gives you letter quality text ...
an Inexpensive typesetter.
Type Faces comes with its own simple text editor and is
compatible with most word processors.
Reduced dot matrix printout
gives you letter quality text

Actual dot matrix printout

ABC abc
ABC abc
AfBt5 ~
aBO abf
A~Qt abc-

AB C a b c

AB C a b c

a BO nb c
AiB<fL abc-

Alpha software products available at participating Computerlands
Or call us for your nearest dealer: 617 229-2924

.,
4'

i

~

....

I

,"",,""-oL""t..b~did!~!S

6 New England Executive Park • Burlington , Massachusetts 01803
Type Faces supports Epson and IDS dot matrix prlnlers.
Circle 18 on Inquiry card .

TyRe Faces: $95
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OF 54,000
TRACKS ON DISC

VIDEODISC

Figure 2: To read video information from a videodisc, a laser is focused on a track of
the disc and the reflected light is picked up by a photodetector. Pits in the tracks break
the reflected beam of light and produce the pulse signal that is decoded into the original
video signal.

playback equipment. (In practice, it is
not quite that simple. A few of the
problems will be discussed later.)
For now, let's calculate how much
digital data can be stored on a disc.
We will start with the fact that, at 4
megahertz (the bandwidth of a television signal), each horizontal line contains 416 pixels. Although only 483 of
the horizontal lines carry a picture
signal in a TV signal, approximately
500 can be used for digital data storage . If we assume each pixel can represent either a 1 or a 0, the number of
bits per TV frame becomes:
bits
lines
416 - - X 500 - line
frame
bits
208,000 f - rame
But the intensity of each pixel of the
TV frame can be varied more than
just on and off (lor 0), representing
only one bit of information. If we
assume at least four intensity levels
per pixel, two bits of information can
be encoded per pixel, which gives us
416,000 bits/frame.
As was mentioned earlier, one TV
frame fits on one circular track of a
videodisc. Thus, the standard halfhour videodisc has:
148
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30

frames
second

X

seconds
1800 --:---=-:-:--half hour

54,000

frames
disc

on only one side of a randomly accessible videodisc.
A significant problem with recording digital data on videodiscs in the
same manner as a video picture is in
the tolerance to errors. In a television
frame, one pixel or a hundred pixels
of the wrong intensity can hardly be
detected. In fact, the videodiscmastering process sometimes causes
the signal of an entire line to be very
weak, a condition called "dropout."
To correct this error, players are
equipped with detectors that sense the
signal strength; when dropout is
detected, the previous line is substituted for the incorrect line. To the
viewer, this substitution is not
noticeable.
The story is different with digital
data because the intensity level of just
one pixel may be responsible for up to
three bits of data. Herein lies one of
the major problems with optical storage of digital data directly as a video
signal. Error-detection and error-correction codes are being used to attempt to reduce the rates . Fortunately, the disc has ample room for
redundant information.

Databases for Small Computers
Thus, the total disc capacity for this
example is:
bits
54,000 frames X 416,000 f - rame
22 X10 9

bits
disc

This is approximately 2 billion characters (2 gigabytes) per side of a
videodisc. If we can detect reliably
more than four intensity levels per
pixel, the number is even higher. The
number of intensity levels is a function of the bandwidth of the TV
signal. The best estimates indicate
that eight levels would be feasible in
data storage of this type, resulting in
approximately 3 billion characters
per side of the disc.
Three billion characters translates
into approximately 750,000 pages of
text (assuming a fairly dense page) or,
for example, four years of 78 technical journals (assuming 200 pages
per journal per month). And that is

The production of videodisc databases using the recording format just
described is being researched at the
Lister Hill Center in Bethesda, Maryland, which is the medical-communications arm of the National Library
of Medicine. It is responsible for indexing the tremendous amount of
medically related literature published
each year. The index is sent to subscribers as a multivolume set some
three to four feet thick.
Naturally, the Center is interested
in publishing its indexes and other
medically relevant information in
machine-readable form. It has started
a digital-videodisc program that,
unlike most of the corporate ventures, is aimed at the mass publication of data using mastering and replication processes currently used for
videodiscs in the entertainment industry . In this manner, it will be able to
mix digital and video informationan added plus when dealing with
medical information.
The Center's calculations indicate a
Circle 379 on Inquiry card . ......

Introducing OOP's
lIuser-friendly" computer system.
And other new ODP simplicities that
make ODP easiest to sell, Install, and use.
Simply pressing one key will start the
user off right with aDP. Up comes a userfriendly menu (now standard on all aDP
computers) and even untrained operators
have access to the full power of aDP to
do whatever job they select. Users never
have to see aDP's operating system.
If help is needed to understand a aDP
program or system function, aDP has an
on-line " HELP" system. Ask for help, and
aDP delivers definitions, examples, documentation and explanations. New items?
Add them to aDP's user-library function.
Our software warns users of many
impending problems before they happen.
A built-in SYSTEM STATUS program
monitors performance of the electronics
and drive systems. This way aDP helps

assure a profit~enerating reliable system
that has all these features as standard
equipment:
• One-year, on-site warranty service
performed by the Installation & Service
Engineering Division of General Electric
Company-with more than 50
service locations nationwide.
• Proprietary " cache memory" system
which makes aDP one of the fastest
microcomputers available tOday.
• Unique system configuration program
that allows users to easily modify
operating system parameters via a
menu-driven program.
• Best user-friendly implementation of a
CP/M compatible operating system on
the market - competitors, after two
years, are finally trying to catch up.

• Z80 (4-6 MHZ), IEEE 696 (5-100) - CP/M,
MP/M compatible operating system.
• CBASIC language .
• Excellent user documentation and
reference manuals.

And these options:
• MUlti-user timesharing systems.
• Hard Disk sub systems.
• Memory disk to allow from 64K to 2MB
of silicon memory to be accessed as a
disk drive for extremely fast disk
operations.
• Software Languages: COBOL, FORTRAN,
C, PASCAL, and Microsoft BASIC.
• 16 bit version available this fall.
Write or call for complete information.
CBASIC, CPIM and MPIM are registered trademarks
of Digital Research Corp.
ZBO is a regis tered trademark of Zil og Corp.

Quasar Data Products
10330 Brecksville Road , Cleveland , Ohio 44141
216/526-0838 Telex 241596

potential for storing approximately 1
billion characters per disc , the equivalent of more than 1000 novels per
disc . This would allow storage of its
online indexing information base on
one to three discs . The Center has developed a VIU (videodisc interface
unit) that has been used experimentally in the following research objectives :
• to determine the maximum density
of data storage achievable, assuming
no errors
• to identify the errors produced as a
result of the commercial videodisc
production processes

• to identify and test error-correction
algorithms for purposes of maximizing usable stored data
The successful completion of this
study could be the beginning of large,
mass-producible databases usable by
small-computer systems. The databases could contain a mixture of character and picture data , making such
things as an electronic encyclopedia
feasible .

Direct Storage
The other method for storing
digital information on optical discs
allows reading and writing with the

same machine . A relatively highpowered laser beam focused on the
surface of a specially made disc burns
a small pit into the disc (as in the
other method) . A second laser / detector combination immediately reads
the pits just etched onto the disc and
verifies the data. This technique is
called the DRAW process for direct
read after write (see figure 3). If errors
are found in the read that occurs after
the write, the computer rewrites the
data into a new sector of the disc.
This has been a very effective method
for reducing error rates to within acceptable limits.
The DRAW discs contain 40, 000

ANNOUNCING...
80 Columns
.for the
ATARI®800
The FULL-VIEW 80
Display Card combines the best
of two worlds - 80-column
capability with normal ATARI
40-column/graphics mode.
80·column mode provides upper
and lower case characters with
full descenders.
Add the 32K MEMORY PLUS
with the FULL-VIEW 80 to
achieve a 48K, 80-column
system . The 32K
MEMORY PLUS card
operates with both the
ATARI 400 and
ATARI 800 to increase
the ATARI memory
capaci ty to 48 K.

FULL-VIEW 8080 x 24 display for the
APPLE II and
APPLE II PLUS
supplies upper
and lower case
with full descenders,
line drawing graphics,
and shift key detector
for typewriter-like
operation.

Contact your
ATARlor
APPLE dealer

or BiT'3
for more
information.

DUAL-COMM PLUS
Two independent serial I/O ports
for the APPLE II combines
features of APPLE High Speed
Serial Card and APPLE Communications Card in one card.
Baud rates range from
50 to 19,200.
Great with the FULLVIEW 80 and a modem.

AYARI

The ATARI
FULL-VIEW 80 and
32K MEMORY PLUS
join the fami ly of
APPLE products

. A~R

£

~
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000 0

$349.00
$179 .00

APPLE PRODUCTS :
Full-View 80
Dual-Comm Plus
Memory Plus

$295.00
$239.00 '
$ 149.00

ATARI is

8

registered trademar k of ATARI , Inc.;

FULL·VIEW80 and MEMOR Y PLUS are' registered

trademarks of BIT 3; APPLE II is a regi stered tradetnark of Apple Computer, Inc .

aJ

:l9'Ufi,\

.'::'nl"Wl ln'lr·'·'""1"'1",,!:~::

currently available
from BiT'3
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MEMORY PLUS16K addition to increase
your 48K APPLE to 64K.

ATARI PRODUCTS :
Full-View 80
32K Memory Plus

Jil

COMPUTER CORPORATION

-------8120 Penn Avenue South, Suit e 548
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431
(612) 881-6955

VISA'

CIrcle 63 on InquIry card.

Contact your nearest authorized
Traxx ' dealer :
Central Kansas Computers
Herrington. KS . . . . (913) 258-2575
CMD Performance
Windsor, CT
.. (203) 688-3862
Conneclfon 80
Vancouver, WA . . . (206) 573-0319
Collage Sot/ware
Wichita, KA ....... (316) 683-4811
Dataflow Systems
Indianapolis , IN ... (317) 888-3640
Everell Computer Center
Everell, WA . ..... (206) 259-0024
H& S Mlcrosystems
Burnaby, BC Canada (604) 430-4145
Insync Systems Corp,
_
Alvin , TX ... . ..... (713) 331-2024
Meta TechnologIes
Euclid , Ohio . . .. . . 1-800-321-3552
Mltronlx Computer Corp ,
Richmond, ME . . .. (207) 737-4447
Web Products, Inc. Software Dlv.
Carol Stream , IL .. , (312) 653-5229

IUlta
COMPUTER CORPORATION

Circle 452 on Inquiry card.

Computer Corporation Chicago , illinois
i pating organization Joint Marketing Services
5~ reglslered trademark 01 Apple Computer . Inc.
lis II registered Hademark 01 Radio Shack . iI Tandy Company
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Ad#26 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

We 'll match any adve rtised price on any
item that we carry. And if you find a lowe r
price on what you bought within 30 days of
buying it, just show us the ad and we'll
refund the difference .
It's that simple .
V"

~ DISK WITH/MANUAL
~

MAN UAL

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE"
MedicaIi PAS-3) ....... 5849/5 40
DentaI\PAS-3) .
. 5849/ 540
ASYST DESIGN"
Prof Time Accounting .$549/$40
General Subroutine ... $269/$40
Application Utilities . .. $439/ $40
COMPLETE BUS . SYSTEMS'"
'Creator . . .
. .... 5199/52 5
' Reporter .
. . 5129/ 520
'Both .
. . . $299/$45
COMPUTER CONTROL'"
' Fabs (B-tree) ..
. . $119/ $20
'U ltraSort II .
. . $119/ $25
COMPUTER PATHWAYS ®
Pear l (Ieve l l) .
.$ 99/525
Pearl (level 2) .
. . 5299 / $40
Pearl (leve l 3) .
. $549/ $50
DIGITAL RESEARCH "
CP/ M 2.2
NorlhSlar . . . . . .
. $ 149/525
TR S-80 Model II
(P+T)
$159/ S35
Micropol is .
. $ 169/ $25
PUI-80 .
.$459/$35
. $179/530
BT-80 .
Mac
. $ 85/ $15
Sid . . .
.. S 65/ $ 15
l-Sid .
. 5 90/ $ 15
Tex , .....
. $ 90/ $15
DeSpool .
.5 50/ $ 10
.$459/$35
C B-80 .
C 8 asic-2.
$ 98/$20
D.M.A.
Ascern .
. 5149/ S15
Formula .
.$539/$45
GRAHAM-DORIAN"
General Ledger . .. . 5729/$ 40
Acc l Receivable . . .... 5729/ 540
Acct Payable . .
. . $ 729/ 540
Job Costin g .
. 5729 / 540
Payroll II .
.5729/$40
Inventory II .
. $729/$ 40
Payroll.
. . .. . $493/540
Inven tory . . .. ..... 5493/ 540
Cash Reg ister ........ 5493/ 540
Apartment Mgl.
. S493/ 540
MICRO-AP"
S-Basic . .. . ... .. . $269/525
Selector IV ......... . S295/535
Selector V .
. . $495/ 550
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS"
H DBS .
. .. 5269/ $35
MOBS ..... ...... . . . S795/$4 0
DRS or CRS or RTl. . $269 / S1 0
MOBS PKG .
. $ 1295/ 560
MICROPRO®
.53 19/ $60
WordStar. . . . . . . .
Customization Notes .. $429/$ na
Mail-M erge ........ .. $109/ $25
WordStar/ Mail-Merge . $4 19/ $S5
DataStar .. ........... 5249/ $60
WordMaster .
. $ 119/ $40
SuperSortl .
. $199/$40
Spell Star .
. $175/ $40
CaleS tar .
. 5259/ $na
MICROSOFT'"
. . $298
Basic-SO .. . . . .
. $329
Basic Compiler .
Fortran-SO . .
. $349
Cobo l-SO . .
. . S629
M-Sor\. ...
. .. . S175
Macro-SO .
. ..... $144
Edit-80 .
. $ S4
MuSimp/ MuMath ... . . $224
MuLisp-SO .
. $174
MulliPlan . .......... Call
Manager Series ....... Cal l

Combine our price protectio n with the
availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have
the Ultimate Software Plan .
It's a convenient, uncomplicated , logical
way to get your software .

(New items or new prices)

* Special price of the month ,

CP I M u sers:
specify disk system s and form ats. Most form ats available .
ORGANIC SOFTWARE ®
"WORD PROCESSING"
TextWriter III.
.. 5111 / 525
WordSearch .
. 5 179/550
DateBook II . .
. 5269/ 525
SpeliGuard . .
. .. . . 5229/ 525
Milestone .
. .. 5269/ 530
VTS / 80 ...
. ... . 5259/565
Magic Wand .
. ... 5289/545
OSBORNE"
Magic Spell .......... 5269/ 525
General Ledger.
.. $ 59/$20
Spell Binder ......... 5349/545
Acet Ree/ Aeet Pay . . 5 59/ $ 20
Selecl. . . .
. 5495/$na
Payroll w/ Cost. ....... $ 59/ $20
The Word .
. . 5 65/ 5na
AII3 .......... .
. $ 129/ $60
"OTHER GOODIES "
AII ·3 + CBAS IC-2 . .... $t99/$75
Micro Plan .
. $419/$na
Enh anced Osborne ... $269/ S60
Plan 80 .
. . $269 / $30
PEACHTREE"
Targel. . .
. $189 / $30
General Ledger . . ... $399/ 540
BSTAM .
. . .. $149/ Sna
Acet Receivable . . .. $399/ 540
BSTM S .
. . $149/ Sna
Acet Pa yab le .
. $399/540
Tiny "C" ... . . ...... . 5 89/ S50
Payroll .
. $399/$40
Tin y "C" Compiler .
. $229/ $50
Inventory . .
. $399/ $40
Nevada Cobol.
. 51 ;9/ $25
Surveyor ..
. ....... $399/ $40
MieroS lal.
. 5224 / S25
Property Mgt.
.. $799/ $40
Vedit .. . . .
. $130/ $ 15
CPA Client Wri te-up . $799 / 540
MiniModel .
. ... . 5449/ $50
PS Version
. Add $ 129
SlaIPak. .
. 5449/ 540
MagiCalc .
.5269/ $25
Micro B+
. 5229/ $20
Rai d . . . . .
. $224 / $35
less 10%
Other .
String/ 80 . . . . . . .
$ 84 / $20
SOFTWARE WORKS String/ SO (so urce) .. . 5279/ 5na
'Adapt (COOS to CP/M) . $ 49/ $na
. $199/$5 0
ISIS CP/M Utility .
• Aatfor .
. .. $ 68/$na
Lynx .
. ... . . . . $199/$20
Supervyz . ...... .. ... $ 95/$na
SOHOGROUPCP/ M Power . . .. .. .. S 75/ Sna
'MatchMaker .
5 89/ $20
Mathe Magic . ........ 5 95/ $na
'WorkSh eet.
... $ 159/ 520

ONLY

STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
.... G/L. AIR. A/P. Pay .
. $ 35 9
.... All 4 .............. .. Sl 129
Y'" Legal Time & Billing .. $ 849
.... Property Mngmt. .
$ 849
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS"
Bu siness Packages,
Call for Price
SORCIM"
SuperCalc .
. $269/ $na
Trans 86 .
. ... $115
Act.
. $157
SUPERSOFT·
Diagnostic I. .. . ..... $ 49/ $20
Diagnostic II .
. ..... $ 84 / $20
Di sk Doctor . . . . . . . . . $ 84 /$2 0
Forth (8080 or l80) . .. . $149/ $30
Fortran ..
. $219/$30
Fortran w/ Ratfor ..... $289/$35
C Co mpiler ........... 5174/ $20
Star Edi t.
. . . . . $189/$30
Other . .
. ...... Iess 10%
TCS·
GL or AR or AP or Pay .. $ 79/ 525
. .... $269/ $99
All 4 .
Compiled each .
. . $ 99/ $25
Inventory . .
. .... $ 99/$25
UNICORN "
Mince . ...
Scribble .
Bo th .

... $'149/ 525
S149/ $25
.5249 / $50

WHITESMITHS·

"e" Compiler .

Pascal (inel "C") .

.. .. $600/ S30
.. $850/ $45

" PASCAL"
Pascal/ MT + Pk9 .
. .5429/ $30
Compiler .
. .. $3 15
Sp Prog .
. .. $ 175
Paseal / l .... . ........ $349/ 530
Paseal/ UCSD 4.0 : ... S670/ $50
Paseal/ M
... $355/ 520
"DATA BASE"
FM S-80 .
. .. $649/ 545
dBASEIi .
. .$595/ $50
Condor II .

. . ... $899/ $50

MICROSOFT'"
Softeard (l-80 CP/ M ). . $298
Fortran .
. . S179
Cobo l.
. $499
Tasc .
. $139
MICROPRO'
Wordstar ..
. .... . $269
MailMerge . . . .. . ... . $ 99
Wordslar/ MailMerge . $349
SuperSorl I .
. . $159
Spellstar ..
.5129
PERSONAL SOFTWARE/
VISICORp·
V"Visicalc 3.3 .
.5199
.... Desk lop/ Plan II .
. 5199
. 5 90
Visiterm .
Y"'Visidex ..
.$ 199
Visip/ot ...
.S180
V"Visitrend/ Visiplot .
.$259
.$169
V"Visifi le .
PEACHTREE '
G/ L. AIR. A/ P. Payor
Inve ntory (eac h) .
.5224 / 540
"OTHER GOODIES"
'VU #3 R
(usew/ Visicalc ) ..... $ 49
• Context Connector
. $ 99
(usew/ Visicalc) .
Micro Courie r .... . . . . $219
Super-Text II .
. 5127
Data Factory .
. . S134
DB Master .
. $184

16·BIT SOFTWARE
8086 SOFTWARE
.... Supereale
......... S269
Ca ll for others

Outside Continental U.S.- add $10 plus Air Parce l Pos t, Add $3.50 postage and handling per each item
• California reSiden ts add 6 % sa les tax ' Allow 2 weeks on checks , C.O .D . $3 .00 extra. Pricessubiec t to c h ange
Wit hout notice. All Item s subject to ava ilabili ty ' ®- Mfgs. Trademark. Blue Label $3.00 additio nal per item .

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave. Suite 309, Los Angeles, Ca. 90028 ' (2 13) 837-5141
Int'l TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA • USA TELE X 194-634 (Attn : 499-044 6)
TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn : 499-0446)
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Figure 3: The direct read after write
(DRAW) disc process. Data is written
onto a disc by modulating a laser beam
much the same as with standard videodiscs . The data, digital to begin with , is
stored in a buffer while it is written. Immediately afterward, the same data is read
from the disc and compared to that in the
buffer. If it is identical, the next track of
data is read in; if not, the prior track is
rewritten until correct.

APPLE 11,"
INFO UNLIMITED"
....EasyWriter(Prof) ..... $159
....Datadex. . ......
. $129
.... EasyMailer (Prof) . .
. $129
Oth er .
. Iess 15%

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA , MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854-2003 ext. 823 ' Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext . 823
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tracks per side, 32 addressable sectors
per track, and 15,200 bits per sector.
They are preformatted, allowing random access of any of the sectors.
Although old data cannot be overwritten or erased on these discs, their
10-billion-bit capacity means that the
amount of redundant information is
insignificant.
The DRAW process led to industry
excitement in developing commercial
products. Though no products are
currently available, many companies
are working toward that goal and a
few product announcements are expected this year. We will now look
briefly at some of these developments ,
For quite some time, it has been
known that a TV signal stored on
video tape contained lots of information in a very small space. Storage of
video data began to interest the government. In 1978, it asked Magnavox
to build a video-based product for
digital data storage _ Magnavox, at
that time, was beginning to produce
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Chart your financial future
with MicroFinesse
™

In this fast-paced business world, the
best way to stay competitive is to be
able to see your financial alternatives
clearly and make decisions fast.
That's why P-E Consulting Group
Ltd. developed MicroFinesse, a complete package providing professional
financial forecasting PLUS full highresolution color graphics
support, including pie
charts, histograms and
graphs, for the financial
projections you create.
Now this evolutionary
financial resource planning
tool eliminates the timeconsuming reprogramming
required for financial model

consolidation or expansion. MicroFinesse's menu-driven command
format can also generate up to 15 userdefined reports per model, with
visuals, without reprogramming.
Previously available only for mainframe applications, the MicroFinesse
program can now be purchased at
leading Dealers nation-wide.
MicroFinesse is specifically
designed for the 48K
Apple II®with the Apple
Language Card.
So when your variables
are many and your time is
. limited, take a good look at
the financial artistry of
MicroFinesse.

MicloFinesse
ff\

Distributed by:

OSBORNE/McGraw-Hili

630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 548-2805
Appl e II is a r egist ered trad e mark of Appl e Computer, In c.
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videodiscs and was familiar with the
technology.
Magnavox developed a prototype
system using a gas-argon laser to
record on tellurium-coated plastic
discs. The disc had a capacity of
about 2 X 10 10 bits . Although announcements of an industrial product
appeared in the trade media about
September 1979, iy1agnavox abandoned the project in 1980 to devote
time to the development of a laser
diode-based optical-disc system that
would replace the large gas-argon
laser. From this prototype system,
however, parallel efforts began at a
number of companies, including
RCA, Exxon, Phillips, ThompsonCSF, Xerox, Zenith, and some
smaller companies.
Both Xerox and France's
Thompson-CSF have ongoing research efforts in optical-disc datastorage technologies. Thompson
placed an industrial videodisc player
using a transmissive technology on
the market in early 1980 and has
been developing optical-disc record-

ings in its French research labs. Xerox
performed optical-disc research in its
Palo Alto Research Center that was
concerned with digital data storage.
About mid-1980, Xerox and
Thompson formed a joint licensing
agreement to exchange know-how in
optical-disc storage, presumably with
Xerox to market in the U.S. and
Thompson in Europe. Xerox is currently pursuing product development
at its Optimem Division. By late 1983
or early 1984, Xerox plans to produce
an optical digital-disc cartridge with
10 10 bits of storage and 160-millisecond access time that will probably
~ell for about $10,000 .
In mid-1979, a group of entrepreneurs who formerly worked on
optical discs at Zenith received a large
sum of venture capital from Exxon
Enterprises to establish a development facility for optical-disc-based
computer memories . By mid-1980, a
prototype using a gas-laser opticaldisc system was developed that interfaced with upper-end IBM mainframes. It used a disc in a cartridge

having a capacity of 7.5 gigabytes,
and was to have been available at the
end of 1982 for a cost of $20,000 to
$30,000. Discs were expected to be
priced at $150, or $350 for a doublesided disc in a cartridge.
The company, Star Systems, apparently encountered a number of administrative pr oblems and Exxon sold
it to STC about mid-1981. Recent
technical efforts are moving toward a
laser diode-based system at a cheaper
cost, and Exxon is aiming its product
at the office-automation market as a
work-station system for document
display.
SRI International recently developed a document-storage system consisting of a laser scanner/printer for
input and output and a videodisc for
storage. This unit, the Laserfile, looks
and operates like a standard office
copier and even produces copies on
plain paper (see figure 4).
The requirements for the development of this system were:
• Document resolution must be comparable to that of an office copier

Allenbach is putting tomorrow on qisks.
The future of the world is written in computer software .
And Allenbach disk duplication is making sure that the
future is faithfully reproduced. We use our own
Allenbach diskettes and state of the art equipment,
w ith electronic surface evaluation of each diskette
before use. Copies are 100% verified, track by track,
and carry the A llenbach lifetime warranty against
defects in workmanship or materials.
For information and prices on disks, duplication, and
dealer information, please call (800) 854-1515 . In
California, ca ll (714) 438-2258 collect.

Nlenlx1eh

lnclustries me.
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For top quality performance from
your computer, use the flexible discs
known for memory excellence. Now, buy
a specially marked box of 10 Memorex®
5X" mini flexible discs and we'll send you
an additional mini disc FREE.

tions. So for business, word processing,
or personal computer applications,
Memorex mini discs are sure to do the
job. And we back them with a full year
warranty to prove it.
So see ur local Memorex distribu-

OPEN FOR BUSINESS...
THE NEW ALTOS ACCOUNTANT.
Introducing the complete multi-purpose,
multi-terminal desktop business accounting
system with a built-in tutor.
Get everything you need to computerize your business. An ALTOS®
Series 5 computer (including 5
MByte Winchester hard disk and
1 MByte floppy). three of our new
smart terminals and a printer.
You also get the new ALTOS
ACCOUNTANT. a completely integrated business accounting system
that includes applications for
general ledger. accounts payable.
accounts receivable. inventory
control. payroll. job costing and
order processing.
There's more. You get the unique
ALTOS COMPUTER TUTOR. the selfteaching tutorial that provides
simple, self-paced. step-bystep training that makes using
I the computer easy.
Best of all, you get
everything for less than
$4 per day per user.*
Complete hard disk systems start at $9.980.
An Altos system
is like having three
computers in one. For
, example. while your
bookkeeper prepares
_ payroll, other users
can check inventory,
. ~ompute cost estimates or produce
'reports. All at the
same time.
I

"

Need more? You can choose
from hundreds of popular CP/ M®
and MP/ M 11'" applications like word
processing, business planning. and
communicating with other computers or networks. There's also
nationwide on -site service available
from your dealer.
Join the thousands of businesses that already rely on Altos.
For more information. call our toll
free number or write: Altos Computer Systems. 2360 Bering Drive.
San Jose. CA 95131. We'll put you in
touch with your local Altos sales
and service dealer who 'll introduce
you to your very own ALTOS
ACCOUNTANT.

Packed with

fresh ideas
for business

[AlLO)]
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

·Complete 3 user system for $4 per day per user. Price approximate and may vary in your area. Dally lease based on
$12.800 principal. 20% annual interest. five-year term. Packaged system includes Altos Series 5-50 computer with
'. 5 MByte Winchester hard disk and 1 MByte floppy. a draft quality printer. three Altos smart terminals. and the ALTOS
COMPUTER TUTOR software package. Price does not include tJX. installation. add itional train ing and maintenance.
ALTOS is a registered trademark of Altos Computer Systems .
CP / M is a registered trademark and MP 1M [I is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc .
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800-538-7872
(In Calif. 800-662-6265)
11 1982 Altos Computer Systems
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fancy
Shmancy
Elaborate microprocessor development systems cost alot of money, and
they can close off your engineering
options by locking you Into Just one or
two kinds of chips. Sound familiar?
Well, read on-we've got a better Idea.
Use your desktop computer; anything
that will run CP/M· Is fine. With our
microprocessor cross-assemblers you
can produce software for eleven of the
most popular chip families. and more
are on the way.
In two years on the market, our cross·
assemblers have gained a reputation
for quality, performance, and reliability. Hundreds of Industrial R&D labs
and several major semiconductor
houses have found these prC'ducts a
fast, cost-effective way to develop
their microprocessor software. We Invite you to loin them.
CP/M CROSS-ASSEMBLERS

Extremely fast absolute assemblers,
running under CP/M. Generate object
file (Intel hex or Motorola S-record format) and listing from standard assembly language for tne target processors
listed. Features Include comprehensive syntax checking, listing control,
nested conditional assembly, and Insertion of external source flies. All versions listed have been thoroughly
field-tested and are available now.

NEWI
NEWI

XASM05 ..... 6805
XASM09 ..... 6809
XASM18 ..... 1802
XASM48 ..... 8048/41
XASM51 ..... 8051
XASM65 ..... 6502
XASM68 ..... 6800/01
XASM75 .... . NEC 7500
XASMF8 ..... F8/3870
XASMZ8 ..... Z8
XASM400 . ... COP400

Assemblers . . .......... $200.00 each
except XASM75 ........ $500.00
Visa and Mastercard accepted. We ship on B"
slngle-denslty and Softcard + 5.25" diskettes. Ask
us about other formata. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED.
• Trademark of Dlllital Research

+ Trademark of Microsoft
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DOVER, DEL. 19901
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Figure 4: Block diagram of information flow in the Laserfile, now produced by
Toshiba . It acts similar to an office copier except that each document is stored on an optical disc and can be retrieved by the console and printed.

(fewer than eight lines per millimeter)
and must have continuous tone capability.
• Document copies must be retrieved
in about three seconds and printed on
plain paper.
• The data should be directly readable after writing on the disc (a socalled DRAW disc) to check the
quality of the stored document.
• A disc must be postable; that is,
new documents can be added at any
time until the disc is full.
• The system should store about 4000
documents (2000 per side).
The Laserfile development proved
successful and is being produced by
Toshiba. It has nearly the same information-packing density as high-resolution microfilm (a 50-times reduction) since both operate near the
optical-diffraction limit. But the advantage of the optical technology is in
its ease of retrieving and printing
copies at the machine or remotely. In
terms of storage capacity, a standard
2-foot-deep file drawer can hold
about 4500 tightly packed sheets of
paper. Therefore, the Laserfile holds
approximately one file drawer per
disc. An added advantage is that a
document cannot be misfiled, lost, or
damaged.
Toshiba renamed the Laserfile the
DF-2000 Document Filing System,
and a model was shown at the 1981
National Computer Conference. It
looks like a standard office copier
with a computer terminal built in (see

photo 1). This version has a capacity
of 10,000 document pages per disc .
To retrieve a document, you enter an
address code on a keyboard and the
image is shown on a video display
within three seconds. The document
can also be printed by the laser
printer. Toshiba is directing its marketing to commercial and government organizations with large paper
files. The production model should be
available in 1983 at a cost of about
$120,000. Since images are digitally
encoded prior to their recording on
the disc, such a system might easily
be integrated with facsimile or computer networks.
RCA's efforts in optical-disc data
storage are among the most technically advanced in terms of storage
capacity and data rates. RCA uses a
stronger gallium-arsenide laser and
an ablative recording technique. Data
rates have been more than 50 megabits per second, with a maximum of
more than 12 gigabytes of storage.
It appears that RCA's commercial
objectives with DRAW disc systems
are limited to high-end government
applications. The company plans to
market a high-performance, specialized system for $500,000.
Hitachi, a major Japanese computer manufacturer, and a close competitor of Toshiba, began work on
optical-disc computer storage at its
Central Research Laboratories in
1978. Hitachi's work in the development of a miniature semiconductor
laser diode gave the company an
Circle 174 on Inquiry card . .....

Electrohome Distributors
The Computer Store, Sudbury Mass. (800) 343-4900
Components Unlimited Inc., Lynchburg, VA (804) 237-6286
EMES Systems Ltd., New York, NY (212) 685-9100
Software Distribution Services Inc., Buffalo, N.Y. (716) 462-8488
Anthem Systems Company, Burlingame, CA (415) 342-9182

Mycrosystems Distributors Inc., Dallas, Texas (800) 527-3643
Computerland, San Leandro, CA (800) 772-3545 (Ext. 118)
Outside California (800) 227-1617 (Ext. 118)
Anderson Associates, Bountiful, Utah (801) 292-8991
Listec (West) Inc., Glendale, California (213) 247-9247

Come ..e us at booth 18623 at the NCC Show aDd booth t822 at the Comdex SpriDg '82 Show.
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WHISPER WRITER

DEC LA 100
DUAL MODE
MATRIX PRINTER

CALL FOR PRICE!

• TWX • TIME SHARE
• COMPUTER TERMINAL

*NEW*

*NEW*

DEC;,

TELEVIDEO

LA 34 DA ...•.• $899.00

910 ••....••.••. $569.00
912 •..•.•.•...... $689.00
920 •••••..•...••• $725.00
950 •.••..••••••.. $939.00
925 •...• NEW! ..... CALL

DEC LA 120KSR ..•..•. $2049.00
VT 100 ••.•••.•••••••.. $1449.00
VTIOI ...••..••.•....••..•• CALL
VTI31 ........••.•..... $1499.00

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
810/2 ..•.............. $1299.00
(Includes upper / lower case option)

810/2 vrC/C•......... $1499.00
(Includes ull case, torms
control 8c compressed print)

LETTER 'QUALITY PRINTERS

QUME

DIABLO
.630 RO

NEC

• SPRINT 9/45

$1949.00
• 630 KSR ... CALL
.620 ....... CALL
• 1640 ...... CALL

$1949.00
• SPRINT 9/35
CALL FOR PRICE

"PORTABLES SPECIAL"
T.I. 745 ............ $1399.00
T.I. 743KSR ......... $849.00
TELETYPE 43 (TTL) .•••• $999.00

• 7700 SERIES
• 3500 SERIES

CALL FOR OUR
LOW PRICES

LABOR SA VERI
• CUT SHEET FEEDERS

CALL FOR OUR
SPECIAL PRICES

fCALLTOLLFiiE(800)854-60281
~-----------------~
SHIPPING IS
C.O.D.
MASTERCARD
SAVE ON
PREPAID
ORDERS
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early advantage in the development
of small DRAW systems. Hitachi is
known to have in development a system for document storage much like
Toshiba's. At its 70th anniversary
stockholders meeting in early 1982,
Hitachi showed a prototype of its
DRAW system, but it has been
among the most secretive of the
major companies involved in opticaldisc development.

Uses of Large Databases
Videodiscs probably offer the best
medium for electronic printing and
publishing due to their low reproduction costs and their text and
graphics capabilities . Though some
estimates place full electronic publishing as far as 15 years from now, there
will surely be deep inroads made in
this field within the next few years .
Many indexing and cataloging services could easily use optical discs as
a distribution medium, as the information is usually in a computer to
begin with. Literature and patent
searches, for example, could be done
with small computers . Businesses
could have large demographic databases to aid in product marketing.
Computer programs connected to
large text and picture databases will
give computer-aided education an
' added dimension. Special-purpose
databases will be available at work or
at home on a large variety of subjects .
It is difficult to predict future uses
of any new technology, or even
whether it will be used at all. We have
heard, however, that the most valuable commodity in the near future
will be information-and videodisc
technology offers perhaps the least
expensive method to produce,
replicate, and distribute large collections of data . •
References
1. Edelhart, M. " Optical Discs; The Omnibus
Medium ." Technology, NovemberDecember 1981 , p. 42.
2. "Optical Discs Excite Industry." Electronics, May 5, 1981, p. 97.
3. Videodisc News . Videodisc Services Inc.,
Washington, DC (gene ral reference).
4. "Videodiscs : A Three-Way Race for a
Billion-Dollar Jackpot." Business Week ,
July 7, 1980, p. 72.
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at a compacted
ls0G wide carriage
- r'\rlinh::ar at S1,095.00* sets a
·a -ro>,n ... r 'rI for performance/price
A nine wire head prints six
:sr!llrr-,ar densities and gives you a choice
,.NI".,,_.....
a data processing or a corre~Ilaj~tl~;e font. Under microprocessor
bi-directional

logic-seeking head zips along at 150
CPS, with thruputs of up to 200 LPM
for average text and as many as 226
columns on 15 inch wide paper. Dot
graphics, a full 1,000 character buffer
(with options up to 8,000 characters),
an optional non-volatile soft switch
keypad for configuration selection
and retention. All in a handsome,
heavy duty case. Another
trendsetting printer from MPI.
For more information, write or call today.
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Micro Per'pher.'s, Inc.
442 6 South Century Drive, Salt lake City, Utah 8410 7
Telephone (801l 263-3081
See us at the Nee.

Arlllored Patrol
Pete Callamaras
25C Scott Circle
Bedford, MA 01730

When the assault cruisan armored assault tank
fighting
an alien enemy on
ers first landed on this
a
hostile
plain. The object
strange planet, you had no
is
to
destroy
enemy tanks
idea you would eventually
find yourself commanding
and robots with your
the last-surviving T -36
tank 's high-energy plasma
heavy-assa~lt tank comcann on before they zap
pany in the entire sector .
you . The enemy tanks can
You have only a few tanks
return fire with a similar
left, and transferring to a
plasma weapon. The
surviving tank is your
robots drain your energy
only hope to keep fighting
supply if they get close to
if your current tank is deyou. You view the enemy
stroyed .
and the surrounding
Suddenly, the targeting
planet surface through the
T -36's viewport and locate
radar shows an enemy
tank to the left, and the
the enemy via a direction
robot detector lights up.
finder at the lower-right
Photo 1: The v iew from your tank turret. You can see
You fire but miss the tank .
side of the TRS-80 screen
both an enemy robot and a tank in the fo reground, one
Oh no! The energy levels
display.
of the houses that dot th e battlefield , and in the
are dropping in your tank!
distqn ce, th e mountain ra nge that surrounds the plain of
The enemy robot has
The Game
combat.
tapped your energy supThe really outstanding
fea ture of this game is its
ply and is draining it.
Wait , you have the other
three-dimensional graphtank in your sights. You
ics (you will notice
fire the T-36's high-energy plasma cannon . You got the
similarities to the popular arcade game Battle Zone).
As you move, the screen image changes perspective
tank . Now quick, spin and blast the robot before your
energy is gone . Got 'em! And so the battle continues;
relative to your movements. The closer you get to an
you monitor the targeting radar and fight on against
object, the larger it appears and vice versa. When you
the alien foe .
spot an enemy tank or robot, it can and does move ,
Armored Patrol is one of the latest releases from
and the movement also has perspective. For instance,
Adventure International for the TRS-80, and it is a real
if a tank moves across your view from left to right, it
winner . The game puts you in the commander's seat of
starts small, gets larger when it's directly in front of
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PACKARD

Hp·125 Microcomputer

2750.00
1750.00
1150.00
195.00
1450.00
750.00

HP·85 Microcomputer
HP-83 Microcomputer

16K Exi>Memory Module
Gr.lphics Plotter 7215
Personalily Mod. For 7215
2631 B Impact/Prinlerl
Hvy Diy
Option 020 For 2631B

Our

Price

1_
1W5.
1415.00
255.00
2075.00
665.00

3950.00 3210.00
150.00 125.00
1300.00 1125.00
6850.00 55DO.00
2050.00 1611.00
135.00 119.00
150.00 119.00
325.00
250.00
215.00
385.00
125.00

250.00
115.00
16Z.00
219.00
97.00

95.00
750.00

11.00
25.00
59S.00

375.00

29\.00

150.00

l17.00

Quad Ram Equals

4 Mem. Mods
Memory Moduks For 41C
Hp·97 Proiramble Printer
Hp·67 PrOiramble
Ca lculator
HP·m PrOir.lmble
Scient ific

Hp·38CPrOir.lmble
Bus. RIE
HP·32E Adv. Sc~ nl i f ic

150.00
55.00
75.00

Hp-37E Business Mgml.

r
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List

8032·32K 80 Col Crt
4032·32K 40 Col Crt
4016·16K 40 Col Crt
8050·Dual Disk 950K
4040·0ual Disk 343K

1495.00
1295.00
995.00
1195.00
1295.00
95.00
795.00
1995.00
1895.00
219.00
395.00
299.00
39.95
49.95

4022·80 Col Prinler
8024·Mann sman Talley

25CPS·Slarwriler
CBM·IEEE Modem
Voice Synthesizer

VIC 20
PET 10 IEEE Cable
IEEE 10 IEEE Cable

List

XEROX

Xerox 820·1 5·1/4 ' Disk
Xerox 820-2 8' Disk
CPIMOperating System
Word Processing Software
!iu er Calc

l17.00
41.00
57.00

2995.00
3195.00
200.00
500.00
295.00

ATAIII
PERSONAL
AJAR!
COMPUTERS

"'"

Prle.

1091.00
919.00
111.00
1344.00
919.00

noo

&39.00
1545.00
139.1.00
225.00
325.00

-

255.00

)4.10

OtuPr

zm.oo
2!!5.oo

1_
429.00
24UO

Our

List

....n.
Price
m .45

410 Program Recorder
810 Disk Drive

825 Prinler IBO col
Cen~onic 1311

999.95

JIIIISM

830 Acou stic Modem
850 Interface Module
Atari Visicalc

450.00
200.00
220.00
200.00

JilM
l5SM
152.11
1M.oo

TElAS INSTJu.JI1S

List

Our
Price

8Z0 Printer (40 col

imp",11

TI 99/4A Conso~ New ~_
Improved
- 950.00
10" Color Monitor Hirh
Resolution
3ZK Mem ory Module
Speech Synthesizer
Disk Memory Drive

RF Modubtor

Te~phone Coup~r

IModeml

Plinler ISolid Stllel

Circle 295 on inquiry card .

399.95

399.95
149.95
499.95
49.95
114.95
399.95

451.

EPSOfI

List

920C
950C

Price

ANADEX 9501
NEC

SOLD

3195.00
3295.00
2495.00
2545.00

OIUDATA

545.00
649.00
1050.00

MICROLINE 80
MICRDLINE 82
MICROLINE 83

PAPER TIGER

445G wilh Graphics
460G wilh Graphics
560G New full size

2445.00
2545.00
1195.00
1&19.00
)95.00
495.00
169.00

0

Price

List

Our
Price

2.965.00 2.45().00

630 RO Receive On ly
1650K 136 keyboard
traclo"

3.99

IMC

6.90

5.00

UI

7.00

4.90

6.50

4.50

12' Grn. Phs KQ 115 HzI
12' Grn. Phs EO (18 HzI
12' Grn Phs 110 HzI
12" Colour Composite Hi Res.
Grn. Phs 12 '
NEC Grn. Phs. 12'
Zanith 11'

179.00
189.00
209.00
229.00
199.00

159.00
165.00
i15.oo
199.00
159.00

List

189.95
199.00
389.00
319.00
119.00

LATORS .,

~

CAStO

HR·IO Paper Feed

l fi:f f List
------ 4995
;;~:.:.: 54:95

"Computer Talk" 88 Memories Pro
gramming Upper & Lower Case Dot

EXPAliSlOII BOARD

Ie..

..
lI!.OO
165.00
11!.OO

-

F X ~02P

Pnce

219.00
S249.00
119.00
439.00
275.00
115.00
159.00

.

NOVATION CAT MODEM
NOVATION O·CAT
NOVATION APPLE·CAT
HAYES MICROMOOEM
HAYES SMARTMODEM

HR·12 Paper Feed

Our
List

MOOEMS ~':_
...' ~

FR·lOO Paper Feed ::::: 79.95
FR·1210 Paper Feed ~ ~ 129.95
PQ·20
19.95
LC·185
12.95
LC·3165
12.95
FX-68 Scientilic
29.95
FX·81 Scienlilic
19.95
FX·3600P Scienlilic
39.95

400000 3,10000

-•

Word Pro 4·80 Column

~

4.60
4.15

4.000.00 2.199.00
2.1 10.00 2.250.00

MONITORS £,

395.00 ,219.00
395.00 .219.00
495.00 319.00
149.00 119.00
295.00 219.00
150.00 569.00
395.00 319.00
250.00 115.00

Ou·The Information Wizard
Wordcraft80
Inna-.lo RelrieYal & MWOl Aid
Dow Jones Portfolio Mgmt.
Pascal Development Pkg.
Ebs·Receivables. Inventory
Bpi·General Ledger
Word Pro 3-40 Column
Pro 4 Plu s

1640K 109 keyboard
tracto rs

Price

FOR COMMODORE

MAXELL
MO·I 5' SOFT SEC·
TORIOBL. DEN.
MO·l • SOFT
SECTOR/DBl. SIO EJOBl.
DEN.
FO·I 8' SOFT SEC.fDBL.
OEN.
FO·I 8' SOFT

DIABLO (LETTER QUALITY)
tractors

[,si

PRICE PER DISKETTE
10411 5' SOFT SECTOR
6.00
10411 0 ". DBl.
OEN.-SOFT SEC.
6.40
374011 8' SOFT SECTOR
1.25
374011 0 8' OBL.
DEN.-SOFT SECTOR
10.15

795.00 i!I5.o0
1.394.00 199.00
1.695.00 1.D95.oo

630 RI02 bi-direclional

Our

IN BOXES OF JO

(Min. Purchase) $100

DYSAN

5510
5515
3510
3515

'

Our

- .j!Ii,..

S699.00 1599.00
950.00 &99.00
995.00 195.00
1.195.00 M9.00

912C

S 145.00 1 549.00
645.00 441.00
500.00 369.00
995.00 125.00
1650.00 1299.00

MX 80 FT
MX80 IMPACT
MX 70 IMPACT
MX 100

Malrix 51 2 Step
119.95
FX·l02P Solves Problems wilh Alpha·

QSTAR
16K RAM BOARD

1J5..

LIST

199.00

m.oo

Numeric Clarity. uses Basic
languare

OUR PRICE

99.00

LE MONITOR
• 9' B & W
<)
9" Green Phs ..~+~<ft. <)"<
• 12" B & W <!' ~~
• 12" Green Phs. +1$
.. 12' Green Phs.
• Anti Reflective Screen
.. T.V. ljrade Screen
13" Color (newl
highqualily
lZ - Green Phs.
12' B & W
15 ' B & W
9' B & WThe Besl Seller!
9' Green Phs.

S550.00
360.00
340.00
370.00
235.00
275.00

Language System with
Apple Pascal
BPI General l edger System
Visidex
Visicalc
Oesklop Plan II
Microlab Database System
Stonewa re DB Ma ster
Muse
II

39.1.00
169.00
239.00
255.00
159.00
199.00

39.1.00
319.00
159.00
159.00
159.00
119.00
\19.00
119.00

~ill~~ @ [M[])~OO

I

905 Remote Dual Tape Sys.

910 60 Calls Per Side
920·CVox

925 Remole Call Monitor
930 Remote Twin Cass o

950 Remole

960 Remote Buill In Tele
MicrocompulerConlroliea

WAREHOUSE

8

AVINGS
ERVICE
ELECTION
ATiSFACTION

II I

- - T'::' ;;8;- - Answer: MICKe TZNA

• "Ad d 3% Shippi ng & Handling - Add
3% surCharge for credit cards . Orders

OUTSIDE CA CALL TOLL FR EE 1 (800)

I City _ _ __ _ _ State _ _ _ Zlp'_ _ __

~~n~~~~:n~,h:~~~ddi~~less~ipap~~~~h~~i~ ~

_

ing and tax where applicable.

III

,.:O='Y~=M='k=e+~M:od=el~+==o=es=cr~iP=lio=n=+=p=ric=e+T=o=tal~ TOTALORDERS
.

o

.

.

:

:

:

_ _ _ _ _ __

TH
IF APPLICABLE'
SH PPING
& HANDLING'"
TOT~L

ENCLOSED $, _ _ _ _ __

Certified Check or M .O. 0 Allow 2 weeks cle ..enC8 lor 0 : VISA
personal check
-

[1 Bank Wire Transfer

119.95
199.95
159.95
199.95
139.95
299.95
339.95
399.95

· Californ ia residents add 6% sales lax.

18720 Oxna rd , "108

I
42J.5~~:~~·(~~) ~~~;:52
I ~~:r:!:'ease print) - -- - - - - - - - - I

List

900 Economy

I-frn'I- M-IC-RO-B;I';;s;W';;L-;;- I

m.oo
339.95
312.95
121.95
390.95
42.10
115.95
315.95

u

910

SAN YO MONITORS
595.00
995.00
90.00
600.00

400 16K Bytes 01 Ram
800 16K Bytes 01 Ram

-

~;;:. -

TELEVIDEO
Our

- -::;" .

S2&45.oo ~ 846.00

::I:A~ .1:1

3565.00

-

Vic·TVModua l
vic Cassette .... ... .... .. . . . . .
Vic Disk Drive .
Vic 6 Pack program ............... .,

~

MSl

MSL

8 Drives to Choose

from829025
9895A 8" Dual Drive
Gr.lphics Tabkl 9111A
HP·II CSlim·line Advanced
Hp·12C Slim·line Fina ncial
HP·41 CVNew 2.2
Byles M. m
Hp·41 -C Caku~lor
Card Reader For 41CVlC
Prinler For 41CVlC
Oplical Wand For 41 CVlC

.

.

$1695.00

C2N-tasseHe Drive

----,

-- VIC~2D

COUIR ClllPllTER

WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
(INCLUDES SOFTWARE)

- Franklin Ace 100 system - 64K
- Disk drive with controller card.
-12" green phs. video monitor.
OUR PRICE

[lcornrnodore

XEROX820

I f 1'1·'
0
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At a Glance
Name
Armored Patrol

Language
Z80 machine language

Type
Arcade-type game

Computer Needed
TRS-80 Model I or III with
either 16K bytes (cassette
version ) or 32K bytes of
memory and one disk drive
(di sk version)

Manufacturer
Adventure International
POB 3435
Longwood, FL 32750
(305) 862-69 17

How to Score

Price
519.95, cassette;
524.95, disk
Authors
Wayne Westmoreland and
Terry Gilman
Format
Cassette tape or 5 V. -inch
floppy disk

General
Software
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 2333
Terre Haute, IN 47802
WE HONOR
VISA and MASTERCHARGE
TOLL FREE - Outside Indiana
1-800-457-0517
ORDER DESKS

(812) 299-2484
Best Selection
Best Service
Write for our famous CATALOG.
Contains msny Items not In ad.
Outside US add $10 plus Air
Parcel Postage. Add $3.50
postage and handling per each
Item. Indiana residents add 4%
sa'es tax. Allow 2 weeks on
checks. COD add $3.00 per Item.
Prices subject to change without
notice. All Items subject to
availability.
Disk
Manual
wnh
Only
Manual
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE :.
Dental (PAS-3) ..... . .......... $849/40
Medical (PAS·3) . .
. . $849/40
ASHTON-TATE
• dBASE 1/ .. ................. $575/50
BUSINESS PLANNING SYSTEMS
. ... $269/30
Plan-80 . . . . . . . . . . . .
BYROM SOFTWARE
'BSTAM . ..............•... . $149/15
·BSTMS ..
. . . . . . . $149/15
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Documentation
Self-documented program

you, and then shrinks in size as it pulls away , The
buildings also increase and decrease in size as you move
in relation to them_ It is all quite lifelike.
You control the movement of your tank via the keyboard , The "A" and "Z" keys control your tank's left
tread; the ";" and "," keys control the right tread. Using
them in combination, you can advance, retreat, and turn
(slowly or rapidly) in either direction, The space bar fires
your plasma cannon. The plasma "missile" will destroy
the enemy if it hits but does not do any damage to the
assorted buildings located on the planet's surface,

Public~tions Inc

Special features
Multiple-player option;
sound-effects capa bility (requires an amplifier)
Audience
TRS-80 owners w ho enjoy
arcade gam es

COMPUTER CONTROL
·Fabs(B-Tree) ..... .. .. .. ... . . $159/25
U~rasort ................... . . $159125
CONDOR COMPUTER
Condor II .
. .... $549/50
Condor III . .. ....... .. . . .... . $899/50
DIGITAL RESEARCH
CPIM
2.2 Intel MDS·800 ... .. ........ $149/25
Northstar (Horizon) ....... • .... $149/25
Micropolis .............. . . . . $169/25
TRS Model II ............... . $159/35
C B-80 ........ ... ...... , . .. $459135
C Basic2 ................•.... $ 98/20
EPIC COMPUTER
·Super vyc .
...... $ 89/15
FAIRCOM
• Micro B +
(Specify language) .
. .. ...... $229/20
FINANCIAL PLANNING
• Mini Model .
. ........... $449/50
FRIENDS
...... $249
ACCESS801 .
. $429
ACC ESS 80 II
FRONTIER SOFTWARE
Professional
Time Accounling
. $549/40
General Subroutine .... . ....... $269/40
Application Utilities .....•. . .... $439/40
ISA

~~i~~~ard .............. : .... m~/25
PASCAL LANGUAGE
Pascal Z. .
. ........ $349/30
Pascal MT + V5.5
..... $429/30
Compiler
.......•....... $3 16/20
SPPOnly .......... • ...... . $140/15
KEY BITS
Wordsearch .
. . . . .... ... $179/50
String 80 . . . . . . .
. . . .... ... $ 84/20
String 80 (Source) .....•. . .. ... $279
String Bn.
. .. .
. $ 65
LEXISOFT
• Spellbinder ....•. ....... .... $349/45
MICRO AP
Selector IV .......•.. . .... .... $269/35
Selector V .
.......
. $469/50
SBasic ...................... $269/2 5

Scoring is straightforward. Enemy tanks are worth
1000 points, and robots are 5000 points. For every 20,000
points you score, you get another T-36 tank as a reserve.
If the enemy tanks hit you with their fire or the robots
suck all your tank's energy out, you lose that tank .
Hiding behind buildings and darting out to fire can be a
good tactic. Remember that the robots materialize at random locations and don't appear on your scope, so you

MICRO TAX
·Levell .. ............
. .. $249
• Levell I . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
. $995
• Levell II
...... .. ..... $749
• Combo II + III ....... . ..... $1495
49
Microsoft 5.3 ........ •.
Run time module
MICRO PRO®
Wordstar .. ... ... .. . • . . .... $309/60
WS Training Guide . . . . . . • .
20
WS Custom Notes ......•.... $429/na
MailMerge .
. ...... . .... $109/25
WS·Mailmerge .......•...... $419/85
Datastar .......... .. ...... , $249/60
OS Custom Notes ... .. .. ... . . $429/na
Calcstar .......... . . • . •.. . . $259/na
Supersort I ................ . $199/40
Spellstar ..... ' ............ $175/40
MICROSOFT
. . . • . . . . . $298
Basic·80 .
Basic Compiler.
. . • . . .... $329
Fortran-80 ..... .. . .... ..... $349
Cobol-80 .. .... . .. •. • , ..... $629
M·Sort .............. .. .. . . $124
Macro-80 .......... .. .•.... $144
Edit-80 .................... $ 84
MuSimplmuMath . . .. .. . .. ... $224
MuLisp·80 ........ ... . .. . .. $174
NORTHWEST ANALYTICAL
• Statpak .... ... . ... ..... ... $439/40
OASIS
• " The Word" ............... $ 75
ORGANIC SOFTWARE
. .. .... $111/25
·TexIWriter III . .
• Datebook.
. $269/25

~~~'i5~~~EE;' . SOFTWARE .. $269/30

General Ledger ............. $399140
Accounts Receivable . .
. ... $399/40
Accounts Payable ..
. $399/40
Payroll .
. . .... $399/40
Inven tory . ........ .. ....... . 399/40
Mailing Address ... ... •. ..... $399/40
for P5 Version . . . .. . ... . ... add $119
Series 6-Peachtree
. ..... ... ..... . $799/40
CPA .
Property Mgt ....... ........ $799/40
Passive Payroll . . . .
. ...... $449/40
Series 7 -Peachtree
Sales Tracker ...... ...... .. $3049/55
AR-Sales Analysis ...... . ... $1299/50

Inventory .................... $799140
Order Entry . ........ • . •. .. $699/40
REDDING GROUP
·Lynx . . ................... . $199/20
SOHO GROUP
Matchmaker .'
. • . . ..... $ 97/20
Worksheet. . . . . . . . • .
. . $177/20
SORCIM
• PascaliM Z80 . . .• ... . .. .... $349/40
PascaVM 86/88 ...... . . • . . .... $449/40
·Act65 .................... . $149/20
• Act 68
·Act 69
• Act 86/88 . .... .. .. . .... . ... . $149125
·Trans86
. ........ . $119 /25
• Supercalc .................. $269
SOUTHERN COMPUTERS
. .. $224/35
• Raid . . . .. .
• Raid FP .
. . $349135
• FFP .
. . . . . .. .. . . . . • . . .. $224/15
• Recover ......... . .......... $ 75
• RADAR . .
.,.
. .. $449/25
ISIS .
....
. . $224/20
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
GL, AR, AP, PR , OE .
. .. $849/40
Call for others
SUPERSOFT
• Diagnostic II ................. $ 84/20
·Forth .. ..
.. . . . . . $149/30
·SSS Fortran ................. $219130
• Fortran w/RATFOR ........... $289/35
'CCompiler ................ . $175 /20
• Disk Doctor
$ 84/20
·Term I ................ ..... . $129/25
. Term II .
. • .• ..... $169125
Z8000 Xassembler . . . . . .•.. . .. $449/35
Others less 10"10
WHITESMITHS
C Compiler ................. . $600/30
Pascal (incl C) . ...... ... ...... $850/45
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
Wordstar 3 .0 (DOS)
$309/60
Mailmerger (DOS) ............. $1 09/25
Supercalc (DOS) .
. $2691NA
Visicalc (256K) DOS .. ... ...... $229/NA
OptimizerCP/M86 .
. .. $2oo1NA
Supersoft C - CP/M86 . ...... .. . $500/NA
Call for catalog and other listings

• Available for Apple wnh Softcard

I

2

Circle 200 on inquiry ca rd.

CP/M®

TROD

More programs and faster
access available now!
Today with the BYAO OS1 plug-in
expansion circuit board, you can
increase the speed and productivity
of your IBM-PC.
More programs
The BYAO OS1 allows you to
transform your system into a
CP/ M computer giving access to
the largest existing software
library (CP/ M version 2.2). Data
base Management, word processing, business programs, and
literally thousands of CP/ M
programs can be used.
--~..,..,

YO
M®
GHYAD DSl
Cost Competitive
Both BYAO OS1 and OS2
operate with a minimum 48K single
drive system. The OS1 costs only
$660 and the OS2 with serial
port, $760. A comprehensive
operating manual is available at
$40 and the cost will be app li ed
to the purchase of either a
OS1 or OS2.

Faster
The OS1 board contains 64K
bytes of parity RAM and a Z80B
microprocessor. The Dual Systems,
Z80 and IBM 8088, achieve
improved performance CP/ M with
up to 30 times faster access
through interrupt driven full I/ O
buffering OS 1 uses the 8088 as
an intelligent concurrent I/ O
processor which performs keyboard
type-ahead buffering, printer
buffering, disk track and directory
buf,fering
Easy Operation
No learning curve or new
commands when using OS1 . Utility
programs are provided for reading
various 5\4" diskettes directly,
moving files , and to link your IBM
with a serial port to any existing
CP/ M system. An expanded
version, BYAO OS2, contains a
built-in serial port and includes
all features of OS1 .

Send check , money order or
call 312 539-4922 and give your
VISA or Master Card number for
quick delivery.
BYAD Inc.
5345 North Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60625
312 539-4922
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Integrated Hardware and
Software Systems
Circle 73 on inquiry card .
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TRS-80™DISCOUNT
~ BUY DIRECT ~
WE SELL THE FULL LINE OF TRS-80'S
AT WHOLESALE PRICES
*COMPUTERS - PRINTERS - SOFTWARE*

must watch your energy levels. A significant drop means
that a robot is in range. When you blast a robot and it
shimmers out of existence, your energy reserves stabilize .
The biggest problem is remembering to be aware of the
robots as they sneak behind you and drain your tank's
energy before you can turn around to blast them. You
fight until you have exhausted all your reserve tanks. The
game will display the top ten scores and save them to the
game disk. After the final tank is destroyed, you begin
again with your initial complement of tanks.

Action Graphics

PURE RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT

MODEL II

26-4002 64K I Drive ... . . . ................ 53098
Ask About Hard Drives
MODEL III

26-1062 16K . .......... . .. . .......... . ... . 5819
26-1066 4BK with
2 Drives, RS232 .......................... 52049
COLOR COMPUTER

26-3001 4K ............................... 5309
26-3002 16K Ext. Basic . ..... . . ... . ....... .. 5455
26-3003 32K Ext. Basic ... . ........ . ... ... .. 5569
Model 16 TRS-BO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL
Printers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL
COLOR COMPUTER DISK DRIVES

26-3022 Color Disk Drive #1 . .. .... . ... . .... $498
26-3023 Color Disk Drive #2, 3, 4 ............ $338
. -LARGE INVENTORY
WRITE FOR YOUR
-FAST DELIVERY
FREE CATALOG

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS
ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-841-0860

MICRO MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS, INC.
115 c.

PARCEL DIVISION
DEPT. NO . 1
SECOND AVE. S.w.
CAIRO, GA. 31728
GA. 912-377-7120
TM . TANDY CORPORATION
FREE COPY OF WARRANTY UPON REQUEST
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Wayne Westmoreland and Terry Gilman, authors of
Armored Patrol, did a really super job with the graphics.
The action is smooth as you move across the planet's surface . For block-type graphics, the view is quite realistic.
You could even imagine you're watching a computergenerated target display.
Other notable features are the use of real time, the
tracking of the highest ten scores, and the option of one
or two players. In the two-player mode, you alternate at
the controls of the tank, and whoever gets the highest
score wins.
Even though your score climbs after the first couple
rounds, this is not an easy game. You have to keep moving, and if an enemy tank or robots get behind you or
you take too long turning to attack, you lose tanks. You
have to be a pretty good shot to hit the enemy, especially
when you and the enemy are moving toward each other
or in opposite directions. Who knows-it may even
sharpen your eye if you do any bird watching or picture
taking .

Conclusions
.Armored Patrol is a fast-paced, arcade-style action
game that features three-dimensional graphics. It can be
played on a TRS-80 Model I or Model III . The game is
available on both tape and disk. Two players can compete during each round of play (players alternate turns) .
.Scoring is straightforward. Novices and experienced
game players should enjoy this one. The keyboard-controlled movement is simple to master, and the entire
screen display is nicely done. Player instructions are actually a module in the game, so you don't have to worry
about losing any instruction sheets .
• You won't find yourself getting bored with this game.
The block-type TRS-80 graphics are quite adequate to
. convey the movement of your tank around the battlefield. The action is spirited and can become quite addictive .
• The price is a pleasant change when compared to the
cost of many games.
.Overall, Armored Patrol is a well designed, nicelyexecuted program, and I think you will enjoy it as much as I
did.
Circle 294 on inquiry card.
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Unretouched photos - identical conditions

Which would you
Our competitor on the right claims high resolution.
But what about that glare? The washed-out background?
And the black and white screen? It's enough to give
you a headache.
The TeleVideo terminal on the other hand, with its finer
character dot matrix, sharper background contrast, and
a black-on-green non-glare Panasonic screen is much
easier on the eyes.
Obviously

EveryTeleVideo terminal has just four basic modules.
Each module is the best that can be made.
Every screen, keyboard switch, power supply and
video module on every TeleVideo terminal is identical. For
the same high reliability And same ease of service.

None of our competitors can say that

If you order 200 terminals today, we can ship them
tomorrow. If you order 500, we
can still ship them tomorrow.
The
And if you order a 1,000, well, 920C
maybe you'll have to wait a day
or two.

T~tTI~

r

~~~..

a

r

We put our terminals
through five bad days
so you'll never have
even one bad day.
Our terminals are designed
withstand heat up to

.Lliliiiiiilllliil.rto

California Santa Ana 714/ 557-6095; Sunnyvale 4081745-7760; Georgia Atlan ta 404/255 -9338. Texas Dallas 214/980·9978; Illinois: C hicago Area 312/351-9350,

rather read all day?
155°F and shocks that simulate being tossed in the
back of a truck. And before any terminal reaches you,
every malor component goes through a five day series
of thermal and power-on cycling tests .
The result?
The highest reliability rate in
our industry

TeleVideo sells 50%
more terminals a
month than our
nearest competitor.
Three years ago, TeleVideo shipped its
first terminal Today; we're the number one
Boston 617/ 668-6891. New York/ New Jersey 2011267-8805;
Circle 446 on Inquiry card.

The
950

independent terminal supplier.
One reason is because our
:"!!!!!!~ advantages are clearly visible.
'.,
8 hours a day
For more information call, toll-free, 800-538-8725.
(In California, ca1l408-745-7760) Or call your nearest
TeleVideo sales office.
Th

91~

/

_

~Televided
All TeieVideo terminals can be serviced by
r--'-~--=:'----~ your nearest GE Instrumentation and Com-

munication Equipment Service Center.

United Kingdom West End Surrey 44-9905-6464.

The Elilllinator
Mayhem in Space, TRS-80 Style
Silas Pike
POB 75
Geneva, FL 32732

The Eliminator, a high-speed graphics game for the
TRS-80, has that rare combination of fascination and
frustration that will make you want to play just one more
game. You must play several times to become familiar
with its many aspects.
The Game
As the game begins, you see a side view of your
Eliminator ship moving horizontally over an ever-changing planetscape (see photo 1) . You can control y our
craft's speed, altitude, and direction. Below the ship are
gantry towers of varying heights. Upon these towers rest
small cylinders called energizers. Around your ship, a
veritable smorgasbord of alien craft exit hyperspace and
appear on your screen. Of the four alien manifestations,
one type, the disruptoid, is after your energizers. You
must prevent the disruptoids from latching onto your
energizers . If they reach the top of the screen with one of
y our energizers, they transmute into pulsating forms
from which escape can be nigh impossible.
From an offensive standpoint, your Eliminator craft is
equipped with an unlimited supply of plasma bursts. But
once the airspace becomes very congested, you may have
to rely upon your ultimate weapon-the d isruptor charge
function , which eliminates all enemy craft from the immediate area . Disruptor charges should be labeled "For
Emergency Use Only" because you have just three per
game. Once all ten of your energizers are captured or
destroyed, the planetscape and gantry towers disintegrate
in a blinding flash , thrusting your ship into the alien
equivalent of 5 o'clock rush hour. Disruptoids swoop in
for the kill, frequently in numbers so great as to completely overwhelm you .
Playing The Eliminator
You can take many different approaches in playing a
good game of The Eliminator because this game poses the
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Photo 1: A disruptoid ascends, energizer in tow, while a second
disruptoid hovers below and to the left. Your Eliminator ship is
to the left of both alien craft and above them. Note the widescreen monitor at the top of the screen .

triple challenge of (1) accumulating points (by destroying
alien craft), (2) staying alive, and (3) preventing the capture or destruction of your energizers . You may focus on
any one of these three tactics and playa moderately successful game. But the big points don't come until you are
able to synthesize all three.
For example, one maneuver that separates the novices
from the pros is the recovery of an energizer from an
alien ship that has latched onto it and is in the process of
ascending. This maneuver requires a deft hand and a
steady eye and is done in several stages . First, the disruptoid must be destroyed . At this point you have an option :

PERFILEtm

SOLVES YOUR FILING PROBLEMS

SUPERFILE makes your information files an ASSET!
Menu driven
Customize
program
included

CLIENT RECORDS
SALES LEADS
CORRESPON DENCE
JOURNAL ABSTRACTS
PERSONNEL RECORDS
MAILING LISTS
CARD FILES
LEGAL CONTRACTS
ALMOST ANYTHING!

Learn in minutes
Ready to run
Demo data base
included

The USERS MANUAL tells you how to use SUPERFILE
to index and retrieve information for these and other practical uses.

IF YOU CAN TYPE, YOU CAN TEACH YOURSELF TO USE SUPERFILE IN MINUTES.
You Need

Technical Specifications

Computer with Z-80® cpu
and at least 48K memory

SEARCH SPEED: 100 records per second*
RECORD ENTRY: your own text processor or
easily convert your present files
# RECORDS PER DATA BASE: max. 8,000
on 8" SD (depends on disk capacity)
RECORD LENGTH: variable to 512,000 char.
(free format - no fixed length fields)
# KEY WORDS PER SEARCH: max. 64 using
"and", "or" & "not"
# KEY WORDS PER DATA BASE: max. 3,000
alpha·numeric plus 32,000 integers
# KEY WORDS PER RECORD: max. 250
KEY WORD LENGTH: max_ 64 char. each
# FILES PER DATA BASE: no limit
FILE SIZE: max. 512,000 bytes
SORT: alpha-numeric by record
MERGE and/or SPLIT: records and files

CP/M® operating system
2 or more floppy disk
drives or hard disk

Disk Formats
8" Single density
5" including:
Osborne, Xerox,
North Star, Intertec,
Apple (cp/m), Vector.

Where
Your Dealer
Call FYI, INC.
Write FYI, INC.
Reader Service #
Special Dealer DEMO free,
on request from qualified
Dealers and OEM's.
SUPER FILE (TM) trademark of FYI , INC.
Z-8O" registered trademark of Zilog
CPIM"' registered trademark of Digital Research
• USing Z-80, 4mhz, a" DO, avo 10 keywordslrecord.

SUPERFILE costs only $195
(including DEMO data base and manual)
(30 day money back guarantee)
MANUAL only: $50 (applies to purchase)

FYI. INC.
P.o. BOX 10998 #615
AUSTI N, TX. 78766
(800) 531·5033
Inside Texas (512) 346·0133

Me/VISA

Please add $10 outside the US, Canada, Mexico

IT'S WHAT YOU CAN FIND THAT COUNTS!
Circle 196 on Inquiry card.
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20,000
rams
For The IBM

CPU PLUS
TM

FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
SEE YOU AT THE NCC SHOW.
BOOTH NUMBER A-732
Baby Blue is a trademark of XEDEX Corporation.

XEDEX

Are Now Available
Personal camp
r!
INTRODUCING
BABY BLUE CPU PLUS
Baby Blue CPU Plus is an accessory printed-circuit board for
your IBM personal Computer and special software on disk.
As far as normal PC DOS operations are concerned , Baby
Blue acts just like any other normal, mild-mannered 64K
byte random-access memory board .
But when you invoke a CP/M-80* program, Baby Blue
becomes a second computer within your computer, letting
you run thousands <literally thousands) of programs written
for the CP/M microcomputer operating system.
CP/M, the first microcomputer operating system to
gain wide acceptance, has been around since 1975. Not only
has it played host to a lot of programs, but those programs
are among the most useful, most sophisticated, most
thoroughly tested and debugged, most proven programs
ever written. More than 200,000 computers were fieldtesting those programs for you before the IBM Personal
Computer even existed.
The total CP/M library is immense. It includes the best
efforts of thousands of professional and advanced-amateur
programmers. There are time managers, spreadsheet
manipulators and professional-office packages. Languages
- BASIC, of course, ALGOL, FORTRAN, C, pascal, LISP, COBOL,
PILOT, and FORTH, to name a few. Text editors, text
formatters, full-blown word processors, spelling checkers
and indexers. utilities that will massage problem files so
that they lie back and purr. Games, including chess, Reversi,
Adventure and tournament-level Star Trek. Database
managers. Accounting packages that can run a milliondollar business ... Just about anything you can imagine.
The net result is an integration of CP/M programs into
the PC environment that's so smooth, so transparent that
you won 't need to know or care which operating system a
program was originally written for.

wordStar ·, the popular CP / M
word processor is among
thOusands of programs that
can now be run on the IBM
PC with Baby Blue .

Special Baby Blue Features:
• Z80B* microprocessor running at 4.77 megahertz.
• Additional64K memory, fully available to PC DOS - looks
just like the IBM 64K board to the system.
• Will accept CP/ M programs on any of several popular
5%" soft-sectored diskette formats.
• 63K of user memory is available for CP/ M programs - 7K
more than on any other popular machine.
• Files can be shared - CP/ M and PC DOS programs can be
mixed in a menu-driven system with common data files.
• IBM Personal Computer peripherals are supported including keyboard, video boards, printer, Asynchronous
Communications Adapter.

ONLYS6DD

Plug·in installation takes less
than 5 minutes.

Special option Baby Blue bundled
with WordStar*
and Mail-Merge .. . $980

For only $60 more than the cost of the IBM 64K Memory
Board ($540) you get 64K of Memory fl.l.!.S an Interface to
over 20,000 programs!

Call (212) 489·0444
or write XEDEX corporation
1345 AVe. of Americas, New York, N.Y. 10105

WordStar'
and Mail-Merge
are trademarks of
MicroPro International

Corporation.

CP/ M is a re gist ered trademark of Digita l Research.
Baby Blue is a trademark of XEDEX Corporation .
Z80 is a trademark of Zilog , In c.

Item
Disruptoids
Drones
TDUs
Tracers
Energizer save
Energizer replacement
Energizer interception

Point Value

150
250
1000
150
250
500
500

Table 1: The point values for destroying enemy ships and for
saving your energizers.

either let the energizer fall slowly back into place upon its
ga ntry pad (250 points) or maneuver your ship into contact with the free-falling energizer and replace it upon a
gantry pad (500 points) . Usually, this process requires
several quick forward / reverse and up / down movements
of your Eliminator craft. Once all ten of the disruptoid
crafts have been dealt with, you will have a few seconds
to relax while the screen displays the number of
energizers remaining and designates the upcoming attack
wave.
The second and subsequent waves consist of two types
of alien craft: drones, which zigzag diagonally across the
screen, and TDUs (Tracer Dispersal Units), which ascend
and descend benignly until attacked, whereupon they discharge five small tracer craft which dip and dive with
semi-intelligent abandon and change direction upon pursuit.

Points
Points are accrued for the destruction of enemy craft
and for ensuring the safety of your energizers (see table
1). When you use a disruptor charge, all the other spacecraft in the immediate area will disintegrate, garnering
the point values of each destroyed ship. A tactical
maneuver such as blasting two TDUs, which in turn will
release a total of ten tracers, and then triggering a disruptor charge will rack up a minimum of 3500 points .
Anything in excess of 30,000 points can be considered a
good game . Co-author Wayne Westmoreland reports a
high score of 122,400 (see photo 1), most humbling compared to my modest 62,000 high.

Graphically Speaking
The Eliminator uses block graphics for most of the action. Interesting additions are the scrolling gantry towers
and planetscape and a starfield backdrop, all of which
serve to promote the illusion of true motion. Equally effective is the wide-screen monitor at the screen's top,
which expands your forward / reverse view by the equivalent of about 2% full-screen areas in each direction. This
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At a Glance
Name
The Eliminator
Type
Arcade-type game

Format
Cassette tape or 5 V. -inch
floppy disk
Language
Z80 machine language

Manufacturer
Adventure International
P083435
Longwood. FL 32750
1305 ) 862-6917

Computer Needed
TRS-80 Model I or III with
either 16K bytes Icassette
version) or 32K bytes of
memory and one disk drive
Idisk version)

Price
S19.95. cassette tape;
524.95. disk version

Documentation
Pamphlet outlining key functions

Authors
Wayne Westmoreland and
Terry Gilman

Audience
TRS-80 owners who enjoy
arcade games

enables you to monitor what's ahead or behind, before it
arrives.
The sound routines in The Eliminator are definitely a
cut above those of most TRS-80 programs. However, I
prefer to be a member of the "soundless minority"; blips
and bloops make me nervous, so I usually play with the
sound patch disconnected.

Possible Improvements
To be as fair as possible, The Eliminator does have two
features that could stand improvement. First, the hyperspace control (Clear key) should be farther from the disruptor-charge control (Enter key). On occasion, I have
detonated the disruptor charge by accident when
attempting to use the hyperspace function. Second, it
would be nice to be awarded an extra ship and / or disruptor charge after passing, say, 50,000 points, as a merit
award.

Conclusions
• The Eliminator is a fast-paced arcade game that makes
excellent use of the TRS-80's low-resolution graphics.
e The on-screen presentation is well done and the widescreen monitor is a marvelous feature .
eThe game requires both fast reflexes and strategic thinking to be played effectively.
• The Eliminator is the best thing to happen to the
TRS-80 in a long time.
Editor's Note: The Eliminator is also avai/able as a full-color, high-resolution game for the Apple II . . This version requires an Apple II or
Apple II Plus, 4BK bytes of memory, and one disk driv e. The price is
$29.95 .... A.A.L.

"This year, I'm taking 2,000
people sailing. I wouldn't trust the
travel arrangements to anything less
than Scotch® Brand Diskettes:'
Eben Whitcomb, OwnerOperator, Dirigo Cruise
Company, Clinton, CT

Eben Whitcomb runs the largest
windjammer cruise business using
American flag ships. He uses
Scotch diskettes to keep track of
thousands of names, bookings,
sailing times, manifests and general
ledger. While his computer saves
time and repetition, Scotch diskettes
assure him that vital information
will be there when he needs it.
Dependable Scotch media can
work just as hard for you. Each
Scotch diskette is tested before it
leaves our factory, and guaranteed
error-free . So you can expect it to
perform exactly right.
Scotch 8" and 5%" diskettes are
compatible with computer/ diskette
systems like TRS-80, Apple , PET,
Wang and many others. Get them
from your local 3M distributor. For
the one nearest you, call toll-free:
800/328-1300. (In Minnesota, call
collect: 612/ 736-9625.) Ask for the
Data Recording Products Division .
In Canada, contact 3M Canada,
Inc., Ontario.

If it's worth remembering,
it's worth Scotch
D~ta Recording Products.

3M Hears You ...

aNI
Circle 449 on inquiry card.
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Galactic Chase
Stan Wszola
Technical Editor

have this recurring
nightmare in which I'm
trapped in a video arcade
and forced to play the games
endlessly. Unfortunately, all
the games are identical. I
suppose these dreams are
the result of seeing too many
arcade-game clones. It seems
as if everybody and his
brother is producing arcade
look-alike games for the personal computer market.
Fortuna tely, Galactic
Chase is no nightmare; it's
an implementation of the
successful Galaxians arcade
game with some interesting
variatioris.

Photo 1: Screen display for Galactic Chase. Two of the
alien ships are shown peeling off from the formation and
moving in for an attack.

shoot them while they're
moving, but they're worth
more points then .
When the game begins,
the aliens peel off from the
formation and attack individually . Rather than
make a straight descent
toward the bottom of the
screen, the aliens swoop and
curve, raining their missiles
upon you all the time . In
flight, the aliens appear to
be li ttle gloves trying to grab
your ship. The movement of
the alien ships is very
smooth and looks quite
good on the screen .

Your Role
The Game
Following the Galaxian
theme, the object of the game is to shoot the alien ships.
At the start of the game, a fleet of 36 alien ships appears ,
arrayed in ranks (see photo 1) . The value of an alien ship
depends on whether it is still in formation or moving in
for an attack (see table 1). Not only is it more sporting to
176
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As the Final Defender of
Space, you command three
ships per game. Your ship is controlled by the Atari joystick, and you fire missiles by pressing the button . You
can destroy the alien ships either by firing missiles at
them or by having the aliens collide directly with the
magnetic repellers at the front of your ship.

i

-~~

I

-

-

--II

---

----

---~----

Ships
Ensigns
Captains
Flankers
Command Ships

Number
20
7
6
2

Point Value
20
30
40
50

Attack Value
40
60

80
100 to 400

Table 1: The variety, number, and point values of the ships

in the alien fleets.

In this game, there is nowhere to hide. You can't duck
behind a convenient barricade. Your ship is out in the
open, so the game requires a lot of movement to dodge
the alien missiles and ships. The game is a true test of eyehand coordination.
When you destroy one fleet of alien ships, another will
take its place. You receive a bonus ship at the start of
your encounter with the 16th, 32nd, and 48th fleets. You
also get a bonus, ship for each 7000 points scored.
The game is set up for one or two players, with the
players taking turns. The current scores are displayed at
the bottom of the screen, as are the highest score achieved
and the number of fleets encountered from the previous
game.
One nice feature is that you can stop and restart the action by pressing the Control-1 keys. This is especially
convenient if the action becomes hot and heavy and suddenly the phone rings.

Send today for our NEW full·color
56·page catalog with continuous
checks, statements, invoices, stationery,
envelopes, supplies and accessories.
We will also send our FORMS
SELECTOR GUIDE, to help you find the
right forms for your software.
• Quality products
at low prices
• Available in small quantities
• Fast Service
• Money·Back Guarantee
• Convenient TOLL· FREE
ordering

Options
The game has three levels of skill. After you have
destroyed 10 fleets in level one, you are moved up to level
two, where the speed of the aliens increases. At your en-

Fast Service by mail or. . . PHONE TOLL FREE

1 + 800-225-9550

Mass. residents 1 + 800·922 ·8560
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p .m. Eastern Time Monday -

Friday

r: ----------.,

At a Glance

Please rush a new compu l er forms cata log 10;

I

I

NAME

I
I ~CI~TY~.S~TA~T~Ea~nd~Z~IP
I
CO MPANY
STREET

_____________________________________

I

PHONE

Ha,dwa ' e and So lt wa'e being used

~

Nebs

I
I
I
I

L __ COmputer Forms _ J
CODE 22460

78 Hollis Slreel, Grolon, Massachusells 0] 4 7]
A division of New Engl and Business Service, Inc.
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Circle 332 on inquiry card.

Name

Format

Galactic Cha se

Cassene tape or 5 V. ·inch
floppy disk

Type
Arcade·type ga me

Language
6502 machine language

Manufacturer
Spectrum Computers
266 I 8 Southfield Rd .
Lathrup Village. MI 4807 6
13 I 3) 559·5?52

Computer Needed
Atari 400 or 800 w ith 16K

Price

Documentation

52 4 .95. cassette;
5299 5. disk

One·page pamphlet

bytes of memory. one disk
drive. and two joysticks

Audience
Author
Tony Weber

Game players

Superfast in its class and ready to run.
Computer Benchmarks-All systems running the same BAS IC program.
Manufacture- Model

Class

IBM 3033
Seattle Computer System 2
Digita l Equipment PDP 11 /70
Prime 550
Digital Equipment PDP-1 0
I BM System 34
TEl System 48
Hewlett-Packard H P3000
Seattle Computer System 2
Alpha Micro AM-1 OOff
Digital Equipment PDP 11 /45
Data General NOVA 3
Ohio Scient ific C4-P
North Star Floati ng Point
Radio Shack TRS-80 II
App le 11 +
Cromemco System 3
Commodore Pet 2001
IBM 5100
Vector MZ

Mainframe
Micro
Mini
Ma inframe
M ainframe
Mai nframe
Micro
Mini
Micro
Micro
Mini
Mini
Micro
M icro
M icro
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro

Operating
System
VS2-10RVYL
MS-DOS
n/a
PRIMOS
TOPS-10
Release 05
MAGIC 1.0
Time Sh are
MS-DOS
AMOS 4.3a
n/a
Time Share
OS65D 3.2
NSDOS
TRSDOS 1.2
DOS 3.2
CDOS
n/a
n/a
n/a

Language
(Type*)
Stanford BASIC
Microsoft BASIC (C)
BASIC (I)
BAS IC V 16.4 (I)
BASIC (I)
BASIC (I)
Microsoft BASIC (C)
BASIC (I)
Microsoft BASIC (I)
A lpha BASIC (SO
BASIC (I)
BASIC 5.32
Levell BASIC (I)
NorthStar BASIC (I)
BASIC (I)
App lesoft II (I)
32K BASIC (I)
Microsoft BASIC (I)
BASIC (I)
Micropolis BASIC (I)

Run Time
(Seconds)
10
33
45
63
65
129
178
250
310
317
330
517
680
685
792
960
1074
1374
1951
2251

·C = Co mpiler; I = Interpreter. Tim es (except for Seattl e Co mputer) taken from August 1981 issue of Interface Age.

The Seattle Computer System 2 is the fastest micro on th e
block. In fact, System 2 outperforms many min is and
mainframes.
Even the big boys such as : IBM System 34, Prime
550, and Hewlett-Packard HP 3000 are left in the dust
when System 2 starts running.
The speedy System 2 consists of 8 Mhz. 8086
CPU set, 128K of 85 nsec. static RAM, doub le-density disk
controller, 22-slot constant vo ltage mainframe, a cable for
two 8" drives, and MS-DOS operating system (also called
86-DOS, IBM PC-DOS, Lifeboat SB-86).
High- level languages li ke M icrosoft's Basic,
Pasca l, Fortra n, Cobol are avai lab le now for your
app lication programs.

System 2 comes fu lly assembled, tested and
ready to run with t he addition of d isk dri ves (that we
can supp ly) and termi na l.
Ca ll (206) 575 -1830 for the location of your
nea rest System 2 dealer.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

1114 Indu stry Dri ve, Sea ttl e, Was hin gto n 98188
Circle 405 on in qu iry card.

counter with the 31st fleet, an invisible ray disables your
missile launcher and slows the speed of your missiles.
This is level three. You also have the option of starting at
level two if you find level one too tame.

Strategy
Conventional wisdom suggests that the safest approach is to shoot the alien ships one column at a time.
However, another strategy is to destroy the alien ships
only while they're in motion . You'll acquire more points
if successful, but your ships will face the greatest danger.
You might reserve this strategy for the command ships;
one command ship can be worth up to 400 points. (The
value is determined randomly and is displayed when you
hit the ship.)
My usual modus operandi is to keep my ship in constant motion. I've found that if you concentrate on one
specific target or column, it's easy to pick off ships. Also,
the alien ships tend to follow the motion of your ship, so
radical changes in direction will throw them off your
track.
As I mentioned above, alien ships can be destroyed by

ramming them with the front of your ship. The latter tactic is not for the fainthearted. Because the alien ships are
firing directly ahead, you must wait till the last moment
before placing your ship in the path of the alien. If the
alien should touch the side of your ship, both ships will
be destroyed. This tactic, therefore, is only for macho
game players or for use as a last-ditch effort.

Conclusions
eI have only two complaints. I dislike the bursts of light
in the background. Obviously meant to represent flickering stars, the effect looks more like cosmic dandruff . Also
there is no software switch to turn off the sound effects.
(My fellow editors did not appreciate hearing all of the
galactic mayhem while they were trying to work.) These
minor points become irritating if you play the game for
any length of time.
eGalactic Chase is faithful to the original version. It offers an exciting game with a maximum of action and a
minimum of complications. The graphics are smooth and
colorful, and all information is nicely displayed . Galactic
Chase is a natural for any Atari owner's game library .•

DATAFACE GRQ SERIES INTERFACE
TURNS YOUR ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER INTO A PRINTER/TYPEWRITER

The Dataface GRO-11
Interface expands your
Olympia ES Series or Remmington 200 Series electronic typewriters into a letter press q u ality printer for your personal or business
computer. And, you still have a fully featured electronic typewriter-two machines in one.
The GRO Series Interface features:
1. Standard EIA RS-232-C Serial Interface and
Parallel (Centronics compatible) .
2. Standard async hronous ASCII code, 7 bit data; 1
start bit; accommodates 1 or 2 stop bits automatically; accommodates odd, even or absence of parity bit.
3. Fifty thru 9600 Baud data rate options.
4. Two K buffer; supports X-on, X-off protocol as
well as RTS signals.
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inside typewriter back panel
along side logic board. The
connection between boards accomplished by 40 pin
jumper cable using existing socket . No soldering
required. Power is provided to the GRO thru two pins
of the 40 lead cable. Installation in 10 minutes .

GRQ·10 - CALL FOR SPECIAL
WHOLESALE PRICE.
SUGGESTED RETAIL $349.50.

[]ATAFACE

~rlC.

2372 A WALSH AVE., SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
(408) 727-6704

Circle 146 on inquiry card.

88-80/4. The affordable singleboard microcomputer
with multi-user, multi-tasking muscle and brains.
SB-80/4
A complete mi cro co mputer system for the
user who demands speed and storage capacity in sing le
or multi -use r applications. The CP/M ® compat ible
operating system combined with our AMX I/ O supervisor provides features and performance levels associated with more· costly minicomputers.
Single Board Technology
By utilizing the latest in
large scale integration , engineers have packaged , into a
singleboard, power and reliability usually found on ly in
costly multi-board systems. This multi-processor board
allows each user (up to four) a dedicated Z80A microcomputer and 64K of RAM . The master-slave architecture, residing in the same enclosure, supervises all user
requests for storage and peripherals through four
channel DMA.
Memory and Disk Storage
Up to 320K of 200ns
dynamic RAM provides the hardware to mUlti-task th e
operation. A 4K byte of EPROM for bootstrap, monitor
and diagnostic test is standard. On board interface for
Winchester type disk controller allows from 10 to 104

megabytes of storag e for applications that require large
database files and records. The four parallel ports and six
seri al ports provide the muscle to support additional
peripherals.
Software
The true CP /M compatible, in conjunction
with th e multi-user AMX I/O supervisory system provides DMA, real time c lock and full vectored interrupt on
all I l Os. BASIC, Fortran , Pascal , Cobol, APL and PL/1
langu ages are available.
Affordability
The result is a high-speed , full featured
microcomputer system at a pricethat beats the competition . The SB-80 /4 gives you minicomputer performance
and capacity at microcomputer size and price.
OBslBr snd OEM inquiriBs srB wBlcomB.
NstionwidB fiBld sBrvicB through INOESERV.

II

Colonial Data

Colonial Data Services Corp., 105 Sanford Street, Hamden , Conn. 06514- (203) 288-2524 - Telex: 956014
"'CP/M is a registered trademark 01 Digital Research . Inc.

Circle 96 on inquiry card.
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On the Way
to Standard BASIC
A survey of what's in the proposed ANSI standard
and why it's there.
Thomas E. Kurtz
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755

The American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) committee X3J2,
charged with developing a standard
for the BASIC programming language, held its first meeting in
January 1974. We're now well into
the eighties and still we have no published standard. Why so long? The
standardization process is at best
slow and cumbersome, but need it be
this slow? After all, standards for
FORTRAN, COBOL, and PLiI have
been around for a while. Half of the
short answer is that the X3J2 committee has produced in eight years two
standards: the "draft," which is the
subject of this article, and Minimal
BASIC, which appeared in 1978 (see
reference 1). (Minimal BASIC has not
caught on because the rapid development of chip technology has made its
modest capabilities obsolete.) The
other half of the short answer is that
BASIC was changing drastically
while the committee was trying to
standardize it. In other words, BASIC
has been a moving target.
BASIC got its start as a simple language designed to make life easier for
the nonexpert programmer. But what
About the Author
Thomas E. Kurtz is co-author of the original,
"Dartmouth" BASIC and is chairman of the
ANSI committee that has developed the proposed draft standard for BASIC.
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started out as a simple language with
no more than a dozen different statements dealing only with numbers has
grown into a diverse language with
many statements capable of handling
numbers, strings, arrays, files, and
plotting . Single-letter and letter-digit
variable names have grown to multicharacter variable names. Simple
GOTOs and IF . . . THENs have
evolved into the famous constructs of
structured programming. Each vendor has developed its own formats
and rules for these extensions so that
present versions of BASIC differ
widely as to form and content.
At long last, the diverging paths
are being brought together in the new
proposed standard for BASIC. The
standard includes structured constructs, a ''MAT'' (matrix) package,
formatted output, subprograms that
can be made independent, files, exception handling, and optional sections on graphics, sophisticated file
structures, real time, fixed decimal
arithmetic, and editing. (Details appear later in this article.) The example
in listing 1 illustrates a few of the
highlights of standard BASIC: multicharacter identifiers, subprograms,
and several of the structured constructs.
The standard is currently (early
1982) under technical committee mail
ballot, which will assert (if it passes)

that the technical development of the
standard has been completed. The
next major milestone is a publicreview period conducted by ANSI's
X3 committee, which supervises the
making of all computer-related standards in the United States. Further
steps, which usually take several
years to complete, will follow before
the standard becomes ANSI official,
but these are formalities that have
little likelihood of changing the content of the standard.
The standard will mainly benefit
the educational world. Programs
published in magazines such as BYTE
may eventually be in standard BASIC
rather than in some variation. Textbooks containing programs won't
have to be written specifically for a
particular brand or model of computer. Finally, programs written in
standard BASIC will be easier to
transport and distribute.

Difficulties with Standardization
Developing a standard for BASIC
has been difficult because the language serves such a diverse clientele.
Educational users tend to work on
mini- and microcomputers. They
desire a language that is easy to learn
and is not cluttered with declarations
or excessive structure. They would be
satisfied with fairly simple file systems.

The revolutionary Discovery multiprocessor is the only system that
allows the total integration of powerful 16 bit 8086 processors with
the more standard Z-80 user processors. The DISCOVERY system may
be configured in any 8 bit/16 bit combination, or as a totally exclusive
16 bit system only to provide the ultimate in performance and flexibility
in advanced micro systems.
Ultimcite performance. The dpc-186 is the most sophisticated single
board microcomputer available today offering more power and faster
processing time through the 8086 CPU for bigger, more complex
programs. Memory starts at 128 K (compared to the Z-80's 64 K), and
is expandable to 1 megabyte. And the dpc-186 is fully compatible with
the standard DISCOVERY multiprocessor system permitting efficient
upgrading as future needs develop, without sacrificing any of your
extensive hardware and software investment.

World's best multiprocessor system. The DISCOVERY system provides separate processors and memory for each of its 16 users. It offers
full CP/MNand CP/M-86 Ncompatibility, interprocessor communication,
and shared and private files . Each user can take advantage of shared
peripherals and cross submitting of tasks between processors. The system
is controlled by a unique, two board dpc-280 service processor and
dpc/os distributed processing operating system.
By the board or by the system. The DISCOVERY multiprocessor is
ready for immediate deliv<cry as a complete system, as processor boards,
and everything in between. It offers exclusive technology in multiprocessing, yet is fully compatible with existing standards including CP1M
and S-lOO.1t is quite simply unmatched in performance, capabilities
and offers a far greater degree ::>f flexibility.
DISCOVERY - offering a whole new world of possibilities.

For the first time, 8 and 16 bit processor intermixing.

Action Computer Enterprises, Inc.

___
~_:::J~~~
•

The Multiprocessing Company
55 West Del Mar Boulevard . Pasadena. CA 911 05 USA
(213) 793-2440. TWX 910-588-1201
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Dealer and OEM inquiries invited.

See us at N_C.C _Booth 118720_
·CP/ M is a registered TM of Digital Research , Inc.

THE 5149-95··
CPERSONAl
' '0
MPUTER.

Introducing the
Sinclair ZX81.
If you're ever
going to buy a person~1
I
computer, now IS the time
to do it.
:
The Sinclair ZX81
is the most powerful, yet
.
easy-to-use computer
ever offered for any•
where near the price :
.
only $149 .95 * completely assembled .
Don/t let the price fool you. The ZX81 has
just about everyth ing you could ask for in a personal computer.
A breakthrough in personal computers.
The ZX81 is a major advance over the original Sinclair ZX80-the first personal computer to
break the price ba rrier at $200.
In fact, the ZX81 /s 8K extended BASIC offers
features found on ly on computers costing two or
three times as much .
Just look at what you get:
• Continuous display, including moving graphics

Multi-dimensional

~~~~~~~~i~a~:~i~~::~~ays

tific f~nctions accurate to
8 deCimal places
• Unique one-touch entry
of key words like PRINT,
RUN and LIST
• Automatic syntax error
detection and easy editing
• Randomize function
useful for both games and serious applications
• Built-in interface for ZX printer
• 1K of memory expandable to 16K
• 164-page programming guide and operating
manual
The ZX81 is also very convenient to use. It
hooks up to any television set to produce a clear
32 -column by 24-line display. It comes with a
comprehensive 164-page programming guide
and operating manual designed for both beginners and experienced computer users. And you
can use a regular cassette recorder to store
and recall programs by name.

Order at no risk. "''''
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Have your
We'll give you 10 days to try outthe ZX81. If
MasterCard or VISA ready.
you're not completely satisfied, just return it to
These numbers are for orders only. If you just
Sinclair Research and we'll give you a full refund.
want information, please write: Sinclair Research
And if you have a problem with your ZX81,
Ltd .,2 Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061 .
'" Plus sh iPPing and handling . Price includes connectors for TV and cassette, AC adaptor, and
send it to Sinclair Research within 90 days and
FREE manual.
" Ooes no t apply to ZX81 kits.
we'll repair or replace it at no charge .
Introducing the ZX81 kit.
If you really want to save
money, and you enjoy building electronic kits, you can order the ZX81
in kit form for the incredible price
of just $99.95. * It's the same, full featured computer, only you put it
together yourself. We'll send complete, easy-to-follow instructions
NEW SOFTWARE: Sinclair
ZX PRINTER: The Sincl air ZX
16K MEMORY MODULE:
on how you can assemble your
has published pre- recorded
Printer will work with your
Like any powerful, full
ZX81. It will be ava ilable in the
programs on cassett es for
fledg ed computer, th e ZX81
ZX81 in just a few hours. All you
near future and w ill cost less
you r ZX81. We' re constantly
is expandable. Sinclair's 16K
have to supply is the soldering iron . coming out with new prothan $100.
memory module plugs rig ht
grams, so we'll send yo u our
onto the back of your ZX81.
A leader in microelectronics.
latest softwa re catalog w ith
Cost is $99.95, plus sh ippi ng
and handling.
The ZX81 represents the latest your comp uter.
technology in microelectronics.
More than 10,000 are sold every
week . In fact, the ZX81 is the fastest
selling personal computer in the
world.
We urge you to place your
order for the ZX81 today.
To order.
I
Amount
Price"
Oty.
I Ad Code 06BY
To order, simply call toll free.
I
$ 149.95
ZX8 1
Or use the coupon below. Remem99.95
ZX81 Kit
I
ber, you can try it for 10 days at no
99.95
16K
M
emory
Module
I
risk * * The sooner you order, the
$4.95
4 .95
Shipping and Handling
sooner you can start enjoying your I
TOTAL
I
own computer.
MAIL TO: Sinclair Research Ltd.,
I
Call toll free 800-543-3000.
One Sinclair Plaza, Nas hua, NH 0306)
I
Ask for operator #509.ln
Name _________________________________________________
Ohio call: 800-582-1364; in CanI
Address _________________________________________________
ada call: 513-729-4300. Ask for
I
operator #509 . Phones open
I

sinclair

To order call toll free: 800-543-3000

r---------------~~---------~

I
I

City_______________________ State __________ Zip _______

·U.5.dollars
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listing 1: This program incorporates many of the new features of the proposed draft
standard for BASIC.
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
;350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530

Program CRAPS
!
! A simple program in standard BASIC
! Plays N games of craps

!
! Read n
Data 10

For i = I to n
Call DICE (Total)
Print "You rolled a "; Total
Select Total
Case 7, II
Print "You win."
Case 2, 3, 12
Print "You lose ."
Case else
Print "which is your point."
Do
Call DICE (Newtotal)
Print Newtotal,
Loop until Newtotal = 7 or Newtotal
If Newtotal = 7
Then
Print "You lose ."
Else
Print "You win ."
End if
End select
Next i

June 1982 © BYTE Publication. Inc

Total

End

Sub DICE(Sum)
! Roll two dice and add them up
!
Let dl = Int(6.Rnd + I)
Let d2 = Int(6.Rnd + I)
Let Sum = dl + d2
!
Sub end

Another group of users includes
those with large machines or with access to large machines. These users
want a rich, compiler-based language. They want to construct subroutine libraries of independently
compiled subprograms. This group
also wishes to write interactive programs that process strings of characters, something that FORTRAN and
COBOL don't do easily. (PLII allows
string processing, but it's not accessible in many interactive environments.) Pascal does not offer what
these users want either; it is too
pristine.
A third group of users wishes to do
business and financial calculations
using BASIC. Such use is extensive
186
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partly because many of the early
financial applications were written in
BASIC. In Europe, BASIC is the
primary business data-processing language for small computers. This
group wants formatted output, accurate dollars-and-cents calculations,
and access to record-structured files.
Few suitable alternatives' exist for
these users on small machines.

What Most BASICs Are Like
Present-day BASICs, including the
current version of the draft standard,
reflect most of the goals of the
original version of BASIC. For example, most BASICs avoid declaration
of variables, with the notable exception that many, including the draft
Circle 380 on Inquiry card .......
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Timetable for Approval
This article is the first public presentation of the main features of the standard now in preparation. The X3]2
committee will shortly send its proposed standard to the parent committee X3. X3 will then establish a publiccomment period during which copies
of the proposed standard will be available. The public is then invited to examine the standard, point out flaws , or
propose modifications . Individual
computer users and user groups should
be on the lookout for the public-comment period and respond with suggestions or comments.
We also hope that the trade and
academic press will examine the standard when it becomes available and
draw comparisons between it and
other popular versions of BASIC. The
X3/2 committee doesn 't really expect
all vendors to implement all that is in
the standard. But we hope that what
vendors do implement will be compatible with the standard.
The schedule of events in the near
future for the standard is:
Late July 1982: Confirm the technical

review, possibly make last-minute
changes.
Fall 1982: Transmit the standard to X3
for further processing. At this point,
the standard will be virtually stable,
and vendors and users can begin to
count on its features . Subsequent processing of the standard is largely formal, although it is possible to change
the standard when there is a significant
public aversion to some feature in the
standard.
Late 1982 or early 1983: Public comment period and letter ballot within
X3 .
1983: Transm ittal to ANSI for still further processing.
1983: Final approval by ANSI.

Z-80 is a registered
trademark of Zilog.

As with any best-laid plans, unforeseen problems can only cause delays.
The above schedule is therefore optimistic. On the other hand, the technical content of the standard is not
likely to change after the fall of 1982.
Implementers should be able to plan
new compilers and interpreters with
confidence at that time.

PHonE 1
1011 River Lane· Loves Park, Illinois
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COMPATIBLE
BOARDS

BY

ZOBE

25BK

MEMORY

WITH PARITY

$598
$~
HARD DISC SUBSYSTEM FOR
IBM AND S·~OO $2495
Limited time only!

HA62
4SP
PB
EB

IBM BUS HARD DISK INTERFACE FOR WD-1000
4 SERIAL PORTS FOR IBM
PROTOTYPING BOARD FOR IBM
EXTENDER BOARD FOR IBM

s·~oo

BOARDS

ZOBEX CPU
Z-80A CPU WITH 4 SERIAL AND 3 PARALLEL PORTS

ZOBEX DDFDC
DOUBLE DENSITY DISK CONTROLLER

ZMS-100
64K RAM

HDCI
S-100 HARD DISK INTERFACE FOR WD - 1000

ZOBEX
7343 J. RONSON RD.
SAN DIEGO . CA. 92111

(714) 571-6971

ZOBEX is trademark of ZOBEX CORPORATIO N
IBM is trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
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standard, require declaration of arrays (lists and tables) . In most
BASICs, variables are typed implicitly, according to some special symbol.
Thus, string variables have the dollar
sign ($) in their name. This convention limits the number of different
types of variables, because there
aren't many special characters left.
Some argue that this is good, not bad.
It is still true that a small job requires only a small program. Some
BASICs even allow omitting the END
statement. A language that lacks
declarations and excessive structure
lends itself more readily to interpreters. For these, a simple computation requires but a single statement. If
you want to add 2 and 2, the single
direct statement:
PRINT 2

+

2

will work. Try this in Pascal or FORTRAN!
Because a user can get by with a
minimum of syntax rules and structure, BASIC is easy for novices to

learn. Perhaps even more important,
it is easy for occasional users to
remember. I know teachers who use
the computer only twice a year but
who cart remember what to do without having tb check the manual.

The Proposed Standard
The standard will of course embrace most of simple BASIC or Minimal BASIC. (ANSI Minimal BASIC is
similar to the earliest versions of
BASIC. It includes the REM, LET,
INPUT, PRINT, READ, RESTORE,
DATA , DIM, FOR, NEXT , IF ...
THEN , line number, GOSUB,
GOTO, RETURN, ON ... GOTO ,
RANDOMIZE , single-line DEF,
STOP, and END statements. It
lacks string lists, files, plotting, etc.
ANSI Minimal BASIC is quite
minimal!) BASIC extends Minimal
BASIC in a number of ways , for example, by allowing multicharacter
variable names . It also includes features completely missing from Minimal BASIC, such as graphical output
and real time . Incidentally, the com-

mittee elected to use the name BASIC
for this standard . It had used the
terms "Extended BASIC " and
"Enhanced BASIC ," but it dropped
the modifiers , thus allowing their use
by vendors later.
The standard is written so as to
define standard-conforming programs . Any program that is written
according to the rules of the standard
is standard-conforming . A standardconforming implementation (interpreter or compiler) is one that will
correctly process a standard-conforming program. A standard-conforming implementation may offer
extensions, provided that all standard-conforming programs will continue to be correctly processed. This
point is important in order to understand some of the choices made by
the committee.
Actually, the standard will consist
of a core module plus five optional
modules: enhanced files (direct access
and keyed); graphics; real time; fixed
decimal (for business users) ; and
editing.
I'll now give a section-by-section
summary of the features of the proposed standard.

Data Types
BASIC includes variables and constants of type numeric and string .
Numeric is, of course, single precision. The standard will not specify
other types, such as integer or double
precision, both of which have been
requested by part of the user community . It will provide fixed decimal
but only as an option. The reason for
not including other types is that
BASIC serves many masters-large
machines, small machines, microcomputers, interpreters, compilers,
education, business-making the
choice of data types difficult. As it is,
vendors can enhance their own versions of the standard BASIC with
whatever additional data types are
needed by their users . Of course, programs written to take advantage of
such data types will not be standardconforming and might not be transportable.

Program Comments
In addition to the REM statement
190
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were
paying taxes.

n~'III~~"

for comments, BASIC will allow online comments using the exclamation
point (I).

. Identifiers

an

Expert.
h~ everything you need to

get yOUr new printer up and
o~in minutes.

W. Have TbeRigJlt
Pttnter Fot You. Bring

It did not take the committee long
to vote for multicharacter variable
names. Up to 31 characters (letters,
digits, and underlines, starting with a
letter) are permitted for variable and
function names, with the trailing
dollar sign for string-variables counting. Despite the obvious advantages
over old-fashioned BASIC variable
names, multicharacter names exact
their price. For instance, spaces are
required around keywords (such as
FOR N = 1 to M instead of
FORN = 1TOM), and certain words
cannot be used as variable names
(mainly, the names of the functions
with no arguments, such as RND).
The first restriction is probably a
good idea anyhow . The second poses
a challenge to implementers to come
up with reasonable error messages
when unsuspecting novice users try to
assign one of these words as a
variable name.
Incidentally, uppercase and lowercase may be used interchangeably for
keywords, identifiers, function
names, etc. Of course, the cases remain distinguishable in quoted
strings, input replies, etc.

alons your toughest printer
qqestlons. Our salespeople

~=--~

Will answer themhonestly
IirId practfcall~ In less time
tbanyou'd imagine
pOSSible, youlJI be a
pdnter expert tool
Alter ~, printers are

(.)ur o~ bualness, so
at. do abetter

abflndll:Jg tlie right one for you.

Numeric Operations
The big news is that arithmetic will
be floating decimal. Thus ,
2.29 + 4.71 = 7.00, not 6.999999.
Also:
.1

+
+

+
.1
.1

.1

+
+

+

.1

.1

+

.1

=

+
.1

.1

+

.1

1 exactly

Vendors may offer native arithmetic
(presumably floating binary or floating hexadecimal) as an option if efficiency is an issue. But users will finally be able to carry out dollars-andcents calculations with confidence.
Minimal BASIC provides these
numeric functions: ABS, ATN, COS,
© Orange Micro 1982
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MDRRDW DESIGNS
Cost effective answers to
floppy disk problems.
DMA answers. Standard,
accumulator transfer floppy
disk controllers can stall your
microcomputer system's
CPU for as long as 160 milliseconds . Just to access and
transfer a sector of data to
main memory. If CPU processing speed and system per- .'
formance are critical,You need
something better. That's
where Morrow Designs' new
intelligent Disk Jockey DMA'"
controller comes in. This new
breed of perpherial hand les
both 5W' and 8" drives and
can read almost any format
In existence . Speed ? Your
CPU runs at full tilt while the
DMA controller seeks and
gathers a sector of data.
How? Information transfers
to and from main memory
occur as "cycle steals" from
the system bus. And the
missing memory cycles are
transparent to the CPU totalling only two milliseconds
in stead of the usual 80.
Build a buffer. Give the Disk
Jockey DMA a little extra memory' and yoursystem's performance gets even better. The extra storage is used as a
track buffer. So, whenever a sector on a new track is read,
the track buffer is automatically filled with the other sec-

tors on the track. The result?
Additional data on the track
is immediately available.
Without the 80 millisecond
rotational latency normally
encountered. And similar
efficiencies occur with disk
writes . Sectors in the track
buffer are conditionally written on the disk on Iy if a new
track is accessed . And on Iy
one revolution of the disk
is required .
Now, prices~ All systems
listed are supplied with a
floppy disk drive, Disk Jockey
Direct Memory Access Controller, CP/M** 2 .2 operating
system, power supply, fan,
cables, cabinet and Microsoft
5.2 BASIC.
Even lower prices. Morrow
Designs' floppy disk systems
with Disk Jockey'" 2D control lers offer the same high quality at even lower prices. Now
without memory mapping!
Fast answers. See Morrow
Designs' family of cost effective floppy disk systems at
your computer dealer. For a somewhat more leisurely
answer,circle the reader service number below. For immediate answers, phone us at (415) 524-2101.
LOOK TO MORROW FOR ANSWERS.

5% Inch Systems (formatted data)

8 Inch Systems (formatted data)

400,000
800,000
800,000
1,600,000

Bytes
Bytes
Bytes
Bytes

(1) Dual Sided 48 TPI Drive

(2) Dual Sided 48 TPI Drive
(1) Dual Sided 96 TPI Drive
(2) Dual Sided 96 TPI Drive

$ 995
$1695
$1495
$2495

OE M pricing available

. Prices subject to change wi th out no tice.
Disk Jockey DMA and Disk Jockey 2D
are I rademarks of Morrow Designs
"CP/ M is a trademark of Digita l Rese arch.
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500,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
2 ,200,000

Bytes
Bytes
Bytes
Bytes

(1) Single Sided Drive
(2) Single Sided Drive
(1) Dual Sided Drive
(2) Dual Sided Drive

$1195
$1975
$1495
$2575
OEM pricing available

MDRRDW DESIGNS
522 1 Ce nt ral Avenue . Richm ond, CA 94804
(415) 524· 2101

EXP, INT (the floor), LOG (natural),
RND, SGN, SIN, SQR, and TAN.
New numeric functions include
ACOS, ANGLE (easier to use than
A TAN for determining the angle
given the base and height), ASIN,
CEIL (ceiling, the opposite of INT),
COSH, COT, CSC (cosecant),
DATE, DEG (radians to degrees),
EPS (the smallest representable
positive number), FP (fractional
part-the same as X-INT(X) for positive X}, INF (the largest positive number), IP (integer part-the same as
INT for positive values), LOGIO,
LOG2, MAX, MIN, MOD, PI, RAD
(degrees to radians), REM (remainder-the same as MOD for positive
numbers), ROUND, SEC, SINH,
TANH, TIME, TRUNCATE (reduce
the number of significant digits, but
don't round) .
Taking a cue from the hand-held
calculators, the user at his option can
express angles in degrees instead of
radians . Secondary school trigonometry and general math students

should benefit because normally
students don't learn radian measure
until they take calculus.

String Operations
The two important operations on
strings are concatenation (joining two
strings) and substring extraction. The
former is accomplished by using the
ampersand (&); the latter is achieved
by following the string variable with
a range enclosed in · parentheses.
Thus, LINE$(4:7) gives the fourth
through seventh characters of the
string LINE$. This substring notation
can appear on the left side of a. LET
statement, in which case the fourth
through seventh characters are replaced by whatever appears on the
right side of the LET statement. The
old substring functions (SEG$, MID$,
LEFT$, etc.) that we have come to
know and love are gone. Good riddancel
Functions whose arguments or
values are strings include CHR$,
DATE$, LEN, LCASE$, ORD, POS,

THE MULTI-USER FRIENDLY MEMORY BOARD WITH

NO

STR$, TIME$, UCASE$, a.n d VAL.
CHR$ and ORO are opposite, and
associate a character to its numerical
value. LCASE$ and UCASE$ are
lowercase- and uppercase-conversion
functions. DATE$ and TIME$ give
the date and time as strings. STR$
and VAL are the number-string conversion functions that have been
around for a while in BASIC. LEN
gives the length of a string. POS
searches a string for another string.

LET Statement
This brings us to a point that may
disturb many. The LET in the LET
statement is mandatory! One might
ask why, as the option to omit it is
such a common convention and a
convenience to many users. The principal reason was to reduce the
number of reserved words while retaining simple parsing. As it is, only
the no-argument function names like
RND and the words NOT, PRINT,
REM, and ELSE are reserved (not
allowed to be used as identifiers).
This means that a user cannot write
LET RND = 3. One should realize,
however, that the standard . actually
prescribes only that standardconforming programs may· not omit
the LET. Compilers and interpreters
may, however, allow users to omit
the LET, but they must accept the
LET when it is present. Such implementations will have to be smart
enough to recognize that :
INPUT = 3
is a LET statement and not an input
statement.

o " Educated " cycle control
0 256 kilobytes 150 NS
dynamiC ram
Designed to operate in any
S-1 00 System IEEE or NonIEEE
.
16-bit addressing option:
Powerful Macrotech Memory Mapping (M 3) bank select architecture allows
each 4K block of the 16 bit
(64K) logical addresses to
be dynamically tran slated
to any 4K block of th e 256K
on board physical memory.
24-bit direct addressing
option

o
o

o

OEM inquiries circle 275

module generates all tim ing on board asynchronouslyfor maximum
access speed and uniform
operation
Comprehensive technical
manual. with complete installation guide and source
listings for MP/M II'M* and
" Virtual Disk" solid state
di sk applications.
DMA operation fully supported in strict accordance
with IEEE 696 standard.
08/16 data transfer protocol
Parity error detection

o

o Multilayer board and bus
o

Signal filtering for noisefree operation.
Full one year warranty

II you wish, send a check or money
order for Sl ,379 (In California add 6%
safes lax where applicable).
Manual available al S25.00 each
refundable with order.
' Regislered Trademark of Digit~1
Research Corp .
OEM & Dealer Inquiries inviled

o
o

Dealer inquiri es circ le 276

MACROTECH International Corp .,
22133 Cohasset SI., Canoga Park,
California 91303

(213) 887-5737
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Arrays
Arrays must be dimensioned in the
program before use. This rule conflicts with Minimal BASIC, which
allows default dimensions for lists
and tables (vectors and matrices) that
do not appear in DIM statements.
You might wonder why we are doing
away with the convenience of not
having to dimension small arrays.
The reason is that general identifiers
are now allowed for both arrays and
functions. For example, in "LET
X = A(3)" the meaning of A(3) is

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
WITH CP1M ™

OPERA TING
SYS TEM

$ 2 695
'

A Briefcase Size Computer vvith Full Size Abilitiesl

Standard Features

o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o

4 MHZ Z80 PROCESSOR
64K LOW POWER RAM
1.2 MBYTE ON DUAL
8 " FLOPPIES
COMPACT SIZE : 5'/2"X 19 "X 19 "
LIGHT WEIGHT - ONLY 30 LBS
4 RS-232 SERIAL PORTS

This Is Not a Personal Computer!

ENVIRONMENTAL PACKAGING

THE EXEC-JR IS A TRUE BUSINESS COMPUTER
WITH CAPABILITIES TO HANDLE THE TOUGH JOBS .

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

SERIAL PORTS CAN BE USED FOR TERMINALS . PRINTERS OR MODEMS .

Expansion Options

o
o
o
o

192K BYTE RAM MEMORY
MULTI-USER
DUAL SIDED DRIVES (2.4 MBYTE)
FIXED DISK INTERFACE WITH 11 ,
35 , OR 70 MBYTE FIXED DISK

Affordable Expansion

2.4 MBYTE

64K RAM Expansion

128K RAM Expansion

ON DUAL SIDED DRIVES

FOR A TOTAL OF 128K BYTE

FOR A TOTAL OF 192K BYTE

ONLY

$375

ONLY

$149

ONLY

$298

As a closing thought consider this . . .

Who else offers a small computer with:
192K BYTE RAM, 2.4 MBYTE on Floppies; 4 Serial Terminal Interfaces,
Multi-User Capability and CP / M ™ Operating System for $3,368.

CUSTOM COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.
AN INNOVA TlVE LEADER IN PROCESSING SYSTEMS
PRICE AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES WELCOME.
CP/M IS A TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH , INC.

7250 COMMERCE CIRCLE EAST
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FRIDLEY , MINNESOTA 55432

•

PHONE (612) 574-9493
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HpMe
tt'• 'tillOFFtheP"ceslnthlsad!
July 5, ta1!e an.EXT.RA 5%
u

SUPER COMPUTE R VALUE FROM
CA LI FORN IA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
4MHz, Z-80, 64K RAM, Disk Con trol ler,
C/ PM 2_2
....... $2349
w/dual5 y.," SS DO ...
2599
w / dual5 y." OS DO .
2995
w / dualS" SS DO ...
w / dualS" SS DO ........ . . _..
3595

INTERTEC S U PE~ B RA I N
Self-contained computer with dual disks and
two RS232C ports. Compl etp. with CP / M 2.2.
64K Double Densi ty , .. . .. .NI.: JV I. (~W.- . $2099
64K Quad Density ....... Nf:J;V I . f) JV.- . 2495

VIDEO TER MI N AL S
INTERTEC EMULATOR . .
. ....... $ $749
INTERTEC INTERTUBE III .
749
ZENITH Z- 19 .
729
SOROC IQ 120.
649
SO ROC IQ 130 ...... _. . _.... . . . .. . . 595
SO ROC IQ 135.
749
SOROC IQ 135G . . .... . . . . .. .
799
SOROC IQ 140 .
.. .. . .. .. .
1149
HAZELT INE ESPRIT . .... _. . . • . .
CALL
1420.
. ............ . .•....... CALL
1500. .
. .... CALL
1510 ...............• . .. . • . . ... .. CALL
1520.
. .... CALL
TELEVIDEO 910C .........•... . ... . CALL
. .......... . ..•.. . .... CALL
912C.
920C............ .
. . . CALL
925C ..
... CALL
950C..
. ........•....... CALL
TEXAS IN ST . 940 BASIC. .
1599
940 Package. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2079
745 Portable Terminal. .
1399
745 Portable Terminal w / U / L/Case. 1495

PR INTERS
ANADE X DP-95oo ... ........... . . . . $1349
DP-9501 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1349
PAPER TIGER IDS-560G . . . .
1139
PRISM PRINTER IDS -80, w l o color. .. 998
IDS -SO, w I color. . .
1349
IDS -132, w I color. ...... .......
1695
NEC3510. RORS232C35CPS.....
1945
NEC 3530 . RO. Cent"lnte,. 35CPS.... . . .
1945
NEC7710.RoRS232C55CPS. ...
2395
NEC 7720 . KSR. RS232C 55CPS . . . . . . . . . . 2999
NEC 7730 . RO. Cent'.lnte,. 55 CPS. . . . . .
2395
QUME
Sprint 9 / 45 . LTO . 45 CPS, RS232C ... .
2119
C.ITOH Pro Writer, Parallel .... . .. . . .
549
Serial and Parallel . ............. .
629
DIABLO 630 . RS232C. 55CPS . .. . .. . .
2299
CENTRON ICS 730-1, Parallel. ... • .
399
730-3, RS232C .... . .... . ... . .
489
739-1 w I Graphics, Parallel.
525
739-3B w I Graphics, RS232C .. . .
639
704-11 , Parallel. ... .. .......... .
1695
704-9, RS232C . .. . .. . ........ .
1595
122G , Parallel, 120 CPS
949
EPSON
MXSO ...... .
489
M Xao FT .... . .. .
589
M XlOOFT . .... ............ .
789
RS232 Serial Interface .
65
RS232/2K Bufferlnterface.
125
Graftrax II . . .
90
Apple Printer Interface.
75
TIS10 Basic, RS232C ........... .
1349
S10 Basic, RS232C & Parallel.
1395
S10 w l full ASCII , vertical forms
control compressed print , .. .. . . . 1599
S20 RO , Basic ..... .
1645
S20 KSR, Basic ..
1839

OKIDATA
Microline SO.
. . . . • . . . • . . . .. $465
Tractor-feed option .. . ..•. .. • .. _.
59
Micrc line S2A .. . ........ _. ....... 519
Microline 83A . . . . . . . . .
849
Microline 84 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1199

MON ITORS
ZENITH -ZYM -121 , 12" Gree n Phos., . $125
AMDEK 100, 12" .................... 139
100G, 12" Green Phosphor. .
149
300,12" Green Phos ., Hi. Res....... 199
Color, 13". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359
Color II , 13", R.G .B. Hi Res .
799
Apple adapt. for R.G .B.
159
BMC , 12", Green Phosphor.. ..
169

NO RTH STAR
Call For Prices

CALIFORN IA COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
.. $ $269
zao CPU Board ..... .
Disk Controller 2422, w / CP / M .
359
16K Static, A&T.
259
32K Static, A&T ... . ..... .
599
64K Dynamic RAM .. .
449
System 2210 w / 64K , CP / M 2.2 ...... . 1795

CPU BOARDS
(assembled unless noted)
NORTHSTAR Z-SOA (ZPB-A/AI . ...... $269
INTERSYSTEMS (MPU-SOI...
349
SSM CBl SOSO, A&T... .. . .. . .. .
214
CB2, Z-SO, A&T . .
.. . ..... . . . .
289
CB2, Z-SO, Kit . . . .
219
DELTA Z-SO with 110. . . . . .
289
SO SYSTEMS, SBC-l00, A&T ..
349
SBC-200, A&T. . .
399
SYSTEMSG ROUPZ·SO w ith 110. .
. . 419

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS

MEMORY BOARDS

MORROW DESIGNS
Disc us 20, single drive DO.
. ... ~$898*
Du al Discu s 2D , dua l drive DO. . . . 1549*
Discus 2 + 2, double sided DO .... . . 1239*
Dual Discus 2 + 2 . . . . .
....
2139
' Includes CP/ M 2+2and Microsofr Basic

HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS
MORROW DESIGNS
Discus M-5
5 Meg. .
. . .. .$2095*
Discus M-l0 10 Meg..
. .. . . 3095*
Discus M-20 20 Meg
..... 4069*
Discus M -26, 26 Meg. . . . . . . . • . . . 3795*
CORVUS 5 Meg_ . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
.3185
10 Meg...........
4545
20 Meg..... ............ . .. .... . 5499
KONAN David 5 M eg .... . _. ....•... 2499
10 Meg .... .
. ......... . . . .. . 3049
15 Meg.....
........ ..... 3295
INTERTEC 10 Meg ......... SPECIAL $3195
'5 - 100 only w/CP/ M 2+2 & Microsofr Basic

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
BOARDS
CROMEMCO 16FDC DO . . .
. .... $499
NORTH STAR DO.. . .. . .. .
479
MORROW Disk Jockey 20, A&T. .. . .. 329
SO SYS. Versafloppy I, A&T . .. ... . .. . 319
SO SYS. Versaflopppy II , A&T ... . .. . . 429
DELTA DO Disk Cont. , A&T .. . . . . . .. . 345
CONDUCTOR DO , A&T ..... .
269
INTERSYSTEMS , FDC-2, A&T . . .
439
TARBELL DO , A&T ....... .
445
SYSTEMS GROUP DO DMA .
. .. 439

ESCON CONVERSION FOR
IBM SELECTR IC
Complete with microprocessor controller and
power supply. Factory built . User installs
solenoid assembly or it can be done at
ESCON Factory .
RS232 Serial & Parallel . .............. $534
Cable for above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

PROM PROGRAMMERS
SSM PB 1 Kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SSMPB1.A&T............ ...

$152
225

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT A coustic Modem ..... $149
O-CAT Direct Connect . . . .
155
AUTO-CAT Auto Ans. . . . . .
219
APPLE CAT . .
329
USD 103 LP Direct Connect. . . . .
175
103 JLP Auto Answe r.. ... ...
209
DC HAYES MICROMODEM II (Apple) .. 299
MODEM 100 (S 100) . . . .
339
Smart Modem (RS 2321.
239
Potomac Micro Magic (S 100) . . . .
339

NORTHSTAR 16K RAM .
HRAM 64K. . ....
HRAM 32K . . . .. .... ...... . . . .•.....
CROMEMCO 16KZ. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
CROMEMCO 64KZ. . . . .
MEMORY MERCHANT
16K Static, 4MHz..
64K Static, 4MHz .. .... _ . . .
SYSTEMS GROUP
(Measuremem Systems & Comrols)
DM4800 48K Board. . . . . . . . . . . . .
DM640064K Board. ..... . ..
DMB6400 64K Board. . . . . . . . . . . .
INTERSYSTEMS 64K Dynamic . .

$299
589
419
419
595
159
549
499
529
595

845

GODBOUT (AfrT)
CPU Z .. ..
. .. . .. . . ... ......... $$249
CPU SOS5 88 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359
RAM 20 30 . .. ...• . . _. . . . . . • . . . . . . .. 359
RAM 1764.
. . •. ... .•. . . . ...
675
RAM 21 ..... ... .. .. . . . .. . .•.. . _.. 1439
Interfac e 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
210
Interface 2 . . . . . . . .
210
Disk 1 . . . .. . . . . . . .... ..••.. .. .• . ..
419
System Support 1 . . . . . . . . . . . • .
335
699
Enclosure 2 (Desk).....
Enclosure 2 (Rackl. . .
760

VIDEO BOARDS lI D Mapped
SO SYSTEMS
VDB -S024, A&T .... .• . ...........
SSM VB21 / 0 , Kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
VB21 / 0 , A&T. . . ... . . . ......... . .
MEMORY MAPPED
VB1C , 16x64, Kit. .... . ............
VB1C, 16x64, A&T ........... . ....
VS3 , SO Char. 4MHz, Kit . . . . . . . . . ..
VS3, 80 Char. 4MHz, A&T . ... . . .

$469
169
229
152
206
359
419

APPLE BOARDS
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER
7710A Asynchronous Ser Interface ... $129
7712A Synchronous Der Interface ... 149
99
7424A Calender Clock. . . . . . . . . . . . .
772SA Centronics Printer Interface. . .
99
CPS Multifunction Board ........ _....
Supertalker SD200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ..
Romplus w I keyboard filter. . . . .
Romplus w l o keyboard filt er .. . . . ...
Keyboard filter ROM. .
COPYROM .
Music System.
ROMWRITER . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. ..... .
~~C~k

....

A/D-D/A_... .....
Expansion Chassis . . .

$199
259
179
130
49
49
459
149

m

295
625

VISTA
S" Disk Controller (Apple II). . . .

$495

All prices, F.O. B. shipping point, subject to change. All offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Advertised prices reflect a 2% cash discount (order prepaid

lVii"i'i ilICroMart.,lnc.
943 W. Genesee St. P.O. Box 2991 B Syracuse, N.Y. 13220 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-542-0431

We Ha lle 'tl

FOLLOW THE STAR

)~

NorthStcr~

The New ADVANTAGE

wi graphics running in seperate 20K of RAM;
also includes 2K Boot Strap ROM.
OptionaI'operating systems.
G/ DOS runs ex isting Nort hStar programs: Graphics C/ PM@
a lso ru ns conve nti o nal Nort hStar C/ PM® programs. Se rial
po rts and paralle l po rts arc available as options.

Integrated Desk Top Computer with 12 inch
Bit· Mapped Graphics or Character Display,
64Kb RAM, 4 MHz Z80A~ Two Quad Capacity
Floppy Disk Drives, Selectric®Style 87 Key
Keyboard, Business Graphics Software

3-DIMENSIONAL CHART

MULTI-USER HORIZON SYSTEMS
Low Cost, Packaged, High Performance, Multiuser HORIZON®systems with 5Mb or 18Mb
Integrated Winchester Hard Disks, Up to
Five Users.
HRZ-IQ-64K-HD5
wl S Megabyte Winchester ......

$4749*

Four-User HORIZON lQ-64K-18H
wi 18Mg Hard Disk. only $8260*
* Through June 30. 1982
Optional Operating Systems.
Multi-user operating systems now available to run both
NorthStar DOS/BASIC and standard C/PM programs
(offers more available RAM than an MP 1M system)

HORIZON
2Q-64K, $2896*
iwith metal case)
H RAM 64K Memory Board, $595*
* Through June 30, 7982

All prices, F.O.B. shipping poi nt, subject to cha nge. A ll offer s subj ect to wit hd rawl without notice . Advertised prices
reOect a 2070 cash discount (order prepaid prior to shi pment) .
C.O .D . 's and credit card orde rs a re 2070 higher.

o

i$l£i!QU

MiniMicroMart,lnc.
943 W. Genesee St. P.O. Box 2991 B Syracuse, N.Y. 13220 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-542-0431
Circle 320 on Inquiry card.

ambiguous because it could be either
element 3 of the array A, or the function A evaluated at 3.
There are three ways out of the
dilemma . First, a two-pass compiler
(or intepreter that does a pre-scan)
could assume that A(3) was an array
if it didn't find a function definition
for A later in the program . Second,
one could require that all functions be
declared early in the program. Third,
one could require that all arrays be
declared early in the program. The
committee adopted the third option
because most arrays have to be
dimensioned anyway and it's customary to place the dimension statements early in the program.
A MAT package includes matrix
(or vector) input and output, scalar
multiplication, matrix add, subtract,
and multiply, and the matrix functions of linear algebra INV, TRN,
DOT, and DET. Even those who
have no interest in linear algebra will
find the MAT input and output statements handy. For instance, suppose a
small firm has several departments,

and that the sales results for all of
them are kept in several lists (onedimensional arrays). Then:
MAT net_sales =
gross_ sales - expenses
will calculate the net sales for all
departments at once. (The above
statement, and others like it later in
the article, is intended to occupy a
single line.)
Only one- and two-dimensional arrays are included in the standard,
though designers of interpreters and
compilers may choose to allow more.
Logical Expressions
Minimal BASIC allows only simple
relational expressions (such as
X < = Y) in IF statements. BASIC
allows these to be combined using
AND, OR, and NOT to form logical
expressions . Parentheses are allowed,
in case you forget whether AND
takes precedence over OR or vice versa. Whereas Minimal BASIC allows
only = and < > with strings (as

DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER AND TYPEWRITER
IN ONE PACKAGE
Th e BYTEWRITER is a n ew Oliv e l1i Praxis 30 e lec tro ni c typewrite r
with a micro-proce ssor cont roll ect d ri ver addecl inte rn a lly.

with IF A$ = "YES"), BASIC allows
the full range of relational operators
with strings. What actually happens
when "IF A$ < B$" is used depends
on the collating sequence. For instance, the ASCII collating sequence
specifies that "B" comes before "a".
Branching and Decision Making
The programmer can continue to
use GOTO and IF . .. THEN from
Minimal BASIC. Or instead he can
choose to use structured constructs
now typical of almost all programming languages. Take, for instance,
the IF ... THEN ... ELSE construct.
In BASIC, this takes the form:
IF < logical expression> THEN
ELSE
END IF
Two important features of this construct are, first, the keywords that
define the construct must appear at
the beginning of separate lines . Thus,
the ELSE and END IF cannot be
obscurely buried near the end of a
line . Second, the construct ends with
a keyword sequence that is unique to
that construct.
You can use the simple one-line
IF ... THEN .. . ELSE, which might
look like this :
IF x < y THEN LET a
ELSE LET a = 4

$795
p lus shipping
D ea le r
Inquiri es
Invite d
FEATURES
• Underlining • 10, 12, or 15 characters per in ch switch selectable • 2nd keyboard
with foreign grammar symbols switch selectable • Changeable type daisy wheel
• Centronics-compatible parallel input operates with TRS-80, Apple, Osborne, IBM
and others • Cartridge ribbon • Typewriter operation with nothing to disconnect
• Service from any Olivetti dealer· Self test program built in .

125 NORTHVIEW RD .. ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 272 - I 132
P rux is :-l O is tl l rnclcmark o f OlivC lli Corp.
THS·RO is a Ir<lclcma rk of Tfl ilcl y Co rp.
BYTEWHITEH is ,I tr<lclt'Jlla r k ()f W illi Am s '.a ll{lriltoril'S.
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With both forms of IF. .. THEN
... ELSE, the programmer may omit
the ELSE part.
Looping Structures
The FOR NEXT loop of Minimal
BASIC is retained, and a new structure, the DO LOOP, is added. The
loop-ending condition (or conditions)
may be attached to the DO statement, the LOOP statement, or both.
The loop-ending condition may be
expressed either as a WHILE or as an
UNTIL. The following is typical :
DO UNTIL i > nOR a$
LOOP

Circle 80 on inquiry card.
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=

list$(i)

rtta
usiness

with your Apple·
COBOL is the most effective business language .
Apple II is the most friendly business computer.
CIS COBOL with FORMS-2 brings together the
best features of COBOL and Apple to enable you to
deliver the most effective, user-friendly applications.
Business Programmers: Take the COBOL
expertise you have acquired on big business
mainframes, and use it on Apple II to create friendly
applications that will talk directly to your userswhere it suits them best, on their own desks.
CIS COBOL's dynamic module loading gives
you big application capability and the FORMS-2
source generator lets you build and modify
conversational programs from visual screen
formats, creating much of the code automatically.
Application vendors: CIS COBOL with
FORMS-2 steps up the pace for your development
of the high quality professional application
packages needed today. And creating them in
COBOL makes them more maintainable.

U

Over half the Apple II 's now being sold are going
to business or professional users so demand for
quality applications is growing fast, creating big
business opportunities for you.

Stability proven by the US Government.
CIS COBOL has been tested and approved for two
consecutive years by the US General Services
Administration as conforming to the ANSI '74
COBOL Standard . Apple II under CP/M is included
in CIS COBOL's 1981 GSA Certificate of Va lidation
(at Low·lntermediate Federal Standard plus
Indexed 1-0 and Level 2 Inter-Program
Communication).

Get your hands on CIS COBOL at your
Apple dealer.
Talk business with him now!
Micro Focus Inc ., 1601 Civic Center Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050. Phone: (408) 248-3982 .

M CRO FOCUS

CISCOBOL with FORMS-2 for use on the Apple II wi th CPIM is an Apple Distributed Product.
CIS COBOL and FORMS-2 are trademarks of Micro Focus . CPIM is a trademark of Digital
Research . Apple Il ls a trademark o f Apple Computer.

Circle 300 on inquiry card_

THIS MONTH's TOP TCN
TITLE

MANUFACTURER

dBase II
WordSlar
WordSlar w/MailMerge
Supercalc
Pascal MT +
CalcSlar
CS80
FMS 80 I
PL 1/80
Seleci w/Superspell

Ashto n-Tate
Mi cro Pro
Micro Pro
So rc im
D_ Researc h
Micro Pro
D. Resea rc h
Sys tems+
D. Researc h
Select Info Systems

NOW

LIST

499_00
299.00
385.00
210_00
425.00
185_00
420.00
359.00
420_00
395.00

700.00
495.00
645.00
295.00
475.00
295.00
500.00
495.00
500.00
595.00

MOVING UP THE CHARTS .....
225.00
90_00
295.00
450.00
90_00
750.00

295.00
100.00
495.00
595.00
100.00
995.00

ISA
Epi c
Lexiso lt
Condo r
ISM
Co nd or

Spellguard
Supervyz
Spellbinder
Condor II
Malhemagic
Condor III

OSBORNE OWNERS : d B ase II . Supe rvyz, Ou i ckscreen, Spe ll g u ard, Crosstalk,
Ma themag ic, and m any o l hers avai l ab le fo r t he Osborne I al o ur adve rti sed prices!

GREAT HARDWARE BUYS!
C. ITOH 8500 PROWRITER A m azing 120 CPS printe r
~~'II\ wlGrap h ics , logic seek ing, frict ion/tracto r & more.
Pa ra lle l 8500 L ist $795.00. .
. $51 5.00
Seri al/Para ll e l 8500 L is t $845.00 .
. $650.00

'1

1.. L

,. . . ., =1
,

~

~

SMITH ·CORONA Tp·1 D a isy·whee l prin t er· L e li e r q u a lil y p ri nt in g at a n unbe li evab le

,

PRINTER ACCESSORY PACKAGES:
Apple II pa c ka ge: Comp lete package 10 interlace with any 0 1 t he above p rin tersInc ludes cable and In l e rf ace ca rd: ................. $1 20.00

~
,

Osborne Package: Osborne cab le to interface to any of Ihe above p rinte rs: ....... $40.00
Other interface packages avai l ab le forT RS·80, IBM. Xerox. App le II I, etc.
. . , , CALL

•
....

r,-.

~'II\ pr ice! 120 W PM , pa ra ll e l o r se r ia l in l erface (spec if y) .
~
List$895.00 ...........
. ..................... $750.00

~

.

C . ITOH FlO STARWRITER D a i sy-whee l Prin l er-incredib le 40 C PS p rinter wi th a ll the
feat ures o f D iablo, NEC , and Oume, at half the p r ice l
_
Ser ia l (RS-232) i nterf~ce u ni t: Li st $1995.00 .......... $ 1475.00 ~"""1111
•
Fl0Tra ctor Feed OptIon: LI s t $325 ............... . .. $250.00
....
2K Buffer Opti on ..
. . .... ....... .... . . . CALL
Features Upgrade Option .
. .......... CALL

~'II\ Pa ra ll el (Cent ro nics interf ace) u ni t : List $ 1995.00 ..... $1475.00

=J
,

HAYES SMARTMODEM - Li st 279.00 ..........

DO
PRINT "Input an integer ";
PRINT "between 1 and 7";
INPUT x
IF 0 < x AND x < = 7 AND
x = INT(x) THEN EXIT DO
PRINT "Bad number; reenter"
LOOP
The EXIT DO gets you out of a DO
LOOP. Similarly, an EXIT FOR gets
one out of a FOR NEXT loop. The
previous example of the DO LOOP
for searching a string list could also
be written:
FOR i = 1 TO n
IF a$ = list$(i) THEN EXIT FOR
NEXT i
Exit statements are also provided
for multiline defined functions and
subprograms.

. . $2 30,00

~'II \ SIGNALMAN MAR K I direct·connec t modem
~

Auto Answer , W/RS -232 cab le!! I . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 599,95

o

Call lor similar savings on ZENITH, ALTOS , KIDATA , HAYES , NORTHSTAR. TELEVIDEO , NEC , XEROX',
ANAOEX, QUME, XCOMP , IDS , CENTRONICS , AMOEK, NOVATION , SAN YO , EPSON ..

MORE SOFTWARE HITS ... ..
ART. INTELLIGENCE
Denial
750.00
Medical
750.00
BU S. PLAN . SYS .
Plan 80
240.00
DIGITAL RESEARCH
PL/I-80
420 .00
C8asic
125.00
CP/M 2.2
135.00
MAC
85 .00
ECOSOFT
Microslal
250 .00
FIN . PLAN. ASSOC .
Mini-Model 375.00
FO X & GELLER
Quickscreen 140.00

FRIENDS SFTW.
Access 80 I 240.00
Access 80 II 405.00
GRAHAM DORIAN
Apt. Mgml .,
C. Reg., Inv . I,
Pay . l.each 485 .00
GLedg, Inv . II,
OEllnv ., Pay II ,
Job C.. eac h 710 .00
KEY 81TS
Wordsearch 175.00
MARK OF UNICORN
Mince
148.00
Scribble
148.00
Bolh
245 .00

MICRO -AP
Seleelor III
Seleelor IV
Seleelor V
Gleelor III
Gleelor IV
SBasic
MICROPRO
Cust. Noles
Oal aSlar
SuperSorll
SpeliSlar
MICROSOFT
Basic 80
Compiler
Fortran BO

165.00
235.00
395.00
170.00
250.00
255.00
350.00
225.00
170 .00
165.00
275.00
310.00
395.00

MICRO SOFT
COBOL 80
575.00
Macro 80
175.00
Edil BO
110.00
MuMalh
220.00
Mulisp
170 .00
MSorl
165 .00
SYSTEMS PLUS
Acet. Plus
1 Module
425.00
2 Modules
785 .00
3&Up
CALL
MIDW. MICRO TEK
Cross Assem .
68XX
250.00
Olhers
CALL

STD . MICROSYS ,
Ouic'n'Easi 299.00
Mailman
105.00
STRUCT. SYSTEM S
G.L., A. Ree ,
A. Pay, Payroll
Inv, DE , ea B50 .00
Analysl
225 .00
lIrighl
175 .00
SUPER SOFT
Disk DoCior
95 .00
Forth
175 .00
SSS Fortran 210 .00
Tiny Pasca l
80 .00
C Compiler 174 .00
SlarEdil
189.00

This iS ,jusl a sample ollhe CP/M sol1wa re available Irom DATASOURCE . Call us lor greal savings on Ihe
package you're looking lor. APPLE TOOl We carry many ollhese ilems in Apple CP/M lormal .. call
'

ORDER/TECHNICAL HOTLINE:
1·612·944· 7907
ORDERING INFORMATION
' MAIL OROERS : Cash ier 's check or money order.
Charge cards add 3% . Shippmg: $3 .00 per soflware ilem, 2% per hardware ilem . Mn

res . add 5% sales tax . Pricing and avail. subj . to change . Prices are mail order only .
OataSource is a Division of DataSource Systems Corporation . CP / M is a registered
Trademark 01 Digilal Researc h Corp .

;; DataSl1ura:e Systems
DO

202

In addition, a DO LOOP may be
exited with an EXIT LOOP statement. Whenever such a statement appears in the body of a loop, the next
statement executed will be the one
following the first LOOP statement
encountered. The following example
is typical:

P . O . BOX 35007 0
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Multiway Selection
A SELECT construct allows choosing one of many alternatives. The
following example illustrates some of
its features:
SELECT DICE
CASE 7, 11
PRINT 'Win"
CASE 2,3, 12
PRINT "Lose"
CASE ELSE
PRINT "Roll again"
END SELECT

Functions, Subprograms,
and Chaining
Minimal BASIC gives us two simple methods for program modularization -single-line defined functions
and subroutines (of the GOSUB
RETURN type), BASIC adds three
methods: multiple-line defined func-

CALL "THE COMPUTER-LINE" TM
When you call us, you talk to f ully qualified computer specialists trained to
answer all your questions pertaining to our line of microcomputers. We are
reknown for our excellent after sales support and our promp tness for
delivery. Peace of mind and excellence in service is our pledge to all our
customers.
NEC PERSONAL COMPUTER
PC-8001A Keyboard and processor unit, including 32K Ram, 24KB
N·Basic Rom, cassette tape recorder interface, parallel
printer Interface, display interface.
$749

PRODUCTS • PLEASE CALL
OR WRITE FOR CATALOG.

PC·8012A Modular expansion unit, including I/O bus extension ,
diskette adaptor, 32KB Ram, real·time clock, 8 priority inter·
rupt levels, 6 slots for additional boards.
$479
PC·8023A Dot matri x printer· 100 cps, bidirectional printing, propor·
tional printer.
$499

PLEASE CAL L OR WR ITE FOR OUR
COMPRI;:HENSIVE CATALOG.
A bsolute ly no one has lower
Apple software prices!

PC·8031 A Dual diskette unit, including two 163K byte diskette drives,
Interface cable, enclosure and operating system.
$749
We carry the entire line of NEC/BPI software for the personal computer.
Please call or write for information.
CALIFORNIA
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
7710 Async. Seriallnt.
7490 GPIB (lEEE·488) Int.
7470 Ana. to Dig. Converter
7711 Async. Serial (Term)
7712 Sync. Serial I nt.
7721 Apple Parallellnt.
Calendar/Clock Module
Timer

$135
$239
$ 99
$135
$149
$109
$ 99
$ 99

NEC
Splnwrlter 7710
$2339
8023A
$ 499
EPSON
$ 429
MX·80
$ 529
MX·80FT
$ 699
MX·100
All Epson and NEC dot matrix
printer pri ces quoted are for
Immediate delivery inclusive of
shipping, insurance and handling
charges.

VISICORP, INC.
Desktop Plan III
Desktop Plan II
Vlslflles
Visiplot
VlsitrendlVlslplot
Vlsidex
Vlsiterm
Vlsicalc 3·3
Visipak

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
cps Multl·Function Card
The Clock
Supertalker
Music System
Expansion Chassis
Romwriter
Ram Plus (32K Board)

$1 69
$229
$159
$319
$599
$139
$149

INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS
PRISM 132 Color printer with all
options
• 200 cps Sprint Mode
• 4·color printing
• Frictlon/Tractor feed
C·ITOH
F10 word quality printer
Prowrlter

OKIDATA PRINTERS
CORONA·SMITH
BUSINESS SOFTWARE
STONEWARE
$229
DB Master
$189
DB Utility Pack
$189
MICRO PRO
$159
Apple CPIM
$229
Word Star
$189
Super Sort
$ 79
Mail Merger
$189
Data Star
$539
Spell Star
Call Star
INFORMATION UNLIMITED
Pro Easy Writer
$169

$1595
$CALL
$CALL
$CALL
$CALL

HEWLETT·PACKARD

APPLE SOFTWARE

MICROCO MPUTER BUSINESS I
Appletime ™ Clock Card
Vlp™ I Card . (The Ultimate
graphics interface + cab le)
A ll other VI P™ Cards
adve rt isement this

$ 89
$99
$CALL

COM PARE!
WITH
CO NTROLLER
$459
ADD·ON $389

DRIVES FOR /
APPLE

Hard Disks + 8 " Disks for Apple, TRS·80
$CALL
App le Computer Products
$CALL

li=ft=-'.
II - - _.w~®

PRODUCTS • PLEASE CALL
OR WRITE FOR CAT LOG.
MODE MS
Hayes Micromodem II
Hayes Smartmodem
Hayes Chronograph
Novation Cat
Novation D·Cat Modem
Novation App le Cat II
Novation Auto Cat

$289
$229
$199
$145
$165
$339
$209

DISKETTES (Boxes of 10)
Verbatim Datalife
$ 24·95
Verbatim 8 "
Double·SidelDD
$ 39·95
RAM CARDS
Davong 16K Card
$ 89
Microsoft 16K Card
$129
T and G PRODUCTS
Game paddles
$ 29
Joy Stick
$ 44
$ 49

aoco
FOR APPLE
Wesper80 Card
$259
Vision 80 Card (Vista)
$299
Videx 80 Card
$259
MISCELLANEOUS
APPLE PRODUCTS
Enhancer II
$ 119
Dana Apple Fan
$
39
Sup R MC'd
$27·95

Edu-Ware, Denver,

CALL "THE COMPUTER·LINE"TM

1-(800)-525-7877
compUTERWORLD INTERNATIONAL, INC.
SUITE 133, P.O. BOX 81, WHEAT RIDG E, CO LORADO, U.S.A. 80034·0081

RETA IL: 1019 8TH STREET
GOLDEN, CO 80401
Circl e 125 on inquiry card .

TERMS: RETA IL/MAIL ORDER: ADD 1 % SHIPPI NG (M INIMUM $2.50)· UPS GROUND.
WE HONOR ALL MANUFACTUR ERS WA RRANTIES AN D EXC HANGE FAuLTY GOODS IMMEDIATELY.
SPECIALISTS IN APO AND INTERN ATIO NAL DELIVER IES.

tions, subprograms, and the ability to
chain. Multiple-line defined functions
begin with a DEF statement and end
with an END DEF statement. In between, there can be any code, but
there should be at least one LET statement having the name of the function
on the left side.
Subprograms are external to the
main program and to each other.
Their internal variables are thus local
to them, in contrast with defined
func tions, which can access all variables in the program unit in which
they are defined. Parameters of subprograms can be numeric, string, ar-

ray (of either type), or a channelsetter (which refers to a file, which I'll
discuss later). Because input to and
output from subprograms is through
the calling sequence only, subprograms can be separately compiled (on
those systems that provide compiling)
and collected into libraries.
Multiple-line defined functions
may also be made external to the program, so they can be collected into
libraries. In this use, they start with
the keyword FUNCTION instead of
DEF and end with END FUNCTION.
A CHAIN statement allows a program to stop and start running some

other program, which could be in a
different language . Information may
be passed to the chained-to program
through an argument list that works
the same as with defined functions.
That is, arguments may be numeric
or string expressions or arrays, and
they are called "by value." The corresponding parameters in the
chained-to program follow the keyword PROGRAM.

Input and Output
The READ and DATA statements
work as they do in Minimal BASIC.
String data can be quoted, in which

mitr~SIiEIITMt~f1dlJtts ~~tJr tf/mTMC()m~lJtEr

witli

m~rE ~~WEr

tlitJf1

EllEr ~Ef~rE!
WHAT IS MICROSHELL?
MicroShe ll is a normal CPIM program
which adds a powerful set of commands
to all prog ram s running under CP/M.
MicroShe ll rem ains in yo ur computer,
out of the way to co ntinue to process
you r commands.
WHAT WtLL MICROSHELL DO?
All the normal CPIM commands, plu s:
• Au tomatic Disk and User Manag ement - No more
copy ing all you r programs to eac h disk you use
and having directories filled with programs. With
MicroShell you ca n work on a nice clean disk or in
a separate user area and MicroShell will find your
programs from another drive or user number
-automatically' You 'll save time and precious disk
space.
• Powerful Red irection Capabi lit y - You can send
screen output to a file or to the pri nter. Or send
printer out put to a file. Or take program input from
a file in stead of the keyboa rd .
• Much More: Multiple co mmands on a lin e, more
powerful and faster " su bmit " capability, and userdefinable prompt.

GIVE ME SOME EXAMPLES!
- Run Wordstar™ (or your favorite word
processor) from any disk drive or user
area: MicroShell will automatically find
the programs and overlays as they are
needed.

- Wish you could save the screen from
some program for later use or to ed it into a report? With MicroShell , you can!
Just redirect the output into a file. Have a program that prints a report you want to save but it
will only go to the printer? With Microshell you
can direct the printer output into a file.
- Tired of entering the same commands time after
time into a program? Put them into a file and have
MicroShel1 supply them to the program from the
file.
-Want to do something else while a long program
runs? Change MicroShell's prompt to sound the
bell on your terminal.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS·
MICROSHELL GIVES YOU:
• A powerful development environment with many
UNIXTM features, and some that even UNI X
doesn 't have.
• MicroShell eases the part of software develop·
ment we all dislike: documentation. With
MicroShell, you can run your program and collect
the output in a file.

DEALERS - MICROSHELL GIVES YOU:
• An interface to the computer that can be tailored
to the user's level of experience.
• Automatic execut ion of an appli ca tion program at
startup.
• MicroShell can manage self-runnin g demos to
free up your sa lesmen from demonst rati ng software packages; have th e software package sell
itself!
WILL MICROSHELL RUN ON MY COMPUTER?
If your computer run s CPIM 2.2, that's all you need
to run MicroSheli. Most popular 8 and 5 inch disk
formats ava ilable. And MicroShell runs on AppleCPIM, and IBM PC with " Baby Blue "TM
CP/M · TM Digital Research. UNIX· TM Bell Labs, Wordstar
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CALL OR WRITE TODAY!

VISA, Me ac cepted
VA reside nt s add 4%
Overseas orders add
I
fo r air

TM Micro Pro, Baby Blue· TM XEDEX

~

NEW

GENERATION
SYSTEMS, inc.
2153 Golf Course Drive, Reston Va. 22091
Phone: (703) 476·9143

Circle 336 on inquiry card .

ATAR~ALL TOLL FREE

1-800-528-1054

Special 32K 800 System
800 w/ 32K , recorder , star
raid e rs, joysticks
,,,
Above w / 48K

Can
Can
800(16K ) ,
$670
400 ,
$340
810 Disk Drive
, $440
825 Printer
$590
850 Interface
$170
410 Recorder ,
, , , , $ 75
830 Modem ,
$155
16K Memory
$70
32K Memory , , , , , , , , , $125
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE
All products , , , , , , , , , , , , , Can
DISK DRIVES
Lobo
Apple 1st Dri ve ,
Apple 2nd Drive ,
Percom
Atari DI D Drives ,

,
'"

$400
$350
, , Can

PRINTERS
C.ltoh
F-lO - Parallel
'
F-10 - Serial
55CPS - Series ,
,
Prowriter .
,,.
1550 . , , . , . . . . . . . . . . . .

Can
Can
Can
Can
Can

Datasouth
OS 180
$1260
Diablo
630 RO w/Tractors ,
$2260
630 RO wo/Tractors , $2050
630KSR wO / Tractors . $2435
Epson
MX-80
Can
MX-80 FI T
Can
MX-100 ,
Can
Integral Data Systems
Prism 80 .
. Call
Prism 132 .
, .. . . Can
NEC
Can
PC-8023A .
, $1690
3510
Can
7710
Can
7720 '
Okidata
Microline 80
" $330
.. , $455
Microline 82-A
, $740
Microline 83-A
Can
Microline 84 ,
Tally
1805/ 1802
$1555
1605/ 1602 ,
$1325
Texas Instruments
810 Bas ic , . , , . , , , .. .. ' Can

MONITORS
Zenith
12 " Green Screen
Amdek
Video 100 , . , , , , , . . .
Video 300
Co lor I
Color II .

SPECIAL WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
Altos 8000-2, Televideo 950, Diablo 630RO, Word Star, Cables ... . . , .. 55830
above w/TELEVIDEO 910 . .
. ... , .... , . . . . ' . ,55500

$115
" Can
Can
Can
Can

VIDEO TERMINALS

COMPUTERS

Adds
Viewpoint
" ,. 5530
Altos
A ltos I ,
Can
Soroc
Can
IQ 120
Can
IQ 130 ",., .. . "
IQ 135 ,
Can
Can
IQ 140 , ., ' , . .. . ,'
Televideo
910 C ' .
' , $570
912 C . '
.. , .. , , " $675
920 C ' , , . . . . . . . .
$735
925C .
. , $730
950C ,
' $915
Zenith
, $680
Z-19 .

Altos
ACS 8000-15
ACS 8000-2
w /CPM '
Series 150 , '
Series 5-50 .
Alspa
ACI-1
ACI-2
California Computer
Systems .. '
IBM
Perso nal Computer ,
NEC . . .
Northstar
Advantage ,
Horizon 1164K QD
Televideo Systems
TS-802 .
TS -802H
Zenith
Z-90 64K w/CPM '

DISKETTS
Elephant
51." 0 Sector (100)
$215
Maxell
51." O,or 10, Sector
(100)
.... ....
..$300
8 " OSector(100) .. .. .. $370

SOFTWARE

WordStar ,
' $295
Mailmerge ' , .. . , .. .. . , $100
SpellStar ,
.... , $160
DataStar ' , , .... . . .. ' , . $240
CalcStar '
, , , , $220

~PUfER
WAREHOUSE

Pri ces reflect 3% cash discount. Product shipped in factory cartons with
manufacturers warranty,

$3850
$2650
, ., Can
, Can
Can
Can
Can
Can
Can
' . . can
$2625
... Can
.. . Can

$2385

MODEMS
Novation
CAT ,
."
D-CAT ,
Apple Cat II
Auto Cat

..... , . .. $140
,., ' $155
$349
.. . , " $235

2222 E.lndian School Rd . • Phoenix, Arizona 85016
Order line: 1-800-528-1054
~
Other Information: 602-954-6109 ~ ~

I I

Store Hours: Tues.-Fri. 10-5 MST Saturday 10-2 MST
Perso nal c hecks will d elay shiPPing two week s
Pri c es & avail abilit y subJ ect to c hange With ou t no ti ce

Circle 84 on inquiry card.

IlIlESllEIT AIAlYSIS
FIOM CEI1EIIIAl

CENTENNIAL SOFTWARE / 410 17TH ST. SUITE 1375/ DENVER, CO 80202/(303) 595-9193
STOCK-FOCUS

REAL-FOCUS

Find out how low is low and how high is high.
Using capital slruclure and performance dala, Slack·
focus objectively ca lculales Ihe underlying value of a
stock. The system was fi rst developed by Ihe manage·
menl science departmenl of a major money cenler
bank, and is now in use by investment advisors, Irust
companies and brokerage houses. On your screen,
Slock·focus wi ll pial an estimale of lowesl value, highest
value and Ihe currenl price. You Ihen decide whal to
buy, sell or hold .

Exhaustively analyze potential rea l estate invesl '
menls using Ihe Wh arlon Schoo l's approach to real
estale analysis. In mi nutes you can projecl profit, cosls ,
and IRR for any project over a 10 year period. Real ·
focus accounts for amortization, debt, income, operal·
ing expenses , laxes, depreciati on, and cash fl ows fo r
both afler·tax holdi ng and the resu lts of sale. With
Real· focus you can analyze any polenti al investment
from a single bu ilding project to a complex time' phased
planned unit development.

THE FOCUS TECHNIQUE
FOCUS is CENT ENNIAL SOFTWARE's new
approach 10 Program Architeclure, providi ng anal·
ura l interaction between microcomputers and users .
It provides works heel style inpul screens, free access
10 all program seg ments , and the abi lity 10 com·

bi ne ind ividual results files for porriolio analysis. You
also receive a usable reference manual, menu helps,
a program glossary, multi ple re porl formats and spool·
ing. Wilh our FOCUS technique even the most com '
plex prog rams are versa til e and easy to use.

INPUT PROMPT "Answer = ",
TIMEOUT 5, ELAPSED t:
answer

REAL-FOCUS
COMPUTER
MEMORY-K
STOCK-FOCUS
64
$1 79.00
IBM PC
$ 189.00
Apple (p lus) II
32148
149.00
159.00
TRS·80 I
32/48
149.00
159.00
TRS '80 II
64
179.00
189.00
TRS·80 III
32/48
149.00
159.00
All PROGRAMS IN DISK BASIC
IBM is a lrademalk aIIB M. Apple is a Ir ademalk 01 Apple Computer Corp .. lAS-SO is a trademark 01 iaooy Corporation.

---------------

--------------

ORDER NOWI Fill IN OR CAll 800-525-2003 (Toll Free)

PROGRAM NAM ....
E _ _ __

_

_

_ _ __

COMPUTER

NAME
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

_

_ _ __

D.

MEMORY_
PHONE

# _

o

ACCOUNT # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ EXP. DAT E _

_ _ _ __

I: :!:!
_

_

_

_

_

_

ASmallerAlternative.
Need a quick, easy way to talk to a computer?
Here's a hand-held, fully portable computer
terminal that gives instant access to any
ASCII transmitting data system with an
RS232 interface. It's the revolutionary G,R,
Terminal.

POWER

+

The silent, solid-state terminal has
a 40-key, positive click-response keyboard,
From its 32-character internal memory it
displays eight bright 16-segment LED
characters through a one-line window.
You may select from two alternate
display modes. Entries may be in any format required, and all memory data can be
edited as desired.
Miniature switches allow selection of these
options • Single or dual stop bits • Parity
bit SETIRESETIEVEN/ODD • 300/110 baud
transmission rates • Control code response
ENABLE/DISABLE.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact, Lightweight, Fully Portable
40 Multi-Function Keys
32-Character Memory
Format-Controllable Input & Output
Memory/Display Editing
Large Eight-Char. LED Display
Reada ble from 6 ft. Distance
• FuIl128-Char. ASCII Transmit/Receive
• Two Selectable Transmission Rates

tr GR Electronics

1640 Fifth Street, Sa nta Monica, CA 90401
Phone, (2 13) 395-4774 - Telex, 652.337 (ST Smedley SNM)
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case the string includes all characters
between the quote marks including
possible leading and trailing spaces , If
the string data contain no leading or
trailing spaces , commas, or quote
marks, they may be unquoted ,
The INPUT statement works as in
Minimal BASIC. Inputting an entire
line without regard to commas and
leading and trailing spaces is done
with the LINE INPUT statement.
Input-prompt strings other than the
"7" can be provided , In addition ,
timeout control can be added . The
following example is typical :

Circle 197 on inquiry card .

As in Minimal BASIC, PRINT
statements may use the comma to
move to the next print zone, the semicolon to stay where you are, and the
TAB function to move to a specified
columnar position. BASIC provides,
in addition, a PRINT USING statement for more elaborate output formatting, The image, which is like a
picture of the eventual printed line,
can be contained in a string or in an
IMAGE statement referred to by its
line number. The alternate forms of
the PRINT USING statement are:
PRINT USING format$ :
or
PRINT USING 100: . , .
Array input and output are also included, Variable amounts of input
can be received by the statement :
MAT INPUT A(7)
Files
BASIC provides for four types of
file organization : sequential, stream,
relative, and keyed . Sequential files
consist of records that must be accessed sequentially . Stream files consist simply of a stream of values and
must also be accessed sequentially ,
Relative files are sometimes called
random-access files; they probably
will exist on disks. Keyed files are accessed not by record number but by
some key .

How To SELL MORE SOFTWARE
THE~~=Doc®

MANUAL MAKER
You know better user manuals sell more software, but
how do you make better user manuals? How do you
identify just the right details to motivate prospective

Introducing Computer-assisted Writing
Imagine a software product that prompts you through
the process of planning, outlining and writing a user
manual and even supplies boilerplate introductory and
transitional text. Envision reducing your user manual
preparation process to this:
1. identify manual, select boilerplate chapter files
from menu, review visual table of contents
(VTOC) for chapters
2. Edit chapter VTOCs to tailor sequence and
terminology to your product needs
3. Pause while computer modifies boilerplate
chapters to match edited VTOCs and builds
a skeletal manual in preformatted Wordsta ~
files
4. Use Wordsta ~ to edit the skeletal manual
into a working draft, supplying product
details as prompted
5. Tell computer to purge prompts and instructions from working draft, and build new Table
of Contents; publish review draft
6. Review the draft for accuracy and usability;
revise, polish and publish as instructed by
documentation
Compared to your current process that may
sound more like a software maker's dream than a
real product. It's a dream all right.A dream come
true called the Prompt-Doc®Manual Maker--the
only product of its kind.
Consider These Benefits
Improved productivity--with Prompt-Doc®you
can gain as much as 40% on typical manual writing jobs
Project control--with prestructured modular chapters,
writing tasks can be segmented without losing continuity
Manual uniformity--by product, by product line, by
company
Quality assurance--the boilerplate files help assure
completeness and usability; the Prompt-Doc® User
Manual guides publishing
Proven performance--based on the Prompt-Doc®
methodology, the structures and outlines have been
proven in myriad applications for the past four years;
now we've tailored . it specifically for the commercial
software vendor
Reasonable Price
$245 for software and manual, $45 for manual only.
This product will begin paying for itself the minute you
start using it and continue making you money each time
you publish a manual. What could be more reasonable?

No.2 in a series of
so ftware marke ting bulletins
from Context, In c.

users to buy? How do you organize these details into a
sequence that makes sense to first-time users while it
provides ongoing reference to veterans? How do you
format and package a manual so-it's attractive enough
to get attention yet clear enough to be readily understood?
And, how do you do all this at a pace that keeps up
with your product release schedule? Th e Prompt-Doc®
Manual Maker is the answer.

CP/M
Compatible; Uses Wordstar®
Now available for use with Wordstar®on th e Apple®II
and III with the Softcard® and on the Xerox 8 20 .
Use The Coupon Now
You know a better way to make better manuals can
enhan ce your compet itive position. Why wa it another
minute? Compl ete the coupon now and mail it t o
Context, Inc., Attention Prompt-Doc®, 833 West Colorado
Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80905. Or, if you'd rather
not wait for the mail, call
(303)471-9875.

mo~Doc.comp.n'
Pro mpt-Doc is a reg istered trademark of Context, Inc. Apple, Apple II and
Apple II I are registere d trad emarks of Appl e Computer Inc. Softcard is a
regist ered tradema rk of Microsoft Corporation. CP/ M is a reg istered trade·
mark of Digital Researc h, In c. Word s tar is a regist ered trademark of Micro·
Pro Internation al Corp oration.

I need the Prompt-Doc Manual Maker now! Send a copy to:
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone L-l _____
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o
o
o

Send manual only.
My check is enclosed for $ _ _ . 0 UPS C.O.D .
You may charge my _ _ VISA _ _ Master Card
Account # _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Amount $
Expiration Date_ _ _ __
Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

o

I need more information. Send it to the address above.

Three types of records are described: display, internal, and native.
Display records are produced by
PRINT statements-strings of characters ending in a carriage return-linefeed. Internal records contain values
of numbers or strings, but in some internal format. The key point is that
what gets read back in is exactly identical to what was written out. (This is
not necessarily true with displayformat files, as numbers must be converted to strings of characters on output and from strings of characters
back to numbers on subsequent input .)
Of the 12 combinations of file
organization and record type, only 3
are required in the core standard: sequential-display, sequential-internal,
and stream-internal. Five other combinations are defined as possible enhancements. The remaining 4 are not
defined by the standard, which leaves
open the possibility that some implementations may use them.
The OPEN statement associates a
channel-setter of the form "#13" to a

file whose name is given . Ways are
provided to find out if a file exists,
and if it does, what its attributes are.
The CLOSE statement closes a file.
The ERASE statement erases the contents of a file and leaves it of zero
length . Two examples:

OPEN #infile : NAME "Myfile",
ACCESS INPUT,
ORGANIZATION
SEQUENTIAL

Native-format files are accessed
through "templates" and are provided
for possible access to COBOL files.

Exception Handling
The construct for intercepting exceptions (situations during execution
that usually cause the program to terminate) is:
WHEN EXCEPTION IN
USE

OPEN #3: NAME "filename"
END WHEN
In the second example, it is assumed
that the organization is sequential;
the record-type, display; and the access, "outin" (both input and output) .
PRINT and INPUT are used to pass
information to and from sequentialdisplay files , just about the way they
work for the terminal. READ and
WRITE are used to communicate
with an three file types. Display files
can thus be accessed by both PRINT
and INPUT, and READ and WRITE.

N

The following simple example can
be used to protect against an invalid
VAL argument:
LET flag = 0
WHEN EXCEPTION IN
LET x = VAL(a$)
USE
PRINT "Bad number; reenter"
LET flag = 1
END WHEN

the language that is
based on the past but
looks to the uses of
the future.

Now You Can Have JANUS On Your System.

JANUS is a subset of the famous ADA language developed by the U. S. Department of
Defense. JANUS includes all of th e most useful features of PASCAL, plus many useful
enhancements. Enhancements found in no other microprocessor programming
language. For ex ample, JANUS includes true Modular pr<;>gramming, where the
computer, rather than the user, remembers what modules are being used .
JANUS doesn 't forget error handling, either. JANUS helps you with full error
messages - no more looking up error numbers in a manuaL At run time, JANUS gives
you the line number of the error, and a full walkback including subprogram names,

JANUS is available on the following systems:
• IBM Personal Computer
• TRS-80 Model II (CP / M)
• North Star (CP / M)

• All CP / M 8" Disk Systems
• Seattle Computer 8086
• Apple Softcard

Th e J:"NUS p ackage produ ces ROM abl e, r e -entrant 8080, Opti mized Z80, or 8086
machIne cod e, JANUS run s under CP / M, CP / M-86, and MS-DOS (also known as
86-DO S, IBM PC-DOS, and SB-8 6).
You too can take a step forward into the future.
8080 or Z80, CP / M (requires 5 6 K m em o ry ) - $300.00
808 6 /8 088 , CP1 M-8 6 or MS-DOS (requires 6 4K m emory) - $400.00
JANUS is suppli ed on IBM fo rm a tted , singl e den s ity 8 " floppy disks. North Star DD,
Apple Softca rd , IBM Pers o n a l Co mputer and o th er form a ts are available .
cr lM a~" CP IM· B6 are 1! ad~ m l 'k $ 0 1 Qrg" el Resea rCh, '''(;
86 ·005 IS ~ t'~de","' k 0 1 S ea ' !I~ ComP\Jl e . , Inc .
'$ l 1< ad d"'8 '~ 0 1 . h e U S DUlIMt m e,u
Il a lcrtu
MS DOS '$ .. 1I ' d"ml r~ 0 1 MIcroso ft Inc

• AOA

SOFTWARE
P.o. BOX 1512
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specialists in slate of the art programming
(608) 244-6436
Circle 384 on inquiry card.

Amdek's Video-3DD green phosphor monitor
is the easy-reading choice for almost any
system - including IBM and Apple.
Everything about our 12" Video-300
monitor was designed to be easy. Easy
to read . Easy to use. And easy to match
up with practically any computer or
word processing system, including the
popular Apple and IBM personal computers. So it's easy to see why you
should choose Video-300 for your text
display needs .
Amdek's Video-3DD monitor
features:
• Non-glare screen to eliminate distracting reflections
• P-31 green phosphor display for
no-strain viewing
• BO x 24 character display

• 1BMHz band width 900 lines [center)
resolution
• Built-in carrying handle for portability
• Light-weight, industrial-grade cabinetry [only 17 IbsJ
• UL, FCC approved
• Full one-year warranty covering
parts and labor
So ask your dealer about Video-300
- part of Amdek's complete line of
color, green phosphor and black and
white monitors. Then match Video300's performance and price against
any other display monitor. For quality
and value, you'll choose Amdek.

~I 1f**tC:~..........................................................
Amdek Corporation, 2420 E. Oakton St., Suite E, Arlington Heights, IL 60005. (312) 364-1180. TLX: 25-4786

See our complete product line at the
Circle 21 on inquiry card .

Nee Show,

Booth #A-245, in Houston June 7-10.

"Utterly
MIND'S! fascinating."
- CompulerWorld
--The-Fantasies ~nd Reflections
on Self & Soul .

8011GB & SMWYA,N , MOROWIll .& IIVCXfR .& M1Eo.-.NE/I &
WI-lUllS & ~INS.& lU&Off , SANfOQO & tE18U.& TURlNG.&
CHERNtAK .& JiAIOII'.IG .& SlAIlf , NAGll , N()lJ()( 8. lEM ....

CompoKd and

AI'ftII.ICd by

OOUGLAS R. HOFSTADTER
DANIEL C. DENNETT

Douglas Hofstadter, author of the
Pulitzer Price-winning Godel,
Escher, Bach, and Daniel Dennett,
author of Brainstorms, take you on a
mind-jolting journey to confront
"questions about consciousness, the
self as software, and the paradoxes of
free will ... Inexplicably exhilarating."
- Washington Post. "Superb." Martin Gardner. "Charming and
thought-provoking." - Popular
$16.95
Computing

THE MIND'S I

The USE part is invoked when any
exception whatsoever occurs during
the WHEN part. In the previous example, it is almost true that only one
kind of exception is possible. The
printed error message will thus be
correct most of the time. The programmer may double-check by using
the EXTYPE function, which returns
the coded number of the exception.
F'o r the example above, the EXTYPE
value is 4001. Some 144 exceptions
are defined and coded in the standard.

A CAUSE statement
can force any
particular exception.

More elaborate exception handlers
may be constructed. For such purposes there are the RETRY, CONComposed and Arranged by Douglas R. Hofstadter
TINUE, and EXIT HANDLER stateand Daniel C. Dennett
ments and the EXLINE function .
RETRY sends control to the start of
BASIC BOOKS, INC.
10 E. 53rd St., New York, NY 10022 (212) 593-7083
the line in which the exception ocVisa and MasterCard welcome
curred, CONTINUE sends control to
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the line following that in which the
exception occurred, while EXLINE
has as its value the line number of the
line in which the exception occurred .
There is also a CAUSE statement that
can force any particular exception to
occur; a programmer can use the
cause statement to check his excep. tion-handling code .

Fantasies & Reflections on Sell & Soul

• CC-86 Compiler available for both CP/ M-86>
and MP/ M-86> (inc/. IBM PC)
• Full Unix» V7 language compatibility
• Standard I/O library supports both buffered and
non-buffered I/O and OS calls
• Stand-alone assembler supports relocatable code,
local symbols and linkage to external modules
• Introductory prices: $500 for CC-86 and
assembler/linker; $200 for assembler/ linker;
$50 for manual (inc/. K & R)

• CP/ M and MP/ M
are trademarks of
Digital Research
•• Un ix is a trademark
of Bell Laboratories
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(503) 297-7153

Control-C Software, Inc.
6441 SN Canyon Court

Portland. OR 97221

Graphics
The language includes statements
to carry out simple plotting. The
basic plotting statement is PLOT. It
can be used to plot dots or straight
.lines. As examples:
PLOT X,Y
PLOT Xl, Yl; X2, Y2
PLOT

If the beam is off, the first plots a dot
at (X, Y), and the second draws a line
from (Xl,Yl) to (X2,Y2). If the beam
is on, the first and second also draw a
line from the previous point to (X, Y)
or (Xl,Yl), respectively. The third
turns the beam off (lifts the pen) if it's
on and does nothing if the beam is
off.

Toughest Boards in Town • • • IEEE696/S-100. Systems too!
256 Kb Dynamic Memory

DI A Converter

Ava ilab le now from Dual Systems: DMEM I
256 m emo ry boards. Put the m ost den sity
of memory eve r ava ilabl e o n yo ur IEEE I
5-100 bus. Get indu stri al-grade quali ty with
this rugged ly bui lt boa rd: it's be en burn edin for 168 ho urs.
D FULL 256 Kb o n a single board.
D Two inde pendently addressable 128 Kb
block s.
D Runs in 8 MHz syste m.
o Run s at 4 MHz bus spee d
(no wa it states).
o Run s in 8 o r 16-b it syste m s w ith 8 or
16-b it w id e data paths.
D Extended 24-bit ad dress ing.
D Parity erro r o r detection-ge nerates
eith er inte rrupt o r bus error sign als o n
error.
D DMEM / 256K P (Pa rity ) . .. $1495

AO M-1 2 IEEE6 96 / S-100 industrial leve l
digital-to-a nalog ( 0 1A) co nverter.
D 12-bit ± 1/ 2 L. S.B. accuracy ove r full
0-70°C temperature range.
D Outputs 0-10, ± 5, o r ± 10 vo lts.
D Sho rt circuit protection, all outputs.
D Switch-progra mm ab le fo r multipl e
boards.
D AOM-12: $675.

Static Non-Volatile Memory
The Dual Syste m s CMEM mem ory boards
co mbin e high speed CM OS m emories
w ith new 3- 10 yea r lithium batte ri es to
give you the no nvo latility of an EPROM
board w hile retaining
the instant w ritability
of a hi gh -s pee d read l
w rite RAM.
o Runs at 6 MH z (no
wait states).
D 8 or 16-bit w ith 8 o r
16-bit w id e data
paths.
D Exte nded 24-b it
ad dress ing and
bank se lect.
o CMEM / 32K $995
$795
D CMEM /16K
$695
D CMEM / 8K

AI D Converter

VIC 4-20

IE EE696 / S-100 AIM -1 2 indu stria l standard
m od ule designed for in dustri al analog-tod igita l use.
D Runs in all S-100 syste m s.
D 32-channe l, 16-d ifferential.
D 12-b it reso lu tio n / accu racy.
D 25- mi crosecond co nversio ns.
D Instrum entatio n amp lifier.

Sta ndard o utput for indu stri al co ntro l 4-20
m A D / A co nverter. Use d in co njun cti on
with th e D / A bo ard .
D VI C4- 20, $675.

D
D
D

Non-Stop
Clock
Keeps time with
power off. Our industri al clock utili zes
a new li thium battery
fo r 3-8 years use.
Easiest clock to progra m yo u' ll eve r see.
Runs in all S-100
sys tems.
D Year, date, hrs.,
mins., and secs.
D Uses new LSI
CMOS chip.

o
~

o

16
Addressable 0 7 Vectored Interrupt Levels
256 Kb of RAM with Parity Per Board Slot

• UN IX is a tradema rk of Bell lab o rator ies and is supported.on th e
OUA L Syste m 83 by UN ISOFT
··UN ISOFT is a trademark o f UN ISOFT Corpora tion of Berke ley,CA.

_D_U_A_
O
t _EM_S_a_"d_ T
De_a_Ie_,_p_S
'i_Ci_'c,
g_, i_s_o
a'_'R
a_il'p"b__o
le_'_R_A_T_1O-L-- -

y S EM

DMA Serial I 10

Th e S10-4 1DMA is an intelligent, DMA,
high performance 5100 four port se ri al
input! o utput bo ard . It co nforms to th e
BAS IC program provided .
IEEE-696 specifi catio n and is d esigned to
AIM -1 2 w / l -l 000 ga in tran sducer
work with o lder 5100 m achines. Th e bo ard
amp li fier ... $785.
is intend ed to be use d with asynchronous
termin als o r printers in a multi-use r syste m.
A IM-12B ... $695.
D Program selectable
Baud rate.
D DMA tran sfe rs for
o utput.
D 24-bits of address
supported with no
restriction s o n
bo undari es.
D Can be co nnected
to R5-232 terminals
or modems.
D 256-bytes of FIFO
buffer for input
A new and powerful computer has been born ...
characters.
the System 83. The versatile UNIX' operating system
D RS-232 drivers and
pilots the System 83's raw power through a myriad of
rece ivers co nfo rm
software such as "C", FORTRAN, PASCAL, BASIC, COBOL,
fu lly to specifica tion.
and even Networking. Step into a bold new frontier with more
power than you ever dreamed possible.
D Control-S / Control-Q
protoco l supported.
o UNIX V7 configured by UNISOFp · 0 Full IEEE 696/ 5-100 Compatability 0 MC68000 8MHz Processor 0 32-8it Data Operations
D Printers with 'Buffe r
with 32-8it Internal Registers 0 16-8it Data
fu ll' signal lin es
Transfer Operations 0 Memory
supported.
Management Allows
D Limited synchronous
Concurrent Use of
mode capabi lity.
Mapped and Nono Occupies only 16
mapped Address space
1/ 0 addresses.
Mb of Main Memory Dire ctly

N

M}Tl ____

p
'--_s_al_es_ '_oc_p_'e_se_n_ta_ti_ve_s_i_n _1ll_0_Sl_In_e_tr_o_ _ol_il_ar_, a_,_ea_s_. _

~

system reliability/system integrity

720 Chann ing Way· Berke ley · CA 947"10 • (415) 549-3854 / 3890 • Te lex: 172029 SPX
Circle 166 on inquiry card.

Circle 316 on inquiry card.

CPIM® Users:

Listing 2: A graphics program written in the proposed draft form of standard BASIC.

Access IBM
with ReformaTTer™

100 ! Town
110 !
120 ! Draws a p icture of a town
130 !
140 ! Naming the type of plotter is implementation-defined
150 !
160 Window 0 , 4, 0, 3
170 !
180 Plot Town
190
200 End
210
220 Picture Town
230 !
240
For i = I to 2
250
For j = 1 to 3
260
Plot House with scale{.5) * shift(i,j)
270
Next j
280
Next i
290
300 End p icture
310 !
320 Picture House
330 !
340
Plot 0,0; 0,1 ; 1,1; .5 ,1. 5; 0, 1; 0,0
350 !
360 End p icture

ReformaTTer conversion software lets
you read and write IBM 3740 diskettes· on your CP/M or MP/M system.
ReformaTTer is ideal for CP/M users
who want
• Access to large system data bases
• Distributed data processing
• Offline program development
• Database conversion
With ReformaTTer, you have the
ability to
• Bidirectionally transfer complete
files between CP/M and IBM
• Automatically handle ASCII/
EBCDIC code conversion
• Display and alter IBM 3740 directory and data
Enjoy the same advantages of mainframe access that other ReformaTTer
users have. Customers like Upjohn,
M&M/Mars, The United Nations,
Arthur Young & Co. , Sandia Labs,
FMC Corp., and Stanford University
all use ReformaTTer. So can you.
Other versions of ReformaTTer conversion software include
CP/M - DEC (RT 11)
TRSDOS Mod. II - CP/M
TRSDOS Mod. II - DEC (RT 11)
Order ReformaTTer today for only

The points to be plotted are given
in user coordinates, which are specified with a WINDOW statement.
The programmer may specify the
physical size of the screen to be used,
arrange to CLIP the picture, SET the
color and line style, and use the ASK
statement to find out about the current status of these quantities . The
GRAPHIC INPUT and GRAPHIC
PRINT statements provide text input
and output. Polygon fill can be accomplished by:

$249.
' IBM 3740 basic data exchange formaL. ReformaTTer requires one 8 " floppy drive.

467 Hamilton Av _. Suite 2. Palo Alto. CA 94301
CP/ M is a reg . trademark of Digital Research

1-------------------------1

1Please send complete information on the follow_I
I
1
ling versions of ReformaTTer
1
I
1

1
1

MAT FILL POLYGON

1

I
, 0 Please send ReformaTTer CP/ M - IBM. My!
Icheck for 5249 (plus 6 1/z'l"o tax for Cal. res .)1
: 0 Charge to my 0 Visa 0 Mastercard

:# ----------------------------,Signature _______________________

:Name __________________________
: Company ______________________
: Street _________________________
:City
1State
Zip _______________
: Mail to MicroTech Exports . Inc.
,467 Ham ilton Av .• Suite 2, Palo Alto. CA 94301
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Complicated pictures may be built
from simple ones with PICs, which
are like subprograms. They are invoked with the PLOT statement
(rather than with the CALL statement). As they are plotted, transformations of various types may be
made . These include SHIFT, SCALE,
ROTATE, and SHEAR, and combinations thereof.

Listing 2 is a complete program for
drawing a picture of a town.

Real Time
Most BASIC users w ould be surprised to learn that BASIC is one of
the important languages for real-time
applications, such as industrial-process control. The reason is that it is
simple and can be provided easily on
the small machines used in such applications. Standard BASIC will include optional features , such as
parallel sections and definitions of
device interfaces, to permit this use.
This work grew out of earlier work
sponsored by the IEEE in developing
a standard for CAMAC (Computer
Automated Measurement and Control) BASIC.
A real-time program consists of
parallel sections, each of which is an
independent program unit with
respect to line numbers and identifiers. Each parallel section can
receive input from and send output to
any device specified and can exchange messages with other parallel
sections . A section can become dor-

INCREASE
SALES
DF
CP/M®
ANYONE CAN USE CP/M
WITH SUPERVYZ

EXPAND YOUR MARKET
AND LOWER COSTS

SUPERVYZ is a revolutionary software concept that serves as a
mediator between the user and
CP/M, requesting information in plain
English and translating the response
into the form CP/M recognizes. Users
are led from one application to
another in a courteous and step-bystep sequence of menus. Aided by
descriptive error messages and
computer-assisted tutoring, the
operator avoids mistakes and is advised of the next step in a polite and
friendly manner.

As a Dealer, SUPERVYZ allows you
to sell CP/M computers and application software to non-technical
markets, without the added expense
of teaching the operating system.
EPIC supplies the
menus or you
create your own to meet the exact
needs of your customers. Because
SUPERVYZ is compatible with over
2,000 programs and 300 computers, you can bundle software from
different suppliers and SUPERVYZ
does the teaching. This eliminates
costly after-the-sale handholding.
For further information about EPIC
SUPERVYZ, call or write us today.

Supervyz is a trademark of
=pic Computer Corporation .
CP/ M is a Trademark of
Digital Research .

,-= (f!1!!=-

Epic Computer Corporation
7542 Trade Street
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel. 714-695-3560

NOW SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS
IN POPULAR FORMATS

800-421-0814
DEALERS ONLY PLEASE

Circle 185 on Inquiry card.

How Standards Are Written
One characteristic of standards
work is that major points are usually
settled easily, while seemingly minor
points may take years to resolve. A
classic example is the "option base controversy" in the X3]2 committee.
Most early versions of BASIC allowed default dimensioning of arrays.
That is, in the absence of a DIM statement, the subscripts of an array (list or
table) could range up to a value of 10.
But BASICs differed in what they
allowed for the lower bound. Some
specified the lower bound to be 0,
while others specified it to be 1. The
argument for a is that many elementary applications need the subscript 0,
and it should be available for those
cases. The argument for 1 is that most
arrays naturally begin with 1, and it
would be a waste of storage to allow a
when it isn 't needed. The committee
argued long and hard over this one.
Each time we voted, we tied. The OPTION BASE compromise eventually
emerged. The rule is this: if OPTION
BASE a appears in the program, the
lower bound for all subscripts is 0; if
OPTION BASE 1 appears, the lower
bound is 1; if neither appears, then by
default the lower bound is O.
Few members of X3]2 really liked
this compromise, but the committee
supported it in the interests of getting
out the standard for Minimal BASIC.
Subsequent efforts to remove this feature failed, for the same reason.

In a radical shift, the committee
decided, five years later, to allow users
to specify lower bounds for individual
arrays in dimension statements. Thus ,
"DIM YEAR(1970:1980)" would create
a list named "YEAR " having 11
elements identified with the numbers
1970, 1971. . . 1980. If no lower bound
is specified, it is assumed to be 1. Both
sides now have their wish , but it took
more than five years to achieve it.

Logistics
Meetings of standards committees
are held near where the members
work, and members take turns hosting
meetings. Since 1974, X3]2 has met 30
times. Ten of these meetings have been
in the East, nine in the Midwest and
South, and eight in the Far West.
Because we are developing the standard jointly with ECMA (European
Computer Manufacturers Association)
TC21 , we hold joint meetings yearly,
alternating between the United States
and Europe. Three of these meetings
have been held in Europe.
Rotating meeting sites is required.
Often we have to choose between
alternate sites based on, for example ,
availability and cost of accommodations . But one factor we always consider very carefully is food. Whatever
site we choose must have good restaurants. Thus we're fortunate that 20 per-

cent of the X3]2 membership works in
the San Francisco area. In Europe, the
ECMA TC21 members work in or near
London, Paris, and Venice. I don 't
know what we would have done had
computer companies located themselves in remote areas that offered no
culinary delights.
By and large, the membership of
X312 has been stable. Representatives
from large companies sometimes
change, and some members change
employers. But, for the most part, the
members have known each other and
worked together for years. This leads
to occasional amusing incidents.
In the early days of the committee,
before individualized T-shirts became
the fad , one member stood up to speak
but instead doffed his shirt to reveal his
custom T-shirt that had the words
"BASIC Standard" on the front and
"Strings Subco" on the back. We now
take our special T-shirts for granted,
but that one brought down the house.
Another member was amused to discover a brand of toilet paper called
"Basic"; he presented this as an exhibit
to illustrate the then-current status of
the standard.
More recently , a member of long
standing appeared at a meeting carrying a large plastic goose . When the discussion deteriorated (who can be brilliant for six hours a day all week
long?) , the goose would appear on the
table.

terminals, disks, printers, modems . etc.

$8.95-$15.95
Shipping extra .

COVER CRAFTcORP' PO Box 555, Amherst, N H 03031 • (603) 889-6811
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Hewlett-Packard on
the professional use of personal
There's aconsiderable differ
computer and one that reallyfltS.
There are a lot of places where the
basic one-size-fits-all type of personal computer fits in really well.
But if you're like most of the technical professionals we know, you'd
rather use a tool that was clearly
designed for the job you're doing.
That's why we've developed
these five very different personal
computers just for people like you.
And configured each one specif-

able computing system. Add a
printer for hard-copy output. Or
our 128k byte cassette for mass
storage. Or add both; they'll only
take up as much space in your
TheHP-41.
briefcase as three paperbacks.
You might remember the series
You can even use your HP-41 as
9100 engineering computer we in- a remote data collector, then link
troduced in 1968 for $5000. Now, it up with any HP Series 80 personal computer via HP-IL.

just like a real craftsman's tool
fits your hand.
Now we'd like to show you, in
some detail, just what we mean.

HP-85

ical1y to operate in
technical environments. To interface with instruments and other computers. To
give you all the computing power
and all the high-level graphics
capability you need.
We also offer you a full range
of printers, graphic plotters, additional memory systems, input devices, and communications links.
Plus over 5000 software programs
at last count.
As a result, you can practically
design your own system. And have
a personal computer that fits
your professional environment

for a base price of $250, you can
hold all the power of that system
in the palm of your hand.
All by itself, this hand-held
computer can help a petroleum
engineer evaluate gas or oil reservoirs. Or help civil engineer$ do
critical computations
in the field.
Add the. new
Hewlett-Packard
Interface Loop
(HP-IL), and you
can turn your
HP-41 into a
powerful, port-

All the power of our 9100 Series Desk-top Engineering Computer.
Now you can hold it in the palm of your hand .

TheHP-85.
Complete with an integrated
tape drive, printer and CRT, this
typewriter-size system fits easily
in a crowded work area. Where
you can use its impressive numbercrunching power any number of
ways. For waveform analysis. Regression al?-alysis. Linear
programmmg.
Add the HP-IB interface,
and you can control up
to 14 instruments simultaneously. Add our Data
Communications Pac and
you can tie into another

computers.
ence between the one-size-ftts-all
Our 7470 Plotter. One of many peripherals
that help make our personal computers really personal.

on-site computer, a major data netor a national timesharing
servIce.
You can even use this portable
machine to do all these same jobs
out in the field. And more.

wor~,

TheUP-87.
The HP-87 sets a new level of performance for personal computers
in its price range. You get builtin screen graphics, up to 544k
bytes of RAM, and an SO-column
integrated CRT. Plus the same
flexible I/O structure for control
applications as the HP-85. Because of its extended memory, you
can take advantage of a VisiCalc®
PLUS worksheet with up to 16,000
cells. And since the HP-87 has a
built-in HP-IB, it's easy to add instruments, disc drives, printers,
plotters, and even a graphics tablet. To give you even more to work
with , there's an optional CP/M®
module. And all applications developed for the HP-85 in BASIC are
upward-compatible to the HP-87.

terface and a variety of other interface cards, so
you're free to concentrate on testing. Instead of system configuration.
To give you even more flexibility, you can run applica~ in
HP-enhanced BASIC, HPL, or
Pascal. We've also built a CRT
display with advanced graphics
into the system, so you can see
and interpret your data the instant you get it. And since everything about this system is built
for speed, we've developed a special rotary control knob that lets
you edit programs, calibrate instruments, and control motor speed,
all with fast analog inputs.

TheHP 9836.

are just the five
personal computers we've developed for technical
professionals; we
also make a full
range of personal computers' for business
professionals.
So. Before you decide to adapt
your routines to fit the needs of a
one-size-fits-all computer, we think
you should get in touch with us
first. And see what it's like to
have a personal computer that
really is personal.
Come and try them out at our
Productivity 'S2 seminar in your
area. Just watch your local newspaper for details on Productivity
'S2, or return this coupon.
lHewlett-Packa;:;J -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I 1820 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303
I'd like to see which of your personal computers
the way I work best. Please send more
I fits
information on these models:
I 0 HP-41 0 HP-85 0 HP-87 0 HP9826
I DHP9836
I Name ____________________________

This full-function workstation
does it all: design, computation,
and high-speed testing. Because it
gives you all the high-performance
features of the 9826. And then
some. With the 9836, you get a
: Title ___________________________
The UP 982ft
big, easy-to-read CRT. Sophisticated graphics capa- I Company _________________________
Designed to handle high-speed
data acquisition
bility. Two flexI Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and tests, the
HP-IB
ible disc drives.
9826 has a powRoom for up to I City/ State/Zip _______________________
erful MC 68000
two megabytes L2.71~ ____________ _
CPU, a built-in
of
memory.
HP-IL
flexible disc, up
And an even
HEWLETT
to 2 megabytes
long.er lis~ of
of read/write
engIneerIng ~~ PACKARD
software and
memory, and
power-fail properipherals to
tection. Plus a
choose from.
built-in HP-IB inAnd those

Flio-

Vis iCa lc ~ is a registered trademark 0/ Vis iCorp.
CP/ M ' is a registered trade mark of Digital
Resea rch, In c.

A wide variety of interfaces for technical environments, including
HP-lB, HP-IL, RS 232. GPIO, and BCD.

TCG-203

Please Circle The Product / Products for Which You Would be Interested in Receiving Information:
HP-41-CIRCLE 213
HP-85-CIRCLE 214
HP-87 -CIRCLE 215
HP-9826-CIRCLE 216
HP-9836-CIRCLE 217

mant upon reaching a WAIT statement and be awakened when some
specified event or condition has occurred. Within a parallel section, all
the usual BASIC statements may be
used, including subprograms . Of
course, there must be a supervisor
program behind the scenes that attends to all message passing and
scheduling.
As with BASIC in general, an example program that illustrates all of
the features of real-time BASIC
would be prohibitively long. Just a

hint can be gotten from this simple · Fixed Decimal
example:
An optional fixed-decimal module
allows programmers to specify that
all numeric variables and expressions
320 P ARACT RIG1
be fixed decimal. Of use to data-pro330
WAIT TIME 17*60*60
340
PRINT "Time to go home."
cessing programs, it can be invoked
by an option statement. For instance:
350 END PARACT
This parallel section will "hang" until
61,200 seconds have passed since
midnight; it will then "wake up,"
print the message, and then loop back
to the WAIT statement until 5 p .m.
the next day.

COMPUTER FORMS
AND SUPPLIES

• :WE SUPPORT MORE
• i SYSTEMS WITH FORMS
•• i
THAN ANYONE!
•

Accounting Plus' Alpha Micro' Apple Computer· BPI Systems· Broderbund • CADO • Cen·
turionlWarexlEDS • Cimarron· Compumax Associates' Continental Software' D.B. Soft·
ware' Oakln·S • Data Train' Denver Software Company· Designer Software' Dlgilog •
Durango· Oatamost • Dynabyte • IBM S120 • IBM Sys 32134' IMS • Insoft • LIBRA' MCBA'
NEC • Northstar· Open Systems· Osborne' Peachtree' R & B Systems· Radio Shack'
Rocky Mountain Software' Serendipity. Shasta' (SSG)' Systems Plus' Taranto' TCS •
The Bottom Shell' Van Data' Vector Graphic' Wang

•
•

•

PLUS 86 MORE!

•

I

·. :i

.'
I

,
I

. :,
. :
•

SPECIAL THIS MONTH
ONLY!
BUY TWO BOXES OF
DISKETTES AND RECEIVE
A $10.00 COUPON GOOD ON
ANY PURCHASE OVER $50.
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•
•
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•

•
•

: , E-~\ DISKETTE'S
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•

CHECKS • STATEMENTS
CUSTOM FORMS • W-2'S
INVOICES • STOCK TAB

OPTION ARITHMETIC FIXED*B.2
specifies that fixed-decimal arithmetic
is to be used and that all variables (except those declared otherwise) must
permit eight digits before the decimal
point and two digits after.
Individual variables may be declared to have precisions other than
those prescribed in the OPTION
ARITHMETIC statement by using
the DECLARE statement. For instance:
DECLARE NUMERIC
nationaL~ebt*15 . 2

would allow values up to a penny less
than 1 quadrillion dollars .
Editing
Although legally not part of the
standard, an optional module will
suggest forms to be used for the
editing operations often associated
with BASIC programs. These include
LIST, EXTRACT, DELETE, and
RENUMBER.
Summary
For several years now, BASIC has
been the de facto standard-programming language for small computers (and in Europe, for business
computers as well). Finally, the de
facto standard is about to become
standardized. Far from holding back
innovation, the proposed draft standard will be a major force in keeping
software up to pace with hardware
advances in the eighties .•

References
1. American National Standard for the Pro·
gramming Language Minimal BASIC,
X3.60·1978. ANSI, New York, 1978.
2. Kurtz, Thomas E., "Basic," from History
of Programming Languages. Academic
Press, 1981 , pp. 515-549.
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TELEVIOEO
NORTHSTAR
New low price on the incredible Advontage TM . Your choice

GDOS and Dosie, or GCPj M )229. leI

U~

bu rn and

l eSI

your

Horizon or Advanrage and we' ll back il with our own f051
worronry service.

Advantage
Horizon II 64K Quad
5 mg. Add-on Drive .

. Call
$2789
$2295

The under )3000 system with rhe billion dollar nome.
SysTems include CPU . duol drives, keybo ard . manilar, and
fWO serial pOrts for a prinTer and m o dem.CP/ M@comparlble .

820 w/5" drives
820 w/8" drives

$2:375
$2949

The new oll -in·ane thaI 's backed by G.E. Ouilr in CRT.
detachable keyboard. 750K falmoned, duol floppys. 64K,
CP/ M!,! and mo re . Five software business modules )695.

Televideo 802
Tele 806. w/1 0 Meg .. Most. .
Televideo 802H (10 Meg.)

$2795
$5:395
$5095

ALTOS
New ,3-user system with 196K Rom . and 2Mg. on floppy. Call
for prices on Alto s new 16-bit systems.

Altos Series 5-150
Altos 8000-1 0
Other Models

$2295
$6:375
......... Call

The lo w priced SYSTem tho r' s big o n feaTure s. 4 Mhz

z·eoA.

reoltime clock . color OUTput. CP/M' ~ compatible. 5 function
keys and more.

PC8001A Computer
PC8012A I/O w / :32K
PC801:3A Dual 5 ';' '' drives

The oll·ln-one thor's backed by your local Zenilh-Heolh
Service cenrer. Green Screen. CP/M®. Supercolc. ond Dosie
incl.

Z-89 w/ 48K
Z-90·82 w/64K

Software sold only with systems and nor wa rrantied for suitab ility to
particular appl ications. Al l require CP/ M'F - All software saleS final.
Wordster - Ea sy and powerful - the mosl
popula r word proce'ssing system for micros.
MeilMerge - Works w ilh o r wirhoul Wardstar
10 keep up-tO-date moiling lisls and creere
individua lly produc ed le"ers.

NEC PC 802:3A
Epson MJ(-80
Okidata 82A
Epson MJ(-1 00
Okidata 8:3A w/trac
O kida ta 84
(200 c p.s.)

CeleStar - Spread sheet analysis w hich is
inreractive wi lh the OTher Micropro packages.

$489
$444
$455
$719
$719

DataSter Micropro 's database system
works with Wordstor fa combine rext and
numbers.

~1059

thar's both powerful and easy to learn.
Does not use contro l characters on most
systems.

Denehmark - CP/ M based ward pro cessing

dDASE II . The most populor CP/M bosed
relati o nal database.

Accounting Plus- General ledger. Acco unts
payable. accounts receivab le. ere.. plus
Condar doto base management.
Crosstalk - Plug infO the personal compu ter
nelworks and link-up wit h other systems via
modem communications.

SAIL CP/M· For u,e wirh No"hsror Horizon,'
increa ses drive ca pacity 25K on doubles.

50K on Quod,.

S.A.I.L.D.O.A.T. . Allow, progrom, wrirren
under Northstar DOS and Dasie to run on
CP/M based syste m s.

INTEGRATION: Pri ces listed are far new equ ipment in factory sealed
boxes w ith manufacturer's wa rranty. We w ill pretest your equipment.
integrate your syste m . configure yo ur software. provide speciol cables.
etc .. for an odditional charge. Call fo r prices.

DataSo uth 0 5- 180
Anadex 9501
TI810 Dosic
IDS Prism 80 ..
IDS Prism 1:32

ORDERING : MAIL ORDER ONLY. Prices listed ore for cash. No
C.O.D'-s. We se ll on a net 20 basis to Fortune 500 componies and
Unive rsities (ot cash prices). Charge cards add 2%. Prices subject to
change. product subject to avoilobility. AZ. residents add 5%. Personal
checks take J weeks to clear. 0-20% re stocking fee for returned
merchandise. Shipping extra - p roducts are F.O.D . point o f shipment. CP/ M
and MP/M are registered trademarks of Digital Research.

" I I

:~~
/ \

Scottsdale SystemSLtd_
F10 Starwriter
40 cp.s.
F10 Srorwriter
55 cp.s.
NEC:3510
NEC 7710/ 77:30 . . .
NEC 7720

67.30 E. McDowell Road, Suite 110. Scottsdale. Arizona 85257

:E (602) 941-5856

~-±1

Call 8-5 Mon .-Fri .
(We Ex port ) TWX 910-950-0082 ( IMEC SCOT)

~~~----~

~------~~~

Viewpoint :3A
Televideo 910 plus
ADM:3A
Soroc IQ 1:30 .

$499
$579
~569

$589

Sof_are Revie.,

App-L-ISP
Jeff Bonar and Steve Levitan
Computer and Information Sciences Department
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

In a previous article (see 'Three Microcomputer
LISPs," BYTE, September 1981, page 388), we discussed
three implementations of LISP developed for Z80
microcomputers running under the CP 1M operating
system. Here, we discuss App-L-ISP, a version of LISP
developed for the Apple II. The Apple is based on MOS
Technology's 6502 microprocessor, which has a smaIIer
instruction set than the Z80. The Apple is far more
popular in educational settings than CP 1M-based Z80
machines. We believe that LISP can be used successfuIIy
in many of these educational settings.
Within this article, we wish to address these questions:
What compromises, if any, were made to fit App-L-ISP
"onto" the 6502 microprocessor? How weII is App-L-ISP
integrated into the Apple environment? Is App-L-ISP
suitable for the novice?
This article foIIows the format of our earlier article.

Data Types in App-L-ISP
App-L-ISP supports a very limited set of data types. It
provides atoms, lists, and 16-bit integers. Strings may be
simulated using the PACK and UNPACK functions.
These functions aIIow a string to be represented as a list
of single-character atoms. For example:
(PACK '(A B C 0))==> ABCD
(UNPACK 'WXYZ) = = > (W X Y Z)
The double quote (") is used to delimit atom names that
contain characters that might otherwise be misinterpreted. For example :
(UNPACK '(WXYZ))= = > an error,
UNPACK expects an atom
(UNPACK "'(WXYZ") = = > (" ( W X Y Z ")
The last example yields a list of seven single-character
atoms, the second of which is the open-parenthesis
character.
App-L-ISP has an ASSOC function for manipulating
association-lists (often caIIed a-lists). An association-list
has the following structure:
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At a Glance
Name

Language

App-L-ISP, version 1.7

6502 machine language

Type

computer

LISP programming
language

Apple II with at least 48K
bytes of memory; at least
one disk drive

Manufacturer
D atasoft Inc.
195 19 Business Center Dr.
Northridge, CA 9 132 4

Documentation
68 pages in 3-rin g binder.
includes a copy of LISP by
Wi nston and Horn

Price
S 124.95

Audience

Format

Educators, college
students. language
enthusiasts

5 V. -inch floppy disk

( (key-l
(key-2

value-I)
value-2)

•
•

•
(key-n

value-n) )

The call (AS SOC key-i a-list) will return the value-i
associated with key-i. For example, given the foIIowing :
(SETQ FRUIT '((APPLE
RED)
(BANANA YELLOW)
(MANGO ORANGE)
(PLUM
PURPLE) ))
we have:
(AS SOC 'MANGO FRUIT) = = > (MANGO
ORANGE)
Traditionally, LISP property lists use association-lists.
App-L-ISP does not have a property list associated with
each atom. Instead, to use a property list, you must bind
an association-list as the atom's value.

Door # 1: Reports you'll use today.
Door # 2: The sky is the limit.

W

e've split the proven, bestselling FMS-80 micro data
base manager into two parts. And
we've split the price.
Part one (FMS-81) gives you the
essential file and reporting features.
You can quickly create programs
with input questions a clerk can
und erstand, and with reports a manager can use.
And FMS-81 with its new manual,
is so easy to use, you'll be generating
reports the first day. FMS-81 sells
for $495.
Part two (FMS-82) has all the
fancy stuff. Including an Extended
F il e Maintenance language that lets
you perform virtually unlimited
manipul ation on up to 19 different
data ftles simultaneously.

Using FMS-82, you or your computer dealer can make FMS-80 do
just about anything. FMS-82 sells
for $495.
Naturally, FMS-82 is fully compatible with all the ftles and functions you generate with FMS-81.
FMS-81 is so useful, it might
seem like you'll never need FMS-82.
But as you expand your use
of computers, isn 't it nice to know
it's there ?
The FMS family runs under
CP 1M, MP 1M, CDOS, and Turbodos.
Call or write today for a brochure
detailing the extensive capabilities
of the Two Door Data Base Manager,
and the name of your nearest dealer.
You'll be impressed .

ll20 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 969-7047
a O'jr

product

DJR Associa tes, In c.
2 Highland Line
North Tarrytown,
NY 1059 1

FMS·80. FMS·81. FMS·8 2
TM DJR Associates
CP/M ,MP/M TM Digital Research
COOS TM Cromcmco
Turbod os TM Softw are 2000, Inc.
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how the

•

Data Princess

Queen

a tale about ACCESS/SO from Friends Software
rincess DataStarl had a lot
P
of magic powers. She could
manipulate huge amounts of
data fast and accurately. She
could create forms and help pro·
duce personalized mailings. ~ But
Princess DataStar couLd not
write reports. And this made her
sad. Mihat good was all that
data if she had no easy way
to answer questions about that
data? Princess DataStar cried
day, a handsome young man suddenly
appeared. ''Don't cry, princess," he said with a bow.
"My name is ACCESS/80 Report Writer. I can generate
I might
reports directly from your existing files add, from any other files in industry standard ASCII character
format." ~ "}Ou can?" she asked.
"How?" ~ "It's simple. Even a
non-programmer can use me
to quickLy generate virtually
any report using just one
easy·to-write statement that .
resembLes ordinary English.
I can be used for a myriad of
applications. I'm field-proven and I'm easy to upgrade."
~ "You're so powerful!"she cried. "You must be expensive."
',
~ ''Not at all-I'm only $295," he
, ,
smiled. "Princess, add my powers
to yours and you'll be a data
queen." ~ "I will," said Data
Star lovingly. "ACCESS/80 Report Writer, you're the answer
to my prayers." ~ Moral:

If you have data, you need ACCESS/SO.
ACCESS/SO works with Z80, 8080,
and 8085 microprocesso rs with the
CP /M2 o perating system,
ACCESS/SO Report Writer
produces multipl e reports, including
su btotals a nd cross-tabulat io ns, from
a s ingle pass over your data fil es al l witho ut programmin g.

$751Hal Offer
Tty ACCESS/SO for 45
days for only $75. You can
apply this fee to your
purchase.

ACCESS/SO Applications
Development Tool lets yo u deve lop
BASIC
ACCESS/SO Information
Management System offers full-

Excellent documentation: easy-to-read

1. Regist e red trademark of MicroPro
Inte rnati onal In c.
2. Registered trademark of Digital
Research, In c.
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Anything printed immediately after
a Control-D will be treated as an
operating-system command.
App-L-ISP allows users to create LAMBDA (call-byvalue), NLAMBDA (call-by-name), and MACRO forms.
LAMBDA forms evaluate each actual argument and bind
the results to corresponding formal arguments.
LAMBDA forms cannot have no-spread parameters;
each actual argument is bound to a single formal argument. NLAMBDA forms, on the other hand, do not
evaluate their arguments. Instead, they bind the actual
argument list to a single formal argument. Consider the
form FIRST-REST, for example:
(DEFINEQ FIRST -REST
(NLAMBDA (ARCS)
(LIST (LIST 'ONE
(CAR ARCS»
(LIST 'TWO
(CDR ARCS» »)
Running this form, we have:
(FIRST -REST HELP I AM STUCK IN THIS
MACHINE) = = >
((ONE HELP) (TWO (l AM STUCK IN THIS
MACHINE»)
Notice that nothing after the form name is evaluated.
Also , all the actual arguments of the form are passed into
the formal argument ARCS. MACRO special forms are
also available in App-L-ISP . As explained in the earlier
article , MACROs allow manipulation of the complete list
expression that invokes the MACRO.

Sequential evaluation in App-L-ISP is specified with
the PROCN or PROC forms . PROCN sequentially
evaluates its subexpressions, returning the results of the
last subexpression evaluation. For example:

scree n data en tr y and update,

Dealer opportunities: minimum
investment, ma xi mum re turn. Dealer
package includ es self-running demo.

In App-L-ISP, atoms have two values: one used to hold
a function or special form, and the other used to hold a
normal value. The SET and SETQ functions bind an
atom's normal value while DEFINE and DEFINEQ bind
the functional or special form value . (The .. . Q form
automatically quotes its atomic argument.) The function
CETD retrieves a functional value, which is itself an
S-expression representing a function or special form.

Control Structures

programs up to 50 times faste r than with

Primer, Manual , and Reference Card.
ACCESSI86 too: for 8086-8088 micros
with CP/M86.2

Functions and Arguments

FRIENDS

SOFTWARE
P.O . BOX 527 • BERKELEY. CA
94701·0527· (415) 540·72S2
TLX: 172 029 • ANS: SPX·SRFL
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(PROCN (SETQ Z (+ 34» (PRINT (CAR '(A B»)
(*

Z 5»

binds 7 to Z, prints A, and returns 35.
Circle 241 on inquiry card.
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If you can't answer "YE "
comprehensi
S to thes
to
0 : Your localiSE ffo

:~ ~nage~:.:;o:~:?" ~~~:'~:~:;~
fo,
0

0

0

Name

0

a Ihate

Company
Adc;lress

0

_

4B
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Title

City _ _
Phone

0"'

e ect a Data

------

State

(area code)

--

Zip

~~~~~~~~ f., u. ~t7.:~~~:~~=Co<'"

Z80isa
Digital ResearchU kof Zilog: PDP-ll
CP/M of r~l~tered
trademar

(ext)

0

_ _ _:.:.,:=.
omIllIPuterama, Tor onto.
Booth No. 3745 and Booth
0

Listing 1: COUNT-DOWN illustrates the use of the GO and
RETURN forms to decrement the local variable COUNT and
then end the evaluation of the PROG .

(DEFINEQ COUNT-DOWN
(LAMBDA ()
(PROG (COUNT)
COUNT is a local variable
(SETQ COUNT iO) initialize COUNT
LOOP
the top of the loop
(PRINT COUNT)
(SETQ COUNT (SUB COUN T 1) )

decrement COUNT
(COND ((> 0 COUNT) (RETURN 'BLAST-OFF))
(T (GO LOOP)))
test and either exit or
branch back
)))

PROG also evaluates its subexpressions sequentially,
but has a number of other features used to construct
loops . The subexpressions of a PROG can be either
regular expressions to evaluate, an atom that is used as a
label, a GO form, or a RETURN form. Regular expressions are evaluated sequentially, as in the PROGN . A
GO form takes a single atom as an argument and causes a
branch to the corresponding label. A RETURN form
. takes a single expression as an argument and causes the
PROG to return with the results of evaluating the argument. PROGs also allow you to declare variables local to
the PROG body. These local variables are initialized to
NIL upon entry to the PROG and restored to their
previous values when the PROG returns . To see how this
works, refer to the function COUNT-DOWN in listing 1.
(Although App-L-ISP does not have a comment convention, we have added annotations in italics.)
App-L-ISP also has the COND, AND, and OR forms.
COND is nonstandard in an inconvenient way . It will
return NIL if no tests are successful. This makes debugging more difficult than if the COND complained when
no test was satisfied. The only predicates in App-L-ISP
are> (greater than), EQ (equal to), and # (is the argument a number?). Although this is all you really need to
determine the expressions to evaluate, such a limited set
is an inconvenience.

User Environment
One of the advantages that the writers of App-L-ISP
have, as opposed to the writers of Z80 LISP, is the standard Apple hardware. Unlike Z80 systems, where
"CP 1M compatibility" is only an ideal at best, an Apple
is an Apple. Unfortunately, the editor provided with
App-L-ISP does not take advantage of any special features of the Apple.
The editor provided, however, is the best we have seen
for a microcomputer LISP. It is a "structure" editor,
which means it provides commands that deal explicitly
with the list structure of programs and data. Instead of
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A
D

Advance to next element of the list you are editing.
Down to the first subelement of the current element. The
current element must be a list.
B Back up to previous element.
R < S-expression >
Replace current element with
< S-expression > .
X < S-exp1 > < S-exp2 > Exc hange all occurrences of
< S-exp 1 > with < S-exp2 > .
DEL Delete current element.
I < S-expr> Insert < S-expr > after current element.
LI Add a set of parentheses around the current element.
RE Remove a set of parentheses from around the current
element.
< Group items into a list. After typing "< " , type " A" until the
last element to be grouped is the current element. Then
type " > " to close the list.
PRE < S-expr> Insert before the current element.
PP Pretty print entire list being edited.
T Go to top of list , the first element.
EX Exit the editor .
C Display the disk catalog.
E < S-expr> Edit list specified by < S-expr>.
S < S-exp1 > < S-exp2> Save the expressions in list
< S-exp1 > on file < S-exp2 >.
L < S-expr >
Load expressions from the file < S-expr > .
H Help . Display the list of edit commands.

Table 1: The Editor commands available in App-L-ISP.

dealing with characters, the commands operate directly
on S-expressions. For a list of the editor commands, see
table 1 .
The beauty of a structure editor is that you can "cut
and paste" pieces of lists (or functions) without destroying the rest of the list. This kind of editor is tricky to use
at first, but after a short while becomes well worth the effort.
We had several problems using the editor. The Help
function only returns a list of the command names , with
no explanation. The pretty print function does not generate end-of-line sequences at the right edge of the screen;
instead, it counts on the Apple hardware to "wrap" to the
next line. This is annoying to read on the screen and impossible to use with a printer.
The most serious problem we had was that the editor
redefines global variables. For example, our atom "LC" in
the timing tests was clobbered by the editor. This problem took several frustrating hours to locate. Normally,
this problem is avoided by using lambda-bound variables
or PROG local variables. Even when global variables are
necessary, they should be given distinguishable names.
For example, many LISP systems put an asterisk (*) as the
first character of any global variables that the system will
modify.

Error Handling
Two types of errors occur in App-L-ISP : "fatal errors"
and "error traps." Fatal errors are SYS ERR, MEM FULL,
and FORMAL ARG ERROR. These all cause a graceful
return to the supervisor. You should then save any unsaved functions and restart App-L-ISP. The fatal errors
are caught in such a way that system functions-in particular, SAVE-are still executable.

• They have one thing in common
- computer business management.
Small businessmen, from all
walks of life, have invested in sophisticated microcomputers, but,
until now, have had to be satisfied
with modified accounting software.
• Great Plains Software - a
company with an eye on the future
- created an easy to understand
accounting/ management software
system which expands as the business grow s . Flexible, quick response software developed on a
hard disk providing in-depth pro.
gram opportunities .
• Great Plains Software features
immediate response at your fingertips. You 'll get a complete data
base of every journal entry posted
during fiscal year, a CRT display of
accounts payable , accounts receiv a ble with customer and vendor
records. And along with budgeting,
payroll and inventory, there's a
Circle 206 on Inquiry card .

built- in password security system
that keeps all data confidential.
• Easy to follow documentation
includes step- by-step instructions
with cross reference screen displays.
Your computer store has the.
details on 'Great Plains Advanced
Software Systems. For personal
service, call (701) 293-8483.

OVERALL
- Password privacy system standard
- Written in UCSD P ascal*
- Hard disk oriente d

*TM UC Regents

GIL
- All entri es on lin e entire fi sca l year
- Flexible formatfinancial statements
- Comp arative income statements
AIR
- Up to 9999 customers
- Profit by customer. customer type,
sales man and state
- Open ite m or balance forward
- Instant screen inquiry
- Automati cally posts to GIL

AlP

5
Great Plains Software
123 15th Street N.
Fargo, N. D. 58102
(701) 293 -8483

- Up to 9999 vendors
- Instant screen inquiry
- Automati cally posts to GI L
PAYROLL
- Up to 9999 employees
- Up to 25 deductions p er employee
- Withholding comput ed
- Prints W2. 941 & che cks
INVENTORY
- FIFO. LIFO . stand ard cost ,
weighted moving av erage or serial
number valu ation
- 5 price leve ls per part
- Concise report including profit by
part an d line
- Point of sale "cash register"
program included

Visit us at Comdex. June 28-30 in A tlanta City

The error traps are EVAL ERR, LIST ERR, ATOMIC
ERR, SUBR ERR, and NO LABEL ERR. These all invoke
the error handler . The handler prints the error name, the
current value in the evaluator, and the offending expression. It then allows you to take one of three actions . You
can simply restart the supervisor, using the LISP function
RESET (not the Reset button). Also, you can tell the
evaluator what value to return from the error expression,
using the RETURN function. The system then continues
execution from that point, using the new value. You can
also ask for a history of execution with the function
BAKTRACE, which prints the stack of functions that
have been invoked on the way to the error. This is the
cleanest error-handling system for the microcomputer
LISPs we have seen .
In addition to calling the error handler on an error
trap, user functions can invoke the error handler by calling the function BREAK. You can also stop execution of a
function arid invoke the error handler from the keyboard
by typing Control-B .
The editor and error handler in App-L-ISP together
provide a ' reasonable environment for developing ' and
debugging programs . This is one of the main advantages
to using a LISP system in the first place.
.

User Interaction
User interaction in "immediate mode" suffers from the
same probl~ms we observed in the other microcomputer
LISPs. The same prompt character, "$", is used to
prompt for the first line of an expression and all subs'equent lines. This makes it easier to mismatch parentheses .
Another problem is that the normal print function
makes no attempt to format its output. Atom names can
get split between two lines, making the results difficult to
read .
Saving and Restoring Programs
The form (SAVE < S-expl > < S-exp2» saves functions to the disk . The value of < S-expl> is taken as a
list of names of functions to be saved on the disk . The
value of < S-exp2> is taken as the name of the file to use.
Only the functions named in the list of < S-expl> are
saved. If the file already exists, it is then overwritten .
Functions are loaded from the disk with the form
(LOAD < S-exper>), where the value of < S-exper> is
taken as the < file-name> . Whenever this function is
run, an atom named % < file-name> is generated. The
system then binds a list of all the function names loaded
to this atom. This list is then available to be used in subsequent SAVEs .
No provision is made for internal image or binary disk
files . The Apple disk operating system (DOS) treats the
LISP files as text files.
Program Input/Output
The function (IN = < S-exper> ) is available to redirect
the data source for the input functions to be the file
whose name is the value of < S-exper> . READ will read
Circle 465 on inquiry card.

from the 8 bit 6809 microprocessor allowing it to
outperform many 16 bit systems
With the UniFLEX™Operating System, the
8 bit 6809 microprocessor can
perform as well as larger CPUs in a multiuser, multi-tasking environment.
Independently developed from the
ground up, UniFLEXTM closely models the
features found in the UNIX'MOperating
System. And in two years of use, UniFLEX'M
has proven the abilities of the 6809 to
perform large system functions when
incorporated intoa properly designed
mainframe.
Some of the features supported include:
• full multi-user, multi-tasking capabilities
• hierarchical file systems
• device independent I/O
• four Gigabyte disk capacities
• full file protection
• inter-task communication via pipes
• I/O redirection
• task swa pping for efficient memory
usage
• full random-access files
• comprehensive shell command
language
• foreground-background jobs
• electronic mail and printer spooling
• system accounting facilities

The support software currentlyavailable
for use under UniFLEX™is extensive.
Asampling of the programs available
includes:
• native C compiler (full
implementation)
• native Pascal compiler
• FORTRAN 77 ANSI Subset compiler
• COBOL compiler with ISAM files, Report
Writer & Sort/ Merge
• Extended BASIC interpreter
• Extended BASIC precompiler
• text editing and processing software
• enhanced printer spooler
• variety of absolute and relocatable
assemblers
• debug and diagnostic packages
Technical Systems Consultants, Inc. also
offers a line of single user FLEX™software
prod ucts for 6800 and 6809 processors.
Forthose having an absolute neeq,fora
16 bit processor, UniFLEX™will be available through OEM licensing arrangements forthe 68000 microprocessor.
Please call or write for additional
information on individual products or
OEM licensing arrangements.
UNIX'" Is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
FLEX'" and UniFLEX'" are trademarks of Technical
Systems Consuitants, lnc.

L®

technical fyftemf
confultantf, inc.

111 Providence Road
Chapel Hili. North Carolina 27514
(919)493-1451

any single valid S-expression and return it as the value of
the READ. READA will read a single atom or the single
characters open-paren thesis and cl ose-paren thesis .
READC will read a single character; it does not wait for a
carriage return.
Similarly, the function (OUT= < S-exper» controls
the destination of the functions PRINT, PRIN1, and
PRIN2 . PRINT outputs one S-expression followed by a
carriage return. PRIN1 outputs an S-expression, removing double quotes from atom names. It does not print a
carriage return. PRIN2 is like PRINT, but does not print
a carriage return .
The forms (OPEN < file-name> ) and (CLOSE < filename» create input/output (I/O) buffers in memory for
disk transfers and clear those buffers, respectively. These
are necessary to allow for file I/O. Although we tried
several different schemes, we could not get file I/O to
work .
The forms (IN# < N» and (OUT # < N» also
redirect I/O. These specify a slot number, < N > , on the
Apple interface bus. OUT # < N> causes data to be sent
both to the screen and to the device in slot N. IN# 0 and
OUT # 0 reset input and output to normal operation,
respectively . If no device is present in the slot specified
(except for 0), the system will hang.

Space Management
The NEW and MEM functions allow an App-L-ISP
user tu control space management. NEW clears all but the
predefined forms from memory . MEM explicitly invokes
gdfbage collection and returns the number of free bytes in
memory .
It is not clear how App-L-ISP actually manages space .
Normally, we would not have complained about this lack
of information, as the typical LISP programmer need not
be concerned how space is managed . The App-L-ISP
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manual devotes three appendixes to this subject, how ever, and none of them is very clear .

Interaction with the Apple
App-L-ISP provides a number of features for interac ting with the Apple and Apple DOS . Unfortunately ,
many of these features are not well explained. For example, App-L-ISP provides PEEK and POKE functions , but
it is not at all clear which memory locations are useful or
available to the user. Similarly, it has a CALL function
that will execute machine code at an arbitrary address,
but there are no instructions about where you could put
your own code or what system code might be worth calling.
As in Apple BASICs, anything printed immediately
after a Control-D will be treated as an operating-system
command . This capability seems quite useful to us. Some
of the more common operating-system commands are
also duplicated as functions. For example, (CATALOG)
and (PROGN (PRIN1 '" < Control-D> ") (PRINT
'CATALOG)) have the same effect.
App-.L-ISP also includes functions to use the Apple
tone generator and graphics.

Documentation and Library Software
As we have alluded to in several places, the documentation for App-L-ISP is far too sketchy. The software is
distributed with a small manual and a textbook (LISP by
P . H . Winston and B. Horn, Addison-Wesley, 1981). The
manual claims only to contain "synoptic descriptions of
the commands available in App-L-ISP. " Users are expected to use the manual as a supplement to the textbook.
To support this, App-L-ISP is distributed with a set of
App-L-ISP functions that, it is claimed , emulate a number of the MACLISP functions used by Winston and
Horn .

Circle 428 on inquiry card .

BUSINESS FORM PROCESSING
Application Memo #1: INVOICES
REPORTS
CRT SCREEN

ORDER
u.u LWWMA (,.UItJ.
ILlJrJJJJt..lMuww

u.uo. w. LW..u....v,

w.lJw..LWJJ..t1U1..\
twlUJlUIu...~1M

"""'t"
\W.IUA.

~u

""""'"

,

"""}w~

RECEIVABLES:
BY DATE AND/OR
CUSTOMER

YEAR TO DATE
BY CUSTOMER

INVOICE :

SALES BY
PRODUCT

Send for Application Note INV-01

Other VersaForm Uses:

•
•
•
•
•

Purchase Orders
Professional Billing
Inventory Ledgers
Job Costing
Personnel Records

DAILY INVENTORY
ACTIVITY

MDNTH'S RESULTS
BY SALESPERSON

MAIL LABELS

Now there's a way to quickly automate
specific areas of your business ... using
existing forms. In a single session you can
emulate a standard invoice on a personal
computer (as shown onside) . Automatic
filling , calculating and data checking
features to speed error-free processing. It's
called Business Form Processing, a brand
new concept in desktop computing.
Producing management reports that
used to take days now takes minutes. Just
specify which items contained within your
form are to be sorted, sub and summary
totalled . Each report as shown took only
minutes to specify, and minutes to produce.
It's the combination of the easy-to-use
reporting facility with its powerful forms
emulator that makes VersaForm more than
just a data base .
You can use existing forms. With
a simple output formatting module,
Versa Form lets you overprint processed
information to a pre-printed form, or to
blank paper that becomes its own custom
form . It even customizes your output to
your printer's line spacing and number of
characters per line, and can omit confidential data from final customer drafts.
If you have a form, we've got the system
and solution to higher productivity. Visit
your local computer store where Apples
are sold.

Business
Form
Processor

Applied Software Technology

Hard Disk versions available
Circle 32 on inquiry card.

14125 Capri Drive
Los Gatos, California 95030
(408) 370-2662

Stackworks Forth Means
Fast Development
Stackworks Forth is more than a languageit is a complete approach to Z80 software
development. A full, extendable interpretercompiler producing compact code, optionally
ROMabie to under 2K, Stackworks Forth is as
fast as compiled Fortran, as easy to use
as interactive Basic.
Completely I/O compatible with CP/M,
Stackworks Forth is a simple, self-contained,
stack oriented system allowing high level
development and instantaneous debugging and
modification of complete end user oriented
programs. Stackworks Forth is fast and its
threaded list structure offers production code
approaching and in many cases exceeding the
compactness of equivalent assembly code.
Stackworks Forth is ideally suited for rapid
. software design with immediate testing
capability, for applications in robotics,
hardware development, process control, any
field with a need for Stackworks power.
Stackworks Forth Means Power
Stackworks Forth means compact production
code, high speed, high level coding, fast onthe-spot debugging, in-line assembly code
capability, simplicity of structure, and more ...
Forty-Five Dollars provides the user with a
complete, fully documented system for Z80 CP/M
software development (includes 16 bit, 32 bit,
and 13 digit BCD math routines).
Option B adds the Stackworks Forth assembler
and debugger to the base package and includes
tutorial for a total of $80.
Option C includes the above with ROM option
and source code for creating modules in as
little as 2K bytes and allows unlimited inhouse use of Stackworks Forth for $400 .
Commercial users are invited to inquire about
additional Stackworks Forth licenses.
Option D provides Option B software and the
Xedex Baby Blue add-in board for the IBM
Personal Computer for a total of $600.
MasterCard, Visa, or American Express call
800/457-4544 or write The Stackworks, 1414 E
University, Box 1596, Bloomington, IN 47402 .

Stackworks Forth for both CP/M-86 and DOS on
the IBM Personal Computer .. . in development.
230
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Expression evaluated by TESTER
LC
DC
BIGCAR
BIGCDR
·(HAS·AS-MEMBER-I 'B LONG1)
'(HAS-AS-MEMBER-R 'B LONG1)
'( REMOVE-ELEMENT-I 'B LONG41)
'(REMOVE-ELEMENT-R 'B LONG41)

Counts
119

162
258
256
40
34
3

34

Table 2: The results of the timing tests applied to App-L-ISP.
For th e benchmark programs used, see "T/11'ee Microcomputer LISPs ," BYTE, September 1981 , p . 388. This series of
tests was conducted as in the previous article (except that th e
Apple had only 48K bytes of RAM). REMOVE-ELEMENT-l
was particularly slow because of a very slow recursive version of APPEND. Trying (TESTER NIL) for more than 10
seconds ca used th e system to crash.

LISP is not standard and you need more than a "synoptic definition, " particularly since App-L-ISP differs in
many ways from the MACLISP dialect of Winston and
Horn . In fact, the 'MACLISP emulation functions are
relatively crude and do not always work as described.
Besides being sketchy, the manual is also inaccurate
and confusingly organized. For example, the ADD1 (increment 1) predefined function is documented, but not
provided . The table of contents is formatted in a confusing way and there is no index .
In addition to the MACLISP emulation functions and
the editor functions (discussed in another section), several other files of functions are distributed with App-LISP. Included is a simple version of Weizenbaum 's ELIZA
(called DOCTOR here) , a tower of Hanoi demonstration
of App-L-ISP's graphics capabilities, functions to use the
Apple screen for graphics, and functions to pretty print
into a text file. None of these packages are adequately
documented. An annotated listing of these files would
have been quite helpful. Such a listing would help in both
documenting the package and giving badly needed examples of App-L-ISP code .
Conclusions
App-L-ISP provides a minimal, but complete, LISP
system that runs at an adequate speed. (The timing tests
are shown in table 2. These tests are the same as performed in our article on the 280 LISPs .) App-L-ISP is
slower and has fewer features than the 280 LISPs .
The documentation, and much of the library software,
is inadequate. The manual could easily be doubled in size
and should be better organized. The library software
should be rewritten so that the global variables used will
not interfere with user code .
The editor, while not making full use of the Apple , is
quite nice. The pretty printer is not satisfactory, working
poorly with the Apple screen and not at all with a printer.
App-L-ISP is suitable as an educational tool for teaching recursion, applicative programming, and basic
LISP .•
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P.o.

a@@M~[fu
computer corporation
Box 240947 • Charlotte, NC 28224 • 704/523-8500

Technical Forum

Find That Disk
R. E. Bruninga, LCDR, USN
USS Blue Ridge LCC-19
FPO San Francisco, CA 96628

I might never have organized, except that I moved
aboard a ship with all my microcomputing junk, and
limited quarters dictated more efficient use of space. One
of the more annoying problems was what to do with my
pile of 5%-inch disks-the constant shuffling in search of
a specific disk was a little like playing with a deck of
awkward cards. Separating and boxing them according
to broad catagories was no help because each disk still
had to be partially withdrawn to determine its contents.
This generally resulted in a small wrestling match with
the box and the assorted unused write-protect tabs and
labels that always seem to get in the way. There had to be
a better solution.
There is. And it doesn't cost a cent.
Having no use for those labels, and being the reckless
sort who doesn't use write-protect tabs, I came up with
the following solution: throw the labels away but save
one to label the box. Then place the write-protect tabs in
different positions on the top edge of each of the ten
disks, as shown in figure 1. Don't write anything on the
tabs-they are simply markers that correlate to the
legend printed on the inside of the box cover. In fact, the
order of the disks as you replace them in the box no
longer matters: you can always find the correct disk by
reaching for the one with the tab located opposite the
desired title on the box lid.
Another advantage is not having to keep track of disk
jackets: since you only use one or two disks at a time,
you can leave them in the box. Using a disk then becomes
a simple task of reaching for the right subject box, removing the selected disk, and inserting it in the right drive .
After use, just place the disk in the box in any available
jacket. It will always be retrievable by sightl
This system has worked successfully for more then six
months and frustration is now a thing of the past. I may
have lost my dexterity at card shuffling, but as long as I
can continue to ignore write-protect tabs, I look forward
to years of happy disk finding .•
232
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BOX #3

BUSINESS
TEXT FILES

Figure 1: The write-protect tab on the top of each disk is directly
opposite a short description written on the inside of the top
cover.

Two billion characters
and still going strongWe build Dataroyal computer printers
to perform day after day in the harshest
environments. As an example, we randomly chose five of our original production printers and ran them continuously
in a life test that lasted 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, for 2 years. In that time
they each printed more than two billion
characters. They operated at a 100 percent duty cycle and 100 percent print
density, and achieved an MTBF of 2,281
hours. This means from eight to ten years
of maintenance-free operation in normal
applications.
Circle 143 on inquiry card .

We achieve that kind of product
reliability with modern LSI circu itry
and fewer moving mechanical parts.
Computer systems manufacturers
choose Dataroyal with confidence as do
Fortune 500 companies who use Dataroyal with the finest business computers.
If you want a trouble-free computer
printer, you want one from the company
that's going strong. Call or write Dataroyal
Incorporated, 235 MClin Dunstable Road,
Nashua, New Hampshire 03061, (603)
883-4157. Or contact your local dealer
for Dataroyal information.

DATAROVAL

Softwware Revie.,

Tawala's Last Redoubt
Hartley G. Lesser
3243 Oakes Drive
Hayward, CA 94542

Broderbund Software has finally released Tawala's
Last Redoubt, the fourth and most challenging adventure
so far in the Galactic Saga series.
Prior action followed the life of the mighty Emperor
Tawala Mundo, whose origin was the small planet of
Galactica. As his influence spread with the aid of Julian
du Buque, Tawala crowned himself ruler of the 20 planets
in the Central Galactic System .
Many years of restlessness followed . The Emperor
cashiered du Buque, the one-time commander of
Tawala's armed forces , for unstated reasons . Tawala
lacked du Buque's skill in planning and logistics and
feared du Buque would use his talents against his rule.
Thus, Julian du Buque became a hunted man .
Elsewhere dissatisfaction among the merchant class ignited a revolution which du Buque ultimately joined. He
led the successful overthrow of Tawala Mundo, and the
once-proud and haughty ruler was forced to flee when
the rebellion toppled his throne and swept aside his remaining puppets .
A newly opened planet, Farside, became Tawala's
refuge . Amid a core of powerful supporters, Tawala constructed a redoubt, a fortification to protect him from
those who wanted to destroy him .

The Mission
The fourth adventure begins on Farside. You take the
role of a rebel leader named Benthi . The insurgents' camp
is veiled by the southern mountains of the inhabited areas
of Farside . Benthi-earth-woman, fighter, and strategist-initially leads a small and ill-equipped band of
rebels . Your goal is to elicit support from the eight village
chieftains, avoid the forays sent by Tawala, and
ultimately defeat the Emperor within his redoubt.
No easy task here . The pitfalls are many . Yet with cunning and forethought you can succeed .
Those who have played any of the preceding three
Galactic Saga adventures may look forward to the same

+-- Circle 4 on

Inquiry card.

At a Glance
Type
Adventure-style game
Manufacturer
Broderbund Softwa re
1938 Fourth St.
San Rafa el. CA 9490 I
4 15-45 6-6 424
Price
529 .95 (disk)
Author
Douglas Carlston
Format
5 y., -inc h floppy disk
(13 - and J 6-secto r)

Language
Applesoft BASIC; machinecode subroutines for
animation
Computer
Apple" and" Plus; 48K
bytes of memory and one
disk drive (also available for
TRS-80s, cassette and disk)
Documentation
27-page instru ction booklet

Audience
Adventure and simulation
game players

type of challenge . For those who have no prior experience
Tawala's Last Redoubt is the best of the entire series .

The Software
I reviewed the package for the Apple II, although versions for both disk- and cassette-based TRS-80s exist. The
single disk boots on either 13- or 16-sector systems . The
package includes a well-written and interesting rule book
that introduces you to the control functions and gives
you a history of the revolution on Farside .

Game Features
The first outstanding game feature is its speed. Upon
loading, you can indicate how fast you want to play. You
can thus accelerate play during the waiting periods or
slow the pace when several activities are taking place at
once .
The second worthwhile feature is the ability to save up
to nine games on the same disk. You can halt and save the
June 1982 © BYTE Pu blications In c
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game at any point of play and have nine such partially
played games awaiting recall. You are able, for example,
to examine different strategies for specific results during
any stage of the game.
The instruction booklet contains the 14 input and output routines used in the adventure.

Master Menu
Play is governed by the entry of single-letter or number
commands . After you have determined the game's speed,
the screen clears to show Benthi's headquarters,
designated by a pitched tent and campfire . The action
begins here .
A message in the upper left-hand comer of the screen
tells you your current location, while the upper righthand corner displays the passage of time . The master
menu is shown in the lower right-hand corner. You have
three main options : M)essenger, I)ntelligence, and
O)rders.

tion with your Chief of Intelligence, Paoli. You tell Chief
Paoli where you want the spies sent so that the information they gather can be relayed back to you . Paoli is a
valuable ally and is best kept close at hand.
The M)essenger function of the master menu brings
one of four animated messengers onto the ·screen .
Whoever you call forth runs to the center of the screen,
salutes, and asks for orders . At this point you'll tell the
messenger to see either one of the village chieftains or one
of your own rebels at a certain location . If the former , the
messenger may be instructed to ask the chieftain for
arms, money, or troops and to determine whether threats
should be used to ensure compliance. The messenger then
departs; he will tell you when the task is done.
The tina I master-menu option breaks up the camp to
move elsewhere or O)rders your armed personnel either
to attack and hold a village or to loot and pillage it. Such
actions depend on the movement of Tawala's agents and
forces . The latter option would be used primarily against
a chieftain who failed to give you the requested aid .

Military Intelligence
Because you will have very little information when you
begin play, the I)ntelligence option perhaps should be
examined first. After pressing the letter "I, " a submenu
that contains the four additional selections M)ap,
D)ossier, G)eographical, and S)end Agent appears .
The first selection produces on the screen a map of the
area on Farside where the adventure takes place . This
consists of Benthi's camp, Tawala's redoubt, and eight
villages and their connecting roads . Also shown is your
current strength in arms, money , troops, and your current geographic location .
The second selection contains all necessary information on the eight village chiefs . This is important because
negotiations with these leaders are the only way you can
increase your supply of arms , money, and troops . If this
cannot be accomplished, your defeat by Tawala is certain.
The geographical selection deals with the stability of
the different inhabited areas, and the fourth selection
deals with your two spies . It also opens up communica-
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Tactical Considerations
Handling the village chieftains is an exercise in skilled
negotiation because they all possess different characteristics . Carefully read their D)ossiers, which Paoli will
give you on request, to learn as much as possible about
them before you try to bargain fo r needed equipment or
personnel.
Your defeat at the hands of Tawala can come quickly
and without warning if you're careless. Suddenly shots
will echo about in your location, and bursts of flame will
scatter the graphics. This scene will fade, and an evening
sky will appear. A man will walk to the center of the
screen and salute the heavens, and a touching speech that
eulogizes Benthi will scroll before your eyes .

Conclusion
I highly recommend this game for those with a daring
and resourceful will; for those who are able to see the
forest because of the trees; and for those who can remain
undaunted by an occasional defeat .•

Circle 254 on inquiry card.

Progra .... ing Quickies

A Word-Counting Utility for Writers
Steven K. Roberts
5885 Dublin Rd .
Dublin, OH 43017

A microcomputer fully configured for use a s a word
processor is a valuable and addicting asset to a writer, as
anyone who has spent more than a few minutes grappling
with a typewriter can well imagine. I doubt tha t I would
be trying to make a living in this volatile word business if
my tru s ty word-processing comput e r syst e m ,
BEHEMOTH, weren 't here to deal with the brutal
realities of somehow getting text from my head to paper.
But writing, it turns out, also involves a variety of
data-shuffling tasks that are not directly involved with
text editing and formatting . And then there's that fairly
trivial but age-old problem of counting the number of
words in a manuscript. Yes, you can multiply some
average word count per page by the number of pages in
the manuscript , but that's inelegant and fails to accommodate stylistic variations that can have significant effects on the length of the average word.
The word count of a manuscript, by the way, is more
than an idle bit of trivia born of a love affair with information . Primarily, it is a key specification in article
assignments , since the amount of space available to an
About the Author
S teven K . Roberts has w ritte/'l /'lum erous microprocesso r-rela ted articles alld two books. H e hv es and wo rks in D ub lin . O ll io. and offloads
as mLich trivia as poss ib le onto BEHEMOTH, h is cOl1llJll ter sys tem .

Circle 255 on inquiry card.

editor of a publication is predetermined. (Opening the
reference book Writer's Market 1981 at random, I note
that Bird Watcher's Digest accepts nonfiction articles in
the 600 to 3000 word range and fillers of 50 to 225
words.) Second, word count is a part of most book contracts , a fact that is giving me little rest these days
(180 ,000 words , it turns out, is a lot). And finally, observing the amount written each day in some sort of
dispassionate and objective fashion can provide useful
feedback concerning a writer's output.
If all that text is in the form of disk files, it becomes
quite easy to let the computer do the counting, and the
Z80 assembly-language program COUNT (see listing 1)
accompanying this 78I-word [Before editing"" Ed.J article does just that. Designed to be run under the
Cromemco COOS operating system, it can easily be
adapted to CP 1M-based systems, while the concept
behind it can be applied to other personal computers,
Use o f this utility program is straightforward. To count
the words in this article, the program is invoked with the
command line: COUNT C:WORDCNT.M62.
The text file is called WORDCNT,M62 (the manuscript
serial number is 62) and happens to be on floppy disk
drive C at the moment. The COUNT program just reads
the entire article and accumulates the total number of
words, using the space, hyphen, and carriage-return
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listing 1: This 280 assembly-language program , COUNT, will re turn the word count of any text fil e. A word is defined as a ny
group of characters delimited by a space, a hyphen , or a carriage return. When the end·of-file marker is encolln tered, the total word
count is displayed. The subroutine names listed in the comments (FNAME, 20PN, etc) are Cromemco CD OS sys tem entry points .
Th eir addresses (or the addresses of the equivalent rolltines on your system) must be set at assembly time .

0000 '
0003 '
0005 '
0008 '
0009'
OO.OC '
OOOF '
0012 '
0015 '

3A5000
FE20
CA6500 '
97
21,)COO
119600'
COOOO O#
COO OOOll
CCOOOO#

0018'
001B '
001E'
001F'

210000
229 4 00 '
I\ F
329300 '

0022 '
0025 '
0028'
002A '
002C '
002E '
0030'
0032 '
0034'
0036 '
0038'
003A'
003C'
003E'
0041 '
0042 '
0044 '
0046 '
0048 '
004B '
00 4C '
00 4F'
0050'
0053 '

119600'
COOOOO#
FE1A
2829
FE20
280(
FE20
2808
FEOD
2804
0600
180 2
0601
3A9300 '
B8
28DE
FEOl
2007
2A9400 '
23
229 40 0 '
78
32 9 300'
18CO

0055'
0058'
005e'
005 F'
0062'

218COO '
E04B9400'
CDOOOOll
217FOO'
COOOOOll

0065 ' 216BOO '
0068' C06300#
006 B'

238

53706563
69666963

0002
0 003
0004
0 005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
002')
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
003 3
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
. 0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
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NAM E

CO UNT

,
wanders through a t ext file a n d accumu l ates the total numb e r
to 65,535) .
A " word" is any group of one or morp charact e rs
a space , a hyph e n, or a ca rriage return .
invoked with the standard COOS command format:
COUNT fil e-ref
;Th e ass e mbl ed file COUNT.REL mu st b e link ed with ASMLIB to provide the
;di sk access and bin ary -d ec imal routines .
These are characteriz e d as follow s :

;This pr ogram
;of words (u p
;d e limit ed by
; Execution i s

.

FNAME
ZOPN
ZIOER
ABORT
GCHAR
BINOB
;HI STORY :

START :

YU P:
TEST :

SAVE:

EOF:

Created 10 /3/80 (SKR)
Edited for MS62 1 / 1 /8 1 (SKR)
Edited for MS5,) 1/7/81 (SKR)

EXTRN

FNAME,ZOPN,ZIOER,ABORT ,GCHAR,BINOB

LO
CP

A,

JP
SUB
LO
LO
CAI.L
CALL
CALL

LOOP:

- Sets up extende d FCB from an FCB.
Opens an exis ting file.
- Prints fil e er ror message from ZOPN.
- Prints a message and ex it s to CDOS.
- Inhal es one character from the fil e.
- Converts binary number to decimal string.

(SOH)

; If the first byte of the filename
is blank , print e rr or messag e

Z , ERROUT
A

;S et up fil e contro l block .

HL,5CH
OE,IXFCB
FNAME
ZOPN
Z , ZIOER

LO
LO
XOR
LD

HL,O
(COUNT) ,H L

LD
CAL L
CP
JR
CP
JR
CP
JR
CP
.JR
LO
.JR
LO
LO
CP
.JR
CP
JR
LO
INC
LO
LO
LD
JR

OE,IXFCB
GCHAR
l AH
Z ,EOF
SPACE
Z , YUP
DASH
Z,YUP
CR
Z,YUP
B,WORD
TEST
B ,INTRVL
A, (LAST)
A,B
Z ,LOOP
A, INTRVT~
NZ,SAVE
HI.. ( COUNT )
HL
(COUNT) ,HI.
A,B
(LAST) ,A
LOOP

LO
LO
CALL
LO
CALL

HL,ST RING
BC, (COUNT)
BINDB
HL,F OFM SG
ABORT

;Ini tial iz e word count

A

(LAST) ,A

(and the LAST s tatu s bit)
;G et a character from the file
;I f

it is EOF , quit

; If s pace, hyphen, or CR, we are betwe en words

; Otherwise , we 'r e in a word
;S et B=l a nd go test
; Set B=O and test
; G~t the last status
;Same?
;If so, go g et a nother character
; (Only count word -) int e rv a l transitions .
•
n ot the opposite.)
;Els e , increme n t the word count
the n save the n e w status
a nd loop.
;Tran s late bin a ry co un t
;Prin t

it

ERROUT: LD
CALI.

HL,ERRMSG
ABORT

ERRMSG: OEPB

' Specifi("ation Error ', 1 3

.

into d eci mal str ing

;Print an error

m ess~ge

Listil1!< 1 rnntil1lled on pa!<p 24(1
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IBM
. Personal
Computer

Intel
Intellec
VAX OR PDP- ll

OPTIMAL DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

0S

PASCAL AND/OR
C CROSS-COMPILERS

1COUPLER

Couples the user workstation to the host system
such that
a) all host commands are available.
b) files can be moved to/from a mounted file
syStem located at the workstation, and
c) 8086/8087/8088 fifes can be executed at
the workstation.

For example, assume that your editor is written in
portable C is running on the host system, and is
giving poor response due to host system loading.
To gain real-time response, simply cross-compile
it on the host, move it to your workstation, and
execute it there. You can move programs, including
the C compiler itself, to your workstation as desired.
Note that the workstation does not require massive
amounts of file storage to provide a host system
environment.
The workstation can be decoupled from the host
for stand-alone operation.
Workstations supported: IBM Personal Computer
and Intel Intellec system. Coming soon : DEC
Personal Computer.

For Pascal, all facilities of the ISO definition are
supported. For C all facilities of the complete
language, including floating point for the 8087
and 32-bit pointers, are supported. Optionally,
memory can be allocated for optimal use of the
8088. Output is symbolic assembly language.
Optionally, the output contains symbolic debug
information.

, CROSS
" ASSEMBLER/LINKER
LIBRARIAN/LOADER
Assembler syntax is a notable improvement to that
used by Intel. Features include optimized branches,
symbol table listings, and full 8087 support. Loader
output is an Intel OMF file, an Intel hex file, or an
IBM PC-DOS file .
Host System for 1:
VAX/PDP-II running UNIX. Coming soon : VAX
running VMS, IBM running VMICMS.
Host System for 2 and 3:
PDP-II running RT-II, RSX-II M, UNIX/ V6,
UNIXIV7; or VAX running VMS, UNIX/32V.

Intel and Intellec are trademarks of Intel Corporation. UNIX and UNIX/32Vare tradema rks of Bell Laboratori es. DEC. RT-II , RSX- IIM, PDP- II , VM S, and VAX- II are
trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. IBM. VM. CMS, and IBM Personal Computer are trademarks of Intern ational Business Machines Corporation.

Circ le 11 o n inquiry card.

Programming Quickies
Listing 1 continued:
6174696F
6E204572
726F720D
007F' 576F7264
20636F75
6E74203D
20
008C ' 30303030
30300D

0093 ' 00
009 4' 0000
0096' 00
0097 ' (0022)
00B9' BEOO'
0000
OOBD ' 04
OOBE ' (0200)
(0020)
(002D)
( OOOD)
(0000 )
(0001)
02BE '

(0000 ' )

Errors
Progra m Le ngth

00 75 EOFMSG: DEFB

'Word count

0076 STRING: DEFB

'000000' ,13

0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093

;

LAST:
COUNT:

DEFB
DEFW

0
0

DEFB
DEFS
DEFW

0
34
IBUFF,O

DEFB
DEFS

4
80H*4

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

20H
2DH
ODH
0

END

START

;W or d / interval flag
;Binary word count

;

IXFCB:

IBUFF:

;Disk buffer

;

SPACE:
DASH:
CR:
WORD:
INTRVL:

1

0
02BE ( 70 2 )

characters as delimiters. When it encounters the end-offile mark (hexadecimal character 1A), it stops and
displays the word count on the console.
This final value, it should be noted, includes any
output-formatting directives associated with the wordprocessor that are embedded in the text, introducing a
slight error in excess of the actual number of words. The
word count of this article includes twenty-three nonprinting "words " (formatter commands). If you are paid by
the word, it might be worthwhile to add a test for
whatever command prefix character your formatter requires and suppress the normal toggling of the LAST flag
(see listing 1) when one is found-but that may be more
trouble than it's worth .
For convenience, I have built COUNT into a batch file
that takes care of formatting the text on my Diablo
printer. Thus, each time an article or chapter is printed,

its word count is displayed and can be noted on the title
page, used for gambling purposes, or ignored entirely. In
a current textbook project (Industrial Design with
Microcomputers, to be published by Prentice-Halll, I am
adding weekly segments to a graph fondly dubbed the
"PFD curve": cumulative word count is plotted against
time with a straight reference line drawn from the start of
the project to the deadline. Naturally, the actual curve is
roughly exponential, with a nice lazy slope at the beginning, a knee at the onset of stress , and a nearly asymptotic rise in the last few weeks as the approaching
deadline triggers panic. Oh yes, "PFD" stands for "Procrastination Followed by Despair. "
The word-count program allows informed, rather than
naive, dismay at the amount of work left to be done in an
ever-dwindling amount of time. Ain't technology
wonderful? •

THE

4BBo~ IEEE

488 TO 8-100 INTERFACE

-Handles all IEEE-488 1975/ 78 functions
-IEEE 696 (S-100) compatible
- MBAS IC subroutines supplied; no BIOS
mods required
- 3 parallel ports (8255A-5)
-Industrial quality; burned in and tested
- $375
(Dealer inquiries invited I

D&\N DIGITAL
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1524 REDWOOD DRIVE
LOS ALTOS, CA 94022

(4151 966-1460

Circle 140 on inquiry card.

The Alternative
BASIS 108

I
Hardware and Software
compa tibl e wi th Ap ple IJ'M

Standard Features
•

6502 and Z80 Microprocessors

•

64K RAM , expandable to 128K

•

2K Monitor ROM , plus sockets for
10K additional ROM

•

RGB and Composite Video Output

•

Selectable 80 or 40 column text
display

•

High Resolution Graphics: 6 colors ,
280x192 or 280x160 with four lines of
text

•

Color Graphic Mode: 15 colors, 40x48
or 80x48: 40x40 or 80x40 with four
lines of text

•

8 bit Parallel I/ O

•

RS-232c Serial I/ O

•

Detached Keyboard: All standard
keyboard functions, Upper/ Lower
case characters, Numeric keypad,
Cursor block, and 15 Programmable
special function keys

•

Built-in mounting for two 5-1 / 4 inch
floppy disk drives

•

Six Apple compatible slots for plug-in
peripherals

•

Game paddle I/ O

•

Built-in loudspeaker

•

Two switched accessory power
outlets

•

Mounting for up to six DP-25 plugs

SEE THE ALTERNATIVE
AT BOOTH 1936

~(orm~~~~~
® JUNE 28-30, 1982
-

Atlantic City Convention H all
Atlantic City , NJ

I NCORPORATED
23116 Summit Road
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 353-1102
TWX : 910-590-8000
, 1982 BAS IS. IN C .

Circle 54 on inquiry card.

The Input/Output Primer
Part 5: Character Codes
Character codes turn computer data into messages that people
can understand.
Steve Leibson
Cadnetics Corporation
5797 Central Ave.
Boulder, CO 80301

Last month, we looked at two interfaces: the BCD (binary-coded de.cimal) and the RS-232C serial. Our examination of these interfaces and our
earlier look at the parallel and
IEEE-488 interfaces showed some of
the strides made in achieving hardware compatibility in data communications.
But hardware is only half the
battle. All the people of the world
share the same hardware for spoken
communications: the lips, teeth,
tongue, larynx, and the rest of the
complex vocal tract for transmitting,
and the ears for receiving . Spoken
communication, however, is possible

This article is the fifth in Ste,v e Leibson's Six-part series, The Input/Output
Pnmer. The series describes the probhims involved in communications between computers and the outside
world, aJ:ld explains how some of these
problems have been solved. The last
article will discuss 'interrupts, buffers,
grou~ds, and signal degradation. "An
I/O Glossary, " which defines many
terms used in . these articles, appeared
with the series' first installment
(February 1982 BYTE, page 122) .
Table numbers are continued from
Part 3.
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only when two people know the same
language-the same way of encoding
information.
Just as speech would be impossible
without common languages, communication between computers would be
impossible without agreement on
character codes. For this month , we
will put aside considerations of equipment compatibility and concentrate
on the codes that enable machines to
communicate with one another .
As described earlier in this series,
digital computers use a binary language to represent information internally . Since some of the devices to
which computers must talk are designed for human use-notably
printers and video-display terminals-it is important that a computer communications code be com patible with human communications.
Several methods to ach ieve such compatibility are available. Each method
involves a different way of encoding
the letters and numera ls that form the
basis of person-to-person communication.
The advantages of having all computers use the same computer communications code are clear. While the
quality of codes varies enormously,
almost any universal standard would
be better than none . The road to a
single standard communications code

has not run straight, however, and
has yet to reach its destination. A
look back down this road will make
the status of contemporary communications codes easier to understand .
The Greek Standard Code
Long before the invention of the
computer, people encoded information so they could communicate
beyond the range of the human voice .
Smoke signals, drumbeats , and fla gs
all served to extend the range of communication .
Perhaps the first character code
was that devised for the Greek alphabet in about 300 Be. The 24 letters
were placed in a 5 by 5 arrangement,
starting with alpha in row 1, column
1, and ending with omega in row 5,
column 4. To signal each of the 24
characters, the Greek signalmen set
vases atop two walls. The number of
vases on one wall indicated the
number of the row occupied by a
character in the 5 by 5 table ; the
number of vases on the other wall indicated the number of the column occupied by the character. By setting
five vases on the row wall and four
vases on the column wall, a signalman could send the character omega.
Although understandable in a vaseintensive culture with an abundance
of slave labor, this means of commu-

nica ti o n had obv ious drawbacks. Fo r
one thing, it suffered fr om th e age-old
probl em of wo rk ing on ly as fa r as the
eye coul d see . G rea ter range required
bigger vases. W hen vases became so
big th at men coul d hardly lift them,
however, th e rate o f tra nsmissio n
m us t have slowed from say, 1 cha racter eve ry 2 minutes to 1 every 15 or
20 mi nu tes . (This is a ha rd ware problem, it 's true; forgive the digressio n .)
Other prob lems w ith the G reek
system we re definitely in the so ftware. T he 5 by 5 table left no room
fo r numerals and punctua tio n . The
code derived from th e 5 by 5 ta ble
also all owed no provision fo r erro r
check in g . Ev identl y, no one sa w the
need for anyt hing like a pa rity vase.
A ttem p ts a t hands haking were a lso
doomed. You cou ld have used the
twen ty-fifth cha racter (fi ve vases on
each wa ll) to mean "sta rt send ing,"
for exa mple, but w ha t coul d you do
to say "s top sending"? Smash a vase?
Euc lid , w ho was then li ving in
Alexa ndri a, coul d probably have
straigh tened out the sys tem in the

beginn ing if someone had turn ed th e
ma tter ove r to him . The hi sto ry of
teleco mmuni catio n s mi ght ha v e
avoided two millennia of need less
confusion a nd gri ef. Unfo rtuna tely,
no one bo th ered ask ing Euclid , o r his
co nsultin g fee was too high.
As a result , th e 5 by 5 tabl e has
plagued communi ca ti ons codes d own
the ce nturies . More tha n a th ousa nd
yea rs la ter, prisoners in medi eval
du ngeo ns com muni cated by using a
simil a r 5 by 5 tabl e to encod e th e 26
letters of the Roma n a lp habet. T o
squeeze 26 cha rac ters into 25 p laces,
the p ri soners used the sa me coordinates fo r bo th I a nd J. Th e pri soners
se nt messages by tapping out pa irs of
numbers ; o ne tap fo llowed by o ne tap
mea nt A.
Th e torm en ts of the 5 by 5 tabl e affli cted everyo ne fro m the bo tto m of
society to the top, fro m pri soner to
intell ec tua l. In 1551 , the Italian mathema ti cia n Gero lam o Ca rdano prop osed using five torches on five
towers in much the sa me way the
p risoners had used sounds. By 1803,

invento rs in bo th France an d Germany had devised opti ca l telegraphs
using codes much like Cardan o's.

Electrifying Changes
The discovery a nd harnessing of
elec tri city introdu ced many new
possibilities, but no one seemed to
k now quite wha t to d o w ith them .
One o f the early proposa ls fo r a telecommunica tions code, submitted to a
Scottish magazine in 1753 and signed
"c. M .," wa s simple but had profound implica tions fo r hardware. C.
M . wa nted to run 26 pa rallel w ires
from town to town, one w ire for each
le tter of the alphabet. A Sw iss inventor built a pro totype sy stem based on
thi s 26-wire princi ple. T oo b ad there
w as a shortage of wire .
In 1833, Carl Fried rich G au ss used
a cod e like C ardano 's to send messages by deflecting a needle five
times, right or left.
Sa mu el M orse a nd o thers soon p ut
electro magnets to use in communicati ons. M o rse devised his code of dots
and dashes by 1835, and demo n-

S-100 INNOVATORS:
c

REMOTE CONTROLLER-Innovative Features:

I

* Complete 256 address control-not just 16
* No ultrasonic link- prevents erractic operation
*120 ,208 ,240 and 277VAC control-for single & 3 phase operation
* Hardware driven-requires minimal software
* Complete line of industrial switches available-:-to 5.5KW

T
R

o

REAL TIME CLOCK-Innovative Featuers:
* First to use LSI OKI clock chip
* Crystal controlled for .002 % accuracy
* 4 software selectable clock generated interrupts
* Full clock and calendar data
*Lithium battery backup good for 6000 hoursl

N
I
C
S

ENERGY WATTCHER™-Innovative Features:
* First microcomputer based energy monitor
* Clip on probes for easy installation
* Monitors Real Power , not volt-amps
* Peak Power and continuous power readings
* Single and 3 phase operation

I

N

c.

See your local computer dealer or contact SciTronics directly for more information . Watch for future innovative products
from SciTronics Inc. , 523 So. Clewell St. , P.O. Box 5344, Bethlehem , PA 18015 (215) 868-7220

.- ---------------.-----.- ----.-.-----------------------------------------------'

Ci rc le 403 on inq ui ry ca rd .
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SUPERBRAINS
AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS is organizing a
World Wide Association of Computer Dealers. Open a
Sto re or Start Work Out of Your Home! We Charge NO
FRANCHI SE FEE! (Our Competitors charge a FRANCH ISE FEE of from $15,000.00 to $45,000.00.) Be a
Winner! Let US help YOU get started MAKING MON EY
by HELPING PEOPLE to put COMPUTERS to WORK.
Write or Phone today.

SUPERBRAIN QD 64K
List $2995 ..... only $2449

COMPUSTARS
Available to Dealers

Z-8948K
List $2895 . .... . only $2099
Z-90 64K DO 3195
ONLY $2489

TELEVIDEO TERMINALS . .. 910 $518, ... 925 $718

GODBOUT COMPUPRO
Super Sixteen 8085/8088 is the fastest combo 8/16

ADVANTAGE

CPU . LIST . . ... . .... $3904 ..... .. .. Special $2873

NORTHSTAR
Min icomputer
Performance
Green Phosphor
Options:
Graphics + CP/M
List. . . . . . . . $3,999
Only . . . . . . . $2,989

.7'''''6

SEATTLE'S
16 bit COMPUTER is here! 8 MHz 8086 CPU the fastest
S-100 computer! 128K Static RAM, DO Disk Controller,
22-slot Main Frame, 86-DOS, #2 128K
LIST .. ........... $4185 ..... ...... . ONLY $3349
#1 As above but 64K LIST . .. $3190 ... ONLY 2649

Monitor Green Phosphor $114

TERMINALS Z·19 ... .. ... ........................... ....... ........ $638
INTERTUBE ill Super Smart .. . ............... $710

EPSON
MX-80 FT. ......... $598
MX-80 ... ... ...... $474
MX-100 ........... $749

ANADEX 9501 . ......... .. . . ... ... .... ...... . . $1290
NEC Letter Qual Friction & Tractor .. . . ... .. ... ..... call
ZENITH printer Z-25 list 1595 only .. . .... . . . ... . .. $1256
. . ...... $1449
C. Itoh F10 Letter quality

..................... Jil ..................... ..

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER 2210A
LIST $1995 ...... .. . .. .... .... ... . ONLY $1722
Z80, 64K, I/O, Disk controller + CP/M.
Model 302 is the larger system: 2.4 Mb 8" Z80, 64K,
and optional OASIS, CP/M, or MP/M operating system.
LIST ... . ........ $5295 . ..... . . . . . . ONLY $4674

SYSTEMS GROUP SYSTEM 2800
Runs CP/ M or OASIS . Supports single user & multiuser & multi task. Up to 5 megabytes with 8" drives.
Optional 10-megabyte hard disk. Optional tape back
up
#2812 $5035 . . ...... . . . ... ... ONLY $3775

AlARI
----0
ATARI400 ......... .
List $399 . . .. ..... only $340
List $899 ... .. ... . only $675
800 ........ ..
Wonderful Games-Education for your family
Main Frames-S-100 .. .. ....... .... ... . . ..... . $200 up
Advanced Micro Digital Superquad Single Board Computer
with Z80 64K and FDC ...... ...... . ... . . . . . ...... $749
Dual 68000 CPU S100-Super Fast-Save . ........ .. CALL

We sell The Finest Hardware

AMERICAN
919-889-4577

4167 Kivett Dr.

TARBELL'S
Empire I&II have two 8" disk drives. The I is single
sided, the II is double sided.
FREE Business Software
Empire I LIST $4888 . ... ..... Only ........ $3666

A
~
SQUARE

We sell The Finest Software

COMPUTERS
Jamestown, NC 27282

CPIM is a registered trademark of Digital Research , Inc.

919-883-1105

NORTH STAR Horizon 2

DECISION I

,

2-5 '/4" Disk Drives
64K Double Density
Factory assem. & tested
Factory guaranteed

I

A few left
Low Price only

..

u

....... .

, ..

~

$2499

"The IBM-360 on the Z-80 & S-100 BUS!"

Powerful North Star BASIC Free
Superb for Business & Science
HORIZON STANDARD IS NOW HRZ-2-64K QUAD
List
Only
Factory Assembled & Tested
Horizon-2-64K-Quad . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3599 . . $2689
Horizon-1-64K-QHD 5 .. . ... .. ... . $5999 .. $4559
Horizon RAM ASM ..... . . . 32K = $424 64K = $594
call
Big Sale on Multi-User Time-Sharing
$99
English to Basic Translator . . . . . . .
North Star Hard Disk 18 Mb ... .... $5375 . . $4568
call
North Star Time Sharing Multi User
Zbasic 2 to 5 times faster! . . . . . . . . $350..
call
Secretary Word Processor. . . . . . . .
$99
Wordstar Word Processor. . . . . . . .
$296
Floating Point Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . $399 .. $339
Oasis Multi-User Software . . . . . . .. SAVE ..
call
CP/M for N * Extra features. . . . . . . .
$230
Micro Mike Software . .. . .... . .. . . SAVE ..
call
Ecosoft Accounting MICROSTAT
$265
Pascal-80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $600. . $515
$50
Extra Precision Basic . . . . . . . . . . . .
Northwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$199.. $179
Mailmanager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $299 . . $224
Infomanager. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $399 . . $349
General Ledger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $499 .. $429
Accounts Receivable. . . . . . . . . . . . $499 . . $429
Accounts Payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $499. . $429
Inventory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $499. . $429
Order Entry ... ... ... . ..... .. ... $499.. $429
PRO PAC . .... . . ... .. . .. .. .. . .. $1499 .. $1274
DOS + Basic 5.2 . . .. . . . . .. . .....
27

Sixteen Programs running simultaneously! Free CPM,
Microsoft BASIC and WORDSTAR with Complete
system!
LIST ONLY
DECISION 1 + 65K Stati c + 8" Disks. .
. . . . ..
DEC tSION 1 + 65K Static + 2 -" Di sks . .
DECtSIO N 1 + 65K Stati c + 5" Disk + 5MB Hard Disk. .
DECtSIO N 1 3 user 195K Stati c + 5" Di sk + 5Mb Hard Disk + MICRON X
DECISION 1-Z·80 + 1/0 = Power . .

$4375
4195
5990
8035
1725

3377
3149
4784
6428
1294

MORROW 8" Disk
Discus 2D + CP/M 600K only $834
Discus 2 + 2 + CP/M 1.2 MEGA B $1074
Add Drives 2D =$599 2 + 2 =$795
Discus 2D-dual + CP/M Only $1384
Free Microsoft BASIC from MORROW with Discus
system or hard disk

M-26 MORROW Hard Disk
26,000,000 Bytes!!
List $4495 . , , , . , Only $3394
Free CPM + BASIC
M-20 List $4795 . . Only $3835
M-10 List $3695 .. Only $2955
M-5 List $2495 .. Only$1994

InterSystems
Z-80A CPU 4 MHz
64K Dynamic RAM
Front Panel

VVO-1 - with interrupts

FDCll Disk Controller
20 slot motherboard

........ .... . Only$2839

List $3795 .

Without front panel as above only $2716
Front Paneless Recommended for Business

Save on Memory and Programs
Systems Memory 64K A& T ... . $459
Systems Memory 64K Bank .. . $555
Microangelo ... ...... . .. . ..... $985

Corvus Hard Disk . .
. ... SAV E
SSM Video BRD VB3 kit ........ $36 1
Spectrum Color ASM
..... $326

AMERICAN
Circ le 23 on inquiry card.

... $169
... $159

A

Factory Guarantee.

919-889-4577

Ca t Nova ti o n Mo dem
Memory Merchant 16K

4167 Kivett

Which Computers are B est?- FREE.
Insured Shipping at Low Rates . Call
For Latest Pri ces, D etails . We Beat
Advert ised Pri ces.

Expo" AdvIce

COMPUTERS
Dr,~amestown
SQUARE

N.C. 27282

®CP/ M is a registered trademark of Digital Research , Inc .

919-883-1105

EXPAND A.ND ENHANCE YOUR

_.
IBM

PERSONAL
COMPU'IER

with the complete line offully compatible multi-function adapter
cards and peripherals by Automated Business Machines, Inc.
From entry level configurations to full function office support for
the sophisticated business user, ABM products offer exceptional
flexibility and capability in expanding the potential of your IBM
Personal Computer.
from $165

• OMNI-BOARD'"

F eatu ri ng up to five fu nctions on one board, the OMNI- boa rd prov ides th e capabilities of an expansion
c hass is o n a single board . Configure the func tio ns required now and expand to the maximum con fi guration
when needed . Full y IBM compa tible adapters prov ide for a pa rallel printer a nd up to two RS232
asy nc hronous communicati on ports. Add the game ad a pter opti on which is compati ble with IBM soft wa re
and w onects to two sta ndard Appl ejoysticks. The clocklcalend aroption with recha rgea bl e ba tte ry backup
ma in tni ns correct time and date eve n when the compu ter is switc hed off.
Pri nter only.. . ............... . ....... . $ Hi5
P rinter. game & clock. ...... ... . ... . .... $295
Printe r & R S2 32 . . .
. .. $265
C loc k & 2x RS 2 32
. $345
Printer. clock & RS232 .
. . $275
Prin ter, game, c lock & RS232
. $345
Printer. cloc k & 2x R S232 . ...... . . . . . $435
Printe r. game. clock & 2x RS232 . .
. .. $485

from $445

• MFMORY EX PANSION

T o comp le mc nt the capabilities of th e O MNI -boa rd, thi s me mory ex pansion prov ides pa rit y pro tected
me mory fo r your IBM Personal C ompute r. 6 4KB inc re ments allow for eas y growth to 256K B.
M E M-64 K . .
MF M- I 92K . ... ..... ... . . ..

. $445
. ... $805

M E M - 128 K .
M E M-256 K . ..

. .. $625
. . . .. .. .. . '" $985

• CP/ M-80® ADAPTER

$545

T he C P/ M-RO adapter ma kes ava ila ble fo r your IBM P ersonal Computer th ousands of C P/ M-80 programs
de veloped for the Z80 a nd 80 80 processors. F eaturin g a Z80 processor a nd 64K bytes o nboa rd me mory,
th is adapter comes complete with softwa re necessary to implement CP/ M-80 o n your IBM Personal C omputer.

$995

• TELEPHONE RECEPTIONIST ADAPTER

The te lephone receptio nist adapt e r connects d irectly into a mod ula r pho ne jac k and prov ides a full y fe atured
30011 200 ba ud mode m wi th aut o dial a nd auto a nswe r. A vo ice synthes is unit a nd to uch tone decoder
prov ide interfaces for au tomati c telephone a nswe ri ng and remote data input.

$215

• BSR-XIO '· ADAPTER

C onvert your IBM Persona l Computer into a security wa tchdog. The adapte r allows the compute r to cont ro l
any electrica l appli ance in your ho me orr, m ce . I npllt s a re provid ed for mo nit orin g of se nso rs fo r security and
safety cont ro l.

$95

• COLOR TO MONOCHROME INTERFACE CABLE

Providing the n ex ibility to use the fea tures of yo ur IBM color graphics ada pter with the quali ty o f yo ur IBM
mo nochrome display . thi s inte rface ca ble all ows you to upgrade to color d ispl ay when requi red.

$29

• APPLE" JOYSTICK INTERFACE

T hi s inte rface modu le plugs into a ny stand ard IBM ga me ada pte r a nd provides connections for 2 Apple
compa tible jo ystic ks.

$49

• PROTOTYPING CARD

Provid ing space fo r up to 96 integrated circuits. thi s fu II size prototyping card has power and gro und bu sses
and provis io n for mounting of a DB2 5 or DB 37 co nnecto r.

$1195

• OFFJCE-WRITER'"

Orre ri ng lette r quality output at ma trix printer prices. thi s unit is a full y fea tu red Adle r- Roya ll 0 I 0 electronic
type writer. I t prod uces im peccable lell e r qu ali ty printing a t 18 c.p.S. and connects to your IBM Personal
(' ompu ter via an RS2J2 async hrono us co mmunicatio n port o r pa rall el printe r port.

$2195

• 5MB WINCHESTER DISK & ADAPTER

F ilt ingconvc niently inside the second noppy d ri ve location of your IBM Pe rsonal Compute r. th is fas t access
disk comes comple te with a n ad apter and a ll necessa ry softwa re fo r integrati on into PC- D OS .

All A BM . Inc. produc ts come complete with a one yea r wa rra nty
a nd IBM compa ti ble document alion.
Orde r By Mail o r Ca ll T od ay -

OFFIC E AUTOMATION
THAT MAKES SENSE.

_

_

(7 14) 64 3-04 39

_ __ _ _ _ _ __

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Automated Business
Machines Incorporated
29352 Avoce t Lane
South Laguna, C A 92 677
(714) 64 3-0439

N.1mc _

Ad drcss _ __ _ __

_ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cit y. State. Z ip _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ __ __

Enclose C heck. Money Orde r or C redit C ard N umbe r and Ex p. Dalc.
C:li ifnm ia res ide nt s add 6°6 sales tax .

A VAILABL EA TS ELECTED COM PUTERLAND S TOR E S
Deale r Inquiries Invited.

C p /M is :1 rt:gi -; tCfc d

T ratll'lll~r k

" I' D igiT al Rcsca n:h. I nc .. IBM -PC is a registered T r<l <icma rk of IBM Co rp .

Circle 49 on inquiry card.

s tra ted the cod e re pea ted ly in 1838 .
(The best-kn own dem o nstration too k
place in 1844, w hen M o rse tra nsmitted over a wire trom W ashington
to Baltimore the message, "W ha t ha th
G od wrought? " ) Fo r a time, 5 ceased
to be a ma gic number in communi cati ons codes. M o rse 's cod e used co mbina ti ons of from one to six do ts a nd
d ashes-a d ash las ting three times as
long as a d o t- to represen t each of
the characte rs a nd fi gures, with
pa uses indi cating th e end of one character o r word and the beginning of
the nex t. The Morse co de soon
b ecame the sta nd a rd in the Un ited
Sta tes. Europea ns fou nd Morse code
w a nting beca use it didn 't include
chara cters w ith diacritica l ma rks . T o
co rrect this defi ciency, the Europea ns
d eveloped a n inte rna tion a l ve rsion of
M orse code in 1851.

Morse and Machine Decoding
Earl y in the twentie th cen tury, interes t developed in replacing hu ma n
telegraph opera tors with m achines .
M orse code w as unsuita ble fo r ma chine decod ing because of the pro!?lems caused b y the varying length s of
the characters.
On the o ther side of the Atl a n tic ,
J. M. E. Baudo t developed a code
around 1880 th a t became o ne of the
sta nd ards in interna ti onal telegrap h
communica ti o ns . Since Baud o t's code
used the sa me num ber of bin a ry digits
to represent each cha rac ter, it was
b et ter su ited to machine decod ing.
Unfortuna tely , the number of b inary
digits w as only 5 (th ere's th a t nu mber
aga in ). The 5-bit cod e coul d genera te
only 32 p ossible combina tions, fewer
tha n necessa ry to represen t the 26
cha racters of the alph abe t, the 10
decimal digits, a nd the pu nc tua ti on
marks.
Ba ud o t u sed two sh ift-co nt rol
cha racters-the letter shi ft a nd the
figure shift - to permit the code to
represent all the cha racters thought
necessa ry . The shift codes do no t
re present printa bl e cha racte rs but
selec t one of tw o ch a racter se ts, eac h
composed of th e 32 cha racters. Receipt of a letter-shift code causes all
foll owing codes to be interp reted as
le tters of the alpha be t; receip t of a
figure-shift code ca uses all the foll ow-

Circle 227 on inquiry card .

Experts Voted

~~eLLCUI\RD
Software Product of the Year
InfoWorld
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dictionary
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PLACE
InnOVATIVe!
software applications
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Telephone 415 326 0605

Excellent d ealer opportunities!
Giv e u s a call today.
C P/ M/ Trademark Digita l Research,Pacific Grovc,CA
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ing cha rac ters to be interpre ted as
numerals a nd punctu a ti on marks. Fo r
example, fo ll owing the le tter shift ,
th e sequ ence 10000 stood fo r "A ";
f oll owing the fig ure shif t, the sa me sequence mea nt " l. "
Afte r designating 2 of the 32 possible codes as shi ft codes in each
c:;ha rac ter se t, Ba ud o t code was left
w ith 30 co des for re p rese nting
cha rac ters in each se t. Th a t was still
not enough characters fo r efficient ,
reli a bl e machine co mmuni ca ti o n .
Ba udo t's cod e m akes a ll co mbinati ons of 5 bits mea ningful, w hich
leaves n o bit for error check ing. The
loss of a bit could garb le a n entire
message. A ll the telegra ph comp a nies
could d o to gua rd against erro rs was
to retransm i t all the figures in a
m essage after th e end of the message
itself.
A no ther 5-bit code, the M urray
code, came into use a round 1900 .
M urray code di ffe red fro m Ba udot
code only in so me of the code
assignmen ts to charac ters. Mu rray
code also used shift charac ters a nd
la ck ed erro r checking. A s w ith
Ba ud o t code, th e proper interp re ta, ti on of a message de pended on
c h a ra c te rs pr evi o u s ly r ece ive d .
Unless the rece ivi ng dev ice k new
w hich charac ter se t to use-letters or
figures -there was a 50 percent
ch a nce of inco rrec t decoding. The
m a in contributi on of M urray code
was inco mpa tibil ity w ith Ba udo t
code.- the first input / output inco mp a tibility problems .
C lea rl y, 5 bi ts were n ot e nough.
M o<;lern co mmunica tions required a
code tha t could represent a ll p ri n ta bl e
cha racters a nd still leave room for
error check ing . The code had to permit decoding w ith out reli a nce on cor~ec t ' recepti o n of p rev ious tra nsmissio ns, a nd also ha d to pe rmit
q ecoding by machine. Perhaps mos t
important of aIL the new code needed
to be expa nd a ble. Mach ine communicati ons sh ould no t be trap ped in
sti ll a n o ther dea d-end sys tem .

The Two New Codes
By the time th e need f or this new
code was felt, the techn ology capabl e
of supporting more complex codes
was qvailable. Ma ny ma nu fac turers

we re building equ ip ment tha t coul d
po tentia ll y use a new cha racter code.
Whenever the need arises fo r sta nda rdiza tion, such sta nda rd s ca n come
int o ex istence in two ways. A si ngle
manu fac turer can simpl y inve nt a
so luti on, expec ting the res t of the ind us try to fo ll ow . Thi s is w ha t IBM
d id . It crea ted th e EBCDIC (Exte nded
Bina ry Coded Dec im a l Interc ha nge
C ode) cha rac te r code, wh ic h is a n
8-bit code all ow ing 256 cha rac ters to
b e rep resented . Since there are n't that
many printa bl e charac ters, seve ral
codes in EBC DIC a ren' t used.
N o o ther m anufac turer ch ose to
fo ll ow IBM 's lead. (May be no o ne
could p ro no unce the na me of the new
code .)

ASCII at Last
The o ther m eth od of obta ining a
s ta nda rd is through comp ro mise in a
committee. Othe r ma nufacturers met
a nd produ ced a na ti ona l sta ndard
called ASCII (America n Standard
C ode for Info rma ti on Intercha nge).
It's pron ounced "ask-k ey. "
ASC II is a 7-bit code, for mall y
k nown as A NS I (Am eri ca n Na ti ona l
S t a nd a r ds In s tit u t e) s t a nd ard
X3 .4-1 977. One hundred a nd twentyeight cha rac ters are represented in
ASCII , not all of them pri n tab le . Included in the cha rac ter se t a re a ll the
le tters of the a lp ha bet (bo th uppercase a nd lowercase), the 10 num era ls,
a nd punctua ti on ma rks . T ab le 4
sh ows th e A SCII cha racters a nd th eir
assoc ia ted codes.
The nonprintabl e codes are control
codes , so ca lled beca use they co ntro l
the opera ti on of the receiv ing dev ice.
Carri age return a nd linefeed are con trol codes familia r to a nyo ne w ho has
used a typew riter. Other co nt ro l
codes include fo rm fee d , bell , and
h orizontal a nd ve rti ca l tabs. These
co ntrol codes were cl ea rl y se t up fo r
printing o r di splay devices, alth ough
some ma nu fac turers have pressed the
control codes into se rv ice for all ma nner of special fun cti ons.
Fina lly, as in the 5-bi t codes, some
codes control how a rece iv ing dev ice
will interpret subsequent codes. Two
shift ch arac ters ca ll ed shift in and
shift out are used to shi ft be tween
A SCII and charac ter se ts o ther than
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0
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NUL Null
SOH Start of Heading
(CC)
STX Start of Text (CC)
ETX End of Text (CC)
EOT End of Transmis·
sian (CC)
ENO Enquiry (CC)

DLE Data Link Escape
(CC)
DC1 Device Control 1
DC2 Device Control 2
DC3 Device Control 3
DC4 Device Control 4

NAK Negative
Acknowledge (CC)
ACK Acknowledge (CC) SYN Synchronous Id le
(CC)
ETB End of Transmis·
BEL Bell
sian Block (CC)
CAN Cancel
BS Backspace (F E)
HT Horizontal Tabula· EM End of Medium
tion (FE)
LF Linefeed (FE)
SUB Substitute
, VT Vertical Tabula·
ESC Escape
tion (FE)
FF Formfeed (FE)
FS File Separator (IS)
CR Carriage Return
GS Group Separator
(IS)
(FE)
SO Shift Out
RS Record Separator
(IS)
SI
Shift In
US Unit Separator
(IS)
DEL Delete

DEL

Table 4: The table of ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) characters. Since ASCII is a 7-bit code , it has
128 characters (27). Some of the characters are printable , but others are control characters . The table shows all the control
characters but one (DEL) in the first two columns. DEL is the last character in the last column.
The head of each column gives the most significant 3 bits (in both binary and decimal) of the characters in the column . Th e left
of each row shows the most significant 4 bits of the characters in the row.
To find the ASCII code for "E," for example, locate' "E" in the table. The 3 bits at the head of that column (l00) are the most
significant 3 bits in the code for "E." Then , get the least significant 4 bits from the extreme left of the row that contains "E" (0101).
The full code for "E" is 1000101.

those used in English . ANSI standards X3.41-1974 and X3.64-1979 expand the definition of the escape control code for even greater flexibility.
Some control codes delimit text,
such as start of text and end of text.
These codes are used primarily in
block transmissions.
ASCII has been a very successful
character code. Thousands of instruments and computer-related
products use it for interfacing. Even
IBM now offers equipment that understands ASCII.
Almost any hardware interface can
handle ASCll transmissions. The exception is the BCD interface, designed
to handle 4-bit BCD codes.

Planning the Escape
The developers of ASCll tried to
foresee as many different applications
as possible . That is why they included
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the various control codes. They
recognized that technological advances could not be well predicted.
Therefore, they gave themselves an
escape clause .
As was mentioned above, one of
the ASCll characters is the escape
character. It designates that the codes
that follow have special meaning.
The intent in creating the escape sequence was to extend the range of the
character set by allowing selection
from a range of available sets. Graphics characters, foreign-language
character sets, and special applications sets have been developed.
Escape-character sequences allow for
a much richer variety of printable
symbols than the simple shift in / shift
out scheme of the S-bit codes.
The now common video-display
terminal has provided the escape sequence its widest application. The in-

clusion of microprocessors in terminal design has greatly augmented
video-display capabilities. The seria lcommunications link to these terminals has not changed in years.
Only one data channel to the host is
available. Ordinarily, any characters
received via this channel are displayed on the terminal screen . But the
ASCll standard did not foresee capabilities for character and line deletion;
display enhancements such as inverse
video, underlining , and blinking; and
even control of tape drives built into
a terminal. The escape sequence
allows manufacturers to add these
system functions while remaining
compatible with ASCII.

Escape to Chaos
Manufacturers of video-display
term.inals are now using escape sequences to add increased perfor-

mance to their products. Unfortunately, little s tandardization of
these sequences existed until the
X3.64 standard came o ut in 1979 .
Without standardization, designers
Ee l t free to exercise their creativity.
For examp le, one major fea ture
now found on most video-display term inals is absolute cursor positioning.
The co mputer can send a command
to the terminal that wi ll place the cursor anywhere on the screen. This
capa bility is important for many
types of form-f illing operations.
There are about as many escape sequences to do this task as there are
terminal manufacturers. The Digital
Equipmen t Corporation (DEC) has
several varieties, depending on the
vintage of the terminal. The new DEC
termina l, the VT100, is one of the few
terminals availab le today that conforms to the X3.64-1979 standard .
How does an escape sequence such
as cursor positioning work? The host
computer starts by sending the escape
character. This is followed by one or

more characters that indicate the type
of escape sequence. Two or more
characters then fo ll ow giving the
desired x and y coordinates for the
cursor. Some escape sequences selfterminate. When the receiver has obtained the right number of characters,
it exits the escape-sequence mode and
returns to normal mode.
Self-terminating escape sequences
don 't mee t ANSI standards. The
X3.41 and X3 .64 standards are quite
explicit about what kinds of characters can appear in escape sequences . A ll legal escape sequences
have proper terminating characters.
This a ll ows for variable-leng th escape
sequences.
Characters received in an escape sequence are not interpreted as printing
characters but as control information. The escape character has the effect of making a ll character codes
available for control of a device.

Code Conversion
The vast majority of compu ter

equipment availab le today uses the
ASCII character set. Unfortunately,
some older equipment does not. Interfacing these older devices may requ ire conversion of ASCII characters
to the character codes the peripheral
device would like to see. (We assume
that the hardware-in terfa cing requirements have already been met.)
In addi ti on, some modern devices
have odd requirements that can only
be met through code conversion. An
examp le is a printer that au toma tically inserts a linefeed after receiving a
carriage return . Unless the application calls for double-spaced printing ,
the printout will not be as desired
because most computers send both a
carriage return and linefeed to cause
printing on a new line .
One soluti on to this problem is to
have the computer convert all linefeeds to nonprinting characters, such
as nulls. Nulls are supposed to be ignored by receiving devices. T hey
serve as time wasters to help in synchronizing fas t computers and slow
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Computer Specialties' goa l is to become th e premier deater of products made for yo ur tBM PIC.
In keeping with that idea - we are now offering
a free IBM Personal Computer Catalog, featuring
hardware & software made for the IBM Persona l
Computer. Please ca ll fo r det ails .
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769
Time Master . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . .• ••
85
Device Tender
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
159
Device Master
194
Speech Master.
. .. . . .. .. ...•.
335
Winchester Disk . Controller & Assemb ly ..... ..... 2595
126K Dynamic RAM .
629
256K DynamiC RAM .
.. 1099
Sc ribe Tender. . . .. . . . . .. .• •• ....• • . ... • •• . • • .
169
Sc ribe Mas ler . . . .. . . . . .. .. .•
335
IEEE 466 Interface
329
Lab Tender.
335
Lab Master. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • .
659
Vid eo Digitizer Board
...........
269
Amdek Color II (RGB)
769
Electro Home RGB Color Monitor
........... CALL
Joysti cks & Padd les.
47
5 Meg. Win chester Disk Drive by Davong .......... 1699
PROM Blaster Card by Appa rat .
129
Clock Calendar by Apparat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t09
Combo Card by Apparat .... ... ...............
239
(adds parallel Printer. RS232 Asyn ch & Clock
Calendar Fun c tions)
Hard wa re Print Spooler Card (64K) by Apparat .
339
QUADRAM PRODUCTS .
. .......... . . CALL

MORE MEMORY

Plugs into any I/ O expansion slot avai lable in th e IBM
Pc . Access time is 225NS permitting m ax imum utiliza tion
of CPU speed. On board D IP switches assign th e address
space for easy custome r co nfiguration .
.... 469
64K by C I
579
126K by C I
192K by C I
.... 629
........................ . .. ....... 689
256K by C I
256K by Sea ttle .
. .... . .......... CA LL
256K Combo card by AST
(includes. parallel por t & 1 serial port)
.... .... t094

SOFTWARE

Ho me Acct ing Plus by Co ntinen tal . . .. . ............ 129
Visica lc (Standard) by Visicorp .................... 175
Visica lc (256 K Reg .) by Visicorp
199
Easy by Denver Softwa re.
. ...... .. .. .. . ....... 594
Super Writer by Sorcim
.. 269
Super Calc by Sorcim .
. ..... 219
.. ...... ....
.. CALL
Easy Speller by IUS ..
. ........ CA LL
Easy Fil er by IUS.
Temp le of Apshai .
29
Zo rk I & Zork II by In focom
29
Deadline by Info com .
39
Joystick by TG ..... . ............... •• .
47
Mathemagic by ISM. . .
69
For a complete list of our current selection of Sollware,
Languages, and utilities for your IB M per sonal computer .
please call.

JI\. ATARI 800 16K $695
1I

NEC I/ O Unit 32 K RAM
549
NE C Add on Dual Drive.
729
Th e Wedg e I/ O Unit W /32 K ................ .. ...... 489
32KMem. board fo r use with th e Wedg e.
179
Wordstar for NEC. ........... ... ...... . ... 299
Super Calc for NEC ............................... 279
NEC Word processing & Accting Software .
.. CAL L

DISK DRIVES

MODEMS

NOW AVAILABLE

PRINTERS

SOFTWARE

A tari 400 W/ 16K (M em. Expanders Avail.) .... ......
4 10 Record er ....................... .............
810 Disk Drive ..................... ... ...... ......
625 60 Col ", a t Matrix.
. ..
650 Interlace.. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. . ...
.. ...
Ramcram .
. .. .. . . . . .. . •. •........
Ram Di sk .......................... . ............. .

319
79
449
699
159
149
499
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ALL 3 OF THESE
SYSTEMS ARE 100%
COMPATABLE WITH THE
ACCESSORIES &
SOFTWARE
LISTED BELOW

BASIS 108

The Alternative

FRANKLIN

ACE 100

'
I '
• app C! ' ][

PLUS 48K
FOURTH DISK DRIVE
WITH CONTROLLER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6502 and zao Microprocesso rs
64K RAM , expandab le to 128K
RGB and CompOSite Video Output
Selectab le 80 or 40 column text display
Hi gh Reso lut io n G ra phics: 6 co lo rs, 280x192 or
280x160 with four lines of text
8 bit Para llel 110 • RS-232c Serial 110
Detached Keyboard : A ll standard keyboard
functions, Upp er/ Lower case characters,
Numeric keypad, Cu rsor block, and 15 Programmab le specia l function keys
Bu ilt- in mounti ng for two 5- " inch floppy d isk
drives
Six Apple compatib le slots for plug-in
peripherals. Game paddle 110

Chronograph '" by Hayes..
190
Keyboard Enhancer II by Videx .
. ..... 124
Microbuffer II by Practical Peripherals ........... CALL
32K RAM (Incl. Software) by Saturn
..... 209
Lowerca se for Apple. .
.................
29
Numeric Keypad (23 Key) by Keyboard .
. .... 119
Sup R Mod (TV Interface) .
35
Music System W/Softwa re by Mtn . Hardware
... 299
Expansion Chassis by Mtn . Hardware.
. 559
The Clock by Mtn. Hardware.
. .... 219
D-Cat Modem by Novation .
. ..... 169
Corvus Hard Disk.
. .. CALL
Corvus Mirror ',
....... ... . . , .
. CALL
AID + DIA (no cable) by Mtn . ..... . ... • . . . . . . ...... 269
Supertalker SD200 by Mtn. ....... . . . .. ..... .
. 154
8" Disk Controller by SVA.
.. 199
The Grappler by Orange Micro
.. 124
Versawriter Digitizer ............. . .. .
. .... 209

ACCESSORIES

FREE

SHIPPING

;EE AD PAGE 273
-

......

-- . . . . .

-

--.

-

-

-

~-..

-

VlX-SOG
MX-SO FIT
MX-100

Entertainment

---

"4~~~g~~Itt~
LETTER QUALITY
~o~ • . • ~.

THIS MONTH ONL V!

liDS PRISM -

0

~\..~'$1

0"..95
.

--

SOFTWARE
Bus. Pkgs by Continental.
. .... 199 ea.
DB Master by Stoneware.
t 69
Desktop Plan by Visicorp.
. .. t89
Home Money Minder by Continenta l .. ........... CA LL
Magic Window by Art-Sci
88
Peach Tree Accting Pkgs .
. . CAL L
Persona l Filin g System.
95
Screen Writer II (formerly Super Scribe II )
99
TASC by Microsoft
159
The Last One.
. . . .. 449
Visi fi le.
........... . ... .... .. .. .
.. .... 199
. .. 189
Vis icalc.
. .. 189

_

Visischedule ................................. • .... 239
Vis itrendfV isiplot.
199

PRINTERS in stock MAJOR BRANDS
EPS O'N ",- CALL FO ~ BE~;r PRICJ: .& FAST SERVICE Af
VlX 70
SPECIAL
()1. AtAf· 0u.

.

__

RANA Systems Drives .
. .... CA LL
Metacard by Metamorphic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . ... 895
Sooper Spooler (16K) .
. .. . . 289
Microsoft Softcard Premium System ..
. ...... 589
Signa lman Modem.. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .
79
Supercolor Board by Electrohome .
. ..... 269
NTSC Interface by Electrohome .
.•. .. .. .. . .
76
APP-L-CAC HE 256K by SVA ......... . . . . • • • ...... 995

Visidex ........ . . . . . . .. .

(with prepaid cash orders)

----- -= _. . - - '--- - - -- -----= -= - ~

-

NEW!!!

Disk Drive W/ Controller by Fourth
(100% Compa table) .
.. 499 •
Disk Drive (100% Compatab le) by Fourth
... 419 •
16K RAM Card (2 yr Warranly)
88
Videolerm (80 col. card ) by Videx .
. ....... 259
Softswitch for Videolerm .
29
Z-80 Card by Microsoft.
. .. .. .. .. . . .
.. 269
A10 I I by SSM.
.. ... CALL
CCS Asynch #77lOA or 77100........... .. .
. .. 129
CPS Mulli Function Card..
. ..... 159
Joystick by TG
.. .. .. .. ..•.
47
Micromodem \I '" by Hayes ..... . .. .. .. . . .. . ....... 295
Micro Sci Drives. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . .
CA LL

-..

App le 1/ soft ware & ha rdwa re compatab le
64 K of RA M memory
Upper and lower case
Typewri ter-sty le keyboard
Twe lve key numeric pad
A lpha lock shi ft key
VisiCa lc frie ndly
50 watt power supply
Bu il t- in fan

Alkemstone.
Apple Panic.
Cast le Wa lf enstein ............. .
Gorgon ................. ... . . . .. . . .
Olympic Decathalon
Time Zone.
Softporn . ......... ....... . ............ • • .
Comple te Select io n . . . in Stock.

CPIM

34
24
24
35
24
79
29
.. CALL

Basic 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
.
Bas ic Compil er.
. ..
Calcstar .
. ........
Mail merge . .. .. . . . . . .• •
Spellstar. . . . . . .... . ... .. ..
T I Maker .
. . .. .. . . •• • . .. . ...•. . . . . . . .. .......
Words tar .
. .... •• . • ..... . • .................

--

284
299
166
79
159
229
239

e~oc"/'I':~C

"ltv~~1t

NOW SHIPPING!\

FOREIGN ORDERS inclUde 1% hand.l ing - shipped air FREIGHT
COLLECT only. , Credit cards not•. accepted on foreign orders.
All equipment is in factory cartons with manufacturer warranty.
Opened products .not returnable.' Restocking fee for returned
merchandise. Equipment subject to prictj change and 8vailability. Retail prices differ from mail order prices. WE SHIP THE
·SAME. DAY ON MOST ORDERS!
•

=
=
=

=
=
==

MAIL TO:1251 BROADWAY
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peripheral d ev ices. A null is ASCII
character code O.
As you can see, character codes are
still a source of incompatibility in the
wo rld of 1I0. If a computer has a
programming language that is rich in
110 capa bilit y, however, a programmer ca n overcome character-code incompatibilities.

Outputting Characters
This series is concerned with th e in terconnection of computers and peripheral devices . Such connections
produce systems that process da ta
a nd perform important tasks. During
the development of a syste m , the programmer comm unicates with th e
machine through a programming
la nguage. This language could be at
the machine level, though that practice is growing less common. The
la nguage may be a t a high level; that
is, a sophisticated programming
langJ age provided by the machine's
manufacturer.
After the system softw are is

developed , people will have to use it.
The comp uter must be ab le to interface with people in an effec ti ve manner; the people are not concerned
with the sof tw are running the system.
They just want res ults . Sof tware mu st
make info rmati on easy for peop le to
use.
Many different kinds of informa tion are now being used - prices,
quantities , vo ltages, writ ten documents, draw ings, and innumerable
other forms. Information is the most
powerful tool people have. One of
th e reasons that comp uters have
become such a major factor in curren t
human endeavor is their informationprocessing pow er. Yet, for a ll this
capability, computers can on ly store
information in two forms: numbers
and nonnumbers.
Prices, inven tory quantities ; or
vo ltages are not recorded in a computer's memory. It on ly h as numbers
w ith which a program associates
these values. My text-ed it or program
doesn' t have any pages; it on ly has
character data that the software pro-

cesses tu ca use the p rinting of pages.
The software of I/O tell s the co mputer how to accept data from the
ou tside world and how to provide internally stored data to the world in a
form th at peop le can und erstand.
We must fi rst see h ow inform atio n
is stored in the cumputer in order to
unders tand the software of 110.
N umbers are usua lly stored in sumething ca lled internal format. The
au thor of the programming language
for th e computer decided the best
way or ways to represe nt numbers inside the machine. In a ny in ternal representation , the Is and Os that make
up a number are not easy for people
to recognize or understand as a
number . For exa mple, the number 21
in 16-bit binary is 0000000000010101.
In addi ti on, though we have many
ways of wri ting numbers - - such as
$2.69, 6.02 X 10 23 , and 3 .14159 --- the
comp uter ha5 on ly a limited number
of numeric types_
The mos t common types a re integer and floating po int. Wh a tever
type a number is stored in, th e co m-

BUY A 212A-TYPE MODEM
AND GET A $212 REBATE.
Now, as an introductory offer,
when you buy Cerrnetek's new fullyfeatured Bell 212A compatible
modem, the CERMETEK 212A, you'll
get a $212 rebate,
Just consider the CERMETEK 212A's
features:
• Integral Auto-Dialer
• 0-300 or 1200 BPS Operation
• Bell 212A Compatibility. Bell 103/ 113
compatibility or 0-300 BPS mode
• Auto-originate /Auto Answer /
Auto-Speed sense
• User option menu
• Full Duplex operation
• Seven (7) diagnostic modes
• One year limited warranty
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To get your CERMETEK 212A modem,
contact:
A.C.T.
Rocky Mountain
2640 Youngfield
Lakewood
CO 80214
(303) 233-4431

A.C.T.
15800 Addison Rd .
Addison TX 75001
(214) 980-1888

P & L AssOCiates
11 Laura Lane
P.O. Box 481
East Setauket
NY 11733
(516) 221-7623

Offer expires September 30th,
1982, Limited to two modems per
customer,

Circle 85 on inquiry card .

"Only VR Data can offer you a Winchester
Hard Disk Drive for your IDM Personal Computer...

.. .with the same level
of excellence and
state-of-the-art technology
you'd expect from ffiM:'
Warren Rosenkranz, President, VR Data

We are tremendously impressed with
the IBM Personal Computer. When we set out
to increase its capability with our exclusive,
OTHER QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM VR DATA
Winchester Hard Disks
6.3 Megabytes
9.6 Megabytes
19.0 Megabytes
2x 6.3 Megabytes
2x 9.6 Megabytes
2x 19.0 Megabytes

Memory Boards with
Error Correction
64 Kbytes 192 Kbytes
128 Kbytes

In The Queue
O·Con Direct connect
internal modem
The Echo
Winchester Backup

totally compatible Winchester Hard Disk Drive
and Memory Board, we dedicated ourselves
to making the very finest products pOSSible.
Some very knowledgeable dealers and .users
say we've totally succeeded. See for yourself!!
As with our Winchester Hard Disk Drive,
all our designs are tested, re-tested and
"burned in." We're so sure of our quality Control that we offer an unconditional 120 day
extended warranty covering full costs of parts
and labor on all VR Data products.

Insist on the best.
Ask for us by name.

777 Henderson Boulevard N-6 Folcroft, PA 19032 800-345-8102
MICROCOMPUTER EXCELLENCE SINCE 1972

puter should print the number in a
format tha t makes sense to the user.
Bank tellers will laugh if a payroll
program prints checks that read
6.02E2 dollars, and wage earners will
weep when that number is interpreted
as $6.02 instead of $602.
Most high-level languages can
make the computer input or output
numeric values in the form desired .
This capability is called formatting. It
may come as a format statement in
the language or as a format field
within the statement that causes the
computer to output information. In
either case, the format specification
describes exactly how the number is
to be output or input-how characters are to be presented to the user.
We can use the above check-writing example to demonstrate formatted I/O. Suppose our program has
the following statement in it:
210

PRINT Pay

That is a very simple program statement. The computer, being the simple

machine it is, will print the value of
the variable Pay in whatever format
the computer is set for at the time the
statement is executed. If the machine
is in fixed 2 format (two decimal
places) and Pay = 602, we get the correct "602.00" printed. If the machine
were in fixed 0 format , we would get
"602," which is close . However, if the
machine were in floating-point 9 format, we would get "6.020000000E02. "
This last printout is not the sort of
thing I want to see on my paycheck.
What can we do about this PRINT
statement to prevent unacceptable
output? A first attempt might be to
change the default format of the
machine just before the PRINT statement:
200
210

FIXED 2
PRINT Pay

FIXED 2
PRINT "$", Pay

Then we would get "$
602.00"
on the printout. Clearly, the machine
is just not understanding what we
want. In most languages, the instrument for telling the computer exactly
how the number is to be printed is the
format field in a PRINT USING statement.
In many languages, changing the
program to
PRINT USING
"A, 000 . 00"; "$", Pay

would result in a printout that reads
"$602 .00," exactly what is desired .
Just as different computer languages have different statements for
performing similar functions, format
techniques vary widely from language to language. Even differing
dialects of languages such as BASIC
may vary as to how formatted I/O is
performed . The best way to learn
how to perform formatted I/O in a
given language is to read the manual
several times.

Stringing Things Together

AMTs EZ8X5 is a complete. ready to plug in Winchester Hard Disk Subsystem. Featuring easy implementation. enhanced system interf~ce
cards. an extensive disk test package. The EZ-8X5 delivers a full 5. 10.
or 20 megabytes. Dealer and Distributor inquiries are being accepted
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200
210

210
This approach is taken by programmers who don't know about or
don't want to learn about formatting
output. The disadvantage of this approach is that the state of the machine

• S-100 BUS (CP/M)
• Heath H89. H90
(CP/M. HDOS)
• Zenith Z89. Z90
(CP/M. HDOS)
• TRS 80 Model III
(CP/IY'. TRS DOS)
• Xerox 820 (CP/M)
• IBM Personal Computer
(CP/M 86. IBMDOS)

256

is altered, and all subsequent printing
will be done in the fixed 2 format
unless another FIXED or FLOAT
statement is executed . We are also
missing the dollar sign that should
precede the number on the printout.
The program could be changed to :

Circle 3 on inquiry card.

As mentioned earlier, not all data
can be represented in numeric form.
Text, such as this article, is best represented as a linear array of characters. Such arrays are almost always
called strings. This data type is useful
for storing letters, instructions, and
even command sequences for some
instruments.
Character codes are used to represent text da ta in a form that can be
transferred from machine to machine.
Each character is represented by 5 to
8 bits. As we have seen, ASCII , the
most popula r code, is a 7-bit code .
Eight bits is a convenient size to
store data in most modern digital
computers (there are exceptions ).
Strings are usually composed of 8-bit
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parcels of data. Since ASCII is only 7
bits, 1 bit of each string character is
usually wasted.
Input and output of strings is much
simpler than for numerics. The internal representation for strings is
almost what the printout would look
like. The exception to this statement
is the terminator, which marks the
end of a message.
Input of a string must stop at some
point so that data can be processed.
The terminating character tells the
computer when it has reached the end
of the message. A common default
terminator is the linefeed character. It
is so common that most input statements default to terminating upon
receipt of a linefeed. Most output
statements automatically append a
linefeed at the end of a string output.
As with numeric 1/0, everything
runs fine until you don't want the
defaults any more. Eventually, you
will have to read data in from a
device that outputs a carriage return
as a message terminator. Or perhaps
you have a printer that needs an ENQ

(Enquiry) character as a terminator
instead of a linefeed. Eventually, a
situation will arise where the defaults
don' t work.
What can you do? Use a format
statement. If a device requires only a
carriage return as a message terminator, the program might contain
the following statement :
200

PRINT A$

This program will output the string
A$ and follow it with the carriage
return and linefeed characters. Since
the device to which you are outputting will terminate one message on
the carriage return, it will interpret
the linefeed as the start of a new
message. In some languages, this may
be suppressed by changing the program to:
200

PRINT USING
"#,B",A$,CHR$(13)

The "#,B" specifier tells the computer to refrain from adding any

embellishments to the string being
output. The CHR$(13) is a carriage
return, which is the proper terminating character. Again, the formatting capabilities of the language
have allowed you to specify exactly
what you want the 110 to do .
The software of 110 is an extremely irriportant topic in interfacing.
Software is the interface between the
programmer and the computer. By
understanding how to control system
lIO needs through explicit software
statements, a programmer can turn a
"dumb" computer into a flexible
problem solver.
This month, we've seen some of the
problems associated with character
codes and also some of the software
provisions needed to turn stored
characters into acceptable printed
output. Next month, we'll see how
software can take advantage of buffers and interrupts to control input/output. We'll conclude by looking at problems associated with
grounds and resulting signal degradation .•

DISCOUNT TRS-80® Computers
We have the largest Inventory in the Central
United States. Discount prices on all
software and accessories for your TRS-80
com puter needs.
Model II

BUY

26-4002

DIRECT

$3279 00
8 Megabyte

Hard Disk
(Primary)

26-4150.

$3994 00
258
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Toll Free Order:

1-800-835-9056
Kansas Residents:
1-800-362-9091

.Jimscot, Inc.
P.O. Box 607 - 1023 N. Kansas
liberal, Ks. 67901

* No out of state Taxes
* Immediate Shipment
* Several Payment Methods
* Direct Buying
WRITE TODAY FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOG!

TRS-80 is a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corporation

Circle 251 on inquiry card.

COMPUTERS

TERMINALS

PRINTERS

INTERSYSTEMS

TeleVideo

CENTRONICS

•

•

•

DPS I. DPS IA. DPS lA . . Call fu r !'r ifes
CENTRONICS

ALTOS

List .. .... ..... .. .. .

Less 20070

7_111-1 Para lkl .............. ... . . . ... .. S_q')
739-1 Pa ra ll el. .......... . ....... . .. . .. $4')1)
739-3(RS232 ).. .. _.. .. _ . ........ .. .... $SI)')
704-11 Pa ra ll el ... ..... . .. . ......... . . $ IS(1)
704-9 (RS232) ...... .. . ...... . .. ... . . 'Ii IS II)

NorthStar
HORIZON 2Q-64K .. $2685
ADVANTAGE .. ... . . . .. . ... .. . Call

Texas Instruments

TeleVideo COMPUTER
SYSTEMS ............ . . CALL

SUPERBRAIN

TeleVideo
910C ...... .. .. . . ... _ . .. .. . . ___ ...... $569
912C . .•............... _ . .. . . . _..... . $659
920C . .. . _.. _.......... ... . . . _. ___ . _ .$719
925C . . __ . .. _ . . ...... . ..... ... . _ . .... $719
950C . . __ . . . __ .. . .............. . __ . __ $915

INTERTEC
INTERTUBE ....... _ . . _.. __ . . .... _.. $725
EMULATOR .. . ... . .. .. ... __ .. _.... $725

OKIDATA
Mie roline
M icroli ne
Microline
Mic ro line
64 DO .......... . ,r':'f."':.L,c?'!. !,.R.'~£: .. 'li 19')S
64 QD ........... ."!f."': .L.~~ !'f?.'t;:.E.-.. $23')S
DSS- IO Meg. Hard Disk ... . _.... _.. _. $2H9S

Cromemco
CS-I
CS-2
CS -3
Z 2H

LiSl , $3995 ............ Our
Li s!. $4695 . .. . . . .. . .... Our
List $7995 . . . . .
. ... Our
Li sl, $995 . .... . . . ..... Our

Price $3195
Price $3549
Price $5595
Pri ce $7995

7'''''N I systems
data
Z-89

Li sl $2895
Ou r Pr ice

$2099
Z-90, $2299

80 . _........ . ....... . . . .... $329
82A . . .. _. _ . ......... _•... _. $469
83A. _ . . _. . . _....... ___ . . ... $739
84 .. ...... __ .. .. ... . . . .... _ Ca ll

C.ITOH ..... .. .... . Call for Prices

TI-810
TI -810
TI-820
T1-820

Basic . ................. . .. _...
Fu ll Oplion . . _. _•. ... ....... . .
RO Basic •. . ..... . .. _.. .. . ....
KSR Basic, . .. _.. . ....... _ . ...

$1281)
$1549
$ 1545
$1739

NEC 3511I(RS232).. . ................ Ca ll
NEC 7710 (RS232).7730 (Parallel). .... . _ $221)5
NEe

7720 (RS2 32) . . .. . . ....... ... . . . $27I)S

QUME ...... . ...... . ..
DIABLO

Ca ll fo r P ri ces

630 RO, ........ .. ...... $2049

Paper Tiger
Prism 80 w / o ~o lor .. . _. _.... _ ..... _ . . SH95
Prism 132 w/ color . . . _.. .... . __ .... _. $1495

SOROC

EPSON

IQ-120 .......................... . ... $629
IQ-130 . .................... _....... _ $585
IQ-135 ....... _ . . . ......... . ... .. . . __ $719
IQ-135 w / Graph ics .... . .. __ . .. __ ... . _ $789
IQ-140 ........ _ ............ . ... . .... $995

MX 80, .. .. . _ . .. _ . . _ . ..... .. .•.•.... $441
MX 80FT. _. _ . . _.... . . ........... _. _. $S4H
MX 100 •...... _.. . .. _...... .. .. _.. . . $745

HAZELTINE

DISK SYSTEMS

•

1420 ......... . .. . _.. _ . .. ........ . .. _ $789
1500 ... . ..... _ . . . •• ....... ... .. _.. _. $845
1510 ....... . . _.. .. . . .. ..... . . . __ . . _ $1029

ZENITH Z-19 . . . .... . .. $699
Prices ap ply 10 prepaid orders oll ly. and reneCl a
cash discount. Charge card orders arc slighlly higher.
Most ite ms in stoc k for immediate deli very in fac t-

ory sealed carlons. wilh a fu ll faclory warrenlY. N.Y.
State residents add appropriate sales tax. Prices do not
include shipping. C. O.D. orders require 25 "1, deposi"
Prices subjecl 10 change and offers subject to wilhdrawl wilhoUl not ice.

MORROW
Discus 20 . . . . .... . __ . .. . . . . . _. _.. _... $H35
Dua l Discus 20, _.. .. . ... _.......... _ $13115
Distu~ 2 + 2 .. ... . . . . . ... .......... . . S IIW)
Dua l D i,,' us 2 + 2 .... .. .... .. . .. . . .... $IH5S
M5 5Meg. Hard Dis k ........ . . _. _.... $11)41)
M 10 10 Meg, H ard Di sk . ... . . . . . .. .. $21)1)S
M 26 26 Meg . Hard Di s k ..... .. . .. _ . . . $3341)
CORVUS SMeg. H ard Disk . . ....... . . $2555
CORVUS 10 Meg . H ard Di sk . . . .... . . . $31)55
CORVUS 20 Meg. Ha rd Di , k . ...••... . $4755

COMPUTERS
WHOLESALE
p.o. Box 144 Camil l us,
N .Y. 1303'1
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Pnces subject to change without notice

A General-Purpose liD Board
for the Color Computer
Build this low-cost interface for less than $25 and plug it
into the ROM cartridge slot.
William Barden Jr.
28122 Orsola
Mission Viejo, CA 92692

In previous articles in this series,
I've gone to some extremes to implement input/output (I/O) ports by
using the Color Computer's cassette
input and output, joystick inputs,
and RS-232C port. In this article, I'll
show you the "right" way to connect
discrete (on/ off) lines to the outside
world from the Color Computer. It's
not that you can't use the other
designs to control and monitor outside events-the previous implementations work fine-it's just that you
can easily build a general-purpose
I/O (GPIO) board that can plug into
the Color Computer's ROM connector and provide 24 lines (bits) of I/O.
Each of the 24 lines can be programmed for either input or output.
The entire board costs less than $25.
With a few inexpensive components,
you can use it to control sprinkling
systems and coffeepots, and to
monitor burglar alarms and door-

About the Author
William Barden Jr. is the author of several
books on microcomputers, including Z-80
Microcomputer Design Projects.
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bells. You can even use an interrupt
with the board to run a real-time,
foreground task while also running a
BASIC program or other task in the
background.
To understand the design of the
GPIO board, you must first know
how the Color Computer handles
read-only memory (ROM) and other
input/ output operations.

Color Computer 110 Structure
Figure 1 shows a logic diagram of
Color Computer I/O . In fact, a large
portion of the I/O structure is defined
by two chips-the 6809E microprocessor and the synchronous address
multiplexer (SAM) chip.
The 6809E is closely related to the
Motorola 6800 chip. If you want an
in-depth understanding of both, I
suggest getting the Motorola Microprocessors Data Manual, which contains specifications on both the 6800
and 6809E. I'll capsulize some of the
basic information here.
The 6809E is basically an 8-bit
microprocessor with some 16-bit processing capability. It has 16 address
lines, designated A15 (most signifi-

cant) through AO (least significant).
The address lines are used to define
memory addresses for instruction
fetches, access of operands, and reading and writing of data.
It also has eight data lines,
designated 07 (most significant)
through DO (least significant) . The
data lines are used to transfer instruction bytes to the processor during instruction fetch and operand bytes
during instruction execution. 07-00
are also used to transfer I/ O data . All
data transfers are done one byte at a
time .
The .6809E (the "E" designation
specifies an external clock) uses two
clock inputs, QIN and EIN. The SAM
chip (described below) generates the E
and Q clock inputs for the 6809E,
using a pulse from a crystal oscillator .
The three interrupt inputs to the
6809E are *IRQ, *FIRQ, and *NMI.
The asterisk prefix indicates that
these are "active low" signals that
must go to 0 volts (V) for action.
*IRQ is the primary interrupt input
to the 6809E. It signals the 6809E that
an interrupt has occurred . If the interrupts are enabled by software, the

--l

_i~
_on_~_st:~_s

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

Que On Systems

IBM's
PERSONAL COMPUTER
Que Corporation's new 300 page book, IBM's
PERSONAL COMPUTER describes the hardware,
peripherals and IBM's program library. Whether you
are an IBM Personal Computer user or prospective
buyer, you will discover the significance of IBM's new
product to your personal or business applications .
... at computer stores and fine book stores $14.95

and ...
PERSONAL COMPUTER AGE
The Definitive Journal For The IBM Personal Computer User
Keeps you updated monthly with the latest news and
applications for your IBM Personal Computer.
Featuring: Hardware and Software Reviews - New
Product Announcements - Technical ArticlesProblem Reporting - Vendor Directory - Classified
Ads - Special Interest Columns.
$18.00/YR.
(12 issues)

BOTH FOR ONLY

$22.95
o

o

Charge my:
0 VISA
MASTER CHARGE
I Want Every thingCard # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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o

NEW

o
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for $18.00

Address

Payment Enclosed

City

o
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Send the Book only
for $14.95

PERSONAL COMPUTER AGE

Name

State
Zip
P.O. BOX 70725 Pasadena, California 91107 Dept. B 1
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Figure 1: Color Computer input/output is controlled primarily by the 6809E microprocessor and the synchronous address m ulti plexer (SAM) integrated circuits. One set of SAM outputs defines the address selection for system RAM, ROM , and I/O devices .

6809E goes into a predefined interrupt
processing routine at the location defined by the contents of a fixed
memory location (BFF8-BFF9 hexadecimal in the Color Computer).
The *FIRQ input is a "fast" interrupt that saves less of the "environment" (processor registers) when an
FlRQ occurs.
*NMI is a "nonmaskable" interrupt
that cannot be disabled. It is generally
used for major conditions that must
always be detected, such as a realtime clock pulse or an impending
power failure .
The *HALT input halts the processor at the end of the current instruction. It is an orderly way to stop
the processor and allow control of the
program by an outside source. A
typical application might be in singleins truction stepping.
The *RESET input is used to initiate a start-up action, either at
power-up or when the processor is
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"hung up" due to improper programming or I/O protocol.
The *R/W output signal tells the
external memory or I/O devices
whether a read (high, logic 1, or
+S V) or write (low, logic 0, or 0 V)
is taking place .
The TSC, BUSY, LIC, BS, BA, and
VMA pins are not used in the Color
Computer configuration . Many of
these signals relate to controlling the
address and data bus lines for direct
memory access-independent control
of system memory for I/O action.
The lines from the processor discussed above constitute part of the
system bus that is brought out to the
ROM cartridge connector, a 40-pin
edge connector on the Color Computer printed-circuit (PC) board.

The SAM Chip
The 6809E works in conjunction
with the synchronous address multi-

plexer (SAM) chip, an important chip
in the Color Computer.
The SAM handles refresh of the
4116 dynamic memory in the Color
Computer. This type of memory
must be accessed periodically to retain the voltage charge and, hence,
memory data . Since this refresh is
done during times in which no processor memory addressing is taking
place, there is no conflict in using the
memory address lines.
Another major task of the SAM is
to synchronize video-display updates
and processor operation. The 6847
video display generator uses randomaccess read / write memory (RAM)
data to update the video display, so it
must know when valid data appears
from the video-display portion of
RAM. The SAM chip integrates the
processor and video-display memory
addressing.
The timing-signal generation of the
SAM was discussed above.

Z-80ATM CPU,
Floppy Disk ,Controller,
64K of Memory, Serial & Parallel
I/O Ports ... all on a SINGLE 5-100 BOARD!
Don't Buy Another One of Those 3 Board Sets Till You See What One Can Do!
Advanced Micro Digital has been
producing the SUPER QUAD for
some time now and It' 5 truly one of
a kind. Just plug this board into
any S-100 mother board and
hook-up your disk drives to it. It
flies. Runs with CP/M. MP/M. and
turbo-DOS. You can also plug in
additional boards, I/O, hard disk
controllers, etc. SUPER QUAD is a
BUS master. The cost of this board
Is one third to one half of what
you have been.paylng .for the
three board set. Just take a look
at these features:

• IEEE S-100 Standard
• Z-80A CPU
• 64K of Bank Select Memory as
well as extended addressing
• Double densl1y floppy disk
controller. Both 8 or 511.1" Disk
Drives
• 2 serial & 2 parallel I/O ports
(RS-232 and Intelligent hard
disk interface).
• 2K or 4K of monitor EPROM
• Runs with CP/M®, MP/M®and

Also Introducing SUPER/SLAVE to
run multi-processing olOOratlng
systems such as turbo-DOS"'. With
128/64K of memory, serial &
parallel I/O, you can plug
multiple of the slaves with the
master and each user will have its
own CPU and memory local.

turbo-DOS '~

• One year warran1y.
• Free copy of bios disk.

NOTE: no custom logic used (no PAL'S) makes It easy for field service.
Now it's time to replace or
throwaway the old S-100
boards and plug the SUPER QUAD
In. Save space, money and power.
Retail price Is $875.
For more Information write or call: Sales Dept.

7201 Garden Grove Blvd . • Suite E • Garden Grove CA 92641 • (714) 891-4004
® Reglstered Trademark of Digital Research Corp.
•• Registered Trodemork of Sottwore 2000 Inc.
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40 pins with signals from the 6809E
processor, SAM, power supplies, and
some additional logic.
-12 V
CC
Power
1
The ROM cartridge port is more
CC
+12V
2
CC
+5V
9
than just a port that enables the Color
CC
GND
33
Computer to execute a program in
GND
CC
34
ROM or erasable programmable
DO
CC·6809E
10
Data
read-only memory (EPROM); it is a
CC·6809E
D1
11
CC·6809E
12
D2
general-purpose port that enables inD3
CC·6809E
Data Bus
13
terfacing RAM memory or 1/ 0
D4
CC·6809E
14
devices of many types.
CC·6809E
15
D5
CC·6809E
16
D6
Table 1 lists the ROM cartridgeD7
CC·6809E
17
port pins, signal names, source, and
Address
19
AO
CC·6809E
description.
CC·6809E
A1
20
Signals D7-DO and AIS-AO are the
CC·6809E
21
A2
CC·6809E
22
A3
data and address lines from the proCC·6809E
23
A4
cessor, respectively . These are essenCC·6809E
24
A5
tial in connecting memory or 110
25
A6
CC·6809E
26
Address Bus
A7
CC·6809E
devices to the system. Bringing out all
CC·6809E
27
A8
16 address lines allows any of the
CC·6809E
A9
28
6S,S36 addresses in the 6809E ad29
A10
CC·6809E
CC·6809E
30
A11
dressing space to be specified.
31
A1 2
CC·6809E
The *RESET signal to the processor
CC·6809E
37
A13
is
also brought out on pin S of the
CC·6809E
38
A14
CC·6809E
A15
39 '
ROM cartridge port. A power-on or
Clock
6
Clock Signals
E
manual reset can reset an external
CC·SAM
Q
CC·SAM
7
device with this signal, in addition to
Select
32
CTSCC·74LS138
ROM or I/O Select
causing the processor reset.
36
SCSCC·74LS138
The CART and *HALT processor
40
SLENBExternal
Decode Disable
inputs
are generated from external
HALT3
Other
External
Halts Processor
logic
connected
to the ROM cartridge
4
NMIExternal
NMI Interrupt
5
RESETCC
Power·on or Reset
port. The EIN and QIN clock outputs
8
CART
External
Cartridge Sense
from the SAM are also sent to pins 6
18
R/WRead/Write Signal
CC·6809E
and 7 of the ROM cartridge port. I'll
35
SND
External
External Sound
soon explain how these signals work
in the cartridge ROM.
CC = Color Computer
The *R/W signal from the proExternal = Input to CC
cessor is brought out on pin 18 of the
Table 1: Signals available on the Color Computer ROM cartridge port.
connector . This signal is necessary to
define whether a read or write should
be done during 110 between an external device and the system .
The last function of the SAM is to dressed. If Y3 is active, cartridge
The *NMI signal to the processor is
decode and control the memory map- ROM at COOO and up is being ad- generated only by external logic. It
ping of the system. Three signals, 52, dressed (CTS*) . If Y4 is active, the can be used to cause a nonmaskable
51, and SO, are output from the SAM PIA addresses at locations FFOO-FFIF interrupt to the processor, but is not
into a 74LS138 decoder chip . Only are being addressed . If YS is active, used in the standard ROM configuraone of the eight outputs (YO-Y7) of the PIA addresses at locations FF20- tion.
the 74LS138 is active (low) at any FF3F are being addressed. If Y6 is acThe SCS * signal is the select signal
time. The one chosen depends upon tive, memory locations FF40-FFSF are from the 74LS138 chip that indicates
the states of 52, 51, and SO, which in being addressed. These locations are that an address in the range FF40turn depend upon the AIS-AO inputs.
nonexistent in the Color Computer, FFSF is being used. This spare address
If YO is active, RAM from address but come out to a ROM cartridge pin is not normally used in Radio Shack
0000-7FFF hexadecimal is being ad- (SCS *) and can be used in external software, although I'll be using it in
this design.
dressed. (Unless otherwise noted, all logic. Signal Y7 is not used.
addresses are in hexadecimal form.) If
The SLENB* signal is generated by
Yl or Y2 is active, ROM area ROM Cartridge Signals
logic connected to the ROM cartridge
8000-9FFF or AOOO-BFFF is being adThe ROM cartridge connector uses port. Bringing this input low (0 V)
Type
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Name

Source

Description

to IBM Electronic 50, 60,
pew r iters Interface IBM keyboard in parallel
Apple keyboard _ Supthe IBM code functions
an escape sequence at about 13 characters per
_ Prints from Integer
Applesoft programs _ Suprts the " Control I Number N"
rallel line length mode sece _ Has switch selecupper/ lower case I/ O 60,
continuous from feed
lengths, 40+video, 80, 95 ,
character line lengths
uglJestea price

$225.00

1IJ1··TIH1CTllnn time utility for the
PLE III computer system .
ntalns the yearofthe century,
month, the date. the day of
the hour, the minute . the
_ A countdown timer
a range of one millisecond
999 hours. 59 minutes. 59
conds. 999 milliseconds IMctaOle 12 or 24 hour time
_ Diagnostic error
g • Fully compatible
APPLE SOS operating
IJotlested price

$195.00

MODEL 150 TYP
AHEAD BUFFER
• Up to 40 character type ahead
capability • Enter commands
or data while your Apple Is pro cessing previous instructions
• Compatible with all Apple
computers , keyboards and
software _ No cuts no
jumpers - no software patches
requiqad _ Includes complete
instructions for quick and easy
installation
$49.95
Suggested price

A800© FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLER
• High speed DMA transfer of
data (1 micro-second/ byte) Documentation provided - includes theory of operation ,
schematics and diskettes Uses all standard Apple DOS
commands (OPEN . CATALOG ,
LOCK . DELETE, LOAD . etc.)
except for INIT which has been
improved and enhanced in a
Vista format routine _ Compatible with Apple DOS 3.3,
Pascal1 .1 and CP/M 2.2 (with the
Z80 soft card by Microsoft)2K x 8 PROM contains Autoboot
functions and all eight-Inch

driver code allowrng
complete compatibility with
Apple DOS 3.3

$595.00

Suggested price

Suggested price

VISION 40

PROM DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM©
_ Menu driven program dellelopment monitor - Programs
2708. 2716, 2532 . 2732and 48016
EPROMS _ Simulates PROM
from RAM 4K _ Data and address interface for operator
location and control _ Complete user documentation
Suggested price

$495.00

VISION 80

ta.
VI
..

language a
Compatible
word processing
ages
Suggested price

_ Full upper and lower case
character with 3 dot descenders
_ 9x10 dot matrix per line U.S.
(9x11 Europe) _ 128 ASCII
character set • BASIC , FORTRAN and Pascal languages
supported _ Z80'· and CP/ M'·
comtible _ Compatible with
all standard Apple'· peripherals

C

case character
column mode
tion of new
graphic I'h"",,.t •• r"
inatrix _ I
..... _,.-..0,.:...

COMPUTER
COMPANY.
INC.
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COOO-DFFF is addressed by the processor, the CTS* line goes active . The
CTS* signal from the 74LS138 address decoder goes to the ROM cartridge and enables the ROM. The actual ROM address for the ROM chips
is defined by the state of address lines
A12-AO. These 13 lines go to the address inputs of the ROM chips. The
ROMs may be any size up to 8K
bytes, requiring 13 address bits,
which are supplied by the remainder
of the COOO-DFFF address.
No *R / W signal is required in the
ROM case, since by definition a
ROM must always be a read device.
The ROM plug-in cartridge routes
the Q signal from the SAM to the
CART input. This causes an FIRQ interrupt that results in a hardware
branch to the address found at FFF6FFF7 (BFF6-BFF7 in the Color Computer), Normal Radio Shack software
at this address contains an FlRQ interrupt processing routine that
transfers control to the program
found in the ROM.

GROLJND
GROUND
L---------------------------------~32

CT S*

~;ARH
~R/W *
DE
D - 1 2V
U

+12V

DHALT *
UNUSED
UNMl *
URE S ET *

[E> scs *
[Y SLENB *
@>SND

Figure 2: A typical ROM cartridge contains a program in up to 8K bytes of ROM .
Minimal logic is required in addition to the ROM chip itself.

disables the address decoding by the
74LS138 (YO-Y7 remain inactive).
This signal enables the device connected to the cartridge port to "turn
off" all internal devices. It is not normally used in Radio Shack software.
The SND input from logic connected to the ROM cartridge port
enables an external sound to be
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routed through the system to television audio.

ROM Operation
A typical ROM plug-in cartridge is
shown in figure 2. The data lines
07-00 connect to the data lines of the
ROM memory.
When any address in the range of

110 Device Operation
110 operation is similar to memory
addressing as used in the ROM cartridge or in RAM addressing. 110 in
the 6809E is memory mapped. This
means that an input/output device is
treated just as another memory location, rather than using separate 110
instructions.
Reading 8 bits of data from an 110
device is done by an "LOA ADDRESS" or similar instruction; "ADDRESS" may be a memory location
or an 110 device. The programmer
must know how the 65,536 memory
addresses in the addressing space of
the 6809E are mapped-which addresses are RAM, which are ROM,
and which are 110 devices .
Writing is handled in similar
fashion . An "STA ADDRESS" can
store 8 bits of data either to a memory
location or to an 110 device, depending on how the system is mapped.
PEEK and POKE instructions in
BASIC operate in identical fashion to
LOA and STA; the two commands
can read or write data from either
memory or I/O devices.

• LOw cost
Daisy Wheel Printer

$845

• Microprocessor
Electronics
• serial or parallel
Interface
• Simple, Reliable
Mechanism

00

ACT NOW: Umitecl SUpply, LOw, LOw COSt
smith Corona, one of the largest
manufacturers of small printers in
the world, gives a whole new
perspective to printing with their
electronic text printer-TP-1. The
TP-1 is a microprocessor controlled,
high quality daisy wheel printer.
It produces perfectly formed,
executive quality printouts at the
speed of 120 words per minute.
Typewriter quality printing at dot
matrix prices.
Simple, durable and dependable,
TP-1 may be used with word
processing systems, microcomputers and most small business
systems. Compact and attractively

styled, the TP-1 blends well with
any setting.
NOW, all your letters, documents
forms and reports can have the
criSp, professional look you
demand-for business or personal
use-at an affordable price. TP-1,
the electronic text printer.
Don't delay. Order your TP-1
TODAY at the low price of $845.

Additional ribbons

. .52.95

Micro Printer Marketing offers
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Catalogues available. NO shipping
charges on pre-paid orders.
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General Input Operation

L

ONE "READ CYCLE"~
r - O F " LDA" (<2I'S)~

E

E CLOCK (SAM)

Q

Q CLOCK (SAM)

LOGIC I

L

R/ W *

L
L

*,

CTS
ADDRESS BU S

DATA B US

R IW * FROM CPU

FROM 74LS138 , CPU

SUPPLIED BY EXTERNAL
DEVICE LOGIC

CPU
"STROBES IN "
DATA HERE
(WA VEF ORM S GENERALIZED
AND APPRO XIMATE)

Figure 3: Generalized input for transfer of data from an external 110 dev ice. Data is
supplied by the 110 device after detection of th e CTS * and an RI W * signal of 1.

In general, reading from an external device plugged into the ROM cartridge connector would proceed as
follows :
1. An LOA $xxxx or PEEK &Hxxxx
would be executed by the program, where xxxx is an address in
the range COOO-BFFF.
2 . The CTS * signal would become
active and the address lines to the
cartridge would contain the entire
xxxx address .
3 . The *R /W line would, at a certain
point, go to a logic 1, indicating a
read .
4. The external I/O controller logic
would detect the CTS* and *R/W ,
and deduce that a read instruction
was being executed by the processor.
5. The controller logic would supply
8 bits of da ta on the data bus lines .
6. The processor logic would strobe
in the data from the data bus.

In fact, this operation would occur
very rapidly over a portion of one
LOA instruction, as shown in figure
3.

I

r~ONE

"WRITE CYCLE "
OF " STA" «2I'sl
-

-

E

E CLOC K (SAM)

Q

Q CLOCK (SAM)

--II

L -_ _ _ _
LO
_G_I_
C_ O
___

*'

CT S
ADDRESS BU S

R / W*

FROM CPU

FROM 74LS138 , CPU

DATA BU S

SUPPLIED B Y CP U

EXTERNAL
LO GIC "S TR OBES
IN" DATA HERE
(WAVEFORM S GENERALIZED
AND APPR OX IM ATEI

Figure 4: G eneralized output fo r transfer of data to an ex ternal 110 device. Data is supplied to the 110 device along with CTS* and an RI W * signal of O.
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Notice that the controller did not
use the address lines. All it needed to
know was that it was being addressed, and this was apparent by the
CTS * line (the controller's address is
the address range COOO-OFFF). Either
the CTS * or SCS * signals could have
been used as the controller's address .
In fact, the SCS * is probably better,
since it defines a smaller range of addresses, more suitable for an I/O
device . In this case, the controller's
address would have been FF40-FF5F.
If the controller had to pass many
different types of data, it might well
decode all or a portion of the address
lines A1S-AO, It depends upon the application. A paper-tape reader, for
example, might use address FF40 as
the address for "reading the next byte
of data from paper tape " and FF41 as
the address for "reading the status of
the paper tape (jammed, moving,
etc ,)." It depends upon the complexity of the I/O device .
General Output Operation
In general, writing to an I/ O device

NEe

(mi(IoPto)

PC-8000 SYSTEM

MP-WS8
Word Star, 8" . . .. . ....... . .. .. $250
MP-WSA
Word Star, Apple .. .... .. . . . . . $192
MP-MM8
Mail Merge, 8" . ..... .. . . . ..... $ 77
MP-MMA
Mail Merge, Apple . . .. ....... . $ 63
Spell Star, 8" ... . ............. $127
MP-SS8
Spell Star, Apple . . . .... ... .... $ 53
MP-SSA
MP-DS8
Data Star, 8" . . . . . .... .. ...... $175
MP-SRB
Super Sort, 8" ...........•. .. .. $127
MP-SRA
Super Sort, Apple .... . . . ...... $100
Super Sort II, 8" .. ... . .. _. . . ... $105
MP-SII8
MP-CS8
Calc Star, 8" . .. .. . .... .... . .. . $149
Many additional software packages are availabte at
similar discounts.

"The end of the compromise."
CPU/32K . . ...... . . _. __ .. .... $745
I/O - 32K .. ..... .. . .. . ... ... . $490
100 CPS Printer:
Friction, Tractor, Graphics .. . . $485
PC-B031A
Dual Disk ... ................ $745
JB-1201M(A) 12" Green ... ... ... . .... . . ... $159
JC-1202DH(A) 13" RGB Color .. .... .. ....... $830
PC-8091A
RGB Cable ... . .. . .. . . ....... .. $19
PC-CPM
CP/M DOS FOR NEC ... .. . . .. $119
PC -GA
Gen . Accounting . .... . . . . . .. . $245
PC-AR
Acct. Receivable ... . . . . . _..... $245
PC-INV
Inventory Control .. . . . . .. . .. . $245
PC-JC
Job Cost . .................... $245
PC-WP
Word Processor .... . _. . . .. .. . $350
PC-RM
3-D Report Mgr............... $139
PC-32K
32K Card ... ...... .. . __.. .... $155
PC-SER
RS-232 Card . ... .. . . . ... . ... . $199

PC-8001A
PC-8012A
PC-8023A

~

PRODUCTS
MAIL ORDERS:
P.O. Box 9078-184
Van Nuys, CA 91409

~
, . · -~~

PR
O_D_U_C_T_S_______ ~
_ __
E"ORAPPLE
>\P-16
<\P-128
\P-B1
\P-B2
\P-K6
\P-111
\P-K11
\P-PAR

16K Ram Card . . .... .. .. . . .... $95
128K Ram Floppy . ....... . ... $700
Bison Drive W/3.3 ... . ... ..... $475
Bison Dri ve Add-On ........ . . $365
Konan 6MB Hard Disk . ..... $2265
Konan 11 MB Hard Disk .. . . .$2750
Konan 16MB Hard Disk ..... $2970
Parallel Printer Card . ....... . . $72

WILL CALLS:
16709 Roscoe Boulevard
Sepulveda, CA 91343
(213) 891-5702
Please confirm price and auailability
by phone prior to ordering.
:

VIS4

IWe accept VISA and Mastercard. [II
Shipping additional - $3 minimum,
Calif residents add 6% sales ULx.

>RODUCTS FOR IBM

Overseas orders and dealer inquiries accepted.
B-B2
B-B3
B-A64
B-A1 28
B-A192
B-A 256
B-A2S

Bison Dri ve-1 Side . .. . .. . . .. . . $275
Bison Drive-2 Side ...... _... .. $465
AST 64K Card . . .. . ..... .. ... $375
AST 128K Card ... .... ....... $530
AST 192K Card . . . ... ....... . $710
AST 256K Card ............ . . $8 15
AST Dual Serial .... .. . . _... .. $235

All merchandise is new and
comes with factory guarantee.

SIERRA D1D1 SCIENCES
S-l00 BOARDS

20% Discount!
- Entire Line.
lCS8000-14S/MTU
208K, 4 USER, Z80A
.5MFloppy
40MB Winchester
17MB Tape Cartridge Backup
Nationwide Service
L -40M
List .$15,500 BISON . . . . ... $12,400

SINGLE
BOARD
COMPUTER
64K
• Z-80A (4MHZ)
2 Serial
• Hard Disk Expansion
• CP/M DOS
2 Parallel
5"/8" Floppy Controller (Double Density)
ust add drives, power supply, cables, and CRT ter,inal .... .. ..... ... ...... .. . ..... ........ . . $900

IDEO MONITOR S
-AC 1
'-ACII
-A300G
-Z1 2G
-J13
-J12G

Arndek Color I .... .. .. . . ... '. .. $310
Arndek Color II - Apple . .. .. .. $Call
Arndek 300 Green . ...... . .. . . . $150
Zenith 12" Green ....
. . $115
JCS 13" RGB .......... ....... $625
JCS 12" Green . ............... $166

Z-8O Master/Slave
Single Board Computers

Master:
.4MHZ
·64K
• Serial
.4 Parallel
• 16K EPROM
• 8" Floppy Disk Controller (Double Dens ity)
• Winchester Interface
S-S4M ... . . . .. .$690
Slave: Without Disk Contro llers
S-S4S . . .. . .... $625
Winchester Adapter: Uses Micropolis Drives
S-SW..
. .. $145

DISKETTES
F-D8SD
F-W5SS
F-W8SD
F-W8DD

.·0-

Dysan 8" SSDD, 10 PCS . .... $45.00
Wabash 5Y." SSSD, HUB .. . . $23.50
Wa bash 8" SSDD .......... .. $33.00
Wabash 8" DSDD . . ......... $40.00

_P_R_IN
__
TE
__
R_S_______
P-MX80
P-MX80F/T
P-MX100
P-OK82
P-OK83
P-PC8023A
P-PRO
P-PROII
P-F10
AP-PAR

~

Epson MX100 . .... .. ......... $405
Epson MX-80 F/T ............. $515
Epson MX-100 ........... . . . .. $685
Okidata 82A
$468
Okidata 84, Serial .... . .. . ... $1125
NEC PC-8023A
.. .. .. $485
C. ITOH Prowriter, 120 CPS . .. $485
C. ITOH Prowriter II ... . . . .... $Call
C. ITOH 40 CPS Daisywheel .. $ 1395
ParalleIInt/Cable/Apple .... . . . $72
Circle 62 on Inquiry ca rd.

SOFTWARE

DISK DRIVES
D-S80lR
D-QDT8
D-T81
D-T82

Shugart80lR . . . . ... . . .. . .. . . $390
Qume DT-8 . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .... $495
Tandon Thinline 8", SS ... .. .. . $390
Tandon Thinline 8", DS ........ $485

SIGNALMAN MKI 300BPS MODEM
• RS-232 to Telephone Link, Full Duplex
• Direct Connect, FCC Approved
.1 Year Warranty
• Low Power Design
M-S300
List .... ... .$ 115 BISON ......$89

AB DIGITAL DESIGN LABS
256K BYTE - 128K
WORD DYNAMIC MEMORY
• 4MHZ with Extended DMA
• IEEE696, Multi-Layer
.1 Year Warranty
S-B81OA List .. . .... .$1245 BISON ... $975

STATIC MEMORY
SYSTEMS
64K
• 24 Line Addressing
• 20DNS , Lower Power CMOS
• Intermix RAM and EPROM
• New Super Low Price
S-ST64 List ....... _$594

BISON .... . .$440

.8 MHZ 8086 S-100 SET
• 128K 70NS Static RAM
• DD Disk Controller
• 22 Slot Mainframe
• Cable for 2 8" Drives
• MS-DOS (86-DOS)
• Add Drives and Terminal!
SC-SYS2 System 2 List .. $4185 BISON . .. $3450
80862 BRD Set w/DOS
SC-2/3
List ...... .$795 BISON .............. .$595

8086
SUPER
MICRO

QT S-100 & 8"
Floppy Drive Mainframe
• + 8V@25A/ ±16V@5AS-I00Power
• + 5V@2.5A/ -5V@. 5A/ + 24V@3ADrive Power
• Keyed Power Switch
• Shielded Motherboard
• Rugged Card Cage
• 9%" x 17" x 21" (HxWxD)
• Strappagle 110V or 220V AC
QT-MF6
6 Slot, 2-8" Drive . .. . . ... .. . . $525
QT-MF8
8 Slot, 2-8" Drive . . . . .. . . ... . $550
QT-MFI2
12 Slot, 2-8" Drive ... . . .. ..... $575

QT S-100 & 5'-4"
Floppy Mainframe
• Similar to 8" Mainframe
• Power for 5Y." Drives
• 7" x 17" x 20" (HxWxD)
.7" x 17" x 20" (HxWxD)
QT-5MF6
6 Slot, 2-5W' Drive . . .. ... .... $350
QT-5MF8
8 Slot, 2-5 Y." Drive .... . ...... $375
QT-5MF12
12 Slot, 2-5Y." Drive ... .. .. ... $400

DRIVE CABINETS
H-BT8
H-QT8
H-QT8-2

BISON 2 Dr, Vert, 8", Thinline $245
QT 1 Drive, 8" Vertical .. .. ... $215
QT 2 Dr, Horiwntal, 8" .. . . . .. $305

Circle 230 on inquiry card.

Main/Frames

plugged into the ROM cartridge port
would proceed as follows:
1. An ST A $xxxx or POKE
&Hxxxx,v would be executed,
where xxxx is the ROM cartridgeport address of COOO-OFFF and v
is the 8-bit value to be transferred.
2. The CTS* signal would become
active and the address lines to the
cartridge would contain the entire
xxxx address.
3. The *R/W line would, at a certain
point, go to a logic 0, indicating a
write. The processor would supply the 8 bits of data on the data
bus lines.
4. The external lIO controller logic
would detect the CTS* and
*R/W, and deduce that a write instruction was being executed by
the processor.
5. The controller logic would strobe
in the data from the data bus .
All of this would occur in the space
of a single "STA" instruction, even if
a BASIC POKE was involved (see
figure 4). Again, additional addressline decoding might be required, and
it would be convenient to use the
SCS* signal in place of the CTS*.
A General-Purpose 110 Board
Figure 5 shows the logic diagram of
a general-purpose lIO (GPIO) board
that plugs into the ROM cartridge
connector. It operates in a similar
fashion to the general input/output
described above . The board is built
around an Intel 8255 programmable
peripheral interface (PPI). It uses
three 74LS240 bus, buffers to provide
higher current-drive capability to 24
lines, 8 of which are inputs and 16 of
which are outputs.

The 8255 PPI
The 8255 is a general-purpose lIO
device that operates in several modes.
I':ve chosen the simplest mode for this
application, the mode in which each
of three sets of lines can be programmed to be inputs or outputs. In
this case, I've arbitrarily made the
"A" and "B" lines outputs, and the
"C" lines inputs, although the sets
could have been either inputs or out270
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puts by simply outputting the proper
control byte.
Many of the signals previously
described are used in this design .
The addresses of the device are
FF40, FF41, FF42, and FF43. The
SCS* signal enables the 8255 (CS is
chip select), and address lines Al and
AO choose the two lower address bits.
Since the 8255 requires a write signal of 0 (WR) and a read signal of 0
(RO), I've added some additional
logiC (74LSOO) to provide the proper
signal from the basic R/ W * signal.
The 8255 is cleared by a RESET signal of logic 1; another section of the
74LSOO changes the active low
RESET * from the 6809E to an active
high signal.
The 24 lines go to three 74LS240
chips. These are octal buffers that
provide up to 40 milliamps (rnA) of
"sink" current and invert the 8255 signal.
Software for the GPIO Board
Programming the board is easy.
First, the 8255 must be initialized to
mode 0, the simplest lIO mode that it
can use. This is done by outputting a
value of decimal 137 to address FF43
hexadecimal (the 8255 control register), either by a BASIC POKE
65347,137 or by an assembly-language instruction. This initialization
should be done on power-up or after
every system reset.
To write to port A or B, do a POKE
65344, v or a POKE 65345, v, with v
set to the 8-bit value for lines PX7PXo. The value will be latched into
the 8255 and remain on the outputs
until overwritten by a new value. To
set lines PB7, PB6, and PBO, for example, do a POKE 65345,193. The
outputs of the 74LS240 will be inverted.
To read port C, do a PEEK (65346).
The value will be returned as an 8-bit
number, corresponding to lines PC7PCO. The inputs from the 74LS240
are inverted.
Using the GPIO Board
A small reed relay can be driven by
a 74LS240 output. The maximum current required to pull in the relay cannot exceed 40 rnA. Radio Shack
relays (275-228) were used in the pro-

Summa Cum Laude!
Just three years ago, Intertec stunned
the microcomputer industry when its
SuperBrain T" desktop computer graduated with honors ... outperforming all
the others by achieving the best price/
performance ratio in its class. Today,
that scholastic achievement remains unchallenged. At least until now . . .
Announcing SuperBrain lI n' . .. our
latest microcomputer marvel that's destined to be the "Most Likely to Succeed"
in the Class of '82. With thousands of
SuperBrains in use worldwide, it's no
surprise that SuperBrain II users have
given our new model the highest honors
yet. Standard features include a powerful
64K of internal memory, a CPIM* operating system, a 24 line x 80 column
display on a 12-inch non-glare screen, a
full-featured ASCII keypad with operator
convenience keys, twin Z80 processors
and dual RS-232 communications and
printer ports. But SuperB rain II outsmarts its Class of '79 counterpart by
· Registered trademark of Digital Research

t ~'l icrosoft

offering leaner pricing, more features and
better overall system performance. New
SuperBrain II features include a faster,
enhanced disk operating system, a library of new visual attributes including
reverse video, below-the-line descenders and impressive graphics capabilities
and Microsoft' BASIC - all included at
absolutely no extra cost!
SuperB rain II's internal circuitry has
also been completely redesigned and is
now computer tested to ensure optimum
field reliability. Plus, there are four new
SuperB rain II models from which to
choose, offering disk storage capacities
from 350K bytes to 10 megabytes! But,
best of all, prices start as low as $2,495,
including software!
Of all the single-user microcomputers
available today, our SuperBrain II is
certainly in a class by itself. Not only
does it outprice and outperform its competitive classmates, it's also backed by
our comprehensive customer protection

is a trademark of r-,'licrosoft Corporation.

programs - depot maintenance, extended warranties, a satisfaction guarantee and a factory sponsored users group.
All in all, the SuperBrain!I''' represents
the most incredible microcomputer value
we've ever seen (or probably ever will
see) in a long, long time.
Contact your local dealer or call or
write us at the address below for more
information on our full line of single and
multi-user microcomputers. Ask for our
SuperBrain II "Buyers Guide" and find
out why so many microcomputer buyers
who insist on quality and value . . . insist
on Intertec.

2300 Broad River Rd. Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 798-9100 TWX : 810-666-2115
Circle 75 on inquiry card.
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Figure 5: The general-purpose lIO board consists of a programmable peripheral in terface (PPI) chip, 3 bus-driver chips, and minor

logic conversion. T he PPI provides 24 discrete lines that can be used to drive relays or other devices . In this configuration , 16 of the
lines are outputs and 8 are inputs.
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CUT OFF
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PEEL OFF AND DISCARD "ETCH"
FOR HALVES OF STH PINS

Figure 6: A Vector Electronics 3719-1 DIP plugboard can be cut to fit the 40-pin edge
connector and cutout for the Color Computer ROM cartridge port,

totype, drawing 22.5 rnA. These
relays will handle up to % ampere
(A) on the contacts and can be used
to drive a larger relay or small load at
a local or remote location.
On the input side, the Radio Shack
relay can be used in reverse. The contact closure pulls down a signal input
from logic 1 to 0, as shown in figure
5. The control voltage can be 5 to 6 V
DC from a remote location.
The output side can also drive any
other transistor-transistor logic (TTL)
274
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74LSOO·1
74LSOO-2
8255-5
8255·36
8255·6
8255-8
8255·9
8255·27
·28
-29
·30
·3 1
·32
·33
·34
74LSOO·4
74LSOO-5
8255·35
Vee Bus
GNO Bus

R/W-

8255·37
·38
·39
-40

74LS240·2
-4
-6

PA7

·8

4
3
2
1

·22

)I

l

CC·18
74LSOO-1
74LSOO·3
74LSOO·1
CC·36
CC·20
CC·19
CC·17
CC-16
CC·15
CC-14
CC·13
CC·12
CC·11
CC·10
CC-5
74LSOo·4
74LSOO·6
CC·9
CC·33

8255·25
-24
·23

I
I,
)I
:I

,I ,

Signal

·3
·4

,I

I
I

To

·1
·2

I

I

From

circuit, as long as the length of wire
from the 74LS240 output to TTL input is kept shorter than three or four
feet.
Devices such as optoisolators or
solid-state relays can be driven by the
outputs to control virtually any
device.

Construction of the GPIO Board
The board is constructed on a Vector Electronics 3719-1 DIP plugboard.
This board is not available at Radio

R/W-

AD

WR_
SCS -/CS
A1
AO
07
06
05
04
03
02
01
DO
RESETRESETRESET

·11
·1 3
·15
·17
74LS240·2

·4
·6
·8
·11

·21
·13
·20
·15
·19
·17
·18
74LS240·18
8255·10
·16
-11
·14
·12
·12
·13
-9
·17
-7
-16
·5
·15
·3
·14
To V ee Bus:
74LSOO·14
8255·26
74LS240·20 (3)

Vee

GNO

6
5

o
PB7

6
5
4

3
2

1

o
PC7

6
5
4
3
2
1

o

To GNO Bus:
74LSOO-7
8255·7
74LS240·1 (3)
74LS240-19 (3)
74LS240·10 (3)
O.1-J.'F capac itors between:
Vee and GNO Buses
V ee and GND Pins on 5 IC Sockets

Table 2: General-purpose I/O board
wire list.

Shack stores, but is probably one of
the most popular "prototype" boards
around.
The Vector board comes with a
36-position edge connector, as shown
in figure 6. Cut the board as shown in

peripherals
FANTASTIC PRICES!
Unlimited ... SELECTION
OUR FAST SERVICE, PRODUCT
AND OUR CUSTOMERS'
SATISFACTION MAKE US #1.
ZENITH
Z·89·48K
Z·90·64K DO
Z·19 Terminal
Z·121 Monitor 12"

EPSON PRINTERS
$2299
$2588
$777
$149

ATARI COMPUTERS
Atari 800 16K
Atari 400
Atari Interface Module
Atari 810 Single Disk
Atari 815 Dual Disk
Atari 830 Modem
Programmer
Entertainer
Star Raiders
16K Mem. Exp. for Atari
32K Mem. Exp. for Atari

$688
$318
$174
$444
TBA
$166
$59
$84
$34
$74
$114

$2279
$2649
$1699
$1599

NEC DOT MATRIX
$474
PC·8023
Call for prices on ribbons, etc.
MORE PRINTERS
Anadex 9500/9501
Anadex Dp·9000
Okidata Microline 80A
Okidata Microline 82A
Okidata Microline 83A
Tractor (OKI 80 + 82 only)
Diablo 630

$1295
$1049
$339
$474
$724
$60
$2044

Circle 362 on Inquiry card.

PC·8001A Computer w/32K
PC·8012A w/32K + Exp. Slots
PC·8031A Dual Mini Disk
PC·8032A Add·on Mini Disk
Call for Software Prices

$888
$588
$888
$777

1·800·343·4114
ORDERING INFORMATION
Our order lines are open gAM to 6PM
EST Monday thru Friday. Phone
orders are welcome; same day ship·
ment on orders placed before 10AM.
Free use of Mastercard and VISA. Per·
sonal checks require 2 weeks
clearance. Manufacturer's warranty
included on all equipment. Prices sub·
ject to revision. C.O.D.'s accepted.

For service, quality and delivery call:

MONITORS
Sanyo 12" GRN Phosphor
Sanyo 12" Black + White
Amdek 12" 300 GRN Phosphor
Amdek 12" Color
.
NEC 12" GRN Phosphor
NEC 12" Color

NEC·PC 8000
Series Microcomputer

TOLL FREE

NEC PRINTERS
7710/30 Spinwriter RIO
7720 Spinwriter KSR
3510/30 Spinwriter RIO
3500 Serial Spinwriter

MX·70
$288
MX·80 w/Graphics
$444
MX·80 FT (Friction + Tractor)
$544
MX·100 (15" Carriage)
$744
Call for prices on
Ribbons, Cables and Interfaces

$266
$239
$164
$344
$164
$344

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED
(617) 655· 7 400
62 N. Main St.· Natick, MA 01760
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Figure 7: GPIO board component mounting. Five Ie sockets and two sets of buses constitute the major mechanical construction of the board.

the figure so that it will be able to fit
into the ROM cartridge hole and connector.
Once the board is cut, mount five
IC sockets (see figure 7). At least one
pin of each socket should be soldered
to a copper pad on the board . Wiring
will provide additional mechanical
support for the sockets.
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Figure 8: GPIO pin connections viewed
from the bottom side .
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Four buses are constructed out of
14-gauge bare wire, as shown in the
figure. Enlarge the holes slightly to
pass the wire and solder the ends to
the solder pads on the top side of the
board. Two O.l-microfarad (/LF) disk
capacitors are mounted between each
set of buses .
After mounting the IC sockets and

buses, wire the board as shown in
table 2. I used wire-wrap wire (30
AWG) for all logic connections and
larger-gauge "hook-up" wire for
power and bus connections . The
wire-wrap wire can be soldered to the
IC socket pins, or, if you wish, you
can wire-wrap the pins. Edge-connector connections are soldered .
Add five additional O.l-/LF disk
capacitors between the Vee and
ground pins of each socket for noise
immunity .
The pin-position numbering for the
40 pins of the edge connector is
shown in figure 8. Pin numbering for
the board and Color Computer connector is shown in figure 9.
Circle 344 on Inquiry card . ......

COMMON PINS
FIT NICELY INTO
IC SOCKET HOLES
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Figure 9: GPIO and Color Computer cartridge-connector pin designations.

Figure 10: The GPIO may be conveniently "buzzed out" with a continuity tester or
ohmmeter and tw o common pins that fit
into IC socket holes,

SlOE VIEW

TOP VIEW

The plastic on the case is easy to
work with, and I found that a sharp
razor blade will cut through the plastic quite easily, albeit with a dozen
passes, File off the cut edges for
aesthetics. Add two screws to hold
the cover in place,

PC
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OF BOTTOM HALF

Figure 11: The GPIO protective cover is made from two cut-down plastic cassette-tape
cases. The cover holds the GPIO board in place and acts as a guide in inserting the
board,

After wiring, check all connections
by "buzzing out" the sockets with a
continuity tester. I use two common
p ins to get into the IC socket holes, as
shown in figure 10.
Once the board connections have
been checked out, you can add the
protective cover. By a strange coin278
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cidence, the Color Computer ROM
cartridge hole is almost an exact
match for a common cassette-tape
case inserted widthwise. Two covers
can be sacrificed to make a workable
cover that will align the board properly in the ROM cartridge hole (see
figure 11).

Testing the Board
Turn off the Color Computer and
insert the board into the cartridge cutout. The PC board should go in easily
and the cover should clear the sides
with no binding .
Enter the program shown in listing
1. The first part of this program
prints the input lines and allows entry
of output data, The second part toggles the output lines on and off at a
slow rate. You can test the outputs by
using a common light-emitting diode
(LED) with a current-limiting resistor,
as shown in figure 12. Inputs may be
carefully grounded as shown in the
figure; you should see the values
change on the display as you vary the
inputs .
The relay connections for both input and output are shown in figure
13 .

Using the Nonmaskable Interrupt
The NMI * signal on pin 4 can be
generated on the GPIO board quite
easily by grounding pin 4. When this
signal goes to ground (logic 0), it
causes the following hardware actions to occur:

otfj. \ "

.... . .

!,. .~~"

.. . ,.. ..

(;;ii\\ iLl"l'
It's a fact. Asingle chart or graph can tell you instantly what it
takes hours to interpret from printouts or other raw data.
Now, with the Strobe 100 Graphics Plotter and Software
package, you can create superb hardcopy graphics directly
from your computer. And you can do it for an investment of
only $995.
The Strobe System transforms complex data into
dynamic, colorful visuals with a
few simple commands from your
computer. Charts and transparencies that once took hours to produce are plotted within minutes.
Information can be presented as
bar charts, pie charts, curves or
isometrics in a variety of colors.
And with a resolution of 500
points per inch, the Strobe 100
matches or surpasses the quality
of plotters costing thousands of
dollars more.

You can also save and modify your graphics through
Strobe's menu-driven programs. Abroad selection of
software-including a VisiCalc*-compatible programis now available.
When the Strobe Graphics System is interfaced to your
computer, an 8-1/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper can speak anyone's language-visually. Visit your local dealer and learn
how to start charting your fortunes today. Because a perspective
on the present can also be your
window on the future.

~~
STROBE
INCORPORA1ED

Strobe Inc.
897-5A Independence Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
Telephone 415/ 969-5130

The Strobe Graphics System
Seeing is believing

Circle 427 on Inquiry card.
*VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp.

Listing 1: This test driver for the GPIO board allows manual entry of output values or a
slow-speed toggling of output lines.
10~ ~ TEST DRIVER FOR GENERAL-PURPOSE I/O
110 POKE 63347,137
120 POKE 65344., 0
130 POKE 63343,0
140 PRINT PEEK(65346)
130 1F 11'4KE'($=
THEt~ GOTO 140
160 INPUT A,S
170 POKE 63:344, A
180 POKE 63343~8
190 GOTO 140
1000 POKE 63347,137
1010 POK~ 65344,0
1020 POKE 63343,0
1030 FOR 1-0 TO 1000'NEXT I
1040 POKE 63344,235
1050 POKE 65345,253
1060 FOR 1=0 TO 1000'NEXT I
1070 GiOTO 1010
II II

Listing 2: This simple interrupt-handling program increments location 3FFF hexadecimal for each NMI interrupt received.

100
110
120
13.0
140
150
160

' NMI INTERRUPT EXERCISER
POKE LH109,126'POKE 'HleA~63 : POKE 'H108,240
POKE 'H3FF0,124'POKE 'H3FF1,63'POKE &H3FF2,2!53
pm<E tH3FF3., 59
POKE 'H3FFF,0
PRINT PEEK('H3FFF)
GOTO 150

TESTING OUTPUTS
LED ILLUMINATES FOR "1",
DARK FOR "0"

~

330.o.~
~

~~

\
TO GROUND BUS
OR PIN
•

)
COMMON
PIN--...,

CATHODE
LEAD

~

SOLDER POINTS

ANODE LEAD

~""""

TO IC PIN

TESTING INPUTS

~CE~~$EBDE__~

~

--.;::::-- .. TO GROUND BUS
CAREFULLY TOUCH
OR PIN
IC PIN (MAKE CERTAIN
IT IS PROPER PIN! )

Figure 12: Outputs are tested by a common LED in series with a 330-ohm resistor. The
LED should illuminate for a logic 1 output. Inputs are tested by grounding the input
pins and observing the value read.
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1. The processor completes the current instruction.
2. The processor saves the contents
of the program counter in the
stack.
3. If the "E" bit is currently set in the
condition codes, all the processor
registers are saved in the stack. If
the "E" bit is not set, only the condition codes are saved in the stack.
4. The processor reads the NMI vector address from memory location
FFFC-FFFD. It then transfers control to the address found at that
location.

In the Color Computer, the NMI
vector is actually at location BFFCBFFD, which normally holds address
0109 . Locations 0109, 010A, and
010B would normally contain a jump
instruction to the machine-language
NMI processing routine in RAM. The
NMI processing routine would handle
the NMI and then, as a last instruction, perform an "RTI," or return
from interrupt, instruction. This
would return processing to the interruption point, which could be in the
BASIC interpreter or in a machinelanguage program in RAM.
I can't provide a complete course in
reentrant interrupt processing, but I
can give you a flavor of what is involved in using the NMI. The program in listing 2 shows a simple
BASIC program that pokes a "JMP
$3FFO" instruction into locations
0109-01B and "INC $3FFF" and
"RTI" instructions into locations
3FFO-3FF3. This short NMI processing program will increment location
3FFF for every NMI.
To see the effects of the NMI, connect a short piece of wire from pin 4,
with the opposite end loose. Key in
the program after first protecting high
RAM by a "CLEAR 200, &H3FEF".
Run the BASIC program and ground
the NMI pin by grounding the wire
on the ground bus or ground pin.
You'll see the count in location
3FFF change rapidly. Each time it
changes by one, an NMI interrupt has
occurred, and the NMI interrupt processing routine at location 3FFO has
been entered. The count changes by
more than one because the connec-

LETTER-PERFECT PRINTER
DOUBLES AS DATA CRUNCHER.

Print two ways .. .correspondence quality and high speed data processing.
Now priced under $20oo!
The new T-1805 dual purpose serial printer uses a unique
40 x 18 matrix dot pattern for high quality correspondence
printing ; or, flip a switch , it uses a 7 x 9 matrix for high
speed data processing printing . In the high speed mode,
it generates reports at time-saving throughput rates
reaching 200 lines per minute . In the reduced speed
correspondence mode, its pivoting print head lays down
overlapping dots to create a letter-perfect character that
looks like it came from an office typewriter.
The T-1805 is the latest evolution in the popular and
proven T-1000 series of serial printers . As such, the

Printers for the long run.

MANNESMANN

TALLY
Circle 281 on inquiry card.

NCC HOUSTON
JUNE 7-10
BOOTH 6100

T-1805 offers the same quality construction, high reliability, ease of operation and operator conveniences. Plus,
for the benefit of the office crew, the T-1805 is exceptionally quiet. Its 53 dbA noise level ranks it as the quietest
impact printer on the market.
There 's much moreto tell, so visit or call your
Mannesmann Tally sales outlet today.
Mannesmann Tally, 8301 South 180th Street, Kent, WA
98031. Phone (206) 251-5524.
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tion to ground has not been "debounced" -many momentary contacts have occurred in connecting the
wire to ground, and each one has generated an NMI.
The NMI * input can indeed be used
for real-time processing by providing
a single pulse from a logic 1 to a logic
0, and by a relevant NMI processing
routine in assembly-language code.
As the textbooks state, 'This will be
left up to the student as an
exercise!".
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- - - ; WIRE WRAP WIRE

Figure 13: Radio Shack 275-228 reed relay can be used either for output driving or for

1. Ahrens, Tim , Jack Browne , and Hunter
Scales . "What's Inside Radio Shack 's
Color Computer? " BYTE, March 1981 , p.
90 .
2 . Motorola Microprocessors Data Manual
(available from Motorola Semiconductor
Products Inc. , POB 20924, Phoenix, AZ

current-driven inputs. Although the relays are inelegant, they do prevent problems with
noise over long cable runs .

BROAD BAND MI
WAVE
RECEIVER SYSTEM
1.8GHZ to 2.4 GHZ I

Fourth Dimension Systems

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
FOR APPL~ COMP.

1. CONTRAST
2. POWER·BRIGHT
3. V·HOLD
4. H·HOLD

VIDEO 100
12"Black & White

MONITOR

e unit featu res a track
zero micro-switch and
read/write electronics
DOS 3.2.1., DOS 3.3,
PASCA L or CP/M.

$

I~M~="~.B1~~rI

SU
16K RAM EXPANSION CARD
For Your APPlEal
LANGUAGE TRANSPARENT

ALL N

ony

34995

$8950

~STAL95

79

85036).

$295.00

RANGE :

Line of sight to 250 mil es .

SCOPE:

Will receive within the frequenc y band from satelit es. prima
mi c rowa ve stations. and re pea ter micr owave boost

stations .
CO NTENTS: Packaged in 19" x19"x4 1/ 2" corrug" ,ed carton
•
•
•
•
•

24·' Di shwith:
Feed-Horn Recei ver
M ounting Brack et
Mounting Clamp
Instructions

•
•
•
•

CU rlIUI"'lt' .

300 Ohm to 75 Ohm Adapter
750 Ohm to 300 Ohm Adapter
60 Feet Coax Cable with Co nnecto rs
3 Feet Coax Cable with Co nn ecto rs

VISION-aO©80x24 Video
Display Card

$269

Vista Computer Company's new Vision-80 board is a
sophisticated yet easy to use video display card for
the Apple com utero
T

"

TERMS OF SALE : Cash, checks, credit cards, C.O.D.

Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

"HAVE YOU KISSED YOUR COMPUTER LATELY"

Components Express, Inc.
380 E. Edinger. Santa Ana, Calif. 92705.714/558-3972
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TWX 910-595-1565
Circle 101 on inquiry card.

If you want to move up to 16 bits
but don't want to leave your data behmd
If you want to move up to multi-user
but don't want to lose size and speed

You want MP/M™
8-1S.
G&G ENGINEERING and CompuProM
do it best!

MP/M 8-16 gives you:
• Both 8 and 16 bit CP/M® program execution on the same sophisticated multi-user,
multi-tasking system.
• Complete compatibility with CP/M 2.2,TM CP/M 86,TM MP/M 2,TM and MP/M 86™ software. You get it all!
• Large CP/M 2.2 program user area-61K! This is 6K more user space than you
get on single user CP/M 2.2!
• Effortless transition from 8 to 16 bits. Conversion to 16 bit versions of current 8 bit
software (e.g. CBASICTM to CBASIC 86™) is totally transparent-your 8 bit data and
source files are ready to run in the 16 bit world.
MP/M 8-16 is a proprietary implementation of Digital Research's MP/M 86
operating system, configured for CompuPro by G&G Engineering. An extraordinary
feature of MP/M 8-16 is that it runs both 8 and 16 bit programs AT THE SAME TIME!
This is not an emulation. MP/M 8-16 uses CompuPro's 8085 CPU board to run CP/M
2.2 compatible programs on a high speed 8085 CPU and CP/M 86 compatible
programs on a high speed 8088.
But G&G doesn't stop there. We've added enhancements that make
MP/M 8-16 exceptionally user friendly, including: user accounting with password protection, selective account access on individual terminals, single-user start-up for
system maintenance, printing of a message-of-the-day file for user information, interterminal communication, user mail system and more.
MP/M 8-16 systems start at $8995, terminals not included.
G&G Engineering is an authorized CompuPro Systems Center.

aa

G&G
ENGINEERING

1922 Republic Avenue, San Leandro, CA 94577 (415) 895-0798
COMPUPRO Is a trademark of Godbout Electronics ; MPIM , MPIM 2, MPIM 86, CPIM, CPIM 2.2, CPIM 86, CBASIC and CBASIC 86 are trademarks of Digital Rese arch .

Circle 198 on inquiry card.

A whole new generation of Epson MX printers
has just arrived. And while they share the family
traits that made Epson famous -like unequalled
reliability and ultra-fine printing - they've got a
lot more of what it takes to be a legend.
For instance, they've got a few extra type styles.
Sixty-six, to be exact, including italics, a handy
subscript and superscript for scientific notation,
and enough international symbols to print most
Western languages.

What's more, on the new-generation MX-80,
MX-80 FIT and MX-IOO, you get GRAFTRAXPlus dot addressable graphics. Standard . So now
you can have precision to rival plotters in a reliable Epson printer. Not to mention true backspace, software printer reset, and programmable
form length, horizontal tab and right margin.
All in all, they've got the features that make
them destined for stardom. But the best part is
that beneath this software bonanza beats the

•••
heart of an Epson. So you still get a bidirectional,
logical seeking, disposable print head, crisp,
clean, correspondence quality printing, and the
kind of reliability that has made Epson the bestselling printers in the world.
All of which should come as no surprise, especially when you look at the family tree. After all,
Epson invented digital printers almost seventeen
years ago for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics. We were

the first to make printers as reliable as the family
stereo. And we introduced the computer world
to correspondence quality printing and disposable print heads. And now we've given birth to
the finest printers for small computers on the
market.
What's next? Wait and
see. We're already
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
expecting.

EPSON

3415 Kashiwa Street" Torrance, CA 90505" (213) 539-9140
ORIGINAL
MX-80

FEATURE

GRAFTRAX-80'

ORIGINAL
MX-IOO

MX-80 MX-80 FIT
MX-IOO
with GRAFTRAX-Plus

Bidirectional printing

X

X

X

X

X

X

Logical seeking function

X

X

X

X

X

X

Disposable print head

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Speed: 80 CPS

X

X

X

X

X

Matrix: 9 x 9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Selectable paper feed

X

PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS
Line spacing to n/216

X

X

X

Programmable form length

X

X

X

X

X

X

Programmable horizontal tabs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Skip over perforation
PRINT MODES AND CHARACTER FONTS
96 ASCn characters

X

Italics character font

X

X

X

Special international symbols
Normal, Emphasized, Double-Strike
and Double/Emphasized print modes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Subscript/Superscript print mode

X

X

X

Underline mode

X

X

X

X

X

IOCPl

X

X

X

X

X

X

5CPI
17.16 CPI

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

8.58 CPI

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bit image 60 D.P.!'

X

X

X

X

X

Bit image 120 D.P.!'

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

DOT GRAPHICS MODE
Line drawing graphics

CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Software printer reset

X

Adjustable right margin
True back space

X

INTERFACES
Standard - Centronics-style 8-bit parallel
Optional- RS-232C current loop w/ZK buffer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

RS-232C x-on/x-off wl2K buffer

X

X

X

X

X

IEEE-488

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

"Tandy TRS-80 block graphics only available with GRAFTRAX 80.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNabcdefghijklmnASCDEFGHIJKLMNabcdefghijklmn01234
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNabcdefghijklmn~BCDEFGHIJKLMNabcdef9hjjklm001234

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNabcdefghijklmnRBCDEFGHIJKLHHabcdefghijkI.n01234
ABCDEF~b~d~~RBCDEF~b~d~f0123456

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXabcdefghi jklmnoQgrstuvwx RBCDEF6HIJKLNHOPGRSTUVMlabcdefghiiklJnoeQfstuvNx01234567
ABCDEF~b~d~~RBCDEF~b~d~f0123456
ABCD~FGHIJKLMNabcd_~Qhi~k1mM~~CDEFBHZJKLHN~~cd~~gh~JkI mn~~234
AeCDEFBHIJ~L"NOPQASTUVMX.bcd.fghlj~l.nopqr.tuvwMRBCDEF 5HIJNL~HOPQRS7UV.X.bcd.rghJJkl.nopqrstuYwx.1234e67

Circle 187 on Inquiry card .

User's Column

Terminal Madness, The Word,
Grammatik, and Then Some
The critic reviews some new computer terminals,
word-processing software, BASIC compilers, and M-drive.
Jerry Pournelle
c/ o BYTE Publications
POB 372

Hancock, NH 03449

As if we didn't have enough problems here at Chaos Manor, we had to
buy a new terminal the other day .
We've had the Godbout 8085 / 88
running for a couple of months now .
(Incidentally, I need a name for that
machine; preferably one not too
blasphemous.) We set it up with a
Zenith Z-19 terminal, which works
all right (except that all three that my
consultant friend Tony Pietsch
bought had a loosely soldered wire in
the horizontal amplifier); but I don't
like it. The dislike is purely personal :
the keyboard is too close to the screen
for me . I wear bifocal glasses, and I'm
torn between moving my head forward and looking- down, or moving
back and not being able to see the letters at all.
So, what I wanted was a terminal
286
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with detached keyboard. Preferably
one with a video output on the back
so that I could switch the output onto
my big 15-inch Hitachi monitor that

I may one day buy
an IBM - but not until
I get over the shock
of that ruined
keyboard.
sits 29 inches from my head . I also required a really nifty keyboard, one
that has a good feel and a Selectric
key layout.
"DEC VT -100, " said my
engineering-genius friend Tony.

"Costs a little more but has
everything you want. And DEC
equipment is reliable. It's also maintainable. If I've got to work on it, I
prefer DEC. "
Only there's no store that sells
VT-100s in Los Angeles County,
which is weird, but there it is.
''Televideo 950, " said Bill Godbout
when I asked him. "We're converting
to Televideo 950s everywhere, and
our people really like them ."
That, at least, I could look at, so
off I went to Dick Dickenson's establishment, which seems to be named
Compu-Plus this week. (It began as
Computer Components, where my
mad friend and I bought our old
memo-wreck keyboards and some
other surplus equipment; changed to
Computer World; changed again to ,

"We provide business
prograrnsasindividualas
your business needs?'
"Allow me to introduce myself. I'm a Vector
computer, dedicated to the advancement of society. And
I'd like to tell you how a computer can help you man age your business more efficiently. Especially if that
com puter is a Vector, like me. Because we're probably the most flexible and cost-effective computers you
can find.
"Our programs are the key. Because they enable
me to handle sales forecasting, budgeting, job costing
and proposal s, commissions, personalized mass mailings, charts and graphs. We Vectors can even talk to each
other and to other bigger computers.
" Unique combinations of our individual programs can actually customize me to meet your specific
requirements . Any combination of our software packages can be assemb led right off the shelf, to help you
realize your full potential as a salesman, merchant,
stockbroker, clergyman, contractor, real estate or insurance agent or whatever your business.
"Choose from Memorite III for word processing
and mail list management, Execuplan for financial planning and forecasting , Business Accounting, Data
Management for filing and sorting information, Communications and a host of others . And, of course , all we
Vectors come with the popular CP/ M operating system.
"For more information and your local dealer,
call us at (805)499-5831 or (800) 235-3547. In California,
call (800) 322-3577. Or write to us at 500 North Ventu
Park Road, Thousand Oaks, CA 9l320.
"We'll show you how we small information systems
can mean big business for you:'
Circle 457 on Inquiry card .

V-cCTO=I

Vector Graphic, Inc.

COMPUTERS FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SOCIETY.
So ld and suppo rted by 400 deal ers wo r ldwide .
Vector Produ cts are a pproved on Ge nera l Ser vi ce s Admin istrat ion au th orized ADP
sc hedu led pri ce li st.

Dan Mac Lean, RIP
I often start these columns with a
quote from my mad friend. Alas, I'll
never be able to do that again. Dan Mac
Lean died of cancer in December. He'd
known for a good year that he had
about a year to live.
My mad friend never published
much, but he had a great and beneficial
effect on the microcomputer world. For
one thing, any influence I may have is
due to him ; he talked me into getting
my first machine, held my hand while I
learned to use it, and encouraged me to
do these columns.
More than that, he was insatiably
curious. He examined everything in the
microcomputer field: programs, hardware, and you name it. He'd used it or
knew someone who had; and he had
strong opinions.
I suppose he was sometimes wrong,
although I can't think of an instance just
now; but because he had strong opinions, with good reasons for holding
them, he shook up a lot of prejudices.
Winning an argument with Mac Lean
was possible, but it was never easy; and
whether you won or lost, after you discussed a matter with him, you understood it much better than you did when
you began.
Mac Lean was an expert software
thief: I don't suppose there was a single
program in all the world that he hadn 't

and I kid you not, 'The Place You Go
To Buy Computers Incorporated";
and now has become Compu-Plus .
My son Alex says that next week
they'll be Xylophone Computers, but
I don't believe that.)
Dickenson had a Televideo 950 set
up there, and I played about with it
and liked the feel of the keyboard .
The screen was rock steady and easy
to read. The character set looked
good. He had them in stock, and my
son Alex needed a terminal for his
machine down in San Diego, so if I
bought the 950 on the spot, Alex could
take my 2-19 away with him.
But there was one other alternative
to explore: buy an IBM Personal
Computer and teach it to be a terminal. That would be an expensive
solution, but just at the moment
that's not a problem; so off we went
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got, somehow. When George Tate first
met him, he offered Mac Lean copies of
any programs Ashton-Tate had on the
grounds that, if he gave them to him,
Mac Lean would feel some ethical
obligation; and Mac Lean would certainly get them one way or another,
anyway.
Understand, my mad friend didn 't do
anything unethical with his booty. He
never sold anything and was reluctant
to give programs away, except to people he knew wouldn't have bought
them. But he did analyze programs and
try to use them, and his views often got
into this column. (At the direction of his
widow, all of Mac Lean 's disks except ,
those containing his own writings have
been reformatted; we'll never know
precisely what he had on those disks,
which is probably just as well.)
He also wrote letters. Lord Almighty,
did he write letters. Some of them were
hilarious. Some were very serious, and
many of his suggestions were taken by
major firms. He had a lot more influence than you see on the surface.
Mac Lean worked off and on for the
U.S. government, as a consultant to
private firms , and as a collector of
general information. He helped hundreds of people, and we're all going to
miss him. I certainly do.

to Computerland, where IBM
machines are set up and working.
After all, I've worn out three IBM
Selectric typewriters. I know that
keyboard and its feel and layout, and
I love it. From Gregg Williams's
review of the Personal Computer (see
"A Closer Look at the IBM Personal
Computer," January BYTE 1982,
page 36), I could see I would like the
graphics and letter set, and IBM sells
complete technical manuals for the
computer.
Meanwhile, Bill Godbout called to
say he was sending me a new Godbout disk controller that would handle Qume DT -5 double-sided doubledensity 5%-inch disks in IBMcompatible format. So there was
everything going for getting an IBM.
Only IBM has ruined the
keyboard! What ought to be its

strongest point, the thing IBM always
excelled at, is its worst mistake.
What IBM did was to put extra
keys between the space bar and the
Shift key. Why, I don't know. The
result is that when you think you've
typed, say, a capital T, you get instead It, which isn't useful at all.
There is also no line-feed key; instead IBM seems to have manipulated
the Carriage Return key to give both
carriage return and line feed when
struck . Unfortunately, many programs won't be able to stand that. I
suppose there's a way to filter that
madness; but there's no help for the
Shift key being mislocated, nor for
the egregious amount of space between the home keys and the Return
key.
I· may one day buy an IBM-but
not until I get over the shock of that
ruined keyboard. I've never been so
disappointed in my life,
So back to Dick Dickenson's place
for a Televideo, which we took home
with us. Installation was no problem.
The documents are absolutely clear,
the data-rate switches and other such
stuff are on the back and clearly
marked, and the stop-bit settings are
simple enough to understand. Bill
Godbout's 8085 BIOS (basic
input/output system) is also clear, so
I was able to set up the 950 in no time .
At first, the only thing I didn't like
about the 950 was minor: the keyboard cable attaches in back of the
terminal, so that the cord has to come
around the side of the machine , It
should attach in front.
So we set it up and turned it on,
and it worked the first time, controlling the Godbout perfectly. I played
about with it a bit, then I loaded
WordmasteL
Blooey.
"Why?" I wondered. So I experimented some more. And sure
enough, any time I sent an escape
character, the terminal went into a
different mode, until eventually it got
into a block mode where it didn't
send anything to the computer at all.
I looked through the manual .
Nothing on that problem . Try logic.
The Televideo 950 uses the Escape
key to send an escape character out,
while Shift-Escape is used to tell the
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machine "This is a setup . Don't send
out the next character, but execute it
as an internal setup instruction ." Unfortunately, this particular machine
was broken; Shift-Escape worked
fine , but Escape did both: that is, it
sent out the escape character all right
but also executed the next character
as an instruction (and sent it out as
well). The results were maddening.
So. Back to Compu-Plus. 'Take it
back, " I told Dick. "I want a DEC
VT-100 ."
"Sure you can have "your money
back," he said . "But I have a
Televideo at home , and we've had
that one out there as a demo for a
year, and nobody ever had any problems with either of them ."
It was Saturday, and Alex wanted
to go back to San Diego, and he needed a terminal ,. and they had three
more 950s in stock .
"Okay, " I said . "I'll take a different
one in exchange . Only this time we
try it out here. "
"Right, " said Dick . "We'll plug it in
right here where the demo is ."
So we did. The first one didn't
work : it couldn 't set the proper data
rate. The next one didn't work . It
couldn't set something, I forget what.
The third one didn't work . It didn't
even turn on. And that was surely
enough.
So I've got my money back, and
I'm using the Z-19 just now , and I've
ordered a DEC VT-100. You can conclude anything you want from my
ordeal. One lesson for sure is that,
although Dick Dickenson's price for a
Televideo 950 is about $150 above the
discount houses, he was right there
and ready to take care of it for me
when I had a problem. It's worth
dealing with established firms with a
reputation for good service; or so say 1.
Words
I have here the biggest software
bargain I know . It's called The Word,
and it comes from Oasis Systems.
The Word is a spelling program; but
it's also a lot more. It counts words for
you. It makes files of words. It will
make a list of each unique word in a
text file and sort it alphabetically. It
will also do a list of each word used and
290
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the number of times you used it, sorted
by frequency of use .
I've used The Word to find strange
character names: that is, I'm working
on. janissaries Two right now. That
story takes place on a planet settled by
successive waves of Celts, M inoans,
Romans, and Franks, so that the
character names tend to be a little
strange. They have to be kept consistent with the culture in which they appear.
This is all right for major characters,
but what if I'm writing along and need
a minor character name? I grab one of
my reference works (such as Robert
Graves's Greek Myths or R. W .
Munro's Highland Clans and Tartans )
and find a suitable name in the index;
and if I'm sensible, I make a note of
that somewhere. But usually I don't
make the note or can't find it, and I
can't remember where this particular
spear carrier appeared when I need to
use him (her, it) again.
But with The Word, I can simply run
the text through the spelling program,
and the program makes a file of all the
words it doesn't recognize. I can now
examine that file, and, 101, there will be
my strange character name.
Then with the Find program I got
from Barry Workman (Utility Disk
One) I can go right into the text files
and find that word in context. Saves no
end of time.
The Word does much more; and it
sells for under $100, which is why I say
it's the biggest bargain in wordhandling software I know .
Incidentally, I'm still using Spellguard too. The Word, while excellent,
isn't quite as convenient for the straight
job of checking spelling, particularly at
three in the morning when I don't want
to think about options and toggles and
command lines. I want a fully menudriven program that just does what I
ask it to without quibbles ; and that's
Spellguard. But for really sophisticated
word work fully under user control,
you just won't beat The Word .
[Editor's Note: Oasis Systems has just
announced The Word Plus . Priced at
$150, several features have been added
including display of suspect words in
context, the ability to use LOOKUP
from within REVIEW, and the ability

MDRRDW
Morrow DMA Controllers
Supercharge Disk Systems.
What EON said: "The (Disk Jockey"" DMA floppy-disk controller)
offers two to three times the performance of comparable
controllers:' And that's for either 5 ~ " or 8" floppy-disk drives
operating from an S-100 (IEEE-696) bus.
How we do it? With channel drive that's almost identical to IBM
370® channel controllers. The DJ/ DMA uses 24-bit addressing. The host writes commands into memory. The DJ/ DMA picks
up commands from the host processor via memory on the
system bus, and transfers data during DMA cycles. Channel commands may be located anywhere in the 24-bit address range.
Upon completion of the command, the controller returns status.
It may also generate an interrupt. Chained commands allow
the controller to return status, or to execute a number of commands in succession . The controller board also contains logic
which allows other IEEE-696 temporary bus masters to contend
for memory cycles . That's the Morrow "channel
concept:' Fast and Simple.
On-board Z-BOA:" By managing both memory and disk
transfers, the resident Z-80A allows reading or writing
to almost any floppy-disk media . 8" or 5 ~ ". Single
or double den sity. Single or double-sided. And up to
eight drives per controller board (no more than
four of each type).
System compatible. Disk Jockey DMA
SUb-systems are compatible with all
IEEE-696, S-100 systems (such as
the Morrow Decision 11M). And , with
most S-100 like systems.
Faster Winchesters. Hard disks
put micros in the mini category.
Now, Morrow's channel driven

Morrow HDC/ DMA
Direct Memory
Access
Hard Di sk
Controller

DMA controller concept makes Winchesters lightning fast. Which
Winchester? Industry standards-Seagate's 5)4" ST506/512,
or 8" drives from Sh ugart/Quantum .
DMA Transfer (Burst Mode). The Morrow Direct Memory Access
Hard Disk Controller (HDC/DMA) picks up commands from
the host processor via memory on the system bus. Commands
are accessed and data is transferred during DMA cycles.
Commands and data transfers may occur anywhere in the 24-bit
address range.
Interrupts. The control ler can generate an interrupt at the end of
each command and/or at the end of each command chain.
Imbedded 1lP. An on-board 8X300 supervises data transfers
between the Winchester drive(s) and main memory. Microcode
in this 7 MHz bipolar microprocessor implements the command structure of the controller.
Expansion. The HDC/ DMA addresses one to four
drives, one to 16 drive heads arid an unlimited
number of tracks. These capabilities allow system
upgrades to additiona l platters and tracks as
Winchester technology advances.
S-100 sub-systems. The HDC/DMA is compatible with all IEEE-696 systems and most
existing S-100 systems-provid ing the bus
clock is 2.5 MHz or faster.
Fast answers. Give us a call, or write us for
more detai ls on our new DMA controller
boards and disk sUb-systems.
LOOK TO MORROW FOR ANSWERS.
· Z·80A is a trademark of Zilog, Inc.

Disk Jockey
DMA Floppy Disk
Controller

MORROW DESIGNS
IBM/ 370 is a registered tradema rk of IBM Corp.
Disk Jockey and Decision I are trad emarks of Morrow Designs.
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5 2 21 Central Avenue, Richmond , CA 94804
(4 15) 524· 2 101 , TWX: 910- 382-8132, (Power Key-Ri chmond)

tric Pencil and WRITE mark the ends of
paragraphs when you hit the Line Feed
key; but the mark they actually insert
in the text is not a line feed, but a carriage return!) In any event, what appear to be identical files can be different, depending on the editor that
created them. What is the poor Pascal
programmer to do? So the Sorcim solution is as good as any, except. . . .
Unfortunately, Sorcim has not provided a way to tum this feature off; so
that if you want to make an exact copy
of a file, you must go through massive
contortions to test for whether or not
there were line feeds in the original
Now the way I intended to learn
Pascal was to go through the excellent
book Software Tools in Pascal by Kernighan and Plauger (Addison-Wesley,
1981) and implement all their utilities as
I came to them. Alas, one of the first
utilities was a Copy utility, and what
could I do about the line-feed and
carriage-return problem? Worse, none
of that is explained in either Kernighan
and Plauger or the Pascal-M documentation. (The documentation tells you
that the read-line utility ignores line
feeds but doesn't tell you the consequences and the way to get around the
problem if you want to see if there were
line feeds.)
Eventually Alex managed a way
around the problem, and after that he
turned out programs in rapid fire order.
He1l shortly have written a really good
text formatter and printer that will do
everything but wash the dishes; the
basic program and most of its features
work now.
He also got many of the programs
from Kernighan and Plauger running
and, for good measure, set up some of
the demonstration programs for me
from Peter Grogono's really excellent
Programming in Pascal (AddisonWesley, 1980) so that they work with
CP 1M. The result is that now I can use
Kernighan and Plauger, and Grogono
as tutorial guides to learning the Pascal
language.
And the books are really good. I can
learn more in a couple of hours of playing about with those books and getting
the programs up than I can in a week
of reading; and when I'm through, I
often have useful utilities as well..
At this point enter Barry Workman.

me.

Photo 1: The critic at work at his California home. Photo by Frank Pournel/e.

to have the software actually make the
correction in your text file. Present
owners of The Word will be able to
upgrade to Plus for the difference in
cost between the two packages. The
original version of The Word will still
be available for $75.... M.H.)

Pascal, Anyone?
My son Alex is a senior in computer
science at the University of California,
San Diego. Since they developed
UCSD Pascal there, you will understand that he's become fairly proficient
in it.
When we got the Godbout 8085/88
running here, Alex undertook to write
some utilities for me, using Sorcim's
Pascal-M on the new Godbout
machine. Consequently, I had the
fascinating experience of watching
someone familiar with computers and
Pascal, but unfamiliar with CP 1M, trying to get programs running. So, as it
happens, did Barry Workman, who
happened to be over. (He's an assistant
scoutmaster in the troop my younger
boys belong to.)
There was no problem with Pascal
itself. The Sorcim documentation is
adequate for that, provided that you're
fairly familiar with Pascal.
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Hooking to CP 1M was another
story. Of course Pascal is notoriously
deficient in input-output (110) to begin
with, and it's not so hot in handling
strings. But the Sorcim Pascal has a
"feature" that sometimes makes things
even worse. When Sorcim Pascal looks
at a file using the "read line" Pascal
command, it ignores line feeds.
A story goes with that. The
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), while nice
enough to work with in many respects,
has one defect: there's no new-line
character. Instead, there are carriage
return and line feed, two separate
characters which together give you a
new line. Many programs will insert a
line feed when they see a carriage
return . Others will not. All have to deal
with this somehow. Sorcim Pascal-M
solves the problem by ignoring line
feeds altogether.
Now this is a good thing under certain circumstances because some text
editors (for example, Wordmaster and
Wordstar) put both carriage return
and line feed into the text, while others
(Electric Pencil, Magic Wand, and
WRITE [Writer's Really Incredible Text
Editor)) insert carriage returns only.
(To make the confusion complete, Elec-

How to get hold of
any information
your company has ...
There's a big gap between having information in your
company and having it in your hands.
First you have to know where it is. Sometimes you don't.
Then you have to send for it (or go get it yourself). It
might be in your secretary's office. It might be in your Hong
Kong office. It might even be in your data processing department where you need a specialist to get it for you.
Now there is a better way.

... in seconds.
With Datapoint's Integrated Electronic Office TM, you can
find the letter, report, or data you want on the screen of
your Datapoint workstation in seconds.
The Integrated Electronic Office (or lEO) includes complete data processing, word processing, electronic message, color graphics, intelligent printing, facsimile and
telecommunications capabilities in one system. Two features make it a more productive way to get hold of information: One, it does the searching. Two, it gives any number
of people access to the same information.

It does the file searching
You don't need file numbers or special codes. Just type in
something that occurs in the document you're looking for,
like a name, a date, or a title. All documents containing that
word or words are identified and listed on the screen. Select
the one you need and the system will display the entire
document.
Only Datapoint@ systems have this unique search
capability.

Every workstation has every file
All your Datapoint workstations will have access to all your
information, no matter where the information is physically
located. (Except, of course, where you want security.) This
gives your people the facts they need faster and eliminates
the need to duplicate information in several locations.
The lEO is expandable, so you buy only what you need
when you need it. You can start with one function like data
processing and add, or begin with multiple functions. Every
component is compatible with every other component so
you won't have to scrap old equipment or programs when
you add something. And there is no practical limit to the
number of users you can add.
The Datapoint lEO isn't just a nifty idea for the office of
the future, it's a working reality. Let us show it to you. Call
(512) 699-7059. Or write for our free brochure: A Capsule
Look at Datapoint. Datapoint Corporation, Corporate
Communications, T41PM, 9725 Datapoint Drive, San
Antonio, Texas 78284.

D

DATAPO INT
SYSTEMS THAT WORK TOGETHER NOW
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"That's worth something," he said.
'There's lots of people who want to
learn Pascal and get discouraged
because they don't know where to
start. You take those programs Alex
did, his notes, your notes, and the two
books, and you've got a complete guide
to learning the language."
"Not me," said 1. "I write books for a
living, articles for fun, and programs
for a hobby, and I'm damned if I11 get
into the software publishing business."
"But I'm in the software publishing
business," said Barry. "At least by
default." (His normal business is consulting on new installations, but he's
slowly built up the mail-order publishing end as a sideline.) '1.et me put that
out for you."
So, Workman offers a package deal
on learning Pascal. The disk with
Alex's programs (sources and notes)
and my notes on what I thought I
needed to know is $50, and whether or
not it's worth it depends entirely on
how badly you want to learn Pascal
and how much of a duffer you are
when you begin work. I can truthfully
say I wish I'd had the package when I
started; it would have saved me a week
and perhaps more. But it is not the
Earth. You'll still need to work.
Understand that you will also need
Crogono's Programming in Pascal and
Kernighan and P1auger's Software
Tools in Pascal. Each sells for about
$15.95 in po ok stores and computer

Me, I keep both and develop proshops. Workman will send the two of
them postpaid for $20 each, so that his grams with the Sordm package. Then
when they're running I use MT + to get
total package is $90 if you want it all.
And understand that this is imple- them running fast; translation isn't all
mented for Sordm's Pascal-M. Since that difficult. But that's an expensive
Alex's programs are in Pascal, you will solution.
not be able to run them if you don't
have the Sordm compiler. (Alex has The Great BASIC Compiler
done exactly the same job on Digital .· Debate
Research's Pascal-MT +. See Items
I recently received several letters imReviewed, page 298.) Barry Workman ploring me to choose between Microhas now put together a package that in- soft's BASCOM and Digital Research 's
cludes Pascal-M (or Pascal-MT +),
CB-80. Both are, of course, BASIC
Alex's programs and notes, my notes,
compilers; the difference is that
BASCOM compiles Microsoft's interand the two books.
Alex's evaluation of the two Pascals pretive BASIC, while CB-80 compiles
is that both are very good. If you're do- CBASIC, which is itself a pseudocompiled language.
ing a lot of experimental programming,
Unfortunately, those were no easy
you'll want the Sorcim Pascal-which
is also the best one to learn the lan- letters to answer. As usual, the answer
guage on. This is because Sorcim's is "it depends."
First, let's establish something: of the
Pascal-M compiles like lightning, much
two languages, CB-80 is unquestionfaster than UCSD Pascal or MT + will
compile. The error messages are very ably better if your criteria are ease of
complete and informative. Thus you use and ability to write structured procan do a lot of programming work in a grams. CB-80 has "functions" that are
indistinguishable in operation from
short time.
Pascal procedures and calls by label
Pascal-M's shortcoming is that it
(COSUB DO-ONE is a perfectly legal
compiles to an intermediate code, and
thus the programs written in Pascal-M statement). CB-80 has a whole host of
features that Microsoft's BASIC simply
tend to be slow. Not egregiously slow,
but certainly slower than programs doesn't support.
Why, then, don't I simply recomwritten in Pascal-MT + , which compiles to machine language. So if you're mend CB-80 and be done with it?
It's a bit like Pascal-M vs. Pascalmore interested in your programs running fast, youll want Digital Research's MT +. Microsoft's BASCOM, used in
conjunction with Microsoft's interMT+.

MEMORY EXPANSION MODULE
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• Directly expands memory to 256K Bytes. Replaces three
64K Byte cards. (larger configurations available)
• Each card aged at high temperature and voltage margined;
less than 350 mA of + 5v; one year warranty.
• Available at participating COMPUTERLAND stores:
contact factory for further information.
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produces CAD and Medical Graphic Display systems
for Hewlett-Packard computers.
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Parallel
muiltiprocessor power.
We've put nine 4 Mhz
Z-80's working in parallel to
give you this performance.
Here's the key: eight
SLAVENETTM processors, each a complete S-100 computer that can
handle two
timeshared
users, with
128K RAM
plus parity,
2K EPROM,
full interrupts, software bank
boundary and two serial ports
for synchronous and asynchronous protocol.

simultaneous and independent users. Our
operating system
includes such
features as
semaphores,
concurrency,
chaining and
true word
processing . And
we have an impressive library of
applications software too .

Store up to 600
Mbytes on hard disk.
We have full compatibility
with UCSD PASCAL IITM and CPt
MTMthrough ISS PASCALTM and
TURSODOSTM, which are fully
interrupt driven, allowing up to 16

Hang on 5", 8"
or 14" Winchester
disk drives with from
5 Mbyte to 600 Mbyte
storage. Or go with 5"
or 8" floppies . With
our system you can
even use your video
tape recorder for

backup. Get up to 100 Mbytes on
a single videotape cartridge.

Get the most computer bang
for the buck.
That's because you can get
started with a low-cost, single
user system and grow from
there. Just plug in boards to go
from one to sixteen users. And
we've made it easy to
reconfigure our I/O system so
you can interface a remarkable
variety of
peripherals and
controllers
without special
programming.
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pretive BASIC, isn't as fast or as convenient as CB-BO; but you can get your
program running much more easily
because of the interpretive feature of
the language. With Microsoft's BASIC
you can write a complex program and
run it (slowly) in the interpretive mode.
You'll be able immediately to correct all
the syntax errors and other trivia, after
which you can check the program logic
to see that the damned thing really does
what you wanted it to do. Only then
must you invest the time in actual compilation.
With CB-80, you must write the program; compile it, at which time you'll
undoubtedly find a dozen trivial errors;
put it back in your editor and fix the
trivia; compile again, when you'll find
more trivial errors that were masked by
the first set of errors; etc. After about
four to five iterations of the above,
you'll finally be ready to check program logic, which may also drive you
crazy because you can't jump around in
the program at will the way you can in
an interpretive language.
So, what do you want? As for me, I
find I do the following: for a quick and
dirty program, one I want to get running right now, I invariably use Microsoft's BASIC; if I'm going to use it very
much, I then compile it with
BASCOM.
For a program that will be part of my
permanent inventory, meaning that it's
complex and will need modifications
over the years, and for which I'll want
lots of comments and a rigid structure,
I almost always start with CB-80.
That's because CB-80 programs are inherently better structured than
BASCOM programs.
Sometimes I'll use Microsoft's BASIC
to get started, then translate to CB-80
later; but that's rare because CB-80 has
so many nifty features that Microsoft's
BASIC lacks.
But that's me. I discussed this with
my mad friend not long before he died,
and he said-not unsurprisingly-that
the answer is "none of the above. ~' Mac
Lean was enamored of ~igital Research's PL-l/80, which is admittedly
harder to learn than either of the above
BASICs, but which he claimed was far
more powerful than either.
And my son Alex, not surprisingly,
argues that Pascal is much better; a sen296
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timent shared by Carl Helmers, the
former editorial director of this
magazine.
And if all that's not enough, I can
find no end of people to tell you that
you must ignore all of the above and
adopt the C programming language.
The latter is a view for which I have
surprisingly friendly sentiment; but the
problem is that there is no good C compiler for microcomputer systems. Now
true, Leor Zolman's BOS C (BoO. Software C, available from Lifeboat Associates, and worth the price even if
you're only mildly curious about C) is a
truly amazing product; but it isn't the
full C language, and the omissions are
not trivial. The Whitesmiths C compiler is a full C compiler (provided you
have more than 60K bytes of free memory), but it is slower than molasses in
January and has perhaps the worst
error-reporting features of any language I've ever seen. You can spend
days trying to get the simplest program
running in Whitesmiths C.
And yet, the C language compiles to
the tightest code of all the higher-level
languages. It runs fast and is suitable
for operating-system programmingsomething you certainly can't say for
any of the other higher-level languages.
If there were a really decent C for
microcomputers I'd be inclined to support it; and I'm very much looking forward to the development of a good C
for my Godbout 8088.
As of this writing, I've no definitive
advice. If I could buy only one higherlevel language, I suppose I'd get CB-80,
an opinion which I suspect is causing
my mad friend to revolve rapidly
because he didn't care much for BASIC
in any of its guises. The second one I'd
buy would be BOS C, followed by
BASCOM, and PUI-80. But that's me,
and I've different problems from many
of you .
I wish I could be more definitive.
Goodies
One reason you'll probably want the
BOS C compiler is the BOS C User's
Group. It puts out a truly amazing pile
of useful software at practically no
cost. You can purchase file comparators, Game of Life, graphics for the
Z-19 terminal, Pong games, Rally
games, and the like. If you like playing

with computers, you really ought to
have BOS C and belong to the user
group; if you get something you like
only once a year, that's worth the cost.
I'm also pleased to say that WRITE,
devised for Larry Niven and myself by
Anton Pietsch, is now available from
Ashton-Tate for terminals as well as for
memory-mapped video. I'm using it on
the Z-19 right now, and it has a mindstaggering pile of features that really
work. George Tate tells me that by the
time you read this it will have been announced and demonstrated at the West
Coast Computer Faire.
WRITE will, in my judgment, blow
Wordstar out of the market. I know
that's a heavy statement, given the
number of people using Words tar; but I
still think it's true. WRITE is a truly
transparent editor. To use it, you just
type. If you want to go back and insert
and delete and in general mess about
with your text, WRITE reformats the
paragraphs automatically; there aren't
any danglers poking out at the end as if
your sentences had rigor mortis.
WRITE lets you change disks while
your text is in the machine, so that
paranoids (like me) can make safety
copies that are truly safe. (The worst
power failure isn't going to go across
the room to the bookcase to clobber
my disk. )
And so forth . Obviously I'm prejudiced. Not that I get any profit from
WRITE, because I don't; but the program was written to make Larry Niven
and me happy . All I can say is, get a
demonstration; if you're a creative
writer, I can't believe you won't prefer
WRITE to any other text editor you've
seen. Meanwhile, Tony is also doing a
programmer's version of WRITE that,
he says, will more than compete with
Wordmaster.
Grammar, Anyone?
One real problem with artificial intelligence is that we can teach computers to spell, but we can't really teach
them grammar. For all the rules that
appear to be rigid, when you get right
inside the grammar of English, there is
far too much of the "you-know-what-Imean" type of statement.
One valiant attempt to change this
comes from the Aspen Software Company, which makes Proofreader and

Introduction to
$12 .95, contains over
understand ,n"',rm~ltln"
cessor can de for you,
of system best fits your
step guide on how to use a word processor.
"This book .. . takes atough, contemporary
subject, crucial to every business reader, and
renders it comprehensible ." Seattle Business
Journal
"For anyone wondering what a wor.d processor
is , .. . or even remotely considering buying one,
this is avery important book."TheAtianta Journal
Introduction to WordStar™ by Arthur Naiman,
$8.95. Learn how easy it is to use WordStar, today's most popular and powerful word processing program . Get off to a smooth start with this
clear, complete reference manual which teaches
you the program , step-by-step. You'll learn how

reference for
enced users.
When you look for information on business or
personal computing, remember SYBEX. We
have the most comprehensive library available,
from Introductory to business to hardware, pro"
gramming and assembly language titles; ali wtlt·
ten by computer professionals. The thorough,
readable approach of SYBEX books Is well
known and favored by both non-teohnical people
and computer specialists. SYBEX is the name
you should think of when you want computer
literature.
CIrcle 431 on InquIry card.
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Items Reviewed
Ashton-Tate
9929 Jefferson
Los Angeles, CA 90230

Lifeboat Associates
1651 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10028

WRITE
(Writers' Really Incredible Text Editor
$395
for terminals)

BDS C Compiler

Aspen Software C ompany
POB 339
Tijeras, NM 87059
Proofreader and Grammatik (combined)
$250
IBM Personal Computer
$139
TRS-80 Model I or 1II
$179
TRS-80 Model II
C ompuPro/G odbout
Oakland Airport, CA 94614
M-Drive
128Kmemory
256Kmemory
Digital Research
POB 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Pascal-MT + 5.5 system
CB-80 l.1

C compiler for CP 1M
Microsoft
400 108th Ave. NE
Suite 200
Bellevue, WA 98004
BASCOM BASIC Compiler
CP 1M and Apple

$350
$500

Pascal-M

Information Systems Division
Entry Systems Business
POB 1328
Boca Raton, FL 33432

Televideo Systems Inc.
1170 Morse Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
$1600

Grammatik. Proofreader is another
spelling program. It's not very good,
compared to the best; it's certainly not
up to Spellguard's standards of performance as far as convenience.
For one thing, the Aspen spelling
checker doesn't know about dot commands: that is, whereas the best spelling programs know that a line beginning with a period is a command line
and contains words to be ignored,
Proofreader faithfully offers all my formatting commands as candidate misspelled words. It's also quite slow, even
on the 8085 at 6 MHz.
What makes the Aspen program
unique is Grammatik, which is an attempt to teach a computer elementary
rules of grammar. Grammatik is an integral part of Proofreader and is invoked from within that program . It
first makes a table of words by frequency (just as The Word does); the idea
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Televideo 950

Utility Disk 'O ne
(including FIND)
Pascal Primer

$32 .50
$50

with Grogono's Programming
in Pascal and Kernighan and
Plauger's Software Tools in Pascal $90
$75

with both books and Sorcim's
Pascal-M compiler

$350

with both books and Digital
Research's Pascal-MT +
compiler

$425

$1795

Sorcim Corporation
405 AIdo Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95050

IBM

IBM Personal Computer

$395

Osborne Computer Corporation
26500 Corporate Ave.
Hayward, CA 94545
Osborne 1

$750

Workman & Associates
112 Marion Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91106

Oasis Systems
2765 Reynard Way
San Diego, CA 92103
The Word

$1590
$3100

$150

Whitesmiths Ltd.
POB 1132
Ansonia Station
New York, NY 10023

Books Reviewed
$395

$1195

here is to let you see if you've overworked any words. Then it looks for
"grammatical errors."
Now, no program yet written actually understands English grammar; certainly none that work on 8-bit microcomputers can. Grammatik can look
for strange errors, such as doubled
words ("the the") and STicky SHift
KEy (more than one letter capitalized in
a word). It makes sure that the first letter of each sentence (defined as the
word fo ll owing a period; be wary of
abbreviations) is capitalized. It can find
misplaced or unbalanced quotation
marks, and it can look at a table of trite
and overworked phrases that are best
avoided and indicate them on the
screen. In other words, it's useful if
your work has to do with words. I've
been using it since it arrived with no
regrets .
Proofreader is apparently available

Software Tools in Pascal
by Brian W. Kernighan and P. J. Plauger,
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, 1981.
$15.95

Programming in Pascal by
Peter Grogono, Reading, MA: AddisonWesley Publishing Company, 1980 $15 .95

without Grammatik; I wouldn't recommend getting Proofreader alone. There
are much better spelling programs . I'm
not sure that Grammatik will work
without Proofreader, which compromises its value. So it goes.

Integrity and High Speed
We now have four major computers:
Ezekial, my five-year-old Cromemco
Z-2 Z80; the Osborne; the Godbout
8085 / 88; and Alex's CCS (California
Computer Systems) Z80. There's also
Dr. Stefan Possony's CCS in Palo Alto,
California, and we have a cousinly
relationship with the L-S Society,
which has installed a Godbout.
Amazingly, we're happy with all of
them. The Osborne, just at the moment, is in the shop; we got one of the
really early ones made before they
shook the bugs out of it. The dealer to
whom Alex took it doesn't know that I
Circle 441 on inquiry card . -+
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First, the

IBM Personal Computer,

The Next Step ...

Tecmar
The TECMAR Expansion series is the first
and only. complete fine of expansion options
available for the IBM Personal Computer.
Now totaling over twenty-five separate
options. the TECMAR series gives you the
broadest range of expansion available for
your IBM Personal Computer.

LASORATORYIINDUSTRIAL EXPANSION through an IEEE 488

SYSTEM EXPANSION with a complete Expansion Chassis providing six
additional system slots, a separate
power supply and styling that complements the IBM system.

interface, the Lab Tender with an 8 bit

AI D and D/ A, or the Lab Master for
12 bit AI D and D/ A, a two axis
Stepper Motor Controller, or the Parallel
Digital-ln / Digital-Out Base
Boa r d '" , V ide 0 Dig i t i z a t ion
with Video VanGogh ' •.

MEMORY EXPANSION

in 64K
128K, 192K and 256K Byte increments of Dynamic RAM with parity.
32K Bytes of Static RAM, 32K Bytes
of CMOS RAM with battery backup, or
up to 128K Bytes of Read Only
Memory.

DEVELOPMENT EXPANSION using
an E +EEPROM programmer, Protozoa prototyping boards or a TECMAR
Extender card_

PRACTICAL EXPANSION with two
Serial ports and one Parallel port on a
single board, or a Time of Day
calendar with battery backup, a Voice
Synthesizer with vocabulary in ROM
and phoneme speech generation,
even a BSR Xl Q'" device controller
for lights and appliances_
DISK EXPANSION through the addition of a five or ten megabyte
Winchester disk. The disk options come enclosed in the TECMAR
Expansion Chassis, providing additional expansion slots as well as
Winchester disk storage. This approach assures you of unmatched
system expandability for nearly any application.

NEW PRODUCTS are currently under development with many soon to
be announced. At present shipping
26 unique IBM add-on products, we
are still looking for needs to meet. If
you have an need for a new product
for the IBM Person'al Computer, and
would like to ask us about it, give a
call on our Product Input Hotline at
(216) 464-8317.

FUNCTIONAL EXPANSION is also available with TECMAR
Speed Disk'· and print Spooling Software that give new
functionality to memory options.
UNMATCHED EXPANSION for the serious IBM Personal Computer
user through these and the many other TECMAR Expansion products
available through participating COMPUTER LAND stores, and other
fine computer retailers nationwide.

For IBM Personal Computer Expansion. TAKE THE NEXT STEP ...

Tecmar Inc.

PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS DMSION
23600 Mercantile Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44122
Telephone: (216) 464-7410
Telex: 241735

got mine direct from Adam Osborne or
that I'm going to write a review. As far
as he's concerned he's got an early
model, well past its warranty date, but
with an early main board known to be
defective. And he's having it fixed.
There is, it seems, a directive from
Osborne headquarters covering such
cases. Consequently, they're installing
completely new electronics, at no cost.
And, I hasten to add, the Osborne you

can buy now comes already with the
newly designed board.
So, where does this put Osborne? As
one of those companies that uses its
customers as its quality-control department? No. There is, after all, one
company around with a prodigious
reputation for delivering DOA equipment (that is, equipment dead on arrival) and doing nothing at all about
the problems. It hasn't redesigned

Multiperipherals
For
Your Mullibus
Need large disk capacity for your Multibus system? Xylogics has what
you need.

Multi Disks
•
•
•
•
•
•

CDC Hawk (10MB)
CDC cartridge modules (32-96 MB)
CDC storage modules (80-300 MB)
CDC Lark (8 MB/8 MB)
BASF (24 MB)
NEC (20-80 MB)

Multi Interfaces
Choice of Xylogics Peripheral
Processors for either storage
module or Diablo 44B interface.

Multi Benefits
• Bit-slice control technology
• Compatible with INTEL, NATIONAL
80/20, 86/12
• SMD configurations of up to four
drives in any mix of storage capacities
• Fast delivery
• Low prices
U.s. Headquarters: 144 Middlesex Tnpk., Burlington. MA 01803 Tel: (617) 272·8140 (TWX 710·332·0262)
European Headquarters: 46·48 High St.. Slough, Berks SL 11 ES U.K. Tel: (0753) 78921; Telex 847978
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anything, nor has it made contact with
all its dealers to tell them how to handle
the problems. It just goes on buying
advertising.
Osborne, on the other hand, obviously wants to make his customers
happy. He keeps sending software updates, for example; and when he finds a
design defect in his early models, he
eats the cost of updating them. So,
sure, it would have been better if there
hadn't been problems with the first
three hundred machines delivered; but
that was, after all, a fairly small
number, and Lord knows Adam
Osborne has worked prodigiously to
rectify any early problems.
And until the flaw showed up, as
mentioned above, the Osborne performed more than satisfactorily. We've
amazed a lot of friends with it. And
we've now got it talking to our other
machines, so that we can put programs
in it and get text out. I use it at all my
meetings and conferences, and I've
missed it the past few days that it was
gone.
Then there's the Godbout 8085 / 88 :
built like a Mack truck and every bit as
reliable; the only thing to report about
its operations is that there's nothing to
report.
We do have a new feature, though.
We've just installed Bill Godbout's
M-Drive, which is a way of fooling
your computer programs into thinking
that a lot of extra memory (in our case
512K) is a disk drive; and you can't
believe how fast that runs . Compilations and assemblies are nearly instantaneous. Of course the data isn't saved
that way; if the power goes off, you've
lost it. But for compilations and the
like, who cares? Compile once with
M-Drive, and if it compiles without errors, save it on disk . If there are errors,
you get the result instantly and can fix
things.
I wouldn't recommend M-drive for
people primarily concerned with text
and creative writing because they'll
mostly be concerned with preservation
of their output. I, for instance, want to
see a copy of my text disks in a box on
the other side of the room before I'm
completely satisfied. But for programmers with frequent test compilations
and the like, the Godbout M-Drive is a
real godsend .•
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Ron JeYnes and
Glen Fisher

&502
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
SUBROUTINES
LANCE A LEVelTIiAL

An

WINTHROP SAVILLE

Your
Atari® Computer:
A Guide to Atari® 400/80QTM
Personal computers
by Lon Poole with Martin McNiff and
Steven Cook

Introduction
To Microcomputers: Volume 0The Beginner's Book, Third Edition
by Adam Osborne and David Bunnell

}Our Atan"® Computer provides invaluable reference material for
Atari® home computer users. This "how-to" guide written for
the novice covers all the common external devices, including
disk drives and printers. The reader can also learn to program in
Atari®BASIC. Paper $16.95.

One of our most popular titles,Volume 0 has been expanded and
revised to include new sections on software and communications. Written for the complete novice, this book introduces the
construction and operation of microcomputers. Paper $12.50

Trade Secrets:
How to Protect Your Ideas and Assets
by James Pooley

6502 Assembly Language Subroutines
by Lance Leventhal and Winthrop Saville
This book includes over 50 indispensible, ready-to-use subroutines. A boon to every 6502 programmer, it will save hours of
programming time. Includes array, bit and string manipulation,
sorting and searching operations, much more. Paper $12.99

Assembly Language Programming for the
Apple IFM
by Robert Mottola
This comprehensive, easy to understand introduction provides
solid groundwork for getting started in assembly language
programming on the Apple II. Many subroutines written in
assembly language are provided, and most explanations are
shown with equivalent examples in BASIC. Paper $12.95.

Discover FORTH: Learning
And Programming the FORTH Language
by Thorn Hogan
Using a friendly approach, the author explains the history and
uses of FORTH, as well as how to program to an intermediate
level. Includes notes on logical extensions and alterations to the
current standard FORTH syntax. Paper $14.95.

Attorney James Polley provides legal advice on a "hot" topic:
who owns your ideas in today's business world. Employers can
leam to tighten company security systems and protect their intellectual assets. Employees can become familiar with their rights
to take "commercial" ideas to new jobs or start competing businesses without being sued. Cloth $19.95.

A User Guide to the UNIXTM System
by Rebecca Thomas and Jean Yates
Designed to ease the novice through the difficult learning stages,
this volume is also an excellent reference for those already familiar with the UNIX'" operating system. Computer-side tutorials
teach forty basic commands plus there's a list of UNIXTM system
resources, and a bibilography for further study. Paper $15.99.

VisiCalc®: Home and Office Companion
by David M. Castlewitz and Lawrence
Chisausky with Patricia Kronberg.
Illustrated by L. D. Chukman
Contains 50 models that can be used immediately for personal
and business applications. Provides models for loans and investments, advertising and sales, inventory control, personnel,
household aids and more. Designed to accomodate most micros
and every version of ,the VisiCalc®program. Paper $15.99.

Now at your dealer, or write Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710.
Phone orders: CALL TOLL FREE 800-227-2895. In California call 415-548-2805. Canadian orders
contact L.A. Varah (416) 561-9311, McGraw-Hill-Ryerson (416) 293-1911.

Osborne/McGraw-Hill it'~~

Ata ri®400/800n , are trademarks of Atari. Inc. PETT" is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc. CURSOR'" is a trademark of The Code Works. UnixT.\I is a trademark of Bell
Laboratories. Apple ll® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. VisiCalc® is a registered trademark of Vis iCorp.
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The Atari Tutorial
Part 10: Human Engineering
The interaction between the computer and its human user is
easily the most important-and most often neglected-aspect of
.
commercial software.
Chris Crawford
Atari Inc.
1265 Borregas Ave.
POB 427

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

The Atari home computer is first
and foremost a consumer computer,
being designed to make it easy for
people to use. Many of the hardware
features protect the consumer from
inadvertent errors. Because the
average consumer is unfamiliar with
the conventions and traditions of the
computer world, software should
reflect an equal concern for the consumer. If a program is understandable, it will be used correctly most of
the time. Occasionally, a user will be
careless and make mistakes. It is the
programmer's responsibility to protect the user from as many mistakes
as possible.
Human engineering refers to the interaction between the design of tools
and the resulting ease of use by peopIe. The current state of human engineering found in personal computer
software is dismal. Many programs

This article appears in slightly different
form in De Re Atari, published by Atari
Inc. , and is reproduced with its express
permission. De Re Atari is available from
the Atari Program Exchange, 155 Moffett
Park Dr. , POB 427, Sunnyvale, CA
94086.
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being sold contain atrocious design
decisions that reflect unawareness of
human engineering. Although the
worst offenders are written by
amateur programmers, even software
written at some of the largest firms
shows occasional lapses in this
respect.

Can you Imagine
what Star Raiders
would be like
without animation?
Human engineering is an art, not a
science. It demands great technical
skill, but it also requires insight and
sensitivity . As such, it is a highly subjective field devoid of absolutes.
Since this article is the work of one
hand, it betrays the subjectivity of its
author. A full treatment of the many
opinions on the subject would be
both lengthy and confusing. I
therefore chose the simpler and more
pleasant task of presenting only my
own point of view, giving appropriate lip service to the most serious objections. The result is contradictory
enough to satisfy even the most
academic of readers.

The Computer as a Sentient Being
An instructive way of viewing the
problem of human engineering is to
cast the programmer as a sorcerer
who conjures up an intelligent being,
a homunculus, within the innards of
the computer . This creature lacks
physical embodiment but possesses
intellectual traits-specifically, the
ability to process and organize information. Although the user of the program enters into a relationship with
this homunculus, these two sentient
beings think differently. The human's
thought patterns are associative, integrative, and diffuse; the program's
thought processes are direct,
analytical, and specific . These differences are complementary and productive because the homunculus does
well what the human cannot. Unfortunately, these differences also create
a communications barrier between
the user and the homunculus. They
have much to say to each other
because they are so different, but
because they are different they cannot
communicate well.
The central aim of good programming should therefore be to provide
better communications between the
user and the homunculus. Sad to say,

IT TAKES A HOT COMPUTER
TO RUN NON-STOP IN A DEEP-FREEZE
Smoke Signal's Chieftain n • computer series:
The kind of tough reliability you need today
on your business team.
Chieftain s are preferred by di scern ing buye rs when .extra perFormance has
to be delivered unoer less-than-idea l operating co nd i tions. Th e track record
lhis co mpute r has achi eved in hun dreds of demanding installati ons wo rldwid e is prooF that a Chieftain can meet any challenge yo ur bu sin ess
environment Ilas to offe r.

Select from a family of field-proven systems.
Chieftains range from floppies to this 5%-inch
Winchester hard disk system with 20-megabyte
tape streamer option.
It's avai lable wil h the new 05-9 Level I and II. Illulti -user. UN IX cOl11 parable
operati ng sys l em for main fral11e-like perforlllance.

6809-based Ch ieftains deliver six months of
conti nuous operation at Arctic Circle

•

Two Cl1ie{ta ill.~ accompanied all Adak research e<peditloll
dur/llg th e frigid w ill ter of 198 1. Th e computers {ulfilled
a vital support role {or a n earlilqu ake prediction study.
III su b-zero temperatures, ra i n, S Il OW, Ice all d w illd-driuell
weeds dnd dust. 1I1e el'traordinalY Ch ie{/ains - supported
by Smoke Signa l ·.s {actory- based slaff - proued th ey were
up 10 th e Challenge.

All Chieftains are so cost-effective and advanced, they obsolete most other systems
available today at any price.
Wh et her yo u selec t an upward -co mpatible 5 1,1,- or 8-inch floppy disk system. or 5 '1.\- or 8-inch hard di sll co nfigurations of 4- to 50-megabyte
capaci ty, you' ll rece ive Chieftain's widely acclaimed qual ity - plu s va lue tha t malles yo ur dollar go a lot furt her. Smoke Signal's huge so ftware
array beg i n ~ at co mprehensi ve business prog ral11s, and ex pand s into esoteric applica ti ons fo r rare ano speciali zed tasl\s,
Here's a sa l11plin g of the latest add it ions to the Cil ieftain Ilard disll cO l11 puter syste l11s that are des ti ned to change the way yo u tll inl\ abo ut data
processing:

D

D

THt: CHIEfTAIN 9~W4
4-megabyl e. SI/.·inch Wi nchesler
willl a 360·k fl oppy disk dri ve

THE CHI EfTAIN 98WI ~
I S-megabyte, S 4- inch Winchesl er
'
with a I-megabyte 8-inch floppy
disk drive

D

THE CHIEfTAIN 9~XW4
4-megabyte. SIf.-inch Winchesl er
wiltl a 7S0-k octo-densily fl oppy
disk drive

D

THE CHIEfTAIN 9W15T20
IS-Inega byle, Sif4-inch Winches ter
with a 20-mega byte tape streamer
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many programmers expend the
greater part of their efforts on expanding and improving the processing power of their programs. This
only heightens the tragedy by increasing the intelligence of the homunculus
while leaving him blind, deaf, and
dumb.
Today's personal computers have
sufficient computing power to meet
many of the average consumer's
needs. The primary limiting factor is
no longer clock speed or resident
memory; the primary limiting factor
is now the thin pipeline connecting
our now-intelligent homunculus with
his human user. Each can process information rapidly and efficiently;
only the narrow pipeline between
them slows down the interaction.

Human-Machine Communication
How can we widen the pipeline between the two thinkers? We must
focus on the language with which
they communicate. Like any language, a man-machine language is re-

stricted by the physical means of expression available to the speakers.
Because the computer and the human
are physically different, their modes
of expression are physically different.
This forces us to create a language
that is not symmetric (as human languages are). Instead, a man-machine
language will have two very different
channels: an input channel and an
output channel. Just as we study
human language by first studying the
sounds that the human vocal tract
can generate, we begin by examining
the physical components of the manmachine interface.

Output (Computer to Human)
Two primary output channels go
from the computer to the user. The
first is the television screen; the second is the television speaker. Fortunately, these are flexible devices
that permit a broad range of expression. For the purposes of this article,
it is better to discuss these devices in
terms of the human point of view. Of

ETHERNET
and the

5·100 Bus

Now. it's possible for any 8-100 Bus Microcomputer to plug into the high speed .
10 megabits per second ETHERNET local area network. The FILTABYTE 8 2.0
plugs into any standard 8-100/IEEE 696 bus and allows the user to collect. from
the ETHERNET. up to 8 or 32. two thousand byte message packets. back-to-back.
• Available in either 16K or 64K dual ported memory· Memory may be used for
data or program storage if not used for buffering • Polled or vectored interrupt
modes available· Controller's address inserted automatically· 32 bit CRC • Meets
DEC. INTEL. and XEROX ETHERNET specifications version 1.0 • Connects to
ETHERNET using any transceiver which conforms to the ETHERNET specification· $1 .295 in OEM quantities
1798 Technology Drive. San Jose. CA 95110
280-7566. TELEX: 171-647. TWX: 910-338-7067
P erex, Inc. (408)
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the two devices (screen and speaker),
the display screen is easily the more
expressive and powerful device. The
human eye is a more finely developed
device for gathering information than
the human ear. An electrical engineer
might say that the eye has more
"bandwidth" than the ear-that is, it
can interpret a far more complex input stream. The eye can process three
major forms of visual information:
shapes, color, and animation.

Shapes
Shapes are an ideal means for presenting information to the human
eye. The human retina is especially
adept at recognizing shapes. The
most direct use of shapes is for the
depiction of objects . If you want the
program to tell the user about something, draw a picture of it. A picture
is direct and immediately recognizable.
The second use of shapes is for
symbols. Some concepts in the
human lexicon defy direct depiction.
Concepts like love, infinity, and
direction cannot be shown with pictures. They must instead be conveyed
with symbols, such as a heart, a
horizontal figure 8, or an arrow.
These are a few of the many symbols
we all recognize and use. Sometimes
you can create an ad hoc symbol for
limited use in your program. Most
people can adapt to such a symbol
quite readily. Although symbols are a
compact way to express an idea, they
should not be used in place of pictures
unless compactness is essential. A
symbol is an indirect expression; a
picture is a direct expression. The picture conveys the idea more directly
and more forcefully.
The third and most common use of
shapes is for text. A letter is an indirect symbol; we put letters together
to form words. The language thereby
produced is extremely rich in its expressive power. Truly it is said, "If
you can't say it, you don't know it."
This expressive power is gained at the
price of extreme indirection. The
word that expresses an idea has no
sensory or emotional connection
whatever with the idea itself. We are
forced to carry out extensive mental

gymnastics to decipher the word. Of
course, we do it so often that we have
become quite fluent at translating
strings of letters into ideas. We do not
notice the effort. The important point
is that the indirection detracts from
the immediacy and forcefulness of the
communication.
One school of thought maintains
that text is superior to graphics for
communication purposes. The gist
of the argument is that text encourages freer use of the reader's rich
imagination, while graphic depiction
of reality always falls short of our
imaginative expectations. This argument fails to convince me because it
seems to arbitrarily draw a line between the user's need for information
and the ability to supply information
through the use of imagination. If the
user has an active imagination, why
is the program needed at all? Why
doesn't the user simply imagine the
entire program? Conversely, if a
small amount of information provided in the form of text is the seed
for the user's imagination, would not

~~~~(
~~

more information, provided in the
form of graphics images, encourage
even grander flights of imaginative
fancy? An equal exercise of imagination with graphics should provide
even greater results.

The eye can process
three major forms of
visual Information:
shapes, color, and
animation.

A more compelling argument for
text is that its indirection allows it to
pack a considerable amount of information into a small space. The space
constraints on any real communication make text's greater compactness
valuable. Nevertheless, this does not
make text superior to graphics; it
simply makes text more economical.
Graphics requires more space, time,
memory, or money, but it also com-

municates better than text. To some
extent, the choice between graphics
and text is a matter of taste, and the
taste of the buying public has never
been in doubt. Compare the popularity of television with that of radio, or
the popularity of movies with books.
Graphics beats text easily.

Color
Color is another vehicle for conveying information. Since it is less
powerful than shape, it normally
plays a secondary role in visual
presentations. Its most frequent use is
to differentiate between otherwise indistinguishable shapes. It also plays
an important role in providing cues to
the user. Good color can salvage an
otherwise ambiguous shape. For
example, a tree represented as a
character must fit inside an 8- by
8-pixel grid. The grid is too small to
draw a recognizable tree. By coloring
the tree green, however, the image
becomes much easier to recognize.
Color is also useful for attracting
attention or signaling important

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK
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MICROTEXT COMMUNICATIONS VIA YOUR MODEM!
~...**

Now you can use your printer with your modem! Your computer can be an
intelligent printing terminal. Talk to timeshare services or to other personal
computers; print simultaneously through a second printer port ; and re-display
text stored in memory. Download text to Basic programs ; dump to a cassette
tape. or printer, or both. Microtext can be used with any printer or no printer at
all. It features user-configurable duplex/parity for special applications, and can
send any ASCII character. You'll find many uses for this general purpose
module I Available in ROM PACK, ready-to-use , for $59.95.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The Micro Works Software Development System (SDS80C) is a complete 6809
editor, assembler and monitor package contained in one Color Computer program
pack! Vastly superior to RAM-based assemblers/editors , the SDS80C is nonvolatile, meaning that if your application program bombs, it can 't destroy your
editor/ assembler. Plus it leaves almost all of 16K or 32K RAM free for your
program. Since all three programs, editor, assembler and monitor are co-resident,
we eliminate tedious program loading when going back and forth from editing to
assembly and debugging!
The powerful screen-oriented Editor features finds , changes, moves , copys and
much more. All keys have convenient auto repeat (typamatic), and since no line
numbers are required, the full width of the screen may be used to generate well
commented code .
The Assembler features all of the following : complete 6809 instruction set;
complete 6800 set supported for cross-assembly; conditional assembly ; local
labels ; assembly to cassette tape or to memory ; listing to screen or printer; and
mnemonic error codes instead of numbers.
The versatile ABUG monitor is a compact version of CBUG , tailored for debugging
programs generated by the Assembler and Editor. It features examine / change of
memory or registers , cassette load and save, breakpoints and more . SDS80C

Pr~c~~;;D©ri5)~o
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....
Star Blaster - Blast your way through an asteroid field in this action-packed
Hi-Res graphics game! Available in ROMPACK; requires 16K. Price : $39.95
Pac Attack - Try your hand at this challenging game by Computerware . with
fantastic graphics. sound and action I Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Berserk - Have fun zapping robots with this Hi-Res game by Mark Data
Products . Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Adventure - Black Sanctum and Calixto Island by Mark Data Products. Each
cassette requires 16K. Price: $19.95 each .
ROMLESS PAK I - is an empty program pack capable of holding two 2716 or
2732 EPROMs , allowing you up to 8K of program l The PC board inside comes
with sockets installed , ready to go with the addition of your custom EPROMs.
Price: $24.95
2·PASS DISASSEMBLER - with documentation package . 16K; cassette. 80C
Disassembler Price: $49 .95
CBUG - Machine language monitor . CBUG Cassette Price : $29.95
CBUG ON 2716 EPROM : Can plug into Romless Pak I. CBUG ROM Price:
$39.95
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE - serial to parallel converter allows use of all
standard parallel printers . PI80C Price: $69.95
Assembly Language Programming, by Lance Leventhal. Price: $16.95
MEMORY UPGRADE KITS: 4-16K Kit Price $39.95 . 16-32K (requires soldering
experience) Price: $39.95
PARTS & SERVICES: SAMs, 6809Es, RAMs , PIAs . Call for prices.

·GOODSTUFFI.

WE SHIP FROM STOCK!
Master ChargelVisa and COD Accepted

W@~ P.O.80X1110DELMAR,CA92014
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714-942-2400
Circle 306 on Inquiry card.

MONITORS
Whenyou're

ready to

stop playing
around.

Maybe your home TV was
OK as a display when all you were
concerned with was blasting
Klingons.
But if you spend more than
a couple of hours in front of your
TV screen, you 'll start to pay the
price in eyestrain. Maybe even
headaches.
It's not worth it. Not when
you can get a Sanyo data monitor that's specifically designed
for long-term, day-in, day-out use.
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Compare display quality of a
typical home TV (left) with a
San yo professional monitor (right).

Sanyo monitors have been
the industry standard for as long
as there's been a persona l computer Industry-in fact they're
recommended by computer
dea lers and manufacturers alike.
That's because when you buy a
Sanyo, you're not just getting a
stripped-down TV set. You're
getting a truly professional display system.
Sanyo offers a complete
selection of monitors for any application. You can choose from

g/l models with either
white or easy-on-the-eyes green
phosphors. Or a sleek new 12/1
model with a special anti-reflec-

tive screen (green or white), and
an optional desk stand with adjustable tilt. If co lor graphics are
your th ing, check our 13/1 fu llcolor models-one with TVcompatible Video input, and a
new ultra-high resolution RG B
model for computers like the
iiiijill_"I'I IBM, NEe and Apple III.
Visit your computer
dealer and find out how much
better things look on a real,
professional monitor from
Sanyo.
Anything less Is just
playing around.

*SANVO
©

1982 Sanya El ectric, Inc.

Communications Products Div ision
5anyo Electri c Inc., 1200 W. Ar teSia Blvd ., Compton, CA 90220 (213) 537-5830
Circ le 399 on inquiry card .

Circle 347 on inquiry card.
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material. Hot colors attract attention.
Finally, use of color enhances the
aesthetic appeal of any program.
Colored images are more pleasing to
look at than black-and-white images,
Hard-boiled programmers may
question the relevance of aesthetic
considerations to communications.
The obvious attention to the design of
highway advertising billboards and
television commercials indicates the
importance our culture attaches to
the aesthetic aspect of communication. These carefully planned and
very expensive ads are little more
than exquisite aesthetic trappings
(skin, glitter, and chrome) wrapped
around a corporate logo.

~.'Oryx

software

What does the Oryx, an African antelope, have
In common with reliable service? They are both
almost extinct.
Oryx Software wants to brl ng trustworthy ser·
vice back to life. We're here to stay!

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!
We will match any advertised price.
Just show us the ad.

ORDER TOLL FREE - Outside WI

1-800-826-1589
SOFTWARE
APPLE
Mallln9 list Program . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . .. 48.
Suportextll . . . . .. ... ... . •• .. ..•.. . . 128.
C.O.R.P. I ..... . . .. .. .. . . . ••. .. • .. . 235.
Estimator .. ... .. •.. .. ..• •• •...•. . . 295.
Magic Window . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . .. 79.
Vlstrond/Plot .... . • •. . . . . .. • • . ... ... 199.
Vlsltorm . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120.
Suporeale ........ . .. • •. . . ..• • ..... 269.
Locksmith 4.0 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . ..
99 .
Tax Preparer '82 .... . .. , •...... .. ... . 127.
Roal Estata Anatyzar ..... , •..... , , , . . . . 127.
Craativa Financing . . ... . . , •.. . .•... . .. 127.
DB Mastar .... . .. . . . . , •... ... . . . . .. 174.
Mieropro Wordstar . . ... . , • . . . . . • . . . . . . 248.
Contoxt Connoetor ..... , ••.. . . .•• , . ... 180.
Easy Wrltar (Pro) .
. . . . , •. . .. • •..... 195.
Easy Mallor ........... • , •... . •• ... . 160.
Oatadex . .. . .......... . ••... • , •.. . 249.
Novada Cobol . ..... , ... . . , • . . . .• ... . 129.
Vlsleale 3.3 ........ , .... . •. . . , •.... 159.
Spollguard ..
. ...•... . , •... 239 .
PFS & Report . . . . . . . . . .
. . 80.
Systoms plus Aeet'g. Modulo
.. . " . . . , .
425 .
Elaetronle 1, 2, 3 . .
. .... .. , .
39 .
Wizardry
42.
Appla Panic . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 .
Sublogie Flight Simulator . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
28.
Mieropalntar ..... . .... , . . . .• , . . . . .
34 .
lork II . . . . .
. .... . , . . .
33.
Edu·wara . . . . . .
35 .
Raster Blastar ... .. . .. . , " , . . " .
25.
Intnl. Grd . Prix . . ..... . . , . . .
26 .
Graphic Soltwara . ... . . ... , •. . . , , . . . .
19.
Logic Simulator. .
. ... . , • •. . , •.... 135.
AND MANY MORE!

Animation

CP/M
Word Proeassor I . .
. ...
Mail Managamant
..
Mallmargo .. . ... . ,. . . . .
Spallstar ........
Suparsort II . . . . . . .
Mleroplan Basic .. . . .. • ,.
Micro Pro Wordstar
AND MANY MORE!
Oth ... lor
CBM , NEC , ATARI , IBM , ETC .

• , . . . . , , . . . 425.
. . • , . . . .. . . 250 .
. .. ..
90.
169.
. .. . , ...... 159.
. .. .
419 .
. . 297.

Prices valid for stock on hand
and subject to change without nolice.

Write for our FREE catalog.
For Peripherals
see our other ad , page 456
Please:
• Wisconsin residents - add 4 % sales tax
• Add $2.50 for shipping per software and
small item. Call regarding others.
Wo Waleoma :
• Visa , Mastorehargo • (Add 4% )
• Chocks (Allow 1·2 weeks for clearing)
• COO (Add $1.50 per shipment)

*

For Technical Info & in Wisconsin:

715-848-2322
Oryl( Software
205 Scott St., Dept. BB
P.O. Box 1961 • Wausau , WI 54401
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Sound
Graphics images must be looked at
to have effect. Sound can reach a
user's ears even when the user is not
paying direct attention to the video
display. Sound therefore has great
value as an annunciator or warning
cue. A wide variety of beeps, tones,
and grunts can be used to signal feedback to the user. Correct actions can
be answered with a pleasant bell tone ,
Warning conditions can be noted
with a honk .
Sound has a second use: providing
realistic sound effects. Quality sound
effects greatly add to the impact of a
program because the sound provides
a second channel of information flow
that is effective even when the user is
overlooking the visual component of
the program,
Sound is ill-suited for conveying
straight factual information; most
people do not have the aural acuity to
distinguish fine tone differences,
Sound is much more effective for conveying emotional states or responses,
People associate many sounds with
emotional states. A descending sequence of notes implies deteriorating
circumstances. An explosive sound
denotes destruction. A fanfare announces an important arrival. Certain note sequences from widely
recognized popular songs are immediately associated with particular
feelings. For example, in Energy
Czar, a dirge indicates that the user's
energy mismanagement has ruined
America's energy situation; a fragment of "Happy Days Are Here
Again" indicates success .

I use the term animation here to
designate any change in the display.
Animation includes colors or shapes
that change, moving foreground objects, or a moving background pattern, Animation/s primary value is
for showing dynamic processes. Indeed, graphics animation is the only
way to successfully present highly active events. The value of animation is
best demonstrated by a game like Star
Raiders. Can you imagine what the
game would be like without animation? For that matter, can you imagine what it would be like in pure text?
The value of animation extends far
beyond games. Animation allows the
designer to show dynamic, changing
events clearly. The ability to do
animation is one of the major advantages that computers have over
paper-and-ink as an information
technology. Animation is very
powerful in sensory terms. The Input (Human to Computer)
human eye is organized to respond
Three input devices are most comstrongly to changes in the visual field. monly used with the Atari 400 / 800
Animation attracts the eye's atten- home computer: the keyboard,
tion.
paddles, and joystick.
Finally, animation increases the
The keyboard is easily the most
energy level of the program, conse- powerful input device available to the
quently increasing the user's emo- designer, with more than 50 direct
tional involvement. Many program keystrokes immediately available,
failures are due to user failures, which Use of the Control and Shift keys
in turn can be traced to user inatten- more than doubles the number of distiveness. If you want the user's atten- tinguishable entries possible. The
tion, you've got to jump up and Caps/Lowr and Atari keys extend the
down.
expressive range of the keyboard
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AIJAp otfals a 1lM1ay buyer protection policy: full money-back guarantee if not totally satisliet1.
~~nanle. address. phone; ship by: UPS or Mail, Shipping charge: add $2.90 up to lib. (UPS blue), U.S. Mail add $1.50 (U.S. only) ($25.00
mInimum order), T!!I!'IJ We accept cash, check, money orders, Visa and Master Charge(U.S. lunds only), T.ax: 6%Oaill. res .. COO's and termsi\vailableon

approval (SChoolPO s Accepted),

Toll free outside California: (800) 421-n01 inside California: (213) 595-6431 (714) 891-2663
MAP Computer ProcIl.ICta LTD., 116 Viceroy Road,. D-12 Concord. Toronto. Ontario. Canada L4K lAg

(418) 738-0100 (800) ....1998
Circle 37 on Inquiry card.

1
11.11
computer
products, inc.

1198 E. Willow St" Slgni\ Hilt. CA 90806

keyboard because it has no obvious that use of the keyboard will lengthen
emotional or sensory significance. the distance from real-time interacThe new user has great difficulty tion with the user .
relating to it. All work with the
keyboard is symbolic, using buttons
marked with symbols that are as- Paddles
Paddles are the only true analog insigned meaning by the circumstances.
The nested indirection of this can be put devices readily available for the
most confusing to the beginner. . system. As such, they suffer from the
Keyboards also suffer from their standard problem all analog input
devices share: the requirement that
natural association with text displays;
I have already discussed the the user make precise settings to get a
weaknesses of text as a medium for result. Their angular resolution is
poor, and thermal effects produce
information transfer.
Another property of the keyboard slightly fluctuating readings in even
that the designer must keep in mind is an untouched paddle.
The primary value of paddles is
its digital nature. The keyboard is
digital both in selection and in time twofold. First, they are well suited
(Le., keyboard input is divided into for choosing values of a onekeystrokes, and only one keystroke dimensional variable. People can
can be entered at a time). This pro- readily absorb the idea that the padvides some protection against errors. dle sweeps through all values and that
Because keystroke reading over time pressing the trigger makes the selecis not continuous but digital, the tion known . Second, the user can
keyboard is not well suited to real- sweep from one end of the spectrum
to the other with a twist of the dial,
time applications. Since humans are
real-time crea tures, this is a which makes the entire spectrum of
weakness. The designer must realize values immediately accessible.
An important factor in the use of
paddles is the creation of a closed input/output loop. In most input processes, it is desirable to echo inputs to
the screen so that the user can verify
150
the input that was entered. This echoing process creates a closed inThe WICAT 150-WS set a new
put/output
loop . Information travels
standard of price/ performance with
its powerful Motorola 68000
from the user to the input device
processor, large memory, hard disk,
(paddles) to the computer, then back
floppy disk , and complete system
through
the video display to the user.
software.
Because it is difficult for the user to
Now there is a flexible efficient
verify the position to which the padmultiuser System 150. Memory and
dle has been set, it is essential that the
resources are assigned dynamically
to each user as needed . Program
program echo the paddle input.
code is shared to avoid multiple
Any set of inputs that can be meancopies. Backround processing can
ingfully
placed along a linear se$9450
be initiated. All of the power of the
W
ICAT
System
150-WS
(si
ngle
user)
quence
can
be addressed with a padtop of the line WI CAT System 100
Mo to rola 68000. terminal. 10MB Wi n c hester.
is here.
dle.
For
example,
menus can be ad960KB fl oppy . 256K memory. 1 parallel an d 2 seria l
ports. system so ftware
$9450
dressed
with
a
paddle.
The sequence
Concurrent Corporation will be
SYSTEM 150-3 (three user )
adding full network database and WICAT
is
from
the
top
of
the
menu
to the botMotorola 68000, termina l, 10MB Winchester,
960KB floppy. 256K memory. memory managescreen management software as
tom.
It
is
quite
possible
(but
entirely
ment. 1 parallel and 2 se r ial ports , system
well as applications soon . We can
so ft ware ........ . .... .
510850
unreasonable)
to
substitute
a
paddle
discuss your needs with you and W ICAT SYSTEM 150-6 (six users)
for
a
keyboard.
The
paddle
could
Motorola 68000 . terminal. 10MB Winchester.
help select the proper configura960K B floppy . 5 12K memory. memory managetion. Please write or call
sweep
through
the
letters
of
the
ment. 5 se rial and 1 parallel ports , sys tem
(513) 281-1270.
so lt ware
512850
alphabet, with the current letter being
addressed shown on the screen. Pressing
the paddle trigger would then
rrent™corporation
select the letter. While this scheme
1870 Madison Road Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
would not produce any typing speed
records, it could be useful for

even further. Thus, with a single keystroke, the user can designate one of
125 commands. A pair of keystrokes
can address more than 15,000 selections. Obviously, this device is very
expressive; it can easily handle the
communications needs of any program. For this reason, the keyboard is
the input device of choice among programmers.
While the strengths of the keyboard are undeniable, its weaknesses
are seldom recognized. Its first
weakness is that few people know
how to use it well. Programmers use
keyboards heavily in their daily
work; consequently, they are fast
typists. The average consumer,
however, is not too comfortable with
a keyboard, which can lead to many
wrong keys being pressed. The very
existence of all those keys, and the
knowledge that one must press the
correct key, is itself intimidating to
many people.
A second weakness of the keyboard is its indirection. It is very difficult to attach direct meaning to a

multiuser

WICAT system

~TM Concu
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$ PECIAL • SPECIA L OF THE MONTH· SPE CIAL O F THE MONTH · SPECIAL

16K RAMBOARD
for Apple II
Computers
by ConComp
ASSEMBLED
& TESTED

$69

RAMBOARD KIT $50
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SPECIA L· SPECIA L OF THE MONTH· SPECIAL OF THE MONTH. SPECIAL

NEe

The NEG PC·BOO IA has so many things thai are aplions on other computers buill tigh t in tha I you may
never have to buy another accessory! The Quali ty thai
the NEe name nos come to stand lor has been buill·in,
100.

BOOlA M icrocomputer (32K) .
Dual Disk Drives

I/O unit wllh 32K fom . ..........

C A LL

FOR
BEST
PRI C E

[lcornrnodore
NEW! Commodore 64
8032 Computer wllh 32K .
4022 001 Malrlx Printer . , .
4040 Dual Disk Drive (5") .

8050(5") Dual Drive system .

....... : : CALL FOR

16K Pet ..
32K Pel .
SuperPet ............. .
Oll Inlormallon Wizard .
Vlslcalc .
Dow Jones Portfolio Mgt

BEST
PRIC ES

)I\.ATARI'
.. CALL
AtarI600(16K) ..
. . 349
Atari 400 w/16K .
... . 85
410 Program Recorder.
.. .449
810Disk Drive .. ,., . .................. .
.... . 595
82580Col. 7x8 001 mal ric Impact prin l er .
.. . 275
82240 COl . Quiet Thermal Printer .
..... .... .. . 159
850 Inter l ace Module .
...... . 69
A\ar116K Ram Mo cJu le .
. 199
Axlon Ramcram 32K Module .
.. 32
Caverns 01 Mars on Disk .
.69
Mlcrotek 16K Memory Board .

820 System wl lh S. '/. " drives .
820 System with 8" drives .
Xerox 630 (RS·232) Printer .
Forms trac lor lor prlnler ..
Xerox 820 5· 't. " CP/M 2.2 .
Xerox 820 8" CP/M 2.2 . . . . . . . . .. .
Systems Plus soltware for Xerox .

not only because our prices are better, but
because of the reputation we've worked
hard to earn . Over th e years we have learn·
ed wh at you, th e customer, want and need
from a mall order company. If we offer any
merchandise that you 're In the market for,
you should seriously compare what we
have to offer over the others. Here are just a
few of t he reasons.
Our helpful sa lespeople are prepared to
meet any currently advertised price on
anything we sell (call for details ... it' s Toll
Free !). We pay shipping and Insurance

CA LL

FO R
BEST
PRI CE

CALL OR WRITE
FOR FREE
CATALOG

I

. _ I

INovatlonl ,-

Mounlam CompulerInc.
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.... 99
16K Aam Board by ConComp InduSlries .
· .299
Hayes Micromodem II •
· . 229
Hayes Smartmodem
· . 199
Hayes Chronograph .
· . 339
Novalion Apple·Cat
.•...... 169
NovatJon Cat Modem ..
.. 39
Novalion Expansion Mod .
.29
Nova ti on Handse l
... 19
Novation BSR . . ... ,.
.
........ 249
Videx Videolerm 80 Column calCl .
.... 115
Videx Keyboard Enhancer IRev 6)
.. 99
Vidax Keyboard Enhancer (Rev. 7) .
. 129
Vlde)( Keyboard Enhancer II (Rev. 7 8. up) .
... 15
Videx Switchptale ..... , ..
.29
Videx Solt Video SwHch
... 299
Z·80 So ftcard by Mi crosoft .
. 149
Applesolt Complier . .
159
16K RamCard by Mlcro solt .
129
Thunderclock clock/catendar card .
. 49
Thundercl ock X·IO Inter/Scheduler .
. 299
Smarterm 80 col. card .
CALL
Corvus Winchester Disk Drives
.
.
199
ALF 3 Voice Music Card .
... 149
ALF 9 Voice Music Card .
CALL
Alphasytaurl keyboard system
. 55
Lazer Lower Case +
.... 99
Lazer Keyboard Plus + ...... . . ..
.
...
120
23 Kay Numeric Keypad by Keyboa rd Co .
.. 45
Joystick by Keyboard Co . . .
. ..
.... 319
6809 CPU Card (The Mill) by Stetlatlon
· . 189
AIO Seria l 8. Parallel Int erlace by SSM A& T .
. 189
DB Mas ter by Stoneware .
· 299
Music System (16 voices) ..
279
AID + D/A In terlace.
· . 569
Expansion Chassis (8 slots)
· . 169
Intro l/X·IO Con trolle r card .
.
225
Clock/Calendar Card .
.159
Supertalker SD·200 . , ..
.. 135
Romplus + ca rd . ,
. 149
Rom wri tar ca rd ......... .
. 210
Symtoc Hi· Re s Light Pen .
. .. 45
Sup·A·Fan . .
. 329
Sup·R·Termlnal . . . . . .. ..... .. . . . ..
· . 649
SVA 2Vx4 Megabyter 8" Disk Controller .

VIDEO
MONITORS

Ordering In for mation : Phone orders u si ng VISA,
MASTERCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS. DINER'S CLUB ,
CART E BLANCHE. bank wire transfer. cashier's or cer·
IiIled check, money order. or personal check (a llow ten
days to clear). Unless prepaid wilh cash, please add 5%
for shipping, handling and insurance (minimum 5.00).
CaUlornia residents add 6 % sales tax . Foreign
cus tomers please add 10% for shipping, (Minimum
50.00). OEM's. Institutions and corporations please send
for a wrillen Quotation. All equipment is subject to price
Change and availabili ty withoul notice. All equipment is
now and complete with manu facturer's warranty (u sual·
Iy 90 days). ShOwroom prices may di ller from mail order
prices.

(!}Hayes

NEe ;?'iN".
.AMr::EK

SVA2 to 2Sing lc Den. 8" DiskControtler
. ....... 349
Versawriler Digitizer Tablet . . ............ ... .... 229
Asychrol'lous Scrlallnterlace card by CCS .
. 139
Cenlrpnles Parallelln l erlace ca rd byeCS .
. 119
VislCaic version 3.3 . .
. ....... 189
VisiFlle(NEW data base manager)
..... 189
ViSITrendlVlslPlol .
. ... 229
VisiOe)(
. 189
VlslTerm .
. .... . 85
Desklop Plan II .
. 189
EasywrltorWord Processor .
199
Tax Preparer '82 version .
129
Real Estal e Ana lyzer .,.
. .... 129
Creative Finan cing . . . . . _.
.. 139
Personal Filing Sys tem (PFS)
. 79
PFS ... Report ..... .. . . . . .
.. . .. . 79
Peachlree Accounting SoHware .
. .... CALL
System P us Accounting SoHwa/a
CA LL
Wordstar by Mi cro Pr o
... 299
DataSlar Dy Mic ro Pro .
. 249
Apple III Joys tick .
.55
MicrOlek 16K RamBoard
..... 129
Grappler Int el ace ..
. .... 145
Apple Cach e 256K
. . CA LL

Micro·Sci Di sk Drives
A2 (Compatible wi th Apple) with cont .
A2 (Compatible with Apple) '1110 cont ..
A40 With conI .
A40 w it hou t con t .
A70wilhcont .
AIO wllhcut coni
Mlcro·Sci Controller card .

. . .. . 469
..... 399
. .419
. 389
.599

.... . 499
. ... 95

Microsoft Advenlure .
Olympic Oocalhalon
Sargon II
Jawbreaker
Raster Blaster .
Gorgon . . . . .
Flight Simula tor

.... 20

. 25
... 24
... 32
.. 25
... . 29

..

. .. 39

...... 29

VIC~2D $249
8K Ram Car tridge l or VIC·20 .
3K Ram Cartridge lor VIC·20 .
Super Allen .
Jupiter Lander .
Draw Poker .
VICSoltware6pack'A ' .
VIC So/tware 6 pack ' B'
DataseUe Casse tte I/O Unit
VIC IEEE·488 Interl ace .
Vlc mon M achlnc la ng M oni tor .
VIC Super E)(pander
VIC AS232C Tcrmlna ll nterlace .
VIC Prin ter .
16K Memory Card by Mlc rolek .
Vic term

. ... S50

. .. S34
· .524

. . . . . . S24
...... S24

. .. $49
..... $49

... S69
.S79
.$47

.. . $54
. .. $39
.. CALL
.$99
.$ 16

Vlcalc .
• .....•. " . " . , '
....... 516
Vicalc .
. . .. .... 5 11
VtC Porllolio Mgt .
. ..... $19
Vicheck ..• ......... . ..
. . 519
Voice Synthesizer CBM/PET .. . ..
. .$3 19
Pgrnl Char Sel/Game Graphics EO
. ..... $13
Spiders of Mars .
. . $39
Outworld .
. ... S32
Salell ites and Meteorites .
. ... $39
Allen Blit z . .. ... ..... ....
. 532
RS·232 Communicator Interlace ... ............... $40
181n. Communicator Cable M/M
........ $ 13
36 1n. Comm unicator Cab le M/M .
. . S15
3KAAMExpancJerV IC·20byU MI . . .. .
. S65
8K RAM Expansion lor VIC·20 by UM I ..
. ... S99

Send Orders to:

~~~

CS®UL10(1[]UiJO@U' ~ ..
CS®UiJO[j)(I[]0@U'0 Mail Orde r
8338 Center Drive
La Mesa, CA 92041

eSANVO

Amdek/Lcede)( Video 100 12" B&W ........... . . 129
Amdek/Leede)( Video l ooG 12" Green Phospher .
149
Amdek (Hitachi) 13" Color w/audio output .
. 389
Amdek Color 1\ ••••••••••••.••••.••••••• . ••••• 769
NEC 12" Green Phospher Dl splayJB· 1201M ...... CA LL
NEC 12" Lo·Res Cotor Display .
. CAll
NEC 12" HI· Res AGB Color Display
.. ..• CALL
Sanyo9" B&W Display . ..
. 185
Sany09" Green Display ••. . ,
. 199
San yo 12" B&W Display ..... ...
.
.. 269
Sanyo 12" Green Phsopher Display.
. 285
San yo 13" COlor Display .
. . . ....... 449
Zenith 12" Green Phosphcr Display
139

==-=

= =-= ==
~ - -~~~
=

®

ACCESSORIES

IBM Joysticks .
CA LL
Easywriterll .
Visica lc .......... .
FO R
256 K DynamiC Ram Card . ..... . , • . •• .
E)(panslon Chassis.
BEST
Time Master .•.
Scribe Tender ,.
PRI C E
Scri ber M aster
We Carry More IBM Accessories. Please Call .

PRINTERS
<aE C.ltoh OI(IDATA
EPSON RnaaeX
."

fy~~~~~~o~~.~~~, ..

~--------------------------~----------------~
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charges on prepaid cash orders (with
destinations In the continenta l US). We ac·
cept major credit cards for your conve·
nlence. If the product you receive is defec·
tive, even up to 30 days after you purchase
It, we 'll repair or replace It and pay for ship·
ping back to you.
Consumer Computers carefully selects
the hardware and software it offers to in·
sure that quality is maintained in everything
we sell. Our attention to quality Is why we
can stand behind our policy, because we
stand behind our products.
You 'll never regret becoming a member 01
our growing custom er family. You have our
word.

APPLE II AC CESSORIES

Microcomputer

The Wedge 32K ElCpansfon mod .
NEe 8023A Pnnler .
Peachtree Business Software .
Report Manager .
Words/ar by Mictopro ..
32K Memory Card .. ,.
Salee! Word Processor
Supercalc ................ .
BPI Accounllng So lt ware ..

At Consumer Computers we're experts in
the bu siness of seiling computer products

en by mall. We have become one of the leaders

EPS(;toJ AMERICA.NC

~' lltt').~ r'l l l ),11 .1 'I ... h' 1I 1.... lm .

...

tEe

l-' ~

Anadax 950 1 w/2K Buller.
. .... 1349
C. ltoh Starwritor F· IO .
. .. 1595
Epson MX·70 ......... "
..... . ... CALL
Epson MX·80 & MX·80 FT .
. ........ CAl l
Epson M X- I OO . .... ... ........
. .. CA Ll
NEC SpinwrH ers (La test models) . . ........... CALL
Qume Sprint Daisywheels (La test models) .
. CALL
Diablo 630 Daisywheel 40 CPS .
. . . . . .. . _.. CA LL
NEC 8032 1mpaC I 0 01 Ma trix .
. ........ 629
Paper Tiger IOS·560G w;graphics .
. 1099
Now! Prism 80 by lOS wlcolor .
. . . 979
New! Prism 132 by IDS w/color .
. .. .. 1649
Okida l a 82A w/tractor ..
. .469
Okidata 83A w/t rac l or . .................... . .. 725
Okidata 84A . .
. ....... CALL

WE CARRY THE
NEW COLOR
PRISM
PRINTERS

COMING SOON!

~ SBORNE

children, and the concept can be applied to other selection problems.

Joysticks
Joysticks are the simplest input
devices available for the computer.
Since they are very sturdy, they can
be used in harsh environments. They
contain only five switches (one for
the red button on the joystick and one
for each of the fou r principal directions of the compass) . For this reason,
their expressive power is frequently

underestimated . Joysticks, however,
are surprisingly useful input devices.
When used with a cursor, a joystick
can address any point on the screen
and can indicate a selection with the
red button. With proper screen
layout, the joystick can thus provide
a wide variety of control functions. I
have used a joystick to control a
nuclear reactor (in the game Scram)
and run a war game (in Eastern Front
1941).
The key to proper use of the
joystick is the realization that the

lVHAT A BEAUTIFUL COMPUTER!

Thafs the reaction we get
from BRIDGE computer system customers.

BRIDGE computer system?
Yes, that's a familiar InterSystems computer. Starting from there we have
taken the hassle out of getting a complete system up and running. In a
BRIDGE system, the terminal, printer and software speak the same
language. Then we integrated some unique BRIDGE software and hardware enhancements. Result-BRIDGE has configured a very good computer into a more versatile, high performance, truly integrated system.
Just consider . ..

THE SOFlWARE
• BRIDGEMEM-DISC" memorybufferingrunsCPIM 2.2 6-10 times faster.
• InterSystems Cache BIOS.
• BMATC" screen oriented text editor/word processor, including drivers for
popular terminals and printers.
• BRIDGE FORTRAN Development System-includes RlITFOR preprocessor, symbolic debugger and scientifidmath library.
• System diagnostic package.
• Regularly scheduled user seminars.

THE HARDWARE
• New 6 MHz Z80 CPU with memory management system and 256K RAM
memory.
• BRIDGE AUTOCHEK T" automatic hardware/software check on startup.
• Disk Drive Options-two 8" (2.4M) or 5.25" (0.8M) Disks,
or 8" or 5" Hard Disk.
Complete BRIDGE systems start as low as $5900! No wonder they're
saying-a BRIDGE computer system is beautiful.
Circle the reply number, today, for complete information.
Dealer inquiries invited.

r---, BRICGE'"

~

J
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Recap
We have discussed a number of
features and devices that, taken
together, constitute the elements of a
language for interaction between the
computer and the user. The features
are:

Computer Company

~ DIVISION OF SEA. DATA CORPORATION

MEM·DISK, BMATE and AUTOCHECK are trademarks of
BRIDGE Computer Company, Division of Sea Data Corporation .

critical variable is not the selection of
a switch, but the duration of time for
which the switch is pressed. By controlling how long the switch is
pressed, the user determines how far
the cursor moves. This normally requires a constant-velocity cursor,
which introduces a difficult trade-off.
If the cursor moves too fast, the user
will have difficulty positioning it on
the item of choice. If the cursor
moves too slowly, the user will
become impatient waiting for it to
traverse long screen distances. One
solution to this problem is an accelerating cursor. If the cursor starts
moving slowly and accelerates if it remains in motion past a set length of
time, the user can have both fine positioning and high speed.
The real value of the joystick is its
high tactility. The joystick involves
the user in inputs in a direct and sensory way . The tactility of the
keyboard is not emotionally significant. A joystick makes sense-push
up to go up, push down to go down.
If the cursor reflects this on the
screen, the entire input process makes
much more sense to the user.
Joysticks do have their limitations .
Although it is possible to press the
joystick in a diagonal direction and
get a correct reading of the direction,
the directions are not distinct enough
to allow diagonal entries as separate
commands. Just as some words (e.g.,
"library," "February") are difficult to
enunciate clearly, some diagonal
orders are difficult to enter distinctly.
Thus, diagonal values should be
avoided unless they are used in the
pure geometrical sense : up on the
joystick means up, right means right,
and diagonally means diagonally .

ONE BRIDGE STREET
NEWTON, MASS. 02158 U.S.A.
PHONE: (617) 244-3203

Circle 70 on Inquiry card.

• shapes
.color
• animation
• sound

Which personal computer
can make JOU better
at what JOU
do best!
.

~ --

For you, choosing a personal computer means making
an intelligent decision.
PERSONAL COMPlITER COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
And isn't that what you do best?
IBM PC
Apple III
HP-87
The first step in your
decision-making process is
544K
256K
analysis. You look at all the
256K
MAXIMUM
MEMORY
numbers, and all the facts,
VlslCalc" l\l
VlslCaic" PLUS
Data
before
you leap. So you don't
VlslCaic"
SofIWARE
SELECTIONS
~~~munlcatiOnS ~t~munlcatiOnS ~~;J~~::~~~s
want a computer that's going
'''ord Processing Word Processing Data Base Mgt.
to run short on memory. Not when you can have
"'"
Data Base Mgt.
GraphiCS
Business
Presentations
the HP-87 and a memory that expands to over half
GraphiCS
StatistiCS (3 pkgs.l
a million bytes.
Financial
Decisions
,In
Hewlett-Packard will make sure
Linear
..
Programming
"
ftJ.
Y
~'''W
A f7 f,. you don't run short on analytical
Math
e;;tF;(~ software, either. For example, our
ACClrcult
AnalysiS
Of
VisiCalc®PLUS will let you tum up
Wavefonn
to 16,000 cells of data into bar graphs,
Analysis
CP/M'" Library
pie charts or whatever you need to present your
CP/M" Library
CP/ M" 86
Series 80 Users'
Apple n Library
results
graphically. And our CP/M®module gives you
Library
access to the expanding world of CP/M software.
We call it HP-Easy. Tum on the
EASEOFUSE
14
o
~I
\",e
'"
HP-87, and it's ready to go. The
10
ProJl,rammable
107
SoffKeys
38
JV\"""""
"f3;A?1'
ROM-based operating system
73
Error Messages
Yes
~tt>~?
puts our built-in, enhanced BASIC
No
No
}Buill-In Disc
to work for you. Instantly. The
Operating system
Yes
Yes
HP-87 has built-in commands and
No
Bulll·ln Screen
GraphiCS
editing keys that eliminate complicated keystroke
sequences.
Whether you're generating a complex
Yes
RELIABILITY
No
graph,
writing
a program or correcting errors.
Yes
Self DiagnostiCS
32-133°F
No flJl,ures
avalTable
61-gooF
)
OperaUnJl,
And interfacing peripherals is as easy as putting
\
Thmperafure
a plug into a socket. That's the kind of craftsmanship
that's putting all our Series 80 computers on the
map. We're building power, friendliness and reliability
into every one of them. From our portable partner,
the HP-85, to the high-powered HP-87.
The most intelligent thing to do now? Get your hands
on an HP-87. And then on the competition. You won't
have any trouble making the right decision. Not if you
want to get better and better at what you do best.
For the HP dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE
800/547-3400 or in Oregon, Alaska and Hawaii
call 503/758-1010. Foradditional
product infonnation,
~
write Hewlett -Packard,
.... - ,. -- ......- .......
Dept. 276L, Corvallis,
OR 97330.

-

..

....

~

612/02

IntroduclDI tb, Dew BP-87.
It's V'I'J lood at wbat JOU do.

VisiCalc" is a registered trademark of VisiCorp-Personal Software. CP/M" is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
Circle 218 on inquiry card .

HEWLETT
PACKARD

The devices are :
• keyboard
• paddles
.joystick
How do we assemble all these
elements into an effective language?
To do so, we must first determine the
major traits we expect of a good
language:
• completeness
• directness
• closure

Completeness
The language must completely express all the ideas that need to be
communicated between the computer
and the user, but it need not express
ideas internal to either thinker's
thought processes . For example, the
language used in Star Raiders must
express all concepts related to the
control of the vessel and the combat
situation. It need not express the

Olumnic

Sales

N

CamBUa

.',

RAV"

Main Showroom & Offices:
216 So. Oxford Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90004
Telex: 673477
WE HONOR VISA
and MASTERCHARGE

In!~[~:1

II)

ORDER DESKS
open 6 days a week!
7:00 am to 7:00 pm Mon thru
Order Desks: (213) 739·1130
TOLL·FREE TDLL·FREE
(outside Calif.)

(within Calif.)

800·421 -8045 800-252-2153
or phone orders;

Goods subject to availability;
OSC will meet or beat almost

an y advertised price as long as
the competition has the goods
on hand; not responsible for
tYP0f/.raphical errors; prices &

specifications subject to change
without notice; this ad supercedes
all previous ads; min shpg & hndlg
$5.95; Send $2 for 112-pg catalog!
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player's anxiety or the flight-path in- mer creates must be direct and to the
tentions of the Zylon enemy ships. point. It must rely as much as possiThese concepts, while germane to the ble on communications conventions
entire game function, need not be that the user already knows and
communicated between user and must be emotionally direct and obvious . For example, a CTRL-X keycomputer.
Completeness is an obvious func- stroke is obscure. What does it mean?
tion of any language, one that all pro- Perhaps it means that something
grammers recognize intuitively. should be destroyed; X implies
Problems with completeness most elimination or negation. Perhaps it
often arise when the programmer implies that something should be exmust add functions to the program, amined, expunged, exhumed, or
functions that cannot be supported something similar. If none of these
by the language the programmer has possibilities is indeed the case, the
created. This can be quite ex- command is unacceptably indirect.
asperating, for in many cases the ad- Keyboards are notorious for creating
ditional functions are easily im- this kind of problem.
plemented in the program itself. The
limiting factor is always the difficulty Closure
of adding new expressions to the
Closure is the aspect of comlanguage used between the human munications design that causes the
and the computer.
greatest problems. The concept is best
explained with an analogy. The user
Directness
is at point A and wishes to use the
Any new language is difficult to program to get to point B. A poorly
learn. Nobody has time to waste in designed program is like a tightrope
learning an unnecessarily florid stretched between points A and B.
language. The language a program- The user who knows exactly what to
New n99/4A . 48K RAM
100% TI parts w/Extended Basic
or Tl-LOGO Re:$1300 YIC:$$689.95

IN STOCK

COMPUTERS

Hp·87
Mode l
Ae u il YO lll CO~I
32K Bytes standard
800 16K
1080.00 689.95
800 48K
1280.00789.95
82907 A 32 K Mem. mod. 239.00
800 160K
82908A 64K Mem. mod . 337.00
(800·32K + 128 RAM disk)
1299.95
82909A 128K Mem. mod . 537.00
810 ~isk drive
600.00469.95
HP·85A Computer
S1985.00
TI-99/4A
Atari
VisiC.lc
200.00
169.95
HP·125
Computer
1985.00
On Iv
825 Impact Ptr
1000.00779.95
Hp·41 C Proy. scientific
188.00
95
HP-41 CV Prog. scientific
248.00
SUPER SPECIAl - AlARI 400 (16K)
HP·41
Card reader
169.00
YO", CoS! $299 .95
HP41
Printer
297.00
RE TA i l You, Cos.
RetaI l S59 5.00
Hp·41
Optical wand
99.00
10" color monitor high res
374.95 339.95
400 l ang. card opt.
82106A 41 C Memory module
26.00
32K memory module
399.95314.95
Iiiiiii ' - I :!.
$4995
82170A 41 C Quad memo mod .
84.00
Extended Basic
100.00 75.00
~
FOR AfARI
82160A Hp·I l interface
109.00
Speech synthesizer
149.95 129.95
4008. BOO 82161A Cassene drive
437.00
Oisk memory drive
499.95394.95
GHOST HUNTER (similar to Pac·Man)
B2162A HP-Il printer
397.00
Telephone coupler (modem)
224.95189.95
Disk $34 .95 Cassette $29.95
Hp·97
Pray. scienlprinter
584.00
Printer (solid state)
399.95319.95
HP·32E Scie ntific
55.00
TI·lOGO
250.00 99 .95
R ...d 5225 .00
Programmable
Hp·33C Prog. scientific
74 .001---::-------------~
Coiol TV Game
HP·34C Adv. pray. scientific
114.00
a_aI
Your Cost:
HP·37E
8usiness
74.00
~UVIL.JCI\.. ....... _
95
HP·38C
Proy. financial
119.00
...........x
HP·l1C Proy. scientific
114.00
High OUllityMon;.olS
Your
HP·12C Proy. financial
127.00
Model OHt " plion
Retail
Cost
Pa":i.·smg
amae cnartfldge
95
82905A Impact printer
619.00
.00
12 " .tw. 12 MH,
189.00 149.00
"
82901M 5%" dual drive
1699.00
~~'~I ,';:: ~;;:,~·~:s~~:mp. inpul, audio & tpk, ~~~:~g ~~::~~ !--====~;;:'::==---"""':::'="---I
9895A
8" dual drive
4499.00
ColorlllJ " Color , ABG inpul , hir"gl'phia. spk,
1295.00199.00
COMPUTERS
B
Impact printer
2999.00
G",h;ahblO1
lener qu.l. ptr.
2999.00
SKonddilk dr ivu
Mass storage ROM
124.00
Disk wi thun lloller DOS 13
Vnil:..tc lor Ap pl.1I & III
• ' - " MONITORS
PUQI·Fort"n·Cobal
mOle ava ilable!
Piotlprint ROM
124.00
1/0 ROM
239.00
igh resolution, number one seller!
Retail Yo ur Case
Matrix ROM
124.00
15" Black 8. white
390.00 199.00
$299.95
Adv. prog. ROM
124.00
13" color (OM 6113) RGB, High Res 1195.00 989.00
429 .95
Assembler ROM
239.00
13" color Inew) high quality!
650.00 449.00
499 .95
16K memomodule
169.00
12" Green phosphorous
360.00 269.00
Hp·I B interface
328.00
12" Black 8. whiIB
340.00 249.00
Serial interface
338.00
9" Black 8. white (the best seller)
235.00 179.00
GPIO interface
408.00
9" Green phosphorous
295.00 199.00
BCD interface
408.00
B2949A Parall.1 ptr. into
239.00 I----------------~
HP·7470A Hi·spead color graphic 1269.00
plotter w/interface

Texas Instruments
Home Computer

~

$299

W

M

_ _13

ATAR!"

~

A ..

Imp

,

~~~;' $22995
Re tail

S325.00
MRTTI!:L.I!:L.I!:~lJruG·

INtElliViSiON
Most animated TV game!
large selection of cartridges!

SAN

"""....

$139
$35

APPLE

r.::;~;:'::;::::::7!::P~R"':IN::::T:.:cE'::R:=:S=y:':'o-",-c-on-l

commodore

VIC~20

5K Persona I Computer
(Expands to 32K) Works with any TV!

Retail:$300.00 Your SPECIA L Cost:$259.95

t-:"Ar.,.X:-::L--:O:!'N~Me:.!m.:!o!!'Y.!!E~,..~".!!!s;o...!"~to~,A~T!:!A:!;RI!!.!&!-A-PP-L-E--1
RAMCRAM insta nt 32K boost fOl your Atari 400 or 800
R"', 89.oo Y/C,$119 .95

FREE with purch of VIC-20 one $49.50 LCD Pen Watch!
Commodore Oatasette. Recorder
for VIC-20 Your Cost:$68.95 We carry all peripherals,
'" •."',"."",
software & access. for the VIC-20 (we will beat any price!)

t2:~ ~:'.'d~~':~:~,~~~~ru~:t~ :~t:;~ .~~.::;:~o

R",;', S699.00 YOf" Co", $499 .95

APPLE, l20K bytes 01 RAM 1200NS) mem.
"'''"!'.' ' ~k; ~ l:,'I~·r.:~nj d;sk
co m, ·

dd",;

R",;',$/395.00 Yo,,' Co" , $,095 .00
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options. Thus, deliberate advocacy of
leading to success.
The essence of closure is the nar- closure is met with shocked incredulirowing of options, the elimination of ty. Why would anyone be so foolish
possibilities, and the placement of as to restrict the power of this
rock-solid walls around the user. wonderful tool?
The answer lies in the difference
Good design is not an accumulative
process of piling lots of features onto between the consumer and the proa basic architecture; good design re- , grammer. The programmer's life is
quires the programmer to strip away devoted to the computer; the conminor features, petty options, and sumer is a casual acquaintance at
best. The programmer uses the comgeneral trivia .
puter so heavily that it is costeffective to take the time to learn to
While the strengthS of use a more powerful tool. Since the
consumer does not have such time to
the keyboard are
lavish on the machine, a simple,
undeniable, Its
quick operation is required . The fine
weaknesses are seldom points that a programmer dotes on
are not important to the user; nor are
recognized.
the bells and whistles cherished by
programmers. As a programmer, you
This contention clashes with the may not share or approve of the convalues of many programmers, who sumer's values . But if you want to
crave complete freedom to exercise maintain your livelihood, you had
power over the computer. Their most better cater to them.
Closure is obtained by creating incommon complaint against a program is that it somehow restricts their puts and outputs that do not admit illegal values. This is extremely dif- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ficult to do with a keyboard, for a
keyboard always allows more entries
than any real program would need .
This provides an excellent argument
against the use of the keyboard. A
joystick is much better because you
can do so little with it, making it
easier to conceptually exclude bad inputs . The ideal is achieved when all
necessary options are expressible with
the joystick and no further options
will fit. In this case, the user cannot
make a bad entry because it doesn't
For the first time you can have the powerful ZSO CPU, up to SK EPROM
exist. More important, as in the
and 2K RAM plus the added capability of adding external memory, The New
language Newspeak in George
Eltec RESCUER I Board accepts four of the popular 2716 or two 2732, It
Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-four, the
provides RS232C interface with baud rates from 110 to 4S00 (2 mhz version) or
user cannot even conceive bad
110 to 9600 baud (4 mhz version), Interface is via the on-board RS 232 conthoughts because no words (inputs)
nector. ZHog parallel I/O chips provide two completely independent channels
for
them even exist.
of 1/ 0, accessed via 26-pin ribbon header on the board,
Closure
is much more than maskRESCUER I comes complete with ZSO, one EPROM, one RAM, full capability
ing out bad inputs. Masking makes
described above, Operating system included provides minimum utilities such
bad inputs conceivable and expressias display memory, enter memory, select baud rate, etc, 2 mhz version
$2S9.00; 4 mhz version, $314.00, Use your Visa or Mastercard, Phone or write
ble, but not functional. For example,
a keyboard might be used with the
for details,
•
Only
Electrotechnics /.":"\.
"M" key disabled because it is mean.
Corporation
4f!Jlf~~
ingless. The user can still see the key,
complete!
P.O, Box S122
'-../
can imagine pressing it, and can
VISA
Shreveport, Louisiana 71108
wonder what would happen if it was
*95% complete
Ph , (31S) 636-0563
pressed-all wasted effort. The user
can waste even more time by pressing
do and performs perfectly will succeed. More likely, he or she will slip
and fall. Some programs try to help
by providing a manual or internal
warnings that tell the user what to do
and what not to do. These are
analogous to signs along the tightrope
advising "BE CAREFUL" and
"DON'T FALL." I have seen several
programs that place signs underneath
the tightrope, so that the user can at
least see why the fall is happening. A
somewhat better class of programs
provides masks against illegal entries,
equivalent to guardrails alongside the
tightrope. These do help, but they
must be well constructed to ensure
that the user does not thwart them.
Some programs have nasty messages
that bark at the errant user, warning
against making certain entries . These
are analogous to scowling monitors
in school corridors, and they are
useful only for making an adult feel
like a child. The ideal program is like
a tunnel bored through solid rock.
There is but one path, the path
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Express yourself
past check-in lines on TWA.

Express yourself straight to the gate and ...

express yourself straight to your seat.

Its easy with TWA's Airport Express.
Nothing gets you past check-in lines
and through the airport faster than TWA's
Airport Express.®And that's because with
TWA's Round-Trip Check-In ~ Connection
Check-In sm and Advance Seat Selection
you can get boarding passes and seat
assignments for your outbound, connecting and return flights before you depart.
So on your trip home you can go
straight to your seat on the plane. Instead
of straight to the back of a check-in line.
Ask for TWA's Airport Express.
And express yourself past check-in lines.
Get 2 free First Class
tickets to Europe
At TWA we believe in rewarding our
frequent business flyers for making us
their number one choice. In addition to

it and wondering why nothing happened. The waste is compounded by
the programmer imagining the user
doing all these wasteful things and
putting in code to stop the symptoms
without eliminating the disease. Why
are these people wasting so much
time over a button that doesn't do
anything in the first place? A properly closed input structure avoids all
these problems because it uses an input device that can express only the
entries necessary to run the program-and nothing more. The user
can't waste time dealing with
something that isn't there, and the
programmer can't waste time masking out bad inputs that can't be
entered.
Closure provides an important
feature for the beginning user: security. Imagine the naive user peering
down at an army of deadly keys, each
one laden with the potential for triggering World War III, or at least
destroying the computer. A properly

closed program offers fewer choices
and fewer lurking disasters. Less
perceived opportunity for failure
generates confidence that, in turn,
generates more fluent use of the program.

The designer must
carefully weigh the
capabilities of the
machine and the
needs of the user.
Many advantages accrue to the
programmer when closure is properly
applied. Code is tighter and runs
faster because there need be no input
error checking. Program structure is
simpler because there are fewer
logical tests and branches. Less
testing is needed because there are
fewer input conditions to test.

Music and Art Cross Paths
at the Computer
DIGIT AL HARMONY
On the Complementarity
of Music and Visual Art
By John Whitney
BYTE Books is pleased to offer
Digital Harmony. a major new work
by John Whitney. Digital Harmony
lays the foundation for the new field
of audiovisual art made possible by microcomputer s .
Whitney. whose film art has
been an inOuence on technological arts and cinematic special
Please se nd me :
effects from STAR WARS to
_
_
cop ies of DIGITAL HARM ONY $21.95
2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY.
Add 751t per book to cove r postage and handling.
explores the special union of
Please remit in U.S . funds or draw on a U.S. Bank.
music and computer graphics.
o Check enclosed in the amoun t of $. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Colorful illustrations as well as
n Bill VISA
I J Bill MasterCard
the program listing s that
Exp ires _ _ _ _ __
ACCI No .
generated them are included .
Name
The descriptions are sufficient
Title
for any composer or computer
Com pany . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
experimenter to transform the
Street _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __
small computer into an ideal in_
_
State / Provo _ _ _ Code _
_
_
C ity _
strument for creating compositions in aural and visua l art.
Call our toll-Free Number
70 Main St.
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The primary problem with closure
is the design effort that must be expended to achieve good closure. The
entire relationship between the user
and the program must be carefully
analyzed to determine the minimum
vocabulary necessary for the two to
communicate. Numerous schemes of
communication must be examined
and discarded before the true
minimum scheme is found. In the
process, many bells and whistles that
the programmer wanted to add will
be eliminated. An objective viewpoint will conclude that the bells and
whistles are more clutter than
chrome.

Conclusions
The design of the language of communication between the user and the
program will be the most difficult
part of the design process in consumer software. The designer must
carefully weigh the capabilities of the
machine and the needs of the user.
The information that flows between
the two sentient beings must be
precisely defined. The language is
then designed to maximize the clarity
(not the quantity) of information
flowing to the user while minimizing
the effort the user must expend to
communicate with the computer. The
language must utilize the machine's
features and devices effectively while
maintaining its own completeness,
directness, and closure.
The result will be a program that
eliminates mental distance between
the user and the computer. The two
thinking beings achieve a mental
resonance, an intellectual communion . •
The Atari Tutorial ends this month
with Chris Crawford's essay on human
engineering. We at BYTE have been
proud to present it to you, and we
want to thank Chris Crawford, Bob
Fraser, Kathleen Pitta, and Lane Winner for making it possible.
In the past year, the Atari 4001800
computer has become one of the most
popular microcomputers. We plan to
continue coverage of the Atari in
BYTE, and we are very interested in
seeing Atari-related articles from
you ... .G. W.

If you're a computer user tired of
• ftware that assumes an understandIng of programming and hardware
design, or a programmer Interested In
writing more effective and easler-touse programs, then you'll appreciate
this presentation of concrete methods
for developing "user-friendly" soft;
ware. Scot Kamins and Mitchell Waite
show you how to humanize those onceIntimidating screens and keyboards.
In a readable and engaging style, the
authors give you complete details on
such topics as screen formatting,
crash proofing programs, developing
built-In verifications and validations,
presenting directions on the video
display screen, and writing helpful,
clear documentation. Full listings of
programs In the popular Applesoft
BASIC language complement the
authors' witty and sensitive solution to
one of the major problems preventing
microcomputers from reaching their
full potential In home or office.
Every computer user and programmer owes a debt to Kamins and Waite
for this thorough course In humanized
programming.

The new, vastly more powerful 16·blt
microprocessors, representing the
latest magic In solid-state Integrated
circuits, are destined to replace
today's 8·blt processors In the microcomputers of the 1980s.
You don't have to be a hardware
engineer to follow the authors' clear,
down-to-earth descriptions of the
deSign, capabilities, and potential of
the Intel 8086/8088 16-blt microprocessors. The authors also Introduce
you to two major 16-blt "coprocessors," the 8087 Numeric Data Processor and the 8089 110 Processor, and
present 11 sample CP/M programs displaying the power of 16·blt microcomputlng.
Finally, the authors survey the current sdene In terms of available software (like cross-assemblers, 8080
emulators, and operating systems for
the 8086/8088) and new products such
as the IBM Personal Computer, which
Is based on the 8088. With Its thoughtful presentation aided by numerous II·
lustratlons, 808618088 16-bit Microprocessor Primer will put you on the cut·
tlng edge of current microcomputer
technology.

The first book to focus primarily
the Inexpensive ml~i'n~nrnnl
text·edltlng products,
Prr"".. "o/tl
fJrimer gives you a thorough
on this new and powerful way to
tronlcally generate, correct,
manage all kinds of typewritten
ments.
The authors begin with an overvl
of the word·processlng field, detail
potential applications, sugg
ways to get started, and descrlb
word-processing equipment and
grams. A later section on text fo
tlng shows you how to control the
pearance of your final printed
while another describes prog
will check for spelling errors, c
dexes, and generate personalized
letters.
Selecting a word-processing syster
Is made easy as the authors descrlb
the seven most Important features t,
look for. Also, a mlnl·catalog of aval
able products compares capabilitle!
features, limitations, and prices.
All of these features, enhanced b
many Illustrations, make this the mo~
valuable, Informative, and up-to-dat
word·processlng guide available toda)

ISBN 0-07-033356·4 $14.95

ISBN 0-07-043109-4 $16.95

ISBN 0-07·067761·1 $14.95

prepayment required
Call TolI·Free 800/258-5420
plus $1.00 postage and handling fee per book
BYTE/MCGRAW-HILL

~'!~

Itnll

Available Summer 198
at your local book or computer stor

Upward Migration
Part 1: Translators
Using translation programs to move CP/M-86 programs to
CP/M and MS-DOS
Roger Taylor and Phil Lemmons
cl o BYTE Publications Inc.
POB 372

Hancock, NH 03449

In software migrations as in any
other, the first thing you must know
is where you are and where you are
going. If a Californian decides to
move to Australia, he can call an
airline, ask for a ticket from San
Francisco to Sydney, and the airline
clerk will be happy to reserve a seat
for him . If the Californian asks for a
ticket from Los Angeles-or-San Francisco to Sydney, however, the airline
clerk will find the request confusing.
If the Californian asks for a ticket
from Los Angeles-or-San Francisco to
Sydney under Catholic rule, or a
ticket from Los Angeles-or-San Francisco to Sydney under Protestant
rule, the airline clerk will probably
say , "You've already spent too much
time in the hot tub, buddy . Stay in
California . You're right where you
belong."
In this little parable of modern
~

Circle 237 on Inquiry card .

times, Los Angeles is the 8080, San
Francisco is the Z80, Sydney is the
8086, Catholicism is CP I M -86, and
Protestantism is MS-DOS. The

Xl186 takes 8080

source code and
converts it into
8086 source code
in an intelligent
manner using
data-flow-analysis
techniques.
operating systems are represented by
religions because they generate
similar passions, controversies, true
believers, and .skeptics.
Is there really any need to explain

why Los Angeles stands for the 8080
and San Francisco for the Z80? Or
that the airlines stand for the software
houses that have written translation
programs?
You've probably guessed who the
guy is who's trying to buy the ticket.
He's the experienced 8080 or Z80 programmer, and the hot tub symbolizes
his strong preference for staying right
where he ' is-on one familiar processor with one familiar operating
system. What could be cozier?
The programmer may not have the
urge for going, but he has to go to one
unfamiliar processor and to both
operating systems . And so do the rest
of us .
We're lucky to have software from
at least three companies to help us
along. In this article , the first of two
parts, we will review three CP I M-80to-8086 translator programs. We'll
June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Figure 1: A rchitecture of the 8080 m icroprocessor showing th e internal registers .

show the output that each of the three
translators produced from the same
original code. In addition, we'll make
some observations about the differences in adapting the translated
code to CP/ M-86 and MS-DOS . Next
month, we'll take a closer (although
still not comprehensive) look at
CP / M-86 and MS-DOS.

Orientation to the 8086
The first thing we have to do is examine the differences between the
familiar 8080 and Z80 microprocessors and the 8086. For reference,
figure 1 shows the registers and architecture of the 8080; figure 2 shows
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the registers and architecture of the
Z80. We'll make few comments about
these registers because they are
familiar to you if you have 8080 or
Z80 source code that you want to
translate . .
Figure 3 shows the registers and architecture of the 8086 . Since the 8086
is less familiar, we'll take a brief look
at it for orientation . (For further
enlightenment, see The 8086 Book,
Russell Rector and George Alexy,
Osborne / McGraw-Hill, 1980, and
The 8086 Primer, Stephen P. Morse,
Hayden, 1980.) The 8086 is, of
course, a 16-bit microprocessor. The
8088 is the same as the 8086 inter-

nally . Externally, however, they appear different due to the 8-bit bus of
the 8088 and the 16-bit bus of the
8086. This means that programs that
run on the 8088 will also run on the
8086 assuming that the memory
resources and peripheral resources
are the same. In general, statements
in this article that apply to the 8086
apply to the 8088 as well.
The 8086 can access up to 1
megabyte of memory and as many as
65,000 inp ut/output ports. The
megabyte of memory is 2 2 0 8-bit
bytes; any two consecutive by tes are
a 16-bit wor d. Some 8086 instructions
access bytes; others access words.

WE

ON

THE PRICE
When it comes to Intertec microcomputer equipment we 've won the battles
over pricing , service, and support. And
we fully expect to keep on winning .
The Battle Over SuperBraln™
The micro with the best price/performance ratio in the industry just got better. When Intertec reduced its prices, we
were ready. With machines in stock at
the absolute lowest prices anywhere
and 72-hour warehouse burn-in, we won
the battle over SuperBrain with little
opposition . It's just what you'd expect
from Intertec 's largest dealer in the
Northeast.
The Strategy of the
CompuStar™ Network
Just the system for the dealer or OEM
who wants to make it big in the
business market. The expandability of
the CompuStar network lets you answer
your clients' needs today and tomorrow.
And our low prices let you offer a package your customers can afford to buy
and you can afford to sell .
Because we're experts in networking and support, Intertec has chosen us
to distribute this incredible, expandable
business system .
Our Foreign Wars
No matter where the need for microcomputer equipment arises, TriStar is
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there. Our products, our prices, and our
support sound good in any language.
We welcome all international inquiries.
Our Infiltration Into the Government
We 've infiltrated the government on the
local, state, and federal levels with the
kinds of systems, support, and prices that
governments require . To TriStar , there's
no such thing as red tape; just special
customers with special needs that we
can easily satisfy.
The Secret to Our Success
It's called SSDS-Single Source Dealer
Support. With well over 10 years in the
computer industry, we 've got the knowledge , experience, products, support, and
flexibility that dealers and OEMs look for.
We 've got a full line of printers to
meet any customer 's requirements.
We 've got a library of software , from the
most common to the most unusual.
We 've got a substantial inventory of
spare parts and we offer 24-hour turnaround on replacement modules. And
most importantly, we 've got the ability to
develop new support capabilities as
quickly and as expertly as anyone in
the industry.
If You Want to Sign Up
Your commitment can be as large or as
small as you want. You can buy one
machine or 100. No matter, we 'll give

With SuperBrains™
From $1995
you all the support you want on
product knowledge, hardware service ,
marketing and sales support, and
pricing. For instance, the leads we
get from our national advertiSing are
passed on to you. Our hardware service
is fast and reliable. And our technical
personnel are always available to
. help with software development,
systems configuration , communications,
and installation.
It's tough out there, but the rewards are great. And with the strong
support TriStar can give you, chances
are you'll win some wars of your own.
You and your customers are welcome to visit our facilities for a tour and
free demonstration. For more information , call 609-424-4700 or
215-629-1289 . To order, call toll free
(800) 257-5217 .

See us at COMDEX/SPRING '82,
Booth 1011.

SuperBraln and CompuStar are trademark s of
Intertec Data Systems
CS 1982, TrlStar
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Sixteen bits are not enough to address a megabyte of memory. The
8086 manages to do so, however, by
dividing the megabyte of memory into a number of segments of 64K bytes
each. Each segment begins at an address that yields an even result when
divided by 16.
All calculations of memory
addresses in the 8086 involve four
special registers called segment
registers. The 8080 family has a 16-bit
address bus that allows addressing of
65,536 bytes of memory. While the
internal registers of the 8088 / 8086
family also have 16 bits, the external
address bus has 20 bits . To get the
20-bit address, the 8086 extends a segment register with 4 low-order bits of
0, and adds the segment register to a
16-bit address from another register,
as shown in figure 4.
Each segment register defines what
is known as its own "current" segment. Each instruction specifies an
offset into a segment. The segment
registers, which cannot be used interchangeably, are as follows:

CPU

~ r---~~--,

A
B

FLAGS
C
E
L

D
H
I

A'
B'

D'
H'

FLAGS'
C'
E'
L'

R

iii
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IV
SP
PC

+5V

GND

CLOCK

Figure 2: Architecture of the 280 microprocessor showing the internal registers.
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_______________ .J

I EU
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SI
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OPERANDS
FLAGS
IL

________________________________________________ _

.J

Figure 3: Architecture of the 808618088 microprocessor showing the internal registers.
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The Code Segment register
defines the 64K-byte current code segment. When an instruction is fetched ,
the contents of the program counter
are added to the CS register contents
to calculate the address of the instruction to be fetched.
DS-The Data Segment register
defines the current data segment.
With three exceptions, all data
memory references are understood in
relation to the OS register. (The exceptions are that the stack pointer is
used to calculate stack addresses, any
data memory addresses calculated
using the BP register are taken in relation to the stack segment, and any
string operations involving the
destination are taken in relation to
the extra segment. See SS and E5 immediately below.)
55-The Stack Segment register identifies the current stack segment.
References to data memory that use
the BP ' or SF register in calculating
the address are understood·in relation
to the SS register. For example, the
PUSH, POP, CALL, INT, and RET
instructions use the SS register.
E5- The Extra Segment register plays

lake your pick of the litter.
When you're ready to let your computer out and
introduce it to the rest of the world, one of the Cat
family of Modems is the way to do it.
Take your pick. You can't go wrong. They're all
purebreds-from Novation, the recognized world
leader in personal communications .

Apple-Cat II~·I,---_ _ __
Major breakthrough-the intelligent modem.
Slips into your Apple. All auto functions, selectable
baud rates, Serial RS-232 port, BSR X-tO controller***
easy-to-use self-prompting format. Other options
available.
From $389** including software

Cat Acoustic Modem
Fast, accurate, reliable originate/answer modemwith built-in diagnostics. Just add your computer
and phone . Then dial up the world. $189**

Super Mike
Replace your phone's
carbon mike with Super
Mike. No more carbon
granule problems. Making
things perfectly clear has
never been so easy.
$14.95**

D-Cat
Get the performance and reliability of a direct
connect modem (up to 20dB improvement) with the
portability and price of an acoustic. Use it at home.
Use it at work. Truly unique. So's the price. $199**

Auto-Cat
Answers automatically and stores data in your
co mputer until you're ready. The world's first LSI t03
modem. State-of-the-art, all digital, crystal controlled
direct connect.
You're off the hook for under $250**

INovationI
Call for details:

(800) 423 - 5410

In California ('213) 996-5060
Available from Avnet Electronics, Hamilton Electro, Hamilton Avnet,
Kierulff Electronics, Byte Shops, Computerland, and your local
computer store.
Novation / Inc., 18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, California 91356

*App le is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. Cat is a trademark of Novation, Inc. which does not make Apple computers.
**Suggested retail price ***BS R is a trademark of BSR Corporation
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a role in string operations.
destinations of string operations
the 01 register in calculating
dresses, and are taken relative to
ES register.

a
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OFFSET ADDRESS

LOGICAL ADDRESS

Besides the four segment registers,
the 8086 has the following:

+

a

15

ISEGMENT REGISTER I 0000

SEGMENT ADDRESS

a

19

I

PHYSICAL MEMORY ADDRESS

I

ACTUAL PHYSICAL ADDRESS

Figure 4: The 8086 extends a segment register with 4 low-order bits of O. It then adds the
segment to a 16-bit address from another register to achieve a 20-bit address.
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Figure 5: Register-usage mapping between the two processor families is shown . Note
that the IX and IY registers of the Z80 do not exist for the 808018085. More registers are
in the 808818086 than in either the 8080 or Z80 . Observe that the 808818086 segment
registers have no parallel in the 8080l Z80 family . The 8080 family has a 16-bit address
bus that allows addressing of 65,536 bytes of memory.' While the internal registers of the
808818086 family also have 16 bits, the external address bus has 20 bits, formed by
extending a segment register with 4 low-order bits of 0, and adding it to a 16-bit address
from another register.
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• Four general-purpose registers: AX,
BX, CX, and OX. Each is addressable
as a I6-bit register or as two 8-bit
registers. When addressed as 8-bit
registers, the pairs are called: AH,
AL; BX, BL; CH, CL; and OH, OL.
The general-purpose registers hold
the intermediate results of operations.
• Four pointer and index registers;
these locate data within a specified
segment of memory. SP is the stack
pointer, BP the base pointer, SI the
source index, and 01 the destination
index.
• One program counter.
• One I6-bit flag register (program
status word, or status register) containing nine flags.
Now that we've looked inside the
8086, we can take a look at how
register usage in the 8080 / Z80 processor family corresponds generally
with that in the 8086. Figure 5 shows
the sets of registers alongside each
other so that you can see the general
correspondence clearly. Note that the
IX and IY registers of the Z80 do not
exist for the 8080/8085 . On the other
hand, the alternate register set of the
Z80 (not shown) as well as the I and
R registers have no parallel in the
8086 register set; operations involving these will require special attention
from the programmer after the conversion is done.
Clearly, the 8086 has more registers
than either the 8080 or Z80. Since the
8086 also has a more powerful instruction set, translation should be
possible with minor restrictions.

Complications
Since all CP / M-80 programs had to
exist in a 64K-byte region, there
should be little trouble fitting a
translated program into a I-megabyte
(1,048,576-byte) region. If you're
translating from the Z80, however,
things are complicated slightly

fYouEv
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trying to sell and manage
your potential customers,
turn to Sales ProTM.

create questions to be
asked that are unique to
your type of selling.

The only CP IM®-80 software that solves your selling
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See us at NCC Booth #5049.
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S-1 DO Boards from S. C. Digital

features:

256K DYNAMIC RAM
Model 256KE

• 16 or 24 bit address. • B/16 bit wide data •
Transparent refresh with unlimited DMA, immune to Wait
States, halts, resets. • Fast access time 1BOnsec from
Smemr or Psync high, will run with ZBO, ZBOOO to 6mhz,
BOBO, BOB5 , BOB6 to Bmhz without Wait States. •
Accepts 4116, 4164's.

64K DYNAMIC RAM 'Uniselect: 2'
features:
Model 64KUS
• 16 or 24 bit address . • B bit data . • Bank select by
SW settable port, bits in two blocks . • Two 32kb (12Bkb)
addressing . • Transparent refresh - same as M:256KE .
• Fast access time - 220nsec, will run with ZBO, ZBOOO to
4mhz, BOBO, BOB5, BOB6, BOBB to 5mhz without Wait
States . • Can be configured to various mu~iusers OS's . •
Expandable to 256KB using 4164's.

32K STATIC RAM 'Uniselect: 3'
features:
Model 32KUS
• Fully Static using 2k by 8 NMOS chips. • 16 or 24 bit
address . • 8/ 16 bit wide data . • Bank Select by port and
bit in 32K block . • Two 16K block addressing with window
capability in 2k increments. • EPROM can be mixed with
RAM . • Fast access - 250nsec from address valid - will
run with ZBO, Z8000 to 4mhz, 8080, 8085, 8088, 8086 or
68000 to 8mhz without Wait States. • Provision for
Battery Backup.

features :

lBo CPU Boerd
Model CPU! lBO

• 2 or 4mhz clock. • Jump on Reset. • 8 levels of
prioritized vectored interrupts .

I/O, Memory Interface 'Interface: l'
features :
Model 3SPC

2K lBo Monitor Program
available for M:3SPC

features : many routines including breaker points, cassette
record and play back .. . etc. Comes in 2 EPROMs and lK
RAM .
All boards conform to IEEE696/ S100 specifications , fully
socketed, screened legends, masks, Gold contacts. Guaranteed
One Full year.
Priets
S795
S535
S395
S395
S2B5
S399
S2B9
SI49
S219
SI49
S229
SI59
S 55

with
256K9
I1BKB
B4KB 14184" 1
64KB 4116'.
16KB
31KB
16KB
no mamol"l
withinterrupl
nointlllTUpl

withcassett,
witheess. ttl
with IK Ram

A&T
A&T
A&T
A&T
A&T
A&T
A&T
A&T
A&T
IGt
A&T

S. C. DIGITAL
906, Aurora, Illinois 60507
Phone: /312) 897-7749
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Intel also has a translator, CONVERT 86, but it is sold only as part of
a large software package intended for
its OEM customers and doesn't run
under CP 1M. In addition, some
reports indicate that Microsoft may
soon bring out a translator.
Two issues must be addressed
when converting from a CP I M-80
source:

Z80 instruction mnemonics?
(a) Zilog
(b) TDL (Technical Design Labs)
(c) Intel (Digital Research with
macros)
(d) Sorciml ACT -80
or
Straight 8080 / 8085 code with no
macros?
2. Where is the resultant code going?
CP IM-86 or MS-DOS?

Kit

Delivery is within 3 working days . MC, Visa or COO orders
accepted . Illinois residents add 511% sales tax.
O.E.M. & DEALER PRICING AVAILABLE

P.o. Box

• XL T86 from Digital Research Inc.
• TRANS86 1ACT86 from Sorcim
• The Z80-to-8086 translator from
Seattle Computer Products

I, Where is the source coming from?

• 3 serials using UART, RS-232C or 20ma current loop.
• 1 Parallel I/ Owith hand shakes . • 4k Ram, 4k EPROM
Inot supplied) . • Bui~ in Kansas City Audio Cassette
interface . • Baud rate generator from 19.2kbaud to 110
baud .

""'dcl
256KE
256KE-12B
84KUS -84
B4KU S
84KUS·IB
32KUS
32KUS -IB
32 KUS · N
CPUI-ZBO
CPUI -ZBO· K
3SPC
3SPC-KC
2K Monitor

because its extensive instruction set
has to be mapped to the 8086 instructions, as well as the 8080 registers .
The 8086 does, however, have a
rich instruction set that covers all the
bit instructions and most of the block
instructions. The problems encountered in mapping instructions
and registers can be formalized and
solved by using a variety of software
tools.
To convert a source file running
under CP IM-80 so as to assemble it
with an 8086 assembler requires
either the use of a code translator or a
considerable effort with a program
editor. At least three commercial
products come under the translator
category:

The three translators under review
do not always approach these issues
in the same way . Furthermore, they
all handle register mapping somewhat
differently, We 'll look at the

translators now one at a time, Then
we'll see how they translated the same
CP I M-80 listing. With the listing in
hand, we'll see how each of the
translators handled register mapping ,
Finally, we'll turn to the subject of
how the two different 16-bit
operating systems affect program
translation .

XL T86 from Digital Research
Digital Research's XLT86 takes
standard 8080 source code in a format
compatible with ASM, MAC, or
RMAC assemblers and converts the
8080 source code to 8086 source code
in a format compatible with ASM86
operating under either CP I M-80 or
CP / M-86, Since XLT86 is written in
PLlI-80, the translator can run either
stand-alone under CP IM-80 or for
cross development under VAX/ VMS .
It produces optimized 8086 code in a
five-phase, multipass process, doing
global data-flow analysis to determine optimal register usage.
Although macro definitions are not
supported, conditional-assembly
directives are. The XL T86 User's
Guide suggests that if you want
macro expansion, you can use a pass
through MAC or RMAC to produce a
PRN file that can be edited (removing
the first few columns of generated
hexadecimal code) to produce an expanded source file for input acceptable to XLT86. XLT86 does not
recognize Z80 instructions, XLT86
passes repeat loops through to the
8086 source code,
XLT86 analyzes the source program in its entirety, determining the
block structure and the register I flag
usage. Working from this information, it translates the code to 8086
assembler code in an optimized way ,
The decision algorithm for each instruction type is given in a section of
the manual to allow the user to see
what happens in each situation.
Register mapping generally follows
the correspondence shown in figure 4 ,
with a loose relationship between the
8086 AX and the 8080 PSW; the exact
relationship is determined from
register usage at translate time,
Many run-time options are available to control the translation pro-

YOU CAN'T KEEP A
GOOD MEMORY
DOWN
EXCEPT IN PRICE
AND AT CHRISLIN
WE PROVE IT!
We offer new super
competitive memory
prices for your LSI 11,
Motorola, IBM PC,
S100, and Multibus
microprocessor based
systems.

Our CI·SlOO 64KB single card is compatible
with most S100 bus systems.
The CI·6800j 2 expansion memory for
EXORCISOR I and EXORCISOR II
microprocessors has a capacity
of 64KB on a single card,
parity is standard.

Our new add·in expansion memory for
IBM's Personal Computer has capacity
up to 512KB on a single card with one
RS232·C port and parity.
The CI·1123
add· in memory
has capacity up
to 256KB on a
single board,
parity is
standard.
The CI·8086 is compatible with the
Multibus 8 bit and 16 bit
microprocessors. The memory has
capacity up to 512KB on a single
card, and parity is standard.

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

Chrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village, CA 91362 • 213-991-2254
TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)

Ci rcle 90 on Inquiry card .

cess, both on the command line and
embedded in the 8080 source text.
The options control the disks that the
work and output files are on, whether
the block-analysis information is output to disk, whether code and data
segments are to be intermixed or kept
separate, and whether the condition
flags are active on exiting from
subroutines.
XL T86 is a sophisticated program
that does a reasonable job of optimizing the translation of 8080 source
code to 8086 source code. BDOS calls
from CP IM-80 are mapped into
BDOS calls that are compatible with
CP/M-86.
XL T86 has special features for
handling translation of conditional
JMP and CALL instructions in 8080
source code. In the 8080 instructions,
JMP and CALL instructions are
capable of reaching any address
within the 64K-byte region. The 8086
conditional JMP instructions can
reach only 128 bytes on either side of
the IP (Instruction Pointer) register.
XL T86 examines the target of the con-

For your students' first
course in computing ...
pick the program
that's first in delivering
actual computer skills

COMPUTEI
POIEI
Michael Moshell, Project Director

r---------------,
Computer Power
Gregg/McGraw-Hili
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
Name ______________________
TItle _______________________
Institution ___________________
Street Address _______________
City _______________________
State

The 8086 can access up
to 1 megabyte of
memory and as many
as 65,000 input/output
ports.
to skip over an unconditional CALL
or RET .
As noted earlier, the segment
registers allow for separation of code
and data regions. To reference data,
you have to tell the 8086 whether
data is in the code segment (CS) or
the data segment (DS) . For the Digital
Research ASM86 assembler, the Offset directive handles this chore.

L _______________
~
BYTE 6/82.
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XL T86 examines an expression and
determines the proper segment for the
particular instruction.
XLT86 does have limits on the size
of the 8080 source files that it can
translate because the flow-analysis information must be in memory. In a
64K-byte CP 1M system, the maximum source file that can be
translated is approximately 6K bytes,
depending on the structure of the program. Nothing is said in the manual
about being able to deal with
modular code using RMAC and
external references. This implies that
the entire source program must be
converted at once, limiting the size of
the program that can be translated by
using XLT86 to 6K bytes .
In summary, if you're starting from
8080/8085 assembly code written for
ASM or MAC and you want to go to
CP IM-86, and if the source program
does not exceed 6K bytes, XLT86 is
the most useful translator. Code written for Z80s using MAC requires
careful examination after the translation process to make sure that no

A hands-on approach to
computer literacy

Classroom-tested materials that
are easy to use

Students do a lot more than read about
computers. They also ...

The student text and courseware reduce
computer anxiety by offering lively instruction featuring graphics and animation. And
the Teacher's Manual offers thorough,
step-by-step guidance to the newto-the-computer teacher.

• become capable beginning computer
programmers who can program the
computer for business, personal, and
school use
• strengthen their problem-solving skills
and attention spans
• sharpen their planning skills by analyzing sub-tasks
• learn about career opportunities in the
computer field

Note: *For better service, Gregg's educational
courseware is available under a license agreement, rather than through sale.
To take full advantage of Computer Power,
you need the following equipment:
APPLE II Plus micro,--------..,
computer, equipped
with a video monitor
(color or black and
white), UCSD APPLE
Pascal-language card,
and game paddles.

Zip _______

Best "Time to Call
Area Code & Phone # ___________
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ditional JMP . If the target cannot be
reached, XLT86 changes the sense of
the conditional JMP and skips over a
long JMP to the target address. Since
there are no conditional CALL or
RET instructions in the 8086, the
sense of the condition is changed and
a short conditional JMP is performed

GREGG SOFTWARE

Text, 224 pp. (65773-4) $7.50*
Teacher's Manual, 372 pp. incl. 7 disks

(65774-2) $385.00'
To learn more, just fill out and mail the coupon. Or dial toll-free: 800-223-4180.

(From New York State, call collect:
212-997-2646.)

Ma.,. ate the doors that
lead to the andertmund.

The top prose ad.enture bestsellers, ZORK I and ZORK D.

Now a\'ailable for
Apple®II. ATARI ®400/800. IBM Personal Computer.
NEC PC-8000. CP/M~ andPDpT~l1.
few are they who come bacll aUve.
Your ~reatest challen~es lie ahead -and below.
ZORK I: The Great Under~round Empire. and
ZORK II: The Wizard of Frobozz will transcend
any computer a~e adventure you've ever
encountered.
Those who live to tell the tale ofZORK's
mysteries speal< of becomin~ immersed in a
dimension where the extraordinary is commonplace. and the dan~ers are as real as any in
human experience. It is said that once you have
l<nown the forbidden realm. you are chan~ed
and that he who dares ZORK's depths twice will
never be the same a~ain.

Apple is a reIJiste red trade mark of Apple Co mpute r. Inc. AlARI is a relliste red
trade ma rk of Ata ri.ln c. C P/ M is a relliste red trade mark o f Di ll it a I Research.
Inc. PDP is a trad e mark o f DilJita l Eq uipment Cor pora ti o n.

Inpocom

55 Whee le r Street.

Cambrid ~e.

MA 02138

Now your door to ZORK has opened to
becRon you be low. The journey be~ins where
Infocom's new worlds ofINTERLOGICTM prose
adventure - inci udin\6 the new mystery thriller
DEADLINETM -await you. at fine computer
stores everywhere.

r----------

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Open your door to the under9roundhere's $2 for openers!

To ~e t your $2 ZORK rebate by mail. just send Infocom
this coupo n with your completed warranty card and
sales slip fr om ZO RK in their ori~inal form. No reproductio ns will be accepted. Limit 1 rebate fo r household.
add ress or o r ~a nizati on . Offer ~ood o nly in U.s.A. Void
where prohibi ted. taxed o r o therwise restricted. Rebate
req ue st must be postmarRe d before midni~ht 7/3 1/ 82.
Infocom is no t responsible for lost. late or misdirected
mail. Allow 4 to 6 weeRs for d e livery.
Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA "2138
OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31, 1982
El

flags were inadvertently changed.
You have to expand macros before
using XL T86 unless the number of invocations was small. In that event,
expanding the macros by hand with
an editor might be just as easy .

Sorcim's TRANS86
TRANS86 is an 80801 ACT80to-8086 translator. It takes 8080 or
ACT80 source code as input and
creates a file compatible with the input to ACT86, an 8086 assembler.
The output of TRANS86 is incompatible with any assembler other than
ACT86. The ACT86 mnemonics are
different enough so that, unless the
programmer has a sophisticated text
processor and the talent (or patience)
to do a great deal of text manipulation, TRANS86 should be used only
with ACT86.
Both TRANS86 and ACT86 run on
either 8080 or Z80 processors under
CP IM-80, MP 1M, or COOS with a
minimum of 24K bytes of RAM
(random-access readlwrite memory).
TRANS86 consists of an executable
file, an overlay file, and a translation
table. The input assembly source
code must be in a form acceptable to
the standard CP IM-80 assemblers
(ASM, MAC, or RMAC), or to
ACT80, Sorcim's Assembly Code
Translator for 8080 / Z80 processors.

Translation occurs on an instruction-by-instruction basis with some
optimization rules applied to conditional jumps. There appears to be no
limit as to the size of the source file
that can be translated. A file is produced on the same disk as the source
file with the same name and an .ASN
extension. If a file by that name
already exists, the user is asked if the
file should be deleted or if the program should be aborted.
TRANS86 flags the following Z80
instructions as errors:

ACT80 code

Zilog/Mostek
equivalent code

Mov A,R
Mov R,A
Mov A,I
Mov I,A
In,C reg
Inir
Otir
Rid
Rrd

LdA,R
LdR,A
Ld A,I
Ld I,A
In reg,(C)
Inir
Otir
Rid
Rrd

TRANS86 supports macros in the
ACT80 format. Although TRANS86
acts on macros in the MAC format,
there is no guarantee that the macros
will expand correctly. The user is cautioned to examine the result of a

macro expansion to determine if the
sense of the macro has been maintained. Examples are given of some
macros that work and some that do
not. The TRANS86 User 's Reference
Manual includes a section that gives
hints on how to hand-optimize the
output of TRANS86; specifically, accumulator indirect loads through the
DE and BC registers, 8080 conditional
jumps, and Z80 block instructions.
Another section describes the differences between ACT80 and Z80
mnemonics. This information allows
the programmer to manually convert
assembly source code to a form acceptable to TRANS86 . The ACT80
instruction set has some ASM-style
instructions, some Z80-style instructions, and some instructions that are
unique to the ACT80 assembler. If
the source code is written in 8080
ASM mnemonics, TRANS86 will
process it and output ACT86
assembler code. The 8080 instruction
SPHL, however, was translated incorrectly in the current version of
TRANS86.
Another section in the manual contains suggested constructions that can
be manually entered to deal with Z80
op codes that are flagged as errors .
Block input! output instructions and
input! output through register Care
described in detail.

NEW FROM EXTENDED PROCESSING
THE BURNER 1/0 FOR THE 5-100 BUS
• Programming socket is zero insertion force
type.
• Programming voltages generated on board.
• Programmer is totally I/ O mapped.
I/ O features: (serial)
• 2 fully independent RS-232 serial ports.
• RS-232 data ready supported .
• Each serial port has independent baud rate
generators that are software programmable
fro m 50 to 19,200 baud.
• Serial ports may be polled and/ or inter.rupt
driven.
The BURNER I/ O has a complete EPROM
programmer, two serial ports, one parallel
I/ O port with handshaking and memory
management.
Programmer features:
• Most EPROM types from 2704 thru 2764
and 2508, 2516 and TMS2716.
• CPM compatible software supplied in
EPROM that can be easily written on
a diskette.
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I/ O feautres: (parallel)
• Independent 8 bit output, input and status
flags.
• All I/ O including flags are latched .
• In addition , there are '4 direct sense lines.
Memory management features:
• Controls the S-100 address lines from
A16-A23 .
• Uses output instruction to load the address.
Normally 40H .

We are offering this board with all options, or
just the portions that are needed may be purchased. Regardless of which version that is
purchased, documentation for the entire board
is supplied. All combinations are assembled
and tested.
Option A: Complete board with programmer,
I/ O and memory management. $324.95
Option B: Programmer only. $199.95
Option C: I/ O only. (2S + P) $199.95
Option 0 : Option Band C. $299.95
Option E: Memory management only $150.00
Memory management may be added to
options B or C for $25.00.

AVAILABLE FROM

Microbyte Computer Systems
2798 So. Bascom, San Jose, CA 95124
(408) 377-4685
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Circle 308 on inquiry card .

Smith-Corona introduces
the only daisy wheel printer
fOr under $90Q* ..

Itr . RQb"n11. OkJn er
Senior VI"" P.. ul~ent
55SM.,ad!soIlA"enup

Se"' York,s.r.

10022

You're putting together a desktop computer
system for your office or home. And you want to add a
letter quality printer so you can do word processing,
too. But you don't want to spend a fortune .
Until now, you really had little choice but to
settle for dot matrix printers. True, dot matrix
doesn't produce letter-perfect printing, but daisy
wheel printers just cost too much. That is, they did.
Now, Smith-Corona® offers a daisy wheel
printer at such an incredibly low price, you can't afford
not to get it. (The fact is, you won't find a daisy wheel
printer anywhere at a price so low.)
The Smith-Corona TP-I'" printer operates with
microprocessor controlled daisy wheel technology, and
is available with either standard serial or parallel data
interface. It is compatible with most microcomputers
currently on the market. And, unlike many printers,
it's made in America.
Best of all, the TP-I produces results identical to
thOSe of our very finest office typewriters-printing
with real character. So it can be used to send out
letters that have to look perfect. As well as financial
statements, inventory reports, direct mail campaigns,
manuscripts. Even a letter to your son in college!

Anything at all you need printed.
The basic TP-I will handle letter or legal sized
paper. An option that will be available soon will enable
it to handle either fanfold or single sheet paper.
The TP-I is easy-to-use-just turn the power
on, load the pape r, and away it goes. There are drop-in
ribbon cassettes and a choice of easy-to-change, snapon daisy print wheels for a variety of fonts.
So stop thinking you can't afford a daisy wheel
printer. Because, thanks to Smith-Corona, a printer
with real character is
no longer expensive.

SmIt. h-Corona

r---------------.
Pl ease send me more information on the Smith-Corona TP-I I
I dai sy wheel
printer.
I Name
I
I Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Name
I Company
Business Address _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
I City_ _ _ __ _ _ State _ _ __ _ Zip, _ _ __
Mail Coupon to:
I Dwight P. Newcomer, National
Sales Manager-Office Products

I
I
L

Smith-Corona
65 Locust Avenue
_ _ _ _New
_Canaan,
_ _Connecti
_ _ cut
_06840
_ _ _ _ _86

~

* jVlanufacLure r's suggested retail is under $900. but pIices may varj~

LIGHTNING FAST
SAFE AND SOUND
Rapidly write programs and
save your files with Audio
Light utilities for CP/M:
BACKFIELD

MPl-MENU PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE
Our Quality Software will
improve your productivity.
THE BACKFIELD
Our backfield software saves and protects yo ur hard
d isk data with these fine features:
oBacks up a h ard d isk to fl oppies
oBacks up se lected fil es or all fil es
eAutom ati ca ll y selects flies th at have changed since

last backup
The BACKFIELD consists of three programs:
FULLBACK backs up an entire disk to another set of

di sks file ·by·file. o ptimi z ing the use of all ava ilable
memory. It writes a special checksum directory file for

later use bv QUARTERBACK.
HALFBACK bac ks up a large file to multiple di sks.
QUARTERBACK automaticall y determi nes which files ·
ha ve been c hanged since th e ICist bac kup, and bac ks up

these fil es o nl y.

MPL-MENU PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE
MPL simplifies application programming by using

menu s to stru cture programs:
eData is di splayed as items in a menu
-Data is o rga ni zed by connec tin g menus together

-Selecting an item in a menu may ca ll an
applicati on module

-Message area at top of each me nu for modul e
communicatio n
- Selection ca uses data to be pl aced in the message
area

Seattle Computer System
Seattle Computer Products' (SCP)
translation system consists of two
programs: a Z80 translator (called
TRANS86 on the disk, though not the
same as Sordm's) and a compatible
8086 cross assembler (ASM86). Both
programs run on Z80 processors
under CP / M-80 with a minimum of
24K bytes of RAM. The programs do
not run on 8080 / 8085 processors.
The translator accepts source files
in Zilog / Mostek mnemonics and produces an 8086 assembler source file in
a form acceptable to the SCP 8086
cross assembler. Since the 8086
source format required by the SCP
8086 cross assembler is different from
any other 8086 assembler that we
know of, you must use these two programs together. The translator places
its output on the same disk as the Z80
source code and gives it an .A86 file
extension.
The translation is on an instruction-by-instruction basis with no optimization. There appears to be no
limit on the file size that may be
translated . Not all Z80 instructions
are translated, however. Those in the
following list will produce an op code
error:

- Jnterfa ces wi th other programming languages
MPl is a revolutionary new programming language (or
the system developer or end user to structure applica ti ons in a natural easy-la-use manner. The design of
MPl all ow s applicatio n modules to be written in an y

co mpil ed language supported by CP/ M.

PRICE-ORDER INFORMATION
THE BACKFiElD

$150.00
MENU PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
$ 175.00
Backfield available third quarter 1982

M Pl requires a 24x80 CRT. ;\11 softw are is supplied on

8" singl e de nsit y di ske tle for CP/ M 2. 2.

Cpd
Cpi
Ind
Indr
Ini
Inir
Ldd

Ldi
Otdr
Otir
Outd
Outi
RId
Rrd

Call (408) 395-0838, or send check to :
AUDIO LIGHT, INC.
146 Town Terrace, Suite 4
Los Gatos, CA 95030
· Ca fi(orn ia res i dent~ add 6'1r (or sa les

1<1 .'(

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
MPl is a trademark of Audio light, Inc.
CP/ M is a trademark of Digital Research.

Audio Light
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These op codes are mostly in the
block-manipulation set of instructions. Although programmers do use
these instructions, they must be
manually coded when converting to
the 8086. The SCP translator does not
support macros and permits use of
the following pseudo-ops only:

Db
Om
Os
Ow
Equ
If/ Endif
Org

If the Z80 index registers IX and IY
are used, they are mapped into
memory locations with the labels IX:
and IY:. The programmer has to
define these locations; otherwise,
they will show up on the assembly
listing as undefined labels . The 280
alternate register set (BC',OE',HL') is
treated the same way, as memory
locations that the programmer must
define.
Either the 01 or SI register can be
used as a temporary IX register by
loading one of them from the location
IX when required to do indexed instructions. The programmer has to
take care of this substitution; the
translator does not.
When using the 01 register, you
must always keep in mind that the
only 8086 segment base that can be
used with the 01 register is the ES segment; the SI register, on the other
hand, can reference all the segment
bases, defaulting to the OS segment.
If this 8086 source code is going to be
run under CP / M-86, you have to be
careful about using the ES segment
register. The CP / M-86 documentation specifically states that ES is not
saved through a BOOS call.
For the SCP Z80-to-8086 translator's register usage, see figure 6b.

Translating the Test File
To determine how the three programs actually translate source text,
we prepared a file acceptable as input
to an assembler and containing all the
op codes of the 8080 and Z80. Since
the SCP translator could accept only
Zilog / Mostek mnemonics, the test
text was run through an 8080-to-280
filter program before the translation .
Listing 1 presents, side by side and
line by line, the original 8080 code,
the Sordm TRANS86 translation, the
Seattle translation, and the XLT86
translation. Here are reminders of
some things to consider when you examine the translations:
• Because of the differences in the architectures of the 8086 and the
8080 / Z80, some choices must be
made when translating from one
architecture to the other. Therefore,
some difference in translation is to be
expected.

Explore the excellence of your ZX81 with a

=

-- -g:=::--- --- -==:
-- ---- --===
------- --- - - -------- -------------------------------- --- - - --- - -------

---

--- ------

$179.95

lIlElIlOPIH 641s memory

extension for
Give your diminishing memory more byte.

MEMOPAK 64K RAM $179.95

MEMOPAK 16K RAM $79.95

Try MEMOPAK with no obligation

Th e Sinclair ZX81 has revolutionized
home co mputing. The MEMOPAK 64K
RAM extends th e memory of ZX81 by a
further 56K to a full 64K. It is neither
switc hed nor paged and is Direc tl y
Addressable . Th e unit is user transparent and accepts such basic commands as 10 DIM A (9000). It plugs
direct ly into the back of ZX81 and does
not inhibit the use of th e printer or other
add-on units. Th ere is no need for an
additiona l power supply or leads.

With the addition of MEMOPAK 16K,
your ZX81 will have a full 16K of Directly Addressabl e RAM . It is neither
switched nor paged and enables you to
execute longer and more sophisti cated
programs and to hold an extended data
base.

You can use our MEMOPAK in your
home without obligation. After 10 days
if you are not co mpl etely satisfi ed ,
simpl y return it for a full refu nd.

Description of memory
0-8K . . . Sinclair ROM
8-16K
This section of memory
switches in or ou t in 4K blocks to leave
space for memory mapping, holds ' its
contents during cassette loads. allows
communication between programs, and
ca n be used to run assembly language
routi nes.
16-32K ... Th is area can be used for
basic programs and assembly language
routines.
32-64K
32K of RAM memory for
basic va ri ab les and large arrays. With
the MEMOPAK 64K extension the ZX81
is transformed into a powerfu l computer, suitable for business, leisure and
educational use, at a fraction of the cost
of comparab le systems.

i j;:iju ~ ~,~~
5

5

Memory Extention SpeCialists
Memotech Corporation
7550 West Yale Ave., Suite 220
Denver, Colorado
80227
Ph.( 303) 986 - 0016

Circle 290 on inquiry card .

The 16K and 64K Memopaks come in
attractive, custom-designed and engineered cases which fit snug ly on to the
back of the ZX81 givin g a firm co nnecti o n.
Free service on your MEMOPAK
Within the first six mon th s, should anythin g go wrong wi th your MEMOPAK,
return it to us and we will repair or
replace it free of charge.

Coming soon .... .
A comp lete range of ZX81
peripherals:

plug-in

MEMOTECH Hi-Res Graph ics
MEMOTECH Digitising Tablets
RS232 Interface
Ce ntro nic Interface and
Software Drivers
A ll these products are designed to fit
"piggy-back" fashion on to each other
and use th e ZX81 pow er supp ly.
Further information forthcoming.

~mote;-corp.--;5-;-W~-;- Ave. SUit;;20Denve~ Colo. 802271

I
10
10
10 MC

Yes I I would like to try the Memopak . I understand that if I'm not complete satisfied,
I can return it in 10 days for a full refund .
Price -t
Qty.
Amount
Check

Memopak

64k RAM

$ 179.95

Visa

M emopa k

16k RAM

$

79 . 95

$

4.95

Shipping and Handling

$

4 .95

Total
I

I
I
I

Act. No.

<-I_ __ _ _ __

---'1EXP.LI_ _

---.J

t U . S. Dollars

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~S~t~a~t~e~_ _ _ _ _ __

L-_

~Z~i~p~_ _ _ __

I

NEW FROM NETRONICS

(a)

AUTO·PATCH
HARD DISK

8086/8088
808018085
8-bit
registers

0

With plug-in multi-user ports
Automatically Installs Itself Into
Your Present CP/M® 2_2 Operating
system & Floppy Disk Hardware_
It's Exclusive!

6 megabytes ... $2995.00

A
B
C
E
H
L

12 megabytes ... $3495.00

TRANS86
AL
CH
CL
OH
OL
BH
BL

Seattle
AL
CH
CL
OH
OL
BH
BL

XLT86
AL
CH
CL
OH
OL
BH
BL

16-bit register
pairs

PSW
BC
DE
HL

AX(1)
CX
OX
BX

AX
CX(2)
OX(2)
BX

AX
CX(2)
OX(2)
BX

16-bit reg ister
pairs

SP
PC

SP
IP

SP
IP

SP
IP

(1) TRANS86 does not preserve 8080 byte order on the stack.
(2) The Seattle translator uses SI on loads from memory and 01 for stores to memory . TRANS86 and
XLT86 do a register exchange between BX and the appropriate register to allow indirect addressing
through BX. then a register exc hange to fix up BX and the appropriate register .

Whars the big conce rn of S100 owners when th ey
consider adding Hard Di sks? Th ey worry Ihat it will be
difficull to install. that it won't be campa table with
th eir present software and hardware. a nd thaI it may
cause down·time on their S100 system .
Worry no more - Netronics new AUTOPATCH Hard
Di sks Sys tems are here. AU TOPATCH installs in ju sl
one·l wo·three: (1) plug in the hard disk S100 card: (2)
run three short programs suppl ied on di sk: (3) disable
the boot on your floppy controller and enab le the boo l
on your hard disk controller (t hi s step n ot required if
you wish to continue to boot to your flopp y drives).
And thats it: The AU TO PATCH feature automa li ca lly
find s the end of your existing BI OS and then self
relocates and patches itself into th e existing BIOS . A
virgin copy o f CCP and BIOS are loaded inlo memory.
a customized SBOOT is added to Ihe front of CC P and
the whole memory image is w rit ten to th e reserved
tra cks on your hard disk . You can add up to 4 hard
disks 10 the cont ro ll er supp lied. The new BI OS will
aulomatically rename any o ld devices as B: and C:
and define the hard disk as drive A:. All with Ihe lift of
one finger!!! If yo ur BI OS is large you may have to re o
sysge n your system down 1 or 2 k. If th is is necessary
th e AU TOPATC H program will prompt you to do so.
AUTO PATCH Hard Di sk Systems are avai lab le in 6
and 12 megaby l e models. Included in the sys tem : 6 or
12 megabyle Hard Disk Drive ... Contro ll er l or up to 4
Hard Disk drives ... S100 Hard Disk card with provi·
sions for adding 8 add itiona l 110 ports to be used
when adding a mu lti-user operat ing system ... Power
Supply ... Deluxe Steel Cabinet . . All necessary
cables ... AUTOPATCH Programs supplied on eit her
8" or 5'1,' IBM lormatted single density diskettes
(specily style required) ... Complete in sl allation in ·
structions. . Full y wired and te s ted , ready to go.
SPECIFICATIONS
Unformatted Recording Capacity: 6.4 or 11 .6 MB .
No. of tracks: 612 or 1380 ... Data Transfer Rate: 3 ms
'" Byteslsector format: 512 ... Communication Port:
DO (ot her port s available on specia l order) ... Pro·
grams supplied on 5'/," or 8" singl e dens it y IBM lor·
matted diskettes (North Star CPI M ' version available
on special order)
10 DAY MONEY BACK OFFER
Continenta l U.S.A . Credil Card Buyers Outside Conn .

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243·7428
To Order From Conneclicul Or For Tec h. Assist.
Call f203) 354-9375

NETRONICS R&D LTD. Dept.
333 litchfield Road. New Milford. CT 06776
Please send the items checked below:
AUTOPATCHI6 Hard Disk System . . _ $2995.00
AUTOPATCHI12 Hard Disk System ... $3495.00
o Additional 6-megabyte drive with power supply.
cabi net. cabfes and necessary software . , . $1995.00
Additional 12-megabyte drive with power supply .
cabinet. cables and necessary software .. _ $2495.00
All plus $15.00 P&I (postage & insurance) . For Cana·
dian orders. double the postage ($30.00) . Conn. res .
add sa le s tax .

o
o
o

To I a J Enc losed $ -=-:::----:-c---:---;::-:----:--:;-;-:;::-Personal Check 0 Cashier's CheckIM.O.
VISA
0 MasterCard (Bank No. _ _ _ )
AccL No.
Exp. Dale _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
Print Nam e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Addres s _ _---;;-;--;--_ _ _ _--:;-:_ _ __ _
Cily
Siale
Zip _ _ __

o
o
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(b)

8086/8088
8-bit

Z80
R
I

TRANS86
(3)
(3)

Seattle
(3)
(3)

XLT86
(3)
(3)

16-bit

IX
IY

01
SI

(4)
(4)

(5)
(5)

alternate
registers
set

BC '
DE '
HL'

(5)
(5)
(5)

(4)
(4)
(4)

(5)
(5)
(5)

(3) Since the 8086 does not have equivalent registers, none of the translators support these
registers . However , they can be mapped to a memory location by the programmer.
(4) Seattle's TRANS86 handles these registers by generating memory references to storage
locations defined by the programmer .
(5) Although these registers are not mapped by the translators. the programmer can define
storage locations and deal with them through macro definitions .

Figure 6: 8080/ 8085/ Z80-to-8086/ 8088 register mapping. Figure 6a shows 8080/ 8085to-8086 register mapping by the three translator programs. Figure 6b shows Z80-to8086 register mapping by the three translator programs.

• In general, when the 8080 does
16-bit arithmetic, only the carry bit is
affected; this is definitely not so in the
8086 .
• The Z80 and 8086 do string and
block operations differently; the 8080
has no primitive block operations at
all.
.As noted earlier, the segment
registers in the 8086 allow addressing
of up to 1 megabyte; no corresponding registers exist in either the 8080 or
Z80.
• Registers used for indirect memory
references in the 8080/ Z80 are different from the corresponding
mapped registers in the 8086 .
• Conditional jumps in the 8080 / Z80

can reach anywhere in its address
space; conditional jumps in the 8086
can reach only 128 bytes on either
side relative to the IP register.
• No conditional calls in the 8086 correspond to the conditional calls of the
8080 / Z80.
Listing 1 makes it apparent that the
three translators treat most instructions the same way, allowing for the
differences in the target instruction
set. The following comments highlight the differences found.
The only incorrect translation is
TRANS86's rendering of the SPHL instruction. The transfer is in the wrong
direction. The comment field of the
instruction was wrong in the

...........................................................
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ONLY $129.95 Learn Computing:
:From The Ground Up
. d, . · . .
:
: Build a Computer kit that grows
: with you, and can expand to 64k
: RAM, Microsoft BASIC, Text Edl• tor/Assembler, \\brd Processor,
floppy Disks and more.

EXp•~'ORER/85

Here's 'he Inw COllI way to r ~lI m the fundamentals or oompuling. the all ·important basics you' ll need more and
more as you advance in computer ,kills. For just Sl Z9.95

you get the advA nced·de!lis" Explorer/65 motherboard.
with all the featUre! you need 10 learn how 10 write and
use progranu. And it can StOW into a system that is a
match for any pel"'$Onal computer on the market. Look at
th ese fe atur es: MII5 Cc "tffl l Process in,q Uni !. th e
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M1CTO$OI!

BASIC nr ~

I. PJIIIl il~ Nf!/mnir;'s 1/1))( f:'dilflrlA.'i.<;I:mIJII:r in HOM

~
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f:r ril.<; frrnlfl/ypill~ 1If1:fJ)
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SU'KI
:I. Add 4k RAM

•
•

----------------------------:

a CRT monitor or a nI scI {if you ha ve 1m RF modulator) . •

o Hex Keypad / Disp lay kit

569.95 plus 52 PH '

alone! ). Four II·hil pfus nne 6·hil inpulloulpul porls (rom
which you ca n input and output your programs. as well as
control exterior swih:hes. relays. li,qhls. etc. . a cauette

r::g ~~rao';!!~~f~:

~~t:~~': t~oat~~\sl~'nu ~1:1~!It~~~

•
•
•
•

Explorm!II,'i .

o

o

~~:15~ ~~\~~~E~6~ ~~~):·IA£S~·~ ~~. ~~~.~. pfu:·~
P"'· :O 32k5100 ··IAWS.. .. 5t99.9:."IplusS2 Pt.I - :O 48k
S100 " lAWS" .. 1249.95 plus 52 Pt. I· : 0 64k 5100
S299.95 plus 52 Pt. I· .
" lAWS"
LEVEL E - An imponant '" huildinR hlud.... it act ivates
theAk ROM/EPROM space on the motherboard. Now ju..'11
plug in our AI. Micrnsoft BASIC ur your own custom
ptoRrams.
o l.J!vel E kit ... 15.915 plus 50c PAl."
: .

~1~En;r:s~~~C;~;;c!1~~~~:~~Ri~a:~;I:I~I~I;lt~;: ~~I~~

• 0 Rk casselleversion ofM icrosoft8 ASIC: frl!9uires Level
•
•
.
•
•
:

8 and 12k of RAM minimum: we SUjtRl'St a 16k 5100
"lAWS" - ~~ ahove) ... S64.9S pnsl,,' Iid.
0 flk ROM VI~rsionofMir.~ ft BASIC: (requires Level B
A Level E ilnd 4k RAM: iust pillR into yuur Level E sockets.
WI! SUjtRe5t r.it her Ihl~ 4k 1,,~vl~l D RAM expansion or a 16k
5 100 " lAWS." ) . . . 199.95 plu.'! 52 P&I.·
. 0 Disk vc rs ion of Microsoft BASIC' (requires Level H.
• 32 k of RAM. n'",lPPY disk c.ontmller. A" noppy d isk drive)
: ... 132.5 postpntd.
TEXT EDITOR/ASSE MBLER - Thl! editor/a5semhler
is a softw are tlXll (a prORram}ill$igned to simplify the task

~~(i~t~~~ ~:~~~~. tt~'i l.:~:'~b~r:~~s =~~ l::~;

~~lrn~~~~~~a~~ t~:lJ ~~r:~I~~ ~r ~;!~~I~~~~sey~:~~

~~';X f~:~~~'~ E.p~~:"I~~~ systr!m -

it accepts al
o fI" Floppy Disk Drive . . 1499.95 plus S12 PA l.·

§ ~li~ePb~~:~~l~~~~;~rdp~~~:~;:p~~us S2~:~9~ plus
$.1 P"I.·
o Drivn Cflhh!s
SI .50P" I. ·

(~! t

149.915 plus 53

Fan fo r ca binl!t .. 11 5.00
plussl.!",o PAt. '

that Rive your Explorer/AS ar£t"Ss to thousands of exislin~
CP!M·ba§f!d pM@ram.. . . . SI5O.oopostpaid .
NEED A POWER SUPPLY? Cunsider our Ap· 1. It Coln

~1:~~~ I{~~~f/d~kdii~,~~n~:.!! ~h~i~!~~~x!:~~:p~;,:

~~t; EC~~io~18E~ ~~~BLf~~~ ~Gr~tg~s~~U~~"i~: ~~~$: ~f~n~v~~ ~~~~da.~t~sSib~ I~I~S:' 1.

o IkP DDU P.II; (Save 526.00) - You get Level AfTer·
minal Version} wilh Monitor Sourr.e u sting (525 value)
AP· l . 5.a mp. power su pply. lnlelflO85 Users Manual .
(~. SI99.95) SPECIAL 1169.95 plus S4 PAl. ·
o EJ:pcrimeolu P.II; (S.we $.'i3.40) - You Ret 1..I!vet A
(Hex Key padlDi s play Ve rsio n) with Hex Key pad!
Display. Intel 6M..'i Use r Manual. l.J!vel A Hex Monitor
Source ListinR. and AP· l ,5·amp. JXJ\ver supply . (ReR.
S279.95) SPEC IAL 1219.9.'5 plus 56 P&l. '
o Specill M.lerolOh BASIC PIli; (S;l\'eSl0:tOO)- You Ret
Leve ls A (Te rm inal Version) . II. D (4k RAM). E. flk
Microsoft in ROM. Intel RM!"1 User Manual. l.J!vel A Muni ·
tor Source Li stinR. and AP· l . 5·amp. power su ppl y . .
(RCR. 5439.70) S PECIAL S329.9S pIllS S7 1'/1: 1.·
~v~l~dBal~~~~~S:~ ~ecx~:~I.o~ ~:;~~~~II~S(~~~~~~
Sliner 8" Dhll; S,lIe m _ Includes Lcvr.J A. H noppy disk
cont roller. one CDC 8" d isk·d rillt!. two·drive c.l hlr~. two
5 100 con ner.tors: jus t add you r (lwn powe r li upplies.
Colhinets ilnd hardwatl! ... 0 (~ . SI065 001 SPECIA L
1999.95 plus 513 PAl." .. . 0 32k Starter System. 5J(WS.9S
plus S13 PAl. · 0 48k Starter Sy~ t em . 51095.95 plus S13
P& I.· 0 64k Sta ner System. $1145.95 plus S13 Pt.I. '
o Add to any of ahcM! Ex plorer steel cabinet. AP· l fi ve
amp. powl!r supply. Level C wit h two 5100 co nOl~:t o rs .
disk drive ca binet ilnd puwer su pply. h\lo sub·D connec·
tors fo r r.llnnectinR your printer and termmal
(~ .
S225.95) SPECIAL 5199.95 plu!. SI3 Pt.I.·
o Complele 64K S,lIera Wired Fe Tesh-cl . 51 ~.OO
plus S2fi Pt.\. "
o Sped .. )! Compl ell: iJu s inr!ss So ftware Pak (Save
5625.00) - Includes CP/M 2.2 Microsoft !lASIC. General
LcdRl!r. Ac•.ounts RP.r.eivahle. Aecuunts Pay.. hle. Pa~' roH
Package . (Reg. S1 325) SPEC IAL 5699.95 postp.1id
'PM sllllld.~ (or "PflS!IJj.t1l r. ill.~UrrU1r;r~. ·· Fllr O rnndiwl I)r.
der.;. dnublr ~ !his IJl11nunl.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Continental Credit Card

Buye~ Out~ide Connecticut:

TO ORDER

Call Toll Free:
800-243-7428
To Order From Connecticut ,
or For Technical Assistance,
Call (2031 354-9375

*

CPf M is

I

rtl. trldemark of Oililal Research

(CJjpnndmni/l!nljrt! ClcI) *

SEND ME TH E ITEMS CH ECKED ABO VE
Total Endostod (Cunn. Residents add sales tax): S_ _
POl id hy:
0 Personal Chnr:k 0

Ca.~ hi e r·s

Check/Money Orde r

0 VISA 0 MAS'ffiR CA RDIRankNo. _ _ __ I
Acc!. No. _ _ _ __ _ _ Exp. Date - - -

SiRnature _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Plus the Ap·\ fi ts ne:ltly into the allractive Explorer stet'!

:
•
•
:
•
•

Oh~n;'tI~w~IS~~ply kil fSV a 5 amp!il in deluxe ster.1

Print Name _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~~~ .~ . ~~~~I~~5~?P~~~

Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __

orfer you choir.l!!l: th p. lea.'11 ex·
pe n s iv e one ;s ou r H ex
' KeypadIDisplay ki t that di5 '
ptaY5 the info r mation on a
ca lculator. typf! sc ree n. The

: ~~~~aC~/~~~~~lI~;I~e~~~~:

• kit. that r.an ht! used with eithrlr
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pi
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-
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Mo re good news: A ll the com p one nt s in ou r te rm ina ls are ava ila b le separat e ly (see
co u pon), so yo u buy o nl y w ha t you need !! !

2

ORDER A SPECIAL-PRICE
EXPLORER/85 PAK - THERE'S
ONE FOR EVERY NEED.

up for two drivt.'s ) . . 12.5.00 plu s

~;:r~~Ss:~~!~.kd~r!'a~~~ret;~~~~~J~~~~~f:a~~

. Price breakt hro u g h !!! Own the FASTERM ·64, a complete termina l ki t . ready to plug in for
Just $199.95 o r o rder t h e S MAA TEAM ·80 ki t for Just 5299 .95, (both ava il able w ired and tested .)
Be on · li n e wi th th e m il li on·dof la r com pu te rs a nd data services today . .. we even su p p ly the
necessary subscri pti o n for m s.

FASTERM-6o' ... DI S PLA Y F O RMAT: 6 4 or 32 c h a rac te rslli ne by 16 li nes ... 96 d is pl ayab le
ASC II c h a rac t e rs (u ppe r & lower case) ... 8 ba ud rates : 150, 300. 600, 1200,2400. 4800, 9600 ,
19,200. (swi t c h se\.) ... LINE O UTPUT: RS232/C or 20 m a current loop ... VIDEO O UTPUT : lV
PIP (EI A RS-170) ... CU RSO R MO DES: h o m e & c lear sc re en . erase to end of line, erase c u rsor

11&1.-

hou rs of pTl'Rramminjit timr' This software includes an
editur PtoRTilm tha t l!Otl!rs thl~ programs you write. makes
code into thl! co mpull~ r ·reil d ah l e ohject code. The editor'
assemhle r prOjilram is av"ilahlr' either in cassette or iI
ROM version
o Editor!As!lllmhler fCassette Yf' rSlOn: requires Level
" B" and sk (min.) of RAM- wesu1Ult.'St lfik " IAWS" see above) .. ~9. 95 plus 52 PAc!.·
o Editor/Assemhler (ROM \'I'rsion suppl ied on an SI00
cam: roquin.'S Level Hand 4k RAM Imm 1- we sUAAp.st
eithl!r U!vcl 0 or l fik " jAWS" )
199.95 plus 52 PAl. II" nOPPY DISK - A rI!markahll' 'luJ/ld inR block ."
Add (lur 8" noppy disk when Yllu OI~-cl fastcr operation.
mon!r.onvenir!ot Pl'ORram stotaRe. perhaps a husiness ap·
plirAltion. il nd accells to the literally thfllisa ndsof programs
and program lanlluaRcs availahle tod" y. You simply p'ufi

Ne tronics offe rs two new term in a ls . bot h
leature a fu ll 56 key/ 128 c h a racter t y pe w ri t e r·
style keyboard . b a u d ra tes to 19.2 kilobaud , a
rugged stee l cabi n e t a nd power s u p ply. The
s i,:"p les l o ne, FAS TERM -64, is a 16 line by 6 4 or 32 c h a rac te r per line u n it , w it h a se ria l
prt nt er port fo r m aking h a rd copy of a/l Inco m ing data . a nd optional p rovision s for block and
special cha r act~ r g rap h ics . The " sma rt " version. S MARTERM -80. fea t ures eit her 24 line by 80

~~vre~~~~~d~Odoen~.~~~ bn~~nn~::~earnds~~~~. ~~~e yo~rs+~P~~t ~W~ :::~~l~t~r ~~~~~~~Po~t~~~r

s~i~i~rled~~i~w~ if you don', have them . see out

puter. Now you can plug in any of th p. hundreds of 5100
c.ardsavailable.
o level B kil .. 549.95 plus $2 PAl. ·
o 5 100 bus conm.'C1ors ftwo required) . . 14.M each.
pmtpaid.
LEVEL C - Add still mon:
co mputi~ power: this " building hlock" mou nts d irectly on
the motherboard and expands
the 5100 bus to six slols.
0 I'-vel C kit ... 139.915 plus
PA l. ·
0 5 100 bus connecto rs (five
requi r ed I
. $4. .85 each .
postpaid.
LEVEL 0 - When you reach the point in lea rn ing that reo
quires more memory. we l1ff~'r !\YO choices: ei ther add 4k
of a memory rlitl!Clly on thl! mutherboard. nr add 16k to
64k of memory by means of a sinRle 5 100card. ou r famous
··IAWS.··

Net ro n ics a n nounces a s t a te o f the a rt
b reak thro ug h In term in a ls. Now at pri ces yo u
ca n a ff o rd, yo u ca n go o n · lin e with data· b a n k
a nd co mput e r p ho ne-line se rvic es . It 's a Ji
yours: "e lec tro ni c n e w s pa pe rs, " e du c ati o nal
se rvices, Dow·Jone s s t oc k re po rt s, gam es,
reci p es. p erson a l co mpu ting with a ny level
la n guage, progra m exc ha nge s , e le c tro n ic bul ·
leti n boards .. . and m o re every d ay!! !

delux gree n· phosphor mon it or pict u red above. For h ard copy just add our matched prin ter.

~~~:lt:~rrh!.ttPu~t~~;~.ion~~~ ~i~.~I!Yi.~ ~1~Jh~ o RF Modulator kit (allows you to use you r TV sel as a
does much more!
monitor) ... 58.95 postpaid.
You ReI till thi ~ in the startinR level (level A) of the
o 12" Video Munitor (HlMHz h;mdwidth) . . . 5139.9.'i
Exp lorer/II5 for only 1129.95. Incred ible! To use. ;USI
plus S5 Pile i.·
k l u~ in J our 8VD C powe r s u p ply an d te rm inal o r
o Deluxl! Steel Ca hi n!!t for the

~~~n~o~ :!:~~s·;~u~l~t~~0~·~,~t~es~:~~:~:~:

Smart· Fast • Graphics • Matching Modem and $295 Printer

fi~;a~r~~~?n~~rl ~~rp ~:eP~r~~~~~~alf~:r~r~~rh:~nS~· ~b~~:~~! ~~~!~rre:~d~~~!~~g~~t~d~~ly~i~~,a .

sys tem/monitor mak es il e,ISY 10 learn com put ins in
several important ways' - II allows simpler. faster writ·
ing and I!nlcrinll, of Pt"URrams - It permits access by you
to all pans of 'hI' system 50 you can check on the status of
any poinl in the program _ It allows tradnll each pro·

lR.vel A camputl!r kit (Terminal Version) . 1121.915
pIllS S3 PAl. ·
o Level A kit (Hex KeypadlDisplay Version) . . 1129.915
plus SJ PA l. ·

ANNOUNCING TWO
NEW TERMINALS

C i t y - - - - - - - -- - - - - Statc' _ _ __ _ _ Zip -

- - - --

,~

.NETRONICS Research&Development Ltd .•

1fS!~~~.~j!~~.f!~!~.~.!!~~~.I':!~. M!tf.o!.~:.fT.~??~ ...••. 3

1.5.

.. DA TA B ITS PER C HARACTE R: 5, 6, 7 o r 8 ... C HARACTE R OUTP UT: 5 by 7 d ot matr ix

k'k ao7Nb~ri!~OIIFi6~.t.~I~d~~s~~IP~J~~~~~La~lri ~~~'E~~P~~~E' w1fHO~O~OEARR~U~~~Y' .' .' .

O PTI ONA L G RA PHI CS MO DE: in cludes 3 4 G reek & math c h aracters p lu s 30 s p ecial g ra ph ics
cha rac ters ... ASC II ENCO DED KEYBOA RD: 56 key/128 characters.
SMARTERM·80 ... DIS PLAY F ORM AT: 8 0 c harac ters by 24 lines o r 40 c haracte rs by 16 li n es

l~~~i=~~~~e2~~.II. t~~~~~~P~¥fRS~3~Ce~rc:os~: ~~r~~;t:~~~ ~ 1.~, J~EgogU~2~T~~~'

pp (EI A RS · HO) ... EDIT ING FEATURES : insert/dele te li ne, insert/delete c haract er, fo r·
wardlbac k lab ... LINE OR PAGE TRAN SMIT ... PAG E PRINT FUNCTI ON ... CURSOR POS I·
TlO NIN G : u p , down , right . left. plu s a b solu te c u rsor p ositioning wi th read back ... VISUAL
ATIRIB:UTES : un derline, b li n k, reve rse vi d eo. h alf in tensi ty, & blan k ... G RAPHI CS: 12.000

~~~~ ~~s~~~t.i~~ ~+~c~ ~:¥~:I;~~ ~r:~dh ~~Sa'II' o~~~~~~~~~:::ITciJ~~J~i~; 1; c~:r~~~:~ ?~f.
~CObCK' M~~~R .. p~~mA~uc!6~;rRoi.t~g R 502~'o~E~6'~~1i ~~~RES~SCIIBf~'t~~~D
KEYBOA RD: 56 key/128 c h a rac ter ... 4 K O N BOA RD RO M . . CO MPL ETE W ITH POW EA
SU PPLY.
TELEPHONE MODEM 103 OIA . . . FULL DUPLE X, FC C A PPROV ED
DATA RATE , 300 baud
... INTERFAC E: RS232/C a nd TIY .. CO NT RO LS : t a lk/dala switch (no need to connect and
disco n nect phone), o rigi n a t e/a nswer s w itc h on rear panel ... NO POWE R S UPPLY RE ·
QU IRE D,

m'

~~~b~gBOA~~~~Cn)W ~~
J 28 cru'L~Cci~~lUSNC~'ED .
2 KEY ROLLOVER ... POS OR NE G LOG IC WITH POS STROBE .. ,
REQUIR'ES + 5 & · ' 2V DC (SUPPLIED FROM VIDEO BOA RDS)
PRINTER COMET I ... SERIAL 110 TO 9600 BAUD .. . 80
CHA RACT ER COLUMN (132 COM PRE SS ED) ... '0 " TRACTO R FEED _
... UPPERI LOW ER CAS E , .. IN DUSTR Y STANDARD RIBBONS ...
4 CHARACT ER SIZES ... 9 BY 7 DOT MATRIX ... BI·DIRECT IONAL
PR INTING

-?...

../IL.

7
rc/ 1- --= /iIii'.',.f/~
6
•.
•
_

....

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connec ti cut

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
To Order Fro m Co nnect icut Or For Te ch. Ass ist. Call (203) 354·9375

NETRONICS R&D LTD.

Dept.

333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
Please send the items checked below:

o COMPLETE FASTERM·64 TERMINAL (Inc ludes FASTVID-64 video board
ASCII ·3 keyboard , steel c abinet and power suppl y) ... kit $199.95 plus $3 P&I
. . . wired & te sted $249.95 plus $3 P&I . . graphics o ptio n: add $19.95 to
each of above
o COMPLETE SMARTERM ·80 TERMINAL (inc ludes SMARTVID·80 vide o
board, ASCII·3 keyboard, steel c abinet and power supply) ... k it $299.95 plu s
$3 P&I ... wired and tested $369.95 plus $3 P&I
o FASTVID·64 VIDEO BOARD (requ ires + 5 & ·12V DC) ... kit $99.95 plus $3
P&I ... graphi cs o ption add $19.95 .. . wired & tes ted $129.95 plus $3 P&I . ..
graphi cs optio n add $19.95
SMARTVID·80 VIDEO BOARD (requires + 5 & + 1·12V DC) .. . k it $199.95
plus $3 P&I ... wi red & tested $249.95 plu s $3 P&I
o DELU XE STEEL TERMINAL CABINET ... $19.95 plus $3 P&I
o ASCII ·3 KEYBOARD (requires + 5 & ·1 2VDC) .. . ki t $69.95 plus $3 P&I .
wired and tested $89.95 plus $3 P&I
o POWER SUPPLY (powers ASCII·3 keyboard & video boa rds) ... kit o nly
$19.95 plus $2 P&I
o ZENITH VIDEO MONITOR (high resolution green phospho r) . .. wired &
tes ted $149.95 plu s $6 P&I
o TELEPHONE MODEM MDDEL 103 OIA ... w ired & tested $189.95 plus $3
P&I
o DOT MATRI X PRINTER Comet I . . . wired & tested $299.95 plu s $10 P&I
RF MODULATOR MOD RF·1 .. . kit o nly $8.95 plu s $1 P&I
o 3FT·25 LEAD MODEMITERM INAL OR PRINTER/TERMINAL CONNECTOR
CABLE ... $14.95 ea plus $2 P&I

o

o

For Canadian orders, do uble the postage . Co nn. res. add sales ta x.

Total Enc losed $ : - - --=:-::::-:-:--:-:-:::::---;-c:;-;----;:--;-o Personal Check
0 Cashier's Check/Money Order
o VISA
0 MasterCard (Bank No, _ _ _ _ _ __
Accl. No.
Exp . Date _ _ _ _ __ _
Signature
Print Name _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __
Address ________~~------------~~--------___
City
State
Zip

Circle 330 on Inquiry card.

MIl stocks 'em all
for faster delivery.

Listing 1: The original BOBO code, the Sorcim TRANSB6 translation , the Seattle translation , and the XL TB6 translation.
Original
8080 code

TRANS 86

Seattle

XLT86

stax B

Xchg BX,ex
sto AL, [BX]
Xchg BX,ex

Mov DI,ex
Stob

Mov 5I,ex
Mov [SI],AL

Inx B

Inc ex

Lahf
Inc ex
Sahf

Lahf
Inc ex
Sahf

Dad B

Add BX,ex

Lahf
Add BX,eX
Rcr SI
5ahf
Rcl SI

Lahf
Add BX,ex
5ahf

Ldax B

Xchg BX,ex
Ld AL, [BX]
Xchg BX,ex

Mov SI,eX
Lodb

Mov SI,ex
Mov AL,[5I]

1095
1095
2295
2695
2635
1190
1485
2595

stax D

Xchg BX,DX
sto AL,[BX]
Xchg BX,DX

Mov DI,DX
5tob

Mov 5I,DX
Mov [5I],AL

645
1570
1795

Ldax D

Xchg BX,DX
Ld AL, [BX]
Xchg BX,DX

Mov SI,DX
Lodb

Mov 5I,DX
Mov AL, [SI]

Dad H

Add BX,BX

Lahf
Add BX,BX
Rcr SI
5ahf
Rcl SI

5HL BX,l

Dec H

Dec BX

Lahf
Dec BX
Sahf

Dec BX

Inr M

Incb [BX]

Inc B, [BX]

Inc Byte Ptr O[BX]

Mvi M,3

stob #3,[BX]

Mov B, [BX], 3

Mov Byte Ptr 0[BX],3

Dad SP

Add BX,SP

Lahf
Add BX,SP
Rcr 51
5ahf
Rcl 51

Add BX,SF

Dcx SP

Dec SP

Lahf
Dec SP
Sahf

Dec

Mov M,A

sto AL, [BX]

Mov [BX],AL

Mov Byte Ptr O[BX],AL

Rnz

Jz :Gl
Ret
:Gl:

Jnz Ret

Jz L l
Ret
L l:

Jnz Help

Jz :G2
Jrnp Help
:G2:

Jnz Help

Jz L 2
Jrnp Help
L 2:

Alk about our" OED" discounts.
VISA and MasterCard orden accepted.
MTI

f!!.£!

VIDEO TERMINALS
VT100DECscop ............................ $
VT18X Computing option ................
VT101 DEC.cop...............................
VT131 DECscop. ...... ........................
VT132 DECscop. .......... ....................
ADM 3A (dumb t.rminal) .. ................
ADM 5 (dumb with vi.ual attributes) .
ADM 31 (two page buffer) ................

1595
2395
1215
1785
1995
595
645
1095

ADM 21, 24,32,36,42.... ......... .. .....

•

Hazeltine Esprit .................................
Hazeltine Exeeutiv. 80 Model 20 .......
Haz.ltin. Executive 80 Model 30 .......
1410 (Haz.ltine dumb terminal) ........
1421 (Consul 580 & ADM 3A camp.).
1500 (dumb terminal) .......................
1520 (buffered •.printer port) .............

645
1495
1715
575
595
825
1105

RETRO-GRAPHICS TERMINALS
VT 100 with graph ics pkg ................. .
VT125 (DEC graphics) .......... .. ........ ..
ADM 3A with graphics pkg ............... .
ADM 5 with graphics pkg................. .

3250
32BO
1795
1845

300 BAUD TELEPRINTERS
LA 34-AA DECwriter IV .......... ........ .
LA 36 DECWriter II ...... .. .. ................ .
Diablo 630 RO ........ ........................ ..
Diablo 630 KSR ................................
Diablo 1650 KSR ............................ ..
TI 743 (portable) .... .......................... .
TI 745 (port/built·in coupler) .... ....... .
TI 765 .(port/bubble/b. i. coupler) .... ..

600 BAUD TELEPRINTERS
Epson MX·80 .....................................
TI 825 KSR impact .......... .................
TI 825 KSR pkg. ........................... ....

1200 BAUD TELEPRINTERS
Epson MX·l00 ...................... ...............
LA 120 RA (receive only) ............ .....
LA 120 AA DECwriter III.................
TI 783 (portable) ...............................
TI 785 (port/built·in coupler) ...... ......
TI 787 (port/internal modem) .... .......
TI 810 RO impact .............................
TI 810 RO pkg. ........ .................. ...... .
TI 820 RO impact ........ .......... ...........
TI 820 RO pkg. ........ .......... ...............
TI 820 KSR impact ............ .......... .....
TI 820 KSR pkg. .... .......... .................
Lear Siegler 310 ball istic ....................

995
2095
2295
1645
2270
2595
1545
1795
1850
2025
2025
2195
1945

2400 BAUD
Dataproducts M200 (2400 baud) .......

2910

DATAPRODUCTS LINE PRINTERS
8300 (300 LPM band) .. .. .. ................ .
B600 (600 LPM band) ........ ...... ........ .
BlOOD (1000 LPM band) .................. .
BP1500 (1500 LPM band) ................ .

5455
6930
11330
19700

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS
A/J A242·A (300 baud orig.) .... .... .... .
A/J 247 (300 baud orig.) ...... ............ .
Vadic VA 34 13 (300/1200 orig.) ...... .
Vadic VA 3434 (1200 baud orig.) .... .

242
315
845
B45

MODEMS
GDC 103A3 (300 baud Bell) .............
GDC 202S(T (1200 baud Bell) ..........
VA 3212 (Bell 212A comp.) ...... .. .. ....
VA 103 (300 baud modemphone) .....
VA 3451 (orig/ans triple modem) .. ....
VA 3455 (1200 baud orig/ans.l .. .......
VA 2450 (Bell 201 comp.) ........ .........

395
565
B25
235
885
770
725

CASSETTE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Techtran 816 (store/forward) ........... .

Techtran B 17 (store/for/ speed up) .... .
Techtran 81B (editing) ...................... .
Techtran B22 (dual) ...................... .... .

735
915
1225
1640

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
Techtran 950 (store/forward) .......... ..
Techtran 951 (editing) ...... .... ........ .... .

1395
1995

SP

• Please call for quote.

Applications Specialists & Distributors
Computer Tenninals, Peripherals & Systems
New York:
516/621·6200,2121767~77,518/449-5959

Outside N. Y.S.: 800/645-6530
New Jersey: 2011227·5552
Ohio: 216/ 464-6688
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Listing 1 continued on page 340

_______ NEECO
C: Commodore Computer
V IC 20 Person al Comp uter
V IC 1515 G rap hi c Printer
CBM4016
(13M 4032
CBM 8032
CBM Supe rPet 9000
C 13 'vi 11050 Du a I D isk Drive
C13M 4040 Dua l Disk Driv e
(13M 2031 Sin gle Di sk Dri ve
(13M 4022 Tracto r Printer
CBM 8010 I EEE Mod em
CBM Datasett e
CBM -I EEE Interf ace Cab le
I EE E-I EEE Interf aceCa bl e

r.

..

. ''''
"

. _..

-

~

. , _••••_ .
,'- '

$ 299.95
... $ 395.00
.. $ 995 .00
. $1295 .00
$149500
. $1995 .00
$1795 .00
$1295 .00
$ 695 .00
$ 79 5.00
$ 279.00
$ 74 .95
$ 39 .95
$ 49.95

-

---_

- - .. - - - - - - -~-'-~---:

........

-

Professional

\VorclPro -1,\\ -

{l

Softwareho r CI3M Comput ers
Fallli ly o f C RM Wo rd Procps'\ ing Prog rams

W o rd Pro 2 Plu s.
W o rd Pro 3 Plus .
Word Pro 4 Plu s .
Word Pro 5 Plus (for C 13M 8096) ..
Th e Adm ini st rato r (Data Bas e for C 13M).
Power 1,\\ (Programm er' s Utility ROM)
I nf o Pro I M (Da ta Base fo r CBM)

-.

, -. -,'

......... - ,."..

$ 199.95
$ 295. 00

.$
$
$
$
$

450 .00
450.00
650.00
89.95
295 .00

"'-

l-=;;;;;~~~~~;;;==i~~
"

Amdek Monitors
V id e0 100G
V icle0300G
Co lo r1
Co lo r 2 .

...... - ..

.,. ... --

$ 179.00

$ 200.00
$ 449 .00
. $ 999 .00

A Atari

Atar i 40016K
$ 399.00
At ari BOO 16K (i nc l BAS IC
ca rtrid ge)
$ 899.00
Ata ri 410
Reco rd er
$ 99.95
Ata ri 810 Di sk
Driv e
$ 599 .95
Ata ri 1122 Th erm al
Print er
$ 299 .95

CMDMupet
MC -IlOOA Mupe t Co ntro ll er

$ 995 .00

(M ulli -Us", Co ntro ll p,- for CIIM Compu ters)

CM -100 Chan ne l Modu le .
Printer Modu le

$ 250.00
$ 350.00

Qume
Sprint 9/ 45
Tra c tor Opti o n

$2 49 5 00
$ 210.00

Epson Printers
MX-70
MX -80 w / G raphtra x
MX -80 FT
MX-100 FT .
INTERFACE CAR DS
8141 RS -232 In terfa ce Board
11145 RS-2 32 In terf ace Bo ard
w / 2K Bu ff er .
11151 RS-232 In terfac e Boa rd
w / X/ON -X/ OFF .
8161 IEEE Interf ace Bo ard
8131 App le In terf ace Ca rd
82 32 App le Interface Cab le .
11220 TRS -80 Cab le

$
$
. $
. $

299.95
64 5.00
745 .00
945 .00

. . .. $

75 .00

Diablo 630 Printer
$ 149 .00
. $ 170.00
$ 55 .00
$ 85 .00
$ 35 .00
$ 35 .00

.. $271000
. $ 350.00

Diab l0630
Tr ac tor Option .

NEC

Spinw~iter

Printer

NEC 77 30 .
NEC 7710
NEe 7720
N EC3510 .
NEC 3500RD
Tractor Feed Op ti o ns a re avai lab le

. $308500
$30B5 .00
$361000
$2290.00
$1895 .00

• Word Pro, POWER , & InfoPro are registered
tradema rks of Professional Software Inc.
CA l L I-OR OUR 70 PACI- CATA LOG ~OR COMPI ~ n PRODUCT li NE AN D I'RIC! II STINeS.
W I WILL MATCH SOM~ ADVI-RT ISI D PRIU S ON n RTAIN PRODUCI S L1 STI D UNm l< SIM ILAR " IN STOCK " COND ITIONS.

RJ
~9~~~~AVO
~

Needham, MA 02194

Circle 334 on inquiry card.
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(617) 449-1760
TELEX: 951021
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Listing 1 continued:

Cnz Help

Jz :G3
Call Help
:G3:

Jz XOOO
Call Help
XOOO:

Jz L 3
Call Help
L 3:

Xthl

Mov BP,SP
xchg BX, [BP]

Pop SI
Xchg SI , BX
Push SI

Mov BP,SP
Xchg BX, [BP]

Pop PSW

Pop AX
Sahf

Pop AX
Xchg AH,AL
Sahf

Pop AX
Xchg AL,AH
Sahf

Push PSW

Lahf
Push AX

Lahf
Xchg AH,AL
Push AX
Xchg AH,AL

Lahf
Xchg AL,AH
Push AX
Xchg AL,AH

Sphl

Mov BX,SP

Mov SP,BX

Mov SP,BX

Djnz Label

Dec CX
Jnz Label

Dec CH
Jnz Label

Cpir

Xchg BX,DI
cld
Repnz
Scasb
Xchg BX,DI

Mov DI,BX
Repnz
Scab
Mov BX,DI

Ldir

Xchg BX,SI
Xchg DX,DI
Cld
Repnz
Movsb
Xchg BX,SI
Xchg DX,DI

Up
Mov SI,BX
Mov DI,DX
Rep
Movb
Mov DX,DI
Mov BX,SI

Push Ix

Push 01

Push [Ix]

Pop

Pop

Pop [Iy]

(Z80 opcodes)

Iy

SI

UP

translated . text, also. We therefore
suspect that the program has a minor
bug with regard to this particular instruction.
Since this test program was
nonsense as far as logical program
flow is concerned, XL T86 was at a
loss to determine the active registers,
and sometimes chose simpler instructions than it would have in a real program. The results for XLT86 could be
differ ent in different situations .
The conditional jumps for
TRANS86 and XLT86 can vary,
depending on the distance of the
target label from where the jump is.
The conditional return in Seattle's
translator references a label called
RET . This refers to any RET within
128 bytes on either side of the statement. This is one reason why Seattle's
340
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translator should be used with
ASM86; no other assembler will take
advantage of this feature .
Note that TRANS86 and the
Seattle translator treat the DJNZ instruction differently. TRANS86 uses
a 16-bit register, CX, and the Seattle
translator uses CH, an 8-bit register.
A warning message comes out of the
Seattle translator reminding the programmer that DJNZ does not affect
the flags in the Z80 but that this sequence of instructions will affect the
8086 flags.

Register Mapping
Figure 6 shows a detailed, side-byside comparison of the differences in
register mapping performed by the
three translators. Figure 6a deals with
the 8080 / 808S-to-8086 mapping;

figure 6b, with Z80-to-8086 mapping.
As the notes there state, TRANS86
does not preserve 8080 byte order on
the stack.
The Seattle translator uses Sian
loads from memory and 01 for stores
to memory.
TRANS86 and XL T86 do a register
exchange between BX and the appropriate register to allow indirect
addressing through BX, then a
register exchange to fix up BX and the
appropriate register.
Since the 8086 does not have some
of the registers of the 280, the
translators can't support them . The
programmer can, however , map
those registers toa memory location.
TRANS86 generates memory references to storage locations supplied
by the programmer to take care of the
Z80's IX , IY , BC, DE' , and HL'
registers .

Summing Up the Translators
A general view is that Sorcim's
TRANS86 is a useful product if the
original source is in 8080 or ACT80
form and the user has ACT86 as a
target 8086 assembler. The register
and flag usage appear to be a little
looser than for the other two programs. This requires more knowledge
and more involvement from the programmer to make sure that the sense
of the translated code is maintained .
No limitations exist as to the size of
the source file and macros are supported if the input is in ACT80 format. Sorcim's TRANS86 is sold
separately from ACT86, but they
should be used together.
The Seattle Computer Products'
Z80-to-8086 translator is a
straightforward code translator that
uses Zilog mnemonics and runs only
on Z80-based processors . There appear to be no limitations as to the size
of the source program that may be
translated since the program
translates one instruction at a time .
Register and flag usage are very conservative, protecting the source architecture as much as possible and
providing warnings when potential
problems could arise. The converted
program has more of a chance of
working the first time than a less conservative translation would have.

Circle 179 on inquiry card.

CHOOSE ...
Choose an Apple Desk

A compact Oi-Level desk ideal for the Apple computer system. This 42 " x 29V2" desk comes with a
shelf to hold two Apple disk drives . The top shelf for
your TV or monitor and manuals can also have an
optional paper slot to accomodate a printer. It is
shown here with the optional Corvis shelf which will
hold one Corvis disk drive. The Corvis shelf is available on the 52" x 29V2" version of the Apple desk .

Choose a Micro Desk

The Universal Micro desk accommodates the S-100
type microcomputers. The desk is available in four
sizes: 17.75 inch, 19. 06 inch, and 20.75 inch wide
openings with 24 inch front-to-rear mounting space.
The fourth size is a 20.75 inch wide opening with a
26.50 inch front-to-rear mounting s pace .

Choose a Mini Rack

Mini racks and mini micro racks have standard venting, ca ble cut outs and adjustable RETMA rail s.
Choose a stand alone bay or a 48" , 60", or 72" des k
model in a variety of colors and wood tones. A
custom rack is available for the Cromemco.

Choose a Printer Stand

The Universal printe r stand fits the:
Centronics 700's
Dec LA 34
NEC Spinwrite r
Lear Siegler 300's

Diablo 1600's & 2300' s
T.J. 810 & 820
Okidata Slim line
Anadex 9500's

Delive ry in days on over 200 styles and co lors in
stock . Dealer inquiries invited .

ELECTRONIC S'::::ISTEMS
FURNITURE
COMPAN'::::I
17129 S. Kingsview Avenue
Carson, California 90746
Telephone: (213)538-9601
342
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Once the program is working correctly, the programmer can reedit the
8086 source to trim out the unnecessary register saves and flag
manipulations to speed up the code
and make it smaller. If the source
code is in Zilog mnemonics, or if a
filter program is available to convert
to Zilog mnemonics, we recommend
the pair of programs from Seattle
Computer Products. The Seattle
translator and its ASM86 assembler
should be used together for optimum
benefit.
XL T86 from Digital Research is a
program that takes 8080 source code
and converts it into 8086 source code
in an intelligent manner using dataflow-analysis techniques . It will produce better code than either of the
other two translators if two conditions are met: (1) no Z80 instructions
are used, and (2) the source code is
not bigger than 6K bytes (assuming
the CP 1M system is a 64K-byte
system) . XL T86 should be used with
ASM86 under either CP I M -80 or
CP / M-86.

MS-DOS versus CP IM-86
In the trade press and various
advertisements, we see claims that
conversion of CP I M-80 programs to
MS-DOS (IBM PC-DOS , Lifeboat
Associates' SB-86, Seattle Computer
Products' 86-DOS) is as easy, or even
easier, than from CP I M-80 to
CP I M-86. In fact, some differences
are seen in interfacing to the two
16-bit operating systems. With the
assumption that the program had to
operate in a 64K-byte region under
CP I M-80 , we will bypass memoryallocation questions . The remaining
issues that have to be addressed are:
• How does a program gain access to
operating system resources?
• How are file control blocks used to
manipulate files?
Gaining access to the operating
system under CP I M -80 requires placing the function code in the C
register, placing the information address in the DE registers, and calling
location 05 hexadecimal , the
CP I M-80 entry point. If the system

call returns a value, it returns the
value to the A register. A so-called
warm boot under CP I M-80 is accessed by jumping to location 00
hexadecimal , which reads in the
operating system and resets the disk
system.
Now let's look at similar functions
under CP / M-86 and MS-DOS.

Gaining Access to CP I M-86
Gaining access to CP I M-86 requires placing the function code in the
CL register , placing the byte
parameter in the DL register or placing the word parameter in the DX
register, placing the data segment in
the DS register (the data segment is
usually not changed for a converted
program), and executing a software
interrupt, INT #224 . The result is
returned in the AL register if it is a
byte value; if the result is a word
value, it is returned in both the AX
and BX registers. Double-word values
are returned with the offset in the BX
registers and the segment in the ES
register. Conversion of programs
from CP I M-80 to CP I M-86 , then, requires replacing the call to location 5
with the software interrupt INT #224.
Another necessary change involves
the warm boot. Under CP I M-80 , the
warm boot may be accessed by a
system call with a function code of 0
for a jump to location O. CP I M-86 ,
however, does not support the jump
to location O. As a result, you must
change this program exit in the
translated program if the program is
to run correctly.
Provided that the call to location 5
is replaced with INT #224, that the
warm boot change is made , and that
the registers are mapped correctly,
there should be little problem in
getting the translated program to
access the CP I M-86 system functions .

Gaining Access to MS-DOS
Although MS-DOS has a "preferred" mechanism through a software interrupt, INT #33, for accessing the system , an additional
mechanism is provided for "preexisting" programs that is compatible
with CP I M-80 calling conventions, at
least for functions in the range of

the forerunner of
range of magnetic
in 1934, and was the first
dependent manufacturer of
:M-compatible floppy disks.

~

I

,ugh Tyvek sleeve-no paper

st,",,,,tk'~
,ecial self-cleaning jacket and
ler help eliminate data errors
d media wear and tear.

Center hole diameter puriched to
more accurate standards than
industry specifications, for top
performance.

Packaging to suit your
requirements - standard flip-top
box, Kassette 10®storage case,
or bulk pack.

Floppy Disks

Bi-axially oriented polyester
substrate - for uniform and reliable performance year after year.

100% certification-every single
disk is tested at thresholds 2-3
times higher than system requirements, to be 100% error-free.

For the name of your nearest
supplier, write BASF Systems,
Crosby Drive, Bedford,
MA 01730, or call 617-271-4030.

~BASF

Mag Cards Cassettes

Computer Tapes

Double lubrication -lubricants
both in the formula and on the
disk surface, to minimize media
wear due to head friction.

Disk Packs

Computer Peripherals

Circle 53 on Inquiry card .

Visit BASF during NCC at the Astro Village Hotel.

0-36. As far as system calls within the
allowed function range are concerned, the programmer doesn't have
to do anything to translated programs to get them to run under MSDOS other than to correctly map the
registers.
MS-DOS also supports the warm
boot function of CP IM-80. A jump to
location 0 under MS-DOS executes a
software i~terrupt, INT #32, which is
functionally a program end and the
normal way to exit from a program.

The file control block used in
CP I M-80 consists of a 36-byte block,
which describes the disk drive on
which to find or create the file, the file
name, and information relating to
which record of the file is desired.
At least so far as normal file-access
requests are concerned, both MSDOS and CP IM-86 treat this block of
information the same.
System-level information is quite
different in the two cases, and pro-

,/0

II

W/O
I

Keyboard

.

or last updated, the logical record
size, and the file size. These systeminformation bytes are in areas within
the file control block that application
programs normally do not access.
Nevertheless, converting programs to
make use of MS-DOS ' file control
blocks should take little effort.

Pwr. Supply

•
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Keyboard I Pad:: 5amp. :
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3341PC
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COMPUTER SYSTE
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$1-50 RAM
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REAL-TIME CLOCK
CALENDAR (MSM 5832)

0..,-.'.

IIono Mel I ' (HI. CMOS Ie

',nllln
T ..... . Month . G.I • .
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, There is, in fact, little if any difference in the difficulty of translating
sound CP I M-80 programs to CP I M86 or MS-DOS. With CP / M-86 , the
programmer will have to make minor
changes to gain access to the
operating system. With MS-DOS, the
programmer will have to make minor
changes to handle the extra features
of the MS-DOS file control blocks.
Next month, we will make further
comparisons between MS-DOS and
CP I M-86. We will include some
benchmarks made with the Compupro 8085 / 8088 dual-processor S-100
system. We will report not only the
results of running programs under
both CP / M-86 and MS-DOS on the
same 8088 in the same machine, but
also the results of running the same
programs under MS-DOS running
Emulator-86 on the same 8088 in the
same machine. Although that may
sound more like a cat chasing its own
tail than a test of operating systems,
we will try to keep it all straight..

The .problems
encOuntered in .
mapping instructions
and registers can be
fOrmalized and solved
by using a variety of
software tools.

Manipulating File Control Blocks

Bare Bones

Conclusion

grams that look at system bytes
within the file control block need to
be changed for MS-DOS to function
correctly. The MS-DOS file control
block has many more features, including the date the file was created
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YOUR BEST FRIEND
FOR FRIENDLY COMPUTING
Commodore VIC-20 from ASAP

ASAP brings you the Commodore
VIC-20, the friendly computer
that costs little more than a video
game. The VIC-20 plays great
space games, but it can also improve learning skills , help with
household budgets and much,
much more.
The VIC-20 features color, sound ,
graphics, programmable function keys , built-in BASIC and
expandable memory. The Friendly
Computer connects to any TV or
monitor. And ASAP gives you the
VIC-20 complete with RF modulator, switch box , cables and a
self-teaching instruction book at
a great low price.
ASAP also carries a full line
VIC-20 peripherals and software,
including:
Part Number Description
VIC1530
Commodore
Datassette
VIC1540
VIC1540 Single Disk
Drive
VIC1515
VIC Graphic Printer
SPECIAL CARTRIDGES
VIC1210
VIC 3K Memory
Expander Cartridge
VIC1110
VIC 8K Memory
Expander Cartridge
VIC1011A RS-232-CTerminal
Interface
VIC1112
VIC IEEE-488 Interface Cartridge
APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
ON CARTRIDGE
VIC1211 A VIC-20 Super Expander
-3K RAM memory expansion , high resolution,
graphics plotting , color,
paint and sound commands. Graphic, text,
multicolor and music
modes. 1024 x 1024 dot
screen plotting.
VIC1212
Programmers Aid
Cartridge - More than

20 new BASIC commands help new and
expe rienced programmers renumber,
trace and edit BASIC
prog rams.
VIC1213
VICMON Machine
Langu age Monitor Helps machine code
programmers write fast,
efficient 6502 assembly
language prog rams.
RECREATIONAL GAMES
ON CARTRIDGE
VIC1901
VIC Avengers
VIC1904
Superslot
VIC1906
VIC Super Ali en
VIC1907
Super Lander
VIC1908
Draw Poker
VIC1909
Midnight Drive
COMPUTER PROGRAMS ON TAPE
VT 106A
Recreation Program
Pack A
VT 107A
Home Calculation
Program Pack A
VT 164
Programmable Character
SetiGamegraphics Editor
VT 232
VICTerm I - Terminal Emulator
TEACH YOURSElF PROGRAMMING
SERIES
Introduction to
VL 101
Computing
Introduction to
VL 102
BASIC Programming

VIC-20 BOOKS AND MANUALS
Personal Computing on
VM 101
the VIC-20
VM 110
VIC-20 Programmers
Reference Guide
ASAP Add-Ons for VIC-20
5%" Floppy Disk Drive
Subsystems, single or doublesided , single or double density
80 x 24 Video Card
27K Memory Board (static)
Expansion Chassis with
Motherboard
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. CALL FOR
BEST PRICE.
ASAP offers a 15·day buyer protection policy: full money·
back guarantee if not total ly satisfied .
Ordering Information: name. address. phone: ship by: UPS or
Mail. Shipping charge add S2.90 up to 1 IHUPS blue) . U.S.
Mail add S1 .50 (US. only) ($25.00 minimum order) ..
Terms: We accept cash, check, money orders, Visa and
Masler Charge (Ll.S. funds only). Tax: 6% Calif. res., COD:s
and terms available on approval (School PO's Accepted).

Toll free outside California: (800) 421 -7701
Insid~ Californiai.(213) ~1 (714) 891-2663
ASAPComputerProducts~LTD .• 116 Viceroy Rd . .
0-12 Concord, :Toronto, Ontario, Canada
L4K 1A9 J416) 738-0500 (~O) 268-1996

-
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with onrvariety of
Announcing the latest addition to ASAP's broad product line
-disk drives from Mitsubishi. The Mitsubishi M2894-63 is a
double-sided , double-density 8-inch drive featuring highperformance characteristics at a surprisingly low price. LSI
microprocessor-based electronics provide sophisticated logic
control functions , assuring signal and data integrity. And a
unique Gimbal Head design assures a smoother drive for
longer-wearing media.
Mitsubishi's 5%" drives provide improved storage capacity
over that ~f conventional drives. The M4853 features 96 tpi
density: tWice that of many others. And the M4854 provides the
storage capacity of 8-inch drives.
M2894-63 .. . ... . ...... . .... . . ... ...... . .'. Call for price
M4853 . .. . ..... . . .. ...... .. .. . . .. ....... Call for price
M4854 .. . . . .... . . .... ........ . . . . .. ... .. Call for price
Additional drives from ASAP:
Data Trak™ 5 (ANSI 5'14" compatibility) ... . . . . . Call for price
Data TrakTM 8 (IBM compatibility) ...... . ..... . Call for price
Shugart Model 801 (standard floppy) ... . ........ .. $390.00
Shugart Model 850 .. . . . ...... . . .. . . ..... .... . .. $600.00
ASAP also provides a full line of high reliability disk drive
subsystems. For superior quality, high reliability disk drives,
contact ASAP today.
Part No. - Description*
Price
CAB5V - Single cabinet for either Shugart or Qume 5'14"
floppy disk drives (cabinet only) ....... . ....... $ 75.00
CAB5V/1 Q- Single cabinet with (1) Qume®DT-5 double-sided
double-density 5%" floppy disk drive installed . ... $ 425.00
CABSH - Dual cabinet for 8" floppy disk drives
(horizontal mounting) ... . . ................ . .. $ 225.00

CABBV - Cabinet for 8" floppy disk drives
(vertical mounting) . ....... ... . . . .. . ... ....... $ 250.00
CAB8H/V+1S - Dual cabinet with (1) Shugart SA801R
8" floppy disk drive installed (horizontal or
vertical mounting) ..... ..... ......... . . ... . .. $ 635.00
CAB8H/V+2S - Dual cabinet with (2) Shugart SA801R's
8" floppy disk drives installed (horizontal or
vertical mounting) ... . . ....... ................ $1050.00
CAB8H+1 M - Dual cabinet with (1) Mitsubishi double-sided
double-density 8" floppy disk drive installed ... ... $ 690.00
CAB8H+2M - Dual cabinet with (2) Mitsubishi double-sided
double-density 8" floppy disk drives installed . . .. .. $1055.00
CAB8H/V+ 1Q- Dual cabinet with (1) Qume®DT-8 double-sided
double-density drive installed (horizontal or vertical
mounting) ... ... ....... ...... ............. . . $ 750.00
CAB8H/V+2Q - Dual cabinet with (2) Qume® DT-8's doublesided double-density drives installed (horizontal or vertical
mounting) . .... .... ....... . .... . ..... . . .. . ... $1200.00
HDC8/1·HD - Cabinet with (1) Priam 10 megabyte hard disk
drive with Microbyte Controller . . ......... . . Call for price
HOCS/1 F+ 1HD - Cabinet with (1) Qume® DT-8 double-sided,
double-density drive, and (1) Priam 10 megabyte hard disk
drive with Microbyte Controller . .. . ......... Call for price
CAB8VI2F·9SMB - Desk top cabinet for (2) 8" Shugart or Qume
f!oppy disk drives, 9-slot motherboard, card cage, fan , dust
filter, power supply, and all power and drive
cables . .. . ....... . .. . . ........ .. .. ...... Call for price
• All cabinets come complete with power supply. fan and internal ca bles.
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Terminals
Manulaclurer
Ampex
l ear Siegler
l ear Sieg ler
lear Siegler
lear Siegler
l ear Siegler
Lear Siegler
Televideo
Televideo
Televideo
Televideo

Model #
Dialogue 80
ADM-5
ADM-3A
ADM -3A+
ADM -31
ADM-32
ADM-42
TVI910
TVI9 12C
TVI925
TVI 9SOC

Price
S 875.00
S 660.00
5 635.00
SI225.00
51095.00
51225.00
51195.00
5 625.00
5 725.00
5 825.00
5 925.00

Printers

822

Epson MX-80

820

80 Column Dol Matri x Printer
Character set: ful l 96-character ASCII w ith
descenders
Graphi cs characl ers: 64 block charac lers
Cenlronics-style 8-bit para llel inlerface
standard : Apple. TRS-80 . RS-232 inlerfa ces
opt ional.

Components

MX-80 FTIFriction Feed
MX-l 00/132 Column

1116's (200 nS)/5290-3

Okidata Dot Matrix Printers

ll,pple TRS-80. Healll
1-15 .. . ... 51 70 eilch
16-49
. 5160 each

82A - 80 column printer w/lractor
Throughput @ 80 characters per line: 76 lines
per minute
Print Speed: 120 CPS
83A - 136 column printer w/t ractor
Throughput @ 136 characters per line: 76 lines
per minute
Print Speed: 120 CPS
84A - 136 column printer wi tractor
Throughput @ 136 characters per line: 114 lines
per minute
Print Speed: 200 CPS
Centronics & RS-232C interfaces standard on
models 82A & 83A . 2K serial buffer board (RS-2321
opti onal on all models. 84A: Centronics 8-bit
parallel interface opt ional: Hi-RES Graphics
standard .
CALL FOR PR ICE & DELIVERY

SO-99 .
51SO each
100 up . .. 5130 eacll

~ 11 4 L-21200 nS
_ow-Powel IK x 4 SlililCRAM
1- 16 .
5280 eaell
SO-99
17-49 . . 5270 each
100 up

. S2.60 eilr.ll
. S2 45 each

2708/ 450 nS
IK x B EPROM ........ 54 00 each or 8/52800

2716/5 Volt
!K x 8 EPROM .

54 95 each

Regulators
12OT5 ..
l40T5
l20T1 2 .
.10T1 2 .

. ... 580
S.70
. .. . . S 80
S75

~onnectors
I-g

JB25P

5200

18255
lB25C

S295
S 95

10-24
5190
S2 75
5 85

25 up

SI75
S2 SO
S 75

00 Pin 1M SAl
;old/S- l00 50ldenail Conneclors
260 each or 10/5240 each

;apacilors
(a) 12 Voll Ceram ic. . . . Sc each or l 00/S7 00

liP Sockets escriplion
~ pill 1111 Sl

3 pin lin Sl
3 pin
) pin
1 pill
1 pm
) pm

lin sl
1m Sl
1m Sl
1m Sl
tin Sl

Low
I-g
5 15
S 16
S 19
5 25
S.26
5 32
S A2

Prolile Tin Soldemil
10-49 50-99 100 up
S 13 5 12 S II
S 14 5 13 S 12
S 18 S .16 5 14
S 23 5.21 5 .20
5 24 5.22 5 20
S 30 S .29 5 27
5 AO 5 .38 5 .34

• Standard Interlace
• Compatible with Epson & Okldata Printers
• On-board Firmware (2708)
Optional Cables: S20.OO
AEC-21 Atari 10 Epson Printer
TREC-2ITRS-80 to Epson / Okidata P'IIlIel
RSC-IIRS-232 (mate to male)

iYSTEMS WITH SPICE from
:ALlFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
OR S-100 USERS
2K Sialic RAM Board
an Numbel 2032C .
6K Sialic RAM Board
arl Number 21 16C .

!~t ~l~~b~r R2~~oard .

Price· S595.00
Price: S3OO.00
.. Pc ice: S550.00

lOA CPU Board
arl Numbel 28 10A .

Price: S270.00

~fn,~~~e~O£!~~~r ...........

Price S370.00

PI M·· Version 2.2 Free Will, Purc hase

·100 Mainlrame
arl Number 2200A
·100 Molherboard
an Number 2S01A.
Port Serial 110 Inlerface
,rl Number 2710A .
Serial. 2-Parallel 1/ 0 Board
an Number 2719A .
Port Parallel 1/ 0 Board
an Number 2720A

... Price: 5475.00
. Price: SISO.00
Price: S285.oo
.. Price: S280.00
. Price: SI95.00

OR APPLE 11'" USERS
Inchronous Seri al Inlerlace
"I Number 7712A .
.
·ogrammable Timer
"I Number 7440A .
,ynchronous Seri al Inlerface
"t Number 77 10A
..
Ilendar/ Clock Module
"I Number 7424 .. ... ........

~~~~:~~~~r ~l~gAconverter .
2K ROMI PROM Module
arl Number 7114A .
arallel lnlerl ace
lrl Number 7720A .
-ilhmelic Processor
"I Number 78 11 A .

mlronics Printer Interface

. $55.00

• Asynchronous 300. 1200. 2400 or 9600 BPS
• Compatible with Epson Printels
• 75 to 9600 BPS
ManufacturerI Model U
Price
Anaelex-9S01 W/2K buffer
.. ... SI295.00
DiabI0-630RO
.... S2095.00
C Itoh Pro l Writer II .
. Call lor price
C.ltoh F-l0 Printmaster .
. . .. Call for price
Texas Instrum ents-8 10 ... . ... . ...... S165O.00

Modems
Manufacturer
Novation
Novation
Novation
DC Hayes
OC Hayes
DC Hayes
Lex icon
Li vermore
UDS
UDS

Model #
CAT
d-CAT
AUla-Cat
Smart Modern
Micro Modem II
(Appte)
Micro Modern 100
Lex- 11
LlV-Star 20M
UDS 103 LP (300 Bdl
UDS 202 LP (1200 Bd)

Price
S 149.00
S 160.00
5229.00
5 235.00
S 320.00

Model #
100 / 12" B&W
100-80
l00G /12" Grn.
Color-I 13"
OM 5109CX/9" Grn .
OM 5012 / 12" B&W
OM 5112ex112" Gill.
OM C6013 / 13" Color
ZVM-1211 12" Gill.

Price
5 110.00
5 169.00
S 120.00
5 3SO.00
S 175.00
5 270.00
S 290.00
S 4SO.00
S 115.00

S 320.00
5 139.00
S 149.00
S 185.00
S 245.00

Monitors
Manufacturer
Amdek
Amdek
Amdek
Amdek
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo
Zenith

ATARI COMPUTER PRODUCTS
ATARI 800

Price: 5149.00
Price: S 95.00
Price : 5139.00
Price: 5 99.00

.. Price S 95.00
.. Price: S 85.00
Price: SI25.00
Price: 5349.00

lit Number 7728A ..... ....... Price: SI25.00

(16K) Personal Business Computer Fealures:
• Computer co nsole
• Alari 8K basi c
• 57 fu ll stroke alpha-numeric keyboard
wil h four functio n keys
• Operator's manual
• RF modulator
• Power supply
Call for price

ATARI 400 ........... _.... $349.00
Atari Optional Accessories
MDdel #
410
810

CX30-04
CX40-04

Paddle Controls . ... .. S 17.95
Joysticks (pairl . .. ... S 17.95

825

INTRODUCING ASAP's
Atari 800 16K RAM Module: $55.00

Apple Paraliellnterface:
AEI-l W/ Cable .
. ... .... .. $69.95

Serial Interface SEI-l .

830
8SO

40 Column Thermal
Printer .. _ ... _ . . . . . S 299.00
40 Column Dot
Matrix Printer . _ . . ... S 279.00
80 Cotumn Dot
Matrix Printer ....... S 625.00
Acoustic Modem . ..... 5 159.00
Interlace Modute ...... S 169.00

Description
Price
Program Recorder. _ ... S 80.00
Disk Drive System ..... S 455.00

1 year warranty parts & labor
Alari
Basketball _ .. _ . _ .. . . • . _ . •... S 27.00
Super Breakout . . __ . ..•. ..•... 5 30.00
Chess ...... .. .• . .. •• . .• . . . S 32.00
Video Easel .....••. . • • .... . . S 25.00
3-0 Tic Tac Toe .. _•. . . • . .. .. . . S 25.00
Star Raiders __ . __ . __ .• • • . .... S 36.00
Asteroids ....... __ ..• . ...... S 32.00
Music Composer ... _ . _ • •...... S 42.00
Assembler/Edilor . . ..... • . ..... S 45.00
Telelink I . _ . ... . __ . .. • . ... . . S 24.00
Space Invaders .... . ...• ..... _ S 30.00
Kingdom ___ ..... . .. . . __ . _ . _ S 12.95
Missile Command .. ....• .... .. S 32.00
Biorhythm _ . ......... _ _ ..... 5 12.95
Graph It . _ ....... .. . _ •. ... . . S 17.95
Energy Czar . ... . • • • . .. •. . . . _ S 12.95
Mailing List .... . .• __ .• ... . _ . S 19.95
Touch Typing .. _ .. • . __ •.. _ . _ . S 19.95
Stock Charting _ . .. • • . _ • .. . . . _ 5 22.95
Stock Analysis ... . • ...••.. . . . S 19.95
Bond Analys is .....•.... • .. .. . S 22.95
Word Processor . ... .. _ .•• . . . .. S11 9.oo
Personal Finance . . . •• _ . ••..... S 64.95
Microso ft BASIC ..... _ . • .. __ . . S 75.00
Oatasoft
Atari Mailing List Di sk. . . . . . . . . . . . 19.95
Atar i Clmacler Generator Disk ..
16.95
Text Wizard Disk. . .
89.95
Micropa inter Atbum t Disk . .
16.95
Micropainter Album 2 Disk _ . _ . . • . . . 16.95
Le Stick Accessory. . . . . .
30.00
Innovative Oesign Software. Inc.
Pao li 5 HI-RES 48K
. 528.95
On-line Systems
HI-RES Adv #0 - Mission: As teroid Disk 19.95
HI-RE5 Adv #2 - Wiz & Princess Disk . . 25.00
Roadwork Disk .... . __ . . . . . . . .. 29.95
Jawbrea ker Disk . . . . . . .
25.00
Soltporn Adventure (X-ra ted) Disk
25.00
The Nex t Step Disk .. _ . . . . . . . . . .. 29.95
Personal Software
. .. ••.. . _ . _ 169.00
Visicalc Disk ..
25.00
30.00

18.SO
18.SO
18.SO
18.SO
18.SO
23.95
18.SO
18.SO
18.SO
18.SO

18.SO
2395

DISKETTES from ASAP
Verbatim
5'/4" Diskenes

Part #
M0525-01
MD525- 10
MD525-16
F032- 1000
F034-IOOO

Sector
Salt
Hard to
Hard 16
B" Diskelles
Hard
Salt

MEM 3060
MEM 3101
MEM 3090
MEM 3102

Memorex
5W' Diskettes
Sidel Oens Sector
1I0bl
Salt
lIDlll
Halll to
1I0bl
Hard 16
8" Diskettes
l !Sgl
Soli
2:Sgl
Solt
1lObi
Solt
2;obl
Soli

Part #
744-0
744- 10
744-16
745-0
745- 10
745-16

Side/Oens
1ISgi
IISgl
1ISgi
21Dbl
2/Obl
2/Dbl

Part #
MEM 3481
MEM 3483
MEM 3485

Software

Arcade Plus
5
GllDSt Hunter (Casselle) .
5
Ghost Hunter (Disk) ... _
FOR HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS
Activision
Dragster Cartridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boxing Cartridge ...... _ • • _ . . . ..
Checkers Cartrielge . . . . . . • . . . . . ..
Fishing Derby Cartridge ... • _ . . . . ..
Skiing Cartridge... . ___ . • .. _ . _ _ _
Bridge Cartridge ... . ... . _ . . • . ..
Tennis Cartridge .. .. .. • ....• ...
Laser Biasi Carlridge . . .• ••. . • ...
Freeway Cartridge . ___ ..... .. _ _ _
Kaboom! Cartridge ... _ .. ___ . . . . .

Stampede Cartridge .... . .. . .
Ice Hockey Cartridge .

Price
10/52750
10/52750
10 /527 SO
10/S35 00
10/S35.00

Price
101526.50

IOIS26.SO
101S26.SO
101S35oo
10/S4500
10/545.00
10/555.00

Scotch 3M
51/. ' Diskettes

Part #
MOl
M02D
MHl
MH2D
FDI-128
FHI-32
FD2-XO

Sector
Soli
Hard 10
Hard 16
Sole
Hard to
Hard 16

tOIS33.oo
101533.00
10 /54900
101549 .00
10/54900

Maxell
51/." [)t skettes
Side/Dens Sector
1/S91
Soli
2/0bl
Soli
Hard 16
lISgl
2/0bl
Hard 16
B" Diskettes
l /Sgl
Soli
1I5gt
Soli 32
2/0bl
Soli

Price
10/S32.00

101544.00
10 /539 .00

101550.00
101541 .00
tO /541 .00

101550.00

Elephanl Memory Systems
Side/ Dens SectDr
1ISgi
Soli
1I0bl
Soli
1I0bl
Hard 10
110bl
Hard 16
2/0bl
Salt
2/0bl
Hard 10
2/ Dbl
Hard 16

Part #
EMS 1
EMS 2
EMS 3
EMS 4
EMS 5
EMS 6
EMS 7

1241-00
1241 -10
1241-16
1242-00
1242-10
1242-16
1244-00
1244-10
1244-16
Part #
1221-60
1223-00
1225-00

Control Data
51/t Diskenes
I /Sgl
Salt
lISg l
Hard 10
Hard 16
IISgl
l /Dbl
Solt
1/Dbl
Hard 10
1I0bl
Hard 16
2/Dbl
5011
2/Dbl
Hard 10
2/Dbl
Hard 16
B" OIskettes
Side/Dens Sector
1/Sg1
Soli
1/Dbl
Solt
210bl
Soli

flE XCASE Disk Storage .

Part #
SRW-5
SRW-8

Price
10 /S33 00

SAW
Medta Storage Cases
Size
5'/,"
8"

Price
10 /525.00
10/527. 50
10 /527.50
10/527.50

10/S33.00
101533.00
10/S33.00

10/525.00
10 /525.00
10 /525.00

10/530.00
10/530.00
10 /530 .00
10/540.00
10/540.00
10 /540.00

Prtce
10 /S38.00
10 /543.00
10/548 .00

. Call lor price

Price
52.SO ea.
S3.25 ea.

All prices sublectlo change without nollce. Call lor best price_
ASAP offers a 15-day buyer protection policy: lull money-back guarantee il nOltotally satisfied.
Ordering Inlorm alion: name. address. phone. ship by : UPS or Mail. Shipping charge: add 52.90 up to
1 lb. lor UPS blue: add $1.50 lor U.S. Mai l (U.S. only) ($25.00 minimum order) . Call lor larger
shipments.

Terms: We accept cash. check . money orders. Visa & Master Charge (U.S. Funds only). Tax: 6%Calif. res.
COD's and terms avai lable on approval (school PO's accepted).
ASAP Computer Products LTD .. 11 6 Viceroy Road. 0-12 Co ncord. Toro nto. Ontar io. Ca nada L4K 1A9
(41 6) 738-0500 (800) 268-1996

Im'll
products, inc.

1198 E. Willow St. . Signal Hill. CA

Circle 40 on inquiry card.

90806

Toll free outside California:

(800) 421-7701
Inside California:

2131595-6431

1714 891-2663

Hardware Revie.,

The Osborne 1
Mark Dahmke
Consulting Editor

The Osborne 1 is Adam Osborne's solution to the
problem of incompatibility among personal computers.
Designed to use industry-standard software, it combines
the best of several designs while compromising in only a
few areas, such as color and graphics.
The Osborne 1 can best be classified as a business system because it was designed to run a word processor and
have the standard printer and modem interfaces that
would be most useful to a business person. If you are
looking for a computer that you can play games on, the
Osborne 1 is not for you. If you need a solid, well-supported, well-documented business system at a reasonable
price, you should give it a great deal of consideration.
You really do get a lot for your money when you buy
an Osborne 1. Just out of curiosity, I added up the manufacturers' suggested retail prices of all the software included with the system. The total came to about $1530
(allowing for some variation in retail prices). If we subtract this amount from the retail price of the Osborne 1,
the computer hardware itself would cost only $265 - not
bad for a 280 with 64K bytes of memory, two 5%-inch
disk drives, printer and modem ports, and a built-in
5-inch video display. Of course the software is being distributed for much less than normal retail prices, but in a
way you are getting a software package with a computer
thrown in for (almost) free.
Hardware
The Osborne 1 is approximately 9 inches high, 20.5
inches wide, and 13 inches deep. The case is weatherproof when closed and can fit under an airline seat. The
power cord can be stored in the case with a plastic panel

About the Author
Mark Dahmke is a Consulting Editor for BYTE and Popular Computing.
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Photo 1: The Osborne 1 personal computer.

with velcro strips, which also covers the power switch
and the red circuit breaker. The unit operates at 120 volts
(V) AC and 50 or 60 Hz (three-wire grounded plug) and
draws about 37 watts (W). It can be set to operate at 230
V AC by changing an internal jumper. The unit is convection cooled, so there is no built-in fan.
A 69-key detachable keyboard with 12-key numeric
keypad (all with sloping key tops) is standard. The software supports full key-rollover operation.
Two 5lJ4-inch floppy-disk drives mounted on either
side of the display screen each provide 102,400 bytes of
secondary storage.
The processor board uses the 280A microprocessor operating at 4 MHz . Main memory consists of 60K bytes of
user-programmable memory and 4K bytes of ROM
(read-only memory). which are bank switched. Bank
switching gives the maximum use of the address space to
the user by allowing physically separate memory areas to
occupy the same logical address space. Memory-access
time is 250 nanoseconds.

TEST-FLY
A $20 MILUON JET
ON AN APPLE?
YES. WITH MICROSPEED.
At the Bethesda Naval Research Center, they've
discovered the power of MicroSPEED. The 'Navy's
e ngin eers use this remarkable hardware/software
comb inati o n to "fl y" an advanced fight e r aircraft
in reaL time-even making vertical landin gs o n a
simulated carrier deck. A "crash " is merelv another
lea rning expe ri ence, and an opportunity to modify
th e research aircraft-inside the Apple-to improve
tomorrow's combat planes .
Surprised that such a soph isticated task is possib le
o n the Apple? So were the Navy's officials , and many
others who have discovered ...

THE MICROSPEED DIFFERENCE This extraordinarv

ware math processing, fast hi-res graphics and text,
turtle graphics, print formating, two text editors,
unlimited data types, and incredible FORTH extensibili ty-all at speeds up to 100 times faster than Basic.

USER-FRIENDLY, EASY-TO-LEARN Starting with
simple commands that are comfortable even for
non-programmers, MicroSPEED extends and builds,
allowing you to create your own tailored application
languages. The capability of your computer w ill
grow exponentially, as you work in an active partnership with the machine, explo ring and developing new proble m-solving facilities-creating, correcting, refining your increasingly powerful system.

Language System exploits the real potential of the .
DEMANDING JOBS AT LOW COST Developed
microcomputer for the first time. The difference
by a team of standout comp uter profeSSio nals,
betvveen MicroSPEED and o ther programming lang uages is that with MicroSPEED, there is virtually no MicroSPEED has been put to the test in fields as
diverse as medicine, the stock market, oceanography,
limit to what you can achieve. It may we ll be the
ultimate language for the App le II and III (a nd soon and the arts. In even the most challenging applications, MicroSPEED use rs have been unanimous
the IBM Personal Computer). MicroSPEED lite rally
combin es the performance of a minicomputer with in their praise of the System and manual. Typical
comm e nts are:
an exhaustive set of user-frie ndlv capabilities: hard"Very high marks;'
Thomas Tosc h Phd., Tosch Info rmation Management.
"The more I use MicroSPEED, the more I love it;'
James L. Hocke nhull, University of Washington.
"Great!... A joy to use;'
Henry HarriS, Mission Designer, Ca l Tech's Jet Propulsion Lab.
"If you plan to use the Apple or IBM Personal
Computer for any demanding task, then we built
MicroSPEED for you;'
Sam Cottre ll , President of Applied Analytics.
MicroSPEED requires the App le o r IBM Persona l Co mputer w ith sing le
disk. Mi croS PEED II includes 2 MHz math processor. MicroSPEED II +
includes 4 MHz math processor.
Applied Ana lytics Incorpo rated
89 ] 0 Brookridge Drive
Upper Marlboro, Mary land 20772 (301) 627-6650
I'm interested' My computer is: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please send m e:
_ _ _ ] 60 Page Manua l , $]5.00
_ __ MicroSPEED II , $495.00
_ __ MicroSPEED II +, $645.00 _ _ _ Detai led Info rmati o n
Nam e: _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __
Citl'

State

Z ip

Phone No.(

Use thi s coupo n to order , o r for m o re in formation.

Circle 31 on inquiry card .

At a Glance
Name
Osborne I
Manufacturer
Osborne Computer Corporation
26500 Corporate Ave.
Hayward, CA 94545
(4 15) 887-8080
Hardware
Z80A microprocessor running at 4 MHz; 64K bytes of main
memory; 4K-byte video display organized as 32 lines of 128
characters each; w hite on black display, 52 characters by 24 lines
visible with scrolling screen to view remainder of display; built-in
5-inch video monitor; half- or full-intensity video w ith optional
underlining; 96-character ASCII set with 32 graphics characters;
dual lOOK-byte, 5 Y4 -inch disk drives; 69-key keyboard with
numeric keypad and four-direction arrow keys; serial RS-232C interface with separate modem connector (modem adapter allows
simultaneous use of modem and printer) ; and IEEE-488 interface
Software
60K CP/M 2.2 (operating system) , Wordstar with Mailmerge,
Supercalc. CBASIC, MBASIC, XDIR (extended directory display) ,
Help (system help file) , FMT (disk formatter program), Copy (disk
copy program), Setup (system configuration program), CP/M standard utilities (i .e., PIP, SYSGEN, MOVCPM. ASM. DDT, Dump,
Load, Submit. and XSUB)
Options
Exte rnal video, battery adapter. double-density disk drives,
80-column display
Price
5 1795

The ZVX4 MEGABYTER is for the APPLE II user
who wants to DOUBLE file size, expand the
capability of existing business software, and make
other SERIOUS applications more viable.
Now you can have compatibility with IBM ,
INTEL, CP/M ' , Z80 Softcard ', UCSD Pascal, and
others.
Look what the MEGABYTER dual density 8"
floppy disk controller, with its LSI circuitry and
reliable industry standard IBM 3740 format,
means to you:

INCREASED STORAGE
•
•
•
•

Increase online storage to 2 Mega bytes
Double your maximum accounts and file size
Add high capacity efficient hard disk backup
Control up to 4 Shugart SA800/SA850 drives

IMPROVED COMPATIBILITY
• Operate APPLE DOS 3.1/3.2/3.3, mini disks
• Preserve existing software investment
• Interchange data with other computers

SIMPLIFIED OPERATION
• Reduce disk handling and lIO slot usage
• Gain automatic single/double density operation
• Change to double sided drives with one switch
Available at your Apple dealer. Call or write today!!

2}§)
S VA

SORRENTO VALLEY ASSOCIATES
11722 SORRENTO VALLEY ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92 12 1· 1084
(714) 452-0101-TWX 910-335-2047

• CP/M trademark of Digital Resea rch, Inc.
Z80 Softcard trademark of Microsoft , Inc.
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warranty
90-day limited
Audience
Anyone w ho needs a complete business computer system or a
portable computer at a reasonable price

A recent ad for the Osborne 1 shows a man carrying a
briefcase and another carrying an Osborne 1. While I can
see many reasons for carrying along a computer in my
work, I doubt I would carry an Osborne 1 in the same
way I would carry a briefcase. First, the Osborne 1
weighs about 24 pounds, which would tire out all but the
most athletic of travelers. Second, though the Osborne 1
was designed to fit under an airline seat, I don't think I
would want to put one there. In fact, some of the commuter flights I have taken won't allow anything that size
to be carried on, and the thought of checking my computer as baggage makes me a bit nervous. Remember, inside that rugged~looking package is a small video monitor
and two disk drives, all of which are vulnerable to sudden shocks . Cathode ray tubes have been known to implode from less stress than a two-foot drop onto concrete .
Also, disk drives can be thrown out of alignment fairly
easily. The Osborne 1 would be portable enough for
many people, provided sufficient care is taken to avoid
bouncing it around.
The Osborne 1 comes with two single-density disk

10 reasons why ... the new
Moore Computer Supplies Catalog
is the only one you'll ever need!

you can buy the best,
1word• Now,
top-quality computer and
processing supplies from

save money and
time . All products
6 • Youstocked
in our own
warehouses. No middlemen .
No hassles. And, no delays.

Moore-serving business for
100 years.

7.

Moore offers you a large selec• tion of leading brand name
supplies. High-performance products for today and tomorrow that
have passed rigorous examination
by our team of Product Specialists.

2

Low prices. Our skilled buyers are in touch with
• market trends, worldwide, and use Moore's buying
power to bring you real savings.

3
4
5

All prices guaranteed to August 31 , 1982, regard• less of inflation.

We move fast. Our standard practice is to process
• and ship every order within 24 hours from one of
Moore's four regional warehouses.

Emergency overnight delivery
when you need supplies
NOW.

It's easy to order by mail. Or, call us toll-free
any business day, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. (yourtime
anywhere in the continental U.S.) for
fastest delivery.

only toll-free technical assistance line in the
industry. Practical, professional help is always as
9 • The
close as your telephone. Another free
service from Moore .
Moore guarantees your 100% satisfaction, no
• strings attached. Every product is backed by
our no nonsense, unconditional written guarantee.

10

To get your free copy of The Moore Computer Supplies Catalog, call us toll-free , 800-323-6230 *, ext. 152, or fill in and mail the coupon below.

CD Call'toll-free TODAY! 800-323-6230, ext. 152
' In Illinois, ca ll 312-459-0210 . ext. 152

' In Al aska and Hawaii, 800-323-4185, ext. 152.

r-----------------------------------------------,I

I

I
II

Send for your
FREE catalog
today!

Name

~

=U

P

Title

~ ~ESS

Co mpany

A Division of Moore Business Forms

J

II

I Complete and mail this
Address
Moore Computer Supplies Catalog
II
Dept. 152
I coupon or call the toll-free
PO B
City
State
Zip
. . ox 20
I
I number above .
Wheeling, IL 60090
IL _______________________________________________
Phone (
ext.
~I
I © 1982 Moore Business Form s, Inc.
I
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E~TN

NorthSIar.lf.
OIQDATA
'leltMded
~mLldata
Systems
AND OTHERS

Photo 2: The keyboard of the Osborne 1. The four arrow keys
on the upper right next to the Return key can be configured for
use with CP/ M or Wordstar, but not both . Numeric keypad is
at the far right.

drives , each capable of storing 102,400 bytes or characters of information on a single 5%-inch floppy disk. A
double-density option is also available, allowing the
Osborne 1 to store as much as 204,800 bytes or characters
per disk . According to the user's manual, data is physically stored on each disk as 40 tracks, each track divided
into 10 sectors (soft-sectored). Each sector contains 256
bytes of data. This works out to lOOK bytes, which
matches the 102,400-bytes-per-disk figure mentioned in
the manual. Tracks 0, 1, and 2 contain the CP 1M 2.2 operating system. On track 2, sectors 3 through 6 hold the
customized BIOS (basic input/output system), sectors 7

While I can see many reasons for
carrying along a computer In my
work, I doubt I would carry an
Osborne 1 In the same way I would
carry a briefcase.

SHARE
COST OF
GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETYJ
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and 8 hold the initial screen display (the Osborne logo),
and sector 9 holds information such as the serial number
and some system test procedures. Thus, about 92 .5K
bytes remain for user storage.
The video display of the Osborne 1 has some unique
features and some problems. The "real" display window
provides 32 lines of 128 characters per line . To accommodate the small video monitor (5 inches diagonally), however, only 24 lines of 52 characters each can be seen at
anyone time. The user may scroll the screen both horizontally and vertically to look at any 24-line by 52-character portion of the total display window . Scrolling is accomplished by holding down the control key while
simultaneously using one of the four arrow keys . The display doesn't jump as one would expect but instead scrolls
smoothly causing no eyestrain.

Amdek Video-300 .
199.00
359.00
Amdek Color-1 Monitor . ... ...... . .. .. . . . .
349.00
Atari 400 16K .
449.00
Atari 810 Disk Drive ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
169.00
Atari 850 Interface
159.00
Atari 830 MODEM
Atari80016K..
...... . . .
749.00
.2095.00
Diablo 630 .
Epson MX-70
..........
329.00
Epson MX-80 FT.
........
. . . . . . . . . 549.00
Epson MX-1 00 FT Printer .
.. ... ... .
739 .00
Hayes Micromoderm II (Apple II)
299.00
Microtek 16K Ramboard for Atari 800 . ....... . 79.00
Microtek 32K Ramboard for Atari 400 & 800 . . 149.00
M&R Sup-R-Terminal .... . .. . .. .. .... ...... 279 .00
Microsoft Soft Card (Z-80) .... ............ . . 329.00
Microsoft Soft Card Premium System for Apple 649.00
Microsoft Ramcard 64K for IBM-P.C . . . .. .... 439.00
Microsoft Ramcard 16K for Apple . . .... .... . 159.00
NEC 3510 Spinwriter .. . ...... . ... . ....... 1795.00
NEC 3515 Spinwriter ... . . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... 1845.00
NEC 3530 Spinwriter ..... .. .... .. ........ 1795.00
NEC PC-8023 Printer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
569 .00
NEC JC1201 M(A) - Color 12" Monitor .
359 .00
NEC GREEN JB1201 M - 12" Monitor .. . . . . .. ' 169.00
Okidata Microline-80 Matrix Printer. .
329.00
Okidata Microline-82A .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 499 .00
729.00
Okidata Microline-83A .
559.00
Televideo 910 ........... . . . .. . .. .. . . ... .
669.00
Televideo 912C . . . . . . . . . . .
........
749.00
Televideo 920C .
849 .00
Televideo 925
929 .00
Televideo 950 .

CALL TOLL FREE!

800·343·0873

Stock Shipments Same Day or Next
No Surcharge for Credit Cards
All Equipment Factory Fresh w/MFT Warranty
Prices do not Reflect Shipping Charges
Mass . Residents Please Add 5% Sales Tax

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

OMEGA SALES COMPANY
430 PEARL STREET, STOUGHTON, MA 02072

(617)344-6645
Circle 342 on inquiry card .
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THE ENCRYPTOR™

DATA SECURITY
• HELPS PROTECT:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1) PAYROLL DATA
2) MODEM COMMUNICATIONS
3) SENSITIVE INFORMATION

S- 1OO COMPUTERS , IEE E-6 96 DES IGN.
CIPHERMASTER- TM SOFTWARE FOR CP / M' SYSTEMS AVAILABLE .
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM .
HIGH SPEED A.M.D . 9518 DATA CIPHERING PROCESSOR.
1.3 MEGABYTES PER SECOND THROUGHPUT.
3 ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION FORMATS.
OVER 72 QUADRILLION 56 BIT MASTER KEYS .
PLUG SELECTABL E I /O PORT ADDRESS ES AND INTERRUPTS.
GOLD PLATED FINGERS , CARD EJECTORS AND SOLDER MASK.
ASSEMBLED, BURNED-IN AND TESTED.
1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY .
$425 SINGLE QUANTITY.

• DEALER AND O. E. M. INQUIRES INVITED .

LEHIGH VALLEY LOGIC, INC.

Photo 3: Front view of the Osborne 1. The S-inch diagonal
video display is seen at center, and the S Y4-inch disk drives are
on either side of the display . Storage space for disks is provided
below the two disk drives . RS-232C, lEEE-488, and modem
cable connectors are in the lower left . An insulated ribbon cable
connects the keyboard to the rest of the computer just below the
video display. Brightness and contrast controls and external
video connectors are found up front . The reset switch is also up
front but is not likely to be pressed accidentally because of its
location. The last connector is for the external battery pack.

2503 NORTH COURT· P. O. BOX 3216· BETHlEH[r.1. PENNSYLVANIA 180 17 - (215) 86 5· 1222

• PRICES AND SPECI FICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTIC E.
• CP / M IS A REG IST ERED TRADE MARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH , INC .

UV EPROM ERASER

$4'.;;':!"·~"·...:::..•.J}

•
•
•
•
•
•

ERASES ALL UV ERASABLE EPROMS (2708, 2716, 2564, etc.)
QUICK FIFTEEN MINUTES ERASE TIME
ERASES OVER FIFTEEN EPROMS AT A TIME
LAMP LIFE, 7700 HOURS
INDUSTRIAL MODEL $66.50.
INDUSTRIAL MODEL WITH TIMER & SAFETY INTERLOCK SWITCH $97.50.

(Rugged steel enclosure wIth bottom drBwer)

THE BEST 6809 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER AVAILABLE
• Floppy ContrfJll8r
• Printer Port
• RS·232 Port

• SWTPC compa6ble

• Runs TSC Rex
• Fu' Oocumenta6on

PRICE:

FOR THE 5&50 AND 5-100 BUS

$589.00

ASSEMBLED, TESTED, 48 HOUR BURN·IN, 90 DAY WARRANTY

2716 EPROMS 250 ns $4.95
DIRECT FROM FACTORY
55-50 6809 CPU CARD: 1MHZ $149.00 2MHZ $189.00
RS-232 INTELLIGENT EPROM PROGRAMMER •.. $489.00
Programs: 2716, 2516, 2532, 2732, 8748, 8749

ANTISTATIC FOAM 4" x 8" ••.•••••••• • •••..•..••.. $3.95
WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, C.O.D., CHECKS

PHONE ORDERS

(305) 776-5870

TWX: 51()'955-9496 • Engineering Hot·Llne: (305) 974-0067

LOGICAL DEVICES INC.
781 W. OAKLAND PARK BLVD.• FT. LAUDERDALE. FLORIDA 33311
ADD: $3.00 SHIPPING. $2.00 C.O.D. CHARGES
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Surprisingly, the size of the display doesn't cause eyestrain either. I asked a friend with bifocals to try it, and
he claimed he wasn't bothered by staring at the small
screen. This is interesting because if you stand 3 feet
away from the screen, it is almost unreadable . But if you
sit at the keyboard with the screen about 15 inches away ,
it is quite clear.
Characters on the display screen are formed in an 8 by
10 dot matrix . The character generator holds 128 character shapes, and a standard 96-character ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Interchange) set is provided, plus an additional 32-character graphics set.
Unlike many personal computers, the character set cannot be changed by the user. The display does allow fo r
underlining and half-intensity display of individual characters on the screen.
The keyboard of the Osborne 1 is detachable . In fact,
there is no way it can be attached, except when the unit is
closed up. After it is unlatched from the computer
cabinet, all that connects it to the computer is a flat, insulated ribbon cable . Although the connector looks like it
is ready to break off, it is quite solid.
Keyboard decoding is done on the main circuit card, so
no complex circuitry is present in the keyboard housing
itself. The hardware supports full key-rollover operation,
meaning that no matter how fast you type, the computer
can keep up with you . The only characters missing from
the keyboard are ( J - ' and DEL. However, these can be
entered by depressing the control key simultaneously
with . , / = and 7, respectively. These keys are not that
important except, perhaps, for programming in certain
high-level languages such as Pascal. Also, the backspace
function is provided by the Left Arrow key. Since the ar-

Tired
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G~~ ~~AL L~()G~~1
* THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL CHECK REGISTER
* A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
* A PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGER
* A SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
* A COMPLETE GENERAL LEDGER

VERSACJ
LEDGER
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VERSALEDGER is a complete accounting system that grows as you or your business grows. To
start, your VERSALEDGER acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just
enter your check number, date and to whom the check is made out to . As you or your business
grows, you may add more details to your transactions .. . . account number, detailed account
explanations, etc.
• VEASALEDGEA can give you an instant cash
balance at anytime. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VEASALEDGEA can be used as a small personal checkbook register. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

\
\

VERSALEDGER

\

\
\
\

• VEASALEDGEA can be used to run yo ur
million dollar corporation . (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

--------~~=. ..
-" . ,

• VEASALEDGEA prints checks . (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

--

\
\

\
\

\\

\

_\

• VEASALEDGEA stores all check information
forever . (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VEASALEDGEA can handle more than one
checkbook . (IF YOU WANT IT TO)
• VEASALEDGEA can be used to replace a
general ledger. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
$99. 95

• VEASALEDGEA HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY .
(300 checks per month on single density 5 '/4" disk drives such as the TAS-80 Model-I)
(500 checks per month on the Apple II)
(2400 checks per month on the TAS-80 Model III)
(6000 checks per month on the TAS-80 Model II)
(3000 checks per month on single density 8" CP / M)
• VEASALEDGEA will soon have an add-on pay roll package . (IF YOU NEED IT)

-

CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES -

VERSALEDGER HAS BEEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND
NEW TOLL-FREE
50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

* ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
* ADD $4.00 FOR C .O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
* ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
* ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE U.S., CANADA & MEXICO
Circle 207 on Inquiry card.

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818
••• ALL PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE •••

Circle 407 on inquiry card.

Heatll/Zenith News
Buss: The Independent Newsletter of Heath
Co. Computers publIshes the news and information
you need on Heath®/Zenith computers. Each issue
has the most complete coverage of new product
announcements from independent vendors.
Read
about all the latest developments in hardware and
software that will help you to maximize the value
of your computer.
Buss is not affiliated with the Heath Co. or
the Zenith Radio Corp. Each issue carries candid
reports from Heath®/ Zenith owners and offers you
the opportunity to communicate your experiences
to over 5,000 readers.
Start your subscription today with the latest
issue or any available back issues (about 20 in
stock). Buss is mailed to you first class (airmail
overseas) about every three weeks. A full refund is
guaranteed any time you're not satisfied.
US & Canada
Overseas
24 issues
$32
$45
18 issues
$26
$35
$20
$25
12 issues
Payment must be in U.S. dollars payable on a
U.S. bank, by international postal money order, or
charged on VISA or MasterCard. Send your order
right away to : Buss, 325-B Pennsylvania Ave. SE,
Washington, DC 20003 or for faster response call
Buss, 202/544-0900.

Photo 4: The Osborne 1 video display is arranged as 32 lines of
128 characters per line , but only 24 lines of 52 characters can ac-

tually be seen at one time with the built-in display. The four arrow keys (when used in conjunction with the control key) can
be used to scroll horizontally and vertically.

row keys {cursor controls} cannot be set up for use in
CP 1M and Words tar simultaneously, the user must
choose one or the other configuration . If Osborne had
simply defined the arrow keys to work in Wordstar
(where they are much more useful), then a separate backspace key could have been assigned for CP 1M. Considering how many products have been ruined by poor keyboard layouts, I find it difficult to understand why a few
keys were left off an otherwise excellent design .
The Osborne 1 comes complete with an RS-232C connector and a separate modem connector. You need a separate interface box to use a standard modem when it is
connected to the modem connector. It is important to
note , however , that if you want to use a modem by itself,
you can connect it directly to the RS-232C port and
eliminate the need for the interface box. Therefore, the
only limitation is that you can't use a modem and a serial
printer at the same time without the interface box . Apparently, a single serial interface is used to talk to both
the RS-232C port and the modem .
The IEEE-488 interface has two uses. First, as the name
implies, you can use it as a full IEEE-488 port with handshaking, thus allowing the use of several interesting peripherals, such as a hard disk . It may also be used as a
Centronics-compatible printer port, if you purchase a
cable with a Centronics-type connector at one end .

Software
The Osborne 1 comes with an impressive array of software . Included as standard are the CP 1M operating system, Wordstar (with Mailmerge), Supercaic, CP 1M 2.2 ,
CBASIC, and MBASle. Also included are several useful
utility programs.
Wordstar, the popular word processor, is fully implemented on the Osborne. The only annoying feature is the
scrolling of the 52-character display. If your text line
becomes longer than 52 characters, the screen has to
356
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As they walk and move about,
your operators build up a static
charge.
Just by taking a couple steps
across the floor in a well airconditioned room, they can
generate 5,000 volts or more.
Or, in the wintertime, 10,000
volts or more.
Static can also be generated
just by sitting down in a chair.
And if the operator's next move
is to touch one of your terminals, the result can be a blank
screen, erratic data,
spewing paper,
or an altered
memory.
Another result
can be
annoyed
customers.
3M Static Control Floor Mats create
an island of protection.

But, for less than the cost of a
single service call, you can
effectively control static at
every terminal, every
word processor and
microprocessor based unit.
-_ ...........
With 3M Static
Control Mats, you
keep static from
coming between
you and your
customers.

3M Static Control Floor M~t's
and Runners create inexpensive islands and pathways of
protection around and between sensitive areas. Static.
charges drain harmlessly from
operators and other personnel
as they walk, stand or sit.
Available in a choice of colors,
and in many sizes, 3M Static
Control Mats are carefully
engineered for performance,
comfort, durability, ease of

cleaning and safety. For standing
and sitting applications.
Send the coupon for a free
catalog and more information.
Send coupon to: Data Recording Products Division /3M,
223-5N, 3M Center, St. Paul,
MN 55144. Or, if you 've
already put up with static
problems too long, call
this toll-free number for
the name of a distributor
or dealer near you:
1-800-328-1300.
Free catalog shows 3M 's complete
selection of mats and runners.

~se

f~atalog

!JM :
::;;-d
and other information ;;-}
Static Control Mats and Runners.

I
I
I
IMait to: Data
Recording Products Division / 3M .
223-5N, 3M Center.
NAME _____________________

COMPANY - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -ADDRESS

CtTY. STATE . ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L

_

_

SI.Paul,MN55144 _ _ _ ~

3M Hears YOU ...

Circle 450 on Inquiry card.

3NI

Circle 374 on Inquiry card .

Eliminate the mess of loose magazines, catalogs
and newspapers. Find what you want when you
want it by using these handy shelf or desk top
files. Attractive brown front panel. Adhesive ID
labels included.

~",

"

~. "....

~: ~

6 POPULAR SIZES AVAILABLE
From digest size to newspaper size! Popular letter
and magazine size (9" x 11112", 33/4" box width) 8 for $13,95, 25 for $31,95 prepaid, Sturdy, heavyduty fiberboard will last for years! Charge it! Call
or mail coupon today,

::::::::::

:::s:::
~

~~ ~
__

•••••••••••••••••••
• Professional Aids Co., Suite 163

·•

.•
•

•

3685 Commercial Ave., Northbrook, IL 600620 312/291-0558

•

Please rush postpaid Fiberboard Oesk and Shelf Files as checked below:

•

~

•

8

•

=

0 Charge it to 0 VISA 0 MasterCard TOTAL:

•

•

Card No,

Exp, Date

••

~
VISA'

•

Name

•

.......................
•
•
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Address
City, State, Zip

L

#
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P·LISP: $99.95
IS

a lull LISP inter·

p re te r lo r the Apple II. which
normally sells lor SI99.95 . We
a re o ffering a limited specia l
o ppo rtunity, tor BYTE read ers
only. to purchase P·L1SP lo r
59995 through July 15, 1982
P·LISP contai"s HI·
RESOLUTION g raphics.
FLOATING POI NT math. lull
LISP lu nclions. l ull support lor
Apple disk liles ( including
sequenlia l or random a ccess,
and wnting Lisp fu nctions o r
lull workspaces to disk ). PEEK.
POKE . CALL and a memo ry
scheme 10 lei you take
ad vantage o t ALL available
memory. while le tting you
p ro lec t any pages ( lor hi- res
shape table-s o r assembly
language code)

p

P· LISP

supplied on
d iskette with a binder
bound manual. a lunction
editor. and se v e ral sample
prog rams
For th ose 01YO li who do not
lully unde rstand P·LISP, we
have a vailabt e th e P· L1SP
Tutorial lor 525,00 This
e xp e rtly written tes t is bound
in a handso m e binde r and is
packaged to include a disk
con ta ini ng all th e sample
prog rams refe renced In the
text a t no e xira cha rg e
~.,
AppluSOH

In

'lOM 01 a longuoge eClid IS ne ed e d

.....-~..- 4005 Chestnut Sireet-Phliadelphla, PA 19104
Pen n s y l vani a re sl denls add 0·" sales lOX Apple 15 a lI ademOlk 0 1 Apple Compule l . In c
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Supercalc may be
the best buy
on the system.

IS

Orders Only: 800-523-0725-Penna. Residents: 215-387-1500
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scroll horizontally. Also, you must run Setup (a utility
program) and choose whether the four 'a rrow keys on the
keyboard are to work in Wordstar or in CP 1M. Apparently, you can't have both . Otherwise, Words tar
operates just as it would on any other computer.
Supercalc may be the best buy on the system . Similar
to Visicalc, Supercalc lets you set up electronic spread
sheets for budgeting, balance sheets, or just about any
columnar information.

for the Apple II

SPECIAL OFFER

FOR JUNE:
p· L1SP

•

Photo 5: The power cord, ani off switch, and circuit breaker a're
located on the back of the unit covered by a plastic panel with
velcro strips.

Circle 205 on inquiry card.

CBASIC and MBASIC are provided so you can test
BASIC programs with interpretive MBASIC, then compile them with CBASIC to run faster. Both are fairly standard versions of BASIC.
Utilities
Utilities provide the user with the basic tools necessary
to manipulate the computer system and data. I found the
utility called Setup, which comes with the Osborne 1, to
be the most useful. It allows you to change certain characteristics of the system. For example, Osborne included
a number of standard printer protocols in the BIOS.
These allow the computer to communicate successfully
with a variety of printers. You can choose between standard serial (no protocol), Qume (ETX, ACK), Diablo
(XON, XOFF), Centronics, or PET IEEE-4BB. You can
also change the serial-port data rate to 300 bits per second
(1200 bps is the default) . You may choose a different
screen size - S2 for a fixed screen, 12B for scrolling - or
you can enter a width of your own choice, such as BO .
The automatic horizontal scrolling mode can be enabled
or disabled, and the four arrow keys can be set to work
either in Words tar or in CP 1M.

I-UP
We opened our doors with two
basic goals:
To distribute as many software
packages to as many dealers
as possible.
And to make money doing so.
Our success on both counts is the
result of hard work, a positive business attitude and a recognition that
you, as a retailer, have a right to be
treated fairly and honestly by your
distributor.

We're 1-up for three
good reasons:
1. We always offer a wide selection
of the latest and best microcomputer software packages available
anywhere. (Why should you have
to hunt for what you need?)
2. Our dealer discounts start with
quantities of 1. (Remember all
those times you just wanted one
or two to see how they'd sell?)
3. We don't play The BackOrder
Game. (If we can't ship your order
within 48 hours we'll let you know,
instead of hanging you out to dry.)
If there's anything else we can do
for you, just let us know. Because
we're I-up and we intend to stay
that way.
Software Distributors, 9929
Jefferson Blvd., Culver City,
CA 90230. Telex 4990032 BVHL,
An: SOFT
For our dealer info Qackag~. call
(213) 559-9330.

SOFTWARE
DISTRIBUTORS

We won't leave you holding the bag,
Circle 416 on inquiry card.

~~TI
Back Issues For Sale
The following issues are available:
$2.00 ea.
July 76
May 77
June 77
July 77
Aug. 77
$2.75 ea.
Sept. 77
Nov. 77
Dec. 77
Feb. 78
Mar. 78
Apr. 78

$2.75 ea.
May 78
June 78
july 78
$2.75 ea.
Aug. 78
Sept. 78
Oct. 78
Dec. 78
Jan . 79
Feb. 79
Apr. 79
May 79

$2.75 ea.
June 79
July 79
Aug. 79
Sept. 79
Oct. 79
$3.25 ea.
Nov . 79
Dec. 79
Jan. 80
Feb. 80
Mar. 80
Apr. 80

$3.25 ea.
May 80
June 80
July 80
Aug. 80
Sept. 80
Oct. 80
Nov. 80
Dec. 80
Jan . 81
Feb. 81
Mar. 81
Apr. 81

$3.25 ea.
May 81
June 81
July 81
Aug. 81
Sept. 81
Oct. 81
Nov. 81
Dec . 81
$3.70 ea.
Feb . 82
Mar. 82
Apr. 82
May 82

The above prices include postage in the US . Please add $.50
per copy for Canada and Mexico; and $2.00 per copy to
foreign countries (surface delivery).
Send requests with payment to:

BYTE Magazine
70 Main St, Peterborough NH 03458
Attn: Back Issues
• Payments from foreig n countries must be made in US funds payable at a US bank .
• Please allow 4 weeks for domestic delivery and 8 weeks for foreign delivery.

DEC LSI-II

Components
Dependable service
at discount prices
Domestic
and Export

m.n.

Cornpu1er Supp~.ers . ~n~.
25 Chatham Rd., Summit, N.T. 07901
Since 1973

(201) 277-6150 Telex 13-6476

n

© Mini Computer Suppliers , Inc .
1979

IIIIII1111111
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Circle 319 on inquiry ca rd .

Photo 6: The Osborne 1 when closed up . The handle makes it
easy to carry, but the sloping keyboard (which becomes the bottom) makes it sit at an angle. It has the feel of a lightweight sewing machine.

The keys on the numeric keypad can be programmed
as function keys if you don't plan to use them to do
numeric entry. The 0 through 9 keys can be redefined using Setup to any sequence of characters. For example,
you could define the "0" key to be "XDIR", which would
enter the extended directory display command (in
CP/M).
When you make system changes with Setup, typing "X"
when asked for the destination disk will return you to the
CP / M level without saving the changes on disk . They
will remain in effect only until you reset the system or
power down. However, system changes can be stored
permanently on one or more disks so the options are active the next time you boot the system with that disk .
FMT is a utility that will format a disk for use with the
Osborne 1. Because the computer cannot use softsectored disks before they are formatted for a particular
track / sector layout, you must run this program on all
new disks.
The Copy utility allows you to make a complete copy
of a disk for backup purposes, or just the data or user
portion, or the system or CP / M portion. A separate pro-

Disenado de acuerdo con los principios contables aceptados en todos los parses de habla hispana.

APLICACIONES COMERCIALES Y CIENTIFICAS
• CONTABILIDAD
GENERAL
Diario General
Resumen del Diario
Consulta parcial al Diario
Mayor General
Balance de Comprobaci6n
Balance General
Ganancias y Perdidas
Catalogos de Cuentas
Consultas por pantalla

•
•
•
•
•

• CUENTAS
POR COBRAR
Catalogo de Cuentas
listado de Transacciones
Antiguedad de Saldos
Saldos por Vencer
Relaci6n de Cobranzas
Relaci6n de Pagos
Estado de Cuentas
Consultas varias por pantalla

INVENT ARlO Y FACTURACION
CONTROL DE BANCOS
PERT/CPM
CUENTAS A PAGAR
CONTROL DE COSTO DE OBRAS
ENTAJAS DEL SISTEMA T.M.A.
• Son completamentes conversacionales.
• EI chequeo de la informacion es instantaneo.
• Los reportes impresos 0 por pantalla guardan
los formatos general mente aceptados.
• Est~n pensados para adaptarse a cualquier empresa .
• Toda la informaci6n esta instant~neamente disponible
• Precision Expandi"da.
• Numeros de hasta"! 999.999.999.99

gram called Backup will direct you through a backup
procedure to save your files.

Documentation
Many popular personal computers have such poor
documentation, I am amazed the average user can make
any sense of it. The Osborne 1 comes with one of the
most impressive user's manuals I have seen. No doubt
Adam's publishing background helped in this area. The
manual begins by showing how to set up the computer
and gives you a tour of all its connectors, the video display, the keyboard, and the disk drives. It then explains
how to handle floppy disks and how to "boot" the CP 1M
operating system.
For many users, the lack of simple start-up instructions
can be the first in a long series of frustrations. When the
Osborne 1 is first turned on, the display tells you to insert
a disk in drive A and press the Carriage Return key on the
keyboard. Most other personal computer manufacturers
assume the user understands this.
Nter CP 1M is loaded from disk into memory, the display lists a menu of options such as "Just starting" and
"Self portrait." Each of these menu entries gives the user a
quick explanation of the hardware and software of the
computer and how to use it. Even without the bound instruction manual, most users would be able to run the
system after a few hours of experimenting.
Another advantage to the Osborne 1 is that all disks

RACEl COMPUTES Utility Software makes the TRS faster, more effiCient, and easier
to use. Our programming aids Improve your productivity. Our reputation is for
products that are professional In design and work as advertised!!!
FIELD PROVEN HARD DISK DRIVES AND OPERATING SYSTEM
Now you can use RACErs Hard/Soft Disk Operating System (HSDS) with the
ARM Winchester Disk Drive on the Model II. This cost elfective combination
provides 15 Megabytes per drive Including ECC Error Correction Code and an
advanced sequencer to further ensure data integrity. An incremental backup to
floppy is provided so that only those sectors that were changed Irom the last
backup are saved. A full monthly service contract is available at $30 per month
per drive.
The HSDS Software has more than One Year's FIELD Experie.nce. The latest
HSDS version adds several enhancements including maintenance of system files
on .the hard drive ,. files as large as the disk , the ability to segment the disk as
logical drives, definable directory size , and many utilities including bulk copies
between Ifoppy and hard drives, multiple purge, Superzap , and Directory Catalog
System . Full program compatibility with TRSDOS 2.0a is maintained. Mixed
floppy and hard drive operation is supported.
HSDS is available for the Call1eo, Cynthia Bull, Corvus, Data Peripherals , and
Santa Clara Systems hard disk systems as well as the ARM Winchester Drive.
ARM 15 Megabyte Drive Subsystem $3895.
HSDS Software $400 .
Cameo 5/5 Cartridge Drive $5995. . Cynthia Bull 10/10 Drive $7995

*

NEW PRODUCT
Model" Fast Backup Utility $75
5 to 10 times faster backups!!! Full disk backup (including verify) 55 seconds!!!
on two drive system - 2:15 on single drive system . In business, time is money
and one BACKUP is worth 1000 tears!!
.

*

*

NEW PRODUCT
INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEM
ISAM File Structure - Multi-Company Capability. Modular structure. Each
module Includes complete user documentation which guides the user through
Installation and allows "practice" using a sample data base. When ready , the
user Simply names hiS data base and begins. The Integrated Business System
program set Includes General Ledger , Accounts Receiva ble , Accounts Payable ,
Payroll, Inventory, General Journal, Asset Management and more .
Business Programs $250/module Mod III, $300/module Mod II. $795 for all four
Mod III , $995 for all four Mod II . General Ledger and Accounts Receivable
available now. Accounts Payable and Payroll 1st Quarter 19B2 .

~ 1~O~G~s~ISU~~~~G~r;2~p~

CIRCLE REAOER "'SPONSEBELOW FOR FREE CATALUG
-TRS·BO IS AREGISTEREO TRADEMARK OF TANDY CDRPUHAliON
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Conclusions
-The Osborne 1 definitely has a lot going for it. It has the
best features of all the business computers, plus enough
software to satisfy all but the most demanding of requirements.
-It is well designed with a rugged all-in-one enclosure,
making it easy to move and set up.
-The major complaints have been the stark "military"
look and the small video display (52 characters wide).
Also, SIf4-inch disks hold only lOOK bytes of data, just
under half that of a single-density 8-inch disk.
-Apart from these limitations, the Osborne 1 comes
closer to being the ideal business system for low-end applications .•
GET THE MOST FROM YOU R NEC PC·8001
WITH RACET COMPUTES SOFTWARE!!

Give Your TRS-80· a Tremendous Boost
with RACH COMPUTES Software

*

that come with the system have a copy of CP 1M on
them. Each disk is a "master." You can insert any of the
disks into drive A, and the system will boot properly.
While this doesn't mean that you won't have to make
backups, it does mean that some of the frustration is
eliminated when you first use the system. Most companies give you just one copy of the disk operating system, expecting that you will make backup copies yourself. Of the disks provided with the Osborne 1, one is a
CP 1M system disk and another is a CP 1M utilities disk.
Also included are ready-to-go disks with Wordstar,
Supercalc, MBASIC, and CBASIC on them.

CHECK . VISA. M/ C. c.o 0.. PURCHASE ORDER
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED (7141997·4950 '
Circle 507 on inquiry card.

RACEl NECDOS $175
RACEl NECOOS does more for your PC·BOOl than any other ~OS . It' 5 faster .
more effiCient and easier to use. It's loaded with extra features to let you stretch
the limits of your system . This adva nced operating system works with the ROM
NBASIC to give full compatibility with color and other BASIC commands .
USER FRfENOLY- Emphasizes fntegrity. No MOUNT or REMOVE commands,,1
Excellent protection from Improper diskette swapping . AGAIN. HELP. FIND and
~EF commands . File password protection .
AnVANCED DESIGN .. R.ACET NECDOS utilizes the computer in the B031 lor most
disk I/ O functions mlOlmlzlng memory utilization in the PC-BOOl The Dynamic
'Tran slent Area (DTA) allows multiple transients to be scatter loaded and relocated
In memory simultaneously. This unique capability optimizes use of valuable
memory, yet prOVides an almost limitless growth potential.
ADVANCED FEATURES . All DOS functions and commands may be used directly
In a BAS IC program! '! Special RUN option allows merging of program s, retaining
all variables In memory. Fixed block spanned records. AUTO and DO commands .
Machine language loads and saves. MATPRiNT and MATiNPUT to disk. Complete
directory . ALL supervIsory calls documented and available to the machine
language programmer. Superzap utility included.
CONVERT TRS·80· PROGRAMS TO RACEl NECnOS WITH 'PROTRAN' $99.95
COMPLETE utilities for file transfer and BASIC program conversion. Model III
diskettes may be. read directly. Model I and II via RS-23 2. Transfer BASI C
programs , data files, or machine language files . NO support is provided for
conversion of machine language files or PEEK 's, POKE 's, or USR 's to function on
PC-BOOt . Includes Mod I, Mod II and RACET NECDOS Datadisk with complete
documentatIOn on conversion requirements and syntax differences.
MULTI·KEY SORT 'MKS ' $60
SUPER FAST Machine Language In -Memory Sorts. Three-key sort on 500
elements In 4 Seconds ' " Simple one-line BASIC lunctions - SORTV and SORTC
ver bs. Mixed ascending and descending keys .
KFS-BO KEYED FILE SYSTEM $150
Machine langua~e BASIC ISAM utility provides keyed and sequential access 10
multiple files . Simple Interface to BASIC . Binary tree keyed-lile index syslem
prOVides rapid access to record s.
RACET COMPUTES software for the NEC is distributed by the Way bern Corporation
and IS available from your local NEC Dealer.

••IWaybern Corporadon
13911 Enterprise Dr., Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714) 554-4520 • (213) 222-7514
CIRCLE READER RESPONSE BELOW fOR FREE CATALOG
RACET COMPUTES
Circle 385 on Inquiry card .
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Are you and your small copier

giving each other breakdowns?
It's a vicious circle.
You get a small copier without realizing how many
copies you'll be making.
You overwork the copier and it has a breakdown.
Then you can 't get your work done and you feel
like you 're ready for a breakdown .
It's nobody's fault. certain ly not the small copier's
It just wasn't built to handle big work loads.
Which brings us to the Minolta EP 530R . It can
take on work loads that would overwhelm an ordina ry small copier.
And it takes big-copier options . Like a
sorter. A document feeder. And a counter
to keep track of how many copies
you've made .
It has a self-diagnostic system to catch
small problems before they become
The EP 530R.
big headaches.
c 1982 . "I lnoha CO/porauon

The. bigger
copier.

0' • • •,.......

It makes copies up to II X 17". And it has Minolta's
exclusive micro-toning system for crisp, clear copies
From edge to edge. It even makes reduced copies .
If you don't need copy reduction , you can get the
EP 530R without the R. The Minolta EP 530 .
So get the bigger small copier. And give yourself a
break instead of a breakdown .
For the name of your nearest authorized Minolta
dealer, look under our trademark in the Yellow
____..
Pages. Or call toll-free 800-526-5256. In
_____ New Jersey, 201-797-7808.

~
~

MINOLTA
Circle 322 on inquiry card .

Hardware Review

Applescope Stores Dual Traces
Gregory MacNicol
211 Maple
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Imagine an easy-to-use digital-storage oscilloscope
with a computer's high-resolution video display. The
Applescope, selling for $595, is just that and more. If
you've ever used an oscilloscope and wanted to store the
display, whether just to examine it for a few seconds or to

At a Glance
Name
Applescope
Manufacturer
R. C. Electronics Inc.
7265 Toulumne St.
Goleta. CA 93117
(80S) 968-66 I 4
Dimensions
Two printed-circuit boards, 7.6 by 23 cm (3 by 12 inches) each
Price
$595

make a permanent record, you can already appreciate the
Applescope's foremost virtue. Even if you want to show
timing relationships, graph slow audio-spectrum sweeps,
create Fourier transforms, or smooth data, the Applescope can help,
For those who have never used an oscilloscope, this
tool will allow you to learn about digital-storage technology without great expense. Although the Applescope
is geared toward the experienced amateur, the 48-page
manual makes the unit easy to use.
Construction
The circuitry of the Applescope interface is simple
when compared with typical digital-storage oscilloscopes
on which the plethora of knobs tends to confuse the user.
All functions of the device are activated through simple
keyboard entries.
The Applescope consists of two printed-circuit boards
(see photo 1) that separate the digital and analog circuitry
to avoid noise problems _ The quality of the boards is

Hardware required
Apple" computer with 24K bytes of memory and two free
expansion -bus slots
Power requirements
+ 5 V at 420 mA; - 5 V at 50 mA; + 12 V at 80 mA; - 12 V
at 80 mA
Features
Single- or dual-trace storage oscilloscope, I f.ls to 999.999999 seconds' per division time scale, 25 mV to 8 V per division voltage
scale (± I 1.1 V maximum input) , 44 Idl input impedance. up to
1020 samples pretrigger or posttrigger, 1024-by te memory buffer
with DMA, 2K-byte software in EPROM
Audience
Any user of oscilloscopes, especially in the field s of education,
medicine, and audio
warranty
Covers parts and labor for 90 days from date of purchase
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Photo 1: Applescope's two boards. Noise is reduced by
separating the analog and digital circuitry. The boards are connected by a 20-conductor flexible cable.

Made by Seikosha, AXIOM's new GP-I00 is the finest printer
a little money can buy. It uses standard 8-1/2 x 11 paper and has
AXIOM's fabulous graphics interfaces for Apple, TRS-80, Atari,
PET, HP and morel See the GP-100 at your AXIOM dealer todayl

Seikosha is the leading company of the
worldwide Seiko Group .

AXIOM CORPORATION

1014 Griswold Avenue , San Fernando, CA 91340 • Telephone : (213) 365-9521 • TWX : 910-496-1746
Circ le 51 on inquiry card .

2b

A .111 UOLT/DIU
B 8.11 UOLT/DI~
TRACE A
TRIG A > PRETRIG = IIv
TI"E SCALE 002.001 011 SECONDS/DIU
INPUT COMMAND : •

Photo .2: Images produced by Applescape. Photos 2a and 2b demonstrate the expansion function: 2b is the first segment of 2a , expanded along the horizontal axis 64 times (expansi~n by 256 is possible) . Photos 2c and 2d show a combination of the pretrigger and
expansion functions: 2d is the expansion of 2c, where the pretrigger parameter was set at 50 samples. Note the three-line status display
at the bottom of the screen .

very clean and professional; all parts are labeled. All 45
integrated circuits are installed in sockets, allowing easy
maintenance.
Both channel A and channel B inputs enter through a
smallS-pin connector manufactured by Berg. Personally,
I don't like this arrangement because probes made by
most manufacturers use BNC connectors. (There is, however, a $95 option that includes two standard probes and
their mating BNC connector. This is a sensible addition
to the unit that both makes it easier to use and reduces
input-signal noise.)

Operation
The installation procedure is easy; however, the
manual provided does assume that you have prior
knowledge of electronics. Setup requires that you go into
the Apple II's monitor program, change the interrupt
code, and execute the G (go) instruction specifying the
366
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expansion-slot location of the Applescope's digital board.
The manual does not help you to distinguish between the
analog and the digital board.
All instructions to the software are entered through 22
keyboard codes. They control settings for the trigger,
voltage scales, time scale, sweep mode, expansion factor,
and pre trigger (see photo 2). Pretrigger is a feature that
allows you to view a record of the trace that occurred
before or after the trigger point. This is great for digital
troubleshooting when you wonder what happened first ;
for instance, it might let you find a glitch, or voltage transient, that occurred several clock cycles before a problem
became obvious.

How It Works
If you were to try to design an Applescope , you would
encounter two problems: size and power limitations .
Laudable but invisible to the user, the ADC (analog-to-

digital data separator for adjustment free reliable operation .. ..
........... . ... . A & T, $274.95

The high speed, cool,
reliable static ram
without waitstates.

o LDP1281256K Dynamic

Our RAM67 static RAM offers low
power for coo l operation and high
reliability. It is the first S 100 memory of its size to offer battery back
up . The RAM67 wi ll run without
waitstates with any present SIOO bus CPU.

Advanced features of the
static RAM67:

o Low power CMOS RAM
o 100 ns access time
o No wait states with our 10 MHz

RAM

When you need mini-computer performance
at micro-computer prices, the Liglzllling One
should be your choice. Benchmarks avai lable.
Prices starr at ........... .. . ... .. $395.00

Other LDP Products

Lightning One T "
0 8/16 bit operation

o Phantom disable
o Battery back up option

If you need high performance and high reliability at an affordable price, the RAM67 is the
memory for you.
128K RAM .. .. . . ............ .$1495.00
Battery back-up option .. .... .. . . .$100.00

In addition to the RAM67 and Liglzllling One,
Lomas Data Products offers the following fme
products:

o HAZITALL System Support
2 serial ports, 2 parallel ports, clock/calendar,
9511 or 9512 math support (option), hard disk
controller host interface . ... . A & T, $325.00

o LDP72 Floppy Disk Controller
The Lightning One

Single or double density operation, single or double sided disks, controls both 8" and 5%" floppy

The Ligliwil1g Olle is the fastest SIOO CPU
board presently available. The 8086 processor
with its two co-processors, the 8087 and 8089,
provide exceptio nal data manipulation, numeric processing and I/O handling capability.

o LDP88 8088 CPU Board
Ideal for inexpensive systems requiring the processing power of a 16 bit instruction set. The
LDP88 has up to 8K of on-board EPROM, IK
bytes of RAM, I serial RS232 port, 9 vectored
interrupts, 5 MHz operation. Useable as a single
board 8088 processor ... ... . A & T, $349.95

Software Available

o CPIM-86*
Full track buffered BIOS, memory disk support,
double density format . . ..... ..... . $300.00

o MPIM-86*
Full MP/M-86 implementation, hard disk and
floppy disk support, plus memory drive. 1,2 and
5 user configurations.

O MS-DOS"
The IBM Personal Computer operating system,
includes macro assembler .. ... ..... $250.00

o Other software:

The Lightning One features:

BASIC86, BASCOM86, FORTRAN86, C,
FORTH.

o 8086 or 8088 16 bit processor
0 4,5,8, or 10 MHz jumper selectable
operation
o Optional 8087 and 8089 co-processors
o Onboard monitor with diagnostics
9 vectored interrupts expandable to 65

o

An advanced dynamic RAM with
static like performance . An ideal
choice for large memory configurations where cost is an important consideration. No DMA, or reset restrictions ....
...... A & T, 128K $795.00, 256K $1395.00

For 16 bit computing on the S100 bus,
come to the leader . ..

·CPIM-86 & MPIM..fJ6 trademark of Digitat Research.
**MS-DOS trademark of .Microsoft.
Lighmillg One trademark 0/ Lomas Data Products, Inc.

Dealer and O.E.M. inquiries invited.

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC.
729 Fann Road, Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752 0 Telephone: 617-481-2822
Circle 269 on inquiry card .

Go with McGraw-HilI's

TAKE ANY 3 BOOKS
FOR ONLY $100 EACH
when you join the
COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS'
BOOK CLUB (values up 10 575.00)=
~
THE PASCAL HANDBOOK. By
Jacques Tiberghien. 471 pp. A single reference manual that tames
this unruly language. Every feature
of Pascal is explained in a brilliantly
organized format that covers the
major Pascal dialects, including
Jensen and Wirth's original definition, with the CDC implementation
.. . the proposed ISO Standard ..
UCSD Pascal ... Pascal 1000
(HP1000) . . OMSI Pascal-1 ... and
Pascal/Z.

582365-98

$35.00

(Counts as 2 of your 3 bookS)

MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACINC.
By Bruce Artwick. 352 pp., 117 ilIus. In this up·to·date, complete
d,rsign guide you'll find the detailed descriptions and explanations necessary to enable you to
select, build, and interface micro·
computer systems to virtually all
applications. Advanced interface
de vice s and methods are thor·
oughly examined and illustrated.

789/ 4368

S 26.00

COMPUTER CAPACITY. By Melvin J.
Strauss. 288 pp., tables and
charts. The key purpose of the book
is to provide both senior manage·
ment and DP practitioners with a
methodology for identifying and
quantifying issues of capacity and
demand within the data ce nter
without becoming entrapped by
language problems

582317-9

$24.95

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

BUILD YOUR OWN Z80 COMPUTER.
By Steve Ciarcia. 330 pp., diagrams, softbound. Written for people who don't need an introductory
electronics handbook. Its admira·
bly ach ieved objective is to present
a practical, step-by-step analysis
of digital computer architecture
and the construction details for a
complete and functional microcom puter.

109/621

$15.95

DATA STRUCTURES USINC PASCAL. By Aaron M. Tenenbaum and
Moshe J. Augenstein. 544 pp., ilIus. With its emphasis on structured design and prol;lramming
techniques, this definitive work
takes you on a trailblazing journey
through Pascal. Separate chapters
are devoted to the stack, recursion,
queues and lists, Pascal list pro·
cess ing, trees, graphs and their
applications.

582230-X

$23.95

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSINC
HANDBOOK. Edited by The Diebold
Group . 976 pp. , 269 iI/us. Written
by a staff of internationally recognized authorities on ADP, this comprehensive handbook explains sys·
tems, programming and the Ian ·
guages, communications pro·
cesses, and the design and installation of today's computers.

168/0758

$49.95

(Counts as 2 of your 3 bookS)

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE. Edited
by Anthony Ralston and C. L. Meek . 1,500 pp., 60
iI/us., 100 charts, 7 x 10 format. This first and only
in-depth coverage of the entire field of computer
science in a single volume is comprehensive and
completely up to date.
769/01X A
$60_00

(counts as 3 of your 3 books)

MICROPROCESSORS/MICROCOM PUTERS/SYSTEM DESICN . By
Texas Instruments Learning Center
and the Engineering Staff of Texas
Instruments , Inc. 634 pp. , iI/us ..
outsized 7% x 10'/4 format. The
book takes you through the devel·
opment of memory·to·memory ar·
chitecture. shows you the compo·
nents, and details programming
methods and techniques.

637/58X8

$26.95

(Counts as 2 of your 3 bOOkS)

THE ADA PROCRAMMINC LANCUACE. By I. C. Pyle . 293 pp ., il·
Ius. , softbound. Written primarily
for practicing programmers of em·
bedded computer systems, this
book provides a full presentation of
the power of Ada. It will also prove
of great interest to other programmers as well as to managers of pro·
gramming projects.

582447-7

$14.95

MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS
HANDBOOK. By David F. Stout. 472
pp. , 284 iI/us. This BIG book on
SMALL chips will help you make
your systems timely, versatile and
cost·effective. The 16 expert contributors provide in-depth treat ·
ments of both hardware and
software so you can completely
analyze, design, construct and
program .

617 19888

$35.00

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

APPLE PASCAL: A Hands-On·Approach. By Arthur Luehrmann &
Herbert Peckham. 426 pp ., spiralbound. Finally, a how-to-usePASCAL book for Apple computer
users that makes a complex language as easy as (forgive us!)
applesauce. Takes you from "total
ignorance" all the way up to very
impressive competence in the use
of that rather complex language
PASCAL.
'

OPERATINC SYSTEMS. By Harold
Lorin & Harvey M. Deitel. 378 pp.,
56 iI/us. With the relationship of
operating systems to both hard·
ware and the systems software en·
vironment, this t imely book offers
stimulating insights and opinions
on basic questions-what operat ·
ing systems should be and what
they should do.

4911712

582354-3

$14.95

$19.95

Be sure to
consider these
important
titles as well!

~XPERIENCE !

~~~~I;~FTWARE DESICN . By L. J.
582138-9

$12.95

STRUCTURED PROCRAMMINC :
Theory and Practice . By R.C.
Linger, H.D. Mills, & B. 1. Witt
788/ 537
$22 .95
THE BYTE BOOK OF PASCAL. Edited
by B. W. Liffic k
789 / 6738
$25.00
(Counts as 2 of your 3 bookS)
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS FOR
MINICOMPUTERS, MICROPROCESORS AND .PERSONAL COMPUTERS. By L.C. Hohenste in
294 / 518
$19 .50

THE DEVIL'S DP DICTIONARY. By
Stan Kelley - Bootie . 160 pp.,
softbound. This devilishly c lever lit tle book is guaranteed to fill anyone
who has ever slaved over a hot terminal with savage delight. Some
500 computer words and terms are
misdefined , from abacus to your program.
340/ 226
$7 .50
SOFTWARE DEBUGGING FOR MICROCOMPUTERS. By Robert C.
Bru ce. 351 pp. , iI/us. Take s you
through the fundamental methods
for finding errors, glitc hes , and
faults in programs .. . goes on to
techniques for tracking down and
exterminati ng program bugs
then combi nes these techniques
into a complete debugging plan.
582075-7
$18.95
PERSONAL COMPUTING: Hardware and Software Basics. Electronics Book Ser ie s. 224 pp., 175
II/US ., 8 112 x 11 format. Gives you
co mprehensive guidance t o the
present state of the art in personal
computers- an ove rall su r vey of
the technology and methods available to perform various tasks , facts
about the work others are doingand just how they are doing it .
191 / 514
$24.50

THE SOUL OF A NEW MACHINE. By
Tracy Kidder- PULITZER PRIZE
WINNER-293 pp. You may have
alread y lived what happens in this
true story ... or you may never live
what happens here. But if your life
touches computers in any way,
yo u' ll finish this book in one stayup-ali -n ight reading.
582439-6
$13.95
zao USERS MANUAL. By Joseph
Carr. 326 pp. , with diagrams ,
charts and tables . Takes you
through every opportunity the ZAP
can offer. It covers Z80 pin definitions , CPU control signa ls , support
sh ips, interfacing peripherals , and
much more . It also includes a 177page Z80 instruction set so you can
study the in structions on a oneby-one basis.
582336-5
$18.95

THE WORD PROCESSING HANDBOOK. By Russell A. Stultz. 237
pp ., with tables and diagrams. Thi s
book gives yo u the basics-and the
many extras-that you need to
cope in telligently with the outsized
choice of word processors on the
market today. It provides a comprehensive understanding of what
they do, and which one to se lect.
582463-9
$17.95
BIT-SLICE MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN. 8y John Mick and Jim Brick .
pp. All in one place- the crucia l Information you've been need ing abou t the 2900 family of bitsli ce microprocessor components.
Thi s remarkable "first" designs
right before you r eyes not just one
but two complete 16-bit machines!
417 / 814
$24.00
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ELECTRONIC GAMES : DeSign,
programming, and Troubleshooting .
By
W.
H.
Buchsbaum and R. Mauro. 335
pp ., 338 iI/us. I nformation you
need to design, program , and trou bleshoot electronic games i s right
here in this wide ly popular handson guide .
08712108
$26.95

Why YOU should join now!
• BEST AND NEWEST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD - Books a re selec ted
from a wide rang e of publishers by expe rt editors and consultants to give
yo u co ntinuing access to th e best and latest books in your fi e ld.
• BIG SAVINGS-Build your librar y and save money too ' Savings ranging up to 30 % or more off publishers ' list prices - usuall y 20 % to 25 %.

• CONVENIENCE-12-14 times a year (about on ce every 3-4 wee ks) yo u
rece ive th e Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection and
alt ernat e se lections. A dated Reply Card is included. If you want the Main
Selection, you simp ly do nothing - it will be shipp ed automati ca ll y. If you
want a n a lt ern a te selection-or no book at a ll -you simply indi ca te it on
th e Reply Ca rd and return it by the date specified. You wi ll have at least 10
days to d eci de . If. beca use of late delivery of th e Bulletin you rece ive a
Main Selection yo u do not want. you may return it for credit at th e Club 's
expe ns e.
As a Club Member you agree only to the purchase of 3 books during yo ur
fir st year of membership . Membership may be discontinu ed . by e ither yo u
or the Club at any time after you have purchased th e 3 additiona l books.
Other McGraw-Hill Book Club8:
Accountants' and Controllers' Book C lub· Architects' Book C lub· C h e mi cal
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PRINCIPLES OF INTERACTIVE
COMPUTER CRAPHICS. By W. M.
Newman & R. Sproull
463/ 3878
$28 .95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)
THEORY & PRACTICE OF MICROPROCESSORS. By K. G. Nichols &
E. J. Zaluska
582414-08
$36.50
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)
COBOL BOOK OF PRACTICE AND
REFERENCE. By R. L. Grauer
582316-0
$19.95
THE SCIENCE OF PROCRAMMINC.
By D. Gries
582452-3
$19 .80
SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND
VALIDATION . By M. S. Deutsch
580501-5
$21.95

*If yo u join now for a trial period and agree to purchase
three more books-at handsome discounts-during your
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(Publishers' prices shown)

(Counts as 2 of your 3 bookS)
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BmlUs Book Plan that allows you savings of between 70 % - 80 % off
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books!
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582003·X
$24.95
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Figure 1: Block diagram of Applescope's circuitry. The interface occupies two slots on the Apple II's expansion bus; the amplifiers
and conditioning circuits for analog input signals are kept separate from the digital electronics to reduce interaction and noise.

digital converter) has been carefully designed to work
within the Apple II's interface requirements; otherwise,
the power supply would sizzle from overuse.
The Applescope's major components are shown clearly
in figure 1. All input signals are clamped to ±11.1 volts
(V); the two channels are individually amplified. The
analog board digitizes the processed signals through two
modified tracking ADCs; 1024 samples (512 in dual-trace
mode) are obtained at 0 ,286 microseconds per sample.
The digital board has 1K bytes of memory on-board
that temporarily stores the digitized data as it comes in.
This board also has the triggering logic, DMA (direct
memory access) support logic, and the PROM (programmable read-only memory) that contains the Applescope's
operating software.

THIN is IN!

Data is eventually transferred over the Apple U's bus in
two's-complement form and is read at locations OCOO
through OFFF hexadecimaL This data is stored on disk in
its raw form. Roughly 200 milliseconds later, this information is displayed on the video monitor as an oscilloscope trace with 280- by 160-pixel (picture element) resolution. The various parameters and settings chosen are
displayed at the bottom of the screen as three lines of
text.
Because uses of the Applescope might vary, the designers have provided places for extra capacitors and
resistors on the analog board. The idea is that additional
components might be necessary in some applications to
alter the response of the clamping and amplifying circuits . These vacant locations are all labeled.

1I~·sC-01A

*ADDS*
VIEWPOINT TERMINALS . $495
DEC COMPATIBLE CRTS
IVT-IOO) . .
. . ........ $995
IVT-IOO AVO & PRINTER PORT ...... $1295
IVT-132) . .
. ........ $1395
(VT·IOO COLOR) . .
. ............ $2295
(VT·132 COLOR) .
. ...... $2495

STaTe-of-The-art 8" disl, drive subSYSTems
give you 0 remorl,oble 2 .4 M[} in the space
of a single-drive cobineT, 4 .8 M[} sTorage
copacity in the space of a 2-drive cabineT.
PerfecT add-ons for InM. Apple. fiadia Shad,
and all 8" ShugarT compatible compUTers.
Systems

Introductory Price
$1695

$1995

4 -0rive

$2995

$3495
$2050

Columbia microSystems, Inc.
905 E. Broadway, Columbia, MO 65201
(3 14) 875-8900

Circle 499 on Inquiry card.
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. ... . ... $995
. .... $2295

MODEMS
30011200 2 12A COMPATIBLE . ........ $699

-------

--- $70 Each
(5 or more,
- - -- - $55 each)
Order in Ones or Thousands

j/o/Aox®

--~.~!!I'~~~~P'

The SC·01A Speech Synthesizer is a comptetely selfcontained solid state device. This single chip phoneti·
cally synthesizes continuous speech of unlimijed
vocabulary.
The SC-01A contains 64 different phonemes which
are accessed by a 6·bit code . Computer interfaces
and teXl·to-speech algorithms also available for prod·
uct development.
Votrax is a trademark 01 Federal Screw Works

Retail

2-Drive

2 -D rive Horizontal
$1750
write protect switc h option - $ 3D/drive

DATA GENERAL COMPATIBLE
10100 & 0200) .
IDIOO & 0200 COLOR.

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

Call 1-800-645-3479, in N.Y. 1·516·374·6793

ECONOMY
PERIPHERALS INC.
(404) 952-0213
Circle 500 on Inqu)ry card.

MICROMINT INC ..
917 Midway
Woodmere. N.Y. 11598

Call for
quantity pricing .

Circle 501 on inquiry card.

The MICROMINT Z8 BASIC
COMPUTER/CONTROLLER board represents a milestone in microcomputer priceperformance. It is cheap enough to be
programmed directly in a high level language, and efficient enough to be battery
operated if required . The entire computer
is 4" by 41/2" and includes a tiny BASIC
interpreter, 4K bytes of program memory,
one RS-232 serial port and two parallel
ports, plus a variety of other features. Using a powerful Z8 microcomputer chip and
Z6132 4K X 8 RAM, the Z8 BASIC
COMPUTER/CONTROLLER board is completely self-contained and optimized for
use as a dedicated controller. The unit is
assembled and tested and comes with
over 200 pages of documentation.
The price, in single quantity, a tiny $195.·
Optional power supply
(+ 5, + 12 and -12V) $35.
Please include $4 for shipping and handling .
'Call Micromini for quantili pricing

Z8 MICROCOMPUTER
- On board tiny BASIC interpreter.
- Parallel and serial 110 ports.
- 6 interrupts.
RS-232 CONNECTOR
- Just attach a CRT terminal and immediately write
control programs in BASIC.
4K BYTES OF RAM
-Z61324K X 8 low power quasi-static
RAM. EPROM pin compatible.
SWITCH SELECTABLE BAUD RATES
-110·9600 BPS.
FULLY EXPANDA8LE
- Data and address buses available for 124K memory
and 110 expansion.
- 2 onboard parallel ports.
-7.3728MHZ crystal for fast control operations.
JUMPER SELECTABLE MEMORY OPTIONS
-4K RAM, 2716 or 2732 EPROM operation.
LOW POWER
-Consumes only 11/2 WATTS at + 5, + 12
and -12V (optional power supply available).

To Order:
Call Toll Free
1-800-645-3479
For Information Call
1-516-374-6793
MICROMINT INC .
917 Midway
Woodmere , N.V. 1159B

Micromint wiD put both a
computer developmentsystem
and an' OEM·dedicated controDer
in the
of your hand
only $195.

As featured in Byte Magazine, July, August, 1981.
28 is a trademark of Zil og Inc.
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Figure 2: Hard copy is aTzaiiable from a printer. Figure 2a is a
simple sine wave that show!1 Applescope's resolution . Figure 2b
demonstrates that Applesc~pe suffers from neither overshoot
nor crosstalk.

Remarkably, the Applescope's software is all packed
into 2K bytes of EPROM (erasable programmable readonly memory). The software contains all the commands
and display directives that the average user needs . There
is also a disk-based software package, available for $49,
that lets you do signal averaging , real-time display update, and exact voltage measurement. Provision is made
for hard copy from a printer (see figure 2).
The Applescope's manufacturer, R . C. Electronics, has
promised to provide customized software for specialized
applications . Other companies are showing interest in
this type of software. For example, W . H , Nail Company
in Oroville, California, is providing physiologic-related
software for educational use that includes biofeedback,
heart-rate analysis, and histograms-all with hard-copy
output. I can also see a need for a logarithmic package
that displays signals with a decibel scale for audio work.

Sound Applications
Because I'm involved with speaker design, I went about
applying the Applescope to create a spectrum plot of
speaker-system response. Setup was a snap: I wanted a
20-Hz-to-20-kHz near-field spectrum plot as might be
seen on standard audio test equipment. Normally this
would mean using a Polaroid camera to photograph an
oscilloscope screen while an audio generator made a
70-second sweep of the spectrum , With the Applescope
(see photo 3), I simply set the time scale at eight seconds
per division and triggered it and the generator. The labeled result was displayed, printed out, and put in my
notebook for reference. This was easier, faster , and less
expensive than the Polaroid technique.
A product of this sort has tremendous potential. So
far, a mix of current and future applications might include audio and speech analysis, physiologic recording,
biofeedback applications, education, chart recording and
documentation of analog data, and fast Fourier transform experiments.

Conclusions

Photo 3: Typical audio-spectrum plot. Information collected
during the input cycle is stored on disk and may be used or
modified by other Apple programs.
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The Applescope acts like a digital-storage oscilloscope,
storing information in memory and freezing the signal
image on screen. It is very well designed and constructed .
However, before you pull the plug on your trusty Tektronix, it is important to determine the Applescope's limitations. While it is excellent;for digital signals slower than
3.5 MHz, the Applescope, like any tool, requires careful
use . The images it produces can suffer from aliasing and
Apple-bus noise-problems not encountered in an analog
oscilloscope. (The display time is quicker with an analog
oscilloscope too.) If you need fast response or work with
high voltage, keep your analog oscilloscope around, but
if you require graphic display of digital data or sophisticated storage of signal traces , the Applescope is the tool
you need . •

Texas Instruments

ATARI HOME COMPUTERS

Jil.
ATARI
ATARI800
$679
16K
$749
32K
$819
48K

TI·99/4A $299
ATARI400
16K .$329
32K
$478
48K
$555

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE:
410 Recorde r .

.. S76.00

810 Di sc Drive .

. $449 .00

822 Prinler .
825 Prinler .
830 Modem
820 Prinler .
850 Inlenace .
New DOS 2 System .
CX30 Paddle .
CX40 Joy Stic k .
CX853 16K RAM .
Micro tek 16K RAM .
Mic ro tek 32K RAM .
Ramd isk (128KI . .
Inteck 48K Board .

. . . . . .. 5269.00
S629 .00
.. 5159 .00
. 5269 .00
. .. 5·'69 .00
529.00
. .... 5 18.00
. .. 518.00
. 589.00
. 569.00
. .. .. 5139.00
. . . .... 5449 .00
. 5249.00

One year e)(te nded warranty .
481 Entertainer .

. .. .. . . 570.00
. ..... 583 .00

48 2 Educator .

. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. 5130.00

483 Programmer .
484 Communicator .

. . ....... .. 557 .00
. . 5344 .00

ATARI HOME COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HOME OFFICE
... 5119 .00
CX8102 Calculator .
. 529 .00
CX412 Dow Jones Investment Evaluator
. 599.00
CX4109 Graph 11 . Joy slick oplional .
$17.00
CX4104 Mailing li sl .
. 520 .00
CX4115 MortQaqe & Loan Analvsis .
..... 5 13.00
CX4103 S tati s tic s 1 .
. . ...... $20.00
CX8107 Siock Analy sis .
. . . . 5;>0.00
CXl4015 Telelink 1 .
. 523.00
HOME STUDY
CX404 AlARI Word Processor .

CX4 101 An Invitation to Programming 1 .
. .... S20.00
CX4106 An Invitation to Programming 2 .
. .... 523 .00
CX4117 An Invitation to Programming 3 .. .
. .. S23 .00

CX4107 Biorhylhm .
. ........ 513.00
Conversational Language s (ea .)
.. ... .. ... .. S46.00
CX4121 Energy Czar .
. ........... 513.00
CX4114 European Countries & Capilal s.
. .. $13.00
.. 513 .00
CX4108 Hangman . Joyslick oplional .
CX4102 Kingdom
. . .. .. $13 .00
CXl4007 Music Composer
. 547 .00
CX4123 Sc ram . uses joystick

. . ..... S20 .00

CX4112 States & Capitals .
. ........... 513.00
CX4110 Touch Typing
. .. 520.00
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
PAC MAN ..
S35.00
$35.00
CENTIPEDE ..
CAVERNS OF MARS .
532.00
CXl4013 Asleroids .
. .... 53 5. 00
CXl4004 Baskelball .
. .... $27.00
. .... $ 13.00
CX4105 Blackjack .
CXl4009 Com puler Chess .
. ... 533.00
CXL4012 Missile Command .
. .... 53 5.00
. 535.00
CXl4008 Space Invaders .
CXl4011 Star Raiders .
... $42.00
CXl4006 Super Breakoul .
.... 533.00
CXl4010 3·0 Tic·Tac ·Toe
.. 527.00
CXl4005 Video Easel .
... 524.00
PROGRAMMING lANGUAGES AND AIDS
CXl4003 Assembler Editor .
. ..... 547 .00
CXl4002 ATARI BASIC
......... 547 .00
CX8126 ATARI Microsoft BASIC
........ $70.00
CXl4018 PILOT .
........ . • . . . . . 572.00
CX405 PilOT (Educational)
. 5105.00

........... 525.50
..... 515.50
. 515.50
747 Landing Simulation
.. 515.50
515.50
Babel
.. . ... . . .. .. . • .
515.50
Dog Daze
515.50
Downhill
. 515.50
Attack!
Blackjack ·Cas lno .
. 515.50
Rever si II ..
. 515.50
Domin at ion
. S15.50
Solitare
................ 515.50
Disk Fi).er .
. .. . 515.50
Supersoft
.. 515.50
Oala Managemenl ..
.. 515.50
Chameleon
. .. . .. ........... S15.50
In sled i!
. .. . . .... 515.50
In so mnia
515.50
My Firsl Alphabet .
525.50
Mapware .
. .. S18.00
Numb er Blast .
.... 511 .50
Family Cash Flow . .
· . . . 515.50
Weekly Planner .
.. S15.50
Bowler's Data Ba se .
S13.00
Banner Generator .
..... 511 .50

Ea stern Front '41 .
Avalanche

Outlaw

........ . ...... . .

Crystal Software
Bermuda Fanta sy .
Beneath Pyramid s . .. . ..... .. .
Galactic Quest .
House of Usher ..

Forgotten Island

S26.00
S20.00
· .... 526.00
520.00
........... • .. . .. 526.00
. 533.00

Haunted Palace .
Co mpuma x (Acct. Rec .. Gen. ledger .
Inventory . Payroll. ea .) .
Sy napse
Fil e Manager 600 .
Dodge Racer .
Chicken .
Slim e.
Naulilu s .
Di sk Man ager .
Fort Apoca lyp se .
A sse mbler .
Protector

.. 5110.GO
S69.95
S19.00
S24.00
S24 .00
524.00
S24.00
S24.00
. S39.00
.524.00

EXPY
Ricochet .

Crush Crumble & Chomp
Star Warrior .
. .......... .
Re sc ue at Rigel .

Dates tones ......... . •.
Invasion Orion
Mi ss ion Asteroid
Online
Jaw Breaker .......... . . .

· .. . 514.50
· . .. . 524.00
. ..... . 529.00
. ..... $24.00
. ... 516.00
..... 518.50
· . .. 522.00

MouskATTACK

.$29.00
PHA2100 R F Modulator .
S179.00
PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler .
.
5179.00
PHP 1700 RS·232 Accessories Inlenace
· .... 5239.00
PHP 1800 Disk Drive Conlroller ..
. 5389.00
PHP 1850 Disk Memory Drive .
· S319.00
PH P 2200 Memory Expansion &32K RAM) .
· . 531 .00
PHP 1100 Wired Remote Conlrollers (Pair) .
· S329.00
32K Expansion .
...... 5319.00
PH P Printer Solid State .
PHM 3006 Home Financial Decisions .
. 526.00
PHM 3013 Personal Record Keeping
..... S43.00
PH 0 5001 Mailing List .
. .... 560.00
PHD 5021 Checkbook Manager ........ . . . . .... S18.00
PHM 3008 Video Chess .
. 560.00
PHM 3010 Physical Filnes s .
526.00
PHM 3009 Foolball .
. .. . . . . . . . . . . • . .
. . S26.00
PHM 3018 Video Game s I .
. .. .. 526.00
PHM 3024 Indoor Soccer .
. 526.00
. ... 522.00
PHM 3025 Mind Challengers .
PHM 3031 The Allack . .
. . 535.00
PHM 3032 Bla slo .
. 522.00
522.00
PHM 3033 Blackjack and Poker .
PHM 3034 Hustle .
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . 522.00
PHM 3036 Zero Zap .
518.00
PHM 3037 Hangman .
. .... 518.00
PHM 3038 Connect Four .
.. 518.00
PHM 3039 Yahlzee .
. . S22.00
Tombslone City 2151 Cenlury .... . .. . . ... . ... 534.00
Munch Man .
. . .. •••. . . . .
. S14.00
T I INVADERS .
. . . . 534.00
CAR WARS .
. ..... 534.00

Printers
Centronics 739·' .
Centronics 739 ·3 .

Diablo 630 Special .

. ................. 5519.00
. ... 5619.00
· ... 51799 .00

Epson

..5449.00
. ........ Call
Ca ll

MX80 wlGraftrax
MX80FT
MX100 .
NEC
802 3 .
7730 .
7720
7710 .
Okidala
82A
83A
84 .

...... S549.00
... Call
Call
.. Call
.... 5499.00
. 5749.00
· ... 51129.00

Citoh Starwriter

· ... 51469 .00
.... Call
S479.00

Fl0-40 CPS
Fl0·55 CPS .
Prowriler ......... . . .. .

Talley
8024· 7
8024·l .
MPC Apple Parallel Board & Cable

51399.00
S1629.00
. $69.00

IDS
Pape r Tiger .
Prism .

2 Meier RS232·RS232 .

SCali
SCali
. ~~9 . 95

Cables Available For Most Interfacing Purposes

· ... $27.00
... . 531.00

The Next Step .
. .. 534.0Q
Softporn .
. .......... . . . ... . .
. 527.00
Wizzard & Princes s .
. ........ . .. . . .
. 529.00

Arcade Plus
Ghosl Hunler (casselle) ...... . .. . ......... . S24.00
Ghost Hunter (diskl .
S30.00
K·Byle
K·BYTE Krazv Shool Out (ROM) .
S39.00
K·DOS.
· . ... 569.00
Visicalc .
. $179.00
Letlerperiecl (Word Pr ot:essor).
. 5109.00
Data Soft Textwizzard ..
. . $69.00

Computer Covers
ATTRACTIVE DUST COVERS FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND DISK DRIVE.
Commodore VIC·20. 56.99
Alari 400. .
. . 56.99
Commodore 8032. 514 .99
Alari 800.
. ..... S6.99
Commodore
Alari 810 .... . ...... S6.99
805014040 .
. 510.99
All Al ar i Covers are
Beige .

All Commodore covers
are Royal Blue .

Most software for Atari 400/800 available on cassette or disk.

computer mail order west
800- 648-33 II

CALL TOLL FREE
Franco
Habla
Espanol
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IN NEVADA. CALL (702) 588·5654

P.O. BOX 6689. STATE LINE. NEVADA 89449
Circle 113 on inquiry card.

FliOW

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD

(&commodore

BUSINESS MACHINES

HP·85
80 Column Printer
... 5799.00
Hp·125 .
. ... 51999.00
HP·83 .
. ............. • ........ 51699.00
HP·8516K Memory Module .
. ........ .. ... 5169.00
5 '/. " Dual Master Disc Drive
...... 51769.00
HP·87 .
. .... 51769.00
Hard Disk wi Floppy .
. .... 54349.00
Hard Disk .
. .......... 53440.00
"Sweet Lips " Plotter .
. 51149.00

Hp·41CV Calculator

,$239.00

41C .
l1C .
12C ..... , .. . . , . .••. .. " ... . .. .. . .. . . .
34C .
."... . . ... .... . . .

. ... 5189.00
. 5104.00
. 5114 .00
. ... 5114.00
38C .
. .... 5114.00
HP·41 Printer .
. .. . ....... 5340.00
HPIL CALCULATO R PERIPHERALS
IL Modual .
. .... 5104.00
Digital Casselle .
. . 5449 .00
Printer/Plotter
... ... . .. •• ..... 5419.00
Card Reader .
. 5164.00
Optical Wand ..........•. .. ... .. , ., . .
. . ... 599.00

8001·A
80 31 .
8012 .

NEe

Acco unt s Rec eiv able .
Word Proce ss ing .
Genera l Accounting .
Inventory Control .
Job Cos t .

$749.00
. 5749.00
. 5549 .00
5295 .00
.. 5395.00
5295.00
.. 5295.00
. 5295.00

536.00
· . .. 546.00
· ... 544 .00
. 554 .00
. . . 529.00

5969.00
5769.00
. 5399 .00
. 51599 .00
5529.00
.. $1699.00
, .. 52399,00
51299 .00
. .. 5969 .00
51799 .00
. 5769.00
. 5599.00
. . 537.00
546.00
.. .. 5240.00

VIC20
16K VIC Expansion.
. 599.00
... 544.00
VIC 6 Pack Program
VIC 1530 Commodore Data sselle .
. .. $69.00
VIC 1540 Disk Drive .
. ..... 5499.00
VI C 1515 VIC Graphic Printer .
. 5339.00
VIC 1210 3K Memory Expander . . ..... ......... 532.00
. .. 553.00
VIC 110 8K Memory Expander .
VIC 1011 RS232C Terminal Interlace .
. ... 543.00
VIC 1112 VIC IEEE·488 Interlace ... . .... . . . ..... 586.00
VI C 1211 VIC 20 Super Expander .. . ......... .. . 553.00
VT 232 VICTerm I Terminal Emulator .
. ..... 59.00
VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge .
. . 545.00
VIC 1213 VIC MaN Machine Language Monitor .. 545.00
VIC 1901 VIC AVENGERS .
. ....... . .... 523.00
VIC 1904 SUPERSLOT ..
523.00
. .. 523.00
VIC 1906 SUPER ALIEN . . .. . . . . . .••
VIC 1907 SUPER LANDER .
.. 523.00
VIC 1908 DRAW POKER .
. . $23 .00
VIC 1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE
, .... . .. S23.00

1_ ___ Telminal .
.... .. ... . . .. . .•.
. .. S13.00
Un Word .
........ .. ... • .
513.00
Grafix M enagerie
... S11 .00
VIC PICS . .
. 515.00
Ticker Tape .
. . . $13.00
Banner Headliner .
. .... S13.00
RS 232 .
. 539.00
VT 106A Recreat ' on Pack A . .
. .. 544 .00
VTl07A Home Calculation Pack A
544 .00
VT 164 Programm able Cha rac terfGamegraphics . S12.00
Household F inance .
S27.00
VIC Games .
519.00
. 513.00
VIC Home Inventory .
VIC Rec l Ed II
513 .00
VL 101 Introdu c lion to Computing .
. ... .. 519 .00
VL 102 Introduct ion to BASIC Programming
. S19.00
VM110 VIC 20 Programmers Reference Guide
S15 .00

In·stock items shipped same day you call. No risk, no deposit on C.O.D.
orders . Pre·paid orders receive free shipping within the continental United
States with no waiting period for certified checks or money orders. All
prices shown are cash prices. Add 3% for Mastercard and Visa. NV and
PA residents add sales tax . All items subject to availability and price chimge.

Apple
Televideo
802 ..

4032 .
4016 .
8096 Upgrade Kit .
Super Pet
2031
8250 Doubfed Sided Disk Drive . , .
5 Megabyte Hard Disk
8050 .
4040
8300 (Letter Quality) .
8023 .
4022
Pet to IEEE Cable .
IEEE to IEEE Cab le .
Tractor Feed for 8300 ..

COMPLETE

Ca ll for availability and prices
on all Apple computers and peripherals.

910 .
912C
920C
925C
950 ..

CBM 8032
$1039

CALL FOR AVAILABILITY AND PRICE
FOR NEW VIC·64

Disks
Maxell
MD Ilbox of 10) .
MD II l bo x of 10) .
MFD liS ") .
MFD 1118 " Double Density) .
Syncom Ibox of 10) .

SOFTWARE
Word Pro 5 Plus
. 5319.00
Word Pro 4 Plu s.
. 5299.00
Word Pro 3 Plus .
.. 5199.00
Commodore Ta x Package
5589.00
Visicalc .
. . .. 5179.00
Medical Billing .
. . 5449.00
The Source .
. . . . . . .. ... .. 589.00
OZZ Information System .
. ...... 5289.00
Dow Jones Port folio .... .......... . _•... _. . .. 5129.00
Pa sca l .
........... .
. 5239.00
Legal Time Accounting
.. 5449.00
Word Craft 80
.... 5289.00
... .. 579.00
Power
Socket·2·Me .
520.00
Jinsam
. . SCali
MAGIS .
.. 5Call
CPA .
. . . . . . . ...... .... SCali
Real Estate Packaqe
. . .. 5799.00
The Manager. .
. . .... $209.00
Softrom .
. ... 5129.00
BPI Inventory Control .
5319.00
BPI Job Costing
.. 5319.00
BPI Payroll .
. . ..... 5319.00
BPI General Ledger . . . . . . . . .. . ..
. ...... 5329.00
Creative I SAM .
. . 579.00
Creative General Ledger .
5229.00
Creative Accounts Receivable .
5229.00
Crea ti ve Inven tory .
. .... . ... 5229.00

Monitors

. 5579.00
5699.00
. • . ... ,. , .. . . ..... 5749 .00
· .. 5749.00
...... 5939 .00
Ca ll lor compute rs
... 5Call

Amde x 12 " B&W .
12 " Green
13 " Co lor
NEC
12 " B&W .
12 " Color .
TI 10 " Color .
Zenith ZVM 121 (G reen)

.. ... .......

Modems
.. 5129.00
5139.00
5349.00
.. .. 5169.00
. . $339.00
5349.00
..... 5119.00

Livermore Star .
Hayes
Smart
Chronograph
Novation Auto .
D Cat
Cat
Micromodem tl
Micromodem 100

. 511900
5239.00
...... .. . . 5199.00
5239.00
. 5169 .00
. 515900
. 5279 .00
5309 .00

Nev . & Pa . residents add sales tax .

computer mail order east
CALL TOLLFREE

800-233-8950
INTERNATIONAL CALLS AND IN PA. CALL (717) 327·9575

477 E. THIRD ST.. WILLIAMSPORT , PA 17701
Circle 113 on Inquiry card .

Patricio
Habla
Espanol
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Software Revie.,

NEWDOS/SO Version 2.0
Mahlon G. Kelly
268 Turkey Ridge Rd.
Charlottesville, VA 22901

NEWDOS / 80 Version 2.0 is the latest in a line of
DOSes (disk operating systems) produced by Apparat for
the Radio Shack TRS-80. The series was started with
NEWOOS 2.1 so as to overcome deficiencies in Radio
Shack's original ~OS , TRSOOS 2.1. Since then the process of evolution and change has resulted in what may be
the most powerful operating system for any microcomputer.
A disk operating system determines the whole environment within which the user works. The DOS controls not
only input and output from a disk, but also all of the
operating commands, the configuration of the system
(disk-drive types, data density, and so on), the data-file
types, various extra features in BASIC, and new editing
procedures. NEWOOS/80 Version 2.0 (hereafter called
V2) enhances all of those features of a DOS and provides
several important utility programs as well, such as Superzap, an excellent machine-language monitor for disk files
and main memory, a new disassembler, and an enhanced
edi tor I assembler.
A disk operating system is complex. In unaltered form,

Name
N EW D OS/80 Version 2.0

Language
Z80 machin e lan guage

Type
Disk operatin g system

Computer
TRS-80 M odel I or III w ith
disk dri ves

Price
5 149
Format
5 Y4 -inch floppy disk
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Features
V2's features are comprised of three parts: commands,
enhanced BASIC language features (including new file
structures), and utility programs . Commands include
things like DIR, COPY, and FORMAT; i.e ., instructions
that are issued directly from the keyboard to the
operating system but do not invoke user programs .
Among the BASIC enhancements are new statements and
commands, new editing features, and new file structures .
Several newly modified utility programs, such as Superzap, are provided along with a variety of other attractions . For example, simultaneously pressing the "jkl"
keys sends the screen contents to the printer.

Commands

At a Glance

Manufacturer
Appa rat Inc.
440 South Tamarac Parkway
D enver, CO 80 23 7
1303 ) 74 I - I 778

V2 occupies nearly an entire 35-track disk-that's almost
90,000 bytes (although parts can be deleted to provide
space on a single-drive system) , The source code for the
system is some 10,000 lines long. More than 800 combinations and permutations of commands, statements,
and so on are possible. The user's manual is more than
260 pages long and it's lean; there's no redundancy or
wordiness.

Documentation
M ore th an 260 pages in
three-rin g bin der
Audience
A ny TRS-80 user w ith a
n eed for advanced D OS

The command set for V2 is summarized in table 1,
Most of the commands used by TRSOOS are found there
(with some exceptions like BACKUP, which is superseded by COPY) . New commands have been added , and the
format and functio~ of other commands have been
changed . There's not enough space to completely
describe all of the commands and their differences so I'll
. concentrate on the most important ones; the others
should be clear from table l.
SYSTEM and PO RIVE are V2's most important commands. They provide the tremendous flexibility that is
characteristic of V2. SYSTEM allows you to set up the
operating environment, that is, it specifies whether an
uppercase modification is installed, whether the cursor
should blink, what the cursor should look like, and so
on . Figure 1 shows the result of typing SYSTEM 0 with

For serious business microcomputing
only one operating system
'
.
exactly fits.
W

hether you're in business and do
available, type 'HELP' and the command
function title-OASIS displays the
microcomputing, or in computing
and sell to business, you'll like OASIS:'
syntax and options available.
Not a hobby or scientific system warmed1IIIIIII~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~n~d~it'~s~all in your language-not
over for business use,
OASIS is the only operating ,computerese. (OASIS
system designed from the
exact business fit #5:
ground up for business.
user-friendliness.)
AND, AND, AND .. .

SERIOUS BUSINESS

Some of the best, most
extensive documentation
in the industry; a packed
Application Software
Directory; multi-level training; direct telephone support;
worldwide sales & service;
options like CONTROL
Relational Data Base
Management System and
MASTERPLAN Financial
Modeling Package; OASIS
has it all. (OASIS exact
business fits #6 through #12.)

COMES IN ALL SIZES.

Whatever your business
need, OASIS has the operating system to match :
8-bit or 16-, single-user or
the multi-user system that
professionals tell us makes
micros run like minis. And
that's even truer now with
new OASIS-16.** (OASIS
exact business fit #1:
choice.)
ANY SYSTEM IS ONLY
AS GOOD AS THE

Now you know why there's
no reason to struggle trying
BUSINESS
HOBBY
SCIENCE
BUSINESS
to put a square peg in a
PROGRAMS IT RUNS.
round hole. For serious
- - - - -- - - - - ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. .iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. .iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilii business micro computing ,
there is one operating system that
The acid test for any business
software : OASIS system software comoperating system is the application
pensates for differences. (OASIS exact
exactly fits : OASIS. Call or write us
software available to run on it. There's
business fit #3: portability.)
today for details.
plenty for OASIS -for nearly any job.
ACCURATE DATA & A SECURE
• For Z80.
And it's top quality, too, because our
For 8086 , 68000, Z8000 , LSI·11 , & ot hers .
integrated tools are top quality-and
SYSTEM REDUCE BUSINESS RISKS.
there are more of them . Like a high-level
Data integrity-a challenge for any
BASIC Interpreter/Compiler/Editor/
multi-user system-is insured by OASIS
Debugger; ISAM/Keyed/Direct!
File & Automatic Record Locking. With
Sequential Files ; a smart Print Spooler;
it, normally all users can view a record
Automatic Record Locking (OASIS .
at the same time. BUT, if the record is
exclusives!) ; plus COBOL & 'C'
being updated by one user, other users
_ STRICTLY BUSINESS _
Languages . These tools are mandatory
are automatically denied access until
for high-quality business application
the update is complete. That means
PHASE ONE SYSTEMS, INC.
program development-ask any
7700 Edgewater Drive. Sui te 830
data is always accurate and up-to-date.
developer. (OASIS exact business fit #2:
Oak land, CA 94621-3051
And it's still another OASIS exclusive.
high-quality application software.)
Telep ho ne 415/562-8085 TWX 910-366 -7139
For system security, there's OASIS
I'm serious about m y b usin ess PORTABILITY PROTECTS BUSINESS
Logon, Password & Privilege Level.
please send me .
User
Accounting
keeps
track
of
who
used
SOFTWARE INVESTMENTS.
D
OAS IS-16 Manua l, $75
the system , when . (OASIS exact business
D OAS IS Manual , $60
fit #4: data integrity/ system security.)
OASIS is custom-fitted to manufacD Free App lication Software Di rectory
turers' hardware so application software
and put me on you r mailing list.
A FRIENDLY SYSTEM IS
developed to run on one OASIS
(Add $ 3 fo r ship pin g : Ca lifo rn ia re sident s ad d sales tax .)
equipped machine can also run on
GOOD BUSINESS.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ____
others-and is upwardly compatible
For user-friendliness, OASIS sets new
from 8-bit OASIS Single-User to MultiSI. (No Box#) _ _ _ _ __ _ __
standards. Example: the EXEC Job
User, on up to OASIS-16. This kind of
Ci ty
Stale _
Zip _ __
Control Language is so smart it walks
application software Rortability is
D Check enc losed
D UPS C.OD
exclusive with OASIS .
users through their applicationsD VISA
D Mastercharge
and around the operating system.
Device independence allows various
Card No.
Exp. date _ _ __
With our 'HELP' feature , if you are
printers and terminals to be usedSignat
ure
___
_
_
_
_ _ _ __ _
unsure of the functions and options
with no modification to application
H

p--------------------------
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LC,(Y ,N)

NEWDOS/80

Version 2.0 Commands

Description
LCDVR

APPEND,filespec1,filespec2
ATIRIB,filespec,(options)

AUTO,program/C M D

BASIC2
BLlNK,(Y,N)
BOOT
BREAK(Y,N)
CHAIN,file/JCL
CHNON
CLEAR
CLOCK ,(Y,N)

CLS
COPY,(options)
CR EATE ,filespec,(options)
DATE,nn/nnlnn

DEBUG

dfg
DIR,(options)
DO,file/JCL
DUMP,filespec,(options)
ERROR,nn
FORMAT,nn,(options)
FORMS ,(options)
FREE
HIMEM,(number)

jkl

KILL, filespec

Append (attach) the text of
filespec2 to the end of filespec1.
Change the protection status of
filespec as specified by
(options).
Executes the program with
extension ICMD immediately on
"booting" or powering up the
system.
Activate nondisk BASIC.
Enable or disable the flashing
cursor.
. Reboot the system.
Enable or disable the Break key.
Execute a job·control·language
instruction file .
Start or stop cha ining during a
job-control-Ianguage run.
Clear user memory and some
parameters .
Continuously show the time in
the upper right -hand corner of
the screen.
Clear the screen.
Perform a wide variety of file·
copying functions.
Create a new file with specified
characteristics.
Set or display the system date.
Enter the debugging monitor;
also accessed by simultaneously
pressing "123."
When pressed simultaneously
enters a limited version of DOS.
Show a disk directory of files .
See CHAIN .
Dump memory to disk .
Show the error message for
error number n.
Format disk number nn using
various options.
Set printer page length and
width (Model III).
Display free storage space on
each disk drive.
Set the top of user memory at
(number) or HIMEM alone
displays the top of user memory .
When pressed simultaneously
these keys will send screen contents to printer.
Remove the specified file from
disk.

LIB
L1ST,filespec,n1,n2

Enable or disable lowercase
input (Model I).
Load a lowercase drive routin e
(Modell).
List the available commands .
List on the screen the contents
of filespec from line n1 to line
n2.

Load a machine-language program with name filespec into
memory.
Exit the Mini-DOS to the
MDBORT
operating system command
level.
Perform a limited disk-data copy
MDCOPY,(options)
while in the Mini-DOS.
Return from Mini·DOS to execuMDRET
tion of a program .
During execution of a jobPAUSE
control-language task, pause
and wait for the operator to
press ENTER .
Specify the characteristics of
PDRIVE,(options)
the disk drives .
Same as LIST, but output goes
PRINT,filespec
to printer.
Set the password and user proPROT,(opt ions)
tection for a disk .
List the files on drivel, nand
PURGE ,nn
give the operator the option to
delete or retain them.
Repeat the previously issued
R
command .
RENAME,filespec1 ,TO,filespec2 Change the name of a file from
filespec1 to filespec2.
Direct the output and input beROUTE ,(options)
tween devices (e.g., printer,
keyboard , memory, RS- 232C
interface).
Set the status of the RS-232C
SETCOM,(options)
interface (Model III).
STMT,(words)
Display a statement during
execution of a job-controllanguage task .
Specify the characteristics of
SYSTEM,(options)
the operating system and the
working environment.
TI M E,nn:nn:nn
Set or display the system time.
VERIFY,(Y/N)
Require (or don ' t require) that
everything written to disk from
memory be checked.
WRDIRP
Change the protection status of
disk-directory sectors to enable
cross-recognition of singledensity disks between Models I
and III.

LOAD, filespec

Table 1: NEWDOSISO Version 2.0 commands. Many options give this system flexibility . The word filespec refers to a file name in
the format name/ext:n, where ext is a three-letter extension and n is the drive number.

my configuration. Each pair of letters is followed by a Y
or N that specifies whether an option should be used or
not, or each pair is followed by a number that specifies
options such as the number of drives in the system. The
options are summarized in table 2. Notice the great flexibility this provides and the protection that may be given
to files and programs.
PDRIVE is similar to SYSTEM, but it specifies the
378
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characteristics of the system's drives. It allow great flexibility in intermixing different types of drives as well as
for reading disks written on other drives. An example of
PDRIVE 0 is shown in figure 2. Drive 0 is a 40-track
double-density unit, while drives 1 and 2 are doubledensity double-sided BO-track units. In this configuration
more than 1.5 megabytes of storage are available with
three small floppy-disk drives.

Distributed Microprocessing
Local Area Network.

Compare HiNet.
The era of the local area network has arrived. What was once
a quiet experiment has become today's computer phenomenon. And Digital Microsystems is proud to be among the few
who recognized the network's potential long ago.
In fact, the HiNet Local Area Network is the first of its kind
to be delivered. Just what you'd expect from Digital
Microsystems-the first company to deliver microcomputer
business systems, double density floppies, and Winchester
hard disk systems.
Over 500 HiNet installations are already up and running in
16 countries. More are being added every month . Why?
Because HiNet delivers power, flexibility and special features
that network
users demand.
,

m

For little more than the cost of a good typewriter HiNet
gives a high performance microcomputer to each userthere's no central processor to overload. No big-computer
backlogs either.
Compare HiNet's quality, reliability, design, and performance. Contact DMS today: 1840 Embarcadero, Oakland, CA
94606 (415) 532-3686. TWX: 910-366-7310 .. .
or DMS International in England & Europe:
Extel House, East Harding
St., London ; EC4P-4HB
01-353-1081, Telex 23721.
",'~ I

UJro

Cl';g,i.a"
Microsystems

NOW WITH THOUSANDS OF INSTALLATIONS AROUND THE WORLD.
HINEr IS COMPLETE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE LOCAL AREA NETWORK TECHNOLOTY.
HiNet builds 8 or 16 bit processors in single board or Miitibus™ configurations with advanced memory management and data storage; high·speed local network data and
telecommunications; real time processing redundancy and back-up capabilities; multi-level data security provisions; end-to..end diagnostics and automatic error correction routines;
total CP/ M' applications software compatibility; international support and comprehensive training. Specially dedicated stations: print spool, telex or voice store & forward , and
graphics. For a catalog and complete specifications contact your local computer dealer or distributor.
Multibus is a trademark of Intel Corporation. CP/ M is registered trademark of Digital Research.

Circle 158 on inquiry card .

SEE US AT NCC BOOTH #A749

AU=yn

SYSTEM
Command
Options

Description
enable/disable passwords .
enable/disable a run-only mode
enable/disable debounce for the Model I
enable/disable screen printing using command
jkl
enable/disable DEBUG invocation with command
123
enable/disable Mini-DOS invocation with
command DFG
enable/disable the Break key
not used
enable/disable uppercase or lowercase (Model I)
enable/disable the keyboard intercept routine
not used
specify the number of drives
the number of read attempts before an error is
found
specifies which drive is searched for a directory
on default
default drive where a new file will be written
highest unprotected memory address
enable/disable the Clear key
enable/disable COPY without password
change BASIC strings from lowercae to uppercase (Model I)
take single character JCL inputs from keyboard

AA=yn
AB=yn
AC=yn
AD=yn
AE=yn
AF=yn
AG=yn
AH=yn
AI=yn
AJ= yn
AK=yn
AL=nn
AM=nn

AN=nn
AO=nn
AP=nn
AO=yn
AR=yn
AS=yn
AT=yn

AV=nn
AW=nn
AX=nn
AY=yn
AZ=yn
BA=yn
BB=yn
BC=yn
BD=yn
BE= yn

BF= yn
BG=yn
BH=yn
BI=nn
BJ=nn
BK=yn

BL
BM
BN=yn

enable/disable repeat of input when key is held
down
pause before repeat of key held down
number of disk-write and verify attempts allowed
ASCII code of highest character allowed to
printer
ask operator for date and time when power
turned on?
ask operator for date and time after RESET?
allow system headers after reset?
are clock interrupts at 50 or 60 microseconds
(Model III)
can operator cancel or pause JCL chaining?
can operator stop AUTO execution at reset?
can the R command be used to repeat command?
enable/disable loading of lowercase driver at
power-on (Model I)
enable/disable shifted uppercase mode (Model I)
should the cursor blink?
the ASCII value of the cursor character
slow disk read/write when speed up modification
is installed
enable/disable conversion between Model I and
III single-density disks using WRDIRP or
DIRCHECK
not used
not used
use Model I (N) or Model III (Y) directory address
protocol for Model I single density?

Table 2: SYSTEM command options . A yn indicates that a yes or no response is required; an nn requires a decimal number.
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Circle 126 on Inquiry card.

PDRIVE parameters are summarized in table 3. Notice
the flexibility. The parameters can be changed in the
same way as the SYSTEM command's parameters and
they can also be changed en bloc . In figure 2 the asterisks
beside drives 0 through 2 indicate that they are actually
physical drive units (the computer knows that because of
the SYSTEM option AL specification). Drives 3 through 9
do not exist; those are dummy specifications. However, if
you type PDRIVE 0,1=3,A, drive 1 will accept a disk
written on a 35-track single-density drive (the dummy
specification for drive 3) . Parameter A tells the TRS-80 to
make the change immediately; otherwise, you would
have to reboot the system. Thus, the TRS-80 thinks that
drive 1 is a 35-track single-density unit. Disks written on
a Model III can be accessed in this way by a Model I and
vice versa . Of course, you need a double-density modification (on a Model I) to read double-density disks, and to
read 80-track disks you need 80-track drives_ In other
words, you can "retrogress"; you can access disks created
on a less sophisticated system, but a 35-track drive cannot read 40- or 80-track disks. Another point is that
80-track drives skip a track when reading 40-track disks.
Although it is possible to write 40-track disks using an
80-track drive, the result will not be reliably read by a
40-track drive. Therefore, it's not a good idea to convert
all of your drives to 80-track units.
The meaning of most of the commands should be clear,
from table 1, but some are quite complex. For example,

Announcing the mbp COBOL Compiler
for CPb'lM -86~.. ~
avai Ia Ie now.
~
Recently, J6-bit microcomputers have been the big
news. And heres more news just as big: the
mbp COBOL Compiler for J6-bit systems. Not
a 'sometime-in-the-future' product, its here now
-we're already delivering.
-For commercial and administrative applications, COBOL
has long been recognized as the language.
It's standardized and maintained like no other language -witness its popularity on mainframes for
the last twenty years. Now, as J6-bit micros grow
in popularity, so will COBOL. How can it miss?
For business micro users, it opens up a whole
range of benefits that previously only mainframe
and mini users enjoyed . For application software
developers, its a completely new market-for
dealers, too.
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See us at
COMDEX •
•• mbp COBOL. Now.
Booth 1467 •

ufJ::rll :

7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 626 B
Oakland, California 94621
Phone 415/632-1555

•

•

The mbp COBOL Compilers fine features include:
meets ANSI 74 Standard (low intermediate),
certification applied for· real executable machine
code - run-time efficient, memory efficient • useproven reliability • user-friendly (example: over
500 error messages) • maximum portability protects software investments.
And its available now for CP/M-86, iRMX-86~ and
ISIS*; available soon for OASIS-16* and MS-DOS*

mbp COBOL is what I've been waiting for.
Please send me today:

•

mbp COBOL for CP/M-86 at
copy special introductory price of
(User's Manual included . Offer expires June 30,
1982 when retail price will become $1400.)
mbp COBOL Users Manual only,
Complete mbp COBOL information.
Please have a representative contact me with
information about OEM and distributor
arrangements.

•
•

Name ___________________________

Title ___________________________

Company _______________________
Street

Ina

Box numbers) ________________

State _Zip _ __

Check enclosed
UPS

•

VISA
Mastercharge

IAdd $3 for shipping. California residents odd sa les tax.)

Card Number _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. date _ __

Who is mbp? We're a worldwide company with
more than twenty-five years of system software
experience -more than twelve in custom COBOL
Compiler installations for mainframes and minis.
Now, this vast experience is also available to
micro users. Take advantage of it-send the
coupon or call today and start getting mainframe
capabilities from your CP/M-86 micro. Why wait?

Signature _________________________

Hordwo re required: 96K memory, hard disk, 8-inch fl oppy.
'CP/M-86 is a Digital Re search trademark; iRMX-86 and ISIS
ore Intel TMs; OAS IS-16 is a Phose One Systems, Inc. TM;
MS-DOS is a Microsoft, Inc. TM .

•
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SYSTE~I

°

AA = N , AB = N , AC= y,AD=y, A E=y,AF=y, AG =N, A 1=y,A J=y , AL=3/3H , ~~ =1 0/AH , AN

=~/ l H

,AO=l/lH , AP = O/OH , AQ=Y, AR= N, AS=Y ,AT=Y , AU =Y ,AV=30/1EH , AI;=2/2H
,AX = 90/SAH , AY =Y , AZ =N,BA=N , BC=Y,BD=Y , BE=Y , BF=N , BG=N , BH=Y,B1=127 /7
FH , BJ=1/1H , BK=Y, BI1=N, BN=N

PDRIVE
Command
Options

Description

NENDOS/80 READY

Figure 1: SYSTEM comm~nd display . This screen shows the
result of entering the command SYSTEM O.

TI = LL

A)
B)
C)

TRS-80 standard
Omikron mapper interface (Model I)
Percom doubler with TRS-80 interface
(Modell)
D) Apparat disk controller (Model III)
E)
LNW interface (Model I)
H) head settle delay?
I)
lowest sector is 1; Model III TRSDOS
specifications
J)
tracks start at 1; not normally used
K) format of track 0 density opposite to the
rest of disk, Needed for system disks
when using double density on Model I or
single density on Model III. Model I
reads the BOOT data in track 0 in single
density ; Model III does the opposite ,
L)
two step-pUlses between tracks: lets
40-track disks be read on 80-track drives
M) disks are from Model III TRSDOS
F-G) reserved for future use

°

PDR 1VE
0* T1=CK , TD=E , TC =39,SPT=1 8 ,T SR =0 , GPL=2 , DDSL=17 , DDGA=2
1* T1=CK ,TD=G , TC =79,SPT= 36 ,T SR=0 , GPL=8 , DDSL=3S,DDGA=6
2* ' T1=CK ,TD=G,TC=79,SPT= 36,TSR=0 , GP L= 8 , DDSL=3S , DDGA=6
3
T1=AL , TD =A , TC=35,SPT=1 0,TSR= 3 , GPL=2 , DDSL=17 , DDGA=2
4
T1=CKL,TD=E,TC=39,SPT=18 , TSR=3,G PL=2 , DDSL=17,DDGA= 2
5
T1=A,TD=A,TC =3S , SPT=1 0 , TSR=3 , GPL=2,DDSL= 1 7,DDGA=2
6
TI =CKL,TD=E , TC=39 , SPT=18 , TSR=3,GPL=2 , DDSL=17,DDGA=2
7
TI=A , TD=C ,TC=8 0,SPT=20,TSR=0,GPL=8,DDSL= 20 , DDGA=6
8
T1=A , TD=C , TC=80, SPT=20,TSR=0,GPL=4,DDSL=17,DDGA=6
9
T1=CK , TD =G, TC =79 , SPT=36,TSR=0 , GPL=8 , DDSL=J5 , DDGA =6
NEIIDOS/80 READY

Figure 2: PDRIVE command display . This screen shows the
result of entering the command PDRIVE O.

ATTRIB changes the protection "attributes" of a file. It
has the form:
ATTRIB,filespec,(options)
The options are shown in table 4. In general, this command regulates who can access the file. I find that I have
little use for this command, since all my files are open.
However, I have written some teaching programs that I
don't want students to see or modify . A TTRIB provides
the needed security.
The CHAIN and DO commands both perform the
same function. They execute a file of commands, instructions, or statements as if the instructions came from the
keyboard. DO and CHAIN provide a powerful feature
known as a JCL (job control language). With JCL, the
computer will automatically execute a task without user
input. The command file must have the suffix IJCL. The
files can be written with the CHAINBLD program supplied with V2, or by .using Scripsit, Electric Pencil, or
other text editors.
A very simple job-control-language file , ENHBAS I
JCL, is shown in listing 1. If the command AUTO DO
ENHBAS or AUTO CHAIN ENHBAS has been entered
beforehand, each time the system is booted the program
ENHBAS / CMD, which calls an enhancement of disk
BASIC, will be executed, a variety of byte values will be
entered in memory, and the system will return to the
DOS command level. Without prior use of the AUTO
command, the same sequence will take place if you type
DO ENHBAS or CHAIN ENHBAS. Some commands are
used mostly from within a IJCL file: CHNON will stop
the job so that input from the keyboard will be accepted;
PAUSE will stop chaining, display a message, and wait
for the operator to press ENTER; STMT will display a
message to the screen. Otherwise, a IJCL file will use
commands, statements, and so on that are recognized by
382

Types of drive interfaces and their specifications, A combination of letters may be used:
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TD=nn
TC =nn
SPT=nn
TSR=nn
GP L =nn
DDSL=nn
DDGA=nn

specifies single- or double-density.single- or
double-sided 5 ';" - or 8-inch drives
number of tracks on disk
number of sectors per track
rate of stepping between tracks
granules per lump
specify location of directory
disk area allocated for directory

Table 3: PDRIVE command options. The LL indicates that a
letter must be entered.

AHRIB
Command
Options

Description

INV
VIS
PROT=nn

makes the files invisible
makes invisible files visible
specifies protection or access level of the file:
7)
6)
5)
4)
3)
2)
1)
0)

ACC=pwd
UPD = pwd
ASE=yn
ASC=yn
UDF= yn

LOCK no access allowed
EXEC execute only; no reading or
changes
READ read and execute; no editing or
changes
WRITE read , execute, or change; no
name changes
not used
NAME read, execute, change, or
rename, do not delete
KI LL complete access, including removal
FULL total and complete access

specify the password that allows access
specify the password for changing the file
can the allocated file space be increased?
can the allocated files space be decreased?
mark the file as updated or not

Table 4: A TTRIB command options. The pwd indicates that
a password is required.

16 Bit 8086 Multi-User Microcomputer System
$7595

FOR

FOUR
USER
SYSTEM

MPIM-86™

ONLY

$1899*
PER
USER
112 MEGABYTE

THE

OF MEMORY

TEC 86M

TWO 8 INCH D.O.
FLOPPY DISKS
STANDARD FEATURES

16 BIT 8086 CPU· Processor performance is the most critical element in a Multi-User System . Speed, power and the increased
throughput of our 16 Bit 8086 CPU are just a few of the reasons why our TEC 86M Multi-User Systems really perform .
112 MEGABYTE OF MEMORY - The second most important factor which affects system performance is available user memory. Our 112
Megabyte, four user system gives each use r well over lOOK Bytes of memory, eliminating program size compromises which
lead to poor Multi-User system performance.
MPIM-86™ COMPATIBILITY - The TEC 86M includes a ROM Boot for MP/M-86™ and is designed to provide optimal support for
MPIM-86™. The MPIM -86™ Operating System is available separately from Tecmar for $600. See Software Options listed
below for important MP/ M-86™ features.
FULLY INTERRUPT DRIVEN - The TEC 86M provides terminal and disk I/ O interrupts to MP/M-86™, allowing for maximum system
performance in Multi-User operation .
TWO 8 INCH DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK DRIVES - The two Double Density floppy disks total 1.2 Megabytes of storage. Options include
double sided floppy disk drives and Winchester drives.
FOUR SERIAL USER PORTS - Four serial user ports are provided . Each port can be independently set for speeds from 50 to 19200 Baud .
MULTIPLE PARALLEL PORTS - Parallel ports are provided for operating printers as well as other parallel devices.
EASILY EXPANDABLE - The modular design of the Tec 86 and Tec 86M assures you of continued system expandibility. All options are
easily field installable. Available options include: Memory 64K and 256K, additional users, double sided floppy disks,
Winchester 31 Megabyte hard disk, terminals, and printers.
ATTRACTIVE DESKTOP ENCLOSURE - Tecmar Single and Multi-User systems come in your choice of an attractive desk top enclosure with
wood grained side panels to blend nicely into your office surroundings, or an industrial quality cabinet for more hostile
environments. Rack mount enclosures are available as options.
ONE YEAR WARRANTY - Tecmar Systems are fully assembled and thoroughly tested. All Tecmar Components carry a full One Year
Warranty.
SOFTWARE OPTIONS

MPIM-86™ - Multi-User interrupt driven Operating System for the 16 Bit 8086 TEC 86M Microcomputer System . FILE PASSWORD
PROTECTION - Access to user files can be restricted to require proper passwords prior to access. CONCURRENT FILE ACCESS -Files
may be accessed by multiple users, each reading and / or writing the same file, with protection provided at both the file and the record
level. FILE TIME AND DATE STAMPING - Files contain creation, and modification Times and Dates for ease and accuracy in determining
the latest or most useful file versions. PRINT SPOOLER - Files may be submitted to the System Spool file for printing. This frees the
user terminal to continue operation during the independent printing function .
LANGUAGES - BASIC-86™ FORTRAN-86™ PASCAL-86™ CBASIC/ 86™ CIS-COBOL™ PASCAL/M86™ FORTH
* NOT INCLUDING MP/ M·86 and User Termi nals .

OTHER FINE S100 and APPLE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE,INCLUDING:

ANALOG to DIGITAL CONVERTERS (12 , 14, 16 bit accuracy; 30, 40, 100, 125 KHz Conversion rates; 16 to 256 Channels; programmable
gain; timer/ counters) . DIGITAL to ANALOG CONVERTERS (12 bit accuracy, 3 microsecond conversion rate). 8086 CPU Board, I/O Boards
64K1256K Memory Boards, Real -time Video Digitizer and Display. Complete Systems also available for Data Acquisition, Video
Digitization , and General Purpose Applications.
REQUEST OUR CATALOG FOR COMPLETE LISTING, AND SPECIFICATIONS ON THE ENTIRE TECMAR PRODUCT LINE.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
INC.
CP/M·86 101

Ml'/ M ~

23600 Mercantile Rd . • Cleveland, OH 44122

TECMAR, INC.
(216) 464-7410

m 1I~ •• 01 ,1do.rIl ri D '~' RllIIrck lie. BlSE~ . roRlRIII-86 lid flSt.ll·86 1111.,11l1li IlldlOlrllll Mie",'" Ie. PISCIlIMf16 , I lI ~rt.oI ',~.,k II SIlICM.c&lS~/8Ii , III~sI.~ 11I~.rlll ~l\1i., Sylt., IE. a~1llIfl • 11I~1t ..1....rI " M,,,FD' Ioc.

CANADA: Our Ontario Distributor is OCTANT COMPUTER SERVICES INC., 146 Front Street West, Suite 485, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2L7 (416) 598-1046
Circle 442 on inauirv card .
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DaiSyWheel

Printer.

$
Smllh-Corona® TP_1™

Listing 1: A job-control-language file that first enters ENHBAS ,
specifies certain control parameters (the two POKES) , defines
the printer line width at 132, and exits BASIC to the disk
operating system.

ENHBAS
POKE 16409,1
POKE 1641(\127
CU1=t::::2
CMD"S"

the system. For example, listing 1 could be followed with
instructions to reenter BASIC, load a program, execute
the program, make certain entries, and turn operation
over to the user. This is useful for teaching programs
where the student should not have to remember all of the
details for initializing a program. In general, nearly
anything that can be executed from the keyboard can be
executed from a IJCL file.
COpy is V2's most complex command. It can be used
to copy single files, several files from one disk to another,
or everything on a disk. It also incorporates the function
of formatting disks and it replaces the BACKUP function
in TRSDOS and other systems. Additionally, COpy has
a number of options that allow various types of drives to
be used and allow copying on a single drive. It will be the
first command you will use because it must be drawn on
to produce copies of the source disk. COpy has six different formats. The simplest is:
COpy FILElIFIL:l TO FILE2/FIL:2

SAVE $200.00
SUGGESTED RETAIL $895.00

COpy 1 TO 2,date,(options)

-Letter Quality Printing
-Centronics Type Parallel Interface Connects To TRS-80 & Other Microcomputers
-Serial Interface Available
-Compatible With Most Microcomputers
-Full Form Characters 10 or 12 Pitch
*Manufactured By A Name You Can Trust*

68~ SMITH-CDRDNA
MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
PARCEL DIVISION - DEPT. NO.1 TP
2803 THOMASVILLE ROAD
CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728

800-841-0856
GA. & INFO 1-912-377-7120
384
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which will copy FILEliFIL from drive 1 to FILE2 / FIL on
drive 2. An example of the general format for copying
several files or a whole disk from one drive to another is:

Circle 354 on inquiry card .

The date can be left out (the commas must remain), in
which case the present date is put on the new disk. The
option FMT will format the disk and produce a complete
backup from drive 1 to drive 2; CBF will specify that the
files be copied one by one; NFMT will not format the
disk first. There are several other important options. For
example, CFWD lets the user specify which files will be
copied.
Disks from "foreign" systems can be copied, and, if
you buy a Model III with the intention of transferring
files from an old Model I system, the COpy command
will do the job. If you have a more sophisticated system,
say double-density double-sided drives and so on, your
first use of COpy to backup the V2 disk could be difficult. Careful reading of the manual and use of the examples, however, will make it possible.
The command CREATE, new to V2, allows creation of

ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE
Videx Videoterm· 80 Col. '269"
Videx Keyboard
Enhancer II . ,

SUPER SPECIAL!
THE NEW APPLE III
o Apple III plus 128K
o Apple III SOS package
012" High Resolution
Green Monitor

o Apple

II plus 48K

o Apple II Disc Drive wi DOS 3.3
o 12" High Resolution
Green Monitor
o The Home Accountant

II plus 48K
o Apple Disc Drive II w/DOS 3.3
o Apple

o 12" High Resolution Monitor
o OKIDATA Microline 80 Printer
o Printer cable w /i nterface
o IUS Orig. Easywriter

....... 511950

DC Hayes Micromodem II '289"
Microsoft l-80 CP/M Card ' 289"
Microsoft 16K Ram Card .'159"
Saturn 32K Ram Card ... ' 199"
VC Expand for Saturn Card ' 84"
Mountain CPS
Multifunction Card ..... ' 179"
Mountain Clock . ....... 123915

Keyboard Company
Numeric Keypad ....... $13515
Apple Pascal
..... '209"
Apple High Speed
Serial Interface
... .. '158 15
Dan Paymar
Lower Case Chip ........ ' 39"
System Saverpfan with Line
Search Suppression ..... 574 15
Apple Graphics, Tablet .. '649"
Verawriter Graphic Tablet '249"
Special! Game Paddles .. . ' 19"
WORD PROCESSORS
IUS - Pro Easywriter ..... '149"
IUS - Pro Easymail er .... ' 119"
Orig. Easywriter . .
. .. 57915
Apple Pie (W/P 40 Col.) .. ' 104"
LJK Letter Perfe ct ...... '1 29"
Supertext II ............ '129"
Screenwriter (70 Col.) ... ' 104"
Executive Secretary .... ' 19915
Magic Window .......... 584'5
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
Micro Buffer II 16K ...... '214"
Micro Buffer 1132K ...... ' 249"
Don 'l lie up your computer
while your printer is printing!
FOR EPSON ONLY
Micro Buffer Parallel 16K '135"
Micro Buffer Serial8K ... ' 135"
SOFTWARE FOR APPLE
Fortran 80 ............. ' 154"
A.L.D.S. ......
. .. ' 99"
Basic Compiler

... 5295 00

lase Compiler ......... 514915
Cobol - 80
. ' 595"
Context Connector ..... ' 145°0
USA
Apple World ............ '49"
3D Super Graphics ....... '33"

VP·3501 Videotex Data Terminal
Turn your home TV into a
time·sharing videotex
ay.

Master Diagnostic
, ...... s59 15 (Formerly Brain Surgeon)
STONEWARE
MICRO PRO
Wordstar 3.0 ........... ' 269" DB Master Verso 3 ...... ' 179"
Spell Star
......... ' 169" Utility Pack I . . ......... '89"
Mail Merge ............. 594 15 l-Term (CP/M).
. . '99"
Super Sort-l .......... ' 139" ASC II Express 3.3
.. '65"
Brodebund Payroll.
. '299"
MICROLAB
Data Factory .......... ' 119"
GAME AND HOBBY
Invoice Factory ........ ' 159" Temple of Asphai
.... '32"
Tax Manager
.... 511915 Hellfire Warrior. . . .
. '32u
Rescue
at
Rigel
...
..
.... '24 15
HOWARD SOFTWARE
Ta x Preparer New 1982 .. ' 119" CrUSh, Crumple & Chomp. '25"
Jabber Talky ............ ' 24"
NEW! Real Estate Analyzer
. ' 149" Major League Baseball ... 26"
2nd Addition. .
Alien Rain .............. '2150
Apple Panic ...... ...... 524 u
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visica lc 3.3. . .
. .... ' 19915 Snack Attack ........... '24"
.... ' 24 1J
Visiplot .
. ... ' 159" Joy Breaker
. ... '2415
Visidex
.... 5149 05 Space Quarks.
. ... '24 u
VisitrendlVisiplot ....... ' 239" Genetic Drift. .
Visiterm
. ..... 57915 Red Alert .........•..... ' 24"
. .. ' 32'5
Visifile. . . . . .
. ... 519915 Ultima. . . .
. ' 24"
Desktop Plan II .
. .... ' 199" Star Thief ..... . .. ..
.... '24"
Desktop Plan III ........ '253" Bug Attack
Sargon II .........•..... '30"
THE SOURCE
Pool 1.5 ..
. ... '30"
Telecommunication .... '89'S Shuffle Board ........... '24"
Trick Shot .............. '32"
AARDVARK
....... ' 24"
Personal Ta x Plan
. ' 104 85 Dog Fight
Individual Ta x Plan ..... ' 19915 Olympic Decathlon ..... . ' 24"
Three Mile Island ........ '32"
SYSTEM PLUS
ABM
........ ~1"
Accounting Plus II. . .. CALL Robot War.
. ......... ' 3285
Castle Walfenstein ...... '24°°
ASHTON TATE
DBase II
. '524" lark ................... '32 U
lork II ......... . .... .... '32"
HIGH TECHNOLOGY
Falcons.
. .. ' 24"
Info. Master
....... 5119°° Beer Run .
. ... '30°0
Store Manager ........ . ' 199" Raster Blaster
..... ' 24 15
Data Master. . .
. . ' 79°0 Space Eggs
. '24"
Job Control System ..... '595'" Gorgon
............ '32 15
Client Billing System .... '279" Cops and Robbers ... .... '30"
Tigers in the Snow ....... '32 85
SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE
Data Capture 4.0 40 Col. .. '49" The Battle of Shiloh ...... ' 32"
Dala Capture 4.0 80 Videx. '69" The Shattered Alliance ... '4S"
Computer Baseball .. . .. ' 3215
Computer Quarterback ... 53285
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
. ..... '2415
PFS New! ............. ' 97'5 Sneakers. . .
PFS Report New! .
. . ' 97 85 TG Joystick ........... ' 4S"
TG Game Paddles ....... '34"
PHOENIX SOFTWARE
NEW! LOGO for Apple ... '149"
loom Graphics
.... ' 3485

* SHARP MINI COMPUTERS *

PC-1500 LED POCKET COMPUTER
Extended BASIC system capab le of 2
dimens. arrays. Full graphic comman ds.
95
Now Only
PC-1211 POCKET COMPUTER
Formidable computing
mabie with BASIC I

S249

~eXJs Instr~~nts

w/RF Modulator

PRICED TOO LOW TO PRINT
SK Memory Expa nsion.
..53.95
Phone Modem fIVIC by Bizcom .... 139.95
DATACORDER (f/Cass. Prog.).
. . 69.95
Jupiter Lander s (cart.) ............ 24.95
Super Alien (car!.) ............... 24.95
Midnight Driver (cart.) ............ 24.95
Household Finance(cass.) ........ 29.95
Car Cost (cass.) ............. ... . 13.95
Loan Analyzer (cass.) .
. 13.95
Amok (cass.) .................... 15.95
Alien Blitz (cass.) .
.. .20.95
VT 106A 6 Pk. Recreational Prog ..... 49.95
Super Expender . . ................ 57.95
Snackman ........ .............. 14.95
QUANTAM DATA
RS 232 Interface ................. 47.95
24K Memory.
. . 179.95
Amok.
. ........ . .. . . . 20.95
Household Finance. . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.95
Home Inventory
..... 13.95

1WI

S1 04

F"OW HEWLETT
':~PACKARD

HP-85A

TI 99/4A COMPUTER
95
NEW LOW PRICE

CE-122 16-DIGIT MINI DOT PRtNTER
Print out program & program performance
CASSETIE INTERFACE: Saves data or program; ~~~~ssette tape. Search saved data
95
Y
. Now Only
CE-1S0 Color Graphics Printer with
Cassette Interface.
. ........ 214.95
4K and 8K Memory Expansion tN STOCK!

S329

FR EE! RF Modulator with
purchase af TI 99/4A
TI LOGO PHM 3040 ......... '899'
Full line of hardware. software
and accessories in
!

t--...;;=;;""::"'.-="..
=.::=.-':R=-=•....;.o.;;.;;;.;,,,;---t
. . . .. . .
ATARI800 w/16K . . ... ... '699"
ATARI 400 ... . . . . . . . . .. '32900
810 Disc Drive.
. .... ... '459"
850 Interface ............ . . . '179"
410 Programmable Recorder ... '79"
Ax Lon 32K Ram . ..... .... .. '134"
POPULAR ATARI GAMES IN STOCK!

A Complete Comp
r System
In One Small Package.
The HP-85A is a powerful BASIC
language co mputer, complete with keyboard. CRT display, printer and disc drive
all in one self contained 20 lb. unit.

New Low Price

5

198200

Special! Hp·83 (Ltd. Qty) .... ' 129500
New! H P·87 A . . . . . . . Only '188500
32K and 64K Memory Expansion
Modules for HP-87 In Stock!
H P·125 Reg. '2750 ..... Only '1982""
HP 82091 M 5'/." Disc Drive .... '1650 00
HP 82905 Serial Printer .......... '59500

We carry the full line of TI and HP Programmable Calculators.

TE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

/.B'/

~
~

N.Y. 10036
115 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
MAIL ORDER ADDRESS: 36 E. 19th SI. New York, N.Y. 10003
Items on sale for limited time only, and are subject to limited availability. Not responsible for
Prices effective as of April 23, 1982, and are subject to
without notice. All orders

THE COMMUNICATOR
PACKAGE
o Apple II plus 48K
o Apple Disc Drive

II

w / controller DOS 3.3
o DC Hayes Micromodem 1\
o 12" Green Monitor
• Source Telecommunication

o Apple II plus 48K
• Apple Disc Drive II
w/interface DOS 3.3
o 12" High Resolution
Green Monitor
o Visicalc 3 .3 Software

THE FAMILY SYSTEM
NOW ONLY

S2099 00
NEW I FIBERBUIL T CASE
FOR APPLEI
o Fits Apple & 2 Disc Drives
o Detachable Cover

565 95

PRINTERS
GRAPPLER Graphic Inter/Cable . 139.95
OKIDATA 82A 120 CPS, Bidirectional,
Fri c tion and Tractor Feed , Serial &
Parallel, 80/132 Columns ........ 474.95
OKIDATA 83A 120 CPS, Bidirectional,
Friction & Tractor, 136 Col. Serial &
Parallel , Takes IS " Paper ........ 719.95
Tractor Feed, (optional) .......... 54.95
OKIDATA OKIGRAPHT. Create il·
lu strations, Graphs, Charts or whatever a
CRT screen tell s it to ............ 69.95
CENTRONICS 739·1 Graphics, 100 CPS
Monospaced Mode. Right Justification ,
Friction and Tractor ............ 514.95
XEROX Diablo 630 with word process·
ing enhancement .... . ........ 2299.95
Bi-dlrectlonal Tractor (optional) .. 204.95
NEW! C.ITOH F10·40 Parall el, Daisy
Wheel. Letter Quality Printer ... 1549.95
C.ITOH 8510 Pro Writer, 120 CPS, 136
Columns, Parallel , Bidirectional, FIT, High
Resolution Graphics ............ 509.95
NEC 8023 Pro Writer, 100 CPS, 136 Col.
Parallel, Bidirectional , Tractor and Fric·
tion, High Resolution Graphics .. 484.95

** *

** *

EPSON
MX-80 .... 449.95 MX-80 FT .... 549.95
MX·l00FT ..
. ...... 719.95

MONITORS
SANYO VM-4509 9" B&W ......... 169_95
SANYO DM-8112CX 12" Green .... 269.95
SANYO DMC·6013 13" Color ...... 449.95
NEC JB120112" Green
.... 179.95
NECJCI20112 "Co lor ........... 349.95
BMC 1200 ...... ... ............ 154.95

(212)260-4410

TOLL FREE OUT -OF-STATE

800-221-7774
800-221-5858
800-223-5661
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Listing 2: NEWDOS / 80 Version 2 .0 directory. If the command

DIR 5, I, A. P is entered, the following information is provided:
file name , number of full sectors, number of bytes in the last sector, the logical record length, number of logical records in the
file , number of granules , and the number of extensions used.
DRIVE

0

NEloffiOS80

BOOT/SYS
SYS6/SYS
SYSH/SYS
BASIC/CMU
DIR/SYS
SYS7/SY S
SYS15/SYS
NIVDBOV2/XLF
SYSO/S YS
SYS8/SYS
SYS16/SYS
CHAINTST/JCL
NWD BOV2/ILF
SYSl-/SYS
SYS9/SYS
SYS17/SYS
F.SPOOL/MAS
CHAINBLD/BAS
SYS2/SYS
SYS10/SYS
SYS18/SYS
Ll'lOFFSET/C!'1D
SYS3/SYS
SYS1VSYS
SYS19/SYS
SYS4/SYS
SYSl2/SYS
SYS20/SYS
DISASSEl>l/CHD
DIRCHECK/CMD
EDTASM/CHD
SYS5/SYS
SYS13/SYS
SYS21/SYS
SUPER ZAP /OID

08/04/81
EOF
5/000
3 5/000
5/000
18/000
10/000
5/000
5/000
2/054
15/000
5/000
5/000
1/050
2/002
5/000
5/000
5/000
1 0/000
19/0 5 9
5/000
5/000
5/000
10/000
5/000
5/000
5/000
5/000
5/000
5/000
25/0 0 0
1 5/00b

35/000
5/0 0 0
5/000
5/000
30/000

LRL
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256

35 TRKS

1 GRANS

29 FDES

RECS GRANS EXTS
1
1
5
1
35
7
1
5
1
1
4
18
1
2
10
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
3
1
1
15
3
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
2
10
1
20
4
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
10
2
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
25
5
1
15
3
1
35
7
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
30
6

SIUEC . ... UAL
SI. •... .. UA6
SIU ..... . UA7
SIU ...... UA7
. IU .. .. .. U.6
SI. . . . . . . UA5
SIU ...... UA 7
SIU •.... . UA 7
.. U...... .. O
SIU . . .. . . UA7
SIU •. . ... UA7
SIU ...... UA7
.. U .. .... .. 0
.. U........ O
SIU ... •. . UA7
SIU . . . . .. UA7
SIU .. . . .. UA7
.. U..... .. . O
.. U.... .... 0
SIU • .. .. . UA7
SIU . . . . .. UA7
SIU ... . .. UA7
.. U.. .. .. .. O
SIU • ... . . UA7
SIU . ... . . UA7
SIU . .. . .. UA7
SIU . •.. .. UA7
SIU .. . •. . UA7
SIU . . ... . UA7
.. U .. .. .. .. O
•. U• .. • .. . . o
.. U . ....... o
SIU • .. ... UA7
SIU . .... . UA7
SIU .. ... . UA7
.. u ........ O

Listing 3: A short program to demonstrate the generation of a

cross-reference table using the command REF$.
10
20
500
51 0
520
530
540
550
560
570
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040

LPRINT " THIS IS A PROGRAM "
GOTO 2000
FOR 1=1 TO 2
FOR J= l TO 5
IJ= I *J
A$="SIN OF "
LPRI NT A$,IJ, "
" ,SIN(IJ)
NEXT J
NEXT I
RETURN
LPRINT " TO DEHONSTRATE "
LPRI NT "EDITING ENHANCEMENTS "
LPRI NT "IN NEWDOS/80 VERSION 2 . 0 ": LPRINT " "
GOSUB 500
END

REF $

l-

500 510
500
510
2030
20
530/$ 540/$
500 520 560
520 540/2
51 0 520 550

2
5
500
2000
A
I
IJ
J
RUN

TH IS IS A PROGRAM
TO DEHONSTRATE
EDITING ENHANCEt1ENTS
IN NEWDOS/80 VERSION 2 . 0
SIN
SIN
SIN
SIN
SIN
SIN
SIN
SIN
SIN
SIN

386

OF
OF
OF
OF

of
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

1
2
3
4
5
2
4
6
8
10

= .841471
= . 90929B
= .14112
= -. 756802
= -. 958924
= .909298
= - .756802
= -. 279416
= . 989358
. = -. 544021
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an empty, blank file, but with specified attributes and
length . Generally it has the form :
CREATE, filespec, (options)
where the options control the record count for the file,
the record length, specify whether the file length can be
automatically extended, and whether unused file length
can be cleared. Sometimes a user program expects a file
to exist already or requires pre-allocated file space;
CREATE allows that possibility.
The DEBUG command enters the system's debugging
and monitor utility. Suffice to say, the original TRSDOS
DEBUG has been praised by reviewers as an excellent
piece of software, and Apparat's version is much better.
One brief point, DEBUG can be entered from within a
program by simultaneously typing "123 ."
DIR, available in all operating systems for the TRS-80,
displays a directory of the files on a specified disk . For
V2 , it's been greatly enhanced . Listing 2 shows the directory for the V2 source disk using the command:
DIR O,S,I,A,P
where 0 is the drive number, S displays the system files, I
specifies "invisible" files, A asks for various specifications
on each file (without A, the listing would show only the
names) , and P sends the output to the printer. I could
have added U, which would have shown only those files
that had been updated, and ICMD (or some other extension), which would have displayed only those files with
the specified extension. Listing 3 gives the following information: the file name, the number of full sectors in the
file and the number of bytes in the last sector (e.g. ,
12 / 123), the logical record length used for the file, the
number of logical records in the file, the number of
granules (a granule is five sectors and is used to allocate
file space), and the number of extensions used.
In listing 3, eight flags describe the file, as shown at the
end of each file entry. These flags explain whether the file
is a system (S) or invisible (1) file, if it's been updated (U) ,
whether it can be allocated more space (E for no) ,
whether space beyond the end of file can be cleared (C for
no), whether it has an update password (U) or access
password (A), and the protection level (L, specified as a
number).
The DUMP command simply writes a memory block
to disk with a specified file name, start and end address,
and an entry address (if it is a program). New to V2,
DUMP allows the load locations for machine-language
code to be changed. One important feature is that problematic main memory contents can be dumped to disk
and later examined and modified as if the code were in
memory by using Superzap's DMDB (display memory
dump block) feature.
V2's FORMAT command is more powerful than
similar commands in other TRS-80 operating systems . It
allows many of the options of the COPY command and it

On a great terminal.
The Hazeltine 1420 display terminal delivers all the
features you need for today's conversational applications at a new low price. Just $595 per terminal.
A $440 reduction from list price.
Great warranty: With the 1420, you get the industry's
most comprehensive warranty. Free board replacement
for two full years.
Great performance: You get a high quality, 1920character display with upper and lower case, multiple

,
-

intensities and separate numeric key pad.
Great value: It's a lot of terminal for very little money.
Your Hazeltine distributor has 1420 terminals in stock,
for immediate delivery. Contact your local distributor
today, or call Hazeltine toll free at 800-645-5300.
At $595, the 1420 is too good a bargain to pass up.
Hazeltine Corporation
Computer Terminal Equipment
Greenlawn, NY 11740 (516) 549-8800

Q) Answers for theBDs

COMPUTER DATACOM , INC .
(714) 540-6327
COMSEL CORPORATION
(703) 734-38 80
DANER
HAYES, INC_
ADL ENTERPRISES
(617) 89 4-7290
(201) 32 8-1300
DATA
SYSTEMS
MARKETING
W_A_ BROWN
(7 14) 560-9222
(305) 425-5505
CAMERON COMPUTERS, INC _ DAVID JAMISON CARLYLE
CORPORATION
(716) 473-4590
(213) 277-4562

PARTICIPATING
DISTRIBUTORS
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ELECTRONIC MARKETING
SPECIALISTS
(7 14) 832 -9920
GENERAL MICRO COMPUTER
(219) 277 -4972
GRAHAM ELECTRONICS
(5 13) 772-1661
HAMILTON AVNET
ELECTRONICS
(213) 6 15-3900
INLAND ASSOCIATES , INC_
(9 13) 76 4 -7977

LOONAM ASSOCIATES , INC _
(6 12 ) 83 1-16 16
LOWRY & ASSOCIATES , INC_
(3 13) 227 -7067
MARKETLINE SYSTEMS , INC _
(215) 947-6670
MTI SALES CORPORATION
(516) 482-3500
JOHN D _OWENS ASSOCIATES
(2 12) 448-6283

PLS ASSOCIATES, INC _
(3 0 3 ) 773-12 18
SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS
(5 16) 334-7474
TSC DATA TERMINALS
(201 ) 2 4 5-6333
WESTWOOD ASSOCIATES, INC _
(2 01 ) 376-4242
J _J _ WILD, INC_
(6 17) 4 49-5600
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Reliable Business
Software

DATASMITH sof tware require s no prev io us co mp uter
expe ri ence, so it can be used e ffectively by yo ur present
o ffi ce staff. Th e menu·driven systems fea t ure ex tens iv e
error detection and co rrection fa c ilities , so th ey are
" friendly " to the user.
•

GENERAL LEDGER . Every thin g yo u need to keep
the books. Features easy·to· use dat a entry and
error cor rec tion , tri a l balance, fas t po st , and a vari ·
ety o f co mprehensive rep or ts . Au tomatic error
det ectio n keeps the book s in balan ce. Writ es
c hecks and makes journal entries in one ope rati on .
• PAYROLL. A ve ry fle x ible sys tem that adap t s to a
wide vari ety o f need s. FeatLires Fede ral, state, and
loca l tax ca lc ulati o ns , EI c redit , and spec ial pay
and dedu c ti on amo un ts. Print s al l necessary
report s, payc hecks, and W·2 fo rm s.
• DATA MANAGER . A power ful generalized data
manag eme nt sys tem th at lets yo u de fin e, enter, up·
date, sort , se lec t, and print repo rts fr o m a database
o f you r ow n des ign . Appli ca ble to a lm os t any job
whe re records must be kept , thi s sys tem can
replac e lit erall y hundreds of prog ram s.

Put your co mputer to work with these soph isticated
system s no w. Programs are available for 48K or larg er
two-disk syste ms in yo ur choice of code for Mi crosoft
BASIC-80 ® under CP/M ®, IBM ® Per so na l Computer
BASIC , or Mi c ropolis ® BASIC.

Box 8036, Shawnee Mission , KS 66208, (913) 381-9118

•

MOD II CP/M®
IQ QUIZ

•

Does your TRS-80 Mod II:
Yes No

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0

give you access to hundreds of
applications programs?
0 give you a choice of a dozen or more
languages?
0 transfer files from TRSDOS to CPM?
0 store 596 K bytes on a floppy disk?
0 talk to a Cameo cartridge disk system?
0 talk to a Corvus Winchester disk system?
0 support XON/XOFF, ETX/ACK and
ciear-to-send serial printer protocols?
0 talk to double sided floppy drives?
0 run the best documented, best supported
CP/M available?
If you answered no to any of these questions,
raise your Mod II's IQ with

P&T CP/M® 2
Contact us , and we'll send you details on how
to expand your Mod II's horizons ,
DJCKl~\'

eRoii<®
l'

U

1

Price $185 forstandard CP/M
"2, $250 for
CP/;;f~~~~;Oh;dl;;~~;ta)
paT

POBOX 1206 GOLETA CA 93 11 6 (805) 685 ·4641

CP/M IS a regtslered Irademark 01 Digital Re search .
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l AS-aD IS a trademark 01 Tandy Corp
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lets you specify whether only certain tracks are to be formatted, Also, it will accept default values for the disk
name, password, and date, For example :
FORMAT l""Y
assigns to the disk the name NOTNAMED, the current
date, and the password PASSWORD, Y tells the computer to format the disk even if data is already there,
The commands MDRET, MDBORT, and MDCOPY
use a Mini-DOS that's entered by simultaneously pressing the "dfg" keys , If this is done while a program is ex. ecuting (interrupts must be enabled), a subset of the system commands may be issued, You can return to the execution of the program by typing MDRET (Mini-DOSReturn) or exit to the command level by typing
MDBORT (Mini-DOS-aBORT), For example, I wrote
this article using Scripsit. While writing, I wanted to see
the directory . I pressed "dfg" and saw the MINI-DOS
READY prompt. I then typed DIR and saw the directory.
I could have killed a file if I so wished. When I typed
MDRET, I returned to the Scripsit program. If I wanted
to exit the Scripsit program, I would have typed
MDBORT. The Mini-DOS will not work with a few of
the commands, such as FORMAT, but it works with
most. The MDCOPY command allows a limited version
of COpy from Mini-DOS .
The ROUTE command directs input and output between devices. It's best understood from some examples.
In the following discussion, DO refers to video-display
output, PR is printer output, RO is RS-232C output (on
the Model III only), RI is RS-232C input (only on the
Model III), and KB is keyboard input. Thus, ROUTE,
PR,DO will "rotite" printer output to the screen. (This is
useful if you don't have a printer and want to use programs that expect one.) ROUTE,PR,DO,PR will send
output to both the screen and printer. On the Model III,
ROUTE,KB,RI allows keyboard input from the RS-232C
interface, while ROUTE,DO,RO would send screen output to the RS-232C. In addition, you can "route" to a
machine-language routine in memory, but, unfortunately, you cannot "route" to a disk file . ROUTE,CLEAR
clears everything back to the original state.
The last command, WRDIRP, is used for exchanging
single-density disks between Model I and Model III
machines. I'll describe it later in this article.

BASIC Language Enhancements
V2 BASIC in the TRS-80 uses memory overlays; i.e .,
when certain functions are called from a program, the
necessary code is read from disk and "overlaid" into
memory. The disk drives may turn on even when there
is no input or output, allowing V2 to expand BASIC
without using extra memory.
V2's most important BASIC enhancement is the statement CMD "xxx" (also implemented in earlier versions of
NEWDOS) . The "xxx" option can be almost any system
command. When this statement is encountered, the com-
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it.
Back when the energy crisis was no
more than a gleam in a speculator's
eye, few of us gave much thought to
lighting costs.
Today, few companies give more
than a passing glance at their light bills
-despite the fact that now there's
plenty they can do about them.
Westinghouse saw that energy costs
would skyrocket so we did something
about them.

Saving electricity is as simple
as switching light bulbs.
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We introduced the Econ-o-watt®
lamp, the lower-watt fluorescent that
saves up to 20% of your energy costs.
For the Lockheed company, the savings came to $323,948 a year in one
plant alone. .
And where the quality of the light
is as important as energy savings,
look to Westinghouse's revolutionary
Ultralume™ fluorescents. Under
Ultralume lamps, everything and
everyone looks sharper, brighter and
more colorful. Plus, there's a 30%
increase in light over deluxe fluorescents. So you can reduce the number
of fl uorescents and save energy and
enjoy better lighting.
To really maximize your energy
savings, a total ~y-stem replacement
with Ceramalux-4™ lamps would
be just the ticket. Ceramalux-4lamps
save up to 80% of the energy of
incandescents. And they are the first
high pressure sodium lamps to
produce a light quality equal to or
better than cool white fluorescents.

Call or write for your free copy of
"Substitute for Savings!'
If you're the do-something kind
of executive, get up off your apathy
right now and give us a call. Ask us for
a copy of "Substitute for Savings:'

Call toll-free: 800-631-1259.
The brochure gives a non-jargon
rundown on what you should know
about lighting costs and what you
can do about them.

'!:! Westinghouse
Lamp Divisions
"'-1 _ •••
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mand is executed and operation is returned to the BASIC
program. If the program includes the line:

MICROSTAT® - Release 3.0

= PERFORMANCE

MICROSTAT® + baZic®

The best just got better! MICRO.STAT has been. the
leader in the statistics field for microcomputers since
1979, and the new release 3.0 outperforms and is
noticeably faster than previous versions. Just a few
of the features include:

GREATER ACCURACY
BCD with up to 14 digit precision;

PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS
Missing data capabilities and many more;

FASTER EXECUTION
Calculation time greatly reduced;

DYNAMIC FILE ALLOCATION

200 CMD"DIR"
a directory will appear on the screen and then execution
will be returned to the program. CMD also calls functions that are unique to BASIC. It can be used either from
within a program or from the keyboard . From within a
program, it allows language enhancements using the
forms CMD"F" and CMD"O." The first of these has the
format:
In CMD"F = function"

Data can be inserted, added, or deleted;

SPECIAL PRICE:
For a limited time get MICROSTAT plus baZic
complete with program disk and documentation for each for $395.00, save $50.00!
The MICROSTAT - baZic version requires: a Z80 CPU,
CPIM™ and A8K of memory. Available formats : 8" SO
disk or 5%" North Star only. Check with your dealer for
other formats . Also available for: Microsoft's Basic-80™,
North Star DOS and IBM. For more information, call
or write :

ECOSOFT INC.

P.o. Box 68602
Indianapolis, IN 46268-0602
(317) 255-6476
MICROSTAT is a registered trademark of ECOSOFT, INC .
baZic is a registered trademark of MICROMIKES, INC.
CP/ M is a reg istered trad emark of OIGITAL RE SEAR CH
Basic-SO is a registered trademark of MICROSOFT

where In is a line number and "function" determines what
happens.
Briefly, the CMD functions, POPS, POPR, and
POPN, allow a variety of options in exiting FOR ...
NEXT loops. For example, they permit exiting a loop
before its limit is exceeded or stopping the loop "early,"
ignoring the NEXT statement. The SASZ option lets you
change the memory area allocated to string variables
without affecting or clearing the variables; i.e ., it clears
string space without really executing a CLEAR. When
followed by a variety of variables, ERASE clears the
specified variables to zero. KEEP does the opposite; it
clears all variables except the specified ones. SWAP, followed by two variables, exchanges the values of the variables. SS executes a program step by step, which provides a much more sophisticated form of debugging . In
operation, SS displays the current line number. With SS,
the line number where single-stepping should be started
can be specified, and single-stepping can be stopped by
using the suffix N.
CMD"F", DELETE Inl -ln2 will delete the program
code between line numbers In1 and In2, which lets you
remove a subroutine from memory and bring in another
subroutine from disk. For example:
1000 CMD"F",DELETE 25000-30000
1010 MERGE "NEWSUB/BAS"
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would delete the specified lines and bring in a new subroutine named NEWSUB/BAS (which must be between
lines 25000 and 30000). (Note that the MERGE function
no longer requires that the new code be stored in ASCII
format.) This is potentially very powerful; for example, a
menu could be used to select different subroutines to be
loaded at different times during execution of a program .
In essence, a program can "call" a variety of subroutines
from disk.
Another important enhancement provides a sorting
feature by using the statement:

. a
--F

.tI
B

EI

"

" "

In CMD"O",n,(array variable list)
............ilillit6 COMPUTER SYSTEMS CORP
100 East Linton Blvd.

Delray Beach, Fla . 33444

where n is the number of elements in the array to be

(305) 272-2051
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IFYOUBUY ·

CRO·COURlER~

BEFORE JULY 1,
YOUGETA .
00 SUBSCRIPTION
IOTHE SOURCE~
FREE.
Micro-Courier is the electronic mail
software for Apple™computers. It lets you
send anything in your Apple computer to any
other Apple, in any other office, anywhere
in the world. It's fast, 100%
error-free, and inexpensive.
r~w~i~;~
You can send and receive charts, electronic mail.
graphs, VisiCalc™reports and
entire programs.
Micro-Courier also takes
you right to THE SOURCE.

You can access one of the largest data bases
in the world, including news, travel service,
commodity updates, educational programs,
electronic games and more.
And if you act now, you can
get a free $100 subscription to
THE SOURCE with your
Micro-Courier package.
See your Apple dealer for
complete details.

MICROCOM
We make little computers talk big.
1400A Providence Highway
Norwood, MA 02062
Apple is a trademark of Apple Compute r Inc. VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp .• lnc . THE SOURCE is a service mark of Source Te lecomputing Corporation . a
subsidiary of The Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
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sorted . The specifications allow for ascending and
descending sorts, sorting a limited part of an array, and
tagging other arrays onto sorts. Both strings and numbers
can be sorted. It's not possible to describe all of the
possibilities here, but the function is powerful and fast.

the program is still in memory, the computer will reenter
BASIC, list the program, and allow it to be executed. Of
course, it will not work if something destroyed the program in memory. While BASIC is still enabled, RENEW
performs a similar function by reinstating a program
eliminated by the BASIC command NEW.

Changes in BASIC Invocation
Bringing up BASIC from the system mode is done by
using the form:
BASIC n, m,line,
where line is any BASIC program line or statement, n sets
the number of files to be made available, and specifying
m will set the upper limit on available memory (n, m, and
line are all optional). (BASIC may still be entered by typing the word BASIC alone.) The command can be followed by RUN or LIST with a program name, and the
program will be run or listed. For example, entering the
line:
BASIC S,30000,CMD"DIR":RUN"TESTPROG / BAS"
would bring up BASIC, set up five files, protect memory
from location 30000 on up, display the disk directory,
and start to run the program TESTPROG/BAS .
The command BASIC * is quite useful: it allows
recovery of a program even after an accidental reset. If

Editing and Program Manipulation
The original Level II BASIC provided a good lineoriented editor. V2 doesn't change this, but it adds many
useful features.
The REF$ utility, for example, sends a cross-referenced
list of all variables and integer numbers (mostly line numbers) to the printer (see listing 3). REF* sends the list to
the screen. REFA gives all line numbers where variable A
appears, and REF200 displays all references to integer
200, including line number 200 . REF'The" finds all
strings containing the word 'The," and REF = FOR
locates all references to FOR (not as strings, but in
statements) in the program.
The CMD"C" utility compresses and manipulates the
text of a program. CMC"C"alone removes both comment
lines and spaces. CMD"C",R removes remarks alone,
and CMD"C",S deletes only spaces.
RENUM renumbers a program in almost any configuration. Simply typing:
RENUM,

APPLE HARDWARE

1·800·547·2492
IN OREGON CALL
SERVICE: 503·479·4150

ATARrJll

400 (16K)
800 (16K)

EPSON

1D1~E~,1~'ci~,~~EPLACEMENT) $395
A·70
A-40
CONTROLLER - 3.3 & 3.2

ces

VIDEX 80 COLUMN
VIDEX ENHANCER II
LOWER CASE ADAPTOR
16K RAM CARD
MICROSOFT OR MPC
ALS
l·80 CARD (M ICROSOFT)

$325
$675
I.D.5.

~,~~~Mf\?g,~rM(rH':~~~)

NOVATION MODEMS
APPLE CAT
AUTO CAT
CAT
D CAT
UIZCQMP MODEM
MOUNTA IN CLOCK
MOUNTAIN MUS I C SYSTEM
MOUNTAIN A/D CONVERTER
MOUNTA IN I NTRO L /X. l 0 CARD
MOUNTA IN C.P.S.
KBD 2J KEYPAD

~~~:~l,~~MR(l~ ~g~~~~~OR

~~~~~Ct.~d~i¥JR fSANYO)

TERMS :
SHIPPING : Add 3% of IOt.11 transa ction (or UPS brown (gruu nd) ur 5% for UPS blue (air). Parcel PoSI,
or any special arrangemen ls.
PA YM ENT: Cash ier's checks. cerl ified checks, munc y orders, and h.lnk wires honored immediatel y .
Wire tran sfer fund s to U.S. National Bank (If Oregun, Soulh Grant s Pa ss Bran ch. Creuit ReE, account
numher 50 1·98 1 , Add 3% for Visa and Ma ster Charge . Allow 20 day s for per sn nill che cks 10 clcilr.
REFUNDS: 10% re sto cki ng charge on all returns or exchanges. No refunds on opened so ftwar e. Call first.
GUARANTEE : Al l produCi s wit h full manufa ClUre r's w.uranty. Sanyo and Anple warra nty aVililab le.
We have fuJi re pair and servi ce facilities for all electroni c re pai rs with HP , Oyn:t sc an, Pioneer, Sanyo and
Apple trained and cert ified technicians. For any techni cal servi ce callthelll for in stant ad vice or question s
right on their benches at (503) 479-4 150.
REPAIRS: QUI of warranty guara nlee : Labor 30 day s frf)m date of your receipt, 90 day s o n PilrtS. Call
for dclails on quality guaranteed discount repair ;lfld reco ndi t ion ing service.
We have been rep.liring electronic eq uipm e nt for 12 years and love il !

SPECIAL'ON APPLE REPAIRS - ALL PRICES PLUS PARTS
DRIVES
SILENTYPE

$40
$50

PRINTERS
$100
PERIPHERAL CARDS $45

"A UniqUe Combination Of
OualUll Products. Competltlue Prices. and Serulce"
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MX-80
$4 39
560G Printer
$1049
MX-80FT
$539
Prism 80 w/co lor $1249
MX-100
$699
Prism 132 w/co lor $1549
SMITH CORONA - Letter Quality Printer
$749
SYNERGIZER - WORDSTAR, 80 Column, w/enhanced
character set, Z-80 & 16K Card by ALS
$1049
MAGNUM SYSTEM - OLIVETTI 121 Printer/Typewriter
w/RS 232 or Parallel Interface
$1495

$50
$100

AlARI HARDWARE

MI CRO SC I DISK DRI VES

12" B&W MONITOR (SAN YO)
12 " GREEN MON ITOR j'ANV<U
12" GREEN MON IT OR ZEN IT )
1)" COLOR MON ITOR SANYO)
EPSQN CABLE & INTE FACE
EPSON GRAFTRAX
I'OWERUNE PROTECTOR

$489
S369

<7,

$139
5139
$269
S139

13.

S14 9
S139
S299
S289
5229
S309
$209
S139
$149
s13 9
$239
$369
$199
S169
51 99
5139
$299

.,4

S45
SI45
$189
S229
S11 9
$385
17'
170

139

410
810
820
822
825
830
850
fl5)

PROGRMoI RE CORDER
DISK DR I VE
PR INTER
PRINTER
PRINTER
MODEM
I NTERFACE MODULE
16K MEMORY EXI'ANSION

185
$-149

5249
5339
SS79
S 149
5165

179

SOFTWARE
VI SICALC (A TARI )
BASIC (AlAR !)
V ISICALC
V ISIDEX
V ISIPLOT
VISITERM
V ISITREND!pLOT
V ISIPAC
DESK TOP PLAN #2
DESK TOP PLAN #3
M ICRO LAB DATA FACTORY
DB MASTER (STONEWARE)
SUP · R·TEXT II
WORDSTAR
B.P .1. SOFTWARE (each)
STOCKF I LE IN VENTORY
lORK
SARGON CHESS
GALAXIAN
VERBATIM DISKS
MAXELL DISKS
TH E SOURCE

51 59
$49
S 179
S1 79
5145

175
$214
S499
S 179
S214
5129
S 179
S 109
S349
$3 19
5269

."
.,9
$22

.,9
13.
.95

MINIMUM ORDER-$100.00

MINIMUM SHIPPING CHARGES-$4.00
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

l

WRITE FOR CATALOG

VISA" )
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1~1=tci:1
RALSTON-CLEARWATERS
ELECTRONICS

530 N.E. 'E' Street • Grants Pass, Ore. 97526
ALL BRAND NAMES ARE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS
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THE 111511 HHC TIKES C.IPITEIS
WHEIE THEY'VE IEVEIIEEI
E.
Make Every Minute Count.
The Quasar HHC puts computer power into a package you
can hold in one hand. It
can be your constant
companion wherever
you go.
You can create or upjate files, access a database, perform complex routines,
Jr keep an itinerary up-to-date.
The HHC can transmit in:ormation directly to another
computer
through
theHHC
RS232C
interface,
or via

telephone through the HHC
acoustic coupler. A handy Micro
Printer provides
hard copy records .
TheHHCand
all seven of its
peripherals fit in
an attache case.
Time Management Software
Software capsules
tailor the HHC for
specific applications .
The Time Management
capsule, for instan ce,
is perfect for lawyers,
accountants , agency executives,
consultants-anyone who bills
time to clients. With just four

keys, users can record time by
client and by job type ; view each
day's results, including billed and
unbilled time; and accumulate
time by client and by job for the
month, quarter, and year-to-date.
All while performing other jobs.
By increasing time-tracking
efficiency, the HHC can usually
increase billable time.
Some day, there may
be other computers like
the Quasar HHC. If you
can't afford to wait ,
write on your letterhead
to Quasar Group Director HHC
for information, including how to
become a dealer or distributor.

QUASAR COMPANY, Division o f Matsushita Electric Corporation of America, 9401 West Grand Ave nue, Franklin Park, III. 60131. (312) 451-1200
Circ le 504 on inquiry card.
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WARNING!

will renumber everything with increments of 10 between
lines . Entering:

Electric Power Pollution.
Spikes & Lightning
HAZARDOUS to
MICROCOMPUTERS! !

RENUM 30000,5,15365,18112

Patented ISOLATORS provide
protection from ...
• Computer errors cause by
power line Interference
• Computer errors due to system
equipment Interaction
• Spike damage caused by
copier/elevator/air conditioners
150·2
• Lightning caused damage
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
Pat. #4.259,705
• ISOLATOR (ISO·1) 3 Isolated 3-prong sockets; Spike Suppression;
useful lor small olflces, laboratories, classrooms •.. ..... . • $69.95
• ISOLATOR (ISO·2) 2 Isolated 3·prong socket banks; (6 sockets
total); Spike Suppression; useful for multiple equipment Installa·
tlons . . . . ............. .. ..... . . . . .............. ... .. $69.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO·3) similar to ISO·1 except double Isolation &
oversize Spike Suppression; widely used for severe electrical noise ·
situations such as factories or large offices. . .... .. ..... . $104.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO·11) similar to ISO·2 except double Isolated
socket banks & Oversize Spike. Suppression; for the larger system In
severe situations • .. ... ... ... ..... ; ....... .... ....... $104.95
• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (lSO·17) 4 Quad Isolated Sockets; Multiple
, Spike Suppressors; For ULTRA·SENSITIVE Systems In extremely
Harsh environments... . ..... .......... ....... ....... $181.95
• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add·CB) ...... . ....... Add $9.00
• REMOTE SWITCH, an'y model (Add·RS) ... ..... ...... Add $16.00
AT YOUR DEALERS
MasterCard, Visa, American Express
ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800·225·4876 (except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

~ Electronic

Specialists, Inc.

171 South Me," Street. 80' 389 "'all'. Mass 01760
(617) 655 1532

would renumber all lines between 15365 and 18112 with
an increment of five; the new numbering would start with
30000. Thus, 15365 would become 30000, 15366 would
be 30005, and so on, All branches are kept track of, and
you can't mix up two parts of the program. The function
RENUM U is slightly different: it produces a list of all references to undefined lines (i.e., GOTO 1000 would be
shown as an error if line 1000 didn't exist).
The DI and DU functions are closely related to
RENUM . Entering the command:
DI 1005,2010
will displace (DI) line 1005 to 2010.
DU 1005,2010
will duplicate (DU) 1005 at 2010-but 1005 will still be at
its original location. Similarly, D 1005 will delete (D) line
1005, which is the only way it can be done. You can no
longer accidentally remove line 50 by typing the number
50 .
Additional enhancements provided include a variety of
abbreviated, single-character functions that are a great
aid when writing and editing programs. For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

"." lists the current program line
"," puts the current program line into the edit mode
";" or "shift up-arrow" lists the first program line
"I" or "shift down-arrow" lists the last program line
"up-arrow" displays the preceding line
"down-arrow" displays the following line
• "+" scrolls one display page down
• ":" scrolls one display page up

FLEX
Color Computer
SWTPC
Smoke Signal
Gimix
Hazelwood

Games
Word Processing
Business Applications
BASIC
Programming Tools
System Software

Software &
Hardware

Off·the·Shelf &
Custom Systems

4::eUTERWARE ®
6809 Specialists

Box 668
Encinitas, CA 92024 • (714) 436·3512

Computerwa re
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a trademark of Comp ut erware .
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The editing character must be the first and only entry on
a line; backspacing is not allowed. However, pressing
BREAK will reset ·things, permitting character entry .
These functions allow rapid and simple program editing.
I find myself editing programs on the screen that would
have required a printed output with TRSDOS . (TRSDOS
for the Model III, however, has many of these features,)

File Types
File types are the most confusing aspect of V2,
although they are intuitively easy to grasp. The file structures and input/output procedures are similar to those
normally found on much larger computers. The new files
are powerful. but they're hard to describe, both in a
review and in the documentation (Apparat devotes 80
pages to the file types) .
Both the sequential and random files supported by
TRSDOS and similar systems are maintained by V2, but
V2's sequential and random files have new features. First,

·Announcing
The Mosl Powerful.Flexible.
Sophislicaled. S-100 Bus.
loard [evel Sisiel Ever Available.

CPl-48000 Fromlnlerconlinenlal Micro S,slems
No bull. just a beeled up product
A lot 01 people have been claim ing the title
vi best S-100 bus, board level micro.
Some with only prototype or paper boards.
ntercontinental Micro's CPZ-48000 is in
Jroduction now, and we think it's the most
)owerful. Here's why :
o Z80A'· based system. Complies with
IEEE 696.1/02 S-100 BUS specifications.
o Single or Double Density Floppy Disk
co ntroller. Controls up to four 8" or 51/ /,
floppy disk drives in either DMA,
Interrupt or Programmed I/O mode.
o 64 Kbytes of onboard Dynamic RAM
with Memory Bank Selection of 4 Kbytes
to 64 Kbytes under software control.
o Four Channel Direct Memory Access
Controller.
o Two synchronous or asynchronous
Serial I/O channels with one channel
programmable in either DMA, Interrupt
or Programmed I/O mode.
o Two Parallel I/O chann els with one
channel programmable in either DMA,
Interrupt or Programmed I/O mode.
o Memory Management capable of
address ing 16 Megabytes of system
memory.

o Eight Vectored Priority Interrupts chained

together with I/OInterrupts for use with
Z80 Mode 2 Interrupts.
o Provisions for either a 2 Kbyte or 4 Kbyte
onboard EPROM . (Monitor in a 2 Kbyte
EPROM supp li ed with board .)
o CP / M'· and MP / M'· operating systems
available, TurboDOS'· and CP !NET'"
available soon.
o TUI·bo-Disk '· Implementation included .
Flexibility
CPZ-48000 can be used in many
applications, including :
o Single board. stand alone computer
o Network master. Hand les IBM Bisync,
HDLC and SDLC protocols
o Multiuser host
o Multiprocessor host
We've Got Personality
Power and flexibility are great, but not
enough. You've got to be able to interface with
a variety of peripherals, and you get tired of
nearly redesigning stock boards for your
applications. Intercontinental Micro Systems'
co mpl ete line of "Personality" boards combine
to make the CPZ-48000 compatible with :
Centronics, 8" floppy disks, 5'14" floppy disks,

full modem and RS232C interfaces. NEC,
Diablo, Qume, Archive and RS422 high speed
serial interfaces available soon.
Not only a great product.
but a great line of products
.
Intercontinental also manufactures a 256K,
16K increment, fully bank selectable memory
board, compatible with Crom i x'· as well as
other popular systems. Also, our hard disk
controller controls both 5%" and 8" units.
If you're looking for sophisticated
S-100 bus board level computing for anything
from process control to a multiuser host look
to Intercontinental Micro. Call or write for
further information and pricing.
Dealer inquiries are welcome.

I
1733 South Douglass Road, Suite E
Anaheim, California 92806
(714) 978-9758 • Telex: 67840HAB-IRIN

I,1-Z80 is a regislered trademark of Zilog. Inc. Turbo·Disk is a registered tra dema rk of Intercontinental Micro. Inc. CP/M. MP/M and CP/NET are registered trademarks of Digital Research. Inc .
JfboDOS is a registered trademark of Software 2000. Inc . Cramix is a re ~istere d tr ademark of CROMEMCO

Listing 4: Superzap program menu .
APPARAT'S SUPERZAP/80. INPUT ONE OF THE FOLLQI,ING FUNCTIONS:
'DD'
- OR NULL - DISPLAY DISK SECTOR
' DW
- DISPLAY HAIN ~lnlORY
' DFS ' - DISPLAY FILE ' S SECTOR
' DTS '
- DISPLAY TRACK ' S SECTOR
'DI1DB' DISPLAY MEMORY DUMP IlLOCK
' VDS ' - VERIFY DISK SECTORS
' ZDS'
ZERO DISK SECTORS
'CDS'
- COPY DI SK SECTORS
' CDD '
- COPY DISK DATA
'DPHE' - DISPLAY PASSI,ORD ENCODE
' DNTH ' - DISPLAY NAME/TYPE HASH CODE
' EX IT'
- END SUPERZAP , EXIT TO DOS
PRINTER OUTPUT. APPEND ,P TO DO, DM, DFS, DTS OR DMDB

Listing 5: A directory sector as displayed by Superzap .
DRV 00
a
10
OH 20
30
DRS 40
175 50
AFH 60
70
80
90
AO
BO
FRS CO
5
DO
5H EO
P Fa

5F20
5678
5F20
5678
5F20
5678
1020
9642
1020
9642
1020
9642
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000 0053 5953 31 20
1 234 0500 1000 FFFF
0000 0053 5953 3920
~234 0500 1320 FFFF
0000 0053 5953 3137
1234 0500 OA20 FFFF
0062 0042 4153 5255
9642 3900 0804 1 906
0000 0041 5350 4F4 F
96 42 OAOO 1C21 FFFF
003B 0043 4841 494E
9642 14 00 1023 FFFF
0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000
0000 0000 0000 0000

2020
FFFF
2020
FFFF
2020
FFFF
4E20
FFFF
4C20
FFFF
424C
FFFF
0000
0000
0000
0000

2053
FFFF
2053
FFFF
2053
FFFF
2043
FFFF
2040
FF FF
4442
FFFF
0000
0000
0000
0000

5953
FFFF
5953
FFFF
5953
FFFF
4044
FFFF
4153
FFFF
4153
FFFF
0000
0000
0000
0000

....• SYS1 .... SYS
V . . 4 . .....•.... .
. ... . SYS9 ..•. SYS
V . . 4 ..... .... .. .
..... SYS17 .. . SYS
V . . 4 . ... . ...... .
. . . . . BASRUN .. OlD
.B . B9 .......... .
•... . AS POOL . . MAS
. B.B ... 1 .. . . . .. .
. .. ;.CHAINBLDBAS
.B.B . .. # ... . . ..•
.. ..... .. . • ..... .
.. . ... . .•. .. . . ..
... •....•.... . ..
. .. .•...........

a sequential file can be opened at its end with data being
added at that point (Model III TRSDOS also does this).
. You would normally open a sequential file at the beginning with the statement:
OPEN"O", 1, "FILE/FIL"
which would open the file at the beginning only. The
statement:
OPEN"E", 1, "FILE /FIL"
will now open it at the end .
A second new feature is that random files can have
variable logical record lengths, or LRLs. (In TRSDOS for
the Model I, the length is fixed at 256 bytes.) BASIC must
be invoked by a statement such as BASIC 3V; the V indicates that the files will have variable LRLs . Entering the
statement:
OPEN"R", 1, "FILE/FIL", 128
will produce an LRL of 128 bytes. This arrangement is
easier than using the complex bookkeeping required with
other systems and it saves space.
Additionally, V2 has two file types that are found in no
other operating system: marked item files (with three
subtypes) and fixed item files (with two subtypes).
Marked item files are intended to be similar to sequential
files, but they use less disk space and are easier to access.
Also, some other limitations of sequential files are
removed. Fixed item files are similar to random files,
although the FIELD statement, LSET, RSET, and other
buffer-formatting statements are not used. The PUT and
GET statements define the sequence of storage and recall

of variables as well as the space allocated to each. Both
file types can be used for random access.

Utility Programs
In addition to the various utilities that have already
been described (e.g., REF and RENUM) , V2 has several
machine-language utility programs, including Superzap,
DISASSEM, LMOFFSET, DIRCHECK, EDTASM ,
CHAINBLD, and ASPOOL.
The most useful is Superzap. The menu shown in listing 4 describes its functions. The display mode. (using
DD, OM, DFS, DTS, or DMDB) gives sectors and
256-byte blocks of memory as shown in listing 5. The
location and other data are on the left, the hexadecimalbyte values are in the middle, and the ASCII equivalents
of the hexadecimal values are on the right. If a hexadecimal-byte value lacks an ASCII equivalent, a period is
shown.
Several editing functions are available while in Superzap's display mode. The most important of these is
MOD, which allows modification of a byte within the
displayed sector. Here's how it works: a cursor appears
that can be moved around as you see fit; modifications
are made by simply typing over byte values. Preceding
and following sectors can also be displayed . When you
type ENTER, the system asks if the modification should
be written to disk. This is how Apparat's updates (zaps)
are made on system programs. The modify option can be
used to change file names and dates, to repair disk directories, and to change text files . Two other editing functions,
F and L, are available. F is quite important: it searches a
disk, file, or memory for a value up to four bytes . For example, entering the command F,2A,5C,33,AC would
find those four hexadecimal bytes. Another function,
SCOPY (DD and DTS modes only), allows the displayed
sector to be copied to another sector on the disk .
DISASSEM / CMD is capable of disassembling object
code from a tape, disk, or memory, displaying the 280
mnemonics, providing a printed listing, and sending the
generated source code to a new disk file . The source code
may then be modified and reassembled using the
EDT ASM / CMD program. There are a variety of other
options, and this is a very powerful disassembler.
LMOFFSET / CMD reads a machine-language program
from tape or disk, displays the start, end, and entry locations, allows relocation of the program load address, optionally sets up the program so that it can be loaded from
disk and executed under the nondisk BASIC Level II
SYSTEM command, and dumps the code to tape or disk.
I have found little need to offset program locations using
this routine, but its ability to tell me the start and end
locations is handy. Most important, however, is its ability to dump a machine-language program from disk to
tape (new to V2); this is invaluable for transferring programs to systems without disk drives.
.
DIRCHECK/CMD performs a simple but essential
function: it checks the disk directory. It also lists the
directory, characteristics of the files, and gives messages

We'd like your

®to meet
The
Executive Secret~TM
The professional
word processing system
for the Apple computer
1M

GENERAL

check this chart:

Editint, printint, form letters, mail-merge , and electronic
mail all in one package at one price?
User's manual designed for the user?

INTEGRATED CARD FILE FEATUBES

User-controlled configuration of printers , slots , drives ,
and 40/80 column editint?

Allows multiple card files per disk?
Allows user to define size and content of 'cards'
in each file?

THE MANUAL
Complete index included?

Generates new subset card files based on search or sort
criteria for an exiBtint file?

Organized as a set of lessons?
Incorporates one/multiple line report printer
for card files?

THE DOCUMENT PRINTER
Integrates files from DB MASTER's Utility Pack ''', The
Data Factory "" , ViBicalc 'M , Information Master ''', and most
DIF 'M files .

Keeps up with professional typint speeds?
UE,er·defjJ,ed phrase

Supports all major printers, including Centronics 737
and IBM ET· series?
Has IF and related commands to allow conditional
printint of information based on the contents of a
dstabase or on keyboard input?

40 or 80 character edit modes user-selectable?
Supports Smarterm 'M, Superterm'M , Videoterm 'M and
Full Vi ew 80 "" .

Prints pB4le headers of arbitrary complexity?

Supports f ile merge and unmerge?

Prints pB4le numbers wherever you want them?

Global search and replace?

Automatically generates alphabetical index for words
you specify?

Block operations : move , transfer, delete?

Supports file

~",•.uL.u1fi

Allows embedded commands to control special
print er functions?

Has multi· level outline indentint?
r1l!:ht-Justi!ie,d tab stops?

ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM

Gives full control of all margins, dynamic text
reformattint, centerint , and justification?
Supports Thunderclock 'M and the CCS clockcard for
automatic detint?

Menu driven?
Multiple document queuint?

Published by:
Available at computer
stores nationwide.
$250 suggested retaU.

(SOF/SYs'INC)

4306 Upton Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55410
Phone (612) 929-7104

Now available: The Executive Speller™ . Allows on-the-fly corrections and
specialized dictionaries. 25,000 word capaCity. Suggested retail $75.00.

relating to any problems. The error messages can be difficult to understand without careful reading of the
documentation.
EDTASM / CMD is best understood by quoting the V2
user's manual:

Thirty-five months ago Apparat conv erted
TRS-80's tape-oriented editor/ assembler to :
1.
2.
3.
4.

the

Read text from disk as well as cassette.
Write text and/ or object to disk as well as cassette.
Allow scrolling to display up to 15 text lines .
Prevent the confusing printer output associated with

DEFM . ..
5. List symbols in alphabetical order with reference list.
6. Accept and convert lowercase to upper[case].
The manual also states that EDT ASM is a modification
of Radio Shack's copyrighted product, so all users must
buy the original. In addition, Apparat provides
documentation for the enhancements only. If you want
to use EDT ASM, you must have the manual for Radio
Shack's tape-based editor assembler.
CHAINBLD / BAS is a BASIC program that constructs
or edits a job-control-language file (see above) . The same
file can be written more easily using Scripsit; however,
with earlier versions of NEWDOS, you had to write a
BASIC program to create the JCL file . The

DESCRIPTION

lA36 DECwriler 11
... . .
LA34 DECwriler IV .........
LA34 DECwriler IV Forms Ctrl.
LA120 DECwriler 1\1 KSR
....
LA120 DECwriler 1\1 RD
VT100 CRT DECscope .. .
VT101 CRT DECscope .
VT125 CRT Graphics . ..
VT131 CRT DECscope .... . ...
VT132 CRT DECscope .. . . . . ...
VT18XAC P1l""nal Computer Option
Tl745 Porlable Termin al . . . .
TI765 Bubble Memo~ Terminal .
TllnSi~hl10 Termina . . .... ...
Tl785 orlable KSR, 120 CPS ...
Tl787 Portable KSR, 120 CPS ..
Tl810 RD Prinler .....•
Tl820 KSR Prinler . ..

PfR MONTH

PURCH ASE
PRICE

12 MOS.

51 .095
995
1,095
2,295
2,095
1.695
1,195
3,295
1.745
1.995
2,395
1.595
2,595
695
2,395
2,845
1,695
2,195
595
645
1,165
1,995
1,695
EXCEL 12 CRT Terminal
995
EXCEL 42 Smarl 8ullered CRT ..
CDlDRSCAH 10 Color CRT ...•. 3,195
925 CRT Terminal ..
850
1,075
950 CRT Terminal ....
2,895
Letter Quality, 7715 RO
3,295
Letter Quality, 7725 KSR
2030 KSR Prlnler 30 CPS ..... 1,195
2120 KSR Prinler 120 CPS
2.195
Execulive 80120 ....•. .
Execulive 80130 ..•. ... ..
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J6 MDS.

5105 5 58 5 40
36
95
53
40
105
58
220
122
83
112
75
200
162
90
61
43
115
67
119
315
185
167
98
63
190
106
72
128
86
230
58
153
85
249
138
93
67
37
25
230
128
86
152
102
273
162
90
61
211
117
80
34
22
57
62
36
24
42
11 2
65
190
106
72
61
162
90
54
36
96
171
116
307
82
46
31
103
57
39
154
104
278
31 6
175
119
11 5
67
43
211
117
80
127
75
49
162
90
61

Circle 451 on inquiry card .

CHAINBLD/BAS program is better than other versions
that are on the market.
The ASPOOL utility speeds program execution while
output is being sent to a printer. Print-data is sent to a
disk buffer and from there to the printer without delaying
the program , Because disk output is much quicker than
printer output, program execution continues when the
printer would normally be active . ASPOOL was written
by a consultant (H .S. Gentry), not by the Apparat staff,
and it's an excellent program. One reviewer has said that
the value of the spooler equaled the price of
NEWSDOS / 80 .

Compatibility
The TRS-80 Models I and III have different ROMs , and
no operating system can make them completely compatible. Yet, the ROMs are similar, and most programs will
operate on both. The main problem is the transfer of software . TRSDOS for the Model III permits a limited transfer from the Modell's single-density disks, but not the
reverse. V2 allows two-way transfers, and you can copy
double-density disks created on either computer, If
PDRIVE and SYSTEM are set correctly, either computer
can read files and execute programs written by the other .
With single-density disks, the WRDIRP command may
have to be used, but that's simple . V2 seems to allow as
much compatibility between the two computers as is
possible .
V2 for the Model I is a different system than that for
the Model III. If you have both a Model I and a Model III,
you will need V2 on both computers to use the disks
interchangeably .

Documentation
The documentation for NEWDOS has been notoriously poor . The first versions were simply supplements to
the TRSDOS documentation . NEWDOS / 80 Version 2's
documentation is much better . It consists of more than
260 pages of very detailed text with an index and a good
table of contents, packaged in a three-ring binder. For the
machine-language programmer, the documentation has a
lot of technical detail. But the first-time user may have a
problem. All the information you will need is in the
documentation, but you need some understanding of
operating systems to use it.
The text is not a tutorial for the newcomer, but Apparat has tried to include examples for the novice, and it
has mostly succeeded. Although you may have to do some
studying, everything is spelled out in regard to commands, BASIC enhancements, and so forth. The problem
is that the documentation is written by experts for experts. For example, I doubt that anyone will be able to
understand the file types without first understanding sequential and random files in TRSDOS. Reference is even
made to the TRSDOS manual. If V2 is a stand-alone system, it seems odd to expect people to buy the TRSDOS
manual. If you want to use the most important features
of V2 , you should have no problem with the documenta-

STOP
SOFTWARE
FAILURES
Using a micro in a product sounds easy. ..
One piece of software can make the difference
between success and failure.
Wha t do you do when the software
doesn't work? Over the yea rs, we have
see n many good products fail, either
before or after they reached the market,
beca use the microp rocessor software
did not do its job.

WHAT WENT WRONG?
Many of the failures occurred because
th e people prog ram ming the micro did
not know how to organize a large co ntrol
prog ram . Th ose responsi ble for th e product implementati on we re wiza rd s at
hardwa re design and had easily coded
sma ll micro co ntrol programs before.
But th e progra mming techniques that
worked for less than 2K bytes of code
simply fell apa rt as th e prog ra m grew
beyo nd 4K bytes.
Unfortunately, th e loops and tests and
flag s that work so well for a small program get out of control very rapidly as the
prog ram grows. Pretty soo n, some of th e
thi ngs th e prog ram mu st do are not
bei ng done fas t enoug h. Th e code gets
too compl icated, difficult to modify and
unreliable. Th e result: another software
failure l
Fortunately, these problems can be
avoided by using a program manage r.
You ca n divide yo ur complex control program into a number of separate, more
manageable programs, ca lled tasks,
each designed to do one job. For example, a Keyboard Task might handle user
in put; a Pri nter Task mi ght generate reports. Each task can be written and tested
separate ly and th en combin ed to form a
reliable, finished sys tem.
The program manager, ca lled a multitasking executive, supervises the orderly
execution of these tas ks, assuring that
the most important jobs always get done
first. Tasks appear to be executing simultaneously. It's almost li ke having a separate CPU for each tas k l

That is why professional softwa re designers are now turning to AMX as the
startin g point for their product and system designs. They know that AMX will
shield th em from th e difficulties of managing the micro, freeing them to co ncentrate on their app lication.

AMX is ou r multitasking executive for
the 8080, 8085, Z80 and 6809 processors. We' re rath er proud of it. We mad e
AMX com pact, very fast, and ROMabie to
meet our own app lication needs. Eve n
though th e AMX nu cleus is less than
1400 bytes in size, it features multiple
tas k pri orities, intertask message passing wi th priority queuing, extern al event
synch ronization , and interva l timing with
32-bit precision. Each featu re is clearly
exp lained in the AMX Reference Manual.

RELIABILITY BUILT IN
We don't know anyone who ca n wri te
an exec uti ve with out errors , so we
th orough ly tested AMX in rea l applications before eve r offering it as a product.
That is why not one system malfunction
has eve r bee n attributed to AMX. That
kind of reliability just isn't an accident.

HARDWARE INDEPENDENCE
AMX does not req uire a particu lar
hardware con figuration. Of co urse, it
does need a microprocessor, but eve n
there we offer you a choice. You co ntrol
yo ur environmen t. You pick th e I/O
meth od. You decide the most optimum
interrupt service technique for your system. AMX wil l support you r choice.

High level language interface modules
are avai lable separately to allow AMX to
be used with most popu lar programming languages including PASCAL, C,
PUM and FORTRAN. Of course, you can
also code in assembly langu age if
required .
Users of the CP/M and FLEX Operating System s can utilize our AMX interface modules to access information on
diskette in real tim e.

COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION
AMX can be judged by the quality of
our documentation. The positive respo nse from our users has exceeded
ou r expectations. Our manuals are especially valuable to those just being
introduced to rea l-tim e multitasking.
More experienced users wi ll appreciate
th e fact that we deliver AMX sou rce on
diskette to permit AMX to be moved to
th e software development system of
yo ur choice.

HOW TO ORDER
A specifi cation sheet and price list are
avai lable, free. Your check or money
order for $75 wi ll purchase the AMX Reference Manual for immediate evaluation
(s pecify 8080, 8085, Z80 or 6809 processor). Add $25 for postage and handlin g
outs ide USA and Canada. Th e standard
AMX Multitasking Executive package,
in cluding source code, is available for
$800 after signing our liberal license
agreement.
AMX is the choice of profess ionals the
world ove r. Make it yours, today.

~~

KADAK Products Ltd.

::".II

1847 West Broadway Avenue
Va ncouver, B.C., Canada V6J 1Y5
Telephone (604) 734-2796
Telex 04-55670

---.

F

CP/M IS a Irmlernark of Dig ital Researc tl Co rp .: FLEX is a tra dem ark 01Tec lll1 lcal Sys tems Consu lt ant s. Inc .. Z80 is a tradem ark of Zilog Corp.
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tion that's supplied. But if you have no experience using a
then you should expect to do a lot of studying. I
hope that someone will write a V2 manual for the
newcomer. Apparat has not done it.
~OS,

Conclusion
The TRS-SO is now served by more than nine operating
systems. In my opinion, a satisfactory system must provide double-density operation, optimal compatibility between the Model I and the Model III, and flexibility in
system configuration. At least two DOSes meet these
criteria : LDOS and NEWOOS / SO Version 2.0. (See
"LOOS-Disk Operating System for the TRS-80," by
Tim Daneliuk, March 1982 BYTE, page 372 .) They are
both superior to any operating system I have used on any
mini- or microcomputer. If they were designed for a less
common machine, they would cost many thousands of
dollars . In fact , if purchased separately, the cost of a few

of the utilities in NEWDOS / 80 Version 2.0 would probably be more than the complete operating system.
I believe that NEWDOS / 80 Version 2.0 is the most
powerful operating system available for the TRS-80
Models I and III . As far as I know, it has all of the important features of other operating systems for TRS-80s.
Some DOSes may have other options, such as the filtering procedures of LDOS, but those are made up for by
such things as V2's BASIC enhancements, Superzap and
other utilities, and by improved file types. Above all,
V2's flexibility in supporting various system configurations and allowing compatibility between the
Models I and III is outstanding.
Given my choice, I would rather own an Aston Martin
than a Ferrari, but I recognize that the choice is subjective . The choice between NEWDOS / 80 Version 2.0 and
some of its competitors may be equally subjective, but it's
one of the best operating systems ever designed . •

For The Best In Price, Selection and Delivery,

Call Now TOLL FREE

800·368·3404
(In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695)
AMPEX-INTERTEC-TEXAS INSTRUMENTS-GENERAL DATA
COMM.-ANDERSONJACOBSON-C.ITOH-aUME - BEEHIVEDATASOUTH-DIABLO-CENTRONICS - NEC - PRENTICE
SUPERBRAIN MICROS
INTERTEC:
64K DO . ...... . .
64KQD ....... . .
64K so (£l6TPI) .. .
DDS-10 Meg
(Hard Disk) . . . . . . .

TERMINALS

t.W ......iltJOi

1;4;II:,i3;["
DATASOUTH: . . .. ... . .. . Call

NEe:
7710 ... . ... . .......... $2196
7715 . .. ... Call for Special Price
7730 .. . ............... $2196
7720 ...... Call for Special Price
7725 ... . .. Call for Special Price
Std. Forms Tractor ....... $ 200
35·10 . . . .... . ..... .... $1690
DIABLO: 630-R102 RO . . $1995
QUME:
Sprint 5, 55RO .. . .. .. .. . $2339
Sprint 5, 55KSR .... .. ... . . Call
Sprint 9, 45RO,
Limited Panel . . ... . .. $1845
Full Panel . . . . . . . .... $1969
Std . Forms Tractor ....... $ 199
Bi-Dir. Forms Tractor .. ... $ 199

[EE

CENTRONICS:
739-1 (Parallel) . . .. . . . . . . $ 649
739-3 (Serial)Call for Special Price
AMPEX:
Dialogue 30 ... .. ...
. $ 775
Dialogue 80
. $ 939
BEEHIVE: (SMART DISPLAY)
DM5 .. . . ....... . ...
. . .Call
DM5A ........ .. . . .. . .... Call
DM310 (3101 Emulator) ... .. Call
NOTE: IBM and Bu rrough s compatible terminals avail able. Pl ease inquire.

C.ITOH
. $1350
CIT 101 . .... .. .
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS:
745 Standard
. $1390
745 Std . (Reconditioned) ... Call
810 Basic .. .. . .. . . . .. . . $1249
810 Package. . . ....... $1439
820 Package RO Package. $1610
820 RSR Package ..... . ... Call
840 RO Basic . . . ....... . $ 795
840 RO Tractor Feed Pkg .. $1 059

'It·XII:J ~ 4it.

STAR: 300 Baud . ...... $ 124

SpeCial! While They Last!
SOROC TERMINALS
IQ 120 . ..... t!tttifllltJ
IQ 130 .
I!M.I
10135 ... . . .
10140 .... . .

$~

$~
$~
$~

DISC DRIVES
QUME:
Data Trak 5 . . . $325 or 2 for $599
Data Trak 8 .. $549 or 2 for $1049

SOFTWARE
BISYNC-80 RJE . . . . .. ... $
Wordstar ... .. . .. . . . . . . . $
Data Star . . .... . ....... $
Cobol .... . ..... . . .. .. . $
Forms 2 (Cobol Gen .) .. . . . $
Mail Merge ............ . $
Spell Guard .. . . . . . ..... $
Plan 80 . ..... . ... . .. . . . $
Super Calc .. ... . ....... $
Milestone . .......... . .. $

769
319
215
789
179
99
229
249
249
249

In addition, we can make EIA RS232
or RS449 cables to your order, and
supply you with ribbons, printer
stands, print wheels, thimbles for
all printers listed. And many, many
more items. CALL NOW.
All items shipped freight collect either motor fre ight
or UPS unless otherwise speci fied . VISA and
MasterCards welcomed; add 3% for credit card purchases. Vi rginia residen ts, add 4% Sales T ax . For
fastes t delive ry, send certified check, money order
or bank·wire tra nsfer. Sorry, no C.O .D. orders. All
equipment is in factory ca rtons with manufacturers'
warranty. Prices subject to change without notice.
Most items are in stock now.

TERflJlnRLS

Terminals Terrific, Incorporated, P.O. Box 216, Merrifield , VA 22116, 800-368-3404 (In VA , Call Collect 703-237-8695).
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TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

EPSON
&

PRINTERS

Offers Lowest Prices on

ACCESSORIES

If you buy your EPSON somewhere else you'll probably pay too much!
Common F •• tur•• of the MX80, MX80FT & MX100 Printers
~er second
• Replaceable print head bjl user
• User prOJjramable from BASIC
• Bi-direchOnal logic seeking printhead
• 96 ASCII characfers
• Program able tabs (vert.lhorz.)
• Cartridge ribbons
• Self-tes1 mode

• 80 characters

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tractor/pin feed paper flow
Extreme reliability
12 type fonts under software control
9x9 & 9x18 matrix
Program able form feeds
Compressed/expanded letters
Parallel intertace standard
Double strike & emphasized modes

ODEL II 64k ..... .. .... ........ ..... $3248
MODEL 111 Drive Expansion ... $995
MODEL 112 Drive Expansion .. $1495

MX80 .... The Printer that started it all. All of the above features plus extreme ease of use.
CompleteTRSSO block graphics set as well as user selectable international symbols. Gives
correspondence quality printing in several user selectable modes. Dip switch ~ins may be
set for dedicated applications. Complete forms programability from BASIC software.
MX80FT .... All the features of the MX80 but with FRICTION feed as well for the use of
single sheets of paper or roll paper. An exceptional buy for the user needing the single sheet
ca~ability. In the compressed mode 132 characters can be printed across the width of apage
which means it can be used for any printouts that normally need a 15 inch wide printer.
MX100... .An exceptional printer with a extra quiet print head and extra heavy duty
construction for the intense use of a business environment. Does not have the TRS80 graphic
blocks but comes standard with Bit-Image graphics which allow the user control of
individual dots for designing specialized graphs, symbols, etc. A best buy for business use.
MX70 .... For the budget minded a excellent entry level printer. It has most all of the
features mentioned above including Bit-Image graphiCS in place of the TRSSOgraphic blocks
set. The Printer is unidirectional only. Expandable text can be printed but n01 compressed .
Only single density printings is supported on the MX70. An inexpensive heavy duty printer.

All

11------------.

BEST prices on Epson Printers
Printers & accessories In STOCK nowlll

EPSON ACCESSORIES, INTERFACES & CABLES
GRAPHTRAX 80 option (bit-imagelitalics) .$79
CABLE Modell intertace & Model 111 ............ $35
$25 if purchased with EPSON printer
CABLE & INTERFACE to Modell keyboard .. $85
APPLE interface & cable ...........................$89
GRAPPLER Apple hi resolution graphics .. $Call
IEEE interface & cable (CBM/Pet) ..............$79
ATARI cable (must have 850 interface) ......$35
SERIAL RS232 2k buHered int. card ..........$149
RS COLOR computer to Epson card/cable .. $59
RIBBONS AND CARTRIDGES IN STOCK NOW

$CALL

800-433-5184

save needed coae as BASIC program line to
disk. Then MERGE these into your BASIC pro
gram. Also demo programs showing use of
Bit-Image graphics. Full documentation.
INTRO SPECIAl! $24.15 wttII prtnl., Of
ORAFTRAX. $34.15 Mperetely. $7.50 10'
upcl.ll. of old Epeon PKk

C . ITOH F-10/40cps

EPSON MX80 FT
EPSON MX100 FT

DAISY WHEEL II RS
NEC SPINWRITERS

OKIDATA 82A
OKIDATA 83A

wltractor

oal.LyEWTThE.R.1

1

UsAplLnlwTrlYt.rs
$1595
$ 1695

$325
$495
$495
$499

3510 RS232
3530 Centronics pa'iel
7710 Read Only
7710 RIO w/tractor

$1795
$1795
$2375
$2575

$559
$769

7720 kybd w/tractor
7730 RIO parallel

$ 2750
$2375

LINE PRINTER VIII RS
$649
CENTRONICS 739parallel $599
CENTRONICS 739 serial $749

I!II••

CALL FOR PR ICES $$$$$
!II_IIII!~'!'!!'!!'I'!IIIII!IIIII!~II!'I_.
Add 5, 10 or 20 megabytes of storage to your TRS80 , Apple, Atari,
Heath, Zenith, Intertec, IBM, S-1OO and many others . One or several computers can share a hard disk. Get simultaneous access to
data for multiple users. Available NOW at SUPER SAVINGS!
OEALERS ___ You can buy CORVUS from u. for I•••• Call & $AVE.

COLOR COMPUTERS ·

7730 RIO par.wltract.
DIABLO 630 RIO
DIABLO 630 keyboard

The following come wilh quality TCS
memory and our own 180 day limiled warThe lollowing with Radio Shack Warranty: ranly. No warran'X when customer opens
computer or adds Inlernal component • .
Model III 16k ........ ...... .. ...... $818 MODEL III 16k TCS .... ...... $788
Model III 32k ...... ........ .... .... $918 MODEL III 32k TCS .......... $818
Model III 48k .... .. ; ................. $1018 MODEL III 48k TCS ........... $848
Model III 48k 2 Dnves RS232.$2049
.

MODEL III SYSTEMS

MODEL III DISK EXPANSION KITS
Our DISK DRIVES are made by Tandon the
~gN~~o~t~R
hB~:~tD~~W.rdO'~~:~:3:~ same company that makes the drives used by
glass epoxy board and gold plated contacts in

°

MANTMRXIX70PRINTERS $CALL
EPSO
EPSON MX80
$CALL

LINE PRINTER VII RS
NEC 8023A
C . ITOH 8510
OKIDATA 82A

MODEL 16 1 Drive ............... $4499
MODEL 16 2 D .
$5199
rive .. ...... ...... .
DT~1 DATA TERMINAL .. .... .... .$629

EPSON PACK 2 - GRAFTRAX
0rginal mfQ .warranty on these items: TCS 180 day Limited warranty on TCS items:
version for MXao, 80FT & MX100. This
4K LevelL .... .... .................... $308 16K Level 1.. ......................... m9
package includes updated versions of
16K LevelL .......................... $439 16K Extended Basic .............. 39
modules in original Epson Pack. A screen
oriented BIT IMAGE GRAPHICS generator util16K Extended Basic ...... ......... m9 32K Extended Basic .......... .... 99
ty is provided. Creale your special
32K Extended Basic ........ ...... 569 32K Upgrade Kit (TCS) .......... .$79
cllaracters, symbols, etc. directly on your
Disk
0..._
$499
9 _
EPSON/COLOR
....._
$59
monitor
and then
send to printer.
Printout
in- . . .Color
cludes code
to generate
graphics
and Will
___
__
_ _Disk
_ _1...
___
_ _ _ _ _Int.&
_ _ cable
___
_. .

PRINTERS

$CALL
$CALL

CO RVUS
HAR D DISKS

MODEL II 3 Drive Expansion.$1995 .
Radio Shack HARD DISK .... .. $3995
TCS 1 Drive/single cabinet.. ... $849
TCS 1 Drive/triple cabinet.. ... $949
TCS D '
2 rive/triple cabinet...$1424
TCS 3 Driveltriple cabinet...$1899
TCS uses original Shugart drives

Radio Shack . These drives are 40 track,
our TGS systems. T~e hnest switching
double density, S millisecond stepping rate
POWER SUPPLY available is also provided . and are fully burned in for 48 hours. These
The aluminum MOUNTINO HARDWARE drives have the same specifications as the
has slotted holes lor easy installation of the drives used by Radio Shack. No soldering or
drives and includes all tlle power and data modifications to existing circuitry is
cables necessary to install the controller, necessary. The following kifs are avaifable:
drives and power supply.
.
KIT 1 Conlroller, Power Supply" Mounllng Henlwe,................ $379
KIT 2 .Controller, Po_r Supply; Henlwe,." 1 DIll! Drtve........... $595
KIT 3 Controller, Po_r Supply, Herdwe,." 2 DIll! Drtv".......... $819
KIT 4 One Tendon DIll! Drtve (be,. drtve only) ............................ $219
KIT 5 16K of High Queilly TCS Memory chlp............................... $49.95
KIT 6 32k of High Queilly TCS Memory chlps.............................. $79.95

$2575
MODEL III 48k 2 DISK DRIVES
$1795
$2350
Above KIT fully assembled, with 48 hour burn-in test & 180 day TCS Limited Warranty!!
$2850 . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....

CUSTOM SOFTWARE FROM TCS

OKIDATA 84 I 200 cps
$1295 QUME9/35R/O
$1850
LINE PRINTER VI RS
$988 QUME 9/35 keyboard
$1950
TRONICS
04
$
559
QUME
9/45
limited
$2295
Completely Integrated BINARY SEARCH TREE programs now available. This series of
CEN
7
1
programs fully implements the B-TREE structures including INSERTION, DELETION, EDITING
ANADEX 9500101 2k buf. $1295 QUME 9/55 limited
$2395
& TRAVERSAL No more sorting or long data file searches and yetfiles can be larger than
'c
$1595
memory. Duplicate keys are fully supported. Files can be retrieved in sorted order via BTEXAS INST. 810 Basl
TREE Traversal. Each of the programs come with fully commented source code so that you
LINE PRINTER V RS
$1549 Interfaces & cables available for
can use the modules in your own programming .
Centronics 352 I 200 cps $1795 most printers with any TRS80.
B-TREE Llbnlry (orgenlz. you, home IIbn1ry k.yed by .u1tIor)............................$3•.15
B·TREE Video (orven1ze you, video .,....... lIbn1ry, prtnlal8bela• • tc) ..............$3•.15
Centronics 353 I dual mo d e,
Apple, Atari & most other comB-TREE ...lIIng LIlt (k.yed by _
Of zip, ...... prtnllng,.tc) ...............................15
200cps data proc ., 50cps
puters . $$$$CALL FOR PRICES! . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
super letter quality
$2495._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .

1

For fas l. efficient service.
LINE PRINTERS

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR

CENTRONICS 6080/81
600 lines per minute high

NECgreen monitor
NEC color monitor

$179
$349

speed band printer. For serious business applications . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-II

6081 standard
6080 quietized cabinet

Circle 448 on Inquiry card.

$7676
$6399

AL TOS COMPUTERS

$CALL

Heart of

we ca n air freigh t from Dallas

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O B
1327 A r I''"9 t on, Texas 760041327
,*"Ii
011 Free Number 800 433-5184
•

•

OX

Texas Residents 817274-5625
~~~~e~~i~~~~~~~:\leCc~~oe~;s'i[8i~~~~~~: ~~cefa:u~~t~f_~a{eha'jlle~a~~ a~j'd t~~:

Call for Visa/MC card prices.

• Many items shipped FREE. Call for quote.

Book Revie"".
Beneath the
Apple DOS
Don Worth and
Pieter Lechner
Quality Software
Reseda, CA, 1981
166 pages,
softcover, S19.95
Reviewed by Rob Moore
Warner Hill Rd.

RFD #5
Derry, NH 03038

Beneath the Apple DOS,
by Don Worth and Pieter
Lechner, is the first publication that truly explains the innermost workings of the Apple II's disk operating software.
Since the Apple Disk II
first became available to the
public, users have been trying
to gain access to the inner
DOS routines with varying
degrees of success . With the
exception of the low-level
RWTS (read-write-track-sector) disk drive, Apple Computer Inc . has never published the source listing or
any other information to help
the user access the DOS internals.
The reasons for this are
understandable. Many people have difficulty with
assembly language and publication of the DOS information could result in a tremendous influx of phone calls to
Apple from users with questions . Also, Apple's DOS
represents a large development expense and the source
listings are proprietary. They
were never designed to be accessed interna lly by the
casual user.
Beneath th e Apple DOS
removes most of the mystery.
The bo ok describes the
operation of the Apple DOS
from the file buffers a t one
end to the RWTS routines at
the other. The book contains
numerous diagrams, tables,
and example listings of
assembly-language progra ms
4n.,

t"n ... loa.,

/C)

RVTF P"hliratinn!l: Inc

using DOS features that are
normally inaccessible to the
user. I did notice one significant error, but it doesn't affect the accuracy of the rest
of the information .
Following the introduction
and a short history of Apple
DOS, the third chapter provides an excellent discussion
of the Apple disk format.
Even though much of this
information has been previously published , it 's
presented in such a clear and
organized fashion that it will
be helpful even to disk "experts ." After discussing
tracks and sectors, the
authors describe how data is
actually written on the disk
surface. Although the
authors have an excellent
grasp of the DOS software,
their discussion of data bits
and clock bits stored on the
disk surface is almost entirely
incorrect. (This was verified
with Rand y Wigginton ,
author of the DOS RWTS
routine at Apple Computer
Inc . For an explanation of the
actual storage method see the
accompanying "Apple Disk
Storage" text box .) Once past
the point where the authors
describe the physical bitstorage method, the information is again correct (as far as
I know) and very useful.
The balance of the book is
excellent. The material is well
organized and presented in a
clear, understandable manner. In particular, Chapter
Six- " Usin g DOS from
Assembly Language" - provides all the detai ls necessary
to directly control the Apple
disk, use the DOS RWTS
routines, or access the disk
with the DOS File Manager.
The informa tion describing
the File Manager routine has
never before been published
and will be invaluable to any
programmer writing disk
utilities or applications programs that require a special
interface to DOS files. Using

Apple Disk Storage
FM Recording
The disk-storage
method described in
Beneath the Apple DOS
is called FM (or frequency-modulated) recording. This is the industrystandard single-density
recording method and
can typically store 80.6K
bytes of memory on a
standard
35-track
5%-inch floppy disk.
On an FM-recorded
disk , each bit of data is
stored as a "clock" bit
followed by the presence
or absence of a "data"
bit. The clock bits each
define the beginning of a
time "window" (or bit
cell) in which a data bit
may be present and are
necessary to deal with
the timing shifts ca~sed
by rotational speed variations.
While FM recording is
reliable and easy to decode, it is relatively inefficient because two bits
are written for each actual data bit stored.
More efficient encoding

the File Manager, the programmer can easily create,
open , access, and close DOS
files with complete access to
all of the file internals. For example, you may cue the File
Manager to read or write any
single byte or range of bytes
within any file of any type.
(The Apple FID and MUFFIN
programs use the File Manager to accomplish their functions.)
The book also contains a
complete list of all DOS entry
points and key addresses
along with descriptions of
several ways to customize
DOS. The authors provide
five example programs to il-

methods can increase the
amount of usable data
stored on each disk
track.
GCR Recording
The Apple Disk II
achieves its 143K-byte
storage capacity through
a modified form of GCR
(or group-coded recording). Rather than storing
alternate clock and data
bits, Apple's form of
GCR assembles 6 data
bits into an encoded
8-bit group and writes
the group to the disk
without interleaved
clock bits. So , where FM
recording would write 12
bits, the Apple actually
writes 8 bits to gain a 50
percent increase in effective density .
Apple's GCR encoding rules are very well
described in Beneath the
Apple DOS . If all references to clock bits are
disregarded, the information is correct and
very useful.

lustrate direct control of the
disk , use of the RWTS
routines, and use of the File
Manager.
For those interested, the
authors briefly discuss diskprotection methods and bit
copiers. The discussion is
general , however, and d oes
not describe specifically how
to "break" protected disks or
how to pro tect yo ur own .
In conclusion, Beneath the
Apple DOS is an excellent
b ook. It's the only one of its
type and should be part of
every Apple assembly-language programmer's library.
The authors d eserv e congratulations .•

NOW YOUR
COMPUTER CAN MAKE
PERSONAL-TO-PERSONAL
PHONE CALLS.
A Hay.es modem
makes it possible.
Your personal computer could be doing a lot more for you. It could be communicating over ordinary telephone lines with
any location in North America .. . any time
of the day or night. With the help of a Hayes
modem (Smartmodem~M Micromodem WM
and Micromodem 100®), you can send
and receive reports from your home or
office, and exchange messages or programs with personal computer owners
hundreds of miles away. You can even
getthe stock reports, today's Washington
Post, airline schedules and movie reviews
by subscribing to one of several information utilities. The possibilities seem endless. Modems are clearly the way of the
future . And Hayes leads the way-today .
Smartmodem is a smart buy.
When it comes to features and performance, Smartmodem tops the
300-baud modem market. With the
Smartmodem, your IBM Personal
Computer, TRS-80 Modelll~M
XEROX 820 - or any computer

with RS-232C I/ O -can communicate
with all other computers using Bell 103type modems. Smartmodem can answer
calls, dial numbers, receive and transmit
data, and disconnect .. . all automatically.
Many cheaper modems connect to
a telephone receiver, which can cause
distortions and transmission losses.
Smartmodem plugs right into
your telephone jack ... no phone
needed! And thanks to an internal
speaker, you can actually listen
to your connection being made.
That way you'll know immediately if the line
is busy or if you reached a wrong number.
No wonder Smartmodem is, well, a

smart modem.And itstacks neatly atop other
Hayes peripherals, like the Hayes Stack
Chronograph™ RS-232C calendar/clock.
Micromodem II ... exclusively for
Apple II®owners. The same quality and
automatic features associated with Hayes
Smartmodem are built right in the Hayes
direct-connect Micromodem II. It's easy
to see why more Apple II owners choose
Hayes Micromodem
a~es II than any other
modemintheworld.
1M
Don't settle for
anything less than Hayes ... Smartmodem,
Micromodem II and Micromodem 100 for
S-100 bus computers. Available at computer stores nationwide.

(!) H

Put your personal
computer on the line!

----------I'm ready to talk! Please send info on:
D Smartmodem
D Micromodem 100
D Micromodem II
D Chronograph
Name

Address

Zip

MAIL TO: Hayes Microcomputer Products
5835 Peachtree Comers East
Norcross, Georgia 30092
OR C~LL: ' (404) 449-8791

Smartmodem, Chronograph, Micromodem II and Micromodem 100 are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer Prod ucts, Inc. © 1982 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. TRS-80 Model II is a trademark of Radio Shack. XEROX"and 820 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION. Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Adapting "Harvesting the Sun's Energy"
for the COllllllodore PET
Jerry Berry
11558 East Wesley Ave.
Aurora, CO 80014

My July 1981 BYTE with "Harvesting the Sun's
Energy" by George Mobus (page 48) arrived just as I was
completing the framework for mounting solar collectors
at my home in Aurora, Colorado. I wasted no time in
adapting his program, which helps determine the amount
of solar energy received by a f1atplate collector, to run on
my PET, which uses the upgraded ROMs (read-only
memories). Though the majority of the changes necessary
were in the print routines, it was also necessary to replace
the backslash with the PET colon for multiple statements
on a single line .
The program in listing 1 directs the questions and

answers to the PET video display and then formats and
directs the output to a printer (identified as device #4 on
the PET IEEE-488 bus) . Lines 140 to 250 perform this
function and can be modified if a different output channel
or device is desired. Lines 240 to 244 set up the format for
the printer and assume that a formattable printer, such as
the Commodore 2022, is available.
A run for my Aurora location is shown in listing 2. A
comparison of this run with others at various tilt angles
convinced me that 55 degrees was the best compromise
between winter performance and overall yearly heat
gain .•

Listing 1: BASIC program adapted to run on the Commodore PET with the upgraded ROMs. It calculates the total energy falling on a
flatplate collector for various combinations of tilt angle, azimuth (south = 00), and location. This program is an adaptation of the
one by George Mobus that appears in the July 1981 BYTE, page 50.

10
30
35
40

REN ••• COMPUTE AND PRINT DAILY SOLAR
REN ••• FLUX ON FLAT PLATE COLLECTOR
REN ••• FROM JULY 81 BYTE,G.E.MOBUS
F.E:::;TORE
50 CLOSE 1 : CLOSE 2:CLOSE 3
60 PF.: I tH " ;:')"
70 DIM I(11):F=rr/180
::::0 F'R I tH" TABLE OF BEAt'1 RAD I AT I Ot'4 : ;OLAF.: Et'4ERCi'r'''
90 PRHH: FRHn
1 ~X1 PR I tH" EtHER DATA .:: DEC I 1'1AL I,/ALUE::;;::' AS RECiUE::;;TED"
110 Pf?HH: HWUT "LATITUDE" ,; L: L=LtF
120 PRItH: HWUT"TIL T At'4GLE" ,; T: T=Tt.F
130 PR Hn : HWUT" AZ H1UTH At'W LE", A : A=At.F
14[1 C}PEN 1" 4
150 Ci'1D 1
160 PR ItH":J" ,; TAB (26) ,; "TABLE OF ::;; OL AF.: F.'AD I ATI ot'~"

170 F'RItHTAB(24::' "BTUS PER ::;;C!lJARE FOOT FER HOUR"
1?1 FRHH
172 PR ItHTAB':: 1 (i> ,; "LATI TUDE: " ,; L. 'T ,; "
TIL T At'4GLE : " ,; T. ,' F; "

iiZ I IKiTH : " ,; A. 'F
Listing 1 continued on page 406
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THE FORTH SOURCE™
FORTH DISKS WITH DOCUMENTATION
fig· FORTH Model and Source Listing, with print ed
Installation Manual and Source Listing .
o APPLE II 5Y.
0 8080/Z80" 8
o 8086/8088 8
0 H89/Z89 5Y.
D APPLE 11111 + by MicroMotion. Version 2. FORTH-79
Standard, editor, assembler, 200 pg manual, 5Y.
D APPLE 11111 + COMBO 1 by MicroMotion. Version 2.
All of the above plus floating point and HiRes Turtle
graphics
o APPLE II by Kuntze. fig ·FORTH editor, assembler,
sou rce listing and screens, 5Y.
o ATARI" by Pink Noise Studio. fig·FORTH, editor,
assembler, missile graphics, sound and handle
drivers, 5Y.
o CPIM by MicroMotion. Version 2.x. FORTH-79
Standard, editor, assembler. 200 pg manual, 8
o CP/M Combo 1 by MicroMotion. 2.x. All of th e above
plus floating point.
o CROMEMCO'" by Inner Access fig·FORTH editor,
assembler, 5Y. or 8
o H891Z89 by Haydon. fig·FORTH Stand Alone , so urce ,
editor, assembler & tutorial on disk. 5Y.
o H891Z89 by Haydon . fig·FORTH , CP/M'" , source,
editor,assembler, & tutorial on disk, 5Y.
o HP-85 by Lange. fig -FORTH , editor and assembl er,
5Y.

o

IBM'" PCIFORTH by Laboratory Microsystems. fig·
NEW FORTH, editor and assembler. Manual, 5Y.
o IBM·Floating Point by Laboratory Microsystems.
Requires PC/FORTH. Specify software or for AMD
9511 , AMD 9512 or Intel 8087
o IBM·Cross Compiler by Laboratory Mi crosyste ms.
Req uires PC/FORTH. (Nautilus Systems Model)
o PET'" by FSS. fig-FORTH editor and assembler, 5y'
o PET'" with floating point, strings, disk I/O
o TRS-8011 by Nautilus Systems. fig· FORTH , editor and
assembler, 5Y.
o TRS-80/1 or III by Miller Microcomputer Services.
MMSFORTH , FORTH-79 subset , editor, asse mbler,
dbl·precision, arrays, utilities & applications. 210 pg .
manual,5Y.
o 6800 by Talbot Microsystems. fig· FORTH , editor,
assembler, disk I/O, FLEX@ 5Y. or 8
o 6809 by Talbot Microsystems. fig ·FORTH, editor,
assembler, disk I/O, FLEX'" 5Y. or 8
o 6809 Enhanced 2nd sc reen
edi tor,
macroassembler,tutorial,
tools and utiliti es, FLEX
o Z80 by Laboratory Microsystems. Editor and
assembler, CP/M , 8
o Z80, floating point , requires Z80 above
o Z80, AMD 9511 support, requires Z80 above
o Z80 by Inner Access. Editor, assembler and manual,
CP/M , 8
o 8080 by Inner Access. Editor, assembler, and manual ,
CP/M,8
o 8086/88 by Laboratory Mi crosystems. Editor,
assembler, CP/M-86'" , 8
o 8086/88 with floating point , CP/M-86
0 8086/88 with AMD 9511 support CP/M-86

PRICE

$65.00
100.00

140.00

90.00

90.00
100.00
140.00
100.00

250.00
175.00
90.00
100.00

100.00
300.00
90.00
150.00
90.00

130.00
100.00
100.00

250.00
50.00
150.00
150.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
200.00
200.00

o " FORTH PROGRAMMING AIDS" by Curry Assoc.
NEW Decompi ler, Subroutine Decompiler, Call finder and
Tran slator requires fig-FORTH nu cleu s.
Specify CP/M, 8 " or Apple 3.3, 5 Y.

PRICE
150.00

CROSS COMPILER DISKS
Allows extending, modifying and compiling for speed
and memory savings, can also produce ROMable
code.
Nautilus (NS), Talbot Microsystems (TM), Laboratory
Microsystems (LM) and Inner Access (lA).
o CP/M (NS) 200.00
0 IBM (LM)' 300.00
o H891Z89 (NS) 200.00
0 8086 (LM)' 300.00
o TRS8011 (NS) 200.00
0 Z80 (LM)' 200.00
o Northstar (NS) 200.00
0 CP/M (lA) 450.00
o 6809 (TM) 350.00
0 Cromemco (lA) 450.00
• Requires FORTH disk
FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES, & DOCUMENTS
o "All About FORTH" by Haydon. Ideograms (words) of
NEW fig-FORTH, FORTH -79, Start ing FORTH and much
more. A MUST! A public domain product.
$20.00
o "FORTH Encyclopedia" by Baker and Derick. A
NEW complete programmer's manual to fig·FORTH with
FORTH-79 references. Flow Charted
25.00
o " Starting FORTH" by Brodie. Prentice Hall. Best
user's manual available. (soft cover)
16.00
o "Starting FORTH" (hard cover)
20.00
o " METAFORTH" by Cassady. Cross compiler with
8080 code.
30.00
Proceed ing s o f Tech ni cal Conferences
o " 1980 FORML" (FORTH Modification Laboratory) 25.00
o " 1981 FORML " Two Volume Set
40.00
o " 1981 Rochester University "
25.00
MORE FORTH BOOKS & MANUALS
o "Systems Guide
o "APPLE'"
25.00
to fig·FORTH"
(MicroMotion)
o "Using FORTH " 25.00
User's Manual" 20.00
o "A FORTH
o "CP/M'"
25.00
(MicroMotion)
Primer"
User's Manual" 20.00
o " CaUech FORTH
Manual"
12.00
o "TRS-80'"
MMSFORTH
o " Threaded
User's Manual" 18.50
Interpretive
20.00
Languages"
o " FORTH-79
Standard"
15.00
o " Invitation to
20.00
o "Tiny Pascal in
FORTH "
10.00
fig·FORTH"
o " PDP-11 FORTH
o "FORTH-79
User's Manual" 20.00
Standard
o " AIM FORTH
10.00
Conversion"
User's Manual" 12.00
INSTALLATION DOCUMENTS
o Installation Manual for fig· FORTH, contains FORTH
model, glossery, memory map, and instructions
Source Listings of fig· FORTH, for specific CPU's and
computers.
The above installation manual is required for
impl ementation . Each

$15.00

15.00

0 6502
0 6800
o AlphaMicro
0 8086/88 0 9900
o APPLE II '"
0 6809
0 NOVA
o PDP-111LSI/11
FORTH PROGRAMMING DISKS
o "MVP-FORTH" by Haydon & Boutelle. An extended
NEW program development system. Based on " All About
FORTH '· and optimized for CP/M and 8080/Z80.
$ 75.00
A public domain prod uct. 8 inch

o 1802
o 8080
o PACE

DEALER & AUTHOR INQUIRIES INVITED

ORDERS ONLY (415) 961-4103

Onlerlng Infonn.llon: Check, Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.), VISA or MasterCard accepted. No COO·s or unpaid PO's.
California residents add 6'h % sales tax. Shipping costs In US Included In price. Foreign orders, pay In US funds on US bank, Include for handling
and shipping by Air: $5.00 for each item under $25.00, $10.00 for each item between $25.00 and $99.00 and $20.00 for each Item over $100.00.
Mi nimum order $10.00. All prices and products subject to change or withdrawal without notice. Single system andlor single user license

agreement required on some proctuc=ts=
. ====================

Specializing in the FORTH Language

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.
PO BOX 4656
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MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040

(415) 961-4103
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174
1::0
190
200
210
220
230

PF.:ItH
PP I tH : PP I tH::;PC (:;:5::' ,; 1/ ::;OLAP HOUk: 1/
PP I tH::;PC ( 1:::::. ,; 1/ 1'1C)Pt,~ I t,W 1/ ,; ::;PC ( 12::r ,; t'iOm,j 1/ ,; ::;PC ( 1[i ::' ,; "AFTEPt'40m,~ 1/
PF.' Hn
l'lotHH 1/ ,; : FOP .J=7 TO 12 : F'P HH3F'C( 2::r ,; J ,; : t,jD::T J
FOP J= 1TO 5 : PF.: I tH::;PC (2::r ,; J ,; : t,jE::-:;r J: PF.: I tH 1/
TOTAL 1/
pF.:Hn::;PCc;:): FOP I = 1 TO 70: PPHH"=" ,; : t'~D:;T I: PFH4r,=1/
PPINT#1:CLOSE 1
240 OPEN 2 . 4 . 2
241 FRHn#2 . 1/
99 99999 999 999 9999 9999" ,;
II

II

242 FIF.: I r'~T#2

,I

II

9999

999

999

999

999

999

99999 11

244 CLO:::E 2
250 OFHi 3 . 4 . 1
~ b~ FOP 0=1 TO 12
270 PEAD N: H=75:P=0
280 FOP B = 1 TO 11
290 H1=HtF:G03UB 350:I(B)=I:H=H-15 : P=P+ICB)
300 t'iD:: T B
310 PRINT#3 . 3FC(5);Q; :FOP 2=1 TO 11:PRINT#3 . I(2);NEXT

~:PRINT#3 .

P

320 NE:<T Q

330 PPINT#3:CLOSE 3
PF.: I NT 1/ f:J'iII OF PUt'i 1/ : HiD
350 REM ... SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE
360 PEM .... SOLAR INSOLATION PER HOUP
370 I=429tC1+C.034tCOS(360tN!365tF»)
380 D=23.45tS1NC360t (284+N)!365tF) :D=DtF
390 S=SIN(L)tSIN(D)+(COS(L)tCOS(D ) tCOS(H1»
40~) l'l=SQP ( 1229+ (614t::;) l2) - (614:+::::)
410 IF M)94.976 THEN E1=0:GOTO 430
420 E1=EXP(-.65tM::r
4~~ E2=EXP(-.095tM)
440 I=It.56t(E1+E2)
450 C=3IN(D::rt(SINCL)tCOSCT ) -CCOSCL)tSINCT)tCOS(A»)
460 C=C+COS(D::rtCOS(H1)tCCOS(L)tCOSCT)+(SIN(L)tSIN(T)tCOS(R»)
470 C=C+COS(D)tSINCT)tSINCA)tSIN(H1)
480I=ItC : P=INTCI ::r: O=I-P
490 IF 0).5 THEN I=R+l:GOTO 510
500 I =F.:
510 IF 1(0 THEN 1=0
520 PETUF.:r-i

340

FERD'T',
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Listing 2 is on page 408

Circle 338 on inquiry card,
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SystemNotes _________________________________________________________
Listing 2: Sample output of the program in listing 1. By running the program for various values of tilt angle, 1 determined that 55
degrees provided the best compromise of winter performance and overall yearly heat gain .

TABLE OF SOLAR RADIATION
BTUS PER SQUARE FOOT PER HOUR
TIL T At·H3LE: 45

LAT I TUDE : 39. :::

:;OLAR HOUF.:
tKlot'4

t'1 0 F.: t·~ I t·4 G
t'1otHH

AZH1UTH : 0

11

7

12

1

2

AFTEF.:t·Kl0t-4
~;
4

5

TOTAL

=======================================================================
66

1

2
.:.

'-'

4
C'

'-'
6
?
!:;

9

10
11
1'-:'.::..

20
41
49
4-'q

4 '-'
': '

49
4 q-'
41
19

95

1 16
1.:::..-,.-.
..:-

12£1
1 17
1 19

1'-"-'
.::..::.

1 15
9:'::

64
50

143
1..,..-,
f ..:194
19:::

190
1:::5
1':::9

196
1-'q .:..
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A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL TERMINAL
FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES.

Now you can have Jetter-ggalib' p-rinting
.and professional features for just $1,295.*
AJ daisy wheel printer terminals are renowned for
exceptional performance, high reliability, and applications
versatility. Now you can have all this for only $1,295 ':' in our
special limited offer.
~ ,
~
r
• 30 cps leffer-quaiity printing
• Changeable type faces
•
_.
• Full ASCII keyboard with
numeric pad
• High resolution X¥ plotting
• Complete electronic forms
control
• 128-character buffer
• Asynchronous RS-232 interface ;
• Printwheel, ribbon cartridge,
and cable included
• 3D-day parts/ labor warranty

=

( • /«·"·r

11 7!

And you can choose from a list of options including
forms tractor, pin-feed platen, paper trays, side shelves,
extra printwheels, APL keyboard and 2K buffer.
Call your nearest AJ regional
J' ~.(
~'.t
~
office for details: San Jose, CA
(408) 946-2900; Rosemont, IL
7
_ ....- -7 &
(312) 671-7155; Hackensack,
NJ (201) 488-2525. Or check
the phone book for the number
of your local AJ sales/service
office.

l·f

J

11'

1 \ \

.1Il
. \.

,

· Price excludes options and is subje ct to
change without notice. Model shown includes
certain options. Offer available onl y in the
cont iguous U.S.

1:1 ANDERSON

~JACOBSON
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Circle 26 on Inquiry card .

BO~ISTHIS

COSTING YOU.
It's really quite basic: time is
money.
And BASIC takes a lot more
time and costs a lot more
money than it should every
time you write a new business
software package.
Especially when you
could speed things up with
dBASE II.

dBASE II is a complete
applications
development package.
Users tell us they've cut the amount of code they
write by up to 80% with dBASE II.
Because dBASE II is the high performance relational
database management system for micros.
Database and file handling operations are done
automatically, so you don't get involved with sets, lists,
pointers, or even opening and closing of files .
Instead, you write your code in concepts.
And solve your customers' problems faster and for
a lot less than with BASIC (or FORTRAN, COBOL
or PL/I).

dBASE II uses English-like commands.
dBASE II uses a structured language to put you in
full control of your data handling operations.
It has screen handling facilities for setting up input
and output forms.
It has a built-in query facility, including multikey and sub-field searches, so you can DISPLAY
some or all of the data for any conditions you want
to apply.
You can UPDATE, MODIFY and REPLACE entire
databases or individual characters.
CREATE new databases in minutes, or JOIN databases that already exist.
APPEND new data almost instantly, whether the
file has 10 records or tens of thousands.
SORT the data on as many keys as you want. Or
INDEX it instead, then FIND whatever you're looking
for in seconds, even using floppies.
Organize months worth of data in minutes with the
built-in REPORT. Or control every row and column
on your CRT and your printer, to format input and
output exactly the way you want it.
You can do automatic calculations on fields,

records and entire databases
with a few keystrokes, with
accuracy to 10 places.
Change your data or your
entire database structure
without re-entering all
your data.
And after you're finished,
you can protect all that
elegant code with our runtime compiler.

Expand your cIientbase
with dBASE II.
With dBASE II, you'll write programs a lot
faster and a lot more efficiently. You'll be able to
write more programs for more clients. Even take
on the smaller jobs that were out of the economic
question before. Those nice little foot-in-the-database assignments that grow into bigger and better
bottom lines.

Your competitors know of this offer.
The price of dBASE II is $700 but you can try it
free for 30 days.
Call for our Dealer Plan and OEM run-time package
prices, then take us up on our money-back guarantee.
Send us your check and we'll send you a copy of
dBASE II that you can exercise on your CP/M <!ll system
any way you want for 30 days.
Then send dBASE II back and we'll return all of your
money, no questions asked.
.
During that 30 days, you can find out exactly how
much dBASE II can save you,
and how much more it lets
you do.
But it's only fair to warp
you: business programmers
don't go back to BASIC's.
Ashton-Tate, 9929 Jefferson,
Los Angeles, CA 90230.
(213) 204-5570.

Ashton~ate
IOAshton·Tate 1981

® C P/ M is a registered trade mark of Digita l Research.
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TAFT
Terminal Apple with File Transfer
Low-cost telecommunication capability for the Apple II
Tom Gabriele
Cardigan Rd.
Timonium, MD 21093

Has your Apple computer ever sat
around alone and unused on a Saturday night? TAFT (Terminal Apple
with File Transfer) is a short but useful program that turns an Apple II
into a simple CRT terminal. With it,
you can access the host computer at
school or work and reach data in
computer bulletin-board systems.
TAFT has two main functions.
First, it handles the interchange of individual characters between a serial
communications port, the keyboard,
and the CRT display to make the
Apple function as a simple terminal.
Second, the program transfers the
contents of text files (bidirectionally)
between the Apple floppy-disk drives
and the host computer disk storage.
Like any CRT terminal, your
Apple can give commands to, and interchange data with, a host computer. The host computer could be
located in the same building as the
Apple or, with the aid of a modem
(modulator / demodulator) and your
telephone, it could be across the
country. Rather than staying late at
work to finish what you're doing on
the host computer, you can have dinner with your family at home, use
your AppJe II to call the host computer, and finish your task later in the
evening. The user load on the host
computer during off hours is probAbout the Author
Tom Gabriele has been an electrical engineer
for more than 15 years. He is interested in the
application of microcomputers to music and
. chess.
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ably much lighter. -Therefore, the
host computer can give you more of
its undivided attention and will exhibit faster response and throughput.

TAFT Ignores any Input
from Its keyboard and
communication line
while It writes the
contents of Its receive
buffer to disk.
You should be able to use TAFT,
without modification, as a terminal
with any host computer. As written,
however, TAFT will exchange disk
files only with a DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) VAX-ll timesharing host computer running the
standard VMS operating system.
(VAX and VMS are trademarks of
DEC.) But without access to a
VAX-ll, you can still use TAFT to
exchange files with your host computer because only two of its Applesoft statements (280 and 630) are
"VAX -specific." The purpose and
content of both statements are
thoroughly described here, allowing
you to easily modify TAFT to exchange files with other hosts.
TAFT communicates with its host
computer using the RS-232 serial
interface . The only hardware required by TAFT is a serial 110 (input/output) interface board. (An appropriate board is available from

Electronic Systems, POB 21638, San
Jose, CA 95151, telephone (408)
448-0800.) This board provides the
full-duplex (send and receive
simultaneously) bipolar voltage input/output as specified by the RS-232
standard . It is available without parts
as a "bare board"; with all parts as a
kit; and assembled and tested . (I purchased the kit and had it assembled
and working in one evening.)
The RS-232 serial interface is asynchronous, meaning that the serial sequence of bits for each character is
synchronized independently-making a separate clock signal unnecessary. The data-in, data-out, and
ground signals from this board may
be connected directly to the host computer at one of its RS-232 ports .
Alternately, the board can be attached to a modem for remote communication with the host computer.
TAFT has been extensively tested
with the serial board speed set at 300
bps (bits per second), about 30 characters per second. The majority of
readily available, inexpensive
modems operate at this data rate and
most are compatible with the Bell-103
standard. Although 30 characters per
second may seem a little slow (and it
is for large file transfers), it permits
you to immediately monitor what the
host computer is sending as it is sending it. Faster data rates flash the characters by on the screen too rapidly to
be read. If the Apple is directly connected to the host computer, much
faster data rates are practical.
Since the heart of the program's

Shugart, Qume, Tandon, MPI, Siemens, Remex,
Altos, Apple, Epson, NEe, Tally and more.

Apple II Add-on Disk Driveif' (Runs 3.2 or 3.3 DOS)

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'" ( for onIy $ 3 39.00 )........iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..;l
DISK DRIVES

Shugart
SA
SA
SA
SA

COMPUTERS

Altos
8000-10
8000-12
8000-14

$230
$285
$385
$535

400
450
800/801
850/851

Qume
DT-8
DT-5

$479
$285

Tandon
TM100-1
TM100-2
TM100-3
TM100-4
TM848-1
TM848-2

$225
$285
$285
$399
$449
$549

PRINTERS

Epson
MX-80
MX 80 FT
MX 100

$469
$569
$769

Tally
MT1602
MT1605
MT1802
MT1805

$1"399
$1399
$1699
$1699

NEC - Spinwriter
Model 7710
Model 7720
Model 7730
Model 7715
Model 7725
PC 8023

$2339
$2690
$2340
$2599
$3100
$ 625

Data Products
D50

$1499

MPI
92-M

$389

Siemens
FDD 200-8
FDD 100-8

$525
$370

Tandon Winchester
TM 602-5MB
TM 603-10MB

$1040
$1199

Corvus
5MB
10MB
20MB
Mirror Backup

$2999
Call
for
price

Contact:

Call
for
price

Prices a re subject to change without notice.

P.DS., inc.
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

2630 Walnut Avenue, Suite H, Tustin, CA 92680

(714) 730-7207

'INC LUDES CABLE AND CABINET
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character-handling portion is written
in assembly language, it should be
able to operate as a terminal and
transfer files at speeds much higher
than 300 bps . A problem could develop with high-speed file transmission from the Apple to the host if the
Apple sends characters faster than the
host can accept them. Some hosts will
send a Control S character back to
the terminal telling it to delay sending
more characters. When the host can
once again accept the transmission, it
will send a Control Q, telling the terminal that it's okay to continue .

A problem may arise with rapid
(greater than 300 bps) file transmission because TAFT ignores the host
computer while it is sending the contents of a disk file . If when verifying
the contents of a "high-speed" transfer you discover portions of the file
missing, you may assume that the
host lagged behind the Apple II .
Should this occur, a simple solution is
to insert a short delay (by means of a
FOR .. . NEXT loop) after each line
of characters is transmitted. Use the
shortest delay that avoids any
character loss for your host. This

The DS120 Terminal Controller makes your LA36
perform like a DECwriter®III.
The Datasouth DS120 gives your DECwriter®II the high speed printing
and versatile performance features of the DECwriter®III at only a fraction of the cost. The DS120 is a plug compatible replacement for your
LA36 logic board which can be installed in minutes. Standard features
include:
• 165 cps bidirectional printing
• RS232 interface
• Horizontal & Vertical Tabs
• 20 rnA Current Loop interface
• Page Length Selection
• Top of Form
• 110-4800 baud operation
• Adjustable Margins
• 1000 character print buffer
• Double wide characters
• X-on, X-off protocol
• Parity selection
• Self Test
• Optional APL character set
Over 5,000 DS120 units are now being used by customers ranging from
the Fortune 500 to personal computing enthusiasts. In numerous installations, entire networks of terminals have been upgraded to take advantage of today's higher speed data
communications services. LSI
microprocessor electronics
and strict quality control ensure dependable performance
for years to come. When service is required, we will
respond promptly and effectively. Best of all, we can deliver immediately through
our nationwide network of
distributors. Just give us a
call for all the details.

data©@M~[fu computer corporation
4740 Dwlghl Evans Road. Charlotte, North Carolina 28210. 704/523-8500
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Circle 150 on inquiry card .

problem should not arise at 300 bps
operation, a data rate that should be
acceptable to even the slowest host
computer.
To handle high-speed file transfer
from a host to the Apple, TAFT buffers (temporarily stores) the entire
contents of the received file in main
memory (RAM) as it is received.
TAFT does not store early portions of
the incoming file on disk while portions of the file are still being received. If it did store them, TAFT
might lag behind high-speed transfers, losing some data as a consequence.
This design decision limits the
largest file size transferable from the
host computer to the Apple II. The
file cannot be larger than the RAM
buffer of a 48K-byte Apple II . The
buffer begins at memory address 6144
(decimal) and ends at memory address 36864. Therefore, the largest file
transferable to the Apple II is
36864 - 6144, or 30,720 bytes (or
characters), a large file by normal
Apple standards . The size of a file
sent from an Apple to a host is limited
only by the Apple disk's capacity .
TAFT has three modes of operation: terminal mode , transmission
mode (file transfer from Apple to
host), and reception mode (file
transfer from host to Apple) .

Terminal Mode
You will use TAFT most often in
the terminal mode, where it begins
operation. Terminal mode is used to
sign the host on and off, to give the
host any command, and to receive
the host's response. The only reason
to ever leave the terminal mode
would be to transfer a disk file .
In the terminal mode, every character from the Apple keyboard is sent
to the host immediately, except one:
the Control T . When a Control T is
keyed, TAFT exits from the terminal
mode. The Control T was chosen to
exit because this control character
does not have a special function on
most host computers, and ''T'' is a
good mnemonic for file Transfer. (If
your host computer supports Control
T functions, you can choose another
control character to exit the terminal

1~,\\/t~ttllttl~TMl MAKES IT ACROSS!

... FROM ONE OPERATING
SYSTEM TO ANOTHER!
A VITAL WAY TO PROTECT YOUR
SOFTWARE INVESTMENT FOR

THE FUTURE!!
Thel~.\\/c:cmm.language runs on more
different Operating Sys tems and more

different-sized co mpute rs than any other
similar language. For starters, it runs on
NCR and TI minicomputers and, in the
micro fi e ld. on the CP/M'. MP/M'.
CP/M86 2 • MP/M-86 2 • TRSDOS' , OASIS',
MOASIS'. and UNIX5. [ONYX version)
Operating Systems . .. to me ntion only a
few.

l~j"jf:f'llf"~ and (RTI™6 from CYBERNETICS

ARE GOING STEADY...

Until now, serious business software
of the scope and tlexibility seen in the
minicomputer world has not been
available on micros. I~.\\I':"H'.I. now
allows transfer of such software with a
minimum of fuss.
We have p;rticipated in such a mini-tomicro transfer of a major set of general
business software ... using 1~.\\I.:mlttl. as
the transfer mechanism, of course. Running on literally thousands of minicomputers, these refined, enhanced, and
proven software packages cover AIR,
AlP, GIL, PIR , Order Entry (with Invoicing and Inventory Controll as well as
Sales Analysis. The Packages define a
new level of achievement for features and
flexibility in micro applications software
and offer top quality at a reasonable price.
For immediate information, call
714/848-1922 for your complete product

descriptions.

... AND YOU'RE GONNA LOVE 'EM TOO!!
Use your computer to program itself. (RTf [~obol
Reprogramming !oolJ,1 from Cybernetics is a program
generator for 1~.\\ I.:mIUl. that produc es e rror-free
I~.\\ /C:C.IU". source programs for data input. file maintenance, and report printing programs.
A full feature interactive program generator, not a subset! Call Now! 714/848-1922.

Trademarks of:
l-Ryan-McFarland Corp.; 2-Digital Research, Inc.;
3-Tandy Corp.; 4-Phase One Systems, Inc.; 5-Bell
Telephone Laboratories. Inc.; 6-Cybernetics. Inc.

(te-?l!!.l!-l!!-~~

l!-l!- tel!'!-

~

lS8041 NEWMAN AVE., SUITE 208
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647

714/848·1922

mode . Listing 2, which is the assembly-language form of the data in lines
930-1030 of listing 1, explains how to
modify TAFT to use whatever control character you choose .)
The Apple keyboard does not have
three keys that are very useful in
terminal-to-host communication: a
delete key that removes the previous
character, a horizontal-tab key , and
an open-bracket key, "[" . TAFT provides all three key functions by assigning these ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) values to other keys. When
you press the back-arrow key, TAFT
sends an ASCII Delete character.
Press the forward-arrow key, and
TAFT sends an ASCII Horizontal
Tab character. And when you press a
Control M, TAFT sends the ASCII
"[" character. · (The close-bracket
character "]" is already available on
the Apple keyboard as a shift M.)
Since an unmodified Apple can
display only uppercase characters, all
lowercase characters received from
the host computer are automatically
converted to uppercase prior to display. (If your Apple displays lowercase ASCII characters, you can defeat
conversion by changing the "32"
"0" in the middle of the data

statement in line 970.)
In summary, the terminal mode
simply sends all keyed characters to
the host and displays all characters
coming from the host.
Transmission Mode
After leaving the terminal mode
(by keying Control T), you can enter
the transmission mode by answering
Y or YES to the first on-screen
prompt, FROM APPLE TO HOST?
TAFT then requests the name of the
Apple source file to be transferred
and the name this file will be given at
the host computer . The Apple source
file must be a text file .
TAFT displays each line of the file
(delimited by a carriage-return character) after its transmission to the
host. Any lowercase characters in the
transferred file will appear as gibberish . The file transmission mode
ends by displaying a brief end-oftransmission message, clearing the
screen and returning to the terminal
mode .
You can verify that the file was
transmitted by commanding the host
computer to transmit the contents of
its new file back to the Apple . Since
TAFT is now in the terminal mode,
the received characters would be dis-

. A$ = operator responses and host co mmands to be sent to the host.
AF$ = name of Apple disk file.
BOO = the DOS or Applesoft error number if one occurred . The val ue is PEEKed from
location 222 (see page 114 on the Apple DOS 3.2 manu al).
C$ = utility storage for a single character and operator case·conversion decision.
C = numeric value of received character .
CA$ = the Control A character.
CNV = operator case·conversion deciSion, 0 or 1.
CZ$ = the Control Z character, indicating end·of·file to the host.
D$ = the Control D character for accessing DOS functions from BASIC (see page 29 of
the Apple DOS 3.2 manual).
HOTAP = call ing address of the host·to-Apple file-transfer , machine-language
program .
I = loop index.
L$ = the line of characters currently being composed before being written to the new
file or displayed.
LAST = address of the 1-byte output buffer for characters to be sent on the communication line.
OUTCHR = character-output machine-language , routin e calling address .
PLACE = loop index used as the address to store machine- language code bytes.
PTR = memory address where the maChine-language portion of th e file-recept ion mode
will store the address in the receive buffer of the last character received.
R$ = the carriage-return character.
TERMA = calling address of the machine-language subroutine to impl ement the
terminal mode; TERMinal Apple.
VF$ = name of the host file being read or written .
X = the numeric value of a machine·language byte of code.

Table 1: The variable names and functions of TAFT.

played on the Apple screen for direct
verification. (Most host computers
have a TYPE or similar command to
do this.)
Reception Mode
If you answer anything but Y or
YES to the first prompt, the next
question is whether you want to
receive a host-resident file . If the
reply is Y or YES, TAFT prompts you
to input the name of the source file to
be received from the host and the
name by which the Apple will store
the file . Any existing file with this
name will be overwritten . The new
Apple file will be a text file, so it can
be an input file to any Apple program
or sent to this or another host using
the previously described TAFT file
transmission mode . You can also
specify whether incoming lowercase
characters are to be converted to uppercase . After this final operator input, TAFT begins the file-transfer
process. It sends a message to the host
requesting transmission of the specified file contents. Each received character is immediately displayed to
you.
Upon receiving an end-of-file character (Control Z) from the host,
TAFT ignores any input from its keyboard and communication line while
it writes the contents of its receive
buffer to disk. This operation is performed in Applesoft, rather than machine language, so the disk-write operation requires patience. Upon completion of the Apple disk file, TAFT
gives you an end-of-transmission
message and automatically initiates a
disk catalog so that you can immediately verify that the new file has been
added . When you finish reviewing
the catalog, press any key and TAFT
will return to the terminal mode.
Use the following procedure to terminate TAFT operation: exit the terminal mode with a Control T, decline
both transmit and receive file-transfer
prompts, and respond Y or YES to the
QUIT? prompt. Any other response
to the QUIT? prompt will return
TAFT to its terminal mode. It is important that you exit TAFT in this
manner; otherwise only a small
amount of memory (RAM) will be
Text con tinu ed on page 420
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The Non ..Programming Approach to Data Base Management
Data Base Management
Data management packages were created to
save time and money in the development of softwa re
solutions to information problems. Many have been
designed to accomplish just that, although most have
only the programmer in mind. Sure they would save
time in the long run, but what of the initial investment
in time and effort required to learn the new language?
What about the non-programmers in the world who
would like an easy yet powerful applicatio ns generator?
The solution is one of the most highly acclaimed softwa re packages of our time, Tl.M. ill.

What is T.l.M.?
Tl.M . is Total Information Management. Programmers love it due to its original solutions
to classic data management problems. No nprogrammers adore it since they can use it to ac hieve the
same results as with other more complicated
programming-like packages.

What Makes T.l.M. So Simple
to Use?
We at Innovati ve Software, Inc. designed
Tl. M. from day one with the end user in mind. Maybe
he is a programmer who doesn't h ave time to learn a
new language. O r perhaps a neophyte who fears coding
pads and li nes numbered by tens. We felt that a data
management package should be able to be used by
anyone from a systems analyst to a secretary. That's why
Tl.M. takes a full menu-driven approach, uses multiple
HELP screens, and has a manual that sets a new standard in doc umentation .

The Manual
Man y people believe that the manual is
just as important as the software itsel~ a view that we
at Innovative Software, Inc. tend to sh are. The
manual for Tl.M. is divided into two sectio ns, the
Reference section and the Primer. The Reference
section describes all of Tl.M.'s commands
and subcommands. This is done in
English, not in technical terms or in
our own language. Even if you have
I

never seen a computer before in your life, you'll be
able to read and understand our manual immediately.
T he second sectio n is a primer which goes th rough
several examples for you, again in plain English.
These true-to-life examples take the beginner by the
hand , and instructs him wh at to do and when. You
will be able to see for yourself that Tl.M.'s onl y limitation is the imagination of the user.

Features of T.I.M.
Tl.M. has all of the features one has come to
expect from a data management package, as well as
many new ones. For example, a word processing interface
that allows you to merge information from a Tl.M . file
with letters or other documents created by a word processor. Now you can automaticall y send personalized letters to hu ndreds or thousa nds-quickly and easily.
Tl.M.'s Selecr command enables you to pull specific informatio n from a file. For example. "All customers who live
in a certain ZIP code, whose last n ame begins with the
letter A to L, whose balance due is less than $50.00." A
sophisticated report generator and even a list generatm' are
also included .
How powerful is Tl.M. ? With a maximum
record size of 2400 characters and the ability to kee p up
to forty fields sorted properly at all times, Tl.M. is
powerful enough to h andle just about any application.
Tl.M. can handle over 32,000 records per file, and two
fi les can be linked together for reports if your application
requires a many-to-o ne relationship. Tl.M . also includes
all of the same editing commands as your word processor, thus making data entry and editing a snap. You
can also pull selected records from one file to place them
into another. Files may be restructured to add or subtract fields and/or ch ange field lengths or typesTl.M .
even has it's own utility for backing up hard disks onto
floppies.

Where to Find T.I.M.

In

Available for CP/M,* and
IBM PC DOS.* *
CP/M vcrsion-'695. IBM PC vcrsion-'495 .

Innovative Software, Inc.
9300 W llOth Street, Suite 380
Overland Park, Kansas 66210 USA
913/ 383-1089

TIM is a Trademark of In novative Software , Inc.
· CP/ M and MP/ M arc Trademarks ofDigi lal Research

""'Trademar ks of IBM
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Listing 1: TAFT (Terminal Apple File Transfer) program written in A pplesoft BASIC.

10
20
30
40
50
60

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

********************************
T
**
** T A F Apple
with **
** Terminal
File Transfer
**
**
Tom Gabriele
by
**
********************************

....

70 HIMEM: 6143: REM
$17FF
80 PTR = 254: REM $FE
90 D$ = CHR$ (4):R$ = CHR$ (13):CA$ = CHR$ (1):CZ$ = CHR$
(26)
100 OUTCHR = 36959: REM
$905C = OUTPUT ROUTINE CALLING
ADDRESS
110 LAST = 36973: REM $906D = STORAGE ADDRESS FOR OUTPUT
CHARACTER
120 HOTAP = LAST + 1
$9000 = ALC STARTING ADDRESS
130 TERMA = 36864: REM
140 GOSUB 930
150 HOME: PRINT "ENTERING HOST TERMINAL MODE."
160 CALL TERMA: REM
TRANSFER TO ALC
170 INPUT "FROM APPLE TO HOST? (V/N)";A$
180 IF LEFT$ (A$,I) = "V" THEN 260
190 INPUT "FROM HOST TO APPLE? (V/N)";A$
200 IF LEFT$ (A$,I) = "V" THEN 570
210 INPUT "QUIT?";A$
220 IF LEFT$ (A$,1) < > "V" THEN 150
230 HIMEM: 38400
240 PRINT: PRINT "GOOD-BVE~": PRINT
250 END
260 INPUT "APPLE SOURCE FILENAME?";AF$
270 INPUT "HOST DESTINATION FILENAME?";VF$
280 A$ = "CREATE .. ., + VF$ + R$
290 FOR I = 1 TO LEN (A$)
300 POKE LAST, ASC ( MID$ (A$~I,I»
310 CALL OUTCHR
320 NEXT I
ONERR GO TO 520
3~0
340 PRINT D$;"OPEN ";AF$
350 PRINT D$;"READ ";AF$
360 L$ = ....
370 GET C$
380 POKE LAST, ASC (C$)
390 CALL OUTCHR
400 IF C$ = R$ THEN GOTO 430
410 L$ = L$ + C$
420 GOTO 370
430 PRINT R$;D$
440 PRINT CA$;L$
450 GO TO 350
460 REM
EOF DETECTED~ FINISH TRANSFER
470 POKE LAST, ASC (CZ$)
480 CALL OUTCHR
490 GOSUB 920
500 FOR I = 1 TO 500: NEXT I
510 GOTO. 150
520 BOO = PEEK (222)
530 PRINT D$;"CLOSE ";AF$
540 IF BOO = 5 THEN GOTO 470
550 PRINT "ERROR NUMBER ";BOO;" OCCURRED."
560 GOTO 470
570 REM
FILE TRANSFER FROM HOST TO APPLE
Listing 1 continued on
580 INPUT "HOST SOURCE FILENAME?";VF$
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computing more popular ...
and simple ••• and enjoyable!
Month after month after month.
Here it isl A magazine that provides the
computer news, how-to's, and feature
articles necessary for you to keep abreast
of how computers do, and will, affect
your work and your play. Best of all, it's
delivered in plain language, without
technical razzmatazz and jargon.
POPULAR COMPUTING is so exciting, so important, so informative, that
everyone will fully understand what's
really happening. Every issue is enriched with dollar-saving product
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POPULAR COMPUTING is a
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Listing 1 continued:

590 INPUT "APPLE DESTINATION FILE?";AF$
600 CNV = 0
610 INPUT "UPPER CASE CONVERSION? (Y/N)";C$
620 IF LEFT$ (C$,1) = "Y" THEN CNV = 1
630 A$ = "~TYPAPL " + VF$
640 FOR I = 1 TO LEN (A$)
650 POKE LAST, ASC ( MID$ (A$,I,1»
660 CALL OUTCHR
670 NEXT I
680 FOR I = 1 TO 1000: NEXT I: REM DELAY FOR ECHO OF COMMAND
IN 560 TO CLEAR.
690 POKE LAST,CNV
700 CALL HOTAP
710 UL = 256
PEEK (PTR + 1) + PEEl< (PTR)
720 ONERR GOTO 890
730 PRINT D$;"OPEN ";AF$
740 PRINT D$;"DELETE ";AF$
750 PRINT D$;"OPEN ";AF$
760 PRINT D$;"WRITE ";AF$
770 L$ =
780 FOR I = 6144 TO UL: REM
STARTS AT HIMEM+l
790 C = PEEK (I)
800 IF C < > 13 THEN L$ = L$ + CHR$ (C): GOTO 820
810 PRINT L$:L$ = ....
820 NEXT I
830 PRINT D$;"CLOSE ";AF$
840 PRINT D$: GOSUB 920
850 PRINT D$;"CATALOG": PRINT D$
860 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE."
870 GET C$
880 GOTO 150
890 BOO = PEEK (222)
900 PR I NT Il"ERROR NUMBER "; BOO;" OCCURRED."
910 GOTO 830
920 PRINT: INVERSE: PRINT "END OF TRANSFER.": NORMAL: PRINT
: RETURN
930 DATA 173, 145, 192, 41, 128, 240, 17, 32, 56, 144, 173,
144, 192, 32, 63, 144
940 DATA 9, 128, 32, 240, 253, 32, 51, 144, 44, 0, 192, 16,
227, 173, 0, 192
950 DATA 44, 16, 192, 201, 148, 240, 55, 32, 74, 144, 141,
109, 144, 32, 95, 144
960 DATA 76, 0, 144, 169, 96, 76, 58, 144, 169, 160, 164, 36,
145, 40, 96, 201
970 DATA 97, 144, 6, 201, 123, 176, 2, 73, 32, 96, 201, 157,
208, 3, 169, 91
980 DATA 96, 201, 136, 208, 3, 169, 127, 96, 201, 149, 208,
2, 169, 9, 96, 173
990 DATA
145, 192, 41, 1, 240, 249, 173, 109, 144, 141, 146,
192, 96, 0, 169, 24
1000 DATA 133, 255, 160, 0, 132, 254, 174, 109, 144, 169, 13,
141, 109, 144, 32, 95
1010 DATA 144, 32, 164, 144, 32, 164, 144, 201, 26, 240, 22,
224, 0, 240, 3, 32
1020 DATA 63, 144, 145, 254, 9, 128, 32, 240, 253, 200, 208,
232, 230, 255, 76, 132
1030 DATA 144, 132, 254, 96, 173, 145, 192, 41, 128, 240,
249, 173, 144, 192, 96
1040 FOR PLACE = TERMA TO TERMA + 175 - 1
1050 READ X: POKE PLACE, X
1060 NEXT PLACE
1070 RETURN
1080 REM
(C) 1981 by Tom Gabriele

*
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM
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DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

ppla suppllJ center

HARDWARE ~~Plelllli.

*

Apple 11 48K or 64K
Disk II W/orW/Ocontroller
Apple III t28K
Apple III Profile 5 Meg H .D .
Apple Interface Cards
Silenlype

CALL
CALL
$2950
$2499
CALL
CAL L

CA LL
CA LL
t 6%
30%
50%
30%

Direc t Substitute for Apple Drives
Miera-Sci A2 is a direct substitu te for Apple II
drives . It will run all App le II software. Save
$350 on a dual A2 disk system.
Micro-Sci S" Drives for Apple II
A2 Drive, 5" 143K
Controller Card for A2
A70 Drive, 5", 286K
A40 Dri ve, 5", 160K
Contro ller Card for A70 or A40
I

SAVE
$395
$ 95
$ 489
$369
$ 79

$ 359
$169
$149
$159
$ 219
$ 229
$ 399
$ 119

18 %
15%
20%
18 %
21 %
SAVE
24%
22%
31%
31%
30%
30%
28%
20%

25
39
45

45 %
33 %
20%

MONITORS:
NEC
SANYO :

ZEN ITH

DISKETTES ,

12" Color
12" Green
9"B&W
9 ~ Green
12"B&W
12"Green
13 " Color
t2 " Green
5", box of 10:

M emorex
Maxell

Oysan

80 COLUMN VIDEO CARDS:
Videx Videolerm
M&R Sup R Term
ALS : Smar term

$ 249
$ 295
$ 269

18 %
22%
30%

$ 139
CALL
$ 289
$ 229
35

SAVE
22 %
CALL
25 %
20%
23 %

MISCELLANEOUS :

ecs: Serial In terface 7710A
Ot her ecs Cards In Stock ,

H ayes: Micromodem II
Sma rtmode m
ISC
Videost ick Paddle

*

*
*

Keyboard Compa ny:
Joystick II
Game Padd le
Numeric Keypad
M&R: RF Modulator
SUP R FAN
Microsoft: Z80 Softcard
16K RAM Card
Softcard Premium Pack
Mou ntain :
CPS Multifunction Card
C lock 1Ca len dar

$ 45
$ 25
$ 11 9
$ 25
$ 39
$ 279
$ 159
$ 579

$ 209
$ 195
Novation App lecat Modem
$ 329
Orange Micro
Grappler
$ 129
Dan Pay mar LCA New rev .
$ 34
$ 189
Sa turn Systems : 32K RAM Card
$ 359
64K RAM Card
128K RAM Card $ 509
$ 159
SSM AID SerialfPara . Interface
$ 269
A LS: Smarlerm 80 Col Card
$ 209
Z -Card (Z-801
$ 119
Addram 16K Card
$ 549
Synergizer Package

10 %
17 %
21%
27%
25%
33 %
20%
25%
13%
30 %
16%
21 %
33%
24 %
16 %,
15 %
20"/0
30%
22 %
20%
27%

$ 249
28%
Videx Vldeolerm 80 col.
$ 25 29 %
501 1 Video Switch
$ 99 34%
En chancer II
up to 35%
Full Videx Line, Call
PAPER:
Fan Fold. Call lor sizes,
thickness and pr ices
LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS :
SAV E
Qum e Sprint 945RO
$ 2195 23%,
Sorint 545RO
S 2395 20%
NEe

3510 RO Serial

$1995 20%

TEe

Transtar 140

$ 1495 12%

SOFTWARE

*

Appl e Software:
SAV E
5C% off Apple III Software
50%
The Controller
$ 425
32%
Dow Jones News & Quotes $ 42
50%
How to!
$ 25
50%
M icrocourier
$ t 89
24%
Many others
CALL
CA LL
Applied Software Technology
Versa Form
$ 289
26%
Artsci Magic Window
$ 75
25%
A shton-T ate CP/M
dBase II fo r Apple II
$ 495
30%
Beag le Bros. DOS Boss
$ 18
25%
Broderbund Software :
$ 269
30%
Payroll
General L edger
$ 349
30%
Apple Pani c
$ 21
30%
$ 32
Arcade Machine
30%
$ 21
Red A ler t
30%
$ 18
30%
Space Warr ior
Many Others In Stock
CAL L
CA LL
$ 22
27%
Budgeco Raster Blaster
Cal. Pac ific Ultima
$ 30
25%
Cavalier Computer
B ug Attack
$ 23
23%
Central Point Software:
Copy II Plus ver. 4
$ 35
10%
Will copy most copy pro tec ted software
for your backup in 45 seconds! NEW

*

*

Con tin ent al Software :
Home Acco untan t
56
Home Money Minder
26
Data Most:
Snack Attack
22
Thief
22
Denver Software
Fin anc ial Partner
$ 185
Epson MX 80 Graphics Dump $ 9
$ 29
Edu-W are Compumath
Fo x & Gell er:
Ouickscreen for dBase l1 $ 129
$ 259
Ouickcode for dBase l1
$ 29
H ayden : Sargon II (chess)
App le Pie (specify b rd.) $ 99
High Technology

*

Job Con trol System
H oward Software:
Ta x Preparer 1982 ver.
Real Es tate Ana lyzer
Creative F i nanc i ng

25%
25%
25%
25 %
25%
30%
25%
13%
13 %
22%
25%

$ 469

40%

S 115

25%
25%
25%

$ 149
$ 149

Infocom Zork It
Info Unlimited
Easywriter (PRO)
Innovative
App le Spellgua rd CPIM
Insoft:
Electr ic Duet N E W
ALDSystem ll or ll1
TransFOR TH li ar III
* l nso ftA ccoun tantCP/M
GraFORTH NEW!

ISA
Spellgua rd
Lighting Software Mastertype
lJK
Leiter Perfect
Micro Lab:
Oata Factory, ver. 5.0
Invoice Factory
Tax Manager
Micro Pro a ll CPlM
Word Star
Mail M erger
Spell Star
Data Star
Calc Star
Super Sor t
Microsoft:
A.L .D.S .
BASIC Comp il er
CobO l 80
Fort ran 80
Olympic Decathlon
T ASC Com pi ler
Typing Tutor II
Mu se:
Super Text II
Cast le WoJfenstein
Robot War
Om ega Microware
Locksmith Rev 4.0
On - Lin e:
Exped it er II
Supe rscribe II
Lisa 2.5
Pegasus II
Thresho ld
Cranston Manor
Mission As tro id
Myster y House
Softporn
U lysess

*

~ ==I--=='1 ®Terminal
,.. commodore
C

3101-10

~

Hom e Com

jilli[ ~~fXTEC

ter

:l!J1lE SVSfEMS • 64K aD
rhOHEWLETT H I P 85A
a:~ PACKA~O

5

ES· l00. 18epS , with lu I! cable and
Inl erface to Apple II
S 1295

H I P 85 Microcomputer I Moniter I Pri nter
H I P 87 CPIM Microcomputer NEW!
H IP 125 CPIM Microcomputer NEW'
H I P 82901 M 5" Dual Drives
H I P 7225B Professional Graphics Plotter
H I P 7470A Graphics Pla t ter
H I P 4 1C Calcu lal or
H I P 41CV Calculator 2.2K
and Softwa re Line
II

VIC-20

$ 2595

25%

$150

50%

$ 25
$ 110
$110
$355
$ 69

20%
10 %
10%
66%
25%

$ 219
$ 29
$ 112

25%
25%
25%

$ 249
$ 129
$ 95

20%
35%
38%

$
$
$
$
$
$

239
79
159
189
189
129

36%
36%
36 %
36%
36%
36 %

$ 11 0
$ 299
$ 559
$ 149
S 24
$ 159
$ 19

25%
25%
25%
24%
22%
30%

$ 11 3
$ 23
$ 29

25%
25%
25%

75

25%

95
59
22
30
26
15
19
$ 22
$ 22

27%
26%
25%
25%
25 %,
25%
25%
25%
25%

10%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

16 %

16%
19 %
23%
22 %
25%

36%

$ 1995
$1995
$1995
$1650
$2060
$1249
$ 185
$ 245
CA LL

SAVE
27 %
20%
27 %
27%
25%

ORDERING INFORMATION :
M ini mum order $100. Cas hi ers Checks an d Money
Orders welcomed , Personal Checks allow 20 days to
clear. Add 3% for shipping, insurance and h and ling ,
UPS is standard. Additiona l 7 % fo r US Postal or
APO . Additional 3 % for V ISA or MC . Include
telephone # , No COO. Prices subject to change and
type er rors . Cal! to verify. Order d esk hours are
8 to 6 PST. 10 to 3 Saturdays .

NEe

31%
25%
27%
15%
22%
20%

-•

NO SALES
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IJ
.'

,
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Ad #
932B

25%
60%
30%
26 %
26%
25 %
25 %
22 %
10 %
20 %
20 %

Accent, Adventure International. Astar,
Auto. Sim ., Ava lon, Avant-Garde, Beagle ,
CPU. Da tasoft , Delta , Edu -Ware , In fo
Corn, Laze r, LJK, Phoeni x, Quality ,
Sens i ble, Sen ti ent, Siriu s, Strategic.
Synergistic and United.

CP I M Software 8" and 5"
All Ashton-Tate , In so ft , Micro Pro, and
Peachtree CPI M software avai lable for
most 5" and 8" drives, and compu ters at
sim il ar discou nt s.

800 16K
400 16K

$ 666 17%
$ 333 26%
$ 75
$ 149

$ 79
$ 449
$ 169
20 to
$ 159
$ 34

S 345
$ 129

~""."KL.N

.,

25 %
25 %
17 %
26 %
25 %
30°/,
25 %
21 %
25 %
25 %
27 %,

SAVE

S 750
$ 750
S 495
$ 495
$ 595
$ 49
S 1995
C ALL

25%
25 %
24 %)
17 %
25 %
25 %
20 %
::: ALL

COMPUTER
CORPORATION

lA c e 100 Features
AI'e
Apple 11 + Software Compatlable
,...."..
• Apple II + Hardware Compatlable
• 64KofRAM
BUilt-in 12 Kev Numeflc P[ld

•

• Upper I L ower C ase
• 50 Walt Power Supply

100

$1195

Note : The Ace 100 has alilhe features of the Apple 11+
plus the las l fo ur features lis ted above ,
but no co lor .

Oregon Order Desk
(503) 772·3803

Call for references.
Apple is a registe red trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

r·

50 %
37 %
38 %
SAVE
25 %
25 %
25 %
25 %
20 %
35 %
20 %
20 %
20 %
20 %

OTHER BRANDS INSTOCK:

,,:"~ ----.J r~,

-'~
["f:'*{
~{/Ii;

SAV E

* ~:~~~:~~er

286K Total Dual Drive PC8031
32K addon and 110 Un i t PC8012
Ren Tec " The Wedge" 32K
8023 Impact Printer FIT
Impact Printer Cable
.1510 Letter Qual . Printe r
N EC PC Software

25%
25 %
CAL L

'sk
S 2250
39 %
11 Meg Hard Disk
S 3950
25 %
20 Meg Hard Disk
S 4775
25 %
Apple Inl erface
S 179
40 %
Other Interfaces, Omn i-N et, Constellation,
Mirror. All In Stock

VISA

Osborne lC. P. Sofl. (D isk Clnd Book)
Some Co~mon Basic Programs ,
75 Business. Statistics and Math
prog rams for the Apple II S 49
Peachtree Software all CP 1M
Magic Wand
$ 250
GL, AR. AP. PR or Inv
$ 189
Person al Software l VisiCorp :
VisiCalc 3.3
$ 1a9
VisiDex
S 199
VisiFile
S 199
Desklop Pla n II
$ t99
VisiPlot
S 159
Desktop Plan III
$199
VisiSchedule
S 239
VisiT rend and VisiPlot
$ 239
VisiTerm
S 79
Zork
$ 33
SoflSys Inc.
Exec utive Secretary-WP
$ 189
Solt ec h Int ' l :
$ 250
$ 423
Software Publishing:
PFS II or III
$ 69
Report II or III
$ 69
$ 219
Sorc im Supercatc
Southwestern Data
ASCII Express
$ 59
Stoneware:
DB Master (new version) $ t79
DB Utility
$ 75
Sub logic
Flight Simu lator $ 28
Tymac
Super Pix
$ 20

MIcrocomputer
8001 32K Computer

19%

1--=.:.:.:..:.=..:.:...:..-=.---------:-:-:-::-:---:-::-:---..,
6 Meg Hard D,

Corvus

*

~
ATARI ®

SAVE
24%

BEST BUYS

Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM
410 Recorder
810 Disk Orive
850 Interface
Other Hardware
Full Line of Softwar e
Visicalc
Pac Man Avail 5/82
Communica tor Kit
Educator Kit

$ 1 ,995

$ 449
$ 555
$ 729
$ 95
S 59
$ 79

PRINTERS :
Epso n , See spec ial Ep son sect ion at right
Inlergral Dat a
Pnsm 132. Color Printer wI Graphics $1695
Prism 80 , Color. ASF. W/Graphics $ 1395
445 Tiger W I Graphics & 2K
$ 695
560 T iger W / Graphics
$1095
S 495
Okida ta Microline 82A

30%

While They Last

*

$ 139

*

STAR INDICATES

OUT SAVE

$ 249

SUPERBRAIN

on disk for
Apple 11111+
SAVE
$ 29
30%

*

Olympia (Typewrite r I Pr i nter)

Circle 10B on inquiry card,

Ad#
9328

WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES , BY APPOINTMENT AT6791 APPLEGATE ROAD ,

Text continued from page 414:

available to the next program to be
run. (Before terminating TAFT operation, you should remember to sign
off or log off the host computer.)

Understanding TAFT
Discussion of the program in listing
1 is divided into four parts:
• Initialization of constants and
POKEing the machine-language code
into high memory
• Terminal mode
• File transfer from Apple to host
computer
• File transfer from host computer
to Apple
The Applesoft BASIC statements
used to implement each of these four
parts are described next so you can
master the programming techniques
used and modify TAFT to your own
needs (see listing 1) .

Initialization
Line 70 causes the TAFT program
to be stored below memory location
6144. This insures that locations at
and above that address are free to
hold the machine-language code and
the file-transfer receive buffer.
Should the user make any significant
additions to TAFT, it is necessary to
increase the number of the memory
address, in this case, 6143. For convenience, that number should always be
one less th.an an even multiple of 256
(in this case, 6143 = 24 X 256 - 1).
If this number is changed, two other
constants in lines 780 and 990 must
also be changed. The lower limit of
Symbol Table
SLOT
STATUS
CH
PTRLOW
START
UNFLSH
MSBLAB
ENDOUT
LAST
FLDWN
DELETE
HOTAP
CLOOP

$01
$C091
$24
$FE
$9000
$9038
$9010
$905E
$906D
$903A
$9051
$906E
$9084

INPORT
OUTPRT
BASL
PTRHI
DOWN
INCONV
FLASH
OUTCON
OUTCHR
ENDINC
TAB
INCHR
ENDHST
NOCONV

$C090
$C092
$28
$FF
$9018
$903F
$9033
$904A
$905F
$9049
$9058
$90A4
$90A1
$9092

Table 2: Symbol table for listing 2, showing subroutine labels and their assigned
locations in memory.
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Line 140 calls the Applesoft subthe FOR ... NEXT loop in line 780
must be the even multiple of 256; in routine to store machine-language
this case, 6144 . The last number in code .
Lines 920-1030 contain the 175
the data statement in line 990 must be
the integer multiplier of 256; in this decimal equivalents of machine-language code to be stored in sequential
case, 24.
Line 80 defines the memory address memory locations. To change the
where the machine-language portion character to exit from the terminal
of the file-reception section stores the mode, you must change the "148" in
address of the last character received. line 950. To determine the new value,
The address is held in the receive buf- turn to page 7 of your Apple II
fer for later use by its Applesoft por- Reference Manual and consult the
tion. This 2-byte character address is table listing all Apple keys and their
stored in the two highest memory associated ASCII codes. The "$"
locations in page 0 of Apple memory, before each two-character entry
locations 254 and 255 (see table 1 for means that each code is given in hexadecimal notation, so a conversion
all TAFT variables).
Line 90 initializes control-character from hexadecimal to decimal is revariables . CZ$ contains a Control Z quired. For example, the Control T
character, which is used as an end-of- entry is "$94". Take the more
file character. This is a very common significant character, multiply it by
convention . In the unlikely event that 16, and add the less significant charyour host computer requires a dif- acter to that product. In this example,
ferent end-of-file character, simply 9 X 16 + 4 = 148. This is the origin
change the "26" in this statement to of "148" in line 950. Those interested
the decimal equivalent of the alter- in 6502 assembly language can review
nate control character (once its most the assembly-language listing of the
program that produced these 175
significant bit is set to zero).
Line 100 defines the address of the values (see listing 2). The listing is
machine-language subroutine used to thoroughly' commented, so even if
output a character on the serial com- you have no assembly language exmunication line.
perience, you should be able to
Line 110 defines the address of the follow what the machine-language
character to be output by the ma- portion of TAFT is doing. This prochine-language subroutine located at gram uses ROM-based subroutines at
OUTCHR. To send a character, high addresses in Apple memory to
TAFT simply POKEs the character's do such things as display a character
ASCII code into location LAST and on the Apple screen. (A complete
CALLs OUTCHR.
listing of the contents of this ROMLine 120 defines the CALling ad- based monitor begins on page 155 of
dress of the host-to-Apple machine- the Apple II Reference Manual. )
language subroutine, HOTAP. This
For TAFT to use it, the serial I/O
address is located immediately after board must be installed in slot 1 of the
the I-byte character buffer LAST.
Apple . If the slot is already in use,
Line 130 defines the calling address five values must be changed in these
of the terminal-mode machine-lan- data statements to permit installation
guage subroutine TERMA. The ma- of the serial board in another slot.
chine-language code stored at (and Add 8 to the slot number that you
above) this address contains refer- wish to use and multiply that sum by
ences to its own location and is there- 16. (In the case of slot 1, this final
fore said to be nonrelocatable. This product is 144.) The new value must
means that the machine code cannot replace the 144 near the end of statebe moved in memory and that the ment 1030 and the 144 in statement
values of TERMA, OUTCHR, LAST, 930, between the 173 and the 192.
and HOT AP defined in this line and Add 1 to the product computed
previous lines cannot be changed above. This new value must replace
without major modifications to lines 145 in statements 930 and 1030.
Finally, add 2 to the product com930 to 1030.

Get Omni quality
for as little as $1.99. • •
even if all you
•
wantlsa
10 pack.

Call toll-free for great savings on Omni's
complete line of 51,4 premium disks. Each is
certified error-free at a minimum of twice
the error threshold of your system. Each is
rated for more than 12 million passes without
disk-related errors or significant wear.
And each is precision fabricated to exceed
all ANSI specifications with such standard
features as reinforced hub rings and Tyvec
sleeves. Get same day shipment and an
unconditional, no hassle money-back guarantee.
/I

ARCHNE
23 Alvarado Ave.,Worcester, MA 01604
(800) 343-0314; In Mas.s:
(617) 756-2960

Call toll free

(800) 343~0314

In Mass: (617) 756~2960
Call if you're not sure which disk is compatible with your
system. Call for prices on 96 tpi and special formats. We offer an
unconditional money-back warranty. We're here to help.

Be sure to indicate system name and model # at right.
# of
10 Packs 5 1/4" Disks
Single side/single density
Single side/double density
Double side/ double density
Flip/Floppy reversible
Double side/double density
Protective plastic library case
(in lieu of soft storage box)
Shipping and handling

D Master Card
DVISA

DcaD

$19.90$"--_ __
$23.90$"--_ __
$39.90 $:!:. ._ __
$39.90$"-_ __

Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$ 2.99

$

Total

$ 1.50
$
$

5% sales tax (Mass. only)
Circle 35 on inquiry card .
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Price Per Total
10 Pack
Price

System and model # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

TeL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

that terminal to verify that it was
received correctly . In the terminal
mode, the echoed character is
displayed so that you can monitor the
development of any communication
problems. This process happens so
quickly that you don't realize the
interchange has taken place. The
TAFT terminal mode is written entirely in machine language to keep
Terminal Mode
Most host computers automatically any delay, from key depression to
echo every character when operating character display, as short as posin a full-duplex communication link. sible .
Line 150 clears the screen and inThat is, each character the host
receives from a terminal is returned to forms you that TAFT has entered the
-------------------------------,

puted above. This new value must replace 146 in statement 990.
Lines 1040-1060 store the 175 machine-language bytes that were defined in lines 920-1030. Note that the
lower limit of the FOR . . . NEXT
loop begins POKEing bytes at the
exact address defined in line 130.

r,!~~~~~~~~itesmiths, Ltd.~~~~~~~:1

P:asca1Compi1ers
is now sipping
h
for 10 'count
'em ten) different
~
operating system families:

terminal mode .
Line 160 transfers control to the
machine-language terminal subroutine that was POKEd into memory.
Lines 170-180 determine if you
want to transfer a file from the Apple
to the host computer. If so, these lines
transfer control to the transmission
mode , Part 3 of TAFT. Line 170 executes upon return from the machinelanguage terminal subroutine . This
return is caused by keying a Control

T.
Lines 190-200 determine if you
want to transfer a file from the host
computer to the Apple. If so, they
transfer control to the reception
mode, Part 4 of TAFT.
Lines 210-220 determine if TAFT

operation is to be terminated. If not,
control reverts to the terminal mode
in Part 1 of TAFT .
Line 230 resets the upper memory
limit available to Applesoft (see pages
141-142 of the DOS manual).
Lines 240-250 politely terminate the
program .

Transmission Mode

'Ava il ab le in source fo rm o nly.
ldris is a trademark of Whitesmith s. ltd. - UNIX is a trad emark of Bell Laboratories - C P/M is a trademark of
Digital Research - RSX#l1M, RSTS/E, RT· lI . LSI· lI, VAX, and VMS are trademar ks of Digit al Equipment
Corpo ration. VERSAdos is a trademark of Motorol a Inc.

All implementation s suppo rt the full ISO Pascal (Le vel 0).
All pass the Tasm ani an Valid atio n S uite with flyin g co lors.
Yo u ca n partiti on your Pas cal program in to sep arate ly
ma inta in able fil es. Yo u can write library fun cti ons to add to the
ex te nsive se t we giv e yo u. And yo u can mi x in modul es written
in o ther lan guages, like assembl er or C.
In fact , a C Co mpil er co mes with every Pasca l Co mpil er
we se ll. Pri ces start at $950.00. Write or ca ll .
Dis tribut ors: Au stralia, Fawnray Ply Ltd. P,O.S 224 Hurts vi ll e NS W 222 0 570.6100
Japan. Ad va nce Data Controls Co rp. C hi yoda- ku . Tokyo 03 263.0383
U nited Kingdom. Real Time Sys tems. Ne wcastl e upon Tyne 063 2 733131

I.:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~itesmiths, Ltd.;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
Parkway Towers, 'B; 485 US Route I So., Ise lin , New Jersey 08830 (lO l ) 750-9000 Telex: 645592
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Line 260 requests the name of the
Apple disk file to be sent to the host
and stores it as AF$.
Line 270 requests the name for the
new file to be created on the host disk
and stores that name as VF$.
Line 280 composes the host-compatible command to create a file on
the host disk, with the name specified
in VF$. The command is stored as
A$. (This line will probably have to
be changed to use TAFT with a host
other than a VAX-ll. Most hosts will
have a simple command for creating a
disk file and then accepting input
from the terminal. In this case, the
VAX command CREATE is followed
by the specified file name and a
carriage-return ·character. If your
host computer does not use the term
CREATE, then adapt line 280 to your
own host system by using the appropriate host command as the first
part of A$.)
Lines 290-320 send the host command (composed in line 280) to the
host computer. The FOR . .. NEXT
loop successively stores each command character in the I-byte charac-

Condor database
obsoletes compilers!
Condor relational database
management system makes
your personal! business
computer far simpler to use
and much more useful to own.
for less money...
than other software.
Plain English, no computerese.
Condor relational database management is a complete development
and operation system . It eliminates
BASIC, PU1, COBOL, FORTRAN, or
other compilers in almost every
case. It allows you to deal directly
with your information without
complex code words. In plain
English, it lets you manage your
business instead of your data.

Save 90%. Because no complex
programming is needed, Condor
saves up to 90% of the cost of
program writing and testing! You
also eliminate costly and timeconsuming programmer " talent
searches."

State-of-the-art relational format.
Condor makes traditional
programming approaches using
compilers obsolete. Features such
as SORT, DEFINE, ENTER, P0ST
AN D REORG perm it rapid database
creation, access, control, monitoring
and manipulation. For instance (by
using the JOIN command), you can
combine the information contained
in two large file cabinets-such as
" Purchases" and "Labor Cost"-

Circ le 228 on Inquiry card .

II

into a single file-in one operation.
To do the same task, ordinary software usually requires substantial
reprogramming.

Easiest to learn and use.
Independent evaluators rate Condor
more "user-friendly" than any other '
personal/business
computer database ~~~~il
system. After a
brief study of the
manual , you start
building a database within 15
or 20 minutes.
In fact, Condor has
allowed many hundreds of first-time
users to produce and process
their own management reports.

Only $295 for entry level.
Condor's three-level modular
design prov ides full upward
compatability, up to the most
powerful software of its kind in the
industry. The entry level Condor I
features database file development

and management;
entry, update,
and posting;
inquiry and report
writing capabilities;
and complete
operations aids.
And as information needs grow,
you can easily upgrade by simply
adding Condor II relational features
for joining multiple database files,
and Condor III for writing highly
complex reports and for fast-query
indexing.
Condor DBMS is the most
complete system, with almost
limitless applications ... from
handling General Ledger and
Accounts Receivable to Credit
Assessments and Contract
Management.

Questions? See Condor at you r local
software dealer, write to P.O. Box
8318, Ann Arbor, MI 48107, or call

(313) 769-3988 .

~QI1dgr

COMPUTER CORPORATION
P.o . Box 8318, Ann Arbor, MI 48107

The Industry Standard .. .Selected by Major Dealers,
Distributors and Manufacturers.

Listing 2: The 6502 assembly-language portion of TAFT. This 175-by te listing co rresponds to the data in lin es 930 to 1030 (see
listing 1) .

*t Assembly Language Portion
* of the A p p 1
...... at1
* with Bidirectional File Transfer
* written by Thomas L. Gabriele
* 15 JUNE 1980
t
~

SLOT
I NPORT
STATUS
OUTPRT
CH
BASL
PTRLOW
PTRHI

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

1
Serial board slot number.
SLOTt$10+$C080
I NPORT+ 1
STATUS+1
$24
$28
$FE
LS byte of address
SFF
HS byte of address

ORG S9000

9000-AD91CO
9003-2980
9005-F011

*t Has
*
START

T~..-",:i.

Beginning address

a character come in ?
LDA STATUS
AND #$80
BEQ DOWN

Read status of slot.
Save only input buffer full bit.
IF BIT=O Branch

t
t A character has been received.

*

9007-203890
900A-AD90CO
900D-203F90
9010-0980
. MSBLAB
9012-20FOFD
9015-203390

JSR
LDA
JSR
ORA
JSR
JSR

UNFLSH
I NPORT
INCONV
#$80
$FDFO
FLASH

Remove cursor.
Read input port.
Call input conversion subroutine.
Set the MSB.
CALL COUT1 , output.
Put up cursor.

*

Has a character been keyed ?
t
BIT $COOO
Go back & read again until
9018-2COOCO DOWN
901B-10E3
BPL START
the MSB is set.

90 1 D-ADOOCO
9020-2C10CO
9023-C994
9025-F037
9027-204A90

902A-8D6D90
902D-205F90
9030-4C0090

**
*

*
*

Process the keyed character.
LDA
BIT
CMP
BEQ
JSR

$COOO
$C010
#$94
ENDOUT
OUT CON

Get the last character keyed.
Clear keyboard strobe.
I f CTRL T, return.
Branch to return to BASIC.
Call the output conversion subroutine.

Output the character.
STA LAST
JSR OUTCHR
JMP START

Save the character to go out.
Call the output routine.
Listing 2 continued on page 426
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TM

CREATORS
Bring your CP/ M* software applications to life with DataFlex.
From menus to multi-key ISAM, DataFlex has the features
and power you need to create complete turn-key software
applications in a RELATIONAL data base environment.
Compare ... what else gives you: up to 125 data files with 4
indexes each, fast on-line multi-key ISAM file maintenance, a
multi-file report generator, on-line multi-file transaction processing, an easy to use Query, even a "soft" menu to replace the
CP/ M command mode. All of this using DataFlex's configuration
utilities, and NO PROGRAM CODE!
Is it easy to use? You can type in a screen format "image" of a
file with your text editor. Then, DataFlex's AUTODEF utility will
create the file definition from the screen image ... in about five
seconds l
DataFlex will handle your multi-user requirements tool It runs
under Software 2000's TurboDos Network O/S with data protection to the field level. That means multiple users in the same
record at the same time l
If the 16 bit world is your domain, an SOS6 version of DataFlex

which limits file sizes internally, is only $1 00 including
the manual.
Get the full system, or
get the demo, but get your
hands on DataFlex.
It's software for creators.

"Dealer, Systems House and OEM inquiries invited."

·CP/ M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Pacific Grove, CA

Circle 142 on inquiry card.

will be available second quarter 'S2. And, you can develop now
on your SOSO/Z-SO system, and transport completed applications to the SOS6.
If you need applications now, Data Access has a Library of
existing DataFlex applications developed by other creators.
They're ready to go at prices that will get you going. The DataFlex
Library has Order Entry/Inventory, Accounting, Pharmacy, and
Legal Billing, with more being added all the time. For highly
specialized requirements, DataFlex's PASCAL Library is available to application developers.
DataFlex can change the way you do business. And, at $750
it's the best software value in the business. A demo package,

:llllIACCESS®
CORPORATION

4221 Ponce De Leon Blvd.,
Coral Gables, FL33146
(305) 446 -0669
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Listing 2 con tinued:

* Manage the flashing cursur.
*
LDA #$60
Flashing
FLASH
Code

9033-A960
9035-4C3A90
JMP FLDWN
UNFLSH LDA #$AO
9038-A9AO
Code
903A-A424
FLDWN LDY CH
903C-9128
STA <BASL> ~ Y
903E-60
RTS

**
903F-C961
9041-9006
9043-C97B
9045-B002
9047-4920
9049-60

904A-C99D
904C-D003
904E-A95B
9050-60
9051-C988
9053-D003
9055-A97F
9057-60
9058-C995
905A-D002
905C-A909
905E-60

905F-AD91CO
9062-- 2901
9064-FOF9
9066-AD6D90
9069-8D92CO
906C-60
906D-00

906E-A918
9070-85FF
9072-AOOO
9074-84FE
9076-AE6D90

9079-A90D
907B-8D6D90
426

space.

Normal space.

Received character conversion subroutine

*

I NCONV CMP
BCC
CMP
BCS
EOR
ENDINC RTS

#$61
ENDINC
#$7B
ENDINC
#$20

Compare with a lower case tlall.
Is it a lower case?
Compare with a lower 'case liZ
+ 1.
Is it lower case?
Convert to upper case.
End of input conversion routine.
II

** Output character conversion subroutine.
* CON CMP #$9D Is it a CTRL M?
OUT
BNE
LDA
RTS
DELETE CMP
BNE
LDA
RTS
TAB
CMP
BNE
LDA
ENDOUT RTS

DELETE
#$5B
#$88
TAB
#$7F
#$95
END OUT
#9

* Output character
*
OUTCHR
LDA STATUS
AND
BEt!
LDA
STA
RTS
LAST

#$01
OUTCHR
LAST
OUTPRT

DFB 0

If not, skip down and test for next character.
Open bracket character.
Store the character.
Is it a back arrow character?
If not, skip down.
Delete character.
Store the character.
Forward arrow?
If not, skip down.
Horizontal tab character.
End of output conversion routine.
to serial board.
Read slot status.
Save only output buffer empty bit.
Poll until buffer empty.
Get the last character.
Write output port.
End of output routine.
Storage for last character.

* Host to Apple file transfer coding.
* Initialize assembly lang variables.
*
HOTAP
LDA #$18
Initialize the buffer
STA
LDY
STY
LDX

**
*

Send a
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PTRHI
#0
PTRLOW
LAST

pointer high byte.

Reset index register.
Inititialize the buffer pointer low byte.
Load the conversion flag.

carriage return character and disgard the host echo.

LDA #13
STA LAST

Send carriage return character.
Listing 2 con tinued on page 428
Circle 340 on Inquiry card . _

Novation, Inc., 18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356, 800-423-5419.

IINovationlIII

Listing 2 continued:

JSR OUTCHR
JSR INCHR

907E-205F90
90Bl-20A490

Discard echo of carriage return characte......

*

.. Characte..... acquisition loop
..
Get the next
9084-20A490 CLOOP JSR INCHR

character.
Is it a CONTROL Z?
CMP #26
9087-C91A
BEQ ENDHST If so,branch.
9089-F016
Case conversion flag set?
CPX #0
908B-EOOO
BEQ NOCONV If not, bypass conversion subroutine call.
908D-F003
JSR INCONV Convert lowe..... case.
908F-203F90
NOCONV STA (PTRLOW),Y Store the incoming character.
9092-91FE
Set the most significant bit.
ORA #S80
9094-0980
CALL COUT1
JSR SFDFO
9096-20FOFD
Point to next byte.
INY
9099-C8
Get next cha ..... acter.
BNE CLOOP
909A-POE8
Point to next page of memory.
INC PTRHI
909C-E6FF
JMP CLOOP
909E-4l;::8490

.. End of transmission
..
ENDHST STY PTRLOW Save
..

90A1-64FE
90A3-60

*

90A4-AD91CO
90A7-2980
90A9-FOF9
90AB-AD90CO
90AE-60

.. Input character
.INCHR
LDA STATUS
AND #S80 .
BEQ INCHR
LDA INPORT
RTS

ter buffer before calling the machinelanguage output routine.
Line 330 defines where control is to
pass when the end of the Apple file is
encountered or if any other error condition should occur.
Lines 340-350 prepare the specified
Apple sequential text file to be read.
Line 360 initializes, with a null
string, a string variable that will buffe'r (hold) characters sent until an entire line is accumulated. This line will
be displayed on the Apple screen with
a single PRINT command (see line
440).

Line 370 obtains the next character
from the Apple source file.
Lines 380-390 send the ASCII code
of that next character out the serial
communication line.
Line 400 echoes the entire line to
the display if the character just sent
was a carriage return.
Lines 410-420 append that character to the string to be echoed and go
back to get another character from
428

the file length.

RTS.
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subroutine •
Buffer full bi t.
Loop if nothing.
Get character.

the source file if the last character was
not a carriage return.
Lines 430-450 echo the line to the
Apple II display and go back to redefine the disk file as the source of characters asked for by the GET in line
370.
Lines 460-480 send a Control Z
character ~s the end-of-file indication
to the host computer so it will close
the new file and stand by for the next
command. The use of a Control Z
character for this purpose is a fairly
common protocol . If, however, your
host computer doesn't echo commands typed from the TAFT terminal
mode after a transfer to the host is
complete, then the host probably uses
a different end-of-file character. (The
host computer won't echo your terminal-mode commands because it
doesn't know that the file transfer is
completed and it is putting your terminal commands into that file as
well.) If this occurs, find out what
character (or sequence of characters)

should be used as the end-of-file
marker, then modify these lines appropriately . If more than a single
character is required, you can use a
construct similar to the one contained
in lines 290-320 .
Line 490 calls the one-line subroutine that displays the TRANSFER
COMPLETE message.
Line 500 delays a moment.
Line 510 transfers control back to
the terminal mode.
Line 520 begins error-handling routine by saving the error code in variable BOO .
Line 530: whether the error was a
normal detection of the end of the
source file or an unwanted error condition, the source Apple file is closed
immediately.
Line 540: if a normal end-of-sourcefile condition was detected, transfer
control to the code that sends the endof-file marker.
Lines 550-560: if it wasn't a
"normal" error condition, you are in-

BYTE'S Best
()sllsp List
\

,
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar,
Volumes I, II, & III
by Steve Ciarcia
Collectioris of Steve Ciarcia's perennially
popular columns from BYTE Magazine, these
three volumes are sure to please home computer
users and electronics hobbyists. Volume I
includes power conversions, programming
EPROMs, remote terminal interfacing, touchinput video display, and more. Volume II,
focusing on projects which interface the personal
computer with the home, features useful applications such as a computer-controlled home security system, computerized appliances; input-output
expansion for the TRS-80, and even a computercontrolled wood stove. Volume III offers low-cost construction projects such as an ultrasonic rangefinder, handheld
remote computer control, two speech synthesizers, and a
remote-control motorized platform, to name just a few.
Build Your Own Z80 Computer
This complete guide to building a working computer offers
engineers, students, and hobbyists an exciting alternative to buying a computer. With clear
instructions, Steve Ciarcia fully explains how to build a basic single-board micro-computer
based on the Zilog Z80 microprocessor. The finished product features a I K-byte operating
system, serial and parallel ports, hexadecimal display, audio cassette mass storage, and easy
expansion to include a video terminal.

Please send

Call Toll-Free 800/258-5420

_ _ Ciarcia ' s Cir c uit Cellar , Vol. I $8 .00
_ _ Ciarcia ' s Cir c uit Cellar , Vol. II $12 .95
_ _ Ciar cia ' s Circuit Cellar , Vol . III $12.95
_ _ Build Your Own Z80 Computer $15 . 95

Name ______________________________________________C
~h_e~c~
k_E
_n
~c~
lo
~s~
e~
d__________________________________
Bill Visa /
MasterCard #

Address
City

State

Ij~TI
~[) [ I~~

Zip

Expiration Date
Please add . 7 5 per book to cover shipping cost.

70 Main Street Peterborough, N .H. 03458
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formed which error occurred before
TAFT transfers to the end-of-file
marker code.

Reception Mode
Line 580 requests the name of the
host source file to be sent to the Apple
and stores it as VF$.
Line 590 requests the name of the
new Apple file to be created and
stores that name as AF$.
Lines 600-620 ask you if you want
conversion of lowercase characters to
uppercase and stores y our decision in
variable CNV.
Line 630 composes a command to
the host computer to send the contents of the file (specified in VF$)
followed by a Control Z (end-of-file
marker) and stores that command as
A$. This is the second and last TAFT
statement that is VAX-ll hostspecific. For a different host, this
statement must be changed . If your
host computer automatically sends an
end-of-file character other than a
Control Z , simply change the "26" in
the data statement in line 1010 to the

decimal equivalent of the control
character your host uses . TAFT will
then look for this character as the
end-of-file marker. Unlike the host
command composed in line 280, this
command is not terminated with a
carriage-return character. The
following explains why .
Lines 640-670 send the host command composed in line 630 to the
host computer.
Line 680 waits for the echo of the
command characters, sent by lines
640-670, to return from the host. You
don't want to begin accumulating
characters for the new file too quickly
or you will find the host echo of the
command characters at the beginning
of that file . Since a carriage return has
not yet been sent, the host will not
perform the command (that is, send
. the file ). Therefore, this delay will not
cause us to miss any file contents .
Line 690 informs the machine-language subroutine whether the lowerto-uppercase conversion is to be performed (see lines 600-620).
Line 700 transfers control to the

machine-language subrout ine ,
HOTAP, for file reception . After setting up the address pointers used to
store incoming characters in the
receive buffer, HOT AP sends the
carriage-return character to the hos t
computer to complete the com mand.
Because HOT AP is a fast machinelanguage routine, it readily receives
and stores characters as they come
from the host.
One final subtlety is that after
sending the return character , HOT AP
ignores the first character coming
from the host:--the echo of that
return character . All characters that
follow will be saved in the receive
buffer. This procedure is relatively
time insensitive, and should work on
any host. Finally, HOT AP stores the
2-byte address of the last character
received a t PTR and PTR + 1, which
is used in the next line.
Line 710 computes the address
from the two binary bytes p reviously
stored by HOTAP and re-stores this
address in the Applesoft variable UL.
Line 720 defines where program

Best Price • Good Quality • Swift Delivery • Export
COMPUTER
-The Best Graphic
LNW 80 I

CROM EMCO
CS1
Z2 H
CS3
CS 1 D2E
DYNABYTE
SWTPC
'6809'

ZENITH

NORTH
STA R

WICAT
' 68000 '

TERAK
• LS llll
graphic ·

A LTOS
'8086 '
DEC
A TA RI

430

PRINTER

Personal Computer·
$
Z80A. 65K. 4 80 x 1 92 . .. 1.395
w/C PM compatible .
. ... 1,795
125K, CPM compatible . ... 2,295
AGB in terface
.... , 25
-Multiu ser Business/Engineer 26% off system & software
15% off boards & components
5Y." floppy . . .... .. ... 2,956
hard disk system.
. 7,396
64K. 8"' .
5,916
256K RAM. 6 8000 & Z80 .. 4.067
5200 64K. 1 MB. Z80A .... 3.300
5605 64K. 6MB ha,d d . . .. 6.550
5/091 28K (UNIFLEXI. .... 3.450
/09 64K . ... . . . . . . . . . . 1.83 5
69A 8K .
. 799
1 MB RAM . NEW . . . . . . . . . . call

PRISM 132

• Profeulo nel/W ord Process·
Z90 ·80. 64K.
. .... . .. 2.290
Z90·82, 64K . I disk.
2.490
Z89, 48K, I disk .... . ... 2,130
Z37 1.2MB Drives .... ... 1.450
HORIZON. 2
quad drives. 64K .
. 3.200
ADVANTAG E. 2
Quad drives, 64K . . . . . . . 3 .100
·16 -blt CPU·
5150 IT I-user .
. 3 ,75 0
256K RAM. CRT
5150 WS l,user .
. . 8,450
256K RAM . , OMS hard dis k .
960KS floppy CRT,
OS + I language
51 50·3 WS 3-users . . .. 10,800
same as 5 150 WS
5 1 50·6 WS 6-use rs .. ... 12 ,800
S12K RAM same
as 5150 WS
Graphics 300 )( 400 . . . . . . . 900
8 51 OA w/C RT .
. .... 8.000
320 x 240. DO
8600 w /13" colot .
17 ,000
monitor, 640 x 4 80
ACS8600· 10 500 KB .... 10 .000
RAM, 10MS ha rd disk .
SOaK S flopp y multiusers
PDPI1 1. VAX780, M INC . . . . . call
ca ll
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SOFTWARE

· w /Graphic Option Integ ral Data
System
PRISM 80

$

150 cps, 80 col. . ... .. 710
w /graphic 84 x 84 .
780
. 1.0 80
. . 1. 250
, 32 col. . .
. . 999

W /colOi & graphic .
W /all OPtions

w /graphics 84 x 84 .
1,070
w /color & graphic .
.. 1. 370

NEC
ANADEX

w / all options
1.562
MX80 w / Graftrax .
. . . 450
MX80 FI T .
. . . .. 555
MX80 FI T Glaftrax
. 620
MX 100 .
. . 725
PC-8023A
. 480
Dp ·9500
1.300

DIA8LO
C.lTOH
OUM E
BROTHER

· l ette r Qu alitv·
630 . .
Starwriter F· I O
9/ 35 R.O ..
HR·l1 excellent .

EPSON

. 2.095
1.495
. 1.800
. .. 1,050

database
dBASE II Ashton -Ta te .
CONDO R I .
II
III . .

S
575
250
.. 450
. . B50

financial tAR . AP , Inventory etc.)
Accounting Plus .
Peachtree .
other
VISICA LC .
MICROSOFT soltcard .
FORTRAN BO .
8AS IC 80 .
BAS IC Compiler .
SUPERCAlC SOfclm
M ic ro Pro WORDSTAR
MAILMERG
SUPERSQRT I
CP/M 2. 2 Digital Research

450
CALL

. 1 50
330
. 345
. 285
. 310
. 250
. 295
105
1 65
130

Mailing Label w /sOr! .
For Accounting Plus All Software
Custom ·made software f or loca t

200
CALL

MONITOR
ZEN ITH
AMDEK

SANYO
NEC
BMC

, 2" green ,
COLOR " RG8 13"' .
CO LOR I 13 "
300 G 12" green ,
13" colo r .
, 3" RGe .
12 " green .
, 2" co lor
12." green .
12AU 12 " gleen .

119
805
. 350
179
. 445

. 999
170
330
1 65

110

CALL (212) 937 -6363

TERMINAL
ZENITH
HAZEL TIN E
BEEHI VE
IBM

SWTPC

Z 19
699
ESPRIT .
640
OMS smart ter .
BOO
3101 - 10 .
. .. 1,195
3101 - 12
1.225
3101 -20
.. .. ... 1,400
B212 inte ll igent .
1,050
12 " most beautiful terminal eve r
built!

Smartmodem

free consu ltation , catalogue
Prices subject to change. American Express.
Visa /Ma ste rcard add 3 % . F.O.B. pOint of ship ment. 20 % restOCking fee for returned merchan ·
dise . Persona l checks take 3 weeks to c lear .
COD on certified check only . N.Y . residents add
sales tax .

CABLE : COMSYSTEC NEW YO RK
TELE X: 429418 CS TNY

MODEM
HAYES

DIGITIZER/PLOTTER
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
HI PA D DIG ITIZER DT · 1 1 11 " x 11 .... ... 725
DT, "Aw/ APPLE lnteriace .
.. 750
HJPl OT DMP-2 BY," x 11" .
. . 975
COM PLOT OP- 1 1 4000 steps/sec .
. .. 4.000
84 " A PRI NTER/PLOTTE R. .
5.200

21 · 55 44 th Road
229

L. I. C .. NY 1 1 1 01

' spe ela l

Circle 106 on Inqu iry card.

If it flies on aerospace
software, Kearfott...and you ...
may well help create it.
As a company engaged in dozens of major
projects that depend on software advances in
flight . orbiting. command , communications or
controls, we can offer you the opportunity to
work in a DP co mplex that's as sophisticated
as the ring laser gyroscope system we 're
developing for the Tomahawk-2 MRASM
Cruise Missile. Or as advanced as our JTIDS
communications terminal.
In engineering and scientific programming . your realtime software designs will
operate airborne computers and support
everything from aircraft navigation systems to inertial measurement units on
the Space Shuttle .. guidance controls for the Trident missile ... ASW
... scanning beam landing systems ... and much . much more .
Have a background in simulation. linear systems . firmware
for SW validation. Kalm an
filtering or FORTRAN? Then
find out about our firmware
projects.
In MIS-the expanding sphere that helps
give Kearfott's rarefied environment a very
solid basis-you 'II run the gamut. Accounting.
Finance . Payroll . In ventory and manufacturing contro ls. All involve COBOL programming . CICS . MVS , IMS . and data base design
and telecommunications.
At our Data Center. you 'll be joining an
elite software systems group that maintains
IBM and Amdahl mainframe computers with
supporting software that includes MVS/ SE-2 ,
SE / A. JES 2. IMS DB / DC , CICS , TSO ,
WYLBUR . ACFIVTAM , ACF / NCP. SAS.
information systems. And more.

EI
So whatever your software specialty
may be , there's a career path for you at Kearfott. You 'll need at least 3 years experie nce in
a large-scale IBM environment or HP 2100
MUX. If you 're looking to accelerate your
career, please send your resume to : Carol
Batte , Singer Company, Kearfott Division ,
1150 McBride Avenue , Little Falls , NJ 07424 .

I

Kearfottl

a division of The 5 I N G E R Company

An equa l opportunity employer.

Circle 412 on inquiry card.

mi t. who creates opportunities .
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control is to pass if an error occurs
while storing the new file on disk.
Lines 730-760 prepare the sequential text file to be written on the Apple
disk, using the name you specified.
Any other disk file with this name
will be overwritten .
Line 770 initializes (to the null
string) a string variable that will be
used to write an entire line of text to
the disk.
Lines 780 and 820 create a
FOR . . .NEXT loop to process each
character stored in the receive buffer,
at addresses beginning at HIMEM + 1
and going up to the address computed
in line 710.
Line 790 gets the next character
from the receive buffer.
Line 800: if this character is not a
carriage return, then the line of text is
incomplete. Therefore, this statement
appends it to the string being composed and passes control to line 820,
which returns for the next character .
Line 810: if the character was a carriage return, then the line of text is

complete. This statement writes it to
the new disk file and reinitializes the
composing string variable L$ to the
null string .
Line 830 closes the new Apple file.
Line 840 temporarily stops disk operations and gives you a prompt indicating the end of a valid transfer.
Lines 850-880 display a catalog of
disk files (to show the new file just
generated) and wait for you to press
any key to re-enter the terminal
mode.
Lines 890-910: in the event of an
error, this section displays the error
number before closing as much of the
new file as was written to that point.

Whys and Wherefores
As our society becomes increasingly computer-based, the home that
can access the computer at the bank,
store, or library will be the home that
gets the best service. TAFT can be the
first step toward ensuring that you
have access to these new services.

All outputs are fuUy
regulated.
.

' J~,\."' ;,_"""IlUp_

ply that came

wIIl!.roUl£.Apple

11;' BJitceptlor
one big 'difference: ~e AtOO
pnmdesyou
THB8B TIMBS

the powerl
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The best news of allis
that Apple Juice comes reasonably priced at au.oo
from AccuPower. Write
today for a free data sbeet
.and all tbe deta,Ds.

~M:CUPOWU
Va:lt6LundyAvenue
San Jose, CA 95131
y

Circle 8 on Inquiry card .

Commercially, TAFT can form the
basis for many profitable home activities . Although the processing
power of host computers surpasses
that of an Apple II , the smaller computer has the advantage of more costeffective peripheral devices. In other
words, although a large computer can
process much data rapidly, the Apple
II is better equipped to display the
answers to people and to get their responses .
For example, the host computer
may have a number of alternate solutions to a problem in bus routing,
stock ordering, plant layout, or
molecular structure . Using its graphic-display capability, the Apple II
could present these solutions in a
manner more easily understood than
pages of printout. You could communicate your selection or "grading"
of the host output back to the host
computer for further processing or
final output. Through its own processing and disk storage, an Apple II
with terminal and file-transfer capability can make the most efficient use
of a mainframe's computer time .
The most obvious commercial use
of TAFT would be as a data capture
station. Consider moving traditional
keypunch operations to your home .
The Apple would capture the data
(Le., make it machine readable) and
communicate that data, using TAFT,
to the customer's host computer. An
Apple with a text editor becomes an
off-line, key-to-disk system. Or the
more exotic input devices of voice input or graphic tablet could be used to
efficiently capture the data. Regardless of the exact functions , TAFT
allows you to deliver the output data
product directly to the client computer .
Some may find these ideas impractical-others do not. Alvin Toffler
devotes a chapter of his recent book,
The Third Wave, to the emerging
trend of " electronic cottage
industries" where workers "telecommute" with their employers . As
usual, individual entrepreneurs will
spearhead the initial exploration of
these new modes of providing service . Perhaps TAFT can help you and
your Apple II "catch the wave ." .

Collector f£dition
BYTE COVERS

FUTURE COMPUTERS
Print ~3 - $25

SMALLTALK

SOFTWARE

Print 14 - $25

Print 15 - $25

SOFTWARE PIRACY
Print 9 - $25

THE PROGRAMMING ROUTE
Print 10 - $25

FORTH
Print 11 · $25

COMPUTER CHESS
Oct. 1978
57.95

PERSPECTIVES
Print 8 - $25

The Byte covers shown below are available as beautiful Collector Edition Prints. Each full color print is 11" x 14", including
1W' border, and is part of an edition strictly limited to 500 prints .
The artist, Robert Tinney, has personally inspected, signed and
numbered each print. A Certificate of Authenticity accompanies
each print guaranteeing its quality and limited number.
The price of a Collector Edition Byte Cover is $25, plus $3 per
shipment for postage and handling ($8 for overseas airmail).
Collector Prints 9, 10, 11 and 12 can be purchased as a set for
$80, as can Prints 13, 14, 15 and 16.
Collector Edition Byte Covers are also available in the beautiful mat and frame shown above for $60 each (if Set 9-12 or Set
13-16 is ordered framed and matted , the price per set is $200)
The mat is a neutral gray which blends with most decors, and the
black 12" x 16" frame is trimmed in
silver. The print is mounted under
non-glare glass.
Framed and matted prints are
shipped UPS-no delivery to P.O.
boxes. Because of expense and
breakage, no framed prints are
shipped overseas. Please allow 46 weeks delivery for framed prints .
To order use the coupon below ; Visa and Master Charge
CHIP BUILDING
orders may call Toll Free .
Print 16 - $25

TOTAL ECLIPSE
Print 6 - $25

FUTURE PAST
Print 12 - $25

THROUGH THE
TRAP DOOR
Mar. 1979

BREAKING THE
SOUND BARRIER
Sept. 1977

$35.00

$35.00

COMPUTER HARDWARE
Print 7 - $25

ALSO AVAILABLE are the prints
shown at left. "Computer Chess" is
an 18" X 22" full color poster_
" Through the Trap Door" and
"Breaking the Sound Barrier" are
limited editions of 750 prints each,
signed and numbered by the artist.
Each print is 18" X 22", and is
accompanied by Its own Certificate
of Authenticity. If both "Door" and
"Barrier" are ordered, a special
price of $55 applies.
All three prints shown at left are
shipped first class In heavy duty
mailing tube.s.

r----------------------------------------------~
I Please send me Ihe following Prints:
0 I have enclosed check or money order.
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TITLE
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AMOUNT
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$-__
-

Frames - $35 each
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$=====

$55. $_ _ _

postage & handling $3.00 (Overseas $8,00)
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0 Visa 0 MasterCard
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Card #
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City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

I
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Ask BYT&
Conducted by Steve Ciarcia

Signals Got Crossed
Dear Steve,
I am currently using a Soroc
IQ-120 terminal with a North
Star system. What would it
take to hook up a "slave display" (without a keyboard) to
the Soroc so that I can monitor what's happening from a
few yards away?

I've tried connecting a
Motorola composite-video
monitor to the Soroc's auxiliary port, and I have tried
the same thing with an Amdek
100, with sorry results. I have
tried connecting these monitors in parallel with the Send
and Receive lines coming out
of the computer (one at a

time, that is), and all I could
get was a screenful of blackand-white lines. Obviously,
something is not being translated correctly.
According to Soroc technicians, any composite video
monitor should work when
connected to the auxiliary
port (of course, a CHR$(27)

* * * FEATURING 8 and 16 BIT S-100 SYSTEMS * * *
WE OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF CRTs, PRINTERS, GRAPHICS EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE FOR ALL SYSTEMS. EACH SYSTEM IS COMPLETELY TESTED, INTEGRATED AND READY FOR PLUG-IN OPERATION WHEN YOU RECEIVE IT. WE TAILOR
& CONFIGURE SYSTEMS TO MEET YOUR BUDGET AND NEEDS. WE WELCOME
YOUR REQUEST FOR TECHNICAL INFO BY PHONE OR LEITER.

CROMEMCO: New 68000 systems w/256K-512K memory .
SYSTEM I: Low priced small system with 5MB hard disk. . . . . . . . . . . . .... .... $5,246.
SYSTEM I: W / 0 hard disk. .. .. $2,996. Cromix multi-user systems starting at $4,713.
High resolution color graphics hard disk system Model Z2HGS
· .. . . $10,875.

NEW SX SYSTEMS FROM IMS 2 yr. warranty on boards! SX systems w / 8" or 5% "
drives, optional 10, 20 or 40MB Winchesters, built-in tape back-up, multi-user capability (TURBODOS or MP/M). 2-80, S-100 bus. Integrated system with built-in monitor,
detached keyboard, 5V/' drives. Over 150 configurations to match your specific needs
and budget. On site service contracts for NY tri-state area.

SEATTLE 8086 SYSTEMS Featuring 86-005, th e IBM PC Operating System.
System I: 8MH2 CPU set w/l serial, 1 parallel 110 (additional 110 option ) 64KB 16 bit
Static RAM, Tarbell DD controller, TEl 22 slot mainframe w / constant voltage
transformer ... ..... .. $2,695 System II: with 128K Static RAM .. .. · . . .. . $3,550.
.. $1,275. or dual QUME DT-8 . . ..... . $1,680.
Interfaced to dual Shugarts 801

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS 2210A High quality , lo w price. 280 CPU ,
1 serial port, disk controller w / CP / M 2.2 64K RAM .. ... . . . . . .. . ... . .. . .. . $1,750.
Add our Max Box wldual Shugarts or Qumes and IMS 110 w/2 serial, 1 parallel.

LOMAS DATA 8086 SYSTEM: Complete Lomas card set in TEl 12 slot mainframe,
86-DOS, dual Shugart 801s, Televideo 912, ,!ssembled & tested .... .. $4,599. Options:
8087. . . . . . . . . . . . , .. . . . .
. add $600; 8089 .. . ........ , ..... . · .. . add $100.
,

GODBOUT: New CPU

86/87 includes Intel 80130 operating system firmware w / iRMX
Kernel. Complete GODBOUT line at discount prices.

MAX BOX DISK DRIVE SUBSYSTEM mfg by John D. Owens Assoc. Dual drive
cabinet w / regulated power supply, fan, complete internal cabling. Will hold Shugarts,
Qumes, Tandons and / or 8" Winchester, horizontally mounted. Excellent design and
engineering. 17'/ , x 5'/ , x 22. Attractive buff color.
W / 2 Shugart 801 . .. .. .. $1,275 W / 2 QUME DT -8 dble sided drives .... .. . $1,680.

GRAPHICS SYSTEM: Advertising. Architects. Designers' Package includes

powerful interactive graphics software + MicroAngelo Graphics Subsystem + M9900
. .. $10,200.
16 bit, S-100w/duaI8" floppies, + HIPAD Digitizer + Plotter .

PER SCI: Model 299B

& 277 with or without cabinet & power supply.

TURBODOS: Spectacularly FAST CP / M Compatible Multi-user Operating System.
280 Code interrupt driven. Up to 6X faster than CP / M; up to 35 % increased disk
capacity. Available for NorthStar, IMS, TRS-80 Model II, CCS & Tarbell controllers .
Prices subject to change without notice

Write or call for free catalogue

JOHN D.OWENS Associa tes, Inc.
12 Schubert Street, Staten Island, New York 10305
212 448-6283 212 448-2913 212 448-6298
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+CHR$(64) must be included
in the beginning part of the
program being run to set up
the IQ-120 so that the auxiliary port is on) . Well, it
doesn't work .
Can you tell me if this is due
to a program error, or do I
need additional hardware to
modify the system, or is it
simply impossible? Have I
been wasting my time and
money accumulating useless
monitors?
N.B. Sadorian
Montebello, CA

The So roc IQ-120 is designed to take an RS-232C
serial-input signal and convert
it to characters that are displayed on the screen . To do
this , it takes the serial input,
converts it to parallel, and
stores it in memory. Then ,
using a character generator
and shift register, it generates
the bit stream that forms the
characters on the screen . It's
after this stage that a
composite-video signal (made
up of data and horizontal- and
vertical-sweep information) is
.generated.
This signal is what is fed to
the monitor pOrtion of the terminal. To use a "slave" monitor, it would have to be connected after the shift register.
You are confusing the RS232C data input with a
composite-video signal. The
auxiliary port is used to attach
a printer or modem to the terminal and to provide serial
digital data, not a compositevideo analog signal.
Since you already have a
monitor, get a video board
that will take the RS-232C input and generate the
composite-video output. (One
such board is available from
Standard Microsystems
Corp ., 35 Marcus Blvd. ,
Hauppauge , NY 11788, 516
273-3100.) This board can be

cOlmected to the Soroc 's auxiliary RS-232C port and the
board output connected to the
slave monitor . ... Steve

A Shifty Problem
Dear Steve,
I have a 48K-byte OSI
(Ohio Scientific) C4P DMF
computer that can produce
lowercase characters. It serves
my purposes very well, except
for one annoying feature : the
shift-lock on the keyboard.
From time to time, I use a
typewriter as well as the computer, so the fact that the two
machines have substantially
different keyboard layouts is a
great inconvenience. 1 produce all my correspondence
on the computer using a
word-processing program,
which is much to my liking.
But a problem arises when I
try to program in BASIC : I
canno t conveniently enter text
that has lowercase characters,
because the fingering is
wrong.
I see no need for the two
shift keys to be independent
and dissimilar in function.
The shift-lock should be an
all-caps keys. It should only
"unlock" the alphabetic keys.
Has anyone attacked this
problem? Do you know of
any way I can get relief from
this problem?
Carl M. King
Sarasota, FL

I do not know an easy solution to your uppercase/ lowercase problem with the OSI
C4P computer. Th e most
practical solutions are:
.Rewrite the keyboard routine. This is located in ROM
(read-only memory) at location hexadecimal FDOO. This
would require installing a new
PROM
(programmable
ROM).
-Use an auxiliary keyboard
and attach it through the parallel-input port that normally
reads the existing keyboard.
This , too, will require a soft-

ware driver to function properly.
I would vote for the second
method as the lesser of the
two evils . ... Steve

One-Alarm Question
Dear Steve,
I have an application that
requires a low-power audib.le
alarm . What I need is the type
of alarm that's found in an
electronic watch or calculator,

.* * *

SYSTEMS

but I don 't want to destroy a
watch to get one. Can you
help me find a source for
them?
Brian Gravenhorst
Chicago, IL

Here is a list of manufachirers that make miniature
audible alarms. While none
are designed to fit into a
watch , they are quite small
and consume little power. I
hope this solves your problem . .. . Steve

INTEGRATION

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
PLOTTERS Standard & Intelligent models
w / surface areas of 8,/," x 11" to 11" x
17". Front panel electronic controls.
DMP-2
.$ 935. DMP-3
.$1,195.
DMp·4 ... $1,295. DMp·5 ... $1,455.
DMp·6 ... $1,6S5. DMp·7 ... $1,S65.
HAYES MICRO MODEM 100 .... $359.
Smartmodem $251. Chronograph $224.
EPSON MX so
.. $475.
MXso FIT ... $575. MX 100 ... $725.
RS232 ... $ 70. 2K BUFFER .. $140.
3M SCOTCH® DISKETTES- Discounts

Star Micronics Inc.
Suite 2308, Pan Am Building
200 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10166
(212) 986-6770
Knowles Electronics 1I1e.
3100 North Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park, IL 60131
(312) 455-3600
Mallory Capacitor Company
Mallory Components Group
POB 372
Indianapolis , IN 46206
(317) 636-5353

SPECIALISTS

***

BABY BLUE: Z-80B, 64K RAM substitutes for IBM memory card in IBM
Pc. Enables you to run Z80, CP 1M softwa re
.. . $600.
w/Wordstar & Mail Merge totally confi gured for IBM keyboard . ....... $9S0.
TELEVIDEO 950
3 pg. memory upgrade

..... $9S0.
. .$150.

MICROANGELO GRAPHICS
SUBSYSTEM W/LIGHT PEN ... $2,300.
Without light pen
.... $1,930.
Graphics card alone
.. $ 975.
Screenware Pak II . . .

. $ 350.

l : } - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j TEKEMTektronixemulator ..... $ 350.
TELETYPE MODEL 45 Cluster control·
Color sys tems from 4 to 256 colors. Basic
lers, termin als, printers. IBM 3270 comcolor system (4 colors)
.... $2,330.
patible; Bisync or SNA / SDLC protocol. .....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Up to 32 devices on one cluster at 9600 IDS PRISM COLOR PRINTER .$1,795.
baud . Highly cost effective!
Enhanced 560 w / software selectable colors; high speed printing at 200cps.
TEl MAINFRAMES, 5·100
MCS 112 ... $620.
MCS 122 ... $745. KONAN SMC-I00 hard disk controller.
S·100, 2400MB control .
. . . $1,469.
RM 12
.. $655.
RM 22 ..... $790.
Complete KONAN line available .
OEM & Qt y. disco unts offered
TARBELL zso CPU ....... . .... $395.
New 110 card 4S + 2P
.... . $347.
Double Density Controller
... $435.
PMMI S-loo Modem . .
. . .... $3S5.
Compatible w / telex & Twx. 51 to 600
baud . On boa rd pulse dialer.
NEW ITEMS AVAILABLE Summa·
graphics Bit Pads • ALTOS systems •
Microline printers. PIICEON
CORVUS HARD DISK SYSTEMS
6.7MB ... $3,005. 11.3MB
. $4,655.
. .$5,595.
20.5MB ....... . .
For 5·100 and most other systems.

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
Enables communications from a micro to
a terminal or to another micro, mini or
maxi computer. HAWKEYE GRAFIX
Source Code . . $500.0bject Code .. $75.
1------------------1:1
MICROSOFT COBOL·so .
. .$560.
BASIC·so (interpreter)
..... $270.
BASIC COMPILER .. ............ $305.
FORTRAN·so ..
. ... $3S0.
X·MACRO·86
. $275.
muLISP/muSIMP . .
. .. . $190.
MICROPRO Wordstar

... $290.

t-------------FORMULA ALL·IN·ONE data base +
w I p + accounting software ... .... . $595.

TELETYPE
. . $1,140.
Model 4320 AAK .....
Model 43ASR, Slevel, I " tape .. $2,595.

QUICKSCREEN .........
. . $149.
Create reports or forms on CRT .

MEMORY MERCHANT
64KRAM ... ..... .

dBASEII demo package .......... $ 75.
dBASE complete software ........ $595.

WE EX

PO

RT

.... $716.

Overseas Callers:
TWX 710 588 2844
Phone 212 448-6298 or Cable: OWENSASSOC

JOHN D. OWENS Associates, Inc.
SEE OUR AD ON FACING PAGE
June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Ask BYTE-------------------------------------------------------The future trend of computers will certainly include
16-bit and possibly 32-bit machines, but 8-bit machines will
definitely not become "outdated pieces of junk. " Look to
the bright side of 8-bit machines:

The End of

a-Bit Epoch?
Dear Steve,
I'm thinking of getting a
microcomputer so that I can
write and sell software. However, since IBM has introduced a 16-bit computer, and
I had planned to buy an 8-bit
Atari 800, I fear that Atari will
follow IBM's lead and replace
the 800 with a 16-bit computer
after I make my purchase.
Then I will own an outdated
piece of junk. Do you know if
Atari is about to convert to 16
bits?

-they have been around for
several years
-virtually every home computer is an 8-bit machine
-documentation and software
abound for these machines

Harry Sices
Hanover, NH

+12V

-at least a half million of them
are in use
I doubt that you will see
16-bit computers taking over
in the near future, so don 't
fear buying an 8-bit machine.
If your goal is to write and sell
software, you will certainly
have a larger market with the
8-bit machines. Atari even offers the part-time programmer
an advantage, since it will
help market good software
written for its machine.
At this time, I am not aware
of any effort by Atari to
market a 16-bit machine, but I
assume that Atari may eventually feel market pressures to
do 50 . . . . Steve

Computer-Controlled Security System for Your Home,"
Part 1, January 1979 BYTE,
page 56; Part 2, February 1979
BYTE , page 162; Part 3,
March 1979 BYTE, page 150.)
What devices do you use?
I'm planning on installing
two sensors about 10 feet
apart mounted on split-rail
fence posts. (That way I can
sense 'the direction of movement.) I will have to run at
least 250 feet of wire from the
house to the sensors. The
distance from the source to
the sensor across the driveway
is about 12 feet. Any ideas
that you have would be greatly appreciated .
Charles Finn
Fayetteville, GA

2.2 K

4

la

1K
ADJUST
FOR 23 kHz

8

RST

VCC
TR G ..,2=--__..

Dear Steve,
I'm interested in adding sensors to my driveway and connecting them to my security
system. In the articles that
you've written on security
systems, you mentioned that
you were using sensors in
your driveway . (See "Build a

NE555
r -____________~--~3 OUT

THRI-'6=---.

r
[>

Sensing Motions

23kHz
TRANSDUCER

+ 12V

I have tried a number of different sensors in my driveway , and I found that th e
most reliable is a microwave
motion-detector combined
with an ultrasonic beam that
goes directly across the driveway.
I have a fairly long,
U-shaped driveway. The
ultrasonic transmitter (see

+SV
OUT

1b
16 -42mH
MILLER 6211

O.OOljtF

4

4 IN RX I
22K
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MOD 8
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IC1
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HEAT SINK
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Figure 1: Ultrasonic transmitters.
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THE ANN ARBOR AMBA55ADOR~M300

Wly 'settle
Foran
emulation
~erl you can hav~
an AMBASSADOR 300 ?
"~i.

DEC *VT100 *
60
24
15 "
12"
22
15
6
5
12
4
25
4
10
0

AM 300

AM 300

Display lines
Screen Size
Cursor Controls
Graphic Renditions
Tab Controls
Erase/Edit Controls
Form-Filing Controls

Programmable Keys

12
30
24
48

line Drawing

Yes

Non-Volatile Setup

Yes

Non-Volatile Control String

Yes

Send/Print Contr.ols
Send/Print Modes
Operator Convenience Mode

DEC"VT100"

;;

0
0
10
' 0
Yes '
Yes
>;

I;'

No

1till

k;

'j£"
, fl~¥

The Ann Arbor Ambassador 300 supports most of your VT100* software without asking you to
' give up other features you'll like. Its selectable 6o-line display lets you see more of your
program or report. And you still get all the capability of the standard Ambassador. Things like
editing, formatting, printer output and programmable function keys.
'
For more information, call Ann Arbor Terminals at (313) 663-8000.
"DEC and vr100 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation,

,1"ijil!il;!4-'jJijl 6175 JACKSON ROAD· ANN ARBOR, MICHIG~N 48103· TEL: 313-683-8000· twx 810.223-6033
Circle 489 on inquiry card ,
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Figure 2: Ultrasonic receiver.

figure 1) projects a 12-foot
beam across the driveway to
an ultrasonic receiver (see
figure 2, above) . It has a
usable range of about 20 feet .
(These are the circuits from
my articles.) The transmitter
is built into a couple of small,
sealed aluminum boxes and
mounted across the road. Further down the driveway ,
where the space opens up , I
have a microwave motiondetector. I used microwave
because the standard infrared
and ultrasonic motiondetectors have too many false
alarms. While the microwave
units cost much more ($300 or
so), their reliability makes up
for the difference in price.
In your application , it
sounds as though you can use
an ultrasonic transmitter/
receiver pair aimed across the
driveway. When something
passes through the beam, the
connection is broken and the
logic-level output of the
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receiver changes. The 250 feet
of wire you mentioned
shouldn 't inhibit operation .
You may find it advisable to
add a level-shifting transistor
to the output of the receiver.
This will give you a 0- to
12-volt signal, which will be
easier to transmit 250 feet .
I'd be interested in hearing
from you after it's set up.
... Steve

I implemented the 50-ms
programming pulse on my
EPROM programmer in hardware rather than software for
simplicity. It was easier for me
to add the "one-shot" circuit
than to set up a software
timing loop (regular readers of
the Circuit Cellar will notice a
definite tendency toward
hardware solutions) . However, either method is perfectly satisfactory. If I had used a
software timing loop , the

write pulse would have been
tied to pin 18 through the
74L504 and 7406 circuits in
the same manner that pin 20
of the 2716 was tied (see figure
4b, October 1981 BYTE, page
43). If you take this route, be
sure that a constant high level
is not applied in the programming mode. The one-shot circuit gives built-in protection
against this happening.
. . . Steve.

A One-Shot
Solves All
Dear Steve,
In your article "Build an Intelligent EPROM Programmer" (October 1981 BYTE,
page 36), why did you implement the SO-ms (millisecond)
programming pulse in hardware instead of using a software 100p7
George Kaplan
Spring Valley, NY

In "Ask BYTE," Steve Ciarcia answers questions on any area of
microcomputing. The most representative questions received
each month will be answered and published. Do YOIl have a nagging problem7 Send your inquiry to:
Ask BYTE
clo Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury CT 06033
If you are a subscriber to The Source, send your questions by
electronic mail or chat with Steve (TCE317) directly. Due to the
high volume of inquiries, personal replies cannot be given . Be
sure to include "Ask BYTE" in the address.

Got a computer?

Get Greedy!

Got to expand?

Get a Giltronix Selector
Switch.

Get your 'fRS-SO a
Giltronix Switching Unit.

Get a Giltronix Dual
Switching System.

Eliminate unplugging and re·plugging )'our CPU·s.
pcripherals, and modems. Eliminate expensil'e
du plication of imerconnection hardware. Connect
three comp onenL~ to Gihronix Selector Switch
# SBAB. Thcn select )'our connection with a simple
turn of the dial. Only $79 in OEMqualllities.
Monitori ng options availablc. Full ; year warranty
on all Gihronix uniL' .

Maximize price/performance br connecting your
TRS·SOand ~\'O peripherals to Gihronix Switching
Unit #GTRS·lAB·AP2. Then select \,o ur connection
with a single (Urn of the dial. Elimil;atc duplicate
interconnection hardware. Eliminate wasted time
spelll unplugging and replugging componcllls. Off·
the·shelf al'aitabili ~' with a wide selection of VO
configurations. Cali for yo ur FREE product calJliog.

Expand and upgrade your 19" rack mounled dual
switchi ng system with a Gihronix Switching System
#GDnS24. Superior design features, PCI!
technology for increased reliabitity ... Verticalty
mOUnled connectors for easy access ... Optional 3rd
position and monitoring fun ctions. For onty S139.
Quanlity disco unL~ available. Dealer inquiries
invited.

SWITCH TO GIIIRONIX.

SWITCH TO GIIIRONIX.

SWITCH TO GIIIRONIX.

970 San Antonio Ava., Palo Alto, CA 94303

970 San Antonio Ava ., Palo Alto l CA 94303

970 San Antonio Ava., Plio Alto, CA 94303
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RIBBONS at

GREAT DISCOUNTS
Multistrike ribbons (black) for.
Reli\l*
New
Reloaded Ribbon
Ribbons Cartridges Pancakes
Qume (Ours)
$3 ea.
$2 ea.
$1 ea.
Diablo (Univ.)
$4 ea. $3 ea. $2 ea.
NEC .(Orig.)
54 ea. $3 ea. $2 ea.
Wang (Ours)
$4 ea. $3 ea. 52 ea.
Ricoh (Orig.)
S6 ea. 54 ea. 53 ea.
(Clolh ribbons will be available shortly.)
'Minimum order 3 pancakes with instructions.
Add 25 percent for orders of less than 1 doz.
We "trade" for RELOADABLE used cart ridges.
Write for price lists on diskettes, printwheels
and other ribbons. Order our new 150 page book
1I0W TO RELOAD MULTI·STRIKE DAISY WHEEl
WORD PROCESSING RIBBONS. $49. Thi s book puts
you in business reloading ribbons at home.
WIlliAM WALKER
Word Processing Supplies
306 West 46th SI.
New York. NY 10036
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FORECASTING

$73.80*
Single Board Computer
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6600 MPU, serial I/O, porallel I/ O, RAM ,

EROM, 44·pln 4'h" x 6'12" PCB
EXPANSION MODULES
RAM, ROM, CMOS RAM/ battery, analog
I/O, serial I/O, parallel t/ O, counler/
limer, 488 GPIB , EROM programmer ,
power fail detecl/ power an reset

EASI / ARIMA - The first and onl y mi croco m puter pro gram to d evel op and run ARIMA
(Box-Jenkins) models ... all automati c ally. De Signed for the stoc k or co mmodity trader .
Create a database o r rea d Compu Trae fil es
directly . Requires no knowledge o f stati sti cs.
Recomm ended by Chas e Econom et rics . $ 300 .

TWG/ ARIMA - The stati stician ' s vers ion of
EASI / ARIMA. Complete c ontrol and more op tion s. su c h as seasional m od els and Box -Cox
transformation s. $ 300 .
ELF is our general purp os e sta t ist ic al
packag e. $200 .
All are for th e Apple II' w ith 4 8K of
memory , Appleso ft · and DOS 3 . 3 .
Vi sa and Ma st erC ard ac ce pted .
Call or write :

741(;~~

3907 Lakota Road
P.O . Box 10114
Alexandria, VA 22310
(703) 960·2587

- - - - - - - - - - , Winte k Corp .
1801 South Stree t

\\'IN'I'm(

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--' 317·'
42·6428
lolayette
. IN 47904
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• Tradema rks of Apple Compute r. lnc.

SUPER SALE
EPROM
1·7

2716
2732

4 . 15
9.70

~
3.90
8 .85

50 up

CALL
CALL

16K RAM EXPANSION KIT
For TRS-80 Model III
Set of 8 pieces U PD41 6-2 (200nS)
Data furnis h ed with purc h ase on reques t.

$13.95

LOOK ALIKE
$

3 9

One Year Full

Warrant~

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

De I i very from stock

=
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SUNTRONICS Co.,

INC.

12621 CR EN SHAW BOULEVARD

H~L~~~~~,~'F~~~~~T~R~1~o~~250

............
S lOREHOURS : Mon.f" 10~mto630Ilm-S.t 10.mt05"m
IN C ALI FORN IA
OUTS IDE CALI f ORN IA TO LL fREE

(213) 644-1149

1-800-421-5775

M ail Order-M tntmum Order ' 5 1 O. Send Money Order or Check to:
P.O. BOX 1957- 0 ept . B H AW TH ORNE . CA 90250 . Usc your
VISA or MaSl crCl) rd (ple ase metude ex ptratton dalel . /l,dd 5 2 .00
pOSl lIge and handlin g to order. Callfornta reSIden ts add 6% sales l ax.

~

1500 NW. 62 Strwt

Ft. u.uderdale F L.
33309

Sun.

tO~

30$-77'-7177
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~

W e g ive yo u personalized service, o ffer a no nexc lu sive m arke tin g agree m en t. plu s o ther
specia li ze d se rvi c es. We seek: high lev el
lang uage compil ers. cross-assemb lers. utiliti es. DMBS, new OS. educ . and bu siness ap·
plic ati o n s. and any oth e r marketable prog ram .
W e o ff er full deve lo prl"lent and doc um enta·
ti o n. Do n 't hes it ate. co ntac t us imm edi ately.
Mic hae tl. Dean, V. P. R& D

InloSoll Computer Systems

....
11111

2699 Clay to n Rd .
Conco rd , C A 94 5 19

(4 15) 680·0202

Singl e Source Solution

Circle 226 on Inquiry card.

BYTELINES
News and Speculation about Personal Computers
Conducted by Sol Llbes

Random Rumon: Add
the following items to the
NCC (National Computer
Conference) rumor list I gave
in last month's BYTELINES:
Hitachi is expected to show a
personal computer prototype
with specifications very
similar to the IBM machine. It
will use the Intel 8088 processor and will also have
three operating systems: MSDOS, CP/M-!36, and Pascal. It
should be on the market before year-end . ... Also expected at NCC is a scaleddown version of the Star work
station from Xerox, expected
to sell for 50 percent less and
to be called (what else?) the
Starlet. Incidentally, although
the Star was a hit at last year's
NCC, I am not aware that any
units have been shipped to
customers . . .. Other anticipated new entries at NCC include a videodisc-to-microcomputer interface and a
videodisc with a 250-megabyte legal database from
Xedex, New York, and a
120K-byte, 6809-based multiuser system, with a Unix-like
operating system, from Gimix,
Chicago, Illinois . . . . Also at
NCC you can expect to see at
least four manufacturers running Microsoft's Xenix multiuser DOS on their systems.
Look for Panasonic to shortly introduce a $199 personal
computer; a color version will
sell for $299. Later the firm expects to introduce voice I/O
for the unit. Options will include memory expansion,
disk drives, joysticks, and an
80-column printer. Software
packages will include word
processing and business applications under standard CP/M
and Apple CP/M .. . . Several
IBM look-alikes are expected
on the market shortly.
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Random

News Bits:

Digital Research has confirmed what was previously
rumored in this column ,
namely that it is working on a
68000 implementation of the
CP/M disk operating system.
Hitachi is expected to be the
first to use it. ... Vector
Graph ic has reported a 156
percent increase in income
for the last quarter of 1981$1 million , up from $395,000
the year before . Sales for the
quarter were $9.68 million.
.. . Commodore reported
that its net income rose 63
percent on a sales increase of
55 percent for the second half
of 1981 ($124 million) .
. .. Diablo reportedly will
shortly begin making videodisplay
terminals ....
Cromemco, Mountain View,
California, has disclosed that it
is working on a 2-megabyte
S-H)()-card memory, designed
primarily for its new 68000
system . With just eight cards,
the user can have 16 megabytes of directly addressable
memory! . . . G & G Engineering, San Leandro, California,
has introduced " IBM-ulator"
for S-100 CP/M systems. Using
an 8088 processor card , the
IBM-ulator can read and write
CP/M-compatible files from
and to an IBM 5 Y4-inch
disk . ... Later this year
Toshiba will introduce a dotmatrix printer with a 24-pin
head mechanism capable of
producing fully formed characters at 100 characters per
second (cps) and draft-formed
characters at 160 cps .. . .
New England Digital Corporation, White River Junction,
Vermont, and Hazelcom Industries Ltd ., Toronto, Ontario, have announced
machines with piano-like keyboards that trans c ribe

whatever music is played on
them.

Marketing Is the
Name of the Game: Computerland Corporation has
disclosed that it is planning to
set up franchised stores that
will sell only software. The
company's goal is to have
400 software stores open by
1984... . Sears is so delighted
with the performance of its
five computer stores that it
will shortly open 45 more in
17 cities . The stores will be
known as " Business System
Centers" and will employ an
expected 300 sales personnel.
The Sears stores currently
carry IBM, NEC (Nippon Electric Company), and Vector
Graphic computer systems, TI
(Texas Instruments) and HP
(Hewlett-Packard) calculators,
Exxon and Olivetti typewriters, Saxon copiers, and
Wang word processors.
There is no doubt that success in the personal computing marketplace now is less a
function of having a welldesigned product than of having adequate distribution. I
recently made a brief survey
of all the computer stores in
the 10 largest U .S. cities to
determine system distribution . I checked Boston ,
Chicago , Dallas , Detroit,
Houston, Los Angeles, New
York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington, DC. ,
and I discovered that in these
cities a total of 165 computer
stores were carrying 37 different makes of computers.
Ranked in order, the 20
leadin g systems and the
number of dealers for each
system were: Apple, 120;
Atari, 60; HP, 43; IBM, 38;
Commodore, 37; Vector

Graphic, 35 ; Radio Shack
Computer Centers, 34 (fullline stores not included) ;
Cromemco, 30; TI , 21 ; North
Star, 18; Dynabyte, 18; Data
General , 16; DEC (Digital
Equipment Corporation), 15;
Zenith , 15; and Altos, 15.
Some interesting conclusions can be drawn. First,
Apple is far and away the
most popular with dealers,
probably due to the large
amount of advertising done
by Apple that, in effect, presells the system for the dealer.
Second, most of the leading
systems are made by large
companies to whom computers are only a small part of
the total business . Most of the
companies that grew out of
garages, so to speak, are now
only a small part of the industry. Third , none of the
Japanese suppliers has yet
achieved acceptance from
computer stores. I found only
six dealers who carried the
NEC system , and only one
carried the Sharp system.

I

ntegrated Circuits: Fujitsu has disclosed that it will
shortly begin providing
samples of a 64K-bit CMOS
EPROM (erasable programmable read-only memory).
... DEC will soon start supplying the integrated circuits
used in its base-level PDP-11
machines. . .. Motorola is
making final plans to introduce the MCM2816, an
EEPROM (electrically erasable
programmable read-onl y
memory) that will be a pinfor-pin replacement for the
popular 2716 EPROM. The
company will fo llow this
shortly with a 32K-bit version.
The days of the ultraviolet

"Our current
recom mendation
for a big five
accounting
package is MBSI"
Computer Dealer magazine
January, 1982

At last, full feature general business
software for micro-computers.
Officially authorized derivations from
the popular MCBA ® mini-computer
packages, these packages have been
eased down to micros and made even
more user friendly.
The mini versions of these packages are distributed by over 900 OEMs
and dealers, and are in use at over
9,000 end user sites worldwide.
And already these micro versions
themselves are in use by thousands of
end users.
Written in RM/COBOL™, these packages run underCP/M ® , OASIS™, UNIX ® ,
C08-990 ® and other operating systems.
They run on dozens of brands of
micro-computers, including properly
configured models from Radio Shack II,
0

o
[b)
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Apple III, Zenith, Hewlett Packard 125,
Xerox 820, ALTOS, ONYX and many
more.
Tens of man-years have gone into
these packages, which comprise over
230 programs, 165,000 lines of structured source code, and 1,800 pages of
user and technical documentation.
Our claim is simple:
THIS IS THE BEST MICRO-COMPUTER GENERAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE AVAILABLE.
And we stand behind that with a
moneyback guarantee.

Ifs no accident that Computer Dealer
magazine recently endorsed MBSI software.
So if you're a re-seller looking for first
class micro-computer software, contact
us today.

Micro Business Software, Inc.
Dover Rd., Dept. BY2
Chichester, NH 03263
Phone: (603) 798-5700

MCBA, RMI COBOL. CPI M, OASIS, UNIX, CO&990 are trademarks respectively of Mini-Computer Business Applications, Inc,: Ryan McFarland Corp., DIg ital
Research: Phase One Systems, Inc.: Bell L abora tories: and Ryan-McFarland Inc,
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numbered . . . .

presently bei ng used to
assemble IBM computers.

IBM

Apple Happenings:

EPROM eraser appear to be

News Items: Software Techniques, Alexandria,
Virginia, has published a
report that provides engineering data on the custom integrated circuits and proprietary
devices used in the IBM Personal Computer system. It includes schematics, parts lists,
timing diagrams, etc. , not provided by IBM in its documentation. The report costs
$5000 . ... Xedex Corporation , New York, has introduced a plug-in Z80 processor
card with 64K bytes of
memory (similar to the Microsoft Softcard for the Apple II)
that allows an IBM Personal
Computer to run CP/M-80
software. The price is $600.
Xedex hopes that IBM users
will take advantage of this until there is a decent amount of
software available for the IBM
system . . . . I BM is expected
to open soon a Personal Computer manufacturing plant in
France .... Several Com puterland stores are reportedly
offering quantity discounts on
the IBM Personal Computer.
. .. Corvus Systems, San jose,
California, is rumored to be
working on a networking
system for the Personal Computer that should be available
later this year . ... Several C
compilers for the Personal
Computer are due for release
this summer.
IBM has also introduced a
robot, ca lled the 7535 Manufacturing System, that can be
programmed using an IBM
Personal Computer system
with a special version of IBM's
new robotics language ca lled
AML (A Manufacturing Language). The robot is built in
japan and will cost $28,500 .
The program costs $5575 .
IBM is also test-marketing the
RS-I robotic system, which
has an arm that can move in
six directions and a twofingered hand . The RS-I is
442
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Microsoft's Z80-based processor card for the Apple III
will be marketed exclusively
through Apple Computer Inc.
Microsoft disclosed that 20
percent of all Apple lis are
using the company's Softcard
with CP/M .... Franklin
Computer Corporation, Pennsauken, New jersey, has introduced a computer that is
compatible with the Apple II.
The machine will do everything the Apple II does except display color graphics
(that would infringe on Apple
patents). The Franklin computer, however, has extra
keyboard fu nctions, more
memory, and sells for $300
less than the Apple II. I
suspect that Franklin should
find seve ral mail-order dealers
very interested in selling its
product. ... Several imitations of th e Apple II are
reported ly being made in the
Far East. Apple is investigating
action against these copiers as
the machine is protected by
four or five patents.

C

P/M News: Digital Research reports that CP/M-80
has now been implemented
on over 450 different computer systems. Can there be
any doubt that CP/M is the
standard for single-user 8-bit
disk-operating systems? . . .
Lifeboat Associates, New
York, has released EM-86, a
software module that will
allow CP/M-86 software to
run und er the control of
Microsoft' s MS-DOS without
any modific at ions. The
module costs $75 . ... Dasoft
De sign Systems, Aloha,
Oregon, has introduced a
design-automation system
called Magic. Running under
CP/M, it aids in the design of
circuits, documentation, and
printed-circuit generation. It

includes a design editor, device library, schematic generator, and more. It produces
camera-ready artwork and is
priced at $729. . .. Virtual
Microsystems, Berkeley,
California, has introduced a
CP/M-80 si mulator for DEC
PDP-11 and VAX-11 systems.
~unning as a task under RSTS,
RSX, or Unix, it allows the
reading and writing of standard 8-inch CP/M disks and
the running of CP/M programs.

MS-DOS Versus CP/M:
When Microsoft wanted to
implement many of its languages and applications packages on the Apple II, the company chose what it considered the easiest, fastest,
and most economical way to
do it: creation of a "hardware
bridge" -a Z80 processor
card for the Apple II that
allows the running of CP/Mbased versions of Microsoft's
software .
There is no doubt that CP/M
has become the most successful microcomputer DOS. It
has the broadest support from
language- and applicationsoftware suppliers and publicdomain software (I challenge
anyo ne to tell me, with any
accu racy, how many software
packages are currently available for CP/M-based systems).
CP/M has been licensed, accordi ng to Digital Research,
on over 450 different types of
systems (this probably translates into over 450,000 actual
machines).
Microsoft, with extensive
experience in system software
development, last year decided to introduce its own DOS,
called MS-DOS, naturally (for
Microsoft disk operating
system). Actually MS-DOS
was created a few years
ea rlier by Seattle Computer
Products for its 8086-based
S-100 system when the company gave up waiting for
Digital Research to introduce

CP/M-86 . Microsoft acquired
exclusive rights to the DOS,
hired its author and invested a
considerable effort in enhancing it.
The battle lines have now
been drawn-picture CP/M as
Goliath and MS-DOS as
David. In just six short
months, MS-DOS has gained
a strong foothold in the singleuser/single-task DOS marketplace. The greatest coup, of
course, is the IBM Personal
Computer: although IBM has
announced three different operating systems for th e Personal Computer, at this
writing only one is available-MS-DOS. Microsoft has
further announced that MSDOS has already been implemented on 20 different machines and that 32 more (11 of
which will be from japan)
should be announced by
year-end . In other words, MSDOS will have been implemented on over 50 machines
by the end of 1982.
Microsoft took a close look
at CP/M-its strengths and
particu larly its weaknesses-in developing MSDOS. There is little doubt that
the firm has created a DOS
that is much more userfriendly, faster, with many
more advantages, and fewer
disadvantages than CP/M.
One of MS-DOS' s biggest
disadvantages appears to be
the lack of a floppy-diskformat standard that allows
users of different systems to
exchange disks . One of
CP/M's greatest advantages is
that software vendors can
supply CP/M software on
8-inch single-density softsectored disks and cover most
of the CP/M marketplace
(although the increasing
popularity of 51f4-inch disks is
becoming a problem) . Microsoft is attempting to convi nce
its MS-DOS original equipment manufacturers that a
51f4-inch disk format is important. With IBM' s help the
51f4-inch format may become

NNC-The Difference Between Toys and Tools in Microcomputers
Circle 490 on Inquiry card.
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a standard. In other words,
while machines may be able
to read other formats, they
should at least be able to read
the standard format.
Microsoft has announced
that this fall it will introduce
Version 2.0 of MS-DOS;
among the new features are a
visual shell, more user friendliness, network interface (so
the system can be used as a
work station in a local network), improved utilities
(print spooler, debug, etc.)
and standard terminal interface including graphics using
ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) standard
escape sequences. Microsoft
has disclosed that it is working
on MS-DOS enhancements
(version 3?) that will include
MS-DOS recoded in the C
language for easy conversion
to other microprocessors, a C
compiler to be included with
MS-DOS, file I/O transparency across networks, and
diskless work stations.
Microsoft has also revealed
that it is working on language
enhancements that will include support for the Intel
8087 floating-point math processor.
As an aside, Microsoft, a
privately held company, disclosed that last year it grossed
$16 million and this year it expects to double that figure.

More 32·Blt Micros:
Bell
Laboratories and
Hewlett-Packard ha~e discl9sed that they will shortly
begin manufacturing 32-bit
microprocessor integrated circuits. The Bell Labs version is
called Bellmac-32A. It is a full
32-bit microprocessor; the
data and address buses, internal and external, have 32
lines. All of the registers are 32
bits wide and all instructions
operate directly on 32-bit data
words. The device, which has
close to 150,000 transistors,
can directly address a gigabyte of memory. It has been
444
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designed with the Unix operating system and the C language in mind.
The HP 32-bit device is a set
of ICs that will be used in a
new product to be introduced
in about a year. The set includes the processor, memory
controller, read /write and
read-only memory, I/O processor, and clock generator.
The processor is on a 1f4-inchsquare chip that has three to
eight times the circuit density
of any current Ie, according
to HP, and contains 450,000
transistors.

Motorola

Adds to

68000 family: Motorola has
reached an agreement with
six other semiconductor manufacturers whereby the companies involved will design
new devices to add to the
MC68000 family of microcomputers. The joi nt contributions of Motorola and the
six members of the design
group (Mostek, Signetics,
Rockwell, Hitachi, Thompson
CSF, and Philips) allow the
addition of far more products
to the 68000 product line than
any company could do by
itself. The new products announced are 8-bit-bus and
32-bit-bus versions of the
68000 microprocessor, a
virtual-memory version of the
68000, and a floating-point
mathematics processor. Some
of the products will not be
available until late 1983 or
early 1984. The following is a
brief look at the announced
products.
The 68008 is a 48-pin version of the 68000 that has data
and address buses compatible
with conventional8-bit microcom puters . Motorola obviously hopes it will find a
market analogous to that of
Intel 's 8088, an 8-bit-bus
variation of the 8086 microprocessor. The 68008 will
address one megabyte of
memory. Samples will be

available in the fourth quarter
of 1982.
The 68020 is reported to be
the beginning of a 32-bit
family of microprocessors. It
will have 32-bit-wide data and
address paths and will come
in several configurations, the
largest of which will be a
package with 100 pins.
Because of mechanical problems with a device of this size,
Motorola is discarding the
dual-inline design of present
ICs for a new package. The
address space of this largest
configuration will be 4 billion
bytes of memory. The 68020
will have several interesting
features, including a cache
memory, a 16-MHz clock (allowing it to execute 1.5
million instructions per second), and an interface to auxiliary coprocessors. One interesting technical note: the
chip, which is primarily
conventional NMOS (negative-channel metal-oxide
semiconductor), will have a
small portion of grafted-on
CMOS (complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor)
circuitry. According to
Motorola, this will significantly reduce power consumption. Motorola is calling
this new process HCMOS III
or "merged MOS." Samples
are promised for the fourth
quarter of 1983.
The 68881 is a floating-point
math coprocessor that is said
to be the first of a line of coprocessors for use with the
68020 mic roprocessor and
other members of the 68000
family. The unit will handle
several degrees of precision,
conform to the IEEE (Institute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) floating-point standard, coprocess with the
68020 whenever possible,
and do over 150,000 operations per second. It will also
use the HCMOS III technology described above, and
samples will be available by
the fourth quarter of 1983.
The 68452, a bus-arbitration

module, and the 68440 dual
DMA (direct memory access)
coprocessor will be introduced in late 1983 or early
1984.
The 68010 is a microprocessor, pin-compatible with the
68000, that will work with the
existing 68451 Memory Management Unit (MMU) to
create a microcomputer that
implements virtual memory
(i.e. , the majority of the
memory will actually reside
on a disk and will be swapped
in and out of random-access
memory automatically).

... C.W.

Spreadsheets Prollf·
erate: Visi ca lc, introduced in
late 1979, was the fi rst spreadsheet program. Now about 24
such programs are on the
market. Visicalc , without
doubt, is the most successful ,
and to a great extent it has
made the Apple II the success
that it is.
But Visicalc has some limitations: restricted memory
capacity; crude ed iting, text
processing, and formatting;
and lack of conditional statements. However, the most
serious shortcoming has bee n
the lack of a CP/M version.
Competing spreadsheet
programs have capitalized on
th ese limitations. Most run
under CP/M. Some offer
modeling-language extensions to allow manipulation of
the work sheet itself (e.g. ,
Microplan , Plannercaic).
Some allow different spreadsheets to associate with one
another by means of a sheetlinkage feature (e.g., Multiplan, Calcstar, Forecaster).
One (NEC Report Manager)
even allows a three-dim ensional sheet. Many allow th eir
spreadsheets to share data
with other programs.
It is also interesting to note
that some software suppliers
now offer versions for minicomputers. One supplier
(Digicalc) offers a spreadsheet
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srOCK ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS

ADDS
VIEWPOINT
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DISC DRIVES
QUME:

DT-S ... $525.00· O'V.·'
!j

DT -5 ... $310.00· OTV.· '
5'1. DSOO .1B 11>1

IJSDO ':Il'

TANDON: TM-l00·2 ... $335.00·0,v., TM·100-4... $425.00· OTV."
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TM-S4S-1 ... $475.00· OTV.· ' TM-S4S-2 ... $550.00· OTV·'
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QUME LETTER QUALITY
PRINTERS

SPRINT 9/45 $2245'

6 month trial, $600

ON '

0 1HfR MODI I AND CQN FIGUIIAlIQNS A,VAJLA8lE

(408) 438·5454

•

......... scons VALLEY DR., SCOTTS VAllEY, CA 95066
TERMS; Cashiers Check, VISA.. M / C, COO
Shipping charges added to all orders
• Quanttty Discounts Available

Computer Shopper is your link to individuals who buy, sell and trade computer
equipment and software among themselves nationwide. No other magazine fill s
this void in the marketplace chain.
Thou sa nd s of cost-conscious computer enthusiasts save by shopping in Computer
Shopper every month through hundreds of classified ads. And new equipment
advertisers offer some of the lowest prices in the nation.
Computer Shopper's unbiased articles make for some unique reading among
magazines and there's a " help" column to answer difficult problems you may have
with interfacing, etc.
For a limited time you can subscribe to Computer Shopper with a six month trial
for only $6.

MEDI~

IF

DISTRIBUTING

Call Toll Free ~~&

800-327-9920

~

or send a check to:

~

compUT2R SHOPP2R

rr

P.O. Box F301 • Titusville, FL 32780
305-269-3211

Programmers! Unshackle yourself from chores and devote
more time to creative work . Here are two powerful tools for
faster , easier retrieval of data:

TWO

STEPS~

TO

PHOSFORM
The fastest, portable ISAM
for
UCSD
p-System ™
CPIM™ and Pascal MT + ™
PFAS is a se t of routines
written in Pascal which allow programmers to access
data re cords by a primary
key and any number of secondary keys. A profession al , easy-to-use program development tool which supports variable length rec ords , multiple key access
and unlimited number of
records in a file. PFAS can
find and read re cords in
les s than half a second on
floppy disk sys tems . Truly
machine independent - from
Apple to Zenith , from HP125
to HP1000 .
. UCSD Pasca l and UCSD p-Sys tem are
trademark s o f th e Regent s o f the
Un iversity o f Ca lif ornia .
'C P/M and Pascal M T + are trademarks
01 Digital Resea rc h, Inc.
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Allows you to easily design ,
write and modify programs
that use fill-in-the-form input. An editor and a set of
portable input routines help
you quickly create alld custom design forms to fit your
needs. Form headings and
the order o f info rmation are
eas i Iy changeable. Th e
PHOSFORM editor will document. th e finished form .
PHOSFORM and applications are portable and run
on any terminal.
AVAILABLE FOR
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

GRYPHON
snTENIS

1917A Edinburg Avenue
Cardiff-by-the-Sea, CA 92007
714-436·1455 • TLX 4990529
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Powerful Lab Graphics
For Your Apple II + ® Computer
.i\

program for DEC VAX machines at on ly $6,000.
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SCIENTIFIC PLOTIER

48K APPLE 11+, $25

Draws professional·looking graphs 01 your data . EASIER, FASTER, NEATER
and more ACCURATE than handplotting. You choose data lormat, length and
position of axes, 20 symbols, error bars, labels anywhere in 4 orientations, etc.
Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 30·PAGE MANUAl.

48K APPLE II +, $35

CURVE FITTER

Selects the best curve to lit your data . SCALE, TRANSFORM , AVERAGE,
SMOOTH , INTERPOLATE (3 types) , LEAST SQUARES FIT (3 types), EVALUATE
UNKNOWNS from fitted curve. Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 33·PAGE
MANUAl.

48K APPLE II +, $75

VIDICHART™

NEW tools for lab data management. FAST plots of 4 data sets with SCROLL·
ING in 4 directions, ZOOM scaling on X and Y axes, 2 types of graphic CUR·
SORS and on·screen STATUS REPORT. PLOTS AID INPUT while sampling.
ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY, DIVIDE, INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE,
AVERAGE or NORMALIZE data sets with SIMPLE COMMANDS. Ideal lor spec·
tra , chromatograms, rate curves , etc. Includes SAMPLE DATA on disk with
28·PAGE MANUAl.
SPECIAL! All 3 programs on one disk, only $120. Since each program uses the
same data format on disk, data may be shared.

BUY THESE PROGRAMS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR ORDER
DIRECT. For more information, ask for FREE brochure or send $5 for any
manual ($12 for all 3), deductible with purchase. Add $1.50 shipping on all
orders. For fastest service, call in your VISA or Master Card order.

-mIWI
®

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 771, Dept. B State College, PA 16801
CALL (814) 238·8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION

Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

SWEET-TALKER,
IT GIVES YOUR COMPUTER AN
ITEDVOCAB

The Sweet - Talker voice synthesizer allows you to add speech of
unlimited vocabulary to your computer. Utilizing the Votra x SC·Ol A chip,
you can output any message by programming individual phonemes.
Comes in two versions; one plugs directly into your Apple II , the other
connects to any computer with an 8·bit parallel printer port. + 12 volts
and + 5 volts required for parallel board .
'Contains 64 different phonemes STOI
Sweet Talker Parallel
accessed by a 6-bit code_
Port Board A & T _. . _. _.. $139.00
'Automati c and manual inflec ST02
Sweet Talker Apple II
tion modes .
plug In board ... _...... . .149.00
• Parallel port uriven or plug-in
ST06
Text-to-Speech
compatible with Apple II.
algorithm on disk
for Apple II . . . _. ___ . ______ 35_00
'Super te xt-to'speech algorithm
on disk for Apple II. Makes
SCOlA Votrax Speech
Sweet - Talker eq uivalent to
Synthesizer chip .. ________ 70 _00
5 or more __ . __ ___ __ __55_00 each
units 3 times the cost.
'On board audio amplifier
UPSOI Universal Power Supply'Sample program on cassette
A & T .. ........... ___ ... _35.00
with Apple II board .
Add $2_00 lor shipping & handling_
'Optional power supply for
parallel board _
To Order: Call Toll Free 1-800-645-3479
(In N _Y_State Call : 1-516-374-6793)
For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793
MICROMINT INC_
917 Midway
Woodmere N_Y_ 11598

COlOr-GraphiCS Costs
Drop: Color-graphics-display
termin als are being introduced at new low prices,
some under $1000. This is expected to bring color graphics
into th e business marketplace . In fact, in a few more
years, color may become
standard. Leading the way
now is Intelligent Systems
Corporation (lSC) , Norcross,
Georgia , which is shipping a
color-video terminal priced at
$995 for single units.
Televid eo and Applied Digital
Data Systems Inc. are expected to introduce competing units by year-end. The ISC
unit can display eight foreground and eight background
colors on a 13-inch video
screen. It includes function
keys and firmware for drawing vectors, bar graphs, and
point plots. (Incidentally,
Megatek Corporation, San
Diego, California, has announced a three-dimensional
color-graphics terminal:
prices start at $50,000.)
Color-printer prices are
dropping quickly too . Integral
Data Systems has a color impact printer for under $2000
that produces eight colors
using a four-band ribbon . Integrex Ltd ., England, has
developed a color printer
based on the Epson MX-80
that it sells for $1995 .
A host of companies are
producing color pen plotters.
The lowest in cost is currently
th e Radio Shack 6-pen plotter
at $1995.
The Japanese have not yet
entered this market, although
they are known to be developing color printers. When
they do enter, substantial
price reductions can be expected .

F lot:'py-Dlsk News:
year
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568,000

Last
double-sided

5'14-inch disk drives were
mad e. This year the figure
should double to 1 _1 million
drives. Also, track densities
are inc reasing . Th e 96-tpi
(track per inch) density will
soon dominate th e market.
The result is that companies
such as Micropolis have announced 5 'I4 -inch drives with
2-megabyte storage ca pacities . Delivery of these drives
has been slowed pending the
ava ilability of improved disks.
Better materials are necessary
because uneven disk coating
and thermal and hygroscopic
distortion of th e disk surface
increase errors.
Several companies have announced they will soon start
production of 1_6- inch-high
5V. -inch drives. Thu s two
drives will fit into the space
previously occupied by one
drive . Half-high 8-inch drives
are already available.
Sony's 3'12 -inch disk drive is
being used in Sony's wordprocessing system. However,
beca use it is available from
only a single source, other
manufacturers have been
leery of designing it into their
produ c ts . Sony has announced that it will soon introduce a dual-sided version
of the drive.

FinallY, 68000 Software: I receive many letters
from read ers of this column
regarding the availability of
68000-system software and
low-co st hardw are. The
following, I think, answers
most of the questions raised.
It should be noted that Intel
introduced its 8086 16-bit
mi crop rocesso r in 1977almost five years ago. Th e first
systems using th e 8086
became available the fo llowi ng year. However, it was not
until 1980-81 th at the first
DOS development software
became available. And it is
only now , in 1982-five years
later-that applications soft-

Circle 144 on inquiry card
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Overcome
CP/M Limitations
TurboDOS

The Professional
CP/M-Compatible
Operating System

• CP/M Compatible Virtually any CP/M
(ver. 2.x) program will run under TurboDOS wilhoul modil icalion. Fully media
compatible wilh standard CP/M-forma t
diskettes.

Copy a double sided/density diskette
(1.25 MBytes) in under 1 min . 45 sec.

ter with some apptications. as tested by
an independent firm .

• Advanced Utilities Complete set of disk
utilities. system date and time fu nctions ,
com munications channel interface, and
more included.

• Double-Sided Drive Support Provides
1.25 MBytes of Storage per 8" doublesided/density disk. Intermix combinations
01single or doubles sided dri ves on line.

• Enhanced Automatic Print Spooling
Ru n multiple printers simultaneously.
Supports multiple queues and printers on
spooling versions, standard.

• Expanded Directories Store more files
and information per disk.

• Advanced Mainframe-like Features In·
eludes read·after·write validation of all
disk update operations. type-ahead buffe rs. incremental disk backup utility.
password/log-on security. sys tem date
and lime fu nctions, accepts string of multiple co mmands . and many other
capabi lities not available under CP/M or
TRSDOS. Mulli-user networking versions
also available.

• Automatic Density/Side Recognition
De tects changes in disk format automati·
cally. Change disks at any time without
compromisi ng data or "BDOS/ReadOnly" errors.
• Fast Disk Backup Copy an 8" SS/DD diskette (610K) in less than 80 seconds.

Only
$249

Vers ions for TRS-80 Mod" & Xerox 820.
Print spooling option $ 50 additional.
Adaptable to any Z80-based computer.

. <-=~D,-L-, DATA-RX, INC.

~
'R 686 Lighthouse Ave ., Monterey , Ca 93940

-,---

:.:::

I4FAO*?#'O~
lC9=tF (])! i {
•

• Hard Disk Drive Support Supports large
hard disks in excess of 1.000 MBytes
without partitioning.

• Spectacular Performance Programs
run 3- t 0 times faster than TRSDOS or
CP/M. Benchmark results to 20 times fas-

·

BDOSERROR
ON B:BAD SECTOR

(408) 375-2775

M a nual $25
refundabl e
with purc hase .

TURBODOS IS the registe red trademark 01 Softwa re 2000
CP/ M. MP/ M. and CP/ NET are registered trademarks of Digilal Resea rch Dealer/OEM Inquiries Invited .

Before d isk erro rs ru in yo u r work aga in order BAD LI M.
•

BA DLI M assures the reli ab ili t y of you r CP/ M
com pu ter.

•

Yo u ca n use y ou r d isks 10 t imes l on ger w ith out
los in g yo ur data A ND y o ur ti me.

•

BADLIM c hecks t ho rou >J hly your d isk m ar k in g all
th e bl o c ks which have defective sec t ors . The
ope rat in g sy ste m w ill k now t hat t hose secto rs
sho ul d be sk ipped.

•

BA DLI M is t he onl y p rog ram th at gives pr o t ect io n
f o r soft and hard errors .

•

Th e f irst t ime BADLIM w ill li st whi ch fil es in yo ur
di sk are o n bad secto rs, so you ca n take act io n to
cor rect it .

•

But t hereaf te r t he ba d areas in yo ur d isk w ill be
automatica ll y by- passed.
Fo r CP/ M 1.4 sin gle de nsi ty and fo r CP/ M 2.xx o f
any form at and d ens ity . I t is a m ust for W inc hester
as t he m ed ia ca nn o t be re pl aced.

•

BAD LI M cos t on l v $73. What ever t he reason you have
to use a co mputer you need BAD LIM. Co ntaci y ou r
dea ler o r ca ll us to d ay'
B LAT R& D Corp ., 8 016 188t h. St SW, Ed m o nds
WA 980 20_ Pho ne: [ 20 6 ] 77 1-1408
DE A LER INQUIRIE S INVITED .

BADUM

~ INDUSTRIES, INC. ---~
In Texas Orders
Questions & Answers
1-713-392-0747

21969 Katy Freeway
Katy (Houston) Texas 77450

To Order
1-800-231-3680
800-231-3681

SAVE BIG DOLLARS ON ALL TRS-80~ HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
TRS-gO®BY RADIO SHACK . Brand new in cartons delivered . Save state sales tax . Texas residents add only
5070 sales tax. Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5. We pay freight and insurance. Come by and see us. Call us for a
reference in or near your city. Ref: Farmers State Bank, Brookshire, Texas.

WE OFFER ON
REQUEST

WE ALWAYS
OFFER

Federel Express (Overnight Delivery)

121

NO extra charge for Master Card
or Visa.

Houston Intercontinental
Airport Delivery (Same Day)

121

We use Direct Freight lines. No
long waits.

121

We always pay the freight and
insurance

121
121

Toll free order number

U.P.S. BLUE (Every Day)
References from people who have
bought computers from us probably
in your city

• l RS·SO is a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp

ED McMANUS

II
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In .tock TRS-80 Model
II and III
No Tax on Out of Texas Shipments I

Save
10% 15%
OR MORE
Reserve Your Model 16 Today

Our capability to go to the giant
I!)
TRs·ao Computer warehouse 5
hours away. in Ft. Worth. Texas •
to keep you in stock.

JOE McMANUS
I

Telex 77·4132 (Fleks Hou)

I

VIS4
l_
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to appear .
The 68000 was introduced
by Motorola in 1980, and the
first 68000 system became
available last year . The disk
operating systems are only
now becoming available, and
languages should start becoming available ea rly next year.
Therefo re, I do not expect to
see any significant amount of
68000 applications software
becoming available until
1984.
I doubt that the 68000 will
have much of an impact on
the single-user!single-task personal computer market. Its
great strengths will be in the
multi-user! multi -taski ng
market competing against
traditional minicomputers.
Keep in mind that Microsoft's
68000 DOS (Xenix) requires
sOK bytes of 16-bit-wide user
memory, as compared to
8086 DOS (MS-DOS), a

single-user/single-tasking DOS
that occupies only about sK
bytes of memory. I am not
currently aware of any companies developing low-cost
68000-based personal computer systems. I would appreciate hearin g from anyone
who knows of one.

Large Direct-view LCD:
Kylex Inc. of Mountain View,
California, a subsidiary of 3M
Company, has developed a
new type of alphanumeric
liquid-crystal display (LCD)
called the TAD (thermally
addressed dye) display that
has been incorporated into
what is possibly the largest
direct-view panel LCD ever
made: a 6- by 7-i nch, 288- by
3s7-pixel flat display screen .
Each pixel is 15 hundredths of
an inch square, and in
alphanumeric use 24 lines of
50 characters each can be

$495.

displayed. The TAD display
could make possible a new
generation of portable computer terminals.
The TAD technology uses a
so-called guest molecule of
dichroic dye attached to host
molecules of liquid crystal ;
the two types of molecules
have a similar physical structure. In the normal nematic
molecular orientation , the
dye is invisible. When the
liquid-crystal molecules are
reoriented in the display, the
dye molecules are also reoriented, causing the dye to
become visible.
For the liquid-crystal molecules to be changed in orientation, they must first be
heated; in the display one row
of pixels is heated at a time by
an electric heating current
passed through heating
elements in the panel. The
heating places molecules into
random orientations, allowing

MAIL ORDER DISCOUNTS
t

.ClppIcz' II
SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES
VISICALC . .
. . . . ..... .. .. . 169
VISITRENDN I$ IPLOT..
. ............. .. .. 215
VISIFllE ..
. . ... 210
DESKTOP PLAN II . .
. ..... ... . . 159
BPI BUSI NESS SOnwARE .......... . .. .... 335
CONTINENTAL BUS. SOFTWARE ..
.. 215
SUPERSCRIBE II ...
. ................ . .. 110
SUPERTEXT II ..
. ... ............... 105
EASYWRITER ............ . .... . ... . ..
. .. . 219
WOR DSTAR (CP/ M)..
. .. . .. 299
REAL ESTATE ANALYZER . .
. ... . .. ... . 120
TAX PRE PARER ..
. . . . .. .. .. .......... 85
CREATIVE FINANCING ..
.. 120
HAYES MI CRO MODE M II .
. .... 299
MICROSOFT Z-80 SOFTCARD. . . .... . . .. ... 299
MICROSO FT 16K RAM CARD .. ... ........ .. 169
VIDEX 80 COLUMN CA RD ........ . .. . . ... . . 269

NEe

sac can be redundant!!

o Z80A 4MHz, 64K RAM, 2K ROM
o 2 serial, 2 parallel, 4 timer ports
OBi-directional inter-processor channel
o Multi-processor architecture capability
o Redundant processor manipulation
capability
o Matching double-density disc controller
with SASI and PRIAM interface
o Application note for system configurations

•

~ JC SYSTEMS (415) 657-4215
" " 1075 Hiawatha Ct. Fremont, CA 94538
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the dye to show up. Then ,
while all the molecules in the
row are cooling down, the
pixels that are to be restored
to the blank state (i .e. , dye not
visible) are addressed along
the appropriate column by
pulses of current.
A unique property of the
TAD display is th e permanence of its images. Because
the pixels must be heated for
their states to change, they do
not revert to blankness when
not in use. You can unplug a
TAD display from its control
circuitry and keep it in a
drawer for a year-and when
you take it out, it will still
show the image it contained
when it was unplugged .
The TAD display is driven
by a control module containing a l80A microprocessor,
4K bytes of read/write memory, 16K bytes of read-only
memory, and various other
components; the control

NEC

P~-8000

PC·80DIA SYSTEM W/32 K ...
. .... . .. .. .. . 750
pC-8012A I/O & EXPANSION
SLOTS W/32 K ..
. .... 525
PC-803 1A DUAL DRIVES .. .
. .... . .. ... 750
PC·8023A MATRIX PRINTER
TR ACTOR/ FRICTION ..
. ... 550
PC-8033A I/ O PORT FOR DISK DRIVES..... 145
THE WEDGE-D ISK. RS232 &
GA ME I/ O W/ 32K . .
. .. 515

DISKETTES
BASF 5 Y. " DI SKeITe s (10)
... .. 25
8ASF 8" DISKEITe S ( 10) .................... 29

Epson

PRINTERS

. . 350
EPSO N M X-70 .
. . .. . . .. .. 450
EPSON MX·80 .
. . ..... 550
EPSON M X·80 FT . .
. ... 730
EPSON M X-l00 .. ...... ..... . ... .
. ..... 2499
OU M E SPRINT 5/ 45 ..

MONITORS
AMDEX LOW' RES 13" COLOR I .. . . . .... . 369
AMDEX HI-RES 13" COLOR II .
850
SA NYO 9" B&W ..
. . . ..... . ....... . ...... 185
ZENITH 12" GREEN ..
125
169
NEG 12" GRE EN . .
NEC 12" LOW- RES COLOR . . . .
. ... 365
NE C 12" HI -RES RGB COLOR ..
. ..... 875

ATARr 800 & 400
ATARI 800 ( 1SK).. .
. .. . . .. 675
ATA RI 400 II SKI..
. . . 335
8 I 0 DISK DRIVE ...
. ...... 439
lSK RAM MEMO RY MODUL E . ... . . .. . ..... . 89
850 INTERFACE MODULE ... ...... . ... .. 165
830 ACOUSTIC MODEM ................... 159
ATARI WORD PROCE SSOR . .
. . . . .. 125

XEROX 820 "SAM"
SYSTEM I (5 Y. " DRIVES) ..
.. 2395
SYSTEM II (8" DRIVES) ..
. ... 2995
XEROX 630 PRINTER. ..
.. 2325
WORD PROCESSING (WORDSTAR) ....... 4 25
CP/ M OPERATING SYSTE M .
175

TO ORDER: Please send cashiers check. money order or personal check (allow 10
business days to clea r): VISA and Master Card credit card service add 3%. Shipping.
handling and insurance in U.S. add 3% (minimum $5). California residents add 6%
sa les tax. Foreign orders add 10% for shipping. Equipment is subject to price
t'1"T1~A~~goaGailability. All equipment carries factory warranty. TELE X: 697 120

COMPUTER HORIZON
16766 Bernardo Center Drive. Suite 11 DB. San Diego. CA 92128
(714) 565-7092 (800) 854-1941
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S-100 USERS

INTERFACE 9-TRACK
TAPE DRIVES
With the DTI - DMA
Tape-Unit Interface
• Transfers data via DMA
up to 200K bytes
per second
• Allows full contr ol over
all tape -drive funct i ons

SPEED
NUMBER-CRUNCHING
SOFTWARE 5-10 X's
AND MORE

' STANDARD KIT INCLUDES TMS 9918.
ADD 525 FOR TMS 9918A .

COLOR VIDEO PROCESSOR
• Text, Grap hi cs , A ni mat ion . 16 Co lors . 256 x 192 Resoluti on • NTSC Co mp os ite Video O ut p ut . Uses T MS 99 18
• Inc ludes 1/0 Map ped 16K Video Memory. 3D S im u latio n
with 32 Video Sp ri tes . 2 B yte X-Y Position in g . Rea l T ime
C lock . 8 Leve l In terru pt Se lection. Inexpe nsive RF Modulator a ll ows easy co nn ect io n to any co lor TV • Video over
Video and Extended G raphics II Mode wit h TM S 9918A •

With the FM P Fast Math Processor
• Kit or assembled
• 32-bit floating point operations
for arith ., trig ., exponential, etc . functions

PROGRAMMABLE SOUND GENERATOR
• Music, So un d Effec ts, T oneS ig na li ng, Ult raso ni cs. 27 Hz
to 111 K Hz Range . 3 Prog ramm ab le Analog Chan ne ls w it h
Separa te Frequency, Volume and Whi te No ise Co nt ro l . 10
Selectable En ve lope Wave Shapes under Software Contro l
• Two 8-B it Prog ra mm ab l e 1/0 Po rt s fo r use as Externa l
Keyboard l D isp lay I nterf ace . Powe r Amp l ifier for drivi n g
Externa l Speaker.

• Or 64·bit floating point operations for arithmeti c functions

Both the DTI and FMP meet the IEEE S-100
standard . Software is available.
For f urther in f orma tion contact:
;I

MEMBER OF THE S PC G ROUP

SPC TECHNOLOGIES,

Texas re sidents add 5% sales tax. Prices include complete documentation with
~ r ogramming examples . PC board is solder-masked with gold contacts. Add $100
o%:~s~~~~e~itrl'~ ~~T~e~8~~i~8~eanndd SJd8~aft°!; ~2rO f~,moann~al00e~"u"s~ab;e with

INC.

P.O. Box 248, Arlington, VA 22210
(703) 841-3632

EllA

ELE CTRONI C DESIGN A SSOCI AT ES
P.O. Box 94055

H ouston , Texas 770 18

DISCOUNT PRICES

SAVE $$

,

.apple:! computer

. . $320'

CO LO R V IDEO KIT ..

)Il ATARI

(7 13) 999- 2255

SAVE $$
PRINTERS
EPSON
MX-70
MX-80
MX-80 FI T
G RA FTRAX
IN TER FACE (APP L E)
CABL E (APPL E)

APPLE COM PUTER
SYS TE MS SOLD O NLY
IN ST ORE . CALL FOR
PRI C ES.
RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-80. AP PLE II
16K SE T 41 16's (200 NS)

24.95

General Information:
We carry a large se lection of
hardware and software by other
companies . Send for our
catalog .
We are an authorized repair
cen ter for APPLE , ATARI ,
NORTH STAR , AND EPSON .

400 16K
800 16K
410 Recorder
810 Disk
822 Printer
825 Printer
830 M odem
850 Interface Module
CX853 RAM
CX70 Light Pen
CX30 Padd le
CX40 Joystick

349.00
699.00
89.00
449.00
359.00
779.00
159.00
179.00
89.00
64 .00
1800
18.00

ADV-20 - 64K
ADV- 10-64K-HD-5

3150.00
5195.00

VERBATIM DISKETTES

HRZ-20-64K
HRZ-10-64K-HD-5
HRZ- 10-64K- H D-18

2795.00
4695 .00
6295.00

Box o f 105'/;'
Box of 108"

5 MB HARD D ISK
18 MB H ARD D ISK

2350.00
4195.00

29.50
39.50

299 .00
469 .00
569 .00
90 .00
75 .00
22.50

IDS
560G
PRI SM

1450.00
1795.00

NEC
35 10 35CPS
7710 55CPA
8023A

1995.00
2650 .00
599.00

OKIDATA
M ICRO LI NE
M ICRO LI NE
M ICRO LI NE
MI CRO LI NE

80
82A
83A
84

389.00
549.00
849.00
1245.00

C.I.T.O.H.
STA RWRITER 25CPS
STARW RITE R 45CPS
FO RMS T RAC TOR

1595.00
2 195.00
275.00

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. MAR YLAND RESIDENTS ADD 5 % SALES TA X

FREDERICK
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.
Ci rc le 193 on i nquiry c ard .

TO ORDER CALL:
(301) 694-8884

5726 INDUSTRY LANE

Store Hours:
MON . THRU THURS .
FRI. AND SAT.

9:30 AM -9:00 PM
9:30 AM-S:OO PM

FREDERICK, MD. 21701
BYrE June 1982
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Circle
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on inquiry card.
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AIM for Control
modu'le keeps track of the
temperature of the pixel rows
to keep the display operating
within the most efficient range
while using a minimal amount
of energy.
The inventor of the TAD
technology, Dr. Sun Lu, described his research in a paper
delivered in May at a conference of the Society for Information Display .... R. S. S.

For process control or industrial development
systems, put Rockwell's
AIM 65 to work for
you. Use off-theshelf AIM-Mate
Series and STD
BUS expansion products to configure the system you need.
The AIM 65 includes: typewriter, alphanumeric LED display, and fast thermal printer .
Plug-in options include : memory (to 48K), ROM
languages, parity protection, video display, floppy
disk storage , STD BUS expansion cage , TIL and
real world interfaces, and complete system software.
Call or write for complete AIM-Mate Series information .

I FORETHOUGHT
PRODUCTS

87070

Dukhobar Road , Eugene, Oregon

97402 (503) 485-8575

TELEPHONE
VOICE RESPONSE
The Vl00 interactive voice synthesizer

with telephone interface is an Apple II ®or IBM Person al
Computer® compatible , low-cost, solution to remote
data base access arrangements.

$39500
Vl00-A

•
•
•
•
•

Direct telephone co nnecti on , auto-dia l/ answer
Touch-tone ® generation and detection
Includ es 1000 word, LPC allophone vocabulary
Software for se nt ence/ library construction
Expandable w ith 300 ($150) o r 1300 ($495) high
quality LPC wo rd s

For a demonstration call toll free (800) 538-7002
In California call (408) 942-1595

W)'7[f!]§lf'

©@OO~@OO&lf'O@[f!]
2405 Qum e Dr., Sa n Jose, CA 95131
(408) 942-1037

V
Ideo Games Battle In
Court:

Pac-man has replaced
Space Invaders in computergame popularity. In fact, Pacman has generated nearly $1
billion in arcade sales. Atari is
now selling Pac-man cartridges for its home units and
expects sales to top that of the
arcade version. Warner Communications, Atari's parent
company, expects that Pacman will gross more money
than its Sta r Wars film. But
there
are
problems .
Magnavox is marketing a
game called K.C. Munchkin
that Atari claims is "a knockoff of Pac-man." Atari took
Magnavox to court and succeeded in enjoining the latter
from marketing the game on
the basis of copyright infringement; howeve r, a second ruling stayed the first ruling until
a full trial could be held .
Pac-man was licensed from
Namco of Japan by Bally
Manufacturing Corporation,

June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc

Circle 460 on Inquiry card.

Apology Due: In my
February 1982 BYTELINES
column I reported on
Condesin, a small research
and development company
using a new technology to develop a 4-megabit nonvolatile
memory. I reported the company as being in Cupertino,
California . I have been informed that the company has
moved to Texas. As yet I have
not been able to locate its
new address.

Quote of the Month:
" There are eight different
ways to insert a disk into a
drive .. . only one of which is
interesting."
Eddie Currie, Vice President
Lifeboat Associates

MAIL: I receive a large
number of letters each month
as a result of this column. If you
write to me and wish a response, please include a se/faddressed. stamped envelope.
Sol Llbes
POB 1192
Mountainside, NJ 07092

BYTE's Bits
Graphics
Printing System
If you are interested in the
Graphics Printing System
mentioned in the January and
February 1982 BYTEs (see
pages 443 and 222, respectively). please note that Progressive Software has gone
into bankruptcy and will no
longer sell or support the program. However, Crow Ridge
Associates is selling and sup-

450

which also licensed the arcade version of Space Invaders (Atari sells the home
cartridge vers·lon) . Bally is
now shipping Ms . Pac-man
games to arcades, and this is
expected in cartridge version
also.

porting the program . It
should be noted that the system must be used with the
Apple serial interface card
with the P8A PROM (programmable read-only memory). It costs $109.95 . Contact Crow Ridge Associates
Inc., POB 90, New Scotland ,
NY 12127, (518) 765-3620 .•

Circle 456 on inquiry card .

Circle 72 on inquiry card .

MODEM HEADQUARTERS
Connect any computer or terminal to the phone lines!

I~

Buckeye
DESKTOPENCLOSORES

1200 Baud - 120 Charac ters per Second
Penril 300/ 1200. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $739
Bell 212A identical. Full duplex, RS232 . 1200 and 300 Bau d.
Originate/a uto-answer. Phon e co nnecti o n via RJ11 C
standard ph one jack. On e yea r warranty. Self-test. Fits
under phone.
300/ 1200 Auto-Dialer . .. . . . ..... ..... . ... . ........ $225
All ows any co mputer to au to maticall y di al o ut throug h
the Penril 300/ 1200.
300 Baud - 30 Characters per Second
Phone Link Acoustic Modem .... . ................. $129
Originate and Answer. Halfl Full duplex. RS232 . Opera tes
with any standard telephone. Indicators fo r On , Carrier,
Self-test, Send Data, Receive Data. On e year wa rran ty.
Micro-link ... . ........ . ............ .. ............ $179
Originatel Au to-Answer, Half/Full duplex. RS232. Phone
co nnecti on via RJ11C standard pho ne jack. Indicators for
On, Carrier Detect, Se lf-test, Send Data, Receive Data.
Two yea r warra nty. Fits under ph o ne.
ADDS Viewpoint CRT ... . ......... . .. . . . . .... . ... $529
GE2120 Printing Terminal . ... ... . . . •.... .. ....... $1,799
150 CP S. 300/ 1200 BaUd.
GE2030 Printing Terminal .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $999
60 C PS. 300/ 1200 Baud.
All equipment is in stock. Your satisfaction guaranteed. Any
product may be returned for full credit. Write or call for full
product Information.

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW BRACKET MOUNTING SYSTEM FOR

DWC-1-1133 . .. .. ..

60.60

DWC-1-1600 . . . . . ..

68.80

I

owc CASES

BKS-2-0850 .... , . . . $41 .50
BKS-2-1133 . .......

44.80

BKS-2-1600 . . . . . . ..

48.30

Send check for case in width desired .
Call or write for detailed literature
The Buckeye Stamping Co.
555 Marion Rd., Columbus, OH 43207 614/445-8433

Z·3D

c1'Y<W"~ph'I'...

..

SYSTEM TWO 53995
SYSTEM Z2H 7495

.~

VIDEO TERMINAL
3102
52099
8 and 16 BIT DUAL PROCESSORS
CS1D2E(256K RAM)
CSID5E(512K RAM)
CSIHD2E(256K,5 Meg. H.D.)
CS3D5E(512K RAM)
CS3HD40E(5Meg. H.D.,4Meg. RAM)

$4299
4999
5999
7299
20995

MAXELL DISKETTES Boxes of 10
MD 1 539.95
FD 1 542.95
MD 2 49.95
FD 2 57.95

I

MORE SPECIALS

ATARI800
5 699
1349
TI 810 Printer
QANTEX Printer 1049
ADDS Viewpoint 599
ADDS Regent 25 879

EPSON MX80 5
EPSON MX80 FT
EPSON MX100
SOROCIQ130
DECLA34

499
599
759
699
949

All prices are CASH . American Express, Visa,
Prices subject to change without notice

DATA DISCOUNT CENTER
P.O. BOX 233, Greenvale, New York 11548

CALL FOR INFORMATION ON NORTHSTAR,
HAZELTINE, INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS,
LEAR-SIEGLER, MORROW DESIGNS, aUME,
OKIDATA, TELEVIDEO, DIGITAL MICRO
SYSTEMS, CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

51PHSONBEORDERS CAll

__-~S9-B537
BYTE June 1982
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Maintenance Alternatives
for Personal Computers
Repair service options to consider before you buy a computer
and preventive maintenance steps to perform
once you've made the purchase.
Lewis A. Whitaker
18360 Oxnard St.
Tarzana, CA 91356

Whether you have already chosen
your personal computer or are in the
process of making that important
decision, there is something you must
consider that is as important as bits,
bytes, bauds, and software-maintenance. Suppose you sat down to
work at your system and fourid that
the video terminal wouldn't light, the
printer wouldn't print, or the computer just wouldn't compute. Where
would you turn for help? Ideally you
should determine the options for
repairing your system before buying

it. However, even if you have purchased a computer already, you do
have options for obtaining service .
A recent incident taught me the importance of planning maintenance

About the Author

alternatives before disaster strikes. A
friend , who had purchased a personal
computer through a mail-order
catalog, saw his printer stop in the
midst of printing a long document.
He called me frantically to ask where
he could go to have someone fix his
machine quickly. Not having an immediate answer, I looked in the
Yellow Pages under "computer main-

Lew Whitaker has spent 20 years in sales and
marketing, primarily with companies in the
magnetic media field. He was the W estern
Regional Manager for the Computron (BA SF)
magnetic tape company and has worked for
Data Devices, KYBE Corporation , and Innovative Computer Products . He has had a
number of articles published in the Journal of
Data Management, Interface Age, and Digital
Design.
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You can take steps to
maintain the
component~ of your
computer before a
failure occurs.

tenance ." That heading referred me to
"computer store, " where I found
listings for twelve businesses . At this
point, I decided that it might be interesting to call each company
myself. I called them and the results
were surprising, to say the least.
Three were no longer in business,
four specialized in computer games
and video equipment, four were more
interested in selling new computers
and didn't service my friend 's type of
equipment anyway" and only one
store said it would take a look at the
machine if I brought it in . I wondered
whether the results of my little survey
were typical. If it proved difficult to
get quick and efficient service in
computer-conscious West Los
Angeles, what could the personal
computer user in more remote areas
expect?
It was not many years ago that all
data-processing or scientific computer installations had on-site field

Circle 358 on inquiry card .

BUY
DIRECT
TRS-SO'S
Full Line
LINE VOLTAG

TRANSIENT SUPPRESSORS
"~TM

AND

~~';"oo""

PROTECTS:

PROTECTS AGAINST:

oComputers
°Mlcro.computer Systems
oVVord Processors
oCash Registers
° Power Supplies

oHlgh Energy Voltage
Tran sients
00n.()ff SWitching
°Lightning Induced Transients
olnrush of On/Ott Power

D'l~u~,~,s
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Clipstrip
977E

Clipper
67BF

LISTED

LISTED

®®

7133 Rutherford Rd. Baltimore, Md. 21207
(301) 298-3130
800-638-9098

WE PAY SHIPPING in the 48 continental states on prepaid
orders ot $100.00 or more.
NO TAXES are collected on out-ot-state shipments.
WE ACCEPT Visa, MasterCard and American Express, or
you can save additional money by paying cash .

TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER 800/531·7466

Pan American
Electro'nics
.

.

1117 Conway • Dept. B
Mission, Texas 78572
Phone 512/581-2766
Telex Number 767339
FORT WORTH BRANCH
2912 N. Main
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106
Phone 817/625-6333
Telex Number 794836
- Trademark of Tandy Corporation

64K STATIC RAM
FULLY STATIC MEMORY

SPECIALIZING IN

QUALITY
MICRO COMPUTER
HARDWARE

BUILDING BLOCKS
FOR
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS,
DEDICATED CONTROLLERS
AND TEST EQUIPMENT
CARD CAGES, POWER SUPPLIES
MA'INFRAMES, CPU'S, MEMORY
I/O OEM VARIATIONS

ELECTRONIC CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
763 Ramsey Ave., Hillside, NJ 07205 (201) 686-8080

Circle 176 on inquiry card .
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Circle 466 on inquiry card .

SUPE~BRI\IN

" ...... $1895

350K Disk-64 RAM

SUPE~BRJ\IN

QO .... $2275

~OOK Disk-64K RAM

lfSUPE~BRJ\IN

SO .. .. $2655

1.5 MB Disk-64K RAM

CHJ\INE~ $~~~
~TA~RJ\PH
.DAZY

$350
(Includes All Hardware and Software)
List
$3890 $ Call
Includes 350K Disk-64K RAM.

Emulates Tektronix"4010 Graphics
Terminal, Supports SAS-Graph and all
Tektroni x Plot 10 Software.
(Larger Configurations A va ilable)

90 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE*
120 DAY
EXTENDED WARRANTY**
Ordering Information: Money Orders,
Cashier Checks or Bank Wires Welcome.
Personal or Company Checks , allow
15 days to clear. Surface Freight Standard
FOB Origin. Include your telephone
number . No COD's, Pl ease. Prices are
subject to change without notice . Order
desk hours are 9 to 5 CST.

CALL OR WRITE
(214) 931-9069

WESTST*R Micro
16990 Dallas Parkway. Suite 151
Dallas, Texas 75248
, Refunds are Prorated .
" E xtende d Warranty offered
by WestStar .
SuperB rain is a Registered Trademark
of I ntertec Data Systems .
Dazy Chainer is a Registered Trademark
of Gemini Computer, Inc .
StarGraph is a Registered Trademark
of Tektronix.
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engineers with proper training and
enough spare parts to solve whatever
problem might arise within a system.
Service contracts for computer
systems were mandatory and were
written as part of the system purchase
or lease. The development of solidstate chips has not only accelerated
the trend toward smaller and less expensive computer systems but has
also greatly improved reliability.
There is still a huge segment of the
market that addresses large-scale
computer systems, which require onsite or on-call field engineers. As the
computer system shrinks in size and
cost and as the reliability of all components increases, however, there is a
need for practical alternatives for
computer maintenance. It does not
make sense for the Apple or PET user
to retain a full -time field engineer.
But where should the user go if he
wanted to obtain the services of a
qualified engineer to perform on-site
maintenance? Are there local places
where he can bring his machine for
service? Must he send his machine
back to the factory for even the
simplest repairs? Is there anything
that the average nontechnical person
can do at home to keep costs down
and efficiency up? What are the alternatives from which a personal computer user can choose before the first
component failure ruins his love affair with his computer?

Where to Go for Help
Computer stores: Many computers
are sold through computer stores. In
addition to the best-known manufacturers, a number of smaller companies sell their computers through
these same stores. The questions that
the buyer should ask the seller are the
same as if the product under consideration were an automobile or a
kitchen appliance: Does the seller offer a maintenance contract? What is
the length of the warranty? What
does the warranty include? Is the
repair site local or are repairs made at
a distant facility? Does the seller do
the work or does he farm it out to a
third party? Does the service provider
offer loaner units?
Investigation has shown that there
is no such thing as an industry-wide,

standard service policy for small
computers . My initial disappointing
experience in searching for a service
company prompted me to make a
wider investigation throughout the
Los Angeles area . I found that most
computer stores offered maintenance
of the computers that they sold, but
most were also reluctant to discuss
turnaround time for repairs . Often
they were not even able or willing to
quote their hourly service rates .
Radio Shack was the only store that
had a printed parts and labor price
sheet available to the customer. Certain manufacturers, such as Radio
Shack and Apple, offer extensions of
their warranty, which guarantee that
a user can bring his system in for
repair anytime during the covered
period However, while Radio Shack
service policies are uniform from
store to store, the same cannot be said
for Apple service policies. I discussed
service of Apple computers with
several retail outlets. While some
were vague at best about turnaround
and uncertain about hourly rates ,
other Apple retail outlets welcomed
inquiries into their service policies,
offered quick turnaround for most
problems, and not only stated rates
for service but estimated the time
each type of problem would require.
The price of an annual service contract varies from company to company, but it appears that about $2000
is average for an extended warranty
contract for a complete personal computer system . Whether you wish to
spend the money to purchase a
maintenance contract is obviously a
personal decision. It is an expensive
undertaking to be sure, but a computer sitting idle is both expensive
and sad.
Manufacturers: I asked three
manufacturers about their factorydirect service policies . Digital
Microsystems, Vector Graphic, and
Intertec all had similar policies . They
preferred the user to go to a local service outlet, but each offered to service
the unit at the factory if the customer
wished, whether the unit was under
warranty or not. The objections to
having a machine returned to the factory are simple: time and trouble .
Seldom does anyone have the time to

Circle 473 on Inquiry card.

Circle 285 on inquiry card .

ADVANCED GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
NOW-FOR MICROCOMPUTERS!
512

X

240

FOR COMPUSTAR®
SUPERBRAIN ®
TRS-80® MODEL"
Z-89/90

RESOLUTION

USE WITH
HARDWARE RETROFIT
FROM

559500

XCEL@J
GRAPHICS
SOFTWARE
-S ymb o l Generat o r
- Graph Pl ott er
- 3D Generat o r
-S urfa ce Plotter
-G raphi cs Terminal
Emul ato r
-Sc ree n Printer

$65.00

A N AD EX
EPSON
IDS

Availab le in Europe from Mic ronex Ltd., Chew Magna, England 3042 (STD 027·589 3042)
1Ij $ 80 ' ''II ~ h"' il n ~ 'l(·II'a r ' l. ,m!; CPlP • SU llo' tIl l ;"" 11<1(l(' I ,,~ ,k ," I" f\ce D~la S "5!l,t·, S
1"" lOr , ';'I:,SP''' '': Ira,! .. " J'" 1 ... " ,,,, .. Inr C I'M·It"'VI!!1f1J n'Wlm'Jr o. D>f1 1;,1 R es~·.]!C "

lEASE YOUR FlEET
FROM lHE COMPANY
lHAT MANAGES
lHE LARGESf FlEET

IN THE WORI4D.

When you lease from Hertz yo u get something no other leasing company can offer you:
Hertz experience.
We can lease you any make, anv model and any nwnber of cars. And no man er what your
leasing needs are you' ll find Hert z has a plan to meet them.
So call 1-800- 847-4068 or write to Kevi n McDonald , Hertz
..
_
Car Leasing, 3 Entin Road , Parsippany, New Jersey 07054..,
And get the same company that manages the # 1 neet 111 the HerrzleasesFordsandolherhnec:'. ~
wo rld helping you manage yours.

Cal...
I.easIf'II"I

R REG l IS Pill OFF 'C:' HtP T1SYS T( M INC 19B?

Circ le 211 on inquiry card .
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Circle 348 on inquiry card.

~Y~T M

.~.

~.'Oryx

software

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!
We will match any advertised price.
Just show us the ad .

ORDER TOLL FREE - Outside WI

1-800-826-1589
ACCESSORIES
Mountain Expansion Chassis ... .. . ........
CPS Mullifunction . . . . . . . . . . .
tOO .OOO Oay Clock .
..
Mountain Clock .
. .. .. ... .. •......

AID + O/A ' "

... . .

625 .
t99 .
375 .
252 .
299.
99 .
99 .
139.
99 .
375 .
75 .
249 .
69.
595 .
49.
t49 .
115.
29 .
225 .
39 .
379 .
269 .
t95 .
167.

..

CCS t 2K ROM/PROM Board .. • . .. •• .. .
CCS A/ OConverter Board .
CCS Serial Asynch . Board .
. .. .. . .
CCS Calendar/ Clock Board . . . • . • . . . • . . .
VOTRAX Type· n·Talk .
..
ABT Pascal Tools I or II ....
Scitronic Remote Controller .
. .. .. .......
Apple Speed Controller . . .. . . . . . . . ..
Applescope (your Apple as an Oscilloscopel .
.
Scope Driver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Videx Enhancer II
K&O Enhancer .. ...... .• .
Videx Character Sels .... . ...• .
Echo Speech Synthesizer .
..
Upper/ lower Characler .
AlS Smarterm .
... . . . .•.
.
AlS Z·Card . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..
SSM AtO sip intertace + cable .
. ..
Percom Ooubler II
.. .

PRINTERS
Epson MX 60 W/ Grafh Trax . . . .
MX 60 F/ T . . ......
MX 100 . .
NEC 6023A .
.. .. .. ..
Okidata 62A .
63A .
.... .
64

• • • . . . • . ..
. . .. . . • ....
.
.. .
.

495 .
6t5 .
CAll
515 .
535
. . . . . . . • . . . 765.
.... CAll

MONITORS
Amdek 300 Hi Res Green . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Color II Hi Res . . . . . . . .
. .....
NEC JB 1201M . 12" Hi Res Green .
..
JC 1201 M. 12 " lo Res Color
...
Sanyo 12 " Hi Res Green .
.. ..... .. ...
13 " Color w/Sound . . . . . . . . • .
..
KAGA Green·lnsel .
.. . . .••. .
..

196.
CAll
215 .
349 .
275 .
CAll
172.

MODEMS
Hayes Smartmodem
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 225 .
Chronograph ... ...... . • . • . .• •...... 196.
Micromodem .
. .. .. 295 .

DISK DRIVES

... . .. . .... .. CAll

AND MANY MORE!
Pri ces valid for stock on hand
and s ubiect to c hange without no tice.

For Software
see our other ad , page 308

Please :
• Wis consin resid ents· add 4% sales ta x
• Add $2.50 for shipping per software and
small item . Call regarding o thers .
We Welcome :
• Visa , Mastercharge • (Add 4% )
: Checks I
1·2 weeks for c tearing)

Oryl! Sortwan
205 Scott St ., Dept. BB
P.O. Bo x 1961 • Wausau , WI 54401
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pack a bulky machine and ship it
back to a factory, No one I know
keeps the original cartons long, and
that helps make long distance shipping complicated. In addition, few
owners can afford to be without their
machines for the time required. For
practical reasons, therefore, factory
maintenance should be considered a
last resort. But it is comforting to
know that a last resort is there if you
should ever need it.
Third Party Maintenance: In addition to computer -manufacturers and
the retail outlets that promise to service what they sell, there is a network
of independent service organizations.
These companies, such as TRW, Dow
Jones, and Sorbus, will write a contract on peripherals . Service organizations work under license to manufacturers and are often the only
authorized repair service for a product. Large, nationwide organizations do have their advantages. You
can move from Los Angeles to New
York and still be assured of finding
maintenance . They also perform service on site. The disadvantage of contracting with this type of organization
is that you pay for the overhead;
rates are high.
A different type of service
organization is now emerging: the
small, local service company willing
to service more than one type of
machine, either on site or on a carryin basis . These companies will offer
both an extended warranty contract
or a one-time charge for time and
materials. Rates quoted for this type
of service were $35 to $60 per hour,
with a two-hour minimum for on-site
service . Remember, however, that
there is more to service than cheap
rates. The least expensive service contract may not prove least expensive in
the long run.
How to Help Yourself
As stated above , early selection of
a reliable repair service is strongly
recommended. However, you can
take steps to maintain the components of your computer before a
failure occurs. The following are
some simple and effective steps that a
personal computer owner can take to
care for his or her equipment.

Central processor: This is the
'brain" of the computer and fortunately one of its most reliable parts.
Because the average personal computer system draws power in the
range of 3 to 5 amps, you should not
overload the same circuit with other
appliances. Overloading a circuit
could result in power surges that
could blow a fuse or cause unpredictable problems. A typical indication
that a fuse has blown is that absolutely nothing happens when the power
switch is turned on. If a fuse does
blow, replace it with the size recommended by the manufacturer . If the
fuse continues to blow, you must call
the previously selected service ' company. Another problem that can affect the operation of the central processor is static electricity. Static electricity, that annoying and shocking
"zzzap" so common indoors in
winter, can cause data loss or even
component failure. An antistatic mat
or an antistatic spray is an excellent
investment to prevent such failures .
Floppy-disk drive: This peripheral
device is the one most likely to fail
outright or marginally, causing
disruption of processing or actual loss
of data. Fortunately, the disk drive is
also the peripheral that can benefit
most from careful maintenance .
Often, the problem is with the floppy
disk itself. You should use only topquality, fully tested , "certified" disks.
However, even use of the best disks
cannot guarantee that problems will
not occur. Magnetic disks require
careful handling. The slightest bit of
dust or oil between the recording
head and the disk surface can cause
improper contact. This can prevent
data from being written on the disk
and can interfere with reading data
too. The following rules for floppydisk care are industry standard. You
would be wise to follow them carefully.

I . Do not put fingers, pencils, or
other objects through the headaccess slot in the vinyl jacket.
2. Keep disks away from large
motors or other magnetic fields .
3. Do not bend, fold , or wrinkle the
disk's vinyl jacket.
4. Do not write on the vinyl jacket.

Circle 318 on inquiry card.

ANNOUNCING

FORTHWRITE
AN OUTSTANDING WORD
PROCESSOR FOR YOUR
TRS·80 MODEL I OR III OR IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER!
If you need to type any 01 the fo!lowing sorts of documents:

business or personal lellers. form lellers. proposals and

Photo 1: Contaminants on the read/w rite head of a floppy-disk drive.

estimates, term papers and theses, newspaper and
magazine articles, books. stage scripts - then FORTH·
WRITE is the 1001 you want. Designed for easy and effective
use by comp ute r novices. unusual power and lIe xibility for
the advanced user's mos t complex tasks, all with instant
response time .
FORTHWRITE combines the power of MMSFORTH with the
best features 0 1 SCRtPSIT (trademark 01 Tandy Corp.) and
WORDST AR (trademark 01 MicroPro). Learning becomes
easy thanks to on· line Help screens. excel lent keyboard
mnemonics and screen prompts , a good manual and sample
documents. " In clude" feature pe rmits internal c hain ing 0 1
documents. text blocks (and address Iiles). cus tom
keyboard entries. et c . Outdenting. multiple·line odd and
even headers and footers. screen windowing to 255
columns, MORE
Standard serial and parallel printer drivers with in·lin e
printer control codes are provided , plus TRUE PROPOR·
TI ONAL drivers with tabbing fo r t he NEC Spinwriter and
TRS·SO Daisy Wheel II printers . subscrrpt. superscript and
boldprint on the above and EpsonllBM printe rs. a printer
spoo ler and MU C H mo re .
Print capacity is limited only by disk space (multiple
documents c an be c hained al printout and up to S disk
dr ives can provide contiguous ~ala space) . while editin g
ta kes advan tag e of the exceptiona l speed 01 in .memory
op erat ion . A print ·to·disk option permits e xamination of lor ·
matted output WithOut hardcopy .
FORTHWRITE v 1 a (r equlles MMSFORTH V2 012 1, 2 drives
& 48 K RAM)
$175.00·

5. Write on a label before affixing it
to the jacket.
6. Keep the disk in its envelope when
the disk is not in use.
7. Keep the disk and envelope in a
protected storage area.
8. Keep disks in an area with a
temperature range of 50 ° to 110 °F.
9. Avoid blowing cigarette smoke on
the disks .
Caring for the disks is only part of
the problem. Equally important is
proper care of the recording head.
During operation, the read/write
head rides on the surface of the disk.
When a ceramic head is in constant
contact with a rapidly rotating
magnetic disk, there is the continual
potential for head contamination.
Contamination, in the sense used
here, means that oxide from the disk
is loosened in minute particles and
smears onto the surface of the recording head . With oxide particles covering the recording surface of the head
(see photo 1) magnetic signals can
neither be recorded nor read. Until
quite recently, the only way to rid a
disk head of contamination was to
have a qualified engineer dismantle a
drive and manually clean the head
surface by gently and carefully scrubbing it with a cotton swab soaked in
alcohol. This procedure was both
time consuming and potentially
dangerous to the drives. A number of
head cleaning devices are now

available to the user who wants to do
the cleaning himself. (For a list of
manufacturers, see table 1.) These
head cleaning kits, which are
available for both 8- and SIf4-inch
drives, are of three types :
• Dry cleaners consist of a package of
one, two, or three disks per box. The
disk is a piece of standard Mylar
substrate with a nonabrasive
polyester material bonded to it. It is
sealed inside a standard vinyl jacket.
Examples of this type of cleaner are
Compu-Clean and BASF-both European imports.
• Wet/dry cleaners typically consist
of two cleaning disks and one bottle
of cleaning solution . The cleaning
disk is a slightly porous, flexible piece
of nonwoven, nonabrasive polyester .
It is sealed inside a modified jacket.
One side of the jacket has a wide
cutout, and the other side, a
removable tab. (For single-sided
drives, the tab stays in place; for
dual-sided, the tab is removed .) The
user applies cleaning solution to a
third of the disk through the cutout.
The disk is placed in the drive as is a
normal magnetic disk. The heads are
accessed and the disk is left in place
for 15 to 20 seconds . While in operation, the disk rotates and cleans by
means of a wet / dry , wet/dry action
on the heads. Examples of this type of
cleaner are 3M and Innovative Computer Products.

m&JljSSFORTH
THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH
SYSTEM FOR TRS·80
AND IBM PC
(Thousands of sys tems in use)
MMSFORTH Disk System V2 .0 (requires t drive, 32 K RAM) :
. $129.95·
For Radio Shack TRS·SO Mode l l or III .
For IBM Personal Computer (SO·col. screen) .
. . $249.95"

AND MMS GIVES IT
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Source code provided
MMSFO ATH Newsletter
Many demo programs aboard
MM SFORTH Us er Groups
Inexpensive upg rades to latest version
Programming staff can provide advice, morj i fications and
custom programs, to fit YOUR needs .

OTHER MMSFORTH PRODUCTS:
The DATAHANDLER database management sys . · . $59.95'
FORTH COM communicatio ns program .
· $39.95'
MMSFORTH UTILITIES Dis kette .
· $39.95'
MMSFORTH GAMES Diskette ..
· $39.95'
MMSFORTH GENERAL LEDGER . .
· $350.00'
TRADESHOW Commodities Exchange
smart terminal .
· $995.00'

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE
MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL - without Appendices, for nonoViners .
. .. $17.50·
STARTING

FORTH

best

companion

to

our

manual

... . $15 .95'
THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES - advanced , ex·
cellent analysis of MMSFOATH·like language

.. . .. $18.95·
PROGRAM DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION - intra. to structured
programming, good for Forth
. $13,95"
FORTH ·79 STANDARD MANUAL - official reference to
79·STANDARD word set, etc .
. . . $13,95·
FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE, BYTE Magazine (Aug . 1980) ·we
slock this collector's item for Forth user s and beginners
$4.00'
. ORDERING INFORMATION: Software prices include
manuals and require signing of a non· transferrable single
system, single-user license. Describe your Hardware. Add
$2.00 SIH plus $3.00 per MMSFOATH and $1.00 per add ilional book; Mass. orders add 5% lax. Foreign orders add
20% . UPS COD, VISA & MIC accepted; no unpaid purchase
orders, please .
Send SASE for free MMSFORTH mforma/lon
Good dealers sought.

Get MMSFORTH products from your
computer dealer or

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER
SERVICES (86)
61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760
(617) 653·6136
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Circle 420 on Inquiry card.

CP/M DATA ENTRY
"RADAR"
RADAR is a high speed data entry system
that will run on any CP/M system pro·
viding a "3741" style key-to-disk environment. RADAR is ideal for replacing
KEYPUNCH machines and older, slower
key-,to-disk systems like the 3741 's and
42's.

Features:
Verify Mode
Check Digit Processor
Auto Dup/Manual Dup
1 6 Accumulators
Parameter Driven (No
Programming)
"Virtual" File Access
Add or Delete Records
Record Retrieval By Number
Or Content
Full Editing Capability

• Wet cleaners use a nonabrasive
material totally satura't ed with an
alcohol-based cleaning solvent. A recent entry from Verbatim Corporation uses this concept. It consists of a
nonabrasive, polyester disk which
has been presaturated with a solution
and sealed in a foil pouch. To use, the
saturated disk is removed from the
pouch, placed in a specially provided
disk jacket, and then inserted in the
drive. After allowing the disk to
rotate under the head for 30 seconds,
the jacket is removed from the drive
and the used cleaning disk discarded .
Hard-disk drives (cartridge or Winchester): While floppy-disk drives
have heads that actually touch the
disk surface, hard-disk drives have
heads that "fly" on a thin cushion of
air-in some cases as thin as 20
microinches .· Even more than with a
floppy-disk drive , it is important that
the surface stay perfectly clean . When
a hard disk is rotating at more than
2000 revolutions per minute with a
head only 20 micro inches above the

surface, a bit of dust or contamination can destroy not only the delicate
recording head but the surface as well
(see figure 1). Cleaning the disk cartridge surface (removable single platter cartridges, not Winch esters) is
generally recommended three to four
times per year, depending on the operating environment. Firms in major
cities across the country perform
cleaning and testing services as required. Examples of companies that
perform this type of service are
Scopus, Randomex , and PM!. If you
have a large enough library of disk
cartridges to warrant your own inhouse cleaning equipment, cleaners
or cleaner / inspection devices are
available from Burroughs Corporation, NCR, DEC, Randomex , Data
Devices, and Innovative Computer
Products . Other than performing a
periodic disk cleaning and keeping
the area where disks are storeci and
operated free from dust, there is little
more a user of hard-disk equipment
can do. If a removable disk is at all

THE EFFECT OF DIRT ON A MAGNETIC DISK

Operator Prompts
Extremely Fast (Written In
Assembly Language)

In addition to "heavy.-duty" data entry,
RADAR is also the ideal "front-end" for
many applications programs, providing
aquisition and retrieval of keyed data with
a degree of reliability simply not possible
with any other technique. RADAR can cut
programming time by more than 30%,
simply because there is no longer any
need to write the "input" portion of a program , just let RADAR handle it!

Write or call for free brochure . The
RADAR manual is also available
separately for $25 .00 .

Figure 1: Hazards for hard disks : the smoke particle, the fingerprint smudge , and dust .

Because only a minute cushion of air holds the read/ write head above the disk surface,
contaminants dwarfed by a human hair pose serious problems.

Company
Data Recording Products Division
Computer Resources Corporation

SOUTHERN

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS,
Inc.
P.O. Box 3373A
Birmingham , AL 35255
Phone: 205-933-1659
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Verbatim Corporation
Innovative Computer Products
BASF Systems Corporation

Address
3M Center
SI. PaUl, MN 55144
4650 W. 160th SI.
Cleveland , OH 441 35
323 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale , CA 94086
18360 Oxnard SI.
Tarzana , CA 91356
Crosby Dr
Bedford , MA 01730

Table 1: Som e manufacturers of cleaning kits for the read/ write heads of floppy-disk
drives.

Circle 258 on Inquiry card.

suspect (e.g., if it has been roughly
handled, dropped, or left in an environmentally harsh area), have the
disk tested before attempting to load
it on the system. Replacement of diskdrive heads is costly.
Printers: Because a printer is an
electromechanical device, it can often
be the source of annoying maintenance problems. The computer
printer is much like a typewriter. It
functions well until a buildup of
paper particles and household dust
interferes with operation. The printer
then requires an expensive, professional cleaning. Other than having a
maintenance contract, all a user can
do is keep the print mechanism free
from accumulated ink and paper
dust. Commercial cleaning kits are
available for wiping contamination
from the print elements. These kits
are sold by companies such as Texwipe , Innovative Computer Products, and a number of nationwide
catalog distribution companies such
as INMAC and Visible Computer.
Clean typing elements will give
sharp, clear print. You should have a
plastic cover to protect the printer
when it is not in use .

Conclusions
Although personal computers today are more compact and much
more reliable than computers of 20
years ago , they are still a complex
combination of electronic and mechanical components. Preventing
problems is the best maintenance
most personal computer owners can
perform. Cleaning kits are available
for disk drives, printers, and video
screens. Mats and sprays are available to prevent static electricity.
Plastic covers are available to protect
computers and peripherals from dust.
Keeping your computer free of contamination and trouble is by far the
least expensive of the maintenance
methods available to personal computer users.
When preventive maintenance is
not enough and you need professional
help, be sure that you have thoroughly
researched the available service options. The decision you make will affect not only your pocketbook but
also your mental health .•
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PRINTERS, DISK DRIVES, DISKETIES, SOFTWARE, BOOKS
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and MORE!
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~

just good

~ or
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Reader Service Card and mail it today,
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~
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write to: FREE COUPONS
P.O. Box 32010
Cleveland, Ohio 44132
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~

(216)289-1100
~
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••• Carbonless checks, invoices and statements •••
••
••
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••• r--- --------------------1I •••
I
•• II
D YES,
I ••
•• I
I •
•• II
I •
•• IIL ________________________ II •••
•
,

,

Standard formats ... plus Custom Design Service!
Small quantities (as low as 500) ... plus money-saving prices!
Super-fast service (shipped 5 days after receipt of order!)
SEND COUPON .. .OR CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-328-9697.

tt

~\': )..0'1.

c~~,~\.OI'>

To: Delmart Company, Division of Deluxe Check
Printers, Inc., 530 N. Wheeler St.,
P.O. Box 43495, 51. Paul, MN 55164-0495

•

please send free color catalog!

Name

Title

Firm

Street
City

Phone ( - - )
State
Zip

~u
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System Notes

Text-Handling Routines
in Extended BASIC
Roger Greenhalgh
4905 Old Mill Place
Raleigh, NC 27612

As home computers have grown in
popularity, their uses have developed
in four general categories: games,
problem solving, financial analysis,
and word and file processing. Most
users eventually want some sort of
text-handling capability.
Many good text handlers already
exist, but for those who would like to
compile their own, I'll describe a
group of BASIC subroutines designed
to work together (see listing 1). You
can use them complete as listed, in
part, or as instructions for generating
your own.
These subroutines operate by
means of an interactive method. Text
is entered, then commands are
entered for actions on the text. Most
commands issue prompts that augment the indication of what is
wanted. Many commands, for example, prompt for the range of line
numbers of the text to be operated
upon . (This method contrasts with
that of embedding commands into the
text as it's entered . The interactive
460
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mode was chosen so that fewer symbols and less structure need to be
remembered.)
Table 1 lists brief descriptions of
each subroutine (a more in-depth
description of each follows); BASIC
statement numbers are included in
parentheses. Inevitably, the specific
characteristics of my personal-computer system show through. These
are pointed out where deemed significant.

Subroutine Descriptions
LN: line number (170). The system
assigns and maintains line numbers
sequentially for each line of text. LN
holds the number for the next line to
be entered. The LN command lets
you set LN to any number. Existing
text at LN and higher numbers will be
overwritten as additional text is
entered. (In my system, the date is extracted from the operating system
and placed in line 1.)

LL: line length (210). LL determines
the line length desired for text
justification. It's initialized at 6S but
can be changed at any time. Of
course, input text can exceed this
number. It's used only for text
justification.
N: next text entry (230, 500
through 580). In response to N, the
symbol * (asterisk) is displayed at
position LL to visually indicate the
line length. Then the prompt GOTO
is issued . If your response is 0, the
line of text entered will be placed at
LN. All text lines entered subsequently will be placed at LN + I, LN +2,
etc. When the text entered for a line is
the word exit, the system reverts to
the command prompt. If your
response to GOTO is a specific line
number, the text entered will be put
into that line, replacing any existing
text. The system then reverts to the
command prompt.
SH: shift text (180, 700 through
770). SH results in the prompt
FROM, TO, INTO. All lines of text

Circle 363 on inquiry card .

indicated by the range FROM, TO
are shifted into a new area, beginning
with line number INTO . Shifting can
take place both up and down the page
without concern about overwriting.
Text is erased from the old area. For
example, if lines FROM 5, TO 10 are
shifted INTO 4, then line 5 goes into
line 4, line 6 into line 5, etc . If they
are shifted INTO 12, then line 10 goes
into line 17, line 9 into line 16, etc.

Shifting is invoked by the system
when justification causes paragraph
overflow.
The instructions at line 700 determine the direction of shifting. Lines
710 through 740 cause shifting down
the page. Line 730 adjusts the value of
LN to indicate the new line number
for the bottom of the page. Lines 750
through 770 cause shifting up the
page . Here the value of LN is not

We Beat
All Prices!

NEW HP-87.... $1889
5 V. " DUAL MASTER DIS K DRiVE ..... CALL
HP - 7470 PLOTTER. ................. $1245
5 MEG. WINCHESTER HARD DISK . . $3599
5 MEG. WIN . W /5 V. " DD SD FLOPPY . . $4399

Command
LN
LL
N

SH
CO
T
TP
E

Action

Prompt

line number
line length
(init ial ized at 65)
next text entry

SET LN =
LL =XXSET LL=

sh ift text
copy text
tab setup
table position setup
ends

GOTO XX SPECIFIC LINE.
FOR NEXT LINE
AFTER TE XT AND
CONTINUE .
'EXIT' TO COMMAND .
FROM , TO, INTO.
FROM , TO , INTO.
TABS T1 T2 T3 ?
P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,P5 ?

°

APPLE II PLUS, 48K . . . .
. . . . CALL
APPLE III .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .... . . .. . . . CALL
TI 99/4 . . .. . .. . . ... . .. . ..... .. .•. . .... $364
COMMODORE VIC·20 .
.. $255
NEC PC·8001A, 32K . . . . .. . .. . ... . .... . $989
XEROX 820 5V." DISK DRIVES .. .. . .. $2489
XEROX 8208" DISK DRIVES.
. . $3095

TI CALCULATORS
TI·55 II ..... . . . . .... . ....... . .. .. . .. . . . $36
Tlp·BUSINESS ANALYSIS II .... . .. ... . $36
Tlp·58C. . . .. . . . . .... .. . ....
. . . . $79
Tlp·59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... . .. $169
Tlp·P·100C . .....
. .... . .. $149

w / Five times
more memory

All following request range of lines FROM , TO.

Built In
li st . $325 '

I
F

display text
tab text
justify text
columnize data
print text
center text
indent text
find

R

replace

SO

sort records

CA

capt ion text

U

uppercase conversion
save file
get file

D
TAB

J
COL

P
C

S
G

$237
INDENT X SPACES.
'FIND ' WORD
CONVERT TO UPPER?
Y·YES.
WHICH LI NE? OF HOW
MANY LINES?
' FIND ' WORD
CONV ERT TO UPPER?
Y·YES.
REPLAC E WITH
CONVERT TO UPPER?
Y·YES.
WHICH LI NE?, OF HOW
MAN Y LINES?, SORT
WORD FR OM LEFT?
' PR INTS LI NE W ITH LINE
NUMBER ' CAPTI ON ?
CONVERT TO UPPER?
Y·YES .
ENTER FILE NAM E.
ENTER FILE NAME .
0, ANY·PLAC E AT LINES
SPEC IFIE D IN SAVE.
N, ANY·PLACE AT LINE S
STARTING WITH N.

Notes: [y ields uppercase for next letter . Tab o r co lu mn ize to ne xt
position . On 'CRAS H' GOTO 150, continue . Th e date is
loaded into line 1.

Table 1: A simp le, quick-reference chart showing capabilities of the text-handling
roLltin es .

Hp·41CV PRINTER . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . $289
Hp·41 CV OPTICAL WAND ....... . . . . .. $99
Hp·41CV CARD READER . ....... . .... . $168
Hp·821060A Hp·IL MODULE . . .. . ....... $99
Hp·82101A DIGITAL CASSETTE DRIVE, $419
Hp·82162A IL PRINTER . . .. ... ...... . . $375
Hp·41C/CV EXT. FUNC. MEM . MOD .. $62.75
HP·41C/CV EXTENDED MEM.MOD . . $62.75
Hp·11C . ..... . .. . ... . .. . .. .. ...... $107.95
Hp·12C . ... . . . .. , ... . . . . .. . ... . ... $119.95
HP·33C . . ..... . .. .. . . . • .. . .•. .... .. . $74.95
Hp·34C ....... . .. .. . . . .... .. ... . .. $117.95

$689

)I~
~

~

NEWLO

ATARI400

WPRICE

$339

ATARI830 ACOUSTIC MODEM . . .. . .. $145
ATARI825 80 COL. IMPACT PRINT.. . . $565
ATARI410 PROG. RECORDER . .. . . . . . . . $79
ATARI810 DISK DRiVE . . ... .. .. .. . ... $419

P.C
S

cznonal (315)478-6800
All rrlel:''''

omputClr ,"i>,eCI,,,Cho,,ge
ystClni's"""no","

1'""., .1""",

Ill,

11'1.· ,l1ql]1 ll1'l

d l,'

609 Bu tt e rnut S t.
P .O . Box 1073

S yr a c u se, ~~ .Y. 13201
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System Notes ___________________________________________________________
altered beca use the area shifted may
no t be from the bottom of the page .
co: copy text (190, 1400). All text
in the range indicated in response to
the prompt FROM, TO is copied into
the area starting with the line number
INTO. Text is not erased from the old
area . Copying allows various textediting experiments without losing
the original input. Protection against
overwriting on down-page copying is
not provided .
T: tab setup (220). Three tab positions are provided in this routine . The
prompt TABS displays existing
values. Three inputs are required in
response to the prompt. Tabs not
needed can be set far to the right. If
more tabs are needed, they can be
entered for a second pass through the
text.
TP: table position setup (240
through 270). When printing tabular
data , it's desirable to line up the units
positions of all entries in a column.
This routine defines units positions

for five columns . The prompt
displays the present values and requires five inputs; those not needed
can be set far to the right.
Note: all the following commands
prompt by line numbers for the range
of the text to be operated on; the
prompt is FROM, TO. If the response
is entered as 0,0, all lines from 1 to
LN are used. If XX,O or XX,XX is
entered, only the single line XX is
used . If XX, YY is entered, lines XX to
YY are used .
E: end (200). Simply stops program
execution and exits to the immediate
mode of the BASIC interpreter.
0: display text (320, 600). All lines
in the range are displayed with line
numbers .
TAB: tab text (330, 800 through
820, 1800 through 1930). This routine
causes text to be tabbed out to the
positions indicated by TP . The
routine searches lines in the range
specified for the embedded symbol 1
(right bracket ). When the right

bracket is found , enough spaces are
inserted into the text so that the next
character after 1will be placed in the
column indicated by the next higher
TP position.
Line 800 tests to determine whether
or not any of the TP positions is other
than zero. Line 1820 searches for the
position of any L and line 1830 ends
the processing of that line if none is
found. Lines 1840 through 1860 determine the column of the next-higher
TP position . Lines 1900 through 1910
generate the proper number of
spaces, and line 1920 inserts them into the string .
J: justify text (340, 900 through
1100,1600 through 1790). The justification routine handles in turn each
line of text in the range specified . If a
line is too long (i.e. , exceeds LL ),
words are stripped off the right end .
These overflow words are added to
the beginning of the next line .
For a line shorter than LL, spaces
are added to fill the line out to L1.

Computer Based

PROM
Programming
Interface your S-100 Bu s Comput er with our
PPS-100 MULTI- PROM Prog ramm er .
• Di sk storage of datal no ma st er
PROMS requi red
• Cl ea r Engli sh commands
• Programs up to 8 EPROMS
simultaneously - each with different data
• $1500

~

FRYE
ELECTRONICS.

INC.®
9826 SW TIGARD ST.
TIGARD, OR. 97223
(503-620-2722)
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JUST ADD

PERIPHERALS
EPISODE is a CP/M@comput.
er with 1.6 M byte of disk
storage on dual 5114 flop·
pies . Its compact design
provides a wide range of
standalone or network applicati o ns including data base
sharing .
EPISODE gives you total
fle xibility. You can add your
own CRT and Printer, whatever brand and price range
you choose. All the logic inc luding the 64K RAM memory is contained on a single
6" x 8" circuit board ensuring maximum reliability.
'S u pervyz is a trademark of Epic Computer
Co rporation . CP/M i s a trademark of Digi tal
Research.

Circle 195 on Inquiry card .

EPISODE includes a un ique
software system called
SUPERVYZT M - a menu
based software c ontrol system that allows the user to
integrate application programs.
Dealer inquiries invited,
foreign and domestic.

Epic Computer Corporati o n
7542 Trade Street
San Dieg o, CA 921 21
Tel : 714 -695-3560

Circle 186 on Inquiry card.

Circle 317 on Inquiry card .
JUNE SPECIAL SALE ON PREPAID OROERS
(C HARGE CARDS. C.O.D. OR P.O: S NOT AVAILABLE)

Listing 1: Text-handling routines. This program is written in Extended BASIC. The
routines may be used as they appear by simply running the program or they may be incorporated into user programs as necessary.
00100
130110
00120
001313
1301413
00150
013160
00 1713
00180
130130
0020(1
NJ210

0022\3
13e230
00240
ee250

013260
00270
013280
1302913
00300
00310
1313320
0033(1
0034(1
0035(1
130360
0133713
(113380
00390
(10,,013
0(1410
00420
(l043(1
013440
00450
004E.lj
0 [1 ~5(11:1

DIM IS ( 255 ) : N=I : DIM p(5)
FOR A=1 TO 3
ISe 1) =1$ ( 1)+CHR$(PEEK(!;,:3:32+A»
tlEin A
L=65
C$= " ":Cl=0 : C2=0:(:3=0
LI"E INPUT "COt·1t·UiIJD ";($
IF C$="LI<" THEIl FRItH "H="; lhl:HWUT "SET Llj= " ;I J : ~J =lj - I:GOTO 1:,0
IF C$= "SH" THE" IHPUT "FPot-l.. TO , ItJTO ";Al , A2, C3 : GOSUB 700: GOTO 150
IF C$="CO" THEH HJPUT "FRON .• TO , IWO ";AL A2, C3 : GOTO 14(113
IF C$=" E" THEH EI~D
IF C$=" LL" THEIj FF: ItH " LL= " ;L: INPUT "SET LL= ";L: GOTO 150
11' C-'>="T" THE~1 PRIHT "TABS ";T 1.. T2, T3: INPUT TL T2 .. T3: GOTD 150
IF 0="1<" THEH PF:IHT TAB el) "*" : GOTD 5(1(1
IF C$ O " TP " GOTO 2<:(1
PRII~T " TA8LE P05ITIOHS U; P(':I);11 II;P (4) ; " " .~P ( 3 ) ;11 II;P (2) ;1I II;P( l )
INPUT P(5),P(4),P(3),P,:Z) .. P(! )
GOTO 1:.0
IHPUT "FROt·1, TO ";CI, CZ
IF CI=0 THE" AI=I: A2=IJ: GOTO 3213
IF C2=13 THEN Al =C 1 : A2=CI : GOT 0 320
Al=CI:A2=C2
IF C$="D" GOTO 600
IF C$=" TAB" GOTO 8(1)
IF C$=".1" GOTO 31)13
I F C$=" P" GOTO 121313
IF C$=" I" THE I~ It·IPUT "HIDEtH i< ~.F'ACE5 "; C3 : 5$= '''' : GOD 13013
IF C$= "CA" GOTO 2:31313
IF C$=" U" GOTO 2900
IF C:t="COL" GOTO 2(11,113
IF C$=" F" GOTO 25130
IF C$="C" GOTO 1500
IF C:t= " F:" GOTO 2600
I F C$="5 " GOTO 3200
IF C$=" G" GOTO 330'3
IF C$= " 50 " GOTO 221Xi
GOTO i :,0
I HPUT II GOTO II ;(: 1

13051(1 IF C1 <)-@ GCITC!

5 7~)

(1)520 PRIIIT "HlPUT"
0£153,3 t'l =ll+ l
@13541J L WE H I;:'UT ; Ii o·n
(h35::le IF I~:( r i) = '~ E;"·:I T ' · iHi:H l~ ( H ) = 11
(lLj:,60 GOTO 530
£10570 LI NE ItIPUT "IIIi'LlT " ; heCD
~I(J~(8C1 GOT0 i :,0
00600 FOP

R=I~ l

TO

A2:?Rn~ T

007130 IF C3<A1 ·jOT C

A;I!

11

: t'~=i i -l !GOTO

";I:;: (A): t'~E ;"::T

15~:t

A:(jOTO 1:,(1

~:' O

00a2 ~3

F;H

II

iI $ ( F) :I·lc:>n F!GOTO 15(1

00'300 53$= 1; 11 ! S5=~.:.1
013,, 10 FOR F=Al TO ill
e~32e S2$=lEF1SCIS<F+l),I) : S5=0
0e930 IF 52$=" " OR 52$=" " THEt~ 55=1
00340 5$=!$(F ) :G05UB 1600 :I$(F l =5$
00,,50 PRItH F;" ";I$': F)
0139613 IF 55=1 AND 53$0"" GOTO .04"
1;'133713 ~IEXT F
00S8(l A4=A2 : IH =" : 55=1
013'n e IF 53$= "" GOTO 150
010£10 A4=A4+I:HI=Nl+ 1
0113 1£1 Al=A4:C3=A4+1 : A2=Nl-1
(0 1G2!3 GOSU8 7(10: 5$=" " : G05UE: 16013: U ( fi~ ) =5$
(OIO~'j PRINT Ii.. ; " " ;I$ ( A4 ) :GOTO 9', 0
(l1040 NI=H:S5=I : A4=F:A5=A2
"' 1050 IF 53$= '''' THEN F!l=F+l: A2=A:,: GOTO ', .;'0
('11360 A4=A4+ I : fll =N I + 1
011370 Al =A4: C3=A4+1 :A2=IH-l
('!(laO G05UB 700: R5=A5+ 1
01'),,0 5$= '''' : G05UB 1600 : U (A4 ) =5$

CB-2 280 PROCE SS OR BOARD.
KIT
$198 .95. A & T

S26995

VilC 64 x 16 VID EO. PCBD
KIT .
SI 53 .95. A & T

S32.95
S19995

Vi3 80 CHA RACTER VIDEO 4MHl
KIT
S345.95 . A & T

S42595

104 2 PARAL LEL. 2 SER IAL. PCBD
KIT
S15595. A & T

S32 .95
S19495

PB·' 2708. 27 16 PROGRAMME R BOARD
KIT
$ 13595. A & T

S18595

. . $155.95

· $97.95
· $87.95

WAMECO INC.
BOARDS WITH MIKOS PARTS
MEM·3 32K STATI C RAM. PCBD .
· $36.95
KIT LE SS RAM
S95.95. A & T.
S135 .95

ti E>·:! F; ! !i= il·:. C.::'·r;i.:2-Hi THEh 1~ = C::.+n~-Hl
PEi U;;.ii
FOR A=F1 1 TO A2
I$ <C3+A-Ai ) =l$':A> : I$ ( A)= " "
HE,;T A: RETUF:il
r:= T 1 R I~L.' T::' At~ [> T::.= ~':) THa'1 (ji}'jO 150
FOR F=Al TO fC: S$=I$ ( F ) : GOSU8 1:3013
I $( F ) = 5';;:F~H~ T

--~ MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS
;;111
8100 PRODUCTS

!wiiiC};nc.

(10710 FOR R'=fH TO 112

01374 13
£113758
0£1760
13(177£1
OO:3tH:1
£108113

15=
:.I

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
SIOO
2032 32K STATI C RAM A & 1. 200 NSEC
. .S629 00
2065 64 K DYNAMIC RA M A & 1.
$54895
2200 S-1 00 MAIN FRAM A & T
5379.95
2422 FLOPPY DI SC WITH CP/M 22'"
S32995
2810A Z80 CPU A & T.
S249.95
2710A 4 SERIAL I /O A & T
S291.9 5
2718A 2 SERIAL. 2 PARALLEL A & T
S305 .95
2720A 4 PARALLE L A & T .
S21 4.95
PROTO 80AROS WW .
S3995
APPLE PRODUCTS
7114A 12K ROM /PROM .
S6850
7424A CALENDAR/CLOCK . .
$106.95
7440A PROGRAMMABLE TIMER .
S9850
7470A A TO 0 CONV ERTER .
S105 .95
7490A GPIB (IE 488) IN TERFACE .
S265.95
771 OA ASYN C SERIAL .
$ 12 595
7712A SY NC SERIAL .
$10395
7720A PARALLEL STANDARD
S98.95
7720B PARAL LE L CENTRONI CS .
598.95
7811 B ARITHMETI C PROCESS(lR W/DISC
S342.95
7811 C AR ITH METIC PR OC ESSOR W/ROM
S342.95
7500A WW BOARD. .
S22.95
7510A SOL DERTA IL BOARD
S239 5

APPLE PRODUCTS
AIO SERIAL/PARALLEL INTERFACE
A & T. .
ASIO SERIAL I/O
A & T.
APIO PARALLEL 10 WID CABLES
A & T.

007 2~3 I$ { C::,+ft2-R> =!-;- <':=r2+AI - A) : 1$(A2+A.i -A ) = " II
~30730

MUST MENTION AD FOR SPECIAL PRICES
WAMECO CRT-l INTRODUCTION (AT LASn
16 x 80 OR 24 x 80 VIDEO BOARD tlO MAPPED
SIMULATES INTELLIGENT TERMINAL
PCBo... . ....... $36.95. KIT .. . . . . . . .. . . $239.95
A& T .. . ................. . . . . .. • . ... $299.95

CPU·2 l80 PROCE SSO R. PCBD
KIT LESS RO M
SI 09.95. A & T

S32.95
S149.95

EPM· 2 16K/32 K EPROM. PCSD
KIT LE SS ROM
S6595. A & T

S32.95
· S99.95

FP8· ' FRONT PANEL. PCBD
KIT .
£144.95 . A & T

S48.50
S184 .95

OMB-12 13 SLOT MOTHER BOARD. PCSD .
KIT
. S9595. A & T

$39 .95
S135 .95

~O~(Q)~

MONDAY·FR ID AY. 8 :00 TO 12:00. 1:00 TO 5:30
THUR SDAYS. 8 :00 TO 9:00 P.M.

(415 ) 728·9121
P. O. BOX 955 • EL GRANADA, CA 94018
PL EASE SENO f OR IC XISTOR AND CO MPUI ER PARTS lISI
VISA or MASTERCHARGE Send account number, In lerDa nk. number,
explla llon da te and Sign your order Approx postage will be addeQ

Listing 1 continued on page 464

Orders With check or money order Will be sent POSI paid In U S If you are
not a regular cus tomer. please use charge. cashier's cheCk or postal
money order OtherWise there Will be a' twa-week delay lor checks to
cl ear Ca llI reSidents add 6% l ax. Money back 3D-day guarantee We
cannot accept returned IC's thaI have been soldered to Pr ices subject to
change Without no ti ce 120.00 minimum Dill If. S2.00 .uylc~ thUle on
orde rs len thin $ZO.OO.
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Circle 68 on inquiry card.

SydemNotes ________________________________

Smith-Corona TP-1
Daisy
Wheel
Printer

Listing 1 continued:
(11100
0;200
012Hl
01220
C'1300
91310
(11320
01400
01506
01510
01520
(11530
01540
(115513
01560
el1570
01600

o 120 words per minute

o Parallel or RS-232C interfacing (specify)
o 10 or 12 characters per inch (specify)

o Full letter qua lity print
o 13" carraiage with 10.5" print lin e

o Friction feed handles 4-part forms

Okidata Printers
MICROLINE 82A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '469 88
MICROLINE 83A ................. '729 88
MICROLINE 84 (Parallel) . ........ '1059 88
MICROLINE 84 (RS-232C) . ....... '119488

NEC Printers
N EC PC-8023A-( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '499 88

IDS Printers
IDS PRISM 132 (~color) .. . . .... $1699 88
IDS PRISM 80 ........... . ....... *989 88

.

Epson Printers
MX-80 W/GRAFTRAX . . . . . . ..•... .
MX-80/F-T ... .... . .. . . . .......
MX-80/F-T W/GRAFTRAX ..... . .. . .
MX-100 ......................

$474 88
$569 88
*619 88
'729 88

Centronics Printers
CENTRONICS 739 (Parallel) ..... . .. '539 88
CENTRONICS 739 (RS-232-() .. .. ... *644 88

C.ltoh Printers
C.lTOH PRO WRITER (parallel & RS~32C)
w/3K buffer, 120 cps . . ... . .. . . *639 88
C.ITOH F-10 STAR WRITER Daisy Wheel
(parallel or RS-232C) 40cps ... $1489 88
Cables and interfaces available for the ApPLE,
AlARl, C8M/PET, IBM, OSBORNE, and TRS-80.

Orders & Information:
CALL (603)-673-8857
Orders Only: CALL (800)-343-0726

Wi:. accept CODs-No surcharge for credit cards
No charge for UPS shipping-Stock shipments
next day-All equipment shipped factory
fresh with the manufacturer's warranty
Prices subject to change

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

THE BOrr~,:
12 Johnson Street, Milford NH 03055-0423
464
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GOTO 1050
OPEN "AT:" FOR ~IF:ITE A5 FILE #1
FOR A=A1 10 A2: PF:IIH #1, U(A>' t~E >: T R
CLOSE #1:GOI0 150
FOR A= 1 10 C:.: ;.1=5$+" ": t~Ei;r A
FOR R=A1 TO A2:I$(A)=51+I$(A)
PRItH A;" ";I$(A):t~Ein A:GOTO 150
FOR A=A1 TO A2: I$(C3+A-Aj)=IS(A):t·~Ei\T A:GOI0 l:'()
FOR A=A1 TO A2
8=LENCI'CA»
[l=IN1(CL-B)/2)
FOR F=l TO D
I'CA)=" "+I$(A)
~lEXl F
~~EXT R
GOTO 600
5$=53'+5$:53$="":51$=" "
~31616 B=LEt4(S')
01620 IF S<l-10 OR B=L THEN RETURN
016313 IF B>l GOTO 1730
131646 C=l-B:P=l
(116513 IF c=e THEN RETURt,
01660 A=~IATCHC5$, 51$, P)
016713 IF A=P THEN P=P+!: GOTO 16613
01630 IF A=B OR A=0 THEt~ P=I:S1'=Sl$+" ":GOTO 16613
016913 IF A<L-20 AHD Rlme!).7 THEt, P=A+1:GOTO 1660
017013 52'=lEFHCS$,A)+" "+RIGHHC5' .. B-A)
1317113 C=C-1:P=A+2:B=B+1:S'=52'
01720 GOTO 1650.
01736 A=l
01746 51$=t-1INCS',l+2-A, 1)
017513 IF SIlO· " THEt, A=A+l:GOTO 1740
01760S3'=RIGHTSo:5$,B-L-2+A)
01770 IF 55=0 THEN 53'=53'+" "
01730 5f=LEFT$CS',L+I-A)
(tl790 GOTO 1610
01800 15=13
81310 S2'="":T4=LENCS')
818213 A=NATCHC5$,"]",j)
131830 IF A=0 THEI, RETURt~
01846 IF A(Tl THEH T5=Tl: GOTO 1830
01356 IF A<T2 THEH T5=T2: Goro 1880
01366 IF A<T3 THEH T5=T:;: GO!O 1~:~:0
01870 GOTO 19213
131880 IF A=T5 GOTO 1920
019013 FOR T6=A TO T5-1
01910 ::'2$=52$+" " : t~t:~:, 16
01920 53$=LEFH(,5$ .. A-j)+S2:HRIGHH C'$ .. T4-A)
019:.0 5$=53':GOTO 1810
02eee FOR A=A1 TO A2
~320Hl 8=1: 52'=""
020213 P=MATCHCI$(A) , "]" , B)
02030 IF P=(1 GOTO 2100
~;284e FOR 1'1=1 TO 5
(121350 IF P<=T(t-I) THEN 8=1'I'I):GOTO 2070
02070 FOR 6=1 TO TO'j)-P+l:S2$=52$+" ":t~Ei';T G
"2030 51$=LEFT$( l$eA), T 0'1-1) )+52HhW$( 1:I :(A) .. 1 (H-l ) +1, P-Td'I-1)-l )+RIGHTH H(A ), P+1)
020'313 1$ CA) =5 1$ : GOT 0 21320
132100 PRINT A;" "lI$(R) :t,E>:T A: GOTO 1~,0
EI2200 INPUT "I,JHICH LIl~E?.OF HOhl t·tArN LHlE5~·,::.ORT l.h)RD FROI'1 LEFT? " ;lLL2 , 1,1
02210 FOP R=Rl+U-l TCt A2+U-l ::.IEF· L2
02220 1.~ll=[t: Sl=0~ C=l ~ s=t:): 5i$= 11 1: : S2:t:=tl):
0223051S=MID,eISCA),C,1):C=C+l
02240 IF 51$=" "T HEt~ S1=0 :t~OTO 23130
02250 IF 51$=" "GOTO 230~3
02260 5=1
02270 IF 51=0 THEN W1=lH+l:Sl=1
02230 IF Wl<>W GOTO 2230
02236 52'=52$+51':GOTO 2230
13231313 'IF 5=6 GOTO 22313
02310 IF W1<W GOTO 2230
02320 S4'(A)=52$
02336 NEXT A
02340 A3=A2+L2-1
02350 S=0:A2=A2-L2
02366 FOR J=A1+L1-1 TO A2+L1-1 51EP L2
02376 IF S4'CJ) <=54$O+LZ) GOTO 2450
02380 Sl$=S4'CJ):S4$(J)=S4$(J+L2)
02390 S4$eJ+L2 ) =51$

Circle 153 on inquiry card.

Listing 1 continued:
0241313
02410 ,
02420
02 430
024413
'2124513
02460
02470
0251313
'2125113
132520
1325313
12125413
1325513
02~,6e

FOR A=J-Ll+1 TO J-Ll+L2
SI$=I$(A):I$(A)=I$(A+L2)
I$ ( A+L2)=51$
NEXT A
5= 1
flEXT J
IF 5=1 GOTO 23513
A2=A3: GOTO 61313
LINE It~PUT ." ' FltlD" l\IORD ";F$
LINE INPUT " (OtIVERT TO UPPEF;? \,-','ES ";U$
IF U$="','" THEN $$=F$: GO~·U8 3131313: F$=S$
INPUT "l\IHICH UtiE? , OF HOl<1 l'IAtN LIlIES? ";Ll .. L2
FOR A=Al+Ll-l TO A2+U-l ::,TEP L2
IF NATCHO$(A) .. F$, 1) 0 0 THaI PRHH A;" "; U ( A)
NEXT A

(12~570

GOTO 150

02613i)
026113
02620
132630
0264'21
1326513

LI NE INPUT ".' F ltlD' 1. .I0RD "; l\l$
LINE HIPUT " CONI)ERT TO UPPEF:? ,,'-'/E':, " ;U$
IF U$="'i" THEt·1 $$=1.\1$: GOSUB 3136,;:1: hl~:=S$
D=LEtl <t\I$)
LIt1E HlPUT "REPLACE lHTH ";K.
LUIE It~PUT "COHIJERT 10 UPPER? ','-'/ES ";U$
IF LI$="V" THEN s.. =)-:~: GClSUB 3(j(j(j:),:>=S~
FOR A=Al TO A2
E=LEN( l$(A»
J=I-iATCH(l$(A ), lJS .. l) : IF J=\l THEt1 t~E)':T A: GOTO 1513

e266e
('267'21
«26813
02 6'~(j

0271313
1327 10
1}2720
0281313
028113
Ij2:3213

>:-'2830
C'284()
f28513

02860
02~:70

':<2'300
029113
0:·0130
('31310
03lf20
0 363(1
C': ·[j4i}
C:· ~(1C1

.n2i0
1}3220

(13230
03240
0331}(1
03310
0;:,320
033;:·0
03340
03350
03:,60
0337i)

SS=LEFT. ( I$(R ) ,J-I ) +~$ +RIGH1$(i. ( R ), E-J-D+l )

I$ ( A)=S:j;: PRINT A; " " ; l$ ( f1)
GOTO 2680 .
T7=1): IF 11 OR 12 OR 1300 THEN 17=1
FOR J=Al TO A2
PRItH J;" "; 1$(3 ) : LIt~E WPUT "CAPTIotO ";F$
LIt~ E INPUT "1)Jtf,'EF:T TO UF'ri:P . . . ',.'-';',,5 ';U$:
IF U:f= '"r''' 'jJ-lEt~ S:f=F :f : CiCiSUQ : ,'X u}; F~=S$
D=LEN CFS ) :E=LENCI$(J»
IleJ)=Fi+RIGHTS(I$ ( J ), E-D )
PRItH ..Till II;I$ ('J)! t·i c. ~:T .J~(jOl 0 150
FOR F=Al TO A2: S$=I$CF ) : G05U8 ;:,0(10
I$(F ) =S$:PRIHT F;" ";I'(F):NEXT F:GOTO l5e
A= 1 : C=LEtl (S:f)-1
B=t'IATCW':,$, "[",A)
IF 8=0 TH=:t~ R E TU F: r~
5;t;=LEFTi ':S:l: .. 8-1 ) +C:H~: j; ( A~·C <1'il[l:;: ( S:;: . B+l . l ):J +3:2 / + R IGHT :;:(S~ .. C-8 )
A=8+ 1: ( =C-l: GOTD 3010
LI tiE H-WUT " EfnER FI LE IHi'IE " ;0
OPEN C$ FOR 1...12ITE AS FILE #1
PRItH #I,Al: PRltH #1.. A.2
FOR A=Rl TO A2:F'RltH lIL r~ ( A ) :I IE)1T A
CLOSE # 1: GOTO 1~,e
LHIE INPUT " EIHER FILE tlFIi'lE ";C$
OPEN C$ FOR READ AS FILE III
IHPUT lILA3: ItlPUT #LA4
A2=Al +A4-A3
IF Al=0 THEfI Al=A3:A2=A4
t~=~lA ~: O~ , A2)
FOR A=Al TO A2:LItIE ItlPUT ilL !;f ( A) :NEi' :T A
CLOSE lIl:GOTO 150

Spaces are added randomly with an paragraph. Lines 980 through 1030
algorithm that favors the left side of handle range overflow. Lines 1040
the line. If a line is shorter than LL by through 1100 handle paragraph
more than 10 positions, it is assumed overflow. Lines 1600 through 1640
to be the last line of a paragraph and add previous overflow to the current
line and find line length. Lines 1650
is not justified.
A blank line or a space at the begin- . through 1720 insert spaces to pad out
ning of a line is assumed to mark a the line to LL. Lines 1730 through
new paragraph. Beginning spaces are 1790 strip off line overflow at a word
preserved (not added to by the boundary.
COL: columnize data (390, 2000
justification) . If a line overflow occurs at the end of a paragraph or at through 2100). The columnize-data
the end of the range, the shifting routine allows handling of tabular
routine is called to shift the following data while maintaining the data's
lined-up units positions . The column
text down page.
Lines 900 through 970 handle each positions desired for the low-order
line and test for the end of the digits are specified by the user with

!\--BASIC B+TM
with documentation

$325.00

Delphic Systems
2260 Compton Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63104
314 / 773·6753
Coming Next
INVENTORY B + ™
VISA
MasterCard
MICRO B+ TM is a Trademark 01 FairCom
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SysternNotes ___________________________________________________________
the TP command. Of course, this
routine can be used with text as well
as data.
The routine searches each line from
left to right, looking for the symbol 1.
The column containing this symbol is
compared with TP columns, and the
TP with the next-higher column
number is selected. The substring that
ends one column to the left of the 1is
moved to the right so that it will end
in the selected TP column. The length
of this substring spans from the nextlower TP column plus one to the
column holding the symbol L minus
one. Spaces are inserted to fill between the substring and the lower TP.
The number of spaces equals the
column number of the selected TP
minus the column number of the symbol L plus one.
No program precautions are made
for data that exceed the distance between adjacent TP columns. Where a
table entry is to be passed, use successive 1symbols.

P: print text (350, 1200 through
1220). This routine prints the text in
the range specified on the output
printer. Because it is assumed the output represents the final document,
line numbers are omitted.
C: center text (410, 1500 through
1570). In some circumstances, it's
desirable to center report and paragraph headings. The lines in the range
are operated upon, and centering is
performed relative to LL. The length
of the line is compared with LL, and
enough spaces are added to the left to
obtain centering.
I: indent text (360, 1300 through
1320). All lines in the range are indented the number of spaces indicated by the user. A string of spaces
is added to the beginning of each line .
This routine can be implemented after
text has been entered and justified in
preparation for adding a numbering
scheme using the caption routine.
F: find (400, 2500 through 2570).
Find prompts the user for a find word

that is used as a search argument.
This argument can be a word, phrase,
or part of a word. It can be converted
to uppercase.
All lines in the range that contain
the search argument are displayed
with line numbers. If records of more
than one line are involved, the search
can be limited to a specific line in each
record. In such a case, the range is
specified as covering the area from
the first line in the first record to the
first line in the last record . The
routine prompts for which line of
how many lines . The search is done
by detecting the first match , if any , in
a line . Lines 2500 through 2530
prompt for the necessary input. Line
2550 determines whether or not a
match occurs and, if so, prints the
line.
R: replace (420, 2600 through
2720). The replace routine operates in
much the same manner as the find
routine. A search string and a replace
string are entered; either can be con-

REPAIR PCB'S ANYWHERE.
With the NEW Pace Micro!
Perform power desoldering and soldering
anywhere. Depot.
Service center.
Mobile van. On-site.
Anywhere!
Operates on
AC or 12 VDC.
Write or call
today for a FREE
brochure.

ANNOUNCING
THE C86™ C COMPILER
- THE COMPILER THAT SPEAKS
THE LANGUAGE OF THE FUTURE!
Kernighan and Ritchie's book, The C Programming Language, is
the key source for C. Just as fundamental Is the C86 ," C
Compiler.
The CBS," C Complier Is espeCially designed for the IBM'"
Personal, IBM'" Display Writer, CP/M·BS'" and MS· DOS'"

:II
.

For further information on the C programming language
and the C86 ," C Complier, please contact:

C86 Is a lIaaem.r1ot 0 1 COmputer Innov.llons. Inc.: CPIM ·86 I, 11
traoemark 01 Dlgil al Resea rCh: IBM and MS-DOS are reglSle red
'rademarksollnlernaUona l BUSiness Machlnea, Inc .
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Computer Innovation., Inc.
75 Pine Street
Lincroft, New Jersey 07738
Telephone : (201) 530·0995

Circle 112 on inquiry card .

u

.5
.;

.
~

See us at the NCC Show,
Booth #3433

Micro Portable
Systems for PCB Repair Anywhere ,.

9893 Brewers Court
Laurel. Md. 20707. U.S.A .
(301) 490 -9860.
Telex 87446.

Circle 352 on inquiry card .

Circle 239 on inquiry card.

F2P/F2

verted to uppercase, and the two
strings need not be of the same
length . Searching is not terminated
when the first match is made, allowing multiple matches and replacements in the same line. Since this is
the main editing routine and singleline operation is the norm, recordhandling capability has not been included.
Lines 2600 through 2660 prompt
for the find word and the replace
word and call uppercase conversion if
indicated. Lines 2670 through 2720
search for a match and, where found ,
insert the replacement. Line 2690 tests
for no match and advances to the
next line.
SO: sort records (450, 2200
through 2470). This routine allows
sorting of complete records. A restriction: the sort word must be in the
same position in all records , determined by counting words from the
left of lines . Assume records have the
form:
First-name Last-name
Street
City State Zip
To sort on Last-name, in response to
the prompt WHICH LINE?, of HOW
MANY LINES?, SORT WORD
FROM LEFT?, the input would be 1,
3, 2. The range specified covers the
area from the first line of the first
record to the first line of the last
record . To sort one-line records, the
input is 1, 1, X.
The routine copies the key sortword from each record and creates a
file of these words. Then a bubble
50rt is used to sort this new file. As
each transposition is made in this file
during the bubble sort, the lines of the
corresponding records are also transposed. Lines 2100 through 2330 copy
the key words into the sort file . Line
2210 assures selection of the proper
line in each record. Lines 2340
through 2470 contain the bubble sort
and handle record transpositions .
CA: caption text (370, 2800
through 2910). The CA command
replaces the leftmost characters in a
line with a caption string. A different

caption can be used with each line in
the range specified. The length of the
string replaced equals the length of
the caption.
This feature has two possible uses.
First, text can be justified, then indented. With CA a numbering
scheme can be inserted into the left
margin. Second, data can be put into
columns and item identifiers can later
be entered .
U: uppercase conversion (380, 2900
through 3040). Some systems (at least
mine) handle only uppercase in the
display, while the printer will handle
both uppercase and lowercase. To
generate uppercase, the symbol [ (left
bracket) is used in front of each
character to be capitalized. Thus, input text displayed as [text appears on
the printer as Text. The subroutine
searches each line of text for the symbol [. When one is found, a fixed
amount is added to the next character
for the code conversion .
S: save file (430, 3200 through
3240). Save file permits storage of the
text in a file. The BASIC commands
are specific to my system, which uses
a disk. Length of the record is determined by the line numbers entered as
FROM, TO. The routine prompts for
the file name , which must be used to
obtain the file again .
G: get file (440, 3300 through
3370). This is the companion command to Save file. The file with the
name specified is returned. The range
is used to determine where on the
page the file is to be placed. For the
range O,X (where X is any number) ,
the entire file is placed at the same
lines used in the SAVE command. If
the range is N,X, the entire file is
brought in, starting at line number N.

Short and Sweet
These subroutines are intended to
help those of you who want to build
text handling into your own programs . The program as listed will run
on some systems with Extended
BASIC and work for manually
manipulating text. The interactive
scheme is, perhaps, the most important point, as it should help to make
your programs user-friendly .•

New B' FD subsystems for CROMEMCO ;!!
and other general systems

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
-ORIVE : Ult ra _ compa ct Nt:C F DI 165 X 2(S "doublc .
s id ed dual - density, dir ect drive mutod. fu ll y com _
patible with S hugart SASSOn
eENCLOSURE : 160\V X 230H X 5000(mm ) , pOWC I' S Up _
pi)' a nd noi s e f il te r incl ud ed

ePRICES :
-tr F2P (s ignal compat ible with Pe r s ci299)"

$2 .580. 00 Iinc ludin g FSC- 12501
~ FSC -1250

(I f F for 16 F DC & S hu gart type dri ves
(no modifi ca ti on requir ed of C DOS)···········$550.00
u F2 (pi n compatible with S hugart d rives··· $i , 990.00

SBC-488

Single-board computer conforming to
IEEE-488 specifications

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
e CPU : Z80 e MEMORY : 27 16/ 2732 / 6116 el / O :
6 p"c"lI el pons 18255X21. I IlS - 232C pon 18251 x 11 .
75 - 19 . 200 bauds eSTANDARD : I EEE- 488 1975/
19781TMS99 14 1 eE XT. BUSS : 8d" ,,, lines. 4 ad dr ess decode outputs, 12 con tr ol lin es .

eDIMENSIONS : 210mm X 120mm
+ 5V ep~ICE : $488.00

il'

ePOWER: 0. 8A

GPIB-IOO

S-100 multifunction board meeting
IEEE-488 specifications,

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
eGPIB : IEEE- 488. I975 / 19781 TM S99 14 1
eTIMER : 100" s
18 houc sl 82531 eINTERRUPT :

'0

Universal in tel' rupl contro ll e r (AM95 19) • CLOCK :
Heal time. battery - backup (f\ISM 5832)
• BUSS :
I EEE S - IOO .SOFTWARE : All necessa r\, handl el
prog r a ms included on S"di s kctt e .PRICE : $550 . 00

mCROMEMCO is a trade mark of Cromemco In c.

ALL PRICES ARE FOB TOKYO AND
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

(Dealer inquiries invited)
International Systems & Automation

ISA co.,ltd.
HEIAN BLDG. 2-6-16 OKUBO
SHINJUKU-KU , TOKYO 160
JAPAN PHONE: 03-232- 8570
TELEX : 2324496 ISATOK.
CABLE: ISAHEIAN
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Omni Aviation
Navigation System
Simulate aircraft instrument navigation using
simple trigonometry.
Richard Campbell
10184 Herb Rd.
Windsor, CA 95492

Computer simulation is a practical
and, in many cases, an economical
method for training people to respond to situations they have never
actually experienced. Rising fuel costs
in recent years have forced airlines to
make more frequent use of simulation
in pilot training and testing. The cost
of training a pilot in an empty Boeing
747, for example, is astronomical.
Training by simulation not only cuts
that cost, it also allows the pilot to
practice emergencies that could pose
grave dangers if practiced in a real
aircraft. Simulation also is gaining
popularity in general aviation ,
especially for aircraft instrument
training.
For beginning pilots, one of the
most time-consuming and difficult
aspects of flying is navigation using
Photo 1: Typical VOR as represented on
an aircraft navigation map . The information block contains the station 's frequency
and the three-letter code it broadcasts .
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the very high frequency Omni-directional range system, commonly
known as VOR or Omni. This article
presents a program for simulating
Omni on a nonspecialized computer
system.
More than 800 Omni stations in the
United States make up the Federal
Airways Network, with many more
stations worldwide. Aircraft navigation charts indicate Omni stations
with a compass rose accompanied by
a station-identification block (see
photo 1). The station-identification
block gives the frequency of the station, along with the three-letter identification code the station transmits.
The station also transmits an infinite number of radials. But because
of the resolution of the aircraft
navigation receiver, we can pretend
there are only 360 radials-one for
each degree of a circle, radiating from
the center of the station like spokes
from a wheel. The station's 0 ° radial
points to the north, the 90 ° radial
points east, the 180 ° south, and the
270 ° west. If you know what radial
you are on, you can draw an LOP
(line of position) along that radial and
through the center of the station on a
map . With two Omni stations, you
can draw two LOPs. The intersection
of these two lines is the position of the
aircraft (see figure 1). You can fly
toward a station by choosing a course
that is the reciprocal of the radial you
are on or away from the station by
making your course match the radial
(see figure 2). If this sounds confusing, imagine trying to keep it all
straight while learning to fly the
airplane at the same time.
The Omni station works by modulating its radio output with two 30-Hz
(cycles per second) sine waves. One is
called the reference wave, the other
the variable wave. The radial of your
position is determined by the phase
angle between the two waves. At the
0 ° radial , the waves are in phase; at
the 90 ° radial, they are 90 degrees out
of phase; and so on around the circle.
To illustrate this concept, let's
build an imaginary station that operates like a real one. Picture the station
as a box topped with a wheel that
rotates clockwise in a horizontal
plane . In the center of the wheel is a

N
O· RADIAL

w

STATION 1

N

E

/

/

STATION 2

AIRCRAFT
",/
POSITION-

LOCATION DETERMINATION

Figure 1: An aircraft's position may be determined using two VOR or Omni navigation
stations. By drawing the respective radials, the pilot can plot the current location as the
intersection of two lines on a map.

o

30·RADIAL
30·COURSE
FROM STATION

N
O·RADIAL

W 270· RADIAL -+-----~*:____----_t- 90· RADI ALE

180· RADIAL

S

210· RADIAL
30· COURSE
TO STATION

RADIALS AND COURSES

Figure 2: Standard layout for the radials as broadcast by a VOR station. Note that an
aircraft traveling along the line is on a course 180 opposite the value of the radial when
it is heading to the station.
0
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NORTH

I

WHEEL ROTATING
10 PER SECOND

@STROBE

WATCH READS
150 SECONDS SO
WE ARE ON 150 0 RADIAL
OMNI SIMPLIFI ED

Figure 3: This simplified model diagrams the function of the VOR aircraft navigation
receiver. In this model, the wheel rotates clockwise one degree per second, and a strobe
light flashes when the radial beam is at 0 °. The current radial is found by counting the
number of seconds between the flash of the strobe and the sighting of the radial light
beam.
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COURSE CARD
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I ,f-j('''-......
DOT--""'I~ I
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COURSE
DEVIATION INDICATOR
(LEFT, RIGHT NEEDLE)

10 0 DOT

t:f:!(' -..
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INDICATOR
AND WARNING FLAG
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I--;--OMNI BEARING
SELECTOR

o

RECI PRO CAL MARKER

VOR INDICATOR

Figure 4: Layout of a typical VOR indicator. The course card is rotated via the Omni
Bearing Selector until the Course Deviation Indicator is centered. The value indicated
by the fiducial marker is the aircraft's direction relative to the Omni station .
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strobe light. A lamp shining outward
with a highly directional beam is
mounted on the edge of the wheel.
The wheel rotates at one degree per
second, and the strobe blinks when
the lamp on the wheel is pointing due
north . To determine what radial you
are on, start your stopwatch when
you see the strobe flash, and stop it
when you see the light on the wheel.
The number of seconds on your
watch is the radial where you are
located (see figure 3).
Instead of a stopwatch, the pilot of
an airplane uses a navigation receiver
with a VOR indicator (see figure 4) .
Assume that you, the pilot, wish to
fly directly to the station. You turn
the OBS (Omni Bearing Selector),
causing the course card to rotate. The
card rotates until the COl (Course
Deviation Indicator) centers . Next
you examine the To / From flag . If it
says "From", the plane's position is
on the radial shown under the fiducial
marker-a course taking it directly
away from the station.
Because you want to go toward the
station, you must keep turning the
card until the needle again centers (a
180 0 rotation) and the flag reads
'To". If the flag read 'To" the first
time the needle centered, you would
have left the OBS alone. The course
shown under the fiducial marker is
the direction in which you must turn
the airplane to go to the station . It's
also the reciprocal of the radial of
your position . As previously stated,
you fly to the station by flying the
reciprocal of the radial (because
radials point out from the station).
Once the radial is determined, you
point the airplane in the direction displayed and follow the needle (COl) to
the station. If the needle drifts left,
turn left until it centers . In other
words, if the needle points left, the
plane is to the right of its intended
course and vice versa. The 5 0 and 10 0
dots tell how far off course you are .
This relationship holds true as long as
the course under the fiducial marker
is roughly the same as the aircraft
heading . The needle shows aircraft
location with regard to the selected
course, but it shows nothing about
the aircraft heading. It's up to the

Circle 498 on inquiry card .
X CO·ORDINATE

99

•

SOURCE CODE
for
3270 BISYNC
COMMUNICA TIONS

STATION
(15 , 15)

Trying to interface your microsystem
with a host computer and are frustrated
because you just don't have enough
time to develop your software and you
want to quickly start utilizing the power
of the host?

UJ

f<[

Z

o
Q:

o

6
u

,..

Data Retrieval Corporation of Amer·
ica will share with you the benefits of a
major research and development com·
munications project .
•

PLANE
(70, 85)

99~--------------------------------------------------~

SIMULATION SPACE

Figure 5: Possible computer display of the relative locations of a target aircraft and an
Omni station for a simulation of actual operation. Note that the coordinate origin is at
the top left of the simulation space.

pilot to control the aircraft so that the
VOR indicator readings make sense.
Assuming you hold your course
straight to the station, sooner or later
you will fly directly over it, into an
area called the "Cone of Confusion ."
The To / From flag gets highly
agitated, settling down to a "From"
reading once the plane passes the station . You are now on the actual radial
shown on the indicator. As long as
you follow the needle , you will fly
directly away from the station.
As you may have gathered by now,
it's no easy task to learn to use this
system while also flying an airplane.
The program given in listing 1
simulates the Omni system, allowing
you to learn and practice without
using fuel in the calm privacy of your
computer area.

How It Works
The small world in which our simu-

lated flying takes place is a lOa-point
by lOa-point square (see figure 5) .
The y scale is inverted from normal
(with the origin at the top left of the
space), as in an Apple II. One point is
chosen as the location of the Omni
station, another as the airplane's current position . When provided with
the course set on the VOR indicator,
the program computes the radial ,
To / From flag , and COl display .
The program starts with remarks,
then jumps past a group of subroutines to the main routine. The subroutines are at the front to speed up
operation of the program. The main
routine consists only of a sequence of
subroutine calls .
Subroutine 1 first requests both the
coordinates of the station and the aircraft location . In both cases, it needs
the x coordinate first , followed by the
y coordinate . Subroutine 2 inputs the
numbers, making sure the number in-

The 3270 communications source
code package includes:
Source Code (written in 8080
Assembler) for an Intel iSBC 544
Intelligent Communication Controller.

•

Port 1 communicates with
a host computer, emulating
an IBM 327X control unit.
Port 2 communicates with
an IBM 327X control unit,
emulating a host computer.
Port

3 is not used.

Port 4 communicates with
an
IBM
3101
terminal,
emulating an IBM 3278 terminal.
Source code (written in PLM / 86,
running under the iRMX 86 operating system) for a job that communicates with the iSBC 544.
Ideal for a system like the new
Intel 86 / 330 , also a saver for anyone planning on developing their
own 3270 bysinc communication .
Source Code supplied on 8 /1 single
density diskettes or printout ... $500

DATA RETRIEVAL CORPORATION OF AM ERI CA
5600 W. Brown Deer Rd . · Milwaukee, Wi 53223
414·355·5900
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Listing 1: Program that emulates th e operation of the Omni A v iation Navigation System . Using a Cartesian-coordinate space to
calculate the relativ e positions of two specified points in that space (a n aircraft and a VOR station), the program determ ines th e
radial of th e first point relative to the second. Note that the v ariable 0 is used for user input of the Omni Bearing Selector setting.

10 REM THIS IS A PROGRAM TO EMULATE AN OMNI NAVIGATION SYSTEM
20 REM
30 REM OMNIl 01/17/80
40 REM
50 GO TO 1430
60 REM *** SUBROUTINE 1 ***
70 REM GET CO-ORDINATES OF OMNI STATION
80 PRINT "INPUT X CO-ORDINATE OF STATION";
90 GOSUB 660
100 XO=N
110 PRINT "INPUT Y CO-ORDINATE OF STATION";
120 GOSUB 660
130 YO=99-N
140 PRINT "INPUT X CO - ORDINATE OF AIRCRAFT";
150 GOSUB 660
160 Xl=N
170 PRINT "INPUT Y CO-ORDINATE OF AIRCRAFT";
180 GOSUB 660
190 Yl=99-N
200 REM REDUCE ORIGIN TO 0 AND DETERMINE QUADRANT
210 X2=Xl-XO

How to buy a screen editor for your
IBM Personal Computer:
l. Find one of Compu View's fu ll -page ads for VEDIT.
2. See if VEDIT ca n :

The new full feature mail/telephone list pro&ram.

* 100% menu driven
* Generates, deletes, merges lists
* Searches, sorts, modifies entries
Prints 1" label or special list format
** Fast
entry lookup, easy update

Introductory Offer, $100 ($150 after Sept. 30, 1982)
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: CP/M®, 56K, terminal
with addressable cusor& 80 char. x 24 line screen, single
or dual disk, 8" IBM or 514''' N orth Star.
CP/ M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
NAMOR is a trademark of SHAPE, Inc.
DETAILED INFORMATION AVAILABLE

SHAPE,

INCORPORATED
P. O. BOX 29882
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78229
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Circle 408 on inquiry card.

• Sim ultaneously edit multip le fil es.
• Split th e screen into as many as 4 windowshorizontall y. vertica ll y or both.
• Scroll each window up -and -down and sid e- to sid e.
• M ove and copy text within and between
windows.
• Globally search or replace using regular
expression pattern matching .
• Give yo u online help whe n you nee d it. at th e
touc h of a button .
(EDIX . th e world's fin est microco mputer tex t editor.
ca n do all of this and morel)
3. Send $ 195 to us (instead o f to th em).
4 . W e'II send EDIX to you.
EDIX requires an IBM Perso nal Comput er with 64K and
one fl oppy. Call or write for o ur d etailecl brochure.

iE1E

Emerging Technology Consultants, Inc.
Box 154 Louisville, CO 80027
(303) 447-9495
EDIX I~" lradL'l11ark of ElIll'rglllg T ..·{ hllologv Con~uh<lll1 .... 1111

Circle 182 on inquiry card.

Circle 22 on inqu iry card .

Listing 1 co ntinued :

220 Y2=Y1-YO
230 REM CHECK FOR SPECIAL ZERO CASE
240 IF X2<>0 THEN 290
250 IF Y2>0 THEN R=O
260 IF Y2 <0 THEN R=180
270 IF Y2=0 THEN R=O
280 GO TO 630
290 IF Y2<>0 THEN 340
300 IF X2 >0 THEN R=90
310 IF X2 <0 THEN R=270
320 IF X2=0 THEN R=O
330 GO TO 630
340 REM FIGURE GUADRANT
350 IF X2)0 THEN 430
360 IF Y2>0 THEN 400
370 REM BOTH X & Y NEGATIVE
380 G=3
390 GO TO 490
400 REM X NEG, Y POS
410 G=2
420 GO TO 490
430 IF Y2>0 THEN 470
440 REM X POS, Y NEG
450 G=4
460 GO TO 490
470 REM X POS, Y POS
480 G=l
490 REM COMPUTE PRIMARY ANGLE USING ABSOLUTE X&Y
500 REM ANGLE=ARCTAN OF OPPOSI1E/ADJACENT
510 REM CONVERT TO DEGREES RADIANS*180/PI
520 P=ATN«ABS(Y2)/ABS(X2»)*180/PI
530 ON G GO TO 540,570,590,610
540 REM COMPUTE RADIAL
550 R=90-P
560 GO TO 630
570 R=270+P
580 GO TO 630
590 R=270-P
600 GO TO 630
610 R=90+P
620 GO TO 630
6 30 PRINT" THE RADIAL WE ARE (jj\1 XS";
640 PRINT R
6 50 RETURN
660 REM *** SUBROUTINE 2 ***
670 INPUT N
680 IF N) 99 THEN 670
690 IF N<O THEN 670
700 RETURN
7 10 REM *** SUBROUTINE 3 ***
720 REM GET OBS SETTING
730 PRINT "INPUT THE OBS SETTING "
740 INPUT 0
7 50 IF 0 <0 THEN 730
760 IF 0 ) 360 THEN 730
770 RETURN
780 REM *** SUBROUTINE 4 ***
790 REM REDUCE RADIAL R TO STANDARD CIRCLECOBS=O)
800 R=R - O
8 10 IF R( O THEN R=R+360
820 REM SET TO/FROM FLAG F
8 30 REM l=OFF, 2=TO, 3=FROM
8 40 IF X2 C>0 THEN 890
Listing 1 continued on page 474
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COMPUTERS
118 S. MILL ST. PRYOR, OK. 74}61
A LL P RI CES A RE C AS H DI SCO UNTED
J%. C. O .D . AND C H A RGE ORDERS
A RE J % M ORE . DE A LER INOUIRIES
IN V ITED.

DON'T PAY MORE !!!
TRS-80 MODEL III

~rI1.(I.V..ll'rl"'':~~I'!'''I'

.: oL~::d' ~

==-- ~~,;,m
.. ,.• ~_ _-~

---~-

16K
.... .. .... .............. . $825
48K ...... ...... ..
. .. ............ $849
48K
48 K

1-DRIVE .. ......... .. . .. . ....... $1499
2-DRIVE ........ .... .. .. ... .. .. $1749

TRS-80
DISK DRIVES
MODEL I
TEAC or TAN DON ..... .. .......... $250
MODEL III
DRIVE 0 ......... ... .. . .. ... .. . .... . .. $595
DRIVE 1..
....... $239
DRIVE 2, 3 ........ .. .... ..... ... .... . $250
C OLOR COMPUTER
DRIVE 0 ................. .. .. . ........ $499
DRIVE 1, 2, 3 ............ ............. $250

EPSON PRINTERS
ALMOST EVERYONE WHO CALLS ABOUT
EPSON PRICES BUYS A PRINTER . THERE
ARE TWO REASONS FOR THIS : 1. WE
USUALL Y HAVE THE LOWEST PRICE IN
THE COUNTRY. 2. WE ALMOST ALWAYS
HAVE THE PRINTER THEY NEED IN STOCK .
SO ... CALL US TODAY!

AW ... WHAT THE HECK
RAM M emory Chips for the TRS·80
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SET

COLOR COMPUTERS
4K LEVEL I. ...... .. ..
.. .... $318
16K LEVEL I. .. ........ ..... . .. ..... $335
16K EXT . BASIC .............. .... . $435
32K EXT . BASIC ... .... .. .......... $520
MODEL II ............... ...... .. .. .. .. $3287
MODEL 16 1-DRIVE .... .. .. ...... .. $4495
MODEL 16 2-DRIVE ........ .. .. .... $5218
OKIDATA MICROLINE 80 ........... $399
82A ... .... .. .. .... .. .. .. ..... . .... . ... .. . S469
83A ... .... . .. . .. ..... ... . ..... . .... .. .. .. $719
84 ... ...... .. . ..... . ....... ...... ........ $1250
C. ITOH F10-40 ............ .. ........ $1450
C. ITOH F10-55 ...... .. ... ........... $1750
C . ITOH PROWRITER .. .............. . $499
PACKET MAN FOR
COLOR COMPUTER ...... .. .... . $24.95

918-82 ~-4844
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Listing 1 continued:

Hayes Micromodem II ..
zao Card..
16K RAM Card .
ThunderClock . . .
Videx ao Col. Card .. ....
Station II ..
LOBO Drive .

.. $ 2a9
.. ... $ 259
$ 99
.. $ 105
• . • ..
$ 265
.. $ 105
. ...... $ 3a9

SOFTWARE
..
Visicalc ..
.
Visifile .... .. ....... .. .. . .
. ... ....
Visidex ...... . .. .
.....
Visiplot .. .
... .... .
.
Visitrend ..
........ .
Desktop Plan II .
.. ......
BPI Accounting .
.
Wordstar. .
....
DB Master .
Eas yw rit EH .
Datadex .

$ 199
$ 215
$ 199
$ 175
$ 245
$ 199
$ 299
$ 269
$ 159
$ 129
$ 135

ATARI
Atari aoo, 16K ..
.. ... $ 679
Atar i 400, 16K..
.. ....... .. ... $ 329
Other Atari products.. .. .. .. ... .. ... CALL

NEC
PC·a001 A Computer . . .
. $ 799
PC·a012A 1/0 .. .................... . $ 495
$ 799
Pc·a031 A Disk Drives ... . '.' . .

•

MONITORS •

Zenith , Green. ..
NEC. Green ........................
.. ....
NEC, Color..
AMDEK , RGB Color..
. ............ .

•

$ 115

$ 175
$ 349
$ 750

PRINTERS •

MX ao ..
MX 100..
NEC a023 .
Diablo 630 .

.. .... ......
....
.. ...
.. .......

•

$ 450
$ 750
$ 525
$2299

CORVUS •

5 MB Hard Disk .
$2595
10MB Hard Disk ..
$4345
20MB Hard Disk ................... $5245

TCS ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE
GL, AR , AP , Payroll a" , CPIM .......... $69EA
ALL4 .
.. ... .. .... $ 235
Inventory, a" CP/M .
. ....... $ 199

TOP QUALITY

ATHANA DISKETTES

*

. $2.15

5" SSISD .
.' .. . $2.30
5" SS/DD .
$ 2.99
5" DSIDD .. .... . .. .. ...... • ....... $ 2.50
a" SS/SD ........ .. ...... .... ....
$ 3.19
a" SSIDD .. .... . ..................... $ 3.30

~a~;~~~I<8. bUlk~~~il~bl~100;/~ G~~;~nteed!
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Price includes 3% cash, prepaid discount.
Money Orders or Cashier Checks. Personal
checks allow 3 weeks to clear. We accept
VISA & Master Charge. NO COD. Pri ces
subject to change. Add 3% shipping,
Min $3.00 . Large items shipped freight collect.
Calif . residents add 6% sales tax. FREE
DELIVERY ON PREPAID ORDERS .

'~~~<ORDER

_____

~
M\CRO T7'v1"1reSS
E~resS
BOX '].141 8
p .O . e t\95151.1418

Son Jo'·

408- 274 474

1'217
.
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850 IF Y2< >0 THEN 890
860 F=1
870 REM FLAG IS OFF DIRECTLY OVER STATION
880 RETURN
890 IF R<>90 THEN 920
900 F=1
910 RETURN
920 IF R()270 THEN 950
930 F=l
940 RETURN
950 IF R<)O THEN 980
960 F=3
970 RETURN
980 IF R()180 THEN 1010
990 F=2
1000 RETURN
1010 IF R(90 THEN 1050
1020 IF R)270 THEN 1050
1030 F=2
1040 RETURN
1050 F=3
1060 RETURN
1070 REM *** SUBROUTINE 5 ***
1080 REM FIGURE LEFT/RIGHT NEEDLE N
1090 REM ON A SCALE OF 0 TO 10
1100 REI"1 WITH O=LEFT , 5=CENTER, 10:rRIGHT
1110 IF R()O THEN 1140
1120 N=5
1130 RETURN
1140 IF R()180 THEN 1170
1150 N=5
1160 RETURN
11 70 IF R)180 THEN 1260
1180 REM PROCESS LEFT NEEDLE
1190 IF R)90 THEN 1230
1200 IF R>10 THEN R=10
1210 N=(10-R)/2
1220 RETURN
1230 I~ R(170 THEN R=170
1240 N=s-«180-RI / 2)
1250 RETURN
1260 IF R(350 THEN 1290
1270 N=(360-R)/2)+5
1280 RETURN
1290 IF R)190 THEN R=190
1300 N=(CR-180)/2)+5
1310 RETURN
1320 REM *** SUBROUTINE 6 ***
1330 ON F GO TO 1340, 1360, 1380
1340 PRINT "OFF"
1350 GO TO 1390
1360 PRINT "TO"
1370 GO TO 1390
1380 PRINT "FROM"
1390 PR INT "::: : : 0: : : : : "
1400 PRINT TAB(N); "*"
1410 RETURN
1420 REM *** MAIN PROGRAM ***
1430 GOSUB 60
1440 GOSUB 710
1450 GOSUB 780
1460 GOSUB 1070
1470 GOSUB 1320

Circle 293 on inquiry card.
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Figure 6: Pro cedure followed by the program in listing 1 to transform the coordinate

information into a form from which the actual radial may be calculated, 6a gives the
raw data as displayed on a computer screen. In 6b the y coordinates have been converted to a normal scale by subtracting their values from 99. Finally , the space is converted to a standard Cartesian space with the VOR station at the origin by subtracting
the station coordinates from the aircraft's position .

$129 95

Money back if
not delighted

MFJ-1230 INDUCTIVE COUPLED MODEM eliminates room nOise, vibration caused by acoustic
coupling. Gives more reliable data transfer.
Used like acoustic modem. 0-300 Baud, Bell 103
compatible. Originate/answer. Half/full duplex.
RS-232, TTL, CMOS compatible. Use any computer. Cassette tape ports save data. 110 VAC or
9 V batteries. Crystal controlled. Carrier detect,
power LEDs. 9x1 V2x4". MFJ-1231, $39.95. Optional cable, software for Apple II , II Plus. Plugs
into game port. No serial board needed.
MFJ·1108 AC POWER CEN·
TER. Adds convenience, prevents data loss, head bou nce ,
equipment damage. Relay latches power off during power
transients. Multi filters isolate equipment, eliminate interaction,. nOise,
hash. Varistors suppress spikes. 3
isolated , switched socket pairs. One
unswitched for clock , etc. Lighted
power, reset switch. Pop-out fuse. 3
wire , 6 ft. cord. 15 Al125 V, 1875
watts. Aluminum case . Black . 18x2 31<
x2 in. MFJ·1107, $79.95. Like 1108
less relay. 8 sockets. 2 unswitched.
Other models availabl8.

S9 9 95

It's like having
an extra port

$79 95

MFJ-1240 RS·232 TRANSFER SWITCH. Switches computer between 2 peripherals (printer,
terminal, modem , etc.). Like having extra port.
Push button swltch8S 10 lines (pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,
11,15,17,20). Change plug or cable to substitute
other lines. Push button reverses transmitreceive lines. LEDs monitor pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,20.
PC board eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line interference . 3 RS-232 25 pin connectors. 7x2x6 in .
Order from MFJ and try it. II not delighted,
return within 30 days lor refund (less shipping) .
One year unconditional guarantee.
Order yours today. Call toll free 800·647·1800.
Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order.
Add $4 .00 each for shipping and handling .

CALL TOll FREE ... 800·647-1800
Call 601323 ·5869 for technical information, or
der/repair status . Al so ca ll 601 323586 9 out·
side contine ntal USA and In MiSSissippi .

MFJ ENTERPRISES,
INCORPORATED

921 Louisville Road, Starkville, MS 39759
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inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
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Figure 7: Standard Cartesian coordinate space as used with the Omni system.
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THE MISSING
LINK!
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Computer Shopper is your link to individuals who buy, sell and trade computer
equipment and software among themselves
nationwide. No other magazine fills this void
in the marketplace chain.
Thousands of cost·conscious computer enthusiasts use Computer Shopper every month
through hundreds of classified ads. And new
equipment advertisers offer some of the
lowest prices in the nation .
Subscribe to Computer Shopper with a
6 month trial for only $6. MasterCard
or VISA call TOll FREE 800·327·9920

compUTeR SHoppeR
P.O. Box F307 • Titusville , FL 32780
305·269·3211
Circle 116 on Inquiry card.

put is not less than 0 or greater than
99 . The program will simply request
another number if an out-of-range
response is given. Since the y coordinate is upside-down compared to a
normal system, the y input is subtracted from 99 to compensate. Next,
subtract the station's x coordinate
(XO) from the airplane's x (Xl) and
the station's y (Y1) . This operation
adjusts the whole coordinate system
to a standard four-quadrant Cartesian plane, with the station at the
origin (figure 6). Notice that the relationship between the airplane and the
station does not change during the
transformations. Only the labels of
the points' positions change. X2 and
Y2 now define the aircraft location.
A Cartesian coordinate system is
divided into four quadrants. In this
program, the dividing lines between
the quadrants are considered the four
cardinal compass points (see figure
7). To determine which radial you are
on, you must know the quadrant of
your location. Before finding the
quadrant, however, you must test for
the special case of being on one of the

cardinal lines. You can accomplish
this by testing for x or y equal to O. If
x is 0 and y is positive, you are on the
0 radial. If x is 0 and y is negative,
you are on the 180 0 radial ; if y is 0
and x is positive, the 90 radial; and if
y is 0 and x is negative, the 270 0
radial. If both are 0, you are directly
over the station. If you are indeed on
a cardinal radial , you can print which
radial it is and exit subroutine 1.
If you are not on a cardinal radial,
use the following test to determine
your quadrant (Q). Both x and y
positive means quadrant 1; x and y
both negative means quadrant 3, x
positive and y negative means quadrant 4; and x negative, y positive
means quadrant 2. After this test, Q
equals 1,2,3, or 4, and this number is
used to perform an n-way branch to
compute the final radial. The next
step toward your radial is finding the
primary angle using the absolute
values of x and y (now labeled X2,
Y2). This primary angle, labeled P , is
computed with the formula :
P = arctan (opposite side)
adjacent side
0

0

Circle 109 on inquiry card.
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COl AND TO/FROM DETERMINATION USING STANDARD CIRCLE

Figure B: Cartesian representation, of the interaction of the Course Deviation Indicator
and the To/ From Indicator used to determine the heading of an aircraft relativ e to a
given VOR radial, in this case O.

Because my computer, a Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP-ll / 45,
thinks in radians, I convert to degrees
by multiplying by 180 and dividing
by 7r. The final BASIC equation looks
like this :
P

=

ATN((ABS(Y2) / ABS(X2)))
*180/ PI

With the primary angle computed,
we can do our branch on Q and find
the final radial (R). If Q is 1, R equals
90 - P . If Q is 2, R equals 270 + P.
For a Q of 3, R is 270 - P, and for a
Q of 4, R equals 90 + P . The last step
of subroutine 1 is to print out the
radial computed.
Now that the program knows the

radial of the airplane's location, you
can compare that to the selected
course, generate the COl position,
and compute the To / From flag reading . Subroutine 3 gets the balI roIling
by requesting the OBS setting (0),
which must be between 0 and 360 if
you don't want the program to
reprompt for input.
The COl and To / From displays
would be easier to understand if they
were based on a standard circle with
the aBS set to 0 (see figure 8) . Subroutine 4 adjusts the current radial to
standard form by rotating R the same
number of degrees needed to set the
OBS to O. If R goes negative , it's
added to 360 to keep the value
positive. The To / From flag (F) can
now be set to 1 for Off, 2 for To, or 3

GOlfCRA
COVERED
If you're looking for computer terminal
desks and work stations, CF&A has
"gotcha covered". Not with just a desk
or two, but with a full line of modular,
integrated computer furniture . From our
24" x 26" Classic Series terminal stand
to our 72" x 32" DR Series console with
left or right-mounted twin RETMA enclosures ... and everything in between.
Like Microshelves, Datashelves, Apple
or IBM desks, printer stands, media
stands, turntables, returns , drawers ,
doors, color selections ... the list goes
on and on . You also get durable construction , competitive prices, quick
delivery, and friendly service. Call or
write for more information. We're the
straight shooters. We're Computer Furniture and Accessories. We've "gotcha
covered" .

erA

Computer Furniture and
Accessories, Inc.
515 West 132nd Street
Gardena, CA 90248
(213) 327·7710
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for From. X2 and Y2 are checked to
see if they both equal O. If so, the
plane is directly over the station, and
the flag is set to Off. If they don't
equal 0, you compute To or From.
According to the standard circle, a
radial from 271 to 89 is a From, while
a radial from 91 to 269 is a To.
Radials of 90 and 270 both rate an
Off, since the plane is directly abeam
the station. Subroutine 4 follows
these rules and returns with F set
appropriately .
Your last major task is to determine
a needle value (N) to figure out the
position of the COl. A needle value of
o is full left, 5 is center, and 10 is full
right. Using a tab statement, the
needle position will control the position of an asterisk which will appear
under a scale marked at 2 ° intervals.
The positions correspond to cor
needle position on a real VOR indicator.
Subroutine 5 does the chore of deciding the value of N. First it checks
for a radial. of 0 ° or 180 0, either of
which would center the needle and set

N equal to 5 . Next, the subroutine
decides if it's a left or right needle by
seeing in which half of the standard
circle the radial falls. Once this is
checked, you must look for a difference of more than 10 ° between the
radial and the 0 0-to-180 ° line. If the
difference exceeds 10 °, the needle
makes a full-scale deflection, setting
N to either 0 or 10, depending on
direction. With N computed, subroutine 6 prints the proper To / From flag
value and the course deviation indication. This marks the end of the program.

Modifications
This program lends itself very well
to a computer with a graphic display,
such as the Apple II . The high-resolution graphics mode can be used to
show the simulation space, and you
could write a routine using the game
paddles to position the airplane in the
space . One paddle button would
mark the station location, and the
other could cause the OBS setting to
automatically increment. The

To / From flag and COl could also be
animated with graphics, and the program could run continuously. As the
airplane moves around the station,
the VOR indicator would give the
same indications it would provide
under actual flying conditions. You
could also add another station for
practicing such navigation problems
as identifying airway intersections.

Conclusion
Would-be pilots can familiarize
themselves with the basics of VOR
operation by running this simulation
of the Omni navigation system. You
can make the program more realistic
by adding a second VOR station as
suggested . Although this simulator
provides invaluable experience for
pilot trainees , it can become an entertaining and informative game for
nonpilots with the addition of improved graphics and an operational
theme. Simulation is an exciting computer application that combines the
serious, the technical, and the enjoyable .•

In Less Than 3 Minutes
Your IBM Model 50, 60, or 75
Electronic Typewriter
can be an RS232C PRINTER or TERMINAL

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER Models 5060 and
5061 can be installed easily and require NO modifications
to the typewriter.
For additional information contact:
CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
9323 Warbler Ave., Fountain Valley, CA.
92708 (714) 968·0890
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Circle 257 on inquiry card.

Clubs and Newwsletters
Independent Group
for the IBM Computer
IPCO is an independent
group representing IBM Personal Computer users and
owners. Its goal is to open
communications between
owners and users, and the
IPCO Info newsletter is one
means of attaining this goal.
IPCO Info contains evaluations of hardware and software, articles with programming hints, and information
requested by its readers . The
group plans to establish a
software exchange of ownerdeveloped software. For
more information, contact
IPCO Inc., POB 10426, Pittsburgh, PA 15234.

Hobbyists Meet
In Denver
The Denver Amateur
Computer Society (DACS)
meets on the third Wednesday of each month at the
Educational Plaza , 7350
North Broadway, North
Denver, Colorado. Meeting
time is 7 p.m . Meetings are
made up of workshops or
tutorial sessions, business,
and formal presentations or
demonstrations . The club
produces a newsletter, Interrupt , which is packed with
notes from special-interest
groups, news of other clubs'
activities, and tutorials . Annual dues are $12. This
broad-interest group can be
contacted at POB 1235,
Englewood, CO 80150.

ACS
The Atlanta Computer
Society's (ACS 's) monthly
publication, The ACS Newsletter, is filled with tips on
better programming, news of
club activities, and product

reviews. The ACS members
have established a number of
active special-interest groups,
including ones for 8080/Z80,
6800 series, Apple, and Atari
microcomputers as well as a
robotics group . Other club
interests are maintaining a
program library and a CBBS
(computerized bulletin-board
system), which can be contacted by calling (404)
394-4220. Contact the ACS,
POB 88877l, Atlanta, GA
30356.

IBM Group Forming
A users group for the IBM
Personal Computer is being
formed in the Anaheim area.
For details , contact Bob
Martynec, 2633 East La
Palma, Apt. 8, Anaheim, CA
92806, (7l4) 776-9376 .

Atarl Group
In Orange County
The Atari Computer Association of Orange County
meets on the third Tuesday of
each month at the Allstate
Savings and Loan in Westminster, California. The
group produces a newsletter
that has summaries of club
meetings, tips on better Atari
programming, and book reviews. For details, contact the
Atari Computer Association
of Orange County, Suite 150,
141 W~s.tminster Mall, Westminster, CA 92683 .

Public-Domain
Pascal Software
The Pascai!Z Users Group
is a nonprofit organization
that maintains a large body

of public-domain software .
Most of the software is
geared toward the Pascal
user, but some software is
available in source and COM
files and Z80 assemby language. In single-sided singledensity IBM soft-sectored
format, the disks cost $10,
postage paid. Your purchase
includes a commitment to
reply by return mail. A list of
available software can be obtained by sending the club a
large, self-addressed envelope
with two stamps. The group
also produces the bimonthly
PascaliZ Users Group Newsletter, which is available for
$9 a year. The newsletter has
information on Pascal-related
products, industry news, and
letters from readers . Contact
the Pascai!Z Users Group,
7962 Center Parkway, Sacramento, CA 95823 .•

J See a cByte'Future
for the NEe PC-BOOO Series
with the REN TEC WEDGE

* Emulates all features of the NEC
PC-8012A 1/0 Unit
* 32K RAM card included, expandable to
64K RAM = 96K of RAM
* Two AtariTM-type joystick ports
* Attaches easily to the bottom of the PC-8000
* NEC PC-8001A SilO channel
REN TEC Peripherals for PC-SOOO
brought out to a DB 25 connector
32K Memory Board ........ ... $199 * Built-in 3-voice synthesizer
.. $159 * NEC PC-8012A bus structure is
RS-232-C Interface Card . ..
RGB to Composite Video/RF . . . $149
(40 column only)
Speech Synthesizer ..... ..... $295

implemented

*

The REN TEC WEDGE . . . .

$595.

Olympia Letter-Quality Printer
with REN TEC ES INTERFACE
FOR MOST MICROCOMPUTERS
* Converts Olympia typewriter to letter-quality primer
* Easy installation using existing ES100/101/105 cables * Accepts RS-232-C serial,
Centronics parallel , and IEEE-488 * Selectable auto. line feed

plus:

Authorized Distributor for:
'Commod ore slighll y higher
NEe, Olympia, Sanyo, Eagle, Sharp, Konan
- - - - - - - DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME - - - - - -

REt+AISs-RN(:;E TE(:;flNElbEl6Y (:;ElRPElMTIElN
1070 A SHARY CIRCLE , CONCORD , CA 94518 • (415) 930-7707
Circle 393 on inquiry card.
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Books Received
Apple BASIC: Data File
Programming, A Self-Teaching Guide, Leroy Finkel and
Jerald R. Brown. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1982; 303
pages, 15.5 by 23 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-471-09157-X,
$12.95.
Applied Multidimensional
Systems Theory, N. K. Bose.
New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1982; 411 pages,
14.6 by 22 .3 cm, hardcover,
ISBN 0-442-27214-6, $29.50.
Business Data Processing, '
2nd edition, Barbara J.
Burian and Stuart S. Fink.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1982; 494 pages,
17.5 by 23 .5 cm, hardcover,
ISBN 0-13-094045-3, $18.95.
Computer Capacity, A Production Control Approach,
Melvin J. Strauss. New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1981; 265 pages, 17.5 by 25.5
cm, hardcover, ISBN
0-442-26243-4, $24.95.
Computer Choices, Beware
of Conspicuous Computing,
H. Dominic Covvey and Neil
Harding McAlister. Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley, 1982;
225 pages, 14.6 by 22.3 cm,
softcover , ISBN 0-20110113-0, $8.95.
Digital Principles and Applications, 3rd edition, Albert
P. Malvino and Donald P.
Leach. New York: Gregg/
McGraw-Hill , 1981; 490
pages, 14.6 by 22.3 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-07-039875-5,
$24.10.
In terfacing M icroco mputers to the Real World,
Murray Sargent III and
Richard L. Shoemaker. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,
1981; 288 pages, 15.5 by 23
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-20106879-6, $14.95 .
Introduction to Microcomputer-Based Digital Systems,
James W. Gault and Russell
L. Pimmel. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1982; 429
pages, 15.5 by 23 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-07-023047-1,
$26.95.
480
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Local Networks, W. R.
Franta . Lexington, MA : Lexington Books, 1981; 481
pages, 15.5 by 22.5 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-669-03779-6,
$39.95.
Management by Multiple
Objectives, A Modem Management Approach, Sang M.
Lee. Princeton, NJ: Petrocelli
Books, 1981; 225 pages, 14.6
by 22 .3 cm, hardcover, ISBN
0-89433 c083-7, $17.50.
Microprocessor Applications . Handbook, David F.
Stout. New York: McGrawHill, 1981; 464 pages, 15 by
23 cm, hardcover, ISBN
0-07-061798-8, $35.
Microprocessors for Measurement and Control, David
M. Auslander cmd Paul
Sagues. Berkeley, CA : Osborne / McGraw-Hill , 1981;
310 pages, 18.3 by 23 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-93198857-8, $15.99.
Microprogramming, Concepts and Techniques , Ben E.
Cline. Princeton, NJ: Petrocelli Books, 1981; 169
pages, 14.6 by 22.3 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-89433-133-7,
$20.
The Micro Revolution ,
Living with Computers, Peter
Laurie. New York: Universe
Books, 1981; 225 pages, 13
by 20.5 cm, softcover, ISBN
0-87663-560-5, $7.95.
Pascal Program Development with Ten Instruction
Pascal . Subsets (Tips) and
Standard Pascal, Michael
Kennedy and Martin B.
Solomon. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ : Prentice-Hall, 1982; 532
pages, 16.5 by 22.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-13-652735-3,
$17.95.
PETI CBM BASIC, Richard
Haskell. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1982; 154
pages, 20 .6 by 27.3 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-13-661751-4,
$12.95.
PET Games and Recreations, Mac Oglesby, Len
Lindsay, and Dorothy
Kunkin. Reston, VA: Reston

Publishing, 1981; 245 pages,
14.6 by 22.3 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-8359-5529-X, $9.95.
Problem-Solving on the
TRS-80 Pocket Computer, A
Self-Teaching Guide, Don Inman and Jim Conlan . New
York : John Wiley & Sons,
1982; 255 pages, 18.3 by 23
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-47109270-3, $8.95.
Programming Language
Translation , R. E. Berry.
New York: Halsted Press,
1981; 175 pages, 14.6 by 22.3
em, hardcover, ISBN 0470-27305-4, $41.95.
Queuing Theory: A Problem-Solving Approach ,
Leonard Gorney. Princeton,
NJ: Petrocelli Books, 1981;
184 pages, 15 by 23 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-89433-128-0,
$20.
Real Time ProgrammingNeglected Topics, Caxton C.
Foster. Reading, MA:
Addison-Wesley, 1981; 190
pages, 23 by 15.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-201-01937-X,
$9.95.
Software Manual for the
Elementary Functions ,
William J. Cody Jr. and
William Waite. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ : Prentice-Hall ,
1980; 269 pages, 15 by 23 cm,
hardcover, ISBN 0-13
822064-6, $17.95.
Software Engineering Economics, Barry W . Boehm.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1981; 767 pages,
23.5 by 17.5 cm, hardcover,
ISBN 0-13-822122-7, $32.50.
Structured BASIC Programming for Business, 2nd
edition, V . Thomas Dock. St.
Paul, MN: West Publishing,
1982; 131 pages, 18 by 24 cm,
softcover , ISBN 0-31463167-4, $11 .95 .
Understanding Microprocessors, B. S. Walker. New
York: Halsted Press, 1982;
110 pages, 14.6 by 22 .3 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-47027286-4, $12.95.
The TRS-80 Means Business, Ted G. Lewis. New

York: John Wiley & Sons,
1982; 194 pages, 15 .5 by 23
cm,
softcover ,
ISBN
0-471-08239-2, $12 .95.
Understanding C om puter
Systems, Harold W . Lawson
Jr. Rockville, MD: Computer
Science Press , 1981; 164
pages, 15.5 by 23 cm , softcover, ISBN 0-914894-31-5,
$9.95 .
Using Programmable Calculators for Business , C.
Louis Hohenstein. New
York: John Wiley & Sons,
1982; 296 pages, 15 .5 by 23
cm , softcover , ISBN 0471-08551-0, $10.95 .•

This is a list of books
received at BYTE Publications during this past
month. Although the list is
not meant to be exhaustive,
its purpose is to acquaint
BYTE readers with recently
published titles in computer
science and related fields.
We regret that we cannot
review or comment on all
the books we receive; instead, this list is meant to be
a monthly acknowledgment
of these books and the publishers who sent them.

BYTE's Bugs
Tree Searching
Yields Bugs
In Gregg Williams's article,
'Tree Searching" (see the
September 1981 BYTE , page
76), he stated, " . .. it is clear
that the shortest route is
ADBC , with a distance (cost)
of thirteen ." My calculations
arrive at ADCB as the
shortest route with a cost of
twelve.
Michael L. Steiner, M.D .
Suite 100
3044 Sunset Ave.,
Rocky Mount, NC 27801.

Einstein
Universe
Three in a series of t-shirts by Scott Kim

3

Nesting
Tree

11nfinity

2

What happens when you
mix computer graphics,
letters and illusion?
Inversions.
Wear one and your next
encounter may be the one
that goes beyond words.
More than 60 original inver-

sions can be seen in the
new book, Inversions: A
Catalog of Calligraphic
Cartwheels by Scott Kim .
Inversions is available
through your local bookstore or by calling Byte
Books' toll-free number,
800/ 258-5420 .

"Scali Kim 's Inversions ... is
one of the most astonishing and
delightful books ever printed.
Over the years Kim has developed
the magical ability to take just about
any word or short phrase and letter
it in such a way tha t it exhibits
some kind of striking geometrical
symmetry."
- Martin Gardner,
Scientific American

Infinity:
white on black
black on white

o
o

Einstein Universe:
black/ violet on gray*
black/ It. blue on white

o
o

o
o

1 Infinity

o
o

blac k on white
_xs_s_ m _ l _xl
wh ite on black
_xs_s_ m _ l _xl

2 Einstein Universe

o
o

blac k/v iolet on g ray
_xs_s_ m _ I _xl
black/It. blue o n white
_ xs_s _ m _ l _x l

name
add ress
city
state

LOOK TWICETM Dept. 8 -6,

Circle 77 on inquiry card .

zip
PO. Box 50697 Palo Alto, CA 94303

Nesting Tree:
reds/oranges on tan
greens on navy

3 Nesting Tree

o
o

reds/oran ges o n tan
_xs_s_ m _ l _xl
g ree ns on navy
_xs_s_ m _ l _xl

All t-shirts $8.75 each.
Total number shirts x $8.75
Calif. residents add
612 % sales tax_
Postag e ($1 per shirt)

Total enclosed
Chec k o r money order on ly
So rry, no C.O D.
Dealer inquiries in vited .
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Jun e

Cooperative Education Program, various sites throughout the U.S . This series of
more than 100 data-processing
courses is presented by
Q. E. D.
Information
Sciences Inc. Course topics include systems development,
structured methodologies ,
database, telecommunications, management, and
human relations. These twoto five-day courses are
tailored for analysts, designers,
programmers ,
managers, and other users.
For additional details, contact
the Manager of Education
Programs, Q. E. D. Information Sciences Inc., Q. E. D.
Plaza, POB 181, Wellesley,
MA 02181 , (800) 343-4848; in
Massachusetts, (617) 237-5656.

ter for Management Research,
Datamation Institute Seminar
Coordination Office, 850
Boylston St. , Chestnut Hill,
MA 02167, (617) 738-5020.
June

Education and Training
Seminars, various si tes
throughout the U.S. and
Europe . Among the seminar
topics offered by STSC Inc.
and APL*Plus International
are 'Nested Arrays," '1ntermediate APL," and "Advanced
APL Programming Techniques. " For complete details
on these and other seminars,
contact the Seminar Administrator, STSC Inc. , 11
Clearbrook Rd. , Elmsford,
NY 10523, (914) 347-5560. In
Europe, contact APL*Plus International, Tour Neptune,
Cedex N °20, 92086 Paris La
Defense, France , Tel :
773.79.64.

Jun e

June

Courses and Seminars from
Sira Institute, various sites
throughout England. Sira Institute is sponsoring seminars
on a wide variety of subjects,
ranging from microprocessor
familiarization to design and
development of microprocessor-based equipment. For details, contact Conferences &
Courses Unit, Sira Institute
Ltd ., South Hill, Chislehurst,
Kent BR7 5EH, England .

Intensive Two-day Seminars
for Professional Development, various sites throughout New England . Among the
seminars to be offered by
Worcester Polytechnic Institute are "Fundamentals of
Data Processing," "Distributed
Systems: The Architecture
and Utilization of this Revolutionary Technology ," and
"Microprocessors: Hardware,
Software, and Applications."
Registration fees range from
$445 for a two-day program
to $990 for a seven-day executive institute. For complete details, contact Ms . Ginny
Bazarian, Office of Continuing Education, Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA 01609, (617)
793-5517.

JUll e

Datamation Institute Seminars on Information Management, various sites throughout the U.S. Databases and
communications, systems performance , data-processing
management, word processing, office automation, computer graphics, and topics of
general interest are among the
areas to be covered by these
two-day seminars. Fees range
from $495 to $595. For schedules of times and places, contact Karen Smolens, the Cen482
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Jun e

Knowledge Engineering in the
19805, Chicago, IL. Expert
Systems are computer programs that reason in tasks that
require considerable human

expertise, such as locating
computer malfunctions, monitoring intensive care patients,
analyzing noisy signal data,
and diagnosing medical problems. This one-day executive
briefing provides an introduction to the potential benefits
and costs of Expert Systems.
For further information, contact Dina Barr, Teknowledge,
151 University Ave. , Palo
Alto , CA 94301 , (415)
326-6827.

proving Customer Service,"
and "Assertive Management. "
Registration fees range from
$295 for a one-day program to
$445 for a two-day program .
These seminars can be conducted within your company.
For details, contact Ms. Joan
Merrick, Center for Management Research, 850 Boylston
St. , Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,
(617) 738-5020. For information on the in-company seminars, contact Ms . Elaine Dee
at the same address .

Ju ne

The Master Method of Selling
Small-Business Systems,
Westlake Village, CA. This
one-day seminar is designed
for mini- and microcomputer
manufacturers and software
vendors who sell smaIl-business systems . The seminar fee
is $150. For details, contact
Seminar
Information,
M . W . L.
Inc.,
32038
Watergate Court, Westlake
Village, CA 91361, (213)
889-2607.
JUlle

National Computer Graphics
Association Seminar Program, various sites throughout the U.S. Topics include
" Successful
Business
Graphics, " "Business Graphics
for Financial Analysis and
Decision Making," and "Applications of Computer
Graphics to Transportation
Problems ." Seminar fees are
$395 for association members
and $425 for nonmembers.
For complete details, contact
Eloise Wenker, NCGA Seminar, 2033 M St. NW, #300,
Washington, DC 20036, (202)
466-4102.
June

One- and Two-day Professional Development Seminars,
various sites in the greater
Boston area . Among the
courses being offered by
Boston University are "Business Writing for Results," Im-

June

Productivity '82, various sites
throughout the U .S. and
Canada. This two-day show
features hands-on demonstrations of Hewlett-Packard's
newest computer and application solutions ranging from
personal and small-business
computers to the top-of-theline computer systems for office computing, distributed
data processing, and factory
automation . Sixteen different
seminars are held each day on
such topics as using personal
computers, choosing financial
and applications software,
and preparing easy-to-read
graphics . Additional information can be obtained from
local Hewlett-Packard sales
offices or from Rudanne
Clark, Hewlett-Packard, 3000
Hanover St. , Palo Alto, CA
94304, (415) 857-7247.
JU lle

Sensors & Systems '82, various sites throughout the central and western regions of the
U.S. This series of three-day
conferences will cover all
aspects of sensor technology
from temperature sensors
through to displacement, velocity, acceleration, magnetic
field, and moisture . Other
topics to be covered include
signal conditioning, digital interfaces, and system interfaces . Contact Network Exhibitions, 785 Harriet Ave .,

Campbell, CA 95008, (408)
370-1661.
IWle-/lily

Courses from Integrated
Computer Systems, various
sites throughout the U.S .
Among the courses being
offered are "Microprocessor
Software, Hardware, and Interfacing," "Hands-on Microprocessor Troubleshooting,"
"Speech Synthesis and Recognition," and "Digital Image
Processing and Analysis."
Complete course listings including dates , locations,
course outlines, and fees are
available from Integrated
Computer Systems, 3304 Pico
Blvd ., POB 5339, Santa
Monica, CA 90405, (800)
421-8166; in California, (800)
352-8251.
lu ne-Iuly

Meetings, Seminars, and Programs from the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) ,
various sites throughout the
U .S. Among the events
planned are the Government/Industry Executive
Roundtable '82 and a symposium on "Telecommunications: Trends and Directions."
Contact EIA, 2001 Eye St.
NW, Washington, DC 20006,
(202) 457-4981 .
IUll e-Iuly

Technical Classes from Zilog,
Campbell, CA. Zilog is offering a series of one- to five-day
technical classes at its California-based training facility.
Topics range from "Microprocessors : A General Introduction" to "Zeus/ System 8000
User. " Contact Zilog, Training and Education Dept. , 1315
Dell Ave., Campbell, CA
95008, (408) 446-4666.
Ili ne-llIly

New York University
SEHNAP Summer Sessions,
New York University, New
York, NY . Among the courses
being offered by the School of

Education, Health, Nursing,
and
Arts
Professions
(SEHNAP) are "Computer
Graphics for Instruction,"
"Microcomputer Technology
I, " and "New Technology for
Interactive and Individualized
Instruction ." These graduatelevel courses are designed for
teachers, administrators, and
other professionals . For more
information, contact NYUSEHNAP Summer Sessions,
60 Press Building, New York
University, New York, NY
10003, (212) 598-2772.
lun e-August

Database Concepts and Design, various sites throughout
the U.S. Sponsored by the
American Management Associations (AMA), this five-day
seminar is designed for dataprocessing managers, system
designers, and other personnel
involved in database activities. Topics include an overview of the database environment; evaluating and measuring performance, costs, and
results; determining organizational needs and the systems
and software to meet them;
and implementing, integrating, and supporting the database within company plans
and budget. Highlighting this
seminar is a comprehensive
review of database products .
Individual fees are $850 for
AMA members and $975 for
nonmembers . Team discounts
are available. Contact AMA,
135 West 50th St., New York,
NY 10020, (212) 586-8100. To
register by phone, call (212)
246-0800 .
lun e-August

Engineering Summer Conferences, Chrysler Center for
Continuing Engineering Education, North Campus,
University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI. Among the conferences being offered are "Interactive Design with Computers, " "Applied Numerical
Methods," and "Robotics :

Concepts, Theory, and Applications." For complete details,
contact Engineering Summer
Conferences, 200 Chrysler
Center, North Campus,
University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI 48109, (313)
764-8490.

of computers. Other topics include robotics, Pascal programming, computer literacy,
and the use of packaged software in computer courses . For
more information, contact Jan
Carver, Computer Center,
Chatham College, Pittsburgh,
PA 15232, (412) 441-8200.

lune 9-11

The International Conference
on Consumer Electronics
(IeCE), Arlington Park
Hilton, Arlington Heights, IL.
The technical program will include papers and panel discussions on such topics ·as personal computing, computeraided design techniques, home
information systems, and
videotex, teletext, videodisc,
video-cassette recorders, and
cameras. Exhibits will be featured. This conference is
sponsored by the Consumer
Electronics Group of the IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers). Contact the IEEE, 445 Hoes Lane,
Piscataway, NJ 08854.
lun e 11-13

South Rorida Microcomputer
Conference and Exhibition,
Broward Community College,
North Campus, Fort Lauderdale, FL. This show will feature low-cost seminars, a
trade show, and a used-computer flea market. The focus
will be on the use of computers in small businesses,
education, science and engineering, and word processing,
as well as on hobbyist and
consumer concerns. For details, contact Tom Blayney,
Emergent Inc., 9466 Saddlebrook Dr., Boca Raton, FL
33434, (305) 483-5248 .

lune 13-16

The 1982 American Society
for Information Science
(ASIS) Mid-Year Meeting,
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN. The theme for
this conference is "Information -The Critical Difference. "
Among the topics to be explored are linking information
to the user, information as a
commodity, quality assurance
in information, and attributing value to information.
Speakers, panel sessions, and
technical sessions sponsored
by special-interest groups will
highlight this conference . For
more details, contact ASIS,
1010 Sixteenth St. NW, Washington , DC 20036, (202)
659-3644.
lune 13-17

NCGA '82, The Third Annual
Conference and Exhibition of
the National Computer
Graphics
Association
(NCGA), Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, CA.
This conference will feature
more than 20 tutorials and 60
technical sessions. Computer
graphics products will be exhibited . Presentations from
business, government, and
academic graphics experts will
be featured . Contact the
NCGA, Suite 330, 2033 M St.
NW, Washington, DC 20036,
(202) 466-5895 .

lun e 13-16

The Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Association of
Small Computer Users in Education, Chatham College,
Pittsburgh, PA. This conference will include papers and
demonstrations on the educational and administrative uses

lune 14-16

The Fifteenth Power Modulator Symposium, Hyatt
Regency Baltimore, Baltimore, MD. This symposium
will focus on the technology,
devices, and systems associated with rep-rated power
June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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JUNE SPECIALS
Shugart SA400 Double
Density bare drive
IMC cabinet no PIS for
1 5 '/," drive
for 2 5 '!~" drives
Mullen Extendel Board
w I probe kit - TB -4
Tarbell Double Density Di sk
Controller A& T
S- 100's own 16K EPROM
Board -hold s 2716 ,2732 ,
2764 A& T
S-100 (Tarbell) ca se tt e
interface kit
Godbout Spectrumgraphics board A & T
Central Data Ram Card
w/64K A & T

LIST
...f.!!.!£.L
350,00

OUR
SPECIAL
CA~H PRICE
199,00

39,00

29,00

69,00
59,00

58,00
47.00

495,00

396,00

169.00

143.00

125 00

106,00

399,00

279,00

665,00

310,00

Subject to Available Quantities. Prices Quoted Include Cash Discounts .
Shipping & Insurance Extra,

We carryall maior lines such as
Seattle, Cromemco, Ithaca Intersystems, North Star, Morrow Designs
CCS, ECT, TEl, Godbout. SSM, Tarbell
For aspecial cash price, telephone us,

Model 953A EPROM
PROGRAMMER

•

Programs 2508, 2758, 2516, 2716, 2532 and 2732 five volt EPROMS,

•

Complete· no personality modules to buy .

•

'ntelligent · microprocessor based, programs and verifies any or all bytes.

•

RS·232 serial interface - use with computer or terminal.

•

Verify erasure command· ver ifies that EPROM is erased .

•

Extended diagnostics· error output distinguishes between a bad EPROM
and one which needs erasing.

•

May be used for ext remely re liable data or program storage.

•

All power on programming socke t under processor co ntrol. LED wa rning
light indicates when power is app lied .

• Complete with Te xtoo l zero insertion force socket.
•

High performance /cost ratio.

•

Standard 06 ·25 1/ 0 connector,

Jun e 15-18

Electromagnetic Compatibility Workshop, Washington,
DC. For details on this course,
contact Don White Consultants Inc" State Route 625,
POB D, Gainesville, VA
22065, (703) 347-0030,

The Nineteenth Design Automation Conference, Caesars
Palace, Las Vegas, NV. This
conference will focus on the
computer-aided design of
digital systems, Topics of interest include analog circuits,
architectural and mechanical
design and analysis, design
verification, simulation ,
physical design and layout,
documentation, testing, and
databases . Other conference
features include workshops
and commercial exhibits, For
further infonnation, contact
Bryan Preas, VR Information
Systems, 5818 Balcones Dr"
Austin, TX 78731 ,

JUll e 16-18

The Twentieth Annual Meeting of the Association for
Computational Linguistics,
University of Toronto ,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
This meeting features papers
on syntax, computational
semantics, discourse analysis
and speech acts, machine
translation, as well as the
mathematical and theoretical
foundations of computational
linguistics, For additional information , contact Don
Walker, Artificial Intelligence
Center, SRI International,
Menlo Park, CA 94025, (415)
859-3071.
June 20-25

June 15-17

The 1982 IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium, Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Dallas, TX, The theme of this
symposium is 'Thirty Years of
Microwaves ." Papers and
tutorials on a wide range of
topics, including computeraided design and measurement techniques, microwave
field and network theory, as
well as satellite communications/microwave systems,
will be presented, Contact J.
R, Griffin, Texas Instruments
Inc" Mail Stop 3432, POB
405, Lewisville, TX 75067,
(214) 462-5693.

DP Training Managers'
Workshop, Chicago, IL. This
workshop is intended for individuals with less than 18
months' experience in coordinating data-processing
training programs . Participants will learn to establish inhouse education programs
that will meet management
objectives and ensure a high
return on their organization's
investment in training. The
registration fee is $850. Contact Linda Hubacek, Deltak
Inc., 1220 Kensington Rd "
Oak Brook, IL 60521, (312)
920-0700 .
Jun e 22-24

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, inc,
HWY, 603 , P,O , BOX 387
BAY ST, LOUIS , MISSISS IPP I 39520
(601) 467-8231
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Wisconsin Ave., Washington,
DC 20014, (301) 657-3090,

June 14-16

Jun e 15-17

PRICE $289

484

modulators,
including
switches, auxiliary devices,
energy storage, radio-frequency systems, and low-frequency generators. For details, contact Leonard Klein,
Palisades Institute for Research Studies Inc"
201
Va rick St. , New York, NY
10014, (212) 620-3377.

Circle 57 on inquiry card.

The Office Automation
Show/ Conference, Barbican
Centre, London, England, For
details on this show and conference, contact Clapp &
Poliak International, 7315

Electromagnetic Interference
Control and Noise Mitigation
in Power and Telephone Systems, Washington, DC. For
details on this course, contact
Don White Consultants Inc "
State Route 625, POB D,

Gainesville, VA 22065, (703)
347-0030.

July 1982
July 6-9

Ju ne 23-26

Productivity 82, Seattle
University, Seattle, WA. This
conference is sponsored by the
Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) and the
Canadian Information Processing Society (CIPS) . Productivity 82 is designed to emphasize the use of computers
to improve productivity in industry and in the office, as
well as to improve productivity in the programming of
computers . Papers and panel
discussions will be featured.
For more information, contact
Productivity 82-ACM / CIPS,
10636 Main St . #276 ,
Bellevue, WA 98004.

June 28-30

COMDEX/ Spring '82, Atlantic City Convention Hall,
Atlantic City, NJ . For details
on this conference and exhibition, contact the Interface
Group, 160 Speen St. , POB
927, Framingham, MA 01701,
(800) 225-4620; in Massachusetts, (617) 879-4502 .

Peripheral Array Processors
for Signal Processing and Simulation, University of California, Los Angeles, CA. The fee
for this course is $795 . For further . details, contact Marc
Rosenberg, University Extension, 6266 Boelter Hall, University of California-Los
Angeles, Los Angeles, CA
90024, (213) 825-1047.

July 11-15

The International Manufacturing Systems Conference
'82, Convention Center, Buffalo, NY. The conference
theme is "The Technology of
Productivity. " More than 100
experts will conduct seminars
on a wide variety of topics.
Exhibits, vendor presentations, and plant tours are
planned . Contact Ro y
Combs, International Manufacturing Systems Conference,
186 North Water St.,
Rochester, NY 14604, (716)
232-3950.

July 11-25
June 28-30

National Educational Computing Conference (NECC-82),
Radisson- Muehlebach Hotel,
Kansas City, MO. This conference features papers, sessions, panel discussions, and
exhibits of educational computing products . Among the
topics to be addressed are
"Computer Use in the Physical
Sciences," "Computer Education for Teachers," and "Computer Science, Engineering,
and Information Systems
Education ." For more information, contact E. Michael
Staman, NECC-82 General
Chairman, Computer Services, 305 Jesse Hall, University of Missouri-Columbia ,
Columbia, MO 65211 .

The Twelfth Annual Summer
Institute for Media Arts, Endicott College, Beverly, MA.
A wide variety of seminars
and workshops will be offered , including computer
animation, video production,
and computer graphics. For
more information, contact the
Summer Institute for Media
Arts, POB 83, Lincoln Center,
MA 01773, (617) 259-0068 ..

make technical or cost decisions based on an understanding of electromagnetic interference. Topics of discussion include intersystem problems,
designing against environmental noise, how to determine
the best frequency for a given
application, and the structure
and use of intrasystem electromagnetic compa tibility
models . The fee is $595; inplant programs can be arranged . Contact Ms. Barbara
Bancroft, McGraw-Hill Seminar Center, Room 3112, 305
Madison Ave. , New York,
NY 10017, (212) 687-0243.

July 14-17

Data Dictionaries, Marina
City Club, Los Angeles, CA.
The fee for this course is $750.
For details, contact the Continuing Education Institute,
Suite 1000, 10889 Wilshire
Blvd ., Los Angeles, CA
90024, (213) 824-9545.

July 18-22

The Fourth General Assembly
of the World Future Society ,
Sheraton Washington Hotel,
Washington, DC. The conference theme is "Communications and the Future." All
areas of the communications
field from telecommunications
to interpersonal communication will be covered. The impact of new technologies on
society will be explored. Contact the World Future Society,
4916 St. Elmo Ave., Bethesda,
MD 20014 , (301 ) 656-8274.

July 19-21

July 13-14

Controlling Electromagnetic
Interference, Hyatt Hotel at
LA Airport, Los Angeles, CA.
This seminar is sponsored by
Electronics magazine , a
McGraw-Hill publication, and
is designed for electronics industry professionals who must

Summer Computer Simulation Conference (SCSC), Marriott City Center Hotel,
Denver, CO. The SCSC
covers all aspects of computer
simulation methodology and
applications . Technical sessions and presentations on
mathematical methods, model
design, simulation languages,

and validation techniques will
be featured . Information is
available from Harvey Marks
or Philicia Marks, Transaction Technology Inc ., 7648
Capistrano Ave., Canoga
Park , CA 91304 , (213 )
346-5376.

July 21-23

The Computer: Extension of
the Human Mind, Eugene
Hilton Hotel, Eugene, OR .
This conference is sponsored
by the University of Oregon
College of Education . Workshops, speakers, and presentations on the use of computers
in education will be held.
Topics of interest include preparing teachers to teach with
computers, the ethical and
social issues associated with
computers, and how computers assist learning . The
conference fee is $95; students
enrolled in the university's
summer session can register
for $55 and earn a single credit
hour. For additional information, contact Judy Ohmer,
College of Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR
97403, (503) 686-3405 .

July 26-30

SIGGRAPH '82: The Ninth
Annual Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive
Techniques, Boston, MA.
This conference is sponsored
by the Association for Computing Machinery's Special Interest Group on Computer
Graphics (ACM SIGGRAPH).
More than 140 exhibitors will
display the latest in computergraphics hardware, software,
and services. A series of
courses and technical sessions
on a variety of topics, including device-independent graphics software, low-cost graphics, business graphics, solid
modeling, and computeraided design, will be offered .
Other features include a multimedia computer-graphics art
June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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show and computer-generated
films . For information, contact SIGGRAPH '82, Convention Services Dept., 111 East
Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL
60601, (312) 644-6610.
July 27-30

Database Systems: Comparison, Design, Applications,
and Trends, Marina Del Rey
Hotel. Marina Del Rey, CA .
For more information on this
course, contact the Continuing Education Institute, Suite
1000, 10889 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90024, (213)
824-9545.

August 1982

sponsored by the Computer
Engineering Division of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) . More
than 50 exhibitors will display
computer-engineering products, information, and services. The conference will feature technical sessions on
more than 60 topics ranging
from interactive graphics, personal computing by means of
programmable calculators,
computer-aided design and
manufacturing, and robots.
For complete details, contact
the ASME, 345 East 47th St. ,
New York, NY 10017, (212)
644-7100.
August 16-20

August 15-19

The Second International
Computer Engineering Conference and Exhibition, Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel. San
Diego, CA. This conference is

The National Conference on
Artificial
Intelligence ,
Carnegie-Mellon University
and the University of Pittsburgh , Pittsburgh , PA.
Among the topics to be addressed are expert systems,

robotics, computational
vision, programmable automation, game playing, and
knowledge representation.
Other features include an exhibition program and a twoday tutorial program providing a nontechnical look at key
areas of artificial-intelligence
research. Complete conference details are available from
the American Association for
Artificial Intelligence, 445
Burgess Dr., Menlo Park, CA
94025, (415) 328-3123.
August 17-20

8ectromagnetic Compatibility Design and Measurement

for Control of Electromagnetic Interference, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada . For details
on this course, contact Don
White Consultants Inc ., State
Route 625, POB D, Gainesville, VA 22065, (703)
347-0030.
August 24-26

Electromagnetic Compatibility Design of Printed-Circuit
Boards and Electronic
Modules, Los Angeles, CA .
For details on this course, contact Don White Consultants
Inc ., State Route 625, POB D,
Gainesville , VA 22065 , (703)
347-0030 .•

In order to gain optimal coverage of your organization's computer conferences, seminars, workshops, courses, etc, notice
should reach our office at least three months in advance of the
date of the event. Entries should be sent to: Event Queue, BYTE
Publications, POB 372, Hancock NH 03449 . Each month we
publish the current contents of the queue for the month of the
cover date and the two following calendar months. Thus a given
event may appear as many as three times in this section if it is sent
to us far enough in advance.

. ~Qe~~e;.~ CUBIE MOVIE

G~0'b\. ~~s\.~'b

... Puts

the fun into solving your Rubik cube

Q0~~~~~~~~~

TRS-80 is a trademark
of Tandy Corporation
which is not associated
with this product.

No matter what combination your Rubik
cube has, the Cubie Movie can solve it _
HOW IT WORKS
Rubik Cube is a trademark of
• Solve Rubik's cube by typing the colours of
Ideal Toy Corporation which IS
your scrambled Rubik cube into your TRS-80
not associated witt, this product.
(requires 32K RAM).
• A Rubik cube will appear on the screen and will begin moving the sections to solve your
Rubik cube .
• By following the cube on the screen, you will actually solve your Rubik cube. By hitting the
space bar on your terminal you can stop and start the program to go at your own speed.
TO ORDER
Send $20 by cheque, Visa, or Mastercard to Five Stones Software, P.O. Box 1369, Station B,
Ottawa, Ontario. K1 P 5R4. Ontario residents add 7% provincial tax . All Canadian residents add
9% federal tax. The program is distributed on Model I, Level II cassette tape.
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Safhlrare Received
Apple
Apple Spice, a set of
assembly-language routines
to supplement Applesoft for
the Apple II Plus. Floppy
disk, $29.95 . Adventure International , 507 East St.,
POB 3435, Longwood, FL
32750.
Borg, an arcade-type game
for the Apple II Plus . Floppy
disk , $29.95. Sirius Software
Inc. , 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827.
Eliminator, an arcade-type
game for the Apple II . Floppy
disk, $29.95 . Adventure International (see address
above ).
Executive Briefing System,
a system to develop and present visual information for
the Apple II . Floppy disk,
$199. Professional Software
Technology, 180 Franklin
St. , Cambridge , MA 02139.
FoosbalI, an arcade-type
game for the Apple II . Floppy
disk, $29.95 . Sirius Software
Inc. (see address above ).
Key Perfect, a program to
verify keyboard program entry from a printed listing for
the Apple II. Floppy disk ,
$29 .95. Micro-Sparc Inc .,
POB 325, Lincoln , MA
01773 .
P-LISP, a LISP interpreter
for the Apple II . Floppy disk,
$199.95 . Gnosis , 4005
Chestnut St. , Philadelphia,
PA 19104.
Rubik's Cube Unlocked,
solves Rubik's Cube puzzle
for the Apple II . Floppy disk,
$24.95 . Double-Gold Software, 13126 Anza Dr. , Saratoga, CA 95070 .
Saga #1 Adventureland, an
adventure-type game with
graphics for the Apple II
Plus . Floppy disk, $19.95 .
Adventure International (see
address above ).
Track Attack, an arcadetype game for the Apple II.
Floppy disk, $29 .95. Broderbund Software, 1938 Fourth
St., San Rafael, CA 9490l.
Twerps, an arcade-type

game for the Apple II Plus .
Floppy disk, $29.95. Sirius
Software Inc . (see address
above) .
VC-Manager, a Visicalcfile manipulator for the
Apple II Plus . Floppy disk ,
$65. Micro Decision Systems,
POB 1392, Pittsburgh , P A
15219.

CP / M
C / 80 Version 2.0, a compiler for the C programming
language for CP / M (280).
8-inch floppy disk, $49.95 .
The Software Toolworks,
14478 Glorietta Dr. , Sherman
Oaks, CA 91423 .
Microshell
1.1,
an
operating system with Unixlike features for CP/ M (280).
Floppy disk , $150 . New Generation Systems Inc ., 2153
Golf Course Dr., Reston, VA
2209l.
Catalog, a disk-cataloging
system for CP / M (280) .
8-inch floppy disk , $75. SRX
Systems , 2812 Westberry
Dr. , San Jose, CA 95132 .
FioBASIC 1.1, a preprocessor that helps produce
structured pro g rams in
BASIC for CP / M (280) .
8-inch floppy d isk , $90 .
Terrasoft, 25 Bryan Rd .,
Rowayton, CT 06853 .

Texas Instruments
Mission Impossible, an
adventure-type game for the
TI-99 / 4. Floppy disk, $29.95.
Texas Instrumen ts Inc .,
13500 North Central Expressway, POB 225012, Dallas,
TX 75265 .
Strange Odyssey, an adventure-type game for the
TI-99 / 4. Floppy disk, $29 .95 .
Texas Instruments Inc . (see
address above) .
TI Invaders, an arcadetype game for the TI-99 / 4.
Command module (ROM
cartridge), $39.95. Texas Instruments Inc. (see address
above ).
Voodoo Castle, an adven-

ture - type game for the
TI-99 / 4. Floppy disk, $29.95.
Texas Instruments Inc . (see
address above).

TRS-80
AW Rats!, an arcade-type
game for the TRS-80 Models I
and III . Cassette, $14.95.
Creative Thaumaturgy, POB
107, Forest Park Branch,
Dayton, OH 45405.
Crunch, an arcade-type
game for the TRS-80 Models I
and III . Cassette, $14 .95 .
Creative Thaumaturgy (see
address above).
Earthquake San Francisco
1906, an adventure-type
game for the TRS-80 Models I
and III . Floppy disk, $20 .95.
Adventure International, 507
East St., POB 3435, Longwood, FL 32750 .
Electric Pencil 2.0, newest
version of the word processor
for the TRS-80 Models I and
III . Floppy disk, $89.95 . UG
Inc ., 1260 West Foothill
Blvd ., Upland, CA 91786.
Lion's Head Adventure, an
adventure-type game for the
TRS-80 Models I and III. Cassette, $14 .95 . Creative Thaumaturgy (see address above) .
Sfinks 3.0, a chess-playing
program for the TRS-80
Models I and III . Cassette and
floppy disk, $39 .95. William
A . Fink, POB 5912, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074.
Space Invader, an arcadetype game for the TRS-80
Models I and III . Cassette,
$14.95. Creative Thauma-

turgy (see address above).
Super Color Writer 1.0, a
word processor for the
TRS-80 Color Computer .
Cassette, $49 .95 . Nelson
Software Systems , POB
19096, Minneapolis , MN
55419 .
Trashman, an arcade-type
game for the TRS-80 Models I
and III . Cassette, $14 .95 .
Creative Thaumaturgy (see
address above).

ZX80
ZX80 1K Disassembler, a
disassembler and memory
test for the 4K-ROM 2X80
and the Microace . Cassette,
$9.95 . Lamo-Lem Laboratories, POB 2382, La Jolla ,
CA 92038 .
ZX81 1K Disassembler, a
disassembler and memory
test for the 8K-ROM 2X81
and the Microace. Cassette,
$9.95 . Lamo-Lem Laboratories (see address above) .

Other Computers
AC Circuit Analysis,
analyzes complex electronic
circuits for transfer function
or impedance for the Atari
800. Floppy disk, $39 .95.
L. W. James and Associa tes,
1525 East County Road 58,
Fort Collins, CO 80524 .
Ezlabel, a mailing-list and
label-printing program for
the IBM Personal Computer.
Floppy disk, $39.95 . Systemics, 3050 Spring St. , West
Bloomfield, MI 48033 .•

This is a list of software packages that have been received by
BYTE Publications during the past month. The list is correct to the
best of our knowledge, but it is not meant to be a full description
of the product or the forms in which the product is available. In
particular, some packages may be sold for several machines or in
both cassette and floppy-disk format; the product listed here is
the version received by BYTE Publications.
This is an all-inclusive list that makes no comment on the quality
or usefulness of the software listed . We regret that we cannot
revieVl( every software package we receive. Instead, this list is
meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these packages and
the companies that sent them. All software received is considered
to be on loan to BYTE and is returned to the manufacturer after a
set period of time. Companies sending software packages should
be sure to include the list price of the packages and (where appropriate) the alternate forms in which they are available.
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Software Revie.,

Micro-Decision Support
Systent/Finance (DSS/F)
Robert Moskowitz
22200 Tioga Place
Canoga Park, CA 91304

Micro-Decision Support System / Finance (DSS / F) is
the first of what may be a new generation of supersoftware packages : programs with immense capabilities
and multiple automatic functions shoehorned into a
microcomputer.
Rusty Luhring of Ferox Microsystems Inc. of Arlington , Virginia , wrote DSS / F. Luhring is a computer
veteran with professional experience on mainframe
systems. Before he began to develop DSS / F, he worked
for a prominent time-sharing company where he was
responsible for the technical support of large users with
complex financial-modeling needs .
He bought an Apple II microcomputer about two and a
half years ago and learned Pascal. Overcoming some
microcomputer limitations, Luhring created a very
sophisticated software package that runs more like commercial programs on large computers than just another
version of Visicalc.

Manufacturer
Ferox Microsystems Inc.
I 70 I North Ft. M eyer Drive
Suite 6 I I
Arlington. VA 22209
(703 ) 84 1-0800

Operation

Format
5 V. -in ch floppy disk

In its current version, DSS / F requires the Apple Pascal
system, two or three floppy-disk drives , and a dualpurpose hardware key that comes with the package .
Once you have the Pascal prompt on screen and the key
plugged into the game-paddle socket, you are ready to
execute but not yet ready to produce useful results.
DSS / F builds and reports on a financial model from a
series of separate files . By convention, the files carry a
common root name and various suffixes to indicate their
contents. (The disk name needed to call a file can be set
up as a default value to save keystrokes .) MODEL.LOG
might be the name of a file that defines the rows,
columns, labels, and formulas that make up the model.
This file tells the computer how to compute and compare
488
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At a Glance
Name
M icro-DSS/Finance
Type
Fin an cial-mode ling software

Publisher
Addison-Wesley Publish ing Company
Busine ss and Professional Division
Jacob Way
Reading. MA 0 1867
Price
S 1499; extended service policy: S275 a year

Language Used
Pa scal
Computer Needed
Apple II with 48K bytes of memory; two or three disk drives;
Pascal language system; 80 or 132 column printer
Documentation
100-page introduction and tutorial manua l; 200-page reference
manual. both wire bound
Audience
Financial managers. executives. and other busin ess people interested in desktop computerized financial modeling or in provid ing such capab ili ties to specialists unfamiliar with computer
operating proced ures

fill the values in the model so as to generate valid, meaningful results. You construct this logic file with the DSS / F
Editor program, and you must compile it before you can use
it the first time. If you make any changes to this file, you
must compile the new version before you can rerun your
model.
Following the name example above, the file
MODEL. DA T A contains the raw input data on which
the MODEL.LOG file will operate. One way to use the
DSS / F system is to enter all your data via the Editor, save
it as a regular MODEL. OAT A file, then go through the
steps to run the model. Unfortunately, this tends to limit
your spontaneity and cut down on the interaction between you and the DSS / F model. To minimize this
limitation, enter data from the keyboard during the
model run . Special temporary data commands allow you
to change old values in mid-run and very quickly see the
modified results. This approach saves a great deal of time
and trouble and allows for "sensitivity analysis," or
repeated runs of the model with only minor adjustments
to find an optimum set of results.
If you run a DSS / F model without any MODEL.DATA
file in memory , you would generate a null set of results .
But you are then free to use the various commands to
enter temporary data, manipulate it, and even save the
computed results in a special disk file. DSS / F lets you
retrieve an~ modify these files as easily as the regular
MODEL.DATA files. When used in this manner, the
system is much more interactive than virtually any timesharing system .
Additional files that make up a complete model
package include a MODEL. REP file that specifies the fullscale reporting format you will use and a MODEL. WS
file that contains the derived information needed to print
a work sheet. These work sheets are automatically keyed
to the rows and columns of the model you are constructing. More on these and other file types later.

So Many Numbers

DSS/F and Market Positioning
DSSI F is an unusual package in several ways. First and
most obvious, its $1500 price tag for a single disk of programming is very steep by personal computer standards. Second, and less obvious, it is published by Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company. Addison-Wesley is well established as
a publisher of business-oriented materials in print. Taking a
flyer on Apple 11 software seems quite a leap for such a company.
The venture makes more sense if you turn the picture
around and look at it from the point of view of mainframe
time-sharing users. The organizations employing these people may already spend up to $30,000 a year or more for computerized financial modeling. From their perspective, the
DSSI F system is dirt cheap, even if you include the cost of
the Apple lI, disk drives, and the Pascal language system .
From this perspective, DSSI F is highly interactive too; you
can get it running and do several iterations of a model in less
than an hour right on your desk, whereas with a mainframesupported modeling system you may need weeks simply to
establish a model that works and do the first iteration.
As you look at the DSSI F package in this way, you begin
to see the importance of the emphasis on user support, the
orientation of the system toward paper-and-pencil preparation for computer runs, and the capabilities for automated--'
operation by novices. All of these are marked similarities to ,
or advantages over, traditional time-sharing systems.
Program author Rusty Luhring readily admits much of
this. "It is n.ot as interactive as Visicalc , " he recently confided, "but it is a whole lot more interactive than the mainframe systems our customers are used to . And while it does
require a measure of familiarity with computers and programming to operate, it 'thinks' much more like a financial
manager does than most of the time-sharing systems I have
worked with."
All this adds up to a new critter in the Apple barnyard. If
DSSI F proves itself over the long term-and as of now there
is no reason to believe it won't-it may signal the approach
of a new wave of softwarel hardware super-systems that
vastly increase the basic Apple II's capabilities and, at the
same time, command a vastly increased price.

Each of the files you need is constructed with the

DSS / F Editor. The Editor assigns line numbers to the file
as you go, but you must key into the line a row number
that corresponds to the position of that line of logic or
data in the model. The Editor-supplied line numbers are
needed for line-oriented editing commands, such as Insert, Delete, Fix, and so forth. You can safely let the computer take care of these. But the computer does not give
you much help with the row numbers, and they are the
glue that holds the model together and makes it work.
Earlier versions of DSS / F were limited to a matrix size
of 1919 data cells, or intersections of rows and columns.
Your matrix could be 19 by 100 elements,S by 380, and
so on. You could fill all available cells quite easily. (But
the consolidation features made it possible to combine
the results of separate models, and so work around this
memory limitation .) The latest update of DSS / F, however, includes a virtual-storage routine that supports up
to 32,000 data cells in a single financial model-a vast
expansion in capacity.

In operation, DSS/F is very much oriented to row and
column numbers. You must keep them straight, and be
able to refer to them accurately if you want to get anywhere with your model. You can enter the rows of data in
any order you wish: the computer builds the same model
regardless. As long as the logic specified and the data for
it to use carry the correct row numbers, the results will be
what you want.
One initially confusing feature is the convention that
says all data values must be entered 'as decimal numbers
(1.0, 2.3, 1000000.0, etc.), while any integers (1, 2, 3,
etc.) are automatically interpreted as row numbers. (I
wish that "R" could be used to specify row numbers, so I
wouldn't have to reprogram my brain to match the computer's numerical understanding.)
Another confusing element is the sheer volume of
similar numbers: row numbers, line numbers, coded instruction numbers, disk-drive numbers, and data values
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can blur together and leave room for an embarrassing sequence of silly mistakes. For example, if you insert a
value where you need a code number, or a row number
where you need a line number or a value, the model will
twist itself out of shape, confounding your results but not
always flashing an error message.
You can juggle all these numbers successfully in your
head only for some of the simpler models. Almost as
soon as you try to model a real financial situation, such
as a home purchase or the break-even analysis on a new
product line, you find yourself swamped in digits. You
need a pencil and plenty of paper to dig yourself out. I
found frequent printouts extremely helpful too . With a
printout of the logic in front of me, for example, I could
locate much more quickly the line or row number I
wanted to access. Without hard copies of your files,
you'll spend a lot of time listing groups of logic or data
statements on the screen and trying to remember long
series of numbers to key in somewhere else.

Start with the Logic
To start a new model under DSS / F, you must construct a MODEL.LOG file that defines and structures the
model. You have no model, and you cannot see any
calculated results until you have the correct logic compiled (which may cause up to a five-minute delay each
time you do it) and operating on temporary data (or a
bona fide MODEL.DATA file). This means that in practice, DSS / F is too slow and cumbersome for simple
models and spontaneous "what if" games. It's like outfitting yourself for a weekend in the wilderness-you don't
go to all that trouble every time you want to take a walk
in the park.
In fact, a quick way to give yourself a headache is to
approach a financial-modeling problem by trying to give
DSS / F some figures, manipulate them, give it some more
data, change a few values, manipulate them slightly differently, and progress in this manner until you have an
adequate working model. You cannot easily feel your
way along. DSS / F requires more discipline, planning,
and preparation. It trades off some simplicity of operation and in"teractiveness for sophistication and flexibility
on the high-end applications.
To use DSS / F properly, you will want to do a lot of
paper-and-pencil work before you reach for the
keyboard. As with the time-sharing systems you may be
familiar with, you must have a firm grasp of what you
are doing and where you are in the modeling process in
order to make good use of your microcomputer's vast
new capabilities.
But once you have a plan for the model you want to
construct or once you have a basic financial model
debugged and operating, it is very simple with DSS / F to
get the model running and test a series of different values.

Real Power
The real power of DSS/F lies in its ability to handle
complexity and in its graphics and reporting capabilities .
Here is a brief rundown on some of the features that
490
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Enhancements
Ferox Microsystems plans to announce several enhancements to DSSI F soon . Some of these will eliminate problem
areas identified in this review. Enhancements will include:
• a menu-creation capability that will allow users with no
computer knowledge to access the full power of DSSI F by
simply selecting from a customized menu (no commands or
file names required)
• the ability to refer to rows by variable names as well as row
numbers, making it easier to create and modify logic files al1d
avoid confusion between row and column numbers
• "goal seeking" or "backward iteration" will allow the user
to reverse the calculation, entering a desired outcome (say, a
particular target profit) and DSSI F will calculate the input
values required to create that outcome
Ferox also plans to announce database-manager, statistical, and communications packages, along with a pen-plotter
graphics package- all with DSSI F interfaces. All Ferox software runs on the Apple II, Apple III, TRS-80 Model II, and
IBM Personal Computer.

make the DSS / F system flexible , powerful, and useful for
large-scale modeling applications.
Automated work sheets: Once you have the logic file
debugged and compiled, you can use the Report function
to scan the logic and generate a MODEL. WS file . Printing this file generates a neatly formatted data-collection
work sheet. The work sheet emerges from the printer
with titles, labels, and appropriate spaces for all the data
needed by the logic. If your model uses the built-in Loan ,
Depreciation, or Tax-Loss Carry-Forward functions , the
computer even adds appropriate prompts for needed data
to the work sheet without being asked!
In practice, you can generate these work sheets for
others in your company to fill in, others who may have
no understanding of computer modeling and no idea that
a computer will later crunch their numbers. This feature
saves you time, can increase the accuracy of data used,
and even makes keying in the data easier because the
work sheet is set up and labeled to fit the MODEL.DATA
file structure your model needs.
JOB files: These are like Apple II Exec files . They offer
a way to preprogram control of the computer and have it
step itself through repetitive or complicated processing
sequences . The JOB files are created in the Editor mode
and saved under the MODEL.JOB name convention
before the JOB mode is entered.
To run the computer in this mode , at the Command
prompt, you enter JOB. The computer asks for the file
containing the commands. When you give the proper file
name, the computer goes off and does its business
without you. In the JOB mode, DSS / F is fully capable of
loading files , processing data, and printing the results
while you do something else. You may appreciate this
feature if you want to automate a frequent sequence of
modeling commands so you can start the computer, leave
the room, and pick up the finished printout later.

GEN files: This type of file controls the computer to
prompt for data, insert that data where needed in the
model being run, and generate customized reports as
needed . GEN files are extremely valuable in conjunction
with the data-gathering work sheets and the JOB files if
you want to se t up the system to give novices access to
DSS / F's most advanced modeling capabilities without
giving them the extensive training and computerfami lia rization experiences they might need to work the
system on their own.
While it takes a lot of work, you can use the GEN
system to create a totally user-friendly self-controlled
financial-modeling system. GEN files contain commands,
prompt lines, and up to 20 variables . Available GEN
commands include Ask (for input), Get (a file), Write (a
file), Job (execute a JOB file), When (test for a condition),
and Add and Subtract.
Using the GEN mode and its When commands, for example, you can cause DSS / F to display a menu of numbered choices on the screen, accept keyboard input in
response, and then follow a complicated procedure that
prompts for financial data from the work sheet, processes
it, and produces a printed Report-all automatically. In
addition, you can set up other GEN files to prompt the
user for specific data to be manipulated within a model as
it runs.
Consolidating: A set of commands within the DSS / F
system allows you ·to extract portions of data sets and
add them to or subtract them from other portions of
other data sets. From several sets of data, you can extract
a single row (line item), a single column (time period), or
multiple rows and columns. What's more, you can
engage a previously created GEN file that prompts for
specifications and does the consolidation for you. This
makes monthly reporting of sales by product, for example, or projected profit by division a very simple matter.
You can create separate models for each of the basic subdivisions within your organization, and then consolidate
performance or projections as needed. With the updated
virtual-memory capacity, you can build one giant model
and simply extract the portions of it you want for any
specific report.
While it may take some time and planning to d o this
consolidation or extraction the first time , you can put the
required commands into GEN or JOB files and execute
the sequence again later with only a few keystrokes . By
putting in the proper on-screen prompts, you can arrange
DSS / F to do even the most complicated work for the
most naive user.
Built-in functions: DSS / F has a large repertoire of preprogrammed functions it can execute on cue. Briefly, for
a given cash-flow stream: NPV computes the net present
value, MULTINPV does this for several discount rates,
NPVPERPET does it as if the stream were perpetual , IRR
gives the internal rate of return for the stream, and
PAYBACK computes the number of periods needed to
recover the initial investment.
DEPR calculates the depreciation on a given investment item according to five parameters you provide in

code, including life, depreciation method, residual value,
half- or full-first-year depreciation, and optimal year
switch-over options.
Various LOAN functions let DSS / F automatically calculate interest, principal, remaining balance, and
periodic payment for a loan according to four parameters
you provide in code, including interest rate, number of
payments, and starting month.
Tax Loss Carry Forward automatically carries forward
into each year of your model any losses applicable from
prior years.
A LOOKUP function allows you to specify a table ,
such as a tax table , and then refer to it in your modeling
computations. You set up a table by putting values in columns 1 and 2 which define an interval for each row. Then
in another row you list the rows that make up the table.
The LOOKUP function will go to the table, find the appropriate interval into which a search value fits, and then
pull out whatever result value is found in the requested
column of that row . For example "4 LOOKUP 8 for 10"
will do the following : take the value in row 4 (column by
column), look it up in the table specified in row 8, find
the proper row of that table, and pull out the value in column 10 of that row. The result will be returned, column
by column, to the row where the LOOKUP command
was placed .
A variety of logical operators and LOOP functions
allow more sophisticated manipulation of specific data. If
some formulas contain circular references, you can cause
DSS / F to solve the model repeatedly until it finds the
answer to these "simultaneous equations. "

Very Fancy Reporting
While DSS / F may have good points and bad points
relative to other microcomputer financial-modeling programs, it is clearly on top when it comes to reporting .
Specific formatting commands tell the computer what
values to print, in what order, and where on the page.
The computer easily handles pagination, form length,
brackets for negative numbers, decimal conventions, and
other niceties, as well as providing extensive options for
titles and headings , columns, underlining, mixing text
and data, and more . It even has a special command to
turn the matrix sideways, converting rows to columns
and columns to rows.
DSS / F can also be set up to prompt for information as
it prints and then to include the keyboard response in
subsequent printing.
Specifications for formal reporting must be established
using the Editor and saved in a special MODEL.REP file.
This can take time . To get a quick response, you can obtain results without a MODEL.REP file. You simply
specify the rows and columns you want to see, and
DSS / F displays them on the screen (the QD command) or
the printer (the PRINT command).
Another output mode is OAT A VIEW . This subsystem
of DSS / F actually processes data and logic together in
real time and displays the results . But it is an interactive
mode, and allows you to give various commands to cause
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selected rows and columns of calculated results to appear. In this mode, the TO command allows you to enter
temporary data from the keyboard and have it processed
without constructing a MODEL.DATA file and without
interrupting the model run .
If you like a set of results, you can save the calculated
results to the disk for later retrieval. In the OAT A VIEW
mode, DSS / F accepts many disk-access, data-entry, and
data-manipulation commands .
One nice feature is the ability to set up incremental
changes in values, say a 10 percent increase, that is handled automatically by the computer. This saves keystrokes because the computer will accept an initial value
and a change factor and use them to fill in an entire series
of data values.

Graphics
Once you have your calculated results, DSS / F offers
extensive graphics options for displaying them . By ending the modeling session and running the DSS graphics
program, you can turn data files or the data currently in
memory into pie charts, bar charts, or line graphs quite
easily. The computer will calculate the ranges automatically or accept your input and automatically print
monthly labels. Color graphics are ;llso no problem .
As with DSS / F reports, its graphs give great freedom
for titling, labeling, and highlighting various parts of the
finished graphic. You can use a previously saved graphspecification file or wing it as you go. The system provides for such capabilities as stacking up to eight sets of
values into a single bar chart.
The hardware key in your game-paddle socket resembles and functions as a slide-projector remote control. It
can be used to call up a series of previously constructed
graphic images onto the monitor screen, almost exactly
as if they were actual slides. It's uncanny to see this
feature operate, and it's potentially useful for cutting the
time and trouble of actually preparing slides from computer graphics output. Once you change the disk name to
TRA Y and save your previously prepared graphics images as SLIDEl, SLIDE2 ... SLIDEI7, the rest is as easy
as pushing a button.

Error Handling
'. DSS / F's error messages, like all its command prompts,
are in English (that is to say, they avoid the common
problem of being vague or cryptic). I found the errortrapping and error-handling routines quite good and very
friendly . For example , illegal commands are met with the
response : "Don't recognize that one. Try again ." DSS / F
does have some confusing elements not totally accounted
for. If you try to run a GEN file with the wrong command, for example, the system responds with a lot of garbage . This can happen more often than you think,
because it is very difficult for a person to keep accurate
track of all the files involved in a DSS / F model package.
Similarly, it was very common for me to confuse line
numbers and row numbers . In both editing the files and
running the models, I got confusing and wrong results.
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And I got unwanted results when I failed to include the
needed decimal point in a data value or included one in a
row number (where it is never needed) . 1 suppose that experience with the system would eliminate many of these
human errors, but these quirks make learning the system
more difficult than it should be.

Documentation
I found the 300 or so pages of instructions, refe rence
materials , tutorials, and miscellaneous command lists an
extremely valuable and accurate package . Other than a
few typographical errors, the package is well written, accurate, and informative.
More to the point, Luhring and his associates are very
strong on user support. Satisfied users of the package say
that Luhring has nursed them through both silly and
complicated problems without a murmur of discontent or
any effort to point the finger of blame . For the price of
this software, which places it in a different market position from most software for the Apple II, you would expect such treatment. It's good that the user can feel confident of getting it.

Conclusions
.DSS / F is a sophisticated and comprehensive financialmanagement tool that can be a valuable aid to people
who have a frequent need fdr complicated financial planning, modeling, or investment comparisons. All who
used it expressed admiration for its sophistication and
flexibility .
• Its graphics capabilities are excellentj it handles much
of the work automatically and turns data files into visuals
very efficiently.
.DSS / F is capable of automatic operation, on-screen
prompting, and real-time presentation of its results in
both numeric and graphics form . This makes it a flexible
tool for processing as well as displaying financialmodeling data.
• The program does not live up to all the claims AddisonWesley makes for it, though. Contrary to what AddisonWesley says, the program requires the user to be quite
familiar with standard computer operations and procedures and to think in computer-not only financial-terms.
.DSS / F trades quicker familiarization , speedier modeling, and a greater degree of user interaction for enhanced
reporting, graphics, calculating, and automated capabilities. It does not compete with cheaper, simpler, and
easier modeling programs . Instead, it adds a new high
end to the existing levels of Apple II computer
capabilities.
• For most financial-planning situations suitable for a
microcomputer, using DSS / F is something like using an
elephant gun to kill a rabbit. It will do the job, but with a
measure of overkill. In practice, the hefty price tag will
probably limit the number of small-computer users who
will turn to DSS / F. For those who can afford it, though,
DSS / F is certainly a very powerful financial-modeling
tool..

Technical Foruin

•
C ondi tionals In
LISP
Use the COND primitive as a decision-making function.
M.S. Howard
83 1/ 2 Partition St.
Saugerties, NY 12477

LISP is a programming language invented to implement list processing, which is a suitably vague term that
denotes all the useful things you can do that involve
building lists of objects and other lists, and taking them
apart. For example, useful things include translating a
high-level language into machine-executable code, bookkeeping, and algebra.
The most useful aspect of a programming language is
that it allows programs to be written that mimic problems and situations in the real world . This requires that a
program be able to perform actions (make decisions)
which are conditioned on the current state of the world
(the environment and current data). The ability to make
decisions is accomplished in most languages, such as
FORTRAN and Pascal, by using the IF statement. Special
classes of conditional action are built in to support iteration , with termination depending on a maximum number
of counts (DO loops, FOR ... NEXT loops, etc.) or on
some logical predicate's operation on the current environment and data (REPEAT . . . UNTIL ... , etc). LISP
achieves all this using the COND primitive . This article
discusses the application of this primitive to emulate the
less general constructs of other languages . This is done to
explain the syntax and to demonstrate the generality of
the COND primitive. (For an overview of the LISP language see the August 1979 BYTE .)

discuss the syntax of COND o LISP is a language that essentially takes a function in a Polish notation form and
evaluates it. The general syntax is:

Syntax of COND
It's necessary to know a little about LISP in order to

The predicate is a legal expression which is evaluated. If
its value is not NIL (a special LISP list which is analogous

(function arg 1 ... arg N)
Please note that I haven't specified anything about the
nature of the function, how it is defined, what the arguments are, how many there may be, or even if N must be
a known fixed number. LISP doesn't need that information. Basically, you can have almost any type of function
that you can define on any type of data structure that you
can represent by using tree structures of objects and
numbers. The arguments must be definable, e.g ., objects
with names, numbers, or some function applied to some
arguments. If an argument is in a functional form , the
system will evaluate it, etc. (If this sounds interesting,
read a book on LISP, then go find a computer and play
with it for a while.) The language system usually knows
an initial set of functions which you don't have to build
yourself. These are called primitives.
COND, a LISP primitive, takes a variable number of
arguments. The arguments are of the form :
(predicate e1 ... eN)
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Circle 391 on Inquiry card.

FILL THE

GAPS

IN YOUR SYSTEMS' PERFORMANCE
INTELLIGENT DATA BUFFER
Applications for:
• Printers, Terminals and
Data Communications

Let's see how COND corresponds to the more common
types of conditionals. First we will try to simulate the
IF .. . THEN ... ELSE ... statement:
(tOND
((predicate of the IF) (the THEN clause) )
( T [this is not NIL) (the ELSE clause) )

UTILITY INTERFACE
• Sales Aid
• I nstruction Aid
• Demonstration Aid

The first predicate is the only one we care about, so the
second predicate is designed to make sure that the ELSE
clause is performed when the IF clause is false. So far,
COND appears to have no advantage over IF ... THEN
... ELSE ... , but this is not the case (COND is more
general).
Now let's try the CASE OF var DO ... statement:

REITH I WALCOTT
ENGINEERING INCORPORATED

st. • Redmond,

WA 98052

Order (206) 882-2225

(COND
((EQUAL var easel) ell
((EQUAL var case2) e2l

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

START YOUR OWN
COMPUTER CO.
HOW TO START YOUR OWN SYSTEMS HOUSE
7th edition . November 1981

$36.

Written by the founder of a success ful systems house, this faCI-fi lled 220-page
manual covers virtually all aspects of st arting and operating a sma l l systems company . It is abundant with usefu l, real-life samp les: contracts. proposals. agreements and a complete business plan are included in full , and ma y be used immedia tely by the reader. Proven , fi eld-tested solutions to the man y problems
facing smal l turnkey vendors are presented.
HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL COMPUTER CONSULTANT
by Leslie Nelso n. 4th revised edition . De cember 1981

$28.

Independent consultan ts are becoming a vitally important fa cto r in the microcomputer field, filling the gap between th e computer vendors and commercia ll
industrial users. The rewards of th e consultant can be high: freed om . more sati sfying wo rk and doubled or trip led income. This manual provides co mprehensive
backg round information and st ep-by-step di rections for thos e interested to explore this lucrative field .
FREE-LANCE SOFTWARE MARKETING
by B .J. Korites. 3rd edit ion. June 1980

$30.

Writing an d selling computer programs as an indepe n den t is a busi ness where .
you can get started quickly. with little capital in vestment . you ca n do it full tim e or
part time . t he potential profits are almost limit less. This best-seller by Dr. Korit es
explains how to do it.
HOW TO START YOUR OWN WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
by Les lie N elson. May 1982

$39.50

Turn a sma ll investment into a steady. money making business that adds $1 0,000.
$50.000 or $100.000 to your income. Detailed start-up. marketing and opera ti ons
plans are included.

Send c heck. money o rder. VISA. Master Charge or Am erican Express # and exp o
date. Publisher pays 4th class sh ipping. Add $1.00 per book lor UPS shipping
(USA only) . NJ residents add 5% sales tax . For faster shipm ent on cred it card
orders call (201) 783-6940.

ESSEX PUBLISHING CO . Dep t. 2
285 Bl oo mlield Avenue . Caldwell . N .J . 07006
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to 0 or the empty set), then each of the expressions el
through eN is evaluated . The value of the entire COND
expression is taken as the value of the last expression
evaluated, i.e. , the value of eN. In other words, COND is
about as general a CASE statement as has been invented .

Simulations

AUTO SWITCHER
• Remote Selection of Common
Port to One of 4 Destinations

15074 N.E. 40th
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. elN)
. e2N)

((EQUAL var caseM) eMl .. . eMN))
Here COND signals the evaluator to test if var is EQUAL
to easel, case2, etc ., and to do the appropriate things
under those conditions.
More Syntax
To perform other conditionals mentioned at the beginning of this article we need to use recursion. Most programmers consider recursion a nasty word because it is
not structured. The fact is that recursive structures,
which have been around for a long time, are not all that
hard to deal with. Everyone who has taken high school
algebra is familiar with proof by induction. This is a fundamental recursive technique and pervades mathematics.
The principal problem with recursive programs up to
now has been the need for a lot of memory and the slow
speed of execution. The memory-size problem was
caused by the expense of high-speed memory and the fear
that if the program isn't bound by the memory requirements at compile time, it may not fit in the machine . The
fact is that high-speed memory is getting cheaper than
birdseed, and very few legitimate problems ever really
eat up the whole machine.
The second problem is execution speed. I am on shaky
ground here, but I am told that the LISP at MIT does
number crunching (which LISP is not supposed to do

well) as speedily as the DEC FORTRAN compiler (using
the same computer) working on similar (or maybe the
same) problems . This doesn't mean that LISP is necessarily great for number crunching, but it does mean that an
interpreted language which encourages recursive programming at every turn need not be all that slow.

Recursion
Now that I have tackled a few prejudices, let's examine
what re!=ursion is. Basically, recursive programming is a
means of setting down a procedure for writing a program
at execution time, as opposed to iteration or standard
p rogramming, which is writing a program at compile
time . Does this mean that we are writing self-modifying
code7 Not at all . In fact , we are avoiding any nontemporary modification of the state of the computer. The code
which we write is not modjfied. It allows the language interpreter to construct a sequence of routine calls which
will solve a given problem at execution time. It just so
happens that the sequence of routine calls is problemdependent and so varies from execution to execution . The
state of the system after the program has been executed
need not be different from what it was prior to execution,
and none of the original instructions need be modified.
How many times have you messed up a program by mod-

R·lINE

FILTE

(LAMBDA list-of-variables things-to-do)
The list-of-variables is a LISP-type list of the dummy
variables which are used in the function definition. For
example, these are the variables you normally see in
algebra when you write:
f(x ,y ,z)

The things-to-do are the instructions for \1Pplying the
function. In order to use the function you usually need to
name it. This is done in a variety of ways, depending on
the particular LISP system you are working on. The
University of Wisconsin allows two forms :

[HHC]
.

.

6502 IN YOUR POCKET
QUASAR HAND HELD COMPUTERS ·
NOW AVAILABLE!

See BYTE Ja nu a r y 1981 . p. 34 - 45 for a Syste m Descr ip ti on

These fillers protect any sensitive electronic
equipment from power line Iransient damage
and radio fre qu ency interference: 80lh
models offe r surge suppression for
power li ne " spikes " . RF inlerference is suppressed using
both inductive and
capacitive components.
Ideal for computers,
test equipment, or TV.

LF6 - Th ree separately fi ltered duplex outlets,
120V, tolal fu sed capacity 15 amps,
power switch and indicator lamp ....... S69 .95
Ad d 52 .50 shippi ng and handling per order.
Send ch eck with order and provi de street
address for UPS sh ipment. Ohio residents add
Sales Tax. Charge card buyers may call toll-free:

ifying a globally defined variable down in some BASIC
or Pascal subroutine, and not known what happened
when your program blew up7 Recursive programming
exterminates a lot of those types of bugs before they
hatch.
Now that we have recursion, we need to be able to
establish function definitions . A language must allow the
programmer to associate a name with a function and so
invoke a desired function at will. The mechanism used by
LISP is the primitive LAMBDA. The syntax of LAMBDA
is:

1-800-543-5612
In Ohio, or fo r
information , call :
1-513-866-2421

Jd31®
14»
'''i
R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street , Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

HH C' Ma i n Un it w ith 4K Inte rn a l RA M

H K2600TE

$595

16K Ex te rna l RAM M em o ry M o dul e
8K Ex ternal RA M Memory M odu le
Acous ti c Mode m Modu le
RS232C Ser ia l Int e r face Mod ul e
V ideo (B & W or Color) Adap to r Mod u le
Mic ro Printer , 16 Charac te r Th e rm a l
Pl otter M od ul e . 3 Co lo r, 5.5 " Pape r
Mu lt ip le M od ul e Ada pt o r, 6 Por t
AC Adaptor/Rec h a rge r, 1.2 Amp
C ustom Attac h e Case, 2 1" x 14" x 4"
S ing le Mod u le 12'" Ex te n de r Cab le

PC940TE
PC942T E
PC920TE
PC905TE
PC930TE
PC9 10TE
PC9XXTE
PC900TE
KT 593TE
KT657T E
PC901T E

$450
$325
$275
$250
$295
$225
$450
$ 150
$ 55
$170
$ 85

M ic rosof t BAS IC Caps u le
S N AP (FO RTH ) L a n g uage Caps u le
FLE X Dat a- B ase M a n age r Caps ul e
Telecomp ut ing I I Capsule for Modem
RS232C Inte r face Contro l Capsu le

LK302 TEB
LK300TE S
LK 3XXTEB
LK316TET
LK317T ER

$ 77
$240
$ 160
$ 42
$ 3B

Othe r softwa re caps ul es a re a lso ava il ab le in c lud in g sa les order
ent ry, pe rsonal fi nance , word p rocesso r, inventory contro l, scient ifi c ca lc ul a t or. IEEE4B8 in te rf ace , s tock . aud it , broker , ti me
managem e nt , b id es ti ma to r, f ie ld se rvice log , PASCA L. and 6502
assemb ler.
. HH C is a t radema rk o f Fr iends Amis , In c.

c o mput e r Appli c ation s , Inc .
(303) 696-1864
4334 East 17th Av e nu e, Denver, CO 80220
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(SETQ name (LAMBDA etc.))
(CSETQ name (LAMBDA etc .))
The difference between the two functions has to do with
the way the interpeter retrieves information from memory, and as such is beyond the scope of this article. Just
remember that it is possible to name a function.

Recursion in Use
Now that recursion is out of the way, let's simulate a
WHILE ... DO ... statement:
(SETQ f
(LAMBDA args
(COND
«WHILE clause) things-to-do (f modified-args))
(T termination-conditions))))
This function works by first checking the WHILE clause
to see if it is time to quit. If it is, the function does whatever is necessary upon termination time. If it is not time
to quit, the function continues, then calls itself to check
the WHILE clause, etc.
Now let's simulate a REPEAT ... UNTIL . .. statement:
(SETQ f
(LAMBDA args
tasks-to-be-REPEATed
(COND
«termination (i.e. The UNTIL) clause)
termination-things)
(T (f modified-args)))))

PRICE BREAK

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS

$9~~
$107.46 per dozen

Minimum Order 3 Ribbons
Price Includes Shipping

We accept Mastercard and Visa

~CHECK·MATE '"

~., P.O. BOX 103, RANDOLPH, MA 02368

Call Toll Free - 1-800-343-7706

In MassachuseHs - 617-963-7694
Circle 87 on Inquiry card.
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(SETQ f
(LAMBDA args
things-to-be-repeated upon every application
(COND
«termination clause) termination things)
(T things-to-do if termination clause is false
(f modified-args)))))
This is a simple combination of the two forms.

Conclusion
The usual application of COND in a LISP program is a
combination of all the above forms. This is tough on
beginning LISP programmers, principally because they
generally come from restricted programming environments . They attempt to jam LISP constructs into forms
they are familiar with. This doesn't work, because LISP
primitives are usually either more general than anything
they have (e .g., COND) or more primitive than what
they are familiar with (e.g., LAMBDA). They usually
don't have much trouble with SETQ because this equates
to ': =' or whatever assignment primitive their languages
use. But they have an awful time with SET. This feature
of LISP, which always associates both a value and a label
with an object, opens up all sorts of interesting areas,
such as the difference between a function which returns a
value and one which has "side effects ." .

Verba1im®

EPSON

MX-SO

This listing is similar to the WHILE .. . DO . . . statement above . This is because the two forms are essentially
the same . The only difference is when the termination
clause is tested. The WHILE .. . DO . .. and
REPEAT . . . UNTIL ... forms do not allow for combined forms such as:

Floppy Discs

SAVE 40 01
10
11 " Specify soft.
5 /4 100r 16sector

Write for our
complete list.
Price / 10

M05251 side/dbl dens . . . . .
. . $27 .30
M0550 2 sides /db I dens . . ... . • .... 44 .20
M0577 1 side/77 track .. .. . . • •. .. . 32 .50
M0557 2 sides /77 track ..... . • . . . . 44.20

8"

~~i:!C:!I~t;ertified

F034-9000 1 side/sgl dens .... • ... . 33.80
F034· 8000 1 side/dbl dens .. ..•. ... 39.00
FD34·4001 2 side /dbl dens . .
. .46 .20

CHECKS - VISA - MC - C.O.D.
(313) 777· 7780
ADD $ 2 SHIPP/NG

LY6EN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave.
St. Clair Shores, MI 46081
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New and Refurbished Equipment
8" Disc Drives ..

,, ~

Letter Quality Printers
Qume & Diablo ...

,. ~

Oscilloscopes
Dual Trace. 15Mhz.

!10 m

Computer Systems. CP/ M
with 2 8" disc drives, CRT
64K, letter quality printer

$400."
$1600."
$900."
$7500.00

All Sales Final
Ontario Residen ts ad d PST
All i1ems warranty 90 days, parIs & labour
All pr ices in Canadian Fu n ds

TSA PROFORMA INC.
154 Fullon Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
M4K 1Y3
(416) 922-1139 425 -9058
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Programming Quickie

Listing the Disk Directory
in CP 1M-based Pascal
Daniel S. Hunt
822 Green Valley
Newbury Park, CA 91320

You'll often want to obtain a listing of the disk-file
directory while operating directly from within an
application program. It saves time and simplifies
operation.
Because not all CP 1M-based languages offer a built-in
directory-search-and-list function , you have to create
your own. The "getdir" program described here (see
listing 1) is a directory-search-and-list program written in
PascallMT. It: will run alone, or you can modify it to run
as a subroutine in a host program. Its output is much the
same as that of the DIR command in CP / M . Identical
results can be obtained in PUI-80, FORTRAN, and
CBASIC by using the algorithms of "getdir" to write
assembly-language equivalents where needed. Descriptions of the Search First and Search Next function calls to
the CP / M operating system are described in the CP/ M
2 .0 and 2 .2 Interface Guide .
The core routine of "getdir" is procedure "gdir" .
Through procedure "search" it calls CP 1M to obtain a
directory locator code, which points to the file name
most recently placed in the input buffer. "Search" uses
CP 1M Search First (17) and Search Next (18) functions,
which are placed in register C. Register DE holds the
pointer to a 12-byte FCB (file control block) . This FCB is
represented as "title", an array indexed from a to 11 . Byte
a in the array indicates the disk number, converted after
user input from an ASCII "a" or "b " to a binary 1 or 2 .
The next eight positions are the file name, followed by
the three positions of the extension. They are filled here
with question marks to indicate to CP 1M that any name
found is to be listed .
When "search" returns the directory code, it is
multiplied by 32 and added to hexadecimal address 80
(128 decimal) , the base of CP 1M's file 110 (input / output)
buffer. The result, assigned to "dirptr", i~ the address
immediately preceding the 11-character string that will
hold a valid file name from the directory . Now that you

have control of the string, you can print it, transfer it to
storage for later use, or remove names that you don' t
need displayed .
Procedure "printname" moves the newly found FCB at
"dirptr" to a working string called "prntitle", where it is
converted to readable form with spacing and colons. The
variable "nmctr" limits the output of each line to four
names so that the directory will be correctly displayed on
a 64-column screen (see listing 2 on page 501) .
Procedure "list", which calls "gdir", performs several
vital functions. It is kept separate from "gdir" because
you may want to modify one or more of its functions.
"List" asks you which disk unit is to be searched and
resets the CP 1M system in preparation for listing the
directory. Reset is mandatory; otherwise CP 1M gets lost
and throws garbage into the 110 buffer.
In PascallMT, an extension .to the standard language
allows an external procedure, with the absolute address
of "bdos", to perform the reset function . If your compiler
does not offer such an extension, "setdisk" may be replaced with the following assembly-language equivalent :
mvi
call

c,resetf
bdos

; resetf equ 13
;entry point at 0005

In CBASIC this function is performed by the built-in
statement. INITIALIZE, which must be used before calling an assembly-language version of "getdir".
The third function of "list" is the assignment of a string
to the variable "title" . This determines whether all names
or only specific names are returned in register A by the
Search First and Search Next calls. If "title" is
chr(O) + "???????????", then everything on the default
disk would be returned. If "title" is chr(2) +
"????????DAT", then only those file names on disk B
with the extension OAT would be returned .•
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Usting 1: The "getdir" program , written in Pascal!MT, version 3.2, will search a CP/ M disk and provide you with a listin g of th e
disk directory from within an application program.

program ge trii r;
(*
(*

(*

Directory Search and Print •••
By Daniel S. Hunt, April :\, 19R1
Pascal/tIT 3.2, CP/~'l 2.2, Sol-20

type filenametype

*)
*)
*)

= packed array[O •• ll] of char;

procedure external(S] setdisk(func :

inte~er);

function ucase(inchar : char) : char;
begin {convert lower to upper case}
if (inchar >= 'a') and (inchar <= 'z') then
ucase := chr( ord(inchar) & SSf)
else ucase := inchar;
end;

procedure gdir(var title: filenanetype);
const
eodir = 255; {CP/)1 end of directory}
var
prntitle : filena~etype;
ch : char;
i : integer;
dirptr : inte~er;
func : integer;
nmctr : integer;
c:iircode
: integer;
procedure search(var title:filenametype;
var dircorle : integer;
func : inte ~er );
const
bdos = $0005;
var
fcb
int ege r;
r e ga
integer;
l)e~ in
fcb := SSc;
{fch address}
move(title,fch ,12);
{12 = fch length}
inline(
A

498
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Listing 1 continued :

I f c ;) I
"xchg I
"lhld I ElInc I
"r.10V
c,l I
"call I hdos I
"mov l,a I
"mvi h I soo I
" 1 hId

"shld / re ?,a);
dircode := rega;
end; {search}

{fcb arldress to

r e ~s.DE}

{senrc~ function to C}
{returns directory code}

{r e g.A pa-ssecl back via ciircode}

procedure printname;
begin
move(dirptr ,prntitle,12);
if nmctr = 1 then {onl y at start of line cio we ••• }
begin
{ ••• precerl.e name "Ji t 11 uni t name}
{by translating back to uppercase letter..}
ch := title[O);
ch := chr(orrl.(ch) + ord('@'));
write(ch);
end;
write(' : ');
for i := 1 to 8 cio {chars[I •• 8) of filename}
write(prntitle[i1);
write (' ');
for i := 9 to 11 do {l-chnracter extension}
write(prntitle[i]);
if nmctr = 4 then
be gin {on end of line, r e turn, reset counter}
writeln;
nmctr .- 0;
end
end; {printname}
A

begin {g(lir}
nnctr := 0;
func := 17; {cpm search first}
search(title,dircode,func);
func := 18; {CpM search next}
while dircorl.e <> eodir do
be?,in
nmctr := nr.1ctr + 1;
{calculrite index, print and search for next}
Listing 1 con tinued on page 500
June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Listing 1 con tinued:

dirptr := 128 + (dircorle * 32);
printnanc;
senrch(titlc,dircorle,func);
end
end; {gdir}
proced.ure list;
\Tar

title: filenarnetype;
ch
: char;
func : · integer;
begin
title := '????????????'; {bytes 1 •• 11 all wilrl cards}
write( 'LIST DISY.. DIREC:TORY: Unit A or H? '); .
read(ch);
{transl~te disk name to binary}
ch := ucase(ch);
ch := chr(ord(ch) - ord(' @'»;
title(O] := ch;

{byte 0 is disk unit number}

{re-set cp/m, default rima buffer to 80 hex}
func := 13;
{mvi c,resetf}
setdisk(func); {call bdos}
writeln;
gdir(title);
writeln;
end;
hegin (*main*)
repent list until false;
end.

If YOU Won't

read these
7signals
of cancer...

You probably have
the Stli.

~American

Cancer Society

1. Change in bowel or

blaAider habits.
A sore that does not
heal.
3. Unusual bleeding or
discharge.
Thickening or lump
in breast or elsewhere.

7. Nagging cough or
hoarseness.

B.

4.

B. Indigestion or diffi-

culty in swallowing.
Obvious change in
wart or mole.

6.

8.

A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detecting cancer at an
early stage. A stage
when it is hlghly curable. Everyone's afraid
of cancer, but don't let
it scare you to death.

Listing 2: Sample output from "getdir" showing both the A and B disk directories.

r,etdir

LIST :nSI: fJ I R. F.: CW P.Y: Uni t A
1\
STAT
cm!
SDIT
A
AUTO
c()~r
SETrnT
A
PAS
PIW;1()LIR
con
A
P2P~RORS TXT
CDIR
A
CRTLONG LIn
TR.AIL ~ lIN
A VIF:\J
cm! LTEST
1\
ITEST
RAr
ITEST
A
TTYLON(; LI3
GETDI~
LIST DISr. DIRECTORY: Unit A
B
QUHESTAR Cml
PIP
B
lffiITEHEX LI~
P2/FLT
R
PASCAL/F RTP
FLTCO)"JP
R
G~R
LIB
CATALOCX
CRTLON(; LIE
B
CDIR
B
G~lSTR
LIR
DUHPSUBS
n
DEHOIO
SRC
P2ERRORS
SCO['N
B
LIB
CLONGTrUl
B
SOLIO
LIB
HNSTR
B UTIUlISC LIB
CALC
H
CllAROPS LIB
HEXC
g
SHC
TTEST
S£T:l£: 1

or '3? a
enrr
SYSF

-em!

C()~1

GNTOI'E~J

SRC
DOC
LIB

PA~)CAL/8

SI~C

cm!
SRC

LIR
RTP

GIHR

BAK

P2/nco
LTF:ST
IT[ST
GETOIR

OVL
COi-t
SllC
BAK

PIP
DRAh'
P1ERRORS
GDIR
SOLIO
LTEST
TTYLONG
(;ETDIR

cmf
SHe
TXT
LIB
LIB

RND/IO

SRC
LIB
SRC

RAT:

BAl:

con

or B? h

COH
OVL
COlt
SRC
LIB
SRC
TXT
LIB
LIB
SRC
LIB
LIR

STAT
STOLIH

Cmt
SRC
hTNB
LIB
PARS TEXT SRC
PIERRORS TXT
SET BIT
SRC
PARSFRAC LIB
PARSEIO LIB
TTYLTml LIB
PRINTAT SRC
TTY LONG LIB
READSTR LIB

G~R

NEWDR
SID
DCONV
OISKHAP
PARSERS
l"TS!!S(;S

CO:!

LIR
LIB
SRC
Cmt
RDCO~SF
LIB
FNAHPARS LIB
READHEX LIB
CETSY:1
LIB

LIST DISK DIREC1'ORY: Unit A or B?

SLUDER HAS HIGH PE~FORMANCE 6MHz to 10MHz SYSTEMS FOR EVERYONE
WE ARE A AUTHORIZED CompuPro m System Center and Authorized DEALER For Lomas Data
Products, Seattle Computer, and Morrow Designs. ALL SYSTEMS SHIPPED READY TO
BOOT & RUN. Our Budget Line is in an Inteqrand Cabinet with 10 slot MB w/drives
LUXURY LINE SHOWN CENTER
BUDGET LINE NOT SHOWN
Godbout CSC 10~1Hz 8086,
6MHz CPU Z,64K, (2 )8" $2695.
RA~116'tDisk 1, I/O I
6MHz 85/88,64K,(2)8" 2695.
CP/M 86 m Qume DT8's
8MHz 8086, 64K,(2)8" 3095.
& C.V.T on drs
$4395.
Above are Godbout Systems
CSC CPU Z,641<,(2)8" 3895.
Lomas Data Products Below
CSC 85/88,64K,(2)8" 3995.
10MHz 8086,128K, (2)8" 2995.
Lomas Systems with C.V.T
MPM86,8086 1 256K,(2)8" 3695.
lOt~Hz 8086 ,1281(,
3995.
Mor~O\y Declsion IBasic 1295.
MPM86 tm 86 256K DRS 4795
Declslon ~ System
3150.
" .
1 Godbout D1Sk II
596.
Seattle Sys I,Drs 4145.
Godbout 8086 A&T CPU
521.
Se~ttle Sys II!DRS 4745. .
C.ltoh FlO are 40c s 1395.
Pnsm 80 wi optlons 949.
.
P
P
CP/M86 & MPM86 are trademarks of Digital Research ALL Prices Subject to Change

t::I

SLliDu? P.O. BOX 951
Circle 413 on Inquiry card.
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PUBLICATIONS
Microcomputer
Business Guide
Your Fortune in the
Microcomputer Business,
a two-volume series, seNes
as a complete reference
guide for anyone wanting
to break into the microcomputer industry. The first
volume sUNeys the market. shows you how to
select the right product or
seNice and get necessary
capital, and details the
steps to follow when establishing a business. The
second volume deals with
the problems and decisions
that must be faced when
business starts rolling.
Each volume of Your
Fortune in the Microcomputer Business costs $20.
For further details, contact
Wildfire Publishing Co.,
326 Toro Canyon Rd., Carpinteria, CA 93013, (805)
684-1489 .
Circle 550 on inquiry card .

TRS-80 InterfacIng
GuIde
The TRS-80 M 11M3 Interfacing Guide describes
the AP10-80 all-purpose
I/O interface for the TRS-80
Models I and III. The guide
offers information on how
to control AC circuits with
relays or triacs; how to
control moisture, light, and
voltage sensors; and how
to control analog I/O. Also
described are basic software techniques such as
controlling individual bits
and creating programmable waveforms. Additionally, the guide has in502
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formation on interfacing a
TRS-80 to a telephone for
remote applications. The
guide is available for $2.50
from Syntex Electronic Innovations, Department 86,
POB 4034, Lancaster, PA
17604.
Circle 551 on inquiry card.

computer ScIence
Catalog
The 1982 edition of the
North-Holland Computer
Science Catalog has information on 130 books
and 25 journals covering
all branches of information
processing . The catalog is
available free of charge
from Han van Eybergen,
North-Holland Publishing
Co., POB 103, 1000 AC
Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
Circle 552 on inquiry card .

Wordstar 3.0
LIterature
A 16-page brochure that
describes the 3.0 Wordstar
word-processing program
is available from Micropro
International. The brochure
illustrates the standard operating capabilities of the
program and its new features, which include horizontal-scroll and columnmove capabilities and easyto-understand menus . Descriptions of the Spellstar
and Mail Merge programs
are provided . For your
copy, contact Micropro International Corp., literature Department, 1299
Fourth St. , San Rafael, CA
94901. (415) 457-8990.
Circle 553 on inquiry card .

-_

......
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GuIde to UnIx
A User Guide to the
Unix System by Jean Yates
and Rebecca Thomas is an
introduction to the structure, software, and capabilities of this popular operat-

Management by
MultIple Objectives
Management by Multiple Objectives (MBMO) is
both a procedure and the
title of a new book by Sang
M. Lee. MBMO is an approach to integrating management systems and
modern management
technology to achieve
many objectives. MBMO
addresses a major shortcoming of management by
objectives: how to reconcile mutually exclusive objectives to best meet the

Games for PETs
Playmasters Mac Oglesby, Len Lindsay, and
Dorothy B. Kunkin have
designed a collection of
computer games and recreations for computergame enthusiasts of all
ages. PET Games and Recreations has games that
test your ability to plot winning strategies, that cast
you in the role of a detec-

ing system. Written with
the beginner in mind, this
book explains how to log
on to the system, enter the
shell, handle files, send
mai/. and create directories.
Other features include an
introduction to Unix 's
sophisticated utility programs and information
about Unix system software, related products,
university facilities, user
groups, and newsletters.
The book is available in
paperback for $ 15.99 from
Osborne/McGraw-Hili, 630
Bancroft Way, Berkeley,
CA
94710,
(415)
548-2805 .
Circle 554 on inquiry card .

goals of the entire
organization .
Management by Multiple Objectives provides a
basic understanding of
MBMO concepts and techniques as well as the resourses required to design
and carry out an effective
MBMO system. It is available for $ 17.50 from Van
Nostrand Reinhold Co. ,
135 West 50th St. , New
York, NY 10020, (212)
265-8700.
Circle 555 on inquiry card.

tive, and even games that
help develop counting and
language skills.
In hardcover , PET
Games and Recreations
costs $ 14.95. The softcover price is $9.95 . For details, contact the Reston
Publishing Co. , 11480 Sunset Hills Rd ., Reston, VA
22090, (800) 336-0338; in
Virginia, (703) 437-8900.
Circle 556 on inquiry card .

What'. Ne.,,,
Programming the Apple
costs 524.95 . Contact
Mesa Research Inc., Route
I, Box I 456A, Waco, TX
76710, (817) 848-5272.
Circle 558 on inquiry card.

computer SImulatIon
of Cryptography
IntroductIon
to MIcroprocessors
From Chips to Systems:
An Introduction to Microprocessors, by Rodnay
Zaks, is written for owners
and users of personal and
business computers . Containing more than 320 illustrations, the book explains
what a microprocessor is,
what it does, and how it
performs its tasks.
From Chips to Systems:
An Introduction to Microprocessors is available in
softcover for 514.95 from
Sybex, 2344 Sixth St.,
Berkeley, CA 94710, (415)
848-8233.
Circle 557 on inquiry card.

ProgrammIng
the Apple
Programming the Apple
by John Campbell and
Lance Zimmerman contains enough information
to keep even the best programmer occupied for a
long time, yet beginners
can also benefit from it.
The book has more than
330 illustrations that help
readers understand Apple
program development and
testing , graphics, and
operating systems. A glossa ry and a bibliography are
provided.

Computer Simulation of
Classical Substitution
Cryptographic Systems by
Rudolph F. Lauer is packed
with BASIC programs that
let users simulate virtually
any classical substitution
Cipher system. A number
of cryptanalytic programs
that assist readers in solving problems are given in
each chapter. Other features include information
on and a comprehensive
list of U.S. cryptographic
patents, a treatise on cryptanalYSis, background information on various systems,
discussions on cryptographic problems, and
problems to be solved.
Computer Simulation of
Classical Substitution
Cryptographic Systems is
available in softcover for
524 .80 from Aegean Park
Press, POB 2837 , Laguna
Hills, CA 92653 , (714)
586-8811.
Circle 559 on inquiry card .

SYSTEMS
Super/Net
The Super/Net, a singleboard S-I 00 .computer system, runs under the CP/M
or MP/M operating systems. The board consists of
a 64K-byte bank-select dy-

namic RAM (random-access read/write memory) , a
Z80A processor, a 2K-byte
2716 monitor EPROM
(erasable programmable
read-only memory) , 5 \/4 and 8-inch floppy-disk controller, two serial and two
parallel ports, and a Z80A
counter/timer circuit for
real-time interrupts.
The Super/Net meets
IEEE-696 S-I 00 bus specifications and has a suggested retail price of 5 1125.
Contact Advanced Micro
Digital Corp. , Suite E, 720 I
Garden Grove Blvd., Garden Grove, CA 92641,
(714) 891-4004.
Circle 560 on inquiry card.

0
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chassis with independent
power supply, the Winchester drive, and a floppydisk drive, costs 513 ,995 .
Additional terminals cost
5 1995 apiece; the backup
tape drive costs 53695 .
Contact Vector Graphic
Inc., 500 North Ventu Park
Rd ., Thousand Oaks, CA
91320, (805) 499-5831.
Circle 561 on inquiry card.

MultIuser System
Supports Work
StatIons
The 5032 Multishare is a
multiuser, multitasking system that can support up to
five work stations. The
5032 features a 32-megabyte 8-inch Winchester
hard-disk drive, a 6-MHz
Z80B processor, and an expanded 128K-byte RAM
(random-access read/write
memory) that provides 56K
bytes per terminal. Additionally, the 5032 has an
extended version of the
CP/M operating system
and the ability to support a
serial and a parallel printer
simultaneously . Standard
software includes Microsoft
BASIC, the Scope editor,
and ZSM assembler.
Available options include a four-track 15megabyte cartridge-tape
unit for system backup.
The basic 5032 Multishare
System, comprised of a
video console, keyboard,

BusIness Computer
The basic Victor 9000
business computer has
128K bytes of memory, internally expandable to
256K or 521 K bytes. Standard features of this 16-bit
machine include disk-storage capacity of 1.2 megabytes, detachable keyboard with a user-defined
function key, a 10-key numeric keypad, and a tiltand-swivel video monitor
with dual-format operation. In the normal format,
the monitor can approximate a typewritten page of
80 characters by 25 lines.
In the expanded mode,
under program control, the
character generator can
display 132 characters by
50 lines. The screen can simultaneously display highresolution graphics, bar
charts, pie charts, diagrams, and schematics. It's
June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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capable of addressing up to
SOO horizontal dots by 400
vertical dots.
The Victor 9000 is available for $4995 . Contact
Victor Business Products,
3900 North Rockwell St.,
Chicago, IL 6061S, (312)
539-S200.
Circle 562 on inquiry card.

Eagle Comes
with Software
The Eagle II smail-business computer is supplied
with its own software.
Users merely select the
suitable software package
to use the Eagle for word
processing or accounting
applications. In the accounting mode, a single
entry simultaneously places
information into the appropriate accounts: general
ledger, accounts receivable
and payable, inventory
control, payroll, sales or
purchase order, and so
forth . The Eagle's doubleentry accounting system
automatically checks for
errors.
In the word-processing
mode, the Eagle displays
information onscreen for
editing, rearranging , storage, or output to a printer.
Operating instructions can
be accessed by a help key.
The Eagle " is CP/Mcompatible, and its mass
storage is expandable to
more than 10 megabytes.
It features both a standard
typewriter keyboard and a
numeric keypad . The Eagle
" is available for S4995
from Transnational Computer Corp., 1545 Old Bayshore Highway , Burlingame, CA 94010, (415)
692-7525.
Circle 563 on inquiry card .
S04
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6502-based
Desktop System
The MTU-130 is a
6502-based desktop computer that can address
more than 64K bytes of
RAM (random-access read/
write memory) without explicit bank-switching commands. The MTU-130 has
a 256K-byte address space,
4S0 by 256 high-resolution
graphics, up to 4 megabytes of storage on floppy
disk, SOK bytes of RAM
(random-access read/write
memory), and antipiracy
hardware that allows software vendors to protect
their work. The system's
96-key keyboard features a
full numeric keypad, cursor
keys, and 10 programmable function keys. Other
features include a one-watt
audio amplifier, a 5- by
3-inch speaker, slots for
four expansion boards, rear
connectors for RS-232C
and two parallel 110 ports,
and switched AC outlets.
The MTU- 130's SO-character by 25-line display features a full-screen editor.
System software includes an advanced disk
operating system called
CODOS, which has Unixstyle files, device-independent 110, and, according to
the manufacturer, the abili-

ty to locate and load a
32K-byte file in less than 3
seconds. Microsoft BASIC is
provided and has been enhanced to allow programs
to specify " libraries" of additional commands. Standard libraries include
graphics and operating-system interface commands.
Also provided is a fourvoice music package that
uses the system's S-bit
analog-to-digital converter.
The MTU-130 is available from Micro . Technology Unlimited, 2S06
Hillsborough St ., POB
12106, Raleigh, NC 27605 ,
(919) S33-145S.
Circle 564 on inquiry card .

Cromemco Unveils
Desktop Computer
Cromemco's System
One desktop computer is
designed for single- and
multiuser applications. The
basic System One comes
with Cromemco's ZSOAbased central processing
unit 64K bytes of RAM
(random-access read/write
memory), a printer interface, and dual quad-capacity 5 V4-inch floppy-disk
drives that can provide up
to 7S0K bytes of storage.

Standard features include
diagnostics that provide a
quick test to see that the
memory, controller, and
disk drives are operating
properly. Software support
includes the Writemaster
word-processing program,
the Slidemaster graphics
package, and a databasemanagement system .
Available software includes
Structured BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, C, RATFOR, and LISP.
The Model CS- 1 System
One, with a choice of operatings systems including
Cromix, is available from
Cromemco dealers for
S3995 . Contact Cromemco Inc., 2S0 Bernardo
Ave ., Mountain View , CA
94043, (415) 964-7400.
Circle 565 on inquiry card .

JBE 1 Single-board
Computer
The 6502-based JBE 1 is
a single-board microcomputer with room enough
for 16K bytes of EPROM
(erasable programmable
read-only memory) , 4K
bytes of RAM (randomaccess read/write memory) ,
eight parallel ports, and a
serial port. All address and
data lines, power supply,
ROY (ready), interrupts, and
DMA (direct memory access) are brought off the
board to a 50-pin edge
connector.
Three JBE 1 versions are
available : a fully populated
board, a partially populated
board, and a bare board .
Documentation includes a
6502
programming
manual and complete
documentation for a 6522

What'. Neww?
VIA (versatile interface
adapter). interfacing with
an ADIDA (analog-todigita I/digita I-to-ana log)
converter . solid-state
switch. EPROM programmer. and a parallel-input
speech synthesizer.
Available options include a monitor and tiny
BASIC. The fully populated
JBE 1 costs 5349.95. the
partially populated version
is 5249.95. and the bare
board costs 589 .95. The
EPROM with Tiny BASIC is
available for 519.95; the
EPROM with monitor costs
519.95. Information is
available from John Bell
Engineering Inc.. POB 338.
Redwood City. CA 9.4064.
(415) 367-1137 .
Circle 566 on inquiry card.

New Computer from
Hewlett-Packard
The HP-87 microcomputer features an 80-column by 24- or 16-line highresolution video display
with 16K bytes of dedicated RAM (random-access
read/write memory). Standard features include 48K
bytes of enhanced HP
(Hewlett-Packard) BASIC in
ROM (read-only memory)
and 32K bytes of RAM. expandable to 544K. All RAM
is automatically configured
into a single block when
the HP-87 is switched on.
Additionally. all memory
can be used for program
execution and data storage. Other system highlights include CP/M and
HP-85 compatibility and a
built-in interface. the HP1B. which can communicate with a wide variety of

Hewlett-Packard peripherals.
Among the options
available for the HP-87 are
Visicalc Plus. a serial RS232C interface. a Centronics-type parallel printer. and
add-on RAM modules of
32K. 64K. and 128K bytes.
Software available for the
HP-87 includes Hew/ettPackard CP/M software.
Micropro's database management programs. and
the Wordstar word-processing system.
The HP-87 is available at
local Hewlett-Packard
dealers for 52495 to
57995. depending upon
optional equipment. For
the location of your nearest
Hewlett-Packard dealer.
call (800) 547-3400. In
Alaska. Hawaii. and
Oregon.
call
(503)
758-1010.
Circle 567 on inquiry card.

S-100 Computers
Tecmar's new series of
S-I00 microcomputers are
based on the 16-bit 8086
microprocessor.
The
Tec-86 includes the 8086
with vectored interrupts;
64K bytes of dynamic RAM
(random-access read/write
memory) or 32 K bytes of
static RAM. expandable to 1
megabyte; two serial RS232C ports; three 8-bit
parallel ports; EPROM
(erasable programmable
read-only memory) boot for
the CP/M-86 operating
system; double-density
floppy-disk controller; dual
8-inch Shugart Associates'
floppy-disk drives; and
power supplies. The Tec86W has all these features

plus a 3 I-megabyte Winchester hard-disk drive and
256K bytes of RAM.
Systems software includes CP/M-86. Microsoft
BAS/C-86. and Pascal/
M86. The Tec-86 costs
53990; the Tec-86W costs
59990. For details. contact
Tecmar Inc. . 23600 Mercantile Rd .. Cleveland. OH
44122. (216) 464-7410.
Circle 568 on inquiry card.

SOFTWARE
Unix Features
for CP/M
Microshell is a userfriendly interface program
that brings the power of
the Unix operating system
to any 8080-. 8085-. or
Z80-based CP/M 2.2 system . Compatibility with
CP/M programs is retained.
but the user can enter
multiple commands on a
line. send normal output to
a file rather than to the
screen. and take input from
a file instead of the keyboard. Microsheli performs
disk-drive
a utomatic
searches. eliminating the
need for disk-drive prefixes
to file names. Other features include direct execution of commands from a
file without using the submit faCility. user-defined
prompt with drive or user
number. user-customized
search path to accommodate floppy- or hard-disk
configurations. and an expanded submit facility. The
Unix pipe facility is carried
out using temporary files.
Microshell is available on
501- or 8-inch disks. including manual. for 5 150. For

further details. contact
New Generation Systems
Inc. . 2 I 53 Golf Course Dr ..
Reston. VA 22091. (703)
476-9143.
Circle 569 on inquiry card.

Disk Catalog
System
Catalog. a master diskcataloging system for
CP/M-based 8080/Z80
computers. builds and
maintains a compressed
master database that's
packed with information
pertinent to each file. File
displays include file name.
file type. file size. and disk
numbers with file- and
user-entered
notes.
Among its other features
are disk-content displays
with the date of last entry
and space used. and a
quick summary of ali disks
including disk number and
date last entered into database.
Catalog operates on
CP/M versions 1.4. 2.0.
and 2.2. and requires two
disk drives and 24K bytes
of memory. Catalog is
available for 575. plus 52
shipping and handling.
from SRX Systems. 2812
Westberry Dr.. San Jose.
CA 95132. (408) 926-94 J 1.
Circle 570 on inquiry card.

BASIC Language
Extension
BLX (BASIC Language
Extension) is a structured
programming tool that
makes readable BASIC-80
or CBASIC programs possible . BLX provides an assortment of structures for program flow control. consisJune 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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tently formatted listings to
highlight program structure, automatic indentation
of structures, remark positioning, and subroutine
separation . It produces two
outputs: a "pure" BASIC
file and a formatted listing
file.
Designed to be used
with 44K-byte CP/M operating systems, BLX costs
595, including documentation. The documentation
alone costs 520; the BLX
translator with documentation is available for 565 . For
further details , contact
Quelo, 843 Northwest
54th, Seattle, WA 98107,
(206) 784-8018.
Circle 57' on inquiry card .

6809 Pascal Complier
Omegasoft's nativecode Pascal compiler runs
under the MOOS, XDOS,
Flex, DOS69, or OS-9 operating systems. The singlepass compiler rapidly translates Pascal into optimized
6809 assembly-language
code . It permits long integers that allow representation of dollar amounts
without the speed penalties of double-precision real
or BCD (binary-coded decimal) implementations. Full
dynamic-variable allocation
is provided by means of the
NEW, DISPOSE, MARK,
and RELEASE procedures.
Random-access files are
supported. Other features
include a symbolic debugger, run-time library with
source code, and utilities to
assist in creating a chain file
for automatically linking a
user's program with the
run-time library.
506
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The native-code Pascal
compiler requires a
48K-byte system . Options
include a relocatable assembler and linker. The
compiler is supplied with a
language reference handbook and a configuration
manual detailing operating-system-dependent features. The suggested price
is 5425. The assembler and
linker cost 575. Contact
Omegasoft Industrial Products Group, POB 70265,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 .

Electric Blackboard

Project Management
System
The Visischedule program lets you create onscreen schedules of projects and tasks that incorporate all pertinent data, including costs, manpower,
resource leveling , and
scheduling constraints. Immediate response is given
to your " What itT schedule changes, complete
with effects on subsequent
events. Visischedule can
chart and print out start
and stop dates, slack time,
holidays, and deadlines for
as many as 160 projects .
Visischedule can generate
computer reports providing
critical-path information,
cost estimates, deadlines,
and prerequisites of all or
some of the project tasks.
Visischedule requires an
Apple II or /I Plus with a
minimum of 48K bytes of
memory and two disk
drives . It's available for
5300 from Visicorp, 2895
Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA
95134, (408) 946-9000.
Circle 572 on inquiry card.

The Electric Blackboard is
a multiwindow full-screen
text editor that runs on any
Z80-based microcomputer
running under the CP/M
operating system. The
Blackboard lets you divide
your display screen into
vertical and horizontal windows as narrow as one
column or as thin as a line.
Text is edited directly in
each window, and results
are seen immediately. Windows can be created or
deleted as needed. The
Blackboard lets you load,
save, erase, move text, replace strings, and perform
other functions when you
want and in any window,
independently of the other
windows. Other features
include automatic horizontal and vertical scrolling,
keystroke saving, largeand wide-file editing, automatic memory management, a picture cursor that
lets you set the direction
that the cursor will move
after a character is typed,
the ability to display two or
more separate pieces of
text, and easy rendering of
diagrams, flowcharts, and
graphs .

The Electric Blackboard,
including a learning guide,
a reference manual, and a
quick-reference card, costs
less than 5200 and is available from Santa Cruz Software Services, 1711 Quail
Hollow Rd., Ben Lomond,
CA 95005, (408) 336-2170.
Circle 573 on inquiry card.

Smart Security
Analysis
The SMART (Securities
Market Analysis, Reporting,
and Transaction) system is
designed for institutional
money managers and sophisticated investors.
SMART gives the Apple II
Plus the ability to retrieve,
store, graph, and analyze
securities and economic
data. A portfolio module
provides capabilities for
maintaining and reporting
data and transactions for
securities portfolios. SMART
lets you automatically access data from one or more
remote databases over telephone lines and prepare
graphic displays in a variety
of formats. Analytic tools
include moving averages,
exponential smoothing,

What'. Ne."
momentum, trend lines,
and user-defined formulas.
SMART, which is ava ilable for 5 1950, requires a
48K -byte Apple /I Plus, two
disk drives, a micromodem,
a monitor, and a printer.
For more information, contact Software Resources
Inc.. Suite 310, 186 Alewife
Brook Parkway, Cambridge, MA 02138, (617)
497-5900.
Circle 574 on inquiry card.

SMC BASIC
on Fortune 32:16
Fortune System's 32: 16
microcomputer is now
available with SMC BASIC
a business-oriented interpreter with keyed-access
capabilities, dynamic-memory management and fast
execution . SMC BASIC
allows the IDOL databasemanagement system and
other business-applications
software to be run on the
68000-based Fortune
32: 16. For further details,
contact SMC Systems and
Technology Inc.. Proprietary Systems Division ,
POB 6800, Bridgewater,
NJ08807, (201) 685-9000.
Circle 575 on inquiry card.

Farm and Ranch
Management
Programs
American Small Business
Computers' Farm and
Ranch Management programs are designed for the
Radio Shack TRS-80 Models
I. II, and /II. Developed at
the Oklahoma State
University'S Agriculture
division, program titles include Beef Projection, Feed

Lot Government Program,
Feed Formulator, and Pasture Projection. Program
prices range from 5 15 to
5 100. Contact American
Small Business Computers,
118 South Mill St., Pryor,
OK 74361. (918) 825-4844.

PERIPHERALS

Circle 576 on inquiry card .

Color Adventures
Your Apple II can be the
setting for Scott Adams's
series of high-resolutiongraphics Adventures. The
graphics are compressed
and drawn using more
than 100 colors . In addition, the programs support
the Votrax Type 'N Talk
voice synthesizer. Adventureland, the first adventure in the series, is available for 529.95 from Adventure International, Department G, POB 3435 ,
Longwood, FL 32750,
(800) 327-7172; in Florida,
(305) 862-6917.

Portable TermInal
wIth PrInter
The Execuport 4120 is a
multiprocessor-based portable terminal system with
a thermal printer. The 4120
can produce high-resolution characters up to 233
characters per line, complete with fully formed
lowercase descenders, at
speeds of up to 120 cps
(characters per second).
Two character fonts are
available: 9 by 11, which
can print both standard

:md high-resolution copy
at 10 characters per inch,
and 5 by 7, which produces a 16¥4-charactersper-inch compressed print.
System operating modes
can be changed through
keyboard instructions .
The 4120 is offered with
a choice of modems and
modem combinations that
operate at 300 bps (bits per
second) and 1200 bps.
Through its RS-232C port,
the 4120 can communicate at data rates up to
9600 bps. Provisions are
available for as much as
56K-byte RAM (randomaccess
read/write
memory). For further
details, contact Computer
Transceiver Systems Inc..
East 66 Midland Ave., POB
15, Paramus, NJ 07652,
(201) 261-6800.
Circle 579 on inquiry card ,

Circle 577 on inquiry card.

Small-System Network Capability
CP/M Users Compat
Com pat a disk-utility
program that provides
CP/M users with complete
access to IBM System 3740
formatted disks, offers total
_file-compatibility between
CP/M and IBM 3740 disks.
With Compat IBM data
can be read into and can
be processed by a CP/M
system, and vice versa. Additionally, IBM 3740 disks
can be created on a CP/M
system . Com pat costs
$99.95 and is available
from Starr Computer Systems Inc.. 6126 Melissa
Ln ., Omaha, NE 68152,
(402) 571-1722.
Circle 578 on inquiry card.

Radio Shack's Network 3
Controller can link 16 nondisk TRS-80 Model Ills to a
master Model III disk computer. With the Network 3
in command, each work
station can simultaneously
run a disk-based program
while functioning as if it
were an independent diskequipped unit complete
with disk load and store
commands. The Network
3 lets each work station
select any program from a
menu of programs on the
host computer and employ
a printer (optional) attached to itself or to the
host computer. Print requests to the host com-

puter are automatically
queued .
The TRS-80 Network 3
Controller requires a
TRS-80 Model III with a
minimum of 32K bytes of
RAM (random-access
read/write memory), one
disk drive, and an RS-232C
interface for its .host. Individual work stations require a TRS-80 Model /II
with a minimum of 16K
bytes of memory, Model III
BASIC and an RS-232C interface. The Network 3
Controller is available for
5599 at Radio Shack stores,
Computer Centers, and
participating dealers.
Circle 580 on inquiry card.
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Letter-Quallty
Printers

Add Versatility to Your Apple
The Synergy-Card is a
16K-byte RAM (randomaccess read/write memory)
card capable of adding a
parallel printer port (Centronics standard) , a serial
RS-232C port, two inteNal
timers, a real-time clock!
calendar, and a BSR X-IO
interface to an Apple II . It
can save up to five Apple
slots while reducing power
consumption. Serial data
rates are software-selectable from 50 to 9600
bits per second.
Options for the SynergyCard include two programmable-interval timers that
allow the Apple to do
multiprogramming by producing regular interrupts so

that programs can be run
on a priority basis. An optional clock/calendar, supplied with batteries, is capable of automatically storing file creation time and
date plus displaying day of
week, month, year, hour,
minute, second, and millisecond . The BSR X-I 0 interface option lets the Apple
control any plug-in electrical device.
The Synergy-Card costs
$ 195, including a user's
manual. The options range
in price from $20 to $59 .
Contact Spies Laboratories,
POB 336, Lawndale, CA
90260, (213) 644-0056 .
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Circle 583 on inquiry card.

Circle 581 on inquiry card.

Family of Printers

Logic Analyzer
The Kanel A2-1 logicanalyzer card can analyze
TTL-compatible MOS
(metal-oxide semiconductor) and TTL circuits. Designed for the Apple II, the
card has 32 data input
probes and 16 data output
probes that are connected
to the card by three ribbon
cables. Software-supplied
displays enter signals as
columns of I s and Os. Additionally, from one to 16
inputs can be used for a
trigger pattern.

Southern Systems introduces two letter-quality
daisy-wheel printers. The
Model 3500 operates at 33
cps
(characters per
second) , and the Model
7700 operates at 55 cps.
Both feature parallel or
serial interfacing (synchronous or asynchronous) ,
automatic proportional
spacing, and ribbon cartridges. The printers' formshandling options include
bidirectiona I tractor feed,
cut-sheet guide with automatic loading, single-bin
cut-sheet feeder, and a
dual-bin adapter. Wordprocessing options include
proportional-space printing, half-Iinefeed, negative
half-Iinefeed, automatic
bold printing, shadow
printing, and underscore.
For complete details on
these printers, contact
Southern Systems Inc. ,
2841 Cypress Creek Rd .,
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309,
(305) 979-1000.

The A2-1 is supplied
with sample routines in
BASIC Pascal, and assembly language that can help
you write custom programs for programmed
stimulus-and-response interaction with circuits to be
tested. The A2-1 logical
analyzer costs $400 and is
available from the Kanel
Corp. , Department A,
1025 Reynolds Rd. B202,
Johnson City, NY 13790.
Circle 582 on inquiry card .

The IPS-5000-C is the
featured member of Dataroyal's new line of intelligent printers. The 5000-C
is a I 65-character-per-second impact dot-matrix
printer with increased
programmable memory,
graphics abilities, international character sets (optional) , and a variety of
user-selectable print styles.
Standard features include a
500-character FIFO (firstin/first-out) buffer, X-ON/XOFF protocols, paper and
forms-handling widths
from 3 to 15 inches, and

the ability to print originals
plus five copies . Th e
5000-C has both a parallel
Centronics-type interface
and an RS-232C interface,
which operates at data
rates from I 10 to 9600 bits
per second . Mean time between failures is 1500
hours at 100-percent duty
cycle and paper density.
Members of the IPS-5000
family range in price from
$ I 100 to $ 1695; quantity
discounts are available. For
further details, contact
Dataroyal Inc., 235 Main
Dunstable Rd ., Nashua,
NH 03060, (603) 883-4157 .
Circle 584 on inquiry card.

New Televldeo
Products
Televideo Systems has
added four new items to its
product line. The first, the
Intelligent I, is a smart
video-display terminal. It
features 64K by tes of RAM
(random-access read/write
memory) , which gives it local-processing capabilities.
The Intelligent I has a suggested retail price of S1695.
The second product, the
Model 970 video-display
terminal, is an extension of
the company's Model 950
smart terminal. It has expanded memory and additional operating and printing functions.
The final two products
are mass-storage devices
for the TS806 computer, a
multiuser system with 64K
bytes of RAM, a 10-megabyte 5 \14-inch Winchester
disk drive, and a 500K-by te
floppy-disk stroage unit.
The TSB06C is a tapecartridge unit that provides
17.2 megabytes of backup

What'. Ne.,?
tape-storage capacity. The
TSB06H gives the TS806
computer an additional
10-megabyte, 5V4-inch
Winchester disk drive . The
TSB06C has a suggested
retail price of $3995. The
TS806H costs $3600. For
complete details on these
and other products, contact Televideo Systems Inc.,
1170 Morse Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408)
745-7760.
Circle 585 on inquiry card.

Video-Cassette
Recorder
Control Soard
The AM-610 is a VCR
(video cassette recorder)
controller board that uses a
standard VCR and videocassette tapes for data
backup and transfer of
user-selected files . The
AM-6 10 provides fileoriented backup and a directory, so users can selectively record or retrieve
random and sequential
files . A single video tape
can back up as much as
100 megabytes of data,
depending on the tape's
length, the mixture of random and sequential files,
and the amount of recording redundancy desired .
When used with an Alpha
Micro time-of-day clock
and a programmable VCR,
the AM-610 can provide
automatic backup capabilities.
For complete details,
contact Alpha Micro ,
17881 Sky Park North,
POB 18347, Irvine, CA
92713, (714) 957-1404.
Circle 586 on inquiry card.

Local-Network
Component
The Model 7 I is a shorthaul modem that serves as
a local-network component for any RS-232C
device. It can operate at
distances of 2 to 10 miles, at
speeds of up to 9600 bps,
full-duplex, using two
twisted cable pairs, or simplex, using a single twisted
pair. Designed for asynchronous operation, the
network must provide DC
continuity and be of the
non load type. The Model
7 1 draws its power from
the host device.
In single units, the Model
71 costs $87; quantity discounts are available. For
details, contact Remark
Datacom Inc., 4 Sycamore
Dr . , Woodbury , NY
11797, (516) 367-3806.

reports. The system consists of a Z80-based microcomputer, a line printer, an
electronic scale that sends
data directly through an
RS-232C interface, and
software. The standard
unit is equipped to handle
both UPS (United Parcel
Service) and U.S. Postal Service carriers and is designed to manage 3000
parcels in an eight-hour
period. Modules for other
carriers are available.
The Parcel Manifest System costs $8995 . For complete details, contact Tandata Corp., Suite Six, 3336
East 32nd St.. Tulsa , OK
74135, (918) 747-2071.
Circle 588 on inquiry card .

Circle 587 on inquiry card.

MISCELLANEOUS
Manifest System
Streamlines Shipping
The Parcel Manifest System is designed to streamline small package shipping . The system performs
shipping functions such as
weighing the parcel. calculating shipping charges,
and selecting the least costly carrier; prints manifests;
and compiles daily, monthly, and yearly shipping

Power-LIne Monitor
The Inmac Power-Line
Monitor can save you the
expense of unnecessary
repair calls by helping you
determine whether a system shutdown is due to a
faulty system or a power
problem . The device keeps
track of the power fed to
computers and other sensitive equipment using 120
volts AC. It can pinpoint six
different types of problems:
power failure, low- or highline voltage, voltage spikes

or dropouts, and high-frequency noise . Line problems are indicated by LEOs
(light-emitting diodes) and
by a user-selectable alarm .
The Inmac Power-Line
Monitor costs $295; quantity discounts are available.
For details, contact Inmac
Corp., Department 23 ,
2465 Augustine Dr., Santa
Clara, CA 95051, (408)
727-1970.
Circle 589 on inquiry card .

CP/M 2.2 for
TRS-80 Model III
The CP/M 2.2 operating
system is now available for
the TRS-80 Model III,
thanks to Parasitic Engineering . Shuffleboard III
uses a memory-mapping
technique that lets the
TRS-80 use standard CP/M .
It comes with 16K bytes of
RAM (random-access
read/write memory); 2K
bytes of ROM (read-only
memory) expandable to 8K
bytes; and Maxi-Disk CP/M
2.2, which supports singlear double-density 5 V4 -inch
disk drives and enhances
the keyboard and screen.
With the Maxi-Disk, the
keyboard can generate all
128 ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) and all CP/M
control characters. Additionally, the screen can
handle both nondestructive cursor movements and
direct cursor addressing.
Shuffleboard III plugs directly into two sockets
within the TRS-80; soldering and cut traces are not
required . Shuffleboard III
costs $495, including
manuals and installation instructions. For more information, contact Parasitic
June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc
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Engineering Inc. , 1101
Ninth Ave., Oakland, CA
94606, (415) 839-2636.
Circle 590 on inquiry card .

MInIature
MIcroprocessor
Crystals
Statek has urivieled a
series of I-MHz to
1.25-MHz quartz crystals
that are 48 times smaller
than the industry-standard
HC-33 crystal package . Designed primarily for microprocessor-clock circuits, the
crystals occupy only 10
percent of the board space
required by conventional
crystals. A I -MHz version,
the CX-II , is available with
leads in a low-profile, hermetically-sealed ceramic
package for use in printedcircuit board construction.
Another version is leadless
and can be used for direct
surface mounting on
printed-circuit boards or
hybrid circuits.
In ten-unit lots, the
crystals cost 511.39 each.
For details, contact Statek
Corp., 512 North Main St. ,
Orange, CA 92668, (714)
639-7810.
Circle 591 on inquiry card.
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Computer Camps
The following is a list of
computer camps and
where to send for further
information .
Champlain College
Computer Camp, Room
#4A, Box 670, 163 South
Willard St. , Burlington , VT
05402, (802) 658-0800.
Computer Camp, Registrar, J. Hamilton Welch
Academy, 3049 McGregor
Blvd ., Fort Meyers, FL
33901, (813) 334-6044.
Computer Camp Inc.,
Suite G, 1235 Coast Village
Rd., Santa Barbara, CA
93103 , (800) 235-6965; in
California, (805) 969-7871.
Family
Computer
Camp, Conference and Information Center, Clarkson
College, Potsdam , NY
13676, (315) 268-6647 .
Lake Forest Computer
Camp, Lake Forest College, Sheridan and College
Roads, Lake Forest, IL
60045, (312) 234-3100.
National Computer
Camp, POB 624, Orange,
CT 06477, (203) 795-3049
or (203) 795-9495.
Tar Heel Career Camps
Inc., POB 2328, Chapel
Hill, NC 27514, (919)
967-6996 .
Virginia Tech Computer
Camp, Carisa Blaylock,
College of Education, 300
War Memorial Gym, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
24061, (703) 961-5587 .

HIgh-Speed UARTs
The COM 8018 and the
COM 1863 are high-speed
UARTs (universal asynchronous receivers/transmitters) that operate at
data rates of up to 62.5

kbps (thousand bits per
second) at a I-MHz clock
rate. The COM 8018 has a
high-accuracy mode in
which the master transmitter and receiver .clocks are
32 times faster than the
data, rather than the standard UART speed of 16
times. This allows a higherdistortion margin in the receiver-data sampling ,
which, in turn, improves
the data accuracy in noisy
environments. When its
high-accuracy mode is disabled, the COM 8018 is
pin-compatible with industry-standard UARTs. The
COM 1863 has the same
features as the 8018, with
two exceptions: it does not
have pull-up resistors or the
high-accuracy mode .
Both devices are available in ceramic and plastic
40-pin DIPs (dual in line
packages) . In 100-unit lots,
they cost S4.20 (plastic)
and 5 13 (ceramiC) each .
Contact Standard Microsystems Corp., 35 Marcus
Blvd ., Hauppauge , NY
11788, (516) 273-3100.
Circle 592 on inquiry card .

MIcrocomputer
Reference Cards
Foldable, shirt-pocketsized microcomputer-system reference cards are
available from Nanos Systems. Each card has a complete summary of the system as well as its reference
manuals. The cards are
printed on heavy-stock
paper stretch-wrapped in
plastic for protection . Cards
are available for a wide assortment of systems, including TRS-80 Model I

BASIC and assembler, PET
BASIC, Heath H -8 /89
BASIC, Sinclair ZX80/81 ,
and Atari BASIC and assembler. Card prices range
from 52.95 to 55.95; quantity discounts are available .
For further details, contact
Nanos Systems Corp., POB
24344, Speedway, IN
46224, (317) 244-4078.
Circle 593 on inquiry card .

Where Do New
Products Items
Come From?
The information printed in
the new products pages of
BYTE is obtained from " new
product" or "press release"
copy sent by the promoters
of new products. If in our
jUdgment the information
might be of interest to the
personal computing exper imenters and homebrewers who read BYTE, we
print it in some form . We
openly solicit releases and
photos from manufacturers
and suppliers to this
marketplace. The information is printed more or less
as a first-in first-out queue,
subject to occasional priority
modifications . While we
would not knowingly print
untrue or inaccurate data,
or data from unreliable companies, our capacity to
evaluate the products and
companies appearing in the
" What's New?" feature is
necessarily limited . We
therefore cannot be responsible for product quality or
company performance.

BYTE's Bugs
New Address
Correct Price
The new address for the
Datasouth Computer Corporation is POB 240947,
Charlotte, NC 28224 . Also,
the DS180 printer, mentioned
in the March 1982 BYTE (see
page 483), costs $1595 . We
apologize for this error . •

Circle 429 on inquiry card,

S3

R3 For Three 8" or

2 in 1 Unit for S- 100 and
two 8"0r51(," Disk Drives . It fits
most Di sk System Mainframes.

5%" Disk Drives

S-100 POWER SUPPLY KITS
ITEM

@ + 8 Vdc

USED FOR

K IT 1 15 CARDS SOURCE
KIT 2 SYSTEM SOURCE
DISK SYSTEM
K IT 3

(OPEN FRAME WITH BASE PLATE , 3 HRS, ASSY, TIME)
@ + 16 Vdc
@ - 16 Vdc
@ + 28 Vdc
SIZE W x 0 x H

PRICE
54.95
61 ,95
69.95

@ - 9 Vdc

1SA
25A
15A

2.5A
3A
2A

1A

2.5A
3A
2A

12" x S" x 4,,"'
12" x S" x 4%"
14" x 6" x 4%"

4A

DISK DRIVE POWER SUPPLY "R3"

REGULATED , OPEN FRAME , ASSY. & TESTED .... . .. . . , " " " " ' "
SPECS : + SV @ 6A OVP, - SV @ 1A +24V @ 6A. SHORTS PROTECT. 2 SIZES AVAIL., 1) 9" (W) x 61(.' (D) x 43fa" (H), 2) 9" (W) x 4l's" (D) xS1(" (H)
OPTION : 1) REPLACE + 24V BY + 12V, 2) FOR SIZE 1 ON LY, ADD.± 12V @ 1A, AT AN ADD ITIONAL $12.00.
IDEAL FOR THREE 8" or S1(, FLOPPY DISK DRI VES, SUC H AS SHUGART 801/8S1, SIEMANS FDD 100-8/200-8 OR 100-S ETC.

,69.95

• DISK SYSTEM PWR SUPPLY " S3"

OPEN FRAME , ASSY, & TESTED . COMPACT SIZE: 10"(W) x 6"(D) x S"( H)102.95
REGULATED OUTPUTS FOR DISK DRI VES: +SV@SA, - SV@ 1A, + 24V@SA(OR + 12V@SA).
FUSES PROTECT REG. OUTPUTS .
UNREGULATED OUTPUTS FOR S-100: +8V@ 14A,.± 16V@3A.
W ITH OVP CIRC UIT FOR +SV.
A COMPLETE UNIT FOR DISK SYSTEM WITH THE MAINFRAME CONTAINING 12 SLOTS & TWO

ATTENTION O.E.M.'S
YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS OR
DESIGNS OF TRANSFORMER,
LINEAR & SWITCHING PWR
SUPPLY WILL BE MADE TO
ORDER AT SUNNY LOW LOW
COST & FASTEST DELIVERY.

POWER TRANSFORMERS
ITEM

PRIMARY

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

110 / 120
110 / 120
110 / 120
110 / 120
110 / 120

SECONDARY # 1
2
2
2
2
2

(WITH MOUNTING BRACKETS)
SECONDARY #2 SECONDARY #3
SIZE W x D x H

x 8 Vac, 1SA

28
28
28
28
28

x 8 Vac, 2SA
x 8 Vac, 1SA

x 8 Vac. 6A
x 8 Vac, 6A

Vac,
Vac,
Vac,
Vac,
Vac,

CT ,
CT ,
CT ,
CT ,
CT ,

2. SA
3.5A
2.SA
1.SA
2A

_. __ . __ ~
_ ___ __
48 Vac , CT , 2A
48 Vac , CT, 3A
_ _ ~~_

3 3/ . '
3 3/ . '
3 3/ . '
3 3;""
3"

PRICE

x 3%" x 31fa"

22.95
28.95
30.95
23.95
15.95

x 4%" x 311,'
x 43fa" x 3'/,'

x 3%" x 31fa"
x 3" x 2Vi'

SHIPPING FOR EACH POWER SUPPLY: $5. 50 in Calif.; $8 .00 in other states; $1 8.00 in Canada.
For each Transformer $S .OO in all states; $12.00 in Canada. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

1

~1
-

MAILING ADDRESS,
P.O. BOX 4296
TORRANCE, CA 90510
TELEX 182558

SUNNY INTERNATIONAL

SHIPPING ADDRESS :

(TRANSFORMERS MANUFACTURER)

(213) 328-2425 MON-SAT 9-6

;~~-_ ~

A Message
to our Subs cribers

1459 -

Many BYTE subscribers
appreciate thi s controlled
use of our mailing list, and
loo k forward to find ing

information of interest to
them in the mail. Used are
ou r subscribers' names and
addresses only (no other
information we may have is
ever given) .
While we believe the
distributi on of this
information is of benefit to
ou r subscribers, we firmly
respect the wishes of any
subscriber who does not want
to rece ive such promotional
literature. Should you wis h to
restrict the use of your name,
simpl y send your request to
BYTE Publications Inc, Attn :
Circul ation Department,
70 Ma in St, Peterborough NH
03458. Than k you.
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From time to tim e we make
the BYTE subscriber list
available to other companies
who wish to send our
subscribers promotional
material about th ei r products.
We ta ke great care to screen
these com panies, choosing
only those who are reputable,
and whose products, services,
or information we feel would
be of interest to you . Direct
ma il is an eff ici ent medium
for prese nting th e latest
perso nal computer goods and
se rv ices to our subscribers.
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T ERMS,:FOB CAM8R IDGE, MASS. SEND CHECK
OR MONE Y ORDER. MINIMUM TE LEPHONE.
C.O.D. PURCHASE ORDER OR CHARGE $20.00
M INIMUM MAIL ORDER $5. 00.

SOLID STATE SALES

34OK · 12. 150f 24V$1.5O
340T·5. 6. 8.!J, 12.
15. 18 0. 24 V .. s .85
LA.5 14 12 . 12V3AS3.95
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16.95
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39.95
$ 8 .95

CONTROLLER

8275 CRT CONTROLLER
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....... . 5 .50
78MOS
.35
78LOS .
45
LM305G .
.75
320T5.12.15or245.90
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74lS14

1.95
3.00
2 .95
1.25
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2764· 25
8264 (4164·21 64K RAM
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LM337 .
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74LS SERIES
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_ , 6.95
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- 12.95
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SPOT

1060 -

8259
I12S7IAM95171
Zfl)A CPU
Z8)AS10

It2S5

2.25
3.60
2.90
3.25

8.000
10.000
18.000

S3 .5Oea.

TL062 CP - .95

8TJ9J
MM!iJ21
MM5.36:I

5.000
6.000
6.1 44

REGU LA T ORS

Tl064CN _ 1.50

8834 200
RaJ7 2.00
BS:i8 2.00

35.00

8212
8214
8216
8224

RATES
AO O 10% fOR OROERS UtlO£R $ 25.00
' A005 1>b FOROROERSBH WHN$ 25 .ooAllDS5000
ADO 3% fOR O~OERS ABOVE '5000

,

~::I= _- ,'it,15

lM383 _ 2.50
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20.0Cl0
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709 - .25
710 _ .45
749 _ .95
711CH _ .40

41)6 - .85
3900 - 45
LM307 - .30
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1489
.90 8BJO
1489 1.\0
8833

UART's
AY 5· IOI3
TRI6028
PT14828
M8868A
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SEND $.25 FOR OUR CATALOG
FEATURING TRANSISTORS &
ReCTIFIERS. 145 HAMPSHIRE
ST . . CAMBR IDGE. MASS. 02' 39

TEL. (617) 547-7053
TOLL FREE 1·800·343·5230
FOR ORDERS ONLY
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Build and Enhance

_

your Ap pl e' soft wa re li brar y
al affordabl e p ri ces.
For the FIRST time - PACK ED

»>A ~C:? ~;~~sr:~:
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fLEXIBLE DISCS

60 out stand in g

Your App le ' needs pr ogram s !
At las t yo u have an oppor tunity
to use your Apple' to its fullest
capacity!

,, ~

AtJtJlEWAAE

H~C.

MEMOREX

offers on each disk an

ex tensive variety of prog ram s in clu d ing:
Graphics
Prin ter
• Mus ic
• Text
Uti l ities
• Data Base
• F inance
Science
• E ngineering • a nd ma ny
others with 3.3 DOS l or easy demuff in ing .

Business

WE WIll NOT BE UNDERSOLDfl Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C. OD.'s
accepted

Games

Save $ on
Computer Books!
We offer a 10% di scount on
computer books from Addi sonWesley, Wiley, Sybex, and Murach
Fast , reliable service and low
shipping charges formail orders.
Write for FREE catalog (or stop
in to see us In lowe r Manh attan)
DOWNTOWN
BOOK BAZAAR,
Dept. B
172 Fulton St.
(near World
Trade elr.)
New York, N.Y.

First 3 disks available at $59.95 each
Order all 3 for a free bonus disk.
Call now toll free : 1-800-327-8664
Fla. Residents : 305-584-7004
Please add $3 for postage & handling .
6400 Hayes St.
~ I_

10007

Hollywood, FL 33024
°TM Apple 15 a registered trademark 01 Apple Computer Co.

Circle 353

Circle 30 on inquiry card.

8/569

RAM: 64K·200ns (12ar.h",h)

59.95

Color R.F . Modulator Kit:

14A 5·100 Power Supply Kit- $29.95

~~~~n~z~o;~.;~ ~~~u~I~~e~~~(jl~~~ :~~ed.

:!: 16V

@2A

Enclosed versions now available for: NEe, IBM,
Applo )II (your cholco). Call for Data.

I

New ·

RG B Displays

• High Con trast Brack·St ripe Tube
• Ullra Stable Convergence
• 90 Day Warran ty
.1 5.7 KHz
Mlcro.ngelo
CAT·l00, IBM

~~::,ru\~~~t

011

Inquiry card .

, OMEGA

NOW!
176K

The Last Disassembler
You Will Ever Need!

TOTAL

RAM

Mnemonics Externally Defined
Zilog, Intel, PASM Supplied
ASCII/HEX Pre conditioner
Can Externally Def. Equates
Optional Address Listing

13"· $359 00

Circ le 162 on inquiry card.

For the '89
·3 MP/M U©Compatible Banks
• "Invisible Disk" CP/M
Software Included

ASM/PASM/M80 Compatible

525)( 420 lines. 32 Ibs

19"· $389 00
525 )( 620 lines, 48 Ibs.
(Displays 80 characters on IBM)
Active 12' C.ble to IBM with " Intens ity" Input-S75.00
Add shipping and Insurance We are philosophi cally against
VISA & Me (lor 5'. who wouldn I be')

Dealin' Electronics
735 Loma Ve t'de, Palo Alto, CA 94303 ·41 5·493·5930

Dealerships Available
C ircle 152 on inquiry card.

DB statements forc ible over user
spec ifi ed range
$150. completel$25. manual only
for fu rther informa tion contac l

COMPUTER TOOLBOX, INC.
1325 East Main St.
Waterbury, Ct. 06705
Phone (203) 754·4197
Circle 119 on Inquiry card .

Beech Enterprizes

6109 South I Street
Tacoma, Washington 98408
(206) 472-1094

Only

$595.00

MAGNOLIAii

MICROSYSTEMS
2264 • 15th AVE. W

PRINTERS
Olivetti PRAX IS Electr onic Da!sywheel
Model 30 / 35 Typewriter·Prlnter
non-ASClJ Interl ace versions
Buffered Centronics version
Buffe red RS·232 Terminals

from $649

Circle 280 on Inquiry card .

LABELS

~r:~~P~r;rl~'6i~sv:ai~~ :r'ttt!he':l~~ranty
Dealer Inqu uy Welcome

SYSTEMEO CORPORATION _

Circle 434 on Inquiry card .

and case.

99

Boards - Microsoft, Vidal
Z80 Softcard by Microsoft .. .. 287 .00
16K Ramcard by Microsoft .... 146.75

perM

Computer systems - Altos, Tolevldeo , NEC
NEC - 64K Ram, 2 Dis k, 7 Expansion
Slots CRT , . ... ........... 2379 .00
Other Products & Software Available. $
Call
Hard Disk , Visicalc , Modems,
Monitors , Furniture
Terms: Certified checks , personal checks ,
money orders. Allow 2 weeks for per·
sonal checks to clear. Equipment is sub·
ject to price change and availability.

Circle 59 on Inquiry card.

(800) 426-2841

CP/ M " & M P/ M II" are registered t r ademarks of
Digital Research, Pacific Grove, CA.

Printers - Epson, Okldata , Nec, Anadol, Othe ..
Epson MX· 70 ... . .......... 315 .00
Epson MX·80 ............. 445 .00
Epson MX·100 ..... , .. , .. ,' 745 .00
Anadex DP9500 , DP9501 .... 1265 .00
IDS 560 .......... . , .. ... 1104 .00

LETTER BUALITV

SEAITLE, W / A98119

. (206) 285-7266

15/ 16"x3 Y,"

w hite pressure

1 up . pin feed

sensitive

PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING
Packed 5M per box· Min . order 1 box ·$14 .95
Check with order· Mass Residents add 5% Sales Tax

~

CHECK.MATE r M
P.O. Box 103, Randolph , MA 02368
Telephone: 617·963·7694
CALL TOLL FREE 1·800·343·7706

Circle 87 on Inquiry card .

Circle 131 on Inquiry card .

VIC~2D

Apple Cards and Hardware
16K Ram Board by ConComp Industries ............ 69
Hayes MiCl omodem II ..
. .. .. 299
N avaHon Apple·Cat ..
. .......... . ..... 339

Videx Videotelm SO Column cald ................. 249

~~~~,n:.I~;g:n~~~:~e~8~~~~~)

g~~~~~II~~~~~I?~~'h~rd .
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Video Monitors

~~g ~~:: ~~. ~:: ~~~~~il~~'~;sPlay

.

Sanyo9" B&W Display .

"

'::.::: :~~~ ~:~~~;~.?~~~ g:~~\:~ .

Romwlller Card ..... . .
Sym l ec HI·Res light Pen . .. .. ...........

.::

:s!;

ACCESSORIES

Ftoa~n~:S;I~~;:~ r~m

:g:tt

..... I B5

:: ... :
. ... 139

Anadex 9501 wl2K Buller .
C.Uoh Starwr iler F· lO .
Epson MX·70 .....
Ep so n MX·80 & MX·80 FT .
Epson MX· IOO .. . . . . . . . . .
NE C Spinwrit ers (l atest mode ls) ..

..

_____
P'.ea
:.,,'.:.e.:.c':..".:.o_'_w_'''_e_'o_'_c_u'_'e_n.:.
' p_ic_e_'_i'_'. _ _-j g~~~~~~~a~:~!:~~~~~ b~~e~t models)
VisiCalc ~ers l on 3.3 .....
. .....
Visl File (NEW data base manager) .
. ::::
Visi TrendlViSIPlol .
VisiDex ..
VisiTClm ...... .
Deskl op Plan 11 .
DB Mas l er . ........................... .
.. lB9
Wordslar (Apple BO'col ~e r s i on, by MicroPro .
: ~~~
Easywriter Word Proces sor (BO col) .
Ta x Preparer '82 lIerSlon .
.. .. ... 129
Real Esl al e Analyzer
:~~
Cleatl ~e Financing ......... .
Per sonal F iling System (PFS) . .
. ...... . . 79
Peachlree Accoun trng So fl wilre .
Systems Plu s Acclng So ft ware .

.

tA'"

... 629
. 1099
. 979

.::::: ~~~

:

g~:~:::~~:~1tractor ..

~~:~

for Apple II Computers

A& T

BEST
PRICE

Systems Plus so ltwa fe l or Xerox

$69

d

f'!III

FOR
BEST

~~~:n~~os~e~~~SSiS ..

Scribe Tender .

SCflbe Master . .... ....... ..

... ... .. .

PRICE

We Carry More IBM Accessories. Pl ease Call .
Ordering Info rmation : Ph one orde rs using VISA
MASTERCARD , AMERICAN EXPRESS. DINER 'S CLU B.
CARTE BLANC HE. ban k wi re trans fer, cashie r's or cer.
tilled check, money ord er. or persona l check tallow ten
days 10 Clear). Unl ess prepaid wllh cash, please add 5%
for shi pping, handling and insura nce (minimum 5.00).

~~~~~O~ir~ ~~:!~:n~sdd a~g%6 r~r ~~Ii~~int;,x'(m~~i~~g~

50.00). OE M's, Instilulions and corp oration please send

~ye~ a;:y~~~~~!~o~~ ;:i~~~I~~~r~:;~e~frr~~~i~u~r~I~;

NEW! Commodore 64

prices.

B032Compu ... wHh 32K .
4022 Do. M.,,;, PHn ' e,- ..

f?@Oi)r.1nnr.;;v;;'\r;!

Send Orders

:~:~g~~ri~~kD~ir~~es(:~le~ :

.: CAL L FOR

' 6KPe' .

~~~ ~::

BEST
PRICES

RAMBOARD KIT $50 e;;Tc';,~o'm'Hon W;,.,d

14 98 8088
)6 -

CALL

..

r~i~~~n~~ic RamCard .

change and availabilit y without notice. All eq ui pment is

I:iICDrnrnD are

Super Pel .... .

· g~tt

k

~Ba~/:r~IS~!~I .s

~":""----------------t fo r a w rillen quotat ion. All equ ipmen t is subject to price
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.. ..

CA LL

820 System with 5· '/. d rives.
820 Sysl em With 8" drives .
XelOx 630 (RS·232) Prin ter .
Forms trac tor /01 pri nt er

: g:~~

.

~~~ ~~~~i;i~~A ';~r~Yc:~~ ~/color .

u.s. (7

~~~~\~abnya~~~,opro ..

BEST
PRICE

32 K Memorv Card ..

. ... 1349
.. 1595
. . . CA l l
. . CA LL
. . CALl
. . CA LL

NEC 8032 1mpacI DOl Matrix
Paper Tiger IDS·560G wlgraphlcs .
New! Prism BO by IDS w /c olor .

Software for the Apple

IDCalUomlaaDd
oatalde cODtiDeDlal

CALL
FOR

.

~=:::":::"":=:::"::=;':":'':''::'':';';':'':':';'':':'''---+----===~=-:-:----------j
Printers
XERO~II>

ApplelllJoystick .................... .
. . 55
. .. 345
SVA 2 + 2 Single Den. 8" Disk Controll er .
Micro l ek 16K AamBoard .
. .. 129
Versawriler Dig/Ill er Table l . . .......... . . .... , . . 229
Asynchronous Serial interlace card by CCS ..... .. 139
. .. 119
Centronics Parallel interface ca rd by CCS . . .
We carrya ll California Compu l er System Cards CALL
We Slock many more items l or the Apple II.

..

The Wedge 32K Expansion mod

~:~~~r2c~A~~~~:~s' SoH ware .

: ~:~

Display .
Zeni th 12" Green Phospher Displ ay .

ATARI-

A l ariBOO( 16K) .
. ..... CAlL
A l ari 400 w/ 16K . . . . . .
· .349
410 Program Recorder .
.. .. 85
810 Disk Dr i~e . .. .. ..... . . . . . . . . . .
· .4':9
82580 cot. 7xB Dot malric impact prlnler .. ..... . . . 595
822 40 col. Quiet Tnerma l Printer
.... . 275
850 Int er fa ce Modul e.
· . 159
Atari 16K Ram Modu le .
.69
Axion Ram cram 32K Module .
199
Cavern s of Mars on Disk .. . ..
. 32
Ml crotek 16K Memo ry Board .
' .. 69

BOO lA Mi crocomputer t32K) .

....... :: : ~~~

~:~~~ ~r g~~~~ ~~~f:yh~r.

.. 149
. 210

~~~.~::; ~:I!I~::~~:r~'r~~6~rn~~tri:r l ~ .

)I~

The NEC Pc'·8oo 1A has all these features and much '
more. Expandibilily you wan t. expandabili ty you ge l.
Through the use 0 1 the PC·BOI2A AIO unit , l otal system
RAM ca n be extended to 160K. The PC·8031 Dual Di sk
DlI ye pu ts 286K of lIoppy disk. stora ge at your co mmand.

.. 554
. $40
. .... S99
. . CALL
. . CA LL
. . CALL

Amd ek/l eedex Video 100 12" B&W
. 129
Amdek/leedex Video lOOG 12"' Green Phospher ... 149
Amdek(Hitachl) 13" Color w/aud lo output
. 389
Amdek Color 11 ...
.
... ... 769
NEC 12" Green Phospher Di splay JB .120lM .
. . CALL

: ~~;

. :::::

..... S69
. ... $79

VIC Super Expander ..... . ... . .
AS·232 Communicator In ter fa ce.
16K Memory Card by Microtek .
Si ngle Di sk Orlve .
VIC Modem .
VIC Prin ter .

: ~~

. .. . '

. .. . . . S50
. .. . . 534

Dalasett e Cassell e 110 Unit
VIC IEEE · 488 Interlace.

Vldelt Keyboard Enhancer II .
. .. . . 129
Z·SO Soltcard by Mlcrasoll .
. .299
16K AamCardby Microsoft ..
. .. 159
Thundetc lock Plus clock/calendar card. .
.129
Smar term 80 Col umn card . . . . . . .
. ...... 299
Corvus Wincheste r Hald DIsk. Dri~es
.. CAll
A lF 3 Vo ice Mu sic Card . .
. 199
AlF 9 Voice Music Card .
. 149
lazer l owe r Case Plus +
. 55
lazer Keyboa rd Plus + .. ...... . .... .
. . 99
23 Key Num eric Keypad by Keyboard Co .......... 120
Joysllck 11 by Keyboard Co .
. .. 45
6809 CPU Ca rd (The Mill) by SteHation ......
. 319
AID Sori a I & Para llel Interface bySSM A&T .
. . . 189
. .299
Mu sic Sys l em(16~oices) ..
AID + D/A Interlace .
. .... 279

NEe

$249

8K Ram Car tridge for VIC·20 .
3K Ram Cart ridge lor VIC·20 .

~

To:

eJL'!..JUUU\.SU

CS@[flJiJfQ)QO'O'@U'0
Lr'

Mail Order

8338 Center Drive

FREE
SHIPPING *

800-854-6654

.C.oll
.J::oils

CPU

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
SPECIAL!!!!!!!! QUME DATATRAK 8
Virtually the industry standard_ High qualityl
reliability.
Full featured, d oub le sided, double
density .
$545
Tan'don TM 848 .
$525 quant ity 1, $499 quantity 2 up .

CCS 2810 . ... . ..... ... . . ..•. . . ...
Godbout Z-80A .. . . . . • . . . • .. . . . . . .
Godbout 8085A . .. . . ..... .. ..... . .

CCS 2065 64K dynamic .. . ... .. . . .. .
CCS 2116 32K static . . ...... . ... ..• .
Godbout RAM 17 64K . .. .. .. . ..... .

$ 595

$ 625
$ 675

I/O

$325
$425

$ 275
$ 275
$ 295

MEMORY

TANDON DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY MINIS

TM100-4 ... . 96 TPI (1000 KBYTES) ... ............. • ... •. .
Compatible with Zenith, Heath , etc.

;' . ~.<~'-

"""

La Mesa , CA 92041

ORDER TOLL FREE

TM100-2 ... . 48 TPI (500 KBYTES) .. .. .. .. ..... . . . . .. . ... .
Compatible with Northstar, Crom emco, TRS-80

~~;
,.~~
,;._

~~.

$ 325
CCS 27104 SIO
Godbout I nterfacer 1 .. . ... .. .. . . . . . . $ 225
Godbout I nterfacer 2 . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . $ 225

TANDON 511," HARD DISKS
. $1195
. $1295

TM 602 (5 MB) .
TM 603 (10MB) .

CONTROLLERS
Ta rbe ll si ngle d ensity kit. . . . . . . . . .
$195
Tarbell single density A & T . . . . . . .
$310
T arbell double density A & T . . . . . .
$425
CCS 2422 w/CPM 2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
$350
Godbout D isk 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$450
MDA MXV -21 LSI-11 controller (RX-01 , RX-02 compatible)

MISCELLANEOUS
2 Di sk drive enclosure _ . . . . $ 95
(fits Siemens, Shugart, Qume)
CP-206 power supply. . . . .
$110
(powers two floppies)
Mini-Enclosure with power supply
1 drive .. . .. . $ 85
2 drive s. . . . .. $120

Circle 175 on Inquiry card.

NEW!!!!
Qume Sprint 9
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

$2395

45 CPS, RO. Avai lable in KSR version .
Call for further particul ars.
Ribbon s: $125/case
Bidirectional tractor f eed $225

$1050

Cable Kits

2 drives . . . . . . $ 35
3 drives _ . . . .. $ 40
4 drives . . . . .. $ 45
Di skettes ss $39 / 10 - d s $59 / 10

NEW!!!!
ABM 85 Video Terminal
-

$ 895

De tachable keyboard
Tel evideo 920, ADM 3A compatible
High resolution green phosphor (23 MHZ)
Extra multi-bus or S-1 00 slot for sta nd-alone
capability

Elect rolabs
POB 1608, Palo Alto, CA 94302 (415) 965·7040

Term s of sale: cash Or checks, MC I
VISA . Min. order $25. CA residents
ad d 6% tax. Prices subject to change
without notice. All goods subject to
prior sale.

BYTE June 1982
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Like-new
products

FlexyDisks ®

~BASF
SAVE 400/0
5 1/
" Specify soft.
14
100r 16 sector

Write for our
complete lilt.
Price/ I 0

1 side/single density .. . ... .... .. . $26 .70
1 slde/doubte density .. . . .. .. , . . .. 31 .90
2 sides/double density . . . . . . .. ... . 37 . 10

8"

Specify soft

or 32 sector

1 side/single d.nslty.. . . . . • ..... . 26 .70
1 side/double density .. . . . . •. .. .. . 31.90
2 sides/double density . . ... . ..... . 41 .60
CHECKS - VISA - MC - C.O.D.
(313) 777· 7780
ADD $2 SHIPPING

For free catalog ,
phone toll-free (8001 225-1008
In Massachusetts (6171 938-0900

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave.
St . Clair Shores, MI 48081

GENSTAR REI SALES COMPANY
19527 Business Center Dr . Northridge. CA 91 324

Circle 201 on Inquiry' card .

Circle 271 on inquiry card.

PC/FORTH

Circle 86 on Inquiry card.

CHIPS&

ANALOG_ DIGITAL
DIGITAL. ANALOG

Complete FORTH program development systems
for the ISM'" Personal Computer. Packages
include interpreter/compiler with virtual memory

4116 JOO .. SI$II.00
4116 250.. S/8 12.00
4116 200.. S /8 13.00
4116150n. S/816.00
2114L J OOns 8/816.25
2114L 200nsS/817.00
-4164 150ns $7.90
-6116 150n5 $8.00

SOFTWARE
CAIN CONTROL

manogement, line editor, custom screen editor,
assembler, decompiler, utilities, file and record
access modules, and many demonstratian pro·
grams. 100 page user manual .... $ 100.00
Floating point arithmetic extensions and crass
compiler available at additianal cosl,
Ready to run under PC· DOS or CP/ M · 86'"
Standalone version available soon. 64 kbytes
RAM and two disk drives recommended. (ISM
is a registered trademark of International
Susiness Machines Corp. CP/M is a registered
trademark of Digital Research, Inc.)

Z80A CPU 85.50 ea.
S251A 84. 75 ea.
2716· 1 (5V)J50ns S/87.00 ea. 87. 50 ea.
2716 (5V)450ns S/83 .75 ea. 84.15 ea.
'2732 (5V)450ns S/87.25 ea. 89.00 ea.
2532 (5V)450ns S/89.75 ea. 8 10.00 ea.

For additional details about the AD·100·4 and other
fine california Data Corporation 100% Individually
tested. high reliability prOducts. ctrCle the reader
service card number below or for faster response
write or call us.

Laboratory Mlcrosystems

CALIFORNIA DATA
CORPORATION

4147 Beethoven Street
los Angeles, CA 90066

3475

(2131 306-7412

Old Conejo Road . Su ite C·'O
Newbury Park, CA 9' 320

Allow up to 3 wks. for personllli checks to clear.
Please include phone numbe. Price s subject to
change without notice.
Add $3.50 Shipping £,. Handling
Wash. residents add 6 .6% Sales Tax

~'gp~, ~~~~7
Sea1tle. Wash . Zip 98103

Circle 89 on inquiry card .

Circle 81 on Inquiry card .

hx

IEEE-4BB TO TRS·BO· INTERFACE
Everything needed to add powerful
BASIC GPIB·488 controller capability
to TRS·80 Model 1 or 3, Level 2 or
DOS with a minimum 01 16K.
488·80C

For Modl13
Operation

488·808
For Mode' 1

Operation

400 16K .................. ....................... .. ... ........ .... S319.00
400 YOURS to 32K or 48K ....................................CAlL
800 (16K) .............. .... ....
.. .......... 659.00
410 RECORDER ............... ...... ...... ... .. .. .............. 84.00
810 DISK DRIVE ......
.. .... ................ ..... 449.00
850 II'm"RFACE ........ ........... ............... ........... 169.00
830 MODEM ... ..............
.. ...... ....... .... .. 149.00
825 PRII'm"R ... .... ..
.. .... ............ 575.00
481 EI'm"RTAINER KtT ...
.. .. ...... .... ... ....... 85.00
482 EDUCATOR KIT ..
.. .................. ...... .. .... 125.00
483 PROGRAMMER'S KIT .. .. .. .................. .. .. .. ... 60.00
484 COMMUNtCATOR KIT ...... ........ ................... 309.00

Model 488·806 or 488·80C Price: $375.
+ shipp ing, in suran c e & ta x
WHEN OROERING SPECIFY DISK OR TAPE

SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES
11 Ne i l Drive· Old Bethpage, NY 11804
Telephane : (516) 694·3370
• Trademark 01 Tand y Corp.
The r e is no aff i liation betwe en Scie nt ific
Engine er ing Laboratories and Tand y Corp . or
Radio Shack.

Circle 400 on Inquiry card .

Master Charge

VISA accepted .

1-206-524-9126

(805) 498·3651

Circle 259 on Inquiry card.

DALE

THE INFLATION FIGHTERSI

CONVERSION MODULES

Prices subject to change without notlce.
Shipping extrlll. No tax out of stliite.
Ca. residents Bdd appropriate taxes.

....

WE ARE AN AUTHORtZED ATARI SAU:S AND
SERVICE CENTER

I

.,...,.

COMPUTERTlME, INC.
P.O. Box 216
Kentfield , CA 94914

CAll. TOU.· FREE

In California

Circle 123 on Inquiry card.

"ELF" Interface
Converts Your

[pewrlter Into printer

• Finest print quality • LOw cost
• Easy Installation
• Quick delivery
• Fits IBM SelectriC" and' ElectroniC
Typewriters
• Mode)s for all popular computers
• Call or write for more Information,
todayt
we eXDort to all countries -

TPEX

INTERNATIONAL tNC.
5115 Oouglas Fir Rd.
calabasas. CA 91302 U.S.A.
Tel: (213) 710-1444 TLX / TWX: 910 494 2100
•

800-227-2520
800·772·4064

Circle 238 on inquiry card.

I

Why use their flexible discs:
Athana, BASF, Control Data, Dysan, IBM, Maxell, Nashua,
Scotch, Shugart, Syncom, 3M, Verbatim or Wabash

when you could be using

MEMOREX

high quality error free discs?
Product Description

8" SSSD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors)
8" SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Hard Sector
8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors)
8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted)
8" DSDD Soft Sector (128 B/S, 26 Sectors)
8" DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B/S, 8 Sectors)
8" DSDD Burroughs B-80 Comp., 32 Hard Sector
5%" SSSD Soft Sector (Unformatted)
5%" SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring
5114" SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring
5114" SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring
5%" DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring
5%" DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring
5114" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring
SSSD = Single Sided Single Density: SSDD
DSDD = Double Sided Double Density

= Single Sided Double

100 Percent Error Free
Each and every Memorex Fl exible Disc is certified to be
100 percent error free. Each track of each flexible disc
is tested, individua lly, to Memorex's stringent standards
of exce llence. Th ey test signal amplitude, resolution,
low-pass modulation, overwrit e, missing pulse error
and extra pulse e rror. They are torque-tested, and
competitively tested on drives available from almost
every major drive manufacturer in the industry including drives that Memorex manufacturers. Rigid quality
audits are built into every step of the man manufacturing
process and stringent testing result in a standard of
excellence th'a t assures you, our customer, of a quality
product designed for increased data reliability and
co nsistent top performance.
Customer-Oriented Packaging
M emorex's co mmitment to excellent does not stop
with a quality product. They are proud of their flexible
discs and they package them with pride. Both their
packaging and their labeling have been designed w ith
your ease of identification and use in mind. The desktop box co ntaining ten discs is convenient forliling and
storage. Both box labels and jacket labels provide full
info rmation on compatibi lit y, density, sectoring, and
record length. Envelopes w ith multi-language care and
handling inslructio ns and and co lor-coded removable
labels are inc luded. A write-protect feature is available
to provide data security.
Full One YearWarranty- YourAssurance of Quality
Memarex Flexible Discs will be replaced fre e of c harge
by Memorex if they are fou nd to be defective in materials
or workma nship within one year of the date of purchase.
Otller than replacement, Memorex will not be responsible for any damages or lasses(inctuding consequent ial
damages) caused by the use of Memorex Flexible
Discs.

Circle 99 on inquiry card.

CE quant.
100 price
per disc ($)

3062
3015
3090
3102
3115
3104
3092
3401
3481
3483
3485
3491
3493
3495

2.09
2.09
2.74
3.14
3.34
3.34
3.34
1.94
2.34
2.34
2.34
3.09
3.09
3.09

Density

Memorex Flexible Discs ... The Ultimate in Memory Excellence
Quality
Memorex means quality products that you can depend
on. Quality contro l at Memorex means starting w ith the
best materials available. Continual surveillance throughout the entire manufacturing process. Th e benefit of
Memorex's years of experience in magnetic media production, re sulting, for instance, in proprietary coat ing
formulations. The most sophist icated testing procedures you'l l find anywhere in the business.

Part #

Quantity Discounts Available
Memorex Flexible Discs are packed 10 discs to a
carton and 10 cartons to a case. Please order on ly in
increments of 100 units for quantity 100 pricing. We
are also willing to accommodate your smaller orders.
Quantities tess than 100 units are avai lable in increments of 10 units at a 10% surcharge. Quantity
discounts are also available. Order 500 or more discs
at the same time and deduct 1%; 1,000 o r more saves
you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you 3%; 5,000 or more
saves you 4%; 10,000 or more saves you 5%; 25,000 or
more saves you 6%; 50,000 or more saves you 7% and
100,000 or more discs earns you an 8% discount off our
super low quantity 100 price. Almost all Memorex
Flexible Discs are immediately available from CEoOur
warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get you
the quality product you need, when yo u need it. If you
need' further assistance to find the flexible disc that's
right for you, ca ll the Memorex compatibi lity hotline.
Dia l 800·538·8080 and ask for the flexible disc hotline
exlension 0997. In California dial 800·672·3525 ex·
tension 0997. Outside the U.S.A. dial 408·987·0997.

High Quality
Error Free
~m l V/~

I[EBl

Order Toll-Free!
(800) 521-4414
In Michigan (313) 994·4444

Buy with Confidence
To get the tastest delivery from CE of your Memorex Flexible
Discs, send or phone your order directly to our Computer
Products Divisio n. Be sure to ca lc ulate your price using the CE
prices in this ad. Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax .
Written purchase orders are accepted from approved government agencies and most we ll rated firms at a 30% surc harg e
for ;"'let 30 billing. All sales are subject to ava ilability, acceptance
and verification. All sales are final. Pri ces. terms and speCification s are subjec t to change without notice. Out of stock
items will be placed on backorder automatically unless CE is
instruct ed differently. Minimum order $50.00. International
orders are invited with a $20.00 surcharge for special handling
in addition to shipping charges. All sh ipments are F.O.B. Ann
Arbor, Michigan. No COD's please. Non-certified and foreign
checks require bank c learan ce.
Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Bo x 1002 ,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A Add $8.00 per case or
pa rtial'case of 100 8-inch discs or $6.00 per case or partia l
case of 100 5't.·inch mini-discs for U.P.S. ground shipping and
handling in the con tin enta l U.S.A If yo u have a Master Card or
Visa card, you may call anytime and place a credit card order.
Order toll-free in the U.S. Call anytime 800·521-44 14 . If you
11 you are outside the U.S. or in Michigan. diaI313-994·4444.
Order your high quality. error free Memorex discs today.
Copyright

~ 1982

Communications Electronics '-

For Data Reliability~Memorex Flexible Discs

C~OMMUNICATIONS

. . ELECTRONICS™

Computer Products Division
854 Phoenix 0 Box 1002 0 Ann Arbor. Michigan 481 06 U.S.A.
Call TOll-FREE (800)521-4414 or outside U.S.A. (313) 994-4444
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ZENITH/

Heath
Users

CROSS REF. PROGRAM

for
MBASIC & BASCOM

Source Files

FEEL TRAPPED
BETWEEN
CAPACITY AND
•_ _ _ COST? _ _- I

M80 and CP/M's ASM
Double Your
5j1," disk storage
capacity without adding a drive.
Get twice as much from your H88 or
H89 microcomputer. Our FDC-880H
floppy disk controller, in conjunction
with your 5j1," drives, for example,
expands memory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.
And it handles single and doublesided, single and double-density, 8" and
5\1," drives - simu ltaneously.
Call 714/275-1272 today • • •
or wr ite for details.
..~

MXREF will list all program variables,
functions, key words, strings, con·
stants and line number references in
alphabetical order. 1000 variable
names allowed. Requires an 8080 or
Z80 running CP/M ver. 1.4 or later
and at least 48K RAM. Price $96.00.
Manual only $15.00. Add $5.00 COD.
MXREF available in CP/M format on
5" NorthStar or 8" single or double
density soft sector.

COMPUTER TOOLBOX INC.
1325 East Main St.
Waterbury, CT. 06705
(203) 754·4197

C.D.R. Systems Inc.

Controlled Data Recording Systems. Inc.
7667 Vickers St .. San Diego, CA 92 111

Circle 102 on inquiry card.

Circle 83 on inquiry card.

5 %" Floppy Disk Drives
(single side-single or double density)

TAN DON

™

t$219.95 ea.

Model
l()O.l
Model 9409
\
2 or more - $214.95 aa .•

CDC

IBM personal compuler direcl plug in.
Zenith monitor ZVM·121 t2 " green phosphor
$119.95 ea.'
Floppy D ;i~ ePo";'er Co'n'nector i<it
$28.00'

CALL NOW - TOLL FREE
800-824-7888 all states except CA.
800-852-7777 for CA residents.
Ask for Operator #99 .
MC / V/SA or C.O.D. with certified check
or money order. Kansas residents add
3% sales tax.
• Plus shipping.

For info call: 316-683-9225

316-685-9445

-~

923 Longfellow Street
Wichita, KS 67207

Circle 199 on Inquiry card.

RS·232 PROBLEMS?

w.
I .,'"". "', .", ',. . "
~

Manual only 525 .00
The performance
you need at

:f~o r~t

~

you can

Processor Inlerfaces , Inc . P.D. Box 154A Elm Grove . WI 53122

414 . 785·1245

Circle 373 on inquiry card.

$GOLD DISK$
CP/M® Compatible
Z-80 Software

I'$75

:£~;!g.ri:il~~;;'$iE7R
from executable
(.COM) file.

Processor Inlerlace inlroduces Ihe Cartridge Disk Can·
troller fo r Ihe S· t OO bus . Configurable for 12 seclor
2315 and 54 40 type disk drives 11 .25,10 Mbyles per
drive) Complele with CPM ' CBIDS. disk formaller
diagnoslics and techn ical manual
low cos l 5595 .00

PPD

EZ-TEXT WORD PROCESSOR
EZ-TEXT
will format
your text file the
way you want It
5-8- SD/DD
PPD
Bower-Stewart
& Associates
POST OFFICE BOX 1389
HAWTHORNE. CALIFORNIA 90250

i V~ 1213-532-123711
..
_ _ Trademark ,DIgItal Research

Circle 69 on Inquiry card .

~)Il ATARr
. 66 .00
56 .00
32 0.00
7200

Entertainer Kit .
Programmer Kit
Communicator Kit
Microsoft Basic

.7 10.00
Alari 800 16K
Alari 400 16K . . . 359 .00
Atari 410 Casse tte 60.00
460 .00
Alari 810 Disk

ALL ATARI SOFTWARE 20% OFF
Plus Loads 01 31d Party Software!
VOTRAX TYPE'N'TALK: 340.00
ALSO EPSON &. CENTRONICS PRINTERS
ZENITH & TELEVIDEO TERMINALS
BBI Mail Order is a company made up of com ·
puter profess ional s. We are able to provide
low prices as well as technical support. Give
us a ca ll and find out why we consider the
Atari the best home computer on the market
today. You won 't be disapointed.

.(~\
:'-:'.?W

ttl

BBI Mall Order
Specializing in Atarj Home Computers

P.O. Box 365
Newlon Highlands. MA 02161
1617) 964 ·3060

Circle 58 on Inquiry card .

seR SUPER-BUYS
$10.00 MIN . ORDER
HANOLING/ SHIPPlNG .. .$2 .50
UPS AHYWHERE IN CONTINENTAl U.S.

1982 BUYERS GUIDE
NOT JUST ANOTHER
CATALOGUE BUT A
BUYERS GUIDE
"OF THE FUTURE"

FREE
Color Computer 4K

1. UHF·VHF CONVERSION KIT.

LET THE RS-232 TESTER HELP YOU
SOLVE YOUR COMPUTER INTERFACE
PROBLEMS. DESIGNED TO CONNECT
IN SERIES WITH ANY RS·232 INTERFACE, IT DISPLAYS THE STATUS OF
SEVEN OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
LINES: TRANSMIT DATA, RECEIVE
DATA, REQUEST TO SEND, CLEAR TO
SEND, DATA SET READY, CARRIER
DETECT, AND DATA TERMINAL
READY . THE RS·232 TESTER RE·
QUIRES NO POWER AND MAY BE
LEFT IN THE LINE PERMANENTLY.

$39.95 POST PAID
B & B ELECTRONICS
BOX 475/MENDOTA, IL 61342

=~j~~~Cv.i~~:;~~~ek~ $119:.
Sf,

and compreh9nsN8 brOChure InCl. se/1e-

mafic, board layout. mounting and hOOk-UP

p!1m. qualify.

2. NEWZENITHZVM·121 HIGH·
95
LEGIBILITY CRT MONITOR . fila·
fures 12" green phosphor CRT, 'N'Irtl15 Mhz
eo
Band'W'ldth. 40 or 80 cnorOCfer 'NIdths ore
operalor switch-selectable. Fully compot1ble
'Mtfl 8O-column ~Ie cards, etc.
OUTSIDE CAl. 800·854·8660
INSIDE CAl. (714) 527·2554

$117

ELECTRONICS INC.

VISIT OUR NEW SUPER CENTER

5303

$839
Model III 48K
2 disc & RS232C

diagrams. polts Iisl. and assembly and selup InstruCf1ons. All ports ore industr1al

SCR

Model III 16K

Lincoln Ave., Cypress, CA 90630

Pay by CHECK. M.O.. VISA. MIC

$2059

$310
wi 16K Ext. Basic

$459

w/32K Ext. Basic

$525

BUY DIRECT. These are just a few of our great
offers which include Printers, Modems , Computers , Peripherals, Disc Drives , Software and
more. call TOLL FREE 1-800-545-8124

~
piUS'

Write for your
free catalog .

245A Graol Rood
lIHlelon. MA 01460
617 - 4e6 - 3193

Circle 52 on inquiry card .

Circle 404 on Inquiry card.

Circle 114 on .Inquiry card.

INCRED'IBLE?

BELIEVE IT!
Washington Computer Services
an affiliate 01

«( ~~~!1J~~~~»)

est. 1912

ONC;C'lfIPOfV.1CD

CUSTOM COMPUTER ROOM WIRING SINCE 1960

97 Spring Street, New York, New York 10012
TO ORDER: CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER: (800) 221-5416 In N.Y. State and for technical information: (2l2) 226-2l21
HOURS: 9 AM-5:30 PM (EST) Monday-Friday
TELEX: 12-5606
CABLE: WASHCOMP NYK
150 cps bidirectional - 9x9 dot matrix, quietized
case , 136 col , vertical form control and man y
other functions
NOW
The best price I performance ratio available.
L---=-""!..!nt~e,",,OC~6000
RS-232 serial to 19 ,200 baud x-on, x-off add $25
~ Teletype 40 , 300 LPM·typewriter quality , RSfrom Only
~ 232 interface . This quality printer is available in many $3200
configurations including forms access, quietized case, etc .
Teletype 43
from $995
1e\e~pe "11-200 ,340 cps dot matrix (similar to Data Prod. M-200)
$2799
NEC Splnwriter-55 cps, bidirectional , letter quality
R.0. 7710
$2560
KSR 77 20
$2799
OIABlO 630 -4 0 cps , bidirectional, daisy wheel , plot l graph
52349
OUME Sprint 9/3 5 cps , daisy wheel
$1944
C. ITOH Starwriter, 40 cps , daisy wheel , FlO
$1550
EPSON MX-80, 100, 80 cps , 9x9 dot matrix
$CAll
ANAOEX 9500/9501 , up to 200 cps, high resolution dot
$1325
OKIDATA Microline 82A , bidirectional , friction I pin feed
S525
Microline 83A , bidirectional , 120 cps , uses 15" paper
$799
TI-810 , 150 cps, Basic
51449
Package-Compressed print , vertical form control
$1630
MANNESMANN MT 1705 200 cps, 7x9, 132 col
$CAlL
TALLY
MT 1805 200 cps, 7x9 + NLQ 40x18 matri x
$CAlL
CENTRONICS
SCAlL
739100 cps, nx9 dot matri x, Full Graphics
$567
122120 cps , International set , Full Graphics
5899
DEC LA-34
$1085
IDS PRISM, 132col ., color
$1785

$950

TERMDI'ALS

PMMI MODEM
$359
AMPEX DIALOGUE 30,80 , 81
$CALL
TElEVIDEO 910 C (multi -terminal)
$610
925C
$795
950C
$950
SOROC 10120
$729
HAZELTINE ESPRIT
$669
DEC VT -100
$1575
WYSE WY-100 (ALTOS 1)
NEW! 5CALL
Similar savings for our HAZELTINE and LEAR SIEGLER lines

SOFTWARE
MBASIC-80
MBASIC COMPilER
FORTRAN-BO
COBOl-80
PLl1-BO
PASCAL MT + V5 .5
WHITESMITH'S C
BSTAM,BSTMS
CB-80
PEARL (LEVEL 3)
LIFEBOAT SOFTWARE
PEACHTREE
GRAHAM-DORIAN
STRUCTURED SYST.
VANDATA/OSBORNE

$275

$285
5349
5574
5425
5398
5660
$200
5420
5549
SCAlL
SCAll
5CALL
SCALL
S500

WORDSTAR
5300
MAllMERGE
S110
DATASTAR
5230
DBASE II
5525
CONDOR III
5716
MILESTONE
5235
SUPER CALC
$221
FMS-80
5649
SELECTOR V
$396
SPELLGUARD
$236
SUPERSOFT
SCALl
AMERICAN BUS. SYST. SCAlL
ACCOUNTING PLUS
SCALL
TURBODOS (MULTI)
S500
TURBODOS (1 USER)
S220

8" DISK DRIVE SALE
8"SHU.GARTSA801R
S450 8"SHUGARTSA851R 5669
OU ME DATATRACK 8
5589
Enclosure , power supply for 2 8" drives A & T
MORROW DISCUS 20 + CP/ M'" , MICROSOFT BASIC, CONT.

2 for S1289
2 for 51110
$350
$950

HARD DISK SPECIALS
CORVUS 5MB, 10MB, 20MB Constellation Multiplexer and Mirror Backup
MORROW 26MB + controller + CPI M 2.2"', M basic
$4495 $3821
~
controller, CDC Hawk Drive (5 fix , 5 rem)
$7995 $6795
\!fAMfO
controller, We stern Dynex (5 fix , 5 rem)
$5995 $5099
Winchester 5 '/. drives complete with case, cable ,
software , S-100 controller . Adapter avail. for use with
~ XCOMP any Z-80 system. Cartridge drive controllers avail.
5MB APPLE S· /DD
Z·89
S2898
10MB XEROX ALTOS
OEM discounts available'
R.S. MOD. II
$3398
I~f & ~ " 5 '/.': 8" and 14 " Winchester / taoe .
subsystems ava,1.
-

•

.I .·
ill

. FULLY CONnOURED BUSINESS SYSTEMS
The following are some examples of the fully assembled and tested busines s
and scientific computer systems which we offer.
IIfM1§ 8000 SX, mUlti-user, multi-processor, turbo DOS
$CAlL
l!!J\!Il!:::3J
CPM 2.2. FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTY!
INTERNATIONAL
~ 6800016 bit multi-user UNIX V.7
$CALL

~~rwTER

808616 bit , 128K RAM, Syst. #2
S3499
Call us for best prices on these high quality 2nd
trfl"1WJ Group I generation boards and systems .
These high quality, reliable products have made CCS
de facto industry standard for S-1 00 products
Assembled and tested :
2200 H.D. Mainframe
$517
2810AZ-80 CPU , serial port
S316
2065C64K dynamic RAM
S409
2422AFIoppy Cont , CPI M 2.2 $427
CCS 2210Aw/ floppycontroller , 1 serial port
S2116
CCS 300-1A wi 1.2 MB floppy drives , 2 serial, 2 parallel ports
$CALL
C alifornia

E Computer
IE.
Systems

DIGIAC'Fine Computers

SCAlL
We offer generous discounts on the Compupro line of
~ TM fast, quality 8 and 16 bit boards

rr;i).®®ffi®(]!)1}1
l!!J

ELECTRONICS

NorthStar¥-

:D~~~,~~~E

$CAlL

NECLow prices on PC-8000 series
DElTAS-4500 10 User, Multi-Processor, 40 MB hard 17 MBtape
ALTOS single and multi-user systems

SCAll
$CAlL
SCALL

~f:= Decision 1, CPI M Microsoft Basic, UNI X

SCALL
820
Desktop
computer-64K
,
2
floppys
.
(CP
I
M
avail.)
V
V\. List $2995
SCALL
Similar savings on the full lines of CCS, SSM, NNC, MORROW, DELTA,
NORTHSTAR, ITHACA INTERSYSTEMS, GODBOUT, NEC, TELEVIDEO, IMS
ZENITH, ADDS, DEC, DATA GEN ., ATARI, DYNABYTE, TECMAR, DUAL

XERO

I

LOOK HERE!

AMPEX

Call us for ALL your softwear needs
Dialogue 80'·
Systems Houses , Educational Institutions, &
Government Agencies Given Special Consideration

i
, money
.
arrange .
.
. or company
0
're two to
[~
weeks to clear. All prices are mail order only . Prices subject to change without notice; cali for latest prices . Prices Include 3 Va cash discount. NY lIIiiiiiIIJ
residents add sales tax. Qantex is a trademark of North Atlantic Industries, .Inc . Radio Shack'" is a trademark of the Tandy Corp . CP/ M'" IS a ~
trademark of Digital Research. All sales subject to our standard sale conditions (available on request).
~
Circle 464 on Inquiry card .
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AUDEX·1
the EAR & MOUTH for AIM·65

ConlpudtQ~e
Such A Deal!

~
. ' ,~ ~ , ScotcH

W

DI SKETIE S

SAVE 40%
Have You Ever Considered

11

Specify sofl,
100' 16 seclo,
#744 1 side/s91 dens ...
#7440 1 side/db I dens.
#745 2 sides /dbl dens ..
I I

5 /4

USED EQUIPMENT?
W a nt To Save Lots?
We Carry All Brands of
Used Minis and Micros*
(DEC - DG - APPLE - TRS-80, ETC _)

• Recognition and Response in One Unit
• Built-in Amp lifier and Speake r
- Dynamic Mic rophone Includ ed
- You can make your own vocab ulary
• Good-Speech QuaUty
- Up to 98% Recognition Accu racy
- Easy-to-follow Users Manual
-In a 3Y3" x SIAl' X l lA" Box
- Assembled and Fully Tested

$169.0088 _plu s shipping and handling

Ca ll or W ri te f or FREE list of Ba rga in s:
Co mp ucha n ge

charge: U.S. $3.50

Box 4151
An ahei m . Ca. 92803
(71 4) 535-1990

Overseas , 10 %

NJ Residen ts, add 5% sales tax.

- VISA, Mastercharge Welcome-

" No Co st 0' Qbl;Ual.on

AUDEC CORPORATION (Dept_ L 1)
728 Larc h Avenu e

T o LI NI wil h UM '

CaU ' 0' MOf e In tol

Teane c k, NJ 07666

(201) 692-17 29

P,ice/ l 0
. . $26 .70
. .. . 31 .2 0
. . . 38 .40

8" Specify soft

or 32 sector

1 side/sgl dens ..... _ _ _ .. .. 27.30
1 side /dbl dens .. .... . _ . .. . 35 .80
2 sides/dbl dens .... .. ... _ . 4 3. 60

# 740
#741
# 743

CHECKS - VISA - MC - C.O_ D.
(3131777- 7780 A DD '$2SH/PP/NG

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave .
St . Clair Shores, MI 48081
Authorized Ol.trlbutor
Information ProcHling Producta

Circle 272 on inquiry card _

Circle 45 on inqu iry card.

Circle 102 on Inquiry card _

Write fo r our
complete list.

WANT HELP?

8·100 VOICE

COBOL PROGRAMMER'S AIDE (CPA)

The ARTICULATOR board allows
you to record, store, and playback any vocabulary on your
S-100 computer_ Input speech is
digitized by the ARTICULATOR
and send to the computer via an
on-board port for storage at 1K
to 2K bytes/sec _ This data is
then sent back from the computer to the ARTICULATOR for very
high quality playback _ On-board
VOX switching minimizes memory storage requirements _

Provides extensive assistance in CO ili NG
DEBUGGING, MAINTAINING and DOCUMENTING
your Cobol programs - Improve your efficiency
and productivity - EASY TO USE - MENU
DRIVEN - A PRACTICAL SET of TOOLS - An
INVALUABLE AlOE .
CPA fea tu res:
• SOURCE ANALYZER & CROSS REFERENCE
• SOURCE EDITOR & REFORMATIER
• SOURCE OVERVIEWER
• OOCUMENTATION PRINTER
• PARAMETER FETCHER SUB-PROGRAM
• COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL and more

PRICE - $350 A&T
AVAILABLE NOW

INTELLIGENT PRINTER INTERFACE
16,000 BYTE BUFFER / ST AND ALONE
PARALLEL I.SERIAL INPUT IBAUD RATES · 50 to 19,200)
OPTIONS INClUOE: GRAPHICS . REVERSE PRINT . BOLD PRINT
UNOER·SCORE • REPRINT OF BUFFER
AOJUSTM ENT OF LINES PER ·INCH
CHARACTERS PER·INCH SELECTION
DOUBLE LINE

CUSTOM OPTIONS A LSO AVAILA BLE
A&: T FROM .450.00

Quintrex, Inc_
4461 Indian Creek Parkway
PO Box 7384
Overland Park, KS 66207

BARE BOARD . 125.00

MASTER CA RD & V ISA ACC EPTE D

, .

Automated Programm i ng
Meth o d s , Inc .

u

2 21 2 Dup o nt Dr ..

4 4\

'r vine. CA 9 2 715
Trademarks 'MlcroSolt. 20lQltai Research. JCromemco

/7 14) 851 -86 8 6

Circle 382 on Inquiry card _

Circle 463 on inquiry card .

NEW! M·68000

Circle 48 on Inquiry card .

TYPESETTING
from your own
COMPUTER

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

rKATtJIlU,

Ava ilable lor CP/ M'. CDDS' or CROM IX' users
ulilizing COBOL-BO' or Cromemco Cobol.
Satislaction gua ranleed or ful l refund l
For Program Samples and informalion ca ll or write:

T ype your m anuscrip ts, cat alogs, or
other tex t mto your word proceSSing computer .
Send i t to us oh a diskette or via- a
modem transm ission and we' ll send you
camera ready fil m copy.
Computer typesetting prov ides high
quah ty , easy to read copy at a frac tion of
the cost of conventional typesetting.
Call or write for instructional brochure
that includes typestyle selections. form atting instructions, and examples .

f."

,. bll -'1 1111110 (.0 fIII)OO CPl ' apr ralint &: l aMH~. 20": b ) lnol "n bo.rd
,I. ric KAM .
'11K b,'n of o nbu.. d F.I' WUM'p" .. ,llut!.ofpriurilitdoul o><clU •• dln l ... upl . ,
1 ",fmUI) up.n uo" bu ..... 'up 10 lSt.KJ, 2 Mr ,. t <u mrnuni. uiu" purh (R~ ·H H · I.
, .. bh bldlU'1' llon. , parall.1 p<H1 . ,,00 PfnphuI 'o c<umud l 'It ... bu., h
unl.'1
th",,.. .. illt H<,,,,.d Inlr" .. pl., on bo..d rullim. clock , ,,,II ... r~ (" mpl l ibl~ .. 111'1
M UIU..,II M[ X" "'U.\ I bu.rd .

,.·bi' ....

PAlCEI
8 .. ~ bo. rd .. ilh 60(l,""nl l li" n ........... .. ..... .
.\It:)(UKU .\1 (Un, ,, lI ibl~ ,"onitor in 17~ t. I'I(O ~ I' \
." ... 000 e l't: '" m.mo., mop 1'1(0.\1 .
~h ippin, , ndh l n6Iinrlfjum nlJ<)
lln , .

.t"..

.

\ ,".95

Dream Electronics

" JUO
lIU.OO

u.oo

. . . !dUO

131 N_W_ 2 nd _St. 1-503-7524833
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
714-553·0133

Circle 171 on Inquiry card _

Circle 346 on inqu iry card ,

Circle 164 on inqu iry card _

ARE YOU OUT OF CONTROL?
OUR 6502 BASED MICROCOMPUTER HAS
EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL.
THE COMPUTER "SLIM"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6502 MICROPROCESSOR
2K BYTES RAM
2K OR 4K EPROM
FOUR 8 BIT I/O PORTS
POWER ON RESET
CRYSTAL CLOCK
BUFFERED SYM-AIM BUS
PRICE 81-260A $199.95 ASSM.
81-260K $149.95 KIT
81-260B $ 39.95 BARE BOARD

THE PERIPHERALS
RAM EPROM MEMORY
• 32K BYTES OF RAM OR EPROM
PRICE 81-330A $ 99.95 ASSM. W/O MEMORY
81-330B $ 49.95 BARE BOARD

THE COMPUTER "SLIM"
ALL BOARDS ARE 4.5 X 6.5 WITH
GOLD EDGE CONNECTORS
SOLDER MASK BOTH SIDES

6 SLOT MOTHER BOARD
• .750" BOARD SPACING 44 PIN BUS
PRICE 81-320A $ 99.95 ASSEMBLED
81-320B $ 49.95 BARE BOARD
24 HOUR REAL TIME CLOCK
• FOU~ DIGIT. r ED DISPLAY
• ON 80 RD POWER SUPPLY
PRIC'E 81-350A $149.95 ASSEMBLED
81-350B $ 49.95 BAR~ BOARD

.

,

ANALOG I/O INTERFACE
• 16 ~NALOG INPUT CHANNELS
• 2 ANALOG OUTPUT CHANNELS
PRICE 81-292A $199.95 ASSEMBLED
81-292B $ 49.95 BARE BoARD
12 PORl P.ARAtl:Eh IfO' BOARD
• 128 BIT I/O PORTS - 66522S
PRICE 82-036A $16,~:95 ASSEMBLED
82-036B $ 49.95 BARE BOARD
MONITOR + TINY BASIC 2532 $39.95

aQ

19" RACK MOUNTING
CALL 415 592-8411 FOR MORE
INFORMATION.
OUR SALES PEOPLE WILL BE
GLAD TO DEMONSTRATE OUR
PRODUCTS AT YOUR COMPANY.
OEM PRICING AVAILABLE.

JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC.
ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC •• 1014 CENTER ST., SAN CARLOS, CA 94070
ADD SALES TAX IN CALIFORNIA· ADD 5% SHIPPING & HANDLING 3% FOR ORDERS OVER $100

SEND FOR CATALOG

(415) 592.8411
WILL CALL HOURS: gam, 4pm

10% OUTSIDE U.S.A.

IVISA I

YOU CAN SAVE SSS

LOOK TO THE FUTURE .. .

EPROM-J2

5 '/." DISKETTES (Soft or Hard Sector) Box of 10
Single SidelDouble Densit y .
. ..... $25.25
Double Sidel Double Densi ty .... ..... $31 .25

The only EPROM programmer you need!

Alios • North Star • Zenith Data Systems
RIBBONS FOR:
Anadex DP 9500 1950 1 .
. $14.00
Centronics 700 Series
Zip Pa c k (Package o f 3).
. ... $ 8.25
Ca rtridg e
, $ 8.50
D,E.C, LA-34 (Box 016)
.. $30.00
Diablo 630 (Box o f 6)
. , , $25.90
Epson MX 70-80 ,
.. , , , .. $12.95
~EC Sp inwriter (B ox of 6) " .. ,",., $24.00
Okidata Microline 80 (Pkg 013) , .. ". $ 8.90
Qume (Boxes of 6)
(Bl ack)
.. , .... , ... , , , . $19.00
(Red. Green , Blue or Brown).
. . , . . $16.00
Texas Inst ru ments 810 (Bx o f 6) ...... $19.00

Solve '""" cI.c probIenw. buv 1~ .....t-=e
tailed Dyun .w.ata. AD .,.... ohIpped
&om otock. wIIhIn 24 houn. c.D toll fREE
(800) 235-4137 lor prka UMI..........-.
\lIN UMI MMot..- Cant .ccepted.

·IEEE-696 IS-l00) EPROM programmer for single supply
(+5VI EPROMs.
• Programs current lK through 16K (byte) EPROMs plus luture
32K EPROM s.
, EPROM can be verified through a pan or located in mem o~
space lor verilication and use.
• Personali ty Modules adapt board to dillerent EPROM types:
PM·I - 2508,2758 PM·3 -2732, 2732A PM-6 - 66764
2516. 27 16 PM·4-2564
PM-7 -2526
PM-2 - 2532
PM-5 - 2764
PM -6 - 27 126
• Single zero-insert ion-pressure socket accommodates both 24·
pin and 26·pin EPROM packages.
• On·board OC·to· OC convener with adjustable regulator lor pro·
gramming voltage.
, Oouble·sided PC board with solder masks, silkscreen and
•

~~IU)~~~ ;g~~~o\t ~~1!~e

inclu des commands lor program·
ming, venlication, disk I/O and editing.
• Comprehensive user's manual contains source listing of conIrol software.

Plus many others · Call tor more i nformation

$269,95

CHECK · MASTER CARD · VISA Accepted
Add $3.00 for Shipp ing & Handling :
Ill i no is Reside nts Add 6% Ta x

ILLINOIS COMPUTER
PRODUCTS CO.

(assembled & tested)
Price incluaes EPROM·32. documen·
tallon and two Persona111y Modules
P.O. , ox 17577 (specify), Additional Modules-S7,95.
MemphiS, TN 38117 Conllol software on 8 inch singledensi(901)-755 -0619 IV CP 1M-compatible diskette - S9.95,

P.O. Box 112
Mt. Prospec t.IL60056

MasterCard & Visa

Cor~DratiDn

(312) 228-5590

Circle 310 on inquiry card.

Circle 353 on inquiry card .

Circle 221 on Inquiry card.

TIRED OF CHANGING
CABLES AND TURNING
KNOBS?

Get more out of your
Apple with the MICRO
ori the Apple Sarles
Vols, 1, 2, & 3

$24.95 ea.

+ $2.00 shipping eac h volume
EachbookincIUOE~§1n6ire

than

ASCI SWITCH
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer Controlled or Manual
Command Code User Selectable
Select one of two Peripherals
Select one of two Computers
Asynchronous to 19200 Baud
No E xternal Power Needed
Call or write

ADVANCED SYSTEMS CONCEPTS, INC .
P.O. BOX Q , ALTADENA , CA. 91001
(213) 684·5461 or 794-2308

Circle 13 on Inquiry card ,

1
ext. 564
In CA 1-800-772-3545 ext. 564

MICRO INK, Inc_
P,O. Box 6502
Chelmsford, MA 01B24

PLOTPAK (.REL file): .... . .. . $275.
PLOTPAK source code
plus two drivers: . .

. ..... $365.

~eF=lICGe
~~

Computer Company
DfV ISI ON OF Sea Da ta Cnrpur31iu ll

One Bridge Street, Newton, MA 02158
TEl. (617) 244-8190 TlX: 951107
Circle 71 on Inquiry card.

MODEM
FOR
~*
';/?'lOO

t.l]e m!C!oper!pher~! corporC!t!o.r!
2643 A· 151s1 PI. N.E .
Redmond , WA 90052
(206) 881 -7544
• RS7J2 MICROCONNECTIONIM

--

~

w.I!
VISA

Circle 313 on Inquiry card.

Expansion Memory

PLOTPAK™
PLOTPAK is a complete plotting
library that runs under FORTRAN-80
and includes drivers for the following
screens and plotters:
• MicroAngelo MA 512
• ADM + Retrographics
• TEK 4010 compatible terminals
• Houston Intruments DMP-4
• HP plotters 72258 and 7470
• Radio Shack Printer / Plotter

AUTO· DIAL/
AUTO· ANSWER

The MICROCONNECTION 'M can dial
and answer the telephone , run
printers , decode busses , transcribe
tronsmissions, onswer/ originote ond
direct - connect to the teleph one
system . Lots of terminal and host
software too . For more information
write or phone :

Circle 486 on Inquiry card.

Beautiful Plots with

TN residents add 6% sales tax,

LOGICAL ANALYSIS

I
1'"'
4r '
I

Jll'

[}{]&~W&~[Q)U®&@
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""

",\>'10

for
The IBM Personal Computer

W~~@D@[f!] ~o~

• Parity generation & check ing
• Fu lly assembl ed. qua lit y tested
• One year warranty

WRITTEN IN BASIC for any
BASIC SYSTEM WITH INSTR
AND LEFT SIDE MID$ FUNCTIONS. WILL REDUCE ANY BINARY STATE, MULT1VARIABLE
EQUATION TO ITS MINIMUM
FORM. "DOES FOR LOGIC
WHAT THE CALCULATOR DID
FOR ARITHMETIC. "

PART. NO.
A IM -256-0 1B
A IM -256 - 02B
A IM -256-03B
A IM -256-04B
A IM -256-00B
A IM -256-D9B

UNIT
64KB
128KB
192KB
256 KB
B are board.

PRICE
$349.
$499.
$639.
$769.
$ 99.

64KB E X P . K IT

$ 149.

Brackel & SCllemallC

~~@u~~~ ~~©"
P.O. Box 5306
Ri chardson. TX 75080
(Texas resid ents add applica ble sales tax)

VISA, M/C 24hr. order (ine
(817) 571-7171

SOURCE LISTING . . .. _ . $5.00

SCIENTIFIC TECHNIQUES
P.O. Box 8453
GREENSBORO, N.C. 27419

Dealer inquiries in vited

Circle 33 on inquiry card .

Circle 401 on Inquiry card.

COMPUTER PROOUCTS

FLASH CHARACTER
INVERSE CHARACTER
UNDERLINE CHARACTER or
ALT. CHARACTER SET
DIM CHARACTER

The above functions may be toggled
together or separately.
The board may be addressed at any port
pair in the IEEE 696 (S-100) host system.
Status and data ports may be swapped if
necessary. Inputs are provided for parallel
keyboard and for light pen as well as an
output for audio signalling. The interrupt
structure is completely compatible with
Digital Research's MP/ M ®.

•
•
•
•
•

The VIO-X2 also oHers an 80 character
by 25 line format but uses a 7 x 7 character
set in a 9 x 10 dot matrix allowing highresolut ion characters to be used. This
model also includes expanded firmware for
block mode editing and light pen location.
Contiguous graphics characters are not
supported.
Both models support a full set of control
characters and escape sequences. including cont rols for video attributes. cursor
location and positioning. cursor toggle.
and scroll speed. An on board Real Time
Clock (RTC) is displayed in Ihe slatus line
and may be read or set from the host
system. A checksum test is performed on
power-up on the firmware EPROM.
Video attributes provided by the
8275 in Ihe VIO-X include:

Additional features include:

$295.00
$345.00

V10-X2 - 80 x 25 7 x 7 A & T

SAN JOSE. CA 95t 12 •

(408) 295·7t7t

Circle 474 on inquiry card.

Fulcrum (Europe) England
Phone 061 828763

contact:

For European enquiries and sales

Conversational & Block Modes

Conversational Mode

VIO-Xl - 80 x 25 5 x 7 A & T

• HIGH SPEED OPERATION
• PORT MAPPED IEEE S-100
INTERFACE
• FORWARD/ REVERSE SCROLL or
• PROTECTED SCREEN FIELDS
• CONVERSATIONAL or BLOCK
MODE (opt)
• INTERRUPT OPERATI ON
• CUSTOM CHARACTER SET
• CONTROL CHARACTERS
• ESCAPE CHARACTER
COMMANDS
• INTELLIGENT TERMINAL
EMULATION
• TWO PAGE SCREEN MEMORY

WW COMPONENT SUPPLY INC. 1771 JUNCTION AVEN UE •

FUL~RUM '· 0",,,0"''''' Oy

- - --

~

The VIO-X Video I/O Interlace lor Ihe
5-100 bus provides features equal to most
intelligent terminals both efficiently and
economically. It allows the use of standard
keyboards and CRT monitors in conjunction with existing hardware and software. It
w ill operate with no additional overhead in
5-100 systems regardless of processor or
system speed.
Through the use of the Intel 8275 CRT
controller with an onboard 8085 processor
and 4k memory, the VIO-X interface operates independently of the host system and
communicates via two ports, thu s eliminating the need for host memory space.
The screen display rate is effeclively 80.000
baud.
The VIO-Xl provides an 80 characler by
25 line format (24 lines plus status line)
using a 5 x 7 character set in a 7 x 10 dot
matrix to display the full upper and lower
case ASCII alphanumeric 96 printable
character set (i ncluding true descenders)
with 32 special characters for escape and
control characters. An optional 2732
character generator is available which
allows an alternate 7 x 10 contiguous
graphics character set.

VIO-X

INTELLIGENT VIDEO 1/0 FOR 5-100 BUS

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

COMPUTER PROOUCTS

FULCRUM

~

'.

Omniram 64 United States & Canada Prices Only

The Fulcrum Computer Products OMNIRAM for the IEEE
696 (S100) bus provides 64 kilobytes of fast static random
access memory. Provision is made for 8 or 16 bit transfers,
extended 24 bit addressing, and for control via the bus
phantom line. In addition, a number of features are included to
make the OMNIRAM co mpatible with systems designed before
the IEEE 696 standard was developed . These include bank
selection and provision for operation with IMSAI-type front
panels. When the bank select option is activated, the board is
divided into two parts which can reside in separate banks. The
division of the board may be into two 32K sections or into one
16K section and one 48K section. 2K blocks may be disabled in
the upper 16K, or 4K blocks in the upper 32K, of memory.
Provision is made for DMA overide of bank select if needed .
The board is also compatible with IEEE 696 or IMSAI-type
extended addressing.

OMNIRAM INTRODUCTION:

OMNIRAM

With Hitachi 6116 . . .
. ... 64K
32K
150ns. Rams.
. .. $470
.$325
120ns. Rams . . . . . . . . . .
.$550
.$395
Board Without Ram. . . . . .
. .... $200
With Toshiba 2016 Rams . . . . . . .
. ... 64K
32K
O;"';b"'''' by,
Typical current draw 800mill . .
$425
... $275
COMPONENT SUPPLY INC. 1771 JUNCTION AVENUE· SAN JOSE. CA 95112. (408) 295-7171
For European enquiries and sales contacl: Fulcrum (Europe) England. Phone 061 828763

_

Conforms to IEEE 696 standard.
8 or 16 bit data transfers.
24 bit addressing.
Bank select in 32K-32K or
48K-16K.
Banks selectableldeselectable
on DMA.
Responds to phantom pin
67 or 16.
2K x 8 static rams with 2716
pinout.
Power consumption is typically
600 mao
Banks on or off on power up.
Bank addressable to any of
256 possible ports.
8M Hz with 150ns parts
standard. faster speeds
available on request.
Available partially loaded as
a32K board.
Multiple bank residence.

FEATURES

$470

64K STATIC RAM BOARD FOR 5-100 BUS

CROMEMCO
CROMIX USERS
AODING MEMORY? BUY THE

Make a
Living at

NEC PC-8000 Computer System

MEMORY
MERCHANT S-100 64K STATIC RAM AND SAVE
3 WAYS :

SAVE

UP TO $400 OVER COMPETING 64K
DYNAMIC RAM CARDS
SAVE POWER WITH THIS COOL RUNNING
DESIGN
SAVE YOUR STOMACH BY ELIMINATING
DYNAMIC RAM BIT ERRORS THAT
CAUSE SYSTEM CRASHES .
WE OFFER AN UNPRECEDENTED 18 MONTH
LIMITED WARRANTY ON THI S FIELD-PROVEN
CROMEMCO COMPATIBLE RAM .

64 K RAM MODEL MM65KLBS $759
TO ORDER, SEND CHECK , MONEY ORDER , VI SA
OR MASTERCHARGE WITH YOUR ORDER OR

' PC-80,01A Keyboard ...... . . .
' PC-8012A I/ O Unit . . . . . . . . ..
PC-8023A-C Printer . . . . . . . .
' PC-8031A Disk Drives . .
PC-8032A Add-on Drives ......
PC-8041A Monitor .. . .. . ......
NC-8500 Wedge ....... . .. . ..

$809.88
$534.88
$499.88
$809.88
$709.88
$184.88
$514.88

• Additional 5% discou nt for corrplete system purchase

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Orders & Information

CALL (512) 837-7696
MICROSYSTEMS ASSOCIATES

l..H_E_B_O...~~tft

4309 EVEREST LANE, AUSTIN , TX 78759
Cromemco and Cromix are trademarks of Cromemco, Inc .
Memory Merchant is a trademark of Memory Merchant, Inc.

Circle 315 on Inquiry card.

(603)-673-8857
Orders Only

ELIZA IS HERE!
Crealed 81 MIT in 1966. ELIZA has become the world's most
celebrated artificial intelligence demonstration program . ELIZA is
8 non-directive psychotherapist who analyzes each Sialemenl as
you type il inand then respondswilh her own comment or question
- and her remarks Bre olten slantingly appropria te!
Designed 10 run on a large mainframe. ELIZA has hitherto been
unavailable 10 personal computer users except in greatly stripped
down versions lacking the sophistication which made th e origi nal
program so fascinating .
Now , ou r new microcomputer version possessing th e FULL power
and rallge 01 expression of the origi nal is being ot/ered at the
i ntrOduCtory price 01 only $25. And il you want to l ind Ollt how she
does it (or toach her to do more) we will mclude the comp lete
Sour-c. Pro;r.m for only $20 additional.
Order your copy 0 1ELIZA today and you'U never agam wonder hOW
to respond whon you hear someone say ··Okay, leI's see what th is
compu ter 01 yours can actually dor'
ELIZA IS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING DISK FORMATS:
Stal'\dard 8 .nch sll'\gle del'\slty lor all CP/M based com p u ier s
S2510f ELIZ A COM - add $20 l or MIcrosof t BASIC -SO SourCe

2

~'.

3

5' . InCh lor <18K Apple II WI'" Applesolt ROM and DOS 3 3

InCh CP/M l or Apple II equIpped wIth loBO Sol tCa,d

4

xanad u engineering
1653 minorca • cosla mesa , ca 92626

Circle 475 on inquiry card.

flC

E LE C T RON Ie S

PO Bo x 508 , Ba ck Ba y Annex
Boston , MA
02117

- - --- PC

~ ====41>
==, -= -=-=- -----------

~~

SOFTWARE
• PC/GAMES 1- An anthOlogy 01 5 games BLACKJACK
GOL lUM 'S TUNNEl. MORTAR. MARS LANDER and
KISME T 611K 1 disk dove
$ 20
• PC/FORMAT - An interac tive screen tormal!et deslgnC!j
specifically for IIle PC SUPDOtled by Pasc al. F o rtran. J"d
Ba SIC (external Subrou tin es)
$ 99

HARDWARE

2114,150n5 .. " . $2.63
2708 . . . . . . . . . . . 3.44
2716 . . . . . . . . . . . 5.46
4116,150n5..... •. 1.94
4116,200n5.. .... . 1.86
4164 . . . . . . . . . . . &.DO
6116,P-3 ...... ..• 9.&4
8086. • . .
. . 24..00
Ca II

5' • .nch 10' &4K IBM Personal Co mput er

The program wit! effectively teach card counting strategies with
more precision and speed than previously possible. Five proven
strategies are taught. each with increasing complex ity. Twelve
user·alterable rules enable learning strategies specific to any
casino in the world . Incorrect player actions are signaled and
remembered for subsequent use. Other learning aids are also
included. and of courS! normal casino ·stv1e blackjack can be
played at any time. Send for brochure.
CP/Mwi th cursor addressable screen,

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research ,

S 2~ for ELIZA COM - add $20 lor M.crosol! 8ASIC·80 Sour c e

S25 10 ' P, o t ected FIle - add $20 l or Applesol t Source

A Blackiack Program
unique in its abl\\ty to
teach card counting
strategies.

(800)-343-0726
12 Johnson Street, Milford NH 03055

Circle 66 on inquiry card .

AT LASTl A FUll IMPLEMENTATION 01 Ihe o riginal ELI ZA
program is now available to run on your microcomputert

1

"21"

F or Our Pr ice b ook

(Personal Systems Tec tlnology . INC I
- 1 Yca r Warrant y -

• 64K Expandable t2SSK) Ram Board

S299

• 128K Expandable 1256K) Ram Board

$,150

• 256K Ram Board

$750

• 65K ExpanSion Ki t fOf Ram Board

S t 75

• Duat·llfle Asynch Controller Board t5().192K Bau{P

S 159

LITERATURE
• Discoun t Buyer's GUide 10 Ihe IBM PC

S

3

Cal ReSidents Add 6 ° 0 Sales Ta x MClVf$A acceptea
Hardware/Sol/ware mclude $350 SfllPpm9 & IWlldlmg

125 l or Protec ted File - add S20 lor BASIC Source

ARTIFICIAL tNTELLtGENCE RESEARCH GROUP
~
~j
--

921 NORTH LA JOLLA AVENUE
LOS ANGEL ES, CALIFORNIA 90046
(213) 656-7368
(213) 654 -22 t4
MC, VISA and CHECKS ACCEPTED

.

-

WE'VE GOT IT ALL

(617) 876-5258

Circle 36 on inquiry card.

Circle 440 on inquiry card .
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Circle 286 on Inquiry card.

$185
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• A comp lete range of work s tations designed
spec ifically to house all mi c ro-computers ,
• Delivered heavily packed . in self-assembl y
form needing on ly a Phill ips screwdri ve r and
a few minutes 01 your ti m e to assemble ,
• Manufactured from 1" all wood pa rti c le board
surfaced with hard-wearIng melamine ve nee r,
in eithe r Oak or Walnut.
• Dealer and Distribution prices on request.
• For more information o n our lull range of work
stations write o r ca ll 301-223-8900.
ATLANTIC CABtNET CORPORATION
P. O. Box 100. Williamsport, Maryl and 21795

Circle 44 on Inquiry card .

3857 Birch St ,Ste tOO
(714) 859 - 7575 Newport
Beach, CA 92660

Circ le 29B on inquiry card .

Design Line
Micro Work
Stations

0

..J
..J

Micro Express

NEW PRODUCTS
CRT-1
INTELLIGENT VIDEO BOARD 4K
X 8 DISPLAY RAM, 4K X 4 ATTRIBUTE RAM KEYBOARD INTERFACE. LITE PEN INTERFACE.
PCBD .... $38,95, KIT. .. , $259,95
MEM-4 65K X 8 RAM/ROM USES
TMS 4016 RAM OR 2716 ROMS
EXTENDED ADDRESSING BANK
SELECTABLE ON UPPER 16K.
PCBO . ... , , ........ , .. ,$38.95
KIT LESS MEMORY.. . . . $99.95
A & T LESS MEMORY . . $135.95

WAMECO INC.
P.o. BOX 877 EL GRANAOA CA 94018
(415) 728-9114
Circle 462 on Inquiry card.

SPECIALS on INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
6502
7.45 10/6.95
6502N651 2A
8.40 10/7.95
6520 PIA
5.15 10/490
6522 VIA
6.45 10/610
6532
7.90 10/7.40
2114-L2 00
245
2114-L300
2.25
271 6 EPROM
5.50
2532 EPROM
9.90
6116 Hilachi 2Kx8 CMOS RAM 9.90
4116-200nsRAM
2ero Insertion Force 24 pin Sockel
S-100 Wire Wrap Sockel

50/6.55 100/615
50/7.35 100/690
50/445 100/4.15
50/5.75 100/5.45
50/7.00 100/6.60
25/2.30 100/2.15
25/2.10 100/2.00
5/515
10/4.80
5/945
10/8.90
5/94 5
10/8.9 0
810r15
2.00
2.40

SCOTCH (3 M) 5"
SCOTCH (3 M) 8"

10/2.45 50/2.35
to/2.60 50/2.45

100/2.30
100/2.40

WE STOCK VERBATIM DISKS

iti

A P Products 15% OFF ;
A P Hobby-Blox 15% OFF

II

DISK
SPECIALS

[I commodore

Try the new Verbatim Head Cleaner Kits
BASF 5" or 8"
10/2.00 20/1.95

100/1.85

Wabash 5"
Wabash 8"

100/1.85
1001185

10/200
10/2.00

2011 .95
201195

WE STOCK MAXELL DISKS
Diskette Storage Pages
10 tor 3.95
Disk Library Cases
8" - 2.85
5" - 2.15
Disk Hub Rings
8" - 50 @ 7.50
5" - 50 @ 6.00

CASSEITES - AGFA PE-611 PREMIUM

-............

:""".I ~' d""~I\J"'lt.o.W I

•

••

CBM-PET SPECIALS

(51

~~
")

MODEM SPECIAL

$99

SIGNALMAN Mk1 from Anchor Automation
DIRECT CONNECT Modem with RS232 Cable and Connector
Included. Fully compatible with all Beli 103 modems. 0 to
300 bps. lull duplex. Irequency shift keyed modulation. automatic ANSW/O RIG selection. direct connect. audible tone
carner delecl Indicator. self-contained battery powered.

PET/CBM Version (Mk1 P)

1111

SALE

High output, low noise, 5 screw housings.
C-l0
10/.56 50/.50
C-30
101.73 50/.68
All other lengths available. Write for price list

(995)
(2250)
(1495)
(1995)
(500)
(1795)
(2195)
(395)
(995)
(1295)
(1295)
(695)
(795)
(75)

775
1750
1100
1600
400
1345
1760
199
795
999
999
550
630
65
CALL

EPSOM MHO Prflill
EPSOM MHO FIT Prfltor
EPSOM MX- 70 Prfll.,
EPSOM MX-l00 Prfllor
Centronics 739 Printer with dot graphics
STARWRfTER Oaisy Wheel Printer FlO
Zenith ZVM- ; 21 Green Phosphor Monitor
DC Hayes Smartmodem
Watanabe Intelligent Plotter 1195
BMC BM 12A Green Phosphor Monitor
BMC BM 1400BLUC 13" Color Monitor
BMC RGB 13" Color Monitor

\,·.I~\ 'l

$169

8023 Printer -136 col. 150cps bl-dlrectional
8300 DaiSy Wheel- 40 cps bi-directlonal
8032 80 x 25 CRT. business keyboard
Super Pet
8096 Board (extra 64K RAM lor 8032)
8050 Dual Disk Drive - 1 megabyte
8250 Dual Disk Drive - 2 megabyte
CBM IEEE Modem
4016 full size graphics keyboard
4032 full size graphics keyboard
4040 Dual Disk Drive - 330.000 bytes
2031 Single Disk Drive - 165,000 bytes
4022 Tractor Feed Printer
C2N External Cassette Deck
Used CBM/PET Computers

WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

*** EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS ***

For Commodore Computers. the Signalman Mk 1P inc ludes
connector . cable. and machine language sohware
INTELLIGENT TERMIN~L PACK~GE
$115
Combines intelligent RS232 port hardware from cgrs Microlech with EHS Intelligent Terminal sohware to allow you to
connect any RS232 Modem to PET/CBM

SALE $128
SALE $199

RS232 MODEM - STAR
IEEE 488 MODEM - STAR

95

16K RAM Card for Apple

$45

CASH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Easy to use. Keeps track of cash disbursements, cash
receipts, cash transfers, expenses for up to 50 categories.

FORTH lor PET by Cargile/Riley

$50

Full FIG model with all 79 Standard htensions.
MIIICIIII,1I11 lor FORTH for independent object code

30

$B5

KMMM PASCAL lor PET/CBM

Includes translator for tnue machine language object code.

65

EARL lor PET/CBM
Editor, Assembler, Relocator, Linkeditor

Supll1ll1p~lca - BASIC lIftlUllI Exlmlou
40
Fast Machine Language Graphics routines for PET/CBM.

252 Bethlehem Pike
Colmar. PA 18915

$345 base price.

259
335
36
54
11 2
500
24
24

VIC Superslot
VIC Super Allen
VIC Maze In 3- D
VIC Cosmic DebriS
VIC Amok (UMI)
VIC Snakman
VIC Rublk's Cube
VIC Night Rider

TNW 1000 Serial Interlace
TNW 488/1 03 with OM
Computel's First Book 01 PET /CBM
Word Pro 3 Plus - 32K CBM, disk. printer
Word Pro 4 Plus - 8032, disk. printer
VISICALC lor PET. ATARI, or APPLE
SM-KIT . PET ADM UHNtl1i
Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Utilities
PET Spacemaker II ROM Switch
2 Meter PET to IEEE or IEEE to IEEE Cable
Dust Cover lor PET
IEEE·Paraliel Printer Interlace lor PET
IEEE-RS232 Printer Interlace lor PET
The PET Revealed
Ubrary 01 PET Subroutines

24
24
12

9
17
13
13
11
110
450
11
195
300
190
40
35
36
40
8
110
120
12
12

4 PART HARMONY MUSIC SYSTEM for PET
The Visible Music Monitor, by Frank Levinson, allows you to
easily enter, display, edil and play 4 part harmony music.
Includes whole notes thnu 64 ths (with dotted and triplets),
tempo change, key signature, transpose, etc. The KL-4M
unit includes 0 to A converter and amplifier ready to hook to
your speaker
KL-4M MI.1e aunt wlUl VMM Prqr'lM
$60

215-822-7727

ABC omputers
Circle 5 on Inquiry card,

575

1445
11 9
230
6-Pen

1445
100
285
329

ALL BOOK ud SOFTWARE PRICES DISCOUNTED

SYM-l Microcomputer

Allows you to connect up to 20 C8M/PET Computers to
shared disk doves and ponters. Completely transparent to the
user Perlect for schools or multiple word processing conI,gurat,ons Base configuration supports 3 computers.
VIC 20
VIC 1515 Ponter
VIC 3K RAM
VIC 8K RAM
VIC 16K RAM
VIC 1540 Disk Drive
VIC Invaders
VIC Jupiter Lander

We carry Apple 11+ from
Bell & Howell

SPECIALS

Synertek Systems

Buy 2 PET/CBM Compulll1, rlClln 1 FREE

COMP~CK

PETSCAN I

100/A8
100/.66

SALE

SYM BAS-l BASIC or RAE 1/2 Assembler
KTM-2/80 Synertek Video and Keyboard
KTM-3/80 Synertek Tubeless Terminal

199
85
349
385

7'III"N I systems
data
290-80 64 K
290-82 64 K, 1 double dens, drive
289-0 48K
289-1 48K, 1 drive
Z67 10 Megabyte + Floppy Drive
Z.37 1.3 Megabyte Dual Floppy
Z25 High Speed Printer
Z19 Video Terminal (Vi-52 compatible)
ZVM-121 Green Phosphor Monitor
All Zenith Software discounted

2170
2395
1950
2150
4495
1495
1195
670
119

~

ATARr
SPECIALS
800 Computer
675
400 - 16K
330
440
810 Disk Drive
825 Printer
629
170
850 Interlace
18
Inside Atari DOS
19
Paddle Pair
Joystick Pair
19
69
16K RAM
99
32K RAM
Pilot
68
Write lor prices on

Microsoft BASIC
MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS
STU RAIDERS
Space Invaders
Music Composer
Chess
Super Breakout
PAC-MAN
CENTIPEOE
First Book 01 Atari
other Atari items.

72
32
32
37
32
45
30
30
36
36
11

WRITE FOR CATALOG
Add$125perorderforshlppmgWepaybalanceolUPSsurlace
charges on all prepaid orders Prices listed are on cash discount
baSIS Regular prices slightly higher Prices sublect to change

5100 Intelligent

Color Graphics

GRAPH-PAK
Forlr <'ln co m pa t ible Intera c ti ve plo lt ing

package based on CALCOMP slandard s.
Output is to MicroAngelo' o r to p en

ploller. .

. ... . .... . . S270.00

(CP/ M and Mi c roso ft Fortran-BO req ui red .)

SPRINT
Hardcopy prog ram fo r MicroAnge lo:

Oul put is to 1.0.S. or EPSON graphics
prinlers. CP/M compa tible ..... . . 5 125.00

• 8085 6K Prom 8K Ram
6847
• SubLogic Graphics
software in on board Prom
• 32 Graphics commands
including shaded
polygons, circles, boxes,
lines, rays
• Horizontal and vertical text
• 256h x 192v Hi Resolution
·128h x 192v 4 color
$395

UNLEASH YOUR ATARI!

Floppy Disks

EIA std. ser . port that really works
8 bit parallel port (use with 825 ptr.)
Software selectable port addressing
Configurable c har. translation
Bi-direct. communications

CM-1000 & 1000/V INCLUDE
• Configuration program
• No physical changes to computer
• And much, much more!

SAVE 40%

Prlce/10

M01 or MH1 SSIDO
M02 or MH 2 os/oo .
M01 ·DOM SS/OD/96 TP1
M02·00M OS/00/96 TP1

8"

for your
][ + Computer

CHECKS -

ADD $2 SHIPPING

~t.

NEW! S·100 BUS COMPA.T IBLE
SINGLE BOA.RD COMPUTER WITH VIDEO OUTPUT

J Fiske Software Systems. Inc.

One University Place
New York, NY. 10003

MH z

2.00 nth
X 8mm

Mlnalurel

32.768 KHz

1.00 nth

30 · 40KHz

Inquire

5.00 n th
4.00 nth

Asse mbled
Ki t

We also carry BECKMAN PRODUCTS. please Inquire:
DIA. AI D Converf ers. Resistor Networks .
Trimming Potentiome ters. Precision Potenliomelels .
Displays. Digital Multimelers.

BECK MAN OMM TECH 300
BECKMAN OMM TECH 310
BECKMAN OMM TECH 330

110.oout h
135.00 lIeh
185.00 n eh

FORTH

Your
Questions Answered

995
PPD ·

30 minute audio cassette and 8-page

Learn
Fundamentals for

USES,
1lu' f ~,dc .. n 'uno::~.o ·....., t,,,nd "" ..... ~k> bo... d<om",,'Cf Of 6 S 100,nIl'0_.I<'''' ,-.di,>o

F E ATURES,

il'

MH 7.l· IIll,'· . UI" 10 11K 1'1'110 .\' . "II ,04 K ~".""' RAM . "008 1111 '''1'''' 11U" ,.on" III!1'T
O\I 'PI;' ):0" .
II lilT "''''l<: In!,'" I ~ "I ....·,1 11 """""1". ( ) "'P<!" I v"t.·" "",pU I 11IO.2'1J.
~

NY C/ NYS Add Ta x

"'M'

uod,,<> r.\I "u... I~. h~<" " ><: Vl(1.·u. u,KloJ , ',,~. bl'''~''ISI. ~ '.' I"'"' c"""h, hl "1~

B.., ~bo.ofd

PPD·

Two fl o ppy diskettes w ith inte ractive
tuto rial d esigned to teach FO RTH
fund am entals q uickly, easil y and inexpensively. RElquires CP/ M operating

<"""'

• . ._

71 4-553-0133

. . .' . ....... .

FORTH Workshops now
being scheduled nationwide

...'lhdoc"""'''I~hon ..
. •....••••••..• . SA9%
Mo.",,,,, :.nd
u,"~,...J ..oll"'~I ~ Hn £ ... R01>1J ..
. .•..• $.I~ 00
so." c~ [i"h "!l'> 1...1Ih Mon,IO' pu' t h.o ... 1 ...•.•. .... .......•....•..••••..•• SI~ OO
tl~,d 10 lind .... n. Ku 't fY~I " I nd 11M bnk PROM ·s l .. •.•
. • •.. ..•.. $1 5 00
CAlJOIIIMiV5IlU< IS ",,",.,'''''

App l e''''- Apple Computer

5795

syste m. CP/ M is a trademark of Digital Research .

,m~' I,>("'''fd

PRlClh

Circle 245 on Inquiry card.

22.1184. 32000

TUNING FORK CRYSTALS 13mm

FORTH

" 100 Use r-Defina b le Fi e l d s
o The linkage Ana l yzert'"
o Custom ize You r Own Report s
o Au t OOIalic Pr oofreade r Report
o Se l f-teachin g Tuto r ial
o Backed by !t Yea r s Gen. Computi n9
o App l e I I + !t8k DOS 3.3 (lor 2 Dr i ves)

''''

3.00 nth

book let tell what FORTH is, how it
wo rk s and gives p ros & cons of using
FORTH for all ki nd5 of applications.

" Ea sy to Use
" Fast Memory-Re s ide n t Scro ll
" Un i q ue Labe l Contro l Matrix

Apple Tre e'''' I T he lInk age Ana l yzer

MHz

Circle 411 on Inqu iry card .

" Hierarchical Data-St r uctu r e

$69 . 95

3.2768

4.1934 . 4.9152. 5.000.
6.144.
6.400.
7.3728.
14.31818. 18.000.
1966{)8

327 Clark in CI. . Walnut Creek . CA 94598
P.O. Box 5007. Con cord . CA 94520

27204 Harper Ave.
Clair Shores, MI 48081

Re co rdkee p j ng Sys tem

riJiJ

20.000.

2.000.

SIGMATEK INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

L YBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Prof ess iona l -level Fam'ily

Jr::~~

1.6432.

Add sales tax in California . Postage: 5% 01 lola I order ($1.00
minimu m). Insurance: $1.50

VISA - MC - C.O.D.

(3/3) 777-7780

o 1000 Names (variab l e-len gt h)

•__

1.000.

3.5795. 4.000.
5.0688 . 6.000.
8.000. 10.000.

GET ACQUAINTED OffER,
Spec ify 8 0lt
or 32 sector

Circle 273 on Inquiry card.

APPLE TREE
GENEALOGY SYSTEM

o

....... $33
47
.... 43
.. 53

F01 or FH1 SSIDO . . .. ............... 43
F02 or FH 2 OSIDO . . .
. ... 53

. C[]mpU-male CORP.

APPLE

Write tor your
complete list.

MICROPROCESSOR CRYSTALS

60Hz CRYSTAL TIME BASE

6 305 Arizona Ave., Los Angeles,
CA 90045. (213) 991-7098
Circle 104 on Inquiry card.

/

Circle 61 on Inquiry card :

maxelt

USE ANY STD. PARALLEL OR
SERIAL PRINTER
CM-1000 - $289

• Includes CM-1000 above
• Adds full page width process.
I nc!. other funcl.
• 128 char.Software modifiable char.
set, inc!. U & LC

~iI'\JJj""I ™

Campuler So ftware
3237 Woodward Ave.
Berkley, MI 48072
(313) 548-0533

BINARY CORPORATION

Circle 82 on Inquiry card .

ADD 80 CHARACTER VIDEO
CM-1 OOON - $489.00

~

Soft ware th at turn s your Ata ri 400 or
800 into a real smart te rmi nal. Se nd
and rece ive data from all popu lar
data serv ices . Work s with ca sse tt e o r
disk fo r upload / dow nl oad. 16K mi n.
Ava il ab le at Atari Dea lers World wide
or d ir ect ly from Binary. VISA / M C/
AMEX / COO/ CHE CK. Casse tt e $47.95
Disk $49.95 add $2.50 P & H U.S ..
$5. 00 overseas.

25 Avenida Dr.
Be rkeley CA 94708
(415) 540-5698

. Trademmk o f SCIO N Corp

•
•
•
•
•

T.H.E.
SMART ©
TERMINAL

California Computer Graphics

Laboratory Computer Systems, Inc.
139 Main Sneer. Cambridge. MA 02142
(61 7) 547-4738

Circle 291 on Inquiry card.

1/

~l . . . . .

Fo r o rd ers or information contact:

laxen & Harris, Inc.
24301 Southland Dr., #216
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 887-2894
· Post Paid. We accept VISA, Maste rca rd & Checks.

JFSS

Circle 172 on Inquiry card .

Circle 260 on Inqu iry card.

P.O. Box 4430X
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave.
(408) 988-1640
Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory tested. Guaranteed
money back. Quality IC's and other components at factory prices .

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
7400m

"""

74O'lN
74!14N
H09N

.....
"

WON

......
...."
..""

7( 14N
7420"1
H30N
744210
74.5N
7447"1

.55

14~8N

7474 N
7415"1

35

."65

748510

7489'"
7490"1
H9SN
74100"1
HIIl7N
74123"1
74125"1
74 14510
74 150N
741m!

"'

74154N

1.25
55

74151N
74161 "1

.lI

55
1.00
.30
.55

.,

60
1.20

.65

.70

74162N

85
.85

7 4'~N

74174N
14175"1
74190N

7419210
74 193"1

1412110
7429810
74365"1
7436610
Hl6JN

7Uloont
HlSOOH

14LS02H
14l504N
14150510

74lSOBN
7415IDH

74l513'"
74l514N

Ht520N
14L522H
74t528H
14L530N

74lS33H
74l53l!N
741574/<1
141575H
HLSOOU
74l593N
74l595N

7.tSIOm
741511 2'"

14l511]H
14L5132N

1415 13610
141515 110
1415155H
74L5 157N
74l5 162N

]4tS163N
7415 1]("1

741519010
141522110
741S25SN
14L5361H

"
"'
'""
85

19
.19
65

65

65

15
.15
.15
15

J5

""

.19
..1S

.25
.35
.15
.5O
.J>

"
.,..."
.>l
.60
.65

.

...
...
.J>

J>

79

.7,
.95

.95
.95
1.00
l.lS

"

.69

UWEAR

''''3045

.90

CAJ046

1.10

CA3081
CAJOaZ

1.80
1.90

CA3089
3.40
lJ.t301ANIAH .34
lM305H
.87
t M307N
.35
LM308H
98
l MJ09K
1.25

lM311H1N

Phone orders only (800) 53B-8196

lM3 17J
19 lM317K
.19 t

.64

1.65 C04017
3.75 C0 4018
149 C04019
1.3S C04020
l
1.3S CO~0 21
1.3S C04022
.as C04023
LM320J.8
.8S C04024
lM320r·12
8S C04025
l M3207· 15
as C04026
lM32JK·5 4.95 C04021
l M32~ N
.59 C04028
l M339N
99 C04029
LMJ.COK·5
C0403()
lM340K·8 1.35 C04035
l M34()K·12 1.J5 C0 4040
LM)4()K·15 1.35 C04042
l M340K·24 1.35 C0 4043
l M3407·5
75 C040 44
LM340T·8
.75 C04045
l MJ.C01·12
75 C04049
lM340T·1S .75 C04050
lM)40T·18
75 COWSl
l MJ40T·24 .75 CO'06O
l MJSO
550 C04066
LM377
2.29 C04068
LM38DN
100 C04069
l M381
1.60 C04010
LM382
1.60 C04071
LM709H
S9 C04072
lM723H1N
~9 C04073
lM7JJN
85 C0401S
LMl 41CH
35 C04076
LM741N
JS C04078
LM747H' N
75 C04081
LM748N
.50 C04082
l M1 303N 1.15 C04116
LMI304
11 0 C04490
l M1 J05
1.27 C0 4507
LMI307
1.10 C04508
l M1310
2.75 como
lM1458
S5 C04511
lM1812
8.25 C04515
l MI889
2.49 C045 16
LM2111
1 75 C04518
lM2902
2.25 ClJ4520
t M3900N
59 C04527
LMJ905
125 C04528
LM3909N
95 C04553
.55 C04565
MCI'58'o'
NE5SON
1 30 CO~583
NE555V
.39 C04585
NESS6A
.65 C040192
NE56SA
1.00 7,COO
NE565V
1.50 74C04
NE567V
1.00 74Cl0
NE570B
05 HC14
78105
60 74C20
78LOB
60 74C3O
781.105
85 HC48
75108
1 ~9 HC74
75049!cN
~ 7tC76
150492CN
.ss 74C9O
7SC94CN
8974C93
74C154
AID 0 CONYERTER 74CI60
80388
4.5074C175
8700CJ
13.9574CI92
870 1CN
22.00 14C221
8150CJ
13.9514C905
9400CJV,f 7.40 74C9H
tetll03
9.50 74C922
ICl7101 14 .2514C923
74C925
HC926
eM"
C04000
.2574C927
C04001
.35
CD4002
35
C04006
.95
C04OO7
.25
C0400B
95
C0 4OO9
C04010
C04011
.35
C04012
25
C04013
C040 14
95
C04015
.95
C04016

us

l'rwm5% perl)'1)e
OIPSWITCIIES
4' poSi1io n
5·posrtion
6'llosition
7,pO$illon
8'poSilion

(}5

"

.90
90
.95

95

KEYBOARDS
56 k~ASCII keyOO~ra kll
Fu lly assemblea
fnclosurepjaslic
Melal Enc'osure

.,,'

$7495
19.95
69.95

PROM Eraser

zao MicroProfessor $149 .00

Single board computer. Learning. teaching , prototyping. 2K RAM, keyboard . displays; cassette
interface . Tiny BASIC 519.00. All fully
assembled .

~80 Microcomputer Kit $69.00
16 bit I/O, 2 MHz clock. 2K RAM, ROM Breadboard space. Excellent for control. Bare Board
528.50. Full Kit $79.00. Monitor $20.00. Power
Supply Kit $35.00. Tiny Basic $30.00.

Modem Kit $60 .00
State of the art, orig .. answer. No tuning necessary. 103 compalible 300 baud . Inexpensive
acoustic coupler plans included . Bd. only
$t7 .00 . Article in June. July. Aug . Radio
E/ectronics. 19B1 .

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency to
crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy.

Video Modulator Kit

$9.95

Convert TV set into a high quality monitor wlo
affecting usage. Compo kit w/full instruc.

Multi-volt Computer Power Supply
8v 5 amp, ± 18v .5 amp. 5v 1.5 amp, - 5v
.5 amp, 12v.5 amp . - 12voption. ± 5v. ± 12v
are regulated . Basic Kit $35.95. Kit with chassis
and all hardware $51.95. Add SS .OO shipping. Kit
of hardware $16.00. Woodgrain case S10.00.
$t .50 shipping.

Type-N-Talk by Votrax
Text to speech synthesizer with unlimited vocabulary. built-in text to speech algorithm, 70 to 100
bits per second speech synlhesizer, RS232C
interface $359,00. Speech IC S72.00.

Direct Connect Modem $99 .00
Fully assembled in case with RS232 cable.
Drig/answer, 103 compatible. 9V battery or
wallplug .

R&D. A monthly newsletter. Questdata is devoted
exclusively to software for the Super Elf and there
are many software books available at low cost.
The Super Elf computer system is now available as
a series of bare boards as well as full kits and
assembled.
Bare Boards: Super Ell $35.00. Super expansion
$35.00 . Power Supply $10.00. S-100 Color
$35.00. Ilynamic RAM $40.00. Manuals $10.00.
Super Basic $45.00.

Free 14 Page Brochure
Send or call for a free brochure on all
details and priCing of the Super Elf and its
expansion . We will get it right out to you l

Quest Super Basic VS.O
A new enhanced version of Super Basic now
available. Ouest was the first company worldwide
to ship a lull size Basic for 1802 Systems. A
complete lunctlon Super Basic by Ron Cenker
including floating point capability with SCientific
nolation (numberrange ± .17P' ). 32 bil integer
",2 billion ; multi dim arrays. string arrays ; string
manipulalion; cassette liD ; save and load. basic ,

dala and machine language programs; and over
75 slatements. fun ctions and operations .
New Ifnproved faster verSion Including renumber and essentially unlimited variables.
Also . an exclUSive user expandabl e command
library
Senal and Parallel 110 routines Included .
Super Basic on Cassette $45.00.

Rockwell AIM 65 Computer
6502 based single board with full ASCII keyboard
and 20 column thermal printer. 20 char. alphanumeric display ROM monitor;. fully expandable.
$419.00. 4K version $438 .00 . 4K Assembler
$29.00, 8K Basic Interpreter $59.00.
Special small power supply 5V 2A 24V .5A
assem. in frame $59.00. Molded plastiC
enclosure to fit bolh AIM 65 and power supply
$52.50. AIM 65 1K in cabinet with power supply,
switch, fuse, cord assem . $546.00. 4K $565.00.
A65140-5000 AIM 65140 w/16K RAM and monitor
$1295.00. RAM Board Kit (16K, $195) (32K.
$2t5). VD640 Video Interface Kit $119.00. A&T
$149.00. Complete AIM 65 in thin briefcase with
power,supply $507.00. Special Package Price: 4K
AIM. 8K Basic, power supply, cabinet $598.00
AIM 65/KIM/SYM/Super Elf 44 pin expansion
board; board with 3 connectors $22.95. 'Send • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;... .
for complete list of all AIM products.

Super Color S-100 Video Kit $99.00

Elf II Adapter Kit $24.95
Plugs into Elf II providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin
plus S-100 bus expansion. (With Super Expansion) . High and low address displays, state
and mode LED's optional $18.00.

TERMS: $5.00 mill. order U.S. Funds. Calif. residents add 6% tax .
$10.00 min. VISA and MasterCard accepted . $1.00 insurance optional.
Shipping: Add 5%; orders under $25.00-10%.
CircJe 381 on inquiry card.

maps; it has 64 levels of
grayscale plus video inverVcompliment and hidden
screen update for a "snow"
free display. The display is
512 x 512 pixel mapped with
2 planes of video RAM per
display. VENTURE video is in
short .. . astounding!
VENTURE has complete
software support with full
BASIC , 3 ROM monitors,
disassembler/assembler/editor. It will run realtime video games, all RCA chip 8 programs and all
current Quest 1802 software. VENTURE DOS will
accommodate up to three 5W' double density
floppies. A complete 1802 programming book is
available. All versions of VENTURE are shipped
with a set of manuals written to be understood by
the inexperienced as well as experienced user.
On-Board Options
16 channel A to 0; 5 slot 60 pin bus, 2 serial
ports. parallel ports; 3 video options. 48K RAM,
Votrax voice synthesizer, sound generator,
EPROM; full BASIC dissassembler. editor. assembler; metal cabinet, additional power supply.
ASCII keyboard real time clock calendar.
Expansion Options
Floppy disk, EPROM programmer. light pen,
universal user programmable music, sound board
high resolution color/grayscale pixel mapped
video board. General Purpose Instrument Bus.
Minimum VENTURE System $195.00
Kit includes CPU and control with 4K of RAM . lK
of scratchpad . 2K monitor, 1861 video graphiCS ,
cassette interface and separate HEX keyboard
with LED displays for address and output. Power
supply is included along with 2 game cassettes.
The main board is 16" x 20" and includes space for
all of the previously discussed on-board options.
Full on-board expansion can be completed for
under $1000.00. Call for further details, option
prices, etc.

RCA Cosmac 1802 Super Elf Computer $106.95

"
"
"

Will erase 25 PROMs in 15 minutes. Ultraviolet,
assembled. 25 PROM capacity $37.50 (with
timer $69.50) . 6 PROM capacity OSHAIUL version 583.00 (with timer $119.00) .

iUeulupe

VENTURE is a single
board computer that is an
adventure for the hobbyist. It
is a learning. training computer as well as just plain fun
for anyone who wants to get
into a state-of-the-art computer at reasonable cost.
VENTURE comes in kit
form or fully assembled and
tested . You can get it in ~s
minimum configuration for
as little as $195.00 or take it
way to
disks and voice. It can be expanded as a kit or
assembled. at your own pace and choice.
VENTURE is a 16" by 20" main board with
separate ASCII and HEX keyboards. It runs fast,
almost 4 MHz, and has the capability of putting
almost 1 megabyte of RAM and ROM on the board
along with a variety of inexpensive options.
A 16-channel analog-to-digital converter allows
use of joysticks, control functions. instrumentation , tempe rature sensing. etc. T1 sound
generalor, software controlled music, Votrax
voice synthesizer and real time clock calendar add
to its versatility.
A standard 60-pin bus with 5 slots. parallel
ports and 2 serial ports with full handshaking (75
10 9600 BAUD) allow expansion into floppy disks,
color, EPROM programmer, printer, modem of your
choice. Later expansion will add a light pen , a
universal user programmable music sound board.
General Purpose Instrument Bus. and a high
resolution color/grayscale pixel mapped video
board .
VENTURE connects directly to a monitor or to
your TV set through an RF modulalor. And now for
the heart of VENTURE ... its videe display. VENTURE has a high resolution programmable video
display with up to 4096 user-defined characters.
alphanumeric symbols, special graphics or obiects. such as space ships. elc. Each character is
8 pixels wide by 15 pixels high. with 2 grayscale

The Super Elf is a tremendous value as it combines
video. digital displays. LED displays. and music.
all on a single board for $106.95 .
The Super Elf expansion capability is virtually unlimited and you can do it inexpensively one step at
a time. Expansion includes casstte interface. additional memory. color videe, Basic, ASCII keyboard. printer. floppy. S-100 bus, RS232. etc.
The Super Elf comes complete with power supply
and detailed 127 page inslruction manual which
includes over 40 pages of software, including a
series of lessons to help get you started and a
music p,ogram and graphics target game. Many
schools and universities are using the Super Elf as
a course of study. OEM's use it for training and

..

Apple Peripheral Kits
SER IAL 110 INTERFACE 0 to 30.000 baud,
D.T.R.. Input & output from monitor or basic , or
use Apple as inlelligent terminal. Bd only (PIN 2)
$14.95. Kit (PIN 2A) $51.25. Assembled (PIN
2C) $62.95.
PROTOTYPING BOARD (PIN 7907) $21.95.
PARALLEL TRIAC OUTPUT BOARD B Iriacs .
each can switch 110V. 6A loads, Bd only (PIN
210) $19.20. Kit (PIN 210A) $119.55.
APPLE II GAME PADDLES Adam and Eve $38.00.
Interface Kits
SERIAUPARALLEL INTERFACE Bidireclional.
Baud rates from 110 to 19.2K. sW selectable
polarity of input and output strobe, 5 to 8 data
bits . 1 or 2 stop bits , parity odd or even or none.
all characters contain a start bit. +5 & - 12V
required .Bd only (PIN 101) $11.95. Kit (pIN
lOlA) $42.89.
RS-232/TTL INTERFACE Bidirectional. requires ± t2V, Kit (PIN 232A) $9.95.
RS -232/2 0mA INTERFACE Bidirectional, 2
passive opto-isolated circuits . Kil (PIN 7901A)
$14.95.

INTRODUCING A BRAND NEW MICROCOMPUTER

Prices
subject
to change

Expandable to 256 x 192 high resolution color
graphics . 6847 with all display modes computer
controlled. Memory mapped. lK RAM expandable to 6K . S-100 bus t802 , 8080, 8085, l80,
etc. Dealers: Send for excellent pricin!JImargin
program.

FREE: Send for your copy 01 our NEW 1982
QUEST CATALOG. Include 88¢ stamp.

I
ATA R649
s

80,000

800 (16K)

0-

.,.
III:t'
N

0
N
I
V

-

>

4002

4000
400e
4007

4008
4009
40 1>
401 2

40' 3

400
410
810
822
825
830
850
853

319
74
439
269
589
149
164
79

(16 K)
Recorder
D i sk Drive
Printer (THERMAL)
Printer (BO COWMN)
Modem
Interface
Memory(16K)
AlAR I SOFTWARE

BASIC C4RTRIOGE
ASSEMB...ER EDIT

4'
4'
33
4'
33
33
37
33
33

SUPER BREAKOUT

MUSIC t:OMP05ER
SPACE INVADERS

COM~RCHESS

STAR RAIDERS
MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS

483
484
40 4
405
4106
4117
8126
8121
8>3

WORDS.
IF YOU ARE BU YING OR UPGRADING WE
CAN SAVE YOU A BUNDLE
'DISK DRIVE 1st OR 2nd .
$239
'16K MEMORY KIT .
. .. $25
'N EC 8023 & CABLE ...... ....... ' . $529
'64K MEM CARD W/RS232 PORT .
. $450
PLUS A LOT MORE INCLUDING:
'EPSON, OKIOATA & LETIEA QUALITY PRINTERS
'MODEMS, COLO R MONITORS. 3M OISKETIES
' KEYBOARD & MONITOR EXTENSION CORDS

52
THE PROGRAMMER
THE COMMUNICATOR 299
WORD PROCESSOR
"0
PILOT I [DUC)
99
PROGRAMMING 2
21
21
PROGR A MMING 3
MrCROSOF"T BASIC
MACRO ASSEM&EDIT
29
CAVERNS OF MARS

• 'SPECIAL: 10 3M DISKETIES-$25 WITH EACH PURCHASE
OF A DISK DRIVE

VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
800-521-0521 IN MICH: 313-429·2678

••••

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

AEGIS SYSTEMS

COSMIC COMPUTERS
22B N. PROSPECTORS RD.
DIAMOND BAR . CA .

9~~;c~m~ 8:~S

UNLIMIT ED
SHIPPING EXTR A 52 MINIMUM
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

P.O. BOX 401
202 W. BENNETI ST.
SALINE, MI 48176

(714)861':1265°

TAX

"Shirtsleeves Productivity"

SYSTEMS
DOCUMENTATION,
INC.

Maxell Floppy Disks
The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

Writing and preparation of:

USER MANUALS,
SYSTEM /PROGRAM
MANUALS, OPERATION
GUIDES/RUN BOOKS,
AND OTHER RELATED
TRAINING MATERIALS
AND DOCUMENTATION
lSDIJ

222 Bridge Plaza South
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201 )592-8745 ( 212 )724-5055

AlARI

Dealer inqu iri es
invited. e.O.D's
acce pt ed. Ca ll
FREE (800) 235-4137.

~

fJ
~
o

-(

PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothi ll Blvd .. San Luis
San Luis Obispo. CA 93401.

In Cal. call (800)592·5935 or
(805)543· 1037.

85'; ?e rs onal Comput er
83A Pe rs ona l Computer
HF'S7 Compu ting Systerr.
125 La rg e Screen 611 K

2

71J70A
';11

157<.

7'

I U J>JH N l

GraphiC Plotte r
?e:-ipherials
HI-' Calculator

!:i£.

or e

!-iae s YS r Ei-1S
Ne''':

lLGi3ili1lll!l:ll!£&i!i:tH:IIll1lJ:D
C!ICJ~

":> CR( ' . N

OJ

=.nglands LClf'gest !
i-!?

":. J>L~·,·

O£.:..L£R

GRAPHICS HARDCOPY
Dumps anything on screen 01 AT ARI 400 / 800 to printer All
graphiCS and tex t modes Players / Mlssole~ / scahng l g l ey SC<lle
GTIA / morel Work.s With EPSON, Cenlfon,cs 739, ID S a nd
r' endcam
• AT ARI IS it reg Is ter ed Ira d e milrl; at AT ARI Campulef IflC

, a..

MULTI-BUSINESS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

See Jan 82 COMPUTE ! l or review

.' . ~

(209) 667-2888 / 634-8888

:.l', ":JHACROTRONICS, lnc. .
~ .!.12~

N. Golden State Blvd .
Turlock , California 95380

Circle 278 on Inquiry card.

o

N •• ted IF/THEN/ ELSE/EN DIF, Up to 16 levels, span
multiple I1nes, simplify logic & aid readability.

Basic IDEAS· also comes with a Full Screen EdU or. and It's
EASY TO LEARN because It Is NOT a totally new programm ing
language. It IS a package of Improvements 10 EXISTING Mod Ii
BASIC mak ing BAS IC easier to read and, therefore. easier to
modify.
And there's more! So send for ou r FREE brochure for complete
details and actual examples of Basic IDEAS~ . Complelesystem,
lully doc umented, o nly $299.

Computer IDEAS Corporation
4229 Hall Sl. ' Dallas. Tex as 752 19

OWNERS

FOR THE 4FDCm

Y E AR

PRE:.<:'. ":.

U..,..O.flned Label • . Nondescript line numbers are no
longer an integral part of your logic. You can use meaningful labels In your GOTOs and GOSUB's.

DOUBLE DENSITY

SERIES 80,

Y

'.

o

CROMEMCO

A GREAT TEAM, YOU AND HP's

L

•

IDEAS ~.

Circle 111 on Inquiry card .

M

o

II you're like most people who wllte BASIC programs on their
TR&aO· Mod II's, occasions arise when you mu st cha nge the
logic 0 1 a program written weeks, if nol months. ago. Quite
often, that log ic has been obscured by time, and It's diffic ult to
retrace you r sleps. Since BASIC is so difficult to read, your
program logic can be obscured by the language Itsell.

o M.anlngful V.rlabl. Nam •• , Virtually unlimi ted length
lets you write descriptive names. No more cryPt lc2-charac'
ter sy mbols.

,.r
,

Breakthrough BASIC For Mod II's
SAVETIME& EFFORT WITH Basic IDEAS'

Program modification •• re • SNAP with e •• le

Circle 353 on Inquiry card.

Circle 495 on Inquiry card .

SPEllSTAR IS A TRADE"ARK Of "ICRQPRO INTERNATI ONAL CORP .
OF SAN RAFAEL, CALIF , U.S,A,
SPnl6UARDISATRADmRKOF ISA.
lRS-BO IS A TRADE"ARK OF TANDY CORP.
CP'" IS A TRADE"ARK OF DI6I1AL RESEARCH.

Circle 165 on Inquiry card .

Circle 14 on Inquiry card.

Circle 134 on Inquiry card.

WORD GRINDER IS AN ASCII DICTIONARY OF OVER eo,ooo ENGLISH WORDS
WHICH IS COMPATIBLE WITH THE POPULAR PROOF READERS SUCH AS SPELLSTAR, SPELLGUARD, AND ANY OTHER
PROOFER WHICH ALLOWS THE COMB[NING
OF ASCII FILES INTO ITS DICTIONARY,
WORD GRINDER REQUIRES 3/4 MEGABYTE OF STORAGE AND IS AVAILABLE ON
I FILE ON EACH OF 4 CP/M DISKS. ALSO
AVAILABLE ON ANSI TAPE, TRS-eO, RTII, OR APPLE DISKS. PRICES START AT
.12~,00 FOR CP/M . ORDERS. DIGITAL
WORD SYSTEMS DEPT. B, 22713 VENTURA
BL, STE_ F, WOODLAND HILLS CA. 91364.
VISA/M,C. PHONE. 213 - 992-0~14

==

•

TEL .

203 - 31J2-274"

28 !'lAi\LBORQUGH S1 ,

TI-IX

710 - 428-63 115

POR'ILAND .

cr.

06480

Tha FDCX4 Double Aalro,it Board from JVB Elecuonics inSlills on
your 4FDC single density disk controlillr board in second. lind doubtll'
youf disk storage . II you hllva II single dllnSlty Cromamco ,ystam
you'll wllnt an FDC X4.
Some , .. tUf" of Ihe FDCX4 'f.:
• Analog Phllse· Loc ked Oat. Seperator . The seperatol i. uNCI in . 11
modes-Doublll and Singl' density, S'" and 5" d rivet.
• Writll Pracompenlitlo n·Allo ...... raliablll Doubla Density opera tion
with PllrSci 2n end Shug." typeS '" drivet .
• Software com patibility with COOS , CROMIX, and CP/ M.
• RINds, WritlllS, and F~tI double density. single density, 5"' and It·
•

1~~~:ill~~t~~~~~~J~~~~~~:-.;;ltc~~llrom

t he4FDC and plug
the FDCX4 into the t\NO vacated IOCkats. Oflfl solder join! comptet.
in,tallat ion for use with S" drives. No toIdaring al all is required il
me FDCX4 wilt be u-S altciulively with 5" drives. No trICIIIIS ara cut
on Iha 4FDC. Tha 4FDC can be rlllOfed 10 ilS originalltall by jUIl
unplugging lhe FOCX4 and plugging blK:k in Iha prll'Viot.lsly ramoV'lld
chips.
• No AI,k 15 Oay Tri al Period
Price is .229.96 including .nipping in continental USA. C.O.D. charQIIS
elttra . Calif. residents include 6% 1II11II1alt. Wrile . call. or cifcla the
reader service card lor lunher informat ion. Dealar inq uires in vi!ed .

JVB ELECTRONICS
1601 Fulton Ave . Suite 1
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 483-0709 (10AM-3PM Pacific)

coos and CROMI X are trademarks of Cromemco
CP / M is a trademark of Digital Research

c.O.O

Circle 331 on Inquiry card .

Circle 252 on Inquiry card .

EPROMS
1702
2708
2716
2716-1
2532
2732
2764

!5V
5v
!5V
5v
(5v

STATIC RAMS

(Ins)
(45nS!
450ns
350ns!
450ns
450nS!
450ns

3.00
2.99
4.75
8.50
8 . 95
8 . 95
Call

DYNAMI C RAMS
4027
4116
4116
4164

!250nS!
200ns
150nS!
(200ns

2101
21 L02
2111
2114
2114L-3
2114L-2
TMM2016
TMM2016
HM6116
HM6116
HM6116

2.00
1. 75
1.85
Call

LP

l80
8000
8035
8039
8080A
8085A
8088
8155
8156
8j85
8 41
8748
8755
8202
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8238

16.00
19.00
3.90
8.50
39.00
11.00
11.00
29.00
39.00
29.00
44.00
44.00
3.45
1.80
3 .75
1. 75
2.45
1.80
4.50
1 9.00
4 . 75

VOL TAGE REGULATORS
8239
8243
8250
8251
8253
8253-5
8255
8255-5
8257
8259
8272
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
8289

4.75
4.75
14.90
4.50
8.75
9.75
4.50
5 .2 0
8.50
6.85
39 .00
29.00
9.25
10.25
6 .5 0
6.50
5 .50
6 .50
6.50
25.00
49.00

7805T
7812T
7815T
7824T

.75
.75
. 75
.85

7905T
7912T
7915T
7924T

.85
.85
.85
.85

7805K
7812K
7815K

1.39
1.39
1.39

7905K
7912K

1.49
1.49

LEDS
10/1.00
6/1.00
6/1.00

Jumbo Red
Jumbo Green
Jumbo Yellow

Male
Female
H ood

.24
.24
.24
.24
.24
.24
. 24
.24
.30
.3 0
.40
.89
.30
. 24
.30
.24
.30
. 24
.30
.24
.36
.55
.55
.35
.30
.49
.7 5
.75
.75
.30
.35
.35
1.20
.39
.44
.49
.39
.49
.75
.95
.39
.65
.79
.65
.59
.79
. 79
.39
.39
.39
.39
.49
.45

74LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS136
74LS137
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170
74 LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS181
74LS189
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251

Circle 161 on Inquiry card.

.95
2.90
.95
. 79
.75
.49
.95
.75
.75
1.10
2.20
1.20
.75
.75
1. 75
.89
.89
.75
.75
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
1.95
1.69
1.69
1.69
.75
.89
.89
1.99
9.50
.89
.89
.89
.89
.89
.89
.79
.79
1.10
. 95
.95
1.79
1.79
.95
1.89
.79
1.20
.89
1.25

3.00
3.50
1.20

MISC.
74LS253
74 LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS280
74 LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74 LS324
74LS352
74LS353
74LS363
74LS364
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS385
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS424
74LS447
74LS490
74LS668
74LS669
74LS670
74LS674
74LS682
74LS683
74LS684
74LS685
74LS688
74LS689

.80
.80
.80
2.80
.60
.49
1.60
3.25
.49
1.95
.95
1.20
1.79
.99
.99
1.75
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.95
.89
.89
.69
.69
.99
1.69
1.40
1.15
1.35
1.89
.59
1.79
1.79
1.59
1.59
2.89
.75
1.89
1.65
1.85
2.10
9.50
2 .9 9
2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39

81 LS95
81 LS96
81LS97
81 LS98

1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65

Disc Controller
1771
1791
1793
1797

Uarts
AY3-1014 5.85
AY5-1013 3.90
AY5-237612 .0 0
TR 1602
4.25

Interface
1.65
1.95
.95
.95
.95
. 95
2.90
1.25

.32
.75
1.25
.64
1.65
1.70
1.49
3.75
.59
3.90
.79
2.25
1.25
1.00
.38
.65
.95
1.45
.99
.49
.95

6828
6834
6840
6843
6845
6847
6850
6852

14. 90
16 . 90
7.95.
41.95
16.90
15 . 90
3.50
3.50

6860
6862
6875
6880

10.90
11.90
6 .90
1.80

68BOO 10.00
68 B 21 12.00
68B50 12.00

CRYSTALS

UPGRA DE
YOUR
APPLE
or
TRS-80
4116200ns
8/14.01)

32.768 KHZ
1.0 MHZ
1.8432
2.0
2 . 097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579545
4.0
5 .0
5.0688

3.75
4.50
4.50
3.90
3 . 90
3.90
3 . 90
3.00
3.00
3 . 00
3.90

DIP SW ITCHES
4
5
6
7
8

Position
Position
Position
Position
Position

IC Sockets
8
14
16
18
20
22
24
28
40

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PI N
PIN
PIN
P IN

.85
.90
.90
.90
.95

ST

W/W

. 10
. 12
.15
.20
. 25
. 25
.25
.35
.40

.49
.50
.57
. 85
. 99
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.80

ST = Soldertail
W/W = Wirewrap

LINEAR
LM301
LM308
LM309K
LM311
LM317T
LM317K
LM318
LM323K
LM324
LM337K
LM339
LM377
L M380
L M386
LM555
LM556
LM565
LM566
LM567
LM723
LM733

Power

5 .1 85
5.7143
6.5536
8 .0
10.0
14.31818
18.0
18".432
20 . 0
22.1184
32 . 0 '

3.90
3.90
3.90
3.00
3.00
3.90
3 . 00
3.00
3.00
3 . 00
3.90

(800) 538-8800

20.95
34 . 95
34.95
49.95

8T26
8T28
8T95
8T96
8T97
8T98
OM8131
058836

6800
5.65
6802
8.65
6808
8.45
6809
24 . 00
6809E 29.00
6810
3.50
6820
3.50
6821
3.50

MICROPR OCESSO R
REAL -TIME C LOCK
MSM 5832
7.25

6.90
9.45
6.90
7.65
9.90
4.35
9 . 90
13 .9 5
11. 75

= Low

1.85
1.55
2.49
1.95
2.25
2.30
9_00
11.00
Call
Call
Call

68 00
5 . 90
5.90
7.00

Call for C o mplete List

6502
6502A
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6551

CONNECTORS
RS 232
RS 232
RS 232

CPU
PIO
CTC

6500

74LSOO SERIES
74 LSOO
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74 LS04
74 LS05
74LS08
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74 LS13
74 LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74 LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74 LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74 LS3 7
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74 LS4 7
74LS48
74 LS49
74 LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74 LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74 LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74 LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74 LSl1 2
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122

Z80 A
Z80 A
Z80 A

(25 &450nSl
ns LP
(450ns
&450nS
(30 ns LP
(200ns LPl
(200ns
( 150ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)
( 120ns)

LM741
LM747
LM748
LM1310
MC1330
MC1350
MC1358
LM1414
LIIiI1458
LM1488
LM1489
LM1800
LM1889
LM3900
LM3909
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
75451
75452
75453

.29
. 75
.49
2.45
1.69
1.25
1.69
1.49
.55
. 95
.95
2.45
2.45
.59
.95
3.70
3 . 70
3.70
.35
.35
.35

CMOS
4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4034
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4015
4053
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070

.25
.30
.30
.90
.25
. 90
.45
.45
.30
.30
.45
.90
. 90
.45
1.15
. 90
.45
.90
. 90
1.10
.35
.75
.35
1.60
.60
.75
.90
.45
2 .9 0
.85
. 90
l.20
. 75
.75
. 75
.90
.90
.50
.50
.90
.90
l.39
. 75
.39
.30
.35

4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086
4093
4098
4099
4502
4503
4508
4510
4511
4512
4514
4515
4516
4518
4519
4520
4522
4526
4527
4528
4531
4532
4538
4539
4543
4555
4556
4581
4582
4584
4585

. 30
.30
.30
.30
.90
.30
. 30
.30
.90
.90
. 90
2.49
1.90
.90
.60
1.90
.90
.90
.90
1.20
2.20
1.50
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.90
l.20
. 90
l.90
l.90
l.90
2 .7 0
.90
. 90
l.90
1.90
.90
.9 0

80C07
80C95
80C96
80C97
80C98

. 90
.90
. 90
.90
l.15
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NOT 5 MEGABYTES BUT 10!!!
10 MB Winchester Disk System
5-100
$1995
APPLE II

8112" x 11 " credlt-card-Iype
ptastlc MICRO CHARTS.,.
fact-packed microprocessor ,
summary cards that save you
lime and effort with Instanl
access to the data you need.

$5 95
•

If you desire the speed , capacity, and
reliab Uity of Winchester technology ,
the ASe W10 is the system for you .
10 MB hard disk drive
Smart controller
S-100 or Apple II ® computer interface
Enclosure
Power supply
All cabling
CP / M ® Auto-configuration utility

CP / M 2.2 if required is available.
Special discounts on all Micropro
software products (originators of
WordstarO) . For additional information
circle the reader service number
below . Quantity discounts available.

IRse
I Associates

P.O. B Olt 615
lex ington Park, MID 2065l
(301) 863-8784

CP/ M I,

•

regl.tered trademat1l. at Dlglta' RM68rCl't .

Apple I, • tradem.rk 01 Apple Computers.

• Trademark 01 Mlcropro Internatlon.'

E-PAK
CAN YOU IMAGINE
DOUBLING THE SPACE ON
YOUR DISK?

Thousa nds of delighted users have made the swi tch from
black & white , folded-up, paper summaries to col orful ,
ready-la-use , lifetime MICRO CHARTS. You get clear info
on : full · instruction set. disassembl y, ASCII . base
co nversion . effect on flags. inequalities ve rsus jumps.
interrupt structure. pinout, cyc le times, d iagrams. notes.
and much more. Two sided comprehensive MICRO
CHARTS are ideal for professionals, ho bbyists, and
students alike. Co untless reo rde rs and compliments
confirm the bene lit 01 .these inexpensive , improved
prog ramming , debug ging, and learning aids. Order today
and you will be delighted . We gu arantee it. Unless you are
100% pleased in 14days,a prompt lull relund will be made.
To order, si mpl y send name, address, and just $5.95 per
card plus $1 total postage to: Micro Logic Co rp .. POB 174,
Dept. Z. Hacken sac k. NJ 07602. Specify titles and
quantity: Z80, 6502. 8080 & 8085. 8048 FAMILY. BASIC
ALGORITHMS. (Dealer inquiries welcome).

E·PAK is a software utility which compresses data by 40 % to 80 % of its
original size. Available for TRS-80, Apple
II and 8 " disk CP/ M systems (IBM single
density) . Specify one of the above on
your order. Allo w 4-6 w eeks for delivery.
Send check or mone y order for $29.95 to :

Rolin Associates (2011 870·0244
6 Orchard Road
West Long Branch. N.J. 07764
Note: N.J. Residents add 5 % s81es tax, $31 .45.

Circle 41 on Inquiry card.

INTEINftn.ftL

IIF1WI.

STRUCTURAL
engineering
analysis of plane
frames & trusses

DI.IIIIY

microSTRAN

VOL. 1 MICROS· VOL. 2 MINIS

will run on any CP / M computer
including APPLE \I & TRS-80 \I

GIVES FULL DETAILS OF
OVER 10,000 PROGRAMS

The primary ref erence source on computer
soft ware. Comprehensive, easy-to·use , and
full y up·to-date, it 's essential for anyo ne
conce rned

with computers

-

owners,

users, and buyers. A total solution to all the
£!,o~ e~~~o:..a~9..:~t~r:;, ___ _
Please send L copies o f Val l (m icros) $39" + 2'~ post.
L copies of Vol 2 (m in is) S69" + 2" post.
Address _ _ _ _ __

Name

• Check enclosed. Credit cards accepted . (Slate which)
Ace . No. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp Date _ __ _ __ _

~~f~'~\;~'!rr:~:,

Fort Collins
CO 80524. Tel 303 482 5574

Circle 222 on Inquiry card.

• Large capacity
• High performance
• Easy to use

$350

Write to :
Richard T. Collins
Engineering Systems Consultant
C/ - Post Office Pymble. NSW 2073
AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +612 449 5554
Circle 94 on Inquiry card.

LEHMANN & ASSOCIATES

P.O. Box 566, Maumee, Ohio 43537
(419) 891 -0687

Circle 497 on Inquiry card.

Describes all compatible hardware 1lH' lll of)' boa rds & c hi ps. clock cale nd ars.
cables. h ard disks. mode ms . disk dr ives. color
prin ters. plotters. daisy wheel print ers. color
mon itors. ba t te ry backup. lip,ht pens. d\gi\ Izc rs.
Babv l:lIue cards. ell'.
Includes all available software - wo rdprocessing. da tabase ma nage me nt. mai l! ng IIs l.
Illcd ical, den tal. games. coursewa re. ordC r e l11 ry.
la nguages. ope ra ti ng sys tems. e({'.
Provides price comparisons and discounts
on every item,
Circle rendf:'r service n um#JerJoryollrJreL' copy.
Cn ll .lor marl' iqlormatiotl or to qL'f !lOlir
produ cts lis /ecL

1629 1\ SI. NW. " 55 1. Wash i n~lO ll . D.C. 20006
12021337 -530'0
-'I'M or Int lTnallonai Busi n('ss Mach ines. CO'll.

Circle 424 on Inquiry card.

A LOGIC ANALYZER YOU CAN AFFORDI

Z8 CONTROL

Price (1-9) $295.00

FOR THE mM PC*

(Manual only S30)

THE SBC 8671

FEATURES: l ilog l8671 microprocessor with on
chip basic interpre ter : 12K of on board user memory
with choice ot ROM. RAM , or PROM, selectable in
4K incremenls: RS 232 and 20 MA current loop
serial I/O: 110 to 9600 baud: 8255 peripheral
interface wilh choice of TTL . R-Pack . or Open
Collector I/ Obulters: 48 parallel I/ Olines total : Pin
compatibility with industry standard OPTO I/ O
modules:Two 8 bit counter timers with 6 bit prescalers:
6 vectored interrupts : Module bus for full expansion :
All chips socketed : Industrial grade construction .

FREE CATALOG OF
NEW SOFrWARE
AND HARDWARE

CHECK THESE FEATURES:

Introductory Offer - expand to
Winchester Technology at '/2
price.
Shugart SA1002 8" Hard Disk
Drive. Optional controllers for
IBM, S-100, STD BUS and others
available.

• INTERFACES TO DUAL CHANNEL SCOPE OR MIC ROCOMPUTU
SYSTEM' • 10 MHI CAPTURE RATE • STORES 16 WORDS 16-81TS
WIDE • I ,O ,X. COMPARE WORD BIT SELECTION
•
CRYSTAL
CONTROlLED INTERNAL CLOCK •
TIME DOMAIN DISPLAY •
DATA DOMAIN STATE TABLE DISPLAY IN BINARY, OCTAL AND HE X "

~ s7~~:~~~::{I~~ DATA ~1::~I:.~~~.n ~'OC=~~I~::
THE OWL MODEL PI 1160 COMES COMPLETE WITH
LOGIC PROBE C UPS, OPERATING MANUAL. SOFT·
WARE AND INTERfAC E TO THE APPLE II MICROCOM·
PUTER'

FOR ONLY $950.

CALL TODAY fOR FULL INfORMATION

Call Dave Starr at:
CWIlM~'"

lNN.aJllJr5, JNr.

[803] 877-7471

105 S. Main SI. Greer, S.C. 29615

Circle 107 on Inquiry card.

~~'l~: ...",,, __
1080 Linda Viua

Ay~nut.

Mounla; n View. CA 940 43
1415 1969·511 1

· rn'tI'1oc:.r.oro ... o'. ! I:;I'I ... o< &rO'''~ l o,'OIooIet'CI ... l~saoOl''Cl;>£lcp6!a'ono'.
~OC:IO'¥
lQSbOO!"<l;>£1 0'& "OOO<nCI<" o r .. ppe
~ Commooore. 'elooc!,ye:V

""""" oeve:ocrn.,,' • eQt'\)<ll

"PO'O '

ComOU!& Inc lol'OOv COlO

Circle 398 on Inquiry card _

WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD
SOFTWARE
Micropro
Wordstar
Mailmerge
Wordstar /Mailmerge
Customization Notes
Microsoft
Basic 80
Basic Compiler
Fortran 80
Cobol 80
Data Base
FMS80
dBASE II
Miscellaneous

Computer Station
Graphics Dump
Supercalc

$319
$109
$419
$489
$289
$329
$349
$579
$649
$595

Parallel #7720
Centronics #7728
Serial Asynch #7710
Serial Synch #77 12

$229
$139
$229
$185
$229
$275
$219
$129
$29
$24
$26
$26
$29
$28
$28
$27
$28
$32
$27
$32
$45
$79

APPLE ACCESSORIES
Z-80 Card by Microsoft
16K Card by Microsoft
32K Card by Saturn. Increase your
memory for VisiCalc
Keyboard Enhancer II by Videx

$299
$159

Corvus
Corvus
Corvus
Corvus

•

••

.. _.__.

••

.......

$ 119
$ 115
$139
$149

$299

5M with Mirror
10M with Mirror
20M with Mirror
Interfaces

Maxell 5%" single·side
Maxell 5'/4' double side
Maxell 8" single side
Maxell 8" double side
Verbatim 5%"
Verbatim 8"
Verbatim Datalife Head Cleaner
BASF 5%"
BASF 8"

California Computer Systems
Mainframe 2200a
Z-80CPU 2810a
64K RAM 2065c
Floppy Controller 2422a
Integrated 2200 System

$359
$239
$569
$339
$1999

$159

$389
$3089
$4489
$5429
Call

DISKETTES - BOX OF 10
$40
$54
$45
$59
$26.95
$36
$10
$26.95
$36

RAM
$19
16K Ram Kit
200 nano seconds 4116 chips for
TRS-80; Apple II
Two kits
$37
$2.50
Jumpers

COMPUTERS
Call
Zenith Z-89 48K
Zenith Z-90 64K
Call
CALL FOR PRICES ON THE
COMPLETE ZENITH LINE OF
COMPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES.

$199
$125

For fast delivery , send certified checks, money
money ord ers, or ca ll to arrange direct bank wire
transfers. Personal or company checks require
one to three weeks to clear. All prices are mail
order only and are subject to change without
notice . Call for shipping charges.

•

',:.I •

CCI 1 OOfor the TRS·80 Model 1
CCI 189 for the Zenith Z·89

$269
$99
$349
$129

,

DISK DRIVES

5Y4' 40 track

Micropro
Wordstar
MailMerge
Wordstar/MailMerge
Spellstar
VisiCorp
VisiCalc
VisiTerm
VisiDex
VisiPlot
VisiFile
VisiTrend/Plot
Miscellaneous
Micro Courier
Screenwriter
Entertainment
Wizard and Princess
Mystery House
Raster Blaster
Space Eggs
Sargon II
Twerps
Borg
Castle Wolfenstein
Beer Run
Epoch
Sneakers
Midnight Magic
Wizardry
Time Zone

.

',:.1 •

Apple Interface Cards by CCS

5'/4 ' 40 track

APPLE SOFTWARE

',:.1 •

Station II by Trace Systems. Secure
and protect your Apple II. $119

$39.95

$269

" :.I.

Videoterm by Vide x
TG Game Paddles
TG Joystick
Keyboard Co. Numeric Keypad
Keyboard Co. Joystick
Sup-R-Mod
ALF 9 Voice Board

CASIO
Pocket Computer FX702
Calculator Game Watch CA90
Joggers Watch J100
Analogue/Digital Watch AX210
Scientific Calculator FX8 100

$185
$49.95
$49.95
$59.95
$49.95

PRINTERS
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC

7710
7720
7730
35 10
3515
3530

Serial
KRS
Parallel
Serial

$2395
$2595
$2395
$1795
$1850
$ 1795

Parallel

NEC 8023 Dot Matrix Printer $565
OLIVETTI DY 211 LETTER QUALITY
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
Parallel Only
$1395
Universal
$1595

Call
Call
Call

Epson MX-80
Epson MX-80FT
Epson MX-100
PaperTiger 560
IDS Prism 80
IDS Prism 132
Okidata Microline 80
Okidata Microline 82A
Okidata Microline 83A 120cps
Okidata Microline 84 200cps
Centronics 739
Data South 180 cps

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
$739
Call

MONITORS
Leedex 12" B & W
Leede x 13" Color
Sanyo 9" B & W
Sanyo 9" Green Screen
Sanyo 12" Green Screen
Sanyo 12" B & W
Sanyo 13" Color
Zenith 13" Color

$109
$329
$149
$189
$249
$239
$449
$349

* * Zenith
* Special
of the Month * * *
1 2" Green Screen
$119

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Dealer (National/International) Inquiries Invited.
Send for FREE catalogue

Prentice Star Modem 1·yr. guar.
Novation Cat
Novation D-Cat
Novation Auto-Cat
Novation Apple Cat II
Hayes Smart Modem '·
Hayes Micro-Modem II
Hayes Chronograph ,.

$125
$139
$149
$199
$299
$249
$295
$225

Th~OR£!~gE1!!!~P
420-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept . B06M , Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129

Hours: 9 AM - 9 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 7)
Technical information call 617/242-3361
Circle 136 on inquiry card.

TWX- 710-348-1796

Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361
Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax
BYTE June 1982

529

STARTJOB

SUPERBRAIN USERS!

Ccompilers

SLPERLETTER is for you!

Cross compilers

and

Available for:

It's the exciting bi-monthly packed with
technical tips, feature articles, display and
classified ads plus hardware and software
reviews written just for the SuperBrain
and CompuStar user.
Now in our second year, we offer:
•
•

Substantial DISCOUNTS on popular
nationally-advertised CP/M software.
A full line of hard-to-find enhanced
PROMS, BIOS 's and GRAPHICS
packages .

•

A direct link to thousands of Intertec
computer users around the world .

$20 in USA
$35 foreign

Subscriptions:

POP-11
RT-11/RSX-11
6809
SODS/FLEX
8080
CP/M
8085
CP/M
Z80
CP/M
8086
CP/M86
8088 MSOOS CP/M86
OTHERS PENDING

The full C language, as described in "The
C Programming Language" by Kernighan
and Ritchie.
UNIX version 7 compatible.
Starting at $200.00
UNIX Is a trademark 01 Boll labs. RT1 11
RSX11 a.re trademark s 01 Digital Equip"
ment Corp. $OOS Is a trademark of Sohware Dynamics. CP/M is a trademark 01
Digital Research. FLEX Is a trademark of
Technical Svstoms Consultants

IBack-issues available at $ 3 . 50)
To order , call or write :

Krss ou ~r

C"K

PLOTTING SOFTWARE
Calcomp compatible, for

'~["1'COMPATIBLE MEMORY BOAR

EPSON

CPIC

and

HIPLOT

FORTRAN ,

and

with

BASIC

PLOTWARE-z
6"
... d
..... 399
Manuals
only
.
. .... ..... 35
PLOTWARE-z
.amp l e a '
.6
• Refundable on order
E N E R C o II P
P . O . BOX
2 6 0 1 4
Lakewood,
Colo.

60226

P
R

EATURES ,
On Kmud
:\.ltm"r~

~1tmur ~ ~

:o.ltnlOr ~

Frr", 1l , l tc lioll
H uulld.r~

On K"lIrcl ,"", ,,

Prirr

~llIth lit

'1I)( )~

PLOTYJ.Rl-s
A liT h

C

P"'Ellm ( " nrrl,lttd Rlln .. in): (Mplhilih ill I ZKK m "'21\ Hlod"
F l r \ihl r \ltlllOf )

r-_"""'C"7"~o-c-~_-,303-966-1646

o

'll,,",j"l1 hum 64K ,,, I \1 "\I t

'\tilt "ru l tt l ( u mmMnd

VALUI

..

I

el

A,~- n("hUln u u ~

1

p.o. BOX 16115, IRVINE, CA 92 7 1 ~
(714) SS3·01:l3 (714) 727·0202

PLOTlI'ARE-:r;

(X.

ad

FLOPPY DISKS
NEW Shugart SA4ooL. .
$233.00
NEW Shugart SA450.
325.00
NEW Shugart SA801 R . .
389.00
NEW Shugart SA851 R. .
520.00
D u alS" enclosure, w ired, power, reck
mount slides, remote AC power
control.
. ... 649.00
Enclosure. 8 " d esk top, bare. unwired 75.00
ENCLOSURE ~UAL MINI WITH
POWER, DESK TOP .
90.00
FD20B power supply ..
95.00

REGULATORS
.75
.75
.75
.85
.85
.85

MICROPROCESSORS

RAMS
8/ 13.00
8/16.00
8/18.00

Z·80A ·CPU
8080A
808SA

5.50
2.25
7.00

TERMS : Check . VIsa Ma slprca rd Call for C 0 .0 .
US. Fl mrlc; only Ci1hlOrn l3 ReSldenT " an d 6%S<l leS Tax.
SHIPPING : AcId S? 00 lor Grnunrl S5.00 'or AIr.
ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS
ALL PARTS 100% GUARANTEED

Circle 263 on Inquiry card .

H.1.r.!;

~ HI.r

rMOou{"TS '

S-100

,. • • ~ • •• t\

h

•

' rq,u~,.~
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~

.. q,B • • , . d T .. d .... . c l

01

~.", I~

co. ....... ,.

O,~It. 1

Inc.
Inc.

~r u .. ~~.

IS YOUR

GJVorthStar

OUT OF SORTS?
INCREASE YOUR BASIC ' S
SORTING POWER OVER 1800%!

N*SORT is easy to use and will perform
so rts on one and two dimensional or
string arrays using optional sort keys .
For example , to alphabetize A$:
10 A$ = " ZYXWVUTS ",,", REM Define String
2C SRT A$ ,LEN(A$ ), 1"
REM Sort A$

1269 Rubio Vista Road , Altadena , Calif. 91001
(213) 791-3202

Circle 438 on inquiry card.

LEO ELECTRONICS, INC.

LOWEST PRICES ON PARTS!

211 4( 200 n 5)

tbl.

892 1 S. Sepulveda #208
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 641-3101 (800) 421-2418

WHY PAY MORE? SAVE MONEY!

4116(200ns)
4116(150n s )

drew

Circle 184 on Inquiry card .

Circle 173 on inquiry card .

7805
78 12
7815
7905
7912
79 15

.

@S;;t~:;~hS~~t;;;;~

,~

2.60
4.00
6.50
6.00
10.00
12.00

• 1/ ' \

Ca lif. Res add 6% tax
Send c hec k VISA or M/C

H"i · 212 -( I'nrl'

=- = ::..:: .. ............. ,..
;-:. = ..........
====
-:' ==-=
,. ,......"....

EPROMS

MW

or S_IOO

$89 plu s $1 .50 shippin g

1.4.91

\41)( .011

2708
2716
2716-1 (350ns)
TMS 2716
2732
2532

.·I.r.Al:r.
C ~T~ "OC:

P .. E

N*SORT interfaces to any release 4 or
later North Star Basic and can be yours
for ONLY

S,ltrliulI

.... upporttd

r u ,r.

r

~

Circle 433 on Inquiry card .

Circle 169 on Inquiry card.

MEGA[XJffi[):M

~ " "rU"I<TS

O.

'l~ -J'~1

11 1 ' 1

-'Pn r.

408-275-1659

Circle 7 on Inquiry card .

I 0 0

~~~,~ :~~.;~:~~ :~~~,~nl.

90 E. Gish Road , Suite 25
San Jose, California 95112

P. O. Box 3121
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
1213) 277-2410

s·

• WRIT r. 1·0 . OUM

TELECON SYSTEMS

SLPERLETTER

~"y

,Ok

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
PROFESSIONALS
CONSIDER CALIFORNIA
Program Manager/Communication
Analysis "",.,., .. , . . , . ,to SDK
VLSI / BiPolar Design .. , , , , to 38K

DI.KETTER
1 yeer warrenty.10 per plastic library ceSB.
S " .. single side-single density
28.40
8 " .. single s ide-doubte density
39.90
S" .. double sided-double density
45.70
5 Yo. .. REINFORCED HUB 1 0/PLASTIC
Ll8RARY CASE SOFT 5 ECToREo,
10 OR 16 HOLES
single side-eingle density
29.70
single s ide-double density
36.10
double sided-double density
43.90

CAD/CAM Design
Automation. , . . ...... .... to 4SK

TRACTOR FEED PAPER
9lit x 11 blank. 3700 s heets. perf
8lit x 11 blue bar. 3700 sheets

Microprocessor Hardware/
Software Design ..... , , ... to 3SK

27.22
24.72

OTHER T YPES OF MEDIA AVAILABLE .
CALL FOR PRICE

Analog Test Engineer ... . .. to 38K
Naval Communications/Software
Design ........ , . .. , ... , . to 4DK

(714) 565-4331

PLEASE SEND RESUME

METAVAN. INC.

WESTBROOKE SEARCH, INC.

1805 East Dyer Road. Suite 307
Santa Ana, CA 98705
1714) 540-2427

9320 Chesapeake Drive, Suite 202
San Diego, California 92123

Circle 292 on Inquiry card .

Circle 467 on Inquiry card.

range County • Sunnyvale
San Diego • Los Angeles
San F-ernando Valley. Dallas
8" Disk Drives on Sale !!!

lanaDIJ.~: . ','" :1 :

·r'

Qume~,~,~~

~'~"g

Shugart .'lA RO] R .< ill[.Jlr'sidrd duuble,density
MSF- J OROI R
$394.95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea
S hugart SA 851 R do uble,sided double·density
. MSF-I0851R
$554.95 ea 2 for $529.95 ea

Okidata Graphics ROMs
Available
'~

)-

Qume DT-8 doub le,sided double,density
MSF-750080
$524.95 ea 2 fo r $498.95 ea

801132 co/um l/ , 120 CPS, 9 x 9 do t
mal rix. (rict ion feed. pin fe ed. adjw;t.ah le (.ra ctor fe ed
(o p t jon a!) .. ha.ndles 4 part form s up tn 9.5" wide. rear &
but tom feed. paper tear har. 100'/;, d ul y cy cleI 200.000.000
chara ctrr print h ead. hi-directiulUd l lopic seekinp. both
serial & paralle l int e rfa ces include d . front pa nt~ 1
swit ch & p ro,:!HIIll co nt rol o f 10 differe n t form lenRlh s . li ses
in exp el/ s iue s pool ty pe ribbon ..,. dOl/ hie w id t h & con den sed
cha racters. t ru e lowe r case dcs cl'lIdPrs & Rrap h ic8

Siemens FDD 100-8 sng l,sided dbl,density
MSF-201120
$384.95 ea 2 for $349.95 ea

Mi croline 8 3A

Tandon TM848-1 sngl'sided dbl·den thin,line
MSF-558481
$424. 95 ea 2 for $394.95 ea
Tandon TM848-2 dbl,sided dbl-den thin,line
MSF-558482
$574.95 ea 2 for $549.95 ea

51,4" Disk Drives on Sale !!!
Tandon TM100-1 sngl'sided dbl,densit y 48 TPI
MSM-551001
$248.95 ea 2 for $219.95 ea
Shugart SA400L sn!{l,sided dbl,density 40 track
MSM-I04 000 . $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea
Tandon TM100-2 db l,sided dbl,density 48 TPI
MSM-551002
$324. 95 ea 2 for $298.95 ea
S huga.rt S A450 db l,sided dbl,density 35 track
MSM-104 500
$349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea
Tandon TMIOO-3 sng l,sided dbl,density .96 TPI
MSM-551003
$324. 95 ea 2 for $298.95 ea
Tandon TMIOO-4 dbl'sided dhl,density 96 TPI
MSM- 5 51004
$448.95 ea 2 for $419.95 ea
MPI B-5 1 sngl- sided dbl,den sity 40 track
MSM-155100
$234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea
MPI B-52 dbl, sided db l,den sit y 40 track
MSM-155200
$344.95 ea 2 for $334.95 ea
MPI B-91 sn!{l,sided dbl,de nsity 77 track
MSM-1 5 5300
$369.95 ea 2 for $359.95 ea
MPI B-92 dbl, sided dbl,den sity 77 track
MSM-155400
$4 69.95 ea 2 for $459.95 ea
5'4 " Cabinets with Power Supply
END-000216 Sing le cab w l p wr sup
$69.95
END-000226 Dual cab w l pwr sup , . $94.95

Dual Disk Sub-Systems

New Epson Printers
with GRAFTRAX-plus

PRM-43082 Frict ioll. & pin feed

1321232

Epson h a s improved a nd upgr a ded their best
selling line of printers to include their new
GRAFTRAX'plus gra phics package. Features
now include; 9 x 9 ma trix, bi,directi on a l/ logic
seeking, lin e spacing to n / 216, progra mm a bl e
forms length and horizonta l t a bs, skip over perf,
it a lic s fonts , int e rn a tion a l symb o l s,
superscrip t/ subs cript , normal , emph a si ze d ,
doubl e'strike, and double,emph a sized print,
underlining, line dra wing graphics. 6011 20 OPJ
bit ima g e, softw ar e reset, adjusta bl e right margin ,
a nd true back space. J a de will a lso continu e to
offer the origin a l style Epsons at reduced pri ces.

$499.95

120 CPS. ha/ld/es

CO / li lliI/..

form s up to / .5" w irip. rem ovlIhh' tra ctor. p lus a ll th.e
{eat ures of th e 82 .4 .

PRM-43083 with FREE tracto r

Microline 8 4

13212.'12

('0 / 11 111/1.

$744.95

200 C PS. {ull do t

Rra.phics built i1l. handlps for m s lip 10 I ;j " wide. plu s all t h e
{eat ures o{ Ih e 83.4.

PRM-43084 wit h FR EE tractor
PRA-27081
PRA-27082
PRA-27087
PRA-4 3081
PRA-43 0 8 2
PRA-4 3983
PRA-43088
PRA-43080

$1149.95

Apple card
Apple cable
TRS,80 cable
2K hi spd serial ca.rd
Graphics ROMs 82A
Graph ics ROMs 83A
Trac tor opt io n 82 A
E xtra ribbon s phg. of 2

$39.95
$19.95
$24.95
$169.95
$79.95
$79.95
$39.95
$9.95

JIIlX-80 with GRAFTRAX-plus

MX-80FT with GRAFTRAX-plus sam e as M K
PRM-28082 MK80FT w l g rftrx'plus
PRM-27082 Ori!{inal MK80FT

132 co /u mn.
curres pondence qua lity, up to / 5'/ paper. fri ctio n feed &
adjus tab/e pin {eed. 9 x 9 do t m a trix . 80 Cps.
PRM-28100 MKIOO wl grftrx -plus
PRM-27100 Ori!{inal MKIOO
PRA-27084
PRA-27088
PRA-27081
PRA-27082
PRA-27086
PRA-27087
PRA-27085
PRA-27090
PRA-27083
PRA-27101

c. Itoh Starwriter F -10
Letter Quality Printer
N ew in expensi ve 40 CPS daisy wh eel printer. Full
15 inch carri a ge for both letter proces sing a nd
bu sin ess report produ cti on . Uses s t a nd a rd Dia blo
ribbon s a nd wh eels. Both pa ra ll el a nd serial
interfaces in cluded.
Sm a ll , light,wei ght, a nd
h a ndsome.
$1795.00
PRD-22010 St arwriter FlO

8" Single-Sided, Double-Density Sub-Systems
END-000423 Kit wl 2 SA ,80 1Rs
$999.95
END-000424 A & l' wl 2 SA,801Rs
$1195.00
8 " Double -Sided, Double-Density Sub-Systems
END-000426 Kit wl 2 DT8s
, $1224.95
END-000427 A & T wl 2 DT,Bs
, . , $1424.95
END-000436 Kit wl 2 SA,851Rs . , . .. . $1274.00
END-000437 A & T wl 2 SA-851Rs ... $1475.00
Circle 246 on inquiry card .

IOM-5600A S i!{na lman

$98.50

SMARTMODEM - Hayes
Soph is ticated direct-conn ecI auto-ans II 1erIQl.lto- dial modem,
touch-tone or pilise diolin~. RS·2:12C in t erfa cf'. pro#rammo h/e

IOM-5400A
IOK-1500A
IOM-2010A
JOM-1100A

•

I
•

Sma rt mode m , .. , .. . .. , $249.95 •
Hayes Ch rono[.Jraph
$219.95
Micr omodem Jl ,
$329.95 •
Micromodem 100
$375.00
•

Apple-CAT - Novation

So ftware selectahle 1200 or .- {DO Ba ud. direct ('on nect. au toans /l'erl auto·dia-hw dialing allxiliary :l-wirc RS,2."l2C serial •
port fo r printf'f

IOM-5232A S a ve $.50.00

$325 .00

$754.95
$724.95

Serial interface
$54 .95
Serial intf & 2K buffer
$144 .95
Apple card . .
$39.95
Apple ca ble
$19.95
IEEE 488 card
$52.95 !
TRS,80 cable
$24.95
GRA TRAKplus
$69.95
Extra print head ' .. , . , . $$4143 . 9955 '
MK80 ribbon cart.
MKIOO ribbon only
$9.95

..._....-.

Printer Pal - paper holder & printer stand
PRA-99080 for MK80, FT. 82A. NE C $24.95
PRA-99100 for MKIOO. 83A. 84 "'" $29.95

SIGNALMAN - Anchor
Dual 8" Sub-Assembly without Drives
END-000420 Bare Cabinet . .... . .. , . $59.95
END-000421 Sub,Assembly Kit . ..... $225.00
END-000431 Sub,Assembly A & l'
$359.95

$559.95
$529.95

MX-IOO with GRAFTRAX-pluB

Uses standa rd daisy wheels and ribbon cartridges,
16 CPS bi-direction a l printing, semi,automatic pa per
load (single sheet or fa nfold), 10/ 12/ 15 pitch, up to
16" paper, built,in noise suppression cover.
PRD-11001 Centronics parallel
$959.95
PRD-11002 RS,232C model
$999.95

Direct·connect a ll l o rl1a ll C a l/.'m · ('r / (lri~in a t e ."ie/edion , 30()
Baud {Ill! riuph'x. Bell /0:1. inc/udes HS ·232 cah/e

$479.95
$424.95

80 with fri ct ion feed a dd ed.

Letter Quality Printer
for Under $1000.00 !!!

Modems on Sale !!!!

SO colu m n . S()

CPS. adj us l,n ble pin (eed

PRM-28080 MX,80 wl g rftrx,plus
PRM-27080 Orig inal MK80

Place Orders Toll Free

•

Continental U.S.

Inside California

•

800-421-5500

800-262-1710

I

'O~h;]f;;~;;;;;m"
Computer Products

4.901 W Rosecran.•. Ha.wthorne. Ca .90250
TERMS of SALE:

•
•

Cas h. chf' cks, credit. ca rds. or •

Purch:l s e O rd e r ~ fro m qu a lifi pd fir m s a n d i nst itu ti o n ~.
Minimum Ol'd e l" $1 5 .00. C a lifornia rp~i(h'nls ad d fi'Y"
ta x. Minimum s hipping & handling chargl' $:\.00.

•

Ii.....
_~.·.

....
&. . .I• •

.:r~~::E:

.:r~~::E:

3313 South Bristol SI.
Santa Ana 714-549-7108

1291 West EI Camino Real
Sunnyvale 415-965-7980

Computer Products

PLACE ORDERS
TOLL FREE.
SD Systems

Add f{;K

ExpandoRAM III

~~~:E:

Computer Products

Computer Products

•

4344 Convoy Street
San Diego 714-268-4661

Continental U.S. - 800-421-5500
Inside California - 800-262-1710
Los Angeles Area - 213-973-7707

•••

•
•
"r HAM to y Oll r TIIS·BO. Apple. or Exidy injllst

lIIinll/l '.'i.
Wi"ue ,'wld thu usands of these 16K R AM
lIPJ.!T(uit.s which illl'lud(' th e appmpr ia l l' m r mory chips (as

C:: commo d ore

VIC-20 Comp.uter

",pl'c;fied hy th e manufact urer), all necessary jump er
hlrwi.'...; . {ool·proof instruct iolls. a ll d Ollr 1 year J.!uarantee.

ME X -16100K TRS-80 hit
M EX -HHOIK App le hit
MEX - HH02K Exidy hit

$25 .00
$25.00
$25.00

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II
/-.", p anel ,our Applt· to (i lK. 1 \f'ar llurrcwl\

M EX -16700A S a 1'1' $12.'''. 00 '!! .

$ 74.95

Z-80* CARD for APPLE
S J) Syste m s
rel iab il ity of t h ei r Expan d o RA M I an d II boa rds
in t he new F:xpanrlo RAM III , a board capa bl e of
c(Jntain in ~ ~!)HI< of h i~ h speed RAM . U ti li z in ~ t h e
new H11< x 1 c1y m a ni c I{AM chi ps, y ou ca n
c onfi~ ur e a m ('nwry o r (;41<, 12HK , 1!-.12K. or 2!)6 K ,
a ll on on e S· IIIII I""II"( I. M('nlO ry add ress d ec odin~
is done hy a p r(J~r,"n m l'd hi polar RO M sO t h at t h e
nWl110r y Illap rna y he dip-swi tc h con fig ured t.o
wo rk wit h I,itlll'r C ( JS MOS i M PM -ty p e system s or
wit.h OAS IS -t y pe s ystl' m s.
Extells ive a p p licat io n n otes ('on ('erni ng- h ow to
" I",rall' t hl' E xpa n d" I{AM III wit h Cro me m <:o,
Inters,Vs tem s, a nd oth er popul a r 'I MH z Z-80
sys1.l·ms a r e co nta ined in t h e m an ua l.
M 1';M-(j5064A
MEM-(j5128A
MEM-(j5 192 A
MEM-65256A

(j'IK A & T
12IiK A& T
1.'I2 K A & 7'
2f)6K A & T

$475.00
$575.00
$675.00
$775.00

Our Finest Diskettes

Om /I,ll'll ' personal C'oll/put!'r ll 'itli ;, K NA AtI.
/,'l'yhourd . ., dual spf'cia l'(llIlC'tioll h('y. ...."wri(1/ port ..... ('(1 .......;I'/(f'
porI . ('omp()silf' p idf'o Olllplil (C'()I/!U'(·I .... 10 slullc/a rtl ( 'fl/flr '/'\1
sl'l). HASI C hlflJ.:1I0J.:(·. & ('.\·pclIIsioll pori .

COM-VI C 20 V I C-20

'}'UlfJ C'Ull/p Ull'r." in om.' , Z·fW & f)S()2. m o r e "han ciou hles t h e
JJOII II' f & poll'Tllial (J( y our Apple. includes Z·80* CP U card.

C!, M 2.2. & B A SIC·HI!

Z-80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems
ZHO microcompu ter IlJith HAJH. NO/H.
/u'yhoord . displa y, /~/udJ.:(' o(('n. mOfllUrI. & U'orJ.'hooh
('uII/plt'l e

C PX- 30800A A & T ..

$299 .95

C P S- 3 0100K KIT ..
C P S-30100A A & T

8" DISK CONTROLLER

IOD-2 700A A & '/'

$499.95

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II
Complt·/(' poc!mJ..!I' il1clm/I·... : Twu H" dUl/hle·fit·lIs ;!.\, di.... fl
drilll·s. Vi .... lll douhll'-dl'lI.r.;ily W' dish '·Imlrol/('f . ca bin el. POH '('t
ollpply. & ('(I""''''
.'1.21:1 ..'1. CP/M 2.2. & Pased
c·tJmplItihle.

nos

1
1
2
2

M ega B y te
M egaBy t e
M ega B y t e
M ega B y t e

Pack age
Pack age
Pack age
P ack age

( K i t)
(A & 1')
(K it)
(A & T)

$1 4 95.00
$ 1695 .00
$ 1795 .00
$ 1995 .95

Appl e- CAT - No vati o n
So(tHI(Jre tW/I'('/ a hh' 12 ()O fJr :W() halld. direct ('fJIIII(,c/. auto-

(ul.'-I ll!l'r / auto·dial. auxilia ry :l'lI l ir!' US2:l2C s(,riol pur t (or
prill t er.

IOM -5232 A Sall e $50.00" , .

$33 4.B5

I II f'XPl'IISivf' di.... ;.. drives (or yOllr Appll'
/ )ift'eI repla cement (ur Apple Dish II. worhs Hlith
Apple II c()lItrollC'r (IS (ir,... 1 or sec()nd drill(,.

M SM-123101 Micro Sci A2
M SM-1 23 101 C A2 lUith con.l.rlr

A40

$399.95
$479.95

40 tracfl dri, ,(' (or Apple II. I mpruPC'd .'-ItoraJ..!e
IIP('f Apple Brand dri p(· . . . requires

{'apacity and speed
Micro Sci cOl1 t ro /l rr.

IOD-234 0 A Micro Sci A40

1

AIM-65 - Rockwe ll

(};;O:! ('fJlI/ pull 'r wilh alp /wllulII(,,.i(· tlisplay. prill/(,I'. &
/.'t'y/lOord. lind COlllp/f'/(' jns trm 'l i(Jllal ",(,,111(11 ...;

A2

C I'K- 50165A I K A IM·65
$424. 95
C PK- 5()465A 4K AlM -(j5
$4 74 .95
S F'K-74 60()()08E 8K BAS IC ROM
$6 4. 95
S FK - 64 600004E 4K Asscm hier ROM $43.95
P S X - 03 0A P()wer Suppl y
$6 4.05
E N X-000002 Encl() su r('
$54. 95
S FK-74 60002 0 E PU65 NOM
$84 .95
S FK-746000JOE For /h HOM
$64. 95
S FK-74()00030E Ins /an / Pascal
$99. 95

Sp ecia l P a.ckages
·, A· !\ I M ·fi.1. HI\' HASf('. POll 'f'f supply & ('n c/(Js llrC'
Spec i a l P ackage Pri ce
$6 49. 95

$3 99 .9 5

Video Monitors

A 70

7U tracll drill(' (or Apple II. T ll li ce th e .... ,u ra;;#!
(,(Ipaeily a n d I hr(,I' /i l1l1, ...· (ll .r.;/l'r than Apple B rand dril l('s,

5 '/," Diskettes, Box of Ten
MMD- 5110103 SS. S D. OI S
MMD-5 111003 SS . S D . lO S
MMD-511l603 SS. S D. I 6S
MMD-5120103 SS, DD . OI S
MMD-5121003 SS . DD. 010
MMD-5121603 SS. DD, I6 S

8" Di s k e ttes, Box of T e n
MMD-8110103 SS. S D, 01 S . .
MMD- 8 120103 SS. DD. OI S
MMD- 8220103 DS. DD. OI S

$3 1.00
$39.00
$ 48.00

Bargain Diskettes on Sale
MMD- 5110105
MMD- 5220105
MMD-8110105
MMD- 8120105
MMD-8220105

5'4" SS DD DIS
5'4" DS DD DIS
8" SS S D DI S
8" SS DD OI S
8" DS DD OIS

n·tlui1'l·s Micro Sci ('(m/ro//a

IOD-23 70A Micro Sci A 70

$19.95
$32.95
$21.95
$32.95
$35.95

l )ish ('/mlml/pr (or up to I wo
flIlicro S('i A40 or A 70 dish driPt,s. nos :l.2. :l .:J. Pa scal. and
Z ·HO So(t Cn rd compatih/t" includes utilit y di s h (lnd 40 1 70
truc'/,' pat('h.

IOD-23 00A M icro Sci con / roiler

HI-RES 12" GREEN - Zenith

$4 99.95

Mi cr o Sci Cont r o ller
$29.00
$29.00
$29.00
$31.00
$31.00
$ 3 1.00

$29H. 95
$469 .9 5

t-

Nt '/C from \lis/a rompulf'r .... inJ.!it· or dOlih/(, sidNI, ,,,il1j.!lc ur

110.

drw h((' c/(Jllsity. compoliMI' // Iilll DOS :1.21:l..'1. Pa.w·al, & CP M
2.2 ..r:;Jl/IJ..!nrl & Q II II/(' c(Jl1Ipa l ;h/e

DISK DRIVES - Micro S ci

We' prmully p ut our name' Oil t hese high (Illa/il y dis /w il es·
J,!lwr(U/(eed to sati.,,!), yuu or your money ba ch.

$27 9 .95

$ 9 5. 00

hi MHz halldu ·idth. 700 lilll· ..; illch. 1',1 / J..!(('I ·II phuspJllJr.
.... lI'itchuh/(· ·10 or NO co lumn s. sl1Ia/l. /iJ.!hl,u ·(·i;;ht & }Jurtablf'.

VDM- 2 01201 List price $150.00

12" GREEN SCREEN - N EC

p:n ph ospho r video monitor wit h (Illdin.
L'x('ep l iol1ally high reso lu tion · A (antcH;tic monitor (II a
very reasuna,ble price

20

VISION 8 0 - Vi s ta Compute r
HO m/umn x 24 lim' /lid('u ('ord (or Apple 1I. /2H ASCII
('JiaraC'/ers. uppt'r and I(J/~ I ('r caM'. 9 x J(J dot matrix wilh:J dol
{h ·...c£'lIdl'rs. standoul dala 11wdia If 'rm inal cunlml coe/es.
C!' M Pas('al & Fortmll cWlIpalihh·. /jO (j() Hz

IOV-24 00A Vi s /.a Visi()n 80

$375.00

VDM-651200 Special Sale Price

$ 19B.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
H i·res monit.or with audio & ~culpllJrf'd emil'

NEC -1202D R(; H ('(1101' //I()lI i /or

A hl'l ll'1' joysliC'h (or yuur Applt· 1I

SY A -1 5 12A A & T

M Hz,

VDC -65121 2 Color Monitor

Joystick - T G Product s

$ 129.B5

$4 79.B5
$ I045. 0()

$ 4 9 .95

Leede x / Amdek
C P S MULTI C ARD - Mtn. Compute r
'I'h(('(' ('ords ill (JI/I'.' Uc'a / tilll(' cloC'h ('(delle/llr ..... ('rial jnt(·r(m·(·.
& pnru//('I illler((I('(' - cdloll lIIIC' f'fIrti.

IOX-2300A A & T

$ 179.95

Reason ahly priced v ideo mOlli tors

VDC -801310 13" Color I
VnC -801320 Color II .
I OV -2300A D VM hllard (III' Apple.

$379.95
$ HB:3. 00
$ 19B.fJ5

Prices may be slightly higher at our retail locations. Please call the store nearest ou for local price and availability.
Circle 247 on inquiry card

.:J'"~X»EI
Computer Products
13440 South Hawthorne Blvd.
Hawthorne 213-973-7330

.T~X»EI
Computer Pro~ucts

21800.Ventura Blvd
Woodland Hills 213-716-6120

PLACE ORDERS
TOLL FREE.
SBC-200 - SD Systems
4 M Hz Z·80A CP U with serial & parallel 110. 1K RAM. 8K
110M space. monitor PROM inclilded.

C PC-3 0200A A & T ...

$399.95

THE BIG Z* - Jade
2 or 4 MHz switchable Z·80' CPU with serial lI O.
accomodates 2708. 2716. or 2782 E PROM, baud ra tes f rom
75 to 9600

C P U-30201K Kit
.......... $139.95
C PU-30201A A & T ...
$189.95
C P U-3 0200B Bare board
...... $35.00

2810 Z-80· CPU - Cal Comp Sys
2f.f M Hz Z·80A· CPU with RS·232Cserial II Oport and on ·
hoard MOSS 2.2 monitor PROM, ( rant panel compatible.

C P U-30400A A & T ..............

$269.95

CB-2 Z-80 CPU - S.S.M.
2 or -1 M Hz Z·80 CPU board with p rovision (or up to 8K o(
ROM or 4K a( RAM on IJOard. extended addressing, IEEE
5-100, (rant panel cOlllpa tible.

C PU-30300K Kit ....
C PU-303 00A A & T

$239.95
$299.95

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
·1 MHz 16K static HAM IX)(Ird. IEEE 5·100. banll selectab le.
Phalltom cnpaiJiiity. addressable in 4K hlocl?s. "disahle-able"

d"'~X»EI
Computer Products
4950 Beltline Road
Dallas 214-458-2782

Continental U.S. - 800-421-5500
Inside California - 800-262-1710
Los Angeles Area - 213-973-7707

VERSAFLOPPYII-SDSYSTEMS
Douhle density dis)? controller for any combination of 5 '//' or
8" sinKle ordouMe sided dish drives, analog phase·locked loop
data separator. vectored interrupt. CPI M 2.2 & OASIS
compalihle. controll diali1l0stic software PR OM included

IOD-1160A A & T . .. .
$359.95
SFC-5 500904 7F CPI M 2.2 for VF II . $99.95

DOUBLE-D - Jade
Double densit y co n trollerwilh the inside track, on· board ZBOA·, printer port, I EEE S·JOO, can fUllction on an
interrupt driven buss

IOD- 1200K Kit
IOD-1200A A & T
IOD-1200B Bare board

$299.95
$375.00
..... $59.95

Single User
System
II.
II.
2.2
S B ('·2110. 64 K ExpandnllAM

Vers af lopp y

CPlM

$1095.00

4 MH z Z-80A CPU , 64 K RAM , seri a l I/O port.
pa r a llel I/O port , dou bl e-den s ity di s k co ntroll er,
CPI M 2.2 dis k a n d m a nu a ls, system mon itor,
con t rol a nd di a gn ostic softwa re.
Board s et with 256K of RAM . .
$1295.00

DOUBLE DENSITY - Cal Comp Sy s
,j '/:,' alld 8" dish controller, single or do uble density, with
nn ·hoa rd bont loader 110M. alld (ree CPI M 2.2' alld
manual set.

IOD-1 3 00A A & l' ....

$374.95

MPC-4 - SD Systems
1nlelhi<ent "'port serial 110 cllrd. on·buard Z-BOA. 2 K RAM.
4K PROM area, oll·board firmware. fully buffered, vectored
interrupts. (our CTC channels. add to S D Boa rd set for
powerful multi·user system

101-1504A A & T wl software

$495.00

ill J K s"/.!IIIr'n l,'i, ('xtended addressillf{. loIU power

MEM-16171A A & T

$154.95

32K STATIC RAM - Jade
2 or ·1 MHz expandable static RAM board uses 2114L's

ME M-161 5 1K 16K 4 MHz kit
MEM-32151K 32K 4 MHz /,it
Assembled & tested. . . . . . . . . . .

$169.95
$299.95
a dd $50.00

4 M Hz. 5·100. banllseh'ctable. expandablc(rOIll 16K to 64 K

MEM-99730B Bare Boa rd
$49.95
MEM-9973 0K Kit n.o R AM .... .
$199.95
MEM- 3 273IK 32 K Kit .......... . . $ 239.95
MEM-64733K 64 K Kit
$279.95
Assembled & Tested
a dd $50.00

64K RAM - Calif Computer Sys
·1 M fl z ban" port I bank byte selectable, extended
addressing. 16K bank selectable. PHANT OM lin e allows
mem ory overlay. 8080 / Z80 / front panel compa tible.

. . . . . . . . . $389.95

64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
(;.(/\ .italic S-IIIII IIAM cllrd. "·16K banks. up tn 8MHz

M E M-644 00A A & l' ....... . ..

101-1010K Kit .. . .
$179.95
IOI-I0I0A A & l' . .
.. $249.95
101-1010B Bare board ... . .... . . . ... $ 35.00

1/0-5 - SSM Microcomputer
Two serial & 3 parallel 110 ports. 11O·19.2K Balld

MEMORY BANK - Jade

MEM-64565A A & T

1/0-4 - S.S.M.
2 s erial I/O p orts p lus 2 pa ra llel 110 ports

10I-I015A A & T . .

$279.95

1/0-8 - SSM Microcomputer
EiRht software progra mmable serial 110 ports. J 10 ·19.2K
Baud, ideal for m ulti·user systems

IOI-I018A A & T .. .

$ 449.95

PROM-lOO - SD Systems
270H. 271 6, 2732 E PROM programmer w / software

ME M-99520K Kit
ME M-99520A A & T

$ 189.95
$ 2 4 9.95

PB-l - S.S.M.
2708.27 16 EPROM board wit h built· in programmer

MEM-99510K Kit
MEM- 995 10A A & T

. .. $154.95
$219.95

$594 .95

EPROM BOARD - Jade
64K STATIC RAM - SSM

16K or 32 K uses 2708's or 2716's, IK boundary

lEtT 69615·100 standard. " I' to 6MHzl 8 Bit. 12MHzl 16 Bit.
24 Bit extended addressing, disa.ble·anle in 2K increments

MEM-64 3 00A A & T . . .

MEM-16230K Kit ......... .... ...... $79.95
MEM-16230A A & T .. ..... .. .... . . $119.95

$749.95

64K STATIC - Lab Standard

ISO-BUS - Jade

Absolute I EA'E (i96I S·100 compliance, 8 or 16 Bit data paths,
16·bit request/ ackll.owledlie properly implemented, supports
DMA at 8111Hz, sw/rcllahle banh select system for use with
Cmmemco & Alpha Micro

Silent. s imple, and on sale· a better moth erboard
6 Slot (5'4" x 8*")

MEM-64 900A A & T . .

$699.95

MBS-061B Bare board
.... $19.95
MBS-061K Kit ............ ....
.. .. $39.95
MBS-061A A & T ............. . ... . .. $49.95
12 Slo t (9"1." x 8%")

MBS-121B Bare board .......... .
MBS-121K Kit . . .
MBS-121A A & T ..
.. .. ......

EPROM Erasers
Ultra' I'iulel A'PHOtl1 rro.<wrs

XME-3 100A Wi th Ollt timer
XME-3 101 Wi th timer
XM E-3200 Economy Model

;Ircle 247 on Inquiry card .

$29.95
$69.95
$89.95

18 Slot (1 4'h" x 8*")

$ 6 9 .50
$ 9 4 .50
$39.95

MBS-181B B are board ............... $49.95
MBS-181K Kit
... $99.95
MBS-181A A & T ..... ..
.. ..... $139.95

So yo ur computer is
you
h a vean
oscilloscope. And yo u don't h ave a front pa nel...
You're not a lone . mos t compu ters h a ve their
occasion a l ba d days. But without diag nostic
equipm ent such as a n osci ll oscope (expen sive!) or
a fro nt pa nel (expen si ve!), it ca n be very difficult to
pinpoin t th e problem. Even if you h a ve a n
ex tend er board with a superfast logic probe, you
can 't see more th a n one s ign a l at a tim e. You're
stuck, rig ht?
Not a nymore; Jade is proud to offer our cost·
effecti ve solution to the probl ems mentioned
a bove: THE BUS PROBE.
Wh eth er yo u're a hobbyis t with a canta nkero us
kluge or a fi eld technician with a n a nxious
computer owner brea thing down your neck, you'll
find THE BUS PROBE s peeds your repa ir time
rema rk a bly. Jus t plug in THE BUS PROBE a nd
you 'll be a bl e to see all th e IEEE S-100 sign als in
acti on . THE BUS PROBE a ll ows you to see
in puts, outputs, memory rea ds a nd writes,
in s tru ction fetches, DMA ch a nnel s. vectored
interru pts, 8 or 16 bit wide da ta tra nsfers , pl us th e
th ree bu s supply vol tages.
TSX-200B Bare boa rd ...... . . . . . .... $59.95
TSX-200K Kit . . ......... . .
$119.95
TSX-200A A &T ........ ..
$149.95

.....

ISOBAR - GSC

.~

'

__

~- \

'~~'i~"~;~;ri'~~'- -:'~ . ~:,
prutpcts your valuahle equipment from hiRh
volloNe spiiles & A C lille noise. inductive iso/a ted I!fOlinr/, 1.5
amp circuit hreaker. U. L. listed

EME-1l5103
EME-115105
EME-1l 5 100
EME-1l5110

3
4
8
9

socket.
.. ... $39 .50
socket.
$49 .50
soc/let.
$ 54 .50
sock et rachmoun t
$74 .50

AVE IT!

WE

TOMORROW'S COMPUTERS NOW!

System One

r:3 C ..~;;'emeo
L:l
64K-Z80A

System One

- $3349-

-$3749-

Multi-User and Hard Disk versions available_
CROMIX®, or MP/M® or OASIS® Systems now available from MiniMicroMart running CROMIX (or
MP/M or OASIS) on a CDC Phoenix f96MB-16 removeable - BO fixe d) hard disk.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

TERM INALS & PRINTERS

CS-1 Computer System NEW

CRT Terminal 3102,

{similar to CS-2 but only 8 slots!, Li st $3995
CS-1 H, w/5mg Hard Disk NEW
List $6995
CS-3, features 4MH z CPU w/64K of RAM,

$3349
. $5895

(80 characters/line, 24 line display!.

$1949

Li st $2295

Letter Quality Printer 3355A,
(55 c haracters/seco nd , 15" platen, tractor-feed,
List $3495

...... $2969

Dual -sided Per Sci 8" floppy disk drives (R S232C Imerfa el,

List $7995 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HD-5, 5mg add-on Winch ester Hard Di sk ,

hIS "IS"" of CS 2

CS31

$2949

List $3495 .
HDD-11, 11 Megabyte Hard Disk System,

$5945

List $6995

HDD-22, 22 Megabyte Hard

. $5895

..

NEW

Disk System ,

$10,195

List$ 11 ,995 . .

EXC-2 Extender Boa rd.1 l'i t $65.
WWB 2 Wi re Wrap Boa rd .Ll'it $65.

CROMEMCO BOARDS
SCC Single Card Comp .List $494 ..... . $419
ZPU Z-80 CPU 2/ 4MHz.Li st $395.
$335
16KZ Dyn.RAM Mem.Li st $495.
. .. $419
48KTP 2 Port 48K Mem. List $1495. .
Ca ll
64KZ Dyn.RAM Mem.Li st $11 95.
$B19
16FDC Disk Cont ., DD .List $595.
$499
8K Bytesaver II Prom.Prog. Li st $295
$249
32K Bytesvr.Prom Card(2716s)Li st $34 5 . $295
$275
TU -ART 1/ 0 Interface. Lis t $345.
o 7A Digital l Analog Inter. Li st $295 . $249
8PI0 8 Port Par. Inter. Lis t $295.
$249
4PIC 4 Port Par.lnter.List $395 .
$335
QDRT4Ch.Syn / A synlnter.Li st $595 . . $499
lOP Int .I/ O Processor. Li st $695. .
$5B9
PRI Printer Inter.Card .Lis t $245.
$209
16KPR 16K PromM em .Card .Lis t $245 . $209
$335
CGI TV Dazzler . List $395 .
SOl Hi-Res Col. Graphics. Li st $795 . .
$675

CRO MEMCO SOFTWARE

(specify 8" or 5 y.. ")
CRaM IX Multi -Use r.llst $595
.. .. $279
FDA Macro Assembler.Llst $295 ...... $249
FOB 16K Ex tend ed BAS IC. List $195 . . $165
FD
OBO L Co mpil er. Li st $595 ....... $299
FDF FOr1ra n IV Co mpiler. List $295 . .. $179
FDR RATFOR in cl. Fortran IV. List $395 . $335
STB 32K Stru c. BAS IC. L,st $295 ...... $165
SGS Su p . Dazz ler Grap hics .IISt $595 . . $299
DBM Data Bs. Mg t.( w / repo rt) Ll s t $295 .. $249
WPS Wo rd Proc.Sys. List $295.
. .. $249
T SS Trace Sys. Simul ator. Lis t $ 195 ..... $95
WRMR W ritemas terW rd. Pro.Ll st $595. $499
SLMR Slidemas ter.II'it $595
...... $499
SPMR Spellm as ter.1 151 $295
.. $249
OM R Fo ntm as ter .1 lSI $595 . ....... $499

CS-O/D Computer System
zao scc CPU, 64KZ, 16FDC, $2545
List $2995 . . .
. ..
DDF Dual Doubl e- Sided 5" Drives for CS -O
List $1295......... $1.099

All prit't's , "'.n.R. s hippin g poinl , subjel' llo l' h:tll l.! l', \11 oft£',...., . ., lIh jf'C I III \\ilhdr:t \\1 \\ilhoul nutin , Ad " l'rlisl'd prices refll'l't a 20-/0 rash disco unt. (o rde r pre paid prior 10
s hil,ml' nl), c ,o.n.·s and credit card orders :In' 2 (1~) h i~ h ('r,

Mini

icroMart, Inc.

943 W. Genesee St. BO X 2992K Syracuse, N.Y. 13204 (315) 422-4467 TWX-710-542-0431

Circle 321 on inquiry card .

Super Speclsls on SUPERBRAINSID
SUPERBRAIN@
Through Ju/y '" 1982

~O,

$1994

SO, $2369
SO, $2799

I NTERTEC has introduced a new model.
the so (super density) with dual double sided 80 track drives-TWICE THE
CAPACITY OF THE 00-. The SO
SUPERBRAIN is available from Mini
MicroMart for $2199
SUPERBRAINS come with CP/M;
with the addition of an appropriate printer. and the necessary
software you can have a complete data processing and
lor word processing sys-

~~~~::~::::::~~~~~~;.

~~You cantem.take advantage of

..........

our MicroPro word processing
software special. WordStar for only $269;
We will include MailMerge with WordStar for $358 or
for only $489 you get the full package- WordStar. Mail Marge and SpeliStar

MiniMic,oMart stocks the fulllNTERTEC line.
MICROSOFT 80 is only $219 and a complete
accounting package-GL. AIR. AlP, and payroll
are available to run in MICROSOFT BASIC for
only $269
You can add capacity to your SUPERBRAIN
by adding their 10 megabyte DSS Hard Disk. We
offer it for only $2995,. We include the adapter
cable to the SUPERBRAIN (if requested) at no
extra charge.

...

'lOW,,,.,

""

If you need a distributed processing system,
INTERTEC has lowered prices on their full series of COMPUSTARS- the VPU 10. the VPU 20
the VPU 30 and the VPU 40. Virtually any number of these can be daisey chained 'to share one
of their hard disks, or they can be utilized as a
stand alone computer, just likea SUPERBRAIN.
-CALL US FOR PRICINGSUPERBRAINS and COMPUSTARS come
with two built in serial ports, so you can support
two printers or a printer and a modum.Among
the printers suitable for the SUPERBRAII\~ are:
Centronics 130-3, the 739-3, the 104-9 the TI 810s
or 820s, or Okidata 82s, 83s or84s(serial version)
the IDS PRISM series is also suitable. If you
choose to use an Epson, you will also have to
buy one of their serial interface boards. If you
wanta letter quality printerthereisthe NEC3510
or 1110, the Diablo 630 or the Qume Sprint 9/45.

All prices, F,O,B , shipping poi nt , subject to change, All offers subject t o withdraw al with ou t not ice, Ad vertised prices refl ect a 2% cash discount lorder prepaid
prior to shipment ), C,O,D .'s and cred it s ca rds are 2% hig her,

Mini MicroMart, Inc.
943 W. Genesee St. P.O. Box 3002
Circle 321 on Inquiry card ,

Syracuse, N.Y. 13220 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-542-0431
BYTE June 1982

535

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
74 10
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7482
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7497
74100
74107
74109
74110
741 11
74 116
74120
74 121
74122
74123
74125
74 126
74128
74132

.19
.19
.1 9
.19
.19
.25
.29
.29
.24
.19
.19
.25
.30
.35
.55
.25
.25
.1 9
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.29
.45
.1 9
.29
.45
, 29
.29
.19
.49
.65
.69
.69
.59
.69
.69
.19
.23
.23
.23
.23
.35
.29
.34
.35
.49
.35
.59
1.10
.95
.50
.65
.35
4.95
.35
.40
.50
.49
.65
.55
.70
2.75
1.00
.30
.45
.45
.55
1.55
1.20
.29
.45
.55
.45
.45
.55
.45

74136
74141
74142
74143
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74152
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74 159
74160
74161
74 162
741 63
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74178
74179
74180
74181
741 82
74184
74185
74 186
74 190
741 91
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74 198
74199
74221
74246
74247
74248
74249
74251
74259
74265
74273
74276
74279
74283
74284
74285
74290
74293
74298
74351
74365
74366
74367
74368
74376
74390
74393
74425
74426
74490

.50
.65
2.95
2.95
.60
1.75
1.20
1.35
.65
.65
.55
1.40
.75
.65
.55
1.65
.85
.70
.85
.85
.85
.85
1.00
2.95
1.65
5.95
.75
.89
.89
.89
.75
1.15
1.75
.75
2.25
.75
2.00
2.00
18.50
1.15
1.15
.79
.79
.85
.85
.79
.75
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.25
1.85
1.95
.75
2.25
1.35
1.95
1.25
.75
2.00
3.75
3.75
.95
.75
.85
2.25
.65
.65
.65
.65
2.20
1.75
1.35
3.15
.85
2.55

74COO
74C02
74C04
74C08
74C1 0
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C76
74C83
74C85
74C86
74C89
74C90
74C93
74C95
74C107
74C150
74C151
74C154
74C157
74C160
74C161
74C162
74C163
74C164
74C165
74C173
7 4C174
74C175
74C192
74C193
74C195
74C200
74C221
74C373
74C374
74C901
74C902
74C903
74C905
74C906
74C907
74C908
74C909
74C9 10
74C911
74C91 2
74C914
74C915
74C918
74C920
74C921
74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
74C927
74C928
74C929
74C930
4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018

.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
1.50
.35
.35
.50
1.75
1.20
.65
.85
.80
1.95
1.95
.95
4.50
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.00
5.75
2.25
3.25
1.75
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
5.75
2.25
2.75
2.75
.80
.85
.85
10.95
.95
1.00
2.00
2.75
9.95
10.00
10.00
1.95
2.00
2.75
17.95
15.95
5.59
5.95
6.75
7.95
7.95
7.95
19.95
19.95
.35
.35
.25
.95
.29
.95
.45
.45
.35
.25
.45
.95
.95
.45
1.15
.95

4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4034
4035
4040
404 1
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4053
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086
4093
4098
4099
14409
14410
14411
14412
14419
4502
4503
4508
4510
4511
45 12
4514
4515
4516
4518
4519
4520
4522
4526
4527
4528
4531
4532
4538
4539
4543
4555
4556
4581
4582
4584
4584
4702
4724
80C07
80C95
80C96
80C97
80C98

.45
.95
.95
1.15
.35
.75
.35
1.65
.65
'.80
.95
.45
2.95
.85
.95
1.25
.75
.85
.85
.95
.95
.55
.55
.95
.95
1.45
.75
.40
.35
.35
.30
.30
.30
.30
.95
.30
.30
.30
.95
.95
.95
2.49
1.95
12.95
12.95
11 .95
12.95
4.95
.95
.65
1.95
.95
.95
.95
1.25
2.25
1.55
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.95
1.25
.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.70
.95
.95
1.95
1.95
.95
.95
12.95
1.50
.95
.85
.95
.95
1.20

74500
74502
74503
74504
74505
74508
74509
745 10
745 11
7451 5
74520
745 22
74530
745 32
745 37
74538
745 40
74551
74564
74565
74574

.44
.48
.48
.79
.79
.48
.98
.69
.88
.70
.68
.98
.48
.98
1.87
1.68
.44
.78
.79
1.25
.69

74585
74586
745112
74511 3
7451 14
745124
745 132
745133
745134
745135
7451 38
745 139
745 140
745 241
745 244
745251
745253
745 157
745 158
745 161
745162

2.39 745163
1.44 745168
1.59 745 169
1.98 745174
1.50 745175
2.77 745 181
1.24 745 182
.98 745188
.69 7451 89
1.48 745194
1.08 745195
1.25 745196
1.45 7451 97
3.75 745 201
745225
3.98
1.90 745 240
7.45 745257
1.19 . 745258
1.45 745260
2.85 . 745274
3.70 745275

3.75
4.&5
5.44
1.09
1.09
4.47
2 .95
3.95
14.95
2.95
1.89
4.90
4.25
14.95
8.95
3.98
1.39
1.49
1.83
19.95
19.95

745280
745287
745288
745289
745301
745373
745374
745381
745387
745412
745471
745472
745474
745482
745570
745571

2.90
4.75
4.45
6.98
6.95
3.45
3.45
7.95
5.75
2.98
9.95
16.85
17.85
15.60
7.80
7.80

EPSON PRINTERS
MX-80
~ oa: a:c..
MX-80/FT ~ S
MX-100
~

C/)

Uj

~

LL~

C/)

....JUj

.J

~O

O.J

16K APPLE*
RAM CARD
*
*
*
*
*

Upgrade your 48K Apple · II to full
64K.
Fully software and hardware compat ible with Apple langu age card
ari d microsoft Z80 card.
Eliminates t he need for Applesoft or
Integer Basic ROM card when used
in con j unction with DOS 3.3
Allows you t o run Apple Fortran or
Pascal.
Available as bare board kit, or completed and tested board.

BARE BOARD ~ . . .... . $ 40.00
KIT ...... ... .. . ... ... . 89.95
ASSEMBLED &
TESTED . .... . . . ...... 109.95
• Apple is a trademark of APPL E COMPUTER INC .

ZENITH MONITOR
MODEL ZVM-121

* 12" P-31 Green phosphor
* SELECTABLE 40 or 80
CHARACTERS PER LINE
* 15 MHZ BANDWIDTH

At JDR Mlcrodevices, Inc. 100 % customer satisfaction Is our goal! Our first priority is to
make sure that all of our cus tomers recei ve our world famous JDR service: .

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!

If you see an item advertised elsewhere tor less , tell us . we will
match or beat their price.'

FRIENDL Y STAFF!

To make doing business wi th JDR
a pleasant experience.

SPEEDY SERVICE!

To speed your order on its way in
one day with superb accuracy.

To better help us serve the needs of our customers, we have installed a new /BM System
34 Computer. This will enable us to reach o ur goal of 100% Customer Satisfaction, but we
need your. help· please usa your customer number whenever ordering. You r permanent
customer ·number can be found on t he left-hand side of your computer printed invoice.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our customers for making JDR one o f
the fastest growing electronic firms in the world!
Jeffery D. Rose

BOOKS
BEST SELLERS

DISKETTES

We Will
Beat Any
Competitors
Prices

• • • ••

•••

A copy of this policy is
available upon request.

OSBORNEIMC GRAW-HILL

ANTHANA SS SD SOFT .......... 24.95
WABASH SS SD SOFT ...
. ... 24.95
VERBATIM SSSDSOFT ......... 29.95
VERBATIM 10 SECTION HAR D .. . 29.95

SSSDSO FT .

ADDON

APPLE* FAN
$69 00

DISK
DRIVE
For Apple * II

• OUTLET ON THE REAR OF THE FAN
FOR A MONITOR - CONTROLLED B Y
THE SWITCH
• ULTRA ·QUIET APPLE FAN DRAWS
COOL AIR THROUGH YOUR COMPUTER
• ELiMINA TES DOWN TIME
• SAVES REPAIR CHARGES
• INCREASES RELIABILITY
• CLIPS ON- NO HOLES OR SCREWS
• LONG LIFE. LOW NOISE MOTOR
• Apple is a trademark of APPLE COMPUT ER, INC.

SYBEX
Your First Computer .. . .
The CPfM Handbook ... .
From Chips to Stystems.
The PASCAL Handbook ...
Microprocessor Interfacing
Techniques . . ... .... ...... .

8"
VERBATIM

Apple II User's Gu ide ........ ... 14.95
CRT Cont roller's Handbook.
. . 6.99
68000 Assembl y Language
Programming .
. ...... .. 16.99
CBASIC User Guide ............. 15.00
Th e 8086 Book .
. .. 16.99

Includes metal cabinet

* Color matches Apple*

*

35 Tracks/single side
Includes cable
Use with Apple * 1/ Controller

100
each

2101
5101
2102· 1
2102L·2
2102L·4
21 11
2112
2114
21 14L·2
2114L·3
21 14L·4
2147
TMS4044·4
TMS4044·3
TMS40L44·2
MK4118
TMM2016
H M6116·4
HM6116·3
HM6116·2
HM6116Lp·4
HM6116Lp·3
HM6116Lp·2
Z·6132

256 x 4
256 x 4
1024 x 1
1024 x 1
1024 x 1
256 x 4
256 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
4096 x 1
4096 x 1
4096 x 1
4096 x 1
1024 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
204 8 x 8
2048 x 8
4096 x 8

1.95
(450n5)
4.95
(cmos) (450ns)
.89
(450ns)
1.69
(LP) (250n5)
1.29
(LP) (450n5)
2.99
(450n5)
2.99
(450n5)
(450n5) 8/16.95
(LP) (200ns) 8/19.95
(LP) (300ns) 8/18.95
(LP) (450n5) 8/17.95
9.95
(55n5)
3.49
(450n5)
3.99
(300n5)
4.49
(LP) (200ns)
9.95
(250ns)
ca ll
(150n5)
ca ll
(cmos) (200n5)
ca ll
(cmos) (150ns)
ca ll
(cmos) (120n5)
(LP) (cmos) (200n5) ca ll
(LP) (cmos) (150n5) call
(LP) (cmos) (120n5) call
(0 5tat) (300n5)34.95

pcs

1.85
3.95
.85
1.55
1.15
2.49
2.79
1.95
2.35
2.25
2.10
call
3.25
3.75
4.25
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
ca ll
call

100
T MS4027
MK4108
MM5298
4116·1 20
4116·150
4116·200
4116·250
41 16·300
2118
MK4816
4164:200
4164·150

4096
8192
8192
16384
16384
16384
16384
16384
16384
2048
65536
65536

x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
x8
x1
x1

(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)

(250n5)
(200n5)
(250n5)
(120ns)
(1 50n5)
(200n5)
(250n5)
(300n5)
(150n5)
(300ns)
(200n5)
(150n5)

Each

pcs

2.50
1.95
1.85
8/29 .95
8/18.95
8/13.95
8/13 .90
8/13.80
4.95
24.95
call
call

2.00
call
call
ca ll
1.95
call
call
call
call
ca ll
call
call

Ea ch

1702
2708
2758
TMS25 16
2716
2716·1
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732A·2
2764
TMS2564

256
1024
1024
2048
2048
2048
2048
4096
4096
4096
8192
8192

x8
x8
x8
x8
x8
x8
x8
x8
x8
x8
x8
x8

(1U5)
(450n5)
(5v) (450n5)
(5v) (450n5)
(5v) (450n5)
(5v) (350n5)
(450n5)
(5v) (450n5)
(5v) (450n5)
(5v) (200n5)
(5v) (450n5)
(5v) (450n5)

4.95
3.75
9.95
6.95

4.95
9 .00
9.95
9.95
9.95
call
call
call

ea UIVALENT PART NU MBERS
~ Harris
~

_T_I _

EPROM ERASERS
Timer

X
X
X
X
X

Capaci t y
Chi p

6
6
9
20
16
32

Intens ity
(uW/CM')

5,200
5,200
6,700
6,700
15,000
15,000

83.00
119.00
175.00
255.00
349. 00
595.00

745188
745287
745288
745387
745471
745472
745473
745474
745475
745478
745570
745571
745572
745573
875180
875181
875184
875185
875190
875191

32x8 DC
256x4 T5
32x8 T5
256x4 DC
256x8 T5
512 x8 T5
512x8 DC
512x8 T5
512x8 T5
IKx8 T5
512x4 DC
512x4 T5
lkx4 DC
l kx4 T5
lkx8 DC
lkx8 T5
2kx4 DC
2kx4 T5
2kx4 DC
2kx8 T5

185A030
14510
185030
145Al0
18522
18542
185A42
18546
185A46
28586
27512
27513
245A41
24541
285A86
28586
245A81
24581
285A166
285166

82523
825129
825123
825126
825147
825146
825141
825140
825130
825131
825136
825137
825 180
825181
825184
825185
825190
825191

6330·1
6301·1
6331·1
6300·1
6309·1
6349·1
6348
6341
6340

7602
7611
7603
7610

6305
6306·1
6352·1
6353·1
6380·1
6381·1

7620
7621
7642
7643
7680
7681
7684
7685
76160
76161

7649
7648
7641
7640

74LSOO
74LS01
74LS02
74 LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS1 0
74LS1 1
74LS12
74 LS13
74LS 14
74 LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74 LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74 LS32
74LS33
74 LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74 LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74 LS63
74LS73
74 LS74
74 LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74 LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74 LS96
74 LS107
74 LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74 LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74 LS132
74LS136
74LS137
74LS 138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74 LS155
74LS156
74 LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74L5162
74 LS163
74151 64
74 LS165
74 LS166
74LS168

.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.35
.35
.25
.35
.35
.45
1.00
.35
.25
.35
.25
.35
.35
.35
.25
.35
.55
.55
.35
.35
.55
.75
.75
.75
.25
.35
.35
1.25
.40
.45
.50
.40
.50
.75
1.15
.40
.65
.89
.70
.65
.85
.95
.40
.40
.45
.45
.50
.45
.95
2.99
.95
.85
.75
.55
.99
.75
.75
1.20
2.49
1.35
.75
.75
2.35
1. 15
.95
.75
.75
.90
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
2.40
1.75

74LS169 1.75
74LS170 1.75
.80
74LS173
.95
74 LS174
.95
74LS175
74LS181 2.15
74LS189 9.95
74 LS190 1.00
1.00
74LS191
.85
74LS192
.95
74LS193
1.00
74 LS194
.95
74 LS195
.85
74LS196
.85
74 LS197
74LS221
1.20
1.29
74LS240
74LS241
1.29
1.85
74 LS242
1.85
74LS243
74LS244
1.29
1.90
74LS245
.75
74LS247
74LS248
1.25
.99
74LS249
74LS251
1.30
.85
74LS253
.85
74LS257
.85
74LS258
2.85
74LS259
74 LS260
.65
74LS266
.55
74LS273
1.65
3.35
74 LS275
.55
74 LS279
74LS280
1.98
1.00
74LS283
1.25
74LS290
1.85
74 LS293
1.05
74LS295
74LS298
1.20
1.75
74LS324
1.55
74LS352
1.55
74LS353
1.35
74LS363
74LS364
1.95
.95
74LS365
74LS366
.95
74LS367
.70
74LS368
.70
74LS373
1.75
74LS374
1.75
74 LS377
1.45
74 LS378
1.18
74LS379
1.35
74LS385
1.90
.65
74LS386
74LS390
1.90
1.90
74LS393
74LS395
1.65
1.70
74LS399
74LS424
2.95
74LS447
.37
1.95
74LS490
74 LS624
3.99
74LS668
1.69
74LS669
1.89
74LS670
2.20
74LS674
9.65
74LS682
3.20
74 LS683
2.30
74LS684
2.40
74 LS685 2.40
74LS688
2.40
74LS689
2.40
74LS783 24.95
81L595
1.69
81 LS96
1.69
1.69
81 LS97
1.69
81L598

TRANSISTORS

PN2222
1011 .00
2N2222
.25
2N2907
.25
2N3055
.79
2N3904
1011 .00
2N3906
10/1 .00
lN4148 (1N914)
1N4004

2.5 Mhz

Z80·CPU
Z80·CTG
Z80·DART
Z80·DMA
Z80·PIO
Z80·SIOIO
Z80·SIOI1

6.00
5.95
15.25
17.50
6.00
18.50
18.50
18.50
16.95

Z80·SIO/2
Z80·SIO/9
4.0 Mhz

Z80·A·CPU
Z80·GTG
Z80A·DART
Z80A·DMA
Z80A·PIO
Z80A·SIO/O
Z80A·SIO/1, 0
Z80A·SIO 'h 2
Z80A·SIO/9

6.00
8.65
18.75
27.50
6.00
22.50
22.50
22.50
19.95

6.0 Mhz

Z80B·GPU
Z80B·GTG
Z80B·PIO

17.95
15.50
15.50

ZILOG

1·99

8202
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8238
8243
8250
8251
8253
8253·5
8255
8255·5
8257
8257·5
8259
8259·5
8272
8275
8279
8279·5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288
8289

34.95
3.50
1.85
3.85
1.80
2.50
1.80
4.90
19.95
4.95
4.45
14.95
4.75
9.25
9.85
4.75
5.25
8.50
8.95
6.90
7.50
39.95
29.95
9.50
10.00
6.65
6.65
5.70
6.65
6.50
25.00
49.95

100

8 pin ST
.13 .11
14 pin ST
.15 .12
16 pin ST
.17 .13
18 pin ST
.20 .18
20 pin ST
.29 .27
22 pin ST
.30 .27
24 pin ST
.30 .27
28 pin ST
.40 .32
40 pi n ST
.49 .39
ST
SOLDERTAIL

8035
8039
INS8060
INS8073
8080
8085

8085A·2
8086
8087
8088
8089
8155
8156
8185
8185·2
8741
8748
8755

7.25
7.95
17.95
29.95
3.95
7.95
11.95
59.95
Call
39.95
89.95
7.95
8.95
29.95
39.95
39.95
29.95
32.00

1171
1791
1793
1795
1797
6843
8272
UPD765
1691
2143

INTERFACE
1.69
2.49
.99
.99
.99
.99
2.95
2.29

32 .768 khz
1.0 mhz
1.8432
2.0
2.097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579535
4.0

1.00
2.50
3.95
9.95
.75
1.50
1.95

5.0
5.0688

5.185
5.7143
5.9904
6.0
6.144
6.5536
8.0
10.0
14.31818

ADC0800
ADC0804
ADC0809
ADC0817
DAC0800
DAC0808
DAC1020
DAC1022
MC1408L8 .

15.0
16.0

18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184

3.95
4.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95

MISC
3341
76477
AY3·89 10
MC3340
95 H90
11C90
8202A
3242
MC3480
MC4024
MC4044
3205

MM5307

9.95
9 .95
12.95
16.95
10.95

UARTS
AY3·1014
Ay5-1013
PT1472
TR1 602
2350
TMS6011
IM6402
IM6403
INS8250

DIP SWITCHES

5.60
LM350K
4.60
LM 350T
.98
LM 358
1.79
LM359
3.75
LM376
2.29
LM377
2.50
Lm378
4.50
LM379
1.29
LM380
LM380N-8 1.10
1.60
LM381
1.60
LM382
1.95
LM383
1.95
LM 384
1.50
LM386
1.40
LM387
1.35
LM389
1.95
LM390
.69
LM392
3.60
LM 394 H
5.00
LM399H
3.75
NE531
6.00
NE536
.39
NE555
.69
NE556
1.50
NE558
19.95
NE561
6.00
NE562
3.95
NE564
.99
LM565
1.49
LM566
1.29
LM567

4.95
3.95
12.95
1.49
7.99
13.95
34.95
7.95
9.00
3.95
4.50
3.50

BIT-RATE
GENERATORS

6.95
3.95
9 .95
3.95
9 .95
5.95
7.95
8.95
14.95

KEYBOARD
CHIPS
AY5·2376
AY5·3600
74C922
74C923

=

LM 301
.34
LM 301 H
.79
LM307
.45
LM308
.98
LM308H
1.15
1.95
LM 309H
LM309K
1.49
1.75
LM 310
LM311
.64
LM311H
.89
LM31 2H
1.75
LM 317K
3.95
LM317
1.95
LM 318
1.49
LM318H
1.59
LM319H
1.25
LM319
1.25
LM320 (see 7900)
LM322
1.65
4.95
LM 323K
LM 324
.59
.69
LM329
LM331
3.95
LM334
1.30
LM335
1.40
LM336
1.75
LM337K
3.95
LM337T
2.95
LM338K
6.95
LM 339
.99
LM 340 (see 7800)
LM 348
1.20

24.95
36.95
44.95
54 .95
54 .95
42.95
39.95
39.95
18.95
18.95

8T26
8T28
8T95
8T96
8T97
8T98
DM8131
DP8304

=

14 pin WW
.69
16 pin WW
.69
18 pin WW
.99
20 pin WW
1.09
22 pin WW
1.39
24 pin WW
1.49
28 pin WW
1.69
40 pin WW
1.99 1.80
WW
WIREWRAP

DISC
CONTROLLERS

1 MHZ

NE570
NE571
NE592
LM703
LM709
LM710
LM711
LM723
LM723H
LM7 33
LM741N·8
LM741N·14
LM741H
LM747
LM748
LM1014
LM1303
LM1304
LM1305
LM1307
LM1310
MC1330
MC1349
MC1350
MC1358
LM1414
LM1458
LM1488
LM1489
LM1496
LM1558H

4.75
3.95
2.75
.89
.59
.75
.79
.49
.55
.98
.35
.35
.40
.79
.59
2.75
1.95
1.19
1.49
.85
2.90
1.89
1.89
1.29
1.79
1.59
.69
.99
.99
.85
3.10

LM1800
LM1812
LM1815
LM1818
LM1820
LM1830
LM1871
LM187 2
LM1877
LM1889
LM1896
LM2877
LM2878
LM2900
LM2901
LM3900
LM 3905
LM 3909
LM3911
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
MC4024
MC4044
RC4136
RC4151
LM4250
LM4500
LM1 3080
LM13600
LM1 3700

2.99
8.25
5.20
2.90
3.50

3.50
5.49
5.49
3.25
2.49
1.75
2.05
2.25
.85
1.00
.59
1.25
.98
2.25
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.50
1.25
3.95
1.75
3.25
1.29
1.49
1.49

.79
1.19
2.19
.79
1.19
1.19
2.19
2.19
.60
1.00
1.10
1.10
1.40

TL071
TL072
TL074
TL081
TL082
TL083
TL084
LF347
LF351
LF353
LF355
LF356
LF357

TI
TL494
TL496
TL49 7
75107

75110
75188
75189
75450
75451
75452
75453
75454
75491
75492
75493
75494

4.20
1.65
3.25
1.49
1.95
1.25
1.25
.59
.39
.39
.39
.39
.79
.79
.89
.89

11.95
11 .95
5.25
5.50

XR 2206
XR 2207
XR 2208
XR 2211
XR 2240

RCA
CA 3010
CA 3013
CA 3023
CA 3035
CA 3039
CA 3046
CA 3053
CA 3059
CA 3060
CA 3065
CA 3080
CA 3081
CA 3082
CA'lI183
CA 3Ud6
CA 3089
CA 3906
CA 3130
CA 3140
CA 3146
CA 3160
CA 3401
CA 3600

Dual VCO
Function Generator
Function Generator
Waveform Generator

VOLTAGE REG's
7805T
7808T
7812T
7815T
7824T

.79
.99
.79
.99
.99

7805K
7812K
7815K
78L05
78L12
78L15

1.39
1.39
1.39
.69
.69
.69

LM309K
LM317T

1.49
1.95

7905T
7912T
7915T
7924T

.89
.89
1.19
1.19

7905K
7912K
79L05
79L12
79L15

1.49
1.49
.79
.79
.79

LM317K
LM323K
LM337K

3.95
4.95
3.95

,. rI ~

OPEN FRAME POWER SUPPLIES

MICRO

q . SALES

~ .

DISK POWER SUPPLIES
PRIAM-SHUGART -CENTURY MICROPOLIS
89 .00
- 12V @ .SA 1+24V @4.5A US-384
+5V @9A
SHUGART - SIEMANS - MPI 5%"
I US-340 33.50
+5V @. 5A +12V@ .9 AI
56.25
I US-323
+5V @ 2A +12V @4A I
SHUGART - SIEMANS - CDC 8"
52.50
+5V @ l A -5V @.5A +24V @1_5A US-205
US-206
69.00
+5V @ 2.SA - 5V @.5A +24 V @3A
- 5V @.6A +24V @ 5A
US-162
89.00
+5V @ 3A
US-272
69 .00
+5V @ 1.7A - 5V @ 1.5A +24V @2A
+5V @ 2A +12V @.4A -12V @.4A US- HTAA 37.50

15381 CHEMICAL LANE* HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92649
(714) 891-2677

*

*

I f you ca n beat these
prices we wi ll be truly
amazed_ OEM 's at 500
lot pay more t han this.
Call or w rite for full
spec. sheets_

5100-12
BREAK THE COST BARRIER!

$1750:lLa~

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET THAT COMPUTER
LOOK AT THESE FEATURES!

• 4MHZ Z-80 CPU with 2 Programmable Serial and
3 Parallel Ports
• 64K Dynamic Ram w/Extended Addressing to 1 MB
• Floppy Disk Controller with WD1795. Runs 8" or 5"
Floppys Error Free
• 30 Amp Power Supply with S-100 MOD 12 Slot
Mother with Regulated Floppy Supplies as Shown
Below
• Tan and Charcoal Sturdy Steel Cabinet with Space
for 2 Floppy Drives at Left (8" or 5")

* DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS *

$1350.00

CP/M* $ 150
MP/ M* $3 50
DISC ACCES_ $50

o

•
(Less Drives, Cables Pick-up Price)

*

BYXOR

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

MINI

Assembled and Tested
w/2 Empty 5"
w/2 Empty 8"
w/2 801 R Shugart
w/2 851 R Shugart
w/2 QUME DT-8
w/2 MPI 8-51
w/2 MPI 8-52
w/2 MPI 891
w/2 MPI 892

$ 245.00
$ 87.00
$ 95.00
$1045.00
$1395.00
$1295.00
$ 675.00
$ 830.00
$ 850.00
$ 995.00

* NEW PRODUCT *
,;;

," ,1/11

12 megabyte high performan ce 5 Y.' Hard Disk with internal 6 meg
cassette backup tape . Outstanding product makes IBM-PC rea lly useful
fo r busin ess or program development. Kit inc lud es Hard Di sk Drive,
Interface Card w/2 serial 10 ports, Power Supply and mounting hardware.
$3250.00
BYTE June 1982

XOR
$199.00

For test or hobby applications complete S-100 12
Slot Sub-System power for
up to 4 Floppy Disk Drives.
(6 co nnectors supplied.)
SPECIFICATIONS:
UNREGULATED
REGULAT
+5 at 5 Amps
• 12 Slots S-1 00
+24 at 4 Amps
• +8VDC at 30Amps
-5 at 1 Amp
• ±16VDC at 6 Amps
XOR-CPU
XOR-DSK
XOR-64K
XOR-32K
XOR -MPM
XOR-DTC
XOR-SMS
XOR-SER

Z-80 4MHZ, Prom 2 Serial 3 Par
WD-1795 MINI and 8"
Bank SW Memory up to 1 Meg
Static Ram (Kit)
10 MPM Interface Card
Hard Disk and DTC Tape
Hard Disk Controller
4 Channel Serial Board

$255
$275
$389
$199
$335
$225
$750
$195

* IBM AND APPLE *

., ~

XOR DELIVERS IBM-PC HARD DISK & TAPE BACKUP!

540

*

'CP/ M & MP/ M are Trademarks 0 1 Digital Re search

S-100 MOD KIT

• Power Supply for 2801/851 DT8 etc.
• 50 Pin Ribbon Cable, 36"
• AC Cord, Fuse, Internal Wiring and Connectors

SOME
MECHANICAL
ASSEMBLY
REQUIRED
IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT

APPLE - 16K Ram Expansion Card, works
with Microsoft 8asic
$99.50
APPLE - Z-80 CPU Direct replacement for
Z-80 Softcard
$149.50
IBM-PC Ram Expansion Card with 64K
(256K available
$475.00 Circle 455 on Inquiry card .

California
Computer
Systems
• 2810 CPU

II. ~ MICRO

•

Only - $255.00
• 2422 Dsk Cont

•

Only - $330.00

11 EDISON DRIVE * NEW LENOX * ILLINOIS 60451
CALL TOLL FREE. 1-800 -435-9357 * MONDA Y thru SATURDA Y
( ILLINOIS RESIDENTS CALL: 815-485-4002) * 8:00 a.m . to 6:30 pm

• 2065C 64K
Only - $510.00
• 2200A Mainframe
Only - $450.00

TERMS; Prepayme nt - C .O .D . up to $100.00 - M /C Visa
$5.00 Process ing and H a ndling added to each order PLUS
Shipping Charges. Please allow personal check to clea r before shipment.
15% Restocking C h a rge for Non-Defective , Returned M e rchandise .

• CCS Apple Boards
Call for prices
• CCS 2200 System
Tested and Assembled
Only - $1 ,695.00

~~ ~ u[LJJ [g1 ~ ~ ~
TERMINAL

* SPECIAL * SPECIAL * SPECIAL *
CCS SYSTEM 2410
*FEATURES*
•
•
•
•
•

DMA Disk Controller
2-Real Time Clocks
2-SeriaIl1-Parrell Port
Hardware Vectored Interupts
Supports C/PM, M/PM, OASIS
***Comes with C/PM***
only·S2200.00

COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGES

TRACEND I ...... .. . .. .. .. $89.00
TRACEND II . .... . .... . . .. $149.00

(Kcommodore
computer systems
CALL FOR PRICES

. . SYSTEMS 200, 300, 400
CALL FOR PRICES

.71""6
I data
systems

Fea th er T o uc h Ca paCi tance Keyboard

•

60 K ey St andard A SC II
.
PL US + Hex K ey pad
PLU S' a Spec ial Functi o n Keys
PLUS + 20 Sc reen Edi ti ng Keys

•

SORO C Ty pe Screen Att rib ute Set

•

H alf Intensity

CALL FOR PRICES

SYSTEMS

CALL FOR PRICES

INCLUDING CP/ M 2.2 ®
AND WORDSTAR ®

WITH: 8" SS/DD Drives Only $2850.00
1 "
.
5 V4 SS/DD Drives Only $2700.00
CALL FO R
QUOTE ON
DIFFERENT DRIVE
OPTIONS

COMPUTER
S-100

•

64K Dy nami c Ram

•

4MH Z

•

Do ubl e Densit y Di sk

z-ao

Co nt ro ll er
•

Prog ramm able Baud Rate

•

Prog ram mable Key board Set

•

Seria l Printer Po rt (1S0- 19.2K)
WORDSTAA.s

it

TM o! Mlcrop'O In c . -

CP/ M 2 . 2 is a TM o f Digital Resea r c h Inc .

M 0 NIT 0 R S

PRINTERS

ZENITH VIDEO MONITORZVM . .. . ... . ... . . . , .. . $145.00

• C-ITOH
PROWRITER .... ... . .. . $625.00
• C-ITOH Comet I
9 x 7 Dot Matrix ... . . ... . $450.00
• C-ITOH Comet /I .. . . . . . . $810.00
132 Column Printer
9 x7 Dot Matrix
• M PI-88G . ...... . ....... $725.00
• EPSON MX 80 . .. ......... CALL
• EPSON MX 100 ..... .... .. CALL
• Anadex 9501 . . .. . . .. . . $1 ,235.00
Graphic Printer
• OKIDATA
82A ... . . .. ......... ... $465.00
• Microline 80 .......... . . $329.00

AMDEK MONITORSAMDEK Color 1 .... .. .. . $399.00
AMDEK Video 300 ... .. . . $229.00
w/Green Screen

DISK
•
•
•
•
•

DRIVES

Shugart 801's
Shugart 851's
Qume DT-8's
Shugart 400's
Tandom
5114

$395.00
$575 .00
$540 .00
$255 .00
$255.00

TERMINALS

CALL FOR PRICES

C3 ~~~~~~~.~
e 'IeltYideo

8-100-8

•

• a Slot

CB2·CPU . . . . .... .. .... .. $295.00
M B1OA·16K ... . .. . ..... .. $295.00
MB64-64K .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . $845.00
1/05-2SER 3PAR . ... . . . .. . $329.00
I I/08-8SER . .. ... ... . .. . ... $550.00
Apple
A-I/O II ... .... .. . . .... . .. $225.00
A-SilO ......... . . ........ $149.00

SALES

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adds Regent 20 - $570.00
Televideo 910 - $575.00
Televideo 912C - $665.00
Televideo 925C - $740.00
Televideo 950 - $950.00
Ampex Dialog 80-$895.00
Zenith Z19
$745.00
Circle 455 on Inquiry card.

WE HAVE NEe SPINWRITERS

CALL FOR PRICES

2}VA)
Apple 8" Disk Controller Card
• ZVX4 Dual DenSity, Single &
Double Sided - Auto Boot
. . . . . .. ... .. .. .. ... . .. $395.00
• Disk 2 + 2 Single Density
Single or Dual Sided
. .. .. . ... .. .. . ... .. .. . $300.00

Sixteen Bit Memory

5595

February Price 5850

30% Price Reduction
lit il i 7 in g t il\' n e\\' l lit n d u 5 1 r. 7 / :! l fi 7 1':,"1 ch ip . t il(' St3 tic li·1 i ~ th e rnos t
e ll ITem tcehllfll o!.!), ;lV ;III ,lblt: i s S -IOO nh'1110 1'Y p r o-Iue ts .
:~ . I b il ,-'xlcn d e d ;Illd r ess ill ~ . !l o r 16 h il tbt ;l p :1\ h s ;l l a n g wilh 16 bit 1'(- '111 t'st an d ;lckn ow l e d(!t' 11l ~ e t hi S u ni qu e boa r d cOlll p lc t cl \, COllll'Olt ll hi e
wi t h t ht~ I E E l': 691> 5 -100 hu 'l:< s1 Ilnd :t I'cI.
T h e St a t i c (i ,] hit ::: h,-! <! n "nI!1I1, ' p r e d t n ;'I ] I .... \\, .. ac ll l fi K se l.!ll' c':H of m e m 0 1'" t o 11, · hank s , ·] .. ,,\ah1 (· su pp Ol, t i n(! tn i ll t l \l s p!' 'i V ~ "·II ' :'<. D ;lw,. o;; (' l t' (' I ;t h l f' fp aUl rt'" l ll o\\' th t' h o, u -tj t n full \' tt I1C' t!1':,t . · w it h al l CU I' I'pu t h a n k
;; "iI:(' \IIlC o.: l'!",m , ·" IIl dll d lll l! C ,' on " X :Ul d '\ iph l · :\i1 t' 1'n.
C\J'-r:lles w ith
a ll l{i hit COIll Pllt t.: I·S ill c-lll ti lll g S ~'; j\ll l' Com pill t.: r s . T e c m ;I!' OlIHI 1. <J lll a.s .
U ~s u..'11,·d fo r J) :\I ,\ OJlO: l' a t io ll S :It c loc k rr cqu" llrieR in e xc,: SR o f 10 MHz .
St ;lnrlhv p Ow e r con s u m pt io n I..,s,;; t h an 01,... :\ m p .
T o add to I h l' t. ot a ! int ec rilv o r I h e 1)1' 01111 1'\ , l'ar h h n;I 1'd is ;; u hJ " CI f' d 10
(' xte l1 1< iVt, lli !.!h 11 ' Pl p e l' a tu r e hU I' n - 1l1 'u ld 1,- 0;;1 J1 1·o('ed u r es . CA / . -{i,]n n

J-

GREEN PHOSPHOR MONITOR
J'h e- ne w 7 e nith 7 V i\ J-I ZI monitor re ~tu r E"s
a P-31 g re e n phosphor lub (;' al on g w it h 1.~)
MHz ba nclw irl l h,
S witch se l ect a hl e for 40 :mri no ch n r :lf'te r

p e- r lin e sc r een fo r m~ I ~.
Ace- ppls corn p t)s it c v id eo an d is furl "
p "l tab l e with HO c o lu m n Ap p l p e: tr ds .
V:JM -1 2 1

---~ ::~~

3101

ACCESSORIES FOR THE

APPLE

----.- - ,NEC PC·8023A

$535
!Jot - mat rix. bi - direclion:l1. lo gic lIea kln g . (rlcHon o r tract o r fe e d,
Impact printer. Compl ete graphic s ,
upp e r :md l ower c as e ASCII, Greek,
nl ;J.thematlc B aioofl with the ability
t o print dot g raphic s creell Im age s
direc t ly Onl O pape r.
Proporllonal s pacing and I 32 COlUmn
c o mpressed print make this l ow
cost machino tlwb cs t va lu e !n \0 d ays p ri nt e r m arket.

1-: " '''''1 !\IXn OFT ( rac lIQn f t r $;;():•. OO
EIl"".' ~1 , 100 1:12 colu lT1"
f.r .• r:ra lC 110 op t lo!!
70.00
129 .00
" pp l" 1/ 0 ~ 1;" h1 e (81 31 )
:).-ri a li nto: rfacc ( BI411
79.00
Seri al ulte r • . 2 K b u r.IBI SI) 145.00
C a b l e fo r T R S - 80
35.00
IEEE 468 lllierface (8 161)
65.00
I1 cp \ac cmcnt head
'15.00
1l.::p lacc lIl cnt Iti bbon
14.00
P ;lpc r 3!,OO s he e l S 9 1/2 "
35 .00

2 01bR.

COMPUTER

IBM Direct Price 51
California Digital

CAL I.FOO NIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ArI t hmetIc Procesllor 78 11 [l/C
$ 319

/\.fOUN T A IN COi\ IP UTER PR OOU CTS
Intro X- IO syste m fo r BSR
$2J9

12K PROM Module 7 11-1
Calonde rf Clock. Bat. back-up 7424
P a r ....lIel Inte r foe e 7720A
Prog ram abl e Timer 7740,\
Analog / Dl gitn.l converte r 7470A
I\II CHOSOF'T PHODUCTS

bll
Appl e Cl oc k baite r)' b;lck - up
&!pertalker 502 00
ROM Plu ll wit h ruter
ROM Writ e r / Prog r amm e r
APPLE BH i\ ND PR ODUCT S
Appl e Lan gu a ge en rd

~~~~~~~I~I~~:t::ralc~ ~~::f~~~;710 1 ~~

discount
price

AMPEX
DIALOGUE 80
REDUCED PRICE

69
99
99
99
99

App le to Z - 80 CPU card
HAY ES P R O DUCTS

J7 9

o. C.

~t~~l!~~~ ~(~~lD~I)

;~~

225
2~ 5

16!)
1 19

~~:~~: ~~!~ :'~~~~':"~:~~~Ie r
Applc para ll e l ill terfaco:

~Ib~\~~~~~: i~o:PFheODUCTS

J 19
25 0

Double VIsi on I 60 Column Vid e o
INT ER ,,\CTrv E STRUCTUR ES
16 Channel
c 3 r d AI0 /2

"'0

27 5

SS M i\ !IC n OCO.\lPUT E H
Dua\ lI erl a l p a r all e l Inl c r fOlce AIO
SOR R ENT O VALL f; Y I\ SSOC I/\ TES
8 " fl op py c Of1t r o ll c r ( P a ."Ic :LI )

S-100 BOARDS
Assembled. Tested. Burned·in

I
Co r p o l·atlon, Th e Dinlo b'U tl 8 0 fca tur ell r emova bl e k ey boa rd .
d,l!lpl ay abl e two pages (four optIonal) du a l prog r am k eyll , h air Int e n s ity p r o te c t e d
r~clds and s t at u s lin e , Tran s m its dat a e it he r b lock. lin e or cha r a cl e r mod e,
Excellen t v niu e. VOT- 0 80
s hippin g ,1 7 Ib s .

VIDEO TERMINALS

PRINTERS
Ep son 1I.L'\a O

PR Ei\L-";: BO
Epson i\'LX80FT PREi\'L '{80F
Epson l'IlX IO O
PRE i\1XIOO
An a d ~ x 95 00
PR 1\9;100
Anadex 950 1
PRA950l
An ac o m I SO
PRA l 50
IDS Pape r T g r. PHG 460 G
{oS Tige r 5 60
PHG560G
Diabl o 6 3 0
PRD630
Di n b l o 165 0
PRD1650
Diablo 1 640
PRD 1640
D:H:'Isout h 180
PR0l80
Prilllroni x 3 00 PRP300
Prlntro nix 600 P H P600

$-17 5
595
1 295
1 2 95
1 07 5
1095
135 0
21 5 0
28 5 0
24 9 6
1 35 0
4500
6150

N Ee / Sellum 1
NEC / Sm 1 6 K
TEC/Starw/'it.
Otidata 80
Ok i data 8 2
Okidata 83
T e l e type 43K
Texas Ins . 810
T e x. In s 8 10 C
C e ntr o ni cs 730
Centron i cs 737
Centronics 739
Centrnx 704- 9
Ccn t rnx .704-11

PRN55 1 0ps
PRN 55 16 p s
P RV30 Q
PROBO
PR062
PROU3
PTT4 3 20K
PRT8 10S
PR'l'810C
PRC730P
PRC7:l7P
PRC7 39 P
PRC704- 9
PRC704-11

26 95
:!7 9:J
1 395
41 9

61 9
8 95
109 5
1450
1795
529
6 95
7 95

SYSTEMS

VieWpo lllt
Regent 25 numeric clust e r
R egent 30 25t h statu s lin e
R e gent 40 li m it ed g raphics
R e g ent 60 B l ock mode
Ampex Dialou g e 80 two page,detatch
Dig ital Equ ip m ent VT -I00
Digital Equipment VT - 1 32
rB M 3 101-10 c har a c t e r mo d e g r een
IB M 3101 - 20 block mode
Visual 200
Televide o 9 10C (n e w)
T e l evide o 9 1 2C
Televideo 920C
Televideo 95 0C detatchable keybd.
Zenith 2 - 19
ADD S
ADDS
ADD S
ADDS
ADDS

VDT-RVP
VDT -R 25
VDT - R30
VDT -R 40
VDT - R 60
VDT-D80
VDT - V I OO
VDT - V I 32
VDT-3101
VDT-31012
VDT - V2 00
VDT - T910
VDT -T9 12
VDT - T91.0
VDT - T950
VDT-Z - 19

595
850
95 0
11 95
1495
1595
1895
119 5
1395
995
595
66 5
745
985

VIDEO MONITORS
BMC KG·12C 20 MHz
P31 green phosphor ' 169
NEC gm. 1201 _ _ 189
ZenHh gm ZVM121 _ 119
BMC color composH _ 339
ZenHh color 13" __ 395
NEC RGB 12020H _
895

HEWLETT
PACKARD

85 COMPUTER
BELOW OUR COST

~~ $2295
EPROM ERASER
UHra Vilot Products

7'

.

...

r.'.-

....,

-

~

" .

I~.~·= _J

-.~

~'~

"" I .

-::"."':,

""!!!II.
- ~. ~

.
",.... _"

C P U BOA nos
C Ol IH. Com pu te r 26 10 1\ 2 - 8 0
BUC · r:: :!1l 10 $ :!!)O
In IA. 4:'1111 70
/ ,odbout 2- 80 2-1 bi t . 'I MHz
II UC - G7 110
2:i9
Godhout 8 0 85/808 11 tlu n..l 16 bit
proc e sso r
nOC - {,;8 U
:17 5
.\ Ieas ur eme rll Syllt c l\\ ~ 2-UO
-I s e ri al 2 p a r alld r eal t i me
c lock . 8 ve c tor UtlC - :'I 1i'.80
39;:'
S I) Systemll S HC - 200 2 - 80
wlt h s eri a l f.: p Ol r a lt e l
[/0 po rt S
BDC - S HCZ
:18 ;:'
T d etek FUC -I s in l! le board
CPU 1.- fl op py d is k contr o ll e r
p lu s I / O
Il DC - FDC I
69;:'

F L O PP Y DIS K C O:-;' T Il OI~ L E n
C :llH. Co m put e r 2-1 2 2,\ " 'jlh
2 . 2 C I' :'I
nDF - C~·1~ 2
Godhout " Disk Ol ~' " feat ur e!; Ih ..
NEC 76 5 c oni r oller', O i\ IA
:l r iJ it r a1ion
13DJ - GD I
:\t.;asu r emCllt S)'Slcmll 765 c h ip ,
l< irll! l " " <Iouh!.: de ll" it)' . I:ITo r
I' l'c ov e r \'
1301 - :'1 11SI) Svs! ems V " r lla n opp), II
llou !>l" de ll s ih' BD I, · VI·2
T ,. rhc ll Di u
UlJF - T F 2
:\Io rrow l)esib'tl Di sk J ockey I
t; in gh : densitv
HUl' - UJ I
tl lo l'1'o w ne~ i l!n Ili sk J ock..,y II
lloub le dc-Il s \t v JI [)I ' - OJ :!

:'I 1,\ INFItA:\I ES
C a lif. COIll IlIH c r' 2200,\ I ~ ~ I o\ 1.
p : :> wc r su pp ly
1'; I'\:\I - C 2 200
T E l 12 Ri ot ta bl e 1: :01- '1'1 2
T El 22 s lot t u ble EN:'I - T :?:!
(; odboll l lll;'linfrn' , ENi\1- (;1IIF

' l"'!' '',Il I',\ CE UO ..\ R D5
Ca Uf. COll1' Ule r ~ 71 8 11 0
~ scd alf2 p:'" I l~UT - C 27 1 11
:\101"1"0'" 1Jt'sillns S ...d t chboa r d
:! 8c r l :II / ,1 pa l'! 0 1)'1' - :\151)
.\ l o J·r o wJ) c r> l i! u s /T.Iul t llJOal'\i
J s e r iall3 P . ~ ... HIJT - :\I:\IH
{;oclbout Inte rface I' 0 1l!

MEM ORY 130,\ltDS
C :d if. C ompute r 2065 1'1 6 -I K
dy am {c Il ' e m o r y UD ~ I- C ~ 1) 6:'
C .. li f. Com pule r 201 6 I nK
s t a ti c "'e ll,o r \' 11I):\I · C20 16
25!l
C li lr. (,; OI\1 Jl"I" .. 20 :12 J 21-:
<; t .1 ti c: mell lo .. y H D"' I - C 2 0 :J~
(; oo h oll l Ba lli 17 64 1, "wt ic
n ' "mory 16 b it BI):'I- G I7
10:?!)
Sil Sr Sl e n HI I'. xna m lo .. an, II
IIU l'I l·E:'I:\ G
2:1 5
lIiK dvn lllll ic
6-1 h. dyu a<t> lc
Btn l- I~ X 6 4
375
Ioi eas u rf,m(:nt Sys te ms U ;\IB6 -100
for Al p h a Mi cro B D!\1- :\l6~00 68 $

"8,,

EI' 1l 0:'li a O,\ lws
lJi qit a )I( " sca r c h 321\ . 2 71 6
BD~ r - IJP J 2
p r o m " e xt r a
51) S~' s t em s I' ro m-I OO
prog r amme r
11u:\r- PI OO

99
2:'0

$1 2.00
10. 50

@

:1 :1
11 9
1£15

:H5

219

1 80 1"1 '\1/3 p.l r · 1 li DS - Gil:!

S I' I·. CIA I.I I'Y BOAIUlS
(~ I' Cnll I,me l' r~'a l Ill "" c lcJ<:k l
('a l,·n.l"r
H t lS - (~Cf\
A.'h:C E I,-c. \\11' " " r .'I) p r ott)' )'I' c hu,. !'!l
Il tI S- :\!! \\'
A r tee U .·c . (;~'Iwra l I'u r poll e
prot" ho ,.rd
UI)S- AGP
Godb ou \ Siwct n, m colo r
boa z' d
II I)S· GSC
I). C , '! ~'\'t'S 5 - 100 :'IUc r o 11100. '111
\l DS - 1t :\n
:'I lull e ll PrO(hICIS e x ten de r hoa r d
... 10r: i c p roh~' ~t II US -:\I f BI
Mu lle n I' r o d uc t .'! (,v w ' cOlllnJ
hoa.'d k it
It l )~ - ~ I OC

100

@ 1000

115 VAC. 7 Watts WR2A1

4HI

GOI~h::·ii:lll~~,:r~.~'.~ .II!~:~- (;BI

Rotron Muffin Fan

$1477

J2fl
39<;

29'>
3;0

64KOYNAMIC

16K STATIC

$9. 95

$13. 95

16K OYNAMIC

2716 EPROM

$2.10

$4. 95

2167 70ns.

411 6 100· 11 .85
Ten boxes ' 22.75 One hundred bo xes 121 .50

2732 EPROM

5%" DISKETTES

.,

$26.50

I'

STATIC

mnldlsks

; .)1
SCOTCH

I--LE $7.95

WITH LIBRARY CASE

.sl<ettes

Your Choice

:

tim

Soft Sector

10 ector

16 Sector

744·10

744·16

$26.50

3403
525·10
107/1

3405
NA

26.50
26.50

NA

39.50

1104/10 1107110 1 NA

145.00

744·0

MEMO REX 3401
VERBATIM 525·01
OYSAN
104/1

2 1 L 0 2 lK
1. 1 9
2114
~ OOn s .
2 . 95
404 4 - 4 4.'iOn5.
-1. 50
4 . 9;:)
4 04 4 - 2 250ns.
fi11 6
15k 24 pin 7. 95
21 67 /6 16 7 20 pin 11. 95

l. on
2.7S
4. 19
4 . 0;'
7. 5 0
10.75

1.

419

SHUGART 801 IR

Single 395

385

SHUGART 851 I R

double 525

495

QUME DATA TRACK 8 double 525

495

- -_._- -

. 99
1. 99
,.70
4.25
5.4.1
9 . 25

2 . :) 0
4. no
4 . :10
6 .7'
9. GS

double 425

* The 8" Olivetti drives are aprox. W' wider than the Shugarts.

1K+

os

ONE TWO
single 5319 309

OLiVETII 501 / 400
OLiVETII 502/451

EPROM
2 70n
2 71fi
2 71 6
27 32
2:i 32
27 G4

Single Side Double Densijy

10YSAN

100+

32+

ca.

SCOTCH
MEMOREX
VERBATIM

* OLiVETII 801
* OLiVETII 802/851

I

·;50ns.
:l.9;;
5V .
-L 9:;
tri - volt
R. :\ 0
Inte l ! f-'i tac . 7 . 9:1
T exas In st 12 . 95
64 1< Eprom29. 9:;

~.

so

;~ . 2S
::1_ 7;,

4 . on
7.9;'
7. ;) 0
ll. .\0
27.00

7 . 55
7 . 00
10.00
2:1 .00

3.00
3.50
7. 25
6 . 65
9. flO
23 . 50

Double Side Oouble Oensijy

745-0
SCOTCH
745-10
104/20 107120
OYSAN
OYSAN 96 204120
NA

745-16
NA

42.50
49.50

NA

59.50

direct connect

Your

MODEM $169

Direct eonn~ C I m"dern s ~' li m in a!c loss of information tiuclolhe ca rl>O!l ,:olllpression
:tSsoci:lled ,lith :Icoustic Illl,ldenll;. ChooSe cithl':l' cf thesl': t wo l!1'cal UllI tS .

EIGHT INCH DISKETTES

[~:it~~~~i\{:~;~:i\i~3;~~gJ~jfi~J~~::1i~i;;X;g~~\Y:,~:':~:;~~~':~~:~:;':~~:[~t,:,
~'~I~~it~f~l ;;~~ ~~:c~O~~I]~~I~~~:\OI~:;;i:~~~ 1~~·~\~~rl:~ll,~.~l.I,I(II~~~~ ;: an~II~I~:·1)J~~I:d 2ro~~.

SWITCHES
lJlP SWITCIII';S
pos .
_

' .

ca.

100'

4

. 88

.7 5

1, 12~

1.1 9

I: ~~

: ~:

. toil

~
~

If

TOGGl.l.

7 10 1
7 103
7107
7 1011
720;,

100 "
.!H!

l. 113
I.I!J

l.1 !J
1. 65

10~::::::::::::) 01
I;L.-nps and
:lppli:lt1 c~s while you r .3 ..... ay rrom home. Completely compa:llJl c ..... It h ywr existing Systelll X - IO dev ices.
BSIt Timer eight channe l
S65. 00
Appliance Module 500 W.
S 13 .95
;\1:llIter control eon901c
3·1 .9:'
Lamp ~Iodu le 300 Watts
13. 95
Ultr asonic Cont r o Uc r
19 . 95
l>:E W full c "nt r o l wnll swi lch 1·1 . 50

$1250

ItMAU

~ rns o~

GOLD EDGE CO:-:NECTOH:;
S - 100 . 125"centc r s
Illlsa t 501d(' r . 250" r ow
l f11sai wi r e wrap (T!)
SuIHns iii - ltd • . 250"
Su llins I!l-H et. wrW
s'.lIlns/Alta ir, 1·10'
. 156"
22144
36n2
36n2
43/66
4 3/86

C e nter s tSlnlld;JnJ)
Kiln t-:)' Clt'l
lJi g ital G r wp si r
Digitnl G r oup W IW
MOlo C' lll a 6UO O
Moto. 68 00 WIiA'

srr

each
10+$:! .95.$2.50
3 . 95
3.50
·L 50
·1.00
~. !JO
5 .35
~. 95
,1. [,0
:! . 50
5 .!!5
6 . 60
6 .60
7.00

2. 15
5 . 50
6 .1 5
6,1 5
6 . 85

!.1·;TEGRATEIJ CmCUIT SOC KETS
L ow Profile Wir (' Wr ap
each 100~
each l OOt
S.IO S.09
~.~I
,1 0
.09
••;1
.I :!
.11
.4 5
.61
. I f•
. 13
.26
. 67
. 42
1,-17

eneh
"0" T"pt:
Dl:.!! P male $ 1. 60
DE9S fe male 2.2;'
t. :;0
DE hood
D,\1 51' .nalc 2. 35
D/\I !iS female 3. 25
0,\ hood 2/P
1. 60
D U2 51' m a.! c 2 . ;.0
DB2:'S femnl l! :i. 35
Uti hood 211' 1. :1,.
DC37P mnl..,
~ . :W
OC :I7Sr..,ma" ; 6.00
DC hoot! UP
2 . 25
5. 50
00501' ma.l c
DD50S femal e !J. ·IO
0050 hood 2/P:!.60
CENTItONICS
57-30360
7 . 95

10-24
$ I.~ O

2.00
1. 35
2.1 :'
3.10
1. 35
2.35
:1.1 5
4.00
;-, . 7 5
2 . 00
;•. 10
U.60
2 .~ 0

6 . 75

Shugart 801 R MSD2801 ' 1195
Shugart 851R MSD2851 1450

$89
Volumn Pricing
Upon Request

Seagate Compatable

~:':':':'¥f:;':':':':Sw

usn tinie r runs your home JUst like clockwo r k.

Signal cable add ' 35.00 WCA·650D

SPECIAL

C" .

o n Ion
1.1 9
on /o fflon 1. Jtl
1l1ll1.On
1. 39
mnt. on
1.3tl
dpil!IIl!lt 1.11 5

TORS
Tho: ne"'

Two Olivetti 801 disk drives wijh power supply. 4" exhaust fan
complete in dual enclosure wijh aI/ necessary power cables.
Documentation included. 50 lbs. CAl·2801

25+$ 1. 30
1.90
I.~O

2 .00
2 .9 0
1. 30
2.25
3,0;:'
1.0"

7.5 MEGABYTE

Winchester Hard Disk Drive
We have priced this so low that the manufacturer has asked not to use
theIr brand name in our advertISing.
Industry standard Seagate plug compatable . Drive fits Into the sa me space
" a 5V," IIoppy disk drive. CAL·56112

PALOMAR
TAKES
THE
RISt
... Join the thousands of satisfied customers who buy fro.
fast response, expert technical help, anf

NEC-8023 A
High·reso luti o n do t graphics. Proporti o nal
spac ing. Corresponde nt quality printing.
Bidirectional tractor and fri ction feed. 80. 136
col. Greek and ma th symbols. 100 cps ma trix
printer.
Ust $780 Parallel . . . . . .. . ..
$599

LOW. LOW PRICE ON NOVELL!
Heavy duty. 150 CPS. bidirectional. tractor feed.
9x9dotmatrix. 60r8 /in es perinch. /0. 13.60r
165 CPl. E1A RS-232C or parallel interface.IMAGE 800 ... . ... .. . . . . ......... . . $995

ADLER
17.5 CPl. 10. 12. 15 and proportional spacin!
lin e correcting memory. inter·changeable pi
wheels.
SEIOI0UstSI295 ... . .. . .. . SAVES3
Interface Card .... . .. . .. ..
ADD $ 3

C.ITOH
Pro/ Writer offers 8 character sizes. 5 different
alp ha bets. and high proportiona l spacing.
bidirectional. vert. and horiz tabs. reso lution
graphics. nx9 ma trix. 100 cps 136 col. max.
Friction and tractor feed.
8510 Parallel
.... .. . ... .. .
$ 549
8510 Serial
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. CALL

MPI 88G/99G MATRIX
High reso lution dot·addressable graph ics for
Apple. Enhanced "co rrespond ence qual ity"
printing. Trac tor and friction feed. Seria l and
Parallellnpul. 100 cps Bi·directional printing.
88 G (132 col.) Ust $749
$549
99 G (132 col.) Ust $849
$599
Apple parallel I/ O Card/ Cable/ Disk ...
$1 10
with Graphics Prom (Ap-Pak) . .
$145
IEEE I/ O Card
.... .. .. .
$55
Single Sheet Feeder .. . ........ . ... ... $ 25
QT Cover .
$ 30

$25
7710/ 7730 RO w/ tractor . ... . .. . .
$29
7720 KSR w/ tractor
3510/ 3530 RO .............. . . ... . $17
$2
Bidirectional tractor
$3
Push tractor ....

OKiDATA

EPSON-COMPLETE STOCK!
Features disposa ble print heads. Graphtrax. A ll
models except fvlX70 print text in two d irections.
fvlX80F/ T and fvlX 100 have both friction and
tractor f ee d. Unparall el ed dot p l acement
accuracy.
MX·70 (80 col.) .. . .. ........ ..... .. . CALL
MX·80 (80 col.) ... ... . . . .. ..... . .. . CALL
MX·80F/ T (80 col.) .. . .... .. . ... . .. . CALL
MX·I00 (136 col.) ...... . .. ; .. ..... . CALL
Interface Cards .. . .... .. ............ . CALL
Cables ...... . . .. .... . ....... . .... . . CALL

VIDEO 1ERMINALS. MONITORS
Ampex Dialog 80 ........ .. . .. ...... $995
Ampex Dialog 30 .......... .... .. . . .. $ 795
Televideo 920C ........ . ..... . ....... $845
Televideo 950 . .. . .. . ... . .. . ......... $995
SOROC IQ 120 ........... . ......... $699
Zenith 12" Green .. .. .. .... . .. . .. . .. $1 19
NEC 12" Green ..... . ........ ..... ... $169
Amdex 12" B/ W (Leedex) .... . .... .. . . $99
Amdex 13" Color Lo·Res ..... . ....... $439
544

BYrE June

1982

UP TO 200 CPSI
Microline 82A- 80/ 132 col .. 120 CPS. 9x9 dot
matrix. friction. p in f ee d o r tractor feed
(removeable) rear and bottom feed. In cludes bi·
directiona l/ logic seeking. seria l and parallel
int erfac es. Doub l e widt h and conde n sed
characters. true lower case d escenders and
graphics.
82A ... . .. . .
.... ..... . ....... $545
Microline 83A- 132/ 232 col .. 120 CPS. handles
forms up to 15 in. wide. plus all the features of
th e 82A.
83A . . ........ . .. . ... . . .... .. ... . . . $775
Mlrcrollne 84SP- 132/232 col.. 200 CPS. with
full dot graphics built·in. Takes forms up to 15 in.
wide. plus all th e features of th e 83A
84SP .... ............... .... .... . . $1250

MODEMS
UDS·103 LP. direct .... . .... . .... .... $175
. 03 JLP Auto Answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 209
202 LP 1200 BAUD ..... . .... .. . . . $259
NOVATION·CAT. acoustic .. ......... S145
D·CAT. d irec t . . .. .. .. .. ... ... .. ... S155
Auto Cat .... . .................... S219
Apple Cat ...... .. .... .... ... ..... S329
HAVES·S 100 Mlcromodem .. ...... . ... S349
Apple Micromodem .. .. .. ... . . ..... S299
Smart Modem .... . ...... ... ... . .. S245

OLYMPIA
Letter quality. Daisy wh eel printer typewl
interfa ces to Apple. Atari. NEC TRS80 c
RS232 Seria l ports.
ES 100KRO Computer printer
Ust$1690 ................ . SAVE$ 3
ES 100 Typewriter only Ust $1195 SAVE S2
Interface Card Only .................. $;;
(specify serial or parallel)
I/O Cable (specify serial or parallel) ... .. $
Apple Serial Card .............
$I

MODEMS
BIZCOMP Super low int roductory price. ~
over other modems' Apple-direct connec
game port. No seria l card needed. Save $ J:
more. Atari- direct connect v ia intel
module and tele/ink cartridge. Commode
the only modem availabl e. Each pkg. coni
cable wit h conn ectors and phon e T·adapt'
Apple Comm Pkg ... .. . ............. S I
VIC Comm Pkg ........... . . . ... . .. . $1
Atari Comm Pkg . ..... . . . .. . ...... . . $ I
CIrcle 357 on Inquiry card .

)UT
OF
MAIL
ORDER
BUYING!
with confidence and know you'll receive the same
5

at UNBEATABLE PRICESI

'uaranteed satisfaction -

MAGNETIC MEDIA

APPLE SOFTWARE
BUSINESS
inancial Partner
. . . . . . . $ 191. 99
ascal Tutor . . ........ . .. . ... . . .. . $97.99
ro Easy Writer ..
$ 137.99
asy Writer 40 col.
$78.99
lord Star (Req. Softcard) ......... $ 241.99
uper Sort (Req. Softcard) .. .
$ 129.99
lail Merger (Req . Softcard)
.... . . $80.99
ata Star (Req. Softcard)
$ 192.99
pell Star (Req. Softcard)
$ 129.99
alc Star (Req. Softcard)
$129.99
Jper Tex II
$117.99
Ie Address Book
. $38.99
Jrm Letter Module
. . . .. 78.99
sifiles . .
. .. . . . .. . . ... ... $229.99
! sktop Plan III
5275.99
!sktop Plan II
5229.99
siplot
$185.99
sitrend/ Visiplot
. . . . ... . . . ... 5275.99
sidex
... . .. . . .. . . .. 5229.99
589.99
5iterm
$229.99
sicalc 3.3
$198.99
'otory
$435.99
Iperspell (Req . Softcard)
$255.99
Jrd Processor (Req. Softcard)
PERSONAL/ HOME
$19.99
ping Tutor
$31.99
! mentry Math ..
574.99
rsonal Filing System ..
574.99
rsonal Report System
531.99
~ebra I . .
539.99
.mpu·Math: Arith'm etic Skill
531.99
,mpu·Math: Fractions
$31.99
,mpu·Math: Decimals
523.99
.mpu·Spells: (Req . Data Disk)
MISC
)plesoft Compiler
$ 145.99
,sic Compiler .
327 .99
'ple·Doc ........ .. ... .. . . . . . . .
$41.99
B. Master
. . . . . . . . .. .
. . . $1 B9.99
B. Utility Pack
. . 581. 99
GAMES
ster Blaster ...
Traffic Controller
mple of Apshai
testones of Ryn
)rloc' s Tower
scue at Rigel
II Fire Warrior
~ r Warrior
.. . ....
. . ... ... .
~ sh, Crumble and Chomp
per Reaches of Apshai ..
e Keys to Acheron
ack Attack
e Prisoner
nk I
nk II ..
bot Wars
.... ... ..... .. ...... .
ree Mile Island . . . . ...... ... . . .. .
3.M. . .. ...... . .... .. .. . . ... .. . .
stJe Wolfenstein .. .. .... . ... . . . . .
!ard and Princes . .... ... . . ... . . .
.... . •.. . . ..
ssile Defense
anston Manor
. . . . .. . . . . .
frp Des troyer
... . . . .. .. . .
:>er Strike . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . ... . .
3ntoms Five .... . . ... . .... . .. . . .
ace Eggs . . .. .. .. . ... . . . .• . ....
Circle 357 on Inquiry card .

$24.99
59.99
$31.95
$15 .99
$15.99
$23.99
$31.99
$31.99
$23.99
$15.99
$15.99
$23.99
$23.99
$31.99
$31.99
$31.99
$31.99
$19.99
$23.99
$25.99
$23.99
$27.99
$23.99
$31.99
$23.99
$23.99

Premium Quality At Bargain Prices
100% Certified with hub rings, box of 10
Economy Diskettes
5 '/4" SSSD Soft, I 0 or 16 sector ... $25.00
$2 8.50
SSSD Soft, 10 or 16 sector.
DSDD Soft, 10 or 16 sector ..
$36.00
Quality Diskettes
5'/. ' SSD, Soft 10 or 16 sector . .. .. $ 27.00
SSDD. Soft 10 or 16 sector. . . . $ 32.00
DSDD. Soft 10 or 16 sector . . .. $ 38.50
B" SSSD. Soft or 32 hard sector . . .. $28.50
DSDD. Soft or 32 hard sector.. $45.50
CALL for prices on name brand diskettes:
VERBATIM DYSAN 3M SCOTCH
MEMOREX WABASH MAXELL

APPLE ACCESSORIES
MICROSOFT
$298.99
$158.99

Z80 Softcard
16K RAMcard
CCS
Parallel Card
ASYNC Serial Card
Clock Calendar Card ... ..... . .. . .
IEEE Card
A·D Card ...
MOUNTAIN COMPUTERS
ROM Plus
Keyboard Filter ROM
CPS Multifunction Card
Supertalker
PAYMAR
L/ C Adapter·New
L/ C Adapter·Old
VIDEX
Video Terminal
ADVANCE BUSINESS TECH
13 Key pad for Apple (New KBD)
13 Key pad for Apple (Old KBD)
BAR Code Reader
DANA
Cooling Fan
LA.ZER
Lower Case Adapter

$118.99
$148.99
$98.99
$248.99
$98.99

PC·8000 Series

$129.99
$48.99
$178.99
$229.99
$34.99
$44.99

• z·80A CPU 4 MHz

• 5 user programmable function keys
.82 Keys with numeric keypad
• 160 x 100 resolution

$ 298.99

• 80 character screen

PC·8001A Microcomputer w/ 32K RAM.
PC·80 12A I/ O Unit w/ 32K RAM
Expansion slots
PC·8031 A Dual Mini·Disk Drive Unit . .
PC·8032A Add·On Dual Mini Disk
Drive Unit

5 I 10.99
$ I 10.99
5 189.99
539.99

$799

ATARISOFlWARE
Adventure # 1,2,3. (D) . .. .. ....... $ 31.99
Adventure #4.5.6. (D) .. . . .. . . . . .. . $31.99
Adventure #7.8.9 (D) .... . . . . . .. ... $ 31.99
Adventure #10.1 1.12 (D) .. .... . ... $31.99
Adventure 1·12 (D) .. .. ..... . . . . . .. $79.99
Atari Mailing Ust (D) .. .. ... . . . . .. . $ J 9.99
Text Wizard (D) . ... . . . ... .
$79.99
Compu·Math/ Fractions (D) ... . . .. . . $31.99
Compu·Math / Decimals (D) ... . ... . . $ 31.99
Compu·Math/ Fractions (C) . . . . . . . . . . $23.99
Compu·Math / Decimals (C) ... . . .. .. $23.99
Letter Perfect (D) ... . ... . . .. ... . . $1 J 9.99
Mail Merge/ Utility (D) .... . .. . ....... 23.99

$31.99
$46.99
$46.99
5278.99

RS232 CABLES
4 wire male·male lOft. .'
$ 19.99
9 wire male·male lOft. .... . ... . ... $ 21.99
4 wire male·female lOft.
$19.99
9 wire male·female lOft. ..
$21.99
RS232 Switch Box (Use 2 terminals or printers
from one output port) . .. .
$ I 09.99

_._.....__._.-

FAN FOLD PAPER
(Prices F.O.B. S.P.)
9'h xll·20# Bond White (2700 ct.)
I 4 ?lex I 1·20# Bond White (2400 ct.)
14 ?1ex I 1·20 II Bond '12" Green Bar
(2400 ct.)

$ 599
$ 899

555.99

T.G . PROD.
Game Paddles
Joy Stick
Select A Port
Wizard·80 (80 col.)

$899

$30.10
$37. 10
537.10

RIBBONS
NEC ..
$ 77/ Doz.
Qume . . . . .. . .
. . . . . . . . . .. $45/ Doz.
. . . . . . . . . . . . $ 66/ Doz.
Diablo . . . ......
Anadex . .. .
. . ... . ...... $ 135/ 6 ea.
Tritel . . .. . .... .. . . . .. .. .. • ... . . $ 95/ Doz.
TI/DEC/ TIY
. . . . . . . . . . .... . . .. $45/ Doz.
Epson . . . .
. ..... .. . .. .. . $ 13.95/ ea.
MPI/Axiom/ Base 2 .. .. .. .. .. . . . $ 13.95/ ea.

I

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER CALL:
1'1' 1/' /'1 /( )1'11"
TFL£,( .
(714)744·7314
or wrileto:
6971201

!
•

I

~!~!!~

910·105 W. San Marcos Blvd., Dept. JB,
San Marcos. CA 92069

!
•

I TERMS OF SALE; Cash. chec k. money order. bank wi re transfer. 1
I
•

I

c red it card o r purchase o rd ers from qualifi ed firm s and institutions· 1
Please include telephone number wit h order and expi ralon dale on
c red it ca rd orders. California resident s add 6% sales tax. Advenised
prices are ro r p repaid orders F.O .B. shippin g point. A dd 3% for
sh ippi ng in U .S. Pricing and availabi lity subject to change without

..~

I
I

............•
BYTE June 1982

545

LIST
5('45OO *
74500
99900
"000
9500

ACP
S42900
52900
12500
8900
8900

)llATARI"

'0000
'30 00
17500
~995

*

LI S T
$133000
153000
'72900
251900

Apple 11161(
Apple II 481<
Apple 116-11<
Apple 11641<

A~~~~I~~~~rc

& V'Slon 80

349500

109900
122500
75 cps
45 CP S
,00CP$

1c 269500

AVAtLAflLE IN STORE ONLV

79500

1>4900

296500 .

229500
16995

1695 00
7. ' 9500
74900

PUTER

9500
14900
. . 3595

l'

*

149500
119500
(,1500

-

329500

,OS
,,60G wI9 .... pIlI CS
560G .4 15 c ~",a9c

'395 00
'69!> 00

119900
.19900

Tn ... I<eyno a'(l C o mpany

Vt'I S,l c,,,(1 4, nT
C CS S"'.aI Ii O
PIII.lI1CII I O
MA R Enlefp"ses

Joysl'C ~

NlImellc Pau
RO Mplus
RO M W,"e,
RAMPluS
CPS MuU.lunctlQn
E'pan s,o n cnass,s
Tnunamclock
X· l0 0 phon
"ascaIOPI,on

"00

9900
Apple/-an
Sup'R 'Mod
A,,~ S w"cnc' SU /lply
Sup'R Telm

ALS Sman ...,m
Corvus
5Mb Ha'd OtS k
10MD
20 Mn
Apple 16K Upg ,~ ce Kol
VOII,'l0 Vo.ce Bo .
Scoll VOIce Recoon.l. on

4500

29"

'9900

29900
29900
299500
432500
524000
1295

~299 00
$56900

ISuppj"'d
SIl pMn tulvl

v,!;.CalC
SU llc,Calc
V. " T,cnd /V'5. P IOI
V. , .Do"l.
V,s.Tc.m
01'1 GCnC ',1' LC"gc,
ACCOu" ' S nCCC,van ll,!
Inycn .o,y
.I.!o CIOCOu"t.'.
M. C'O ieJeo, .. pll
Acc;ounhng Plu ~
DO Mas.e,
WO,dSla.
S"ller S on
M~.I Merge'

Dala S'aI
Spell Sta,
VTS ·80CPI M
Fa n,an 60
CobOl 80
PFS r.llng System
PFSRcporJ

*

11 9~00

1/900

25900
'4900
11900
'9900
16900

''''00
J69'

Alall 16K

"00

ACI'
S 14 00
'39 00
149 00

v,C;:

$ 99!K)

19900
199 !.o

20 '6K

u S!

S CII US ' ~

5 •

~ SyS tCm
8 s ySI"m

00

ACP
$;>496 00

20000
2 9500
50000

'6995
23995
4299 5

S 799 ~

J79500 * 3'9~OO

LI S T
~

69900
9 50 00
99500
119500

S59900
69900
79900

VERBATIM &

Maxell Diskett es

• H TUtU DDUItI 01 ~sm SI~[ill · SIDI
I • PI
Df ~( '~ I ;>! , HI
(11
'41 ~ .· r· :> ·t'<I lIt , n(1 '·1,

~ i"

.,.>< ,
•
.,

I I "

•

",.J ',

\f" "'~ t1, ".

~:; ,

"

Ie" " lUC~ OOUIIE DE ~Sm S I ~ tU SID I D ~' . W~ U , ~1 1 . 'QICIMI ~ r ~ I ~ t
I,", ."..
"~ I
~ II <;'-'1,'''-·, 111<; ~" ,'
Si.','

~:~~::::::::;::::

II " ~" ,I .,,' ',' (', ;.
. 10 lU C_S DoUIl! SIOIO DOUtU DI ~ Sm~ ' ,
,',,1 II ' " " ',e I"WIT <;1, , ',,\ ~.' ; I
',·011 I J
' II .to >". Of",: Hh ', 1 \'i ,~'; r,1 I'

', ,, 1,

,..

II, I' "It

• I 1000, CIUIIIIO

23900
16900
12900
32900
32900
32900
22900
22900

4495

100% C ERTIFIED ERF' OR~F R·EE ! -

'('"'

5 '69 oa
'9900

139 00

'0000

LI S T

B20'
" ' 820. 2
CP 1.\
SUI>c,C,lIC
WO,d P' oces~ n fl

pluo·CO"'lla •• hlc
SJOO o n (1,,:.. dro.e ') ySlcm
DOS soltwmf! no. ,ncht(' ~
11 25 ' 4··' '.131( P " .. ,'
fl 2C cnm ' o lle'
10.01051 / 4 1601( D,,,C
1110 ~ 114·· 286K 0"",,.
A40Cc;om'0Ile' 10' A40 ,\70

~"Il

:APPLE SOFTWARE

"'"

SIWC

c all
16900
69900
'2500
2900
22500
' 3900

15900
'8995

19950

."TI'I., P.,uon.' Com pul.,r" '

APPLE COMPATIBLE DRIV

'-IOunla.n Compllre'

"'00
'9900

FREE TCS BU S INES S SOftWARE
wJ I)"'C"~Se A R (', L A, p P,!V'OU 'ny/·nI O'y
$11 0000V ,\LU E 8 only

MINI DISK DRIVE
V80$o"glcc r .veC,1S('pS
V 60 Dual dO l/C. casc. PS
D IS , DI D also 3v~.I,1blc

A7

9000

' 9995
2 1995

XEROX 820

549900

16!i00
4500
11900
'6900

..

" ,

ADD-ON MEMORY

'65000
APPle O's~ II wl ,nlerl3ce
Apple D'Sk IIw / o
S ,lenlvpe P"nle,
P'OIOlype CMC
IEEE ·466Inle"ace
I vear e .1 warran ty
P3,;1l1el P,mle. Inte,Iace
Commun.c a llonsCa,a
P;IIscallangu;IIgeSystem
H.gh Spooa Serlal lnlerlace
Applesoll " RO M Ca,a
langu;IIgcCaro:l
' 2~ G,oon MOnllo, III
",ol.l e Ha.d DIsk Suhsys lel11
TaD'et

ACP
SJJ995
4 700
69900

LI S T

$39900
4900
8990:1

400 Bas. c Langu~g (! M (){h"f'
800 w/ 16K RAM
41 01"'09 Reco .dm
625 P""'I,!'
830 Acouslrc Mude'"
850 .n.eoJace Moduhl
MIll; '6K RAM
MIl< 32K RAM
AIARI V'S.C~lc
ATARI PllC· M ~,"

.,1

Ifl1lo wl 1, '
'[~".'

'1

' 1M"'), '

,·n ',\ "

OIS~IIIiS

sn'

\'1 <;nl""f\"' ', 1." 1
I? '. 111 ~''''J~ [10." . 1, ',/, 1
~ ' I.
0(.0"'1:- ., 1· :

5.: 11

I)r, ~, ..

<" :"1 !Jo. '.

• Au tomation Of
Robotic Assembly
• Education in
Robotic Priciples
• Af tificial In l ellgence
Experiments
• Computer Art and Games

HP · l;> 5
8;>90 U,1 5 ' 4 Oual rlOfJIl Y
91351151 ' .\·' FIIII' fly w \'1,"""",1<)'
9119 5 ,\8 D" .... , l lo/' p y
7470A PI OIW'
82907A 321< 1.IOdul"
8?908A 64K M odul~
8290911 ' 281( 1.'00,,1,·
82900A CP, M w l£4K

:. 5t>ot

fI\\Ct

MODEMS

$1695. 00

Cornplc,(dy ASs ernbl e(I ..... , lIpplocat.Or1 S Manual
AR M8ASIC Sott ..... M C f o. Tlls· aO
Apphc al .{,,,,tr\ete ' (!nce MHn"oll

$'69500
3995

.

NOVAT ION
LI S T
$'9995
19995
34995
2 99 9~,

C a,
D C,lI
Apple·C:.,
Alllo·C al

ACf'
S.4900
16900
'0900
2:1995

VIDEO MONITOR

OU ME Df/8 DI D DIS
$56995
fand om TM'O()-l 5 114" O,s ~ 0,,,. )
27900
27900
MPI 05·1 ·51/4·' , 40 trackS
Shug.1.t SA 400·5 114'· 35 I'acks
29500
Snug;llt BOOI80 . R 8
44900 ·
S.enu.!ns Shugart COmp8J>ble MOdel fOD ·I2Q·80
'2900
PEA SCI Model 277 Dual
• 195QO
,""PI 052 5114·' Dual
34800
WANGO I$IE MEN S 2
'9000
MPI 91 Double T'ac~ DenS.ly S.ngle S.de
80 T,ac~s
31500

MAX - OUT
YOUR IBM PC

Moaci P,2 12· G,ecn
ModeJ p, 312 O ,ange

LI S T

95

Circ le 10 on inquiry ca rd.

ACP

$28900
16900
29900

Flo ppy Disk
Olive s

2

U900

7~(l (l(l

*

N EW'

9!.OO
1 ' 5 00
18500
12500
'3~ 00

' 899!>
76 00
8395
'6995

:'9' <6
'499:.
129 9~

HP ·34C p, og 5c,Ill1l," (;
15000
150 00
"P·38C P'09 !l" ~ "'(;S~
HP ·97 P' og,amm :mlc I'"", h',
15000
NOTE WE SIOCK ACCESSO RI ES
H Plll",.·rfac e leW D
I ... ', ~ yo u' calc", aI O, ,,' 10
;, ', mvle'CC""'!>""" SYSt<· ",

119 00
119 00
59500

.

Ba,,~ w.,,' Pc, soll al c lle c ~s
p'oct!~s.ong In c 'uae Dron" ~ l,c ense .. nCl
• ~ V. S,1 MC AM EX c a aao 3 ... St'v,c<!cfl3'ge
AtlC3"'Sl\.pp.n9" f';II ndt,ngo, S2 who cn('v"',sg't'iI 'I" Aat!
10"0 10' 100e'gno.aers o ' US P;IIICe' POSI In cluOC Telephone
num be. NO C OO~ P"CIIS SUIt'Cl ' 0 Cflang e wllhou l nOl IC e
So m,; otems subleCl .0 pno' sale We 'ese .... e Ille "0,.1 '0
~ u !J s "'u.e man"lac'u,e. Re!:!!! pnces may _;t,y

TER MS: 1.1 0 C a s J"tI' s c nllCk

SI\9900
. 73900
184900

$39500
19500
3 9 500

:' ~9 00

) ~OO

82,82A I.mc

.,1I 0 w 2 ... eelo~

'Q'

CI ('(I,' c~.o

79900

Ca rd

Sale $169.

IBM COMPATIBLE BOARDS

(Sanyo Look A li ke)

131500

""''''0'"

Il l' 41C C~I C ''',,! O '
Memo 'y '.1 00,,1,· 10 ' 4. C
0",'10 RAM
C a,d Reauc. '0' 41 C C V
P"".,:, '0' ,l1 C CV

HAYES

e~"~;~ ~:::.:~;o4 ~,e?'~••r

Qume Only $569.95

UST
,\ CP
SN95 00 $1 89500
215000 2095 00
2395 00
'O!-oOOO
:»,.~O 00
209500
I Si501)
4If,5 0C)

It"
~~ ~.

r..

P ower

Suppl y

Olives

·24V 0l 3A · 5V @ 2 SA - 5V 0' 0 5A
LIST
ACP
5159.00
59900

12'· B&W M onllDI
(Super Value)

$89

'8001

'8002

''60A
60

1602
8060A
8085

LIST 195
ACP
95

16K.: MHz Kit
5159.95
16K" MHz A&T
217.95
32K.1 MHz Kit
S199.95~
• 32K 4 MHz AS. T
• 339.00
BARE BOARD
39.95
Bare Bd w/ all parts less mem 99.95

BARE BOARDS
S'I00 So,nd Bo",o

83495
34.95

8080A cPU

~Ck~
~f.m:~~ ~~~~;~

-----------1

Vector 8800 Proto
Vector 8803 11 SIOI MB

22.20
29 .95

ACP ElI:lender with connec tor
13 SIol Mother Board (WMC)
9 SIOI Mother Board (WMC)
B Sio l MotherBd(Expandable)
FlOppy PC B (8" SHUGA Rn
Sl00(AVS'B910)Sound Board
Appl e Sound Board

18.95
32.95
29.95
3 4 .95
3995
349f
24 .95

PMI " Super Beta"

M ode l S·52 T

16K Memory
Expansion Kits
fo r Apple/ TRS-aO
8"pcs 4 11615K

200/250nS

5peclfy compute r

$1 2 95
•

CALL FOR VOLUME PRICING

" 0" SUB CONNECTORS

~
~

•

,

=

Unreal price. 0837
male. 0825 female.
Gold PC mount With
mounl lng holes
Mf9. AMP.
Speclfl/25 or 37 pins.

Gain =40V/mV

ZiIO~
za
CPU
with

TINY
BASIC
Debug prog .
Plus 6132 companion
quasi'static RAM
29.95

$49.95

3~'C'o,

0

"BLINKER" LED's ,..
C spond to sound. Complele.
. ready 10 wear. (2" x2" ).

. . . . . iJ 0 50ld al Nieman Marcus
BOO7 $2 .50
DB25 $ 1.95 h-- ~o~~;:9~:~ov~~~e~~~E~~
0

Stepper Motor
USED IN
DATA
PRODUCTS
PRINTER

$ 19.95 ea.

12 VOLT
BUZZER/HORN
'

2/$1.99

.f------------i
GE D43C3

j

PNP power
HFE = 40·120
VCEO
30
IC = 3A
6.000 pes available

if

D825P (R5232)
08255 Female
Hood
Sel With Hood. 5ale
22/44 SIl. KIM
43/86 SIT. MOT

53.25
3.75
1 25
7 .SO
2.95
G.50

~~~ ~ ~:: gg g~~~:~:~~ ~/TW

~.~~

Full ASCII

2 " DIAMETER

ALL METAL
•

.

CONNECTORS

a.

6821

6 .50

6828 10.SO
683416.95
6845 22.95
684727.95
6850 5.25
6852 5.25
6860 10.95
686210.95
6875 5.95
6880 2.49

2764 (8Kx8) TS
2732 (.lKx8) TS
2716/25 16.5V
(2Kx8)T5
TMS2716. 5V. 12V
2758. 5V. (450n$)

lm ·O I S· ~M llIJ1loCpy
11S10uai FiOcpy
1191·010ua1 Flnnpy
17g;·02Dual f loDcy
1791 OO. OS Flocoy
17grOOOSFIo;loy
1S91 DalaSe;lJlaw
2143 Clock G~nera:Ol
87008MBlnary
810110\lllBrnary
B70~

8 011 rs

VOII t~ fr ea CIl~V
815C 3'~ 0'9'13C O
9~ OC

569.95
1295

795
1795

Encoded Keyboards
nCn1 28· Ch aracte r, S8·K ey
Typew ritter

Format

4.69
4.69
.1.69
3.99
1.49
7.95
1.99

4.60

68047

68488
46S05
6520
6522
6530'X
6532
6551
ZBO-PIO
Z80A·PIO
Z80·CTC
Z60A·CTC
Z80-DMA
Z80A·OMA
Z80·5 10
Z80A·SIO

522.95
19.95
22.95
6.95
9.95
24.95
17.95
19.95
6.50
9.50
6.50

9 .50
19.95
2 7.95
24 .95
29.95

2708 (""SOn5) 55.75
2708 (650nS) 5.25
1702A
5.75
MM5203AQ 1450
MM52040
995

350

[J ACOB
S995
DAt l OO
995
BD36runcllOll Gene'alcr
I.\C402 ~ veo
295
LI.1566VCO
195
~ A2206 FuncTIon GenEralor 5 25
lR1602B15V 12V)
395
AV510131SV, I2Vj
"5
AYS1 0 1~..v1 6 12 15· '4Vj 695
AVS101S.v 186J,5V\
695
11.16402
795
IM6403
895
2350USRT
995
2~ 95
1671Br.sl'05
I.1C14411
11 95
lH!i
4702
'1101941
995
COl.15016
1695
1/156250
1595
1375
.\15·2376
1375
AY5·3600
MI.I5740M C
895

'"

24 95
2995
3695
4H5
.14 95
5~ 95
11195
1895
1350
2200
1350
125
1395
395
595
595

.,
I ~ OSl66M

U Olll8 81lr1
0 to:.

OAC~I

B LIN KER

825958.95
8275 '9.95
8279 9 .50
6810 4.75
6820 6.50

MC 1A667 ~ O MatnSymbol1395

Same as TMS4044
but designed specifically
for Z·80 based systems. This
is a fun· spec 4Kx 1 RAM, 4 50n5.
Order PIN Zilog 61 04·4 while supply las Is.

rL. ;

4402
5260

/.ICM66750AI",~aCOl1 I' oI IJ ~ 5

U~~,~~IE
$79.95

$325. 0 0

4 11 5
.1200

S9;0
1095
251]·AD M3 I SVjlo.,..~r
1 ~ 95
1,ICMft67 10ASCIISMIe<:1 1295

ERASER 1-____(Q_Ua_n_Ii_Iy_Ii_m_il e_d_) _ - I

Holds 4 EPROM's
at a time.

4060
4096

2513·00 115V,Uppel
251]·OOS\5Vjll;1o\·N

VoHsel 1.0 mV
lbias = 5.0mA

$~C:5

.99
3 .99

1;lliia;1

I NTERNALLY
COMPENSATED
PIN OP1 2GJ

IIsl
5695

UV " EPROM"
-,

LOW POWER
AMPLIFIER

i

11 03
4027
4044
4050

5,,905 1.99
5,,98 1.49
6508 4.50
65 18 6.79
6561 3.79
6004 3.99
6E05 7 .99
9130 8.99
9140 8.99
934 156.99
93425 6.99

IM-aN-W·j

MK4027 excepl 1mS

22.95

~

820229.95
8205 2.69
8212 2.75
82 1" 4.95
8216 2.75
8224 2.95
8226 2.95
8228 3.95
8243 9.50
825014.95
8251 6.50
825311.95
8255 4.50
8257 9.50

MOSTEKR:~S

34.95
refresh, MK40 15 4Kxl RAM.
24.95 ....

34.95

8 156 9.95

56.95
8.95

ACP Prolo Board

2708/2716 SPROM

8 15559.95

fo r
COLOR
&
B/ W

32K Static RAM (21 14)
8K EPROM (2708)

2147 55.99
411
5.99
414
4.69
1101
.99

fiilag-liil

Astec RF Modulator

PIN 1082 Channel 3 or 4
PIN 4151 UHF Channel 33

975

.! 75
I.! 95

6116/2 0165795
8264·64K
8 .50
,1116·2
199
4116·2 8/1 2.95
2101
3.99
2102
79
21 l02·2
1.49
21l02·4
1.29
2111
3..19
21 12
3..19
2 114
1 99
211 .1L·2
325
2114 L·4
2.29
2125
699

_ Full 1 year warranty
_ Top quality - gold fingers
_ Expand Apple II 48K to 64K
_ Compatible with Z-80 Softcard'·
_ Allows system to run with CP/ M'·, PASCAL,
DOS 3.3, COBAl , Visicalc, etc.
_ Supplied with extra 16K RAM & has (2) lED's

Expandable
Uses
211 4l' s

990
1495
"995
6502
9.95
1695
6502A
IM6HlO 2995
1175
6800
68006 1995
9900JL

I;1MI'J

574

2 or4 MHz

2901
2901 A

99S

11 95
F·8 (3850) I (J 95
1695
2650

16 K Apple™ Ramcard

32K STATIC RAM

8008·\ SI.195

S99 00
6900

fi-I, ", ..1

8 pin LP
14 pin LP
16plnLP
18 pin LP
20 Din LP
22 pin LP
24 pin LP
28 oin LP
40 OIn LP

LOW PROFILE
SOCKETS (TIN)

1·24

25·49

50'100

.16
.20
.22
.29
.34
29
.38
,45
.60

.15
.19
.2 1
.28
32
.27
.37
.44
.59

.14
.18
20
27

3L WIREWRAP
SOCKETS (GOLD)
1·24
8pmWW
.55
10 pin WIN (Tin) .65
14 pin WIN
75
16pinWW
.60
18pinWW
95
1 15
20 plnWW
145
22 Din WW
1.35
24 plnWW
28 pin WW
1.60
40PIIIWW
2.20

25·'19
.54

.63
.73
.77
.90
1 08
1,35
1.26
1.53

,
.:;0

.24
.36
,43
.56

78H05 K
S5.95
78M06
1.49
78M.G.
1.49
LM108AH
2.95
LM300H
.99
LM30 1CN
.35
LM304 H
1.98
LM305H
1.89
LM306H
3 .25
LM307CN
.29
LM308CN
.98
LM309K
1.49
LM3 10CN
1.25
LM311D/CN
.89
lM312H
1.75
1.70
LM317T
LM318CN
1.49
LM319N/H
1.25
LM320K·XX·
1.35
lM32QT·XX·
1.39
LM320H·XX · 1.25
LM323K
4.95
LM324N
.95
LM337K
5.95
LM338K
6.95
LM339N
.95
LM340K·XX· 1.75
LM340T·XX·
1.25
LM340H·XX · 1. 25
LM344H
1.95
LM348N
1.20
LM350K
5.60
LM358C N
98
LM360N
1.49
LM372N
1.95
LM376N
3.75
2.75
LM377N
LM360CN/N
1.25
LM381N
1.79
LM383T
1.95
LM386N
1.25
LM387N
1.40
LM390N
1.95
NE531V/T
3.75
NE555V
.39
NE556N
.98
NE56 1T
19.95
NE565 N/ H
1.25
NE566H/V
1.75
1.50
NE567V/ H
NE592 N
2.75
LM702H
1.99
LM709N/ H
.29
LM7 10N/H
.75
LM711N/H
.39
LM715N
1.95
LM723N/ H
.65
lM733N/H
.98
LM739N
1.15
LM741C N/ H
.33
LM741CN·14
. 19
LM747N/H
.75
LM748N/H
.39
LM760CN
2.95
LM1 310N
1.90
MC1330
1.95
MC1350
1.95
MC1358
1.75

74500 5 .39
74502
.43
,45
74503
74504
.52
74505
.52
74508
,49

74809
74510
745 1 1
74515
74520
74522
74S30
74532
74538
74840
74851

74564
74565
74S74
74586
74511 2
74S113
745114

.69
.72
.72
.72
.72

.'16

UM';"

74S124
745133
745134
74S135
745136
745 138
745 139
745 140
74515 1
745153
745157
745 158
748 160
745174
745175
748188
745194
74S195
745196
74S240
745241
745242
74S243

2
4
5
6

Posil ion
Position
Position
Position

3.69
.54
.66
1.1 5
1.69
1.29
1.29

.73
1.29
1.29
1.29

1 29
279
lA9
1.49
2.69
1.89
1.89
1.89
2.75
2.75

2.99
2.99

745244
745251
745253
745257
745258
748260
748280
74S287
745288
74S373
745374
748387
74847 1
745472
745473
748474
748475
745570
745571
74S572
74S573
745940
745941

52.99
1.35
1.35
1.29
1.29

.75
2.79
2.99
2.55
3.10
3.10
2.75
7.95
7.95
7.95
9.95
9.95
5.75
5.75
8.95

8.95
2.90
2.90

~

DIP
SWITCHES

7 Position
8 Position
9 Position
10 Position

S .99
1.19
1.29
1.35

51.39
1.49
1.65
1.69

MUFFIN® FAN

SO· l oo

49
58
67

ULN2Q03 2/51.99
74LS568
3/1 .99
7418377
2/ 1.99
74lS241
2/1 .99
695
8259
6561 RAM
2.95
LM733CN 3/1 .99
MC 14 14
3/1 99

7440

.19

7441
7442
7443
7444

.79

7445

.79

7446

.79
.65
.79
.19
.19
.19
.19
.25
.23
.29
.29
.34
.34

7406
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
742 1
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7429

7430
7432
7437

7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7459

74EO
7470
7472
7473
7474

SPECIAL PURCHASE

$9.50ea.

8080A CPU
2.95
2102 RAM
.75
4060 RAM
1.49
14.95
8X300 CPU
745387
1.96
2708 EPROM 8/29.95
74LS93
3/1 .00
2 114
8/ 14.50

5027 CRT
S9.95
l 1C24
6.95
95H03
2.89
MM5320
5.99
913 1 RAM
1.99
EMM4402
1.99
1103 RAM 3/ 1.50
8700ND 2/16.95

7480
7402
7403
7405
7406
7409

S .38

.34
4.60
.49
.95
.55
.65
.35

1.75
7490
.39
7491
.57
,45
7492
,45
7493
7494
.69
7495
.65
7496
.69
7497
2.90
74100 2.90
74107
.32
74109
.37
74 11 6 1.95
74121
.29
74122
.39
74123
.59
74125
.39
,44
74126
74128
.59
74 132
.69
74 136
.75
74 139
.95
74 141
.79
74 142 2.95
74143 2.95
74 144 2.95
74145
.62
74147 1.95
74148 1.20
74150 1.09
7415 1
.67
74152
.67
74153
.67
74154 1.19
74155
.78
74156
.78
74 157
.69
74158 1.65
74159 2.49
74160
.88

.57

.95
.95

7416 1
74162
74163
74 164
74165
74166
74167
74 170
74172
74173
74174
74 175
74 176
74177
74179
74180
74181
74182
74 184
74185
74 186
74188
74 190
7419 1
74 192
74193
74194
74 '95
74 196
74197
74198
74199
74221
74251
74273
74276
74279
74283
74284
74285
74290
74298
74365
74366
74367
74368
74390
74393
74490

S .88

.89
.87
.87
.87
1.20
1.95
1.69
4.75

.71}
.89
.85
.75
.75
1.34
.75
1.75

.75
2.25
2.25
9 .95
3.90
1.15
1.15

.85
.85
.85
.68
.85
85
1.39
1.39
1.19

.95
1.05
1.89

.75
1.40
3 .90
3.90
1.25

.95
.68
.68
.68
.68
1.45

1.90
1.90

RIM';"
74LS(X)5 .26
74L50 1 .28
74L502 .29
74LS03 .28
74L5()4 .35
74L5OS .28
74LS08 .28
74LS09 .35
74L5 10
.28
74LS11
.39
74LS12 .33
74LS13 ,47
74L5 14 .95
74LS15 .33
74LS20 .26
74L521
.33
74L822 .33
741526
33
74L527 .33
74LS28 .33
74LS30 .26
74LS32 .33
741533 .55
74LS37 ,45
74LS38 .39
74LS40 .26
74L542 .79
74LS47 .79
74L548 .95
74LS51
.26
74LS54 .29
74L555 .29
74lS73
AS
74LS74 ,42
74L875 .59
74LS76 .45
74L578 ,45
74L583A .79
74LS85 1.1 9
74LS86 ,45
74L890 .57
74L592 .75
74LS93 .75
74LS95 .88
74L596 .98
74LS107 ,45
74LS109 ,45
74LS112 .43

4000 S .35

4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009

74L8113S .43
74L51 14 .43
74L8122
.55
74L5123 1. 19
74L5124 1.35
74L5 125 .89
74LS126 .52
7415132
.79
74LS136 ,49
74L5138 .85
74L8139 .85
74L5 145 1.25
74L5 148 1.49
74LS1 51
.79
74L5153 .79
74L5 154 1.70
74L5155 1.19
74L5156 .99
74LS157 .85
74LSI58 .75
74LSl60 I .OS
74L5161 1.15
74L5162 1.05
74L5163 1.05
74L5164 1.19
7415165 .89
74L5 166 2.49
74L5168 1. 15
74L51 69 1.1 5
74L5170 1.99
7415173 .89
74L81 74 .89
74L5175 .89
74L5 181 2.20
74LSI90 1.15
74L8191 1.15
74L5192 .98
74LS193 .98
74L5194 1.15
74L5195 .95
74LSI96 .89
74L5197 .89
74LS221 1.15
74LS240 1.89
74L5242 1.89
74L5243 1.69
74L5244 1.49

74LS24552.20
74L5247 1.10
74L5248 1.10
74LS249 1.19
74LS25 1 1,40
74LS253 1,40
74l S257 .85
74L5258 .98
74LS259 2.95
74LS260 .65
74LS261 2.49
74LS266 .59
74L5273 1.75
74LS275 4.40
74L5279 .59
74LS283 .99
74LS290 .99
74 L5293 .99
74L5295 1.10
74LS298 1.19
74LS324 1.75
74LS347 1.95
7415348 1.95
74LS352 1.19
74LS353 1.1 9
74LS363 1.49
74LS365 .69
74LS366 .69
74LS367 .69
74LS368 .69
74LS373 1.89
74LS374 1.89
74L5375 .69
74L5377 1.95
74LS385 1.95
74LS386 .65
74l S390 1.95
74LS393 1.95
74L5395 1.70
74LS399 2.35
74LS424 2.95
74LS668 1.75
74LS67o" 2.29
81LS95
1.69
BILS96
1.69
81 L597
1.69
8 11598 1.69

VOLUME PRICING
CALL
TOU FREE

'wa-tj
403751.95
4040 1.29
4041 1.25
4042
.95

4069
4093
4094

.25

4043

4099

1.39

4044
4046
4047

.35
.35
1.05

4040

4013

.45
,45
.35
.25
,45

4014
4015

1.39
1.15

4051
4052

4016

.59

4017
4018
40 19
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031

1.1 9

4083
4055

.89
,45

4056
4059

1. 10
1.1 9
1. 15

4060
4066
4069

.29
.75
.25
.65
.85

4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4077
4078

• 105cfm fr ee air delivery
• 4.6a" sQ. x I .SO·· deep.
Weigh! • 17 oz .

1.23
1.1-1
1.:38
U:9

2 N6121
3/S1.OO
51G 2652
3.95
74S287
1.95
2758 EPROM
2.95
74173/8Tl0 5/199
495
ZBOA CPU
6.95
6522
6502 CPU
5.95

7438
7439

.35
.35
.26
23
.22
.29
29
.33
.53
.29
.29
.22
.35
.29
29
29
.29
.25
.45
.23
.29
.25
.29
.29

7407

applications.

. "'~\
1--------------.
.
.
--------------1
SUPER IC CLOSEOUT SPECIALS
2.09

7406

40 10
4011
401 2

.8 1
99

m3

7475
7476
7479

7400 S .19
7401
.22
7402
.22
7403
.22
7404
.22
7405
.23

The depe ndable, low
cost, largest selling fan
lor commercial cooling

.70

fo r

1.29

AS

4049

4050

.85
.85
1.75
1.25

.99
,45
.69
1.10
1.10
1.10
3.95
2.95
9.25
1.39

.75
.35
,49
.35
.35
.35
.35
1.29

4032
4034

3.25
2. 15
3.25

4081
4082

.35
.35
.35
.35

4035

.95

4085

1.95

4098
14408
14409
14410
1441 2
14415
144 19
450 1

4502
4503
4505
4506
4507

4508
4510
45 11
4512
4515
4516
45 18
4520
4555
4556
4566
BOC9S
6OC97

52.95

.99
2.95
2.29
2.25
12.95
12.95
12.95
12.95
6.95
4.95

.39
1.65

.69
8 .95

.75
.95
3 .75
1.19
1.19
1.39
2.75
1.45
1.39
1.25
4.95

.99
2.25

1.50
1.25

T ERM S: MO. Cashlel's Check. Bank Wil e Personal
checks allow 2 weeks tor processing. Include OnuelS
License and credil card _s Visa. Me. AMEX. CB add 3%
service charge. Add 3% shipping & handling or S2.

whichever is gealer. Add 10% lor fore ign orders or US
Parcel
Inc:lude Telephone number NO COOs
Prices
wilhoul nOlice Some ilams
Ihe righllosubslllulC

VP·606 Async serial oulpu!. Reg. 599 .00

ACP

1.1 9

,49
42
46

=

69C ea.

.49
.42
,42
.42
,42
.42
.42
,49

LM1 4 14N
51.90
,49
LMI 458C N/N
MCI488N
.99
MC1489N
.99
LM1 496N
.89
LM1556N
1.50
LM1820N
.95
LM1850N
.95
3. 10
LMI889N
LM2111N
1. 75
LM2900N
.99
lM290 1N
2.50
LM29 17 N
2.95
CA3013T
2. 19
CA3018T
1.99
CA3021T
3.49
CA3023T
2.99
CA3035T
2.75
CA3039T
1.29
CA3046N
1.29
LM3053N
1.49
CA3059N
3.19
CA3060N
3. 19
4.95
CA3062N
LM3065N
1.49
CA30BOT
1.29
CA3081N
1.69
CA3082N
1.69
CA3083N
1.55
CA3086N
.80
CA3089N
2.99
CA3096N
3.49
CA3097N
1.99
CA3 130T
1.30
CA3140T
1.19
CA3146N
2.49
CA3160T
1.19
CA3190N
1.95
CA3410N
.59
MC3423 N
1.49
MC3460N
3.95
8G3524N
3.95
CA3600N
3 .39
LM3900N
.59
LM3905N
1.19
LM3909 N
.98
LM39 14N
3.75
LM3915N
3.95
LM3916N
3.75
RC4131N
2.95
RC41 36N
1. 10
RC41 51 N
3.70
RC4 194TK
4.95
RC4 195TK
5.40
ULN2001
1.25
ULN2003
1.50
SN75450N
.59
SN75451 N
.35
,49
SN75452N
,49
SN75453N
,49
SN75454N
SN75491 N
.89
SN75492N
.89
SN75493N
.89
SN75494N
.89
TL494C N
4.20
TL496CP
1.65

SALE ... $69.95
Circ le 10 on inqu iry card.

IBM and APPLE COMPATIBLE BOARDS!
STB-80™ APPLE VIDEO BOARD
FEATURES:

$259
ASSEMBLED
& TESTED

* 24 x 80 Display
* Direct Keyboard Entry for Lower Case and
Special Characters
* Line Graphics
* Software Screen Switch to Standard Apple
* Emulates all Basic Screen Formatting
Commands

SOFTWARE
#1 DOS TOOL KIT PATCH DISKETTE
This patches the APPLE EDITOR & ASSEMBLER for use with the STB-80.

* Compatible with PASCAL &CP/M
* Software Controllable Inverse Video by
Character & Screen

$24.95
#2 APPLE WRITER PATCH DISKETTE
This patches the APPLE: WRITER WORD PROCESSOR package for use with
the STB-80.
$24.95

APPLE MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS
STB-16™ 16K BOARD

STB-64™
64K BOARD

* Assembled & Tested
* Increases 48K to 64K
* Compatible with PASCAL. CP/M DOS
*
*

3.3 .
PILOT, COBOL. FORTRAN , VISICALC. INT.
BASIC. APPLE SOFT BASIC. etc .
Easy to Install. Plug in and Go . No Cables .
No chips to Remove.
Expandable to 64K

64K A & T

$139

16K A & T
(64K UPGRADE FOR STB-16 IS S1B91

STB-128™ 128K APPLE BOARD
MULTI-PURPOSE MEMORY BOARD & DISK EMULATOR

* 128K of Expansion Memory
* Includes DOS 3.3 Support Disk
* Eight STB-16's on one Card
* Processor Port for Direct Access
Control
* Uses 64K RAMS

$549
12BKA&T
COMING SOON: VISICALC
EXPANSION SOFTWARE

* Asse mbled and Tested
* Uses 64K RAMS
* Four STB-16's on one Card
* Software Bank Selectable
* Compatible with 16K RAM Card Software
* DOS 3.3 Support Disk FREE with Purchase

STB DOS 3.3 SUPPORT
PROGRAM DISK

* Di sk Emulator (1 STB-128 or
STB-64 Req)
* Disk " Cache" (1 STB-128 or
STB-64 Req)
* Fast Basic Loader
* Memory Tester
* DOS Relocater (Free 8K for Basic)

* Picture Flipper/Saver
IBM PC MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS
PUT UP TO 256K ON LINE
IN YOUR IBM P.C.!
64K - $399 18TB-164)
12BK - $649 18TB-1128)
192K - $799 18TB-11 92)
ALL ASSEMBLED & TESTED
EXPANSION KIT TO GO FROM 64K
TO 192K IS $450

(FREE with STB-64
or STB-12BI

* Expand Your IBM to 256K Using
Only one Slot.
* Av ailabl e in 64 . 128. or 192K Sizes
* Easy to Install. Use in Any of th e 5
Expansion Slots
* Mounting Brack et. Included for
Secure. Reliable Operation
All Three Model s
Support Pa rity Error Testing
One Year Limited Warranty on all
Boards

* Parity *

IBM PC TM OF IBM CORP. APPLE ANO APPLEWRITER TM OF APPLE COMPUTERS. CP / M TM OF
OlGITAL RESFARCH. VISICALC TM OF VISICORP.

OIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS IS PROUD TO BE ANNOUNCED AS THE NATIONAL MAIL ORDER
OUTLET FOR THE FINE LINE OF U .B. "SIMPLY THE BEST" BOARDS.

Digital Research Computers

TERMS : Add $2 .00 posl ag e. We pay balan ce. Orders und er $15 add 75¢
handling . No C.O D . We accept Vi sa and MasterCharge. Tex. Res. add 5%
Tax . Fo reign o rd ers (except Can ada) add 20% P & H . Orders o ver $50 , add
85¢ for insurance.

(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040. (214) 271-3538

NEW PRICES EFFECTIVE ON THE 1ST DAY OF THE COVER MONTH OF THIS MAGAZINE

"THE BIG BOARD"
OEM - INDUSTRIAL - BUSINESS - SCIENTIFIC

INGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT!
Z-80 CPU!64K RAM!
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THE BIG BOARD PROJECT: Three years in the works, and maybe too good to be true. A tribute to hard headed ,
no compromise , high performance, 'American engineering ! The Big Board gives you all the most needed
computing features on one board at a very reasonable cost. The Big Board was designed from scratch to run the
latest version of CP/ M" . Just imagine all the off-the-shelf software that can be run on the Big Board without any
modifications needed! Take a Big Board , add a couple of 8 inch disc drives. power supply, an enclosure. C .R.T .,
and you have a total Business System for about 1/ 3 the cost you might expect to pay .
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24

64K RAM
Uses industry standard 4116 RAM ·S. All 64K is available to the user. our VIDEO
and EPROM sections do not make holes in system RAM . Also. very special car e
was taken in the RAM array PC layout to eliminate potential noise and glitches.

(J

W

FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!)

FULLY SOCKETED!

(J

Z-80 CPU
Running al 2.5 MHZ . Handles all 4116 RAM refresh and supports Mode 2
INTERUPTS. Fully buffered and runs 8080 software .

a:

::J

SERIAL 1/ 0 (OPTIONAL)

w
C

Z

«
~
~

Full 2 channels using Ihe Z80 SIO and the SMC 8116 Baud Rate Generalor. FULL
RS232! For synchronous or asynchronou s communication. In synchronous
mode, the clocks can be transmitted or rec eived by a modem. Bo th channels can
be Sl!t up for either data-communication or data-terminals. Supports mode 21nt.
Price tor all parts and connectors: $49

X

(64K KIT
BASIC 1/ 0)
SIZE : 8 112 x 13 1/~ IN.
SAME AS AN 8 IN. DRIVE.
REOUIRES: • 5V @ 3 AMPS
• - 12V @ .5 AMPS.

80 CHARACTER VIDEO

With a crisp, flicker-tree display thai looks extremely sharp even on small
monitors . Hardware scroll and tull cursor control . Composite video or split video
and sync. Character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM , making customized
lonts easy. Sync pulses can be any de.lred length or polarity. Video may be
invert t' d or true. 5 x 7 Matri x - Upper & Lower Ca se

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER
Use s WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator for enhanced
reliability. IBM 3740 compatible. Supports up to four 8 inch disc drives . Directly
compatible with standard Shugart drives such as the SA800 or SA801 . Drives can
be conligured for remote AC off-on. RLlns CP / M' 2.2.

TWO PORT PARALLEL 1/ 0 (OPTIONAL)

I

Uses Z -80 PIO. Full 16 bits, tully buffered , bl-dlrectional . User selectable hand
shake polarity. Set of all parts and connectors for parallel 1/ 0 : $19.95

BASIC 1/0

REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL)

Con slsl. of a separate parallel port (Z80 PIO) for use with an ASCII encoded
keyboard lor input. Output would be on the 80 • 24 Video Display .

Uses Z-80 CTC. Can be configured as a Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all
parts: $9.95

BLANK PC BOARD -

I

$149

The blan k Big Board PC Board com es co mplete with full do cumentation
(including schematics), the charac ter ROM , th e PFM 3. 3 MONITOR ROM ,
and a disk ette with the source o f our BIOS , BOOT, and PFM 3.3 MONITOR .
PFM 3.3

CP/ M' 2.2 FOR BIG BOARD

I

The popular CP / M" D.O.S. 10 run on Big Board Is
available for $159.00.

PRICE CUT!

2K SYSTEM MONITOR

The real power olthe Big Board lies In lis PFM 3.3 on board monitor. PFM commands include: Dump Memory, BootCP/ M ., Copy, Examine, Fill Memory, Test Memory, GoTo,
Read and Write 1/ 0 Ports, Disc Read (Drive. Track. Sector) . and Search. PFM occupies on e of th e four 2716 EPROM locations provided.
Z-80 is a Trademark 01 Zilog.

Digital Research Computers
.

(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-3538
"TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH.

TERMS: S hi p ments will be mad e approx imate ly 3 to 6 w eeks after w e
receive y our o rd er. VI SA . MC, c ash accepted . We will accept COD's (for the
Big Board o nl y ) with a $75 depos it. Balance UPS COD . Add $4 .00shipping .
USA AND CANADA ONLY

NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE ORIGINATORS OF CPM SOFTWARE
" " 1 TO 4 PIECE DOMESTIC USA PRICE .

I

BOOKS

UTIC

~

MINI STEREO
AM/FM RECEIVER

\

Wi

'·81t AID conve.ter (I·Ch. Mul tI.)
1·8t1 A/OConve rler (l6·Ch. Multi.)
1c.-81t O/A Conv. Mlc.o. Compo (O.CIS"!.)
10·811 O/A COov. Mic ro. compo (0.20%)
Ic.-Blt CIA Conve.te r (O.O!i'1o Lin.)
Ic.-Slt DIA Conveller (0.20'11. I..l n.)
!2.BltD/AConve.ter (0.20% Li n.!
I·C h, nnel MuU lole"e.
)OK BAUD UART

WITH HEADPHONES
For Joggers, Cyclists,
Skaters & Sports Eventsl

~~~~eR~~:nt~fh~~~I~rJel~~a~fe~~~e~ou~~ft/~9~lt

- --

- --RAM·S- -

-

-

--

1101

tl onal black soft carryi ng case & shoulder s trap. Bell
cli p (hands free) . Operates on 3 AA cell batteries (not
Incl.). Compact size: 3~" x 4%" x 1". WI. 6 oz.
Model 2830 List Pri ce $89.95 . . . .. $34.95

1101

lC2hl Dyn,mlc

2101(1101)

25& • • SUtic

,I"
21L02

30002

30003
30004
30005

National Semiconductor - Inte rs il - Intel
National CMOS Date Book . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. ...15.95
(640 pagasl74C. CD4000, and AID Convertors
Natlonllinterface DateBook ............. .... ....... .• 5.95
004 pagesl DP. DSBlOO. DS36OO, DS75OOJ. etc
National linear Dete Book ............... .. ........ '11 .95
11376 pagesl LM. LF. AOC. OAC. LH Series
Natlonel Serle. 80 _ Board Llvel Computer (224 pages) .. M.95
NetlonalTTL Logic Deta Book ...............
.. te.95
1624 pegesl 7400, LS. L.H.S. and OM8000 Series

30006 Above (3) 30001 .3.5 as set $24.95/1 01
010400 Inial Component Olltll Clltlliog ........... . .......... ' 14 .95
Full dala sheels lor Inlel's products1nc!. memory devices.
microproc .• periphorals & indusl .{mil. products 11328 pagas)
205610 Intel Peripheral Design Handbook .... . . . .............. ' 9.95
Full dat"heet', appl. nOlaslor Intel peripheral davice
components 1644 pagesl

WI (UlI)

25&".SlItlc'-IOS
102h4Stltlc.5Qm

2112

2114

O-Subm in iature Plu g . . . . . . . S2 .9 5
D -S ubmini a tu re S o c k e t . • . . , $3 .5 0
2/5 .99
Coye r fo r DB25P/S .
. .. $1.75
p.e. Edge t2 2/44 Pin)
. . . S2.95

Screw Lock Hdw r. (2 ) DB25S/P

...
...
.~
.~

2.95
1.95

1.95
9095

9.95
1.95
U5

,."

...""
P."
....

512·BII Oyn.mlc
Fllo IOu,llO)

1 - - - - [)Al ·AAca UlsITION - - - - 1
Mouek DC/OC Converl .• !tv 10 9V
FlOPPY Oi~c RCla AMP System
7·BII CIA Co n~lI,tc r IOI\C0801\..CN )
a·Blt CIA Converte, (OAC0808LCN) S."
Unlv .. ,,1 Aclivi Fill" 2.~%
5.95
TOuth TonG Lo w Bin a Filter
19.')5
Toucll Tone HI9 h Blna Fltte,
LU5
SIIPI,GalnOpAmll
U~
Consunt Clu,enl Source
I .•
Tlmpe"tull TlinSOUCIf
I ."
JF E T Input Co Amp
1.10

M·ZJO
M·COP I102
M·2fi!lO
OSOO2$CN
OSOO2fiCN
INSI71IN·1
INS2fi5IN
MMSlI61N
MM5III1tN
COP402N

'."

• Ertle' 2708. 2716, 1702A. 5203U, 5204Q, etc.
• Erases up to 4 chips within 20 minutes.
• Maintains co nstant ex posure distance of one inch .
• Special condu ct ive foam liner alim inates5tatic bu ild-up.

,...
'....00,

• Bu ilt· ln safet y lock to prevent UV exposu re.
• Comp act - onl y 7-5/ B" x 2·7 /8" x 2"
• Complete w ith hold ing tray fo r 4 chips.

AV·S-9I00
AV-5-9200
AV ·~-9500

AV·S·il 76
HCO]65·5
UC922
HC921
MMSII9CN

.. $ 1.79

.
. ..
. .
. ..

UHF Adapter . .
UHF Panel Recp.
UHF Adapter . .
UlerM.nu.1
SPEC IA L F U NCTI O N
Ou. 1MOS ClOCk O. lv.r (SMZI
Ou,1 MOS Clock Driver tSMZI
Floppy OIlcConl. otler
Communlcilion Chip
MI(rop.O(eIiO' Rul Time Clo(k
Mlc.oproeenor CompUIDle ClOCk I.
Mlcrocont roUer wllh 64'Olgll RAM
,no OlreCll..EO O'I~e
Mlc.oconlloUer wah 601 ·01011 RAM
" Direct LEO Orl ve wIN Bun Int.
l2·SIO.VAC Fluo r. Orlver (2c.-pln pkg.)
LEPHON E/ KEYBOAR D CHIP S
PUI" BUllon Telell" one OI ~le r
Reperto'y DI.ler
CMOS CloCIC Generator
Kevllo.ra Encoaer (U lCeYI)
Kevbo"O EncoOer (l6 kevl)
Keybo.," Encoae, (l6kevl)
KeybOila (n<;oaer (20ICeyl)
PUlh Bulton Pul"" OI.ler

MM~U'l'lN

,.~

UVS· '1EL Rep lacem ent Bulb . ••• . • . • •• $ 16.95

BNC Plug
BNC Jack. . .

MCM66110P
MCM66I'OP
MCM66750P

UH F Plug . .
B Ne Plug
B Ne B u lkhead

$3.79
S .49
$ 1.29
$1 .6 0

. .. . $ 1.60

. . . $ 1.79
. . • . $1 .29

Kit
ExpandKrto~~~~sT~oS~'::1.~~S!~t~: to

16K

• 8 ea. MM5290 (UPD416/4116) 16K Dyn. Ram (·ns)
• Documentation for convers ion
TRS·16K2 ·150ns ...................... 19.95
TRS·16K3 · 200ns .
. ..... . . . . . ... 16.95
TRS·16K4 · 250n s.
. .. 14.95

KEYBOARDS

II

UVS-11E ..... .. ... .. $79.95
JOYSTICKS

l~
l~J~_,
JS-S K
JS· l 00K
JVC ·40

5 K Lin ear Taper Pots .. . . . . . . . $ 5. 25
lOOK Linear Taper Pots . . . . . . , . $ 4.9 5
40K (2) Video Controll er in case .. , $ 4.95

Micro Switch 69·Key Keyboard

GRAB BAG
SPECIALS

Uses AMI SW20350K Chip. Slto; 16·31S" L x 5'I,'W x 1·5/S"H Motal
Frame. Light & dark grey key caps INa Oala Shoet)

Part No. KB69SD12·2 . . . . .. . .. $19.95 ea.
Boschert MultI·Voltage PowBr Supply
~

CAPACITORS

<,~.T,~,.~
, ;.:;~o,I~~ :'~'.'. . . . '. •.
' . . .'.~...:. '.

MUFFIN® FAN

~5N</OM ..... '" ..

Ie

supp ly .

FEA T URES:
• Adjustable regu lated power ;uDplies.
pos. end neg. 1 . 2VDC to 15VDC.
• Po we r Outpu t ( each supp ly) :
5 V D C @ 5 00 mA. lD VOC@750mA,
l 2 V DC@ SOOmA . and
1S V O C @ 1 75mA.
• Two. 3 ·term inal edj. IC regu la tors
w ith thermal o ver load p rotec tion.
• Heet sink regU lator cooling
• LE D " on" indicator
• P rinted Boo rd Construction
• 1 2 0 VAC Input
• S iz e : 3 · 112"w)( 5· 1 / 1S " L)( 2 " H

. • • • . . • • .• •••. •

5.1.00

.

':~

G" ~~

Gil ....

. M

(;B"O
GB'"

G8'12

;~;~~A~:~~~~1':~<:..~i~~UTS
2O ...M.."'p'.R.....""".(O"~,.."". ''''~,. ..

'"

.n _n N(·2N."" T,."'U"' .. .. .. .... . . 300

_"_'''_r_:~_:"~_lt:~~~;;~;~:~::~sW, _od '.
~::;~ f:n:'~..r~:;·~~~~·:~'~~!c~~.~:~·1

g::::
Ge,"

",._, .,dp'.".. ) .. .

50000..."""",n'''''I,..
l'OO-'<SoI .... '''9'h ..... ' ) . . .

....

~~=:!?:::-:::,',':.'7,;::.' ~)

2.00
2.00

... ~::

roo.odtU""",ot."' •• ,...... ..."".,,••"".'.. crol •.

500

g::~ ~T:~!:.~~S:i::0,~:~I~,~~~:' .: ~:
'.I"."""..n... "'p'lJ-Ij.. I ••.. • . . J'OO
g9S

~::~! ~~;.~".::,,:r:~~~:;:~:~:~~, ~ . : ...... s~::
s;: ~,:.::,~,~.' ~.~· .M: .·.~:~:·.;.•.~f:;";d,~.,:~..._~: _..:.:~,.~. :.;,~:~,:.~,~":.:."~.':"..•"~., :~,....:",'.'. .' . : :: !.:.:~

O<_
.._ _ _

~:;~j~~~~,t.~l~:~;t~:::

5VDC. 12VDC and 24VDC

9
~:~T~.R~:~,vE~:a:as+ .

. o ut

-

,~

v

..

~

........

~

".

g::;~ ~~.:.}:~;,~~~=:;~,:~:~;~,~~'o"~.5Mo~'. ~.~ !:::~ ~;£~S,~~~~:;::~:;:.-:'"d<O'O..

~

~:

~ ~~lo~~Sll2X~~v@0~~m~~;.t ~:~~~~

~=:r4~~~~xo~t:~"o:~r~.oo;. prot8cIlOn. 1 15 or 230VAC Input. WI. 4 1bl.
' Total averlga o utp ut .hall nol exceed 200 walls.
Ge nera l Des cription: The " Boschert" Power S upply was originally

~~F~gg:~nffr~~f~;,~tl~~~n~it~!~ :~v~~c~r~~r~~~~ts~~~lli~"~lg~~~':

rent requirements common fn use wlt~ computer systems. Us compact
size plovldes vel sat lilly fOf mo unllng Into eleclron ic enclosuros. Each

~~~~:rlc~~~n ~e~~i~:~~~t s'~glg~e~~eJP!ft'h ~% ~~c~~s~oJ.

mounting.

Part No. 200·3010 . . . .... . .... $69.95 each
-

MANY OTHERS AVAILA BLE· WRI TE FOR INFORMATION~
[
;,;. ;.,: .. - !

Gal&9'oo"" •. II ....

~"='~=='M=~=.=
"_~"'e'co' ...'•.•"""................o" .

... ".

Hex~~~~~mal

-.-....

~

._

,~

Encoder Kit
FUll B·BIT

}:.~~~~~~~J:~~

~~;:;~~;:,;1~~;~~;;:~;r~;,~I;'~;~ :~:~.;~;~=;...~:.:,;,:.:~,. ~~~':"::". . ~::~;:;":tg.~';~~:7 ~ ~·;·O!~:.~:.~1,':;,.:':'~.~.~~' :':;~~: :~~ ~E::~~~~;i~:J;I~~r~y~~f:!r~: ~i!~:~~~~:~~~:~n:~~~:
BBc Postage lor your

FREE 1982 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to Change

Jameco·
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592·8097

BYTE June 1982

~.OO

-~-~-.7-~-~~~il.:~~~ . _, . . ~

ELECTRONICS

550

.

1-,,-,.-,

MU2A1 . . . . $9.95 ea.

Genera l Desc ri pt io n : T he JE21 5 is a Dua l Powe r
S up p ly with i n dep e n de nt adju stabl e po s iti ve an d n ega ·
ti ve o ut p u t vol t a ges . A s e parat e adju st me nt f o r eac h
of t he supp li es p ro vi d es th e u ser unlimit ed a p p l ic atio n s
for
c u rren t vo lta ge r equi re m e n ts. Th e su p pl y can
a lso b e u se d as a general all· p urpose variabl e power

"""

2O ...R..<I " '... ..""<...'.n~ .....;r>.' _.'."'_
~ :..~'oO:::..-=i::"=:~~i

115V, SOJ60Hz, 14 Walls , 105clm Ult raso nicall y c leaned & tested.

•

~.~

l - - - - - SWITCHES - - - - -

,05clm free air delivery
4.68" sq. x 1.50" depth. Weight. 17 oz.
acoustical raUng as low as NC38
mo re than 10 yrs. conI. du ty at l 0 ·C
Impedance protected
for ambients to 70 ·C
~~le~~op~o~:~d recognized &

JE215 Adjustable
Dual Power Supply

,.: St5

:.:::: : ,~_:':~:-;''.!.:::';:,~~:;~:::::,,';'i,~;.;,~,; ·

g::~

~ 1~~PC~n~~b~~CII:Iv;;~~~~~a;~;~~:~I~~:'
.
•
•
•
•
•
•

i~.-;;,:~;:;"~S.10.~Wtl:;·000l0ml .

Gel !'

o r a ·blt memory ci rcuits. Throe edd itlonal key; arc p ro·
vided for use r operations wit h ono ha vi ng a binable
output avai lable. The outp u ts a re latched and monitorod
w ith 9 L E D readouts. Also inc luded Is 8 key entry strobe.
Feat u res : Full B·b it latched Output for microprocessor
use. T hreo u;er·define keys with one being bistable
ope ration . Oeboun ce ci rc u it provided for all 1 9 koys.
9 L ED re ado uts to vo rlf y entries. Easy interfaCi n g wi th
;tandard 'S·pln IC connector. Only +5 V OC required
for oparatlon . Size : 3 )11," H )( BY."W)( B*-" O

JE600/ DTE ·HK }sA;,tSU~!~e~bb~~~)

...

$99.95

JE600 Kit ~cKBecia~e~'Cd~~·n~s~1~~a:~s'e) .. $59.95

K19

19·Key Keyboa rd (Keyboa rd only) ....

DTE·HK

$ 14.95

( case on ly - 3Vz"H)(81/~"Wx8l(. " D )

Circle 248 on Inquiry card .

..

SN7400N
SN740lN
S N 7402N
SN7403N
S N7404N
S N7405N
5 N 7406N
SN7407N
5 N7408N
SN7409N
SN 74 10N
S N7411 N
SN7412N
SN741 J N
SN74J4N
SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
SN7421N
SN7422N
SN742JN
5N7425N
5N7426N
5N7427N
SN 7428N
SN74JON
S N74 12N
SN1431N
SN74lBN
5N1439N
5N7440N
SN7441 N
5N1442N
SN7443N
SN7444N
SN7445 N
SN7446N
SN7447N
SN7448N
SN7450N
SN 745JN
5N7453N
SN74!)4N
SN74S9A

74 LSOO
74L S01
74LS02
74 LSOJ
74 LS~

74 LS05
74LSOB
74LS09
74 LS IO
74LSll
74 L S12
74 LS 13
74 L S14
74 L515
74 L 520
74L S21
74 LS22
74 L 526
74 LS27
74 LS28
74 LS30
74 L 5 32
74LSJ3
74LS37
74LSJB
74 LS40
74 LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74L549
74LS51
74L S54
74 L S55
74LS73
74 LS74
74 L S75
74L576
74 L S78
74LS83
74LSSS
74 LS86
74 L S90
74 5 00
14502
745 03
74504
745 ffi
74S08
74S09
74510
74S 11
745 15
74520
74 522
74530
74S32
745 38
74 S~0

74551
74564
74565
H S J4
745 86
745 112
745 11 3
NS 1 I~

CA3013H
CA3023H
CA3035H
C A3039H
C A 3046N
CA 3059N
C D4000
CD400J
CD4002
CD4ocx;
C Q4007
CD4009
C04010
C D 4011
C D401 2
CD4013
CD40 14
C Q4015
C04016
C[)4017
CD4018
CD4019
CD4020
C04021
CD4022
C D4023
CD4024
CD4025
C D4026
C04027
CCJ.f1l2B
CD4029
C04030
CD40J.1
CC4035
C04040

.20
.20
.25
.25
.25
.29
.35
.35
.29
.29
.25
.29
.35
.40
.69
. 29
.29

."."

.45
.29
.29
.29
.25
.49
.25
.29
.25
.40
.25
.20

.89
.59
1.10
LlO

.89
.79
.69
.79
. 20
.20

.20
.20
.25

.29
.29
.29
.29
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.39

.35
.59
.99

.35
.35

.35
.35
.35
.35
.35

.35
.35
.59
.45
.39

.35
.89

."

l.lS
LIS

.35

.35
.35
.45
.45

.59

.45
.49

.89

1.25

.49
.69

.'5

.<5
.~5

.55
.55
.50
.50

.<5
'<5

.45
.45
,45
..15
.55
1.25

.'"

.45
.50
.50
.75

."
."
."
2.15
3.25
2.49
l.35
l.30
3. 25
. 39
.39
. 39

l.i9
.25
.49

-',
."

.39
.25

1.39
1.l9

.59
1.19
.99
.4'
1.19
1.39
1.19
.29
. J9

.23
2.95

.69
.89
1.49
.49
3.49

.99
1.49

·~AAJY

7400

5N7472N
SN7473N
SN7474N
S N74 75N
5N747'6N
SN7479N
SN7480N
SN1482N
SN7483N
SN74a5N
SN7486N
SN1489N
SN7490N
SN7491N
SN7492N
SN7493N
SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N
SN7497N
SN74100N
SN74104N
5N741OSN
SN74i07N
SN74 109N
SN74116N
SN14121N
SN74122N
SN14123N
SN 74I25N
5N74126N
SN74lJ2N
5N74136N
5N74141N
5N74142N
S N74143N
SN74144N
5N74145N
SN14147N
SN74 J4SN
5N7415ON
5N7011S I N
5N74152N

74 LS92
74 LS9J
74 LS95
74 LS96
74LSI07
74 LSI O'}
74 L S1l2
74LS1l3
74LS1l4
74LSl22
74 LS12J
74LSI25
74LS l26
74LS132
74LSI3J

74LSIJ6
14LSl38
14 LSI39
74LSlSl

74LSi5J
74LSI504
74 LS155
74 LSlS6
74 LSl57

74LSIsa
74 LSi60
74 L S161
74LS 162
74LS163
74LSl64
74LS165

74LS l68
74LS169
74LSi70
74LS173
74 LS174
74LSl7S
14 LSiBi
14L5190
14L5191

.29

.79

SN14156N
5N74157N
SN74160N
5N74161N
SN7U62N
SN74163N
SN74164N
SN7U65N
SN74166N
SNW67N
SN74170N
SN14172N
SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N
SN74171N
5N74i79N
SN74180N
SN74181N
SN74182N
5N74i84N
5N741a5N
SN74190N
SN74191N
SN14192N
SN14193N
SN74 194N
SN74195N
5N14196N
SN74197N
SN74198N
SN74199N
SN74221N
5N74251N
SN74276N
SN74279N
5N742S3N
SN742a4N
SN142a5N
SN74365N
SN74J66N
5N74367N
SN74J6.8N
SN74390N
SN74393N

. 75
.75
.99

74 LS192
74 L S193
74 LSl94
74 LSl95
74LS191

.35
.35
.49
.35
5.00
.50

.99
.69
.89
.35
1.75
.49
.59
.45
.45
.69
.69

.69
3.00
1.49

.89
.89
.35
.39
1.95
.39
.55
.59
.49
.49
.75
.75

.99
3.25
3,49
3.119

.79
1.95
1.29
1.25

.69
.69
.79
1.25

US

.45
.45
.45

.49
.49

.89
1.25
. 59
.59
.99
.89

.49
.89
.89
.89
.89

1.75
.89
.89

.89
.89

1.15
US
US
US
1.15
1.15

1.19

1.19
1.95
.99
.99
.99
2.95
1.25
1.25

74 LS221
74 LS240
74 LS241
74 LS242
74 L S243
74 LS244
74 LS 245
74LS247
74 LS248
74 LS249
74 LS251
74 LS253
74 LS257
74 LS258
74LS260
74LS2ti6
74 LS273
74LS279
74LS283
74LS290
74 LS293
74 L S298
74 LS3S2
74 LS353
74 LSJ65
74 LS366
74 LS367
74 L S368
74 LSJ73
74 LS]74
74 LS375
74LS386
74 LS393
74 L S399
74 LS670
81L595
81 L 591

745 124
745133
745134
745 135
745 136
745138
745139
745 140
745151
745 153
745 157
745158
745 160
745174
7451 75
745188
745194
745195
74 5 196
745240
745241

3.95
.55

1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
2.95
1.59
1. 59
2.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.95
2.95

745243
745244
745251
745253
745257
745258
745260
745280
745287
745288
745373
745374
745 387
745471
745472
745473
745474
745475
745570
74557 1
745572
745573
745940

CA3060N
C A3080H
CA308IN
CA3082N
CA3083N
C A 3Q86N

3.25
1.25
2.00
2.00
1.60
.85

CA3089N
CA3096N
CA3130H
CA3140H
CA3160H
CA3401N
C A3600N

74S
.69
Ll9
1.75
1.35
1.35

.79

CD- CMOS
C04041
CD4042
CD4043
CD4QM
COO046
CD4047
C04 ~8

C04049
CD4050
CD4051
C04052
CD4053
COO056
CDl059
CD4D50

1.49
.99
.89
.89
1.19
2.50
1.35
.49

."

!.l9
1.19
1.l9
2.95
9.95
1.49

COOC&

.79

CD4C68
CD4()i9
CD4070
C04071
CD4072
CD4073
C04075
CD4076
C04078
C0408 1
CD4082
CD4003

.39
.45
.55

."

.49
.39
.J9
l.39
.55
.J9
.J9
.99

Circle 248 on Inq uiry card.

CD 4098
CD45C6
C D 4507
COO508
C D 4510
CD4511
CD4512
CD45 i 4
C D4515
CD4516
CD4518
CD4519
CD4520
CD4526
C04528
CD4529
C04543
C D4562
CD4566
CD4583
CD45B4
CD4723
CD4 724
MCI4409
MC14410
MC I44ll
MC I4412
MC I44 19
MCI4433
MCl4538
MC14541

O~O[L

P ar t No.
Functian
Price
7045 1P I
CMOS P r ecision Timer
14 .95
7045EV/Klt;
Stopwatc h Chip , X TL
24.95
7l06CPL
3112 Digit A/D (LCD Dr ive)
16.95
7l06EV/ Klt*
IC, Circuli Board, Display
34.95
7107CP L
15.95
J ill Digit A/D (LED Drive )
7107EV/KIt;
IC , CirCuit Board, Display
29.95
7116CPL
3112 Digit A / D LCD Dis. HLD.
IS.95
7117CP L
3112 Digit AID L ED DiS. HLD.
17.95
1201lD R
Lo w Battery Vo lt IndIcat o r
2.25
721l51PG
CMOS LE D Stopwatch/Timer
12.95
7205EV/Klt*
Stopwatch Chip , X TL
19.95
7206CJPE
Tone Generator
5.15
7206CEV/KIt* Ton e Generato r C hi p, X TL
12.95
7207A IPD
Osc illator Controller
6.50
72D7AEV/Klt* F reQ . Counter Chip, X TL
13.95
7208 IP I
Seven Decad e Counter
17.95
7209 IPA
C lock Generator
3.95
72151 PG
4 F u nc. CMOS Sto p wa tch CKT
13.95
72 15 EV/K lt*
4 Func. Stop w at c h Chip, X TL
19.95
7216A IJ I
8-Dlglt Un III. C ou nter C.A.
32.00
1216C IJI
8-Dlglt F reQ. Counter C.A.
26.95
7216DI P I
8-Digit FreQ. Counter C.C.
21.95
7217 1JI
4-Oiglt LED Up/Dow n Counter CA 12.95
7217A tPI
4-OIgit LED Up/Down Counter CC 14 .95
12241PL
LCD 41,';1 DIgit Up Coun t er oR I
11.25
7226A IJL
8-Digit Un Iv. Counter
31.95
7226AEV/Klt* 5 F u nction Counter Chip, X TL
74.95
72<10 IJ E
CM05 Bin Prog. Timer/Counter
<1.95
7242 1J A
CMOS Dl vlde-by -256 RC Ti mer
2.05
7ZiO IJ E
CMOS BCD P r og . T ime r/ Counter
6.00
7260 IJ E
CMOS BCD Prog. Ti me r/C ounter
5.25
7555 1PA
CMOS 555 Timer (8 pin)
lAS
7556 IPD
CMOS 556 Timer (1<1 pin)
2.20
7611BCPA
CMOS Op Amp Compa rat or 5MV 2.25
7612B CPA
CMOS Op Amp Ext. Cmvr.
5MV 2.95
7621 BCPA
CMOS Dual Op Amp Compo
5MV 3.95
7631CCPE
CMOS Trl Op Amp Compo
10MV 5.35
CMOS Quad Op Amp Camp. 10MV 7.50
7641CCPD
7642CCPD
Amp Compo 10MV 7.50
7660CPA
2.95
8OJ8CCPD

.79
.69
.89

.89
.89
.89

.89
.89
1.25
2.19
1.95
4.95
1.39

.99
.89
.79

.79
1.49
. 79
2.25

.79
2.119
2.119
1.25
1.25
.89

.89
.89
.69
.89
.89
1.49
1.49
1. 25
.99
1.95
.79
1.49
J.95
3.95

.69
.69
.69
.69
1.49
1.49

7<1COO
74C02
7<1C04
74C08
7<1C10
7<1C14
7<1C20
7<1C30
14C<12
7t1C<18
7<1C73
7t1C74
NCSS
7<1C86
7<1C89
74C90
74C93

1.15
1.15

1.15
1.15
1.19
l.J9
l.49

lAg
1.49
1.49
1.49

2.95

1.19

1.19

1.19

.99
.99
.89

.69
.69
.69
1.95

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS
WVDC PRICE
MF.

.89

.89
.99
.99

1.25
.69
.69
.69
.69
.89
.69

2.95
3.25
2.75
3.119
JA9
2.95
10.95
10.95
10.95
12.95
12.95
5.95
5.95
9.95
9.95
3.1 5
3.75
3.95
1.39
1.25
1.25
.59
3.50

2.'19
. 75

.89
1.29
1.79
1.79
1.95
2.79
1l.95
2.79
2.49
:15
1.95
1.95
17.95
18.95
15.95
15.95
7.95
15.95
2.119
1. 95

us

g:~

( .( '

2( ,1100

1-24
8
14
16
18
20
22
24
28
36
40

pi n
pin
pin
pin
pin
p in
pin
pin
pin
pin

LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP

pin
p in
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin
p in

.28
.32
.36
.37
.44
.59
.62

.J8
.45
.60
.63

•
8
14
16
18
24
28
36
40

50-100
.15
. 18
.20
.27
.30
.35
.36
.43
.58
.61

SOLDER TAIL (GOLD)
STANDARD
25~'

1-24
.J9
.49
.54

5G
5G
5G
5G
5G
5G
SG
5G

50-1 00
.31
.41

.35
.45
.49
.53
.15
1.00
lAO
1.59

.59
. 79
1.10
1.65
1.75

.44

.48

.59
.90
1. 26
1.115

3.15
US
US

2.95
US
2.95

•

14
16
18
24
28
J6
40

PRLCE

21.000
32.500
(a.GOO
( 2.000
(3.0 00
45.000
52,000
55.000
58.000
65.0011
13,8GO
80.0110
90.0011
UO,OGG
1611.000

U~

3.15

OTHER VALUES AVA LLABLE -

25·49
.16
. 1'
.21

.17
.20
.22
.29
.34
.37

35

US

U~

n .MlQ

1.(9

..us"
t .iS

n.ooll

J.95

~~

""
"'~"
1:"
"
""
'"
"'",
iJ us
us
"'"
'""
"'"
CALL
" OR WRITE FOR YOUR REaUIREMENT

1' .DOII

1.95

LOW PROFILE
ITIN) SOCKETS

pin
pin
pin
pi n
p in
pi n
pin

U5
US
5.115

US
5.55
U5
5. 95
5.95
5.S5
7.~
7. ~

g."

a. 9S
lO.9S
8.9S

SOLDERTAIL
STANDAR D (TIN)
1-24
.27
.30
.35

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

25·49
.25
.27
.32
.45
.90
1. 26
1.115

.49
.99
1.39
1.59

50-100
. 24
.25
.30
.42
.81
1.15
1.30

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
(GOLD) LEVEL # 3

I

1-24

25·<19
.54
.63
.73
.77

.59
.59

8pl n WW
10 plnWW
14 pin WW
16pln WW
18 pin WW
20p in WW
22pln WW
24 pin W W
28 pin WW
36pln WW
40 p in WW

.79
.85
.99
1.19
1.49
l.39
1.69
2.19
2. 29

SO· 100
.49
.58
.67
.70
.81
.99
1. 23
1.14
). 38
1.79
1.89

.90
1.08
1.35
1. 26
1.53
1.99
2.09

UMPER AND CABLE ASSEMBLIES
'STANDARD DIP JUMPERS
A LI Ju mpers u se
D i r\~

Low

pro t,! .. dip

Illu~

W' l h

" e~"y

,
DJI4 ·2
DJ , 4·3

9241 0124

"

"',,,b"'M

"
,,-

d~u b l.

oM

,loubl ' .ntI
9 ;>" 11 14
9 N !!236

0)24 · 1·24
DJ24 ·l ·24

24 "

, ·nlJl·""d

9 24 10236

OJ14 ·J ·14
DJI6· \

DJ14 · 1
OJ24 ·2

"n!l"

,."", ""~

9 24\1636
9 24" 2 12

"
"
"""
"
"""

""tjI •• M

''''91· .,.<1
" n~ •• n~

tln " bi • • M

>0'
24 "

''''q' • •n''

12"

MojI • • ntl

..

24 "

,,,' ........ oJ

36 "
12"

""""'
",'
oJ .... .,. •• ",.

3.20
3.49
3.79

14 "

C' .... ... I.,. ....

0)040·2
OH"
0 )04 0 ·]
0.140 ·1,(0
OJ40· 2.(0

9 241 3224

D.I40·].(0

,,,m,,

924 1n·J6

9 24 136 12
9 241 3624
9 241 3636

' ,m 0."".'_
40

'~

, ' .. .

''' !<JI~

24 "

6 .7!1

7.69

",~, " '~ " " J

40

.nll
"milo,,, ,,

40
40

36"
12"

10. 9~

" ..,,,bl• • ,,,1 24 "

11 .B9

40

,l<>u.,.••"1l

12.19

JG "

STANDARD DB 25 SERIES CABLES
Now you can Old er DIl 25 P or S CO n" CClOrs wilh Ih e
nl'CeUJry 10 ti l your al'pl ic atioll. Choosetro",

ou r

~la"<1l1 d II ~ I

ca ble '" <I -toOl long lhs

STANDARD CABLES

".'"

CabLe Leng,h
1·DB2fiP
DB255·4

1· 08255

DB25P-4 ·P

2- 0B25P

OB25p·4 ·S

"Iee l I.OB25P/L ·DB25S

1.59
1.89
2.95
3.95
2.25
1.69
1.60
1.49
1.69
1.59
1.39
1.J9
1.19
1.69
1.69
1.59

.79
.79

1.95

.99

6.95
1.29
1.29

LHOOO2CN
LMI0CLH
L MllCLH
LHOO70·QH
TL071CP
T L 072CP
TLONCN
LH0082CD
TL082CP
TL084CN
L H0W4CD
L M300H
LM301CN
LM302H
LMJ04 H
L M305 H
LM J07CN
L M308CN
L M309H
LM309K
L M3 10CN
L M3 11/CN
LM312H
LMl17M P
LM317T
LM317K
LM 318C N
L M319N
LM320K-5
LM320K-12
L M320K- 15
LM320T-5
LM 320T-12
L M320T · 15
L M323K
LM324N
LMl29D Z
LM331N
LM 334Z
LM335 Z
LM3J6Z
LM 137T
LM 337MP
LM 3J8K
LM339N
LM 340K-5
LM340K-12
LM3<10K- 15

6.85
4.50
<1 .75
4.95
.19
1.39
2.49
35.80
1.19
2.19
36.80

.99
.35
1.95
1.95

.99
.45
LOO
1.95
1.25
1.75
.90
2.49
1.15
1.75
3.95
1.95
1.95
1.35
1. 35
1.35
1.25
1.25
1.25
5.95

.99
.65
3.95
1. 30
1.40
1.75
1.95
LI5
6.95
.99
1.35
1.35
1.35

LINEAR
LM340T'5
LM340T·12
LMJ40T- lS
LM341P-5
L M341P-12
LM34l p·15
L M342P-S
L M342p·12
L M342p· 15
LM348N
L M350K
L F351N
L F 353N
L F355 N
L F356N
LM358N
L M159N
LM370N
L M373N
LM377N
L M380N
L M381N
LMJB2N
L M384N
L MJ86N-3
L M367N
LM389N
L M392N
L F 398N
L M399H
T L49<1CN
TL496CP
N E 510A
N E529A
N E511H
N E536 H
N E 5<1OH
N E 54<1N
NE5SOA
N E55SV
LM 556N
NE564N
L M565N
L M566CN
L M567V

1.25
1.25
1.25
.15
.75
.75

.59
.59
.59
1.25
5.75

.60
1.00
1.10
1.10
1.00
1. 79
<1,49
3.25
2.95
1. 25
1.95
1. 79
1.95
1."
1,45
1.35

.59
4.00
5.00
4.49
1.15
6.00
4.95
3.95
6.00
6.00
4.95
1.30
.39

.99
3.95
1.25
1.95
1.25
<1 .95

74C221
74C240
74C244
74CJ73
NC314
74C901
7t1C903
74C911
74C9 12
7<1C915
74C917
74C922
7t1C923
74C925
14C926
80C95
80C97
L M702H
L M70JCN
LM709N
L M710N
L M7 UN
L M723N
LM 733N
LM739 N
LM741CN
MC174 1SCG
L M7<17N
LM 746 N
L MI014N
LMJ310N
LMI458CN
LM1<188N
LM1489N
LM1496N
L M I556V
LMI800N
LMI871N
LMI872N
LMI677N-9
LMI889N
L MI896N
L M2002T
LM2877P
L M2878P
LM2896P-l
L M3189N
L M3900 N
LM3905CN
L M3909N
LM3914N
L M3915N
L M3916N
RC4136N
RC<1 15INB
RC<119HK
RC4195TK
LM4SOOA
IC L SOJ8B
LM l 3080N
LMIJ600N
75138N
75450N
7S45ICN

1.95
2.25
2.25
2.49
2.59

.59
.69

10.95
10.95
1.69
10.95
5.49
5.75
7.50
1.50

.79

.19
.19

.89
.29
.19
.19

.69
1.00
J.l9
.35
3.00
.19
.59
2.75
1.95
.59
1.25
1.25
1.95
1.75
2.95
5.49
5.49
3.25
3.20
1.75
1.49
2.05
2.25
2.25
2.95

.59
1.25

LiS
3.95
3.95
3.95
1.25
3.95
6.95
5.49
3.25
<1.95
1.29
1.49
1.95
.89
.39

CAPACITOR CORNER
l.

I'" "",.."., "'· 1. ..

cabLe

12"
N "
36 "

".

~,,'~ ~

d uty

lor repea led disc onrmC I ;j ppl,cal io" ,

.99
3.95
1.39
1.29
J.49
3.95
2.95
1.49
1.79

H!

200

2.49
2.49
2.49
1.95
1.95

.79

."

~::~

2.95
2,95

..
.

1.95
1.95

3.25
3.25
lAS
lA S
1.35
1.35

U9

"'"
'"'""
""
"
"'"
OVER

1.29
1.29

1.1100
lO .OOg
III.Ooa
11 .0011
13.11011
14,1100
I( .MlO
1'.000
20.000

1.9~

'",

20 ~

. 39
. 39
. 39
. 39
.39
.75
.J9
.39
1.39
1.95

$ 9.95e3.

16.95 ea.

50 VOL T CERAMIC DISC CAPAC ITORS
Value
10 p f
22 pf
47 pf
100 pf
220 pf
470 pf

I

10-99 100+
10-99 100+
1~
1·'
.06
.05
.OOI,u
F
.08
.08
.06 .05
V
al ue
.08
.06
.05
.06 .05
.08
,0"'/1F
.08
.06 .05
.08
.06 .05
.Ol,u
.022,uF
.09
.01
.06
.08
.06
.05
F
.09 .01 .06
.08
.06
.05
.08
.06
.05
.15
.12
. 10
100 VOLT MY L AR FILM CAPACITORS
.OOlm f
.10
.01 !.022mf
.13
.11
.08
.12
.11
.13
.D47mf
.12
.10
.01
.21
.0022m f
. I mf
.27
.23
.11
.0047mf
.12
. 10
.01
. 12
.10
.01
.22mf
.33
.27
. 22
.Ol mf
+20% DIPPED TANTALUMS (So lid) CAPACITORS
.4 1
.37
.29
.1/35V
.J9
.34
.29
.45
.34
.J9
.34
.29
2.2JJ5V
.5 1
.15/35V
1.5!35 V
.37
.41
.34
.29
3.3!25V
.53
.22/35V
.39
<1. 7{25V
.63
.56
.45
.39
.34
.29
.3J/15V
.29
.79
.59
.55
A7/35V
.39
. 34
6.8/25V
.OS
.39
.34
.29
15/ZSV
1.39 1.25
.68/35V
.29
.79
.59
.55
1.0/J5V
.39
.34
22/ 6V
MIN1. ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

1'J/f

I

BYTE June 1982

551

ft.'.

~

CPU BOARDS
CO-PROCESSOR 8086/8087

STATIC MEMORY BOARDS

tilll

RAM 20 - 32K STATIC RAM

16 bit 8 or 10 MHz 8086 CPU with sockets
lor 8087 and 80130

Dlscrlption
Bf6BTlB8A
Bf6BAT188C
Bf6BT1B8A81
BF6BT1B8C81

US, Prlce

A& T 8MHz 8086 only
$695.00
CSC 10MHz 8086 only $850.00
A& T wilh 8087 option
$1295.00
esc with 8087 option·
$1550.00
-B087 requires slower clock speeds

RAM 20 10 MHz, 4K byte block disable. bank select
or 24 bit addressing available 8, 16,24 or 32 K

Our PrICI]
$ 825.00
$185,00
$1225.00
$1458.00

DUAL PROCESSOR 8085·8088
6 or 8 MHz Provides true 16 Bit Power with a standard
8 bit S-100 bus
A& T 6Mhz
5425.00
$399.00
CSC 6/8 MHz
$525.00
$498.00

CPU-z

zao

Ipart No.

Descrlption

Us. Prlce

Our Price I

BFGBTl64AA8
BFGBT1B4AC8
BFGBTI64AA18
BFGBTlB4ACI6
BFGBTl64AA24
8FGBTl84AC24
8FGBTI 64AA32
BF6BTl84AC32

8K A& T
8K CSC
16K A& T
16K CSC
24K A& T
24K CSC
32K A& T
32K CSC

$210.00
$280.00
$285.00
$355.00
5355.00
5425.00
5425.00
$495.00

$190.00
$280 .00
$280 .00
$325.00
$325.00
$385.00
$385.00
$450.00

January Issue of BYTE.

RAM 17. 10 MHz. 2 Watt. DMA Compatible 24 Bit Addressing
BF68T1l5AB4
64K A& T
5599.00
$550.00
BFGBT1l5CB4
64K CSC
$750.00
$899.00

@l) RAM
IEEE/696
BFG8T1BOA
BFGBT180C

X

16 BIT CMOS STATIC RAM

8 andlor 16 Bit
16 10 MHz, 32K x 16 or 64K x 8
16 Bit 2 Watt, 24 Bit Addressing
64K A& T
5650.00
$599.00
64K CSC

5750.00

$699.00

NEW! RAM 21 - 128K STATIC RAM
@l) RAM 21 12MHz. 128K x 8 or 64K x 16
IEEE/696 8 or 16 Bit 1.2 Amps. 24 Bit Addressing
8FG8T190A
128K A&T
51695.00
$1610.00
8fGBTI90C
128K CSC
$1895.00
$1195.00

SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
Se rial port (software prog. baud), 4K EPROM or RAM
provision, 15 levels of interrupt, real time clock,
optional math processor

OllcrlpU..
BF681182A
BF6BT1B2C
BF68J8231
BF68J8232
BF69Tl82AM!
BF6BTI 82CMI
BFBBT1B2AM2
BF6BT1B2CM2

US!

Prlce

Assembled & Tested
5399.00
CSC
$495.00
Math Chip
Math Chip
A& T with8231 Math Chip
CSC w/8231 Math Chip
A& T w/8232 Math Chip
CSC w/8232 Math Chip

Our Price
$380.00
$480.00
$195.00
$195.00
$555.00
$855.00
$555.00
$855.00

M-DRIVE SOLID STATE DISK DRIVE, o'D.I1\6
3500% FASTER!
~

I

Memory mapped controller handles 4 8 " drives,
single or double density

IPart No.

Ollcrlption

BFMO SOJ220B A& T w/CP/M '· 2.2

Us. Prlce

Our PrICII

$399.00

$315.00

DISCUS 2D .. DISCUS 2+2 SUBSYSTEMS
Each subsystem includes DJ/2 B controller B" double
density drives with cabinet, power supply, CP/M'" 2.2 and
Microsoft Basic
BFMDSF1 2I B
BFMDSF122B

1 Drive

2 Drive

301bs.
481bs.

51095.00
51875.00

$ 950.00

$1815.00

DOUBLE SIDED - DISCUS 2+2

RAM 17 - 64K CMOS STATIC RAM

RAM 16 - 32K

DISK JOCKEY 2B FLOPPY CONTROLLER

SINGLE SIDED - DISCUS 2D

CMOS STATIC RAM
For a complete analysis of the advantages of CMOS
memory, see the "Product Description " on pag e 416 of the

CPU

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS
8r SUBSYSTEMS

Not Really, But the Next Best Thing for CompuPro 8085/88
Users. Call for Detail on M-Orive.
M-Drive requires a 6MHz CPU B085/88 dual processor, Disk
1 DMA disk controller and System Suport 1 Multifunction
Board
BF6BTMOl28K ! 2BK ot A& T memory & M-oriveSoftware
$1198.00
BFGBTMOI28KC 12BK ot esc memory & M-orive Software
$139B.00
BFGBTM0256KA 256K 01 A&T memory & M· oriveSoftware
$2395.00
BFGBTM0256K C 256K ot esc memory & M-orive Software
$2195.00

8FMDSBF812
BFM DSBF822

1 Drive
2 Drive

301bs.
48 Ibs.

$1250.00
$2200.00

51395.00
$2495.00

. 'DISK JOCKEY/DMA n,OPPY CONTROLLER
DMA Con troller supports 4 soft-sectored 8 " drives and 4 10
sector 5W' drives simultaneously. On board Z80A
BFMOSOJOMA A& T w/CP/M- 2.2
5495.00
$450.00

DISK JOCKEY DMA SUBSYSTEMS
Each subsystem includes DJ/DMA controller, 8" doubledensity drives or 5V4" 48 TPI drives, cabinet, power supply,
CP/M- 2.2 and Microsoft BASIC

SINGLE SIDED DISCUS 2D/DMA
BFMOSOF811
BFMOSOF821

1 Drive
2 Drive

301bs.
481bs.

$1 050.00

51195.00
$1975.00

$lll5.00

DOUBLE SIDED DISCUS 2+2/DMA
1 Drive
2 Drive

BFMOSOFBI2
BFMOSOFB22

30 tbs.

$1495.00
52575.00

48 Ibs.

$1325.00
$2295.00

DOUBLE SIDED - DISCUS MINI-n,oPPYjDMA
BFMOSOF5124
8FM080F5224

1 Drive
2 Drive

5 995.00
51695.00

171bs.
32 Ibs.

$895 .00
$1525.00

MPX CHANNEL BOARD
t/ O Mul.fiptexer, using 8085A-2 CPU on board with 4K RAM
BF68118844
Assembted & Tested
5495.00
$445.00
BF6BT1B8C4
$595.00
$535.00

esc

BF6BTl88AI8
BF6BTl88CI8

With 16K RAM
Assembted & Tested
$649.00
CSC
$749.00

$585.00
$815.00

INTERFACER 1
Two Seriat I/ O
Assembled & Tested
5249.00
$324.00
CSC

S·100 5·26 MB
HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS

$219.00
$298.00

DISK CONTROLLERS
noppy CONTROLLER

INTERFACER 2
Three parallel, one serial I/O board
Assembled & Tested
5249.00
CSC
$324.00

DISK 1

$219.00
$289.00

INTERFACER 3
Eight channel multi-use ser ial I/O board
BFG81ll4BA
Assembted & Tested
$699.00
BF6BTl14BC
esc 200 hr. 8 Port
$849.00
Bf 6BT1145A Assembled & Tested
$599.00
BF6811l45C CSC 200hr. 5 port
5699.00

NEW!

$829.00
$150.00
$559.00
$829.00

INTERFACER 4

Three Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Centronics Parallel
Bf 6BT181A
Assembled & Tested
5350.00
$315.00
8F68Tl81C
CSC
$450.00
$415 .00

SPECTRUM COLOR GRAPIUCS
8F681144A
BF681144C
BF6B120

Color Graphics board with Paralle l I/O
Assembled & Tes ted
5399.00
CSC
5449.00
Sublogic Universal
Graphics Interpreter Software

$349.00
$339.00
$35.00

Fast DMA Soft Sector, Controls 8" or 5~" Single or
Double Density. OUR BEST!
BFGBT1lIA
A&T
$495.00
$450.00
BFGBT1l1 C
CSC
5595.00
$555.00
9FBBTCPM80·
CPIM 2.2 for Z8018085 with
$115.00
manuals & BIOS 8" SID disk
BFG8TCPM88
CP/M lor 8086 with manuals &
$300.00
BIOS 8 " SID disk
BFGBTOAS8S
Oasis 8 bit single user 8" S/D disk $500.00
BF6BTOAS8M
Oasis 8 bit multiuser, 8" S/O disk
$850.00

NJVfl
.

DISK 2/SELECTOR CHANNEL
HARD DISK CONTROLLER

Fast DMA 2 board set. Con trols 4 Shugart 4000 series
or Fujitsu 2300 type drives
BFGBTlllA
Assemb led & Tested 5795.00
$150.00
BFGBT1l1C
CSC
$895.00
$850.00

Active termination, 6-12-20 Slot
A& T 6 slot, 2 Ibs.
$140.00
$190.00
CSC 6 slot, 2 Ibs.
A& T 12 slot, 3 lbs.
5175.00
CSC 12 slot, 3 Ibs.
$240.00
A& T 20 slo t, 4 Ibs.
$265.00
CSC 20 slot, 4 Ibs.
$340.00

$126.00
$115.00
$155.00
$220.00
$235.00
$310.00

ACTIVE TERMINATOR
Allows older S-100 motherboards to f un faster and quie ter
BFGBTIOBA
Assembled & Tested
$59.50

Replace * in above part numbers with 5 /0r 5Mb Subsystems
or 10 for 10Mb Subsystems.
DISCUSM5 - 5Mb Subsystems
52195.00
SI915.00
DISCUSM IO -10Mb Subsystems
53195.00
$2815.00
(order by part numbers listed above)

DISCUS HDC 20-26 Mb SUBSYSTEMS
Each subsystem includes HDCA3 // 0 mapped controller,
Shuga rt SA400B 14 " 26Mb or Fujitsu 2308 8" 20Mb Hard
Disk, cabinet. power supply, CP/M ·-2.2 & Microsoft BASIC.
BFMOSHOC20 Discus M20 A& T
54795.00
$3995.00
BFMOSHOC28 Discus M26 A& T
$4495.00
$3895.00

5-100 MOTHERBOARDS
BF6BTl53A
8F6!!T153C
Bf6BTl54A
BF6BT154C
BF6BTl55A
BF6BTl55C

5 - 10 Mb DMA SUBSYSTEMS
Each subsystem includes DMA Hard Disk. Controller.
Seagate ST506 5 Mb orST412 10 Mb 5 Y," Hard Disk,
Cabinet, power supply, CPIM·-2.2 and Microsolt BASIC.
BFMOSOMAM·
Software supplied on 8" IBM 3740 disk
with bla nk I/ O and INSTA LL program
8FMOSOMAM· 2B
Software configured lor Morrow DJ/2B
controller and Mult I/O as console
BFMOSOM AM· OMA Software configured lor Morrow DJIDMA
controller and Mult I/ O as con sole
BFMOSOMAM*NS
Software sup/ied on 5 ~" 10 sector North
Star disk with blank 110 and INSTALL
Program

I/O BOARDS
MULTI I/O

S·100 MAINFRAME
110V 60Hz CVT Mainframe uses famous 20 slot
COMPUPRO Mo therboard. 55 Ibs.
BFBBTENC20RM 20 Slot Rack Mount $895.00
$825 .00
BFGBTENC200K 20 Slot Desk Top
$825.00
$180.00

BFMOSMB3200

Three Serial, Two Parallel
Assembled & Tes ted 5359.00

$329. 00

SWITCHBOARD
BFMOSSB2411

Two serial// O, four parallel fI~,
one status port, one strobe port
$299.00

$2B9.00

Circle 370 on Inquiry card.

CPU BOARDS
CPU/68000 - 8MHz 68000 CPU

SUPERQUAD - ADVANCED MICRO DIGITAL
AT LAST, A FULL S-100 SYSTEM

2/4 MHz l80A CPU wilh RS232C Serial I/O Port complele
with Monitor PROM for 2422 Disk Con troller

ON A SINGLE BOARD!
• IEEE 5-100 Bus Compalible • Z80A CPU @ 4MHz • Floppy Disk
Controller. Single & Double Density (S upports up to 4 disk drives 5'/4 " or
8") • 64 Kb Memory, 16K Bank Seleclable • 5-100 EXlended Address
A16-23 • 2 Serial and 2 Parallel 110 Porls • 2Kor 4Koi Shadow EPROM
• Real Time Interrupt Clock . One Year Warra nty . Runs with CP/M,
MPI M, CP/NET • All 01 These Fea lureson a Single Siandard Size 5-100
Board.

Pari No.

Des cription

Part No.

Description

BFCCS2810A

Assembled & Tes led

Usl Price Our Price
$300 ,00

16 bit 68000 CPU with on board ROM containing
MACSBUG Monitor or Mot o rola 685 41 Memory
Manag ement Unit (MMU).

Part No.

Description

BFDULCPU68000

BFoULCPU68oooM

A& T with Monitor
A& T wilh MMU

Us! Price Our Price
Sl t~5 . 00 $1075.00
St495.00 $1395 ,00

2820 Z80 DMA CPU

MEMORY BOARDS

4MHz 280 with 2 RS232 C Serial Ports, Centronics Paralle l
Port, separate data and status ports and
DMA Oaisy Chain Capability
BFCCS2820
Assembled & Tes ted
$595 .00

DMEM256KP-256K DYNAMIC MEMORY MODULE

$795.00

I/O BOARDS

CMEM NONVOLATILE CMOS MEMORY

$ 30.00

2830 - 6 PORT SERIAL

Llsi Price Our Price

BFMADSDCl A& T w/Asych RS232 ports 5875.00
BFMAOPSI
1 Asych adapter board required
for each serial port used

2810 Z80 SBC CPU

Six Asynchronous RS232C Ports using three Z-80 DARTS.
Programmable baud rates.
BFCCS2630
Assembled & Tested
$550.00

256Kb with byte parity error de tection for
8 or 16 bit computers
BFoULOMEM256
256K A& T
51495.00 $1 395 ,00
Nonvolatile CMOS memory with 3-10 year
battery backup on board,
8K A& T
$695.00 S629,00
16K A& T
$ 795.00 $7Z5,00
32K A& T
$995.00 $940 ,00

BFOULCMEM8
BFOULCMEMI6
BFoULCMEM32

27104 PORT SERIAL
4 Full handshaking RS232 ports and optional2K ROM
BFCCS271001 Assembled & Tes ted
$325,00

27192 SERIAL 8. 2 PARALLEL
2 RS232C ports, 2 8 bit p a rall el ports & optional2K ROM
BFCCSZ11901 Assembled & Tes ted
$360.00

2 7 2 0 4 PORT PARALLEL
48 bit paralfel ports and optional 2K ROM
BFCCS.272oo1 Assembled & Tested
$275 ,00

2422 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
110 Mapped, controls 8", single or 5 V4" double densit y
BFCCS2422A

A& T with C PM '- 2.2 8 " S.D.
Assembled & Tested

$425.00

2716/2732 EPROM BOARD
WITH 16 BIT DATA PATHS
Designed to hold 32Kb 012716 type or 64Kb 012732 type
EPROMs, or ROMs for read only use with 16 bit CPU
systems.
BFOULEPRoM32
2716 EPROM Board A&T
S295.00 $280.00
BFOULEPRoM64
2732 EPROM Board A& T
S29 5.00 $280,00

REAL TIME & DATA AQUISITION
AIM 12-12 BIT AID CONVERTER
NO input module with

12 bit accuracy, 32 input channels
and optiona·' ins trumen tation amplifier
BFDULAIM12
A&T with Instrumentation Amp.
BFoULAIM12B
A&T wl1houllns1rumenlalion Amp.
$660.00

VIDEO AND I/O

AOM 12-12 BIT D/A CONVERTER

VB 3 - HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEO

D/A output module, 4 channels, 12 bit accuracy. Optional
V/C420 industrial output module (4-20Ma), 4 channels,
used in conjunction with AOM12.
BFOULAOM12
Assembled & Tested 5675.00 $640.00
BFODLV1C42o
Assembled & Tested $675.00 $640,00

80 x 25

or 50 cha ra c ter video display Memory Mapped,

Parallel Keyboard port
BFSSMiB3A24 80 x 24 A& T
5499.00
BFSSMi B3UP 80 x 50 Line Upgrade

VB 2 - I/O MAPPED 64

X

$440,00
$ 39.00

CLK24-NONVOLATILE CLOCK/CALENDAR

16 DISPLAY

Day, date, hours. m inutes, seconds, and 3-5 year battery
backup on board. Read or write directly from 110 port.
Jumperable for 64Hz UNIX I!.) or real time applications.
BFOULCLK24C
A& T w/ 64 Hz Interrupt 5300.00 $285.00

I/O Mapp ed Video Board. with Parallel Keyboa rd port
64 x 16
BFSSMiB24A Assembled & Tested
$269.00 $229.00

VBIB MEMORY MAPPED 64

X

16 DISPLAY

M emory Mapped Video Board 64 x 16 characte r display
or 64 x 16 graphics display
BFSSMiB IA Assem b led & Tested
5242.00 $220 ,00

I/O 4
BFSSMI04A

}{EVi!

Two serialllQ. two parallel/fO
Assembled & Tested
$290.00

$260.00

1/05

2 Serial, 3 parallel Including 1 Centronics
BFSSMI051
Assemble d & Tes ted
5329.00 $309 .00

~!
BFSSMI06A

2066 BANK SWITCH DYNAMIC MEMORY
64 K Memory with bank and block selec t s witching
functions for Cromemco Cromix'" & Alpha Microsystems
BFCCS2066
Assembled & Tested
$450.00 $425 ,00

I/O 8
8 Port Serial/IO with Timer
Asse mble d & Tested
5550.00

2116 16K STATIC RAM
$495 ,00

16K 4MHz using 2114 RAMs. Maybedividedin t04K blocks
Cromemco & Alpha Microsyst ems co mpatible
BFCCS21163
Assembled & Te s ted
$295 ,00

2032 3 2K STATIC RAM
32K 4MHz using 2114s. Divided into 4 BK blocks. Bank portlbank-byte scheme compatible with
Cromemco and Alpha Microsys tems.
Assemble d & Tested
$500.00

S-100 MAINFRAME
12-slot motherboard with removable termina tion card
BFC CS2200o1 Ollice Cream
35 Ibs.
$575 .00
BFCCS22DDD2 Blue
35 Ib s.
S575.00

2/4 MHz will accept 2716, or 2732, or RAM
BFSSMC B2A Assembled & Tes ted
5299.00 $275.00
BFSSMl80M SSM Z80 Monitor
$ 69.D0

MBI0A 16/8K 8/16 BIT STATIC RAM
16K bylelBK word, 24 bit extended, addressing, "M write,"
Phantom disable, addressable in 4K blocks
BFSSMMBloA Assembled & Tested
$299.00 $27 5. 00

MB8A lK/16K EPROM BOARD
1K/16K 270B EPROM board, disable in 1 K increments
BFSSMMB8AA Assembled & Tested
$179.00 $159,00

PBI PROM PROGRAMMER
Program s 2708 or 2716's, operates as a
4K!8K EPROM BOARD AS WELL
BFSSMPBIA Assembled & Tested
$265.00 $220.00

Ci rcle 370 on inquiry card,

SOFIWARE

MEMORY BOARDS
2065 64K DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARD
64K 4MHz, 280 or 8080 compatible, bank select for
memory expan sion to 512K, DMA compatible.
BFCC S2065
Assembled & Test ed
5375.00 $350 .00

SEND 1.00 TODAY
FOR THE NEW, FULL COLOR
SPRING 1982 ENGINEERING
SELECTION GUIDE!

DIGITAL RESEARCH
BF01R CPM

CP/ M 2.2 Control Program/
Microcomputers
BFOIRMAC MAC Macro Assembler
BFOIRRMAC RMAC Relocating MAC
BFolRSID
SID Symbolic Instruction Debugger
BFolRTEX
TEX Text Formatter
DESPOOL Background Print Utility
BFOIROES
BFolRCBBo CBASIC Programming Language
BFoIRCBB6 CBASIC-B6 Programming Language

$ 90.00
$200,00
$100,00
$100,00
$ 50,00
$150,00
$325,00

MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL
BFMOSWOSTR
BFMOSMLMRG
BFMoSSPSTR
BFMoSCALSTR
BFMoSOATSTR
BFMoSSUPSET

Wordsta r Version 3.0
Mail Merge
Spell Star
Calc Star
Da la Star
Supersort

$300,00
$100.00
$1 50,00
$200 ,00
$200.00
$150 ,00

SORCIM
BFSORSCAL
BFSoRACTI
BFSORACTII
BfSORTRNS
BFSORPM80
BFSORPM66

SUPERCALC a Superior Electronic
Workshee t
ACT I 8080/Z80 Assembler
ACT II 8086/8088 Assembler
TRANS 808618088 Transl a tor
PASCAL/M REL4 8080/ 8085/l-80
PASCAL/M 8086

$295.00
$175.00
$1 75.00
$125.00
$395.00
$495.00

MICROSOn
BFMO SBAS80
BFMCPBASC
BFMOSM FT

BASI C-S O Version S.X Extended
Disk Basic
BASIC Compiler Version 5.X
FORTRAN-80

$300,00

$395.00
$500.00

~ ~. }< .. .•5.<>
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ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 CA, AK, HI CALL (213) 709-5464
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Terms. U.S. VISA. MC. BAC. Check. Money Order. U S Funds On ly CJ\ It~ ~; nlt~ II! ~; add I;!'·" Sales I ;IX MINIMUM PIlEPAIO ORDER SI S.OO. lnc lude MINIMUM
SH IPPING & HANDLING of S3.00 for the firs! 3 illS. plw; 2 ~1¢ lor e;II:1! ;llhllllllll;11 POIIl IlI Ortft~IS I1Vt ~ 1 ~IO Ills, selll ireig hl coll ect. JUSI in case. please inc lude
your phone number. Prices subj ec i 10 Change withoIJ111111ice W f~ will I1II lUI. 11I~~; 1 III 111;1111 1;1111pl l ce~; 1111011!111 June. 1982. Credit Card orders wi ll be charged
appropriate freig ht. If you haven't received yow Sp rlll!1 'Il ? 11I!JI11I ~ 1 ~1 1I111 Sr:1I!cl lllll Gllltll: lry May lOlh. sencl $1 00 for your copy. Sale prices are for prepaid
orde rs only.

WHY SETILE FO R LESS?

The Sola Micro/ Mini Computer Ultra Isolated Regulator provides
instantaneous voltage regulation. and ultra isolation from both transverse and common mode noise for any type of load. It alsosuppresses
transients. protects against overloads and serves as a portable
dedicated line. It is the ultimate in AC line conditioning equipment.
The Sola "Micro/Mini" is particularly applicable in systems involving mini or micro computers, POS equipment. microprocessors, or
data terminals - where noise and tran sien ts cause errors, or low
voltage and short term disruptions can result in loss of memory. The
output waveshape is sinusoidal and contains less than 3% harmonic
distortion, making it ideal for any electronic load.
Common mode noise rejection exceeds 120 dB for the regulator.
while transverse noise rejection is better than 60 dB - true ultra isolation. Brownout protection is a real bonus feature. Input line voltage
variations as great as ±15% are instantaneously regulated to a maximum output deviation of ±3'10. And. the output wi ll remain within
NEMA voltage specifications for input voltages as low as 65% of
nominal.
Especially designed for office type environments. the Sola "Micro/
Mini" is truly portable and has a low sound level of 43 dB.
• Instantaneous regulation
• Regulator common mode noise rejection of 120 dB
• Regulator transverse mode noise rejection of 60 dB
• Completely portable - no installation costs
Matches Micro/Mini computer packaging
Complete isolation from pwer line - less th an 3pFd
• Quiet operation - below normal office levels
• Operating range Irom -20' C to +50' C
• No loss of output for line loss up to 3 msec
• Line cord
• On-off switch
• Dual output receptacles

OYSAN DISKETIES have long been regarded as the standard that all others
attempt to duplicate. Today. Oysan still manulactures the ultimate in Uexible
recording media for 5Y4" and 8" 11exible disk drives. Both the 5Y4" and 8"
diskettes are certified to be 100% error free over the entire recording surface
providi ng you with the best insurance from data error.

51f4 " DlSKE'l"I'ES
35/40 TRACK CERTIFIEO
PRICE
Sidesl
Density Heads Box of 10

Part Ho.

Sectors

BFOSH1D41
BFOSH1D410
BFOSH10510
BFOSN10710
BFOSH1D420

Soft
Soft
16 Hard
10 Hard
Soft

BFOSH20520

16 Hard

BFOSH37401
BFOSH374010
BFOSN374020

Soft
Soft
Soft

Single 1/1.
Double 1/1
Double 1/1
Double 1/1
Double 2/2

$45.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$60.00

Double 2/2

$BO,OO

110V 60Hz CVT Mainfram es, th e bes t money c an bu y!
12 Slot ±8V 1 7±16V @2A
22 Slot±8V @l 30 A± 16 V @l 4A

LIST
PRfCE
PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

BFTEIMCS112
BFTEIMCS122
BFTEIRM12
BFTEIRM22

12
22
12
22

Siol
Slot
Slot
Slot

Desk
Desk
Rackmount
Rackmount

1-9
$755.00
$910.00
$800.00
S965.00

OUR
PRICE
10-24

$660.00
$798.00
$715.00
$860.00

$627.00
$776.00
$681.00
$B25,00

Shipping Weight: On 12 Slot Mainframes: 45 Ibs.
On 22 Slot Mainframes: 55 Ibs.

S-loO MAINFRAME WITH 12 SLOT MOTHERBOARD
AND CUTOUTS FOR 3 - 5%" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
+8V @l 17A±16V @l 2A+12V @l I .2A/nternaIPower Cab le

77/80 TRACK

8 " DlSKE'l"I'ES
$55.00
$65.00
$85.00

Single 1/1
Double 1/1
Double 2/2

A!!!!o..

fJSANVO

BFTEITF12
BFTEIRf12

12 Siol desk
12 Slot Rackmount

$745.00 $670.00 $63B.00
S855.00 $765.00 $732.00

Shipping Weight: On 12 Slot Desk: 40 Ibs.
On 12 Slot Rackmoun t: 45 1bs.

DUAL 8" DISK DRIVE CHASSIS
For two Shugart B01R or two Qume DT-B size drives
with internal power cables provided
+24V @l 1.5A +5V @l 1.0A - 5V @l .25A

BFTEIOFOO
BFTEIRFOO

Desk Top
Rackmount

$565.00 $520.00 $480.00
$725.00 $650.00 $630,00

Shipping Weight: On Desk Top: 40 Ibs.
On Rackmoun l: 45 Ibs.

FCC ClASS 2 APPROVED DATA DISPLAY MONITORS

PRIORITY ONE ElECTRONICS isa master distribulor for TEl. Dealers & OEM's
call for quantity pricing.

PRENTICE

I""

MINICOMPUTER REGUlATORS

6x
6x
8x
9x
9x
1000 17 x 9 x 9
2000' 17 x 11 x 11
Output voltage is 120VAC ±3'10 for an input voltage of 95-130VAC
'Unit has 30 Amp twist receptacle.
Also available are Hard Wired and 50Hz Models.
MINT UPS
A mini UPS goes one step further thana minicomoputer regulator. It provides the same voltage. noise and brownou t protection plus maintains
power to keep equipment running smoothly during a blackout When a
power failure occurs. the internal maintenance free battery continues
powering the inverter without the use of any switching devices. This
provides uninterrupted. conditioned AC power to the critical load.
A true UPS always between the AC line and critical load providing
complete protection from brownouts and blackouts as well as line noise
and transients. Output waveshape is sinusoidal with less than 3%
single harmonic and 5% total harmonic distortion, Regulated output is
±3'10 when operating from either AC line or battery. Handles load
surges a~d fault clearing providing 125% overload for 10 minutes.
150% overload for 10 cycles and 200% in short circuit with 2
automatic restrikes before shutdowft Maintenance-free battery automatically rechareages upon return of AC line. Oper. Temp, O' Ct040' C.
Especially designed for small, sensitive electronic equipment such as
minicomputers, data terminals. P.O.S. systems. lnplutvoltage. 115VAC.

PORTABLE 120VAC 60Hz
UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SYSTEMS

THE STAR
Part No,

Description

BFSYOVM4509
BFSYOOM4509CX
BFSYOOMBD12C
BFSYOOM8112CS
BFSYOVMC6D13
BFSYODM6113'

list Price

9"S&W P4, 10 MHz (15 IbS.) S2 15.00
9"Green. P31, 10MH z (15 Ibs.) $200.00
12"8&W P4, IBMHz (24 Ibs.) S250.00
12"GReen, P31, l BMH z (24 Ibs.) $260.00
13"Color, 16 x 64 (35 Ibs.)
S470.00
13" RG 8 Color (35 Ibs.1
$995.00

SALE
$169.00
$180,00
$225.00
$235,00
$425,00
$895,00

-As use d with IBM P.C.

APPLE II®
PERIPHERALS
,,-

"'.. -

,
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.1

.I::~:'
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$1544.00 $1314.00
BFSiA260050400300 400/1 OMin 12x19xll
$1574.00 $1331.00
BFSlA260050400301 400/20Min 12x19xll
$1674.00 $1425,00
BFSlA2B0050150300 750/10Min 12x19xll
Also available are 220V 50Hz models of the above.
Calf for alf SOLA producfs nof listed.
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Receiver Sensitivity of -50dS on: -53 dS oft • FSK Modulation • RS232
Compatible. Swltches:Originate/OIf/Answer. Full DuplexfTest/-Half Duplex
• Indlcalors:Transmit Data, Receive Data. Carrier Ready, Test

Part Ho.

Description

BFPRHSTAR

RS232, TIl. 20Ma Current LoopS199.00

Usl Price

SALE

$129_00

(llHayes

A800 DOUBLE DENSITY 8" DISK CONTROLLER
• High Speed DMA TRansfer of Data (1 Microsecond/Byte)

• Uses All Siandard Apple DOS Commands (OPEN CATALOG, LOC K,
DElETE. LOAD... etc) Except for INIT Which Has Been Improved and
Enhanced in a Vista Forma t Routine
• Compatible with Apple DOS 3.2/3.3, Pascal I. I aoo CPM 2.2 (With Ihe

laO Soli Card by Microsoll)

[Plrt ND.

We've Sold Thousands!
• 0 to 300 baud . Bell 103 and 113 • Exclusive triple seal acoustic
chamber . Sell Test . ±0.3% frequency stability; crystal controlled •

Ii

1.< ,it".... ,. ,:../'" • \

..

OUR MOST
POPULAR MODEM

• Interfaces to AU ShugarVAN SI Standard Eight-Inch Floppy Disk Drives
• 2KxB PROM Contains Autoboot Functions and AilS" Floppy Driver Code
Allowing Complete Memory Usage Map Compalibilily w/Apple DO S

3.2/3.3
BFVISA800
BFVIS0180
BFVISOI04

Controller and disk
S595.00 $499.00
Vision 80 80 x 24 Display Card $395.00 $349.00
Vision 40 - 40 Column, upper/ $ t 95.00 $175.00

lower case enhancement

SMARTMODEM
• AU loAnswcf. Aula Dial, Full or Hall-Duplex.. loop Back '" Serial binary. and
asynChronous clal a lorruals WIth 7 or 8 clala bits: t or 2 stop bits: odd, even or
no palil y • 0·300 hallild • RS232C interface . Z8 Microprocessor with
2Kb COlilrol pf{ln J;1I1l • 40 character command buffer . Size: 1.5 " x 5.5" x
9. 6 "

BFOCH0200P
BFOCH0300P
BFOCH0100P
BFOCH29010
BFOCHOOOOP
BFOCH24010

Sm"rtmodem (SII. WI. 6 Ibs.) $279.00
C hroll og r" ~ " (Sh. Wt. 3 Ibs.) $249.00
Micromodem 100 (511. wt. 4Ibs.)$399.00
CP/M'" 8" Terrnill;11 Program for above
MicrOllinclem II
$379.00
0,,1"00111 (PASCAL ~a lc") for above

$249.00
$219.00
$369.00
$ 25.00
$329.00
$ 50,00

Circle 371 on inquiry card.

&
LETl'ER QUALITY

PRINTERS FROM

NEe
SELLUM

Interfaces: • RS232C and Current Loop • Centronics type parallel
interface . IEEE/488 All are OJP switch selectable.
P",o• • lIll Prol"ols: • NEC5510 • DIABLO630 • QUM E Sprinl9 •
IBM Personal Compuler • ATARIICenironics 737).
Specl.1 f ..lures: • l80 CPU . 12K ROM . Siandard 16K Buller .
Opiional48K Buller . 50· 19.2K baud . Micro-coded alarm dillerenl·
iales error conditions with pulse combinations . Intelligent bi·d irectional
printing with logiCseeking . Complete word processing fea tu res . Self
lest • Auto reprint • Auto clear error • Proportional spacing •
Supports AUlomatic justification . Complete Vector plotting routines .
Sheet feeder mode allows easy interf ace to mos t mechanical sheet feeders
• 6 month warrantee • Quiet· 60db • Front panel forms contrOl •
Universal power supp ly 11 5/220V 50160 Hz.

80 CPS USING THE FUJITSU SP830
P.rt No.

OescrtpUon

BFSlMf86

Intelligent Prin ter

UII Price Our Price
$3495.0 0 $2985 .00

OPTIONS
Vertical forms tractor
BfSlMf86VfT
48K RAM buffer
BfSlMf864U"
CaJ/ for pricing on sheet feed options

$200.00
$400.00

•
•
.
•
.
.

BI· DIRECTfONAL· 120 CPS . Parallel and Serial I/O
9x9 Matrix (Alphanumeric) • 100 Thru 1200 Baud
6x9 or 12 ma trix for graphics • Self Test
5,8.3,10,16 Characters p/lnch _ Out 01 paper switch
6 or 8 Lines per Inch
• Friction or Tractor Feed
80 CPL @10 CPI lor 82A
. 3 " to14 " Top 01 lorm
132 CPL @10 CPI lor 83A &
(Switch Selec table)
84
. 10 Dillerent CharacterSe ls
The above printers come complete with frict ion and tractor feed. Front
panel seleclion of 10 dilferent form lengths. Front or bottom paper loading
for up to 4 parI forms and tear bar. AU three printers have a parallel interface
as standard. The 82A and 83A also include a 1200 baud serial interface as
standard.
Port No.

Intelligent Printer

EPSON
BfEPNMXBO
BfEPNMX80FT
BfEPNMX100

$32 95. 0 0 $2695 .00

OPTIONS
Vertical Fo rms Tractor
BfSlMN77VFT
Bidirectional Forms Tractor
BfSlMN77BOFT
NEC Cut Shee t Feede r
BfSlMN77CSf
Twin Cut Sheet Feeder
BFSlMN77CSf2
48K RAM Buffer
BfSlMN774U"
* Must be ordered with the print er

$ 230.00
$ 400.00
$1595.00
$2150.00
$ 400.00

Tractor/Friction Feed

Centronics IBM/NEC Cable
RS232C Serial Cable
Calf for other cables no t lis ted

450.00
550.00
725.00

1

BFMBSAPLlNTWC*
Apple parallel interlace with cable
BFMBSEI1Serial interface for EPSON Printers
* Sold only with printers

$BO.OO
$60.00

Para Dynamics

8FTNOTM1001

Single Sided. 2S0KB (5 Ibs.)

SALE'

5249.00" ..

2 Dr

More $220.00
BFTNOTM1002 Double Sided, SOOKB

S325.00 ea.

2 Dr

More $299.00
BfTNOTM1003 Single Sided, 500KB

$325.00 ea.

2 Dr

More $299.00
BfTNOTMI004 Double Sided. 1000KB

$449.00

More $420.00
manual, not included with drive
BfTNOTMSM
*As used in the IBM P.G.

ea.

2 or

S 10.00

~ MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
Better Than
OUME!
Better Than
SHUGART!

$ 15.00
$ 59.00

AI
'DS
Applied.Digital Data Systems Inc.

INTERFACE CABLES
BfCPAM51Z
BfSC08251

80 col.JCPS Haclor leed (11Ibs.)
with Tractor/ Friction leed (20 Ibs.J
132 col./80CPS (30 Ibs.)

TANDON 5'14" DRIVES

SALE

Pri ce

80 column prinler w/traclor 125 Ibs.) $539.00
High resolution graphics ROM 60,66
$ 15.00
132 column prinler wi tractor (35 Ibs.) S750.00
High resolution graphics ROM 60,66
$ 15.00
9600 Baud 2K serial buller Inlenace
$149.00
132 col. prinler paralle l inl"lace
S1095.00
wilh graphics 135 Ibs.)
132 Col. prinler 9600 baud serial2K S1250.00
BfOKIOAT84AS
interface with graphics (35 ibs.)
BfMBSAPlINTWC"
Apple Paraliel Inler/ace wl cable (1 lb.) $ 15.00
* Sold only with prin ters
BfDKIOAT82AT
BfOKBfRAPH82
BfOKIOAT83AT
BfOKIGRAPH83
BFOKISERZKBf
BfOKIOAT84AP

55 CPS USING THE NEe 7700
Bf SlMN77

Ust

Description

Exac tl y o ne-half the height of any othqr model.
Proprie tary, hig h-resolution, read-write heads patented
by Tandon
D.G. o nly operation - no AG. required
Industry s tandard in terface.
Th ree millisecond track- to-track access time
BfTNOTM6481 Sin gte Sided $425.00
2 or more
BFTNOTM648Z Double Sided $515.00
2 or more
BnNDTMBM
Manual - not included with drive

8", Double-sided. double-density, interchangeable- with aUME & Shugart
BfMITM289463 Sh. Weight 16 Ibs.
$550 .00
BfMITM289463M Manual
$ 10.00
2 Dr More $525.00 each

~ "' ShUgart 80lR

$525.00

Single sided, double density - most popular 8" drive
8fSHU60lR
$425.00 ea. or 2 ormore(16Ibs) lor $395.00 ea.
BFSHUSA80lRM Manual lor 801R drives
5 10.00

J:++:l'"
U1J INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTATION , INC .
VIEWPOINT - ADDS
Detacha b le keyboard, RS232 interface· and auxiliary port,
80 x 24 display, tiltable screen.
BfAOOVWPR
Sh. weight: 30 Ibs.
$699.00 $525.00

~fJI:f'B:!

I

.~-:.~

DISK CABINETS

~

"

V-IOO - VISTA
• Desk or rack mountable • Internal power and da ta cables
• Drives pull ou t for easy service and main tenance
Bf1ISV100 Disk Drive Cabiner (43 Ibs)
$495.00 $449.00

18 SLOT S"IOO MAINFRAME
CVT Power Supply, forced air coofing; security lock
120 or 220V AC a r 50 or 60 Hz+8V @20A. ±16 @3.5·
8fPON20160
Desk Top
$799.00 $699.00
8fPON2018R
Rack Mount
$849.00 $149.00

SINGLE 8 " - Q.T.
BfOTCOOC8

Single 8 " cabinet with power supply
(22 Ibs.)
5249.00

$225 .00

DUAL 8 " - Q.T.
8 SLOT S-IOO MAINFRAME WITH
CUTOUTS FOR 2 5'/, " DISK DRIVES

BfOTCOOC88

Circle 371 on Inquiry card .

Single 5" with P.S.
Dual 5" with P.S.

BFVIS9801
BfVIS9802

DISK DRIVE FACILITY

Free standing cabinet. Will accept 2,8" Flopp y disks and 1,
a" Rigid disk. 18 slot ca rd cage will accep t the double
height 10" x to " S'100 cards (Atp ha Micro and othe rs) CVT
Power Supply.
+24 @7A, +16 @2.2A.·16 @3.5A, +8@20A, +5@5A
8fPON2816
PRONTO
$1295.00 $1129 .00
PRONTO COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY POWER·UP SEOUENCER
BfPONZ818S
with sequencer
$139 5.00 $1249 .00
Shipped mo tor freight col/ec t

$349.00

5 " CABINETS - VISTA

+5 @5A,·5 @500MA,+8 @15A,+12@6A. +1 6@2, · 16 @2
BfPON25080
Desk Top
$8 99.0 0 $189.00
BfPON2508R
Rack Moun t
$949.00 $839 .00

Accommodates two 8" flo ppy drives, o f Shugart, Qume, or
Similar design and dimensions. 110 or 220V AC at 50 or
60Hz CVT powe r.
BfPONZ2000
Desk Top
$659.00 $519 .00
BFPON2200R
Rack Mount
$6 79.00 $595 .00

Dual 8 " cabinet with power supply
(24 Ibs.)
$395.00

Overseas Customers Send
$4.00 U.S. Currency or 22
International Reply Coupons
to Receive Our New Catalog
by Airmail

_I

_PRIORITY

I

\11M

"

.

___
,

$ 85.00
$110.00

/';~

,," Xt"

~

UNIVERSAL DISK ENCLOSURES
• Accepts any combination 01 8 " d rives (QUM E/Shugart
80 1 R type or !/t size Tandon type) • Also accepts ha rd
disks • Positive pressure • Optional Disk environment
monitor shows supply voltage and internal cabine t temperaWre • Internal power and da ta cables provided.
UNIVERSAL DRIVE CABINET complele wilh power supply. Ian and lilter. and
all internal cables for attachment 01 two 8" floppy drives.
8fll1UOE004
Oual Drive CabineqSh. WI. 40 Ibs) 5495.00 $450.00
Bfll1UOE004EM w/Environmen lal Monil or inslalied 5584.95 $535.00
8fll1UOE004AUG Duai Drive cabinel wit h Aug·
$733.00 $650.00
me ntation power sup ly module to increase 5V
supply !mm 6 amps to 9 amps for use with two
h,ud disks or 4 Tandon drives. Also includes
Disk Environment Monitor (45 Ibs.)
$ 89.95
BFIlIUOERCK
19" Rack Mounl kit UOE004
THIN THREE DRIVE CABINET complete wi th power supply, and all internal
cables 101 allachmcnt 01three thin a" floppy drives (Tankdon type). One AC
l)Ower connec tor is also provided lor use with lull size drive.
BFI11UOETI · Three Drive Cabinet ISh. WI. 35 Ibs) 5495.00 $450.00
DFIIIUDETTTEM Wi th ErlVirorllllcntal Moni tor installed $584.95 $535,00

ELECTRONICS ,

.

tWa

9 16 1B DEERING AVE • CHATSWORTH, CA 9 131 1 NEOA

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 - CA, AK, HI CALL (213) 709-5464

Terms. U.S. VlSA, MC, BAC, Check, Money Order, U.S Fumls Olily CA rr~sletell t s aelll ti'\\. Sa les Lrx. MI NIM UM PREPAID ORDER $15.00. Include MINIMUM
SHIPPING & HANOllNG of S3.00 lor the first 3 ItJs.. l-lluS25¢ 1m D;u:11,UltlllulI l;IIIUlluul O ld t~ r s (lver ~JO Ills. sent fleight coliect.Just in case, please inc lude your
phone number. Prices subject 10 change wlt houl nolrce Wcwill clo till! llcs l lo 111;11111 ,1111 !J1 1t:!:S IIUIII J!lh ,July. 1982. Credit Card or ders wi ll be charged appropriate
freig ht. If you haven't received your Spring ·82 EngiueClill!.l Se lec: lioll Guule. st~ Il { 1 $ 1 00 1m YOllr I:Opy tociay!. Sa le plices are for prepa id orders only.

IFLUKEI

====®
Buy with confidence .rom the nation's
largest HITACHI distributor
Single and dual trace. 15 thru 100 MHz. All high sensitivity Hitachi
oscilloscopes are built to demanding Hitachi quality standards and are
backed by a 2-year warranty. They're able to measure signals as low as
1mV/division (with X5 vertical magnilier). It's a specilication you won't
lind on any other 15 or 30 MHz scopes. Plus: Z-axis modulation, trace
rotation, Iront panel X-V operation lor all scope models, and Xl0 sweep
magnification. And 30 thru 100 MHz oscilloscopes offer internal signal
delay lines. For ease 01 operation, lunctionally related controls are
grouped into three blocks on the color coded Iront panel. Now here's the
clinchec For what you'd expect to pay more, you actually pay less.
Check our scopes belore you decide. All scopes complete with probes.

NEWI FIELD SERVICE PORTABLES
BFHITV209
BFHITV509

NEW 4% DIGIT HANDHELDS!
The FLUKE 8060A and 8062Aoffer the most powerfut combinati on of
capabilities ever in a handheld DMM, including these:
. 4 'k digit resolution
.1 01' V, 10mA, t OM sensitivity
• t OOKHz True AMA (8060A)
• 30K Hz True AMS (8062A)
• Aelative Aeference
• Constant current diode test
• Self diagnostics . Basic DC accuracy of 0.04 % (8060A): 0.05%
(8062A)
The 8060A also oilers dBm, relative dB, frequency measurements to
200KHz, Auto ranging megohms t0300k n ,and conductance (2000
nS).
$349.00
BFFLU8060A with safety designed test leads
$219,00
BFFLU8062A with safety designed tes t leads

20MHz Dual Trace
wl2 hour Battery Backup
List Price: $995.00

50MHz Dual Trace
wlCa librated Variable Delay
List Price: $1895.00

Our Price: $859,00

Our Price: $1749.00

• 20 MHz, Dual Trace

• 3.5" Reclangular CRT
with Internal Graticule

• Battery Operaled
• Only 4.3" High by 8.5" Wide
• 1 mV Sensitivity (to 5 MHz)

• SO MHz, Dual Trace
• Calibrated Delayed Sweep

Handheld DMMs For Every
Application and Budget
• dc voltage
• ac voltage

• Easy-to-use Rotary Swi tches
• Large 0.6" LCD displays
• 3V2 or 4'fl digit accUiaty

• dc curren t
• ac current

• Overload protection

• Resistance
• Diode Test

• Ex ternally accessible battery & tuse
• Augged O.t" ABS Plastic Ca se
• Shock-Mounled PC Board
±O.S% DeV accuracy. 10M U Inpul lmpeded - S124.00

BFKTHI30

ence auto polarlly and current measuremenl

th rough I DA
Same as BFKTH130 except 0.25% accuracy
and enhanced band with on top ACV ranges
BFKTHI28 Seelhear display includes both overlunder
threshold indicator arrows, audible tone Ihal
opera tes on all ranges & lunctions. and adlustable threshold
BFKTH135 4'h digit, 0.05% accuracy
BFKTH871 Thermocouple (TC) based thermometer
BFKTH13D4 Soft Carrying Case & Stand (handhelds)
BFKTHI306 Deluxe Carrying Case (handhelds)
BFKTHI31

S139.00
S139.00

S239.00
S199.00
S 10.00
S 25.00

• 31f2"12KV CRT w/internal graticule

• lightweighl - I l ib,.
• Operates on Battery Pack (optional)
_ I mV Sensitivity (to 10 MHz)

31/2 DIGIT HANDHELDS: THE WORLD STANDARD
II lunctions:
• dc voltage
• temperature (via K-type
• ac voltage
thermocoupl e
• dc current
• peak hold on voltage and current
• ac current
functions 0.1 % basic dc accuracy
• resistance
(8024B & 8020B) 0.25% basic dc
• diode test
accuracy (8021 B & 8022B)
• conductance
• visual logic level detection
• high-speed continuity beeper and continuity indicators
Extensive overload 3V,-digit resolution protection with 600V doublefused curren t input. Salety-designed test leads. Two-year parts and
Two-year labor warranty. Calibration Cycle.
$239.00
BFFLU8024B
(All 11 lunctions)
$189,00
BFFLU802DB
(First 8 functions)
$149.00
BFFLU8021 B
(First 7 functions)
$139.00
BFFLU8022B
(First 6 functions)

Bench DMMs: Solid Price/Performance Values
BFKTHI69 0.25% DCV 3V, digit LCD display
S\89 .00
BFKTH116 0.05% DCV 4'I, digit LCD display
$269.00
BFHIT-V352

BFHIT-V202

35MHz Dual Trace
WITH DEI.AY
Lis t Price: $1 150.00
Our Price: $ 859.00

20MHz Oual Trace
List Price: $850.00
Our Price: $695.00

20kHz bandwidth on lower ranges
BFKTH119A 0.04% DCV 4'h digit LED display
20A capability TRMS ACV
BFKTH1192 BCD Output Option lor BFKTH179A
BFKTHI193 IEEE Intertace lor BFKTH179A

S359.00
$189.00
$325,00

Economically priced dual trace
Dynamic range 8 div.
oscilloscope
TV sync separator circuit
Square CRT with internal gralicule Built-in Signal delay line (V-352)
(illuminated scale)
X-Y operation
High-accuracy voltage
Sweep-time magnifier (10 times)
axis & time axis set at #3% (certified Trace rotation system
at 10" to 35°C)
Fine adjusting, click-poSitioning
High-sensitivity
function
1mV/div. Low drill
2 Year Warranty

GLOBAL
SPECIALTIES
LOGIC PROBES

50MHz
&

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL

1 functions
• ac current
• resistance
• dc voltage
• diode tes t
• ac voltage
• conductance
• de current
10 amp current range (80 1OA)
2 nand 20 n resistance ranges (8012A)
True AMS ac measurements
3 V,- digit resolution
0.1% basic de accuracy
Holds voltage, resistance and conductance readings via 80T-H Touch
Hold Probe
Extensive overload protection with 600V double-Iused current input

The 8050A, 41/2 digits of unique function and
features above 7 features, plus:
• 16 selectable relerence impedances • Aelative relerence/ollset
• 4V,-digit resolution • dBm (measuring ac and dc voltage)
. 0.03% basic dc accuracy
BFFLU8050A
BFfLU8050AOl
BFFLU8010A
BFFLU8010AOI
BFFLU8012A
BFFLU8012AOI

41'1 digit True AMS Bench DMM
with Ni-Cad battery option
10 amp True RMS Bench DMM
80 10A with Ni-Cad battery option
Low-Ohms TrueRMS bench DMM
8012A with Ni-Cad Battery Option
Th e shippin g weight on bench DMM is S ibs.; SIbs.

$369.00
$419,00
$259.00
$299.00
$339.00
$319.00

50 ns. 80 ns
00 ns: 1.5 MHz 6 ns typical
Single-shot event. pulse train
tested at tOns.
10MHz pulse trai
70MHz pulse train

Pulse Mode
Part No.

CALIBRATED TIME DE
BFHITV55DB

BFHITVI D5D

50MHz
with 3rd Trace
Trigger View
List Price: $1745.00
SALE

100MHz
with 3rd & 4th Trace
Trigger View
List Price: $2390.00
SALE

$1495.00

$1995.00

• Large, Bright 8 x 10crn screen . Large, bright 8 x to cm screen
_ High sensitivity I mv/div (tOMHz) - Quad Trace Operation
_ 5 ns/div Sweep Rate
(Cht. Ch2. A Trigger and 13 Trigger)
_ 3rd channet display (Trigger View) _ high sensitivity 500 I-' v/div(5MH /)
_ Variable trigger hold-olf
_ High-accuracy ± 2%

• Full TV Triggering
_ Single Sweep
_ Automatic Focus Correction

(+ to 10 + 3S"C)
- Alternate Timebase Operlliloll
_ 20MHz Bandwidth Umiler
_ Full TV Triggering

lP3

LP2

LPI

Response

801oA/8o12A, Measurement versatility
on the bench

High Speed Tr ainor Single Event
Description

BFGSCLPI
BFGSClP2
BFGSClP3
BFGSCLP4
BFGSCOPI

Standard I OMh z wl Mernory
Economy 1.5MH z

High-Speed 50 MHz wl MerllOry
t OOMH z + ECL Logic Prolle
High-speed digital pulse!.

Ust Price Our Price
S50.00
$32.00
S77.00
$150.00
$83.00

$45.00
$30.00
$69.00
$136.00
$16.00

100 PPS or sinnle-sllol
16 AND 40 CHANNEL LOGIC MONITORS
LM I clips over auy IlIP Ie up to t 6 pius. Eachol its t 6 contacts
connec ts tn if single bi l level dctcctOi that drives a high intesnity.
!lumbered LE O fC;l(lolll ac tIVated whcn the applied voltage exceeds a
fixed 2 V Ihwshnld. I n~ I I(: " I " ItIIllS LEO on: logiC ·'0" keeps LEO alt.

BFGSCLMI

$79.00

$12.00

LM-4 Will inslanlly ;Itlcl l:le;uly dtspl;ly Ihe logic states of any digilallC
of liP In 40 pillSIII ;U1V III lip 1040 independent circui l point s when used
wil li it s sl;l\u!;\lllIV SIl IJIIII~!(Il:UlHll.'C tUl G\blc \cUllina\ed with a 40-pjn
Ie Icst dIp

S199.00

BFGSCLM4

$189.00

LOGICAL ANALYSIS KITS
BFGSCLTCI
BFGSCLTC2

I "1. l lP I & I M IlI lllltll{jl~"G; I SC
I P:l.lJP I & t M I 111 IIIOltk11 case

5240.00
$270.00

$220.00
$245.00

with Ni-

Cad Battery Option

Circle 372 on inquiry card .

page Ne Drilled Boards

RS232 and "D" SUB·MINIATURE
CONNECTORS

q;~zr'~
J.f.
n.

SOLDER TYPE
P= Plug. Male Type - S= Socket. Female Type - C= Cover. Hood

I

PART NO.

.

Page', NC' DRILLED Prlnl ed Circuit Board, oller you benelits not
cu rrently available from a conventional punched board. If you are
involved in prolessional prototypi ng of PC boards. you know th at a
"clean" prototype is always more representative of what you can
expect in your linal prod uction board. AND isn't that what protoIyping is all about? If you Want the Best .. . Ask for PAGEl

SPECIFICATIONS:
UL Approved.
Material: .062" 11.57mm) thick FR-4 epoxy glass laminated copper
per MIL-T- 5556 1 Type GF.
Hole Diameter: .042" NC drilled.
Plating: Circuitry: Electrolers tin 50 x 10-6 in.
Contact fingers: .00 10" gold over .0050" nickel.
Contact lingers are chamfered for ease of insertion.

S-100 BOARDS

I

DESCRIPTION

PRICE
111-24 25-99.

1·9

BFCNDDEBP
BFCNDDEBS
BFCNDDE9C
BFCNDDAI5P
BFCNDDAI5S
BFCNDDAI5C

9 Pin Male
9 Pin Female
9 Pin Cover
15 Pin Female
I S Pin Female
15 Pin Cover

$ 2.10 $
$ 2.70 $
$ 1.50 $
$ 2.75 $
$ 3.95 $
1.50 $

i

1.90
2.40
1.25
2.45
3.60
1.30

BFCNDDA25P 25 Pin Male
3.00 $2.75 $2.25
BFCNDDA25S 25 Pin Female 4.00 $3.75 $3.00
1 Pc. Grey Hood
$ 1.60 $ 1.45 $1.30
2 Pc. Grey Hood
$ 1.50 $ 1.25 $1.10
2 Pc. Black Hood
$ 1.90 $ 1.65 $1.45
37 Pin Male
$ 5.60 $ 5.10 $4.45
37 Pin Female
$ B.70 $ 7.70 $6.70
37 Pin Cover
$ 1.60 $ 1.55 $1.30
50 Pin Male
$ 6.75 $ 7.75 $6.70
50 Pin Female
$11.65 $10.25 $8.90
50 Pin Cover
$ 2.00 $ 1.60 $1.60
Hardware Set 2/Pr $ 1.00 $ .60 $ .70
RS232. OB25P. EIA
BFCNDRS2328F Class I Cable8Con8Ft $19.95 $17.95 $15.95
BFCND573036 Cent. 700 Series/
$ 9.00 $ 7.50 $6.00
Epson Prinler Conn.
BFIOC5730880 ID C Version of Above $ 9.95 $ 9.00 $8.00
CA LL FOR IDC "0" CON NECTO R
BFCNDDB51212
BFCNDD25H
BFCNDDB51226
BFCNDDC37P
BFCNDOC37S
BFCNDDC37C
BFCNDDD50P
BFCNDDD50S
BFCNDDD50C
BFCNDD2041B

ICN SERIES GOLD 3 LEVEL
WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
PI002 Component Sid.

BFPGBPIOOI
BFPGBPI002
BFPGBPI003
BFPGBPI004

SIOO
S100
SI 00
SIOO

Bare Board
Horizon tal Busses
Vertical Busses
Pads Per Hole

1-4

PRICE
5-9

10·24

$15.95
$22.95
$22.95
$23.95

$13.95
$19.95
$19.95
$20.95

$11.95
$17.95
$17 .95
$18.95

• l Oin GOLO Plated Pin s
• Deep Cham fered Closed Entry
Contacts
• RN Side Wipe Con tac t Design
• Phosphor Bronze Contact Material
• Terminal Barbs Allow Self- lock
into PC Board
• Rugged Socket Body Design
• Deep Chamfered Closed Entry
Contac ts

I

APPLE BOARDS

STANDARD
PINS PCKGE. EACH

PART NO.

P5002 Componenl Side
BFPGBP5001
BFPGBP5002
BFPGBP5004

Apple Bare Board
$15.95 $13.95 $11.95
App le Hori zontal Busses $22.95 $19.95 $17.95
Apple Pads Per Hole
$23.95 $20.95 $18.95

GOLD PlATED

TIN
.: i \
PlATED -U

BfPGBP4411
BfPGBP4413
BfPGBP4414
8FP&8P442I
8fP&BP4423
8fPGBP4424
8fPG8P7211
8fPGBPl213
BfPGBP7214
8fP6BP7221
BfPGBP1223
BfPGBP7224

4.5"x6"
4.5"x6"
4.5",6"
4.5"x9.6"
4.5",9.6"
4.5",9.6"
4.5",6"
4.5",6"
4.5",6"
4.5",9.6"
4.5",9.6"
4.5",9.6"

22/44 .156" Bare Board $ 9.95 $ 8.95 $ 7.95
22/44.156" Vertical Buss $13.95$12.50$11.50
22/44 .156" Pads Per Hole $14.95$13.50$12.50
22/44 .156" Bare Board $10,95$ 9.95$ 8.95
22/44 .156" Vertical Buss $14.95$13.50$12.50
22/44 .156" Pads Per Hole $15.95$14.50$13.50
36/72 .1" Bare Board
$ 9.95$ 8.95$ 7.95
36/72.1" Vertical Buss $13.95$12.50$11 .50
36/72 .1" Pads Per Hole $14.95$13.50$12.50
36/72 .1" Bare Board
$10.95 $ 9.95 $ 8.95
36/72 .1" Vertical Buss
$14.95$13.50$12.50
36/72 .1" Pads Per Hole $15.95$14.50$13.50

10·24

.

RS232 Breakout Box

250·999

NEWI
SElECTIVE PlATED
PINS THAT WILL SAVE
YOU MONEY BY
HAYING GOLD ONLY
WHERE IT COUNTSI
Same as above except pins
are selecllvely plated.

TAILS - - BFRNS08TWW
8 52
.55 N/A
.45
BFRNSI4TWW 14 30
.65
.55
.50
BFRNSI6TWW 16 26
.75
.65
.52
.90
.79
.75
BFRNS18TWW 18 23
BFRNS20TWW 20
2-1
1.10
.95
.91
BFRNS22TWW 22
19
1.25 1.15 1.05
BFRNS24TWW 24
17
1.25 1.15 1.05
BFRNS28TWW 28
t 5 1.50 1.45 1.35
BFRNS40TWW 40
10
2.00 1.80 1.60
!MINI.MUM;ORDER S1.00 por lin. item. To recelvo
;qllantity pri~es beyond 1st cOlumn you musl order
E:XACf«mulllj)les.i!f'STANDARD PACKAGES.

_I

ISOlATES SENSITIVE AND VALUABLE EQUIPMENT FROM: Equipment
interacl ion - Damaging High Voltage Spikes· AC line noise and hash.
PROTECTS AGAINST: Voltage tra nsients caused by lightning. contac t
switch ing, turn-oil of inductive components, noise due to elec tromagneti c coupling.
USE THE GSC ISOBAR TO ISOLATE: Microprocessor Iromperipherals·
Lab instrum ents from noisy equ ipment - Sensitive pre-amp or tape
deck from power amplifier.
THE GSC ISOBAR EliMANATES: Equipment interaction· Equipment
damage from power line spikes and surges - Errors - False printoutsDisk Skips · Audio or video hash
FEATURES: Inductive isolated ground· Sockets Indivdually filter
isolated - Circuit breaker protected at 15A.
VOLTAGE TRANSIENT SPIKE PROTECTION: 2000 A peak for up t06
Sec duralion spikes. I OOOA. 8/20
Sec protec tion from repeated
spikes.
LOAO HANDLING : 1875 W max. total load; 15A per socket
INPUT: 125 VAC. t 5 amps; standard 3'prong plug.
fBAR 3 • Three co mmon ou tlets ~u i lt -i n ci rcuit breaker, pilot light.
hang-up bracket and a 6-Ioot cord.
U,I Price
Our Prlc.
BFGoFIBAR3
Sh. Wt. 3 Ibs.
S59.95
S42.00
IBAR 46 . Four independently isolated outlets. Built-in 15A circuit
breaker. pilot light. swi tCh. and 6-loot cord
BFGOFIBAR46
Sh. Wt. 4 Ibs.
S79.95
$49.95
IBAR 86 . 8 ou tl ets. grouped to fo rm 4 independently isolated sets of
two. Buil t-in 15A circu it breaker. on/off switch. pilot light.
BFGOFIBAR86
Sh. Wt. Sibs.
S84 .95
$54.95
IBAR 9RM . Ei ght rear· mounted outtets grouped to form four independently isolated sets of twe. plus one non-isolated convenience
outlet on front face. 19" rack mount cabinet. Built·in 15A circuit
breaker. pilot light, on/off switch. and 6-foot cord.
BFGOFIBAR9RM
Sh. WI. 6 Ibs.
S99.95
S74.95

PRfCE
100·249
25·99

.49
.45
.41
BFRNS06WWG
8 52
.60 N/A
.75
.70
.65
.55
.48
BFRNSI4WWG 14 30
.85
.75
.70
.60
.52
BFRNSI6WWG 16 ., 26 '.
1.00
.90
.80
.75
.71
BFRNSI8WWG 18 23
1.20 1.05
.96
.91
.87
BFRNS20WWG 20 " 21
1.35 1.25 1.15 1.05
.99
BFRNS22WWG 22
19
BFRNS24WWG 24
17 1.35 1.25 1.15 1.05 .99
BFRNS28WWG 28
15
1.70 1.55 1.40 1.34 1.25
BFRNS40WWG 40
10 2.20 2.05 1.85 1.60 1.50
t MINIMVM OliDER$1.00 per liiie item To ree,iv. QUantity prices beyond ·
I sl cotupn yoiJ must order EXACT multiples of STANDARD PACKAGES.'

GENERAL PURPOSE PLUGBOARDS

P4413 Wiring Side

With Built-In Noise Filters anCIL....;
Surge Suppressors

$1.70
$2.10
$1.10
$2.15
$3.20
$1.10

~"';'I1I1I• .sIl.
~.II"E.T.I.C.

DESCRIPTION

-£1 ..

SEND $1.00 TODAY FOR THE NEW
FULL COLOR, SPRING 1982
ENGINEERING SElECTION GUIDE

.41
.47
.51
.70
.87
.94
.96
1.25
1.40

.37
.44
.46
.65
.82
.89
.89
1.15
1.30

~,: .
A must for every technician, repair man
or systems integra tor

Da tabo, is conlained in a tough. plas ti Ccase and is powered by two.
1.5 volt penlight ba tteries. No power is consumed by the tester when
not in use. Oimensions:2.9"x5.55", I ,45 " . Weight: 10 oz. w/batteries.
BF~ .~W2~~BOX .••. .•..
.
. . S199 . 00
$15~ . ~. ~

MlCRQCOMPUTER PRODUCTS >
MEMORY

8080 SERIES

iPARTNO.

PRICE

BF4116AC20
BF2016P3
BF2114N3L
BF5257N3L
BF2732
BF2716
BF2708

BT8.00
81
72.00
81 26.00
81 50 .00
8/$96.00
8/$48 .00
8/$20.00

Z80 SERIES
BFZ80A
BFZ80APIO
BFZ80ACTC
BFZ80AOMA
BFZ80AS I OO
8FZ80ASIOI
BfZ80ASI02

UARTS
BFAY51013A
BFTR1602B
BFTRI863
BflM6402

r"

11.19
11.19
33.39
39.95
39.95
39.95
$5.95
S4.95
$6.95
$7.95

PART NO.

PRICE I

BFINS8D80A
BFINS8085A
BFOP8212N
BFOP8214N
BFOP8218N
BFDP8224N
BFOP822HN
BFOP8228N
BFDP822BN
BFOP8238N
BFINS8250N
BFfNS8251 N
BFINS8253N
BFINS8255N
BFINS8257N
BFINS8259N
BFINS8275N
BFINS8279N

$5.50
$19.95

FLOPPY DISC
CONTROLLER
BFF01lllB-OI
BFFOI79IB·OI

.PRIOR"Y~_ _ ELECTRONICS c

I

IIl54

:

r"

5.25
2.95
3.25
9.95
3.50
~5.55
5.55
S15.95
$7.50
$17 .95
$6.80
~16 .45
18.00
$59.95
$24.95

9 16 1B DEERING AVE • CHATSW O RTH. CA 9 13 1 1

$24.95
$44.95

~ ~. y .)::'.

!IlL. ~

~!R~~
!C~!tch~!~ $!1~2t!'~I~-~!'~I~ ,7"1~~~"I~'M~M~~~D
~~M~ZP,C~d:~~I~U~
SHI PPING & HANDL ING 0153.00 lor the first 3 lI)s., plus 25¢
frci{lht collect. Just in case, please include your
It)! C;lI:tl ;uhhtl(l ll;ll llIHllul. Orrlers llvcl ~ill l lJs. 5Clll

phone number. Prices subject to cha nge wilhou i llo ticc. We will do 11111 Ilt ~st 10 III;uolaili pflces IiUllll!lh JIIIlC. 1982. Cred it C;ud orders will be charged appropriate
freight. If you haven't received your Sprif1!J 'U2 Engineeri!)!t Seil)r. hol1 GIIII I I~. sell{l S I 00 leu YOIII wpy Imlay! Sale prices arc lor prepaid orde rs only.

Circle 372 on Inquiry card .

Unclassified Ads
FOR SALE: Apple II with 16 K memory, Pixe-Verter, program tapes. and manuals. S1000. Also have five Issues of
Creative Computing magazine for 1977IJuly-August issue missingl, six ISsues 1978, 12 issues 1979, and 12 ISsues 1980, 52
each. Also have issues 9-1 2 of BYTE for 1979 and all 12 issues
for 1980. 52 each, Dale Arnd t, 2900 McCann Rd, Apt. 4 15,
Longview. TX 75604, 12 141 758- 14 79,

FOR SALE: TRS-BO voice syntheSIZer, caDle, manual. and
demonstra[Jon tape. Four months old . S 150 o r best offer. Randy Rosier, 714 Brown St.. Iowa City, IA 52240, 13 191 338-5097 ,

ATTENTION: Schools that own Apple lis with a disk: Are
you tired of not having enough money fo r equipment? J am fuJI
of ideas and merhods on how to make money u SIng your Apple. Send a SASE for free informa tion , Greg Lindahl. 10 Arbutus
Trail. Greenville, SC 29607.

MM I 00, Dut reqUires DAAI: 5200, AJ 84 I Seleclilc Isellall:
5600, Industrial Micro 8 K dynamiC RAM; 550. Or Des[ offelS.
All very low usage .md In excellent conditio n . N ell W elcilel.
12121 757 -6300.

FOR SALE: E & L MMD-I microprocessor trainer in excellent
work in g cond ition. Based on B080A ChiP, Bug Dooks 5 and 6.
5150. Jerry Fidel. 1365 West 7[h S[ " Brooklyn, NY 11 024,
12 121 331-0028 ,

FOR SALE: Two M ITS 8800B compu ters, 64 K. Two MITS
disk drives, cassette 110, seria l 110, para llel 110, BASIC. FORTRAN, COBOL, Pascal. 53000, Steve Mastrianni, 2952 Main
St.. Coventry, CT 0623B, 12031 742-6727 ,

FOR SALE: Hazeltine 1400: 5400. Hayes 80- 103A Isame as

FOR SALE: Centronics P- I punter In perf ect conditio n . Rarely
used. Four rolts of paper Included . Paid 5430, as kin g 5200 or
besl offer. Phrhp E. Bally. M .D .. 4758 Klng lel. Ho u slOn. TX
77035, 17131 729-6290,

SELL OR SWAP : DEC PDP-B/L With 4 K core and TTY Interface. PC8-L pape r-tape reader/punch With interface cards
and cable. No software or manuals for eith er at the moment.
will pass along if I get [hem , Datalog MCBBOO ultra -high-speed
printer (opt/cal). hOrizontal synchronization need s adjustment,
complete user/maintenance manual With schematics. J will consider offers of DEC eqUIpment. accessorIes, software, or
money . or any combination of these . Duane Berry, RR I, Box
105, Kempner, TX 76539, 18271 547-5536 ,

FOR SALE: OSI Cha ffenger I P with 16 K RIW memory, 6 10
expander boa rd, Single minifloppy-disk driv e. and Sylvania
9-inch monitor. Completf set of manuals and m iscellaneou s articles . 5850 o r best offer. Randy Raymond, 102 Maple G, o ve
Way, Columbia, MO 65201. 13141874-1 7 1"

FOR SALE: Two Single-board computers , FairchIld FB With

UNCLASSIFIED POLICY:

Readers who are solicit[ng or giVing adVice, or who have
equipment to buy, sell or swap should send In a clearly typed notfce to that effect. To be
rons[dered for publtcatJon, an advertfsement must be clearly noncommerCial, typed double
spaced on pla[n white paper, contain 75 words or less, and Include complete name and
a(Jdress Information,
These notICes are free of charge and will be printed one time only on a space available
baSIS. NotICes can be accepted from individuals or bona fide computer users clubs only. We
(dn engage In no correspondence on these and your confirmation of placement IS appear ance In an Issue of BYTE,
Please note that It may take three or four months for an ad to appear In the magazfne,

1 K static RAM, four parallel 1/0 ports. one serial 110 POrt .
20 mNTTY in terface, Fair-bug In ROM With documentation.
card edge connector, schemallc, and programming manual.
560, Also. 1802 Super ELF With 2 K SfaliC RAM, mo nl[Qr prog ram in PROM, fully assembled With manual. sc hematic, and
13 ISsues of the f B02 newslener. 575 , Both for 5 110, GOidon
Burnham, POB 14192B, Orlando, FL 32807 ,

WANTED: Ca lifornia Compu ter Systems S-I 00 boards. N eed
used dISk-controller Doard 1#24221, I/O 127 18 01 27 101 , M K
120651, and ZBO 128 ral In usable condition a[ a lea sonaDle
prrce. Also need a Shu'gart 800/80 I R disk dri ve . Ed Schneider.
8025 Coates Hwy" ManlS[ee, M 149660, 16 161 723-7859,

FOR SALE: BYTE ISsue # I through Sept ember 197B, IIII"iI,II,
Aqe and COlllplJ!er Dt'U\10I1S; 1975 tflroug h 19 78 Issues 5100.
Alan Ma[tal, POB 2B 19, M ISSIon VIejO, CA 92 690 . 17 141
B37 -7540.

BOMB

FOR SALE: KSR43 Tele[ype, Like new. Trac [o l feed, 12-lnc11

BYTE's Ongoing Monitor Box
Article # Page

Author,sl
Daynes
Ciarcia
Bejar

1
2
3
4

48
60
78
108

5

142

The Videodisc Interfacing Primer
Build an Interattive-Videodisc Controller
Videodiscs in Education
Interattive Training in Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation
Videodiscs and Optical Data Storage

6
7
8
9
10

162
170
176
182
220

Armored Patrol
The Eliminator: Mayhem in Space
Galattic Chase
On the Way to Standard BASIC
App-L-ISP

11
12

235
242

13

260

14

286

15

302

16

321

Tawala's Last Redoubt
The Input/Output Primer, Part 5: Charatter
Codes
A General Purpose I/O Board for the Color
Computer
User's Column: Terminal Madness, The
Word, Grammatik, and Then Some
The Atari Tutorial , Part 10: Human
Engineering
Upward Migration, Part I : Translators

17
18
20
21

348
364
376
410
452

22
23

468
4B8

19

558

Artle/e

The Osborne I
Applescope Stores Dual Traces
NEWDOS/80 Version 2,0
TAFT: Terminal Apple with File Transfer
Maintenance Alternatives for Personal
Computers
Omni Aviation Navigation System
Micro-Decision Support System/Finance
rOSS/F)

June 1982 © BYTE Publications Inc

Hon
Moberg,
Laefsky
Callamaras
Pike
Wszola
Kurtz
Bonar,
Levitan
Lesser
Leibson
Barden
Pournelle
Crawford
Taylor,
Lemmons
Dahmke
MacNicoi
Kelly
Gabriele
Whitaker
Campbell
Moskowitz

carriage. 'Jppercasello wercase, dOl -matriX prrnl er, Ircln smltSand
receives full ASCII sec Imertace s uSIng TTL revels. seflar Input/ou tput. and s[andard keyboard WJ[tl many extra ctlaracters
and control key. EaSily Interfaced to TRS-BO_ SwTPC 6BOO-0 9.
and otflers. Included : 1/4 box of white unlined fan-fo rd paper.
extra ribbon cartridge. Inlerfaclng ribbon cable With connec!Qr.
technreal reference, and owner' s manuals. S700. F. Lund.
f6 -06 FranCIS LewiS Blvd.. Whitestone, NY 113 57, (2 121
746-0946.

We Interrupt This BOMB . ..
For the second month in a row,
Steve Leibson has captured first
place , And this time it's no tie-he
has it all to himself. For "The Input/Output Primer, Part 2: Interrupts and Direct Memory Access,"
Steve will be awarded the 5 100
purse, Second place goes to Ed
Umlor for his review, "Integral
Data Systems' Prism Printer," Ed
will receive 550, Despite threats of
bodily harm (and worse) , w e're
forced to award third place to
Steve Ciarcia for his article "Use
Voiceprints to Analyze Speech ."
Well after all, Steve, you can't be
first every month_

Reader Service
Inquiry No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
489
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
36
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
49
46
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
56
59
61
62
63
64
65
493
66
66
69
70
71
72
407
73
237
76
77
79
80
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
66
69
90

Page No.

47th STREET PHOTO 385
A.M. ELECTRONICS 32
A.M.T. 256
A.S.T. RESEARCH 234
AB COMPUTERS 523
ABM PRODUCTS 22
ACCUPOWER 432
ACTION COMPUTER 183
ADV.COMP.PROD. 546, 547
ADV.DIGITAL PROD. 239
ADV.MICRO DIGITAL CORP. 263
ADV.SYS.CONCEPTS 520
AEGIS SYSTEMS 526
ALF PRODUCTS, INC. 373
ALLEN BACH IND. 154
ALPHA BYTE COMP.PROD. 38, 39
ALPHA SOFTWARE 145
ALPHA SOFTWARE 147
AlSPA COMP.SYS. 101
ALTOS COMP.SYS. 156, 157
AMDEK CORP. 209
AMER.SMALL BUSN .COMP 473
AMER.SQUARE COMPo 244, 245
ANCIE LABS 251
ANDERSON JACOBSON 34
ANDERSON JACOBSON 406
ANN ARBOR TERMINALS 437
ANSWER CORP. 132
APPARAT INC 83
APPLEWARE,INC. 512
APPLIED ANAL YTICS 349
APPLIED SOFTWARE TECH 229
APSTEK INC. 520
ARBA 60
ARCHIVE 421
ARTIFICIAL INT'L.RESRCH 522
ASAP COMP.PROD.INC. 309
ASAP COMP.PROD. INC. 345
ASAP COMP.PROD.INC. 346
ASAP COMP.PROD.INC. 347
ASC ASSOCIATES 526
ASHTON·TATE 409
ASPEN SFTW.CO. 26
ATARI 140, 141
ATLANTIC CABINET CORP. 522
AUDEC CORP. 516
AUDIO-LIGHT INC. 334
AUTOMATED PRGRM METHDS 516
AUTOMATED BUS. MACHINE 246
AVOCET 156
AXIOM CORP 365
B&B ELECTR. 516
BASF SYSTEMS 343
BASIC BOOKS 210
BASIS, INC. 241
BAUSCH & LOMB INSTR.SYS. 61
BAUSCH & LOMB INSTR.SYS. 81
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC. 464
BBI MAIL ORDER 516
BEECH ENTERPRISES 512
BELL,JOHN ENGR. 519
BINARY CORP. 524 .
BISON PRODUCTS 269
BIT 3 COMP.CORP. 150
BLAT RESRCH & DEVELP. 447
BMC INTl 305
BORLAND LTD. 290
BOITOM LINE, THE 522
BOITOM LlNE,THE 464
BOWER-STEWART 516
BRIDGE COMPUTER 312
BRIDGE COMPUTER 520
BUCKEYE STAMPING CO. 451
BUSS 356
BYAD CORP. 165
BYTE BOOKS 316
BYTE BOOKS 320
BYTE BOOKS 429
BYTE BOOKS 481
BYTE BACK ISSUES 360
BYTE SUBSCRIBER 511
BYTEK COMPo SYS. 390
BYTEWRITER 198
CALIF DATA CORP 514
CALIF. DIGITAL 542, 543·
CALlF.COMP.GRAPHICS 524
CALlF.MICRO COMPo 478
CDR SYSTEMS 516
CENTENNIAL SOFTWARE 206
CERMETEK 254
CHAPIN ASSOCIATES 514
CHECK-MATE 496, 512
CHECKS-TO-GO 218
CHIPS & DALE 514
CHRISLIN INDUSTRIES 329

Inquiry No.
94
95
96
97
499
96
99
101
102
103
104
105
494
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
116
119
120
122
123
124
125
127
126
226
129
126
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
142
487
143
496
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
492
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
165
160
161
162
163
164
166
167
168
93
500
170
171
172
174
175

Page No.

COLUNS ENG.SYS.CONSLT. 528
COLONIAL DATA SERVo 14
COLONIAL DATA SERVo 181
COLUMBIA DATA PROD. 215
COLUMBIA MICRO SYS 370
COMMODORE BUSN.MACH. 79
COMMUNICATIONS ELECTR. 515
COMPONENTS EXPRESS 282
COMPUCHANGE 518
COMPULINK CORP. 94
COMPUMATE 524
COMPUPRO/GODBOUT 119
COMPUSERVE 188
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 495
COMPUTER CHANNEL 430
COMPUTER DYNAMICS 528
COMPUTER EXCHANGE 419
COMPUTER FURN .& ACCSS. 477
COMPUTER HORIZON 448
COMPUTER IDEAS CORP. 526
COMPUTER INNOVATIONS 466
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 374, 375
COMPUTER PLUS 516
COMPUTER PROFESSNAL 36B, 369
COMPUTER SHOPPER 445
COMPUTER SHOPPER 476
COMPUTER SPCLTIES. 252, 253
COMPUTER SPCLTIES. 273
COMPUTER TOOLBOX, INC. 512
COMPUTER TOOLBOX,INC. 516
COMPUTER WRHSE. 205
COMPUTERS WHOLESALE 259
COMPUTERTIME INC. 514
COMPUTERWARE 394
COMPUTERWORLD INT'L. 203
COMPUVIEW PROD. INC. 66, 67
CONCORD COMP.PROD. 344
CONDOR COMP.CORP. 423
CONCURRENT CORP. 310
CONSULTORS INT'L 380
CONSUMER COMPo311
CONSUMER COMPo513
CONTEXT MANGMNT.SYS. 23
CONTROL C SOFTWARE 210
CORONA DATA SYS. 43
COSMIC COMP.UNLTD. 526
COVER CRAFT 214
CPU SHOP, THE 529
CROMEMCO CII, 1
CROMEMC02
CUSTOM COMP.SYS. 195
CYBERNETICS INC 413
0& W DIGITAL 240
DATA ACCESS CORP 425
DATA DISCOUNT CTR 451
DATA ED 44
DATA ROYAL INC. 233
DATA RETRIEVAL CORP. 471
DATA SOURCE SYS.CORP. 202
DATA-RX INC. 447
DATA-TYPE INC. 35
DATA FACE 180
DATAPOINT CORP. 293
DATASMITH 388
DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 231
DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 412
DAY STAR TECHNOLOGY 117
DEALlN' ELECTR. 512
DELMART-DELUX CHKPRNTRS. 459
DELPHIC SYSTEMS 465
DELTA PRODUCTS 42
DENNISON KYBE CORP. 115
DIGITAL EQUIP. CORP 46, 47
DIGITAL MARKETING 6
DIGITAL MICROSYSTEMS 379
DIGITAL RESEARCH 86, 87
DIGITAL RESRCH COMPo546, 549
DIGITAL WORD SYS 526
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 152
DO KAY COMP.PROD.INC. 527
DOW JONES 247
DOWNTOWN BOOK BAZAAR 512
DRAKE, R.L. CO. 495
DREAM ELECTRONICS 516
DUAL SYS.CONTROL CORP. 211
DUPRE ENTERPR. 352
DYMARC IND. 453
DYNAMIC CONTROL SYS 92
ECONOMY PERIPHERALS 370
ECOSOFT 390
EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMP. 518
EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMP. 524
ELECTROHOME 159
ELECTROLABS 513

Inquiry No.
176
177
178
179
180
161
182
183
184
185
166
187
188
189
190
191
192
258
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
.~05

344
206
470
207
206
209
491
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
216
219
220
221
222
223
225
226
227
488
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
75
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
257
291
259
260
261
262
497
263

Page No.

ELECTRONIC CONTROL 453
ELECTRONIC DESIGN ASSO. 449
ELECTRONIC SPCLlSTS 394
ELECTRONIC SYS.FURN 342
ELECTROTECHNICS CORP. 316
ELLIS COMPUTING 8
EMERGING TECH.CONSLT. 472
EMPIRICAL RESRCH GRP. 90
ENERCOMP 530
EPIC COMP.CORP. 213
EPIC COMP.CORP. 462
EPSON AMERICA 284, 285
ESSEX PUBLISHING 494
EXPOTEK 96
FIVE STONES SFTWR 486
FORETHOUGHT PRODUCTS 450
FOURTH DIMENSION 137
FRANKLIN COMP.CORP. 200, 201
FREE COUPONS 459
FREDERICK COMP.PROD. 449
FRIENDS SOFTWARE 222
FRYE ELECTR. 462
FYI INC. 171
G R ELECTRONICS 206
G & G ENGINEERING 283
G-H COMPUTER SYS. 516
GENERAL SOFTWARE INC. 164
GENSTAR REI SALES CO. 514
GILTRONIX,INC.439
GILTRONIX,INC.439
GILTRONIX,INC.439
GNOSIS 358
GRAPPLER, THE 277
GREAT PLAINS SOFTWARE 225
GRYPHON SYS 445
H&E COMPUTRONICS 355
HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD. 69
HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD. 403
HAZELTINE 367
HEATH COMPANY 125
HERTZ CORP,THE 455
HEWLEIT·PACKARD 135
HEWLEIT·PACKARD 216, 217
HEWLEIT-PACKARD 216, 217
HEWLEIT-PACKARD 216, 217
HEWLEIT·PACKARD 216, 217
HEWLEIT-PACKARD 216, 217
HEWLEIT-PACKARD 313
HIGH TECH.SFTW.PROD. 131
HILTON HOTEL CORP. 319
I.B.C.33
ILLINOIS COMP.PROD. 520
IMPRINT SOFTWARE 528
IMS INTERNATIONAL 139
INDEPENDENT BUS.SYS.lNC. 295
INDIGO TECHNOLOGY 16
INFOCOM, INC. 331
INFOSOFT COMP.SYS. 439
INNOVATIVE SFTW.APPL. 246
INNOVATIVE SFTW. 415
INTEGRAL DATA SYS. 73
INTEGRAND 270
INTEL CORP 98, 99
INTERACTIVE MICROWRE. 446
INTERACTIVE STRUCT. 10
INTERCONTN.MICROSYS.395
INTERMEDIA SYSTEMS 294
INTERTEC DATA SYS. 17
INTERTEC DATA SYS. 271
IPEX INT'L. 514
ISA CO. LTD. 467
ISE 71
ISE 223
ISOTECH,INC. 130
ITHACA INTERSYSTEMS 9
J.C.SYSTEMS 448
J.FISKE SFTW.SYS. 524
JADE COMP.PROD. 531
JADE COMP.PROD. 532, 533
JAMECO ELECTR. 550, 551
JDR MICRODEVICES 536, 537
JDR MICRODEVICES 538, 539
JIMSCOT, INC. 258
JVB ELECTRONICS 526
KADAK PRODUCTS 399
KERN PUBLISHING 236
KERN PUBLISHING 237
KRAMER SYS INT'L. 476
LABORATORY COMP.SYS. 524
LABORATORY MICROSYS. 514
LAXEN & HARRIS INC. 524
LEADING EDGE PROD CIII
LEHIGH VALLEY LOGIC INC. 354
LEHMAN & ASSOC. 528
LEO ELECTRONICS 530

To get further information on the products advertising in BYTE, fill out the reader service card with
your name and address. Then circle the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select from the
list. Add an 18-<ent stamp to the card, then drop it in the mail. Not only do you gain information, but
our advertisers are encouraged to use the marketplace provided by BYTE. This helps us bring you a bigger BYTE. The index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no liability for
errors or omissions. *Correspond directly with company.

InquIry No.

Page No.

264 LIFEBOAT ASSOC. 327
266 LNW RESEARCH 75
267 LOGICAL DEVICES 354
268 LOGO COMP.SYS. 191
269 LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS 367
270 L YBEN COMP.SYS. 496
271 LYBEN COMP.SYS. 514
272 LYBEN COMP.SYS. 518
273 L YBEN COMP.SYS. 524
275 MACROTECH INT'L. 194
276 MACROTECH INT'L. 194
277 MACROTECH INT'L. 194
278 MACROTRONICS 526
279 MAGNETIC INFORMATION 476
280 MAGNOLIA MICROSYS. 512
281 MANNESMANN TALLY 281
282 MARYMAC INDUSTRIES 447
283 MASTER COMPUTING INC. 190
284 MAXElL DATA PRODUCTS 15
285 MAXTEK 455
173 MBI530
MBP SFTF.&SYS.TECH . 381
MCGRAW·HILL, GREGG DIV. 330
286 MCP COMPUTER PROD. 522
287 MEDIA DISTRIBUTING 445
MEDIAMIX 126
266 MEMOREX MEDIA PROD. 155
289 MEMORY MERCHANT 113
290 MEMOTECH 335
292 METAVAN INC. 530
293 MFJ ENTERPRISES INC 475
294 MICRO AGE COMP.STORE 167
295 MICRO BUSINESS WORLD 163
MICRO BUSN.SFTW.INC. 441
296 MICROCOM 391
297 MICRO DEVELOPMENTS 166
296 MICRO EXPRESS 522
MICRO EXPRESS CO. 474
300 MICRO FOCUS 199
MICRO LOGIC 528
486 MICRO MAGAZINE 520
301 MICRO MANAGEMENT SYS. 166
354 MICRO MANAGEMENT SYS. 384
302 MICRO MINT 371
501 MICRO MINT 370
502 MICRO MINT 446
303 MICRO PRINTER MRKTG 267
304 MICRO PRO INT'L. 93
305 MICRO SCI 143
306 MICRO WORKS, THE 306
307 MICRO·SPOT ELECTR. 18
306 MICROBYTElEXT.PROCSS. 332
309 MICROCOMP.BUSN.IND. 37
310 MICRODYNAMICS 520
311 MICROHOUSE 12, 13
312 MICROMAIL 160
313 MICRO PERI PH. CORP, THE 520
314 MICROSTUF,INC. 121
315 MICROSYSTEMS ASSOC. 522
316 MICROTECH EXPORTS 212
317 MIKOS 463
318 MILLER MICROCOMP.SERV. 457
319 MINI COMP.SUPPLIERS 360
320 MINI MICRO MART 196, 197
321 MINI MICRO MART 534, 535
322 MINOLTA CORP. 363
324 MOORE BUSN . FORMS 351
274 MORROW DESIGNS 193
325 MORROW DESIGNS 291
326 MOUNTAIN COMPUTER 19
327 MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS 405
326 MPC PERIPHERALS 111
329 MPI161
330 MTI, SYSTEMS CORP. 338
331 MULTI BUSN.COMP.INC. 526
332 NEBS 178
333 NEC HOME ELECTR.USA 103
334 NEECO 339
NETRONICS 336, 337
335 NETWORK CONSULTING CORP 52
336 NEW GENERATION SYS. 204
N.N.C. ELECTRONICS 443
337 NORTH STAR COMPUTERS 100
336 NORTHERN BYTES 406
339 NOVATION 325
340 NOVATION 427
OASIS SYSTEMS 116
341 OLYMPIC SALES 314
342 OMEGA SALES 353
343 ORANGE MICRO 192
345 OREGON SOFTWARE 109
346 ORION INSTRUMENTS 518
347 ORYX SOFTWARE 306
348 ORYX SOFTWARE 456
OSBORNE COMPUTERS 31
349 OSBORNElMCGRAW-HILL 153
350 OSBORNElMCGRAW-HILL 301
351 OSM COMPUTER 133
OWENS ASSOC. 434, 435
352 PACE ELECTR. 466
353 PACtAC EXCHGS 476, 512, 520, 526
357 PALOMAR COMP.EQUIP. 544, 545
356 PAN AMERICAN ELEC INC. 453
359 PANASONIC 45
360 PEACHTREE SOFTWARE 76, 77
PERCOM DATA 7, 123
361 PEREX INC. 304
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Inquiry No.
362
496
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
503
377
378
504
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
507
366
387
388
389
390
391
392

Page No.

PERIPHERALS UNLTD. 275
PERSONAL COMP AGE 261
PERSONAL COMP.SYS. 461
PERSONAL SYS.TECHN . 341
PHASE ONE SYS.INC. 377
PHONE I,INC. 168
PICKLES & TROUT 388
POPULAR COMPUTING 417
PRACTICAL PERI PH . 24, 25
PRINTACOLOR 102
PRIORITY ONE 552, 553
PRIORITY ONE 554, 555
PRIORITY ONE 556, 557
PROCESSOR INTERFACES INC. 516
PROF.AIDS 356
PROFESSIONAL DATA SYS. 411
PROGRAMMERS SOFT. EX. 16
PROMETHEUS PROD. 289
PROMPT DOC.CO. 207
PURCHASING AGENT,THE 144
QANTEX DIV. 91
QUASAR CO. 393
QUASAR DATA PROD.INC. 149
QUCES 187
QUEST ElECTR. 525
QUINTREX, INC. 518
QUME CORP. 95
A.R. SOFTWARE 208
RACET COMPUTES 362
RACET COMPUTES 362
RADIO SHACK CIV
RANA SYSTEMS 27
RCA 30
RCE 392
RED BARON COMP.PROD. 106, 107
REITH ,WALCOTI ENG . 494
REMOTE EVOLUTIONARY COMPo36

Inquiry No.
393
394
395
396
397
396
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
419
429
421

PagaNo.

RENAISSANCE TECHN. 479
ROLIN ASSOCIATES 526
RUPERT NEVE INC. 97
S C DIGITAL 326
S·loo INC 464
S.P.C.TECH.INC. 449
SAGE COMPoTECH . 249
SAGE ENTERPRISES INC. 528
SANYO COMMUNICATIONS 307
SCIENTIFIC ENG . 514
SCIENTIFIC TECHNIQUES 520
SCION CORP 5
SCITRONICS 243
SCM CORP. 333
SCOTISDALE SYSTEMS 219
SCR ELECTR. 516
SEATILE COMP PRODS 179
SEIKO·SHA CORP. 257
SHAPE INC. 472
SIERRA DATA SCIENCES 41
SIGGRAPH '82 315
SIGMATEK 524
SINCLAIR RESEARCH 184, 185
SINGER CO. 431
SLUDER 501
SMOKE SIGNAL BRDCSTG 303
SMOKE SIGNAL BRDCSTG 303
SOF/SYS.INC. 397
SOFTWARE DISTR. 359
SOLID STATE SALES 511
SONICS MICRO SYS. 439
SORRENTO VALLEY ASSOC 350
SOUTHERN COMP.SYS. 458
SSM MICRO COMP PROD 11
STACKWORKS 230

Inquiry No.

Paga No.

423 STANDARD SFTW.CORP. 114
424 STARWARE • 526
425 STATIC MEMORY SYS 407
427 STROBE 279
426 ·SUBLOGIC 226
429 SUNNY INT' l. 511
SUNTRONICS 439
7 SUPERLETIER 530
430 SU PERSOFT 128, 129
431 SYBEX 297
432 SYNCOM 40
495 SYS. DOCUMENTS 526
433 SYSTEM SOLUTIONS 530
434 SYSTEM ED 512
435 SYSTEMS GROUP, THE 29
436 SYSTEMS GROUP, THE 29
437 SYSTEMS PLUS INC. 221
438 SZ SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 530
439 TARBELL ELECTA. 127
440 TECH ELECTRONICS 522
441 TECMAR INC 299
442 TECMAR INC 383
443 TEKTRONIX INC. 105
169 TELECON SYSTEMS 530
445 TELETEK 89
446 TELEVIDEO INC 168, 169
141 TERCER MEDIO 361
447 TERMINALS TERRIFIC 400
446 TEXAS COMP.SYS. 401
449 THREE M COMPANY 175
450 THREE M STATIC CONTROL 357
TINNEY,RBf. GRAPHICS 433
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES 317
451 TRANSNET CORP. 398
452 TRAXX COMP.CORP. 151

Inquiry No.
453
454
455
456
457
456
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
476

PagaNo.

TRISTAR DATA SYS. 323
TSA PROFORMA 496
TSC 227
U.S. MICRO SALES 540, 541
U.S. ROBOTICS 451
VECTOR GRAPHICS 267
VIDEX 21
VISICORP INC. 85
VISTA COMPUTER CO 265
VR DATA 255
VYNET CORP. 450
WALKER,WILLIAM 439
WAMECO 522
ELECTRONICS 518
WARN
WASHINGTON COMP.SERV. 517
WESPER MICRO SYSTEMS 226
WESTSTAR MICRO 454
WESTBROOK SEARCH INC. 530
WESnNGHOUSEIlIGHT.DIV. 389
WESTWARE 20
WHITESMITHS LTD 422
WICAT SYSTEMS 177
WINCHENDON GRP.,THE 439
WINTEK CORP. 439
WINTERHALTER & ASSOC. 455
WW COMPONENT SUPPLY 521
XANADU ENGINEERING 522
XAVAX CORP. 146
XEDEX CORP. 172, 173
XY LOGICS INC 300
ZOBEX 189

' Correspond directly with compan!

National Advertising Sales Representatives:
Northe.st (617, 444-3946

Southe.st (305' 6Z8-3525

Northwest (415, 964-0706

ME, .NH, VT, MA, CT, RI, DE, MD,
VA, \XiV, OK, TX, Upstate NY,
Eastern Canada

NC, SC, GA, FL, AL, MS, TN, KY

AK, HI, WA, OR, '10, MT, WY,
Northern California, Nevada Except
Las Vegas, Western Canada

HaJar Associates
280 Hillside Ave.
Needham Heights, MA 02194

HaJar Associates
Diplomat Bldg.
5400 Diplomat Circle
Suite 272
Orlando, FL 32810

Mid Atl.ntlc (Z01' 741-7744

Midwest (312,966-0160

NY, NYC, NJ, PA

MN, WI, MI, lA, IL, IN, OH,
MO, NE, KS, NO, SO, AR

HaJar Associates
321 Broad St.
Red Bank, NJ 07701

HaJar Associates
5225 Old Orchard Rd.
Suite 50 " .
Skokie, IL 60076

HaJar Associates
1000 Elwell Ct.
Suite 124
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Southwest (714,540-3554
UT, CO, AZ, NM, Las Vegas,
Southern California
HaJar Associates
3303 Harbor Blvd.
Suite H-4A
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

European Advertising Sales Representatives:
Mr. Simon Smith
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co.
34 Dover St. .
London WIX 3RA
England 1-493-1451
Mr. Andrew Karnlg
Andrew Karnlg & Associates
Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
08/5 t -68-70
Mr. Hans Csokor
Publlmedla
Relsnerstrasse 61
A-l037 Vienna, Austria
560
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Mr. Fritz Krusebecker '
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co.
Lleblgstrasse 27C
0-6000 Frankfurt/Main 1
West Germany
72-01-81
Mr. Michael Sales
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co.
17 rue Georges Bizet
F 75116 Paris
France
720-33-42

Mr. Ella Gonzaga
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co.
Via Bracchlnl 1
20123 Milan, Italy
88-90-617
Mrs. Gurlt Gepner
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co.
115 Yosephtal St.
Bat Yam, Israel
866-561

On the new, slicked-up.
trimmed-down Starwriter F-IO.
It's C. ltoh's latest generation of letter-quality printers.
It cranks out flaw less copy
at 40 cps: and its full 15"
carriage lets it double in brass
for both letter process ing a nd
business applications. You
can plug it into almost any
micro on the marke t Ise rial o r
parallel) simply by plugging it
in. And then make it keep on
trucki ng with inexpensive.
easily ava ilable Diablo com-

patible da isy wheels and
ribbons.
In its seria l mode. it can
print just about anything
lincluding boldface. underlines. subscripts and superscriptsl, and snap the carriage
back to start the next line
in less than a second. In its
line mode, it prints in both
directions. fo: even faster
throughput.
IWhile making about as
much noise as a ca t walking
on Kleenex')
It's a nice. portable 30
pounds-about 10 pounds

lighter than the Starwriters
before it. And it stands
exactly as ta ll lor precisely as
sma ll) as a dolla r bill.
Speaking of w hich:
Incredibly. the Sta rw rite r F-10
sells for .bout the same
preposterously low price as
its predecessors. Which is to
say. about $800 less tha n a lo t
of other printers that don't
even come close to measuring up. Or even better.
Measuring down.
Circle 261 on inquiry card.

